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PREFACE

DURING the past twenty-five years the applications of Physics to Industry have

grown enormously. The National Physical Laboratory was opened in 1 900, while

Universities and Technical Colleges have multiplied, and recent years have seen

the growth of the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, with its

Research Associations in many fields, its studentships, and its skilled Research

workers.

Meanwhile, the results of the labours of the past are, for the most part,

scattered in the Proceedings of learned Societies or stored in the brains of the

active workers to whose efforts they are due.

To find out what are the latest methods of Calorimetry, what exactly is

known about the laws of Friction, how far has the theory of the Steam Engine

advanced, what are the principles on which methods of accurate gauging or of

the determination of the many factors which come into the lay-out of a big

electrical plant, the design of a Dynamo, or the methods of Pyrometry are based,

means a long search in Libraries and, not infrequently, a futile journey to some

place where it is hoped the wished-for information may be found.

The Science of Aeronautics, the Design of Optical Instruments, the Methods

of Metallurgy, the Construction of Clocks, Telescopes or Microscopes, the Laws

of Music and Acoustics are all based on Physics.

The manufacturer who is concerned with these and, indeed, with countless

other subjects must know, not perhaps all that has been done that would be

too heavy a taskbut whore ho may find the latest and most accurate informa

tion on the subject with which ho is mainly concerned. This it has been the

object of the Dldlmwnj of A\yUd Phi/MGs to give. Applied Physics is a wide

subject and the task has been a heavy one.

The Dictionary will appear in live volumes of 800-1000 pages each, and, as

will bo seen from the names of some 'of the principal contributors, the Editor has

boon fortunate in securing the help of those most competent to write on each

subject. IliH thanks arc clue, in the first place, to these colleagues, without whose

cordial help the Dictionary could not have been produced. He is also indebted

to a number of Scientific Societies whose Councils have allowed use of illustra

tions from their .Parcellings to be freely made. Among these should be men

tioned in particular the Royal Society, the Institution of Mechanical Engineers,
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and the Institution of Electrical Engineers. The same help has been readily

afforded by a number of Publishers.

It is clear that, with so large a range of subjects, any individual worker will,

probably, be concerned mainly with one branch, and, with this in view, the

volumes have been arranged, as far as possible, in subjects. To obtain informa

tion as to the latest advances of Applied Electricity it will not be necessary to

purchase the sections of the Dictionary dealing with Aeronautics or Meteorology.
The arrangement in each volume is alphabetical, but, at the same time, it has

been thought best to deal with each main subject for example, the Thermo

dynamics of the Steam Engine in a continuous article
;
references are given,

each in its own alphabetical position, to the headings of the various sections of

an article and to the more important subjects which it includes.

K T. G.
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CORRIGENDA, VOL. I

Page ix, List of Contributors, insert WIIETHAM, W. C. D., M.A., F.R.S. Phase Rule.

89, col. 2, last formula, for read 6.

91, col. 2, Table, for independent read inductive.

255, col. 1, line 29, for AB x BC=A0 a read AB x AC= AO 2
.

,, 255, col. 1, line 39, omit M from the product.

255, col. 1, line 44, for equation (1) read equation (2).

255, col. 1, line 45, interchange <p and 6.

250, col. 1, N.B. R is used to denote both the radius of the rod and the force.

265, col. I, line 7, for Ingles read Inglis ; also in Index, p. 10GO, col. 2.

395, col. 1, last line, for to read towards.

503, col. 2, formulae at top of column, for W-[(A/)
-

1] read W J(A/a)
2 -

1J .

541, col. 2, line 32, for Points read Parts.

54G, col. 1, lines 30 and 34, for tangential read transverse.

54(3, col. 2, line 30, for on D read on DP.

54G, col. 2, line 32, for 7^ read, Z' to tally with figure.

547, col. 1, lino 33, for Ibc read l lc .

,, 547, col. 1, line 37, after moving insert relatively to A.

549, col. 1, line 40, after so insert that.

59J, col. 2, lino IT, after exceed insert by more than.

735, col. 1, lino 43, for force read speed.

735, col. 1, line 50, for plain read plane.

,, 935, col. 1, formula 11, read / .

Ja *

10G6, col. 1, line 17 from end, itisert Thomson, James, before, rope brake.
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ABSOLUTE SCALE OF TEMPERATURE AIK METERS

A
ABSOLUTE SCALE OF TEMPERATURE (Kelvin).

If a perfectly reversible heat-engine takes

in a quantity of heat Q,^ at temperature Tj
and rejects Q2 at temperature T2, then

Qll/T1
= Qa/T2 provided the temperatures

Tj and T,> are measured on the absolute

thermodynamic scale. Hence the ratio

of two temperatures on that acale is equal
to the ratio of the heat taken in to the

heat rejected by any perfectly reversible

engine working between those temperatures.
See

"
Thermodynamics," (17), (22) ;

"
Engines, Thermodynamics of Internal

Combustion," (7).

ABSOLUTE ZERO, DEFINITIONS OF, ON " GAS "

AND u WORK "
SCALES. See

" Thermo

dynamics," (4-).

ABSORPTION DYNAMOMETERS. See
"
Dynamo

meters," (2).

ABSORPTION OF RADIATION AS AFFECTING
THE READINGS OF RADIATION PYRO
METERS. See

"
Pyromotry, Total Radia

tion," (19).

ABUTMENT PUMPS :

Fixed. See "
Air-pumps," (25).

Movable. See ibid. (14).

ACCELERATION IMAGES. See
" Kinematics

of Machinery," (4) (iv.).

ACCUMULATORS, HYDRAULIC. See "Hydraulics,"

(S3).

ADLABATIC CHANGE. A change in the volume
and pressure of a body carried out revers-

ibly in such a way that no heat is allowed

to pass to or from the body. See also
"
Thermodynamics," (15), (38).

ADIABATIG EQUATION FOR A PERFECT GAS.

See
"
Engines, Thermodynamics of Internal

Combustion," (20) ;

tc

Thermodynamics,"
(15).

ADIABATIC EXPANSION OF A FLUID. See
u
Thermodynamics," (38).

ADIABATIC AND ISOTHERMAL CHANGES. See
"
Engines, Thermodynamics of Internal

Combustion," (3) ;

"
Thermodynamics,"

(15), (16).

AERODYNAMIC PUMPS. See
"
Air - pumps,""

(26).

AERODYNAMIC TACHEOMETER : For measuring
number of revolutions per unit time by
means of air .pressure differences. See
"
Meters," (0), Vol. III.

AERO-ENGINE, THE ROLLS-ROYCE " EAGLE."
See

"
Petrol Engine, The Water-cooled,"

(6) (i.)-

AEROSTATIC PUMPS, THEORY OF. See
"
Air-

pumps," (8).

AIR, CONSTITUENTS OF, SEPARATED BY FRAC
TIONAL DISTILLATION. See

"
Gases, Lique

faction of," (2).

AIR, INDEX OF REFRACTION OF, used as

secondary standard of temperature in the

range above 500 C. See
"
Temperature,

Realisation of Absolute Scale of," (91) (ii.).

AIR, SPECIFIC HEAT OF :

At high temperature. Sco "
Gases, Specific

Heat of, at High Temperatures."
At 59 C. and various pressures, tabulated

values obtained by Holborn and Jacob.

See
"
Calorimetry, Electrical Methods of,"

(16), Table X.
Variation with pressure over the range

1 to 1200 atmospheres, determined by
Holborn and Jacob. See ibid. (16).

AIR (FREE FROM C0 2 ), SPECIFIC HEATS OF :

tabulated values obtained by Scheel and

Heuso. See
"
Calorimetry, Electrical

Methods of," (15), Table IX.

AlR AND OTHER GASES, SPECIFIC HEAT OF,

determined at room and low temperatures

by the continuous flow electrical method,

by Scheel and Heuse. See
"
Calorimetry,

Electrical Methods of," (15).

AIR AND STEAM METERS, CALIBRATION OP.

See
"
Meters for Measurement of Steam,"

(5), Vol. III.

AIR-COMPRESSION REFRIGERATING MACHINES.

See
"
Refrigeration," (4).

AIR-LIFT PUMP. See
"
Hydraulics," II. (45).

AIR METERS. See " Coal -
gas and Air

Meters," Vol. III.
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AIR-PUMPS

INTRODUCTION

(3) COMPRESSORS, EVACUATORS, BLOWERS,

An air- or gas-pump is a device whereby gas

is transferred from a low - pressure vessel

(L.P.V.) to a high-pressure vessel (H.P.V.).

The term
"
vessel

"
includes the free atmo

sphere, and the term "gas" includes vapours.

It is assumed, unless the contrary is stated,

that the L.P.V. and H.P.V. are at the same

temperature.
If the L.P.V. and H.P.V. are separated by a

gas-tight partition, and if the gas is not a

saturated vapour, the pump will diminish the

pressure in the L.P.V. and increase it in the

H.P.V. ; it will act at the same time as a

compressor and as an evacuator. In practice

one of the two vessels is almost always main
tained at atmospheric pressure, and variations

of pressure in the other vessel alone are im

portant. If this condition is fulfilled, a com

pressor may be defined as a pump of which

the L.P.V. is at atmospheric pressure, an

evacuator as one of which the H.P.V. is at

atmospheric pressure.
The L.P.V. and H.P.V. are seldom com

pletely separatedj except in laboratory evacu-

ators ; there is a continual stream of gas
from one to the other. If the energy re

quired to produce this stream is comparable
with the whole work done on the gas, the

pump may be termed a "
blower," or, if it is

of one constructional type, a
"'
fan." The

distinction between pumps and blowers,

though formally indefinite, is perfectly clear

in practice. Blowers are usually, but not

always, compressors, producing pressures

greater than atmospheric. In blowers there

can be no single and definite p# or pL , capable
of general scientific definition ; but there is

usually some pair of places along the stream
of gas passing through the blower at which
it is obviously convenient to measure PR and
PL- These places may be regarded for our

purpose as constituting the H.P.V. and L.P.V.
(2) NOTATION. Suffixes L and H denote

quantities referring to the L.P.V. or H.P.V.
Many of the formulae given will still be true
if the suffixes L and H are interchanged ; this
feature is indicated by writing before them
(" L or H ").

Ps Pi* PR = pressure.

P = initial pressure (the same for

L.P.V. and H.P.V.).
PL, PE = final pressures.

^-PE/PL= range.
11= atmospheric pressure.
P= vapour pressure.

VL, VH = volumes of L.P.V. and H.P.V.
itit ttH =maxmium and minimum volumes

of
"
cylinder."

T , TL , TH = absolute temperature of atmo

sphere, L.P.V. and H.P.V.

m = mass of gas.

v velocity.
S volumetric speed.

W = work.

w power.

/> density.

?7
= viscosity.

e = friction coefficient.

E =Ejnuch .

= mechanical efficiency.

Evoi.= volumetric efficiency.

(3) WORKING CHARACTERISTICS. Pumps
may be distinguished either according to their

working characteristics or according to tho

principles on which the action depends. Of

the working characteristics the following arc

the most important of those applicable to

pumps of all types :

Range of Pressure. If any pump be worked

continuously between closed vessels, there will

ultimately be established in them constant

pressures, pi?. By the range of pressure
is meant either (a) the ratio pi^/pi , or (b) tho

difference PH -
>L
O

-
, (a) is generally the more

important quantity and will hero bo term (Hi

the
"
range," denoted by K

;
for it is ofton

approximately independent of the absolute

values 2?H PL- But it is never completely

independent ; for all pumps have a minimum
below which they will not reduce PL what
ever is the value, above this limit, of pu,
and all have a maximum pu, though it

may be determined only by mechanical

strength.
The range of a pump of any given typo

may be increased by working two or more
similar pumps in series to form a

"
composite

"

pump, the L.P.V. of one being tho H.P.V. of

the next. In all important casow, tho range
of the composite pump is approximately or

exactly the product of the ranges of tho

components. But a composite pump can
also be built up of components of different

types ; no general statement can bo made
about the relation between tho wngo of

such a composite pump and those of its com
ponents.

(4) SPEED OP PUMPTNO. The speed IH

the rate at which gas is transform! from
the L.P.V. to the H.P.V. Tho amount of

gas is usually estimated by its volume at the

pressure of the L.P.V., whether tho pump in

a compressor or an evacuator. Tho npoed
so estimated is called the "volumotrio
speed," S, and is expressed in volume per
unit time.

Measurements of S are usually made by
observations of tho change o{ pn in a com
pressor or of p lt in an evacuator, tho II.P.V.
or L.P.V. being completely cloned. If Sp
during the measurement is small compared
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with pn or p^tt the gas may be regarded as

perfect. Consequently for an evacuator

1 dm VL dpL /7

In a compressor, pi t
is constant and equal to

II. Therefore
VTT d])n

S----5 ---" (2}
IE ^ ' ' ' ' ( '

In blowers the volume involved in S is

usually estimated at p tt. It is conveniently
measured by some type of flow-meter placed
in the outlet or inlet pipe. If the pressure
at the point where the meter is placed differs

considerably from PH, a correction must be

applied to the readings of the meter.

S is usually a function of PR and pi,
as well as of the nature of the pump ; but

there are important exceptions. -The range
K or the maximum difference of pressure

pn - pL is given by a pair (pn, PL) such

lhatS=0.

(5) THE EFFICIENCY. Several kinds of

efficiencies are recognised as applicable to

pumps and blowers ;
of these the mechanical

efficiency, or the ratio of the useful work
done to the total work expended, is alone

applicable to all types. Both terms of the

ratio need further definition to rid them of

ambiguity. The work expended is usually
taken to mean either (a) the work expended
on the gas in giving to it energy, com-

pressive, kinetic, or thermal, or (6) the work

supplied to the mechanism of which the

pump consists, including that lost in friction

of r,olid or liquid parts. The efficiency

reckoned with (a) is often termed the
"
gas

"
efficiency ;

that reckoned with (6)

the
""

over-all
"

efficiency.

In pumps, where the L.P.V. and H.P.V.'s

are separate, the useful work is always taken

to be that required to transfer the gas that

has actually passed from the former to the

latter. This work will be least if the trans

ference is effected reversibly ; if the L.P.V.

and H.P.V. are at the same temperature, the

reversible transference must bo isothermal,

and any change of temperature during the

process involves the expenditure of more

work. If the transference is reversible and

isothermal, the work required to transfer a

mass of gas between the atmosphere at con

stant pressure II and a closed vessel, the

pressure in which is changed by the transference

from II to p l9
is given by

W =

where V=f(p) is the isothermal characteristic

of the mass of the gas occupying the closed

vessel at the pressure p:
. If the gas is perfect,

(3) applied to an evacuator or compressor
becomes

(LorH) (4)

If II -pR = 8p is small, (5) becomes

(LorH) W =jMVH . . (6)

If ptt is small, as in a high evacuator, it

becomes
. . (7)

In some text-books, the work done by the

atmosphere is left out of account ; the term

in II is omitted from (3), and the second and

third terms in the bracket from (5). But

since work is always done by or on the atmo

sphere in compressing or evacuating, the

efficiencies reckoned without these terms would

seem to have no practical significance.

In blowers the useful effect is usually

estimated by the volume of gas produced at

a given pressure. The work required to force

a mass of gas from the atmosphere into a

vessel in which the pressure is maintained

constant and equal to pH (by increasing the

volume of the vessel as the gas enters) is given

where V is the volume of the gas at pressure

>H- Consequently, if S is the volumetric

speed, and w the work done per second,

The stream of gas issuing from a blower

possesses kinetic energy. If the work ex

pended in giving to it this energy is to bo

included as useful work, there must be added

within the "bracket in (9) the term p v
=

$pv*.

It is often impossible practically to convert

this kinetic energy into energy of any other

form without stopping the flow which is the

main purpose of the blower ; accordingly the

total efficiency, as it is called, reckoned from

the relation

is often misleading. But it may be noted

that ideally it is always possible to reduce

p v to zero without changing S, and thus to
"
convert velocity into pressure

"
;

for if

the cross section of the stream is made

infinitely large, an infinitely small v will give

a finite S.

In addition to the mechanical efficiency,

there is recognised for many pumps a quantity
known as the volumetric efficiency. But since

this quantity cannot be defined generally for

all types of pump, it will be discussed in

connection with those to which it applies.
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(#). The remaining working characteristics

common to all pumps are less capable of precise

measurement ; but they are none the less

important. They include simplicity and con

venience, first cost and cost of maintenance,

adaptation to available sources of power, and

so on. When several types of punip are per

missible, it is usually these characteristics

rather than any measurable efficiency which

determine the choice. They will be noticed

in connection with particular types.

(7) PRINCIPLES OF ACTION. For the

detailed consideration of the various types of

pump, it is more convenient to adopt a

classification based upon the principles under

lying the action. Here pumps fall into three

A. Aerostatic.

B. Aerodynamic.
C. Molecular or High-vacuum.

In an aerostatic pump the transference of

gas is effected "by forces that are at any instant

in statical equilibrium. For any particular

pump the range of pressure is independent of

the speed of working within wide limits ; the

pump can be worked infinitely slowly without

loss of range or of efficiency. (This statement

is not strictly true when the viscosity of a

lubricating liquid is used to secure gas-

tightness ;
such pumps are dynamic, but not

aerodynamic.) In all practical examples the

statical forces are those due to compression,
but those due to change of temperature might

conceivably be used.

In an aerodynamic pump the forces on the

gas are dynamical, and vary with the motion

of the parts of the pump ; they cease when
the speed of working becomes infinitely small,

so that the range and speed of the pump
vanish together. These dynamical forces

arise from the inertia or viscosity of the

gas.
The distinction between the two classes

can be expressed less formally, but perhaps
more clearly, by saying that in the first class,

but not in the second, the action is
"
positive

"

in the engineering sense ; or that, while it is

impossible to blow through a pump of the

first class, it is possible to blow through one
of the second.

In both these classes the forces are such as

are associated with a. continuous medium.
In the third class the action is due to

"
forces

"

appreciable on the molecular but not on the
molar scale. The class would properly be
termed

"
molecular" but since that term

has been appropriated to a particular member
of it, the less scientific expression

"
high-

vacuum "
pumps will be used.

In addition to these three classes of pump,
there are some methods of evacuation which

scarcely satisfy the definition of pumping,

but will be conveniently noticed briefly at the

end of this article.

A. AEROSTATIC PUMPS

(8) RANGE AND SPEED. The working part

is always a vessel (U) of variable volume, u.

Uis

(1) connected to the L.P.V. when its

volume is a maximum u\ t ;

(2) disconnected from tho L.P.V. and tho

volume decreased to the minimum un ;

(3) connected to the H.P.V. ;

(4) disconnected from tho H.P.V. and tho

volume increased to u\>.

This ideal cycle is never attained in practice

but forms the basis of any calculations.

Even if the ideal cycle were attained, tho

general formulae giving the relation between

#H> pit PQ after a number of cycles n would

be extremely complicated. But if it is as

sumed that the gas is perfect, and that tho

transference is isothermal, tho relation between

tPn)n and tei)n+x the values of pu after

the nth and (ra + l)th cycles, is

(LorH) (10)

In a compressor or evacuator we have from

(10)

(11) is true whatever the* ratio o{ u to Iho

V's ; if it is small and if N, tho number of

cycles per unit of time, is large, (11) beeomen

(LorH) --
(12)

From (12) and (1) we obtain for tho volumetric

speed of an evacuator

NVT ,

and for that of a compressor

S= ?

(13)

(H)

The range of pressure is given by S^O.
Consequently

The range, measured by tho ratio of tho

pressures, is independent of tho initial J>POHHUM
and of the volumes of the L.P.V. and

'

H.P.V,
These relations become very Himplo when

U-R, the volume of tho
<

dead apace," is Koro.
Then (11)-(14) become

R = 1 + -
'

(compressor), . (10)
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> : (17)

S=N4L (compressor), . . (18)

VL
S Nw

Ly (evacuator). . (19)

Thus the volumetric speed of such a pump
would be independent of the pressure against
which it worked ; its range would be infinite.

(9) VOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCY. In no
actual pump is the ideal cycle performed ;

the yield is always less than that given by
(10)-(14), and a fortiori less than that given
by (1G)-(19) on the assumption of no dead

space. The deficiency is due to incomplete
wk

connection " and "
disconnection

"
of the

L.P.V. and H.P.V. with U and with each

other, i.e. to leakage and to a failure to

establish pressure equilibrium.
The comparison of an actual with an ideal

pump is made in terms of the
"
volumetric

efficiency" (E vol ), which may be roughly
defined as the ratio of the number of cycles
in which an ideal pump would produce a

given effect to the number of cycles in which
the actual pump produces the same effect.

The ideal pump is assumed to have the same

u\ t (e.g. cylinder volume) as the actual pump ;

it is also usually assumed to have no dead

space ?/.n- This last assumption is not

necessary, for the effect of the dead space can
bo readily calculated if the pump is otherwise

ideal ; but in the pumps for which the

conception of volumetric efficiency is most

important, n is always made as small as

possible, and its magnitude is important in

judging the excellence of the design.
The "

effect
"
by which Evol _

is estimated

must be defined. It is usually either (1) the

attainment of a given pi/ll or pn/\I 9
or (2)

the transference of a given quantity of gas
with a fixed p^ or pji. In cither case, E vol .

is a function of p^ or pn, and the value of this

pressure must be stated. For a given p^ or

pn, E vnl .
will not in general be the same for

(1) and for (2).

If (1) is adopted, and if n is the number of

cycles in which the actual pump establishes the

assigned pn/ll or PL/!!, then from (10) and (17)

Evoi. = ;f (compressor)

(cvacuator) .
v

(20)

If (2) ia adopted, and if 1ST is the number
of cycles per unit time required for a given
volumetric speed S, we have from (18) or (19)

n

EVOI.=|J" (compressor), . (22)

(23)

If the H.P.V. or L.P.V. is not at atmospheric
temperature, (20) -(23) must be corrected by
the substitution of Vn/TH, VL/TL ,

wL/T for

VH , Vi, Ml .

(10) OTHER CHARACTERISTICS. The ad

vantage which aerostatic pumps possess over
other types lies in the great range which can
be obtained with them. They are, therefore,
well suited for the production of very high
or very low pressures in a single operation ;

but extreme pressures can be obtained "with,

other types combined into composite pumps.
They are in general less well suited for the
transference of large volumes of gas under
moderate differences of pressure, although
some types (Ac, d) are used for this purpose.

Their disadvantage is that they cannot ex
haust vapours satisfactorily, especially when
designed for a large range, for the vapours
condense in U when its volume is reduced
and do not pass readily into the H.P.V.

;

when the volume is increased again, they
evaporate once more, return to the L.P.V.,
and keep pK permanently at or above the

vapour pressure of the substance. Permanent
gas mixed with the vapour is removed very
slowly after its partial pressure in the L.P.V.
has fallen to that of the vapour.
The various types of aerostatic pump are

distinguished by the construction of U and
the means adopted for connecting and dis

connecting it with the L.P.V. and H.P.V.
The following sub-classes include conveniently
all the important types :

A#. Solid Piston Pumps.
A6. Liquid Piston Pumps.
Ac. Flexible Container Pumps.
Ad. Rotary Aerostatic Pumps.

Aa. Solid Piston Pumps

(11) THE VON GUERICZE PUMP. This is

the oldest type of gas-pump, and its invention

is generally attributed to Otto von Guericke

(1672) ;
it was probably developed from the

similar water-pump. It has still a wider

sphere of use than any other type, being used
for the attainment of pressures from 1000
atmos. to 10

~ Q mm., and for volumetric

speeds from many cubic feet to a few cubic

millimetres per minute. It is equally familiar

in, heavy engineering, in delicate laboratory
work, and, as the tyre pump, in everyday
life. Broadly, the advantages of the type
are a great range of pressure and great
mechanical strength ; the disadvantages, cum-
brousness and mechanical inefficiency. It is

unrivalled for high-pressure compressors, and
for small portable laboratory evacuators ; for

all other purposes it can be replaced by
other types. However, it is still widely used

even for blowers, the purpose for which its

disadvantages as compared with other types
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are most marked. Its survival is probably
due partly to its long history and to its re

semblance to the reciprocating steam-engine,

of which the constructional problems have

"been studied so completely.

The principle of the pump is familiar to all.

The vessel U is a cylinder in which moves a

piston. Connection is made to the L.P.V. and

H.P.Y. either (a) through ports in the cylinder

wall opened and covered by the piston, or (6)

through valves moved "positively" by the

piston, or the mechanism that actuates it,

or (c) through valves opened and closed by
the excess gas pressure, (c) is the oldest

arrangement and the simplest to construct,

but it represents a departure from the ideal

cycle and necessarily reduces the range below

the ratio UL/UH ;
for the connection between

U and the L.P.V. or H.P.V. ceases before the

pressures have become equal. It is still

standard practice in high-pressure compressors;
in evacuators for moderate vacua (a) is often

used ; in those intended for the lowest possible

pressures, one at least of the valves must be of

type (6).

(12). Three kinds of piston pump may
be considered rather more fully. The high-

pressure compressor, shown diagrammatically
in Fig. 1, is always composite. It would not

be impossible to obtain a range of pressure

FIG. 1.

of 200 and a final pressure of 200 atmos. by
a simple pump, but there are several reasons

why the multi-stage pump is preferable.

Thus, it is possible to cool the gas between
the stages by the

"
intercoolers

"
C. By

spacing the cranks evenly round the crank
shaft a more even torque and a balanced
motion can be obtained. The construction of

each pump can be adapted to the pressures
between which it has to work ; the thickness
of the metal can be increased, as shown in
the figure, as the pressure increases ; special
piston packings and forced lubrication can
be used in the H.P. cylinders. Some makers
prefer water to oil as a lubricant at high
pressures, and at the highest pressures the
substitution seems necessary because oil would
burn explosively.
The volumetric efficiency of such a pump

should be not less than 80 per cent ; the gas
efficiency also about 80 per cent

; and the
over-all efficiency about 60 per cent. The

work done on the gas may bo measured, for

the determination of the gas efficiency, by
indicator diagrams taken from the cylinders.

These efficiencies are determined largely by
the completeness of the cooling, which is ono

of the most important features of these

pumps ; they arc also determined by leakage

and by throttling at the valves.

(13). Fig. 2 shows a large-scale two-stage

evacuator, such as is used for the condensers

FIG. 2.

of stearn-engines and for working pneumatic
tubes. The slide-valves arc similar to those,

of a steam-engine, but to secure smooth

working connection is made between the

L.P.V. and the H.P.V. when the piston in in

the extreme position. The pistons are con

nected in tandem. If tho pump is to be

worked by a reciprocating steam-engine ill

would be possible to use the sarno piston-
rod for the driving piston, and thus to avoid

rotary motions and bearings and to reduce

moving parts to a minimum ; but this arrango
ment is seldom adopted; pump and motor
are usually separate.
The volumetric efficiency should bo about

85 per cent when p\ t

= 2Q cm. of mcrcmry or

more; about 80 per cent at p^~ f> cm.
;

for

lower values of pit >
Evoli will full rapidly,

and PL will not bo less than 1 cm. The
over-all efficiency should be not IOHH than T>0

per cent at the higher pressures.

(14). Fi(j. 3 shows part of a laboratory
evacuator in very general use. Tho pump is

composite with two stages ; the hi^h-prmsuro
member presents no special fcaturoH and is

not shown
;

it is connected to 11. lu the

low-pressure member shown, tho piston M
covered with oil which is ejected at the end
of the stroke through tho valve V, carrying
the air with it. At tho same time tho crank
J, worked by tho piston guide K, forcen oil

into the space by means of tho oil-pump H ;

from the oil flows on to the top of the piston
as it descends. It is claimed that the pump
will attain 10- mm., if tho gas and oil arc
free from vapour. A drying tube with P

2 5
is necessary in the connection L to tho L.JL*.V.,

and another, which can bo filled with Oa()l,j,
is desirable in the outlet of tho H.P. cylinder
to keep the oil dry. The pump is very
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efficient and convenient down to pressures
of 0-01 mm., but to obtain the highest vacua
of which the pump is capable needs great
care in its treatment.
A piston pump for extremely low pressures

has also been developed by Gaede 1
(1) ;

in

principle it does not differ greatly from that

shown. In order to free the oil from water,

and thus to dispense with a drying agent,
the oil is forced through a special woven
material which effects a separation of the

two liquids. Gaede claims that his pump
without any drying agent will attain a pressure
oflO' 5 mm.

Ab. Liquid Piston Pumps

(15) TORRICELLI'S PUMP (2), (3). It is im

possible to make a perfect lit or a gas-tight

joint between solid bodies movable relatively
'to each other ;

and therefore all truly solid

piston pumps have some leakage and some
dead space. Leakage can be wholly prevented
and dead space very nearly abolished by using
a liquid in place of a solid for the moving
portion of the vessel U. The ratio (^H/PL)
can 1)0 increased by the substitution, and

higher vacua (or higher compressions though
this result is not so important practically)

obtained in a single operation. In fact a

liquid is actually used in this manner in

pumps which are usually regarded as of the

solid piston type. In the pump described

last, the oil covering the
"
piston

" and

passing through the valves is really the piston,

and the same purpose is served, in part at

least, by the lubricating liquid of other

pumps of section Aa. However, the typical

liquid piston pumps were developed historic

ally from Tomcelli's, and not Guericke's,

method of evacuation ; and the distinction

1
FipturcH in brackets refer to references at the end

of the article.

FIG. 4.

between solid and liquid pistons, though
slight from the standpoint of scientific

principle, is perfectly clear in all practical

examples.
In the Torricellian pump the vessel to be

evacuated is completely filled with a liquid
of density p ; the open end is placed beneath
the free surface of a liquid, which is usually
the same as that filling the vessel. If, in

this position, any part of

the vessel is at a height
above the free liquid sur

face greater than h
Q , where

7i
0|0gr

=
(II

-
P), the surface

of the liquid will sink to

the height h
Q , and the

upper part of the vessel

will contain only the vapour
of the liquid at the pressure
P corresponding to the pre

vailing temperature. As a

liquid for such a pump,
mercury is especially suit

able, both on account of its high density
and small

"
barometric height," b

ot
and on

account of its low vapour pressure.
This method of evacuation has the obvious

disadvantage that the whole L.P.V. has to

be filled with liquid and inverted. A very
obvious modification of it was described in

principle by Swedenborg (1722) and put into

a practical form by Geissler
(
1 855). The action

is clear from Fig. 4 ; the

mercury is alternately raised

and lowered and the two-

way cock alternately con

nected to the air and to

the vessel to be evacuated.

The pump is a true liquid

piston pump, differing from
Guericke's pump only in

the nature of the piston
and the valves.

(16) THE TOPLER PTJMP.

A greatly improved form
of the pump originally due

to Topler (4), but realised

practically by Hagen and
Neesen (5), is shown in

Fig. 5 ; no stop-cocks are

required. It was used in

many classical researches

on low vacua at the end

of the nineteenth century,

being at that time rivalled only by the

Sprengel pump (see below) as a means of

attaining low pressures.

By raising the reservoir A, mercury is

driven up into the cylinder B, thereby driving
out the gas from the cylinder through the

capillary tube C, from which it may be

collected in the mercury trough. Mercury is

prevented from flowing over into the vessel
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to be exhausted (V) by the small glass
j

valve D. '

On lowering the reservoir, the mercury

flows back from the cylinder, and when the

mercury reaches the lower part of the cylinder

gas will enter from the vessel V through the

side-tube E, ready for expulsion at the next

stroke.

The lowering of the reservoir must be done

very slowly so long as the pressure hi V is

more than 2-3 mm., otherwise air entering

the cylinder through the side-tube E will

carry mercury violently up the tube F, and

this may easily shatter the glass-work of the

cylinder.
\Yhen the vacuum becomes high, the

raising of the reservoir must be done very

slowly, otherwise the
" hammer "

of the

mercury at the top of its travel in the cylinder

will break the cylinder head.

The reservoir A should have about twice

the capacity of B. The volume of the cylinder

B is fixed by the work required from the pump,
but in ordinary laboratory models is from 500

to 600 c.c. The capillary tube is about

800 mm. long and 1 mm. bore. The tube F
should have a bore 12 mm., and the tube E
about 4 mm. This ensures that gas entering

from E to P will tend to travel in bubbles

upward through the mercury in F, instead of

carrying the mercury solidly up with it.

The P2 5 tube is, of course, inserted to

absorb water -
vapour, which presents the

same obstacle to this as to all aerostatic

pumps.
The lowest pressure which it is possible

to obtain with this pump is determined as in

(15), by the ratio uLjtiE . WL is the volume of

B, while UE is the volume of the smallest

bubble which the mercury will carry down the

capillary C. This volume is approximately
that enclosed between the convex surfaces

of two mercury meniscuses which just touch ;

it decreases with the bore of the capillary.

But there is some gas adhering to the glass
in addition to actual bubbles left behind by
the mercury, which makes it useless to decrease

that bore beyond a certain limit. The lowest

pressure recorded as attained by a Topler

pump is 0-000025 mni. in addition, of course,
to the vapour pressure of the mercury.
The working of a Copier by hand is extremely

tedious, for several hours may be required to

reach the limit of pressure. Numberless de
vices for rendering its action automatic have
been proposed ; electrical contacts worked

by the mercury, or else the weight of the

mercury, are used to control the operation.
But no description of them is necessary
to-day, for the problem of the automatic

Topler seems to have been solved finally by
Gaede (6), who proposed to move the solid

vessel rather than the liquid piston.

(17) GAEDE BOTAUY MERCURY PUMP.

The general action of the pump can ho soon

from Figs. 6, 7, which are, vertical sections

parallel and at right angles to the front of the

pumps. The outer casing A contains mercury

to about two-thirds of its height-, and is

connected through the pipe K with a rough

vacuum pump (e.g. an ordinary piston pump)

capable of maintaining a pressure of about

RJ

I

FIG. G. FIG. 7.

10 mm. An ingenious device shown in Fig- 8

is used for cutting off the rough pump after

the preliminary exhaustion. Inside this o.uHiug

rotates a drum B, made of porcelain, to the

side of which is attached a smaller porcelain,

drum C. The two drums communicate

through the port D.

It will be seen from this diagram that if B

is rotated in the direction of the arrow, the

portion of B above the mercury will eom-

municate with the pipe V, connected to the

vessel to be exhausted, so long aw the port l>

is not immersed. As soon as D iw immerned,

the communication with V is cloned, and when,

the tail end E of the drum rises above

the mercury, the

gas will be passed
on to the rough
vacuum.

In the pump
as actually manu
factured two or

three drums are

spaced symmetric
ally on the same
axle ; a second

drum is indicated

by the dotted line

in Pig. 6. The speed of the pump is thereby

increased, but the construction made muoh
more complicated.
The range of the Gacde pump Ls probably

somewhat less than that of the Topic r, for the

conditions for the expulsion of small bubble*)

from U are less favourable. But ain.ee p tt

n

is less, owing to the use of the auxiliary pump
and since its speed is much greater, the leant

pressure practically attainable is at least a

low; a pressure of 0-0000,5 mm. is well within

its power. The volumetric speed is not con

stant, as it would be according to (19) ; it

is about 110 cm. 3
/scc. at 0-01 mm., and falln

off continuously at the lowest presmiroN.

(18) THE Si'RBNOBL PUMP. A liquid

piston pump, using mercury but working on
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a somewhat different principle from those

just described, was invented by Sprengel in

18C5 (7). It has over the Geissler (and later

Topler) pump the greater advantage that its

action is more nearly continuous and auto
matic. The gas is carried out of the L.P.V.

by the fall of mercury down a capillary tube,
as in the Topler pump ; but it is not forced

into that tube
; it enters the tube under the

pressure in the L.P.V. and is there trapped
between successive drops of mercury falling
into the top of the tube from a reservoir. In
another and more convenient arrangement (Fig.

9) the drops are formed in the capillary by
the entrance of gas from the L.P.V. through a

side tube. But the principle is the same
;

the liquid column in the capillary will break

up into drops, trapping the gas between them,
if the gain in surface tension energy due to

the formation of a liquid-gas surface is greater
than the loss in hydrostatic energy due to

the accompanying displacement of the liquid.

The precise calculation of the conditions for

drop formation is complicated ; but it is

clear that the bore of the capillary must
bo below the limit at which drops could

bo formed in the tube without completely

occupying its cross-section.

The volumetric speed of a
"
single-fall

"

Sprengel is extremely small, not more than a

few cubic millimetres per second.

It can be increased by connecting
in parallel several capillary tubes

all fed from the same reservoir, and
thus making a

"
multiple-fall

"

pump. The lowest pressure attain

able is fixed by the same considera

tions as in the Topler pump, but

it may be increased by small

quantities of air carried into the

vacuum by the stream of mercury
from the reservoir exposed to the

atmosphere. Many devices have
been suggested for avoiding this

defect. (See (3).)

The Sprongel pump can be made

completely automatic, if it is

arranged that the mercury which

"J^"^ has fallen down the capillary is

restored periodically to the reser

voir. Such an automatic form was at one

time in universal use for the exhaustion of

electric lamps (8). It is shown in Fig. 10,

and the method of operation is obvious from

that figure.

The outlet is connected to an auxiliary

pump maintaining a pressure of a few cm.

The capillary fall tubes A, into which mercury
flows froin T) through the jets C, are therefore

relatively short (about 20 cm.). The bent

tubo B enables the end of the exhaustion

to be seen by the disappearance of gas-bubbles
from the mercury.

.FIG. 10.

The reservoir E is normally connected to
H ; an occasional admission of air, in order to
restore the mercury to D, is controlled by a

simple timing device set once and for all.

It can also be controlled by the weight of the

mercury in the reservoir.

The common laboratory mercury still is in

effect a Sprengel pump whereby gases intro

duced by the mercury are removed.
For high-vacuum work, mercury pumps of

these types, with the possible exception of the
Gaede pump, are

obsolete, and re

placed by those of

Class C. They
may, however, be

used as auxiliary

pumps in series

with, those of that

class when it is

desired to collect

gases pumped out

from a vessel. For
this pu rpose
the Topler
purnp is most
suitable.

(19) CHEMICAL
AND OTHER PTTMPS.

The foregoing
pumps are designed to attain low pressures.
But liquid piston pumps are also of service

for pumping chemically active gases, which
would attack any of the metals or other

materials suitable for the construction of

solid piston pumps. Thus for the compres
sion of chlorine, pumps are used of which the

cylinder and valves are made of lead-covered

steel, while the piston consists of oil or sul

phuric acid. The liquid piston is set in

motion either by compressed air or by a solid

piston working in one limb of a U-tube, the

other limb of which is the chlorine pump.
Laboratory pumps essentially similar to the

Topler, but using oil or glycerine or sulphuric
acid in place of mercury, have also been used

for some purposes. The lower densities of

these liquids enable the pumps to be made of

glass with a volume much greater than that

set by the mechanical strength of the glass if

mercury were used ; or the gas to be pumped
may be one which attacks mercury.

Again, air compressors for high pressures
have been constructed in which water is used

as the piston in order that the cooling of the

gas may be more efficient. In some of these

metal chains hanging into the water from the

top of the piston have been used to facilitate

the transference of heat between the gas and the

liquid.
.Ac. Flexible Containers

(20) BELLOWS. In these pumps the vessel

U has flexible walls and its volume is varied by
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PIG. 11.

changing its shape. The advantages of the

type are high mechanical efficiency due to

the absence of friction, simplicity of construc

tion, and consequent cheapness and reliability.

On the other hand, they have a small range

of pressure, partly because the ratio WH/"L

is comparatively great, partly because the

flexibility of the walls makes it impossible to

use them at pressures differing greatly from

atmospheric. They are usually made for hand-

working or very low power mechanical drives.

The 'earliest examples of the type are the

lungs of air - breathing animals ;
the later

improvements of the

original model for this

purpose are insignificant.

The type is almost

equally familiar in bel

lows of all kinds, for

blowing up a fire, for

vacuum cleaning, for

piano-players and squeak

ing toys ; in the fountain-

pen filler, now partially

replaced by a piston

pump ; in the bulb for

scent and other sprays.

But it is also used for less commonplace

purposes.
The action of the blacksmith's bellows is

shown diagrammatically in Fig. 11. The

end plates A and C are fixed, while B is given

a reciprocating motion. Some bellows of this

kind for smiths' hearths are several feet in

diameter, with the flexible sides of leather.

The air is usually pumped into a reservoir

bellows in which a pressure of about 6 in. of

water is maintained by a weight.

Fig. 11 also represents, on a different scale,

a useful laboratory pump. The bellows are

here made from the inner tube of a motor tyre,

the corrugations being obtained by large metal

rings inside the tube and small rings outside

placed alternately. The cylindrical discs A, B,

C are of aluminium, and B is driven by a crank

from a small motor.

('21). The most elaborate pump of this

class is the organ bellows, shown on Fig. 12 ;

the bellows com

pressor, called

the
"
feeder

"

bellows, is at

F. The upper
board A of the

feeder is fixed

and the lower

board Bis hinged
to A by a leather

joint. The
wedge-shaped

volume between A and B is enclosed by the

wooden ribs R ; the ribs are hinged to each

other and to A and B with leather and cloth

FIG. 12.

The board B falls by its own weight and tho

air enters through the flat valvo Vr Air is

compressed in the feeder by a hand lever,

and the air is driven through tho valves V2

into the reservoir bellows 1), from which tho

air passes to the organ. The pressure on i)

depends on the weight W on tho top board.

To ensure a uniform pressure in I) whether it

is expanded or contracted a double, set of ribs

is used, the upper set R., folding outwards

and lower set B folding inwards ; the frame

H between the two sets of ribs is connected

by a mechanism shown so that both halves

of the reservoir bellows expand equally.

(22), At the opposite extreme of tho typo
is the squeezed rubber tube pump ( AV<7. 13) (10).

This pump consists of a rubber tube AjAa

(Fig. 5) wrapped inside a hollow cylinder .B and

squeezed by two or

more rollers Cj and

C2 so that the way
through the tube is

stopped at tho

squeezed portion.
The rollers Cx

and A2

C2 roll round the

inside of the cylinder _

driven by tho shaft s

D, and gas (or liquid)

is transferred from

Aj to A2 as the shaft

revolves.

The squeezed por
tions act as pistons,

and these
"
pistons

" ^ ri
are formed at AL

and travel along the tube to A.> whore tlie.y

The action of the pump is somewhat similar

to the rotary pump of Fly. 10, with tho

important difference that tho
"

piston
"

of

the rotary pump requires to- ho earned aoross

from A2
to A

x and in thuM liable to eauso

leakage of air or liquid. Tho tube pump has

no dead-space and is only limited in range by
the strength and tightness of the rubber tube

to resist tho pressure difference ; hut HIM Hpeed
is small and mechanically it is inoflieiont.

The tube pump is particularly suitable for

transferring gases or liquids without- con

tamination, as tho plain tube nan bo easily
cleaned and no other portion of the pump
can come into contact with tho fluid being

pumped.
An even simpler pump of the samo type

can clearly bo made out of a plain pieee of

rubber tubing pressed with the. (inborn.

Ad- Rotary Pu,)n,ps

(23) BLOWHRS. Fn this class the variation
of the volume of U is effected by tho rotary
motion of solid bodies constituting part of its

walls. The pumps are usually driven by
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power, and arc intended for continuous action
;

they compete therefore with solid piston pumps
rather than with other types of Class A. Over
solid piston pumps they have the advantages
in mechanical efficiency ; in mechanical

simplicity and consequently in cost, both

initially and for upkeep ; in compactness ;

in steadiness of air current when used as
blowers. They have disadvantage in a smaller

range of pressure, in greater leakage, and
usually in noisiness. But pumps of this

type compete also with those of Class B
(especially By). For blowers type ~By

generally has the advantage in mechanical

efficiency and simplicity. For compressors
there is little to choose between B<7 and
At?, for though tho latter has the greater
range both types would be replaced by Aa
if a greater range were required. For evacu-
ators B;7 is useless, while Ad provides the
standard machines of modern practice for all

pressures between 10 mm. and -01 mm.
The chief examples of the class can be

divided into two groups, one (I) developed
from the Root Blower, the

other (2) from the Beale
Blower. The development
has been so gradual that it

is difficult to associate any
of the pumps, or even the

two archetypes, with the

name of any inventor. The

groups arc usually distin-
Fio. 14.

guished by tho nature of tho
"
abutment," that

is the tine or surface dividing the H.P.V.
from the L.P.V. ; group (1) is then charac
terised by a movable abutment, (2) by a
fixed abutment ; for though in (2) the bodies

forming the abutment move, the line or sur

face which is tlxe abutment is at rest relatively
to the housing.

(24) MOVABLE ABUTMENT. These pumps
arc chiefly used for moving large quantities
of gas against a small pressure difference

(say up to 5-10 feet water pressure).
An early example of this type was exhibited

at the Paris Exhibition by Elihu Root in

1807 (Fig. 14). It consists of two two-toothed

wheels, A, B, which are made to revolve at

tho same rato in opposite directions by means
of gears outside the box or pump body ; the

space included iJetweon the wheels and the

housing is U, and its volume varies with the

position of tho wheels. If they rotate as

shown in the figure air would bo sucked in at

and delivered through D.

To prevent leakage the wings are machined
as accurately as possible, and are often

covered with wood or other packing material
The volumetric efficiency against small press
ures (say 10 inches of water) may be as

high as 90 per cent, while at higher press
ures (G feet of water) it will drop to 80 per

G. 15.

cent. The over-all mechanical efficiency is

about 75 per cent.

Fig. 15 shows another type where the

impeller vanes V are fastened at one end to a
disc which causes them to rotate around the
fixed core. The vanes after the delivery
stroke come into the openings in the rotating
body A (called the idler), which is caused to

rotate at the same speed as the vanes by gears
on the outside. On rotat

ing further the vanes come
into the suction chamber,
whence they start again on
the compression stroke.

The pump is more com
plicated than the Root,
but several advantages are
claimed. Thus surfaces

can be used to separate the
two chambers where lines only are possible
in the Root blower ; a.ir is compressed by
one rotating part only ;

there is no contact
between parts moving with different velocity,
and thus there is less friction

; the mechanical
construction is simple and cheap ; the pulsa
tions of gas are reduced.

In another type the rotating parts are

spiral vanes, which give a more even delivery
of gas and make less noise

;
the mechanism

is not easily shown in a diagram. Many
other devices have been adopted, some vary
ing widely in detail from those mentioned,
but all based on the same principle ; descrip
tions of them are to be found in makers'

catalogues.

(25) FIXED ABUTMENT. These pumps, of

which the Beale blower is an early example,
are used extensively as compressors, as blowers,
and as evacuators. They are used in gas
works for

pumping the

gas to the

holders, and Jf
in the factory or

laboratory for at

taining pressures
down to -001 mm.
Tho general prin

ciple employed is

shown in Fig. 16.

The cylinder D rotates about an axis 0, so that

it'touclies the containing cylinder C at the fixed

abutment B. A slot in D carries the plates
or

"
scrapers," the outer ends of which are held

against the containing cylinder C. The plates
divide the space between C and D into two

parts ;
as D rotates tho volumes of these two

parts vary in a manner readily seen from the

figure, in which P is the suction and Q the

compression inlet.

The friction of the scrapers on the cylinder
involves considerable loss and wear, and many
alternative arrangements have been devised

"Pio. 1C.
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to avoid it. In one, contact between the

scrapers and tlie cylinder is preserved by a

circular guide with its centre coincident with,

that of C. In another there is a single solid

scraper which slides freely in the slot in D ;

the section of the cylinder D is not circular,

but such that the two ends of the scraper
are in contact with the walls whatever the

position of D. In another the scrapers are

pushed out by springs, but they bear on an

idly rotating cylinder 0' fitting closely within

C and pierced with holes ; the clearance

between C and C' is made so small that the

leakage between the two is inappreciable ;

the friction is thus reduced to that of C' on
its bearings. In any
pump of this type, the

number of scrapers may
be increased. Fig. 17

shows a type with three

or more scrapers, hinged
at the central axis M of

the box B, and sliding
in cylindrical stuffing
boxes C fastened to the

rotating drum D ; this drum touches the

casing in the fixed abutment E.

In pumps of this type designed as evacuators

oil is always introduced into the cylinder to

prevent leakage and to fill up the dead space.
The scrapers are usually arranged as in Fig. 16.

In order to prevent hammering by the oil

when the vacuum is high, a valve is fitted

which limits the quantity of oil flowing from
the compression side ; it also helps to separate
the air from the oil. Such evacuators are

often run in tandem, or one of them is used in

series with an auxiliary pump of some other

kind. If PB. is 4 to 10 mm., pL may be reduced
to -0001 mm.

Scraper vacuum pumps are largely used
as auxiliaries to high-vacuum pumps (C) ;

they are also the chief type employed in the

preliminary evacuation of electric incandescent

lamps, which are subsequently
"
cleaned-up

"

by the discharge (D).

B. AERODYNAMIC PUMPS

(26). In aerodynamical pumps, the press
ures are functions of S and of the velocity
of the gas in different parts of the apparatus.
The fundamental connection between the

pressure and velocity of any fluid is given by
the familiar hydrodynainical equation

8(p + $pv
a

) = Q, . . . (24)

or PI-PS=&(V**-VI*). - - (25)

It is deduced on the assumptions (1) that the

energy required to change the pressure of a
volume V of the gas from p1 top> is (p l ~p.,)Y 9

(2) that the energy of any such change of

pressure which occurs is equal to the change
in the kinetic energy of the gas. (1) implies

that the fluid is incompressible,
1 or that the

change in pressure is infinitely small ; (2) that

there is no loss or gain of energy to or from

other sources, e.g. friction of the moving gas.

By
"
the pressure

" must be understood the

force per unit area on a surface at rest relative

to the gas ; in a frictionless fluid it is equal
at any point to the

k '

static
"

pressure on a

surface parallel to the flow at that point, hut

moving relatively to the gas ; the
"
dynamic

"

pressure, or that on a surface perpendicular
to the flow and at rest relative to the pump, is

p+%pv\ and, when (24) is true, is constant

along the whole stream.

Be. Injectors and Ejectors Gaseous Stream

(General Reference (11))

(27). These are wholly analogous to liquid

jet pumps (see "Hydraulics "). A gas or vapour
(called

"
the fluid

"
to distinguish it from the

gas to be pumped) is forced through a tube

N from a reservoir R, at pressure p%t
into a

larger tube communicating with the atmo

sphere (see Fig. 18). If the flow satisfied

assumption (2) above, the stream would not
be brought to rest in the atmosphere unless

PR were equal to 11, and if p& = II there would
be no stream. But owing to viscosity and
friction, p& may be greater than IT, so that a

high velocity v^r is obtained in N, and yot v

may be zero when the atmosphere is reached.

In these conditions, the difference II -p, where

p is the pressure at N, is not so great as

given by (24) ;

but it is still

finite and of the

same sign ; p is

less than II.

If gas in the

space surround

ing N is given
access to the

stream through
the gap between
N and 0, it will flow into the stream of fluid

and be carried away by the stream, so long
as its pressure is greater than p. The fluid

streaming from N" to will suck gas through
the pipe Q and will act as an evacuate or

"ejector." In an "injector" or compressor,
Q communicates with the atmosphere, and the

space with which communicates, and in

which the stream comes to rest, is at ii pressure
greater than II, but, of course, still much Jess

than P-&. p is equal to pL in an ejector and
to >n in a compressor ; but if there is a

1 Confusion is sometimes introduced by a failure
to observe that the chief part of the pressure of a
gas is inseparable from its compressibility ;

it. is
not due, like that of a liquid, to its weight. The
pressure of an incompressible gas is a meaningless
conception. The application of the theory to gases
is justified only because, for small changes of pressure
at constant temperature, #dV= Vdp.

FIG. IS.
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\

continual stream of gas through the pump,
PL or ^H will not be equal to p, (I) because of

the drop due to flow of the connecting tubes

*Q and 0, (2) because the mixing of the gas
with the fluid affects greatly the velocity and

pressure of the latter.

In calculating the performance of a pump,
allowance lias to be made for departures from

(25) owing to friction and viscosity. The
allowance is usually made by introducing
on the right hand of (25) an empirical factor

,
less than 1, and writing

where v
l9

v2 are the mean velocities over a

cross-section of the stream. The principle of

/****the calculation is then simple. There are three
'

equations (26) for the three tubes N, 0, Q ;

^ and there is the equation of conservation of

mass when the streams meet. (The momen
tum is not conserved, for there is a reaction

011 the tubes.) These four equations suffice

to determine the four unknowns, viz. p, v$,

'^o> w
<jj

in terms of pn,, pi,, pn, the densities

pp and pf of the gas and fluid, the three

empirical constants for the three tubes, fo,

/\ ,(b> Q and FN, F , FQ, the cross-sections of

|(T
the three tubes at their openings. The algebra

V need not be set out, for the numerical re-

)

suits depend wholly on the values attributed

to the empirical constants ; it is given in (11).

Hero it will 'suffice to state some of the most

important qualitative conclusions, which are

confirmed by experiment. These were first

stated by Zouner (12).

The variables considered are p&, PL, PH, v&f

'ji, FQ, FQ, p , p/, and S, the volumetric

, speed, which is equal to ?;QFQ. In each

/n statement the variables not mentioned are

J supposed constant.

(1) pu-ph is proportional to p& and %2
,

ao long as pu is great compared with pn or p^.

(2) S IH proportional to vpit, to %, and to

ii
-
PL, subject to the same condition.

(;j) pu-p], depends only on the ratios of

the F\s, and not on their absolute values.

(4) 8 is proportional to the F's, if their

ratios arc constant.

(5) Given ono of these ratios, there is an

optimum value for the other two, giving

maximum H, but the same maximum 8 can

bo obtained with different values of the ratios.

((>) S is independent of p ff
and pf, so long as

VR, in constant.

(7) 8 may be considerably greater than the

volume of fluid issuing per second from N,

e.g. two or three times as great.

Owing to the circumstances in which the

pumps arc used, the efficiency is seldom

important. But the mechanical efficiency

reckoned on the basin of the work clone in

driving the fluid stream appears seldom, if

over, to exceed 25 per cent.

fl:

If

(28). In practice the fluid used is generally
steam or compressed air. Ejectors using these

fluids are used for vacuum brakes, vacuum

cleaners, and grain conveyors. Then* great

advantage is, of course, their simplicity and

freedom from maintenance charges. Fig. IS

shows a pump used for railway vacuum brake

operation. It will reduce p^ to about 15 cm.

of mercury. A more elaborate pump is

shown diagrammatically in Fig. 19. Here a

FIGK 19.

common supply of steam works two pumps
in series. The first consists of the plain

nozzle A, the second in the annular gap B,

from which the gas is carried into the sur

rounding annular space 0. It is claimed that

this pump will attain
'

a pressure of 3 cm. of

mercury. Remark should be made that the

application of the simple theory to such pumps
is extremely precarious, for the assumption
that the change of pressure of the gas is

infinitesimal is clearly false.

Fig. 20 shows a blower used for moving

large quantities of air in ventilation under a

pressure of a few

inches of water. Air

or stearn is used as

fluid ; the concentric

cones are designed to

make the velocity of

the gas nearly parallel

to that of the fluid, so that the direction of flow

of the latter is not disturbed by irregularities

in the flow of the former. A somewhat similar

arrangement is adopted in the smoke-box of

a locomotive, where the exhaust steam is

made to create a draught through the boiler

flues.

(29). The most modern development of

the type is the mercury vapour jet pump used

in conjunction with
"
condensation

"
high-

vacuum pumps (q.v.). Indeed, as will be

seen, the line between vapour jet pumps and

condensation pumps cannot be drawn sharply ;

roughly it may bo set at the pressure where

the mean free path of the vapour molecules

becomes comparable with the dimensions of the

FIG. 20.
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tubes ; but there is no justification for over

looking the distinctioa entirely. The construc

tion of these vapour jet pumps is essentially

similar to Fig. IS, but the apparatus is made

of glass; the vapour stream is produced

bv boiling mercury, and condensing arrange

ments are provided for returning the vapour

to the boiler. A practical form designed by
Volmer (13) will reduce the pressure from

#H =20 mm. of mercury to pi = -OQl mm.
But it is doubtful whether they will replace

generally the rotary aerostatic oil-pump for

producing the auxiliary vacuum of high-

vacuum pumps. Fragility is their great fault.

B/. Injectors and Ejectors Liquid Stream

(30). This type of pump, of which the

laboratory filter pump (Ficj. 21 A) is a common

example, is often regarded as a mere modifica

tion of Be, gas or vapour being replaced by a

liquid as fluid. But the difference is really

greater. If the theory of Be is applied to

pumps with liquid as fluid, then, even if all

plausible corrections are made, the

calculated performance is far less

(e.g. 10 times) than the actual. The
error arises in assuming that the

gas and fluid are miscible. The
flow of the gas into the fluid is not

determinsd simply by the pressure
"

difference, and relative motion of

the fluid and gas is possible, even

after they are mixed in the exit

tube 0.

It seems preferable to look at

their action from a different point
of view. Two processes are involved : first,

the entangling of the gas by the liquid stream
;

second, the conveyance of the entangled gas
from the L.P.V. to the H.P.V. During tho

second process the gas will move relatively to

the liquid nearly as if the liquid were at rest

relative to the walls. The difference of pressure

ultimately obtainable is limited only by tho

condition that the velocity of the liquid enter

ing the L.P.V. by N is sufficient to carry it

out through against the pressure PR-PL,
and is also greater than the velocity with
which the bubbles of entangled gas travel

through the liquid in the opposite direction.

It is the second process which determines
the greatest possible value of pEQ -pi.
On the other hand, the speed of the pump

is determined by the first process. Its nature
is obscure ; probably the liquid stream carries

along a layer of gas on its surface, in virtue of

friction and viscosity (cf. (39)), as would a
solid rod travelling with the same velocity.
When the liquid breaks into drops in virtue
of the inherent instability of liquid jets, this

gas becomes entangled between the drops.
On this view the performance of a pump

of this type appears quite incalculable. No

FIG. 2U.

calculations confirmed by experiment scorn

to have been based on any view, and fow data

of performance or of its variation with tho

construction of the pump scorn available.

(jjl)._-Tlio filter pump of Fig. 21 A fed with

water at a head of 50 ft. or more will rodueo

pi to the vapour pressure of the water. But

no measurements of S under varying conditions

have been found. It is recorded that the

pump is more efficient, if placed at tho top

of a building so high that tho ox it tube can

be made as long as the water

barometer.

A variant on the usual design

is shown in Fig. 21 u, which is

similar in construction to the

Venturi meter. But since the

action is improved by a bafllo

at b which breaks up the stream, ^ % \ j t .

it is probable that, as suggested,

the formation of drops is an important part of

the process. A non-return valve, as shown at

V, is useful with either of those typos to

prevent the flow of water into the apparatus
if the head becomes insufficient.

Evacuators of these types aro applied
outside the laboratory to vacuum cleaning

and to grain conveyors. Compressors work

ing on the same principle, but with a dilYoronb

construction, have also important commercial

uses ; they arc known as
u
trompos." In a

very simple form (Fig. 22), used for blowing
blacksmiths' fires, a stream

of water flowing down a

pipe with a few holes in it

drags with it air from tho

atmosphere, which is sub

sequently separated from

the water in a closed vessel.

A more elaborate form lias

been developed in America
for supplying compressed
air to mines whore a great
head of water is available.

The pressure obtainable

is a considerable fraction

of that corresponding to

water.

B(7- Centrifugal Pumpx

(General Inference (11) and (H))

(32). Centrifugal air-pumps arc analogous
to centrifugal liquid pumps (soo

"
Hydraulics ").

They arc generally callod
"
fans," and aro

used as fans or blowers according to tho
definition of the introduction. Tho principle
is shown in Fig. 23, which illustrates tho

simplest type. The gas entering tho circular

central aperture in the housing is whirled
round by the rotating vanes, acquires velocity,
and issues through 15.

Suppose that tho conditions necessary for

(24) aro fulfilled, and that the gas loaves tho

Kid, Jiii.

hoad of tho
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tips of the varies with a radial velocity v^

uniform over the whole surface of the circular

cylinder surrounding the vanes. The area

of this surface is 2IIrr/
l

=
'Fi, where r is the

radius of the vanes and d their "breadth per

pendicular to the diagram. Then

R = FlVl . . (27)

If F2
is the area of the opening, and n

2
is the

velocity of exit uniform over the opening,

S = F2% . . . (28)

If the gas in acquiring its velocity from the

vanes preserves its original pressure p^, then

from (25)

-5- (29)

But, as in Section Be, (24) is not true and

allowance has to be made for losses of energy
due to friction and to sudden

changes in the direction of

the gas stream. Further, the

velocities are not uniform over

the surfaces Fj_ and F2. Again,
it is convenient to express

pn -pjt
and S in terms of the

velocity of the vanes which can

bo measured directly ; it is usual to represent

this velocity by ?> , the linear velocity of the

tips. It may be assumed that v^ and v2 are

proportional to V
Q

. The losses may be then

represented by one or more terms proportional

to (ya or to S 2
,
or to S?> ,

and the general equa
tion for the performance of the pump written

23.

l -yS
3

. (30)

Tho constants a, /3, 7 are usually regarded
as depending on the angles at which the

stream of gas strikes the vanes and the

housing ; they certainly depend on the

geometrical quantities characteristic of the

pump. Some progress towards calculating

them directly from those magnitudes can be

made, but some purely empirical constants

are always necessary. In designing the forms

of the vanes and of the housing such calcula

tions are a useful guide ; here reference can

only be made to discussions in (11) and (14).

It may be noted that in (30), a is always, p

usually, positive, while 7 is negative.

Three kinds of efficiency are recognised for

centrifugal pumps :

(33). (i,) The manomctric efficiency Eumll .

is takon as (pn
~
PL)/pv*, pi (\ia\ia\\y IT) and

being tho static pressures of the inflowing

and outflowing gas. If ^ were equal to v
l}

,

the maximum value of E maT1 .
would be j,

but since ?>, may be either greater or less than

WQ Tainan, might theoretically have any value ;

actually it is seldom if ever greater than 1.

(ii.) The mechanical efficiency Emet.h .. The

useful work is generally taken to be given by

, so that if w is the power exerted at the

Dump shaft, Eweoh.=S(>H->L)/^. Some
times the useful work is reckoned by (9a) :

the corresponding efficiency is called the

total efficiency, but it is seldom important,
as previously explained. Emech ,

is a, true

efficiency and can never be greater than 1,

(iii.) The volumetric efficiency Evol> , which

is taken by some writers to be S/?y
2 and by

others to be S/2imfa; . The latter quantity
would be unity if vI were equal to v ;

the

Former seems to have no general significance,

but, being a no-dimensional magnitude, is

convenient for comparing similar designs.

Evo] .
is often greater than 1 if the first

expression is chosen, sometimes if the latter

is chosen.

It is apparent from (30) that the pressure
and the efficiencies will vary with S, if S is

controlled by changes in the area F2 or by
other changes in the resistance to the flow

of the gas. Fig. 24 shows typical curves

relating the brake H.P. w, the pressure dif

ference pu-pi, and the mechanical efficiency

to the volumetric speed S, the velocity of the

vanes being constant. It will be observed

that this efficiency is zero for S = and for

high values of S and has a maximum for some
intermediate value. If mechanical efficiency

is required the pump must be designed for its

special work. If the velocity of the pump is

varied over a moderate range, S varies as

00

goo-
(S

S>
*"l

Q.

3*30
c

;s 20-

I.,

8 10 12 14 1G 13

FIG. 24.

vl} pn-pi as vz
,
and the power expended is

v3 . For extreme varieties tho
"
constants

"

of (30) change.

(34). Simple centrifugal fans differ in size,

in the number and shape of the vanes, and in

the shape of the housing surrounding them.

This is often divided into a
"
diffuser," or

portion with parallel sides immediately out

side the vanes and a
"
volute," or portion

of circular section, outside the diffuser. The

cross-section of the volute increases towards

the outlet in order to make some use of the

kinetic energy (see (5)). Some fans have

inlet openings on both sides of the fan, some

only on one. But in their performance,

they all have common characteristics ; they
are all used as low-pressure blowers, the

maximum pressure obtained being about 12 in.
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of water; ps/Pi does not exceed 1-03, and

assumption (i) of (26) is justified. In

large sizes their mechanical efficiency may
reach 80 per cent, but usually it is more nearly

70 per cent and intermediate between that

of piston pumps and of Root's Blowers. Over

either of these types they have the advantage

of simplicity and of being proof against hot

and dusty gases if the bearings are suitably

protected.

Composite, or multi-stage, centrifugal fans

are also common. The fans of successive

stages run on the same shaft ; the discharge

from the circumference of one fan is led by a

tube to the central intake of the next. Since

PR-PL is proportional to p by (25) and
/>

is

proportional to pi or PR, we have in successive

stages op^cp, or pn/Pi~K
n

, where K is the

range of the simple pump and n is the number

of stages. The range of the composite pump
is the product of the ratio-ranges of the

individual stages. Such multi-stage fans with

ten or more stages, each giving A: = 1-1 when

driven by a turbine or electric motor at 4000

r. p.m., are
used to deliver

air to blast
furnaces at a

pressure of 2J-

atmos. They
are also used

for "
super

charging"
petrol motors
on aeroplanes.
In Fig. 25 a

3-stage fan of this kind is shown ; details of

bearings, rings to prevent leakage, and the

water-jacket of the outer casing have been

omitted. A, B, C are the revolving
" im

pellers," while the parts drawn solid are fixed.

Rateau constructed a simple fan, running
at 20,000 r.p.m., which gave /c= l-5; experi
ments on extremely high speeds have also

been made by Parsons and others. But
such simple fans seem to have no practical

advantage over the composite type.

B#. Airscrews

(General References (11) and (14))

(35). In type B<7, the velocity of the gas
produced by a rotating solid is perpendicular
to the axis of rotation ; if the velocity is

mainly parallel to that axis, the fan may
be called a

"
propeller," or, better, airscrew.

In all that concerns the general relations

between the velocity of the solid and the

velocity or pressure of the gas, airscrews
are indistinguishable from centrifugal pumps.
Thus the pressure produced by an airscrew
is proportional to the square of its velocity,
the volumetric speed to the velocity, and the

power to the cube of the velocity. (35) is

still true, at least approximately, and similarly

defined efficiencies might be employed to Htato

the performance.
The difference between airscrews and

centrifugals lies in the connection between

the constants of these equations and tho

geometrical magnitudes. Much more is known
of this connection for airscrews, perhapn on

account of their im

portance for other pur-
^-

Aj
-\ ** ^ 1

poses; for this know-
"*

B.M li /'

*
*

:

ledge reference may ^ Jr ")*)/' I

'

be made to
" Aero- ,-- JJ ~ 1: I

dynamics"; since -p^ o^
airscrew pumps arc

not very important, no further account, of

their theory need be given here.

(36). Airscrews are largely unod for venti

lation, either stirring up the air in a room or

extracting it into the atmosphere through a

hole in the wall. A plain airscrew in very

inefficient for the second purpose, since the

difference of velocity between the centre and

circumference of the screw produces n circula

tion within the fan itself, as shown in /<
T

/V/. 2(5.

The loss due to this circulation is greater when,
as in Fig. 26, it is tho fl.P.V. that in partially

closed than when it is the L.P.V. To reduce

the loss the centre of the airscrew in often

covered with a disc to prevent tho return

flo\v
; the volumetric speed for a given

diameter and velocity is thereby decreased,

but the mechanical efficiency in increaned.

It is impossible to secure that all the energy

given to the gas shall produce axial How ;

some inefficient tangential and radial How
is always produced at the same time. In

the Ratean screw fan, shown in fig. 27, tho

tangential and radial How
isgreatly reduced by causing
the gas to strike the blades

(B) with a velocity opposite
to that of their rotation.

This velocity is imposed
on the inflowing gas by the

fixed vanes V. The centre

of the blades is covered by
the fixed disc "D. a shows
a transverse section through
the fan, b a "

cylindrical
"

section made by a cylinder
coaxial with tho fan, cutting
B and V and developed into

a plane. In b tho motion of

the blades B is upwards. The Ratcau screw
fan resembles in its performance a simpln
centrifugal.
Some fans, described as of

" mixed flow,
1 '

are intermediate between centrifugals and
airscrews, the flow of gas being partly radial
or tangential and partly axial. But they do
not differ sufficiently in principle from' the
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many types of pure airscrews and centrifugals,
which are also described in makers' catalogues,
to warrant special notice. For small powers
there seems little to choose between these

classes of fans ; for larger powers the centri

fugal is more suitable ; it is also more suitable

for the individual members of a composite

pump.
~Bi. Thermal Pumps

(37). The principle of these is sufficiently
discussed under "Convection." The chimney
of the open fire which ventilates a room and
the gas jet in the flue of the chemical fume

cupboard are familiar examples of
"
blowers

"

of this type. The draught produced by a

flame in a flue has also been used to work
small wind channels for aeronautical investiga
tion ; and generally, if only very small powers
arc concerned and efficiency is unimportant,

chimneys and small fans may be regarded as

mutually interchangeable.

C. Hid n-VACUUM PUMPS

(General References (21), (23))

(38). During the last few years pumps
have been invented which will attain pressures

dcdnitoly lower than those that can be reached

with any of the pumps described so far. They
depend upon

"
molecular

"
processes, that is

to say, processes explicable by molecular

theory and not by hydrostatic or hydro-

dynamical theories, which regard a gas as a

continuous medium. Those processes become

important only when the pressure of tho gas is

below some definite limit, which is usually far

below that of the atmosphere. The pumps
must therefore be run in scries with an

auxiliary pump which reduces and maintains

tho pressure below the limit at which the

action of tho molooular pump begins ; this

proHsuro is of tho order of 0-1 mm. As

auxiliary pumps, those of type (Ad) are now

usually employed. Further, sinco the vapour

pressure of water is much above the limiting

pressure, a drying agent must be used in

conjunction with the auxiliary pump ; on

the other hand, a molecular pump does not

distinguish between vapours and permanent
gases, and no device is needed to remove
from tho low-pressure side of the pump any
vapours except those which arise from the

action of tho pump itself.

Two molecular processes have been employed
for such pumps, both originally suggested by
Gaeclo. Since the first type was the only
member of its class when first invented, it

was called by its inventor the
"
molecular

pump." It is convenient to retain the term

and confine it to this type, although the

second type, invented later, has an equal

right to it.

-
C/. Friction Pumps

(39) GAEDE MOLECULAR PUMP. The
action depends upon the forces between a

gas and a solid (or liquid) surface moving
relatively to it. At ordinary pressures these

forces are determined by the viscosity of the

gas, and the influence of the solid boundary
enters into the calculation of the flow only

through the assumption that v
ot

the velocity
of the gas at that boundary, is zero and that

there is no u
slip." But at sufficiently low

pressures Kundt and Warburg (15), confirmed

by many later observers, showed tliat the

measured flow agreed with that predicted

hydrodynamically only if it was assumed that

there is some slip, that V
Q , the velocity of the

gas at the boundary and parallel to it, is

finite, and that the force exerted on the gas

by the boundary is er . e is called the friction

coefficient and e/?? the coefficient of slip.

From the molecular standpoint the matter

appears somewhat different!}?. The condition

u =0 means that the velocities of the mole
cules leaving the boundary are symmetrical
on cither side of the normal. The appearance
of slip at low pressures does not mean that this

condition is no longer fulfilled. For if the

pressure is greater on one side of the normal
than on the other, more molecules will arrive

at the boundary from the first side : if the

molecules leave the boundary equally dis

tributed on both sides, then there will be on
the whole a flow of gas from the first side to

the second, so long as the distance travelled

by the molecules leaving the boundary before

they collide is finite. On the other hand, the

flow will be less than it would be if the mole

cules left the boundary with their velocity

parallel to it unchanged. Accordingly the

condition v
Q

Q is not inconsistent at low

pressures with the hydrodynamical assumption
of a finite slip coefficient.

Knudsen (1C) has calculated the friction

coefficient from such a molecular theory. He
assumes that whatever the direction of the

incident molecules, the number with any
velocity leaving the boundary within a cone

of solid angle du making an angle & with the

normal is proportional to cos 6dw and that the

distribution of velocities is Maxwellian. He
concludes that e e . p, where

*o=ilyy |p<>
(31)

and p is the density of the gas at unit pressure
and the prevalent temperature. (31) lias been

confirmed by experiments at pressures less

than 0-001 mm. Gaecle (17) lias shown that

at higher pressures e is greater, probably

owing to the presence of a gas film on the

bounding surface.

Consider a layer of gas between two infinite
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parallel plates, distant h from each other,

moving relatively to the gas with velocities

vl9 TO. Let plf p 2
be the pressures of the gas

at points distant L along the direction of

motion. If the pressure is so high that the

mean free path is small compared with the

distance between the plates, the forces on the

gas are due to its viscosity ;
the relation

between pL and p* is given by the equation

similar to that of Poisseuille :

But if the distance between the plates is

small compared with the mean free path,

the conception of a viscosity depending on

collisions between molecules becomes in

significant, and the equation must involve

only e, depending on collisions with the walls.

It is found that

e--T
Pi ">

(33)

The ratios of the pressures at opposite ends

of the plates is a function of the velocities

and of the geometrical quantities : it is in

dependent of the pressures. If any geometri
cal arrangement other than that of parallel

plates is used, this proposition is still true,

so long as the pressure is sufficiently low,

and so long as the velocities are consider

ably less than, the mean velocity of the

molecules. If this last condition were not

fulfilled the distribution of velocities among
the molecules leaving the boundary would be

no longer Maxwellian, and e would be greater

which would clearly be desirable for the

purpose in view.

(40). The construction of Gaede's pump
(18) in which this principle is applied is shown

diagrammatically by transverse and longi

tudinal sections in Fig. 28. A is a cylinder

rotating in the closely fitting housing B
; in

the surface of A are cut grooves into which

project the obstructions C attached to the

housing ; the pipes n and m, open into the

grooves on either side of C. If A rotates
clockwise the friction between the rotating
cylinder and the gas lowers the pressure at
n and increases it at m. The grooves are in
series from the middle outwards ; m of the
middle groove is connected to n of each
of the grooves on either side, and so on ;

m of the outermost grooves are connected

to the auxiliary vacuum (H.P.V.) and ti of the

middle groove to the L.P.V. A iw run at

about 140 revs, per see. by a pulley and

motor. The axle passes through an oil box

which seals the interior of tlio housing from

the atmosphere. The intrusion of oil from

the oil box is prevented by an Archimedean

screw cut on the axle, which drives the oil

backward ;
this arrangement makes it of

great importance that the auxiliary vacuum
should be turned on after the pump is started,

and turned off before it stops.

The precise calculation of the pressures

obtained is very complicated ; for there has

to be taken into account, besides the driving

of the gas from n to ?/?. by the friction of the

rotating cylinder, the leak of the gas back

from m to n past tho obstruction ( ami over

the surface of the cylinder between HiwooHaivo

grooves. But theory shows and experiment
confirms that at a sufficiently low pressure
the ratio of initial and final pressures is

proportional to tho speed of rotation and

independent of tho pressure, but the ratio

falls off when the pressure in any part of the

pump rises above that (about ()2 mm.) at

which b is equal to the mean free path. At
a speed of 140 revs, per sec. and an auxiliary
vacuum of 0-1 mm. pn/pi, i about I0 r>

, HO

that a pressure of 10~ mm. can be obtained.

But the ratio varies with tho gas, in virtue

of the occurrence of
/?

in (31) ; it IH lesH with

hydrogen than with air; probably hydrogen

formed a large part of tho gas with which this

measurement was obtained. Lower presHiiroK
could bo obtained with a better auxiliary
vacuum; but the vacuum attainable I'M defi

nitely limited by that of tho auxiliary pump.
An important feature of those pumpn in the

great speed of pumping. /%. iii) A shown N

(in cm. 3
/aec.) plotted against tho pressure

(log. scale) ;
for comparison, ,B shown H for

the Gaede rotary mercury pump (Ah),
The molecular pump would have made

possible modern high -vacuum work
;

but nil

its advantages, except one, are poHRenscd
by tho next typo of pump to be eonnidored.
This one advantage is that it will remove all
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vapours, while all other high-vacuum pumps
leave mercury vapour, which has to be removed
by condensation. But the advantage is of

little practical importance for most work
since the pump will maintain the vacuum
only while it is running ; if it is to be stopped
and the vacuum preserved, some form of tap
or trap must be inserted, and such devices

always introduce vapours. On the other
hand the molecular pump is necessarily
expensive and requires skilled attention.

Despite its novelty and ingenuity it is already
practically obsolete.

C&. Diffusion Pumps
(4-1 ) DIFFUSION PUMPS. In Fig. 30 (a) let

H be the H.P.V. in which is maintained
a constant pressure, L the L.P.V. to be
evacuated, Let X be a vessel in which some

liquid can be boated, while H, but not L,
is cooled so as to condense its vapour. If

the liquid is heated to a temperature at

which its vapour pressure P is large compared
with pii, a continual stream of vapour will

pour along the tube XMH, driving the gas
before it and condensing in H ; if the stream

is sufficiently rapid the gas in H will bo un
able to diffuse back into the tube against it.

On the other hand, the gas in L will diffuse

out into the vapour stream and be carried

by it into H. For this diffusion is not opposed
by a vigorous stream in the contrary direction ;

since L is not cooled, the vapour will not
condense in L, and vapour will enter it only
at a rate sufficient to replace the gas diffusing
out. Accordingly, after some time L will be

completely evacuated of gas and contain

only vapour. If L is now cooled, the vapour
will condense anci an almost perfect vacuum
be left in U The vacuum will not be quite

perfect because some gas from H will diffuse

back against the stream of vapour, however
low is >n and however rapid the stream

; but
a consideration of the magnitudes involved

will show that the residual pressure could

easily be niado inappreciable.
(Such is the principle of the diffusion pump

in its simplest and ideal form. In practice
it in impossible to maintain the whole of L
(the apparatus to be evacuated) at or above
the temperature of the boiling liquid during
the evacuation. L as well as II is cooled

sufficiently to condense the vapour, and

consequently if the simple arrangement of

Fig. 30 (a) were adopted, the diffusion of gas
out of L would be opposed by a vigorous
stream of vapour entering ; if the gas from H
could not diffuse against the stream neither
could the gas from L ; there would be no

pumping. Some device, therefore, must be

adopted to prevent a stream of vapour
entering L.

(42) GAEDE DIFFUSION PUMP. The device

originally adopted by Gaede (19) was to

place in the tube leading to L an obstruction
with a very small opening. If the linear

dimensions of this opening are small compared
with the mean free path of the molecules, the
laws of the flow of gas and vapour through
the opening are not those of hydrodynamical
streaming, but those of diffusion. The flow

depends on the partial pressure of the con
stituents of the mixture and not on their total

pressure. Since the partial pressure of the

gas in the tube XMH is zero, the gas will

diffuse out through the entering vapour hi

spite of the fact that the total pressure of the

vapour is greater in the tube than in L.

The problem can be treated exactly by
molecular theory. If d is the diameter and <r

the area of the opening at M, X the mean free

path, j0
the density of the gas at a pressure

of 1 dyne per cm. 2
, then the volume of the gas,

measured at _PL issuing through M per sec. is

given by

S =a-,-; . . . (34)

whore

and a 2 = -,-,

a attains the maximum 1 when d/\ is small ;

but a decreases with d. The maximum value
of S, when X is fixed, is given approximately
by < = X. This maximum will increase with

X, which, since the vapour pressure of the

liquid must be greater than pn, is limited

by PR- Accordingly the speed of the pump
depends greatly on the auxiliary vacuum,
and also on the temperature of the liquid.
For if P is too small, gas will diffuse hack
from H ; if it is too large, the diffusion of

gas from L will be hindered by the oppos
ing flow. The conditions in the pump need
therefore careful adjustment. On the other

hand, S is independent of the pressure of the

gas and dependent only on its nature and

temperature : this is the most striking feature

of all diffusion pumps. S is greater for the

lighter gases ; the variation of S with the

nature of the gas is the contrary of that for

the molecular pump.
(43). Any liquid could be used in a dif

fusion pump, so long as it could be maintained
at the appropriate temperature. Actually

mercury is used, for the appropriate tempera
ture is convenient (P = 0-3 mm. at 100 0.);
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moreover it is chemically stable and does not

wet glass. But its universal adoption is prob

ably due in part to the previous association of

mercury -with air-pumps an association based

on quite different properties.

The vapour of the liquid used in the pump
at the pressure corresponding to atmospheric

temperature is left by the pump in L. It is

easily removed from the apparatus connected

to L"by making the connection through a trap

cooled^in liquid air. The introduction of the

cooled trap involves, of course, a continual

stream of vapour opposing the diffusion of the ;

gas through L ;
but at atmospheric tempera- |

tures the vapour pressure of mercury is so

low that the consequent diminution in the

speed of the pump is inappreciable. However,

Gaede (19) has pointed out that the existence

of this stream causes a slight error, appreciable

at the lowest pressures, in the measurement

of the pressure in L by a McLeod gauge.

Since vapour is streaming from the gauge to

L, the pressure of the gas in L is slightly higher
than its pressure in the gauge.

(44). The original diffusion pump of Gaede

involved complicated glass construction : since

it is no longer used, it need not be shown.

The maximum value of S obtainable was about

80 cm. and far below that of the molecular

pump at the higher pressures. On the other

hand S was, as theory predicts, independent
of the pressure down to the limits of measure

ment ; at pressures less than 10~ 6 mm. the

diffusion was as good as the molecular pump,
and no practical limit to the pressure was set

by the diffusion of gas from H against the

vapour stream.

iloreover, it should be observed that there

is nothing in the principle of the pump to

limit its use to very low pressures, except the

condition that d,= \: if openings as small as

the free path could be obtained at atmospheric

pressure the pump would work. Gaede has

actuallyused the pump at atmospheric pressure,

taking the pores of an earthenware pot as the

openings and steam as the vapour ; but since

the pores are backed by very fine tubes,

through which the gas has to now before it

arrives at the pump, the speed of such a

pump is very slow; it is not generally of

practical use.

(45) LANGMUIR "
CONDENSATION " PUMP.

A simpler and more efficacious method of

preventing the flow of vapour into L is to use
the inertia of the stream to carry it past the

opening. Thus in the modification shown in

Fig. 30 (b), if the velocity of the stream of

vapour issuing at G is as great as the velocity
of the molecules in the stream, all the vapour
will travel forward till it meets the walla of

the outer tube or the gas in H ; none will

stream towards L and prevent the diffusion

of gas from L, although the pressure in the

vapour stream, as measured by its donnity,

may be very much greater than tho pressure

in L. (It will be seen that the construction

is similar to the gas injector pump IV,

but the principle of action is different. The

gas from L diffuses against tho hydrostatic

pressure ;
it docs not flow with it.)

If the walls of the outer tube were heated by
the vapour, the liquid condensing on thorn

would have a vapour pressure greater titan

that in L ;
there would bo a How of vapour

from the heated walls towards L, which in

cool, and this stream would once more hinder

the diffusion of gas from L. Accordingly

Langmuir (20), who first used this arrango-

ment, laid great stress upon the cooling of

the walls struck by the vapour stream ; ho

insisted that the vapour must be immediately
condensed to the temperature prevailing in

L, so that there should be no How of the vapour
back towards L. On account of the import
ance attributed to this condensation, ho termed

his pump a
"
condensation

"
pump to distin

guish it from Gaedc's diffusion pump ; but it

is equally a diffusion pump in the sense that

the gas from L follows the gradient of partial

pressure, not that of total pressure. II dirts

(21) has pointed out that Langmuir's principle

was anticipated by Magnus (22), who did not

see its applications.
It appears, moreover, that though the very

efficient cooling of the walk and the complete
condensation is necessary to the most efficient

working of the pump, it is possible to make tt

pump of this type with much lews efficient

cooling. This is achieved in (Vawford\s

parallel jet pump (24). But in its working
characteristics this pump roHcmbloH the dif

fusion rather than tho condensation pump,
and has not the advantages of JLangmuir'H

pump noted below.

(46). The construction of Lan#nmir\M

pump in metal (25) is shown in. /'Yj/. Jll ; it can
also be made without great complication in

glass (20). The mercury M is maintained at a

temperature of about 100 0. by the expendi
ture of about 300 watts, supplied electrically
or by a burner. Tho battle B doilects tho

vapour stream downwards and againnt tho

walls cooled by the water jacket/ J. Tho
L.P.V. is connected to L

;
the auxiliary

pump to H. If this pump maintainH a

pressure p-% of 0-01 mm. or loss, S IH an great
as 3000-4000 cm. 3

/aec. and ifl, an before, in

dependent of pi down to the lowest obworv-
able pressures. Higher presaurefl pu dec.reawo

the speed, but the pump will work even if

the pressure is nearly 0-1 mm. Tho wpecd
is independent of the temperature of tho

mercury, so long as this is above a limit,
which is greater the greater is p^. The great
speed of tho pump greater oven than tho
maximum of the molecular pump and tho
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absence of any need for the accurate control
of temperature, arc the advantages that have
caused condensation pumps to replace wholly
the original Gaede type.

Many variations on the original Langmuir
design have been made. In some of them

(20, 27) the heating of the mercury is effected

by an arc maintained between two mercury
surfaces inside the pump ; in fact this

arrangement has been applied to large

mercury-vapour current rectifiers (28), so
that the rectifier acts as its own high-vacuum
pump, only an auxiliary pump being needed.

Again, it has been proposed (29, 30, 31) to

combine in the same apparatus a mercury -

vapour jot pump and a condensation pump,
using the same stream of mercury vapour.
The two act in series, and the combination
will work with an auxiliary vacuum of 10-20
mm.

; but the construction is complicated.
However, special reference need be made

only to one typo of this pump, remarkable for

its simplicity. It is found possible to dispense
altogether with the inner tube in Fig. 30 (b)
and to make the arrangement of Fig. 30 (a)
act aa a condensation pump by merely cooling
the walls of the horizontal tube. Since the

mercury molecules striking the cooled walls

do not rebound therefrom, if the cooled tube
is made sufficiently long, all the molecules

emerging from its end at M will be moving
parallel to the length of the tube and will

not enter the side tube. One form of such a

pump is described in (32). An even simpler
construction ia shown in Fig. 32 adopted, the
whole being made of sheet metal The limit

of pn at which the pump will work is about
0-015 mm., and somewhat higher than that
for the Langmuir type. But the value at

which the maximum speed is obtained is not

very different
;

this maximum is about 1500

cm. 3
/sec., and is set by the dimensions of the

inlet tube (see below) rather than by the

pump itself. The auxiliary vacuum of 0-01

min. for this or the Langmuir pump can be
obtained by oil -pumps, and presents no

difficulty. The simple pump of Fig. 32, as

well as the Langmuir and other more com
plicated pumps, is used on the industrial

scale in the manufacture of thermionic valves
and other high -vacuum devices.

(47) HIGH-VACUUM TECHNIQUE. It lias

been pointed out that there must bo some
limit to the pressure reached by a diffusion

or condensation pump, determined by ^H and
the speed of the vapour stream. When a

high - vacuum pump is used the pressure
attainaWo and the speed of pumping are

actually <v^Mited by factors other than the

efficiency 'of the pump. In the first place,
the tubes connecting the pump to the apparatus
offer a resistance Ul) the now of gas. Knudsen
(!()) has shown that the volumetric speed of a

perfect pump is given by

1
" * (35)

where R is a constant dependent of the form
of the connecting tube and pc

is the density

KIG. 32.

of the gas at a pressure of 1 dyne/cm.
2

. For
a cylindrical tube of radius r and length L,

3Lr> ._.._!_ _
(36)

W27T*
'

If r is expressed in millimetres, L in metres,
then for air at 20,

rs
CJ 1 .A') /Q7S
fc-l-UJj-.

. . . (37)

S is 1000 cm. 3
/sec. for air flowing down a

tube 1 metre long and about 1 cm. in diameter.

Consequently to make full use of the speed
of a condensation pump, connecting tubes
not less than 2 cm. in diameter must be used ;
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if the evacuated vessel has to be sealed off

eventually, the speed is often limited by the

diameter of the sealing -off constriction. If

this constriction is to be sealed off by a blow

pipe it is difficult to make it more than 3 mm.
in internal diameter ; but it is possible by

heating the tube very uniformly and by-

making the temperature gradient along it

very steep (e.g. by a small electric furnace

surrounding it) to seal off tubes 10 mm. or

more in diameter.

(48). Secondly, there is an evolution of

gas from the apparatus being exhausted.

Glass and metals in their ordinary condition

give off large quantities of gas when exposed
to a vacuum. The gas from glass is chiefly

water and CO* which has been absorbed from

the atmosphere and will be reabsorbed if

the glass, having once been freed from gas,

is exposed to the atmosphere once more.

The gas from metals is largely hydrogen and

carbon monoxide, absorbed from flame gases

during manufacture and diffusing out from

the interior. The evolution is greatly hastened

by heat and, in metals at least, by making
them the electrode of a discharge, even if it

does not cause material heating.
To obtain a high vacuum, it is necessary

to heat the glass while the vessel is exhausted

to the highest temperature that the apparatus
will stand without collapse ; about half an

hour at this temperature will liberate the gas
from the surface, but there is a continual

evolution at this temperature which is generally

thought to result from an actual decomposition
of the glass ; this evolution stops when the

V&poui cooled, but if the cooling is too rapid

More,the gas may condense on the glass

is nothin^pling and be evolved slowly again,

limit its vpurposes it is desirable to enclose the

conditions in a vacuum furnace, so that the

the fre&l pressure of the atmosphere is removed

pre'- the glass can be heated for some time

ij^t\Cd the softening point without collapse.
The" metal parts must also be heated to near

their melting point for several hours ; this

heating is effected in modern practice, either

by making the metal the target of an electron

bombardment from an incandescent cathode,
or by exciting high-frequency eddy currents in

the metal by coils surrounding the apparatus.
Much time can be saved by heating the metals
in a vacuum before they are introduced into

the apparatus.

By long-continued treatment of this nature
the evolution of gas can be stopped and a
vacuum obtained which is perfect so far as
the most delicate manometers can tell, and is

maintained indefinitely if the vessel is gas-
tight. But if the exhausted apparatus is

sealed off from the pump, some gas is always
introduced by this operation. For in order
to soften the glass it must be heated above the

temperature at which an inexhaustible evolu

tion of gas starts. The, gas thus introduced

can be diminished by heating the sealiug-off

place to near its softening temperature for

some time before scaling, and then completing

the sealing as quickly as possible. Again
much of the gas (chiefly water vapour) thus

introduced disappears, being either absorbed

by the glass, or
"
cleaned up

"
by a discharge

subsequently passed through the VOHHO!. Hut

it seems that, whatever precaution is taken,

the most delicate forms of manometer will

always detect the presence of some gas in a

vessel immediately after it is scaled off.

For further information on thene points

reference is made to (33), which is the bent

summary in English of the state of an art

which is described in patents rather than in

scientific journals. Some important devices

are still kept secret.

D. MISCELLANEOUS METHODS or

EVACUATION

(49). It remains to consider some other

methods of evacuation which, though they do

not satisfy any definition of a pump that

would have been acceptable twenty years ago,

satisfy, ideally at least, that given at the

beginning of this article. Some of them are,

and still more have been, of groat practical

importance ;
and they do not appear to dilTor

more radically f-rom the older conception of a

pump (which implied a mechanical device

with moving parts) than the diffusion pumps.
Their chief modern use lies in the possibility

they provide of evacuating a portable vessel

sealed off from all fixed apparatus.

(50) CONDENSATION. The pressure of the

gas in a vessel can bo reduced by cooling

sufficiently any part of its walla. Tho limiting

pressure obtainable by this moans in, of course,

the vapour pressure of tho substance at the

lowest temperature available. Savory, when
he evacuated the cylinder of his whoam-pump
by condensing the steam with a jet of water,
was using this principle. It has had Homo
more modern applications, e.g. when a gas
such as air has been removed by displacing
it with C02 and then condensing tho (H) a

in liquid air. The method is also used for

compression. Chlorine, C0 2 and 8() 2 have
been compressed into containers by condensa
tion in place of by compression pumps.

(51) CHEMICAL ACTION. Gas can also bo
removed by causing it to react chemically
with the formation of solid or liquid com
pounds. Gas analysis by

"
absorption

"
with

liquid reagents employs this principle, but
some developments of it need more special
mention. Thus it has been shown (34) that
metallic calcium heated to 700 C. will combine
with most, if not all, gases, except those of
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the inactive group, to form solid compounds
with low vapour pressures. But some of

the compounds, especially the hydride, have
considerable dissociation pressures at slightly,

higher temperatures, and the temperature of

the metal must be carefully controlled. The
method has its uses in special circumstances

(e.g. where high vacua have to be maintained

away from a laboratory or supply of liquid air).

The alkali metals will also combine with all

active gases ; the combination is usually

brought about by the electric discharge. It

has long been known that a discharge passed
with a cathode of sodium or potassium

(more conveniently the alloy of the two) will

remove the common gases down to the

pressure where the discharge ceases. The
latest development in tins direction is absorp
tion by heated thorium or zirconium (35).

(52) ABSORPTION. But such chemical

methods have been little practised since the

discovery of the powerful absorption for gas
of charcoal at low temperatures. From the

discovery of the method by Dowar (36) to the

invention of the molecular pump in 1913,

it was the standard method of producing
extreme vacua unattainable by liquid piston

pumps. A glass or, preferably, silica tube-

containing a few grams of charcoal is attached

to the vessel to be evacuated. The charcoal

is heated during the preliminary exhaustion

of the vessel, which should bo carried to -001

mm. ; the vessel is then disconnected from the

pump and the charcoal tube cooled in liquid

air. If the vessel is large and the highest
vacuum is required, two or more charcoal

tubes may be attached, one being sealed off

before the next is cooled.

Many experiments have been made on (1)

the relative amounts of different gases which

charcoal will absorb at different temperatures
and (2) the absolute amounts absorbed by
charcoal prepared in different ways. A full

discussion of the results is beyond the scope of

this article, and for fuller information reference

may bo made to a good summary in (37).

AH regards (1) it appears that, in general,

gawes are more absorbed the higher their boiling

points, the exception being the inactive gases

which are but slightly absorbed. The mass

absorbed is proportional to the mass of the

charcoal ; it increases as the temperature is

decreased and aa the final pressure of the

roHidual gm w increased ;
it is doubtful,

therefore, whether a really perfect vacuum

could be obtained by the method in ideal

conditions, but, as with the diffusion pump,
the actual limit lies beyond the range of

measurement. The rate of absorption de

creases greatly m the equilibrium pressure

is attained, and, though the speed of evacua

tion IN rapid compared with that of any

piston pump down to -0001 mm., it is probably

slower than that of the Langmuir purnp at

lower pressures.
As regards (2), there is some conflict of

evidence which has been only partially removed

by the very complete study of the absorption

by charcoal which resulted from its use in

gas masks during the late war. In general
the denser charcoal from the harder woods
shows the greater absorption ; the shell of

the cocoanut and the kernels of some fruits

are the best raw materials. The original

coking should be at a temperature not exceed

ing 900 C., and must be followed by some

process for the removal of residual hydro
carbons. For this purpose heating in a stream

of chlorine at 800 followed by heating at the

same temperature in hydrogen has been

suggested ;
but the best modern practice

appears to be alternate absorption of air or

oxygen at atmospheric pressure and liquid
air temperature with

"
out-gassing

"
of the

absorbed gas by evacuation at 400-500 C.

Some writers maintain that all absorbed gases
can be removed by heating to 600 C., others

that heating to any temperature over 500 im

pairs the subsequent absorption. It has been

found also that charcoal, activated by special

processes, will produce high vacua even at

atmospheric temperature.

Absorption, similar to that of charcoal, is

displayed by other finely divided solids. In

fact, all solids probably absorb some gas at all

temperatures, the differences are merely of

degree. Of the other solids proposed for

practical evacuation, palladium black (

will absorb other gases as well as hydr
and finely divided copper may be rner

jj,

In addition reference may b.e made to ')

usually great absorption of hyclrogei ^Tatu
talum at atmospheric pressure. Heilifferer

reference may be made to (38). 'eculei*

(53) ABSORPTION IN THE ELECTRIC, it is

OHABQ-E. In the early study of X-rays it See

found that a hard tube often became "
ha?^

by the passage of the discharge through it in

consequence of a disappearance of part of the

residual gas. This disappearance seems to be

a normal accompaniment of the discharge ;

when it does not take place, or when the

contrary process of an evolution of gas occurs,

it is because the normal disappearance is

obscured by an evolution of gas caused by
heating or possibly by some other and distinct

action of the discharge.
The facts concerning this absorption of gas

arc- still obscure, and still more obscure the

explanation of them. It is certain that the

inactive gases are in general less absorbed than

others, but whether and to what extent the

nature of the electrodes and of the walls

determine the absorption is not yet certain.

Here reference will only be made to those

actions of the discharge in
"
cleaning-up

"
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gas which are of practical importance. A

general reference may be given to (39).

The final evacuation of such apparatus as

thermionic valves, rectifiers and X-ray tubes

is probably effected by the discharge. How
ever carefully the apparatus is evacuated by

pumping, some gas is always introduced in

sealing off from the pump. This gas is

largely, if not entirely, absorbed by the walls

and electrodes before any discharge passes ;

but during the first few moments of the dis

charge, which represents the normal function

of the apparatus, some further change occurs

which makej the
"
clean-up

" more complete

and more permanent.
It has long been known that the passage

of the discharge between suitable electrodes

would promote chemical actions which lead

to the removal of gas. An instance is provided

by the discharge between electrodes of the

alkali metals, which has been already men
tioned. Again, it has been found that a

discharge passing to an electrode ef charcoal

would cause the charcoal to absorb at atmo

spheric temperature as it will absorb without

the discharge at liquid-air temperature (40).

(54). But the most practically import
ant process of evacuation dependent on the

discharge is that which involves the introduc

tion of phosphorus vapour into the evacuated

vessel It appears to have been discovered

first by Maligaani (41) ; it was applied to the

evacuation of electric incandescent lamps and

has been used for the same purpose continu-

oujiy since its discovery. At first it appears

*^Iave been thought that the action was

"^f^cal,
but it is now known to be dependent

.

jU-OI
3 passage of a discharge through the

^ ^ -^ of eas and containing phosphorus
limit ifl^-

exact conditions which determine the
e

*J)earance
of the gas are still obscure,

*)r
?*r*t may be stated generally that if a dis-

cE.i_ge is passed through any mixture of gas
or vapours containing phosphorus vapour the

pressure will be reduced more rapidly and to a

lower limit than it would be if the phosphorus

vapour were absent. The gas that has dis

appeared can be restored by heating the walls

of the vessel to a temperature at which red

phosphorus will evaporate. The latest theory
of the action (42) is that the gas is deposited
on the walls and covered with a

"
varnish

"

of red phosphorus produced by the action

of the discharge from the phosphorus vapour,
which prevents the re-evolution of the gas
so long as the

"
varnish

"
remains ; it is

also supposed that the exceptional electrical

properties of the phosphorus vapour are of

importance. It is known that sulphur, iodine,
and arsenic act in somewhat the same way as

phosphorus in this matter.

In an incandescent lamp the necessary

discharge passes between the opposite ends

of the filament which act JIH electrodes ; tho

cathode, being incandoHcont, givas a thermionic

emission sufficient to abolish the ojUhodo full

of potential and permit a discharge to pans

even when the potential difl'erenee between

tho electrodes docs not exceed (ifty volts.

In Malignani's original method tho phos

phorus vapour was introduced by heating a

small quantity of red phosphorus in tho tube

connecting the lamp to the pump just, before

sealing off. The later practice is to deposit

the red phosphorus on tho filament or tho

adjacent supports, whence it is evaporated as

soon as the filament is heated. Nowadays it

is also usual to deposit on the filament, together

with phosphorus, salts sue.h as fluorides or

chlorides. Various benefits are attributed to

the presence of these salts, but it HIHMUH fo bo

agreed that their action is subsidiary to that

of the phosphorus, and that the evacuation

would not occur unless phosphorus (or one of

the other elements mentioned) were present.

By this process of phosphorus evacuation,

the use of high -vacuum pumps in lamp
manufacture is rendered unnecessary. Mvou
if the pump leaves residual gas at a pressure
of 0-1 mm. in the lamp, almost all this gas will

be removed in the first few seconds of
" burn

ing," and tho pressure reduced to IOSM than
0-001 mm. No mercury-pumps are now used

in lamp-making; oil-pumps, usually of Olass

Ad, are sufficient.

The same method has boon applied to other

commercial vacuum apparatus, c.<j. rectifying
valves of the old type without an mcandesooMt
cathode (43), and, more rarely, to tho modern
thermionic type. <J. jw. o.
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Am - PUMPS, EFFICIENCY OF. See
"
Air-

pumps," (5).

AIRSCREWS USED AS PUMPS. See
"
Air-

pumps," (35).

ALR THERMOMETER. See
"
Thermodynamics,"

W.
AIR VESSEL METHOD OF LEVEL INDICATION.

Soo
"
Motors, Liquid Level Indicators,'

1

(15), Vol. III.

ALUMINIUM, ATOMIC HEAT OF, AT Low
TEMPERATURES : Ncrnst's values for,

tabulated. (Soc
"
Calorimetry, Electrical

Methods of,
1 '

(11), Table VI.

ALUNDUM. T]io trade name for a tubing com

posed of fused alumina (Ala 3 )
with a bind

ing of fireclay and used as a protecting sheath
for a thermoelement at temperatures up to

1550 C. Sec
"
Thermocouples," (4) (in.).

AMAGAT : INVESTIGATIONS ON THE EXPANSION
OF FLUIDS UNDER HIGH PRESSURES. See
"
Thermal Expansion," (18) (iii.).

AMMONIA, LATENT HEAT OF VAPORISATION
OK : computed, by various writers, for

different temperatures, and tabulated. See
"
Latent Heat," (7), Table V.

AMMONIA - ABSORPTION REFRIGERATING
MACHINES. See

u
Refrigeration,

"
(5).

AMMONIA COMPRESSION REFRIGERATOR. See
"
Refrigeration," (2).

ANDREWS: INVESTIGATIONS ON THE EXPANSION
OF FLUIDS, IN PARTICULAR CARBON DlOXIDE
UNDER HIGH PRESSURES. See

' k

Thermal

Expansion," (IS) (ii.).

ANILIN, SPECIFIC HEAT OF, determined by
Prof. E. H. Griffiths by the electrical

method. See
"
Calorirnetry, Electrical

Methods of," (o).

ArroLD BRAKE. See
"
Dynamometers," (2)

(ii.).

ARCHES. See
"
Structures, Strength of," (27)

ARCHIMEDEAN SCREW. See
"
Hydraulics,"

(33).

ARCHIMEDES' PRINCIPLE. The resultant of

the pressures acting on a body immersed
in a fluid is equal to the weight of fluid

displaced and acts upwards through the
centre of gravity of that fluid.

ATOMIC HEAT, VARIATION OF, WITH TEMPERA
TURE. See

"
Calorimetry, the Quantum

Theory," (43).

AUTOGRAPHIC RECORDING APPARATUS : For
use in Strength Tests of Materials. See
"
Elastic Constants, Determination of."

Buckton Wicksteed Patent Spring Balanced
Recorder. (61) (ii.).

Dalby's Optical Recorder. (Gl) (v.).

General Methods adopted for Design of.

(59).

Kennedy-Ashcroft Recorder. (01) (iv.)

Moore's Recorder. (Gl) (iii.).

Riohlc Autographic and Automatic Appara
tus. (60).

AUTOMOBILE ENGINE, THE VAUXHALL. S"

"Petrol Engine, The Water-cooled," j

(ii.). "1

AVOGADRO'S LAW. At any one temperatu
and pressure, equal volumes of differer

gases contain the same number of moleculef
1

While exact for
"
perfect

"
gases only, it is

approximately true of real gases. See
"
Thermodynamics," (66).

B
BAILED STEAM METER. Soo "Meters for

Measurement of Steam," (20), Vol. III.

BALANCING. See
"
Engines and Prime Movers,

Balancing of."

Balaneing of Driving Wheels of Locomotive.

(2) (i.).

Balancing of Four-cylinder Engines : In-

cluHiorx of Valve-gear. (10) (i.).

.Biilauohitf of Frame .Forces. (2).

Balancing of Internal Combustion Engines.

(13).

Balancing of Locomotives. (12).

Balancing in Practical Case. (4).

Balancing for Primary and Secondary Forces

and Couples. (10).

Balancing of Reciprocating Masses. (10).

Balancing of a Rotor. (8).

Balancing of Yarrow Schlick Tweedy
Engine. (11).

Centrifugal Couple. (3).

Couple Closure. (5).

Dalby's Method. (5).

Deductions from Force and Couple Polygons.

(7).

Force Closure. (6).

Four Masses on Four Anns along a Shaft.

(7) (6) and (c).
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Motion of Connecting Rod. (2) (iii.).

Motion of Mass in a Circle at Uniform

Speed. (2) (i.).

Motion of Mass in a Straight Line at Varying

Speed Bennett's Construction. (2) (ii.).

Primary Balancing. (10) (i.).

Baiter's Method of treating this Problem. (8).

Secondary Balancing. (10) (ii.).

Special Construction for balancing of Four
Masses. (9).

_ couple closure
The equation M= ~~~

, force closure
The equation M=-j^2

--
. (6).

Three Cranks at 120 cannot be designed so

that Masses mutually balance. (7) (a).

BAJLL-BEARINGS : STEPS or THE EVOLUTION
OF THE MODERN BALL - BEARING. See
"
Friction," (38).

BARNES' TABLE OF SPECIFIC HEATS OF WATER
AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES. See

" Mechan
ical Equivalent of Heat," (7).

BARTOLJ AND STRACCTATI'S DETERMINATION
OF SPECIFIC HEAT OF WATER AT VARIOUS
TEMPERATURES. See

"
Mechanical Equiva

lent of Heat," (7).

BARUS, 1889, compared gas-thermometers
with secondary standards of temperature
in the range 500 to 1600 and recognised
the importance of a uniform temperature
distribution about the gas - thermometer
bulb for purposes of high - temperature
measurement- He introduced the tlaermo-

elernejtfe-in the role of intermediary between
the gas-thermometer bulb and the tempera -

yjijture to be measured. See
"
Temperature,

^Realisation of Absolute Scale of," (39)

BENDING OF : MACAULAY'S METHOD
c FOR SEVERAL LOADS. See

"
Structures,

*_ Strength of," (10).

BEAMS : RELATION BETWEEN LOAD, SHEAR,
BENDING MOMENT, SLOPE, AND DEFLEC
TION. See

"
Structures, Strength of," (12).

BEAU DE ROCHAS : CYCLE. See
"
Engines,

Thermodynamics of Internal Combustion "

(34) and (51).

BEAUFOY'S EXPERIMENTS. See
"
Ship Resist

ance and Propulsion," (3).

BECQUEREL, 1863, compared gas-thermometers
with secondary standards of temperature
in the range 500 to 1600. See "

Tempera
ture, Realisation of Absolute Scale of

"

(39) (iv.).

BELL - COLEMAN REFRIGERATING MACHINE.
Used for cold stores and the holds of ships.
Air is the working substance used. See"

Refrigeration," (4).
BEND TESTS :

Alternating Bend Test beyond the Yield-
Point. See

"
Elastic Constants, Deter

mination of," (78).

Description of the various kinds of Bond
Tests for Molals. Hoc jhid. (29).

Forms of Specimen and Methods of Tewting.
See ibid. (31).

BENDING OF MEMBERS OF A STrurcmmK Hoc
"
Structures, Strength of," (0).

BENZENE, LATENT HBAT OK UVAPORATKW OK,

determined by Glrin'itlis and Mui'Hhall. Soo
ct Latent Heat," (10).

BERNOULLI'S TILEOUKM. Along any wtroam

line in a liquid subject only to gravity

w a
constant,

p being the pressure at a ]>oint at a depth
z below the plane of reference, p the donnity,
and v the velocity.

BJERRUM'S CALCULATIONS FROM VOLUMKTIUO
HEAT FIGURES. Seo

"
Gases, Specific Jloat

of, at High Temperatures," (.

r
>).

BLACK BODY, invented }>y Wien and Lummer
for the investigation of the lawn of radiation

from a uniformly heated enclosure : (Uwrip-
tion of modern form of. See

"
Radiation,

Determination of the Constanta, etc." I. (2)

(i.), Vol. IV.

BLADE-WIDTH RATIO FOR A SOREW-PJROPKLLKR
is the fraction

Maximum width of blade along its surface

Radius of propeller

See
"
Ship Resistance and Pro]minion,"

(41).

BLADING IN STEAM -TURBINES, FORM AND
EFFICIENCY OP. Roe '*

Turbine, Develop
ment of the Steam," (3) ;

" Steam-
turbine, Physics of," (G).

BLOWERS, THEORY OK See "Air-pumps,"
(!) ,

BOMB CALORIMIOTMKW

(1) INTRODUCTION. The laboratory method
of determining the calorilio value of a fuel in

to burn a known weight of a carefully dried

sample in a vessel containing oxygen. From
the temperature mo of tho water in the calori

meter tho heating value of the fuel is com
puted, taking into account certain corrections
which are described later. Although tho
calorific value docs not give, all tho informa
tion desired concerning a particular fuel, or
determine its suitability for a Hpeoiliod purpose,
yet it is generally acceptor! that the hoating
value is the most important property to bo
considered in estimating tho value of fuel.

Purchasers of large quantities of coal now
adopt the heat-unit basin of evaluation, and
the technique of combustion oalorimotry has
been so well developed that a skilled operator
can average thirty-five determinations per day,
Two types of apparatus are employed for

such tests. In one the fuel sample is burned
under normal atmospheric pressure in a calori
meter of the "submerged bell" typo,

1 whilst
1 See "Coal Calorimeter."
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in tho other tho fuel is "burned under high

pressure in a " bomb "
type of calorimeter.

Rome authorities prefer the
"

bell
"

type to

tho
" bomb "

because in it the combustion is

carried out in oxygen at nearly atmospheric
pressure and, consequently, the conditions

resemble those obtained in. steam boiler

practice. With a
" bomb "

calorimeter the

combustion is almost instantaneous and
resembles an explosion in its violence and

rapidity.
The decomposition products of coal vary

somewhat, and it is generally found that the

results obtained with the bomb calorimeter

are slightly higher than those with the
"
bell."

For scientific work, however, the bomb type
is universally used, since under good work

ing conditions the combustion obtained is

practically complete. In skilled hands either

method gives reliable and
concordant results for solid

fuels, but the
'' bomb "

is

the only method applicable
to liquid fuels.

(2) .DESCRIPTION or A
BOMB CALORIMETER OUT
FIT. The calorimotric out-

lit consists of the following
elements :

(i.) The bomb.

(ii.) The calorimeter
vessel, stirror, and
constant tempera
ture jacket.

(iii.) The temperature

measuring instrument.

(i) The Bomb. In one

of the oldest forms of

apparatus tho Mahler-

Donkin tho bomb consists of a massive

gun-metal cylinder provided with a cover held

down by three studs. The cover is pro
vided with a milled - head screw valve for

regulating tho inlet of oxygen to the cavity
inside tho bomb. Tho joint between the

bomb proper and its cover is effected by
moans of a lead washer inserted in a circular

groove. Tho inside of tho cover has a pro

jecting ring which registers with this groove
when it is screwed down. The bomb is

plated inside with gold in order to withstand

tho oorrofiivo action of tho nitric and sulphuric
acids produced, by tho combustion of the

fuel. The most satisfactory form of lining

is that of platinum, but nowadays it is not

much lined on the score of expense. Porcelain

enamel is also sometimes used for lining the

bomb.
The Krocker type of bomb has a cover

screwed on to tho bomb (BOO "Fig. 1). The

bomb is made of steel and has a fixed platinum

lining, while tho cover is of bronze.

Parr 1 has recently designed a bomb of an
acid - proof base - metal alloy which appears

very promising.
Some investigators employ a replaceable

lining, but in practice it is found difficult

to maintain a

perfect fit and,

consequently,
difficultiesarise

owing to leak

age of the pro
ducts of com
bustion into

the space be

hind the lining

where it cor

rodes the metal

of the body of

the bomb.
The staff 2

of the U.S.

Bureau of
Mines have de

veloped a form
of bomb (see

Figs. 2 and 3) in \vhich the lid is held in position

by a novel form of sealing device. This con

sists of a tough steel receiving nut and lock

so constructed that less than a one-eighth turn

with the wrench suffices for sealing. A circular

gasket of electrician's solder effects the seal.

This locking device is

an adaptation of 'the

principle used in the

breech locks of artillery.

They claim for this de

sign durability, ample
strength, and facility

of manipulation.
Further, when the lock

wears out a new one

can be substituted
without the expense of

making and gold-plating
a new shell. The shell

of the bomb is made of

Monel metal which is

well adapted to gold

plating.

Eery has devised a

bomb calorimeter in

which the heat devel

oped is shown on an indicator. See article

on "
Calorimetry, Method of Mixtures,"

(13) (ii.), "Metallic Block Calorimeters."

(ii.) The Calorimeter, Stirrer, and Constant

1 " An Acid-resisting Alloy to replace Platinum
in the Construction of a Bomb Calorimeter/' Journ.

Am. Chem. Soc., Nov. 1915, xxxvii. 2515-2522. A
test of the above by R. H. Jesse, Jr., Eighth Int. Cony.

Appl. Chem., 1012, i. 233, 380.
2 "A Convenient Multiple - unit Calorimeter In

stallation," by J. D. Davis and E. L. Wallace, Jinireau

of Mines Technical Paper, 01, 48 pp., Washington,
1918. Abstract in Engineering, Jan. 11), 1919.

Itttt. 3.
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Temperature Jacket. In the outfits employed
in this country the calorimeter, stirrer, and

jacket are similar to those employed in

apparatus for ordinary calorimetrie experi

ments by the Method of Mixtures (see

(4)).

At the U.S. Bureau of Mines l a form

of apparatus has been developed which is

especially adapted for combustion calorimetry

(see Fig. 4).

The calorimeter is made of heavy sheet

brass reinforced at the top and middle by

FIG. 4.

, Details of Calorimeter : A, vertical section; B, hori
zontal section through ab showing tubular stirrer well ;

C, shaft clutch; D, horizontal section through de

snowing lid bracket.

brass bands (see A). A tubular stirrer well

is soldered to the calorimeter as shown in B.

An electrode is fastened to the bottom of the

calorimeter, but insulated from it, which
makes contact with the bomb plug when this

is placed in position.
The calorimeter is supported in its jacket

on three ivory studs. The jacket is a cylin
drical vessel provided with a cover of brass

ground to a water-tight fit. This cover is

provided with a thin sheet-brass water seal

(see Fig. 4) fixed to the cover proper by means
of three thin insulating rods of ivory in such
a manner that when the calorimeter is in place
and the cover brought down snugly the water
seal is in contact with the surface of the water
in the calorimeter, thus serving as an effectual

1 Davis and Wallace, loc. cit.

seal against evaporation into tho spn.co between

the calorimeter and its jacket.

Soldered to the jacket are l\vo heavy brass

lugs, by which it in held to the vertical brass

T-bar of the frame in such a manner as to per

mit the jacket to slide vertically. The jacked

is supported by a heavy helical brass spring

bearing against the bottom of the tank, and

of such strength that the jacket when charged

is held vortical with its top slightly above the,

surface of the tank water against an adjust

able stop iixod to the T-bar.

The stirre r shaft arrangement is also shown

in Fig. 4. The upper part of the shaft on

which the driving wheel is mounted consists

of a thick-walled brass tube, into which tho

lower part of the shaft telescopes, the latter

being provided with a conical piece ((') screwed

to the end which engages a receiver at the.

lower end of the shaft tube after the manner
of a conical friction clutch when, the whole

calorimeter is lowered into place. The lower

bearing of the stirror Shaft is carried by the

lid bracket (D), which is held to the vertical

T-bar of tho frame by a damp which permits
of raising and lowering the lid and damping
in any desired position.
The calorimeter cover has tubular outlets

(not shown in Fig. 4) for the thermometer,
the stirrer shaft, and electrical leads* so that

the jacket and its cover may bo totally

immersed in the tank water during an experi
ment.

In the equipment of the Bureau she such

outfits are mounted in one thermostatically
controlled constant temperature bath.

(iii.) The Temperature Meamtrintj /w.f//vf-

tnetit. With tho majority of bomb calorimeter

outfits mercury thermometers aw employed
for the measurement of tho temperature rise

of the water. Such instruments have the

advantages of simplicity, cheapness, and
moderate accuracy. They have tho dis

advantages of considerable lag and lack tho

sensibility required for work of the highest

precision. Tho mercury thermometer, more
over, possesses the serious drawback that tho

mercury often sticks in tho bore, particularly
with a falling meniscus. This trouble can
be somewhat alleviated by tapping tho fltom,
and some observers utilise a miniature, electric

buzzer for this purpose.
Tho thermometer should preferably ho a

solid stem type with its scale divided to -02 C.,
and the scale divisions should extend down
to the bulb to avoid uncertainty as to tho

magnitude of tho emergent column.
Tor work of the highest -precision a oaloi-i-

metric resistance thermometer is really
essential, and a description of suitable in
struments for the purpose will ho found in
the article on "Kesistanco Thermometers,"
(6 (i.;).
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(3) METHODS OTT CONDUCTING A TEST.

(i.) Calibration of the Apparatus, It is neces

sary to determine tho heat capacity of the
bomb find its fittings by experiment, since it

is rarely possible to calculate this constant
from tile specific heat of the materials em
ployed in its construction. There are two
standard methods of effecting this calibration :

(a) By an electrical method based on tho

input into tho calorimetric system of a known
amount of heat measured as electrical energy.

(/;) By burning substances of known heating
value.

(a) The electrical method is capable of

considerable accuracy, since electrical energy
can bo measured with high precision. In

practice, however, the method suffers under
the disadvantage that it involves elaborate

equipment and is time-consuming. Further,
it is by no means easy to reproduce with it the

same conditions as prevail during a combus
tion test. The electrical method is generally

adopted in standardising laboratories, but
for the purpose of a works laboratory the

second method is to be preferred.

(b) To calibrate a calorimeter by means of

standard substances, such as naphthalene or

beuzoic acid, it is advisable to make about
half-a-dozen combustions, sufficient amounts
of tho standard being used to produce about
the average temperature rise obtained in tests

with coal. This method, besides being simple
and easy of application, tends to minimise

errors such as those due to thermometer

calibration, cooling correction, heat input
from stirring, etc. Dickinson x has recently
rodetorminod tho heat combustions of tho

following substances: naphthalene, benzoic

acid, and sucrose or cano sugar, with a

view to their adoption as standards in

calibration work. Jlis results are summarised
in Table I. together with those of previous
observers.

It appears from a comparison of tho values

given by different observers for the same sub

stance that benzoic acid is the most suitable

in view of tho close agreement/ of the results

obtained.

DickiiiHoa found naphthalene to ho a convenient

material to work with, but care was necessary in

handling HUKJO a gram briquette would lose about

1 milligram in weight per hour by sublimation.

SucroHO did not neem HO well adapted an benzoic

aeid for HtaudardiHation purpo.seH. It lias a

smaller heat of combustion and frequently fails to

ignite.

DiekhiHOii HUggeHls that the higher results given

by other obnervorH for sucrose may be duo to the fact

that they may not have corrected for tho heat

generated in the firing wire before the sample ignites.

With HUroHO a greater length of fuse wire has to bo

1 " OomlniHtion Oalorlmctry," Hull. Jlur. Mds., 1015,

xi. 253.

used than with other materials on account of its

lower inflammability.
Iron wire is frequently employed because it burns

instead of only melting, and is therefore more certain

to ignite the sample. The heat of formation of

iron oxide is about 1600 calorics per gram of iron.

The sucrose specimens required about 3 cm. of wire

weighing 13*2 mg. per metre. Hence the correction

for the heat liberated in its combustion amounted
to about 2 calories per centimetre. Naphthalene

ignited readily with 1 cm. of wire.

Ho also corrected for the small amount of nitric

acid formedfrom the nitrogen containoclin. the oxygen.
The amount is nearly proportional to the heat

liberated in the combustion and to the percentage
of nitrogen present, and was determined by titration

after each combustion. The heat of formation of

HN03 from N+ O-f-H2 is about 230 calories per

TABLE I

The data in the above table are expressed in terras

of the 15 calorie.

grain of aoid. As the oxygen employed contained

from 0-3 to 0-5 per cent of nitrogen, the correction

to bo applied for tho heat of formation of HN03 was

usually about 1 part in 1000.

(4) PREPARATION OF THE TEST SAMPLES.*

(i.) Solid Fuels. It is necessary to convert

the coal into a small briquette or tabloid for

the purposes of test. If the attempt is made
to employ tho sample in powder form the force

of the explosion usually blows some of it

against the internal walls of the bomb and it

escapes combustion.

Bituminous fuels as a rule will form briquettes

by pressure alone. In cases where insufficient

tarry matter is present in the natural fuel,

just sufficient of a 1 per cent solution of gum
arabic may be used to make the particles of

fuel adhesive. For half a gram of fuel, three

drops of such solution are enough. The

1 We Times Engineering tiuvjtlemmt. Feb. 23. 1917.
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briquettes must be heated in an air bath to

110 C. for at least four hoars to expel the

last traces of moisture thus introduced before

testing in the calorimeter.

(ii.) Liquid Fuels. In weighing and trans

ferring the liquid fuel to the bomb, carriers

consisting of small cylindrical blocks of pure
cellulose are used, one of these blocks being
able to absorb several times its own weight
of any ordinary fuel oil. The saturated block,
after being weighed, is burned under the

conditions and with all the precautions neces

sary for solid fuel, the only difference being
that a rather higher pressure is used, in order

to obtain a greater supply of oxygen gas in

the bomb. A blank test with the cellulose

alone gives the necessary data for the calcula

tions. As liquid fuels contain only traces of

acid-forming elements no trouble arises from

corrosion, and a bomb provided with a gold
lining will last for some hundreds of tests.

As regards the special precautions necessary
to obtain correct results when testing liquid
fuels, it must be pointed out that the absorbent
cellulose blocks sold for this purpose absorb
moisture as well as oil, and that it is necessary
to dry them before use for one or two hours
in the air-bath at 100 C. When saturated
with heavy oils of high boiling-point they are
also somewhat difficult to ignite, and it is

advisable to place a little of the dry un-
saturated cellulose in a loose condition around
the platinum ignition wire in order to avoid
failure of the test from this cause. As the
cellulose blocks are large in proportion to their

weight and absorbent capacity, a larger
platinum dish will be required than for the

_ tests with solid fuel, and the platinum ignition
wire should be arranged to hold down the
cellulose block lest the explosive violence of
the combustion blows it out of the dish.

(5) QUANTITY OP OXYGEN REQUIRED.
The quantity of oxygen required is about
three times that which will unite with the

charge to give complete combustion. Dickin
son found that, when, the amount of oxygen
was much less than two and a half times that

required to unite with the combustible charge,
there were often cases of incomplete combustion
as indicated by a reduction in the total heat
liberated, as well as by the occasional presence
of a slight amount of soot and by the odour
of the products of combustion.

Since the usual pressure employed in routine
tests is 20 to 27 atmospheres, or 300 Ib. to
400 Ib., it is advisable to have a small back
pressure valve inserted in the milled -head
screw in the bomb cover in order -to avoid
a great loss of gas when disconnecting the
oxygen supply pipe and gauge from the bomb,
after filling the latter with oxygen. At these
high pressures the combustion of the coal
is practically instantaneous, and the thin

platinum wire used for ignition purposes will

generally bo found fused owing to the tompora-
turo momentarily attained. Tn order to pro
tect the platinum capsule or crucible from the

same effect, and from the action of tho molten

slag produced, it is noee-snary to lino it with
thin asbestos board, out and .shaped to (it (.ho

crucible or capsule. Tills asbestos board must
be dried and ignited before use in order to

remove all matter that might vitiate the
results.

(6) OALORIMETRY BY COMBUSTION wrnr
SODIUM PEROXIDE. "Fusion with sodium
peroxide is the only way known for finding
the heat of oxidation of elements which do
not burn in oxygon and which form oxides
insoluble in acids. The method is adapted
to the determination of tho boat formation
of the oxides of a metal and also tho heat
combination of metallic oxides with sodium
oxide.

Tho method is indirect and tho heat o(Toct

sought is not the observed effect ; henoo

burning in compressed oxygon is preferable
where possible, For example, whom carbon
is burned with sodium peroxide tho observed
heat (x) is the result of tho following reaction :

+ Na/),
and x equals the heat of formation of carbon
dioxide plus the heat of combination of carbon
dioxide with sodium oxide, and loss tho heat

required to separate two atoms of oxygon
from two molecules of sodium peroxide ; thus

s= C + 20 + (Na2 + C02 )
-
(&

so that

Moreover, many substances do not give with
sodium peroxide sufficient heat to fuse the
mixture, and honoo somo readily combustible
substance, such as sulphur or carbon, must
be added which gives in many oases the larger
part of tho total heat effect. Professor Mixter 1

of Yale University, who has made an extensive

study of this method, gives tho following results
obtained by fusion with sodium peroxide for

comparison with thoso by combustion in

oxygen. They arc :
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found in the sodium peroxide method is that i

the carbon and peroxide wore mixed in a

mortar, thus allowing the peroxide to absorb

a little moisture which added to the heat of

the fusion. The value 207-5 for 3Fe + 40 is

derived from the results of fusions of iron,

ferrous oxide, ferric oxide, and the mineral

magnetite with sodium peroxide, and 265-2

was the result of burning iron in oxygen.
Sodium peroxide absorbs water rapidly from

the air, consequently it should be exposed
as little as possible, as the hydrated peroxide
will give more heat with a combustible than

the anhydrous. One of two samples, that

which gives off the less oxygen when fused, is

the better one. The error from the water

content is small in good peroxide. Its effect is

further diminished when carbon, for example,
is added to make a mixture fuse, because in

practice the heat effect of the carbon is

found for the carbon and peroxide actually

used.

Various substances may be added to a per
oxide mixture to increase the temperature of

the fusion. Mixter has used acetylene carbon,

sulphur, .and lamp-black. Pure rhombohedral

sulphur in fine powder would appear to be the

best of the three, but it becomes electrified

when shaken in the bomb with the other

ingredients and sometimes sticks to the bomb
and is not completely oxidised. Sulphide

is formed, and occasionally free sulphur is

left. When the bomb is much blackened by a

fusion with sulphur the heat result is low.

Acetylene carbon is the ideal substance to use,

but difficult to obtain.

One part of the carbon requires 13 parts of

pure sodium peroxide for combustion, and it

is best to take about 20 parts in determining
the heat effect of the carbon or lamp-black.
For the combustion of sulphur double the

calculated amount of peroxide should be used.

Oxygon is often evolved in a combustion from

the action of an acidic oxide on the sodium

peroxide, and the heat required to set it free

from the peroxide is added to the observed

hoat. This correction, 1-73 g.-cal. for 1 c.c.

of oxygen at and 700 mm., is derived from

BokotofTfl fla-j -1-0 = 100-26 Cal. and de For-

cramTH Naa -l-2O =110-8 Gal.

Apparatus employed for the Tests. The

bomb is made of sterling silver whilst the top

and fittings are of brass.

The mixture under test is contained in a

cup of tine silver Hupported in the bomb by

ilH upper edge. A fusion in the cup cools

more slowly than when in contact with the

cold bomb* and henco the reaction is more

complete.
The general arrangement of the apparatus

in identical with that employed in fuel calori-

motry with the addition of bulbs for collecting

any oxygon, set free by fusion. B G.
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AND CORRECTION FOR TEMPERATURE or.

See
"
Pressure, Measurement of," (11).
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volume for a constant mass of gas states that

pv~ constant (at constant temperature).

See "Thermal Expansion," (14) (ii.) ;

"Thermodynamics," (5), (59), (66);
"
Engines, Thermodynamics of Internal

Combustion," (13).

1 The above references have been selected from a
more extensive list quoted by Dickinson.
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BRAKE BLOCKS : FRICTIONAL RESISTANCE OF
BRAKE BLOCKS. See

"
Friction.," (35).

BRAYTON TYPE OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION
ENQINE. Sec

"
Engines, Thermodynamics

of Internal Combustion," (29) and (52).

BREAST - WHEEL. See
"
Hydraulics," III.

(47) (i.).

BRIDGE, STRENGTH OF : EXAMPLE OF ESTIMA
TION OF. See

"
Structures, Strength of,"

(26).

BRITISH THRKMAL UNIT (B.T.U.). Tho quan
tity of heat required to raise tho tomporaturo
of 1 Ib. of water 1 Kahr. Son "

Heat, (In
duction of," (2) ; "Thermodynamics" (2).

B.T.H. STKAM MMTIOII. See
"
Motors for

Measurement of Steam," (18), Vol. III.

BUL(UNO, DuiliTfNU, I^LAISKUNU, AND ^ATTUN
ING TESTS von COITKR AND BUAHH TUBM.
Sco "Elastic Constants, Determination, of,"

(33).

c
CADMIUM, SPECIFIC HEAT OF, AT VARIOUS
TEMPERATURES

; tabulated, with, the atomic
heat. See

"
Calorimetry, Electrical Methods

of," (10), Table V.

CALIBRATION CORRECTIONS NECESSARY IN THE
GRADUATION OF THE CAPILLARY TUBE OF
A THERMOMETER. See

"
Thermometry,"

(3) (a).

CALLENDAR, maker in 1887 of a platinum
resistance thermometer, the resistance of

a particular specimen of platinum wire

being directly determined at various tem
peratures up to 600 C. See

"
Resistance

Thermometers," (2).
CALLENDAR'S EQUATION, applied to the

expansion of steam
; and Tables.

RT
^- 6

--y-c,
where c = c T /T". See

"
Thermal Expan

sion," (24) ;

"
Thermodynamics," (61) ;"

Steam-engine, Theory of," (9).
CALLENDAB AND BARNES' METHOD OF DETER
MINING MECHANICAL EQUIVALENT OF HEAT.
See "

Mechanical Equivalent of Heat "

^

(5) (iiL).

CALLENDAR AND NICOLSON. Paper on ex
changes of heat between steam and cylinder
wall (J/m. Proc. Inst. C.E., 1897, cxxxi.).
See "

Steam-engine, Theory of," (10).
CALLENDAR AND SWANN. Determination, by

the continuous flow method, of the specific
heats of air and carbon dioxide at atmo
spheric pressure at 20 C. and 100 C. See"
Calorimetry, Electrical Methods of," (13).

CALORIC THEORY, RUMFORD'S ATTACK ON.
See "

Mechanical Equivalent of Heat," (1).
CALORIFIC VALUES OF FUELS. See

"
Engines,

Thermodynamics of Internal Combustion "

(68), Tables II., III., IV., and V.
CALORIMETER :

An apparatus for the measurement of heat.
Used in experiments by the method of
mixtures, in which the substances under
investigation are mixed. See

"
Calori

metry, Method of Mixtures," (5) (i.).
Bunsen's Ice : an instrument in which the

heat given out by a body in cooling from
some higher temperature to C. is ob

tained by observing tho contraction \vhioh
takes place in the change from ioo (,o water

produced by tho hoat given by tho body.
Tho observed volumo change inconvorfcod
into calories by assuming a vjiluo for tho
mass of moron ry drawn into tho iriHl.ru-

mont by tho addition of otio inoitu c.nJorin

of heat. Seo "
dalorimotric! Methods

based on tho Change of Stato," (2).
Bunson'a loo, Modifications of. Hoo'-i6/^. (It).

Coal. Soo " Coal Calorimeter.
"

Constant of Bunsen's loo : tho HUIHH ot

mercury drawn into the inHtrument by tho
addition of one moan caloric of hoal/ :

yaluos
summarised and tabulated. Soo"

Calorimetric Methods bawod on tho

Change of State," (2), Tablo I
Dewar's Liquid Air and Hydrogen. : a

calorimeter based on an analogous prin
ciple to the steam calorimotor in wbioh
one of tho liquefied gason IB employed an

^calorimetric substanoo. S(w ibid.
(<>).

Differential Steam, for tho (U^^rmiunt.ion
of sj)ecific heats of ga,No,s a,t ootiHtaiit
volumo. Seo ibid, (5).

Gas. Seo " Cas ( WoriinotcM 1."

Joly's Steam : an instrument in which tho
heat necessary to raino tho tompowturo
of a body from tho air tompomturo to
100 is measured by determining tlx

weight of steam which mus(, b<^ <u)n<i<niH(Ml
into water at 100 to supply UUH boat.
See

"
Calorimotric JVIothoclH based on tho

Change of State," (4).

Liquid Hydrogen. Soo ibid. (8).

Liquid Oxygen. Soo ibid. (7),
Metallic Block Typos of. s'00

"
( Jalorimutry,

Method of Mixtures," (13).

CALORIMETRY
CALORIMBTRY is concerned with tho moaHuro-
ment of energy in tho form of hoat. It
constitutes one of the most difficult branches
of exact measurements owing to tho faot that
a perfect non-conductor of hoat does not oxiwt

Ihe common method of measuring quantitioHof heat is by utilising tho different ofToctw of
heat on materials such as tho changes of
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temperature or the change of state, but in

recent years another method has come into

extensive use, known as the Electrical Method.
In this a definite and easily measurable amount
of electrical energy is converted into heat, and
the resulting change of temperature or state

observed. The electrical method has many ad

vantages when measurements of the highest pre
cision have to be made on account of the facility

with which the heat supply can be controlled.

In the brief review given in the follow

ing pages the appliances employed in heat
measurements will bo described, and then the

theories which have been advanced to correlate

the thermal data with other physical constants.

CALOBIMETRY, ELECTRICAL
METHODS OF

(1) GENERAL. The electrical method of

calorimotry was first employed by Joule with
a view to the determination of the mechanical

equivalent of heat (J). Subsequent work by
Professors E. H. Griffiths, Schuster, Gannon,
Callondar, and Barnes showed that the method
was one capable of the highest precision for the

determination of J. The article on the deter

mination of the mechanical equivalent
l of

heat should be consulted for details of the

method as applied to the determination of

heat capacity of water and its variation with

temperature.
In passing it might bo mentioned that the calibra

tion of bomb calorimeters iw frequently carried out

by electrical methods in which an equivalent amount
of heat to that obtained in combustion is generated
in the bomb and its amount measured by observations

of the watts dissipated, the procedure being identical

with that followed in methods for determining J.

In specific heat determinations the great
convenience possessed by the electrical method
lica in the fact that it permits of the deter

mination of true specific heats, i.e. the specific

heat over a very narrow range of temperature,
and consequently it has been of immense
service in determinations of the variation of

atomic heats with temperature.

(2) SPECIFIC HEAT OF LIQUIDS BY ELEC
TRICAL METHODS. It is obvious that any of

the appliances which have been devised for

the evaluation of J arc also applicable for the

determination of the specific heat o{ liquids,

and further that they would give data of the

highest order of accuracy. There are, how-

over, certain difficulties in practice.

Both Oallcndar and Griffiths applied their

electrical methods for this purpose : the former

determined the specific heat of mercury and the

latter that of aniline.

(3) SrEOino HEAT OP MERCURY. The

apparatus employed by Callendar,
2 Barnes, and

1 See "
Heat, Mechanical Equivalent of."

2 PML Trans, A, 1902
; Phys, Rev., J902, xv.

VOL.1

Cooke for the determination of the specific
heafc of mercury is shown diagrammatically in

Fig. 1. The calorimeter differs from that

employed for the determination of J in that

the flowing mercury is the conductor in which
heat is generated electrically and not a fine

platinum wire stretched along the axis of the

tube as in the case of the J apparatus. A
steady stream of mercury flows through the

fine capillary tube and is heated by a carefully
controlled electric current. The difference of

temperature between the inflow and outflow

is observed by means of a differential pair of

platinum thermometers. The inflow and out

flow tubes AB and CI> are exactly similar,

about 2 cm. internal diameter and 25 cm.

long. They are connected by the fine flow

tube BC of 1 mm. in bore and 1 metre in

length, coiled up in the form of a short spiral

2-5 cm. in diameter. The inflow and out

flow tubes are provided with two side tubes,

one pair for conveying the current, and the

other pair for the mercury flow.

A practical advantage possessed by the continuous

flow method is the fact that the heat loss from the

walls can be determined by making experiments

Iron Exhaust u

FIG. 1.

with different rates of flow, but keeping the rise of

temperature constant.

(i.)
Methods of determining the True Mean

Temperature of Outflow. By far the most

important practical detail in this method is

the device adopted for obtaining the true

mean temperature of the outflowing liquid.

If a thermometer were merely inserted in the

outflow tube, leaving a free space all round

for the circulation of the liquid, it is evident

that the heated liquid would tend to flow in

a stream along the top of the outflow tube,

and that the thermometer might indicate a

temperature which had little or no relation to

the mean temperature of the stream. It is

easy to make an error of 20 per cent in this

manner. A fairly uniform distribution of the

flow might be secured by making the space

between the thermometer and the outflow

tube very narrow. But this leads to another

difficulty in the case of mercury. As the

sj>ace is narrowed the electrical resistance is

increased, and an appreciable quantity of heat,

which cannot be accurately estimated, is gener
ated in the vicinity of the thermometers.

The difficulty was overcome in the mercury

experiments by fitting the inflow and outflow

tubes with soft iron cylinders, 6 cm. long,

turned to fit the tubes and bored to fit the

thermometers. The soft iron had a conduc-
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tivity about ten times that of mercury for

both heat and electricity. The heat generated

by the current in the immediate vicinity of

the thermometer bulbs was so small that

the watts might fairly be calculated from the

difference of potential between the iron blocks

at the middle points of the bulbs. The

mercury stream was forced to circulate in a

spiral screw thread of suitable dimensions cut

in the outer surface of the blocks, which

prevented the formation of stream-lines along

one side of the tube, and secured uniformity

of temperature throughout the cross-section of

the outflow tube. The high conductivity of

the iron also assisted in securing the same

result.

A precisely analogous device for averaging the

outflow temperature was applied in the water

calorimeter. The bulb of the thermometer was

fitted with a copper sleeve of high conductivity, on

the outside of which a rubber spiral was wound to

fit the outflow tube as closely as possible. The

accuracy of fit was found to be much more important

in the case of water than in the case of mercury.

The reason of this is that the thermal conductivity

of water being 10 or 15 times less than that of mercury
the accurate averaging of the outflow temperature

is more dependent on the uniformity of the spiral

circulation and the complete elimination of asym
metric stream-lines.

In order to obtain a perfect fit for the

sleeves with their spiral screws it was necessary
that the bore of the outflow tube should be as

nearly uniform as possible and accurately

straight. It was most essential that there

should be no constriction at the points of

junction E and F with the vacuum-jacket,
and that the external portions of the tubes

AE, FD should not be of smaller bore than

the portions inside the vacuum-jacket, though
it would not matter much if they were a little

larger.

(ii.) Correction for Variation of tlie Tempera
ture Gfradient in the Flow Tube. The elementary

theory of the elimination of the heat loss in

the steady-flow method of calorimetry assumes

that, if the electric current and the flow of

liquid be simultaneously varied in such a

manner as to keep the rise of temperature the

same, the heat loss by radiation, etc., will

remain constant. The experimental results of

Callendar and Barnes show that this condition
is very closely satisfied in the method, and they
calculated all the results of the investigation
on this assumption. It was noticed, however,
that there were small systematic divergences
in the experimental verification for the small
flows which, though amounting only to a few
parts in 10,000, received careful examination
as possible indications of constant errors.

So long as the distribution of temperature

throughout the apparatus is accurately the
same for the same rise of temperature, what
ever the flow, the heat loss must also be

identical. But if there in any MVHtcmatic,

change in the temperature distribution with

change of flow, then there must bo a corre

sponding systematic dilTcrouce in the heat

loss, which will lead to constant erroi'H in the

calculation if no account is taken of it. A

possible source of error of thin typo in JOHH of

heat by conduction along the outflow itibo.

When the flow is large, the heated liquid

passing along the tube will keep it nearly at

a uniform temperature, BO that the gradient

in the outflow tube will be small and the

conduction loss correspondingly minute. AH

the flow is diminished, supposing the tempera
ture of the outflow to remain tho MHIHO, tho

gradient in the outflow-tube must inc.rotiwo in

proportion to the reciprocal of tho flow, wince

the radiation loss remains nearly tho mime.

The conduction loan will vary directly as tho

gradient, or inversely as tho flow, for n givoii

rise of temperature.
A small error of this kind, duo to conduction,

was detected at an early stage in the mercury
calorimeter, owing to tho largo mass of moroury
in the flow tube, the small rate of the flo\v% and
the relatively high thermal conductivity of the

liquid. It was practically eliminated by filling

the greater part of the outflow tube from tho

end of the vacuum-jacket with paraffin wax,

leaving only a small passage for tho outflow

of mercury. This made tho conduction IOHN

very small, and nearly independent of the

flow.

(4) VARIATION ox THE SLMJKJIFUJ II HAT OK
MEECURY WITH TEMPERATURE. The value of

the specific heat of moroury in terniw of water

was calculated from the experimental data.,

taking the value of J equal to 4- 1 SOI for 11

thermal unit at 15-5, which waw tho torn pom-
ture recommended by Uriflillw at tho Parin

Congress in 1900.

The experimental results lead to tho ex

pression

S*=S - 1-074 x 10-^

or -~Q= - -OOO^IM- -0(1000 Ufa3
,b

where S = -033458.

This gives for tho temperature coofUc.iwit at

any temperature t the oxjmwHion

~ = - -000021 + -00000230/,

and for tho average change por dogroo at HO'
1

*

the value - -0000009.

The data obtained in tho oxporimontH aro
summarised in Table J., p. 35.

(5) SPECIFIC HKAT <w ANITJNU. IVofoHHor
JQ. H. Griffiths l determined tho Hpocifu! boat
of aniline over tho range 15 to 50 ( ). by moan
of an apparatus similar in its oRHontial foatwoM

,oLp7i& Ma
%'> Jan - 18 S; PWJ, CViwfr. Jf'M. /S'oc.,

1895, viii. part 4.
*
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TABLE I

SPECIFIC HEAT OF MERCURY AT DIFFERENT
TEMPERATURES

to that shown in Figs. 5 and 6 of the article
"
Heat, Mechanical Equivalent of."

For experimental .work in calorimetry aniline lias

various points in its favour. It has a low vapour
pressure at ordinary temperatures, is a good electrical

insulator, and has a low heat capacity.
On exposure to light it becomes discoloured, but

no information is available to show whether this

affects the thermal capacity.

For tho variation of the specific heat with

temperature Griffiths obtained the following
equation. :

Si^O-5156-K*- 20) x -0004 +(-20)2 x -000002.

The agreement between this formula and
the experimental results will be seen from the
table below :

TABLE II

In the course of this work it was observed
that the volume heat, i.e. the specific heat

multiplied by the density, was practically con
stant over the range of temperature investi

gated as shown by the following results :

TABLE III

(6) SPECIFIC HEAT OF OILS. In some ex

periments in which it was desired to determine

the specific heat of oils over a wide range of

temperature the apparatus shown below (Fig, 2)
was employed by the writer.

Annular Mercury
Troughs

Rotating Contacts
'to Heating Coifs

FIG. 2.

At room temperatures the oils were ex

ceedingly viscous, and consequently it was

necessary to employ somewhat unusual
methods of ensuring that the contents were
well mixed. The heating coils were arranged
in the form of two flat paddles so that

they were in continuous rotation through
the oil ; suitably disposed baffles further

assisted the mixing of the contents of the

calorimeter. It was necessary to lead the

current in and out of the calorimeter by
means of two annular troughs of mercury
into which contact bars from the heating
coil dipped.

(7) SPECIFIC HEAT OF LIQUIDS USED FOR
REFRIGERATORS. Osborn l has developed an

apparatus suitable for the determination of

specific heats and latent heats of the liquids

commonly employed in refrigeration work,
such as ammonia, C0 a , S02 , methyl-chloride,
and ethyl - chloride. Such determinations

present greater experimental difficulties than
are met with in work on liquids at ordinary

pressure, since these materials have a vapour
pressure varying from 1 to 70 atmospheres
at the temperatures at which the

'

thermal

properties are of importance in engineering
work. Consequently, in the design of appa
ratus for experiments of this character great
attention has to be paid to details of con
struction.

(i.) The Calorimeter. Briefly the arrange-

1 Butt. Bur. Stds., 1917, xv. 133.
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ment is as follows : The material to be investi

gated is enclosed in a calorimeter with thick

metallic walls of known thermal capacity

(Fiff. 3). Heat is applied electrically and the

jacket is maintained at the same temperature

by the usual adiabatic arrangement.
An air space between the polished nickel

surfaces of calorimeter and jacket furnishes

thermal insulation. Two tubes extend from

the top of the calorimeter through the jacket
and liquid to the outside air, terminating in

valves. One of these tubes is intended for

connection to pressure-indicating apparatus
and the other for the introduction and removal
of the material to be investigated.

Care was takeii to avoid having heavy metal

connections across the air space and by suitably

Supporting

Ring

- -Steel Shell

_Cooling*^
Ring

FIG. 3. Section of Calorimeter and Jacket.

distributing those connections which are necessary
over the calorimeter surface, the part of the
thermal leakage due to lead conduction was consider

ably minimised. Thermoelements indicate relative
surface temperatures of the jacket calorimeter, 10

junctions being distributed upon each surface. This

permits of control over the thermal leakage and
the correction for such leakage as could not be
avoided.

Thermojunctions placed upon the connecting tubes
indicate the temperature of these tubes at several

points relative to a point on the jacket and in this

way the temperature of the vapour expelled during
vaporisation experiments could be found.
The inside of the central tube in the calorimeter is

accessible afc the bottom for the introduction of the

heating coil and thermometer. Upon the outside
of this tube are fastened 12 ruclial vanes of tinned

iron about 0-3 mm. thick, extending to within about;

1 mm. of tho surrounding cylindrical wall. These

vanes are for tho purpo.so of promoting tho dis

tribution of heat within the annular npaeo containing
the material under in ventilation. Tho vanes extend

just above tho top of the contra! tube. At this pluee
are two flat circular bafllo platos, Hoparatrd about
2 mm. by three small steel wtudH. Tho lower plato is

united to tho tops of tho radial van OH with tin, A
central hole in tho lower plato and several holos in

tho upper one between centre and outside furniHh

a tortuous passage for vapour coining from below.

These two plates are intended to intercept any
largo drops of liquid whioh might bo thrown up by
vigorous boiling, should it occur, and also act as a

thermal sliield for tho top of tho calorimeter. A
second sot of four baffle plates of sphorieal contour

separated by about 2 mm. are attached to tho inside

surface of the conical part of tho calorimeter top.
Each plato has a central hole and four slots at the

edge so as to avoid trapping gaH or liquid, but those

passages are so sized and Hpaeed that tho main path
through the plates is very tortuous, so an to make
difficult tho passage of liquid particles from below
in a current of vapour being withdrawn through
the outlets in the top. The entire inner surface of

tho steel shell and of tho various platos within wore
all tinned, using pure block tin.

(ii.) Method of JSxperiment. Two dintinet

methods of experiment wore employed. In
the first method the heat, added to a fixed

amount of the substance under tout confined
in the calorimeter under saturation comUdioiiH,

together with the resulting change in tem
perature, are measured. By tining data for
the specific volumes of tho two phaww and tho
latent heat of vaporisation, the boat lout in

the vaporisation of tho liquid in estimated
and can be allowed for; thus the specific
heat of tho liquid when kept Maturated in

found.

In the second method the calorimeter is

kept full of liquid at a constant pressure.
The heat, added to the variable amount, iu t,he

calorimeter, and tho resulting change in tem
perature arc measured. A correction for tho
heat withdrawn in tho expelled liquid in deter
mined by special experiments. By use of the
data for variation with procure of tho latent
heat of the liquid, obtained from separate
measurements, made with, the same apparatus
and material, tho corrections fop 'pressure
variation are applied, and tluiH a second
determination of tho apooifie hoat of tho
saturated liquid ia obtained.
As a final result, the specific hoat <r, in jouloH

per gram per degree centigrade, of liquid
ammonia, kept saturated, at the temperature
0, is given in the range -45 to -Mr> 0. by
the equation

"
*

<r= 3-1365 -0-000570 +

The two curves in Fig. 4 show tho results

graphically.
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(8) SPECIFIC HEATS or SOLIDS BY: ELEC
TRICAL METHODS. Very little work has been
clone on the determination of the specific heat

heats of the metals aluminium, tin, copper,
cadmium, zinc, lead, and silver over the

range -160 to + 100 C,

of solid substances by the electrical method

except for the metals. The method, of course,

lends itself admirably to the determination of

the specific heats of good thermal conductors,

but with poor conductors special devices must
be adopted to ensure uniformity of tempera
ture throughout the material under test.

(9) GAEDE. Gaede l
appears to have been

the first to measure specific heats in this

manner. In his experiments the specimens
formed their own calorimeters. These were

machined to a cylindrical form and a deep
central core bored out. Into this was thrust

a copper core, wound with a properly in

sulated heater of constantan ribbon and a

resistance thermometer of fine copper wire.

Thermal contact between the core and the

walls of the well was secured by filling the

intervening space with mercury, using a thin

stool shell when necessary to avoid amalgama
tion. This calorimeter was suspended in a

thermostat and heated through an accurately
measured temperature interval of about 15

by a measured quantity of energy supplied

electrically.

Very few particulars of the investigation

have been published, and the data obtained

are summarised in Table IV.

(10) METALS. Professor E. H. Griffiths

and Dr. Ezer Griffiths studied 2 the specific

1
Phj/$, Zeitwhr., 1902, iv.

a Phil. Trantt. Roy, tfor. A, 500, 1913, ccxiii. 119;
JRo//. flofl. Proc. A, 1914, Ixxxix. 501 ; Phil. Trans. A,

518, 1914, p. 319.

TABLE IV
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(i.) Temperatures 0-100. The apparatus

employed for determinations in the range

to 100 C. is shown in Fig. 5.

Two similar blocks of the metal under test

vere suspended in two brass enclosures im-

+ Dry Air

(while cooling

FIG. 5.

mersed in a constant temperature bath. In

the central hole of each block was a heating
coil whilst the coaxial holes contained resist

ance thermometers connected differentially.

The third hole was used for the purpose of

cooling the block below the surrounding tem

perature by the insertion of a thin-walled tube

containing ether and connected to a water

pump.
In the experiments one of the blocks was

heated through a range from one degree below

the temperature of the enclosure to one degree
above the temperature of the enclosure by a

measured supply of electrical energy.
This temperature interval was measured on

a resistance bridge in the usual manner. Since

the two resistance thermometers were adjusted
to close equality and made of the same sample
of wire, the balance point on the bridge wire

was practically at the centre of the wire at

all temperatures when the blocks were in

temperature equilibrium with the enclosure.

Hence no auxiliary coils were required hi the

Wheatstone's bridge circuit beyond the equal
ratio arms.

The energy supplied to the heating coils was
measured by balancing the potential difference

at its ends against the E.M.F. of a series of

cadmium cells in series, the current through the

coil being adjusted until balance was obtained.

The resistance of tho heating coil was doter-

mined for the particular value of tho current

passing.

(ii.)
Low Temperatures

rn\v exporimcntH

were continued at low tenrporatureH but with

a modified form of apparatus shown in AVj/. (>,

as it was very difficult to obtain any constant

temperature baths in tho region from -80 to

- 180 G.

In this apparatus a constant temperature

enclosure was obtained by the use of a thick-

walled copper box
surrounded by n

coil of

through
cooled air circu

lated. The Joule-

Thomson effect of

cooling was util

ised in a direct

mariner, Air was

compressed to a

pressure of 2000

to 3000 11>H. pet-

in., and then

entered into the

interchange!
1

by
tho pipe A, ./'Vf/.

0.

This inlet-changer
BB wan con
structed of ordi

nary solid drawn copper tubing J in, bore
coiled in the form of flat spiral H. Suc
cessive layers of tho coil wore separated by
strips of cardboard and tho entire coil packed
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around with heat-insulating material. From
the interchange!' coils the air was carried to the

valve C, by means of which an observer con

trolled the flow, excess of air being discharged
at the safety-valve on the compressor. After

expansion the air circulated through the coil

of lead tubing D, and then back over the

surface of the interchanger coils. On the

exterior surface of the thick-walled copper
enclosure E was wound a layer of insulated

copper wire F, which served as a resistance

thermometer. Variations in the temperature
of the walls of this enclosure were rendered

visible by the movements of a galvanometer

spot. By controlling the flow of air the

oscillations of the spot could be kept within

narrow limits and, under normal conditions,

the oscillations did not exceed a hundredth of

a degree in amplitude.
The interior of the wooden vessel M was

packed with slag wool,
1 the passage for the

withdrawal of the copper enclosure being kept
clear by a cylindrical tube of cardboard N.

The space between the top of the enclos

ure and the outer lid was filled by wrap

ping felt matting around the glass tubes and

leads.

The block of rnetal G was suspended within

the enclosure by a single glass tube H. The
centre hole contained the heating coil 0, of

manganin wire wound on a mica rack and

immersed in a light paraffin, usually petrol.

The heating coil was fixed to a short taper

plug of copper K, which closed the central

hole. The resistance of the coil was about 26

ohms. A platinum thermometer was inserted

in the cylindrical hole T, the annular gap
between the stem and the walls being closed by
a packing of asbestos thread. The differential

arrangement employed in the previous experi

ments was abandoned as it would have required
too long a time to obtain the equilibrium
conditions.

(iii.) Method of Experiment. In these experi

ments the practice was to heat the material

through a small temperature interval from

below the surroundings to an approximately

equal interval above, and observe the rate

of rise during this period. The method of

experiment was such that a direct deter

mination of the temperature of the enclosure

was not required. An experiment was con

ducted as follows :

The temperature of the enclosure was lowered

progressively by utiliHing the full supply from the

compressor and controlling the flow RO as to produce

a Hteady pressure drop through the valve of 120 to

150 atmonpheres.
The temperature of the block would fall at a steady

rate by radiation and convection to the enclosure

1 It is probable that wool in its natural state would
have boon a bottor insulator at those low tempera

tures, since the grease in the wool prevents it from

absorbing moisture.

walls, and when its temperature had nearly reached
the desired point the cold air circulation around the

enclosure was stopped.
Its temperature would then rise rapidly by

conduction from without and soon pass that of the

block which, in consequence of the slow transmission

of heat by radiation and convection, would lag
behind that of the walls. The temperature of the

enclosure walls would then be maintained steady at

about three degrees higher than that of the metal

block.

Some time had to elapse before the conditions were

sufficiently settled to justify the commencement of

an experiment.
The first group of readings consisted of observa

tions of the rate of rise of temperature of the block

by radiation, etc., the transits of the temperature

being observed across successive equal intervals

(of about Tj\jth of a degree), the time between suc

cessive transits being of the order of 50 seconds.

The electrical supply was then switched on, and,

after allowing a little time for the setting up of a

steady gradient, transits every fifth of a degree were

taken.

When the temperature had risen two or three

degrees above the surroundings the electrical supply
was switched off: and observations of temperature and
time continued.

The temperature would then fall steadily under the

influence of radiation, etc., tbe rate of cooling being
observed in precisely the same manner as the rate

of rise of temperature before the electrical supply
was switched on.

If or is the rate of rise or fall due to radiation

for 1 C. difference in temperature between the

block and the surroundings, then assuming
Newton's law to be valid for the loss or gain by
"
radiation

"
(an assumption which was fully

justified by the experimental results), we have
the expression

for the rate of rise or fall under the influence

of
"
radiation

"
alone. Hence, plotting 30/3$

against 0, the straight line joining the two

groups will cut the temperature axis at 8 6Q

which determines the temperature of the

surroundings.
For the rate of rise tinder the combined

effect of the electrical supply and radiation we
have the equation

where E 2
/R is the "electrical supply per second

in thermal units, MS the thermal capacity
of the block including that of the resistance

coil, etc.

Plotting the observed rates of rise on the

same scale as the
"
radiation

"
observations, it

is obvious that the straight line thus obtained

should be parallel to the line joining the two

groups of
"
radiation

"
observations, since the

tangent of the angle made with the 6 axis is

equal to <r. For = # the
"
radiation" term
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vanishes, hence, if 30N/3* denotes the value of

the ordinate at this point, then

S*N_ E2

ci RMS'

from which S can he ohtained. The results

obtained are summarised in Table V and shown

graphically in Fig. 7, where T is the absolute

The letter N denotes the observations

of Nernst in the case of siluer and of

lead.

1QO 140 ISO 220 260 30O 34O 38O

FIG. 7.

temperature and
C,,,

is the atomic heat, i.e.

specific heat multiplied by the atomic weight :

TABLE V

TABLK V (

Specific,

JHwl,

0-3 IS!)

7-37

7-34

(11) NERNST AND LIN OHM ANN. l Thene
observers made a scrieft of point to point) dotor-

minations at very low temperatures, using a

calorimeter developed by JWuekeu. 8 A j)ieee of

metal of suitable aixo was Him peel into a hollow

cylinder and a loosely fitting core made for tho

same. On the core was wrapped a platinum
wire, properly insulated, to servo aH a roHmtamio

thermometer and also as oleetrie hoator. Tho
core was placed in the cylinder and paraHiu
poured into the crevices to improve tho thermal
contact (see Fig. 8). Tho whole was HUHpondod
in vacua, and tho specific boat over .small

temperature intervals

determined from measure
ments of energy supplied

electrically and of the

temperature rise resulting
therefrom. Nornst and
Lindemann applied the

same method to poor
heat conductors. For
such materials the design
of calorimeter is shown in

Fig. 9. The wire wan
wound on a silver tubo

projecting into a silver

vessel, the high conduc

tivity of tho silver assist

ing the equalisation of

the temperature through
the mass. Some of tho data for pure
metals obtained by NeruHt. arc given in

Table VI.

(12) COPPER. Harper
3 studied (i.) tho

specific heat of copper over tho range
15 to 50 C. Tho specimen wan in

the form of copper wire, which also

served as its own thermometer and
heater. The wire was 5() metres in

length and 2-5 mm. in diameter ; it

was compactly coiled into a number
of flat spirals separated, by mica
plates. The coil was suspended in-

vacua, and heated with a measured
quantity of energy supplied elec

trically, the resulting temperature me being
measured by tho change of resistance. Tho

1 Journ de Physique 1910, [41, ix. ;

Berl
r

Akn<l-,1010, i. 247, 202; Ann. d. 7%#.,
[ij, XXXVI. 3iK>,

2
Phi/Rik. ZHlxehr., 1000, x. 58(1.

3
Sci. Paper Mr. Stds., 1014, No. 231.
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andresults of 27 determinations between J5
(

50 arc represented by the equation

S = 0-0917 + 0-000(H8(f - 25) ealories, per

gram degree.

4-182 joules is taken as equal to one 20 calorie,

(ii.) Comparison of Data by Various Ob-
servers. Harper

1 has tabulated the data given
by various observers for the specific heat of

copper. In order to compare the results at one
definite temperature the coefficient 0-000044
has been used in reducing results obtained at

This coefficient is the mean of those given by
recent observers employing electric heating and a

point to point method as shown in Table VII.

TABLE VII

TABLE VI

NERNST'S VALUES AT Low TEMPERATURES

In the ease of zincs the actual liHurcw are not recorded, and the above
llgurvrt have been obtained from the curves given in the paper.

the various temperatures to the 50 C. value,

tho formula

It will be observed from
a comparison of the data

given in Table VIII. (p.

42) and shown graphically
in Fig. 10 that there is

substantial agreement
between the results of

observers using the elec

trical method both as re

gards the absolute value

of the specific heat and its

temperature coefficient. It

is very improbable that

there is any systematic
error common to all since

the three methods differ

radically in detail.

(13) SPECIFIC HEAT
or GASES BY ELECTKICAL
METHODS. The method
of electrical heating for

the determination of the

specific heat of gases at

different temperatures has been developed by
Callendar and his associates.

Gases present greater practical difficulties

being assumed as valid for values of t from

to 100.
1 Sci. Paper Bur. Stda., 1914, No. 231.

than either solids or liquids, since it is necessary

to take great precautions to ensure umformity
of temperature in the gas stream
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TABLE VIII

THE SPECIFIC HEAT OP COPPER
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TABLE VITI continued

The units in terms of which the above results are expressed are not all the same, but the differences need not
be taken into account in milking comparisons. In every case the difference between the unit employed and
the 15" calorie or the 20 U

calorie (which differ from each other by about one part in a thousand) is less than the
probable experimental error.

Callondar and Swann l
applied the continu

ous flow method to the determination of the

specific heats of air and carbon dioxide at

atmosphere pressure at 20 C. .

and 100C
C.

IJJ

nfn

(i.) The Apparatus. In these

experiments a steady stream
of gas was passed through a

jaekotcd tube (the calorimeter

proper), in which it was heated

by a current of electricity pass

ing through a platinum coil of

1 oh in resistance, the rise in

temperature being measured by
two 12-ohm platinum thermo
meters used diltorentially.
The calorimeter is repre

sented (Ungrammatically in

Wiff. 11, tlio heating coil and

platinum thermometers being situated in the

tube AB, which is jacketed by the tube J- The
tube FC! formed the heater in which the gas
attained the desired temperature, and being
double-walled could bo steam-heated orwater-

1 Phil. Tram. A, 1010, ccx. 199.

B.
a. 11.

cooled. This tube was packed with tightly

litting discs of copper gauze. The gas under
test entered at m, was heated up to the required

temperature and entered the space round the

A, Teopicce open to atmosphere through constricted

opening to allow excess of gas to escape ; BB, towers
containing solid KOH and CaCL

; C, cotton wool dust
inter

; D, automatic pressure regulator : E, throttle ;

P, tube packed with gauze to bring gas to the desired

temperature ; 0, fine metal tubes for measurement of
ilow ; M, oil gauge.

calorimeter proper. It next passed through
the tube n, into the calorimeter, and finally

emerged by the tube <p.

The general arrangement of the apparatus
will be understood from Fig. 12.
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(ii.) Theory of Method. If is the electric current,

E the potential difference between the ends of the

heating coil, 59 the rise in temperature of the gas, Q
the rate of flow of the gas in grammes per second, J

-the mechanical equivalent of heat, and S the specific

heat of the gas at constant pressure, the elementary

theory of the experiment gives

where h89 is a term representing the heat loss by

radiation, etc.

A similar experiment with a rate of flow about

half the above value, and with the electric current

adjusted so that the rise in temperature was about

the same as before, gave a second equation, so

that Ji could be eliminated and S determined.

The largest currents of gas through the apparatus
were of the order of 0-5 litre per second. The rate of

flow was kept constant by an automatic pressure

regulator. It was measured by passing the gas

through 16 fine metal tubes arranged in parallel,

and observing the pressure difference between their

ends, the mean pressure, and the temperature. The

expression giving the rate of flow in terms of these

quantities was found by a series of experiments in

which the gas was pumped into a reservoir of about

50 litres capacity, and then allowed to discharge

through the apparatus. By means of a special

device, the times taken for certain quantities of gas
to pass through the apparatus were recorded auto

matically while the gas was actually flowing, so that

the initial fluctuations "were avoided.

The value of the electric current was obtained by
measuring the potential difference set up at between
the ends of a standard resistance coil in terms of

cadmium cells. The heating effects of the leads of

the heating coil were determined by experiments
made under the exact conditions of the main experi
ments. ^
The rise in temperature in the main experiments

was about 5,CrTand it was measured to 0-001 C.

Thus the specific heats were measured practically
at single temperatures instead of over large ranges.
The validity of assuming the heat loss for a given

rise in temperature to be independent of the rate of

flow of the gas was tested by experiment. The
matter was also examined from a theoretical stand

point, and corrections were calculated and applied
where the assumptions made in the elementary
theory were such as to lead to errors of more than
about one part in 10,000. The corrections were
small, only amounting to one or two parts in 1000.

Full details of various other precautions are

given in the original paper, and the mean of a

large number of observations gave the follow

ing results :

Air

0-24173 cal. per gram degree at 20 C.

0-24301 100 C.

Carbon Dioxide

0-20202 cal. per gram degree at 20 C.

0-22121 100 C.

The several determinations agree in each
case to about 1-5 parts per 1000, and the mean
results are probably correct to one part in 1000.
The values of the specific heats obtained

are greater by about 2 per ceul than Uio

corresponding values found by Kcgnault and

by later investigators who have* employed
methods similar in principle to that of Jle--

gnault, but it has now been established that

Rcgnault's method gives values which are low

by about this amount.

(14) SPECIFIC HEAT ov STKAM. .Brink-

worth 1
developed tho same method for tho

determination of the specific heat of steam
at atmospheric pressure between 104 0. and
115 C.

(i.) Outline of the Method. Steam is gener
ated in a boiler and thence led to one limb of a

U-tube pressure regulator. Tho pressure of

the steam forces the mercury down in this limb

of the U-tube and up in the other limb in

which the adjustment of tho

supply of gas to the large ring

burner, nsod for heating tho

water in tho boiler, is made.
After passing the regulator tho

steam, now maintained at a

,
drains for uoiKlcimcd water,

constant pressure, is led between tho walls of

the jacket surrounding tho calorimeter proper,
thence through a separator and a throttle into

the space enclosed by the double-walled jacket,,
whence it passes down tho calorimeter (low-
tube to a condenser. During the passage of
the steam through the flow-tube it is heated by
means of an electric current pawning through a

platinum heating coil, and its temperature is

measured on a platinum resistance thermo
meter. Another temperature measurement iw

made when the supply of electrical energy in

cut off, and the difference between those two
temperatures gives tho rise in tomporaturo of
the steam.

(ii.) Calorimetric Arranye'ttientH (Wig. I ,"}),-
The calorimeter proper consisted of a glass tubo
Y, about 50 cm. long, in which the heating eoil
C and the thermometer N wore fixed. This
tube was jacketed by another glass tubo S,
which enclosed tho length occupied by tho

heating coil and thermometer.
The calorimeter flow-tube and its surround

ing glass sheath were carried on a split rubber
cork wound with omega tape and lixed, making
a steam-tight joint, into a space enclosed by a
double-walled brass jacket. The lower part

1 PMl. Trims, A, 1015, cexv. 383.
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of this jacket communicates with a double-

walled side tube and the steam entering at E
passes between the jacket walls to F, which
communicates with the steam separator G.

It then enters the inner portion of the side

tube through the throttle T. This tube is

tightly packed with gauze discs ; thence the

steam passes up the tube S into the top of the

flow-tube at "P, and descending past the heating
coil C and the thermometer N flows away into

the condenser at L.

On its passage through the tightly packed
gauze discs in the side-heating tube the steam
was heated up to the temperature of the jacket.

In Ficj. 13, which represents diagrammatically the

arrangement thus described, it will bo noticed that

the cylindrical space inside tho double walls of the

main jacket is divided into two compartments by a

disc K. This disc of brass was soldered to the

inner jacket tube about 5 cm. from the upper end.

Its function is to prevent the steam in the tube S

from impinging on the rubber cork closing the upper
end of the tube, and thun being cooled.

Any slight cooling due to the steam striking the

lower split cork is of no importance, since the steam

would be warmed again during its passage up between

the flow tube and the surrounding jacket. The whole

of tho jacket, the separator, and the connecting
tubes were heavily lagged with felt. A novel feature

of the apparatus is the
"
spiral

" method of mixing the

steam, in which use is made of a number of circular

discs punched to lit the thermometer tube and then

cut along a diameter, bunt, and soldered together to

form a continuous spiral

round tho thermometer

(see- liff. 14). This

method of mixing is

found to be a great

improvement on the

gauze method previ

ously employed.

The usual equation
for the continuous
How method is

where EC is the elec

trical energy sup
plied, S tho required

.specific heat if ex

pressed in joules per

gram 0., Q the rate

of How of the steam,
do tho rise of tem

perature of the
atoam, and hdO is a

term representing tho

heat loss. If thin lows is independent of tho

How, then, a linear relationship exists between

tho values of K<VQ/W and 1/Q. This is

found not to bo strictly tho case, and another

term depending on the flow is inserted

in the fundamental equation which thereby
become* : JMCJ -- titydO H (h + klQ,)dO. By tho

employment of three rates of flow, ad-

R-

B

justing E in each case so that d& remains
the same, Ji and fc can be eliminated and S
measured.
The value obtained for the specific heat was

04856 cal. per gram degree at 104-5 C. and 760
mm. pressure ; then, assuming
a linear variation with tempera
ture as experimentally deter

mined, this corresponds to a

value 0-4878 at 100, both ex

pressed in terms of the calorie

at 20'
J
C,

(iii.) Effect of Impurities in the

Steam. .Steam in the immediate MMI^
neighbourhood of the saturation /illlr\

point is liable to carry small particles
of water in suspension, which can

not be evaporated completely by a

moderate degree of superheat if

any impurities, such as salt in

solution, are present. Since 1 mg.
of water requires more than half

a caloric to evaporate it, and the

heat required to raise the tem

perature of 1 gram of steam 10 C.

is only 5 calories, it is necessary
that the initial steam should not

contain more than 1 in 100,000 of

water if the specific heat is to be

found correct to 1 in 1000 over a

range of 10 C.

The rise of the boiling-point &

produced by x gram-molecules of

salt per gram of water is approxi

mately 1000.C C. The proportion
of suspended water remaining un-

evaporated at any degree of super
heat B' will be lOOOs/0'. The

quantity evaporated in heating
the steam from 0' to 0" will be

100(Xc(0*
-

0')/0'0". This will pro
duce an apparent increase of

the mean specific heat of the

steam over the range Q"~6' equi
valent to 1000Lz/W, where L FIG. 15.

is the latent heat of evapora
tion. It was found that this extremely simple, and

convenient reduction formula fitted the results

obtained over different ranges of temperature with

extraordinary precision, and reconciled -apparent

discrepancies which had previously been attributed

to errors of observation.

(15) DETERMINATION OP THE SPECIFIC

HEAT OP Am AND OTHEB GASES AT ROOM
AND Low TEMPERATURES BY THE CONTINU
OUS FLOW ELECTRICAL METHOD. Scheel and

Reuse 1 have determined the specific heat of

air and other gases at +20, - 78, and - 183

by tho continuous flow method. The air was

directed in a steady stream through a pipe in

which it received a known amount of heat by
means of a heating coil.

Fig. 15 shows the glass calorimeter in the

form in which Scheel and Heuse used it. The
1 Ann. d, Phys., 1912, xxxvii. 79.

"
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gas, which, is brought to a steady temperature,

enters the calorimeter from below and flows

through a spiral, then through two glass jackets

C and B, and finally reaches the inner tube A
which contains the heating

coil. The temperatures of

the in- and outflowing gases

are determined by the re

sistance thermometers Pj

and Po. The whole is sur

rounded by a vacuum and

a glass jacket silvered inside

and is contained in a bath

at constant temperature.
As the air at first flows

through the jackets C and

B before it reaches the real

calorimeter, it absorbs the

greater part of the heat

given off to theinnervacuum

according to the principle of

counter current and thus

assists the insulating action

of the jacket. This greatly

reduces the loss of heat,

but does not entirely pre
vent it. The temperature of the outflowing

gas is measured in the transverse section M,

The heating coil is shown in Fig. 16 and

consists of constantan wire K and is wound in

two sections on a glass pipe.

FIG. 16.

In order to distribute tho heat equally tho wires

are bound together and wound round tho lino copper

gauze Gj.
as far OH Hpace permits. The wire eoilw arc

supported above and below by perforated ivory

strips E! and E2. Tn order to mix the gun thoroughly,

the packing of "copper wire game << 2 in introduced

above the coil, which in its turn w fastened with an

ivory strip E3
. The wires which conduct the current

to the heating coil are led up through tho inner gh

tube and connected above E3 with tho wires to the

source of tho current and to tho voltmeter. Tho

pipe M2 .

^

annular groove on the inner pipe A.

When working at room temperaturo the

calorimeter was placed in a largo wator bath

well stirred. At low temperature, on tho oilier

hand, it was placed in a vacuum vowel \vhidi

contained a mixture of C-0 2 HMOW and alcohol,

or liquid oxygen. In each ease tho gaH, before

entering the calorimeter, passed through a pipo

which was contained in tho same bath as tho

calorimeter.

The same investigator^
1 when studying

helium and some other rare gason to low lom-

peratures, modified the apparatus HO an (.0

employ a closed circuit.

The results they obtained arc mimmariHod

in Table IX. They also calculated out tho

corresponding values for the ideal gas Htato;

1 Ann. d. Phita., 1913, xl. 473.

TABLE IX

Where C^ and Cvo are calculated values, k and k the ratios Cp/(J and
, rOHpooiivoly.
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these results are inserted for comparison along
side the others.

The values at constant volume are obtained
froin the experimental numbers at constant

pressure by means of the expressions deduced

by a combination of

the ordinary thermo-

dynamical equations
with D. Bertholot's

equation of state.

(1C) VARIATION OF

THE SPECIFIC HEAT OP

Am WITH: PRESSURE
OVKR TUB RANUE 1 TO

1200 ATMOSPHERES.
In 1914 Holbom and
Jacob l made a new
seiies of measurements
of tho specific heat of

air high pressures by an

electrical method. Tho
calorimeter employed is

shown in Viy. 17. The

castings used in this

construction were made
of nickel steel of high
tensile strength. Tlie

air enters tho calori

meter at the bottom

through a small spherical

piece <\ and loaves at

the top through a similar

arrangement c
8

. Be
tween these two points
there is a nickel steel

pipe cs with semicircular

ends cs *and
c,,,

into

which the wide pipes c
2

and c7 lead for the

entrance and exit of the

current of air. Con
nections between tho

various pipes are made

by flanges iittcd with

packing rings.

A heating coil </t

through which tho air

flown IH onclosed within

tho pipe r,
B ;

from hero

tho air passed through
tho annular spacon l

v
and

/
a , its direction being

changed twice before it

loavon tho calorimeter.

Tho HpaooH /j
and L

arc enclosed within throe nickel walls. The

direction of tho air current is indicated by tho

arrowH in the figure.

Tho outer Hpaoc of llio calorimeter is nlHO divided

ITIto two cylinders ol and o2 , through which oil from

tho Hinall turbine r in driven in tho direction of the

1 Xtitaclir. Varelncs DeuUtch. Jny., 1914, Iviii, 1429.

arrows. The oil can be heated when desired by
means of the resistance coil qu . d is a steam jacket

surrounding the calorimeter and the exit pipe,

leaving the entrance pipe quite free. This latter

pipe is protected against heat loss by a "wrapping

Lead to heating coil

i in oil circulation

Tubas
9, eiectncalli/ heated

through which gas flows

stream shown thus

Loads to Heating Coil

passing through Insulating Bu&hes

17.

of twisted silk and from the action of tho incoming
air by a glass pipo inserted in it. The heater q

consists of a group of 60 split nickel tubes about

4 mm. inner diameter and 4-5 outer diameter. Those

are fastened to two porcelain plates and are held

together, one behind the other, by clips. Tho air

passes through and around the tubes; current is

supplied to this heater by wires insulated with glass
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beads. In the diagram the black part represents

metal and the shaded parts insulating material.

The results at a temperature of 59 are

represented by the empirical formula

104CP= 2413 + 2-86^9 + 0-0005^
2 - OOOOOLp3

,

where p is the pressure in atmospheres.
The value 0-2413 obtained for the specific

heat at 59 and one atmosphere pressure

agrees very satisfactorily "with those obtained

by Swan (-2412 at 20) and Scheel and Heuse

(2409). It of course differs from Regnault's

value, which is now known to he low.

The following table gives the values obtained

for the specific heat at a temperature of 59 C.

and for various pressures measured in kilo

gram per sq.. cm. :

TABLE X

For comparison purposes the results of

Lussana and the values calculated from the

throttling experiments of Joule and Thomson,

Vogel (1911), and Noell (1913) are inserted.

These were obtained from Linde's formula

dd\
-2CJ'

where C is the specific heat at pressure and
8 the cooling when the pressure is reduced by
throttling from p to a vanishingly small value.

CALORIMETRY, METHODS BASED ON
THE CHANGE OF STATE

(1) THE METHOD. In this class of calori-

rnetric appliances the quantity of heat to be
measured is determined in terms of any ono
of the following : (i.) The mass of ice melted

;

(ii.) steam condensed; (iii.) liquid hydrogen
or oxygen, vaporised.
Such measurements do not require an

accurate measurement of small temperature
changes of the calorimetric fluid, and taking
into consideration the state of therrnometry
half a century ago when this method was
introduced, this fact was unquestionably of

real advantage. Further, the temperature of
the surrounding atmosphere can have but
little effect upon the indications of the
calorimeter since the initial and final tempera
tures are the same. In recent years calori

metric thermometers have been wo highly

developed that the measurement o .small

temperature changes prowmts no weriouH

difficulty, and the icchniquo of temperature
control of the jacket IUIH been greatly -facili

tated by the use of electrical heating so that

the inherent difliuulties associated with tho

method of calorimclry now under considera

tion more than counterbalance the. advanta^on
it offers : consequently, it is very little unod

at the present day.
The Bunseri ice calorimeter and the Joly

steam calorimeter arc classical examples ol

this method of calorimctry.
Dewar has applied the same principle

to specific heat determinations at. very
low temperatures, and obtained data con

cerning the mean .specific heat of materiulH

between liquid hydrogen and

liquid nitrogen temperatures,

(2) BUNKRN'H Itno OAMHU-
MIHT13R. In this instrument the

heat given out by a body in cool

ing from some higher tempera
ture to 0. in obtained by
observing the contraction which
takes place in the ehango from
ice to water produced by the

heat given by the body.
The observed volume change

is converted into calories by

assuming a value for the constant of tho

ice calorimeter, i.e. the maws of mercury drawn
into the instrument by the addition of ono
mean calorie of heat.

Numerous determinations of this constant
have been made and the values arc .summarised
in Table I.

TABLB 1

It might be ivnmrkod thai many of the abovo
valucH arc bawed on obHorvationH oC th<^ licad

imparted to tho calorimeter by a Htnall
<] \iaiitity

of \vatcr contained in an onvolopo whoHO tluinnnl

capacity \vaa oompa,iiiblci with that of tho oontainod
water. Wince in the majority of caHoM no ationipl, JIKH

boon made to vary the oonditions and thus detect

systematic errora, all tho valuew an not entitled to
the mime weight. For example, tho tiguro fjjiveii by

riHeu in tho mean of two exnemmmtB repoatdll
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undor prcciwoly similar conditions : the class envelope

weighed 0-2 gm., contained 0-,'i gin. of water, and a

platinum winker (weight 0-5 gm.) was also attached.

Dicteiioi varied the quantity of water from 0-6

gm. to 2 gm., and consequently his determination

is entitled to greater weight than the others.

Griffiths' value was obtained by supplying a known

quantity of heat measured as electrical energy. The
heat was supplied by a manganin coil wound on a

mica rack which fitted the interior tube of the

calorimeter (wee Fit/. 2), and the results are based

on the electrical units of K.M. I*

1

, and resistance. The
conditions were varied. Thus the rate of energy

supply in the fastest experiments was more than

seven times that in the slowest, and the probable
error by the method of least squares was less than

0-1 per cent.

Bunsen employed his ice calorimeter to

determine the latent of fusion of ice as follows :

Known weights of water at a known boiling

temperature were introduced into the inner

tube of the calorimeter and the contractions

observed.

In a separate experiment a known weight
of ice at 0. was contained in a bulb, the

rest of the apace being filled with mercury.
The ice was melted to water, the temperature

being maintained at 0. Mercury was drawn
into the bulb to occupy the space left by the

ice in melting, and from the additional weight
of mercury the contraction was obtained.

He found that the melting of 1 gram of ice

caused a contraction of 0-0907 c.c.

From the results of the two sets of experi
ments he calculated the latent heat of water

to be 80*025 calories, which is 0-3 per cent

higher than the value obtained in recent

direct determinations.

The method is not a good one for determin

ing the latent heat of water, since the calcula

tions depend on the difference of the specific

volumes of ice and water.

(3) BUNS EN'S CALORIMETER AND ITS

MOJMFICA.TIONS. (i.) Description. A cylin

drical test-tube A is fused into a larger glass

bulb B, as shown in Fig. 1. The bulb B is

funmhecl with a glass stem CD, which termin

ates in an iron collar D. This stem is filled

with pure boiled mercury, which occupies

the bulb to the level p. The remainder of

the bulb above
ft

is filled with pure boiled

water. A calibrated narrow glass tube S,

furnished with a millimetre scale, is fitted

into a cork with fine sealing-wax, and then

passed through tho mercury in the collar D,

and made fast in the mouth of tho tube CD,
so that it becomes filled with mercury ;

and

by adjusting tho cork in the mouth of the

tube CD the extremity of the mercury column

in tho scale tube S can bo placed at any
convenient point. By methods, which are

described in most text-books on practical

physics, a mantle of ice is formed around the

lower part of tho tube A.

VOL. i

(ii.) Precautions in Use. In the original
manner of performing the experiment the

instrument, as described above, was placed
in a vessel containing pounded ice or snow, the

top of the tube A and the tube S alone project

ing above the ice. It is, however, generally
found that there is always a small difference

in the freezing-point of the ice in the instru

ment and that of the ice outside. If the

temperature of the outside ice is higher, then

there will be a slow melting of the ice in the

instrument, which will cause a continuous

creep of the mercury meniscus towards the

instrument. If the freezing-point of the

ice outside is lower than that of the ice in

the instrument, then there will be a slow

freezing of the water, causing the meniscus
to creep away from the bulb. This creep
generally m , , , M ||f

~

amounts to

2 or 3 centimetres per

hour, and is sufficient to

make it very difficult

to obtain trustworthy
measurements. A slight

addition to the instru

ment will almost elimin

ate the creep, reducing
it to about a tenth its

normal value. This ad

dition, suggested by Boys,
consists in placing the

instrument in an empty
vessel, the top of which

is closed by a cork through
which the tubes A and S

pass. This vessel is sur

rounded by the pounded
ice. Owing to air being
a bad thermal conductor,

heat can now only very

slowly pass between the instrument and the

surrounding ice. Another method of securing

the same conditions has been employed by
Callendar, who constructed the bulb B in

the form of a vacuum vessel. The vacuum

being a worse conductor of heat than air, the

passage of heat from the surrounding ice to

the instrument is in this way reduced yet more.

When this device is used, the process of cool

ing the instrument down to zero will take a

considerable time, unless a stream of ice-cool

water is passed through the tube A.

The writer adopted the plan illustrated hi

Fig. 2, which shows the instrument as set up
for the determination of the constant of the

calorimeter by the electrical method. The

calorimeter is suspended within a transparent

cylindrical vacuum vessel, the mouth of which

is closed by a rubber cork as shown.

(iii.) Variable Density of Ice. The objection

most frequently quoted against the use of

the ice calorimeter for work of precision is

FIG. 1.
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that the density of ice is not a constant

quantity.
The experimental evidence on this point is

briefly summarised below :

Nichols x reviews the work of previous investi

gators on the density of ice and describes his own

experiments. He concludes that the density of ice

mantles, determined by weighing in petroleum, is

0-91615 0-00009. This result agrees with the mean
value deduced from different methods by Pliicker

and Geissler, Kopp and Bunsen (for a similar variety
of ice) to four places of decimals.

His experiments on the causes of the variations

in density of artificial ice were not completed. The
method was to freeze the ice mantle around the inner

tube of a calorimeter by pouring in a mixture of C02

and ether. The unfrozen water was shaken out as

FIG. 2.

completely as possible, and the adhering water
frozen, the remaining space being then completely
filled with mercury. The weight of the mercury,
together with that of the ice, gave the data for the

computation of the density of the ice mantle.

Although the results were consistent among them
selves the absolute value was subsequently found to
be erroneous on account of the deformation of the glass
vessel under the weight of the contained mercury.

Nichols at first thought the discrepancy amount
ing to 1 per cent between his value and Bunsen's

1

Phys. Rev., 1890, viii.

was duo to the much lower temperature at which <>ho

mantle was formed in his own experiments. Ho
therefore made Rome determinations with mantles

frozen by means of alcohol at - 5 i,o - 10 as refriger

ant in the manner devised by Bunson. The measure

ments appeared to indicate that the mantles formed

by the UHC of alcohol at -
f> to - 10 were ICHH denHO

than those formed by means of (
1

a and other ad

-70 by at least 1 part in 1000, and further that one

of the latter mantles decreased in density by nearly
this amount after .standing 24 hours in an iee bath.

The use of C0 2 and ether resulted in a very rapid
formation of ice, and the mantle, when a certain si/o

was reached, invariably became lined with a network

of fine cracks.

Vincent 2 later took up the subject, and also in

vestigated the coefficient/ of cubical expansion of iee.

He prepared tho ice by means of a free/ing mixture,

and appears to have obtained a different density
for each sample prepared. Table II. HiimnmriHOH all

his results :

TABLE IT

His values for the coollioiont of expansion of UK*

above samples arc consistent, and no oomicolion
between variation in density and expansion oan be
traced. Vincent's mean value for tho density IH

1 part in 5000 less than tho mean of tho results of

Pluokcr and Grcissler, Bunson and Nichols.

Tho experiments of Lodno in li)(M> siuj^ent <MIO

cauao of tho variations in density wlnoli had been
observed by previous workers. Loduo took oxl.reme

precautions to get rid of all traces of dissolved
air in tho water used for manufacturing tho ioo

samples. He condensed the steam from boiling
water under oil to obtain air- free water.

Tho' results of those experiments indicated that
tho density of ice at was not less (.linn 0-1)172.
and as greater ofTorts wore made In remove twees
of gases the values obtained for tho density in

creased. Ho concluded thai tho density of gim-
freo ice at would probably bo 0-9 1 7(5.

It is of interest to note that Lodno considers that
ice made from water which has boon merely boiled,

^

in the case of tho 'Bunson calorimeter, still con
tains about 1 c.cm: of gas per litre at atmospheric
pressure.

Another possible cause of tho variations in density
is tho strains sot up in the ice block on formation
and which disappear iu tho course of time,

(4) JOLY'S STEAM OALORTMKTMK.
(i.) '/'//,

Method. In tho stoam calorimeter dovwod by
Joly

3 in 188G tho heat necessary to raiwo tho
temperature of a body from tho air torn poral.uw
to 100 is measured by determining tho weight

2
PhiiK. Rf,. t ioo;>, xv

8
Proc. Roy. tioc.,, 1880, xll, 352.
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of steam which must be condensed into water
at 100 to supply this heat
The instrument, especially in its -differential

form, has been found very useful for special
purposes. But the experience of most users
indicates that the condensation method is

moro troublesome to use than the method
of mixtures for the determination of the

specific heats of solids and liquids. In the
hands of Joly, however, the steam calorimeter
has produced data of fundamental importance
concerning the specific heat of gases at constant
volume.
Ono disadvantage of the condensation

method is the fact that less than 2 milligrams

becomes at once filled with saturated vapour.
Condensation immediately begins on the sub
stance and the resulting water is caught in the
pan, weights being added to the other pan of the
balance so .as to restore equilibrium. During
the process of weighing, the steam is passed
through very slowly ("by opening an escape
tube leading from the boiler) into the calori

meter, so as to avoid disturbance of the pan.
After four or five minutes the substance

has generally attained the temperature of the
steam, and the condensation is completed.
The pan then ceases to increase sensibly in

weight, and the equilibrium of the balance
is maintained permanently. A very slow

FIG. 3.

of water is deposited per calorie, and conse

quently it necessitates accurate weighing.

(ii.) The, Apparatus. The simplest form of

Joly's apparatus consists essentially of a

steam chamber of thin metal in which is

suspended from tho arm of a balance a small

platinum pan (Fig. 3), carrying the substance

under tost.

Stoam can bo turned on to this chamber,
an indicated, and escapes through a pipe at the

base.

It is essential to arrange tho inlet valve so

that the stoam can bo admitted rapidly for

reasons which are explained later.

(iii.) MetJiod of Experiment. The substance

is weighed with air in the chamber and the

temperature carefully noted. Steam in the

meantime is got up in the boiler, and is

suddenly admitted, so that the whole chamber

increase of three or four milligrammes per
hour (due to radiation) is, however, noticed.

Let a
be tho temperature of the steam and

L its latent heat. If w is the increase of

weight the quantity of heat given out by the

condensation is wL, and this is expended in

raising the substance and the pan from 6
1
to

a . If W be the weight of the substance, and
# its specific heat, the heat acquired by the

substance will be Ws(#;>
-

0J.), and that

acquired by the supporting pan will be

&(02
-

0J.), where k is the thermal capacity of the

pan, that is, the quantity of heat necessary
to raise its temperature 1 C. Hence we have

The quantity k is determined by a previous
observation, and the temperature 2 is found
either directly, by a thermometer inserted in
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the steam-chamber, or by means of Regnault's

tables and a reading of the barometer.

For extreme accuracy a small correction is still

necessary. The weight W of the substance is found

in air at W and the weight w is found when the

substance and pan are in steam at 6 Z. The weight

of steam per cubic centimetre at 100 is little more

than half that of air at ordinary temperatures ;
for

this reason the weight w is, greater than the weight

of vapour condensed by excess in weight of a volume

v of air at dv over the same volume of steam at <9a ,

where v is the volume of substance and pan together.

The difference of weight of a cubic centimetre of air

at 15 C. and a cubic centimetre of steam at 100 is

000636 gram, according to Regnault; hence the

correction to be applied to w is -000636u.

This correction being applied, the weight of

water condensed is determined, but it must be

remembered that the weighing is made hi steam:

and, if extreme accuracy be desired, it is still

necessary to multiply by the factor 1-000589,

in order to reduce the weighing to vacuum.

The actual weight in a vacuum of the water

condensed will therefore be

1-000589(0?
-

0-000636?;),

so that s is determined from the equation

(Ws+ fc)(02
-
6J = l-000589(t0

-
0-000636*;)L.

Reference should be made to (6) of the

article on "Latent Heat" for values of L.

In order to avoid the condensation of steam on the

suspending wire, where it leaves the steam chamber,

it passes, not through a small hole in the metal, but

through a small hole pierced in a plug of plaster of

Paris. Without the plaster the steam condenses on

the metal and forms a drop at the aperture through
which the suspending wire passes, and destroys the

freedom of motion of the wire and prevents accurate

weighing. With the plaster of Paris plug no such

drop collects, and the weighing can be performed
with accuracy. In his later experiments, Professor

Joly placed a small spiral of platinum wire around

the suspending wire just outside the aperture, and

by passing an electric current through the spiral,

sufficient heat is produced to prevent condensation

on the suspending wire in the neighbourhood of the

aperture. Besides accuracy in weighing, a point
of prime importance is the rapid introduction of tho

steam at the beginning of the experiment. When
the steam first enters the calorimeter, partial con
densation occurs by radiation to the cold air and the
walls of the chamber. Some of the condensed

globules may fall upon the substance and lead to an
error in the value of s. If the steam enters slowly
this error may be large, and it is therefore important
to fill the chamber at once with steam. This
necessitates a good supply of steam and a largo
delivery tube, but when the chamber is well filled

with steam a very gentle afterflow suffices. If the
steam supply be cut off, the weight of condensed
vapour slowly diminishes. This arises from tho
distillation over to the colder walls of the chamber,
and if the steam be again turned on the weight
increases.

Tho error arising from the deposition of condemned

globules on tho pan during tho initial HtafiOH of tho

experiment is somewhat counterbalanced by radia

tion from tho steam to the subatancc.

(5) THE DIFFERENTIAL STWAM CALORI

METER FOR, THE DETERMINATION OF Sruounn

HEATS OF GASES AT CONSTANT VOLUME. In

tbe differential
* form of tho steam calori

meter the correction for tho weight ol steam

displaced by the pan is eliminated. In thin

form (Fig. 4) two similar pans hang in tho

steam chamber, one suspended from each

arm of the balance so as to counterpoise each

other. The thermal capacity of tho pann
can be made equal, so that tho tonn with /:

as a coefficient docs not appear in tho equation,

and the radiation error will also disappear,

as it will cause equal condensation on tho

two pans.
The chief use of the differential form JH,

however, its application to the calorimotry of

gases. For this purpose the pans are replaced

by two spherical shells of copper, one contain

ing the gas at a known temperature and tho

other empty. The spheres are furnished with

small pans, or
"
oaton-watcra," to collect tho

water resulting from condensation. (5 renter

condensation occurs on the .sphere which

contains the gas, and the OXCCHH given tho

quantity of heat required to heat the contained

mass of gas from 6
l
to a . This determines

the specific heat of tho gas at constant volume.

The great advantage of tho differential calori

meter is that any source of error common
to the two spheres is eliminated, and tho

gas or other substance enclosed in ono

of them merely beara ita own share of error

and not that also of tho containing nphcrc.
Thus tho effect is practically tho wune IIH if

tho gas were contained in a veasel of xcro

thermal capacity in the Mingle steam calori*

meter form.

The spheres employed by .ProfeHNor Joly
were of copper and about 0-7 cm. in diarnotor,
the ono containing the gaw being mado to

stand a safe working prcHHuro of about Itfl or

40 atmospheres. H at tho beginning of tho

experiment this space in Tilled with air* at about
22 atmospheres at O l the preHHuro will rino

to about 30 atmosphoroH at 0$. In one ex

periment
2 tho weight of air contained wan

4-2854 grams. Tho condensation observed, an
due to tho air was 0-15217 gnunH. Thin

required a correction to comjxmHato for the
difference in, weight of the Hplicren, Tho
corrected value was 0-11C29., tho rango <>C

temperature, 0%-Q19 being 84'52
U

0. In a
series of six experiments the mean precipita
tion per degree centigrade was ()()] 8004.

Tho following corrections arc also noooHBory :

(a) Correction for tho thermal oxpaiiNion
of the vessel, and tho consequent work done

J. Joly, Proc. Roy. tfw., 1880, xlvil. 218,
-

Phil. Tmm, A, JHOI, cixxxll, 08,
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by the gas in. expanding to this increased
volume.

(6) Correction for the dilatation of the

sphere under the increased pressure of the

gas as the temperature rises.

(c) Correction for the thermal effect of

stretching of the material of the sphere.
(Wires are generally cooled by sudden exten

sion, but the cooling of the copper in this case
is too small to merit consideration.)

(d) Correction for displacement or buoyancy
arising from the increased volume of the

0-1721. For carbon dioxide, the change with

pressure is shown by the following table :

TABLE III

FIG. 4.

sphere, both in the air at 61 and in the steam
at a .

(e) Correction for unequal thermal capacities
of the spheres.

(/) Reduction of tho weight of the precipita
tion to vacuum.

Professor July's experiments show .that in

tho case of air and carbonic acid the specific
heat increases -with the density, but with

hydrogen the opposite sooms to be the case.

Kor air the specific heat at constant volume
at a mean pressure of 19-51 atmospheres, and
a mean density of 0-0205, was found to be

The mean result of the experiments on

hydrogen gives a specific heat 2-402.

(6) DEWAR'S LIQUID AIR AND HYDROGEK
CALORIMETER. Dewar 1 has devised a calori

meter based on an analogous principle to the

steam calorimeter in which he employs one of

the liquefied gases as calorimetric substance.

Whilst Joly's calorimeter depends upon con
densation on a cold object, Dewar's calori

meter depends on the evaporation as a means
of absorbing heat from the hot object. Instead

1 Proc. Roy. Soc. A, Ixxvi. 325 : Roy. Inst. Proc.t

1904, xvii. 581.
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of weighing the quantity of gas evaporated, he

determines the volume of gas given off from

the liquid which, of course, is at its boiling-

point. Now the choice of liquefied gas to be

employed as calorimeter substance is deter

mined mainly by two considerations :

(a) The quantity of gas given off by

evaporation on the absorption of one calorie

of heat, and

(b) The range of temperature available

through which substance is cooled.

The table below summarises the data for

some of the possible gases :

TABLE IV

It will be observed that oxygen gives off

13-2 c.c. per calorie whilst ethylene gives

only 7. Hydrogen gives off 88-9 c.c. and is

particularly advantageous but for the fact

that the manipulation is difficult. Although
nitrogen is a little better than oxygen, it is

preferable to use the latter for the following
reason. The boiling-point of air is below that

of oxygen. Even if there is no layer of cold

FIG. 5.

oxygen or gas on the surface of the liquid
oxygen, the air coming in contact with it

through the neck of the calorimeter would
still remain gaseous; but if liquid nitrogen
is used as calorimetric substance, air, being
heavier than nitrogen but having a higher
boiling-point, would, in falling down the neck
of the calorimeter, come in contact with the
cold gaseous nitrogen and be condensed.

(7) THE LIQUID OXYGEN CALORIMETER.
It consists essentially of a large vacuum
vessel A (Fig. 5) capable of holding two or
three litres, into which is inserted the calori

meter, a smaller vacuum vessel B of 25 to

50 c.c. capacity, which has boon Healed on to

a long narrow tube (*, projecting above the

mouth of A, and held in its place by Home

loosely packed cotton-wool. Kroni the wide

of this narrow tube, cither before or after

passing out of A, a braneh tube K! is taken olT

to enable the volatilised gas from the calori

meter to be collected in the receiver K, over

water, oil, or other suitable liquid. To the

extremity of the projecting tube a wmall

test-tube C, to contain the portions of material

experimented on, is attached by a piece of

flexible rubber-tubing I), thus forming a

movable joint, which can be

bent so as to tilt a few of

the small pieces of Hiibwtanoe

contained in into the calori

meter, and which afterwards

assumes a position of rent/

somewhat like that in the

diagram.

With care it \H powniblc to tilt

a single piece at a time from <

into B, but an improved form
of this receptacle is "shown at

CjDj. In it, L* in a wire movable

through the cork Q, fitted into tho mouth of tho

test-tube Cj_, attached by a branch through tho HtijT

rubber tube Dj to tho end of (}, aH before. At
the end of the wire P iH a hook, by which one piceo
of the substance at a time can bo pulled up and

dropped into B. When no other arrangements are

made, the portions of matter experimented on are

at the temperature of tho room ; but -when lower
*'

temperatures are required initially, a vacuum VOHBO!

H, containing either solid carbonic acid, liquid

ethyleue, air, or other gas, can bo placed HO as to

envelop the test-tube (> OL-
(Ij ; or if higher tempera

tures are required, tho surrounding vessel may be
filled with the vapour of water or other liquid**.

jSTow, when a quantity of liquid air JUIH born under

going volatilisation for a time, an the nitrogen evapor
ates more quickly than tho oxygon tho boiling-point,
rises slightly. Two points require attention in

consequence of thin : first, tho maintenanoo of a
constant temperature of tho liquid air during any
one scries of experiments ; next, the prevention (if

a tendency for the calorimeter B to
"

mie.k baok "

some of the already volatilised gas. llonoo the
exterior vessel A Hhould be 11 lied with a large
quantity some two litres of old liquid air, con

taining a high percentage of oxygon, and tho calori

meter itself should be filled with Homo of the MI<>
fluid. This will maintain very oloHoly tho constant

temperature required. When' any
"
sucking back

1 '

seems to bo taking place, the calorimeter should be

emptied and filled anew from tho larger flank A.
The tube between tho calorimeter and tho guH receiver
should be of the size of wide quill tubing, and itn

lower end Hhould be HO arranged bolow the Nurfiioo
of tho liquid in the collecting VOHHO! an to give no
resultant pressure. With such precautions, ronultH

may easily bo obtained correct to within 2 per cent,

The instrument having been wet up and Hlled
with liquid air, an experiment IH eomluetod
by tilting up tho little tout-tube, previously
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cooled or heated, thereby dropping into the
calorimeter a portion of any substance previ
ously weighed. The substance in this way
falls from the temperature of the room to
that of liquid air. The heat given up by it

volatilises some of the liquid, which is carried
off by the branch tube and measured in the

graduated receiver F. Immediately preceding
or following this observation, a similar

experiment is made with, a small portion of

a selected standard substance, usually lead.

The quantity of lead is so chosen as to produce
about the same volume of gas in the receiver

as that supplied by the portion of substance

experimented on. By this means the circum
stances of the two observations are made as

similar as possible, and thereby many sources

of error are eliminated.

(8) LIQUID HYDROGEN CALORIMETER.
In 1913 Dewar l further developed the
method so as to adapt it to the range of

temperature between the boiling-points of

liquid nitrogen and hydrogen : from - 196 to

253 C., a range of only 57.
The liquid hydrogen calorimeter is a glass

cylindrical bulb vacuum vessel A (Fig. 6) of

50 c.c. capacity, silvered, with J cm. slit. On
the neck is sealed a glass tube B. This

projects through the brass coned fitting cap
JU

1

of an ordinary slit silvered vacuum vessel

in which it is supported. A side delivery

tube, provided with stopcock D, is sealed

near the top of B. A short length of rubber

tubing on the neck of F makes a gas-tight

joint with B. To minimise splashing, and to

reduce the impact of the falling pieces, a thin

strip of German silver or lead E, bent out

near the top into a shoulder about 1 cm.

square, stands centrally in the calorimeter A.

The strip is cut from a thin tube of about the

same diameter as the calorimeter neck. A
short length of the tube is left above the

.shoulder, and supports the strip by fitting

loosely into the neck of A. Some such

device is essential in the use of this form of

the liquid hydrogen calorimeter.

The calorimeter in its turn is immersed in

liquid hydrogen in the supporting vacuum
vessel C, the neck of the calorimeter being
8 to 10 cm. below the liquid hydrogen surface.

The vacuum vessel is only slightly wider

than the lower part of A, and is provided
with a coned cap F, whereby it is also

supported and completely immersed in a

wider vacuum VOHHC! G containing liquid air.

G is also fitted with a brass coned cover,

fitting vacuum-tight on to the cap F on C.

Both caps are pierced by two thin tubes, one

for fitting on to the filling syphons, the other,

bent at right angles, serving for connecting to

the exhaust in the case of the liquid air vessel,

and in the CHHO of the liquid hydrogen to the

1 Proc. Roy. Soc., L913, Ixxxix. 158.

FIG. 6.

The isolation of the calorimeter was such that less

than 10 c.c. of hydrogen gas was evaporated from it

per minute. The whole apparatus is supported be

tween the cork-lined spring jaws mounted on a heavy
metal base on which the outer vacuum vessel rests.

The cooling vessel H is connected by an

india-rubber tube to the top of the calorimeter.

It consists of an ordinary cylindrical silvered

vacuum vessel, 20 cm. long and 7 cm. wide,

with a central axial open tube K sealed in

below. This tube passes through the liquid
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in the vacuum vessel. It has the same

diameter Tbelow as the neck tube of the calori

meter. Near the top of the central tube a

side tube J, of about the same diameter and

some 3 cm. long, serves for the introduction

of the weighed pieces of material, which are

all cooled previously to the temperature of

liquid air, and then fall on to a thin metal

disc P fitting loosely the tube K, where they

remain about 15 minutes. P is supported by

being hinged to two thin ebonite rods, L and

M, fixed to a brass fitting cemented on to

the top. The rod L is not fixed directly to

the disc but to a metal ring R. From the

ring R two thin vertical steel wires are

connected freely to two points on the circum

ference of the pan belowT
. This rod and the

attached ring can be given a vertical motion

by a crank N in the top fitting, thereby

tipping the pan and releasing the piece of

material, which then falls freely down into

the calorimeter. A high vacuum is maintained

by a cross-tube S, opening to the annular

space, filled with charcoal.

At the temperature of boiling nitrogen, the con

vection currents in the central tube of such a vessel,

when connected to the calorimeter below, have no

serious effect on the temperature in the tube at a

reasonable distance from the bottom, provided the

central tube he not wide. With a larger pattern vessel

the width of the central tube was increased to 2-2 cm.,

and even here the difference was under 3 at the level

of the pan. These temperatures were measured by
a small helium thermometer, consisting of a 4-c.c.

bulb to which was sealed a small mercury manometer
of fine capillary tubing.
The hydrogen evaporating from the liquid in the

vacuum vessel C,in which the calorimeter is immersed,
is employed in the interval of observations to main

tain a hydrogen atmosphere through the neck of the

calorimeter and the connected measuring tubes.

Risk of solid air in the calorimeter neck is thus obvi

ated. A simple arrangement of a three-way cooling
vessel allows this to be manipulated.

The vessel V consists of a glass tube 8 cm.

in diameter and 40 cm. long, open at the

bottom and provided with a wide T-piece at

the top. The tube is immersed to the neck
in water in a glass cylinder, and is counter

poised by a weight a.nd cord running over a

pulley just above. It is thereby readily
raised during the time gas is being evaporated
from the calorimeter ; this ensures that no
back pressure is produced. One arm' of the

T-piece is open and connects to the stopcock
D on the calorimeter neck ; the other is

provided with another small stopcock and
connects to a 200-c.c. gas burette W similarly
immersed in water. This latter stopcock is

closed while the gas evaporated during an

experiment is collected.

These arrangements are necessary to secure the
minimum impediment to the evaporating hvdrogcn,
which is usually evolved in less than 10 seconds, any

temporary back pressure being fatal to concordant

results. At least 15 aeuondn nre allowed i'or collect

ing the gas given oil, and even longer, in Homo canon,

with badly conducting bodies,

As far as possible the materials uwod wore oant

in the forms of spheres about 8 nun. diameter.

In the case of liquid bodies, the mould was

first cooled by liquid air. Frequently liquids

were frozen into solid cylinders in thin #la,Hw

tubing, and pieces cut off after removing tho

glass mould. Tho metallic materials were

in some cases fused into buttons of convenient

weight in an exhausted quartz tube. The

lead, however, of which many pieces were

required, was cut from rod, and Hiihsoquontly

squeezed in a small spherical mould.

Volatile bodies wore weighed at a low

temperature on a light Gorman silver ]iu

supported by a thin platinum wire HuwpenHion
from the balance pan about 2 cm. above tho

level of liquid air contained in a wide (loop

vacuum vessel. Some material would not

make coherent bullets or cast stiekn, and UIOHO

were filled into very thin-walled cylindrical

metal capsules.
In order to obtain conwHtont reHultw it IH

necessary to employ exactly tho same pro
cedure in each test, but with this apparatiiH
Dewar was able to obtain results which raroly
varied among themselves by more than 2 or

3 per cent.

The data thus obtained for the moan Hpocilio

heats of 53 elements at about 50 aim. are

summarised in Table V.

TABLE V
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TABLE V continued

The interesting fact discovered ia the

course of this investigation was that the atomic

heats were periodic functions of the atomic

weight, and the curve resembled, generally,
the well-known Meyer atomic volume for the

solid state. E. G.

CALOB1METRY, METHOD OF MIXTURES

(1) INTRODUCTION. Calorimetric apparatus
assumes the most diverse form, each type char

acterised by certain features, which adapts it

especially for a particular class of measurement.
Jb'or the determination of the mean specific

heat of a substance over a range of temperature
or for the determination of the heat of com
bustion of a fuel the Method of Mixtures

is a convenient one to employ and is probably
the best known of all calorimetric methods.

(2) THE METHOD 01? MIXTURES. The prin

ciple of this method is to impart the quantity
of heat to bo measured to a known mass of

water contained in a vessel of known thermal

capacity, and to observe the rise of tempera
ture produced ; from whioh data, as explained
in detail farther on, the quantity of heat can

be calculated. This method is the simplest of

calorimetric methods, but is not the most

accurate. Heat is lost in transferring the hot

object to the calorimeter, and although it can

bo minimised by- arranging that the transfer

takes place rapidly, it cannot be eliminated or

even accurately allowed for. Some heat is

lost when the calorimeter is raised above the

temperature of its enclosure and before the
final temperature is reached. This can be

roughly estimated by observing the rate of

change of temperature and assuming that the
heat loss is directly proportional to the

duration of experiment and to the average
excess of temperature. The accurate deter

mination of this correction is of fundamental

importance in tins method and a detailed

discussion of it will be given. It is always
desirable to dimmish the loss of heat as much
as possible by polishing the exterior of the

calorimeter to diminish radiation, and by sus

pending it by non-conducting supports inside

a polished case to protect it from draughts.
It is also very important to keep the surround

ing conditions as constant as possible through
out the experiment. This may be secured by
using a large water-bath around the apparatus,
but in experiments of long duration it is

advisable to use an accurate temperature
regulator. The method of lagging the calori

meter with cotton-wool, which is often re

commended, diminishes the heat loss con

siderably but renders it very uncertain, and
should never be used in work of precision, since

the bad conductors take so long to reach a

steady state that the rate of loss depends on
the past history more than on the temperature
of the calorimeter at the moment. A more
serious objection to the use of lagging of this

kind is the danger of its absorbing moisture.

The least trace of moisture in the lagging may
produce serious loss of heat by evaporation.

Begnault about 1840 made a careful study
of the Method of Mixtures, and by skill and
attention to detail he obtained by means of

it a valuable series of thermal data. It is

only within comparatively recent years that

any material improvements on Kegnault's

apparatus have been effected.

(3) THEORY OF METHOD OF MIXTURES.
It will be assumed that the cases under con

sideration are those of solids and liquids.

The determination of the specific heats of gases

requires especial consideration and is dealt

with in a separate section.

Let M = mass of heated body,
6 = temperature of heated body at the

moment of its immersion in the

water of the calorimeter,

W=mass of water employed,
t temperature of water when the body

is immersed in it,

T = temperature when the thermal equi
librium is established between the

body and the water, i.e. when

temperature of water ceases to

rise (or sink if the body was cooler

than the water).
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Now if s= mean specific heat of water be

tween T and t, and S = specific heat of the body

between 6 and T, we get

MS(0-T)=Wa(T-0,

and (a)

This gives the calorimetric equation for the

method of mixtures in its very simplest form ;

for practical working several corrections are

necessary.

(i.) For W we must substitute another

magnitude Wx
such that W1=W + mass of

water, having the same heat capacity as con

taining vessel, stirrer, and all parts whose

temperature is seriously affected :

I.e. if p, =mass of metal reservoir, stirrer, etc.,

and s^mean specific heat of this metal

between T and ,

and in this case equation (a) becomes

Sometimes the substance has to be supported

in a receptacle, and if we put a = water-

equivalent of such receptacle and taking 5 = 1

within the limits of the experiment, we get

(c)
WtCT-i) _ab

~M(0-T) M'
' '

Where the results are to be as accurate as

possible, equation (c) takes a more complicated
form. In addition to the magnitudes already

represented, we have to take account of the

thermal capacity of the thermometers, etc.

In addition to these corrections dependent
on the nature of the various parts of the

apparatus, there is the cooling correction for

the loss of teat from the calorimeter to its

surroundings.

(4) MODEBS APPARATUS FOB THE METHOD
OF MIXTIHEIES. The complete outfit required
for experiments with the method of mixtures

consists of the following elements, which will

be considered individually :

(i.) The calorimetric vessel and the device

for mixing the contents.

(ii.) The jacket enclosing the calorimeter,

(iii.) The thermometer for measuring the

temperature rise of the water.

(iv.) The appliance for heating or cooling
the charge (in specific heat determinations).

(5) CALORIMETER AND STIBBER. (i.) The
Calorimeter. The calorimeter is usually made
of pure copper, nickel plated and polished so

as to reduce radiation to a minimum.

The use of a vacuum jacket as a calorimeter is not
to be recommended for ordinary work. Undoubtedly
it is possible by means of it to reduce the magnitude
of the cooling rate, but this advantage is more than
counterbalanced by the disadvantages of this form

of container due to its brittlemvsH, tho Isig of tho

portions of tho glass walls above tho nuri'aco of tho

water, the difficulty of aHoortjiining its luvit equivalent

and of keeping it constant.

Under certain circumstances tho UHO of

water or other calorimetric fluid becomes im

practicable. Hence some investigators Imvo

employed as calorimeter thick-walled metallic

cups and trusted to tho high eoottiolonl of boat

conductivity of tho metal to equalise tho

temperature. These specialised forma of calori

meters are described later.

(ii.)
The Stirrer. Stirrors vary considerably

in design according to the specific purpose
for which they are required. A typical

form is illustrated in /'Y</.
1

; hew a

screw is employed for starring the contents.

The vessel is constructed with an oo - shaped
cross-section, tho stirrcr being contained in a

tube which is connected

with the main tube at the

top and bottom. By this

arrangement it is possible to

ensure a steady circulation

through tho calorimeter, and

it is advisable to direct the

stream as smoothly as pos
sible by suitably curved

passages.
In the design of such a

calorimeter particular at- j^ i t

tention must bo given to the

provision of wide passages for the uinvulation

of the water and care taken to avoid as far

as possible dead spaces. It might, bo re

marked that this method of stirring has been

found to bo the most reliable for comparison
baths for mercury thermometers and is much

superior to a plain screw in a vessel ol: li<|ui<l.

White 1
adopted a somewhat similar form

of calorimeter for his experiments on tho

specific heat of silicates at high temperatures.
The charge, contained in a platinum crucible,

was dropped directly from the furnace into tho

calorimeter.

It will bo observed from /'Yr/, 2 that tho

cover W ia in actual contact with tho water

to ensure temperature equilibrium. The an

nular space under tho cover permits tho water

to vary somewhat in amount without over

flowing or failing to wet tho cover, while tho

weight of tho cover (70 grm.) prevents it

from being floated out of the place whon tho

water is high. An approximate preliminary

adjustment of tho amount of water is of course

necessary, and is very easily obtained. Evap
oration through the joint is about 7 w#. an

hour, which is not likely to produce appreciable
error. An oil seal gives very little trouble,
and is used whore maximum accuracy is

desired.

1 " Some Oalorimctric Apparatus," JVi//. Jttw..
Doc. 3910, xxxi. No, C.
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Complete enclosure of the calorimetric vessel,

with the possibility of quick opening and clos

ing, and thorough circulation without much
heating, are" the main requirements.

Tn Fig. 3 a totally different type of stirrer is shown
where the contents are mixed by a flat paddle of

annular form which

has a reciprocating

motion in the liquid.

In order to avoid

pumping air in and

out of the calorimeter

by the reciprocating
motion two small

rubber bellows are

fixed as shown with

the end of the stirrer

rod attached to the

mid-point. The com

pression of the one

bellows is compen
sated for by the ex

tension of the other.

This device is due

to Professor E. H.

Griffiths.

A, vortical section; A', hori
zontal section. The position
of the crucible is shown by the
dotted lines.

The method of

stirring demands
the most careful

consideration in any arrangement that may
be adopted. Vigorous stirring of the water

is necessary to keep the calorimeter at a

xiniforrn temperature throughout while the

heat is being rapidly supplied to it. There

are two distinct, functions

of a stirrer, mechanically
more or less incompatible :

First, the whole mass of

liquid in a calorimeter must
be circulated, so that there

are no stagnant portions;
and second, there must be

thorough mixing of tho

different portions of the

liquid in order that a

measurement of its mean

temperature may be ob

tained with a thermometer

of convenient size.

The reciprocating paddle
form of stirrer mixes

thoroughly the smaller

portions of the liquid but

produces little positive circulation, so that

certain portions of the liquid may be left

nearly stagnant. Tho screw propeller type of

Htirrcr, on tho other hand, properly applied,

produces a rapid circulation of tho whole mass

of liquid, but may not mix so thoroughly the

different portions, i.e. it permits of definite

Btream lines. Such a stirrer can be mounted

on a vory small shaft and in such a way as

not to promote evaporation.
Tho tendency at the present day is to employ

a small propeller driven continuously by a belt

from a small electric motor, but for occasional

work a hand-operated stirrer is preferred on

account of its simplicity.

The common type of stirrer, which is stand

ard on combustion outfits, consists of a copper
annulus of such diameter that it loosely fits

the inside of the calorimeter and is oscillated

up and down by a rod. This form of stirrer

is not to be recommended for the stem moves
in and out of the liquid, promoting evapora

tions, which may be a serious source of

error.

The paddle form of stirrer shown in Fig. 3 avoids

this defect. Another simple paddle form of stirrer

is illustrated in Fig. 4.

In the top edge of the calorimeter two small notches

are cut at opposite ends of a diameter. The stirrer

consists of a thin horizontal copper rod bent to

the form shown and resting in the notches. Two
thin copper plates are soldered to the rod while a

small glass rod is cemented to form a handle. By
giving the handle a fco-and-fro motion the

paddles move backwards and forwards

through the liquid and thus mix it up fairly

thoroughly.

(iii.) Evaporation

from Exposed Liquid

Surface. Experi
ence has shown that

one of the greatest

sources of error in

the Regnault form

of calorimeter is the

heat loss by evapora
tion from the exposed
water surface. The

evaporation of 10

milligrams of water FIG. 4.

consumes C calories,

and since a calorimeter determination seldom in

volves a quantity of heat greater than 6000 calories

an irregularity in the evaporation rate amounting

to 10 milligrams introduces an error of one part in

a thousand.

Observations with an open calorimeter of standard

form have shown that a rate of evaporation of 10

milligrams per minute is not unusual, and this

involves a heat loss as great, on the average, as that

from the cooling by radiation, etc., besides being far

more uncertain.

Consequently, in all precision work the calorimeter

should be closed by a fairly tight-fitting cover so as

to check the loss by evaporation.

Another precaution to be observed in this con

nection is to prevent the possibility of the evaporation

of small amounts of water from the outside of the

calorimeter during the course of the experiment, as

the error due to this cause may be especially serious

on account of the fact that the evaporation may be

completed before the cooling correction is determined

and consequently no allowance made for this heat

loss. Two possible sources of such error should

always be guarded against.

(a) The presence of a minute drop of water on

the outside of the calorimeter due to lack of care in

filling.
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(&) Absorbed moisture if the surface is hygroscopic.

A tarnished copper surface 100 cm. square in area

will absorb 7 milligrams of water in a saturated

atmosphere at ordinary temperature, whilst a surface

of polished nickel of the same size and under the

same conditions will not absorb as much as 0-1

milligram. Hence it is always advisable to provide

the calorimeter with a lid, although it will be found

that to close the calorimeter effectively the addition

of a lid complicates the construction.

Even with the simplest form of apparatus a

substantial improvement is produced by providing
a lid of very thin metal having a slot to allow of its

being removed for the introduction of the hot body
without disturbing the thermometer.

(6) THE JACKET SURROUNDING THE CALO

RIMETER. White l
during the course of his

extended researches on the specific heats of

the silicates has devoted much attention to

the design of the

calorimetric ap-

paratus em-

ployed.
One form of

jacket for main

taining a constant

temperature en

closure a,round

the calorimeter

which he has de

scribed is shown
in Fig. 5. The

jacket is shown
in section and
also in top view,

partly open.
Water is held up
in the two halves

of the cover, and
i n the upper
section of the

T, rod on which the top slides;
chamber wall, by

S, stirrer pulley ; e, groove for atmospheric pres-
passage of thermoelectric ther- anrA On lAa^rinn-
mometer; W, water level. *,

un favmS
the propeller the

water divides and passes across through 'the

three upper passages, and then returns through
the lower space. Its circulation is directed by
the partitions P and Q, of which Q runs nearly
the whole length of the tank outside the

chamber, as shown by the dotted line. The
chamber is opened by moving the covers
aside ; their down-turned ends thea move in
the troughs left at the ends of the tank. Tho
covers slide upon the stout rod T. The pulley
for the calorimeter stirrer, and the whole
jacket stirrer, are borne on one half cover.
This half is clamped firmly in place during an
observation

; moving aside the other fully
esposes the calorimeter opening,

(i.) Method of supporting the Calorimeter.
Heat transfer between the calorimeter and
its jacket may take place in four ways

1
Loc. cit.

FIG.

by conduction, convection, ra.dial.ion, and

evaporation. Tho object of applying Iho cool

ing correction is to eliminate thin heat lows

from the final result.

Whilst in practice it is not neccsnary to

study these effects separately, it might be re

marked that under ordinary conditions the

greater portion of the heat transfer is due to

convection and air conduction, the two together

constituting about 80 per cent of the total.

It is advisable to reduce the transfer by
thermal conduction through the supports of

the calorimeter to a minimum since it con

stitutes an uncontrollable source of error.

Consider, for example, the case of a eulori-

meter supported within the enclosure on a

sheet of cork or rubber. When the calorimeter

and enclosure are at two steady temperatures
the heat transfer is, by the laws of conduction,

proportional to tho temperature difference; if,

however, the temperature of the calorimeter

is changing rapidly tho rate of transfer in not
even approximately proportional to the tem

perature difference,

The following is a discussion of tins source

of error by Dickinson :
2

Since the conductivity of such materials is

always small, compared with that of the

metallic sheets in contact with them, the

temperatures of tho surfaces may be taken,
for tho purposes of this discussion, as approxi
mately the same as the measured temperatures
of the calorimeter and the jacket respectively,
Tho distribution of temperature in such a layer
and tho rate at which heat is leaving the

calorimeter at any time may be then deter
mined from the following considerations :

A sheet of material of thiekncHH <*. bounded by
piano surfaces ;r and A\ is initially at temperature #

{)
.

If ;r and QQ are each taken an for convenient, and
tho temperature of one of the mirfaceH

tfj
in then

caused to rise from # to O
f

in wieh a way that

d=d'(l~e~~
<l

t), the temperature diHtribution it) thin

plate is given by tho following equation :
!>

Where a2
is tho thermometric conductivity of the

material, JF(/) IH tho temperature of the faeo j l
-

r,

taken hero as Q'( 1 - <>,

~ ai
).

Tho point of intercut in thin diHcuHHion in the rate
at which heat in leaving tho calorimeter at any time,
as this determines the valuo of the omisHivity for

the portion of the surface in question. If (f and
c are each made unity, and the above expression for

is differentiated with rcHpcot to #, tho following

1
"Combustion, Oalorimctry, and the Hca<H of

Combustion of Cane Hugar, Benxole Acid, and
Naphthalene," *SH Paper Jiur. M//f,, 1014, No,

8
Byerly, Fourier* tt *S'mY# tmtl, ftvhmc
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expression for the temperature gradient at any point
in the material is found :

1 m2
7T

2a2 - a

The surface a*^l in the surface in contact with the

calorimeter, so that substituting this value of x
and the appropriate values for a* and a, the above

expression gives the temperature gradient in the

material in contact with the calorimeter, which is

proportional to the factor k for this portion of the
surface.

As an example showing the effect of this land
of distribution of material, suppose that the calori

meter rests on a sheet of ebonite 1 cm. thick

and that the temperature in the calorimeter

rises quite approximately according to the relation

0_0<=s (l.-. e -a*)(01 _0,), where a=0-03 1 and 6, 6

and 61 represent, respectively, the temperature at any
time, the initial, and the final temperature. The
value of a 2

,
the thermometric conductivity, for

ebonite is approximately 0-001 in C.G.S. units. These

quantities substituted in the above equation show
that after 00 seconds the rate of heat loss is 2-75

times its final value, after 5 minutes the rate is 1-13

times the final value, and only after 10 minutes does

it come to within 1 per cent of its final value. If

the area in contact with Huch a sheet were a consider

able part of the whole area of the calorimeter, the

error introduced from this cause evidently would be
a very serious one. Such a distribution of material

aw here discussed will also have an effect on the heat

capacity of the calorimeter.

This discussion shows that all non-conducting

supports should bo negligibly small, or, since the

thermomotric conductivity a a

=K/cp, the absolute

conductivity K divided by the specific heat (c) and

density (p), the material used for them should have a

small density and specific heat. A form of support
should therefore bo employed, in which the smallest

possible mass of insulating material is used, with the

smallest possible area in contact with the calorimeter.

The mass of such supports can readily be made

negligible compared with that of the calorimeter.

(ii.) Supports and Space between Calorimeter arid

Jacket. To reduce errors due to the above cause

to a minimum Dickinson employed the following

arrangement of supports for his calorimeter. The

(supporting pieces (three in number) are each made up
of a braHH cone soldered to the bottom of the jacket,

and a Himill ivory tip about iJ mm. in diameter

oomonted into the end of the cone and resting against

small plates (one with a hole, one with a Blot, and the

third plane) on the bottom of the calorimeter. The

thermal conductivity of the ivory tips is small, and

their total nuiHS in not over 0-1 gnu, HO that their effect

on the cooling rate in too Hmall to be significant. The

braHH conoH, while they have a considerable mass,

have a hwit conductivity HO great compared with the

amount of heat which they can receive by radiation,

convection, etc. (about 0-0001 calorie per square

centimetre per Hccond per degree temperature differ-

once), that their temperature is at all times measur-

1 Value found by experiment by Dickinson for his

c'tor.

G, cit.

ably that of the jacket, hence their effect is entirely

negligible, both as regards cooling rate and heat

capacity.

(iii.) Heat Conduction along the Stirrer. The steel

stirrer shaft which enters the calorimeter should end
just above it in a thin rubber sleeve, which should
fit tightly over it and tightly within a larger steel

piece coupled to the driving shaft. It is evident that
since the heat conductivity of steel is many times

greater than that of the hard rubber sleeve, the

temperatures of the two metal parts will remain

very nearly the same as the temperatures of the
calorimeter and the jacket respectively. The heat

capacity of the rubber sleeve, some of which should
be added to that of the calorimeter, is insignificant.

(7) METHOD OF CALCULATING THE COOLING
COBBECTION. (i.) Rumford. Rumford was
the first to introduce a method of correcting
for the heat loss from the calorimeter. His

procedure was to make a preliminary experi
ment to ascertain approximately what the
rise of temperature would be and then to

cool the calorimeter half this number of

degrees Ibelow the temperature of the surround

ing atmosphere before the next experiment.
For example, let

Temperature of atmosphere = t t

Approximate increase= 20.

The calorimeter is cooled to (t
-
0), and the

heated body then introduced : the maximum
temperature will be approximately (t+ 0),
and Humford's idea was that the amount of

heat gained by the calorimeter during the
time its temperature was below t will exactly

compensate for the amount lost by it while its

temperature was above t. This is approxi
mately true, but not quite so, owing to the
fact that the rate of increase of temperature
diminishes very rapidly as the heated body
and the water approach thermal equilibrium :

thus, it may happen that the rise of tempera
ture from (t

-
Q) to t will occur in less than

20 seconds, while the rise from t to (t+0)
will occupy over 100 seconds.

(ii.) Arithmetical Method of computing Heat Loss.

A far more accurate, but not nearly so easy a method
of correction is the following : Cool the calorimeter

several degrees below the enclosure and take very
careful readings at intervals of about 20 seconds

before and after the introduction of the hot body,
and also after the establishment of thermal

equilibrium between the hot body and the water.

Let 6, 6: , 6Z ,
. . . 6n be the temperatures of the

calorimeter at the beginning and at the end of m
periods of, say, 20 seconds each before the intro

duction of the hot body.
Let t, t

1}
tz

^3, ... tn be the temperatures for n

periods of equal duration after the introduction of

the hot body up to the establishment of thermal

equilibrium between the hot body and the water.

Let T, T 15 T2 . . . Tr be the temperatures for r

similar periods after the establishment of thermal

equilibrium : tn and T are virtually the same. The

temperature t should not be taken from the reading
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of the thermometer, but should be calculated as

follows :

rt

,.*.+-

During the first interval after the introduction

of the heated body the mean temperature of the

calorimeter has been t -Hi/2, and if we put

v for the change in the temperature of the calori

meter due to its surroundings we get for the first

interval

/'-HI \

*i"**\~2~
- x

)>

where a and x have to be calculated. For the second

interval we have

v2 =a

where a and at have the same values as in the expres

sion for vt. Finally,

so that between I and tn

The values of a and x are found in the following

wav : Let (p represent the mean temperature of the

calorimeter before the introduction of the hot body,

-*- l+m

so that the mean value of va(<p x) between B

and Sm ; and putting fij.
for mean temperature after

establishment of thermal equilibrium,

and the mean value of

From the two equations v=a((f>~x)axidv'=a((jb1 -x)

we get a=-

and ;

from which 22v can be calculated, and hence the
corrected value of the change of temperature of the

calorimeter.

(iii.) Graphical Method of deducing the Heat
Loss. A graphical method of computing the

cooling correction is due to Rowland.

(a) Rowland's Method. 1 Instead of finding
the number of heat units lost by the body
while the temperature of the body is rising

1 ** On the Mechanical Equivalent of Heat, with
Subsidiary Researches on the Variation of the
Mercurial from the Air Thermometer, and on the
Variation of the Specific Heat of Water," Proceedings
of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, 1880,
xv. 75-200 ; also Physical Papers, p. 402.

to its maximum value, the heat loss can be

accounted for if the temperature is determined

which the body would have attained if there

had been no loss. The correction is obtained

as follows : First make a series of measure

ments of the temperature of the water of the

calorimeter, before and after the charge is

dropped in, together with the times. Then

plot them graphically on a large scale as in

Fig. 6. Five or ten centimetres to a degree

FIG. G.

are sufficient, nabcd is the plot of the

temperature of the water of the calorimeter,
the time being plotted horizontally and the

temperature vertically. Continue the line

dc until it meets the vertical line la. Draw
a horizontal through the point I. At any
point b, of the curve, draw a tangent and
also a vertical line bg; lay If equal to eg,

and draw the line fhk through the point h 9

which indicates the temperature of the

atmosphere of the vessel surrounding the

calorimeter. Draw a vertical jk through the

point k. From the point of maximum o draw
a line jc parallel to dm ; where it meets kj
will then be the required point. Hence, the
rise of temperature,

B/

7.

corrected for all cool

ing errors, will be kj.

This method, of

course, only applies
to cases where the

final temperature of

the calorimeter is

greater than that

of the air ; otherwise

there will be no
maximum.

(b) Ferry's Method. In the following
modification by Ferry of Rowland's method
this temperature can be obtained to a fair

approximation by a simpler graphical con
struction.

Let C represent the temperature of the sur

roundings, and let a body at a temperature
below these be given a quantity of heat H such
that its temperature rises to a value above C.

The way in which the temperature changes
before the heat H is added is represented
by the line AB in Fig. 7. The lino BD shows
how the temperature changes while the body
is absorbing the heat H. From B to C the
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body is, in addition, receiving heat from the

surroundings, and from C to D is losing heat
to the surroundings. The line DE indicates
the temperature changes due to radiation,
etc., alone.

Through C draw a vertical line. ProlongED backward until it cuts this vertical in /.

Prolong AB forward till it cuts the vertical
line in h. Then the temperature changes are

given by ///.

To see that the above method of finding the
desired temperature is reasonable, consider
the following: If the heat H had not been

given to the body, it would have continued
to rise in temperature in the same way that
it was rising from A to B, so that by the
time it really attained the temperature
indicated by C it would have reached the

temperature indicated by h; that is, while
the body really rose in temperature from B
to C the rise in temperature from B to h
was due to heat from the surroundings, and
the rise from h to C was due to a part of the
heat H. Again, if the body had not been

given the heat H, but if it had been at first

at such a temperature that as it cooled it

reached the temperature indicated by D at
the same instant that it really reached that

temperature and thereafter cooled as shown
by DE it would have been at a temperature
/ at the instant when it really was at the

temperature C; that is, while the body
really rose in temperature from C to D the
fall in temperature due to radiation was the
fall from / to D, so that if there had been
no loss of heat by radiation the rise of

temperature during this time would have been
from C to /. If, then, there had been no

gain or loss of heat by radiation the body
would have risen in temperature the amount
indicated by the distance from h to /.

While the temperature of the bociy rose

from C to D it was really at a lower temperature
than if it had been cooling from / to D, and
so did not really lose as much heat by radia

tion as has above been supposed. Hence,
the point / is higher than it ought to be.

For a similar reason 7i is also somewhat

higher than it ought to be. If the time from
B to C is about the same as that from C to

D, these two errors will nearly balance each
other.

(iv.) Adiabatic Metliods. To eliminate

entirely the necessity for correcting for the

heat transfer between the calorimeter and its

jacket, T. W. Richards 1 has devised various

forms of calorimeters in which the bath

1 Joiim. Am. Chem. Soc., 1900, xxxi. 1275 ;

Richards and Burgo.ss, ibid., 1910, xxxii. 431 ;

Richards and Eowe, Proc. Am, Acad. Arts. Sci. xlix.

173 ; Bichardfl and Barry, Journ. Am. Chem. Soc.,
1015, xxxvii. 093 ; MacTnnes and Braham,

" A
Calorimeter for Measuring Heats of Dilution,"
Journ. Am. Chem. Sac,, Oct. 1917, xxxix. 2110.

surrounding the calorimeter is kept through-
out the experiment at an equal or equivalent
temperature. This device has been found to
be particularly convenient in experiments on
heat of dilution, heat of reaction, and recently
it has been adapted for fuel calorimetry work.
The precise method adopted for heating the

jacket to keep it in step with the calorimeter
varies. Richards has used the heat liberated

by chemical reaction of the same character as
that under test in the calorimeter. For most
purposes, however, electrical heating is the
more convenient. It is usually necessary to
make a few blank experiments to settle the
relative values of the current, so the method
finds its greatest field of application when a

large number of experiments have to be

performed. Since the stirrer in the calori

meter generates an appreciable amount of

heat, it is convenient to keep the tempera
ture of the jacket at a temperature of a

degree or so below that of the calorimeter,
so that the residual heat loss just balances
that generated by the stirring. Whilst the
device cannot give greater absolute accuracy
than that in which a stationary jacket
temperature is employed, it has the ad
vantage that the initial and final tempera
tures are stationary and hence more easily
measurable with resistance thermometers than
would be the case if the temperature were

moving.
(8) THERMOMETER FOR MEASURING THE

TEMPERATURE RISE OF THE WATER. The
most generally used instrument for the
measurement of the temperature rise of the
calorimeter is the mercury thermometer, but
in work of precision the resistance thermometer
is to be preferred.

Experience has shown that the inherent
defects of the mercury thermometer limit the

possible accuracy to 2 or 3 parts in 1000
for a 2 rise of temperature, while with a
suitable resistance thermometer outfit ten
times this accuracy may be obtained, but
of course it necessitates an expensive equip
ment and more labour with the observations.
For a discussion of calorimetric mercury
thermometers reference should be made to

the articles on "Thermometers" and "Re
sistance Thermometers "

respectively.

(9) APPLIANCES TOR HEATING OR COOLING
THE CHARGE, (i.) Steam Heater. Regnault
in his extended series of experiments used a

steam-jacket heater to bring the charge to 100
before dropping it into the calorimeter. His
form of heater consisted merely of a boiler

with a tube containing the charge, and on

inverting it the heated charge is dropped into

the calorimeter. White has modified the

Regnault heater to the form shown in Fig. 8
which is self-explanatory. He employs elec

trical heating, since then it is possible to
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Electric Heater*

PIG. 8.

move the apparatus about without danger of

premature cooling. The apparatus is manipu
lated as follows : Just before discharging the

temporary outlet is

opened, the con

denser and thermo
element removed,
the opening stop- ,

pered, and lastly

the heating
chamber unstop-

pered and the

charge dropped
into the calori

meter. The object
of the shallow cup
below the chamber
filled with con

densed water is to

shield the chamber

against superheat

ing. White points
out that the usual

practice of closing
the upper end of

steam heaters with

corks is defective, since the ends are left com

paratively cold, and consequently errors of

the order of a few parts per 1000 may result.

(ii.)
Electric Fur

nace. For heating
the charge to high

temperatures s om e

form of electrical fur

nace is generally em
ployed, as this permits
of the attainment of

temperatures up to

1500 0. It is, of

course, necessary to

ensure that the fur

nace should give a

uniform temperature
over the region oc

cupied by the charge,
and experience lias

shown that the sim

plest method of effect

ing this is to wind the

tube uniformly, and
over each end add
additional coils cap
able of independent

shield ?
ontrol *

then, by ad

justing the relative

values of the current

in the main circuit

r
Top of

Calorimeter extension

FIG. 9. Arrangement of

platinum - wound Fur
nace for Experiments
between 500 and
1500 C.

P, partitions to
against the cooling effect of
the ends of the furnace

; SS,
swinging shield; L, latch
for dropping out the fur
nace bottom ; MM, heavy and the aupplement-
wircs for the dropping arv m-i q n nr.r.,-\

current; T, thermoelement. *f
y coll

?
a
p

Sood

degree or uniformity
can be obtained. It might be remarked, how
ever, that the ratio of the currents in tho
circuits which will give uniformity at ono

temperature may not nowHuarily Jipply to

another, and consequently separate experi

ments are necessary to determine the bout

values for each point.

In hia work on the npecifio heat of nilieatcH

White employed it furnace with internal platinum

winding. TliiH has Iho advantage of permitting

of the attainment of higher temporal/won than

is possible with a winding on the exterior of the

tube, and aluo dhnininhoH tho lag between the

coil and the chamber, HO that equilibrium is

obtained with greater rapidity- V\\VA furnace

(Fig. 0) in mounted on a Htout iron plate with an

air apaco beneath. An opening of 5-f> mn. IH eut

through tho furnace bottom and plate, which in

closed by a plug of fireclay carried on a movable

iron plate. This is held up againnt a largo plate

C T

FIG. 10. Apparatus of Manjunrdt Material and
Platinum for automatically dropping the Plati
num Container) Pt(1.

L, latch; V, itw fulcrum
; MM', tubon, about -8 mm,

in diameter; W, wire, whono pull unlatchoB the, bull
of tho container

;
(JT. charge thormoolomonb; l^X,

furnace thermoelement
; I*,, I*-, (-wielding partlllouHj

H, furnace winding. The platinum tube, around (IT
in the container in nuppoHod to bo cul; away.
L is 2-3 mm, thick. MM, were covered with i-mood

platinum, which WUH part oC tlio cquipototitliil
sliield.

by the latch in such a way that a quick pull on tho
latch causes the plug to fall away without tipping.

Upon tho block and iiwiclo the furnace, chamber in a

pedestal made up of throe llroolay parti tiotw each
faced on both Hidon, except on the Hide facing the

crucible, with reflecting <UHOH of platinum foil, and
supported by a light frame made by grinding away
as muuh aw powHiWo from the thin' porcelain tube,
This pedcHtal has two funotioiiM, It protcetH tho
crucible from tho cooling o(Tocit of the furnace bottom
and it also Hupporte tho crucible during the period
necessary to roach the oonHtaut temperature. Plati

num Is very soft at high tomporaturoH, and the lino
wires which mipport the crucible for an interval of
1 second, which elapneH between the fall of the
crucible and tho pedcntal, would have to be very
largo if they were to hold for any length of time, At
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the higher temperatures tho uppermost partition is

apt to Htick to the bottom of the crucible, hence it

ia tier I by platinum wire to the plate below, the weight
of which is enough to pull it away. Above the cru

cible another platinum partition is suspended. When
tho pedestal falls from the furnace it is caught in a

light wooden box, which can be pushed out of the

way, and at the same time switches off the furnace
current.

The simplest method of supporting the charge
in the furnace is to use a loop of platinum wire and
fuse it by a strong current when it is desired to drop
tho charge into the calorimeter. This method was
unecl successfully by Harker l in his experiments on
the specific heat of iron.

White found some difficulty with the fused wire

method of making a release at temperatures above
1000 0. owing to the arcing which occurred across

the terminals after the wire was melted. This

difficulty could no doubt have been overcome by
making the current fuse a length of copper wire out

side the furnace the same time as the supporting

wire inside. He, however, devised a mechanical

drop for releasing the charge. This was made of

Marquart composition, which is obtainable in the

form of tubes and plates. The complete arrange
ment is shown in Fig. 10. Stout platinum wire of

1-2 mm. in diameter was operated automatically to

release the container as the wooden shield of the

furnace was swung on one side. This was found to

be generally satisfactory, but many troubles were

encountered owing to insufficient rigidity of the

supports, combined with a too rapid swing of the

shield.

(10) THE SPECIFIC HEATS OF SILICATES

AT HIGH TEMPERATURE. With the above-

described apparatus White 2 has made an

extensive investigation of the heat capacity
of various silicates at high temperatures. The
data obtained are summarised in Table I.,

from which the ** instantaneous
"
atomic heats

have been calculated by the procedure de

scribed below :

TABLE I

INTERVAL MEAN ATOMIC HEATS

TABLE II

!

INSTANTANEOUS " OR TRUE MBAW ATOMIC HEATS, THAT is, HEATS AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES

1 " Tho Specific Heat of Iron at High Tempora-
'>* " Proc. Phys. Soc. xix. ; Phil. Mag., Oct. 1905.tures,

8 "
Silicate Specific Heats," second series, Am.

Journ. of Science, Jan. 1919, xlvii.

VOL. I
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Eor convenience the values are given as

atomic heats, but can, of course, be readily
converted back into specific heats by the use

of the data given in Table III.

and is not suitable for giving with accuracy
the true specific heat, if this changes rapidly
with temperature, as is the case at very low

temperatures. At high temperature, however,
the relation between specific and temperature
is practically linear, hence it is possible to

calculate the
"
instantaneous

"
or true specific

heats with fair accuracy, as follows :

If the interval specific heat is sufficiently well

expressed by polynomial equations with 5 constants,

A-f B0-J-C0 2
, etc., where 6 is centigrade temperature,

the total heat from C. up is A0+Btf 2 +C03
, etc.,

and the true specific heat at any temperature, which
is the differential of the total heat, is A+2B0+3C0 2

,

etc., so that the quantity which must be added to the
mean specific heat to get the true heat is

But in a series of 4th-degree polynomials each first

difference is

each 3rd difference is GDP3 ^24EP :1

0, where P u the

temperature interval between each two auccenHivo

values in the series. It follows at once that by sub

tracting -^ of the 3rd difference from the iRt,
and then multiplying by 0/P, the difference of true
and interval heats is obtained. The method is

exactly equivalent to obtaining a series of 4th-

degree equations and thus computing the true

specific heat, but is much easier.

For quartz and silica glass the values of
the interval specific heat to 100, 300, and 500
satisfy the expressions :

Quartz
0- 1685 + 0-000 1940 - 0-0000001 If)

2
.

Silica Glass

0-1670 + 0-000189(9 - 0-000000 12502
.

(11) Low TEMPERATURE APPLIANCES._
Nernst, Lindemann, and Korof 1 in their

*
Ncrnst, Lindemann, and Korof, Kmn'ffliche

Preusmsche Akademw dcr Wissenschaftcn zu Merlin,

19U uf xxxvt 49
"K rCf

' Alliuuetl d(>r

experiments at low temperatureH cooled down
the substance under teat in a quartz vacuum
vessel, through which passed a tubo open at
both ends, as shown in /'V</. 11. This tube
was surrounded by liquid air or

a mixture of alcohol and solid

C0a. Tho device is operated as

follows : As soon as the equi
librium of temperature has been

obtained it is placed over the

calorimeter. A slide is opened
and the contents, suspended on a

thread, are let down into tbe

calorimeter.

Instead of the expensive quartz
vessel the following simple device

may also bo used (/'%. tU). Jn
a large tost tube A iu placed a
tube J, somewhat enlarged at the
bottom and closed at both ends i^, n.
by moans of rubber stoppers.
Inside of it IN a silver vessel, with tho sub
stance and tho thermoelement suspended by
a thread. The test tubo is immersod in

the constant temperature bath. The time

required to obtain tho equality of temperature
may be shortened by passing through a slow
current of dry
hydrogen, which
flows into the outer

vessel through a
small channel in the
lower cork and then
into the air through
the cotton -wool. To

bring tho substance
into the calorimeter

tho whole device is

brought into the

neighbourhood of

tho calorimeter,
which is then opened.
Tho inside tubo J
is rapidly removed
from tho test tubo,
the Icnver cork taken

away, and tho other

one slightly lifted

so as to allow tho
container to drop
into the calorimeter.

The whole manipula
tion takes about
three seconds. In
that time tho sub
stance is only slightly
warmed up. With liquid air, for instance, it IB
claimed that the heat IOHH in hardly i por cent.

(12) TIIK THKKMAL UNTT ANO'TIIM VARIA
TION OF Tine SnooiFK! HIOAT OK WATIOR wrnr
TEMPEIUTURK.- it is customary to express
lioat quantities in terms of the heat capacity
of water for 1 change of temperature, and
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since this heat capacity is now known with

accuracy in terras of the primary units

centimetre, gram, second it is possible to

express heat quantities in
"
ergs

"
by the use

of an appropriate factor.

For a long time it was not fully realised

that the specific heat of water varied with

temperature, and consequently the practical
heat unit varied with the range of temperature
through which the water was heated when
employed as calorimetric medium. Even
when it became apparent that the specific
heat could not be regarded as constant the
data published as to the magnitude of the
variation were so conflicting that the experi
menters were compelled to neglect them in the
reduction of their observations.

In later years the work of Rowlands (1879),
Bartoli and Stracciati (1891), Griffiths (1893),
Ludin (1896), Callendar and Barnes (1902),
has proved conclusively that the form of the

specific heat-temperature curve is that shown
in Fig. 13, and that there is a minimum value
at 35 to 40 C.

Hence the calorie is only fully defined when
the particular degree (1 C.) of temperature

is specified through which unit mass of water
is heated. Professor E. H. Griffiths has

pointed out that the calorie between 17 and
18 C. is equal to the moan calorie between
and 100. So that the specific heat of water
between 17 an 18 C. might be considered as

a suitable unit for calorimctry.
Callcndar adopts 20 C., and suggests that

the calorie bo defined not as the heat required
to raise one gram of water from 19-5 to 20-5,
but as the mean value between 15 and 25 of

the quantity of heat required to raise one

gram of water 1 C.

Whilst it would be a groat convenience if

ex peri mentors would adopt a common unit,

it Is of greater importance that they should

wtato the unit employed when the accuracy
of their work in such ay to justify taking into

consideration the variation in the heat capacity
of water.

(13) MICTALLIO BLOCK CALORIMETERS, (i.)

NernfiL A calorimeter in which the usual

vessel of liquid is replaced by a heavy copper
block lias boon employed by Ncrnst, Linde-

iminn, and Korof for specific boat clotcrraina-

tionH. The block IH hollowed out and the

material dropped into its interior. Owing to

the good thermal conductivity of copper it

has practically the same temperature through

out, and the temperature changes of the block
are determined by means of thermoelements.
To obtain heat insulation the block is inserted
into a Dewar vacuum vessel. The arrange
ment is shown in Fig. 14. The block K
weighs about 400 grams. It is desirable to
have good thermal contact between the copper
block and the inner surface of the glass vessel

which has to be made as thin as possible. To
ensure this the block is fixed in the vacuum
vessel by means of Wood's fusible alloy.

In the diagram T are the thermojunctions.
The junctions of the thermoelements are in

serted into thin-walled glass tubes which are
fixed in holes in the block by means of fusible

alloy. Good contacts between junctions and
the tubes are also obtained by the use of alloy.
The other junctions are in a

ring-shaped copper block C
by which the vacuum vessel

is closed at the top. Through
the middle of the block passes
a glass tube R, through which
the substance is dropped into

the calorimeter. This tube
can be closed by means of a
slide as shown. The whole

apparatus is submerged in a
constant temperature bath,

usually ice or solid C02 , and
the temperature thus main
tained constant. To keep the

apparatus water-tightasheath
of copper foil is soldered round
as shown. To prevent the

heated air from rising up in

the calorimeter, which means
a loss of heat after the sub

stance has been dropped in,

some cotton-wool is placed
on the top of the silver vessel

so as to just close the hole

in a copper block after the JF^ ^
material has been dropped in.

In their experiments the temperature

changes of the calorimeter usually amounted
to from 3 to 6, giving a galvanometer
deflection of 45 to 90 divisions. The apparatus
must be calibrated by means of a substance

whose specific heat is exactly known, and this

was attained by using water for high, and lead

for low, temperatures. The calibration had
to be repeated from time to time in order to

eliminate small errors.

(ii.) Fery. Fery
l has applied the metallic

block method to the design of a bomb calori

meter and constructed a direct reading instru

ment. The bomb hi which the combustion

takes place is a nickel-lined, thick-walled vessel.

It is supported by two discs of constantan,

the disc being soldered to the bomb and also

1
Engineering, Sept. 20, 1912 ; Electrician, Sept.

13, 1912.
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to the nickel - plated surrounding vessel B

(Fig, 15). The constantan supporting disc forms

with the iron of the bomb the hot junction of

a thermo

couple, the

cold junc
tion being
made be

tween the

discs and
the outer

vessel B.

The B.M.P.

generated by
the tempera
ture of the

bomb is

measured by
the millivolt

calibrated to
15.

A. nickel-lined bomb of iron 3 $ kilos. r_ a j

in weight ;K,K', two constantan discs f
eac

soldered to bomb and to nickel-plated in calories on
copper surrounding vessel B; C, quartz the assump-
crucible'

tion that the

same weight of fuel is always burnt.

The instrument has not yet been developed to a

stage when it can be used for routine tests, several

sources of error

which influence

the readings
not having been

eliminated. One

important factor

is the pressure of

the oxygen in the

bomb. Should the

pressure be below

that for which the

instrument has
Minutes been calibrated,

PIG. 16. combustion will

Curve A, pressure of gas =100
'

bccomo slower
Ib. per sq. inch ; curve B, pressure and heat loss due
of gas* 150 Ib. per sq. inch; curve to radiation, etc.,

greater
than that under

normal con
ditions. A few typical curves illustrating this are
shown in Fig, 16.

(14) SPECIFIC HEAT OF GASES BY TFTE
"METHOD OP MIXTURES." When defining
the specific heat of a gas it is necessary to

specify the conditions under which the heat
ing takes place, since the change of volume
with the rise of temperature is considerable
under constant pressure, and the thermal
equivalent of the external work done during
expansion is a large fraction of the whole heat

supplied during the change of temperature.
Hence in the case of a gas it is customary
to speak of two specific heats: 1

(1) at constant
volume, and (2) at constant pressure.
The earliest investigators to study the

specific heat of gases were Lavoisier and La I

of gas=150 Ib. per sq. inch; curve to radiation <

C, pressure of gas= 200 Ib. per sq. ^u b
'

inch; curve D, pressure of gas , ,
gre

=230 Ib. per sq. inch.
Al ^^

Place, who employed a ealori metric method
baaed on the measurement of the quantity of

ice melted. Later, Dolarooho and Berard

made some careful experiments in which a

uniform current of gas, boated at 100(1., by

passing through a tube surrounded by a vapour-

jackot, was cooled by panning through a spiral

contained in the calorimeter. The method

was essentially that of mixtures, and in out

of the subsequent investigators adopted HUH
method with various modifications to moot

special requirements. Consequently, the pub
lished data are confined to the moan specific

heat over a wide range of temperature. More

recently Callendar and his associates have

developed the method of electrical heating
which permits of the determination of the true,

specific heat.

Amongst the workers employing Iho method
of mixtures Eegnault stands pre-eminent/. II o

brought to bear upon the subject his unique
skill and experience of ealorimotrio mciiNu fo

ments, with tho result that the data ho ob

tained were accepted, almost without question,
for the following half-century. There in,

however, no doubt that the results given by
Regnault were a little low, about 2-5 per cent,

due to an inaccuracy in IHH method of deter

mining the heat conducted into tho ealori motor

along the pipe through which tho gas llowed.

Without describing in detail RegnaulfH ap
paratus its essential features may ho briefly
reviewed.

The gas was contained in a largo reservoir,

heated up bypassing through a long spiral im
mersed in an oil bath, and thcnoe lot! to tho cal

orimeter. Care was taken to ensure a uniform

ity of flow of gas through the calorimeter under
constant pressure, and independent experi
ments wore made to ensure that tho gan leaving
the calorimeter had cooled to this temperature.
Since it was assumed that tho temperature of
the gas entering tho calorimeter was tho sumo
as that of the heater bath, precautions have
to be taken to avoid lows of heat by tho #as in

passing from the hath to tho calorimeter, am)
at tho same time prevent as far an possible
conduction of heat from tho bath to tho calori

meter along the connecting tuba
The correction for tho boat carried along

this tube, which was made of low conductivity
material, was deduced from observations of
the change in tompomturo of tho calorimeter
without the gas flowing. Thin change of

temperature is duo to the comhinod effect of
the conduction and tho rate of heating or

cooling of the calorimeter duo to tho difference
in temperature between it and tho surround
ings.

If AO is the observed rate of eliantjo of torn-

peraturo per unit time, then M is equal to
A - B0, whore is the excess of tho temperature
of tho calorimeter oven- that of the room,
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The term A corresponds to the heat conducted

through the connecting pipe from the heater
to the calorimeter, and B# to the heat loss by
radiation, etc., from the calorimeter. Each of

these terms corresponded to about 5 per cent
of the total energy supplied by the gas per
minute. Regnault measured the constant A
and B by noting the rate of rise of temperature
of the calorimeter before and after the gas
had passed through it. Swann * has pointed
out that an error arises in assuming that the
heat conduction through the pipe is the same
when gas is flowing as when no gas is flowing ;

in fact the hot gas keeps up the temperature
of the pipe in the vicinity of the heater and
reduces the temperature gradient. The result

is that less heat is conducted from the heater
into the pipe when the gas flows through than
when no gas is flowing. Of course a great
deal of heat is conducted by the pipe into the
calorimeter when the gas is flowing, but the

greater part of this comes from the gas itself.

The fact that the average temperature of the

pipe is higher when the gas is flowing also

results in a greater radiation loss from the

pipe. The error acts in the same direction as

the other.

Swann made some experiments to verify the
above suggestion, and by attaching thermo-

junctions to a metallic tube he showed that
the gradient was affected by the flow along it

and the results were of the magnitude required
to account for the difference between his results

and those of Regnault.
In Begnault's time there was a lack of

knowledge concerning the variation of the

specific of water with temperature, which, to

gether with uncertainty as to the absolute

scale of temperature, might also cause an
error of I per cent in his results.

(15) VARIATION or SPECIFIC HEAT WITH
TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE (OVER MODERATE
RANGES). Rcgnault'a observations cover the

temperature interval from -30 to 210 and

pressures from 1 to 12 atmospheres. He found
that the specific heat of the gases, air, oxygen,
and hydrogen were independent both of the

temperature and the pressure within the limits

of the observations.

The specific heat of C0 2 , on the other

hand, showed a well-marked increase with

fining temperature. Kegnault's work was

repeated by Wieclomann, who confirmed Ms
rosultft.

Witkowwld investigated the specific heat of

air at low temperatures from + 100 to 170,
and found that the specific heat was inde

pendent of the temperature but increased with

pressure. He worked up to a maximum of

1 " Koto on the Conduction, of Heat along a Pipe
through which OUH IB ilowinp: in its Relation to
Measurements of the Specific Heat of Gases," Phil.

Mag., Jan. 1913.

70 atmospheres. The variations with pressure
increased as the temperature was lowered.
The method of mixtures is not suitable for

the accurate determination of the pressure
and temperature variation of the specific heat
of a gas.
More recent work by observers employing

the electrical method has supplied data which

Tfi

FIG. 17.

supersede those obtained in the above - de
scribed investigations.

(16) SPECIFIC HEAT OF GASES AT HIGH
TEMPERATURES. 2 Holborn and Austin,

3 and
later Holborn and Henning,

4 have investigated
the specific heat of gases up to 1200 C.

Their method is identical in principle with
that of Begnault's, but a special type of

heater was necessary for bringing the gas to

the high, initial temperature. Their apparatus
is shown diagrammatically in Figs. 17 and 18.

(i.) Arrangement of Apparatus. The Heating
Tube. The gas was heated electrically in a

2 See also article
"
Gases, Specific Heat of, at High

Temperatures."
3

jPhys. Rev. xxi. No. 4.
4 Ann. der Physik, 1907, xxiii. 809.
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nickel tube A, about a metre long and of

1 min. wall thickness, on which was wound a

coil of nickel wire. The windings were insu

lated from the tube by asbestos. The gas

was introduced at one end and was heated

in the coarse nickel filings with which the tube

was filled according to the plan of E.

Wiedemann. At three-fourths of its length

the tube was closed by a disc silver-soldered

in place, and the gas was led out through a

side tube into the calorimeter. In this way
the influence of the cool end of the tube was

eliminated. Otherwise it was found out that

the gas in passing through the cool portion

gave up so much of its heat that its tempera
ture varied in a marked degree with, the rate

of flow.

Opposite the outlet tube W a second nickel

tube B was joined to the heating tube and

through this a platinum platinum
- rhodium

thermoelement T was introduced. This

passed through the heating tube A, which at this

point was kept free from nickel filings by the

dividing wall M on one side and a disc of wire

net on the other. The thermo]unction lay in

the outlet tube W, 1 cm. from its free end.

In this space a thin silver band bent in the

form of a screw was inserted to prevent
radiation of the thermojunction to the cool

calorimeter. The thermoelement consisted of

wires 0-25 mm, in diameter, which were insulated

through the greater part of the tube B with
thin porcelain tubes. The hot junction of the

thermoelement, which was hardly thicker than
a single wire, was left bare.

Special care was taken that the end of the

thermoelement should not come in contact
with the tube wall. In one portion of the

work this was attained by supporting the

flexible end of the element on a bit of mica
of the same width as the diameter of the tube.

The platinum band, which was intended
for the protection of the thermoelement from
radiation from the tube wall, also served to

protect the quartz from the nickel oxide
which was carried along with the gas current
in minute quantities from the filings in the

heating tube. Otherwise this after a time
became opaque and disintegrated.
A secondary heating coil of nickel wire was

placed on the tube B, to compensate for
the loss of heat by conduction through the
two side tubes and for the loss of one turn of
wire on the main coil where the side tubes
were attached.

(ii.) The Calorimeter. The calorimeter K of
about 0-5 litre capacity was made of pure
silver 0-5 mm. thick (Figs. 17 and 18). In its
centre were situated three silver tubes 1-5 cm.
in diameter, filled with silver filings and
connected by O-o cm. silver tubes. These
absorbed the heat from the gas as it passed
through. That the gas actually issued from 1

the calorimeter at calorimetric 1
, temperature

even when heated to the highest point (800)
was made certain by lewis with a coiisttintan

copper thermoelement.

Later experiments by Ilolbom and Homring
were made by a similar method with a platinum

heating tube which extended the temperature

range to 1400 C. The calorimeter neeeanarily

gains some heat from tho heating tube, and
this gain, in- the later experiments, was partly

compensated by surrounding tho calori motor

with a jacket maintained at a much lower

temperature.

This compensation was found neoennary at high

temperature in order to prevent an oxeoHwivoly

rapid rise of temperature of the calorimeter: but

although it reduces tho apparent magnitude of tho

correction required, it dooa not diminwh the actual

amount of heat transferred and doen not reduce tho

uncertainty of tho correction. Tho magnitude of

the effect at high temperatureH may bo judged from
tho fact that it wan found nccoHHary, in tho experi
ments at 1400 C., to maintain the jacket at tin low
a temperature aa 40 0. by passing a stream of cooling
water through it in order to prevent tho calorimeter

rising above 115 0. when no gaH was panning. I Tudor

such conditions the calorimotrio corrections become
so uncertain that the probability of systematic
errors must inorooHO considerably with duo of tem

perature.

The rate of increase of tho moan specific
heat of nitrogen at aimoHphono proMHuro
between 84) and 1340 C., shown by tho later

experiments, was about double that found
in the earlier series. Both series of experi
ments could be represented within tho limit*)

of probable error by tho linear formula

It appears probable, however, that tho valuo
of tho specific heat at (!. given by tho
formula is too low and that in tho oaso of

nitrogen tho rate of increase is not uniform,
but increases with rise of temperature to Homo
extent.

(iii.) Possible Rouwot* of ttrror,- Hineo tho

temperature of the hot ganes was determined by
a thermocouple near tho entrance to tho calori

meter, and tho time of How of tho gan was
only three minutes, thoro appears to bo HOmo
doubt whether tho couplo gave tho two moan
temperature of tho inflowing gan, and also
whether tho loss by radiation from tho couplo
was properly corrected for. Tho valuo of tho
mean specific heat of air over the rango 150
to 270 C. by Holborn and Uonning was
2315. This is about 5 per cent smaller than
the probable valuo over this rango. Tho rate of
increase shown by tho experiments was within
the limits of probable accuracy of tho work.

(17) SPEOI H MAT OF NTKAM. Rognault's
value, 0475 for tho specific heat of steam a<;

atmospheric pressure ovor tho rango '125 to
225 C. was obtained by taking tho dilToronco
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between the total heats of steam, superheated
to these temperatures, as observed by condens

ing the steam in a calorimeter. Since the

difi'erence, corresponding to 100 superheat,
is only i^th of the total heat measured in

either case, it is evident that the method might
give rise to large errors. For this reason many
writers have preferred to deduce the specific
heat of steam theoretically in various ways
from Regnault's value of the rate of change
of the total heat of saturated steam, namely,
0-305 cal. per 1 C., which, as Callendar l has

]
jointed out, is subject to the same source of

error in an aggravated form. Thus Zeuner

gives 8=0-568; Perry, S =0-306 at C. to

0-464 at 210 C. ; Grindley, 0-387 at 100 C.

to 0-665 at 160 0.

A direct measurement of the specific
heat of steam by Brinkworth,

2
employing

the continuous electric method devised by
Callendar, gave S= 0-484 at 108 C. Subsidi

ary experiments by Callendar in conjunction
with Professor Nicolson, by the throttling
calorimeter method, enabled the variation of

the specific heat with pressure to be calculated.

These gave the formula
/O7O\ 3.3

S = 0-478 + 0-0242p(-~) ,

\ /

where p is the pressure in atmospheres. The

approximate constancy of the limiting value

0-478 of the specific heat at zero pressure
over the range to 200 C. was verified by
calculating the corresponding values of the

saturation pressure, which were found to

agree accurately with llegnault's observations

over the whole range. The theory was also

verified by a measurement of the ratio of the

specific heats of steam by Makower, 3 which

gave values 1*303 to 1-307, agreeing closely
with that deduced by Callendar.

The experiments of Lorenz 4 and Knoblauch
and Jacob and Linde 5 afforded a remarkable

verification of the theory of the variation of

the spociiic heat with pressure. They found the

specific heat at 1 atmosphere to be practically
constant over the range 100 to 300, but their

value, namely, 0-463, is decidedly lower than

Kognault's.
Holborn and Henning

6 in their experiments
on the specific heat of steam at atmospheric

pressure, improved K/egnaulfs method by
employing an oil calorimeter at 110 C so

as to avoid condensing the steam in the

calorimeter. They determined the ratio of

the Hpooilic heat of steam to that of air by
passing currents of air and steam in succession

through the apparatus under similar condi-

1

Ih'port of H.A. Committee on (juiseouft Explosions,
1008, from which tlm nbovo in abstracted.

- 1>MI. Trans. Roy. Snc., 1015, ccxv. 383-438.
:i Wril. Man., I'Vb. 1003.
4 Forwh. Vcr. /)<>.ut, f (}., 1005, xxi. 93.
5 hoc, cit. pp. 1 and 35; 1000, p. 100.

Ann. Phi/s., L905, xviii. 730.

lions, and obtained the following values of

the ratio for different intervals of temperature :

The second series appears to make the ratio

about 5 per cent lower at 110-820 than the

first, which suggests the possibility of constant

errors depending on the type of apparatus em
ployed or on the velocity of the gas current.

The experiments of Callendar and Swann
would make the ratio 2-05 at 100 C. This is

higher tban any of the values obtained by
Holhorn and Henning at 1400 C.

Holborn and Henning point out that their

results at 1400 C. cannot be reconciled in

the case of steam and C02 with any of the

results of explosion methods. They are 6 per
cent to 13 per cent lower than Langen's,
which are among the lowest. But, having
regard to the fact that the constant-pressure
method which they employed appears to give
results so much lower than Joly's or Callendar's

methods at ordinary temperatures, and that

the experimental difficulties increase so greatly
at higher temperatures, it does not seem at all

improbable that a considerable part of the

discrepancy is to be attributed to systematic
errors of the constant-pressure method.

(18) SPECIFIC HEAT OF C02 . The specific
heat of C0 2 is of great theoretical interest

in view of the considerable increase shown at

ordinary temperatures. The table below gives
the results obtained by various observers :

It may also be remarked that the varia

tion of specific heat with density observed by
Joly

7
agrees very closely with that calculated

by Callendar 8 from the experiments of Joule

and Thomson on the cooling effect on expan
sion. E. G.

7 "Calorimotry, Change of State," 5.
8 Phil. Mag., 190:3.
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CALORIMETRY, QUANTUM THEORY
THE VARIATION or SPECIFIC HEAT WITH

TEMPERATURE

(1) THE VARIATION OP ATOMIC HEAT.

The discovery by Dulong and Petit in 1819

of the empirical law, that the product of the

atomic weight and the specific heat is approxi

mately the same for all elements, proved to be

of the greatest practical utility to chemists

when assigning atomic weight values to newly
discovered elements ; and further, the simplicity
of the law directed attention to the possibility
of arriving at it from theoretical considerations

of conceivable atomic structures constituting
a solid. The mean value for the constant was
determined by Regnault as 6-38 with extremes
of 6-76 and 5-7. According to the kinetic theory
of matter it is easy to see why a relationship
of the form discovered by Dulong and Petit

should exist. We suppose that the atoms are

bound together by interatomic forces tending
bo bring them to positions of equilibrium
about which, they oscillate ; then in this case

the total energy of an atom is half-potential
and half-kinetic ; for the principle of equi-

partition of energy is assumed to be valid.

Now in the case of a monatomic gas the energy
is all kinetic, and proportional to the absol

ute temperature. Therefore the atomic heat
should be half as great in the gaseous state

as the solid state. The kinetic energy of a

gramme molecule of a monatomic gas is jj-RT,

where R is the gas constant which has the
value 1-985. Hence, on the supposition that
a monatomic solid body is built up of atoms
each with 3 degrees of freedom, the energy
content is 3RT, and from this the atomic heat
at constant volume is obtained by differentia

tion with respect to T giving for the atomic

specific heat the value 3R or 5-955.

It might be remarked in passing that the above
equation, according to Boltzmann, ia applicable to
the case of crystals which have at the points of their

space-lattice molecules of any degree of complexity,
provided that the internal forces acting on each
atom are proportional to the distance of the latter
from its equilibrium position, or more generally arc
linear functions of the change of its co-ordinates.

Hence the Dulong and Petit generalisation
is consistent with the atomic theory of matter
and the equipartition theory of energy.

^

For nearly a century, however, the excep
tions to the law carbon, boron, and silicon

proved to be an enigma which defied solution.
As far back as 1872 Dewar * and Weber,

2

working independently, showed that as the
temperature increased the specific heat of
carbon, whether as diamond or as graphite,
continued to increase. Weber concluded that
the specific heat of diamond is tripled when the
temperature is raised from to 200.

1
Phil. May., 1872, xliv. 4G1. Ibid. p. 251.

Dewar's experiments showed the specific

heat of carbon between. W 0. and the; boiling-

point of /in (918 0.) was (Ki2.

Some three years later Weber :J

publinhcd
results of further experiments, and proven I

that from 000 C. upwards the npeeilic heat

of carbon ceased to vary with increase of

temperature and became comparable with that

of other elements. Kurlhor, the (liffcrcneo

between the specific heat of different modifi

cations disappeared. By plotting hiw revolts

100 180 000
Absolute Scale

Weber showed that the npocifio heati tempera
ture curve was of tho form of an old KngUnh ,.

He found a point of inflection for diamond at
about 60 0., and that for graphite (1.

Recent researches have shown that the
curve obtained by Weber i typical of all

materials when the range of temperature
investigated is sufficiently largo.

By his development of the technique of low
temperature research Dewar VMH ablo to

pursue tho subject to wtill lower temperatures,
and the results for carbon obtained up to
1912 are shown graphically in /<%. L More
recent research by variouH inveHtigatorH
employing tho electrical method haw nhown
that the general form of tho atomic heat,

temperature curve closely romunbleH tho curve
of magnetisation of a ferromagnetic HubHtmieo
under a steadily increasing magnetic force,
with its very gradual beginning, itn Biilmoquenti
rapid rise, and itw final asymptotic approach
to a limiting value. A few typical curve* aw
shown ia Fig. 2, tho C,, eurvo being obtained
by calculation from Op and the value of

(1,,,

-
( !

ft
.

Phil. Mag, l7.r), Sor. 4, xliv, ii85,
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(2) TtiE QUANTUM THEORY EXPLANATION.
No satisfactory explanation of these facts

was forthcoming until the development of
the Quantum theory and its application to the

problem of specific heat by Einstein,
1 Nernst

and Lindeniann, 2
Debye,

3 and others.

These physicists developed formulae con

necting the specific heat of a solid at constant
volume with the gas constant R, the quantum
constant h, the frequency */, and the absolute

temperature T. Debye's formula involves a

quantity vm9 the maximum value of the

frequency which can occur.

In the formulae quoted below /3
is written

for the quantity 7i/R.

.For further details reference should be made
to the article "

Quantum," Vol. IV.

The specific heat formulae found are

>)}
In tho last expression v is written for vm for

simplicity.

Specific heat is measured at constant

pressure. Thus to compare with the theory
tho experimental results need correcting by
means of the formula

where a is the coefficient of cubical expansion,
e the coefficient of volumetric elasticity, w
tho atomic weight, p being the density.

5

(3) KXPKIUMMN'TAL TEST OF FORMULAE.
K. II'. Ch'ifHthH and Ezer Oriffiths G tested

the above formulae by means of their experi
mental data for tho metals over the range
120 0. aim. to 400" 0. aba.

They found that no one of the. formulae was

capable of representing exactly the experi
mental results over the entire range of

temperature, oveu when the values* of v were
choHim HO an to bring the calculated values of

tho atomic, heat into coincidence with the

experimental valuew at one temperature (about
125

U
(1. abs.).

1 Ann., tl. /V/,//,s\, 1907, xxii. 180-800.
a

licrllti. Fiitzu'nf/itbpr., 1011, p. 40-1.
:) Ann. tl. /V///K., 1912, xxxix. 789.
4 The MidorH 1*1., "N". & L, I), (l^noto JOinfltcin, Nornst

and Mndeinann, nnd Dobyo rcHi)o('.tivt
k

ly.
5 See "ThonmxlynamU'H," (-18).

Mill. Tram. lion. tfoe. A, 214,

The results are given in Table I.

TABLE 1

COMPARISON OP TUB EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH
THE FORMULAE OP EINSTEIN, NERNST AND
LlNDEMANN, AND

Column I. T, absolute temperature.

Column II. Cjj, from the smoothed curves through
experimental points.

Column III. Cj,s calculated value from Einstein's

formula (E.).

Column IV. Cj,, calculated value from Nernst
and Lindemann's formula (N. and L.).

Column V. Cj,, calculated value from Debye's
formula (D.).

The values of fiv are given at the top of the columns.
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TABLE 1 continued

Note. Cir was obtained by calculation from tho
formulae and the calculated value of C^, Cu added.

It will be observed that, generally, near the

boiling
- point of liquid hydrogen, about 30

abs., Einstein's formula gives values which
are too low; from Nerast and Lindemann's
the values are too Mgh ; while Debye's formula

gives values which are in fair agreement for

Al, Ag, Zn, and Pb, and, in the case of other

metals, it agrees with the experimental
values better than either Einstein's or Nernst
and Lindemann's. At liquid air temperatures
all three formulae give values which are too

iigh.

It is of but little use to calculate the appropriate
values of v from the elastic constants of the metals,
since these constants are considerably influenced

by the nature of the previous heat treatment and of

the temperature. But it might be remarked that
the values calculated from the elastic constants are
in accordance with those required by the atomic
heat results as shown by the data in Table II.

TABLE II

COMPARISON OF FREQUENCIES OBTAINED BY CAL
CULATION FEOM THE PHYSICAL CONSTANTS
WITH THE VALUES ASSUMED IN DEHYJB'S
FORMULA.

Frequencies x 10- 12

The abow comparison of tho frequencies H|IO\VH

that the values obtained from tho .specific luvit

equations are in fair agreement with (hone oak-uhU.od

from the elastic coiiHtants.

(4-)
APPLICATION OF DKBYK'H AND Kw-

STMN'S FORMULAE TO TIIW NON-MKTALH. -

Pure metals afford tho most reliable data for

testing heat theories, but
(
comparisons with

the available experimental data for complex
substances such as crystalline waits (NaOl,

KC1, KBr, AgOl) and diamond arc of groat
theoretical interest.

One difficulty in making Biich comparinous
is uncertainty in tho value of (-

2,
~(-

t, owing
to the lack of data concerning Iko cliiHlio

constants. As data wore not available for

calculating Qv
~~ 0^ from tho thormodynamieal

relationship,

Nernst and Lindomann 1 obtained approximate
values for CP ~CV by a diitcront procedure.

TABLB HE

VTA.

0-28

(KJO

O-J-I

Hfi

>!<>

17

'1,8

'ID

0-2fi

0-27

)-20

KM
)-3-l

)-l(>

43

()"1(J

<W

They based their method of calculation on
Gruncisen's observation that tho cotvttioitmt

nt ct Ictt quant
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of expansion is proportional to the atomic heat,
and obtained the approximate relationship

where A is a constant characteristic of the
substance which can be deduced from measure
ments of the compressibility and coefficient

of expansion made at one temperature.
It is possible to test the validity of this

formulae by comparing the data obtained
from it with those given by the thennodynam-
ical equation in the case of the metals Al, Ag,
Pb, and Cu (see Table TIL).

Nernst tested the formulae of Nernst and
Lindemann and of Debye on the data for

diamond, and Table IV. summarises the

comparison.

TABLE IV

Diamond /3y
= lS(X) for Debye's.
= 1940 for Nernst and Lindemann' s.

It will bo observed that Debye's formula

gives an approximate representation of the

experimental results. The Nernst and
Lmdenuinn formula gives values which are

too low between 88 and 92 abs. In the

case of Debye's the differences exceed the

probable error of experiment, the general
trend being for Debye's formula to give
values which arc too large at low temperatures
and too small at high temperatures. In fact

the decrease of atomic heat with decreasing

temperature is more rapid than that given

by JDebye'n formula. Mwald made experi
ments on the mean atomic heat of diamond
between 83-8 and 194-0 abs. and found the

value 0-2110, so that the total energy
difference between those temperatures is

23-35 calories ; the value calculated from

J)obye*H formula is 25-34-. Koref, employing
the copper calorimeter described in " Calori-

inotry, Electrical Methods," (13), found

the mean atomic heat of diamond between

193-8 and 270-0 to be 0-864, corresponding

to an energy difference of 65-8. Debye's
formula gives 61 -9 calories for this interval.

Polyatomic Substances. The metals and
diamond are regarded as monatomic struc

tures, whilst the molecules of graphite and

sulphur appear to be compounds of several

atoms since the atomic heat curve is for these

much less abruptly curved towards the tem

perature axis.

Nernst x has attempted to apply the formulae
of Debye and Einstein to polyatomic sub
stances such as KC1, Nad, etc. He assumes
the heat vibration to be of two types: first,

the vibration of the molecules as a whole in

exactly the same way as the atoms of a
monatomic body; and, second, the vibration

of each atom about its position of rest. The
vibrations of the atoms are interpreted as

giving rise to the
"
Reststrahlen

"
discovered

by Rubens. Since at low temperatures the
vibrations of the atoms become much more

regular, and accordingly the absorption bands
narrower and more pronounced, it is assumed
that Einstein's function applies to the atomic
vibrations.

Hence for the representation of the atomic
heat of the salts the expression is

in which Fls F2 are the functions of Deby6
and Einstein respectively, i/ x the frequency
calculated from the melting-point,

2 and vz
that found by Rubens by means of the optical
method, since these salts show one very sharp
infra-red absorption band.
For details of the comparison with experi

ment, reference should be made to the original

papers already referred to. E. G.

CALOBY or CALORIE :

The 15. The quantity of heat required
to raise one gramme of water through
1 C. at 15 C. See

"
Thermodynamics,"

(2) ;

"
Heat, Mechanical Equivalent of,"

(9)-

The 17 -5. For some purposes the range
from 15 C. to 20 C. is taken and the

calorie denned at 17 -5.

Gramme. One-hundredth part of the heat

required to warm one gramme of water
from the melting-point to the boiling-

point at a pressure of one atmosphere.
See also

"
Thermodynamics," (2) ;"

Heat, Mechanical Equivalent of," (9).

, Pound. A British unit of heat, being one-

hundredth of the amount of heat required
to raise one pound of water from the

1 Theory of the Solid State (London Univ. Press).
2 Lindemann, Physik Zettsch., 1910, xi. 609. Using

the hypothesis that the melting-point is determined
by' the fact that at tliis temperature the amplitudes
ot' the vibrations of the atoms around their positions
of rest become commensurate with the atomic
distances.
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melting
-
point to the boiling

-
point at

one atmosphere. See also
" Thermo

dynamics," (2).

CAMS," KINEMATICS OF. See " Kinematics of

Machinery," (6).

CAITAL WALLS AND EFFECT ON STREAM-LINES

OP MOVING SHIP. See
"
Ship Resistance and

Propulsion," (36).

CARBON DIOXIDE, LATENT HEAT OF VAPORISA

TION OF; determined by Matliias. See
" Latent Heat," (8).

CARBON MONOXIDE, SPECIFIC HEATS OF;

tabulated values obtained by Scheel and

Heuse. See
"
Calorimetry, Electrical

Methods of," (15), Table IX.

CARNOT'S CYCLE. See
"
Thermodynamics,"

(18), (40); "Engines, Thermody
namics of Internal Combustion," (5).

For a Perfect Gas. See
"
Engines, Thermo

dynamics of Internal Combustion," (5),

(6), (23) ;

"
Thermodynamics," (18).

For Steam. See "Steam Engine, Theory

of," (2).

CARPENTIER - HOSPITALIEB INDICATOR. See

"Pressure, Measurement of," (19).

CASCADE METHOD OF COOLING ;
introduced by

Pictet. See
"
Gases, Liquefaction of," (1).

CAST IRON. See "Elastic Constants, Deter

mination of."

Crashing Strength. (39).

Effect of Temperature on the Transverse

Strength. (37) (iL).

Tensile Strength. (38).

Testing Transverse Test. (37) (i.).

CATHODE RAY MANOMETER

SIR J. J. THOMSON suggested the use of Piezo

Electricity
* as a means of measuring sudden

pressures, and the method has recently been

worked out by Dr. D. A. Keys.
2

Crystals of

tourmaline are exposed to the action of the

pressure and the electrical charge acquired,
which is proportional to the pressure, is

measured by a special form of cathode ray

oscillograph.
The amount of the charge is measured by

the deflexion of a beam of cathode rays which

passes between two parallel condenser plates
which receive the charge separated on the
tourmaline crystals.

The beam is also deflected in a direction
at right angles to this electrostatic deflexion

by a magnetic field applied parallel to the
electrostatic field by means of an alternating
current of known frequency, giving a time

displacement, perpendicular to the electrostatic

displacement. The beam falls on a photo
graphic plate, thus a charge time record is

obtained, and since the charge is proportional
1 See article

"
Piczo Electricity," Vol. II.

* '* A Piezoelectric Method of measuring Explosive
Pressures." Phil. Mag,, 1921. xlii. 473.

to the pressure this is
equivalent^

to n pi-ensure

time record. The advantage of 1.1 ie method

lies in the fact that the inertia of the moving

part of the recorder, the beam of cathode rays,

is negligible.

The apparatus consists of two parts: (1)

the pressure vessel, and (2) the cathode ray

oscillograph.
The pressure vessel is shown in /'Vf/. 1. It

consisted in Dr. Keys' experiments of a brass

vessel AB, about (> in. in diameter and .1 Ji in.

deep closed by a J-in. stocl plate 11 K, hold

down by 12 bolts. Tho walls of the vowel

were J-
in. thick. A sparking plug JL timl a tap

N are fitted in the steel cover. 1)K in a thin

lead plato electrically connected to a eoppor
wire which passes through an inmilating plug
Gr in the side of the vessel.

Half of the tourmaline crystals, about 1 om.

in thickness, are attached by a little wax to

the bottom of the vessel, the other half aro

attached similarly to a Hteel plato HI. Tho

lead plato DE separates those two sots of

crystals, which are so arranged that all tho

i!i T.-j,-

positive faces arc in contact with tho l<wl

plato. There are 5 or (i crystals in oaoh layer,
the area of each crystal being about 12 sq, oin.

HI is fixed by steel screws to tho bottom of

the vessel. The lower part of tho vessel w
filled with vaseline to delay tho transfer to tho

crystals of the heat generated by tho explosion,
When pressure is applied above III, J)M

becomes positively charged and tho amount) of
the charge is proportional to tho pressure.

a

Tho insulated wire JBGF conveys tho olmrgo
to tho condenser of the oscillograph. This is

shown in Pig. 2. The cathodo rays wo
generated by tho iiuo tungsten iihtm'ont K

1

,

3
P. (.'uric, titum'H, p. 10.
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which is heated to incandescence by an 8-volt
accumulator. The cathode ray tube GG is

cemented into a brass sleeve BB which is

soldered into a brass cylinder CO the axis of
this cylinder is at right angles to the paper.
The rays enter the sleeve BB through a small
hole O, pass between the plates MN of a con
denser and then between the poles WW of the

electromagnet and fall on a

photographic plate X in the

cylinder CO. The plate slides

in a rectangular box within the

cylinder and can be moved from
outside. 1 A window Y in the

005 -01 -015 -02 -025 -03 -O35 -04
Time, Seconds

FIG. 3.

cylinder CC closed by a screen of willemite
allows visual observations to be made when
the plate is drawn aside and thus facilitates

adjustment. The electromagnet is excited by
an alternating current of known frequency,
thus tbo time scale is fixed. LL is a brass

guard tube :? in. in diameter. This guard tube
and one of the condenser plates N are con
nected to earth and to one pole of a direct

current generator supplying a constant poten
tial difference of from 3000 to 5000 volts.

The other pole of the generator is connected

through a special double-action key S to the

tungsten filament; the key also

serves to fare the explosive mix
ture. The second plate M of

tlio condenser is connected to

the lead plate of the pressure
w-G-

S--2 -

-O05 -O1 -015 -02 -025 -03 -O35
Time, Secondft

FIG. 4.

apparatus. On depressing the key S the

cathode potential supplied by the direct

current generator is first communicated to the

tubo ; a ftirthor motion of the key detonates

the charge. Tlio cathode rays arc deviated

in a direction at right angles to the paper
by the magnetic field, and until the charge
IH iipod trace a abort vertical lino on the

photographic plato. The electrification of the

condoniHor plate M due to the- pressure produces
a dofloxion of the rays in tlio plane of the paper

1 Sir T. J. Thomson, /??/,<? of Positive, Mcctricitu,
101, pp. 22-28, Longmans, Green & Co.

and thus the time-pressure curve is traced on
the plate. The displacement of the spot
depends on (1) the cathode potential and (2)
the potential difference produced by the

charge between the plates of the condenser

MN; the apparatus requires calibrating for

these. For the method of doing this reference

should be made to Dr. Keys' paper.
Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6, taken by permission from his

paper, give the results of some of his

experiments ;
the effect of the ad

dition of air in slowing down the

explosion of H
2 and shown in

Fig, 3 is very marked. With no

O -OO1 -002 -003 -011 -012 -O13 -014.015
Time, Seconds

FIG. 5.

air (curve I.) the maximum pressure of about
220 Ibs. per sq. in. is reached in less than 0-0002

seconds. With some 60 per cent of air in the

mixture (curve III.) the maximum pressure^
is reduced to less than 60 per cent of its former
value and the rise continues for about 0-003

seconds, or some fifteen times as long as

previously.
The curve A, Fig. 5, is a time-pressure

curve for the explosion of gun-cotton under sea

water; it gives the direct

j
1

"] wave, while curve B is due

.aoJ . to the wave reflected from
the bottom. Again in

"Fig. 6, the effect of alter-

1O 2O 30 4Q
Distance in Feat

FIG. G.

ing the distance of the charge from the pressure
vessel is shown.

CATHODE RAY OSCILLOGRAPH. See Vol. II.,
" Radio Frequency Measurements," (45).

CAVITATION. See
""

Ship Resistance and Pro

pulsion," (48).

CEMENT :

Artificial and Natural Hydraulic Cement,
Tests for Portland Cement. See

"
Elastic

Constants, Determination of," (155).

Characteristic Equations for Tensile Tests on
Cement and Mortar. See ibid. (157).

Setting Time. See ibid. (158)
CEMENT AND SAND (MORTAR) TENSION

TESTING. See
"
Elastic Constants, Deter

mination of," (156) (ii.).
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CEMENTING MATERIALS CLASSIFICATION. See
"
Elastic Constants, Determination of,"

(152).

CENTIGRADE SCALE OF TEMPERATURE : a

scale, used in all modem thermometrio

work, in which the numbers and 100 corre

spond respectively to the freezing- and

boiling-points of water, in each case at

pressure of one atmosphere. See
" Thermo-

metry," (2).

CENTRIFUGAL FLUID TACHEOMETERS : For

measuring number of revolutions per unit

time. See
"
Meters," (4), Vol. III.

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS. See
"
Air - pumps,"

(32) ;

"
Hydraulics," (38).

CHANNELS, HYDRAULIC FLOW IN, AND BEST

DIMENSIONS OF. See
"
Hydraulics," (27)

and (28).
" CHARACTERISTIC CURVE "

for geometrically
similar structures of which the corresponding

parts are made of the same material, and

Non-dirnensional Bases. See
"
Dynamical

Similarity, The Principles of," (44).

CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION OF STATE. See
"
Thermodynamics, Definition of," (56) ;

"
for Ideal Gas," (57).

CHARLES' LAW on the expansion of gases
under constant pressure states that

v and v being volumes at temperatures
and t 9 where a is approximately constant

(for the more permanent gases) and is called

the coefficient of expansion at constant

pressure ; it has nearly the same value for

all the more permanent gases. See
' c Thermal

Expansion," (14) (i); "Thermodynamics,"
(5); "Engines, Thermodynamics of In

ternal Combustion," (14).

CHATT-OCK: GAUGE. See
"
Pressure, Measure

ment of," (27).

CHEMICAL PUMPS. See "Air-pumps," (19).

CHEZY FORMULA FOR HYDRAULIC LOSSES IN

PIPES. See
"
Hydraulics," (25) (i.).

Practical form of same. See ibid. (25) (iii.).

CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS : For measuring
number of revolutions per unit time. See
"
Meters," (3), Vol. UL

CLAPEYRON'S EQUATION. See
" Thermo

dynamics," (41).

CLARK CELL, VALUE or E.M.F. OF. See
"
Mechanical Equivalent of Heat," (8).

See also Vol. II. ,

"
E.M.F., Standards of."

CLASS VARIABLE : a non-dimensional group
of terms connecting a class of problems
possessing certain geometrical and dynamical
similarities, the solutions of which are ex

pressible as functions of the class variable ;

if the problem can be expressed in terms of

a differential equation, the solution is sought
for as a power scries in the class variable.

See
"
Dynamical Similarity, The Principles

of," (49).

CLAUDE'S MODIFICATION OK HINDU'S

EOU LIQUEFACTION OF CASKS. Sec
"

I* anew,

Liquefaction of," (1).

CLAUSIUS' TIIBOKEM : an advance to\vardN

the explanation of tho departure of tho

behaviour of fluids from tho lawn of

perfect gases. Sco
" Thermal KjspunHion,"

CLEARANCE IN STEAM -ENGTNE (.YLINDIOHM.

Sco "Stoam Engine, Reciprocating," (2)

(viii.).

CLERK TWO-STROKE EJSGINJO. Roo
u
HnginoH,

Thermodynamics of Internal Combustion,"

(9), (34).

COAL CALOK1MMTKR

VARIOUS forms of apparatus have boon

devised for determining the calorific value

of coal. In practically all tho Holeotod Hamplo
of coal is burned

in oxygen ; tho pro
ducts of combustion

are passed into a

known quantity of

water at a known

temperature, and
the rise of tempera
ture is measured.

Fig. I is an illuw-

tration of the Roson-
hain calorimeter as

manufactured by
the Cambridge and
Paul Instrument
Company. Tho
instrument consists

of two parts, tho

calorimeter proper
containing tho water
and the combustion
chamber in which
tho sample is burned.

The combustion
chamber is formed of a glass lamp chimney
closed at tho top and bottom by metal clamp
ing plates, separated from tho glaw by rubber
washers and held together by clamping BcrowM
on three uprights fixed to tho lower plate ;

the wires connected to tho electric ignition

arrangement -pass through tho upper plaiio and
also a tube for the supply of oxygen. Tho
whole chamber is immorsod in the water of tho
calorimeter. An aperture in the plate in cloned

by a ball valve through whioh tho produotH of

combustion can issue into tho water, but wlnc.li

prevents the entry of water into tho oomlnw-
tion chamber. On the completion of tho

experiment tho valve in rained, allowing Homo
water to enter ; thin IH aftorwardw forced
out by the oxygen and mixed with tho rent of
the water, thus cnKiiring that tho calorimeter
and its contents are brought to one tempera
ture. To reduce tho radiation IOHHOH tho whole

Kiu.
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instrument is placed within a wooden case

with a glass window in one side.

Oxygen from a supply at suitable pressure
is passed through a coil of metal piping to

bring it to the temperature of the room and
then through a wash bottle fitted with a

thermometer; from this it enters the ignition
chamber ; the temperature of the water is read

and the coal ignited by connecting the ignition
device to a four-volt accumulator

; when the

ignition is complete the chamber is washed out

and the temperature again read. A knowledge
of the water equivalent of the calorimeter is

required, and this is most easily obtained by
carrying out an experiment with a sample
of known calorific value

;
if the temperature

range during this experiment is approxi

mately the same as that which occurs in the

ordinary use of the instrument, the correction

for radiation will be also covered. For
accurate work the radiation correction can

be found in the manner described in the

article on "
Fuel Calorimetry."

COEFFICIENT or PERFORMANCE OF A REFRIGER
ATING MACHINE is the ratio of the heat

taken in from the cold body to the work

spent in the compressor (in heat units). See
"
Refrigeration," (3).

COEFFICIENTS, PRESSURE- AND VOLUME-, OF

GASES. The constant (p l()Q
- ^ )/100p

= 1/T
is the

"
pressure-coefficient

"
of a gas at the

initial pressure stated.

The constant (v100
- w )/100v

= l/T
/
is the

" volume-coefficient "
of a gas at the pressure

stated. See
"
Temperature, Realisation of

Absolute Scale of," (18).

COEFFICIENTS OF VISCOSITY FOR FLUIDS,
EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF. See
"
Friction/' (3).

COLD STORES, REFRIGERATING MACHINES FOR,

See
u

Refrigeration,'
1

(4).

COLLODION" DIAPHRAGM GAUGE. See
"
Press

ure, Measurement of,
1 '

(23).

COMPOUND ENGINES. Sec "Steam Engine,

Rociprocatimr," (3).

COMPRESSIBILITY, EFFECT OF, ON THE MOTION
OF A BODY Tiuiomm A Viscous FLUID. See
"
Dynamical Similarity, The Principles of,"

(24)-

COMPRESSIBILITY OF FLUID, ISOTHERMAL AND
AniAiUTio. See

"
Thermodynamics," (f>5).

COMPULSION OF GAS CAUSES KEATING :

EXPLANATION ON MOLECULAR THEORY. See
"
Thermodynamics," (00).

COMPRESSION* MWMBBRS TN STRUCTURES. See
"
Structures, Strength of," (15).

COM PRESSOMETEKS : The Yalo, Wisconsin,

Ewing, Marten, and Unwin Instruments.

See
u

Elastic Constants, Determination of,"

(54).

COMPRESSORS, THEORY OF. See
"
Air-pumps,'

(!)-

CONCRETE :

Determination of Tensile Strength. See
"
Elastic Constants, Determination of,"

(137).

Determination of Transverse Strength. See

ibid. (139).

Effect of Vibration, Jigging, and Pressure on
the Strength. See ibid. (141).

CONDENSATION, HIGH-VACUUM. See
" Steam

Engine, Theory of," (8).

CONDENSATION OF SUPERSATURATED VAPOUR
AS INFLUENCED BY SURFACE TENSION. See
"
Thermodynamics," (54).

CONDENSER, STEAM-ENGINE. The use of a

separate condenser was one of great im

provements introduced by Watt. See
" Steam Engine, Theory of, (3) ;

" Steam

Engine, Reciprocating," (4).

CONDUCTIVITY :

Definition of Thermal. See
"
Heat, Con

duction of," (2).

Discussion of Methods of measuring Thermal.

See ibid. (9).

Relation of Thermal and Electrical. See

ibid. (10) (i.).

Values of Thermal, for Solids, Liquids, and
Gases. See ibid. Tables I. to V.

CONDUCTORS OF HEAT :

Medium, Methods of measuring Thermal

Conductivity of. Cylindrical Method
Wall Method. See

"
Heat, Conduction

of," (4).

Medium, Values of Thermal Conductivity of.

See ibid. Table II.

Poor, Methods of measuring Thermal Con

ductivity of. Spherical Shell Method

Cylindrical Shell Method Wall Method.

See ibid. (3) (i.), (ii.), and (iii).

Poor, Values of Thermal Conductivity of.

See ibid. Table I.

CONSERVATION OF ENERGY :

Mayer's Enunciation of Law of. See
"
Mechanical Equivalent of Heat," (1).

Joule's Experiments on. See ibid. (2).

CONSERVATIVE SYSTEMS OF FORCES. When
the total work done by any system of forces

during a series of displacements which

bring the bodies acted on back to their

original configuration is zero, the system
is said to be a conservative one.

CONSTANT PRESSURE CYCLE, INTERNAL COM
BUSTION ENGINES. See

"
Engines, Ther

modynamics of Internal Combustion,"

(29).

CONSTANT VOLUME CYCLE, INTERNAL COM
BUSTION ENGINES. See

"
Engines, Ther

modynamics of Internal Combustion,"

(32).

CONSTANTINESCO SYSTEM OF POWER, TRANS
MISSION BY WAVE MOTION. See
"
Hydraulics," (66),

CONTINUOUS BEAMS. See
"
Structures,

Strength of," (11)
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CONTRACTION OF AREA AT FRACTURE. See
tfc

Elastic Constants, Determination of,"

(18).

CONVECTION OF HEAT :

Forced. See
"
Heat, Convection of," (1),

(2), and (3).

From Fine Wires and Cylinders. See ibid.

(2) (ii) and (4) (iv.).

Natural. See ibid. (1), (4), and (5).

CooLiNa CORRECTION, METHOD OP CALCULAT

ING, IN METHOD OF MIXTURES : Rumford's

Procedure Rowland's Method. See
"
Calorirnetry, Method of Mixtures," (7).

COOLING OF BODY IN QUIESCENT GAS, RATE
OF ;

considered by the method of dimensions.

See
u
Dynamical Similarity, The Principles

of," (28).

COOLING OF MOVING BODY IN A GAS, RATE OF ;

considered by the method of dimensions.

See
"
Dynamical Similarity, The Principles

of," (30).

COPPER, ATOMIC HEAT OF, AT Low TEMPERA
TURES ;

Nernst's values for, tabulated. See
"
Calorimetry, Electrical Methods of,'

1

(11),

Table VI.

COPPER AND CUPROUS OXIDE, EMISSIVITY

OF ; determined by optical pyrometer. See

"Pyrometry, Optical," (19).

COPPER, SOLID AND MOLTEN, EMISSIVITY

OF ; determined by optical pyrometer. See
"
Pyrometry, Optical," (21).

COPPER, SPECIFIC HEAT OF :

At Various Temperatures ; tabulated, with

the Atomic Heat. See
"
Calorimetry,

Electrical Methods of," (10), Table V.,

(12), Table VIII.

Studied by Harper over the range 15 to

50 C. See ibid. (12).

CORLISS VALVES FOR STEAM ENGINES. Soo
" Steam Engine, Reciprocating," (5) (i.).

CORNISH ENGINE. See " Steam Engine,

Reciprocating," (13).

CORRESPONDING STATES, VAN DER WAALS'
THEOREM OF. See

"
Thermodynamics,"

(60) ;

" Thermal Expansion," (20).

COUNTER INSTRUMENTS: For

number of revolutions per unit time. Woo

"Meters," (1), Vol. III.

CRANES, HYDRAULIC. Sec
u
HydruuIias," (fi<)).

CRANK EFFORT DIAGRAMS. See
vt Kinematic

of Machinery," (8).

CRITICAL CONSTANTS FOR VARIOUS FLIT ins,

EXPERIMENTAL VALUES jrou. See
kt Thermal

Expansion," (30).

CRITICAL POINT, TEMPERATURE AND PUMSH-

URE, DEFINITIONS OF. Soo
" Thermo

dynamics," (37).

For Calculation of Critical Data from Van dor

Waals' Equation, see also (f>9) and (<><)).

CRITICAL PRESSURE, RKPUKHURATION ABOVIO

THE. Soo
"
Refrigeration," (2), AY</. 7-

CRITICAL TEMPERATURE. Tlie temperature to

which a gas must be cooled before ii eau bo

liquefied by pressure. If above ihe erit.ical

temperature it cannot bo liquefied. Soo
"
Thermodynamics," (,'W), (.(2) ;

u
Liquo-

faction of (Uses."

CROSBY INDICATOR. See
"

ProHsuro, Mea.sure-

mcnt of," (18) (ii).

CRUSHER GAUGES. See
"

ProHHuro, Meiwwre-

mcnt of," (14).

CRYSTALS, NON - TSOTROPKI, EXPANSION OK.

Seo
" Thermal Expansion," (8), (0).

Thermal Conductivity of. See
u
Heat, ( 'on-

duction of," (l>).

CURRENT METERS. See
"
Hydrauluiw," (12).

Calibration of Current Meters, IhhL (13).

CUT-OFF. The point of the Miroke ut wliit'.h

tho supply of stoatn to an engine eylindor
ceases is cublled the

u
i)oint of eut-olT." S<("

"Steam Engine, HccipnH'M-iing,'" (

k

2) (iv.).

CYCLE OF OPERATIONS iron INTMUNAL COM-
BUSTioN" KNOINES. Ho<^

""

l^u^inoN, ludonial

Combustion," (2);
u

MngineH, Thenno-

dynamics of Internal ('OinhtiHiion^ (iJ!),

(28) ;

"
ThertnodyuainicH," (8).

CycLoroAL TKWTIF. Htu
u
Kinemaiiew of

Machinery," (9).

OruNDiijRH, STUKK<JTK OF. Soo u
Si

Strength of," (31).

DAIMLER-LANCHESTER WORM GEAR TESTING
MACHINE. See "Dynamometers," (C) (i.).

DALTOK'S LAW OF PARTIAL PRESSURES
IN GASEOUS MIXTURES. See

" Thermo-

djTiamics," (62). For proof of Dalton's
law on the molecular theory of gases see

also (06).

DAMPED HARMONIC MOTION. If the dis

placement of a point from its equilibrium
position is given by an expression of the
form ae-vt Rin(nt + e) the motion is said

to be damped harmonic motion.

DAY, CLEMENT, AND SOSMAN, 1908-1912
;

comparison of gas-thermometer with second

ary standards of temperature in ntii^o fiOO"

to 1000. See "Temperatures ItoaliHatiou

of Absolute Scale of," (JJO) (xiv.).

DEELEY'S KXPIOKIMENTH ON Kiau
Tables. See

"
JMction," (28).

DEFLECTION OF BEAMH. fiec^
"

Strength of," (9).

DEFLECTION DTAORAM FOTI A FH,AME. He<^
"
Structures, Strength of," (2-t),

DEGREE OF FREEDOM, DEFINITION oi\ Se-c*
"
Kinematics of Machinery," (2),

DEOREE OF FREEDOM, KQUIPAIITITION OP
ENERGY AMONCJST EACTir. See "Thormo-
dynamics," (0(>),
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DENSITY OF SOLID, compared Math that of

liquid, for various substances, tabulated.
See

" Thermal Expansion," (31).
DEVELOPED AREA or A SCREW-PROPELLER is

the sum of the actual areas of the blades

irrespective of shape. See
"
Ship Resistance

and Propulsion," (41).

DEVILLE AND TROOST, 1857, used iodine in a
bulb of porcelain to compare gas-thermo
meters with secondary standards of tem
perature in the range 500 to 1600. See
"
Temperature, Realisation of Absolute

Scale of," (39) (iii.).

DIAPHRAGM PRESSURE GAUGE. See
"
Pressure,

Measurement of," (21).
DIESEL ENGINE. See "Engines, Thermo
dynamics of Internal Combustion," (31)
and (0) ;

"
Engines, Internal Combustion,"

1(15) seq.

DIETERICI, EXPERIMENTS OF, in determination
of Latent Heat of Steam. See

" Latent

Heat," (1) (ii.).

DIFFERENTIAL PULLEY BLOCK WESTON'S
PRINCIPLE. See

"
Mechanical Powers,"

(2) (ii.)-

DIFFUSION, INCREASE OF ENTBOPY DUE TO.

See
"
Thermodynamics," (62).

DIFFUSION PUMPS. See
u
Air-pumps," (41).

Gacde's. See
"
Air-pumps," (42).

DIFFUSIVITY :

DejQnition of Thermal. Sco
"
Heat, Con

duction of," (2) (ii.) and (12).

Thermal, of Soil. See ibid. (12) (i.),

Table VI.

Thermal, of Various Substances. See

ibid. Table VII.

DIMENSIONAL FORMULA OF A PHYSICAL

QUANTITY. An expression showing which
of tho fundamental units enter into the unit

of the quantity, with their dimensions, e.g.

F being the unit of force, M, L, T those of

masH, length, and time.

DIMENSIONS OF ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC

QUANTITIES: ELECTROSTATICS. See "Dyna
mical Similarity, Tho Principles of," (35).

DIMENSIONS, HOMOGENEITY OP, IN A PHYSICAL

EQUATION : the fundamental principle that

all tho terms in any equation having a

physical significance must necessarily have

identical dimensions. See
"
Dynamical

Similarity, Tho Principles of," (5).

Disc, TuKoiiY OF THIS SECTORED, used in

radiation pyromotry to cut clown the radia

tion by a definite fraction so that the samo

galvanometer deflection is obtained for two

different temperatures of tho radiator. See
u
Pyromctry, Total Radiation," (5).

DISC-AREA RATIO OF A SCREW-PROPELLER is

tho ratio of the sum of the actual areas of

the blades (i.e. the developed area) to the

area swept out by the tips of the blades.

See "
Ship Resistance and Propulsion,"

(41) and (44).

DISPLACEMENT DIAGRAMS FOR POINTS IN
A MECHANISM. See

"
Kinematics of

Machinery," (4).

DoBBiE-MclNNES INDICATOR. See
"
Pressure,

Measurement of," (18) (iii.).

DOUBLE - ACTING ENGINE. See " Steam

Engine, Reciprocating," (2).

DRIFTING TEST OF METALS. See " Elastic

Constants, Determination of," (34).

DROP TEST OF TYRES. See "Elastic Con

stants, Determination of," (36).

DROP VALVES FOR STEAM ENGINES. See
" Steam Engine, Reciprocating," (5) (ii.).

DUCTILITY, WORKSHOP TEST FOR. See
"
Elastic Constants, Determination of,"

(14).

DYNAMICAL EQUATIONS IN TERMS OF DIS

PLACEMENT, FOR AN ELECTRIC SOLID. See
"
Elasticity, Theory of," (7).

DYNAMICAL EQUATIONS IN TERMS OF STRESS,
FOR AN ELASTIC SOLID. See

"
Elasticity,

Theory of," (6).

DYNAMICAL SIMILARITY, THE
PRINCIPLES OF

I. GENERAL PRINCIPLES

(1) GENERAL. Scientific research concerns

itself with the discovery and expressions of

laws as exact relations between physical

quantities of different kinds. Involved in

the expression for the magnitude of any such

quantity are two conceptions the nature or

kind of unit in terms of which it is represented,
and the magnitude or number of times the

unit occurs in the physical quantity considered.

Thus, in the statement that the earth's

diameter is 8000 miles, there is implied the

nature of the fundamental unit (mile) in terms

of which the diameter is measured, and the

number (8000) of these units which are present
in the physical quantity. If the whole function

of scientific research consisted in a compari
son of quantities of the same kind then the

desiderata in the selection of a unit could

be easily defined, and would merely involve

such considerations as definiteness, non-

susceptibility to secular change, and capability
of accurate comparison with the quantities to

be expressed in terms of it. Since, however,
research in its wider sweep investigates and

expresses relations between quantities of such

different kinds as forces, temperatures,

magnetic moments, etc., it follows that, for

simplicity and clearness, not merely must

these units be selected to satisfy the above

requirements, but only such units must be

accepted as express all the quantities con

cerned in the simplest manner possible in

terms of the minimum number of independent
units.

Q
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(2) SPACE UNITS. For mere geometrical

relations which are expressions of space truths

involving lengths, areas, and volumes, it is

clear that only one independent unit is

required, which, apart from convenience and

form, may arbitrarily be selected as the

unit of length, of area, or of volume. If,

for example, V, the unit of volume, bo taken

as the standard dimension, then since the

product of three lengths provides a volume,

the dimensions of length would be V&, and

that of area V*. It is obvious that the
"
clearest and, to us, the simplest expressions

will be obtained by choosing as our standard

unit a length L, giving as dimensions of area

L2 and volume IA

(3) KINEMATIC UNITS. Passing to laws

involving kinematic considerations it becomes

at once clear that a new unit must be intro

duced to provide a measure of motion, a

change in length with time ; and once more

the simplest mode of representation is arrived

at by choosing, not a unit for speed or accelera

tion, and hence expressing the fundamental

idea of time in a more or less complicated form,

but by selecting a unit for time, say T. Speeds
and accelerations are then at once seen to

have the dimensions L/T and L/T
a
respectively.

(4) DYNAMICAL UNITS. But the two
units of length and time are not in themselves

sufficient to specify quantities which arise im

mediately we enter the domain of dynamics.
At the basis of this section of analysis lies the

fundamental idea of force and its representa
tions in terms of mass and acceleration.

Before a full expression for the dimensions of

dynamical quantities can therefore be set out,

either a new unit of force must be introduced

in terms of which, by Newton's Second Law,
the dimension of mass could be expressed, or

a unit of mass must be presumed and the

dimensions of dynamical quantities derived

from it. Once more for reasons of simplicity
we choose the latter. Accordingly, writing
M as the dimension of the mass unit, the

following table of quantities and their dimen
sional representation may be drawn up :

Quantity. Dimension.

Length . . L
Time . . . T
Mass . . . M
Linear speed. LT" 1

Angular speed T" 1

Acceleration . LT" 3

Momentum . MLT' 1

Quantity. Dimension.

Force ...
Kinetic energy

Impulse . .

Work ....
Moment of force . ML-T" 2

Moment of Inertia ML2

Density . . . ML' 3

ML2T" a

MLT' 1

ML2T- a

(5) HOMOGENEITY OF DIMENSIONS IN A
PHYSICAL EQUATION. Since the mathematical
formulation of any physical law is a statement
of equality or relationship between physical
quantities necessarily of Jikc nature, since
indeed a force cannot be added to a mass
but only to another force, nor a temperature

equated to an electric, charge but only to

another temperature, it follows that all the

terms in any equation having a physical

significance must necessarily have identical

dimensions. In the expression for the velocity

acquired by a particle in vacua dropped from
rest under gravity, for example,

?;
a = k

2t/h,

the dimensions of tho left-hand side arc

(LT-
l
)

a =:LaT- a
,

while on tho right-hand side 11 icy arc

LT- 2 xL^LaT- 2
,

the constant being of course non - dimen
sional. This fundamental principle serveH not

merely as a cheek on the intelligibility of any
formula derived either on experimental or on
theoretical grounds, but can be turned to

much greater advantage by providing a priori
information regarding the form whieh tho

result of any investigation ought to take. .It;

will become apparent as the subject develops
that there exists horo a potent- weapon for a

preliminary analysis of any proposed problem.
Particularly is this true in tho realms of

, physios and engineering.
The method that may bo adopted will

become apparent from a few .simple dynamical
illustrations. Lot us assume that tho time of

oscillation of a pendulum in wwuo is the prob
lem for analysis, in order to determine how
the period depends on the length of the sus

pension, tho mass of the pendulum hob, and
tho value of gravity. Without a preliminary
analysis along the present lines, and failing a

complete mathematical investigation, it would

appear at first sight that a complete experi
mental study of tho problem would involve a
threefold series of experiments corresponding
to variations in length of suspension, mass
of bob, and gravity. Consider tho phynieal
factors upon which the period might posnibly
bo dependent. They are, muss of bob ;//,

length of suspension I, value of gravity ,(/,
tho

form of attachment possibly, and the shapo
of tho bob. Tho last two factors may or may
not enter, but in any case it is not elear how
they can be directly introduced by any single
convenient symbol. Lot us assume then that
in all the experiments these aro invariant, and
therefore from our a priori knowledge we aHirm

where / represents tho function which requires
determination. Let UH suppose this expanded
in a power series in M, /, and

r/, so that

t^AmWg*, where tho terms A an! oormtantH
independent of w/, /, and g and functunw only
of the shape of the bob. This rmieh, however,
wo can affirm, that each term in the expression
must of necessity represent) a quantity of the
nature of time, and must therefore have tho
same dimensions as &
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Now the dimensions of

mx
lvg

z are M*L^(LT-
2
)
s :=MaLv+*T- 2;s

,

and equating these to the dimensions of t we
find

V* = cV ('
\l

Hence

where c is some unknown constant. A pre

liminary analysis of the problem has now re

duced the necessity for a threefold set of

experiments to one experiment, and one only,
to determine the value of c. We have shown
in fact that there are not in reality three

variables m, ?, and g in the problem, but one

single variable t\/(g/l) which groups together
a whole system of experiments as essentially
of the same type. What then is the common
principle that runs through the problems of

the times of oscillations of pendula of different

lengths under different values of g, that it

should be possible to group them together ?

What is the physical or dynamical significance
of this grouping ?

(G) DYNAMICAL SIMILARITY. In the fore

going analysis we might equally well have
taken t to represent the time taken for the

pendulum, to swing out to a given angle a,

then tf~c\/(7/(7), where c is now constant,

when a is constant. It follows at once that

if two pendula of lengths ^ and Z
2 , at different

points on the earth's surface such that

gravity is gt and <72 respectively, are allowed

to swing, then at all times ^ and t% such that

fiL *J(tilth) "^2 ^(//2/y* the pendula will be dis

placed by equal angles. A series of photo

graphs on plates of the same size taken of all

mich pendnla at any such scries of correspond

ing times will bo identical The geometrical

configuration for all such corresponding times

are similar. Synto.ms in motion which can thus

be grouped together quite generally as pass

ing through geometrically identical phases for

equal values of a non-dimensional grouping of

corresponding quantities in the above case

for equal values evidently of t*J(ull) are said

to poHBOHH dynamical similarity.

(7) APPLICATION TO PARTICLE DYNAMICS.
Consider a further example from particle

dynamics. A particle of unit mass is pro

jected with velocity V in a field of force such

that tho acceleration at any point (x, y) is

A(a?, ?/), what information relative to the dis

tance traversed after any time is supplied by
tho method of dimensions ? For this purpose
lot us write A(x, y)~a. a(x, y), where a is the

actual acceleration at some special point, say
tho point of projection and a(x, y} is the func

tion giving, as it were, the law of distribution

of acceleration. Under these circumstances

since both A(x, y) and a are accelerations,

a(x, y} must be of zero dimensions. Restricting
ourselves then to a series of problems for

which this law of distribution remains un

changed although the magnitude of the accel

eration at any point may vary i.e. the function
a remains -unaffected, but a varies from

problem to problem we may say that S, the
distance traversed after any time t, is a function
of V, the velocity of projection, a the measure
of the acceleration, and t the time, i.e.

S=/(V, a, t).

Writing as before

S =SAVW,
and equating dimensions, we find

(L) l

(T)

Since y is quite arbitrary and may have any
value whatsoever while still satisfying the
dimensional conditions, this implies that

where F represents an arbitrary function. The
particular case of constant acceleration along
the direction of motion giving the well-known
formula

is readily seen to be of this form, for it may be
written

(8) NON-DIMENSIONAL VARIABLES. It

should be particularly remarked that the

problem has reduced itself to the determination

of the relation between two non-dimensional

groups of terms S/V and a/V, the functional

relation between the two depending purely on
the geometrical conditions of the problem and
in nowise on the dynamical principles in

volved. In the same way the case of the

oscillating pendulum was reduced to the deter

mination of the value of the single non-

dimensional group of terms, t\f(g/l) as a mere
number.
In general, it will be seen that for dynamical

problems, at most three equations can be

obtained from the dimensions of mass, length,
and time, although there may be less if any
of these be absent. In general, therefore, if

there are n quantities upon which the whole

functional relation depends, the indices of

three of these quantities can be expressed in

terms of the others, and there will be left a

relation between n-B non-dimensional groups
of terms.

(9) APPLICATION TO PLANETARY THEORY.
As a further example of a slightly different
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nature showing the insight here provided into

a problem without actually analysing in detail

the dynamical conditions, consider what may
be deduced from Newton's Gravitational Law,

regarding the periodic times of planets.

The attractive force between two planets of masses

% andmz at distance r apart is, according to Newton,

Accordingly the dimensions 1 of k, a gravitational

constant, are

[ft] =[F] x ~r- 1 -m
z
m2J

If d-be the major axis of the orbit of a planet of mass

E moving round a central sun S, then T, the periodic

time of the motion, can depend only on d, E, S, and k,

_.. r=sf(d, E, S, )=2A<f
zE"Sz&u,

Hence equating like dimensions

*= J,

From which Kepler's Third -Planetary Law
follows immediately, that the square of the

periodic time is proportional to the cube of

the major axis of the orbit.

But it is not in the field of pure dynamics
that the method here developed receives its

most fruitful applications. In almost all

branches of physics a preliminary analysis of

any problem that requires investigation, pro
vides an. insight into the main factors which
are at work, and thus generally indicates the

direction in which the research should be

developed.
In aerodynamics and aero-engineering, for

example, we are concerned with the laws of

air resistance to bodies of various shapes, and
with the rates at which heated bodies such
as radiators, etc., will cool in a current of

air. Especially during recent years have
innumerable problems of this nature arisen

which, because of the complex and intricate

mathematical expressions for the physical
laws involved, have not yet yielded to

theoretical analysis. On the experimental
side, however, a considerable amount of work
has been carried out, frequently without

according the results the full interpretation
that might have been given them from the

present standpoint. It will become evident
that only by an analysis along the lines

1 It will be convenient to write symbolically in
future Dimensions of x =[>].

developed here can tho full and most reason

able interpretation for any such work bo

obtained.

(10) ArrLiCATroN' TO TIIFJ Momm OK

FLUIDS. In dealing with tho motion of fluids

it is necessary, in tho first instance, to not out

in detail the defining properties of that medium,

quite apart from any theories regard ing tho

molecular constitution of tho fluidliquid or

gas. In the selection of such definitive pro

perties, then, we are only concerned with

those that are called into notion under tho

circumstances contemplated in tho problem.

It suffices accordingly to define any fluid as

dense, viscous, and elastic in the first instance,

omitting for tho moment those properties

that become evident on tho application of

heat. Other properties may make' themselves

apparent in special oircximstanoos, whilst oven

some of those enumerated above may in other

circumstances become of little consequence.

If we are concerned, for example, with the

dripping of liquid from a tubo, tho ohvstio

properties of the fluid may he omitted, its

viscosity may oven play only a minor part.,

while surface tension enters as an important
factor since tho problem is clearly a fleetod

by the nature of the conditions at tho surface

between tho liquid and tho air.

As far as all those proportion are concerned

it is possible to express their measure, as

in the case of purely dynamical quantities,

in terms of tho throe fundamental units of

mass, length, and time, from the mere defini

tion of the physical properties they are intended

to represent.

Viscosity, for example, is introduced through
tho coefficient of viscosity /*,

defined by :

ft
= viscous force per unit area per unit velocity

gradient ;
from which it follows thai* the

dimensions of
//,

are

[^]
= [Forco']/[Aroa] x [Velocity gradient]

= (MLT- a
)/(L) x (T-

1

)
-. M Ir'T

- A
.

As already indicated, density (p) him dimen
sions ML" 3

. Surface tension (S), defined aw a

force per unit length of a curve, has therefore

dimensions

(11) SUUFAOID TMNHION. AH an illustra

tion of tho use of those expressions, consider

the question of determining tho HIHO of the

drops of liquid which fall from a tubo of

given diameter when tho liquid is allowed to

flow slowly down the tubo under tho influence

of gravity and capillary force. On general
physical grounds on the basis of our

experience in fact wo assume initially that/

tbe mass of tho drops will depend on tho,

value of the surface tension between the liquid
and the air, on the density of the liquid, and
possibly on its viscosity ;

and an far aw at)
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initial scrutiny of the question is concerned,
those would appear to be the only properties
of the fluid that ought to enter. On general
grounds, moreover, we are aware that for slow
motions viscosity plays a very minor part,
and since in the present instance the motion
is essentially slow since the fluid is only
dripping, viscosity might legitimately be
omitted from the discussion, but whether or
not this is justifiable is of course definitely
a question of experiment. The only other
factor that would enter then is the size and

shape of the tube. Let the diameter be d,

but the shape cannot be introduced by any
definite symbol.

Let the mass of each drop M be presumed a function

of S the surface tension, p the density, g gravity, and d.

.'. M=/(S, p, g, d}.

Talcing as a typical term in the expansion of this

function ASx
p
v
g
zdu .t and writing it dimensional!y, we

find

Hence equating powers of like dimensions

.'. x= l y, z= 1+y,

The typical term is thus :

A&-vpvff
-i+v&+**-A^

9

From this simple analysis it can consequently
bo deduced that the problem under discussion

must be regarded as the determination of the

law of variation of the non-dimensional group
Mg/Sd with the non-dimensional group
S/gpd

z
,
and that since the form of the ap

parently arbitrary function
<j>

can depend on

nothing but the shape of the tube, the curve

obtained by plotting Mg/Bd against S/gpd
z

will be characteristic of that shape of tube

and quite independent of the actual values

of S, d, p) etc. Actually, it has been found

by experiment that M the mass of the drops
is proportional to d tho diameter of the tube

(Tatc's Law). If we now therefore examine

the function (Sd/<7)0(S/{7/>d
2
), it is clear that

unless the function be a mere constant

M cannot possibly bo proportional to d, and

consequently on the basis of one set of in

vestigations during which d alone is varied,

while S, p, etc. arc maintained constant, it

can be deduced that when all the quantities

are varied

whore the constant A may be determined

from one experiment.
In the same way, if the drop of liquid be

set in vibration, the frequency n will depend on

g, p, d, and S as before, from which, noting
that [/?] is T- 1

, it can easily be shown that

(12) VIBRATIONS OF A GRAVITATING LIQUID
GLOBE. A globe of liquid, such as a planet
in a fluid state, is held together by its own
gravity, and is set into a state of vibration

by some external disturbance. What informa
tion regarding the frequency of vibration in

any of its modes can be derived by the

Dimensional Method ?

The frequency will clearly depend on p the

density, d the diameter of the sphere, and &
the gravitational constant, assuming that
surface tension and viscosity are without
influence on the question. Accordingly

=/(/>, d, &)=SAp^K
The dimensional expressions for each of the

quantities d and k are known and have already
been used. Inserting these it follows at once

that, a; = z =
; y = 0.

Hence n<x \!(pk],

and it appears that the frequency is in

dependent of the diameter of the sphere and

proportional to the square root of the density.

(13) VELOCITY OF WAVES. By a similar

process of reasoning it is easy to establish

the formulae for the wave velocity in the case

of heavy gravity waves in deep sea, v z
ccg\

where X is the wave-length, and w2
o=S/X/> for

small surface-tension waves.
A clear insight into the principles of

Similitude that lie at the basis of this method
is best afforded by a general treatment of the

motion of a viscous fluid, correlating many
apparently diverse phenomena, and laying
them clear as natural consequences of the

operation of the general principle of Dynamical
Similarity.

(14) MOTION OF A BODY nr A Viscous
FLUID. Let it be supposed that a body or

system of bodies of given geometrical shape,
and size specified by the length I of some

portion of the system, is moving with velocity
V in a fluid of density p and kinematic viscosity

v(=fjl/p), and for the moment it will be

presumed that the fluid is inelastic. As a
matter of actual experiment it is found that

not until the velocity approaches that of

sound waves in the medium do its elastic

properties make themselves apparent. Then
the velocity v at some point of the fluid

geometrically fixed with reference to the body
may quite generally be written as

*>=0i(V, p, v, I),

while the slope 6 of the stream line at that

Applying the principle of Homogeneity of

Dimensions and remembering that 6, the
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slope, is of zero dimensions being a mere

number, it is found that

The second equation indicates that the shape
of the stream lines and the direction of motion

at any time depend only on the value of the

non-dimensional group Vljv, an-d n t on the

separate constituents of that group. The

magnitude of the velocity likewise depends
on Vl/r and on V alone. We see in fact that

provided a system of bodies are all geometric

ally similar, their sizes being different, the

systems of stream lines generated are likewise

similar, provided Vl/v is maintained constant

throughout the system.

(15) REYNOLDS' NUMBER. As a matter

of actual experiment Reynolds,
1
by a brilliant

series of investigations, demonstrated that

the whole process which takes place during
the motion of a fluid does not depend alone

on any of the single quantities V, 1
9 v, but

on the group ; moreover that for any given

problem in his case the flow of fluid through
circular pipes Vl/v is a critical variable,

which when it attains a certain value corre

sponds to a more or less rapid change from

one state of flow to another, from the steady
so-called stream-line flow to the sinuous and
turbulent state of eddy formation. Let us

suppose then that eddying has originated,
that is to say that the fluid on its passage past
the obstacle forms in the neighbourhood of the

sides of the latter a system of eddies which
are shed periodically.

(16) FREQUENCY OF EDDY FORMATION.
Let n be the frequency of these eddies, then

clearly it can only be a function of V, Z, v, and

p apart from the geometrical shape of the

obstacles.

.-. =/(V, I, v, p).

Remembering that the dimension of n is T" 1

and applying the method of this article, we
easily find

>=!'(?)

indicating once more that if Vl/v is maintained
constant for a series of similarly shaped bodies,
for such a system

V V' *

Hence for a given value of Vl/v, and a given
fluid so that v is also constant, the frequency
is proportional to the square of the velocity
or inversely as the square of the size.

(17) DYNAMICAL SIMILARITY IN THE
MOTION OF A Viscous FLUID. What this

1 Phil. Trans, clxxiv, 935 ; Collected Works, ii. 51,

implies may be summarised by Haying tlmt

if a series of bodies all of the same geometrical

shape be moving in a system of fluids, viscosities

v
lt

z/
2 ,

. . . with velocities V
t , V,, . . . then

provided Vl/v is maintained constant, photo

graphs of the flow pattern taken on cinemato

graph films of the same size \\ill all be identical

as far as the consecutive geometrical eonlitfum-

tions of the stream lines and eddying ayntoms
are concerned.

The rates at which the processes unfold

themselves will, however, be dilTerent, being in

fact determined by the expressions for the fre

quency n, but clearly if the photographs be

compared at corresponding times as indicated

above, the pictures will bo identical. Wo see

in fact that the condition, Vl/v constant,

involves for geometrical similarity of bound

aries, physical similarity in the motions.

This idea has been seized upon and used to

great advantage in aerodynamical awl naval

architectural analysis, for, as will bo immedi

ately seen, it provides the basis for the analysis
of full-scale problems in aeroplane, aiwhip,
and naval construction, by moans of touts on

models.

(18) RELATION BMTWEMN KXIMIRIMMNTH

ON MODEL AND ON FULL HOALN. - -Such

analysis, in general, centres itself round (.ho

question of how, from measurements of (die

forces originated during the motion of the

model, to predict the corresponding lorees

that will bo called into play during tlio motion

of a full-scale machine or part.

The details of this will be given in another

section
(

u
Aeronautics Soiilo-olToot

11

),

1 hut for

the purposes of the present article \vo may
note the main principles at work. If R
resistance of a body of dimension / in its

motion through fluid of density/* and viscouity /'

with velocity V, wo may say that H /(/>, V, /, '),

and applying again the method of the present'

article we easily determine R in the form

(19) NON - WMIONHIONAL RUSJHTA N< IK CO
EFFICIENT. Stating the law of resistance in

the manner that has boon followed in previous

analysis as a relation between two MOM-

dimensional groups of terms,

indicating that the question of the forces re

sisting a body in its motion through a viscous
fluid is most properly represented as a curve

showing the variation of the
u
resistance co

efficient
"

(non-dimensional) R//>V
a
/
a as ordi-

nate, against Reynolds' non-dimensional
number Vl/v, as a base.

(20) OltARACJTMRISTKJ ( JURVK. - Nlioll ft

curve will bo characteristic of that shape of
1 Hoc Vol. TV,
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body, but will.be absolutely independent of

the "scale
"

of the problem and of the con
sistent set of units in terms of which the

various factors are expressed. If therefore

by experiment on a model of an airship,

aeroplane, or any portion of it, values of the

resistance coefficient can be obtained for a

sufficiently wide range of the single variable

Vl/v the same resistance derivative will be

valid for the full scale at the same value of

Vl/v. In actual practice it is extremely
difficult, except in rare cases, to attain a

sufficiently wide range of this quantity, and
methods of extrapolation supported by full-

scale experiments have to be resorted to. 1

Fortunately, extrapolation is greatly simpli
fied in practice by the fact that for increasing
values of Vl/v, the resistance tends to increase

steadily as the square of the speed, so that

R//>V
2
Z
2
, and consequently f(Vl/v), tends to

become constant.

(21) FORCES DURING ACCELERATED
MOTION. In the above discussion we have

merely considered the question of the forces

called into play when the body is in steady
motion. Can we derive from first principles

any information regarding the nature of the

resistance when the body, moving under an

acceleration a, say, passes through the velo

city v, without our having recourse to the

complicated mathematics of fluid motion ?

Employing the same symbols as previously,
but writing v as the velocity not of steady
motion but of the body at the instant under

consideration, and a its acceleration at that

moment, then following the process already

adopted wo obtain as the expression for the

resistance

whore in addition to the non-dimensional

group Vl/v already obtained, there is now
introduced the expression alln* on which the

additional resiHlance depends, not, be it noted,

on the acceleration alone, but on the variation

of this group.

(22) VIRTUAL MASS. To determine more

cloudy the effect this produces on the resistance,

lot R' -resistance for steady motion at velocity

?', and R -H 5R tlio resistance for an acceleration

term allv* small compared to unity, then

r )'

and

>

g)

1 'For a full explanation of thin, sec
"
Aeronautics,'

:

Vol. IV.

.ndicating that the additional force originated
DV the accelerated motion is equal to that

required to give a mass of fluid p^f^vl/Vjp)
the acceleration a of the body. But pi

5 is

proportional to the mass of the displaced

iuid, and consequently it follows that for a

given value of vl/v, the effect of accelerating
ihe motion is to give rise to an apparent
increase in mass proportional to the mass of

:he fluid displaced.
Measurements of this so-called

"
virtual

mass "
are of importance in the stability of

airships where the mass of fluid displaced is

the same as the total weight of the ship, and
where consequently the

"
virtual mass "

may
acquire a considerable magnitude. It may
be remarked that for investigations of this

nature the results would naturally be plotted

showing the variation of the non-dimensional

resistance coefficient R/pv
2
?
2 either with vl/v

for various values of al/v
2 or conversely,

and for a complete investigation the full

range, zero to infinity, of al/v
2 must be

covered.

(23) EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION" OF
VIRTTJAJG MASS. For longitudinal accelera

tions such experiments have been successfully
conducted. 2 A body dropped from rest and
allowed to fall in a fluid till it reaches its

limiting velocity, gives at the commencement
of the fall v = Q and a and I finite so that

theoretically aZ/v
2
->c/= while, when the limiting

velocity is reached a Q, and I and v are finite

so that a photographic study of the change in

motion then provides sufficient data to deter

mine the virtual mass.

Numerous and careful experiments have

been conducted to test the accuracy of the

deduction that for non-accelerated motion

of a viscous fluid the state of affairs depends

merely on the value of vl/v. Reynolds,
3 as

already indicated, showed beyond doubt that

for the flow of a liquid in a tube the pass

age from steady to sinuous eddying motion

occurs more or less sharply at a definite value

of this number. Stanton and Pannell,
4 fol

lowing up these experiments, verified that

for air a similar result held. Since then

numerous predictions from model results in

aeronautical and marine investigations to full

scale have completely justified the deductions.

On the other hand, it is clear that the circum

stances of the problem must be such as will

not involve the origination of properties of

the medium presumed non-existent.

(24) EFFECT OF COMPRESSIBILITY. In

ballistics, for example, we are concerned with

the motion of a body at speeds approaching
the velocity of sound, so that one might expect
that not merely would energy be lost during the

2 Cowley and Levy, Advisory Committee for Aero-

nautics, JR. and M., 612.
3 Trans, R.8., loc. cit.
4 Ibid. A., ccxiv. 199-224.
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motion in overcoming viscous forces, but also

in the production of waves : that is to say,

we must now regard the medium as being

both, viscous and compressive. Now the

velocity of sound in a medium of elasticity

E, density p, and viscosity v, is given generally

by Y =/(E, p, v]
= SAE*pV,

and equating like dimensions we easily find

To find the modified expression for the resist

ance in this case we write

R=/(p, v, l,v, E),

and following the normal procedure we derive

B

where V is the velocity of sound in the medium,

indicating that for a given value of vl/v, the

resistance coefficient depends solely on the

ratio of the velocity of the projectile to the

velocity of sound.

(25) EFFECT OF ROTATION: PROPELLER:

SHELL, If in addition the body possesses a

spin Q due to rifling, there would be present a

term flZ/v,

B
__ (vl v_

flZ\

'>2
Z
2 -->U' V' v)'

Two points of importance may be noted. In

the first place for such high speeds as would

cause the elasticity of the medium to play an

important part, the value of vl/v would in

general be so large as already to be well above

the range for so-called scale variation for the

viscous forces
;
that is to say, further increase

in value of the term vljv would have no marked
influence on the value of the resistance co

efficient. In the second place, problems of

practical importance involving the rotation

of moving bodies divide themselves under two
heads ; those in which the term fiZ/w is of

prime importance as in the case of the pro

peller ; and those in which the spin has no

appreciable effect on the resistance as in the

case of bodies symmetrical about the axis of

rotation shells, bullets, etc. In the latter

case the rotation exists only for purposes of

stability and directivity, and plays no measur
able part in affecting the resistance. 1 Re
stricting ourselves to the second part, experi
ments on ballistics conducted prior to and

during the war (1914-18) have succeeded in

providing a more or less complete representa
tion of the forces on a projectile (shell) for

1 A discussion of the performance of propellers as
a function of the non-dimensional group fiZ/t

1 will
be found under

"
Propellers."

speeds varying up to and well over 2000 Foot

per second. It is found that plotting R//"'
a
'
a

the resistance coefficient, against r/V, tho onrvo

remains practically straight and horizontal

until a speed approaching that of wound in

attained, when it rises steeply and turning

at the critical speed diminisho^ wlowly.
^

It.

appears then that in the region of thin critical

speed properties of tho medium ontor which up

to that point play no part. The most natural

non-dimensional bane for ropmsontation thon

changes from vl/v at low apood.s to r/V at high

speeds.
It may be mentioned in pawing that in tho

case of the screw motion of a body not sym
metrical about tho axis of rotation, nuo.li an a

propeller for example, our diNouBsion HO far

implies that at speeds at which tho VIKOOUH

scale effect clue to tho proHonce of tho r///'

term is no longer of importance as a variant.,

the term 2?/v will boeomo tho principal non-

dimensional base of variation until tho Hpoodn

developed approach the velocity of Hound,

when tho new factor v/V will begin to oxoreiHo

an increasing influence. Tho anticipation that

at such high speeds a critical state will net in

is fully borne out by experiment.

By 'the method of this chapter it in ovitbnt

that the expression for tho pitch of tho note

produced by tho rotation of a propeller at

normal speeds will bo given by

whilo for excessive speeds

"-< v>
For such an iiiHtnunoufc an an Aeolian harp
if < = diameter of \virow, the pitch, of tho 110(0 in

t
f fvd\

VUJ"
Actually Stronhal haw found oxporiimmt.ally

n^(v/d) indicating that tho function IH a inoro

constant. It whould bo remarked Unit a

similar expression wan found for tho period
of the eddies produced by tho paNnago of tho

wind past tho wiron, thuH miggoHting tho

connection between tho two phenomena,
(2(i) DmmroTiotf OF SAVAUT'H LAW. An

interesting illustration of tho power poHMOHHod

l>y tho dimonwional method of reducing experi
mental investigation to tho noooHHary miniimun
is afforded by tlie invcHtipjationn of Hitvurt *' on
the notes sounded by Hiniitai' VOHHC^IH contain

ing air. The law propowod by him after an
elaborate soricH of oxporiimMits ovcu1 oxtromo

limits, many notes, and munorouH nhap<ss of

resonating boxeH, WUH that tho numlx^r of

vibrations per .second, or pitch of tho rononating

2 Aiimtes de (JMmie, X^trin, l8J2(i, xxis.
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'note, is inversely proportional to the linear

dimensions of the vessel. His experiments
included tests on boxes in the shape of cubes,

prismatic tubes, conical pipes, etc., all of

which were set resonating in different ways.
This result, to establish which required such an
elaborate series of experiments, can be seen to
follow at once from dimensional considerations,

for, if n be the number of vibrations per
second, E and p be the elasticity and density
of the medium arid Z a linear dimension of the

box, then n=f(l, E, p) and remembering that

[iJ=T- 1
, [E] = ML- lT- a

and_[p]=ML-
3
, it

is easily seen that ?t=l/7\/(E//>) where the
constant of proportionality depends purely
on the shape of the vessel : Savart's Law
follows at once.

(27) TEMPERATURE. In the foregoing dis

cussion it has been presumed that the tempera
ture of the medium remains constant, or at

any rate it does not bring into prominence
any new property of the medium. It is now
proposed to remove this restriction. The
conception of temperature is of an essentially
different nature from any of those we have

already discussed. The scale of temperature
is selected to provide some basis for the

measurement of
"
hotness

"
of a body.

Having at our disposal standards of mass,

length, and time only, it is manifestlyimpossible

by means of them to determine or reproduce a

temperature ; for this purpose some other

property of matter as affected by heat must
be selected to serve as a standard of measure
ment. Accordingly, it becomes necessary at

this stage to introduce a new unit 9 of

temperature, and in terms of this and the
units already adopted it should be possible to

write down with comparative ease the dimen
sional expressions for the quantities that now
arise.

Jn dealing with the conduction and con
vection of heat' there are two coefficients,

characteristic of any particular substance,
whose dimensions will be required ; they are,
a quantity measuring the amount of heat
that must be given to raise unit volume of

the medium through unit degree of tempera
ture, and a quantity measuring the heat trans

ferred acroHH a section of unit depth and unit

area in unit time for unit difference in

temperature. These quantities are of course

respectively the specific heat
(r.) and the

thermal conductivity (k) of the medium.

Expressing heat entirely in terms of energy
units where it occurs, it then follows that

[c|
~ [Heat ]/[ Vol. ]

v.
[

[&J
-

lH.eat|/[ Length] x [Time] x [Temp.]
= MLT- 88- 1

.

In connection with many problems of convec

tion, the ciTect of the expansion of the air

under the influence of the heated surfaces may
attain some considerable importance in the
transmission of the heat, and as a consequence
the quantity 6 is introduced, representing the

change in density per unit change in tem
perature, or

g5=
50'

.-. [5]=ML- S0-1
.

(28) RATE CTF COOLING- OF BODY IN

QUIESCENT GAS. As an illustration of the

utility of the method of dimensions in the
discussion of problems of cooling, consider
the rate of loss of heat h of a body of given
shape, of size I of one part, in a quiescent

atmosphere of density p and kinematic

viscosity v. If k and c have the meanings
previously attached to them and he the

temperature difference maintained between the

body and the gas at a great distance, at which
the latter is undisturbed by the presence of

the body, it will be justifiable to write

h=f(l, k, c, p, v
, 6),

assuming that in this ease the changes in

density with temperature are not sufficient to

affect the question. The modifications intro

duced if this condition is violated will be

apparent, and adjustment easily made.

Imagining the function / expanded as in previous
illustrations in the form

then [h] = [l
xkvC

*fj
u; v

Qu].

The dimensions of //, the rate of heat loss, are those of

Q-fl-S+W m

[M] . . .

[Tj . . .

[L] . . . x+y-z-3
-f

[6] ... y+z-w=

This provides a typical term in the expan
sion in the form

and consequently since u, vt and the numerical
coefficient of each term may as far as can
here be determined have any value what
soever, it is to be concluded that

h=

Whether or not all the quantities which have
been assumed of importance in the deter

mination of h actually do enter is a question
to be decided only by experiment, to which
we shall return shortly.

(29) NON - DIMENSIONAL VARIANTS. For
the moment it can be concluded that the
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problem of rate of cooling in this instance

reduces itself to a consideration of the varia

tion not of A alone, but of the non-dimensional

group hflkQ with the non-dimensional variants

p
2
/Z

2c39 and cv/k. If we are dealing with the

rate of cooling in gases then practically &>/kt

the ratio of the emissivities for momentum
"and for heat, is a constant for all gases, and

consequently this term may be omitted from

the function /.

A considerable number of experimental

investigations have been conducted on this

problem and in all cases it has been found

that the rate of heat loss varies directly as

the temperature difference 0. In effect this

implies that 7*/6 is independent of and that

consequently /(&
2
/}/Z

2c
3
9) above is a constant.

Hence

indicating that the rate of cooling is pro

portional to the size of the body and to the

conductivity. The coefficient a depends of

course on the shape of the cooling body.

If, however, it is illegitimate to assume that

the expansion of the gas due to heating is

negligible as a factor in heat transmission, but

that the expanded portions becoming thereby

relatively lighter will tend to stream upwards,
and as a consequence the heavier portions
downwards, a new term introducing tho change
in weight of unit volume per unit change
in temperature must be considered. Such a

factor is of course #(9p/30) or g8.

Hence generally

A=/(Z, k, c, p, v, e, g8),

and following the lines of the previous argu
ment

For the reasons adduced in the former case,
the final form sufficiently approximate for all

practical purposes is

provided the problem is restricted to heat
transmission in gases. The form of the
function %, depending as it does on the shape
of the body under consideration, will now
be completely determined graphically from
a single set of experiments for which the non-
dimensional group IgS/c is allowed to vary
over a range, for each point of which the non-
dimensional term h/lkB is measured. The
resulting curve obtained, invariable for all

systems of units, will then be characteristic
of those special boundaries.

(30) KATE OF COOLING OF A MOVING BODY
IN A GAS. Problems of great practical import
ance arise in connection with the rate of heat
transmission from bodies in motion in the air,
as ia the case of radiators and air-cooled

engines. In these problems the rule of boat/'

transmission will actually depend on tho tnuiH-

lational velocity V in addition to the quautilion

already enumerated above. The inl roduotion

of this extra symbol, aa can easily l>o verified

by an application of the dimensional method,

gives rise to the "fluid motion
1 '

term \ljv

in the functional expression. I under thono

circumstances it can legitimately be preHiuned

that the term brought in by the rate of change
of density would not materially all'eet the rate

of heat transmission, an tistmmptum that will

be examined shortly, then, for reanonH already

or, since cv/k is constant for a gun,

h VI

(31) JCxrJBRlMKNTAL OMTMttMINATlON OF
UNKNOYVK ITI/NOTION. In the cane of heat

loss from long circular wirew pant whieb air

is streaming with velocity V, it IIOH boon found I

that h varies approximately HH V*. If for

the moment this bo accepted an correct, it JH

possible immediately to determine the form
of the function, for the only oxproHHiou for

</>

such, as will make 7iocV^ ]H A\'(V//>). If

the wire, moreover, IB of diameter <t, it IN quito

legitimate to substitute (i for I in thin term in

order that when the- wire IM of infinite length
there may remilt a (inito boat loas per unit

length. It follows, therefore, on tho foregoing

assumption that

since cv/k iw constant.

Tho most rational method of ropr<

graphically the experimental results referred

to above would bo by plotting tho non-

dimensional, term hflkO on tho non-diineiiHioiud

base fJ(Va/v) or
N/(<*V>.//,'), from which, if the

above law in exact, a straight line would bo

obtained characteristic ol; that particular Hhapo
of wire.

(32) DYNAMICAL $TIVUI,AIUTY, It should
be remarked that if VI/v and M//)V

a are

maintained constant from problem to problem,
tho system of stream linos and state of (low

generally will remain #00 metrically Mimilar,
for tho velocity v at any point tfootnotrioaJly
fixed with respect to tho body will bo of tho
form , / yj 0A

*

and tho argument follows closely that adopted
in the case of the motion of viscous fluids,

already outlined.

More recent investigations of tho rate of

cooling of wires in a current of air, by L, V.

i, Phil Aftig., an (i xx. fin i.
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King,
1 have shown the presence of another

term besides that involving V^, viz. a term

proportional to the square of the linear dimen
sions of the hot body. King in fact found
that a close approximation to the results h
obtained for the rate of heat transmission was

given by the empirical formula

where A, B, and C are constants for the

particular gas and shape of wire circular in

his case. L. F. Richardson 2 has suggested
that the presence of the term c(&-6Q}la

indicates that the velocity near the hot body
is partly produced by the rising of fluid due
to thermal expansion. It follows, therefore,

if this is sound, that the additional term

ought to be expressible in terms of the

appropriate group already referred to, viz.

gl/c . dp/dd.

(33) MORE ACCURATE DETERMINATION OF
UNKNOWN FUNCTION. Writing therefore

as derived on dimensional reasoning, and

equating this to the empirical formula found

by King,

it- is indicated that tho form of the function /
must bo

where P, Q, and K are now mere numbers
determined -solely by the geometrical conditions

and universally applicable for any gas once

the values of those three numbers have been

derived from King's experimental results.

Tho complete formula is consequently

giving the relation between the rate of heat

IOSH and the remaining quantities A% etc,,

which were not presumed variable in the

actual experiment.

(34) NON-DIMKNSIONAL GROUPS ARE THE
RIUL VMUABLUS. The real variables in fact

in tho problem are the dependent non-

dimensional quantity 7/-//fc(#
- # ) and the in

dependent non-dimenKiotiai groups aVc/k and

(//(' . dpIdt), while the most rational graphical

representation of the experimental results

would bo obtained by showing the law con

necting tho variation of this dependent
variable with each of those independent

variables, the system of curves obtained being

then characteristic of this class of problem,
1 PJilL Trans. A, 1014, ooxiv. 373-432.
a />w. Win*. Hor. xxxii. Pt. V. 400. A discussion

of the experimental results of numerous workers is

given from tho Htiindpoint of the present article by
A. II. DaviH, MM. Mag., Dec. 1020., xl.

and dependent only on the geometrical con
ditions.

II. DIMENSIONS OF ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC
QUANTITIES

(35) ELECTKOSTATICS. The treatment of

electrical and magnetic phenomena from the

standpoint of the present article presents some

points of interest. Considering in the first

place electrostatic quantities, we possess at

present no means of expressing electric or

magnetic charge directly in terms of any of

the fundamental units already introduced.

Accordingly a consideration of electrostatic

quantities must introduce a new unit directly
related to the charge. The simplest method
of representation is through the quantity K, the

specific inductive capacity, and the experi

mentally known law of force between charged
bodies. Accordingly we write

I ee'

giving as the dimensions of acharge K^M-L'^T"
1
-

At once, from the definition of the quantities

concerned, it is possible to drawup the following
table :

In the same manner, commencing with the

definition of magnetic permeability //.
as

1 mm' ,- - z~= force,
IL r~

in and mf

being the strength of two

magnetic poles, we can draw up a parallel

list of quantities involved in magnetic

phenomena, e.g. strength of magnetic pole has

dimensions ^M^L^T'
1

. It would appear at

first sight as if these two lists were quite

independent and that two separate units,

K and /A, for the discussion of electric and

magnetic phenomena would require to be

introduced, but it is known that magnetic
and electric phenomena are closely interwoven,

that currents flowing through wires originate

magnetic fields in their neighbourhood.

(3C) BELATION BETWEEN ELECTKICAL AND

MAGNETIC UNITS. We have in fact this con

necting link, that if a magnetic pole of strength

m is made to thread a circuit once in which is
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flowing a current of strength i
9 the total work

done is measured by

work done=<47rTO.

Hence the dimension of the product of mag
netic strength and electric current are those

of work.

.-. 0^] = L- 3T = [I/Velocity].

The most natural standard velocity to adopt
in such circumstances would be the velocity
of electromagnetic waves in the particular

medium, and accordingly we have the relation

where A is some constant which accurate

experimental investigations have, in fact,

shown to be equal to unity. This simple

yet fundamental relation between
jj,

and K
enables us at once to reduce the two systems
of units to one, either by expressing all tho

electrical quantities in terms of magnetic
units or vice versa. We express them here in

terms of electromagnetic units as follows :

By means of these dimensional relations it is

possible once more to group together whole
classes of investigations as dependent on the
variation of certain non-dimensional groups,
thus indicating a rational method of plotting
the results obtained.

(37) APPLICATIONS. The following selec
tion of simple results can be derived directly
by the method of the present article.

Time taken for a current in a circuit of resistance
R and inductance L to fall to a given fraction of its

intensity when switched off is proportional to L/R.A periodic E.M.F. of any form whoso amplitude
is specified by E and period 2-rr/p acting on any

system, of resistance R and inductance L, produces

a maximum current given by

Fora simple E.M.F. given by EuoHpt, it i,s known that

Expression for the energy por unit volunio of jm

electromagnetic field of electric and magnetic in

tensities F and H respectively is

The total energy of a charge c. of dimenmon d moving
with velocity v in a medium of constant N

/t,
and k, M

where V= velocity of electromagnetic waves in thr

medium ; consequently the electrical JIIIIHH w in

(I

"

\VJ
Tho radiation R from an accelerated electron in

where a; = acceleration, and the radiation IH aNMiuned

independent of tho diameter of tho electron.

III. THE APPLICATION OK TIIK Piuwui'MW OK
SIMILITUDE TO MOJDMLH

(38) MODEL KXMOIUMKNTH AND
FULL -SCALE EQUIVALKNTH. TJio

developed in tho foregoing par

serving as they do to group together

occurring in geometrically minilar HyHtonw,

provide the most natural mothod of approach
to tho problem of the relatiorus of modolri to

their fuli-wenle counterparts. Tho IUIOH of

development in the OUHO of tho UNO of modolH
for tho determination of the wind fortios on,

aircraft havo already been di.seuHHod. Two
further aspoots of the gonontl qucNtion will

bo hero treated. What, in the firnt plaeo, HIUH(
a model fulfil JIH rogardn working eondiiionn
in order that itw motions* and working may be

directly comparable with those of tb<^ 'full-

sized machine ? That in to nay, \vhni im\ tho
relations between weighty, external foreow,

speeds, etc., that two HyHtemn initially

geometrically similar may eontimie during
their motion to remain gcioiuodrioally Hinn'ln.r,

that tho relative powitionH of the j)aH.H of one
system after a time t may always bo HI in Marly
situated to tho relative pomtioiw of i\w <iorr(-

Hponding parts at time //, wh(r t and // IKMU-
a constant ratio to each other. It is eloar
that if those condition can b( del(M'niined
and a model produced to operate HatiHfaetorily
while working under thorn, then tho full-

scale machine will also operate Hatinfaetorily.
Tho second aspect, dealing with tho strength
of construction of the model and of tbe full-

scale, will bo treated shortly.
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(39) CONDITION FOR CONTINUED SIMILAR
ITY IN WORKING OF MODEL AND FULL-SCALE.

Corresponding to each part of the system
there will be a scheme of equations between
the moving forces and acceleration produced,
of the form m(d

2
x/dt

2
) =X for the model, and

for the full-sized machine m'(dV/<ft'
2
)
= X',

where m and mf are the masses of correspond
ing parts, occupying corresponding positions or

and x' at corresponding times t and t'. X
and X' are the corresponding moving forces.

For continued geometrical similitude at time
t and i' connected by t~Tt', where T is some

constant, there must be x lx', m=Mw?/, and
X = FX' where Z, M, and F are constants

determining the scale of the one with reference

to the other. Hence, inserting these in the

first equation,
Mro'ZdV _.,

and the motions will therefore remain identical

if l/7/T
2F = l, the same equation then apply

ing both to model and full-scale. Hence the

moving forces of model and full-scale must be

in the ratio F, where

In the same way, had the corresponding times

been eliminated by comparing the systems at

corresponding speeds we would have found

that for similarity the moving forces must be

proportional to MV 2
/Z.

The following conclusions may accordingly
be drawn for a comparison of the working
of a model with that of the full-sized machine :

Since the weights of the parts, regarded as

external forces, arc proportional to their masses,

V 3
oc, and the velocity of working must be

proportional to the square root of the linear

dimensions ; external moving forces must
bear a constant ratio to the wr

eight and must
therefore increase as the cube of the linear

dimension^ if model and machine are made
of the same material.

IV. SIMILITUDE OP STRUCTURES

(40) STRUCTURAL STRENGTH. Turning to

the question of the relation between the

Htruotural strengths of models and full-scale

c.onHtnictions, it is proposed to showr that the

theoretical basis of model strength tests on

Htructurcs may bo developed in a rigorous

yot simple form by an application of the

method of Dimensions.

When a homogeneous prismatic strut o:

lcngl.li I and Jfloxural rigidity El, simply

supported at the ends, is subjected to axia

end thrast F up to a load given by

he undeflected position is one of stable

quilibrium provided the ultimate stress is

.ot exceeded. Beyond this so-called Eider's

Jritical Load, the straight position is one of

.nstable equilibrium. If the strut be deflected,

as long as the load is maintained the axis

will continually undergo change in shape
until it ultimately takes up a form of

lastica. During this process the yield point
f the material may be exceeded and the

material may rupture. The strut may thus

e supposed to fail for two possible reasons,

>n the one hand because its shape has been

permanently changed from the straight

.ormal position owing to the instability of

hat position, and on the other hand because

,he actual material has failed to withstand the

stresses originated. This conception is of

course not limited to such a simple structure

as a strut, for it may be seen that in general
framework of any kind may fail for either

of these two reasons. It is proposed to

nvestigate what information may be furnished

regarding these two types of failure, rupture
and instability, for a structure in general, by
an application of the dimensional theory.

Consider the case of a structure of the type
of an aeroplane framework for definiteness,

although the argument is quite general, where

it is supposed that the assumptions made in

the ordinary beam theory apply to every part.

Let the length of one part, say a bay, be given

by 19 the area of a particular section by A,

moment of inertia I, and the elasticity and

density of the material of which it is composed
E and p respectively. Given these quantities

for this" one portion, it will be assumed that

the shape and geometry of the structure

involve an exact specification of how to derive

the corresponding quantities for the remaining

portions. Let the external load be F, applied

in some given manner specified geometrically,

and suppose this is sufficient to produce a

stress just greater than the yield stress /
in the material of the weakest member. F
can only depend apart from the geometry
and manner of application upon the quantities

enumerated above, defining the properties

of the material. These are as follows :
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manner as to make the dimensions of the pro

duct identical with those of F, we may writo

F=#(E, A, I, Z, p, f, ff).

Applying the method already used frequently
in this discussion, we easily find

- El, // A W I

where \p for the moment is an arbitrary-

function. Writing

so that this quantity may be considered as a

non-dimensional critical loading coefficient, it

follows finally that

A W I

(41) NOX-DTMBITSIONA.L CRITICAL LOADING

COEFFICIENT. It is clear from the definition

of (p that for a given structure where /, E, and

I are known <p is uniquely determined when F,

the breaking load, is found, so that the dis

cussion of collapse by rupture may equally

well be centred round 0. Let it be clearly

understood that the exact form of the function

\j/
above depends only on the geometry of the

structure, including the manner of loading
and the law of distribution of material.

Out of the general class of framework

embraced in this discussion so far, let there

be selected a series of which all members
are identical with respect to external shape,

differing only in scale. This implies that A,

the area of cross-section of any selected part, is

proportional to Z
3
, and I to Z

4
. For this series,

therefore, A//
2 and I/

4 are constants depending

only on the geometry, and accordingly the ex

pression for <p now takes the simplified form

.

It is not difficult to give an interpretation to

the two non-dimensional quantities //E and

\Y//A. The former, being the ratio of the

yielding stress to Young's modulus, may be
taken as the strain at the yield point, on the

assumption that Hooke's Law applies rigor

ously over the whole range. In the same way
W/fA is the ratio of the weight of a particular
member, say the weakest, to the maximum
tensile or compressive force, as the case may be,
which that member is capable of withstanding
without yielding, assuming that the section A
is taken at the position of collapse.

(42) NON-DIMENSIONAL VARIABLES. As
far as a discussion of the breaking load
coefficient $

2
is concerned, it is evident that if

a scries of geometrically similar structures be

selected, two distinct non-dimensional vari

ables, and two only, functions of the material,
affect the question. Those are the strain at tho

yield point for the weakest member, and the
ratio of the weight of that member to tho

maximum tensile or eomprmsivo forco it

can withstand at the point of yield. It \

equally clear, however, that tho Ho-callod

geometrical restrictions determining tho dis

tribution of the constants of tho materials

in a composite structure aro nod absolutely

vital to the above discussion, HO that violations

of the laws determining tho Hotoclion of tho

material from member to member would not

necessarily vitiate the conohwiouH arrived at

here. For example, one would not bo rigor

ously entitled to vary I, A, and 10 in certain

members, since such a change would dearly

upset tho geometrical similarity of nhapo and

the distribution of force, with tho possible

result that tho previously weakont member

might now not remain such. No wuoh trouble,

however, could arise if the selection of tho

materials was made without changing thowo

factors, but allowing a variation in /, tho yield

ing stress, so long as tho previously weakest/

member always remains HO in tho worioH. Thin

is equivtalont to an incroartod latitude in tho

scope of selection of material.

Generally in experimenting with n> model

of this nature it is convenient, of oour.se, to

have corresponding parts in tho model and

the full-scale structure composed of identical

materials. If, for example, 11 le fnuno of an

aeroplane was under disouHsion, wiroH in 'tho

model would bo composed of tho wuuo metal

as those in tho original ; oorroHpond'm# HtrutH,

spars, ribs, etc., of tho flamo wood.

Since the quantities /, It], /, />, oto., in tho

expressions for
</>

a
all refer ultimately to tho

same part of tho model, to ensure goomotnV.'d

similarity in tho widen! HOUHO it follows that t-ho

assumption that//K in a constant, is one which
is obvious experimentally. Under thono cir

cumstances also VV//A, a,s ean eanily be voriliod,

becomes proportional to tho linear diuioiiHioii /.

Tho breaking load coenioiont
</

a
, therefore,

when the weight of tho Htrueturo eon tributes

towards rupture, in purely a function of /,

.' ^"0iWi
and the form of tho function IH determined

only by tho shape of tho varioun pjiH-H, the

geometry of the loading and tho No-eallod

geometry of tho material.

(4!J) JLnvrmHa SWM OK A UIMVY STRUC
TURE. This oxprowiion for tt may likewino ho

supposed solved for I in tcrnw of U
. Kor every

external load coefficient thin equation th<iii

determineH the si/e of tho Hlru(!ttir<i oorronpowl-
ing to failure. When there in no (^xUu-nal load
and failure is duo to weight alone, </> t (/) 0,

an equation determining the BtnalloHt H'WU of

a structure that will collapno under its own
weight.
When tho material i not Hiiflioiontly Jieavy

to involve the weight of tlio Btme-ture vppre(fi-

ably as a factor in causing collapBo, the Urrn
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W//A may be omitted in the general equation
and the expression for

</>

2 takes the relatively

simple form

(44) NON - DIMENSIONAL BASES, AND
"CHARACTERISTIC CURVE." Let us imagine
that the weakest member is replaced by
another of the same geometrical shape and
size but with a different value of //E, though
not so different as to prevent its remaining the

weakest member ;
then a test on each one of

these models will give a particular value of <

2
,

breaking load coefficient, and these when

plotted against //E will give a
"
character

istic curve
"

for the structure of the given

geometry. For geometrically similar struc

tures of which the corresponding parts are

made of the same material, so that //E is

constant, the breaking load coefficient becomes
an absolute constant for the series depending
for its value purely on the shape. Jt follows

that a simple test to destrnctio?i on a model will

suffice -under these conditions to determine the

breaking load coefficient <^
2
, and therefore the

breaking load F for any other member of the

series of geometrically similar structures.

(45) FAILURE DUE TO INSTABILITY. It is

assumed in this section that the failure is not

necessarily accompanied by collapse or rupture
in tho material, but is due merely to perma
nent deformation of the configuration of the

structure. It follows that, in the expression
for the critical load, the yield stress does not-

enter although all the other terms A, I, E, I,

p, g may do so. Using <
2 as a critical load

coefficient defined by FZ2
/EI = 2

, then

o ,/A W I

obtained by the same method as in the previous
section.

On 11 10 understanding that the structures

in the series are all geometrically similar as

regards external shape without reference to

material composing them, then A/Z
2 and I/f*

arc coutttauts for the scries, and

W\

where W/KA is the ratio of the weight of a

niombor to tho tensile or compressivc force

required to produce unit strain at some par
ticular section of that member.

Jf corresponding members of the scries are

made of tho same material, then W/EA is

caHily seen to be proportional to I, from

structure to structure, and as before the

critical loading coefficient

depends on the size only.

(4(5) CRITICAL LOADING COEFFICIENT A

CONSTANT POR COLLAPSE DUE TO INSTABILITY

When the weight of the structure is negli

gible as far as its effect in contributing to

failure is concerned, the whole instability

arising from the external loading, then 2

is a constant for a series of structures of

identical form irrespective of the material

of which it is composed, and a test to destruc

tion on one model suffices for tlie series.

It lias been found that the critical loading
for a uniform prismatic strut of negligible

weight under end thrusts and simply supported
at the ends is given by

T, 7r
2EI

so that for this structure is TT. For a strut

under the same conditions, but with clamped
ends, 0-27T.

In certain cases of simple shapes of

structures, it is obvious that the function

may be derived by calculation, as for example
in the above two cases, but for more compli
cated problems where the calculation is too

abstruse a number of points on the character

istic curve may be derived by a series of

tests to destruction on models.

In the special cases where $ is a constant for

the series a single test on one model is clearly

sufficient. This, as has been shown, applies
with equal force where the collapse is due either

to instability or to failure of the material.

The basis of the experimental method thus

having been made secure, no scale effect

difficulty of the type normally arising in, say,

aerodynamic work being present, it should

now be possible to proceed to a direct accurate

test of failure and its causes under various

circumstances.

(47) WHIRLING OF SHAFTS. While the fore

going analysis applies to structures under

forces of the static type, a parallel argument
can be applied where fluctuating stresses are

introduced, or where parts of the structure

are in motion. In illustration consider the

problem of whirling of a rotating shaft of

given outline and section. As before, suppose
the geometrical shape longitudinally and cross-

scctionally to be given, length l mass per unit

length ?<, and fiexural rigidity of a particular

section EI ; then if q be the speed of rotation,

the deflection d at the centre, say, will be a

function of I, m, E, I
,
and g, i.e.

Hence

<Z=/(Z, w, E, lo, q).

d (mqW M
r-

FVW zv

on equating the dimensions of the typical

group. For a shaft of given geometrical
outline I/Z

4
is a constant dependent on the

geometry, hence in varying the size of geo

metrically similar shafts the ratio of the

deflection at the centre to the total length will

depend only on the quantity wg
2
Z
4
/EI .
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(48) NON-DIMENSIONAL VARIABLE. If a

whirling speed exists, then, for some value of

& the ratio d[l will theoretically become

infinite, or at least indeterminate, and
^

this

can only occur for some value of the variable

7n#
2
Z
4
/EI , say a. Hence we find that the

real variable in whirling shaft problems as

the size and material of the shaft are varied,

but maintaining the geometrical shape con

stant, is ^?^g
2
Z
4
/EI . In actual fact the whirling

speed of a straight shaft is known to be
~

and for a homogeneous circular stepped shaft

made up of three portions, the two end

pieces of length Z/4 and diameter d/4, and the

central portion of length 1/2 and diameter d,

I being taken for the central portion.
1

From the foregoing analysis, moreover, it is

apparent that shafts of identical geometry

but differing in size and material will maintain

their identity in geometry under rotation

provided they be compared at corresponding

speeds ql and qz given by

f~m^ o / m2

(49) EXPANSION IN TERMS OF THE CLASS

VARIABLES. It has become apparent in the

application of the method of the present article

to various branches of physics and engineer

ing that in all cases the investigation has

centred itself round the behaviour of some

expression represented as a function of a

certain non-dimensional group of terms. This

quantity, connecting together as it were a

whole class of problems possessing certain

geometrical and dynamical similarities, may
be termed the chss variable. Many problems
in mathematical physics expressible in terms

of differential equations would appear then

to demand a solution as a function of the

class variable, and accordingly an expansion
of the solution of the differential equation is

sought for as a power series in the class vari

able. This method has been applied with

considerable success to the problem of the

crippling of struts, the whirling of shafts of

variable flexural rigidity, and to the motion

of a viscous fluid.
2 In effect this is simply

an analytical method of representing the

"characteristic curves" on non-dimensional

bases obtained so frequently in the fore*

going discussion. iiy. L.

1

Cowlcyand levy, Phil Mao., 1021, xli. 502,
2 Ibid.

DYNAMICAL SIMILARITY :

Experimental verification of Rayloigh s con-

ditions for the motion of fluids in contact

with solid boundaries. Sec * fc

IMetioii/'

(16).

Rayleigh's method o determining tho

essential conditions which must bo ful

filled. Sec ibid. (IS).

DYNAMICS, PARTICLE, APPLICATION <w DYNA

MICAL SIMILARITY TO. See
' l

Dynamical

Similarity, Tho Principles of," (7).

DYNAMOMKTKRR

(1) FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLKH. Tho work

done by a prime mover or other agent when

transmitted by a rotating shaft may bo op

pressed by PK0, and when by a moving

chain, rope, or similar agent, by 'IW, whore

P is the force acting, tt the torque arm, </>

the angular displacement, and d tho linear

displacement.
A dynamometer is an inHtrumont which is

used for the measurement of the force \\ or

the torque PR; tho values of the quantities

0aixcldJ are usually determined independently.

The work done by tho prime mover may
either be absorbed by the dynamometer or

transmitted to a machine in which it in em

ployed usefully after having been measured.

It is necessary that the instrument- adopted

should perform its function with aoeuraoy.

The whole of the energy developed by tho

prime mover should be included in tho measure-

ment made without neglecting that, absorbed

by shaft bearings in the dynamometer itHolf or

by gearing or bearings wlrieh may l>o inter

posed between the prime mover and the

dynamometer.
Tho load should be capable of lino atl-

juHtraent under running oonditionN, awl

this adjuHtrnent should preferably be over

a conBiclorablo range of power in ordor

that the prime mover may l>o toKtod from

its mimmum to itn luaximum power citpaeily

without tho neocHHity for fre<ju<nitly niiopphig

down.
Tho construction of a dynmnomolor should

be such that it hnpowoH no fore<> on tho prirno

mover other than that for \vhieh it ^'<tw

designed. For example, a dynamometer
suitable for tenting a petrol motor nlionld

exert a pure torque, otherwwo tho motor

bearings will be called upon to ta.ko loadH,

and the shaft to resist b( v

tuling an<l nluuir

stresses, additional to those for which they
were intended.

It is dcHirablo, in tho typo of dynamometer
in which the power in absorbed, t-luit (ho

inertia of the rotating parts should bo small

in order Unit a stoppage may readily bo

effected if failure of the prime mover nhotdd

occur, aa tho energy stored in. a heavy rotor
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revolving at a high speed may be sufficient to

cause very serious damage.
In order that accurate measurements may

be made, it is essential that the dynamometer
should apply the load extremely steadily,
otherwise violent oscillations will be set up
rendering the employment of heavy dash pots

necessary, which is undesirable.

The variation of load with speed for the

same setting of the apparatus should be such

that
"
hunting

"
of the load is eliminated.

(i.) Absorption Dynamometers. In these

the energy generated is converted either into

heat by the intermediary of solid or fluid

friction, or into electrical energy by means of

a generator.
The apparatus in most common use is the

fluid friction brake, this being simple in

construction, easy to regulate over a wide

range, and extremely steady in action.

The solid friction brake for large powers

requires considerable experience in manipula
tion in order to avoid unsteadiness due to

violent snatching of the load. In its simplest
form for small powers, that of the rope brake,

it is a very efficient and accurate brake and
runs very steadily if proper precautions are

taken.

(ii.) Transmission Dynamometer,'}, for the

measurement of power transmitted by a shaft,

exist in three fairly common forms, viz. :

(1) Torsionnieters, in which the angle of

twist of a length of the shaft due to torsional

stress is measured either optically or by
mechanical means.

(2) Torque-meters, in which the torque load

is transmitted by springs, or by hydraulic

plungers, the extensions of the former and
the fluid pressure set up by the latter being
indicated or recorded,

(3) Instruments for measuring the power
transmitted by means of a belt on the shaft

of the prime mover.

The last vary considerably in form but the

object achieved is the same in each case, viz.

the measurement of the difference in tension

of the belt on cither side of the driven pulley.

Another important form of the transmission

dynamometer is the traction meter for the

measurement of the tractive effort of self-

propelled vehicles. Dynamometers have been

designed for measuring and recording the

tractive effort of locomotives, motor cars, and

traction engines and the tractive resistance of

railway carriages, wagons, wheels, and ploughs.

(2) ABSORPTION DYNAMOMETERS, (i.) TJie

Prony Brake. In its original form this brake

consisted of two stout beams of wood clamped

upon the shaft or on a pulley fixed thereto.

The beams were suitably bored in order to

grip a large proportion of the circumference

of the shaft, and the nuts on the clamping
bolts served as a means of adjusting the

VOL. I

frictional resistance between the shaft and the

brake. A horizontal arm, usually an extension

of the upper beam, supported a load pan on
which the weights were hung, a fine adjust
ment being provided by a jockey weight, the

position of which could be adjusted along the

beam. The movement of the end of the arm
was confined within small limits by rigid

stops, one above and one below the arm.

Fig. 1 shows diagrammatically the arrange
ment.

Very liberal lubrication of the frictional

surfaces was necessary to ensure smooth

running, but at best considerable vibration of

the arm took place due to the variation in

frictional resistance between the brake and
the shaft, the end of the arm oscillating

violently between the stops and rendering a

good balance difficult to obtain.

The torque T exerted by the shaft when
the brake is balanced is represented by FR
where F is the frictional resistance between
the brake surfaces, and R the radius of the

surfaces ; it is measured by the algebraic sum
of the moments of the load, jockey weight,

Stops

Jockey

Weight

and the brake beams about the centre of the

shaft.

In calculating the horse-power developed
the factor is required and is obtained by
means of a tachometer or by revolution

counter and stop watch.

The rate at which work is absorbed is

expressed by
__ 2rTN
Horse-power^^r ,

whereN is the speed in revolutions per second,

and T the torque as measured by the brake in

pound feet units.

(ii.) Modifications of the Prony Brake. -*-

Several improvements and modifications have

been made on the original brake as first used by

Prony. They consist chiefly in arranging that

the grip of the brake blocks shall automatic

ally alter with the value of the coefficient of

friction, thus maintaining the total frictional

force and therefore the value of T more or less

constant.

The Appold brake is shown in Fig. 2 and

is an example of one of many compensating
brakes. The wooden blocks forming the brake

are connected together by a steel band pro

vided with a hand adjusting screw at A, the
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ends of the steel band being connected to the

compensating lever at B and C as shown.

The end of the lever D is pivoted to the engine

frame. The load is supported, as shown, from

a hook attached to the steel band, a pointer

being provided to indicate when the hook is

level with the centre of the shaft.

In the normal position the hook is opposite

the pointer and the lever BD is vertical.

When the load is lifted, the lever moving about

D as centre rotates with the steel band and

FIG. 2.

virtually increases its length, thus slackening
the band and partly relieving the load.

If the load falls, due to the coefficient of

friction decreasing, the compensating lever

shifts round in the opposite direction, tightens
the band, and thus increases the -grip and lifts

the load.

In practice it is found that nearly as much

adjustment of the load is required as with

out the compensating device, but the chief

objection to the brake is that when a heavy
torque is being measured the lever reacts on

the frame with sufficient force to cause an

appreciable error in the result obtained if the

ordinary method of calculation is adopted.
A better form of compensating brake, but

one perhaps not so well known, is that designed
by Mr. Balk and originally used by Messrs.
Kansomes Sims and Jeffries. It is shown
diagrammatically in Fig. 3.

The compensating lever is here outside the
disc of the brake wheel, and is connected at
B and G to the ends of the strap and the
load pan is hung from the point D. Suitable

stops are provided for the lever. The weight
of the brake adjustment load must be taken

into consideration in determining the tor-quo :

it must be considered as acting at a radius

equal to its horizontal diHtance from the centre

of the shaft, and its moment must be deducted

from that of the load P.

Solid friction brakes may be unod to absorb

grccater powers if the wheel is water eoolecl.

The major portion of the energy which is

converted into heat is thus quickly disposed

of, and one of the chief Houreea of trouble,

namely overheating, is then removed. After

a preliminary period of running with water

cooling the brake blocks annumo a wore
constant frictional resistance, rendering the

brake much steadier to run.

Water cooling of the wheel in very Hint ply
effected by making the rim of the brake wheel

of trough section, thus enabling it to hold

water when revolving by virtue of the

centrifugal forces called into action, Water
is supplied by a pipe dipping into tho

trough at tho bottom of tho wheel,

FIG. 4. Km. r>,

the end of the pipe being turned in the
direction of rotation. The outlet pipo in

usually flattened at the end which in directed

against tho stream of water which pa.HHon
round with tho wheel and out through tho

discharge pipe.
The How is adjusted until a rcaHonablo

steady temperature is attained.

(iii.) Hope TJrato. -Kor small powers the

rope brakes introduced by the late Lord Kelvin
and Professor JamoN Thomson are very HUOOOHH-
ful. Tho former is illustrated in

/<Vj/. 4 and tho
latter in Viy. 5.

Lord Kelvin's brake e-onwHtN of a loop of

rope wrapped round tho fly wheel of the primo
mover, one end of the loop supporting a
weight W, tho other being hold vertically by
a spring balance. Wood blocks are secured
to tho ropes in order to keep them properly
spaced to prevent the ropes from rubbing
together where they leave tho wheel tan-

gcntially. Tho wood blocks arc not uHod an
brake blocks.
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If the wheel turns in the direction of the

arrow the torque is represented by (W w)R,
where w is the force indicated by the spring
balance and E the radius from the centre of

the wheel to the centre of the rope.
When the value of the frictional force

changes, the load rises or falls against the

action of the spring balance, the brake thus

adjusting itself to the new condition.

In using the brake it is advisable to have the

ropes and wheel rim either perfectly free from

grease, by using new rope and cleaning the

wheel rim with petrol, or else thoroughly

greased.
If the lubricant is scanty or in patches the

weight will hunt, rising and falling regularly,

rendering it difficult to obtain a reading of the

spring balance with any degree of accuracy.
The brake of Fig. 5 consists

of fast and loose pulleys
mounted side by side on the

driving shaft. It is arranged
that a rope dipped on the loose

pulley hangs down over the

fast pulley on one side and
over the pulley to which it is

fixed on the other.

The frictional resistance be

tween the fast pulley and the

rope causes the loose pulley to

rotate through a small angle in

the direction of rotation of the

shaft, and in doing so it lifts

a weight suspended by the rope

hanging over it. At the same
time the rope over the fast

pulley, which also supports a

weight, is, by the rotation of

the loose pulley, slightly un
wound from the running pulley,
thus reducing its arc of contact,

and, therefore, its braking effect. The re

sistance is thus automatically adjusted.

Tt should be noted that solid friction brakes,

in consequence of the frictional resistance being

practically constant over a wide range of speed,

cannot be successfully employed for the measure

ment of power generated by a prime mover such as a

petrol motor in which the torque also remains con

stant over the same range of speed.

In such a case it is extremely difficult to maintain

the speed of the prime mover at even an approxi

mately constant value, and the brake needs continu

ous attention if steady values of the power are to

bo obtained.

(iv.) The Fronde Water Brake, l
(Fig, 6). This

brake is of the fluid friction type and is very

extensively used both commercially and in the

laboratory. It consists of a wheel or rotor

attached to a driven shaft revolving inside a

casing through which water is circulated. The

casing is mounted on trunnions which enshroud

1 See also
"
Hydraulics," (61).

the shaft at either end but are free from it,

and it is free to rotate through a small angle
in either direction in bearings offering very
little frictional resistance. On both sides of

the brake wheel are formed semi-elliptical
annular channels divided into 24 pockets by
narrow oblique partitions or vanes which are

approximately semicircular discs inclined at

an angle of 45 to the axis. The vanes on

one side of the rotor are inclined at right

angles to those on the opposite side, but are also

at 45 to the axis. The faces on the inside of

the brake casing are formed in the same
manner as those of the rotor, the vanes being
in the same planes as those on the adjacent
rotor face completing the formation of the

circular disc inclined at 45. The number of

pockets in the rotor and stator differ by one

Erection of

^ fetation

Casing liners/

Developed Section thro Vanes

,S/<//ce Plates

Water Holes

Shaft Bearing

on each side. The pockets between the rotor

and casing thus form complete annular channels

of elliptical cross section divided into sections

by the vanes. There is only a very small

clearance between the faces of the rotor and
the casing.
The formation of the channels and vanes is

shown in detail in the developed section of

rotor and casing in Fig. 6, the section "being

made by a cylinder passing through the water

holes shown in the principal section.

It will be seen that the vanes are inclined

at an angle of 45 to the direction of motion,

and that those on opposite sides of the centre

line are at right angles to each other.

The difference in pitch of the vanes which

may be observed is due to the difference in

the number of vanes in the rotor and casing

respectively.

If, in the view shown, the rotor be moved
until one of its vanes comes into line with one

of the vanes of the casing, then the line thus
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formed is a section across a diameter of an

approximately circular disc, one half of which

is formed by the rotor and the other half by
the casing. The circular disc viewed along the

direction of motion has the elliptical appear

ance shown in the principal sectional
view.^

When the shaft is rotated, centrifugal action

sets up vortices in the pockets in a plane at

45 to the axis, and the wheel and case are

thus urged in opposite directions also at an

angle of 45.
The components of the forces produced arc

balanced in the direction parallel to the shaft

due to the arrangement of the vanes on

opposite sides of the centre line, but tangen-

tially they react on the casing. The moment

required, therefore, to prevent rotation of the

case is equal to the torque on the shaft. The

water which is supplied continuously to the

brake, when running, passes from pocket to

pocket, at the same time rotating at a high

rate of speed, finally emerging at a temperature
which can he regulated by the supply valve.

The brake is regulated by means of thin

sluice gates or plates, inserted between the

channels in the rotorand casing. The resistance

offered by the "brake for a particular setting

of the plates varies approximately as the

square of the speed, so that the brake is well

suited for testing under conditions of constant

torque.
The stator case is provided with bearings

and packing glands where the shaft passes

through it, hut the friction of these reacts on

the casing and is measured. The case is also

provided with a torque arm supported by a

spring balance, which in turn is suspended
from a hook which can be adjusted in a vertical

direction in order that the torque arm shall

remain horizontal. The load is hung at the

end of the torque arm directly under the

spring balance, and the effective torque load

is obtained by taking the difference of the load

and the spring balance reading.
The effect of the sluice gates is to reduce

the effective surface, thus increasing the range
of service. The capacity of a dynamometer
absorbing 800 horse-power at 800 revolutions

a minute can be adjusted to absorb 40 horse

power at 200 revolutions per minute.

(v.) Electrical Brakes. The National Physical

Laboratory Dynamometer. In this brake the

power developed is absorbed electrically but
measured mechanically. The electrical meas
urement of the power depends in some measure
on the accuracy of the instruments employed
and on the temperature of the field magnet
and armature windings of the generator.
The prime mover under test i,s coupled

direct to the shaft of a generator, the outer
frame of which is mounted on bearings offering
small frictional resistance, and the torque on
this frame is measured. The power generated

is carried by very flexible cables to reHmtaneo

mats by which it is dissipated aw heat.

Fig, 7 shows the method of supporting the

field magnet frame. The latter IH provided

with hard steel rings A at
oiling

end, these

rings being ground truly concentric, with tho

axis of the shaft and securely iixed to tho

frame.

The rings rest on the sectors U, B, which are,

also of hard steel ground truly cylindrical on

the curved surface with the knife edge as

centre. Tho sectors support the whole weight of

the generator, which bomg 1-hus mounted can

oscillate through a small arc with extremely

little resistance to motion.

Ball bearings mounted on vertical posts aw

provided at each end of the generator frame,

bearing against the sides of the steel rings (,o

limit the "end motion and to take the thrust

should the frame inadvertently bo moved loo

far in a longitudinal direction.

The framo is provided with

torque arms, one on either Hide,

so that the torque can be measured when Uio

brake is running in citbor direction.

Tho torque arms arc balanced, and <mc in

provided in the usual manner with stops to

limit the angle of oscillation,

Tho load is hung from a knife edge on one
of the arms, a line adjustment! being obtained

by moans of a spring which parfly relieves

tho load. It is arranged that extensions of

the spring arc magnified and indicated on
a moving sheet of paper HO that the variations

in torque of the primo mover under test, a.ro

recorded. The paper movement is effected

by a clock mechanism, and indicatiowi of

speed arc also recorded electrically,
Tho arrangement of tho recording iiwtni-

ment is clearly shown in the figure.

As in the case of the Kroudo water brake,
the hearing friction, and incidentally tho

brush fruttion, is measured al the torque
arm, BO that the method affords an aecuralo
moans of measuring power. It has Ihe diM-

advantages of having a small range of power
and speed, and a heavy rotor, but thcno avo
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somewhat compensated for by the fact that

the generator can be used as a motor either

for starting an internal combustion engine or

for supplying power to a machine whose

torque resistance is required to be measured.
It is estimated that, under steady conditions

of running, determinations of torque can be
made on this dynamometer to an accuracy
of 0-1 per cent.

(vi.) Kddy-current Brake (Fig. 8). A very
successful form of eddy-current brake has been

The shaft is partly relieved of the weight of

the frame by a link suspension attached to an
overhead spring balance, and this method
of suspension enables the frame to be sup
ported without producing a twisting moment
about the shaft centre.

The overhung load on the shaft can be
varied as desired by adjusting the tension of

the support.
The air gap between the copper discs and

the field magnet poles is fixed, and the rigidity

Magnet Framo

Copper Disc /
\ / Copper Disc

Section on AB,
FIG. 8.

developed by Dr. 1). K. Morris and G. A. Lister,

and is described fully in a paper to the Bir

mingham Local Section of the Institution of

Electrical Engineers, 1905.

The brake was designed to absorb 5 horse

power at 1000 revolutions per minute, and

made for use in the Electrical Laboratory of

the University of Birmingham.
The apparatus is made for

.
attachment

to the abaft of the prime mover in. place of the

ordinary pulley, and consists of two elements,

ono in the form of copper discs fixed to and

concentric with the shaft, and the other a

circular frame also concentric with the shaft

and carrying magnetising coils at regular

interval a round its periphery.
The magnet frame, or stator, is centred by

a revolving bush securely keyed to the shaft

and is provided with a torque arm, jockey

weight, and stops, in the usual manner.

Two copper discs are provided on the rotor,

and are fixed to the revolving bush one on

either side of the magnet coils, the axes of

which are parallel to the shaft axis, and by
this arrangement both electrical symmetry
and mechanical balance are assured and the

brake is rendered astatic.

of the construction enables it to be made small.

External yoke rings are provided and are

supported by brackets from the magnet frame,
the brackets being 'clamped in such a manner
that the external

gaps between the

yoke rings and
the copper discs

can be adjusted.
The limit of

the capacity of

the brake is

determined by
the temperature
of the magnet
coils.

(vii.) Fan
Brakes. The
Centrifugal Fan

(Fig. 9). The

Centrifugal Fan yIG _ 9^

Brake usually
consists of two square or rectangular plates

held by radial arms in such a manner that

they are presented normally to the direction

of motion. The brake is more frequently used

as a ready means of applying a load to a shaft
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rotating at a high speed than as a means of

measuring torque. It is necessary that it

should be calibrated by means of an accurate

dynamometer, but the calibration is affected by
variations in temperature and pressure of the

surrounding atmosphere, cross-currents of air,

and the proximity of supports, adjacent walls

and floor, and of the prime mover under test.

The load is adjusted either by moving the

plates along the radial arms or by fitting plates
of a different size, these methods of adjustment

having the great disadvantage of necessitating
the stoppage of the prime mover under test.

Attempts to render the blades adjustable

during rotation have met with little success,

owing chiefly to the difficulty of designing the

adjusting mechanism to operate against the

centrifugal forces acting on the blades.

The torque due to the blades alone, for

ordinary speeds and sizes, varies as the square
of the speed, the cube of the radius of the

blades, the area of the blades, the density of

the fluid in which the fan is working, and on a

factor depending on the environment.

The fan brake is cheap to manufacture and
is usually easy to fit to the shaft of the prime
mover. For these reasons it is frequently
used commercially as a brake for

"
running

in
" and "

endurance
"

tests where the power
absorbed is not required to be known with

accuracy. It may be used for comparative
tests provided the atmospheric conditions

and the environment remain constant through
out the tests, but neglect of these factors may
effect an error of 10 to 20 per cent in the

measured torque.

(viii.) The.
"
Escargot

" Fan Brake for testing

Aeronautical Engines. In order to reproduce
as far as possible the cooling effect produced
on an aeronautical engine under flying condi

tions, it is essential that the engine under test

shall work in a current of air projected on it

at a speed comparable with the flying speed.
The cooling is effected in the escargot

arrangement by a fan brake driven by the

engine under test and mounted in a chamber

resembling that of an ordinary fan casing.
The intake of the air is in the side of the

casing opposite the fan centre.

Rotary or radial engines are usually mounted
inside the escargot, Fig. 10, being then in the
direct path of the incoming current of air.

Vee or vertical engines are fixed on a bed
outside the fan chamber, and the air from the

discharge orifice is directed on to the engine
either from above or from the front.

In the latter arrangement the fan is driven

through an intermediate shaft and universal

couplings.
For et

running in
" and "

endurance "
tests

the brake may be calibrated by means of an
electric motor, but is open to the objections
which have already been summarised under

the heading of the
" Fan Brake." For tents

of greater accuracy it is tisual to mount the

engine on a floating torquo-balaneo gear by
which the reactive torque on the engine may
be measured.

When the engine is so mounted it is essential,

if accurate results arc to be obtained, that

the axis of the rocking frame shall coincide

with the fan axis, otherwise the moment
measured will differ considerably from tlie

true torque according to the position of the

fan in the escargot.

(3) TRANSMISSION DYNAMOMWTKKS. Tor-

sionmeters. In cases where it in desired to

keep a check on the power developed by a

prime mover, or where the absorption of the

power cannot conveniently bo effected, a

transmission dynamometer is employed. This

instrument exists in several forms of torsioii-

nieters, the function of which is to tncaHuro

the angle of twist in a length of tho shaft

driven by the prime mover, and from this

measurement, by previous calibration or by
calculation, the torque is deduced.

(i.) Hopkintion-Thri'tiy
r

rormomndcr(F'i<j. II).

This instrument was designed by ProfoHnor

Bertram Bopkinaon and Mr. Thring for tho

determination of the power transmitted by
turbine shafts, and ia used to a very largo extent,

on steamships. The principle of tho apparatus-
is tho measurement of the relative angle of

twist between adjacent Noetions of the shaft
an,d the indication of this movement; on a fixed

scale. Tho length of the shaft taken up by tho
instrument is very small, being, for sizes 'over
8 inches diameter, about three diameters long,
and for smaller shafts about four diamotorn.
The instrument consists OHsontially of two

flanges clipped to tho shaft at a measured
distance apart. A sleevo enclosing tho shaft
connects the two flangcn, being formed solid

with the ono but free to rotate through a
small angle on tho other, by which it is

retained concentric with the shaft. The twist
of the latter causes relative angular motion
between the free end of the sleevo and tho

flange adjacent to it, and thin motion is indi
cated on a fixed scale by mcany of a mirror.
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The mirror is mounted on trunnions working
in "bearings fixed to the flange, the axis of the

trunnions being radial. The mirror is pro
vided with a short radius arm which is con
nected to an adjustable block on the sleeve

by a thin phosphor-bronze link. The tan

gential movement of the sleeve block is

governed by a micrometer screw in order that

the relation between the movement at the
radius of the mirror from the centre of the

shaft and the spot of light on the scale may
be ascertained.

A fixed mirror is attached to one of the

flanges, which is adjusted so that the spot of

light reflected from it is re

ceived at the same point on
the scale as that from the

FIG. 11.

movable mirror when there is no torque on

the shaft.

An electric lamp fixed just above the scale

provides the beam of light which is reflected

from the two mirrors on the scale successively

as tho shaft rotates.

A shift of the apparatus relative to the

scale is indicated by an alteration of tho

position, of the beam reflected by the fixed

or
"
zero

"
mirror, and this can readily be

adjusted by moving the scale.

The moving mirror is silvered both back

and front so that two reflections, one on either

side of the zero, are received from it during

one revolution of the shaft. The mean of the

two readings may thus be taken whatever

the position of the zero.

The instrument may be calibrated directly

by applying a known torsion to the shaft

an instantaneous

Bright

FIG. 12.

and noting the reading of the scale, or by
calculation from a knowledge of the torsional

rigidity of the shaft and the various leverages
and distances involved in the conversion of

the twist to the movement of the spot of light.

on the scale.

The apparatus gives

reading of the torsion in

the shaft at a particular

angular position in the

revolution, the angle

being fixed by the posi
tions of the mirrors and
scale.

The torsion at any
other part of the revolu

tion may be obtained by
mounting the scale on a

circular frame concentric
with the shaft and shifting the scale and lamp
to the angular position required.

(ii.) The Ayrton and Perry Torsionmeter

(Fifj. 12). This dynamometer is designed for

use in the place of the ordinary shaft coupling,
which purpose it also serves. The two halves,
one on each, shaft, are connected by means
of helical springs, three or four in number,
arranged in a position approximately tan

gential to the shaft. When power is trans

mitted, the drive is taken through the springs
which extend under the load. The stretch

of the springs allows relative angular move
ment between the shafts, and this is indicated

by a lever arrangement which has the ultimate
effect of reducing the distance of a bright
bead from the shaft

i

centre. The radial
~^-A\ -p

position of the ^ b
\\-

bead is observed

against a black

disc on which a

scale is marked.
The apparatus

is calibrated di

rectly or by cal

culation from the

stiffness of the

springs and the

magnification of

their extension
which has teen

employed. Cali

bration against an

absorption dyna
mometer is preferable if it is thought that

the arrangement of the springs adopted is

likely to give different calibrations statically

and dynamically.

(4) THORNYCROFT OB FROUDE BELT DYNA
MOMETER. The arrangement of this transmis

sion dynamometer is shown in Fig. 13. The

pulley D, fixed to the shaft of the prime mover,
drives the pulley F by means of a belt which

FIG. 13.
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passes in turn round the two pulleys A and B.

The latter are supported by a frame ABL
which is pivoted at E. It is obvious that the

downward force on the pulley A will exceed

that on the pulley B by twice the difference

in tensions of the tight and slack sides of the

belt on either the driving or driven pulley.

The frame ABL will therefore tilt down

wards at A, but its symmetrical position is

restored either by a force at P, or by adding

weights to a scale-pan hung on an extension

of the arm AB at L. The motion of the end

of the lever is confined within small limits

by means of stops.

The belt tension difference is expressed by
T= P6/2a and the horse-power developed by
H.P.= 27rTBN/o50, where R, and N are the

radius in feet and speed in revolutions per

second respectively of the driven pulley.

The power is not transmitted entirely

without loss because of the slip of the belt

and the pulley bearing friction. These losses,

however, can be determined by independent

dynamometer tests.

(5) DYNAMOMETER CARS AND TRACTION

DYNAMOMETERS. Many instruments have

been designed to measure the resistance of

vehicles to traction and also the tractive effort

of self-propelled vehicles. The pull is usually

transmitted through either a small plunger
or diaphragm, in which case the pressure sot

up in a liquid column is recorded by means

of a pressure gauge, or through helical or

laminated springs the deflection of which is

indicated on a scale.

(i.) The British Association Apparatus.
Some of the earliest tests in this country
were carried out with a special dynamometer,

designed for the British Association, for the

measurement of the resistance of road vehicles

to traction. 1

The apparatus comprised a castor frame in

.which could be mounted a single wheel on

which the experiments were to be made, a

system of levers for transmitting to a small

plunger the pull exerted on the wheel., a

recording pressure gauge for registering the

pull, and a recording speedometer.
The castor frame was of wrought iron and

rectangular in shape, and was adapted to take

wheels of various widths. The axle of the

experimental wheel was mounted on springs,
one under each side of the frame. The springs
used were of the ordinary laminated carriage

type constructed in such a- manner that
their stiffness could be adjusted by varying
the number of plates forming a spring. The
Frame was loaded by cast-iron weights fitting
over the castor frame.

An attachment was made to the lovers

transmitting the pull by a swivel joint which
allowed the frame to oscillate vertically and

1 British Association Report, 1002.

to follow freely round a curve without affecting

the records, but HO hold it that, tho wheel

always remained vertical. Tho fulcrum of

the lever could bo moved to cither of four

positions such that the pressure on tho plunger

was equal to, or two, four, or eight limon the

pull exerted on tho frame. The range of tho

apparatus could thus bo varied from 5 to 500 Ibw.

The record of pressure and speed was made

by pencils on a sheet of paper which was

rotated by a roller tho motion of which was

obtained through gearing from the road wheel.

(ii.) The Hyatt hmtmm&nL-- This dynamo
meter has boon specially designed for the deter

mination of tho draw- bar pull of farm tractors

and the tractive resistance of ploughs working
under various conditions

The pull is transmitted from the tractor tin

the plough through a link or chain and a

piston working in a cylinder. Tho latter

contains a rubber bag containing liquid wineh

is compressed by tho piston. This pressure
unit is hitched in one of three different ways

giving different ratios between the pull and the

pressure on the rubber bag. The three hitches

correspond to maximum pullH of 300, 000, and

1200 Ibs. respectively.
Tho recorder consists of a Bristol recording

pressure gauge. It is connected to tho pressure
unit by a flexible metallic tube which convoys
the liquid under pressure from the rubber bag
to a Bourdon pressure tube which neluatoM

the pen mechanism. A needle valve, inserted

in tho pressure tube, may be adj tinted do control

the flow of liquid and to damp out excessive

vibrations of tho pen.
Tho chart i.s a circular shoot of paper divided

by a series of concentric circles across which tin*

pen travelsin an approximately radial direction

from tho centre outwards with increasing pull.

Tho chart i,s caused to rotate by a wheel
which rolls over the ground and which IH

connected to tho recording instrument by
a flexible shaft and suitable gearing. The
circumference of the chard in divided into

equal parts each representing a distance

travelled of 100 foot,

A second pen records tho elapsed time on
an annular space at tho edge of tho chart.

A clock in tho recorder (wise, fitted with a

cam, trips tho time pen at ono-minuto intervals,

and fractions of a minute may be estimated

by counting tho number of smaller spaces over
which tho pen lias travelled. The division is

accomplished by dividing tho annular space
by a number of concentric circles and, by
causing tho time pon to travel from the outer
to the inner ring in tho minute interval, after

which it is again tripped back to tho outor

ring, its path being practically a radial line.

Tho recorder in lightly built and is provided
with straps by which it is carried by an
assistant during a test. It is arranged' that
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the rolling wheel may either be clipped to the

tractor or guided by hand.

From the chart obtained, the draw-bar pull,

the distance travelled every six seconds, and

the speed during the test may be deduced.

(iii.) The National Physical Laboratory Tractor

Dynamometer Car. This apparatus was con

structed solely for measuring and recording

the tractive effort of farm tractors, for which

purpose it has been successfully used. The
car employed was a heavy four-wheeled lorry

trailer, the rear wheels of which were fitted

with speeds and band brakes, the latter being

operated by a hand wheel from the front of

the vehicle. The apparatus was mounted on

an extension of the bogie frame carrying the

wheels of the trailer.

The pull of the tractor was converted to

pressure on a leather diaphragm by means
of a bell-crank lever suitably pivoted, the

diaphragm being faced on the pressure side

with a rubber disc to prevent leakage of the

liquid in the diaphragm box through the leather.

A flexible hydraulic pipe connected the dia

phragm casing to a Bourdon pressure tube

operating a pen mechanism, and a record of

the pressure was thus obtained on a roll of

paper. The latter was caused to move pro

portionally to the distance travelled by the

car, the driving drum being rotated by means
of gearing and a flexible shaft from the

leading road wheels.

Two other pens wore also provided, one

operated by a clock in order to give time

indications every two seconds, and the other

operated through gearing and giving indications

of the revolutions of the tractor engine.
The diaphragm box, to which was attached

the fulcrum of the bell-crank lever, could be

adjusted vertically so that the rope or chain

connection to the tractor could be arranged

horizontally.
In carrying out a teat, the brakes of the

car were adjusted, and the car loaded with

dead weights, until either the engine of the

tractor was pulled up or the driving wheels

began, to alrp. Thus the maximum pull of

the tractor on the particular surface chosen

for the tests was obtained.

(iv.) Railway Dynamometer Cars. Dynamo
meter cars have been constructed for traction

testa on locomotive engines and tractive resist

ance iioats on railway rolling stock. The car

usually takes the form of a special coach, the

draw-bar pull and buffer thrust being recorded,

with tho speed, on a paper-covered drum driven

through gearing from one of the road wheels.

A most successful car of this type is that

designed by Mr. George Hughes for the

Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway Company.
Tho various instruments with which this car

is fitted enable complete records of the per
formance of the locomotive to be taken,

including draw-bar pull (or push) speed,
acceleration or retardation, and boiler pressure
of the locomotive.

Other factors influencing the performance
are also indicated on the chart by observers.

Considerable care and experience is required
in the design of a car of this kind, and the more
salient features of the Lancashire and York
shire Railway car are here described for the

first time by the courtesy of the Chief

Engineer of that Company.
(v.) The Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway

Company's Dynamometer Car. The draw-bar

pull and the thrust on the buffers of the car

are transmitted to two compound springs, one

being provided for the pull and the other for

the push. Each is made up of a number of

independent plates bound together by a pair
of buckles at the centre and connected by
links at the ends. The link pins can be with

drawn separately as desired, and this enables

the number of plates in operation to be

adjusted to suit the load hauled, from a single
coach to the heaviest train, utilising the full

deflection of the springs.
The spring deflection is recorded directly

on the record paper without the intervention

of levers, showing draw-bar pull above, and
buffer thrust below, a datum line.

The external carriage coupling arrangements
are standard practice so that the car can be

coupled up as readily as any other vehicle.

The draw-bar and buffers are connected to a

rigid frame which moves each set of springs in

one direction only so that the tightness of the

screw shackle between the engine and the car

does not affect their indications.

A compensating beam equalises the thrust

on the buffers when negotiating a curve.

The draw-bar passes through a friction device

which can be brought into operation to take the

load off the springs when tests are not being
made. The device is also used to absorb excep
tional shocks during the last inch of deflection

of the springs, A main cross-beam near the

centre of the car under-frame forms a founda

tion for the springs and the instrument table.

The motion of the car is not recorded from

the ordinary road wheels but from a special

measuring wheel arranged between the leading

and trailing wheels of the bogie, so that there is

little lateral movement when rounding curves.

The measuring wheel is pressed on the rail by
a spring and can be raised or lowered as

required. The motion is transmitted to the

instrument table by worm gearing and flexible

couplings forming a positive drive.

The instrument table carries the record

paper drums, the speed gear which regulates

the relative speeds of the paper and the train,

a distance indicator, a work integrator, a

recording and a visual speedometer, a standard

electrical clock, and an inertia ergometer.
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The record paper can be driven at speeds

varying from six incites to twenty feet per

mile travelled ; a counter marks the paper

every mile.

The work integrator consists of a disc

rotated from the road wheel, and across the

face of the disc a roller is moved by the

extensions of the springs. The rotation of

the roller is therefore proportional to the

product of the draw-bar pull and the distance

travelled, and this work is continuously recorded

on the chart as a serrated diagram, each peak

representing approximately 50 horse - power

velocity (acceleration
or retardation). Tho

intcgrating roller multiplies thin fore.o by

distance and the result is indicated OH the

record paper as an inclined line. The change

in the ordinate of tins line repreHont,s the

change in the algebraic Hum of the potential

and kinetic energy per unit mans of iho train.

When coasting free, the loan of energy reworded

is due to train resistance, aixd in therefore a

direct indication of it.

By means of a run made up of alternate

hauiings and coastings tho ergometei- provider

data from which tho" work done by the prime

FIG. 14.

minutes per pair of springs in use. A counter

gives the total positive, total negative, or

algebraic sum of the horse-power minutes

done by the draw-bar, as required.
The speed recorder works on a positive

principle, namtly, that the distance travelled

in a definite time (4 sees.) gives a measure of

the mean speed during the four seconds.

(vi.) The Inartia Ergomeker. This was
introduced by Joseph Doyen, Chief Engineer
of the Belgian State Railways, and is a com
bination of the Desdouits Inertia dynamometer
(pendulum) and the Adbank-Abakanowicz in

tegrating roller. The pendulum is mounted on
knife edges and swings in the direction of

motion of the car. The tangent of the angle of

the pendulum with its neutral position is pro
portional to the algebraic sum of the force

of gravity and the force producing change of

mover can bo calculated. By combining HUH
information with that of the draw-bar integra
tor tho locomotive rofiiHtanoo, train reniHtanee,
total resistance, and aocelerativo efteot oC tho
locomotive can, bo obtained for any npeod.

Curvature of tho ttaok IH indicated and IUIH

been found to account for many poetdiariUoH
in the diagrams obtained. Fig. 14 in a general
view of tho instrument table, Tho work
integrator is shown in the centre foreground ;

the lever from tho draw-bar HpriugH HtandH up
through tho central slot in tho table and tho

pendulum lover through tho Blot on the left.

The ergorncter drum can bo neon to the left

of the top of tho draw-bar lover. Tho clock
is removed to expose tho orgomotor to view,

Fig. 15 is a specimen, reduced in sisso, of
the chart obtained for a run of approximately
six miles.
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(vii.) The Swiss State Railuwy Gar. Much

of the apparatus fitted in this dynamometer
car is in many respects similar to that of the

Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway Company's
instrument. The principal difference between

the two cars lies in the method of measuring

the tractive effort, which in the present

instance is by the use of hydraulic gear.

Undoubtedly the hydraulic dynamometer has

distinct advantages over the spring type,

provided it is carefully designed and accurately

made.
The pull of the draw-bar is transmitted to a

steel plunger working in a steel cylinder, both

elements being ground so accurately as to

render the use of packing unnecessary. The

cylinder is filled with oil by which the pressure

is transmitted to the recording instrument,

and it is arranged that there is a very slow

leak of oil between the plunger and the cylinder

FIG. 16.

wall in order to provide lubrication for the

former and to minimise its frictional resistance.

The arrangement of the pressure unit is

shown in Fig. 16. There are two plungers,
indicated at A and B, fitting into cylinders
which, are placed back to back and formed in

a solid forging. The draw-bar pull is trans

mitted to one of the plungers, and the buffer

thrust to the other, by means of the crossheads

C and D and the rods E and F. The latter are

guided by rollers suitably supported by a

rigid frame. The clearance spaces in the

cylinders, behind the plungers, are connected

by pipes to a distributing valve, and from
thence to the recording mechanism.
The recorder consists of two small measuring

cylinders arranged in tandem and provided
with differential plungers opposed fo each
other. This arrangement provides that by a
suitable setting of the distributor valve the
resultant area of the plungers exposed to the
oil pressure from the main cylinders may bo
varied in the ratio of 1 : 2 : 3 : thus by rotation
of the distributing valve it is possible to select

either of three scales for recording the load.

A calibrator! helical spring is fitted between

the two differential plungers mid is compressed

by thoir motion. Tho compression of the

spring is a measure of tho resultant end force

on the plungers and, therefore, of the difference

between the draw-bar pull and butler thrust-,

and this motion is transferred directly to the

record paper by a rod carrying a stylo.

During prolonged runs the slow leakage

past the main plungers may cause one of them

to touch the base of its cylinder, but. before

such a condition can arise an equalising valve

is brought into operation which has the effect

of equalising the pimsuroR in the two cylinders

and restoring their central positions RN shown

in the figures. Fresh oil is drawn into the

cylinders from a reservoir, through a non

return valve, when required.

((>) SPECIAL DYNAMOMETERS, (i.) The Dahu-

ler Lancaster Worni'tjwtr VMtint/ Mwlnnc.
TbiM machine was designed

by Mr. K. \\
r

, Lanchostor

for the accurate measure-

motit of the ollicioncy of

worm - gearing. A dia

grammatic sketch of the

apparatus in given in

/iij. 17,

Tho efficiency of modern
worm gears for power
transmission is of the order

of O.
f
) per cent, and. wider

the best comlitionM of load

ing and lubrication, an high
as {)7 percent. With such

elticioncios, separate deter

minations of the torques
in tho worm and worm-

wheel shafts by any of the methods already
described would bo liable to give misleading
results unless the accuracy of tho measurement
in each case, was within a small fraction of 1

per cent of the true value. For example, in

tho case of a gear of 07 por cent oOieioney, if

tho torquofl could bo measured separately to

an accuracy of 0'2 per cent, the experimental
determinations of the oHieioney might- range
from 06-6 to 07-4 por oout. ''It in evident,

therefore, that tho ordinary methods of tort pie
measurement in which tho error may bo as

much as 2 por coat arc quite useless for the

purpose, and that a method of much greater

accuracy is required, Tho Lanoliostor machine

measures, in oijfoot, tho ratio of the two

torques, and tho ovor-all oftieionoy of a worm
gear with its bearings can bo obtained within
an accuracy of 0-2 por cent. Indeed, differences

of efficiency duo to such causes as change in

the temperature of tho lubricant etui bo easily
detected.

Referring to /'V/. 17, tho gear box is sup
ported in a cradle A in such a manner that, it

has freedom of motion through a small angle
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about two axes at right angles. The worm is

driven by a shaft B through the intermediate

shaft C, the latter being provided with uni

versal couplings at each end. Tn the same

manner the wheel shaft is connected to the

bevel box E through the shaft D and the

universal couplings FF. The load is sup

ported by a bracket K fixed to the arm G,

the axis of the arm being parallel to, and in

the same vertical plane as, the worm-shaft

axis.

The load is not fixed directly to the bracket

but is carried by a slider from which it is

hung : by a screw and nut device the distance

of the load from the axis

of the arm can be varied.

The position of the

bracket with respect to

the wheel axis being fixed,

the moment of the load

about that axis is equal
to the product of the

weight and the length of

the arm, and is always
the same for the same
load.

The moment about the

worm axis, however, can

be adjusted by means of

the screw gear, 1he read-

1112; of the scale on the

1)racket giving the dis

tance of the

weight from
the axis.

It will be

seen, there -

f o r e, that
assuming the

gear efficiency

as 100 per
cent, and the

gear ratio as

U, the spoorl of the worm being R times that

of tho wheel, the torque on the worm shaft

will bo 1/R times the torque on the wheel

shaft. The load being the same for each

torque, tho distance of the weight from the

worm axis will be 1/R times its distance from

the wheel axis.

The efficiency of tho gear being less than

100 per cent, tho load must be moved farther

from tho axis of tho worm in order to balance

tho gear box against tho two torques when

running under load.

Tho calculated distance of tho weight

from tho worm axis, assuming 100 per cent

efficiency, divided by the distance required to

produce' a balance, gives tho efficiency of the

gear.
Tho drive from the worm wheel is taken

through tho bovol box to tho bolt pulley M,

tho latter being of such a diameter that it

tends to drive the pulley N on the driving
shaft B at about 5 per cent higher speed
than is established by the bevel and worm
gears.

In other words, it is arranged that the peri

pheral speed of the pulley M is 5 per cent

higher than that of the pulley N.

The belt connecting the two pulleys can be

adjusted in tension, over a wide range, an
increase in the tension producing an increase

in the torque. By this means the pressure
between the teeth of the worm and wheel

can be made to correspond with the trans

mission through the box of as much as 150

horse-power, it being only

necessary to supply the

loss of power in the gear
and apparatus from an
external source developing
about 15 horse - power.
This ingenious principle
enables prolonged tests to

be carried out at a small

fraction of the cost which
would be involved if the

whole power were devel

oped and absorbed.

(ii.) Spur Gear and Driv

ing Chain Testing Machine

(National Physical Labora

tory). This machine is

arranged to measure the

difference of

the torques
of two shafts,

together with

the measure
ment of one
of the torques

separately.
It will be

evident that

the high de

gree of accuracy required in the Lanchester

machine is not essential in the present
machine.

Thus, supposing the true efficiency of a

spur gear or chain drive is 97 per cent,

and that the determinations of the torque
and torque difference are each within 2-5

per cent of their true values, the esti

mated value of the efficiency of the trans

mission from the observations may range
from 9C-9 per cent to 97-1 per cent, which

is of a higher degree of accuracy than

that obtained by measuring the torque ratio

to 0-2 per cent.

Fig. 18 shows the arrangement of the machine,

The frame carrying the gears is entirely sup

ported by horizontal knife edges, and both

driving and driven shafts are considerably

extended and provided with ball-bearing uni

versal joints at each end. Being supported in

FIG. 17.
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this manner, the frame can execute small oscil

lations in a vertical plane about its neutral

position.
The intermediate wheel is rendered neces

sary in order to secure that the reaction on

the frame should be equal to the difference

between the torques of the driving and driven

shafts, and for this to be the case it is requisite

that the shafts should rotate in the same

direction.

The first and intermediate gears and the

Tilting: Frame
Arranged for Chain Drive

Tilting Frame
Arranged for Spur Gears

1. Spur Gears In Rocking Frame
Z.U/ifuersa(Jotnt3

Flexible Couplings

.Hopklnson ThrtngTorslonmator
Handwheat adjusting Torque
Beuel Boxes 2. 7.

.Pulley from Motor
Belt

3,Pulley3 affecting Torque

J?IG. 18.

intermediate and the third gears form two
pairs under test.

When a chain drive is under test no inter

mediate gear is necessary for the shafts to
rotate in the same direction.

If no intermediate wheel were used in

the gear test, the reaction on the frame
would be equal to the sum of the torques
of the two shafts, and the object which it

has been attempted to achieve would be
defeated.

The frame is provided with tan oil dash -pot
for damping its oscillations and a torque -

arm scale-pan and spring for the torque
difference measurement. Rigid stops arc

provided for tho torque arm to limit its

amplitude, readings being taken when tho nrm

is level.

A Kopkinson-Thring torsionmotor is used

to determine tho torque on tho driving shaft,

and in carrying out a teat an observer regu

lates the torque and maintains it at tho desired

value, whilst a second observer in employed
with the torque measurement on tho lilting

frame.

The method of increasing tlte pressure

between the gear tooth is on the same prin

ciple as that adopted in the LanohoHtcr

machine. This secures that only the lows of

power needs to bo supplied from an external

source. Tho centre distance of the two whafts

is made adjustable over a wide range to

accommodate varying HIKOB of gears and

lengths of chain drive.

During testing tho tilting frame w totally

enclosed in a lignt case and provision is made
to spray tho lubricant on the gears, tho oil

being supplied by means of a lloxiblo pipo in

such a manner that no control on the framo is

exerted.

In testing spur gears the value of the torque
T2 on the last gear can readily bo obtained

from the observed data. The oflieicncy

of a pair of gears is given, therefore, by

97= X/TJJ/TI, whore Tx is tho measured torque on

the driving shaft.

Tho efficiency of a chain is given by ?; Ty
p

lV
(iii.) Spur Gear -box T cutting Mac,h>vn(\

(National Physical Laboratory), ./'Vf/, ,10.' In

this machine tho gear box is mounted in nuoh
a manner that it is froo to oscillate about a

moan position on the axis of tho driving shaft,

and tho torque on tho framo of tho gear box
is balanced and measured. Tho method can

only bo used in cases whoro tho driving and
driven shafts of tho unit are coaxial and
leave tho box at opposite ends ; thin is

usually tho form of gear boxen for auto
mobiles for which tho apparatus was originally

designed.
Tho unit under tost is fixed in a rectangular

framo provided with hollow trunnions eo-

axially with tho main shaftH. Tho trunnions

aro supported in ball-bearings HO thai; tho
frame and gear box can tilt in either direction,
tho framo being fitted with a torque arm
provided with tho usual danh-pot, measuring
spring, balance weight-pan, and stops to limit

its motion.

Tho two flhaftfl of tho gear box are con
nected to a prime mover and an absorption
dynamometer respectively, or tho prime mover
may bo fitted as a dynamometer, in which on,Ho

a steadily running brake only is required at
tho transmission end.

The method of tost is very much more
accurate than that of measuring tho

u
input

"

and "
output

"
torques, for in tho latter
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arrangement, when the efficiency of the gear
box is of the order of 97 per cent, no exact

results can be obtained, because the errors

in estimating the two torques directly affect

the calculated efficiency.

Consideration of the two cases will show
that in the latter, assuming the accuracy of

both torque readings as 1 per cent, the

efficiency obtained will vary from 95 to

99 per cent if the actual efficiency is 97 per
cent.

On the other hand, using the more accurate

method, and assuming the accuracy of the

dynamometer as 1 per cent, as before, and
that of the torque measurement on the gear
box frame as 2 per cent, the efficiency

determination will vary between 96-9 and
97-1 per cent, i.e. a variation of only one-

twentieth of the first method. In practice the

accuracy of the measurement of the torque

of the springs, proportional to the torque
transmitted, being indicated by the relative

displacement of a pointer over a drum
which carries a slip of paper. The position
of the pointer at any time during an experi
ment is recorded by passing a series of high-
tension electric sparks through the paper so

that the magnitude of the torque may be

directly calculated from the known calibration

of the springs. A pencil or pen could not be

used for the indicator because of the difficulty
of balancing the centrifugal forces called into

play by the high speed of rotation and also

the friction of the pen or pencil on the drum.
Alternate torque springs are wound in opposite
directions so that the forces produced by the

tendency to unwind due to centrifugal action

counterbalance each other ; with this arrange
ment it was found that the static and dynamic
torque calibrations agreed with each other.

FIG. 19

on the rectangular frame can be determined

to about 3 per cent.

The apparatus has been used to determine

efficiencies under different conditions of lubri

cation, and differences due to temperature
and quality of lubricant have been ob

served.

(7) A B RIAL PROPELLER DYNAMOMETERS.
In order to accurately determine the perform
ance and efficiency of airscrews, two dynamo
meters have been designed and made in the

Aeronautics Department of the National

Physical Laboratory.
The problem of the doHign of such an instru

ment involves the determination of the air

wpecd relative to the propeller, the torque and
the thrust, observations of each being made at

the same instant of time.

In the two widely different forms described

below experiments were made on scale model

airscrews about one-sixth full size.

(8) WHIRLING ARM DYNAMOMETER. A sec

tional drawing of the dynamometer is given
in Fig. 20. The airscrew shaft is driven

through flat coiled springs S, the extensions

The airscrew shaft is allowed a small axial

movement, and it is so supported that this

movement takes place with extremely little

fraction. The end of the shaft bears against
an oscillating lever, being directly controlled by
the thrust spring b, the tension of which is

adjusted by means of the micrometer screw

/ and two adjustable stops, both the latter

being insulated electrically from the frame of

the instrument.

When the thrust of the airscrew balances

the pull of the spring the lever floats between

the stops, but when the thrust is too great or

too small contact is made with one or other

of the stops and an indication ia thus given

by means of a galvanometer.
Oscillations in the torque springs due to

small irregularities in the driving torque are

damped by the oil dash-pot K. This con

sists of a series of concentric discs, alternate

discs being attached to the sleeve carrying the

inner ends of the springs and to the drum to

which the outer ends are fixed. The oscillations

are damped by the fluid friction between the

discs.
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The apparatus is mounted on a whirling

arm about 30 ft. in radius, and the cen

trifugal force on the airscrew has no

component in the direction of the thrust.

Certain forces due to centrifugal action are

automatically balanced by suitably placed

The airscrew speed is measured by means

of the voltage obtained from a small electric

generator driven by the propeller shaft, or

alternatively by measuring the time elapsed

for each, hundred revolutions of the shaft.

The speed of the apparatus relative to the air

is obtained by means of a Dines tube. All

electrical and air connections are taken to the

central shaft of the whirling arm, from which

they are again taken to an observing table

where the speeds of the arm and propeller

shaft are controlled.

(9) FIXED AERIAL PROPELLER DYNAMO
METER FOR USE IN A WIND CHANNEL. A
sketch of this apparatus is given in Fig. 21.

It consists of a small electric motor A bolted

to a cradle, the ends of which are attached to

two hardened steel points bearing in the cups
of the

e'Y" pieces M. These "Y" pieces
are rigidly connected to the lower ends of

the diagonally arranged wires C, the upper
ends of which are supported from the roof

of the tunnel by stirrups carrying hardened
steel points bearing in the cups D. With
this method of support the electric motor
is capable, if there is no other constraint, of

a swinging motion in the direction of the

motor shaft and also of a rocking motion
about the axis passing through the points B, B,
this axis being parallel to, and slightly below
the axis of, the shaft. A spindle arm E,

projecting from the underside of the cradle, is

connected by a strut and a " C "
spring to

the top of a spindle clamped to the head
of an aerodynamical balance the vertical

head of which projects up through the floor

of the wind channel. The spindle arm E
and the top of the balance arm are enclosed

in a guard which is streamline shape surround

ing the strut and " C "
spring. A revolution

counter driven by the motor shaft and in

electrical communication with a bell enables
the rotational speed of the airscrew to bo
measured. To avoid any unnecessary con
straint of the moving parts of the apparatus
the electrical connections to the motor are made

through the mercury cups C*. Tlio scalo of

the model airscrew used with the apparatus
needs to be such that the motor with its

contiguous parts IH completely endowed in a

shell of tho model aeroplane body K, and Hueh

as to ensure sufficient clearance between the

surrounding shell and the moving parts of the

measuring apparatus. The body in suitably

supported by bars from tho widen of the

channel.

When measuring torque, the rocking axis

BB of the motor and airswow, which Is

parallel to the airworow shaft, is iixod

parallel to the centre lino of the channel

by rigidly attaching tho
u Y "

-pieces to

the bars L. Tho brackets at the lower

end of the arm E and at the top of tho

balance spindle are adjusted HO that the

strut which transmits the load to tho top
of the balance arm is at right angles to tho

airscrew shaft. A direct calibration of tho

apparatus may be made by applying a

known torque and weighing directly with tho

balance.

To measure thrust, tho
" V "

pieces arc

detached from tho bars L HO that tho motor
and airscrew have freedom to swing in a

longitudinal direction about tho points I) at

the upper ends of tho wires, and the points
B of tho motor cradlo. Tho brackets on tho

lower ond of tho arm E and tho top of

tho channel spindle are adjusted HO that tho

strut F whiclx transmits the thrust to the

top of tho balance is parallel to the airscrew

axis, A strut N, which is hold in position
with a "C" spring between the bracket O
and the cradle and one of tho bars L, pre
vents tho motor rooking about tho a.xiH BB.
Tho calibration of tho thrust apparatus may
be obtained by applying a known thrust along
tho airscrew axis and measuring directly tho
airscrew balance.

The air velocity in tho channel J'H measured

by a tilting manometer. ,). n. ir.

DYNAMOMETER, BRITISH AHHOCHATION, Moo
"
.Dynamometers," (5) (i).

DYNAMOMETER CARS. Soo
u
Dynamometers,"

().
Lancashire and Yorkshire Kailway (!O.*H.

Sco
"
Dynamometers," (5) (v;),

DYNAMOMETER, HYDRAULIC: See "Hydrau
lics," (01).

E
EARTH :

Age of, deduced from Cooling. See
"
Heat,

Conduction of," (12) (iii.) (a).

Foundations, Effect of the Percentage of

Water present on. Sec
"
Friction," 8

(34)

Temperature Waves in, Roo "
Heat,

Conduction of," (12) (i.) (a).

ECCENTRIC OMAR FOR iSunu VALVKH. Seo
"
Stoam Engines, Reciprocating," (2) (iii.).

EDDY CURRENT BHAKK KOR POWKR MiUHintw-
MBNT. Boo "

Dynamometers," (2) (vi,).
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EDDY- RESISTANCE. See "Ship Resistance
and Propulsion," (13) and (14).

EDDY VISCOSITY. See
"
Mechanical Viscosity,

Friction," (10), (11), (12).

EFFICIENCIES OJT INTERNAL COMBUSTION
ENGINES, Table of Ideal Values. See
"
Engines, Thermodynamics of Internal

Combustion," (46).

EFFICIENCIES OF PETROL ENGINES. See
"Petrol Engine, The Water-cooled," (2)-

(4).

EFFICIENCY OF A HEAT-ENGINE. The efficiency
is measured by the ratio (Qx

- Q2)/Q1? Qx and
Qa being the amounts of heat taken in and
rejected respectively. If Tx T2 be the

corresponding temperatures on the Absolute

Thermodynamic Scale, we have for a revers

ible engine

Qi
~ V

Thus the efficiency of any reversible engine

working between temperatures Tx and T2 is

Ti-T 2

TX~
'

See
"
Thermodynamics," (20).

EFFICIENCY OF RANKINE CYCLE. See
" Steam

Engine, Theory of," (3).

ELASTIC CONSTANTS, DETERMINA
TION OF, AND THE TESTING OF
MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION

(1) INTRODUCTION. The reasons for the

testing of materials of construction are various

and depend upon the point of view in which
the inquirer approaches the subject.

The designer, in order to proportion the

parts of his machine or structure and apply
his theoretical calculations, requires to know
the physical constants of the materials with

which ho deals. The aim of the scientific

experimenter is to supply this data in order

that the theoretical researches in applied
mechanics may be applied to the problems
with which the engineer is confronted in his

practice. Absolute results concerning definite

properties of materials form the basis of

scientific testing.

The material to bo used in the construction

of any structure can usually be obtained from

several sources of supply and of several grades
and prices. Tlio engineer wishes first to indi

cate to the manufacturer the class of material

ho needs, and for this purpose he supplies
him with a specification containing among
other things particulars of the properties

required. The design is based oa certain

values for the phyaical constants, and these

values arc the real criterion of the suitability

of the material for the purpose for which it is

intended. The determination of the constants

is usually a slow laborious business requiring

considerable skill and scientific ability. Ap
proximate tests have been devised, which
are only intended to give a comparative
indication of the physical properties of the
material. The results expected from these

tests are inserted in the specification ; in some
cases they approximate closely to the scientific

tests.

It is, obviously, important for the engineer
to be assured that the material supplied
fulfils the terms of the specification, and for

this purpose he selects sample portions of the

material and subjects them to the specified
tests. Commercial testing is therefore carried

out to determine whether materials conform
to the terms of specifications.

There is a further section of the subject
which has been given a great impetus in

the last few years, viz. investigatory testing,

undertaken to determine causes of failure of

material in actual practice and to improve
processes of manufacture and design of

machines and structures.

The science of engineering is advanced by
a systematic study of failures probably quite
as much as by any other branch of research.

In investigatory testing, methods are employed
to exaggerate certain properties in order to

compare them in various materials with ease

and certainty. These same properties can

probably be studied by a careful analysis of

the absolute results obtained by scientific

testing, but the process is difficult and cannot

be attended with success without considerable

practical experience.

I. TESTING MACHINES

(2) GENERAL METHODS. There are certain

methods of test which are applicable to all

branches of test work. The complexity of

the machines employed for these tests depends

upon the number of purposes for which it is

intended to use them. This complexity is

contingent upon

(1) The variety of materials it is required
to test.

(2) The kinds of straining action needed.

(3) The form and size of the specimens to be

tested.

(4) The magnitude of the forces to be

exerted and measured.

(5) The accuracy required in the results.

By limiting the requirements, the testing

apparatus can be made of great simplicity.

For instance, in a transverse testing machine

such as is used for checking the quality of

cast iron in a foundry, the test pieces can all

be of one size, the straining action is always
the same (the test piece being broken as a

beam), and there is not a great deal of variation

of the breaking load. A machine such as

this is simple and effective.
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Every increase in the requirements adds

additional apparatus to the machine. An

accessory for one purpose will often interfere

with the running of the machine for another

purpose, thus causing loss of time in making

the necessary adjustments for the experiments

in hand, involving great care in the setting

of the machine and making it more difficult

to handle. It is therefore in the interest of

the user to consider carefully the functions

which the machine will be called upon to

perform, and to limit them to a minimum.

In this way increased efficiency is obtained

with minimum cost.

The simplest method of testing is by direct

loading, and the earlier researches on strength

of materials were carried out by this method.

Galileo (1638) and Muschenbrock (1729) made

many tests on a small scale by this means, and

where it can. still be applied it is the simplest

and best method of testing available. Owing
to the difficulty of handling heavy loads it is

only suitable for use with weak materials.

When at the beginning of the nineteenth

century the demand came for tests on a

larger scale, it was necessary to consider other

means of applying the force than by direct

loading, and within a few years the three

arrangements found in modern testing

machines were employed, viz. :

(a) Load applied by hydraulic press no

weighing device, but load calculated

from the pressure on the ram.

(b) Load applied by gearing at one end

weighing lever at the other end.

(c) Load applied by hydraulic press at

one end weighing lever at the other

end.

In 1813 method (a) was employed by
Brunton & Co. for a chain-cable testing

machine. The arrangement for arriving at

the load was not capable of giving very

great accuracy. It was necessary to make
an allowance to the load, which was deduced

from the indication of a pressure gauge, for

the friction of the packing of the ram or the

cup leather, and the amount of this friction

was extremely variable.

The Whitworth hydraulic testing machine l

and the 600-ton testing machine of the Union

Bridge Company at Athens, Pa., U.S.A., both
use the same principle. The 5000-ton Olsen 2

compression machine of the Geological Survey
and the Bureau of Standards, and the 000-ton

Olsen compression tester of the Rensselaer 3

Institute at Troy both record the load by
the pressure in the hydraulic press, but with
these machines the pressure is transmitted to

a diaphragm whose area is smaller than that

1 See Peet, Proc, Inst. Mech. Eng., 1808.
2
Engineering Record, Fob. 1900, lix.

8 Proc. Am. Soc. Test. Mat., 1909, ix.

of the main ram. The procure on the dia

phragm is measured by a Hyfitom of lovorn.

Method (a) has boon applied to modem touting

machines by eliminating the packing and

having an accurately fitted ram and cylinder

with small clearance. By twiixg oil the wlight

leakage between the rain ami
cylinder

reduces

the friction to a practically negligible quantity.

The evolution of the other two tenting

machine arrangements, (/;)
and (r), from the

direct loading method was due to the introduc

tion of the lever. By placing a lover iu

between the test piece and the load, tho

amount of dead weight required was redueed

by the ratio of the lever arniH. Thin arrange

ment, although quite mutable for umall piccow

possessing little ductility, waw found to ho

open to tho objection that, JIH the material

stretches, tho position of the lever altorw and

cannot be adjusted.
In. 1817 Captain Brown coiiHtruotod a eable

testing machine in which the deformation of

tho cable waw neutralised, and tho load

applied, by means of gearing at one end, while

Iho load was mcatmrod by a lever at tho other.

The uso of gearing wan the method ol

straining usod in America on machmoH of

tho lever typo. Tho name arrangement,

although common on Hinall tnaehmoH in this

country worked by hand, had not;, however,

been usod on power-driven mac/luncn until

recently.
Another method of counteracting tho do-

formation of tho test piece wan applied by
Lagerjhelm, of tho School of Minon at Stock-

holm, who conducted oxperhnentN in 1825

on a 7-ton machine in which a hydraulic, rain

neutralised the give of the tend piece and

applied tho load, which wan moaNiirod by

weights acting on a knee lever. About tho

same time, that principle wan aluo employed
by Brainah' 1 in the coiiHtruclion of a machine
used at Woolwich J)ockyarcl by tho lato Pro

fessor Barlow for Home of hiH oxporimontH on
the strength of materials. Thin method of

construction iy, however, always annociatod

with tho name of 'David Kirkaldy, who in J8(W

erected, in London, hiH well-known machine
of 400 tons capacity. Tho combination of

hydraulic ram and lovers haw Hinco boon in

common \iao in machinoH of many doHignn,
tho chief differences in thcHo designs being in

tho arrangement of tho lever or lovow and
their position relatively to that of tho tent

piece.

Thomaasot, 5 in about the year 187i3,

measured the load on tho lever by moans
of a diaphragm piston with an extremely
limited motion, and balanced tho load on
tho piston by a moreury gauge. Mailhwl and

^ Barlow, Strength of l\Tat<rutlu, London, 1851, p,

s

Lebastcmr, Lcs Mtttaux, i>. 52,
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Emery a few years later dispensed with the

lever and transmitted the whole load to the

diaphragm. Emery 1 constructed a machine
of 450 tons capacity in which the pressure
on the diaphragm piston was measured by
transmitting it to a smaller one in which the

mercury gauge of Thomasset was replaced by
a system of levers and weights.
The first essential requirement of a testing

machine is accuracy the load shown by the

machine should be an accurate indication of

the real load to which the test piece is sub

jected. In order to obtain complete accuracy
it is necessary that :

(1) Simple means should be available for

establishing the truth of the indications of

the machine it should be capable of being

easily calibrated. This calibration may
alter with use ; if of the lever type the

knife edges may wear or be displaced,

and, on a three-inch fulcrum distance, 1 per
cent error in the readings would be caused

by a displacement of only 0-03 inches.

(2) The sensitiveness in work

ing should bo adequate, i.e. small

differences in the load should be

readily indicated.

Another desirable feature is simplicity
not simplicity resulting from a mere re

duction of the attachments for the various

tests, but that obtained by ensuring that

tho varied requirements are carried out

without undue complications. This not

only reduces the parts liable to

alteration with use, but renders

the machine capable of rapid and

easy manipulation during test, a

feature which is especially important in a

machine to be used for commercial testing.

Other requirements necessary in a machine

or commercial testing are :

(a) Tho teats should be accessible from the

front of the machine, and the scale and con

trol lovers within easy reach of tho operator.

(6) The tent piece should be easily inserted

in the machine, i.e. the method of gripping
should bo simple and convenient. For

laboratory work it is advisable that the

machine whould be conveniently arranged to

take an autographic apparatus for registering

tho results, and should be generally adaptable
to all Bortw of conditions which mayfrom time to

time bo necessary for varied experimental work.

Tho liability of the testing machine to

subject tho specimen to momentary shocks

should alwo be considered. Tho inertia in the

lever and weights (in that typo of machine)

may increase the stress in the test piece beyond
that indicated by the scale reading of the

jockey weight. The construction of each

machine should therefore be understood by

1
vSoo Townc, Inst. Mach. Eng. Proc., 1888, pp. 206

and 4-18.

the operator, and in skilful hands errors due
to this cause can be reduced to a very small

amount.

(3) HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL MACHINES.

Testing machines may be arranged in either

of two ways :

(i.) In which the load is applied horizontally
horizontal testing machines.

(ii.) In which the load is applied vertically
vertical testing machines.

For testing long specimens it is usual to

employ a machine of the horizontal type in

which it is necessary to support the test piece
and the grips which hold it, otherwise forces

A. Fixed Leverage and Variable Load

Centre of Srauity of
Joc/iey Weight

B. Fixed Load and Variable Leverage

-Movable Jockey Weight

C. Movable Jockey Weight combined with a
Load at a Fixed Leverage

FIQ. 1.

are applied to the test piece which are not

measured by the load-measuring apparatus.
The vertical testing machine, however, is more
convenient to handle and, except in the cir

cumstances mentioned above, is the arrange
ment generally adopted.

(4) MODERN TESTING MACHINES. Modern

testing machines usually consist of four main

parts :

(i.) An arrangement for applying the load.

(ii.) An adjustment to neutralise the effect

of the deformation of test piece so as to

provide that there is no movement of the

point of attachment of the test piece to the

weighing apparatus.

(iii.)
A method of measuring the applied load.

(iv.) Holders for connecting the test piece to

(i.) and (iii.).
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The various types of testing machine differ

in the way in which these requirements are

carried out. The first and second parts are

usually combined, and the load on the test

piece is applied to one end either by (1) a

straining cylinder actuated by a pump and

accumulator, screw compressor, or oil pump
(hydraulic rotary or direct driven) ; or (2) screw

gearing driven by hand or by power (such as

an electric motor). Screw power testing

.Side Rods

Weights
(W)

Testing Machine 1 L_T
|

Hangar I FT I

Screw Gearing for
Raising or Lowering
the Side Rods

machines are divided into two general types
the rotary screw and the rotating nut.

The load or force exerted on the test piece
is measured (a), more commonly in Great

Britain, by a lever or system of levers with

weights or a movable counterpoise forming a

weighing apparatus ;

(b) by balancing it with fluid pressure acting
on a diaphragm ;

(c) by measuring the pressure of the oil or
water in the straining cylinder ;

(d) by calculating the load from the angle
through which a weighted pendulum is lifted.

Testing machines using methods (/;) and

(c) have the advantage that they are

cheaper to make than the. weighing lover

machine, are practically free from inertia

forces, and the load is automatically adj anted

to the stress. They, however, require, very

careful attention and calibration, and arc con

sidered by the Board of Trade to bo unde

sirable for uso when making acceptance tests.

(5) TYPJBS OJT TflSTiiw MACHINES, Lm\r

Testing Machine*. By far tho largest number

of machines measure tho load by the UHO

of a lever. The loading of tho lever IB

effected either by (a) adding separate weights

to a scale pan placed at a fixed leverage (i.e.,

fixed leverage and variable load) ; (l>) having a

single jockey which travels along the beam

(i.e. fixed load and variable leverage) ; (r.) a

combination of (a) and (/->).

Those arrangements are indicated diagram-

matically in tfiy. 1. With either of the methods

tho following points must he borne in mind :

(1) Tho lover during tho tent will change
its position, and in order to secure constant

leverage tho points of application of- tho loads

must bo in a straight line, i.c,. the centre of

gravity of tho moving weight and any knife

edges "employed must all lie in a straight lino

or, if the moving weight Is hung from a knife

edge, tho knife edge must travel along that

line.

(2) Any addition of weights during a test

must be carried out without producing Hhockn

on tho specimen. In those maehinoH in which

weights are added to the Hcale pan it IB UHiial

to carry thin out by a mechanical arrangement
such an is thown in tfiy. 2.

In some machines tho load is measured by
tho height to which a pendulum bob IH rained.

This can bo considered an a modification of

tho lever method. JPitj, \\ shows how it was

employed in the tests described in tho British

Engineering Standards Association .Keport
No. 55.

It in desirable that, on the name nmehino,
tho percentage accuracy of reading the load

should bo tho same with small aH with largo

specimens, and it IH therefore imual to arrange
modern, tenting machines HO that tho name

length of Bcalo in equivalent to at leant two
values of the load. Thin is carried out either

by varying tho leverage or varying the weight
of tho moving poiwo.
Tho leverage IB varied by providing alter

native fulcra. Thin method in introduced into

tho Wioknteod vortical machine (sen /'Vf/, K)A),
and consists in providing a third knife odgo
which can bo pub in or out of gear. When it

is in place, tho knifo-odgo distance is large and
tho machine in arranged for UHO with weak spcei-.

mons, otherwise the full capacity of the machine
is available. Thus the samo eountcrpoiHc may
represent Hay 50 or 100 tons for the name
travel of tho counterpoise along the lover,
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according to which fulcrum is used. The
method of operating the third knife edge is

shown in Fig. 4. The three knife edges are
in the same line, but the movable support Y
for the third knife edge Z is raised so that

^Spindle supported
on Bait Bearings

press (as shown) or by screw gearing. The
following are modern examples of machines
which use this principle.

(ii.) "Avery" 10-ton Electrically Driven
Single-lever Testing Machine. This machine is

shown in Fig. 6. A is the weighing lever and
B the poise weight of 840 Ibs., which is moved
by a control screw C. The screw is driven

by hand at I) through gearing E and F
and a hooked joint Gr

which is placed on a
Pull by Straining line with the fulcrum.

Cylinder The straining of the

test piece is produced
tlirough worm and

spur gearing by means
Wire rope attached

v to automatic gear
to prevent weight
falling back upon
fracture of test piece

when it is placed in position by the worm
gear there is a slight clearance over the support
X, as shown in Fig. 4 (B).

The weight of the moving poise is varied in

machines supplied by Messrs. W. & T. Avery,
Ltd. The counterpoise is split, and for small

loads a part of it is detached and used as a

separate poise.

In order to obtain a high mechanical advan

tage, without making the short arm of the

lever very small, some machines use a multiple

system of levers, each with comparatively small

mechanical advantage. It is therefore con

venient to divide lever machines into two

sections, (1) those using a single lever, (2)

those in which the levers are compounded,
and to subdivide those sections according as

to whether the test pieces are vertical or

horizontal and whether the load is applied by
a straining cylinder or screw gearing.

(0) SINGLE -LJBVBR MACHINES, (i.) Verti

cal Fig. 5 shows diagrammatically the

simplest arrangement of a single-lever machine,

thiH being the principle adopted by Mr. Wick-

steed. 1 It is a vertical machine with a single

horizontal lever A on top, to which one end of

the test piece B is connected. A movable poise

C weighs the load, which is applied to the other

end of the test piece by the ram of a hydraulic
1 Zwirt. Mi>ch. Eng. Proc., 1882, p. 384.

of an electric motor

H, whose control is

located at I on the

standard near to the

hand wheel propelling
the poise weight.
The indicator J, which shows the

equilibrium of the steelyard, is also

close at hand, so that the operator has

all the controls within easy reach. The
free end of the lever plays in a space
in the supporting pillar K. Springs are

provided to take the shock when the test piece
breaks.

The grips for the test piece are shown at

L and M ; these are provided with attachments

for test pieces with either screwed or enlarged
ends. The upper grip is attached to the lever,

while the lower one, which slides in guides in

(B)

FIG. 4.

the standard 0, is connected to the straining

screw P. The second knife edge Q rests on

the standard 0.

(iii.)

"
Denisons

"
30-ton Testing Machine.

In this machine, shown in Figs. 7 and 8, the load

is applied by a straining cylinder, the pressure

to which is supplied by a patent hydraulic

rotary oil-pump. This pump has a variable
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delivery in either direction whilst being con

tinuously driven in one direction. The drive

can either be by direct coupling to an electric

J3
A O

motor, as shown
in Fig. 7, or by
a belt from a

countershaft. A
similar pump is

used for driving
the standard

jockey weight
in either direc

tion ; the speed
at which i t

travels can be

varied by means
of a lever placed
in a convenient

position.
The machine

is supplied with

tell-tale devices, for indicating to the operator
the functions of the various parts, as well as

all the features which are indispensable for

accurate work.

(iv.) BucHorts 100-ton Machine. A photo
graph of the machine of this type which is

installed at the N.P.L. is shown in Fig. 9. The
load is applied by a hydraulic ram and cylinder
which are placed in a pit below the floor level.

A pressure of 1 ton per sq. in. is supplied to the

photograph is fitted with alternative fulcra

(see (5)) giving a short knife-edgo diHtancc

of either 3 or (> inches, so that the jockey

weight of 1 ton in travelling
the full length of tho Bcalo

can bo arranged to give
either a load of 100 or 50
tons.

Another feature of tho machine is tho

arrangement which has been added at tlio

N.P.L. to prevent tho jockey weight nooidotitally

running past the end of tho Heale in either

direction. When a considerable number of

Bending < She,oring Took

cylinder by a hydraulic pump and accumulator
driven by an electric motor. Tho counter
poise is driven by hand or mechanically by
fast and loose pulleys operated from a suitable
line of shafting. The machine seen in the

tests have to bo carried out, it JH uwml for the

operator to measure tho extension, contrnetion
of area, etc., and enter up bin roHultiH, while tlio

counterpoise is running baek for tho next toni.

It detracts from IUH attention if ho ban to i>o
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continually on. the alert to stop the counter

poise at the right time. TJie gear is shown
in detail in Fig. 10, and operates on the belt-

throw-over gear. The shaft A operates the

gearing for driving the weight along, placed
at the end of the beam, and is worked from the
small countershaft (not shown) through bevel
wheels B. The striking gear of the counter
shaft is operated by a shaft C, which has a
handle (not shown) on its lower end. A spur
gear on shaft A operates a screw D through
gearing. This screw is so arranged that it

does not rotate but traverses horizontally as

the weight is run along the beam. The screw
carries a projection E working in a bracket
F attached to the 'striking gear shaft C.

Adjustable lugs G and H are fitted on to

this projection and are arranged so that when
the counterpoise reaches the extreme end of

its travel, in either direction, one or other of

the lugs G and H will rotate the striking

gear shaft and throw the driving belt on to

the loose pulley of the countershaft. The

lugs can be adjusted so that, for any series of

tests, the counterpoise will be stopped at any
predetermined position along the beam. A
photograph of the gear is given in Fig. 10A.

Munich exhibition in 1854, since when a con
siderable number of similar machines have
been constructed. The arrangement of the
machine is illustrated diagrammatically in

Fig. 11, from which it will be seen that,

FIG. 8.

(1) only one lever is required for a 500 to 1

leverage, and (2) by an ingenious arrangement,
the rani, lever, and weights are all at one end
of the machine. It is thus a simple matter

FIG.

(v.) (Horizontal). The Werder

Machine. The Werder machine, exten

sively adopted in Germany, is a horizontal

single-lever testing machine, in which the

load is applied by hydraulic pressure, but

is measured by dead weights on a single

lever. The type was originally designed by

Ludwig Werder in 1852 and exhibited at the

to adapt the machine to take test pieces of

any length.
The test piece T is held at one end in the

framework of the machine A, and at the other

pulled by the short arm Lj of the lever, to

which it is connected by a crosshead and long

bolts, shown in the diagram by a connecting

rod ER At the end of the long arm of the
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lever hangs a scale pan W. The central

fulcrum of the lever G rests on the end of

the ram C, so that, as the test piece extends,

The test piece is pulled from tho main

crosshead V by four rods (two Hhown in

plan as TL
and Ta ) ,

these rods arc connected

^Shaft of StrikingW
(for nrrangomtot of Striking Gear-

varapKinFid-"Fig\
1QA )

FIG. 10.

the ram moves out, carrying the whole measur

ing apparatus with it. The arm L is kept
horizontal by the help of a level which is

FIG,

fixed to it. Fig. 12 shows a sectional elevation

illustrating the principal knife edges, - and
Fig. 13 gives a plan of the machine.

vertically in pairs by crosshoadw Uz
and

IT.j,

and pull through knife odgos (\ and Oa

on to a largo U-shaped block Q, to whioh

the -lever Qx
is rigidly attached. lUook Q

has two openings in it, through which tho

crossheads V
l and U

a pass. Tho horizontal

line through C^ and Oa pasHCs through tho

axis of the test pioco.
The whole system of rod and croHHhoadH

hangs from tho ram croHHhoad at N
L
and N a

on the traverao bar 00. Tho Mock Q,

hangs from this bar by tho knife-edge links

PU Pa (tho knife edges being in tho amo line an

C'i, C2 ),
its balance being adjuHtod by the

sliding weight S.

In the middle of the block Q tlto knife

edge b is fitted; thin bears againwt a Ht(x w
l

face a forming part of tho ram oroHHhoad.

This knife edge i I) mm. lowor than tho lino

of the others. Thus iho ram coming out

applies a load to tho test pioco through tho
block Q, knife edges (\ and (\, eroHnhoadH
U

x and U2 , and tho rods T
t
and T,,. AH the

knife edge is 3 mm, out of line with <\ and U,
a bell-crank lever is formed, tho wtmll ann
of which is 3 mm. and tho long arm 1500 mm.,
i.e. the dintanco the scale pan is away from
the knife edge.

It is clear that tho length of tho whort ami
of the lover (3 mm.) cannot bo directly cheeked
with sufficient accuracy, a controlling arrange
ment is therefore provided consisting of a ktioo
lever / having a fulcrum on tho frame K
and a ratio of 10 to 1. Tho knife edges on
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this lever can be accurately measured by
ordinary means, and, to test the accuracy
of the 500 to 1 ratio, a direct calibration can
be made.
The ram C is 11-8 inches in diameter, the

knife edge b is 14J inches long, and the
two knife edges C^ "and C

2 are together 15
inches long, so that the pressure upon them
is about 7 tons per linear inch at full load

(100 tons).
The pressure is obtained from two pumps

worked by hand or power and placed at the
side of the machine a small one of 0-4

inch diameter, used for the full load, and a

larger one, 1-2 inches diameter, for use up
to a load of 20 tons.

The arrangement shown is for tension

tests ; for compression tests the pull is trans

mitted through links from V to a back plate,
or for short specimens the space between V
and the back of the cylinder is utilised.

(7) COMPOUND - LEVER MACHINES. (i.)

Vertical Machines with. Screw Power. This is

columns Gl and G 2 attached to the weighing
table.

(ii.) Chen's 200,000-lb. Testing Machine.

Fig. 15 shows the 200,000-lb. Olsen four-

screw compound-lever testing machine of the

rotating nut type.

Straining Mechanism. D,D are the straining
screws which are attached to the pulling head

C, to which one end of the specimen is

attached. They pass through holes at the

corner of the platform E and through
openings in the levers F and bed-plate G,
and enter the driving nuts H and H^ situated

below the latter.

The driving nuts H and Hx , which are

made extremely long to ensure a long life,

are driven by means of gearing JKMN
operated by pulleys and belting. As each
screw is fitted with feathers, in longitudinal
slots cut through the threads, to prevent them
from turning, rotation of the nuts causes the
screws to either rise or fall, carrying the

pulling head C with them. The thrust of

FIG. 11.

the arrangement of machine which is largely
uacd in America and is whown diagrammatically
in ffiy. 14. The straining mechanism is of

two types the rotating screw and the

rotating nut.

With the rotating screw machines, the

pulling screws pass through nuts which are

fastened to the pulling head A. The screws

are keyed to and rotate with the main gears

through bearings in the cover plate, thus

moving the head up or down,
In the rotating nut type of machine, bronze

nuts arc fastened in the main gears and rotate

with them, pulling the screws, to which the

head is attached, up and down. The gears
rest on long pedestals bolted to the base

plate of Lho machine, and in these pedestals

keys arc iixod which prevent the screws from

turning.
The thrust, in each case, is taken on the

underneath side of the cover plate by ball or

roller bearings. The rotating nut machine

usually requires a pit or opening in the

foundation for the screws which project below

the base line of the machine.

The weighing apparatus consists of a weigh

ing table C, lovers I), and Da , and a graduated
beam R For iousilo strain there is also a

weighing or top head F and two weighing

the nuts against the bed -plate ,G is taken

by ball thrust washers.

(in.) Weighing Apparatus. The weighing
mechanism is essentially the same as that of a

platform weighing machine. The load on the

test piece, applied by the straining mechanism,
is communicated to the platform E either

directly in a compression test, or through the

medium of the upper steel plate B (to which
one end of the test piece is wedged) and
columns A in the tensile test.

The platform rests wholly on three main
levers F so constructed as to act as a single

lever, and any pressure on it is transmitted

directly to them. The knife edges of only one

of these levers are shown in the figure.

A s.econd multiplying lever F2 is placed
above and parallel to the lever F, and is con

nected to it by a stirrup J2 . The reaction

of the lever F2 is taken at K on a strong
iron framework which is secured to the gear
box of the machine by a diagonal brace.

This framework also holds the support L2 for

the fulcrum of the graduated steelyard F3, to

which the load is transmitted from lever F2

by the link n.

A cylindrical weight W, which runs on a

screw, adjusts the zero of the beam, while a

poise q, which travels on wheels, balances the
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load applied. The steelyard is graduated np to

100,000 Ibs., and an additional weight on the

end of the lever adds a further 100,000 Ibs.

(iv.) Horizontal Compound Lever Machines.

For testing long pieces, a horizontal testing
machine is essential. In order to

obviate the difficulties introduced

by the small knife-edge distance

of the Werder machine, multiple
lever arrangements are used. A
bell - crank lever is adopted to

convert the horizontal force into

a vertical one, and this is combined
with the weighing lever, either with

or without the introduction of

intermediate levers.

The arrangement of two ma
chines of this type is given in Fig. 16.

(v.) Large Horizontal Machines.

In order to carry out tests

on built-up structural members of

a practical size, machines of large

capacity are required, and for this

purpose no machine of less than

300 tons is of much use. Excluding chain

testing machines, the best examples of large

horizontal machines built in this country are :

Kirkaldy's machine of 400 tons built in 1866.

(vi.) The Birmingham University 7009000-lb.

Testing Machine. This is a universal machine
with a capacity of 700,000 Ibs. and takes
tension bars 28 ft. long and columns 30 ft.

long. The span for bending tests is 20 ft.,

Top Heat

Weighing
Table

(0

FIG. 14.

and the wedge grips take a maximum size of

6 x 2%" flat or 3f" diameter.

A diagrammatic view of the machine is

given in Fig. 17 and more detailed drawings of

=^3^

K
FIG. is.

The 300- ton machine of the Conservatoire
'

cles Arts et Metiers at Paris built by Messrs.

J. Buckton and Co. in 1904. x

The Avcry Machine 2 of 700,000 Ibs. in

stalled at Birmingham University in 1909.

1 Engineering, Sept. 2, 1904.
a
Engineer, May 21, 1900.

the straining and weighing mechanism in

Fig. 18.

The machine has a ram K at one end and

the lever system D at the other. The heavy

cast-iron bed XX has substantial standards

HH at either end whose tops are connected

by horizontal columns YY with the distance,
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of about 40 feet, between them without

intermediate support. There is therefore a

clear span along the top and sides, enabling

heavy test pieces to be lowered in position

by the traveller running overhead. To one

by means of four notched racks N, sliding in

the frame of tho machine, which are fixed to tho

head of the ram and into which
tho^croyshead

No. 2 is keyed in any desired position.

One end of the test piece is fixed to tho

crosshoad No. 2 and tho othor

end to tho crosshead No. 3 for

compression and tho crosshoad

No. 1 for tension. Oosshoads No. 1

and No. 3 are suspended from knife

edges on the top of tho frame Y and

are connected by tension rods P, P

which, when crosshoad No. 3 is in uso,VvinCJl, VY.ll.v3il. t,;n,cnuv.'<iivi, ii\'. " AH * HHM,

Diagram of Greenwood and Batley's Horizontal transmits tho load to tho lover system
*T*~~4.:~ . T\/t**r+l*lna 4lir/iiifi4i nrnUHlifvn.rl Mn_ I Jl.tld tllO 111*1,111

Testing Machine

Diagram of Buckton's Horizontal Testing Machine

FIG. ic.

standard the cylinder L is bolted, while

the lever system is fixed to the other.

The load is applied by hydraulic pressure.

At Birmingham the town pressure of 100 Ibs.

per square inch is available for low load tests

and gives a total thrust of 35 tons. For tho

full capacity of the machine an accumulator

supply of ten times the pressure is used. The

diameter of the ram is 32 inches and its stroke

66 inches. The main cylinder L, bolted to

the standard, forms part of the machine frame,

through crosshoad No. I and tho main

link B.B. Tho main link BB pulls on

the top knife of a boll-crank lover

through a hardened stool bearing

block Q. Thus, for compression, tho

load is communicated to tho weighing

apparatus from the ram by way of (I)

sliding racks N, N, (2) travelling erosH-

head No. 2, (3) tho tost piece, (>i) tho

floating crossboad No. 3, and rods I*, P,

(5) crosshead No. 1, and ((>) main

link B.

The weighing apparatus consists of a

boll-crank lover A whoHO principal knife edge
K1? 5 feet long, thrusts against a plate fitted

in the bed of tho machine. Tho load is applied

by tho main link B on to a knife edge K a

similar to tho principal knife edge but a short

distance above it and forming with it tho

short arm of tho lover. Tho intormetJiatiO

lever C and tho main steelyard I) are at

right angles to tho axis of tho machine. The
former has its fulcrum on a substantial

casting E fixed to tho bod of tho machine,

Split Counterpoise

Note:-The Intermediate Leuer (C) and tho Main

Steelyard (0) are at right angles to tho

Qf the Machine

T (No.3 Crosshoad)

K
(Main Kam)

Auxiliary
ifaw
M

Cast Iron Bod X Cylindor(\J)

FIG. 17.

and the main ram K, having an internal

diameter of 20 inches, moves over an auxiliary
fixed ram M whose function is to provide for

the return of the main ram after the test is

completed. The main ram is driven forward

by admitting low-pressure water behind the

fixed ram. The load on the ram is com
municated to the travelling crosshead No. 2

and the load from the boll-crank lover is traim-

rnittcd to it by tho link and whackles U, 'Jb

1
-

while tho latter has itn fulcrum supported

by a column M on tho side of tho machine.

The split counterpoise system (HOO (5))

has boon adopted in order to obtain an opon
scale for small loads, .In tluH cane it in divided

into sovon equal poises giving, separately, a
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maximum load of 100,000 Ibs., arid when
combined the full load of 700,000 Ibs.

'

The counterpoise can be moved by hand or

operated mechanically through a screw, and
all the movements are controlled by one

operator at the lever end of the machine. *

(8) DIAPHRAGM MACHINES. r Diagrammatic
sketches of diaphragm machines are given
in Figs. IDA to c. Fig. 19A represents the

Thomasset machine,
1 constructed about the

year 1872, in which the load is communicated

through the test piece t to a lever I, the end
of which bears on to a diaphragm d. The
pressure of the lever on the diaphragm is

balanced by fluid pressure, the amount of

which is measured by a gauge.
The Maillard machine (Fig. 19s) is similar

to that designed by Thomasset except that
the intermediate lever is dispensed with, the

pressure being taken directly on the diaphragm,
which is consequently much larger. The
Maillard principle is adopted by Messrs
W. H. Bailey & Co. in their 5000-lb. Ster-

Hydraulic tester, and is a very convenient

arrangement for small testing purposes. The
1
Lebasteur, Les Mdtaux, p. 52.
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load is applied to the back of the diaphragm,
and the pressure in the diaphragm chamber

is measured by a pressure gauge or mercury
column.

iM IS:, Fig. 190 represents the

Test Pieci

FIG 19A, Thomasset'a Testing
l '

Machine.

Emery machine, the first ex

ample of which was completed
in 1879 ; it is really a com

pound .lever machine with a

hydraulic lever introduced

between the test piece and
the weighing apparatus. The

pull of the test piece t is com
municated to a diaphragm D. It is trans

mitted from this to a reducer R, the pressure
on which is balanced by the lever system.

'

(i.) Emery Machines. The first Emery

the Board was the acquisition of an 800,000-lb.

testing machine which they ordered from

A. H. Emery of New York. Thin was

completed in 1870, and is one of! tho

largest and most accurate testing uiaobinoH

in the world. Uuwin, after inspect

ing an Emery machine, said: "The
merit of the Emery machine was

that, while it had boon made as

mucli more delicate and .sensitive than

an ordinary machine at) a ehomwt\s

balance was in oomparinon with a

grocer's scales, linn roHiilt had at

the same time boon obtained
'

by
mean*! which rendered tho more Honni-

tive machine !OHB liable to injury,

less liable to wear, and IOHH liable to

got out of order, than the ordinary
machine."
Tho principal peouliaritioH of tho

Emery machine arc : (a) An
arrange

ment of hydraulic chamber and dia

phragms able to receive largo proHHuron

and shocks without injury and to,

transmit them to a convenient point for

measuring and recording.

(b) The replacement of knife odgow with

thin blades of steel. These were introduced

Prossufo Qaityo of

Mcrcunj Column

Series of Weights
added mechanically

Hydraulic Chambers
and Diaphragms

to
"
alwolutHy

eliminate frio-

tion and to

pmMorvo iiulo-

iinitoly (<ho ful

crum intorvalu

WH pro-

Flat Plato

Flat Plate Springs

Plate Springs

FIG. 19C. Diagram of Emory Machine.

machine owes its origin to the United States

Board for testing steel, iron, and other

materials, who entered upon their work in

1875. One of tho most important actions of

to rcHiHt and
^hiiifo octgos" transmit all tho

proHHuroH and
KhookH to which
tho fulortunri

are Hiibjooiod
without iu the

slightest degree impairing their Ho

or durability."
Numerous machines have boon made in

tho United States since 1879 on tho Kmorv
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principle. Figs. 20 and 21 show particulars
of the more important working parts of a

300,000-lb. vertical Emery testing machine ;

detailed drawings are given in Mr. .Towne's x

paper.

(ii.) 300,000-lb. Emery Machine (Figs. 20 and
21). Straining Gear. A tension test piece A
(Fig. 21) is shown between the shackles U and
L of the machine. The upper shackle U is

attached directly to the ram P of the straining
press, which is carried by two main adjusting
guide screws M rising from the bed of the

Vertical Section

To HydrantHe Redm

FIG. 20.

machine F. The vertical adjustment is

effected by means of the nuts N, which are

geared together and are rotated through a

shaft and bevel gearing by a handle X.
The fluid pressure is conveyed to the ram

by the pipes Tt and T2 , which have swivel

joints to allow for adjustment of the straining

cylinder.

(iii.) Hydraulic Lever. The lower shackle L
is secured to a yoke consisting of two blocks

H and B connected by four steel bolts W.
In this yoke the hydraulic support S is

placed between the two beams Gx and G2 .

Thus the load is transmitted directly to the

hydraulic support through the yoke and

1 See Towne, Inst. Mech. Eng. Proc., 1888, pp. 206
and 448.

VOL.1

beams; the upper block H acting on beam
Gx for compression and the lower block B
communicating the tensile load through
beam G2.

The yoke is secured in its proper position
by flat plate springs I which hold it steady
laterally while leaving it free to move verti

cally through the small range desired. The
hydraulic support S (Fig. 21) is shown in detail
in Fig. 20 and consists of a piston D wlu'ch
can move vertically 0-001 inch in a fixed

ring and base block (N and K). A space
of 0-1 inch is allowed between the piston
D and the ring N.
The lower surface of the piston and the

upper surface of the base block are turned with
annular grooves and are lined with soft sheet
brass 0-005 inch thick. The linings form a sac

by being interlocked as shown in the diagram.
The piston D, while permitted to move verti

cally, is secured against lateral motion by
an annular diaphragm V at its upper surface,
and the exposed portion of the working dia

phragm or upper port-ion of the brass sac at
its lower face, which acts as a flexible hinge or

joint. The sac is filled with alcohol and
glycerine or refined kerosene oil, and the load
when applied to it is transmitted to a smaller

hydraulic chamber or reducer R (Fig. 19c),

containing a similar thin film of liquid,
where it is balanced by the lever weighing
apparatus.

(iv.) Weighing Apparatus. The maximum
load of the machine is thus reduced to a maxi
mum of 10,000 Ibs. on the reducer, and this is all

the load that is conveyed to the fulcrum plate
of the main lever M (Fig. 19c) of the weighing
apparatus. Thin pieces of tempered steel are

used instead of knife edges, and are forced,
under a pressure of about four times the

working load, into the pieces that they con
nect. The relation of the beams, which have
a total multiplication of 20,000 to 1, is

shown in the figure. The total reduction of

load is 600,000 to 1, so that very small weights
are all that are necessary to keep the levers

horizontal.

(v.) Calibration. The hydraulic support is

tested with known loads, applied by a
"
rating

machine," up to the maximum capacity of

the Emery machine. The exact weight re

quired on the weigh lever to balance a

known load on the machine is thus found

by actual test, and the poise weights are

carefully adjusted in accordance with this

calibration.

The rating machine is a carefully constructed

dead-weie;ht loading appliance. The weight
was produced from standard weights accu

rately adjusted at the Bureau of Standards,

Washington.
(9) MACHINES WITH NO WEIGHING DE

VICE. Machines ha this class are those in
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which the load is applied by a fluid press,

and the stress in the specimen is calculated

from the pressure on the plunger.

An objection to this method of test has been

that errors are introduced into the results

300,ooo- Ib . Machine

Front Elevation

W
FIG. 21.

owing to the variability of the friction caused

by the rani packing. This objection has now
been overcome, in the machine constructed by
Messrs. Alfred J. Amsler & Co. } by using oil

as the fluid together with an accurately fitted

ram and cylinder with small clearance, thus

eliminating the packing friction.

(i.) Amsler Testing Machine. A 50-ton uni
versal machine of this make is shown in Fig. 22.

Each installation consists of three main

parts :

(1) The press or actual testing machine P.

(2) The oil pump forproducing the pressure (!.

(3) The pendulum dynamometer JJ for meas-

uring the load from the oil press
ure in the pressure cylinder.

(ii.) The, Press. The preys in

fixed to the top part of the

machine, and the movable cradle

carrying the up per grips is Freely

suspended from the ram by two
rods connected by a crosshead
which rests on the top of the

ram. The bottom of the cylinder
of the pirns Is held rigidly to the

base of tho machino by four

round coJunm'H, which are made

heavy enough to carry the super
structure and the maximum load

without deformation.

The base itself (loos not tako

any of the load applied to tho

tost bar T, it is required merely
as a support for tho machine and
to raise tho working parts to a
convenient height above) the floor

level. It is made in the form of

a hollow iron casting with an

opening in tho front for the re

covery of tho fractured tost

pieces.

Tho ram of the press in fitted

in tho cylinder with such pre
cision that no collar or cup
leather in required to ensure a

sullieiently oil - tight working.
The small amount of play which
the ram has in tho cylinder
allows a slight* percolation of oil

to tako pla.ee between them ;

this makes the movement of the
ram in the cylinder very easy,

eliminating friction and allowing
an exact measurement of the

total load to be made. Tin* ram
can be rotated by a handle, HO

that by occasionally moving
it through a small angle the

formation of ridges, vie., is

avoided.

(iii.) Oil /*iw?/>. The press
is operated by oil pressure pro
duced by a high -pressure pump

(0, Fig. 22) driven by an electric motor from a
countershaft (for small machines a hand drive
can be employed). The arrangement of
suction and delivery of tho oil is such that,

if allthe valves are kept closed the oil is auto

matically short-circuited back to the reservoir,
which is carried on the pump ntand. There
are also returns for the oil to the reservoir
from tho top of tho cylinder due to leakage,
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and for the released oil from under the
ram.

Water pressure may be used to work the
machine by making ar

rangements for transform

ing into oil pressure for

working the press.

(iv.) The Dynamometer

FIG. 22.

Apparatus. The measurement of the load
is made by means of a pendulum dyna
mometer D. The
oil from the high-

pressure pump is

admitted to the

straining cylinder

through the dyna
mometer, so that

the actual pressure
in the cylinder is

shown by the

pointer which is

operated by the

dynamometer.
The pendulum

dynamometer is a

modification of the

dead-weight gauge,
which is used for

calibrating press
ure gauges, the

pendulum arrange
ment being used

to automatically
balance the load

on the plunger, as

shown in Ficj. 23. ()
The oil pressure is

applied to a plunger P, which is kept slowly re

volving during the test by the pulley P?/, from
which it is transmitted to a yoke Y connecting
two vertical rods G15 G2

. The tops of these rods

are attached through a hall-bearing coupling to

a short block lever H, which is rigidly secured

to a shaft J mounted in ball-hearings in the

manometer frame. The depression of the
block H by the pressure causes the heavy
pendulum B to be deflected until it assumes a

position of equilibrium. The point of sus

pension of the pendulum can be altered so as

to increase the sensitiveness of the machine,
the connection to the recording gauge being
adjusted at the same time.

The arm and rod A attached to the pen
dulum operates a pointer on a dial and the

dynamometer is also provided with an auto

graphic recording apparatus R.
As a rule each testing machine is accom

panied by a pump and separate dynamometer,
but it is possible for several machines to use
a single pump, if worked in conjunction with
an air accumulator, and a separate dynamo
meter for each machine.

Eor machines of large power, i.e. 300 tons and

upwards, Amsler's measure the load by the

extension of the columns which carry the top
shackle. Asthese columns extendunderthe load,

they are made to operate a piston in a cylinder.
The shapes of the piston and cylinder are so de

signed that a small relative motion between the

two causes a large displacement of the oil

which fills the clearance separating them. The

displacement of this oil is made to work an
indicatorwhich is calibrated in terms of the load.

FIG. 23.

(10) TORSION TESTING MACHINES. Many
universal testing machines of the lever type
are fitted with a special shackle for applying
torsional stress, as illustrated diagrammatically
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in. Fig. 24, in which the torque is applied by
a worm and worm wheel A and measured by

Handle for
Applying Torque

FIG. 24.

running the jockey weight B along the lever

arm C. It is usually, however, more con

venient to use a separate machine, and Fig. 25

FIG. 25.

shows a machine of 250 pounds-foot capacity,
made by Messrs. J. Buckton & Co., em
bodying the method of test mentioned above.
A neat little

machine, d e-

signed by Pro
fessor Thurston
and made by
Messrs. W. H.

Bailey & Co., is

illustrated in

Fig. 26. The test

piece is placed
between two in

dependent jaws,
one of which is

rotated by hand

through a worm
and worm wheel.

The twist is communicated through the test

piece to the other jaw on which a weighted
pendulum is attached. The resistance to
deflection of the pendulum causes a torque

to be applied to the test piece, and tlio

angle of the deflection of the pendulum is

a measure of that torque. The history of

the test is recorded autographioally on a

chart attached to a drum which is secured

to the jaw which is moved by the gear wheel.

The deflection of tho pendulum moves a pencil,

which is secured to it, over a guide curve

fixed to the frame of tho machine in such a

way that tho movement perpendicular to the

plane of rotation (that is, the height of the

curve) is a measure of the torque, while tho

length of the curve is proportional to the angle
of twist of the test piece.

The two machines described above are

typical of all of the methods employed for

torsional testing machines.

(11) TJBANSVERHK TKMTINO MAOIUNKH.

Although a transverse testing shackle always
forms part of a universal testing sol, most

testing machine manufacturers supply special
machines particularly suitable for tenting east

iron by cross- breaking. These maohinos enable

cast-iron foundry bars to be tested rapidly,
and give reliable information as to tho

mechanical properties of different mixtures.

Such a machine, supplied by Messrs. \V. II.

Bailey & (Jo., Ltd., is shown in Fig. 27. It

is suitable for tost bars up to 2 in, (loop, I in.

thick, and 3(> in. between centres, iui<l has
a maximum capacity of, 4500 Ibs. An upward
force is applied to the centre of tho beam by
means of a screw, turned by a hand-wheel, lift

ing a central shackle. Tlio reaction is taken on
the beam by two
end supports and
also on tho lover

near to the ful

crum. Tho load

is balanced and
measured by run

ning the counter

poise along the

lever while tho deflection is obtained from tho
movement, of the screw which applies tho load,

(12) GRIPS FOH HOLDW3 T,J'!HT lUllM,- AH
much caro should bo bestowed on tho design of
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the grips for holding the test bars as on any of

the other essential parts of the testing machine,
if accurate results are required. It is import
ant that these should be so designed that the

resultant of all the forces acts along the axis

of the bar, for, if this is not done, the amount
of the ultimate load is affected.

The usual method of ensuring that this

condition is fulfilled is by arranging for some
form of spherical or swivelling seating between

FIG. 27.

the test piece and' the connection to the

testing machine. The principal objection to

most of these seatings is that they have no

protection from dust, scale, or other small

pieces which are apt to be scattered by the

test piece on fracture.

In the 100-ton Buckton machine (see (6))

largo hemispherical pieces, B^ and H 2; are

arranged in the top and bottom holders, and

to these pieces the special attachments are

fitted for test pieces of various kinds.

(i.) Tension Shackles Pin Grips. Fig. 28

shows the oldest method of holding the ends

of plate specimens. A hole is drilled at each

end of the test piece for a steel pin A, and the

middle part of the plate is reduced in section.

The relation, of the size of the pinholes and
the size of the

W-

.Test Piece

JblG. 28.

heads of

piece to

the test

the re

duced section is

such that the

specimen always
breaks in the re

duced section.

This form of holder

is one of the best

for small speci

mens, provided
care is taken to

ensure that the

pinholes are accurately on the axis of the

reduced part of the test piece, otherwise the

stress across the section is not uniform and

the specimen tears from the edge where the

stress is greatest.

(ii.) Wedge Grips. The ordinary method

adopted for holding specimens of ductile

materials is between two wedges with roughed

surfaces, as illustrated in Fig. 29, but it does not

necessarily ensure that the line of pull is axial.

In order to obtain tho best results with this

method the following points must be borne
in mind :

(1) The position of the wedges in the head
and of the test piepe in the wedges.

Fig. 29 (A) shows a sectional view of the

testing machine head with the wedge grips
and test piece in position. The wedge grips are

bearing their full length against the head and

Attached to

Knife Edg
' '

the specimen is bearing for the full length of the

wedge grips, and this is the correct condition.

Fig. 29 (B) shows the position of the wedge
grips when the specimen is too thin, and while

the test piece bears the whole length of the

wedge grips, the wedge grips are not bearing
their full length against the head. In this

case liners are used to keep the wedges back in

their proper place, as in Fig. 29 (C), although
to obviate this difficulty most testing machines
are supplied with pairs of wedge grips suit

able for various

ranges in the

thickness of the

plate.
If the speci

men does not

bear for the full

length of the

wedge grips
(Fig. 29, D)
there is a tend

ency, on the

application of

the load, for the

end of the

specimen to be

crashed and a

force to be ap
plied to the head
which may split

it.

(2) The tend

ency for the

wedges to grip
the test piece more on one edge than the

other.

This arises if the specimen is thicker on

one side or through want of proper adjustment,

when the holders for the wedges are split and

separate from the head, as in the Buckton

Spherical
Seating
H 1

Grips

Test Piece

Arrangement for Wedge Grips
in 100 Ton Bucktoa Machine

FIG. 30.
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100-ton machine (Fig. 30). To avoid this

difficulty Messrs. Riehle Bros, supply wedges
with a round face. In Fig. 31 (A), G are the

round-faced wedge grips contained in the

shackle S. Another method for securing

proper alignment is a form of ball -socket liner

shown in Fig. 31 (B).

The Riehle round faced

wedge grips for flat or

plate specimens

Wedge grips for

square or round

specimens

FIG. 31.

For round or square ductile pieces the wedge

grips are provided with serrated V-grooves,

as shown in Fig. 31 (C).

The ends of the specimen are usually en

larged, as shown in the sketch, but with mild

steel or iron this enlargement may be dispensed
with.

(Hi.) Self
- aligning Grips. When testing

brittle materials or for accurate experiments
the alignment of the specimen is especially of

importance. It is usual in these cases to use'

circular test pieces with the ends bo fit special

Attached to Spherical

Seating in Testing
Machine Shackle

Testing Machine
Shackle

Nate this small

FIG. 32.

spherical seated holders. Fig. 32 shows vari
ous methods of machining the test piece and
attaching to the shackles.

(iv.) A very 10- ton Shackles. The arrange
ment of Avery's 10-ton shackles is shown in

Fig. 33. The holder M is attached to a link

hanging from the beam of the testing machine
by a second link. This holder consists of a

forging machined to take a spherical seating A
on which the pull of the test piece is taken

through a tool steel stem B and nut C.

The stem is screwed at N to take speci

men holders of various sizes. Two forms of

specimen holder are employed, viz. (1) for

headed test pieces D and (2) for wcrewed teat

pieces B.

The shackle is also arranged for use with

wedges. For this purpose the nut, stem,

seating, and bolt

L are removed
and wedges are

inserted, which
bear along tho

surfaces FG and
HJ. A handle

works in the bear

ing K, and is

arranged with

lugs which move
both wedges up
or down at tho

same time. This

facilitates grip

ping of tho speci
mens and enables

tests to be carried

out rapidly.
The top holder, for connection to tho lover,

is shown in the figure. The bottom holder,
attached to tho ram-straining rod, workw on

exactly the same principle ; a slide in, however,

provided for it so as to keep it parallel to tho

vertical testing machine guides. .Both holders

are given in tho drawing of tho tenting machine
in J?ig. 6.

(v.) N.P.L. Self-aligning 10-ton tfhwMM.
Tho shackles given in JFig. ,'J-t wore designed by
the author for tensile testing, more particularly
for use in experiments for the determination
of the elastic limit and clastic modulus. They
consist of a bolt A
with a spherical
nut JB 011 one end
and a holder for

screwed or headed
tost pieces on the

other. The nut
boars on a spherical

seating G, which
fits into tho shackle
of tho testing
machine. The
spherical seating is

kept free from dirt

by being closed in at

the top by a plate
E and at the bottom by a piece of wash -leather

F, which lits round the bolt. The wash-
leather, although forming a dust-proof cover,
allows free movement of the nut and bolt
on tho spherical seating. Tho space in tho
bush is filled with vaseline. Those slwoUloH
have boon in constant use and have boon
found to give every satisfaction,

(vi.) Qri$$ for Testing jftopc. Tho gripping
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of ropes or cables requires considerable care in

order to obtain reliable results
; it is important

that the grips should not damage the ends of

FIG. 35.

the rope, otherwise fracture will occur in the

sockets.

The tests are more conveniently carried out
in horizontal machines, where there is plenty
of available length, than in vertical machines.

Serrated wedges (Fig. 35) are used for

gripping both wire and hemp ropes, and, to

prevent them from being damaged, wooden

straps of a suitable thickness and length

Connected to Sphenca.1 Seating i

of Testing Machine tween the grips
and the rope. In

order to seize the

rope over a con

siderable length
these special
wedge grips are

made very long.
Where only

vertical machines

are available a

satisfactory way
of holding wire

rope for tcnuilo tests is to use conical dies in

the shackles and seal the ends of the wire in

them, as shown in Fig. 36, with a low melting-

point alloy. The wire is first tightly bound

with fine wire at about 5 in. from each end,

the end strands are then opened, bent over,

and tinned. The rope is next set centrally in

Cable bound
round at the
enrJ

FIQ. 36.

Testing Machine
.Head,

the dies, with a little fire-clay, and a hard

alloy of lead and antimony run in forming a
solid end.

For hemp rope and small cables a method
which is largely used is to splice an eye on to
each end and test

by placing a steel

pin through the

eye. A more re

liable method is to

roll the ends round

specially prepared
helically grooved
drums and clamp
them. Such tools

are supplied by
Messrs. Tinius
Olsen Testing
Machine Co. in the

United States of

America, or Alfred J. Amsler & Co. (Switzer

land) ; they are costly to build, but give
accurate results in testing such materials.

(vii.) Grips for teating Chain in Tension. For

testing separate chain links or complete chains
a piece of steel bent into U form is passed
through each of the end links. The open ends
of the U -pieces are then gripped in the flat

wedges used for testing flat bars (see Fig. 37).
Where it is necessary to carry out a con

siderable amount of chain testing, blocks to

FIG. 38.

suit the various sizes of chain are provided,
which fit into the heads of the testing machine

GH (Fig. 38). By means of these blocks

sections of a chain can be tested under a
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proof load ;
this is not possible with the

U-hook method.

(viii.) Compression SliacUes. Spherical

shackles for compression tests are necessary for

FIG. 39.

accurate work. These either rest on the lower

shackle or hang from the upper shackle of the

testing machine. Care must be employed in

using any of these arrangements to ensure that

the axis of the test piece is in line with that

of the beating blocks and testing machine.

Fig. 39 shows a

ball - bearing block

arranged to fit the

upper crosshead of

an universal testing

machine; this tool

allows for free motion

in all directions.

(ix.) Transverse
Test Tools. Figs. 4(k

and 40s show two

types of shackles for

transverse testing.

Fig. 40A indicates the

roller bolster sup

ports and Fig. 40s the arrangement adopted
with the Buckton vertical testing machine.

In the latter method it wall be noted that

the pressure is applied in halves, at Wx and

Upper Head of I

| /Testing Machine-*^ |

standards A, A can bo adjusted to gradua

tions on the, beam 15 to give different lengths

of span L.

As timber is not homogeneous, four-point

loading is usually adopted (Pig. 41 ). Thiw given

a large span over which tho bending moment
is uniform and in which the beam theoretically

bends in tho arc of a circle. Fig, 4$ iw a

photograph of these shackles lilted to a 10-ton

Buckton testing machine.

Tho following points In regard to apparatus
for transverse tests should bo observed :

FIG. 40A.

Wa giving a small central span D of uni
form beading moment. The object of this

method is to reduce local crushing of the
test piece T. In both arrangements the

Testing Machine Boam

. 4L.

Rocking supports Hlumld bo uwed afc the en<ln

of specimens.
Metal platos should bo provided, if Decennary,

to prevent a high iuteiiHity of preHHuro under
the point of loading or at the nuppoKH.

Deflectometci'B or doformotorn Hhould not
be attached clowe to the points of application
of tho loads.

If deflections are to bo observed, it. iH ad
visable that tho rate of loading Hhould bo wieh
that tho readings can bo taken while tho loarl

is being continuously applied. K a Htoppago
is unavoidable, tho 'time intorvaln Hhould bo
constant for tho tost.

(x.) flhear ShacMw. There are two mothodn
of applying a shear streHH to material, OHO
by a torsion test and tho other by direct)

shearing or punching. The tonsilm for
mula only holds for perfectly elaHtio bodion,
and if it is used for tho

%

breaking ntreHH
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a figure greater than the real shearing stress

is obtained.

Various methods for direct shear are in use,
but with these the shear is always accompanied

by a certain amount of bending and com

pression.

(xi.) Tests of Bar and Plate. Fig. 43

indicates a shear

test tool for round

specimens. The

FIG.

specimen A is clamped to a block B and,
with the testing machine adjusted for compres
sion testing, the load is applied to the shearing

i
tool C. The test can

be arranged so that

the specimen is broken

in. either single or

double shear. The
dies T), as well as

the shearing tool, are

made of tempered
tool steel ground to

an edge. Provision

is made for wear of

the- tools, and they
arc inserted in such a

F-
-0

manner that thoy can bo easily removed when

necessary for grinding.
A similar method can bo used for flat plate,

the form of the shearing tools and dies re-

quiring slight modification to that shown in

Fig. 43.

(xii. ) Test of very Thin Plate. An arrange
ment for shear tests 011 very thin plates or

slices from a bar, used at the N.P.L., is

shown in Fig. 44. The test piece T is

placed in a die D having a hardened
steel facing P. A hardened steel

plunger P, with a long bearing in the

die, is placed on the test piece. The
hole in the facing (dj is slightly taper

(the figure is exaggerated), and the

end of the plunger (t?2 ) is made a

good fit in the hole.

The gear is placed between the

compression shackles of the testing
machine and the load measured, which
enables the plunger to push a hole

through the test piece.
If = the thickness of the test piece

and W=the load; then the shear

stress =W,W1
*.

(xiii.) Test of Timber in SJiear (see
section on timber tests, (127)).

(xiv.) Torsion STtarMes. The easiest

way of holding a torsion test piece in

the testing machine is to have en

larged ends, either square or round, with two

keyways cat in them (Fig. 45).

(13) CALIBRATION OF TESTING MACHINES.
The only satisfactory method of calibrating

the readings of a testing machine is by using
dead loads through the full range, such as is

T

JTlG. 45.

Alternative
size of Ends

adopted in the Emery machines, and this

method from the point of view of accuracy
is above criticism.

Several devices are used to attain the same
ends. If dead loads are not directly employed
verification depends on a previous calibration

of the device used, so that it ultimately depends
on a dead-load method.

Next to loading by dead weights the em
ployment of calibrating or proving levers is

the most acceptable method. This arrange
ment is shown in Fig. 46. The levers Lx and
L2 , carefully constructed, rest on knife edges
in a double chair Cv which itself rests on the

weighing table Tt
of the machine. A single

chair C2 is placed on the other knife edges
and forms the fulcrum of the levers ; the upper
shackle C2 of the machine is brought down
on to this chair. A leverage of ten is generally

adopted for calibrating machines up to ten
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tons capacity, and a leverage of twenty up to

fifty tons capacity, which is the maximum to

which this method of verification is usually

carried.

Other methods of checking are as follows :

(i.) By a standard test bar made of steel

whose modulus of elasticity is known by

previous experiment. A test piece is turned

to fit the testing machine, and of such a size

that when, the maximum load is applied to it

the limit of proportionality of load to extension

will not be exceeded. An extensometer is

fitted to the test piece, and readings of it taken

at various loads shown hy the testing machine

indicator. These readings are then compared
with those calculated from the modulus of

elasticity, and a verification of the testing

machine scale obtained. This method is diffi-

Brunner,
1 who used wood in the form of ylabs

cult to carry out except by persons skilled in

such work.

(ii.) With Crushers. These are cylinders of

copper whose diminution in length with load

is known. A series of crushers are loaded in

the compression apparatus of the machine
with various values of the load, which arc

noted from the machine indicator. The actual

forces exerted are deduced from the diminu
tion of length of the crushers, and these are

compared with the indications of the machine.

Ciii.) By a Series of Tensile Test Pieces.

These are made in duplicate and of varying
diameters, so that the largest test pieces will

take nearly the full capacity of the machine.

They are all turned out of the same bar of

homogeneous material, and one series is broken
in the testing machine to be calibrated, and
the duplicate series tested under the same
conditions in a machine whose accuracy is

known.
Both methods (ii.) and (iii.) are simple, but

are not available for a greater accuracy than
about + 2 per cent.

(iv.) An improvement of tfre copper crusher

method has been . suggested by Schulo and

of small thickness (2 to 4 cm.) as crushers.

Wood has the unique property of ottering the

same resistance to crushing whether toHtod as

cubes or thin slabs. This method diwpensoN

with ail measurements of deformation which

necessitate the use of instruments of precision,

and by selecting wood well dried and without

flaws, an accuracy of 1 per cent can be obtained,

Messrs. Schulo and Brunner found that the

wood of Coniferae is tho most miitublo owing

to its regular structure. Five or yix pieces of

wood of each cross-sectional area are tented

in a standard machine as well as in tho

machine which is under calibration.

(v.) With a
u
Standardising l$ox" Th'w is

an instrument supplied by MOHHI-H. Alfred J.

Arnsler & Co. for quick and accurate check

ing of tenting; machines.
Upper Shaoftle of Testing Machine It iyoHHorxtially a hollow

'

'2' test bar whono ntrairiH

under loading arc

measured by itn diminu

tion or inc.reaHo in

volume. .It IH tilled with

mercury, and han a hori

zontal capillary tube,

also partly filled with

mercury, attached to it

on one Hide, and a

micrometer, working a

plunger in and out of

the box, on the other

wide. When the instru

ment IH ntrenHcd axiully
the position of the mer

cury in the capillary
tube is altered owing to the change in volume.
The position of the mercury is then rowtored

to the zero position, by the micrometer. The

reading of the micrometer in calibrated under
known loads, and thin calibration used in

conjunction with the standardising box to

check tho tenting machine 1
.

The methods cloHoribod above are applicable
to most testing maohinoH, but with single levor

vertical machines a mmplo tent can be carried

out quickly and accurately in tho following

way :

As tlio load in weighed by a jockey weight,
and as there in only one lever, it IH only noooHHary
to verify the weight of the jockey and tho whort

arm-length of tho lover to cnwuro that the
machine IB reading correctly.

(vi.) Weight of th<i Movable. Oountc.r'j)ow.,~"<
This can bo found by lifting it from the lever
with a suitable weighing machine NUHponded
from a crane or, where thin in inconvenient-,

by means of tho lever itself, in the following
way. First balance tho beam and adjuHt tho

1 " A New Mothod of comparing tho Indicationn
of Tontine: Machines," Proc. Int. Asm. of Text. Mat,,
New York, 1912.
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vernier to zero, then hang up a known weight
from the beam at a measured distance from
the fulcrum. This raises the beam, and the

counterpoise is run along until balance is

again restored.

If W= weight of counterpoise,
w = hanging weight,

?!
= distance of hanging weight from

fulcrum,
L = distance counterpoise is moved to

restore balance,
then W =

W-L x ^/L.

(vii.) Distance between the KnifeEdges. After

the beam has been balanced and the vernier

adjusted to zero, a heavy weight m> is hung
in the shackle of the machine and the counter

poise moved forward until balance is restored.

If W = weight of counterpoise,
L = distance counterpoise is moved to

restore balance,
w.>= weight hung in shackle,

Z2
= knife-edge distance,

then knife-edge distance = L =L x Wlw2 .

(viii.) Sensitivity. The sensitivity of the

machine can be determined by finding the

greatest weight which can be hung from the

shackles without causing the beam to move
after it has been balanced.

J. H. Wicksteed * found that with a 100-

ton machine in equipoise, but unloaded, so

that the dead weight of lever and poise is

equivalent to 6 tons on the knife edge, a pull
on the shackles applied through a silk thread

breaking with a load of 3 or 4 Ibs. is sufficient

to raise the lever arm through its whole arc.

(ix.) Zero Error. Care should be taken to see

that the zero of the machine is in adjustment
before commencing a test.

II. ELONGATION AND CONTRACTION OF AREA

(14) DUCTILITY. For workshop use a bend
test gives much information as to the ductility
of a material, and requires very little special

apparatus to carry it out. The usual measures

of ductility, however, are the ultimate per

centage elongation or contraction of area at

fracture in a tensile test.

(15) DISTRIBUTION OF ELONGATION IN THE
TEST BAR. If a test piece of ductile material

is marked out in one-inch lengths and then

tested in tension, it is found that it breaks

with a neck or waist, and that the increase in

length of the section including the neck is con

siderably more than at any other point along
the bar. Observations for some bars are given
in Table 1, and results from them are plotted in

Fig. 47, where the stretched lengths are plotted
as ordinates and the original distances along
the bar as abscissae. The resulting curve is

seen to consist of two parallel branches con

nected by a S curve, and it will be evident

1 Proc. Inst. Mech. Eng., 1888, p. 454.

from the curve that the vertical distance

between the two parallel branches is the local

extension due to the necking of the test piece.
In Fig. 48 the same results are plotted in

another way. The increases in length in each

_ Note:- The Zero for Cu'rues J>

92, 84anc/\7l has /

01 234567
Distance of Gauge Marks along Test Bar

(before test) in Inches

FIG. 47

inch are plotted as ordinates at the centre of

each inch length and connected by a curve.

It is seen that the rate of elongation at the

fracture is very large, and that the curve is

nearly symmetrical.
From the figures in Table 1 the percentage

elongations on various gauge lengths can be.

5 o-i

^N^84

O 1 2 3 4 5 678
Length along Test Piece In Inches

FIG. 48.

calculated. Taking the fracture as near to

the centre as possible, these results are given
in Table 2 and are calculated as follows :

If the original gauge length=L1?

the final gauge length=L2 ,

the elongation =L2
- L1?

and the per cent elongation = 100(L2
-
L^/L^.
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It will be evident from the table that the

percentage elongation is dependent upon the

gauge length, decreasing as the gauge length

increases, and that for strictly comparative
results the same gauge length should be

adopted for bars of the same diameter. Also,

for strict comparability, the position of the

fracture should be the same in each bar. If

the bar breaks near to the end of the gauge

length the percentage elongation is low. The

formula for calculating the error involved has

been expressed by Unwin x as follows :

" Let el be the percentage of elongation in a

gauge length L + 2X, and e
2
the elongation in

a gauge length L-2X, the fracture being at

the centre in both cases. Then the elongation
in a gauge length L when the fracture is at

X from the centre is e = J(e1 + e2 )."

The results in Table 3, taken from Unwin' s

paper, show the magnitude of the error.

Unless the gauge mark is in the part affected

by the local contraction, the effect on the

percentage elongation is small.

(16) BAEBA.'S LAW (ELONGATION OF

GEOMETRICALLY SIMILAR TEST BARS). The

law connecting the elongation of geometrically
similar test pieces was first given by J. Barba 2

in 1880, who observed that similar test bars

deform similarly. It follows that, for cylindri

cal specimens, if the ratio of gauge length to

diameter is constant, the percentage elongation
is also constant. This is shown clearly by the

results on a mild steel and medium carbon steel

given in Table 4.

Unwin says
2 that

"
in plate test bars, not

strictly geometrically similar, the percentage of

elongation is practically constant, if the ratio

of gauge length to square root of cross-section

is constant. The form of cross-section within

somewhat wide limits, if the area is constant,

does not appear to influence the elongation."

(17) THE ELONGATION EQUATION. (i.)

Variation with Gauge Length. The elongation
of a test bar is made up of two parts :

(a) The general extension, occurring before

the maximum load is reached, which is approxi

mately uniformly distributed along the bar
and therefore proportional to the gauge length.

(b) A local extension independent of the

gauge length occurring after the maximum
load has been reached.

If L=the gauge length,
e=the total extension,

then e=a + L, where a and b arc constants,
the former for the local extension and the
latter for the general extension.

The percentage extension

(1)

1 "Tensile TcsfcH of Mild Stool," lust. Cir. ttng.
Proc., 1904, civ. 175.

2
liarlia's [.aw, STO TTmvin,

"
Toiwilc TchtH of Mild

Steel," InsL Civ. Eno. Proc.^ 1904, civ. 17t).

i.e. the percentage extension for a given

sectional area decreases as L is increased.

(ii.) Variation with Cross-section. Only the

local extension is affected by the orosH-soetional

dimensions of the test piece, i.e. tlio term a

in equation (1).

Since tho local contraction is proportional

to the linear dimensions of tho erosa-section,

and the extension is not allected by the form

of the cross-section,

a=c^A, . . . (2)

where A = the cross-sectional area,

c = a constant ;

i.e. for dissimilar test bars

% elongation= 100^
=
100^^4-^. (3)

This formula is true provided

(a) The gauge points are not too clono to the

enlarged ends of the test piece.

(b) The length L is not so short as to fall

within tho area alTeoted by tho local

contraction.

Equation (3) is in agreement with, Barba'n law

for similar test pieces that, when similarity is

maintained, the percentage elongation i>s

constant because, in that cane, \/

A/L, and,

therefore, e becomes constant.

Unwin :t

gives the following method of leant

squares for calculating the values of b and r,

in tho elongation equation, from a tterios of

observations :

Tills equation is

For simplicity, let vA/fj-^rr, and suppcmo tho

elongations have been observed for n gauge
lengths. Then the most probable values of

tho constants are given by tho equations

== "
* /^ i. t

"

^, .>*,*-, ,., -

n^a* - (ito)
4 n^a- -

(2rt)
a

Applying these results to bar 8-1- (Table* i*),

whoso diameter- -1-000 in. and area 0-7854

sq. in., and percentage elongation on

3" = 4.1-0 0"-~;U'8\ wo have

4" = 3G-5 7" ^ 304 I x/A 0-8803

5* ST. 34-0 8*~-28-8J and n ($.
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TABLE 1

EXTENSIONS ON I-INCH LENGTHS AT DIFFERENT DISTANCES FROM THE FRACTURE

(The fracture was included between 3-4 in each case.)

TABLE 2

PERCENTAGE EXTENSION ON DIFFERENT GAUGE LENGTHS (INCLUDING FRACTURE) ON I-INCH

DIAMETER BARS. SEE TABLE 1

TABLE 3

ELONGATION PERCENTAGE IN 8 INCHES, WHEN THE FRACTURE is NOT AT THE CENTRE OF THE
GAUGE LENGTH

TABLE 4

TESTS ON SIMILAR TEST PIECES
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(2a)
2 = M65,

_(6x37j2)-L(202-2
x 1-Q794)

c -
1-165

(202-2 x '23 79)
-

(37-92 x 1-079) _ 00 .
T6~

(6 x -2179) -1-165
"^ '

and therefore the elongation equation for this

bar of material is

65-5 s/A
-1-22-1.

(18) CONTRACTION OF AREA AT FRACTURE.

_If a is the initial area of the test bar and

A the area at the point of fracture, then the

reduction of area is equal to (a -A) and the

percentage reduction of area = 100 x (a
~

A.) Ia.

If the material is perfectly plastic the per

centage contraction of area is equal to the

percentage elongation where the latter is

calculated on the final length of the test bar,

Le. 100 x (a
- A)/a = 100 x (L2

- LL)/L2 . (Lx
and

L
2 are the initial and final lengths respectively.)

The proof of this is as follows :

The volume of the test piece is assumed to

he constant, therefore

LL x a =L2
x A~

subtracting each from unity, we have

a-A_L2
-L1

a L2

The agreement between elongation and con

traction of area is only for the short part of

the specimen where there is plastic deforma

tion, and it does not apply to greater lengths.

Professor Elliot l has given a method of cal

culating the constants b and c of the elongation

equation (e=c\/A/L-r&) when the elongation
is only known on one gauge length together
with the contraction of area of the test bar.

The method depends upon the assumption
of a value for the original length of the

contracted region. Taking this as mvA,
Elliot found that m varied from 0-9 to 2-0,

and adopting the value of 1-37 he obtained

very fair agreement with results previously

published by Unwin. 2

ITI. PROCEDURE IN ORFINARY COMMERCIAL
TESTING

Commercial testing is undertaken primarily
to ascertain if the material is of the quality

required by a specification. These inspec-

1 " The Hel.it.ion of the Constants of the Elongation
Equation to Contraction of Area," Inst. Cw. tiny.

Proc,, 1004, clviii. 300.
2 "

Tensile Tests of Mild Steel," Inut. Civ. EUQ.
Proc., 1004, civ. 175.

tion or reception tests have to bo made

quickly, and are principally directed to giving

indications of the strength and ductility of

the material.

(19) PREPARATION AND SELECTION OK TKHT

PIECES. The test pieces must be soleelcd so

as to give a reliable indication of the material

as a whole. Sampling is inherently imperfect,

and is therefore apt to cause difficulties.

Samples should always bo taken and stamped

in the presence of an inspector anting on

behalf of the purchaser, and there should

be safeguards to avoid heat treatment or

other manipulation after selection.

The number of tests should bo specified,

and, in order to cover errors which are likely

to arise, limits should bo allowed on the test

results, and provision made for ro-tost if

necessary. A usual clause is that, should tho

test piece fail to conform to tho specification,

the contractor shall have tho opportunity of

two further samples being selected by tho

inspector and tested at the manufacturer^
expense. Both of those samples must pans in

order for the consignment to ho accepted.

Test pieces, if to bo taken from a wamplo,

such as a tyro, axle, crank-shaft, etc,, should

be cutout by cold sawing or drilling, and Hub-

sequently prepared by milling, turning, or

planing. Should shearing be unavoidable, oaro

must be taken to ensure that tho material IH

not bent, and that tho sheared edges arc

entirely removed before testing. (Hi tiling by

oxyacetylene blowpipe should not bo allowed,

as it alters tho structure of tho material for

from 2 to 3 in. from the out.

Iron or steel plates arc usually tested both

in tho direction of rolling and across it, and

with cast iron special bars are made from oaoh

cast for transverse test. Kor Homo materials

special bars form part of tho casting and are

afterwards out oil for testing, but it in usual

to specify the position of those barn and

whether they are to bo sand or chill oaHtings.

For special tests some form of heat treat

ment, such as normalising, annealing, or tem

pering, may bo required.

Annealing means reheating followed by nlow

cooling. Its purposes may bo either to remove

internal stresses and induce softnoHH, or to

refine tho crystalline ntnieturo. In tho latdor

case tho temperature used must exceed tho

upper critical range, but not moro than by
50 C.

Normalising means beating a stool (however

previously treated) to a temperature exceeding
its upper critical range (but not more than by
50 C.) and allowing it to cool freely in air. it

is desirable that the stool should soak at Mio

required temperature for about l/> minutes.

Hardening moans heating a stool to its

normalising temperature and, cooling moro or

less rapidly in a suitable medium, such as
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water, air, or oil. Tempering is to reduce the
hardness and increase the toughness, and is

carried out by heating the steel (however
previously hardened) to a temperature not

exceeding its carbon change point.

(20) TENSION TESTS. The data ordinarily
observed in a tensile test for reception pur
poses is

Yield load.

Maximum load.

Elongation after fracture.

Contraction of area at fracture.

(21) YIELD POINT AND ELASTIC LIMIT.

Very often there seems to be confusion as to

exactly what is meant by the elastic limit and
the yield point. It is a common practice for
the elastic limit to be specified when what is

actually required is the yield point. The actual
elastic limit can only be obtained by the use
of delicate strain-measuring instruments (see

(62)) ; the yield point is slightly higaer than
the elastic limit, and is the point at which
there is an increase in the extension without a

corresponding increase in the stress. This point
occurs in wrought iron or

mild or medium carbon

steel, and is usually well

marked. With hard steel,

bronze, and most alloys it

is non-existent, the rate of

extension with load in

creasing after the elastic limit without any
sudden jump.
For commercial testing the yield stress is

the load per unit area at which there is a
sudden visible increase in the extension

between the gauge marks on the test piece,
or it may be taken as the stress at which the

beam or indicator distinctly drops when the
load is applied at a uniform rate.

The author prefers to record that "-there

was no yield point
"

in cases where these

conditions are not observed, but, as some

specifications require an arbitrary yield point,
it is taken at the point at which the test

piece extends approximately 1/200 of the

gauge length. With a 2-inch gauge length
thus, for practical purposes, is the point
where the dividers, when set at 2 inches,

just fail to
"
fool

"
the gauge mark.

Johnson 1
proposes that

"
in view of the

difficulty of determining the true elastic

limit an apparent clastic limit be taken as the

point on the stress strain diagram at which
the rate of deformation is 50 per cent greater
than it is at the origin. Under this definition

the apparent elastic limit would practically

correspond to the yield point in materials

having such a point and would give a reason

able value for such materials as cast iron, or

hard steel, for which this diagram shows a

1 Materials of Construction, 1918 edition, p. 1CL

very gradual curvature away from the straight
line. Such a criterion has much merit and
would accomplish the following results :

"(i.) It would always fix one and the same
well-defined point.

"
(ii.) This point would always correspond to

so small a permanent deformation as to be, for

many practical purposes, the true elastic limit.
"

(iii. ) It is equally applicable to all kinds
of tests, whether on specimens or on finished

members or structures, where deformations
of any kind can be correctly measured.

" While the 50 per cent increase in the rate
of deformation is purely arbitrary, it is not

large enough to fix a point having an appreci
able permanent set, but it is large enough to
fix a well-defined point on the stress strain

diagram.
1"

Unwin, 3
however, says that " such a point

has no significance," also
"
that the attempt

sometimes made to define arbitrarily a yield

point for materials which have no distinct

yield point, and, often as manufactured, no
elastic limit either, appears to him to be
useless and misleading."

FIG. 49.

It is convenient, where a considerable
amount of testing has to be done on the same
size of test piece, to use a simplified exten
sion measurer applied to the test piece instead
of dividers. G. H. Roberts 3 describes and
illustrates an instrument of this kind in which
the extension of the test piece is communicated
to the pointer on a dial. One division on the
dial indicates a movement between the jaws
of 0-001 inch. The yield point is seen

quite definitely if it occurs, or the load for an
extension of 1/200 of the gauge length can be
also noted \v ith fair accuracy.

Capp's
4

multiplying dividers answer the
same purpose. They are illustrated in Fig.

49, and consist of two arms so pivoted that the

motion of the points in which the short arms
terminate is multiplied about ten times at

the scale and pointer forming the ends of the

long arms. To use the instrument the points
of the dividers are placed in the centre punch
marks on the test piece and held firmly in

place when the load is applied. The pointer
moTes across the- scale slowly until the yield

point, when a sudden and marked increase in

the rate is observed.

(22) THE MAXIMUM LOAD. An autographic
a
Testing Materials of Construction, 1910 edition,

p. 206.
3 "

Engineering Research," Inst. Mech. Eng.
Proc., July 1013.

4 Proc. Amer. Soc. Test. Mat., 1907, vii. 624.
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stress strain diagram shows that, with a test

bar which "necks
"
before fracture, the actual

load necessary to break the test piece at the

neck is less than the maximum load on the

bar before the reduction of area takes place.

Nevertheless, the stress obtained by dividing
the breaking load by the reduced area is

greater than the stress obtained by dividing
the maximum load by the original area of

the bar, which is the figure required by

specifications.

The terms breaking stress, maximum
stress, and ultimate stress are applied indis

criminately to indicate the maximum load

divided by the original area which is desired

by specifications. It is obviously not the

maximum stress, although it is calculated

from the maximum load. As the term

breaking stress is also liable to be mis

understood the author prefers to call it the

ultimate stress.

(23) PERCENTAGE ELONGATION AND CON
TRACTION OF ABEA. In specifications the

elongation and contraction of area are re

quired in order to obtain a measure of the

ductility of the material. Both are em

pirical values, and the former,

as has been shown in (17),

is dependent on the cross

section of the test bar and
the gauge length. It has

been suggested, that the per

centage general extension instead of the per

centage total extension should be adopted,
as tliis is independent of the form of

test bar. It would, however, complicate
the calculation of the results, and owing
to the general adoption of the other method
of expression would doubtlessly cause con
siderable confusion.

The general extension, if it is required, is

obtained either

(i.) From an autographic diagram, as the
extension at maximum load, i.e. before the

necking of the test piece, or

(ii.) From the measurement of the elongation
on two-gauge lengths on the same test piece.
Thus if ex

= elongation on gauge length Llt

ez = elongation on gauge length L2 ,

a~ total local extension,
B=the general extension per unit

length,
then e

I
= BLj 4- a,

_ (1-32 x 8)- (2-37 x 3) _ 3-45

8-3
= ;"=o-6o,

i.e. general extension = B -21 prr cent.

(24) MEASURING THE EXTENSION. Tho

gauge length in ordinary commercial touting
is marked on the bar before it J'H tested, by

FIG. 00. Double Coni.ro L'unuh.

means of either a double contro punch (/'
J

iff. 50)
or a laying-oil: and per cent gauge (Fiff. 51).
It is, however, nearly as convonioMit and almost
as quick to use a pair of dividom wot to

the correct gauge length. It is necessary to

have a vee block to support the tost piece
during the marking-off process.
As long as the fracture is not loss than a

length equal to tho square root of tho ami
inside the gauge mark tho measure of tho

40 so 20

iii

i""|mi
i /n/n/n/n/i/n/H/H

10 L/L/L/L/L/l/L/L/8765432 1

and tho general extension per unit length

= B=r
e
*H.

eL
yL

2
-

Lj.'

0= i
L
ar.e2Lt.

L2
-
L!

e.y. with a 30-ton steel, diameter = 1-000 inch,
Extension on 8" = 2-37 inches (29-0 per cent).'
Extension on 3" = 1-32 inches (44-0 per cent).

MMdh
Half

*. 51. LayiiiR-olf ami per ccnl

elongation is usually accepted as satisfactory,
i.e. 0-5 inch for a teat piece of 0-25 sq. in, area
or 0-7 inch for a test piece of 0-5 sq. it), arra.

Sometimes it is specified that
"
should a

tensile test piece break outside Ihe middle
half of its gauge length the test may, at tho
contractor's option, be discarded and another
tensile tost shall be mado from the same bar,
billet, sheet, forging or drop forging." The
middle half is delmod as shown in 7/Vf/. 52.

(25) METHOD OF tufipoaTtNO RMStrr/PH.- Tli

is desirable that the results should be reported
in such a
manner that

the informa 1-

tion can be r

assimilated I

as easily as ' '

possible. It

adds greatly
to the facility with which the results can bo
compared and scrutinised if the form of report,
is always in. the name style. Tho following
points are also worth consideration :

(1) Tho report should contain, as far as
possible the actual observations.

(2) The heads of information which are
purely observational and those which have
been reduced by calculation should bo kept
separate. It is convenient to have the latter
on tho right-hand side of tho form.

Gouyo <
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A typical form for tensile tests is given in

l?ig. 53, together with the results of a few
tests. It is seen that the information which

the bar tested under tension, a concentration
of stress is caused at the bottom of the

groove or notch which is thus formed, while

REPORT. TENSILE TEST OF MATERIAL CARRIED OUT ON BOILER PLATE SUPPLEED er
A. BROWN & Co., LTD., FOR WHOM TUB TESTS WERE MADE

FIG-. 53.

is ultimately required is given in
the., last five

columns.

Example of Test Record and Calculation of
Results.

the shoulders formed by the groove prevent
free elongation of the metal.

In a material which extends very little, an

abrupt change of section will lower the

TENSILE TEST ON BOILER PLATE FOR A. BROWN .

Material received July 30, 1920
Co., LTD.

It will be noted that, with the exception of the original area, the observed values are given in column 1 and
the calculated figures in column 3. This method simplifies the typing of the report as given in Fig. 53.

(26) FORMS OF TENSILE TEST BARS. It is

shown by experiment that the form of the

tensile test piece has an influence on both the

elongation and the strength.
The elongation with ordina.ry test bars is

measured on a gauge length, of uniform

section. The effect of the enlarged ends is

to reduce the local drawing-out of the material.

The parallel part of the test piece is therefore

always made somewhat greater than that on

which the elongation is measured. If the

length of the parallel section is reduced so

as to form an abrupt change in cross-section of

breaking load, while with a ductile material

the suppression of the local drawing -out

gives an increased tensile stress.

The influence of the gauge length on the

percentage elongation has been discussed in

(17).

On account of the considerations stated

above, it is essential that definite types of

specimen should be specified for commercial

tests, in which the results of the tests

decide whether the mateiial is to be ac

cepted.
As a result of the work of Barba, the French
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Commission recommends the adoption of the

relation

L 2 = 66-67 A
or L = 7-2D for circular specimens,

where L=the gauge length,

A area of cross-section,

D = diameter of the test bar.

The German Commission recommends the

use of the relation

L=11-3\'A
orL= 10D for circular specimens.

Thus while, with a test piece 10 mm.

diameter, a gauge length of 72 mm. is recom

mended in France, a length of 100 mm. is

adopted in Germany.

wing to the practical difficulties in the

way of adopting a varying gauge length for

different cross-sections of test piece cut from

plates and other rolled sections, fixed standards

for cylindrical and flat specimens have been

Radius r should be as large as is consistent uut!)

the other dimensions.

x These are B.E-S.A,Test Pieces

Standard Forms of Cylindrical Test Bars

FIG. 54.

prescribed by the American Society for

Testing Materials (A.S.T.M.) and the British

Engineering Standards Association (B.E.S.A.).
The sizes selected by the B.E.S.A. are given

in Fig. 34. Those adopted for cylindrical test

bars of forgings (Fig. 54) approximately
satisfy the law of similarity, where

L=4s/A,

For plates, both 10-inch and 8-inch gauge
lengths were in use before the B.E.S.A. standard

was published. A standard width of 2 inches

was used for convenience in milling ;
this gave

a cross-sectional area varying with different

thicknesses of plate, and thus disregarded the

effect of the cross-sectional area on the per

centage elongation.
In order to overcome this di faculty the

B.E.S.A. standardised test bars having a fixed

gauge length of 8 in. and a width varying with

the thickness of the plate. Tn order to lesson

the cost of production, three widths only wcro

chosen, viz. :

Clause Length.
Inchon.

(27) t
ENLARGED EWDS OF TMHT PIMOWH.

(i.) Tensile, Tests. The design, of the enlarged

ends of test pieces requires care in on lor to bo

sure of satisfactory results. It Juts til ready
been stated that axial alignment of tho tent

piece is necessary for accurate work and that

this is best attained by tho uyc of Hj)herieally

seated holders.

For brittle materials it is essential that tho

transition from tho parallel part of the tewt

piece to the enlarged ends is gradual, and that

any part of the enlarged ends which in wrowod,
or otherwise has a sharp corner, is millioioutly

large to prevent fracture at that 'piano, Konnn
of ends for turned test pieces of oast maloriala

are given in Fig. 55.

Test pieces may be tapered inside tho gauge

length towards the centre, to an amount not

exceeding 0-003 in. for turned tout pioeoH
and 0-01 in. for shootH or platow, in order

to induce fracture near tho centre of tho gauge

length. If this is done the middle half of tho

gauge length of tho tewt piece- Hhould be parallel.

(ii.) Compression T&ttn on Mctuh.~W\i]\ the

more plastic motala there IB no woll-doluiod

point of break-down under compression, utui it

Test Piece for Wedge Grips

FIG. 55.

is usual to record tho comprcsHivo Htrength
at a given unit of deformation. Tho valuow

which are obtained in this way arc only
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comparative and do not give results which can
be used as a basis for calculating sizes of

structures.

With brittle materials the ultimate stress

can be obtained with precision, and the
results are of value for calculating sizes of

compression members.
For metals the test piece is usually a

cylinder whose ratio of length to diameter is

two.

It is important, especially with brittle

materials, that a spherical seated shackle
should be provided in order to adjust for

inaccuracy of the parallelism of the shackles.

A form of shackle is shown in Fig. 39. Care
should be exercised to ensure that the pressure
is applied axially.

(28) QUALITY FACTOR. Various empirical
means of estimating the quality of the material

from the results of the tensile test have been

suggested. They combine the tensile strength
with either the percentage of elongation or

percentage contraction of area at fracture.

The only factor which has been used to" any
large extent in this country is a modification

of one suggested by Wohler :

Wohler's quality factor=p + **

and tho modified factor =p + e,

where p = tensile strength,

e=per cent elongation,
c = pcr cent contraction of area.

A quality factor must be used with care,

bearing in mind the use to which the material

is to be put.

(29) BEND TESTS. A rough workshop test

of the ductility of metals is given by the bend
tests of various types which are now in common
use. The test is made by bending a piece of the

material cither by steady pressure or hammer
ing, the former giving the more concordant

results, until an angle of 180 is reached or

previous nipture takes place. In the latter

case the angle is noted at which fracture occurs

on the outside of the bend. A large amount
of experimental work has been carried out by
Mr. Bernard Firth,

1 but the test has not been

so carefully standardised as the tensile test.

The test is also used for ascertaining the

effect of punching and drilling on the ductility,

by using perforated plate specimens with the

hole in the centre of the plate. The diameter of

the hole, as recommended by Martens, should

be twice the thickness of the plate and the

width of the specimen five times its thickness.

(80) KINDS OF BEND TEST. The principal

types of bend test in use are :

(i.) Cold bend test (as received).

(ii.) Cold bend test (annealed).

(iii.) Quench bend test or temper bend test.

(iv.) Hot bend test.

(v.) Nick bend test.

1 Ilist. Civ. E)ig. Proc. civ. 254.

Testing Machine
(Upper Head)

'est Piece

(i.) Gold Bend Test. This is the type which
is most commonly used and is carried out at
normal temperature. To test the ductility
at low temperature the test pieces are some
times cooled artificially.

(ii.) Annealed Bend Test. For the annealed
bend test the material is, previously to bending,
reheated to a temperature exceeding its upper
critical range, followed by slow cooling. The
steel is usually very bad if it cracks after

annealing.

(iii.) The quench bend test is used for determin

ing the effect of alternations of high and low

temperature on the ductility on such materials

as boiler-rivet steel and stay-bolt iron. Before

applying the bend test the material is heated
to blood -red and plunged into water at a

temperature of 80 F. The colour is judged
indoors in the shade.

(iv.) The hot bending test is specified to detect

red shortness

or high sul

phur content.

The material

is bent while

at a tempera
ture of about
950 to 1000
C.

(v.) The
nicked bend

test is in
tended to
show whether
the material

has a crystal
line or fibrous

s tru cture.
The test piece
is nicked all

round, before bending, with a tool having a

cutting angle of 60. The depth of the notch

is 8-16 per cent of the diameter of the test

piece. The test piece should be placed so that

the bend occurs with the minimum depth.

(31) FORMS OP SPECIMENS FOR BEND
TESTS AND METHOD OF TESTING. Rods are

usually tested without machining. Plates

should be planed at the sides after shearing,

and the corners rounded with a file, otherwise

cracks may start at the corners due to the

shearing process having weakened the metal.

With plates over one inch tbic'k it is especially

important that this precaution should be

taken.

It is usual to bend bars, unless otherwise

specified, round a mandrel of a radius equal
to the diameter or thickness of the bar.

A cold bending apparatus is shown in Fig. 56,

in which a steady pressure is applied during
the test. The lower plate A rests on the

table of the testing machine while the upper
tool B is held in place in the pulling head by

Testing Machine Table
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wing nuts and plate. The brackets CO are

spaced sufficiently apart to allow the upper
tool and twice the thickness of the specimen to

easily pass between the lower rollers dd. The

rollers can be changed so as to adapt the appar
atus for either round, square, or twisted bars.

Where a large number of tests have to be

carried out, and the testing machine or press

cannot be spared, it is usual to have a special

machine used exclusively for bend tests. A
hand power machine for specimens up to

one inch square is shown in Fig. 57.

The correct size of centre pin is first put
in the machine, the crank arm is next rotated

until the crank arm pin is below the level of

the test piece, and then the table is adjusted

by means of the small hand-wheel until the

Worm and Worm-wheel,
(An adjustable graduated ring

is fixed to the reverse side of

the^Worm -wheel for reading

the^angte of bend)

Bend tests are now often replaced by singles-

blow notched bar tests (aeo (98) to (109)) ;

but these require special testing plant

B
Flattening Test

Hand Wheel ana

train of gears for

apptuing power

Frame of Machine

FIG. 57.

top of the specimen rests against the centre

pin, which should be at about the centre of the

specimen. The graduated ring is set to zero,
and power ia applied to the crank arm, which
revolves until the test piece ruptures or the

required angle of bend, read off on the gradu
ated ring, is reached.

A fatigue test is sometimes used as an
alternative to the bend test. The test piece
is placed on bearings with a span of 6 in.,

and must stand without fracture twenty blows
from a weight (of 1120 Ibs.) having a rounded
end of

1,}- in. radius and falling (> in. The
test piece is to be reversed after the first and
every alternate blow. The height of fall after

the twenty blows is increased to 1 2 in. and tho
test continued until fracture occurs.

FIG. 58.

(32) T.RSTS FOR RJVTCTH. Rivets arc usually

subjected to a bend tcvst and a flattening tosi.

For the bend test they arc hammered oolcl

without cracking until the
two parts of the shank
touch (/<%. 58 (A)) and for

the Ilatitoning test tho heads
arc hammered while the rivet

is hot ami musL lla.tlou with
out cracking of tho edge to

a diameter 2,J times that of

tho shank (AVf/. 58 (B)).

(33) BUIXIINU, DUIKTINO,
FLANMNXJ, AND I^LATTKNINO
TESTS FUJI OOIMMM AND
BRASS Turns. It is usually

specified that brass and

copper tubes shall stand a
certain percentage incrcaso in

the diameter (25 per cent is

usual) without crack or ihtw

when, subjected to bulging

(/% 59 (A)), drifting (AViV .

59 (B)), or (hinging (AVV/. 59

(('!)). Another test which is

frequentlyimposed is (latton-

ing and doubling over. It

IH generally carried out both
cold and at rod hoat. Tim
tube is flattened and doubled
over through 1,80 as shown
at /'Yf/. 59 (I)).

(34) DHTKTIWJ TRST on1 MMTAIA Another

workshop tost for ductility, which in applied
with ordinary shop appliances, in to bore holes

Guides for Table

Wheel

' ISO" \
.-A.,

TJ. Flattening & Doubling
C. Flanging- Test

'

over

I
(1ru. 50,

of a given diameter near to tho odgo of tho

plate and open thorn by means o a conic nil
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drift (taper 1 in 10) until cracking occurs
or a definite increase in diameter is reached.
The hole is usually -J inch diameter and H
inch from the edge of the plate.
The following table gives comparative

figures for various sizes of plate :

TABLE 5

(35) FALLING WEIGHT TEST (called
"
drop

test
"

in U.S.A.). The falling weight test is

considered to be a most useful test for rails

and is given a prominent place in rail speci
fications. It is made by placing a piece of the

rail 4 to 6 ft. long on supports 3 ft. apart and

dropping a heavy hammer, through varying
distances, on to it at the mid-point of the

fall, radius of striking faces and supports, and
form of fotindation must be specified. There
is a difference of opinion however on this point,
more especially in regard to the foundation of

the machine.

Particulars of the standard machines usually
adopted in the United States of America and
in Great Britain are given in Table 6.

The atmospheric temperature is usually
reported, and due allowance is made for rails

tested at or below C.

The falling weight test is also applied to

tyres and axles. For tyres a weight of 2240 Ibs.

is allowed to fall freely from 10, 15, 20 ft., and
upwards on the tread ; the tyre being placed
in its running position upon a heavy cast-iron
anvil supported by a rigid concrete foundation.
The tyre must deflect a given amount without
fracture.

If d = internal diameter of tyre, as rolled,
in inches,

t = thickness of the centre of the tread,
as rolled, in inches,

deflection = d*[ct
2
,

where c = a constant depending on the breaking
stress of the material (see Table 7).

TABLE 6

Falling weight

Anvil ....
Foundation. .

Supports for test piece (anvil dies)

Release

U.S.A.

Of cast iron with steel striking die

having a radius of striking face

of 5 iu. and length, of face of 12 in.

Total weight 2000 Ibs.

Solid iron casting 15 in. thick and

weighing 20,000 Ibs.

Anvil supported on 20 springs

arranged in.groups of five at each

corner. The springs are sup
ported by a cast-iron base-plate
which is bolted to a substructure

with a timber floor in between.
The floor to be 18 in. longer than
the base-plate.

Pieces of steel having a cylindrical

bearing surface of 5 in.

A tripping device.

British.

Of cast iron "with steel striking
face having a radius of 5 in.

Weight 2240 Ibs.

Weight 26,880 Ibs., area of base

45 sq. ft.

Anvil supported direct on 25

tons of concrete having an
area of 100 sq. ft. No timber

or springs between the test

piece and foundation.

Steel bearers having a radius

of 3 in.

No automatic release allowed.

span. The results show if the rail is brittle and

the deflection gives a measure of the ductility.

P. H. Dudley
1 of U.S.A. says :

" The physical

properties of different sections can be com

pared and their chemical compositions adjusted
from the results obtained on the standard

drop-testing machine."

The results are comparative only when
carried out under the same conditions.

It is generally recognised that the weight
of tup, distance apart of supports, height of

1 Proc. Amer. Soc. Test. Mat., 1910, x. 232.

TABLE 7

(36) DROP TEST OF TYRES. Tyres are

subjected to a drop test as well as to a fall

ing weight test. The tyre is allowed to drop
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freely, in a running position from a specified

height, upon a rail fastened to an iron block

of not less than two tons weight. The tyre

is then turned through 90 and dropped a

second time. The height of fall depends upon
the dia-meter of the tyre (see Tahle 8).

TABLE 8

(37) TESTING CAST IRON, (i.) Transverse

L Owing to the ease with which it can be

earned out the transverse, or cross-breaking

test, has heen universally adopted as the

standard for cast iron. The test is carried out

TABLE 9

PARTICULARS OF STANDARD TEST BARS
FOR CAST IRON

by breaking the test bar as a beam loaded

centrally. The strength is measured by the

centre load which the bar will carry. The

in order to obtain comparative results, but

unfortunately the standards which are in use

in various countries are different. Particulars

are given in Table 9.

The general experience, in casting bars of

the various standards in use, is that there is

a little more difficulty in obtaining; sound

bars cast to the English section than in the

case of either the American or German bars.

Machined bars are generally weaker than

unrnachined specimens.
1

Jf W is the central load, L the span, Z the

modulus of the section, and / tho stress in

the bar.

Then within the elastic limit,

WL_, z Q
, WLi

x
l

Above the clastic limit tho stress calculated

from the formula varies for the same material

with the form of the section, but if the break

ing load AY,, is substituted for W, a value

of / is obtained which is a measure of the

quality of the material for bars of similar

section, and is called tho modulus of rupture.

G. Hailston,
2 in 1014, as a ronulfc of a series

of experiments on cast iron when touted by
cross breaking, finds that whereas the ratio

of the breaking loads for Ix2x3<>" (span)

and 1 x 1 x 12" (span) beams is 1-333 if the

formulaW x L/4 =f% is taken as applying up to

the point of rupture, tho actual value is 1-153 if

the pieces are machined, and 1 -14(5 when tested

with the skin left on. He further Ihuls that

the best test bar to givo the most consistent

and comparable results, both with breaking

load and deflection, is 2} x Ijj x4i3" oast on

the flat and machined down to 2 x V and tested

TABLE 10

A COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS ON GREY CAST IRON

Showing decrease of tho modulus of rupture as the span increases

1 >M
1-78

L-75

1-87

1-78

1 -03

1-83

1-82

1-78

deflection is also usually specified because,
when taken in conjunction with the load, it

gives an approximate measure of the tough
ness of the cast iron. It is essential that the

form of tho test bar should be standardised

on a span of 30 in. Tho rate of tenting should
not exceed 112 Ibs. in less than ]5 Hecoixdw.

1 Sogundo and .Robinson, taut, Ow.
Ixxxvi. 248.

8 Iron and Stud Inst, Journ., LDl-i.
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The results in Table 10 of tests on grey
cast iron by Mathews 1 show that the modulus
of rupture decreases as the span increases ;

the cross-section being circular (1^ in. diam.)
and kept constant.

Table 11, compiled from figures recorded by
J. E. Stead,

2
gives a comparison of results

The following observations have been

recorded as the result of careful experiment :

(1) Square bars, in general, exhibit a slightly

higher modulus of rupture than round bars of

equal area. Tests by a committee of the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers
c

give an average of about 5 per cent higher.

TABLE 11

EXPERIMENTS ON TRANSVERSE STRENGTH

Comparison of tests on English, German, and American Standard Bars

obtained on British, American, and German
standard bars. His conclusion is that it is

desirable that any bar for testing for deflection

by transverse stress should not be less than
24 in. long, as, with shorter bars than this, it

is very difficult to measure to the required

degree of accuracy except with very delicate

measuring instruments.

In commercial work a denectorneter of the

type shown in Fig. 60 is

generally used. It consists

of a cast-iron base the

bottom of which is care

fully planed. This base

carries a scale along which

a lever moves a vernier

reading to 0-001 in. The

Scale

Sliding
Vernier

(2) Bars cast horizontally are strongest when
the load is applied against the cope face.

(3) Bough bars are stronger than planed
bars. 4

(4) Tumbling in a rattler increases the hard

ness of the skin and therefore improves the

strength.

(5) Bars run with hot metal are weaker and
deflect more than bars run with dull metal.5

(6) Tapping a bar with a hammer during
test reduces its strength.

5

(7) For bars of the same proportions,
the modulus of rupture is lower as the

section is larger.
6

_ Adjusting
>/ Screw

Cast Iron Base

PIG. 60.

adjusting screw of the lever is arranged under

the transverse tool so as not to be affected

by the breaking of the specimen. A simple

arrangement which is sometimes adopted is

to use a Brown and Sharp lathe indicator

under the transverse tool at the centre of

the beam.

1 Proc. Amer. Soc. Test. Mat. x. 299.
a Proc. Int. Assoc. Test. Mat., 1912, vi. 4.

(8) A wide bar gives a higher, and a deep

bar a lower modulus of rupture.
6

With the English standard test pieces

3 Trans. Amer. Soc. Mech. Eng. xvi. 543 and 1066,

4
'Segu'mlo and Ilobinson, Tnst. Civ. Eng. Proc.

Ixxxvi 948
5

*

Millar, 'l?tst. Cir. Eng. Proc. Iviii. 222.
6 Unwin, Testing of Materials of Construction, 1910

ed., p. 291.
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(I" wide, 2* deep, 42" long, and 36" span) the

strength, of cast iron is usually specified by its

breaking load in cwts., figures of 18, 28, and
38 (cwts.) corresponding to poor, fair, and

good cast iron. A usual specification is that

the cast iron shall sustain a load of 30 cwts. at

the centre with a deflection of not less than

fin.
A form of report which is suitable for

transverse tests is given in Fig. 61. It

cast iron to ensure that the pull is axial, as

this material is greatly weakened by oblique
or eccentric loading. For accurate testing,

shackles with spherical seats should bo em

ployed (see Figs. 33 and 34), tho tost

bar should be cast in one with the work and
turned to a suitable size, care being taken to

avoid rapid changes of section near the part
of the specimen under test.

The size of the bar from, which tho tost

Transverse tests of Materials carried out on

Supplied by for whom tho tests wore made.

Order No.

Reference.

Tested by FIG. 61.

Director.

Date.

enables the salient points of the results to

be seen at a glance, and meets all ordinary cases

on the testing of cast iron.

(ii.) Effect of Temperature on the Transverse

Strength of Cast Iro/i. Cast iron loses very
little of its strength or toughness up to a

temperature of 400 C. The following sets of

experimental results by Meyer
1 show this

very clearly.

TABLE 12

EFFECT OP TEMPERATURE oar THE STRENGTH
OF CAST IRON-

(38) TENSILE STRENGTH OF CART IRON.
Jfc is important when making tensile tests on

1
fitakl und JSiscn, xx vi 3270-71.

piece is taken affects tho results obtained,
bars of larger section giving, as a rule, lower
results.

Tables 13 and 14 give results reworded by
J. E. Slcad 2 on test pieces prepared from
bars of various sizes which lutvo boon cast in

different ways.
Table 10 gives results obtained by MaUiowH n

on cast iron containing various porconUgon of
silicon.

A comparison between the modulus of

rupture and tho tonnilo strength in given in

Table 15.

(39) CRUSHING STRENGTH oir OAST TKONV- -

The crushing strength of cast iron in obtained
on cylinders or prisms in which tho ratio of
the height to tho least lateral dimomrion in

between one and throe.

_

The crushing strength is unually about five
times tho ultimate tons-die Htrean, and Ham plus
of bad, good, and very good oaHt iron nhould
give a crushing stress of 30, 40, and 50 torw
per square inch respectively.

(40) RBSISTAWOH OF CAST IRON TO
"

SHEAR AND TORSIONAL SHEAR. As the
of experiments in direct shear by Halt and
Hayward 4

it was thought that the shearing
strength of cast iron was about live to six tons
per square inch. Izod,

6
however, by uning

2
Proa. Int. Assoc. TV.st Mat., 1012, vi. 4.3
Proc. Amer. tfoc. Text. Mat. x. a0,4
Tnst. Civ. Kny. Proc. xc. 382

5
Inst. JMech. Eng, Proc., Jan. 3900.
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Goodman. The results of these tests, together
with the figures obtained from gun-metal and

lower result in shear

Fremont is of opinion that the shear test

gives a very useful indication of the quality

TABLE 13

TENSILE TESTS ON CAST IRON

Test pieces 0-798 in. diameter, 0-500 sq_. in. area

TABLE 14

TENSILE TESTS ON CAST IRON

Test pieces 0-798" diameter, 0-500 sq. in. area

Only test pieces which broke with a sound fracture are included in Tables 13 and 14.

TABLE 15

COMPARISON OP MODULUS OF RUPTURE A.ND TENSILE STRENGTH OF CAST IRON

mild steel, for comparison, are given in

Table 10.

The point of interest in Table 16 is the fact

that the shearing strength of cast iron is

higher than the ultimate tensile strength.

Goodman says that, with the exception of

specimens which are defective on account of

blowholes or sponginess, he has never had a

single instance of a specimen of cast iron

of cast iron if the sample tested truly represents
the material of the casting. He has devised

a special test for this purpose.
1 A small piece

of the actual casting, 25 mm. diameters and
20 mm. long, is detached by a trepanning tool.

The specimen is placed within a block holding
a fixed blade, and is cut by a movable blade

which is forced into the specimen by a weight
1
Fremont, Conptes Rendus, Dec. 9, 1918.
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acting on a lever. The force of rupture is

estimated from the weight and leverage. Since

the diameter of the hole bored in the casting

is only about 1 in. diameter the casting

is not spoiled by this method of procedure.

Under torsional shear a round bar of cast

iron invariably fractures along a helix whose

angle is 45, that is to say, it occurs where the

tensile stress is a maximum, and indicates

that cast iron has a, lower resistance to tension

than to shearing. This conclusion confirms

(i.)
The Effect of Perforation, on, the,

of Mild Steel Plates.- In the discussion on

a paper by W. Hackney before the Institute

of "Civil Engineers, Stromeyer
1 describes ex

periments carried out to determine the effect

of perforation on the tensile strength and

elongation of boiler plates. The forms of te.st

bars that he used are given in Fig. 03, and the

results are given in Table 17.

The test pieces arc all cut from one piece

of plate 12 mm. (/) thick, and the holes are

TABLE 16

SHEARING TESTS ON CAST IRON

Authority.

the direct sheai- results of Izod and Goodman.

A typical torsion fracture is shown in Fig. 62.

FIG. 62.

(41) INFLUENCE OF FORM ON THE PROPER
TIES OP MATERIALS. An abrupt change in

the cross-section of a tensile or transverse test

bar causes :

(a) A diminution of the elongation at the

reduced section due to the shoulders of the

notch or groove.

(b] The stress to be highly concentrated at

the periphery of the groove or notch.

There are thus two effects the suppression
of the drawing oat of the material causes a

gain of strength, while the inequality of the

stress on the section of fracture gives a re

duction in strength.
With a brittle material, e.g. cast iron, the

elongation is negligible, and in consequence
the effect of a groove is to cause a reduction
of strength. On the contrary, a grooved mild
steel test piece is stronger than a plain bar of

the same material, because the suppression of

the drawing out causes an increase in strength
which is greater than the effect due to con
centration of stress at the groove acting in

the opposite direction.

all 24 mm. (d) diameter. The width (/;) varies

in different bars from. 7-0 to (54*0 mm.

(ii.) Strength of Screwed Bolls. The rowilts

of some tensile tests on four different Vuuls of

n
B

screw threads, made by the author, arc given
in Table 18. Tho threads Koloetod wore :

(1) British Standard Fine.

(2) British Standard Whitworth.

(3) Sellers Thread.

(4) U.S.A. GO Sharp Voo Thread.

Four materials wore uHed, ranging in

ultimate stress from 24-0 to 52-7 toiiH per
square inch. The bolts wore

g iu, dia-

1 Proc. Inst. C'i>. tiny., 1884, Ixxvi. M;J.
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meter and were all machined from 1^-in. dia
meter bar.

From the results in Table 18 it is seen that
for steel up to 40 tons per square inch the

those screwed with B.S.W. thread, are weaker
than the plain bar.

Martens I has carried out similar tests on

|--in. and 1-in. bolts, using steels of 27-7

TABLE 17

STRENGTH OP PERFORATED PLATES

TABLE 18

TENSILE TESTS ON |-INCH DIAM. SCREW BOLTS

Note. (1) Stresses are given in tons per square inch. (2) For tests on threads, the area for calculating

the stress is taken as that at the bottom of the thread.

strength (per square inch of section taken at

the bottom of the thread) is greater for the

bolts than for the plain bar, but that for the

53-ton steel tho bolts, with the exception of

and 23-9 tons per square inch respectively.

His conclusions are as follows :

(1) Screw threads subjected to plain tension
1 2etts. Vereines Deutsch. Ing., April 27, 1896.
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are stronger than plain bars of the same net

cross-sectional area, the excess of strength

being approximately 14 per cent.

(2) There is no marked difference in the

ultimate strength with different forms of

threads the sharp thread is slightly stronger
than the others.

(3) Under repeated loads and impact it is

probable that the sharp vee threads would

develop cracks quicker than the other forms,

and that the Whitworth thread would be the

last to show this weakness, either with repeated
loads using soft material or static loads with

high carbon steel.

The two sets of experiments, by different

experimenters, described above are in agree
ment. It will be seen that Martens's supposi
tion with regard to the superiority of the

B.S.W. thread with high carbon staels under

static loads is shown by the author's tests to

be correct.

With regard to Martens's statement of the

probable weakness of sharp vee threads under

in the same terms as the static tensile test,

but always \vith higher numerical values.

On the other hand, Lebastcur 3 was unable

to find this difference with steel bars. His

tests gave fractures which were the same in

appearance in the two cases, and tbo elonga
tions of similar bars were also nearly identical.

(ii.) Effect of Variation* of Slow Rnlcx of

Loading. Bauschinger
4 carried out a fairly

complete set of experiments under slow rates

of loading and showed that :

(1) The effect on the elongation of altering
the rate of loading varied according to the

material employed. With cast iron tlic effect

was negligible, while with steel, wrought iron,

copper, bronze, and brass it was HO slight that

it was masked by differences in the quality of

the test bars. For lead and tin there was a
marked increase in the extension, with time.

(2) The ultimate stress was in some cases

greater when the extension was fiust Hum
when it was slow.

Tests on iron and stool given by the (\>m-

TABLE 19

IMPACT TESTS ON SCREW THREADS

(1 INCH DIAMETER)

taken by

impact, some tests by the author also confirm

this conclusion. The tests, of which the results

are given in Table 19, were made on 1-in.

bolts and broken by a single blow, the energy
absorbed in fracture being measured. It will

be noted from the table that the sharp vee

bolts are the weakest of those tested and the

British standard threads the strongest.

(42) INFLUENCE OF TIME ON TEST RESULTS.
General experience shows that elongation

and contraction of area are increased by very
rapid loading, but that within the ordinary
limits of time occupied by a tensile test to

fracture, of most materials, the rate of loading
does not appear to have any effect on these

results. The results from various experi
menters, however, are not quite consistent.

(i.) Effect of very Rapid Loading. Maitland l

found that steel, broken in impact, gave 74 per
cent more elongation than the same material
broken in the static tensile testing machine.

Blount, Kirkaldy, and Sankey
2 concluded

that the impact tensile test gave the ductility
1 "

Treatment of Gun Steel," Inst. Civ. Eng. Proc.
Ixxxix. 120.

3 "
Comparison of Methods of Testing Steel,"

Inst. Mech. Eng. Proc., May 27, 1910.

mission dew mcthodcs d
1

Masai dew Materiaux 5

show very little difference in tho ultimato
extension of the ultimato strewn wholhor carried
out in a few .seconds or many miuutoH.

Bottomloy,
6
however, when experimenting

with soft iron wire, found that, tfonopally, tho
contraction of area and local contraction wow
less if tho loads were applied more slowly.
His researches included a determination of

TABLW 20
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the effect of time on the breaking load of soft

iron wire. He found that the wire, if loaded
to just below the ordinary breaking load, in

creased in strength according to the time the
wire was under this initial load.

A summary of the results are givpn in Table
20.

IV. MEASURING INSTRUMENTS FOR THE DE
TERMINATION OF THE ELASTIC CONSTANTS
OF METALS

In order to obtain information as to the

elastic constants of materials it is necessary
to measure deformations while these materials

are being strained elastically.

In commercial testing, where a measure of

the ductility only is required, the final amount
of deformation is all that is necessary. In a
tensile test with a standard 2-in. gauge
length and cross-sectional area of 0-25 sq.

in., the total elongation may be 0-50 in.,

and as this can be measured by the aid of

dividers to the nearest -j^ in. the accuracy
of reading is 2 per cent.

Using the same size of test piece and gauge
length, the extension at the elastic limit is of

the order of 0-002 in., so that for the same

percentage accuracy the measurement must
be correct to 0-00004 in. ; the smallness

of this extension can be realised when it is

considered that the thickness of a piece of

cigarette paper is about 0-001 in. With
the best types of mirror extenso meter, altera

tions of length can be accurately measured to

xV of this amount, i.e. 0-000004 in.

(43) EXTENSOMETERS. In any type of

strain-measuring apparatus there are certain

general principles which it is advisable should

be fulfilled.

(i.) If changes in length of the axis of the

test bar are to be determined, measurements

should be taken on opposite sides of the

specimen. Unwin x has shown that, if this

condition is not satisfied, initial curvature of

the bar will cause serious errors in the

results, but
6k

if the mean of measurements

taken at points symmetrically placed on

either side of the bar is adopted, the error

due to curvature is nearly eliminated, the

lengthening of the distance of one side

being compensated by shortening on the

other."

(ii.) The apparatus should be directly at

tached to the test piece at the gauge points

only, and after the initial setting it should not

be necessary to handle it during the course of

the experiment.

(iii.)
The instrument should be as light as

possible, and designed so as to he rapidly

attached to or detached from the test piece

1 "
Measuring Instruments used in Mechanical

Tenting," Phil. Mag., March 1887
; Phus. Soc. Proc.,

1887.

without interfering with the application of the

load. It is advisable that, if possible, it should

be self-contained.

(iv.) The instrument should be arranged so

that its accuracy can be determined by a

calibrating device, and the attachment to the

test piece should be such that the gauge length
is capable of determination with sufficient

accuracy.

(v.) The mechanical or optical details, and
the relative positions of all the parts with

respect to the axis of the specimen, should be

such that the
"
constant

"
of the instrument

is the same throughout its range, or that any
errors which are involved are so small as to

be of no importance.

(vi.) The zero of the instrument should be

constant for the same conditions of test ; thus

if, after straining the test piece, there is no

permanent set the instrument should return

to its initial position.
Extensions are measured in five different

ways :

(i.) With a micrometer screw.

(ii.) By an indicating dial.

(iii.) With a microscope.

(iv.) By a multiplying lever (mechanical

magnification).

(v.) By optical magnification.
With methods (i.), (ii.), and (iii.) the deforma

tions are ascertained with little or no magnifica

tion, while with instruments employing methods

(iv.) and (v.) the strains are considerably magni
fied before the measurements are made. Some
extensoineters use a combination of (iv.) or (v.)

with (i), (ii.), or (iii.).

(44) MICROMETER SCREW EXTENSOMETER.
These instruments consist of two clamps

placed on the test bar at a distance apart
which is equal to the gauge length. The
movement of one clamp relatively to the other,

as the load is applied, is measured by the

reading of one or more micrometer screws

fixed to one clamp and brought into contact

with the other. The accuracy of the instru

ment depends on :

(a) The uniformity of the -pitch of the

micrometer screw.

(6) The constancy of the pressure at the

point of contact.

(c) The care with which the micrometer

screw is operated, because the instrument has

to be touched by hand many times during the

experiment. Care should be observed in order

to ensure that the couple applied by the

fingers is perpendicular to the axis of the

screw.

Micrometer screw extensometers are largely

used in the U.S.A. by students, and give

satisfactory results when used with great care.

The principal makes of instrument are divided

into two sections according as to whether they
have one or two micrometers.
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(45) DOUBLE MICROMETER SCREW IN
STRUMENTS, (i.) Prof&ssor E. H. Thurston's 1

Extensometer (1875). This was the first in

strument in. which two micrometer screws

were used, one placed 011 each side of the axis

of the test piece, and in which electric contact

was empk>3red in order to eliminate errors due

to variation of pressure.

(ii.) Henning^s
2 Micrometer Extensom&ter.

This instrument is shown in Fig. 64. Two
frames A and B grip the test piece hy two

steel pomts h, h and two knife edges c, c.

The lower frame B carries two micrometers

m f m, and the upper frame A is provided
with a pair of plugs g, g which are in line with

the micrometers. As the distance between

the frames increases with application of the

load, the ends of the screws /, / are "brought in

contact with the plugs g, g. The contact is

indicated by ringing an electric bell by a weak
electric current, or, owing to the uncertainty
of bell mechanisms, telephone receivers are

FIG. t>4.

sometimes substituted. The extension is read

on vertical scales e, e and the graduations of

the micrometer heads m, m.

The instrument registers to one ten-

thousandth part of an inch, and can be used

on either round, flat, or square specimens. In
order to attach the extensometer to the test

piece, the frames A and B are opened. Bars
d are used for setting the frames A and B
at the correct distance apart ; they are removed
while the test is in progress. An instrument
of this type is supplied by Messrs. Tinius

Olsen Testing Machine Co., Philadelphia, under
the name of The Olsen Standard Duplex
Micrometer extensometer.

(in.) The extensometer invented by C. A.

Marshall, of the Cambria Iron Company, differs

from Henning's in three small details. The

adjusting bars d (Fig. 64) are omitted and
the knife edges- c, c are replaced by a spring
and roller attachment which, in connection
with a spirit level, assists in the accuracy of

the adjustment. The micrometer screws are

1 AFaterials of Engineering, ii. 369.
2 Trans. Amt.'r. Hoc. Mech. tiny., 1885, p. 479.

placed nearer the lower frame than in the

Henriing extensometer.

(iv.) The, Yale extensom&ter 3
is a simplifica

tion of the Marshall apparatus. The spring
rollers are omitted and a gauge bar introduced

to keep the clamps parallel, bring tho points
of measurement opposite, and gauge tho

length. The gauge bars are made of different

lengths and are removed before beginning to

strain the specimen. It

reads to ten-thousandths

of an inch by micrometer

screw.

(46) SINGLE MICRO
METER SCREW INSTRU
MENT. Unwind 4 Screw

Eostcnsomet&r. This in

strument is shown dia-

grammatically in Fig. 65.

The two frames are

clamped to the test piece
at points on a plane pass- ,\

ing through its axis by sot

screws a and b. Tho
lower frame carries tho

micrometer screw e, on the hardened point of

which the upper frame rests. Provided that

the frames are at right angles to tho axiw,

the micrometer screw gives tho variations in

the length between tho two pointw of sup

port on the test piece. To sot tho framoH

normal to tho axis of the test bar, levels c, f
are attached to them. Level c on tho lower

frame is adjusted by tho screw d, while tho

upper frame is sot level by moans of tho

micrometer screw e. The pressure on tho

micromotor screw is thus

constant, and equal to

the weight of tho upper
frame.

(47) SINGLE MICRO
METER StMW GOMBINM)
WITH A MULTIPLYING
LEVER. (i.) Garrays c

Extensometer. In this

instrument (shown dia-

grammatically in Fig. (50)

there is a mechanical

magnification of two, combined with TIKMHU fo

ment by meana of a single micromotor Hcrovv.

Two pairs of stool plates B and (! arc attached
to the tost piceo by scroww ft, K and pivoted

together at F. Tho micromotor M in pivoted
to the lower plates and oarrioH a Hpindlo l(

which passes through a guide K pivoted to

the upper plates. Tho Bpiudle oarrion it

hardened pin on its upper end, and when
the tost piece extends, this pin, whioh forms

part of an aneroid barometer, moves tho

aneroid nccdlo. Half of tho amount whioh

3 800 .Tohnsoii'H M atcrialit of (lontttriicl'ioii, 1018
ed., p. 80.'

*
/'/<//. Mr. /''W., 1880, viil. L7H

6 tmL Civ. Mng. Proc. cxxviii. 35il.
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the micrometer has to be moved to bring the
needle to its original position is a measure of

the extension.

(ii.) Riehie improved extensometer, supplied
by Messrs. Riehle Bros. Testing Machine Co.,
reads the average stretch from two sides of

the test bar with one micrometer screw. The
arrangement is shown diagrammatically in

Fig. 67. The two frames A and B are
each fixed axially to the test piece by two
hardened steel - pointed thumb - screws S, S.

The left-hand rod R is rigidly joined to the
lower frame B and is pivoted to the upper
one A. The right-hand rod swings from a

pivot in the upper frame over the micrometer
screw in the lower one. The rods are equidis
tant from the points of attachment to the

specimen, so that when elongation occurs the

right-hand swinging rod moves away from the
micrometer twice the amount of the elongation.
This extensometer can be used on gauge
lengths from 2 in. upwards by having sets of

Terminals for leads
to dry cells

X
Piuot

Top collar

containing
insulating

sleeve

This simple and accurate extensometer is

made by the Cambridge and Paul Instrument
Co. Ltd., Cambridge, and is especially designed
for use as a workshop instrument. It is com-

R

Jest
Piece

Top collar

containing
insulating
sleeve

FIG. 67.

rods for those gauge lengths which are required.

Elongations of 0-0001 in. can be easily read,

and electric contacts can be employed with

the instrument.

(iii.) The Cambridge Extensomet&r (Fig. 68).

FIG. 68.

posed of two separate frames, each of which is

attached to the test bar M by hard steel conical

points PP and P'P" arranged in geometric
slides so that, after the points are gently
driven into the punch marks, they can be

clamped in position by the knurled heads

R, R. The lower frame carries a micro
meter screw H and a vertical arm B at

the top of which is a hardened steel knife

edge about which the two frames work

together. The micrometer screw is pro-
vided with a hardened steel point X over
which a nickel-plated flexible steel tongue
A, forming a continuation of tKe upper
frame, is carried. The tongue and frame
form a lever magnifying the extensions

of the test piece by five.

In use the vibration of the flexible

tongue takes the place of the electric

contact, in the instruments previously
described, as a delicate means of setting
the micrometer screw. The steel tongue is

vibrated and the screw turned until the

point X just touches the hardened knife

edge of the tongue as it vibrates. Read

ings can be repeated by this means to

0-001 mm. under ordinary conditions of

test. The standard instrument is suitable

f r specimens up to f in. diameter on a

gauge length of 4 or 2 in.

(48) INDICATING DIAL INSTRUMENTS.
This type of instrument consists of one or

more calibrated dials with pointers on nicely
mounted spindles. These take the place of

the micrometer screws in the previous class

of extensometers, and are self-indicating
for large or small deformations. They are

generally used in conjunction with some
form of lever magnification.

Messrs. T. Olsen supply a dial extenso

meter of exactly the same form as Henning's
extensometer ( (45)) except that dials and

sliding rods replace the micrometer screws.

The sliding rods are attached to the lower
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frame in pl'.ice of the micrometer screws, and

spindles, carrying drums and pointers, are

fixed to the upper frame with their axes

horizontal. Those take the place of the plugs

g, g (Fig. 64). The friction of the sliding rods

against the small drums (1 in. in circumference)
cause the latter to rotate. This also rotates

the spindles and pointers round calibrated

discs.

(49) DIAL EXTENSOMETERS WITH MECHANI
CAL MAGKIPICATIO^. (i.) University of Wis
consin Wirewound Extensometer.1 This has

one dial attached to the upper frame which
is operated by a -wire arranged to transmit

twice the extension of the test piece to the

dial drum.

(ii.) Hurst-Tomlin-son Extensometer (Com
bined Lever and Dial), Fig. 69. This instru-

ment has been especially designed for use on
the standard test piece (0-504 in. diameter and
2 in. gauge length) ; it can "be used, however, on

specimens up to one inch in diameter. The

gauge length of 2 in. is not adjustable, but the
instrument can he attached to specimens of

greater length than this if required. It is

provided with two forked levers, A and B,
fitted at the fork with pointed clamping
screws which, when tightened on to the test

piece, form the pivots of the levers.

The dial indicator is attached to one end
of the upper lever, and the other end, beyond
the test piece, has a stout vertical lug D ex

tending downwards from one extremity of the
fork nearly to the level of the lower lever.

Here the lug bends inwards, and one arm E
of the fork of the lower lever extends inwards
in the same way.
The two levers arc connected by a short

1 See Johnson's Materials of Construction, 1018,
p. 81.

length of piano wire which lies in the central

vertical plane of the two levers.

This forms an elastic hinge, so that as the

test piece stretches the free ends of the levers

open away from one another.

This method of connecting the levers also

permits the test piece to straighten out

slightly under the load, if originally slightly

bent, without straining tho extonsomotcr.

The lower lever is shorter than t ho upper otic,

and it carries at the free end a short vertical

screw "F with a large mil led head.

The end of the screw is rounded and polished,
and bears on the end of the shorter arm of a

third lever G which is attached by a short

length of flexible steel ribbon to a bracket

which is screwed and dowollod to tho upper
main lover.

The end of the longer arm of this third levor

bears upwards on the end of tho plimgor of tho

dial indicator.

The system of levers is proportioned .so that
the movement transmitted to tho indicator iy

ten times the extension of the Lest piece.

By turning the milled head of tho screw K
the dial indicator can be brought to Kero before

the load is applied ; a light spring maintains
the end of the small lover in contact with the

point of the screw. While tho oxtensomotor is

being attached it is necessary for tho two main
levers to bo rigidly locked, with the ax in of the

clamping points parallel and at a distance of

2 in. apart.
This is accomplished by inserting two

locking pins, one of which constrains tho axes
to be parallel while tho other Oxcs the distance
between them.
The first pin is placed in the name horizontal

plane as the wire hinge, and ils axis intercepts
the centre of the wire so that the insertion of

this pin loaves the lovers only one degree of

freedom.

The second pin correctly fixon the relative

positions of tho two lovers.

In order to ensure that tho clamping points
shall grip the test piece along a diameter and
not along a shorter chord, two sercwM are

placed in tho forked part of each levor inclined
at about 45.
The axis of those RCTCWH intercept the axis

of the test pioco and the ends are rounded to
bear at points on tho test piece.
Tho usual diameter of the reduced part; of

tho tost piece is 0-504 in., which given a cmss-
soctional area of 0-25 nq. in., and the length
of tho screws is such that when junt tight tho
ends arc 0-282 in. away from tho vertical

piano through the clamping points.
When attaching tho oxtonsomoter it in

simply held up against the tout piece bearing
on tho ends of thofour Hcrow,and tlioclamping
screws ai-c tightened and the points pioree'the
test piece along two diameters. Tho oxtenwo-
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meter is thus a self-contained marking-out jig.

As soon as the instrument is fixed to the test

piece the four screws are just slightly slackened

so that they are just clear -while the test is

being made.
One division on the indicator corresponds

to an extension of 0-0001 in. and, by esti

mating, the extension can be readily measured
to the nearest 0-00002 in. This instrument

is made by Charles W. Cook, Ltd., Man
chester.

(iii.) JKiekle Dial Ertensometer. A similar

type of dial extensometer is supplied by
Messrs. Riehle Bros. Testing Machine Co.

The instrument itself is not quite so elaborate,

D'

Upright bolted

I to frame of
1 / Testing Machine

FIG. 70.

and requires a special marking-off block which

forms part of the outfit.

(iv.) Berry Strain Gauge
1
(Combined Lever

and Dial). This instrument measures the

deformation on the surface of the test bar or

structure and in. principle is a pair of beam

compasses, one point of which is fixed to the

frame of the instrument and the other operat

ing an Ames Dial through a .five to one bell-

crank lever. The points of the instrument are

placed in the gauge marks and an alteration

in the gauge length is shown on the Ames
Dial.

(50) MICEOSCOPE READING EXTENSO-
METERS. (CATHETOMETERS.) With this type
of instrument the distance between fine

scratches on the test piece is measured by
sighting with a microscope on the two scratches,

and reading off the distance the microscope has

been moved along the slide to which it is fixed,

1 Engineering Record, Juno 11, 1910*

VOL I

The determination of elongations by this

method is a lengthy process, and except for

special purposes it has been abandoned.

Fig. 70 shows an arrangement of two micro

scopes which is convenient for measuring the
extensions of stranded cables. Microscope
A has ordinary cross wires while microscope

B is fitted with a micro
meter eyepiece. Both in

struments are attached

to a bar C which can be

moved vertically by the

screwD. Both microscopes
are focussed on scratches

on the test piece and the

load applied. By means
of the screw D the cross

wire of the top microscope
A is made to coincide again

n

FIG. 71.

with the top scratch, while

the adjustable cross wire

is moved in the second

microscope to the new

position of the bottom
scratch. The movement of this cross wire in

the calibrated micrometer eyepiece gives the

extension.

(51) COMBINED MICROSCOPE AND LEVER
ESTENSOMETER. Ewing Eod&nsometer. 2'

This
instrument has been used for a great deal

of the scientific work in this country. It is

shown diagrammatically in Fig. 71, and in its

latest form in Fig. 72. The two clips, B and

C, are each attached to

the test piece A by two

pointed screws. Clip B
carries the vertical pro

jection B' (Fig. 71) ter

minating in a rounded

point P, which engages
with a conical hole in C.

The pieces B and B' are

joined to one another in

such a way that the

test piece may twist a
little with-

Fout affect

ing the en-

gagement
,of P with

When the test piece extends, P serves as

a fulcrum for the clip C, and point Q is

displaced through a distance equal to twice

the extension. This displacement is measured

by a microscope attached to B, sighting on a

mark on the rod B hanging from the point

Q on the upper clip. The readings are taken

from a micrometer scale in the eyepiece of

Roy. Soc. Proc., 1895, Iviii. 123.
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the microscope. The screw (L, Fig. 72) serves

to bring the sighted mark to a convenient

point on the micrometer scale and also

determines the scale readings which can be

estimated to 0-00002 in. A clamping bar is

added by which the clips B and C are held at

the correct distance when fixing them on the

test piece. This extensometer is made by
Messrs. The Cambridge & Paul Instrument

Company for gauge lengths of 2 and 8 in. and

10 and 20 centimetres.

An apparatus for marking oS the gauge

FIG. 72A.

points (Fig. 72A.) is supplied with the instru

ment.

(52) MULTIPLYING LEVEE EXTENSOMETERS.

(L) Kennedy
1
designed a simple lever (lever

age 100 to 1) extensometer clipped to the test

bar at two points.

Martens's 3 lever extensometer is a modifica

tion of the Kennedy instrument, and is

arranged to take simultaneous readings on
two opposite sides of the specimen. It is

shown diagrammatically in Fig. 73, and
consists of two clips D, D carrying the

graduated scales C, C, and held on opposite
sides of the specimen by a spring S. Diamond-

shaped pieces A, A, to which the arms B, B
are attached, are pivoted hi shallow seats

formed in the clips B, D. With a magnifica
tion of fifty, readings can easily be made to

0-002 mm.
(ii.) Kennedy's

3 horizontal extensometer is

gripped on the bar at four points in an axial

plane and consists of two frames, one fixed to

each gauge mark, which rest on each other
over the points of attachment to the test bar.

A light pointer is provided with two steel

points, one resting on each frame. When the
test bar elongates the two points move
relatively to each other in an axial direction,
and this movement is magnified by the end
of the pointer which travels over a scale

carried by a rod attached to one of the
frames.

Other instruments of this type have been

designed by Stromeyer,
4 Goodman,5 Wick-

1 Inst, Cir. Enrj, Proc. Ixxiv., also Ixxxviii. 24.
2 Handbook of Testing, j. r>40.
3
Engineering, Sept. 12, 1890.

4
Inst. Naral Arc.hitcr.tt>; Trans., 1880, p. 33,

" A
Strain Indicator for U.se at Sea."

6
Engineering, Sept. 1], 1890.

steed,
6 Ashcroft,

7 Col. W. H. Paine,
8 and

Dupuy.
9

(53) OPTICAL MAGNIFYING EXTRNSOMKTER.
For greater accuracy than 0-00002 in. in

measuring deformations sonic form of optical

lever is generally employed in which the

change of length of the test piece is converted

into rotary motion of a mirror which is observed

by means of a telescope and scale. Some
extensometers employ two mirrors in which

readings are obtained from opposite sides of

the test bar, while in others the moan extension

. 73.

is measured by the reading from a

mirror.

(i.) Two Mirror Apparatus, 2$a'Hfir>hin(/c,r'tt

Instrument. 1 The introduction of mirror ox-

tensometors is principally duo to Batmchingor,
who designed tho instrument shown iu Fig. 74.

6 Inst. Mcch. Bny. Proc,., 1904, p. 485.
7 Discussion on (Jnwin'B papor on "

TonBilo
Tests on Mild Stool," Inst. uii\ tiny, Proc. xlv
266.

8 Martena's Ifanfltoooft of TcMwifl, p. 545.
Annales des Ponts et Chaum^a, 5th H<rl(w, xlv.

381.
10 Mascihitto zum Prilfm dcr ywttiffkHl dcr

Materialwn conutruirt ron fMdwift Wcrdcr, und
Instrunwnte zum Mcsscn dcr (JpittaltiiPt'rflndwu'Hf/ dcr
Probeklirper, construirtvonJou. tiau&cMnoer, MilncJuciu
1882.

*
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Two clips, a, a and b, b, are pressed against
the specimen : c, c are light springs which
press outwards against the rollers d, d. These
rollers, which are of caoutchouc, are carried

FIG. 74.

by the clip 6, 6, and themselves carry the
mirrors g, g. As the specimen extends the
rollers rotate, and these rotations are measured
by means of the telescopes E, E and scales

/, /. The results are recorded to 0-0001 mm.
(it) Martetis's Mirror JSxtensometer. This is

an improvement of Bauschinger's instrument
and is shown in Fig. 75. It is extremely
accurate and sensitive and is most adaptable.
In this arrangement the multiplying levers of

Martens' s lever extensometer (Fig. 73) are

replaced by small mirrors (m, m, Fig. 75)
which are attached to the rhomhic-shaped
pieces of steel acting as fulcra, in such a way
that the reflecting surface of each mirror is

on the axis of the fulcrum. The two clips

d, d are held on opposite sides of the specimen
by a spring 5 which rests in grooves c, c.

Each clip is pointed at one end which is gripped
directly on the test bar, while the other end
has the rhombic piece interposed between it

and the bar. The mirror is mounted in a
frame by means of pivots centred in small

holes drilled in the glass. In order to adjust
the position of the mirror the frame is free

JJ[ FIG. 75.

to revolve on the axis of the rhomb. An
adjusting screw 6 and spring p are placed
on opposite sides of the mirror to control its

Side. Ele uafton

(Mirrors omitted)

Scale
1.0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9K3ln

FIG. 76.
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position about an axis at right angles to that

of the rhomb.

A pointer Q is attached to the rhomb and

arranged so that, when it coincides with a

Slit for Reflection

from L eft Hand Mirror

Cross Wire

Slit for Reflection

from Right Hand Mirrot

FIG. 77.

mark on the clip d, the instrument is set at

the proper gauge length.
Extension of the test piece rotates the

rhombs, and the angular rotation is measured

by a scale and telescopes as described for

Bauschinger's extensometer. Two readings
are necessary, one for each rhomb, and two

telescopes are usually employed.
At the N.P.L. a

"
one telescope

"
arrange

ment has been in use for some years with

complete success. This is shown diagrain-

maticaUy in Fig. 76.

The telescope T is attached to a support
S. Immediately under the telescope, and
attached to the same support, is a platform
P whose height from the ground can be

quickly adjusted. It can be
locked in any position by a
knurled-headed screw A. The
telescope arrangement is kept
in. contact with the platform by
means of a spring B, and their

relative position in a horizontal

plane can be accurately adjusted by means of

the pivoted nut and screw C.

The platform carries an illuminated scale

Df two fixed mirrors Mx and M
mirrors ^ and N2 pivoted vertically so that
their position can be altered by means of the
screw and spring E.

The illuminated scale is re

flected from one of the
"
Martens

"

rotating mirrors on to the pivoted
mirror N

lt and the angle of this

is adjusted to bring the reflec-

tion into the telescope by moans
of the fixed mirror Mr The
other

"
Martens "

mirror is made to reflect
the illuminated scale on to the pivoted
mirror N2 , and this is adjusted to bring the
reflection into the same telescope. The
difference between the lengths of the two rays
is so small that the telescope can, at the same
time, focus the scales reflected by each of the
Martens rotating mirrors. The mirrors reflect

"ghosts," and these are cut out by inserting

a mask (Fig. 77) in the eyepiece of the

telescope, and by having adjustable) brass

shades (R, Fig. 76) fixed in between the

mirrors on the platform and the extent) motor.

The mirrors used must be absolutely flat,

and great care should bo taken to see that

they are not distorted when they are clamped
in position.
A curved scale should be used, but readings

can be taken on a straight sealo and a

correction applied. The illuminated sealo is

graduated in millimetres and readings of the

scale can be estimated to 0-1 mm.

If Z= the width of the rhombs,
L distance from the scale to the axis of

the test piece,

x= extension of the test piooe,

X = sum of the readings from tho two
Martens mirrors.

Usual values of I and L arc 0-180 in* and

~d:)
~ "

v~*

Plan

FIG. 78.

45-0 in. respectively. If X is moawurod iix

millimetres wo havo

^ . =-0-001 x X millimotim

By providing suitable clij)a this oxtouso-
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meter can be used on gauge lengths from one
inch upwards and with test pieces from 0-03

to 0-8 in. diameter.

An instrument using Martens's method but
of slightly different design to that shown in

Fig. 76 is supplied by Messrs, Alfred J. Amsler
& Co., Sohaffhausen.

(iii.) Westinghouse Wire Testing Extensometer.

This instrument, designed byLynch & Brace 1

for extensometer tests on small sections such
as wire, ribbon, etc., is shown in Fig. 78. It

consists of two clips Al and A2 ,
fastened at

one end to a slotted block B, while the free

FIG. 79.

ends carry hardened rollers, Cx and C3, which
can turn in pivot bearings.
One end of the instrument is clamped to

the test piece between the spring G- and the

block B, and the rollers C
x
and C2 are sprung

apart to take the test piece at the other end.

Plane mirrors are attached to the rollers,

which are arranged so that a spot of light

from a lamp D is reflected from the mirror

G! to mirror C2 , and thence to the curved

scale F.

With this extensometer increases of length
of 0-00002 in. can be measured.

(iv.) /Single Mirror Apparatus. Morrow''s Ex-

tenso?neter. z This instrument is a combination

of Ewing's lever arrangement for making the

extensometer indicate the mean strain, with

a mirror method of measuring that strain.

1 "
Wire Testing Exfcensometcr," Proc. Amer. Soc.

Test. Mat., 1919, xix. part ii. p. 696.
2 Inst. Mech. Enff. Proc., 1904, ii. 469.

It is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 79.

The attachment to the test piece T is by
four set screws AA and BB. AA serves

as a fulcrum for the top annular ring C, and
when the test piece extends, the movement
between C and P (which is an extension of

the bottom ring D) is approximately twice

the extension. So far the principle is the

same as that of the Ewing extensometer,
but whereas Ewing measures this extension

by a micrometer microscope, Morrow uses a
"
Martens " rhomb H to which a mirror N

is attached in a vertical position.
A second mirror M is permanently fixed

to F. The images of the scale from both
mirrors are seen side by side in the telescope.
An index mark is taken on the image of M
for reading the movement of N. By this

means allowance is made for any movement
of the test piece and extensometer, as a whole,
relative to the position of the telescope.
With the instrument as used by Morrow the

extension of the specimen is obtained to the

nearest TT-TU OTTT uu of ar<- inch.

Other single mirror extensometers have

FIG. 80.

been designed by Unwin, 3
Martens,

4 and

Hartig.
5

(54) COMPRESSOMETERS. Most instru

ments used for tensile experiments can also

be used as compressometers provided that

the test piece is of sufficient length to take

them. It is, however, often necessary to

modify the method of attachment. The
conditions applicable to the use of extenso

meters ( (43)) apply, with just as much force,

to compressometers.
The Yale extensometer ( (45)), using double

micrometer screws, and the Wisconsin ( (49))

dial extensometer are both used in the U.S.A.

for compression tests by a suitable modification

of the clamps.

Ewing's compressometer for short blocks

(Fig. 80) is on the same principle as that

used for tension tests. The mechanical

multiplication is, however, increased to five

times, enabling readings of tafatfir f an i&Qh
to be obtained.

Martens's mirror arrangement (Fig. 75) has

been used by the author as a compresso
meter on diameters up to 4J-in. by providing
additional springs S to hold the clips on to

the larger size of test piece.

Unwin 6 has designed an instrument for

short blocks- combining lever and microscope.

3
Phys. Sot. Proc., 1880, viii. 178.

* Handbook of Testing, part i. p. 590.
*

Civtiingenieur, 1893, part vi.
a

Testing Materials of Construction, 1910, p. 231.
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This instrument is shown diagraminatically
in Fig. 81. The lever L19 having a knife

edge resting on the pillar P, gives a mechanical

magnification of 2-|. The frame L2 is fixed

to the specimen by four screws, and both
frame L2 and lever Lj carry silver plates
on their ends having a fine scratch on each.

The distance between these scratches is

Testing Machine
I Platen

Silver Plates each engraved
with a fine scratch

measured by the micrometer microscope M.
Alterations of this distance with load give
the compressive strain as the mean of that on

the two sides of the block.

(55) TORSIOITAL STRAIN" INDICATORS. For

measuring elastic deformations in torsion, in

order to determine the coefficient of rigidity,

accurate observations are necessary. All

instruments for this purpose should be

independently fixed on the bar with a definite

gauge length.
Where a high degree of accuracy is not

essential, a convenient and simple method is

to clamp two long pointers on to the specimen

the vernier and for any change of length of the

specimen during test.

(ii.) Colter's Torguemeter.* The torsional

strain is measured by this indicator on a

length of 8 in. At one end of the speci
men a graduated circular plate is attached

to the gauge mark by three set screws.

This plate carries an arm and vernier

which can be

moved round it,

and to which is

attached a frame

carrying a cross-

wire anda mirror.
At the other

gauge mark a

chuck, also fixed

by throo sot

screws, supports
Fixed with an arm having a
'4 screws micrometer 7Yii-

croscopeattached

to it. T his

microscope sights
the cross wire of the vernier plate

Testing Machine
Platen

on to

frame.

When the torque is applied to the test piece
'the cross wire moves relatively to tho micro

scope, and the amount of this movement iw

measured by the micrometer eyepiece to

about one second of arc. When tho strain

has exceeded the range of tho eyepiece tho
cross wire can be readjusted to zero by moving
the cross-wire arm round the circular plate by
means of a tangent screw.

(iii.) Unwinds Torsion Micrometer.'* This
instrument acts on the same principle a that

designed by Coker. There arc, however, ono

Mirrors

at a given distance apart and observe
their movement over a fixed scale. The
difference between the readings is a
measure of the torsional strain.

(i) Porter's Torsion Indicator. 1 In this

indicator the long pointers of the above
instrument are replaced by two rings clamped
to the test piece at a gauge length of 3 in. by
three set screws. One clamped ring is

graduated in degrees and carries on it a
concentric ring engraved with a vernier

reading to five seconds of angle. The vernier

ring is supported on ball bearings and is

operated by an arm fixed to the second

clamped ring. Provision is made for setting

1 Amer. Soc. Test. Mat. x. 578.

or two slight differences in detail. With
Unwin's method the microscope, attached
to a projection from one clip, Hightn on to a

finely divided scale on tho other clip at a

gauge length of 5 in. Tho micromotor oyo-
piece reads to 0-005 degree.

(iv.) Mirror Torquemeier. Tho method em
ployed at the N.P.L. 4

is shown in Fig. 82, and
consists of two small clips, Al and A

2 , each

a
Ron. Soc. Edinburgh Trans, xl. part II. p. 203.

3
Testing Materials of Construction, 1010, i>. 232.

4
Batson, Inst. Mech. 2$ng. Proc., March 1017

p. 1S3.
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fastened to the test piece by three pointed set
screws C. Attached to these clips are the

adjustable mirrors B t and B
2 of a Martens

mirror extensometer. The mirrors are

arranged, on a gauge length of four inches, so
that they are in the vertical plane passing

neutral axis of the beam. This requirement
is not fulfilled by the lever defiectometer.

(2) The mean deflection should "be obtained.
The apparatus should either provide for taking
readings on both sides of the test piece or

automatically give the mean deflection. This

Testing Machine Head

Testing Machine Beam

FIG, 83.

through the axis of the test piece. The
method of measuring the movement of the
two mirrors by the use of a single telescope
has already been described

( (53)). The
difference between the readings from each
mirror at small increments of the torque give,
when multiplied by a constant depending on
the scale distance, the angle of twist

for that increment on a length of four

inches.

(56) DEFLEOTOMETERS. These in-

struments are used to measure the
amount of bending of beams, etc., dur

ing a transverse test.

Commercially a multiplying lever

deflectometer (Fig. 60) is generally

employed or a strained-wire arrange
ment may be used where large deflec

tions are to be measured. This is

shown in Fig, 83. A fine wire W is

strained between two pins fixed on the

neutral axis of the beam above the

supports and kept taut by a rubber

band R. This forms a datum line. A
polished scale S is graduated either

in mm. or inches and suspended from
the neutral axis at the centre of the

beam. The observer brings his eye to such

a position that the wire and its image in the

polished scale coincide, and he then reads the

position of the wire on the scale.

For most work an accuracy of 0-001 on. is

usually sufficient.

The methods described above do not fulfil

some of the essential conditions for accuracy,

which arc :

(1) The apparatus should be designed to

give the relative deflections of points in the

condition is not accomplished by the strained-
wire arrangement.

(57) APPARATUS FOR MEASURING LATERAL
STRAINS, (i.) Coker's Lateral Strain-measuring
Apparatus.'

1 This instrument is shown dia-

grammatically in Fig. 84 and consists of two
tubular arms Ax and A2 connected by a

FIG. 84.

flexible steel plate B which forms the fulcrum.

The steel plate is gripped by two collars CC,
one of which carries an adjustable screw L,
which bears on the test piece and keeps the

instrument from turning. The arms are

attached to the test piece T by two screws

DD, the pressure on which is provided by the

compression of a spiral spring S on the

opposite side of the fulcrum.

The arm A2
has a projection H, the end

1
Roy. Soc. Edinburgh Trans, xxv. part i. p. 452.
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of -which is opposite to the arm A1
and is

arranged to spring towards it, gripping a

knife edge J.

Any change in the diameter of the test

piece causes a relative movement between the

end of the arm A 1
.and the projection H of

the arm A<>. This movement rotates the knife

edge J, to which a mirror K is attached.

The rotation of this mirror is observed by a

telescope and scale and gives a measure of the

alteration in the diameter of the test piece.

The scale distance is arranged so that each

scale division represents 0-000001 in.

(ii.) Morrow's Instrument for measuring t7ie

Lateral Contraction of Tie Bars. This instru

ment,
1 shown diagrammatically in Fig. 85,

also uses optical means of measuring the

relative displacement of two arms.

Two arms KK. and LL are pivoted at F
and two screws A and B grip the test piece T
and are pressed inwards by stiff springs C.

Alteration in the diameter of the test piece

causes arm K to fall relatively to the arm L.

This relative motion is measured by the tilt

of obtaining the constants of cxtcnso melons,

compressometers, etc., are :

(1) By measurement of the leverage of the

instrument. In some types of apparatus this

can be carried out succesafully. With the

Martens mirror extensometor tho constant

depends on the width of the rhombs and tho

scale distance. The former can be determined

by an accurate measuring machine, and tho

latter is usually adjusted by sett'mg tho scale

distance from the test piece by means of a

gauge of known length.

(2) By test on a steel test piece whoso

elastic constants have been accurately deter

mined. The test piece is gripped in tho

testing machine in such a way that tho utross

is distributed in the proper manner and

readings of tho apparatus which is to bo

calibrated taken at definite iuoromentH of tho

load. These readings arc then compared with

those calculated from tho known clastic con

stants. If possible, a standardised apparatus ia

attached to tho test piece at tho namo time

as the one whose constants arc unknown and

a direct comparison made.

(3) By a calibrating instrument. An instru

ment used by the author is shown in Fig. S(>

and consists of a stand 1) carrying two

arms 1\ and E2 . Those anna aro movable

along a feather on tho stand so that their

position can be adjusted. They arc bo rod

accurately in line to take two rods A and B.

Fltt. 80.

of a mirror M which is supported on three

points, two of which rest on arm L and one
on arm K. A vertical mirror, not shown,
is also fixed to L at the side of the tilting
mirror M and serves as an index for that

mirror, thus eliminating any errors due to the

instrument moving relatively to the observing
telescope. The instrument is balanced by a

weight W.
(58) CALIBRATION OF DEFORMATION-

MEASURJNG APPARATUS. The usual methods
1

Morrow, Phil. Mag., 1903, vi. 417.

B is fixed, but A can bo moved up
and down by a micromotor head (J. A
also works along a feather which prevents
rotation.

The apparatus to bo calibrated is attached
to A and B and its readings compared with
tho movement of the micromotor head. Tho
pitch of the micrometer screw is (M)2tf in.

find the head is divided into 25 partH HO that
one division of tho head (about, J in, long)
corresponds to a movement of 0-001 in.

it is essential that the doired reading
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should always be approached in the same direc

tion in order to eliminate any backlash in

the screw. As the accuracy of the calibration

depends upon the accuracy of the screw, this

has been determined on a screw-measuring
machine and a correction curve obtained
for it.

(59) AUTOGRAPHIC RECOBDIKG APPARATUS.
The deformation co-ordinate of the curve is

always recorded directly from the test piece
itself, usually with some form of multiplication.
The main difference in the various types of

recorders is in the method of obtaining the

load co-ordinate. There are two principal ways
in which this is done :

(i.) Load recorded by the movement of the

counterpoise with or without automatic

adjustment.

(ii.) Load co - ordinate obtained by the

deformation of a calibrated spring.
The early diagramming apparatuses were

applied to pendulum machines. Thurston, in

1876, designed the torsion test apparatus
described in (10), and, in 1877, Abbott con
structed a recorder adapted to a machine in

which the pull from a hydraulic press is

transmitted through the test piece to a pen
dulum, the angular rise of which gives a

measure of the load. An improved apparatus
of the same kind was used by Pohlmeyer in

1882, and more recently by the N.P.L. for

tests of copper and bronze wires fully described

in the British Engineering Standards Asso
ciation Report, No. 55.

(60) AUTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS, RECORD-
ING POSITION OF COUNTERPOISE. In

machines having a moving counterpoise the

load co-ordinate is obtained from the posi
tion of the counterpoise on the beam by
moving a drum or pencil, by suitable pulleys
or gearing, from the shaft or screw which
drives the counterpoise. The beam is usually

kept floating by moving the poise by hand

adjustment. By this means, however, the

reduction of load at the yield point cannot be

obtained and the final reduction, when the

test piece is stretching locally, is only imper

fectly reproduced.
Riehle Autographic and Automatic, Ap

paratus, In some American machines an

autographic apparatus is provided having an

automatic weighing device. This device is

designed to move the poise on the beam auto

matically to balance the load on the specimen.
In the Richie machine the scale beam on

rising or falling completes an electric circuit

at the top or bottom stop in the beam stand.

"Each circuit is separate and connected to a

magnet.
The driving pulley of the machine turns a

horizontal shaft which has a cast-iron disc

on its end. This disc in turn drives one- of

two fibre wheels located equidistant on either

side of the centre of the disc. Each fibre

wheel has an armature controlled by one of

the magnets of the electric circuits mentioned
above. Thus when the beam rises and com
pletes the top circuit, one of the magnets
attracts its armature, causing one of the fibre

wheels to engage with the cast-iron disc and
drive the poise along the beam and so balance

the load. When the beam drops and hits the

lower contact, the armature of the other fibre

wheel is attracted by its magnet, which brings
this fibre wheel on to the cast-iron disc and
drives the poise in the opposite direction.

The screw which drives the poise also,

through gearing, drives the recording pencil

axially along the drum, so that the reading
of the load, which is recorded, corresponds

directly to the load weighed.
The other ordinate is obtained by the drum

revolving proportionally to the deformation.
"
Fingers

"
rest on top of U clamps fastened

to the specimen by hardened steel-pointed set

screws at the correct gauge distance. The
lower

"
finger

" moves downwards as the test

piece extends and by means of a rack and

pinion converts this motion into a rotary one

revolving the drum through mitre wheels.

The actual extension is magnified five times.

The fingers are so arranged with clamps on
'

telescopic tubing that only the extension

between the U clamps is recorded on the

diagram.

(61) AUTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS USING A
CALIBRATED SPRING. (i.) This method is used

in two Wicksteed recorders. In the earlier

apparatus
* the measurement of the stress is

entirely independent of the position of the poise
on the beam, but is taken as being proportional
to the compression of a helical spring acted upon
by an auxiliary plunger operated by hydraulic

pressure from the straining cylinder of the

testing machine. As the load is applied by the

straining cylinder it is balanced by running
the poise along the beam, and the hydraulic

pressure in both the straining cylinder and
the auxiliary cylinder increases. The auxiliary

plunger therefore compresses the spring, and
the amount of the movement of the spring is

recorded by a pencil on the recording paper
in a direction parallel to the axis of the drum.

The drum is also given a rotation propor
tional to the extension of the test piece and

an automatic diagram is thus drawn.

The auxiliary plunger is rotated during the

test in order to eliminate the friction as far as

possible. The yield and maximum loads are

noted from the position of the counterpoise,
in order to fix the load scale of the diagram.

(ii.) The Buckton WicJcsteed Patent Spring
Balanced Recorder is entirely automatic, the

variations in the resistance of the specimen
are accurately recorded. The action of

1 Wicksteed, Inst. Mech. Eng. Proc., 1886, p. 27.
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the recorder is shown diagrammatically in

Fig. 87. The counterpoise W is placed

at the end of its travel, thus extending the

spring S. As the load W is applied to

the test piece an equivalent load is released

from the spring S, whioh therefore contracts.

The amount of this reduction in length

is proportional to the load on the test piece

and is registered on the recording drum R
by means of a cord C passing over fixed

pulleys PL and P2 and attached to the

pencil D of the apparatus.
The load is thus recorded axially, and the

drum is rotated by the movement of the lower

Testing Machine Beam

Chain which
rotates Drum (H)
as test piece extends

pulling head relatively to that of the upper

shackle, to give the deformation co-ordinate.

As the deformation is not communicated from

a fixed gauge length of the test piece, it includes

movement in the grips and cannot be taken

as the extension of the specimen.

(iii.) Moore's Autographic Recorder 1
is very

similar in action to the Wicksteed spring re

corder just described, the only difference being
that the spring is placed on the other side of

the principal knife edge so that when the poise
iy run out the spring is compressed. As the

load is applied to the specimen an equivalent
load is released from the spring, which elon

gates until equilibrium is established. Moore
used a steam-engine indicator

; the spring of

the indicator is attached to the beam of the

testing machine to give the load co-ordinate,
and the cord of the indicator is attached to

the test piece to record the extension.

(iv.) Kennedy-Ashcroft Recorder* (Fig. 88).

Full details of this recorder are given in

Kennedy's paper to the Institution of Civil

Engineers, and the following description of the

principle of the apparatus is also taken from
that paper :

" The test piece
4

a
'

is placed in the machine

1 Proc. Amer. Soc. Test. Mat., 1908, viii. 653.
2
Inst. Civ. Eng. Proc., 1886-87, p. 31.

in series with a stronger bar
c

IV called a

spring-piece, and the two, which are connected

directly by a simple coupling, arc pulled

simultaneously, the one through the other.

The spring- piece is of n material such that its

limit of elasticity occurs only at a load greater

than that which will break the test piece. It

must also bo of

material ascor-
taiuccl by previous

Post experiment to bo

perfectly elastic,

so that itH oxton-

sion is strictly

proportional to

the pull on it, and
therefore to tho

pull on tho tont-

bar. By a simple
arrange meat a

very light pointer
'

c
'

ia mndo to

swing about an
axis through an

angle proportion
ate to tho ox ten -

sion of the spring-

pioco, and propor
tional therefore to

the pull on tho

tost-bar. Tho cm 1

of this pointer in

its motion always
totiohow a sheet

of smoked glass
'

d? to whioh ia given a
travel in ita own piano proportional to the
extension of the test piece, and in this xvay
tho diagram is drawn. By an arrangement;
of differential lovers it is assured that tho
motion of the glass depends solely on the
extension between the marked

j
joints on tho

test-bar, so that no amount of extension of

the coupling, in tho ends of tho tost piece, or
in any other part of tho apparatus, ean move
the glass. The apparatus is also so arranged
that tho absolute elongation of tho

. 88,

piece does not cause any motion of tho pointer

relatively to tho glass."

(v.) Dolby*& Optical Hccorde.r*- ~F]m ap
paratus is shown diagrammatioally in /<%. 81),

It is similar to the Kennedy-AHh(?r'oft recorder

in that the load i obtained from tho extensions
of a bar acting as a very stiff spring, but
whereas Kennedy uses mechanical moans of

increasing and transferring those extensions
8 Hoy. Soc, Proc.,, 1012, IxxxvI.A, and 11)13.
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to the diagram, Dalby adopts an optical
method and thus obviates the possibility of

inertia errors.

The spring-piece W, seen in Fig. 90, is

hollow and is connected at its upper end to
the shackle A of the testing machine. A

Weight. M

projection through the shackle is mounted in

a light-tight box B. The ray from a point of

light Z is reflected by a fixed mirror Q on
to a concave mirror M, which, again reflects

it on to a third mirror N and thence to a

photographic plate at F, where it is accurately
focussed.

The mirror M is supported on three points;
two of these, about which the mirror can tilt,

arc in contact with the hollow spring-bar,
while the third rests on a cup on the top of

the central rod T. Any stretch of the spring-
bar W will cause it to move relatively to the
central rod T and thus tilt the mirror M.
This tilt will cause the point F to move
horizontally across the photographic plate,
a distance of 340 times the stretch of the bar.

The mirror N is rotated by the linkwork

G ? L, V, U proportionally to the stretch of

the test piece between the gauge length #/,

and this movement displaces the point
" F "

vertically up and down on the photographic
plate. The point of light therefore traces on
the plato a stress-strain diagram of the test

made. After development the relation be
tween load and extension can be measured
from the plate with great accuracy.

V. DETERMINATION OP THE ELASTIC
CONSTANTS

The complete load - extension diagram is

drawn by means of some form of autographic
diagram apparatus, but for the accurate deter
mination of the elastic limit and modulus of

elasticity it is necessary to determine with
extreme accuracy the deformations produced
by small loads.

(62) THE ELASTIC LIMIT. The elastic limits

in tension and compression obtained from stress

strain curves on the first loading of a piece of

material such as steel are not constant for the
material but depend upon the previous treat
ment that the material has undergone. They
are called the

"
primitive

"
elastic limits to

distinguish them from the
"
natural

"
elastic

limits set up in the material when it is sub

jected to a few alternations of stress.

I

- M (Concave Mirror')

Shackle of
Testing Machine

-W (Spring Piece)

The definition of the elastic limit which has

been standardised by the British Engineering
Standards Association, and is commonly
accepted in this country, is that it is the

least stress at which Hooke's Law ceases to

be exact. It is sometimes called the limit of

proportionality or the
" P "

Limit.

With some materials there is a deviation from
Hooke's Law, and a lack of proportionality
between stress and strain, even for values of
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the stress so small that wben it is removed
the material regains its original dimensions

(i.e. that there is no permanent set). Hence
the elastic limit is occasionally defined as the

maximum stress below which the material

would fully recover its form, upon removal of

the load. This may be called the
" R "

Limit.

With most materials the two definitions give

substantially the same results, they both re

quire delicate extensometers for their deter

mination, but the method of procedure during
the test is slightly different.

In the first case extensometer readings are

taken with gradually increasing loads and the

results plotted as a load extension diagram.
The point at which there is a deviation from

Hooke's Law is easily located, and the Modulus
of Elasticity can be calculated from the slope
of the elastic line. The increments of load

taken are usually about fa of the estimated

value of the
" P "

Limit, and if the value of

the
" P "

limit is known to a first approxima
tion, the increments are made smaller in the

neighbourhood of that value and until the test

is completed.
The following measurements (Table 21) are

taken from a specimen machined from a piece
of boiler plate and show how the

" P "
limit

and the modulus of elasticity can be calculated.

The results are plotted in Fig. 91 and show
that the limit of proportionality is at 1C tons

per square inch.

From the elastic line it can be seen that at
a stress of 13-3 tons per square inch the ex
tensometer reading is 254 ; this is equivalent
to an extension of 0-001 in. on 1-0 in.

The strain is therefore 0-001 and the modulus
of elasticity= stress/strain = 13.3/0

.OOL
= 13300 tons/sq. in.

= 29-8xl06
lbs. persq. in.

If the readings of the extension and the

applied load are known to sufficient accuracy,
the limit of proportionality can be ascertained
with more precision by calculating the elastic

extension for the various loads applied, and
plotting the difference between this and the

actual extension as ordinates with tho loads

as abscissae. Table 21 shows this calculation,

and the results arc plotted in Fitj. 92.

TABLE 21

EXTENSOMJBTER TliST ON BolLER PJLATJB

Diameter of test piece
= 0-375 in.; (fronH-soclional

area =0-1104 sq. in. Extensions* nicnHurod on

a 1-inch gauge length by a mirror oxlonHomotor.

*
L unit = 1/254,000 in.; i,c. 401 unlto -(>() 18 1 in.

Jtoults of tests :

Elastic limit 1(5-0 tons/sin, in.

Yield Btrofls*--20'ii tonH/Bq. in.

Ultimate stress ~~ 28-04 tonn/wi. in.

Modulus of elasticity= 29-8 x 10 IbB./wq. In.

Extension= 30-0 per conti.

4. 6 8 10 12 14 1Q~
Stress in Tons per sq. In.

#IG. 92.

It is of first importance that shookfl and
vibrations should be avoided during tho appli
cation of the load in an xtonsomotor toHt,
since actions of thiy kind seriously altcct tho

sensitivity and the accuracy of tho instrument.
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The second method of procedure, employed
to determine the "R" limit, is to apply an
increment of the load and upon its release

measure the amount of the permanent set,

if any. The load is then doubled, and the set

on release again measured, A further increase

of the load is applied and released, and the

operation repeated until a well-defined and

increasing permanent set is obtained.

The amount of the permanent set is plotted

against the load and an estimate obtained,

from the curve, of the point at which the

material starts to have a permanent set.

From this reading the
" R "

limit is calculated.
k Results show that the actual location of the

elastic limit depends on the sensitiveness of

the apparatus used, low results being obtained

with instruments of high sensitivity. The
determination of the

" R "
limit requires con

siderable time to carry out, but indicates

plastic yielding of the material at an early

point when it is properly ascertained.

(i.) Mastic Limit by Change of Temperature.
Tf a material behaves elastically, increasing load

produces a cooling of the test piece, but if,

however, a permanent set is produced, work
is done in internal friction and the tempera
ture of the test piece rises. E. Rasch,

1 of

Gross Lichterfelde, has carried out some ex

periments to determine the temperature-load
curve for materials. Tor temperature meas
urement he uses thermo-couples of iron-con-

stantan, copper-constantan, or silver-constan-

tan bound to the test piece. Alterations of

the temperature are read from the movement
of a galvanometer. He finds well-defined

points of inflection in his curves, The loads at

which these points occur give an elastic limit

sometimes called the thermal or
" T "

limit.

(ii.) Effect of Overstrain on Elastic Limit and

Yield Point. Bauschinger found the effect, on

the limit of proportionality, of overstrain to be

as follows :

(1) If the limit of proportionality was ex

ceeded but not the yield point, then the former
is raised even if the test piece is immediately
reloaded.

(2) If the yield point is exceeded, immediate

reloading gives a lower limit of proportionality,

but reloading after a long interval of time may
give a raised limit of proportionality. James

Muir 2 found that this effect can be accelerated

by immersion for a few minutes in boilinj

water.

Bauschinger also found that the effect on

the yield point was that if the yield point was

exceeded, then subsequent reloading gave a

new yield point raised to the stress to which

the bar was loaded in the first place. This

e fleet occurred oven if the bar was reloaded

immediately, but if there was an appreciable

1 Proc. Int. Asftoc.. Test, Mat., 1000, Article viia .

a Rou* Soc. Phil. Trans., 1900, cxciii. I.

interval of time before the reloading the new

yield point might be higher than the maximum
stress applied in the first loading.

(63) TEE MODULUS OF ELASTICITY. 3 The
modulus of elasticity is the number by which
bhe amount of any specified stress or component
of a stress within the limits of elasticity must
be divided to Jfind the strain or any stated

component of the strain which it produces.
There is a modulus of elasticity in tension,

compression, and shear.

The modulus of elasticity in tension, denoted

by E, is sometimes called the modulus of

direct elasticity, or Young's modulus. The
value in compression is generally the same as

that in tension.

The modulus of elasticity in shear, denoted

by C, is called the modulus of transverse

elasticity, or the modulus of rigidity.

The moduli C and E are connected by
the equation

C_ E
'

where o-= Poisson's ratio.

There is also a volumetric modulus of

elasticity, sometimes called modulus of elas

ticity of bulk or modulus of cubic compressi

bility and denoted by K It is the number by
which the stress upon the exterior of the sub

stance must be divided to give the diminution

in volume or cubical strain.

If E and C are known, El can be calculated

from the formula :

K=;
CE

(64) MoDtJLus OF DIRECT ELASTICITY.

An example of the method of determining the

modulus of direct elasticity (E) is given iu

(62). Some materials, e.g. cast iron, mortars,

and concrete, have no elastic line and therefore

no definite modulus of direct elasticity. It can,

however, be considered to be the reciprocal of

the slope of the stress-strain curve at zero

stress, but where the curvature near the origin

is sharp this value of the modulus is of little

use except as a comparative value of stiffness.

An example of a stress-strain curve with no

definite elastic line is given in Fig. 93. The
initial modulus of direct elasticity is obtained

from the slope of the tangent (OA) to the

curve at the origin.

For concrete, an empirical modulus is some

times used for design calculations. The value

is obtained in one of three ways :

(i.) The "
tangent

" modulus (E t )
is obtained

from the slope of the tangent to the stress-

strain curve where the ordinate is the working
stress 25 per cent of the compressive strength

is usual for the working stress that is, from

the tangent CD (Fig. 93).

3 See "
Elasticity, Theory of," (5).
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(ii.) The "
secant

" modulus (Ew ) is obtained

from the slope of the line OB, where Bfr^the

working stress of the material.

(iii.) The
"
chord

" modulus (E ), determined

by the ratio of stress to deformation, is given

by the chord drawn between two points on the

curve, denned by the limits of stress for work

ing lo&ds, i.e. from the chord EF (Fig: 93).

The tangent and chord methods give moduli

of approximately the same value, which are

higher than the secant modulus.

Stanton Walker x has shown, from a study
of curves which he obtained from various

samples, that the stress-strain curve is repre
sented by a curve of the type

where S =unit stress in concrete,
^ = unit of deformation,
K constant depending on strength,
w=an approximately constant exponent,

and the relation between modulus of elasticity
and strength of concrete is

where E=modulus of elasticity,

C constant depending on conditions

of test,

tS=compressive strength of concrete,
m = an exponent.

Similar equations were suggested by Bach
aud Morsch. 2

Effect of Overstrain on tfu> Modulus of
Direct Elasticity. Tf the h"mifc

of proportionality is exceeded
the value of E for steel is

lowered,
much

For low percentage nickel steels (3 to 4J per
cent) the average value of E is 28-5 x 10G

Ibs. per square inch, while the value of TO

for high percentage nickel steels (30 to 35

Unit Deformation

FlG. 93.

per cent) is low, being about 23 x 10 Ibs. per

square inch.

With cast iron there is no definite modulus
of elasticity. Using a working-stress figure of

10,000 Ibs. per square inch, tho
u
wecant "

modulus for cast iron varies from 12 x 10 to

20 x 106 Jbs. per square inch for grey cast iron,

in some cases as

as 20 per cent. Re
covery, however, is effected

by rest or immersion in boiling
water.

Marshall 3 showed that if

steel is initially strained to a

point within the limit of pro
portionality, a second loading

may a^ive slightly higher values

of E.

(65) VALUES OP THE MODU
LUS OF DIRECT ELASTICITY

(Young's Modulus). For car
bon steels the value of E in

Ibs. per square inch varies be
tween 28-5 x 106 and 31 x 106

,

with an average value of
29-5 xlO6

. It is nearly the
same in tension and compres
sion, and is practically in

dependent of the carbon content and of the
heat treatment.

1 "
Modulus of Elasticity of Concrete," Proc

Awer. Soc. Test. Mat., 1010,' six. 512.
-
Goodrich, Concrete Meal Construction (translation

of Morsch's Der Hisfnbetonbau).
3 Amer. Soc. Civ. Eng. Trans, xvii. 62

TABLE 22

VALUES OF THE MODULF OTT KLAHTIOITY

and from 20 x 10 to 25 x 10 Ibs. per square
inch for white cast iron.

Further values of E arc given in Table 22,

(66) MODTJLTTS off TRANSVKUSK KLAH-
TICITY, OR MODULUS OF KrcuiHTY (0). Tho
easiest method of determining tho value of C
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is by means of a torsion test. The strain is

measured by some form of torquemeter such

as is described in (55).

A stress-strain diagram is drawn in the same

way as for direct stress but having torsional

stress as abscissa and torsioual strain as or-

dinate. The value of C is then calculated from
the slope of the elastic line. The elastic limit

in shear is also easily located from the curve.

A series of observations by the N.P.L.

mirror torquemeter ( (55)) on a piece of a

shaft are given in Table 23 and the diagram
shown in Fig. 94. From this diagram the

limit of proportionality in shear is seen to be

with a torque of 1350 Ibs.-in. corresponding
to a stress of 24-0 tons per square inch, and

Torque in lbs-in$*

TIG. 94.

the modulus of rigidity (C) = ll-9 x 106 Ibs. per

square inch.

C
stress

.= _*
) ' * u

11*9 x 10 Ibs. per sq. in.

strain 0*00453

Note. Stress =24-0 x 2240 Ibs. per sq. in.

= 53,800 Ibs. per sq. in.

(where

r= radius of the test

piece,

8= angle of twist on

length L ir

radians.

= (0-25 x 4-15)/(4 x 57-3)= 0-00453.

For wire the value of is determined from

the time of a single torsional oscillation.

Bauschinger
1 found the value of for

J
Civilinffenieur, 1879.

Bessemer steel of carbon content varying
:rom 0-19 per cent to 0-96 per cent to range
from 11-9 xlO6 to 12-7 x 106 Ibs. per square
inch.

Platt and Hayward
2

give values varying
crom 12-3 x 106 to 14-0 x 1C6 Ibs. per square
inch.

Average values of C are given in Table 22.

(67) POISSON'S RATIO. Poisson's ratio is

bhe ratio of lateral to longitudinal deformation,
and is usually denoted "by cr.

An extensometer when used in conjunction
with an apparatus for measuring lateral strains,

such as are given in (57), gives the value

TABLE 23

TORSIONAL STRESS-STRAIN OBSERVATIONS

Diameter of test piece=0-500 inches.

Gauge length=4 inches.

* A reading of 2859 = an angle of twist of 7 degrees

58 minutes on a length of 4 inches.

of cr for any material in the most direct way

possible.
Both instruments are fixed on the test

piece at the same time and measurements are

obtained, of both lateral and longitudinal

strains, for equal increments of load. The

results are then plotted as stress-strain dia

grams, and the ratio of the slopes of the

elastic lines is equal to a (Poisson's ratio).

The figures in the following table a,re taken

from results obtained by Coker.

* Inst. Civ. Eng. Proc. xc. 409.
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TABLE 24

OF LATERAL AND LONGITUDINAL

STRAINS

Diameter of the test piece
= 1 -01 inches.

Length under test=8 -00 inches.

From the plotted values of these results

given in Fig. 95 it will be noted that the

curves do not pass through the first point, but

the remainder of the observations lie on

I!
1 '

II'
o> C

Slope of Longitudinal Strain Stress Curve
763-5 X 7

"~
400000 X 10000

Slope of Lateral Strain Stress Curve s
joooboo^a loooi

- -
X 400000 _ Q ,262

1800 2400 3200 400O 4000 OQOO 640O 7200 8000 0000 0000 1O4-00 1120O

Load in Ibs on i<01 ins. diam.

FlGK 95.

straight lines. The slope of the longitudinal
stress-strain curve =408-7 x 10-10

, and the slope
of the lateral stress-strain curve = 107 x 10- 10

,

therefore cr= 107/408-7 =0-262.

Average values of Poisson's ratio for various

materials are as follows :

TABLE 25

VI. SPECIAL FORMS OF TEST

(68) EXPERTM ENTS ON THE REPETITION" OF
STRESSES. It has been shown by experiment

that materials fail under stresses considerably
lower than the ultimate when those stresses are

repeated many times.

Stanton and Bairstow l have shown micro

scopically that this deterioration is duo to
"

slip lines being set up at the point of maxi

mum stress in the cleavage planes of the

crystals and due to unequal distribution of

stress among the crystals." Those slip lines

broaden out and develop into actual cracks

under repetition of stress. This type of

failure is sometimes called
"
fatigue," but is

perhaps better described as a
"
repeated stress

failure."

In many cases the stress does not. alternate

between zero and a maximum in tension
;

there may be an initial tensile or initial com-

pressive stress. For tho purpose of a con

sideration of this subject comprossivo strews

is taken as a negative tensile stress, and tho

range of stress as the

difference between the

maximum and minimum
stresses.

Alternating stresses are

usually considered as be

ing those in which the

maximum and imnimum
stresses are equal but of

opposite sign.

Since 18<>4, when Fair-

bairn published results in

tho Roy. tioc. Phil. Tmn&
on riveted wrought iron

girders subjected to re

peated stresses, many im

portant researches on this

subject have been under
taken. As a result of bis work, Kairbairn

recommended that tho nufo repeated stress

should bo not more than one-third of the

ultimate stress.

In 1871 Wohler published the results of an
exhaustive series of repeated, stress experi
ments in direct stress, bonding, and torsion

which had been carried out during tho previous
twelve years. A full description of these tests

is given in Engineering of 187J, and a good
account by TJnwin. 2 The most important
deductions from those experiments on wrought)
iron and steel are :

(a) A stress below tho ultimate will fracture

wrought iron and stool if it is repeated many
times.

(b) The range of stress, and not tho maximum
stress, determines within certain limits tho
number of repetitions before fracture.

(c) For a given maximum or minimum stress

the number of repetitions before fracture

increases as tho range of stress is diminished,

1 "Resistance of Iron and Stool to Rovormln of
Diront Stress," fnst. Civ. KY\Q. Prar. clxvi. 7K.

a
Testing of Materials oj Construction* IfllO, p. 37,1.
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and there is a range of stress called the limiting

range at which the number of repetitions is

infinite.

(d) The limiting range of stress diminishes as
the maximum stress increases.

Wohler's work was continued on the same
machines and confirmed by Spangenherg,
whose results, however, were not so consistent

as the original work by Wohler.

Results published in 1886 by Baker, 1 who
had experimented with soft and hard steel

(28 and o4 tons per square inch respectively)
and 27-ton rivet iron, were in complete agree
ment with Wohler's researches.

A considerable number of experiments on
the effect of varying values of the minimum
stress on the limiting range of stress have been
carried out by Haigh.

2

In 1915 he reported a series of tests on mild
steel to the British Association. These are

summarised in Table 26.

TABLE 26

REPEATED STRESS TJSSTS ON MILD STEEL

The results are plotted in Fig. 96, from which
it is seen that

(1) When the minimum stress is zero, the

range of stress is approximately 21-0 tons per

-24-20-16 -12 -8-4 04 8 12 16 20 24 28 32
Minimum Stress in Tons per sq. in.

FIG. 96.

square inch, i.e. a tensile stress of 80 per cent of

the ultimate stress is sufficient to fracture the

material when repeated a considerable number
of times.

1 " Notes on the Working Stress of Iron and
Steel," Amer. Soc. Mech. Eng. Proc., 1886.

2 Brit. Assoc. Report, 1015, p. 163; also InsL of
Metals J., 1917, No. 2, p. 55.

VOL.1

(2) When the minimum stress is less than
naif of the range (i.e. from 4-05 to - 13-0) the

carve approximately follows Gerber's parabola
(see (70) (ii.), otherwise there is a noticeable
deviation from the parabolic form.

Results in Table 27 give details of the
observations on mild steel when the stresses

are alternating (i.e. equal tension and com
pression). These confirm Wohler's deductions
b and c, given above.

TABLE 27

ALTERNATING STRESS TESTS ON MILD STEEL

Limiting range of stress =26-0 tons per sq. in.

* 39-3 (range)= + 10-65 to -19-65. t Unbroken.

Tests on !NTaval Brass by Haigh are sum
marised in Table 28 and plotted in Fig. 96,

and show that for the brass under consideration

the equation connecting minimum stress and

TABLE 28

REPEATED LOADING TESTS ON NAVAL BRASS

range of stress is that of a straight line passing

through the point where the minimum stress

is equal to the ultimate stress. Haigh says that,

as a rule, metals which give a considerable

reduction of area at fracture have a high value

of the ratio of alternating stress range (with

equal tension and compression) to the ultimate

stress. This usually varies between 1-20 in

ingot iron and the best mild steel and 0-80
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in high tensile and tool steels in the annealed

condition.

(69) BATJSCHINGER'S THEORY OF FAILURE.

Bauschinger's theory of failure due to re

peated stresses is the only one which has

received serious consideration. He shows that,

with bars subjected to cyclical variations of

stress, the elastic limits hi tension and compres
sion take up new positions, the range between
the two limits depending on the material and
the stress at the lower limit of elasticity. Thus
if the elastic limit is raised in tension by
overstrain it is simultaneously lowered in

compression, so that for that condition of

loading two new limits are set up, which

Bauschinger calls the natural elastic limits.

He showed, further, that the range between

these limits was the same in magnitude as

the maximum range of stress which could be

applied to the material an infinite number of

times without causing fracture.

Bairstow,
1 in an important paper communi

cated to the Royal Society from the JST.P.L.,

has given experimental results which con

stitute the first strong support of Bauschinger's

hypotheses.
In the testing machine used by Bairstow for

the purpose of the experiments, cyclical

variations of direct stress are automatically

produced at the rate of two per minute hi

such a manner that the extensometer, which
is of the Martens mirror type, is fixed to the

specimen throughout the tost, and in this way
the whole history of the progress of fatigue is

observed.

When the limits of stress arc tension and

compression of equal values it is found that,

if the range of stress is above a definite

value, the stress-deformation curve forms a

closed loop, which is called the hysteresis

loop, consisting of two parallel straight lines,

corresponding to the variation of stress from
the limits of stress towards the mean stress,

and two curved portions, corresponding to

the variations of stress from the mean value
to the extreme values (Fig. 97). The width
of this loop, which is the permanent set of

the specimen per cycle, increases as the range
of stress increases, but for a definite range of

stress tends to a limit which is not greatly
exceeded by subsequent repetitions of loading,
even when this is the range at which fracture
under fatigue eventually takes place. Under
these conditions of stress the mean length of

the specimen remains constant.

When the limits of stress are unequal the

hysteresis loop is formed as before, but is not
closed, owing to the fact that the mean length
of the apec tinen gradually changes because of
the continued repetition of the same cycle of

stress, i.e. the change of mean, length of the

specimen per cycle is the amount '"by which
1 Ron. tioc. Phil. Trans. Series A, cox, 35-55.

the hysteresis loop is enclosed. The amount
of the permanent extension during the earlier

stages of the breakdown becomes considerable
as the superior limit of stress approaches
the static yield point, and if its value, after

the first considerable stretch has occurred, be

plotted against the corresponding values of

-20 -1O -HO 4-20
Stress Tons persq.ln,

FlQ. 07.

the superior limit, it is found that the curves

gradually conic into coincidence with the

ordinary static
tc

stresB-clongutiou
"

curve at
the yield point. F.KABO (Fig, 08) shows
such a curvo, in producing which no cyclical
variations of stress arc concerned.

The principal conclusions arrived at by
Bairstow are summarised thus :

(a) The "
natural clastic range

"
is the value

to bo used in design, and, with equal eoiu-

pressivo and tensile stresses, this value is

identical with the
" Wohler safe range."

(b) The natural elastic range depends upon
(1) the material and (2) tho lower limit of

Axle Steel

O 0-2 O-4 0-0 O'B
Extension- MIHimotrua

FIG. 08.

stress. The elastic range when the lower
limit is zero is lens than that with equal tensile
and comprossivo strcascs (about 15 per coat with
axle steel and (> per cent with 'BoHHomor nteel).

If a stress-extension curve is plotted,
tho extension being the value of tho per
manent extension reached after repeated
alternations, it. assumes the form found with
hard drawn copper wire, which haw no yield
point but corresponds with the curve M,JH HO
of Fig. 98 produced back to the "natural"
clastic limit.
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(d) Recovery due to stoppage of the alterna

tions of stress is appreciable, being somewhat
rapid for some materials. Recovery reduces
the permanent extension at a given load and
can be greatly accelerated by immersing in

boiling water for a few minutes, as suggested
by Muir. 1

If an inclined line ea (Fig. 99) is taken to

represent the limiting minimum stresses, and
the limiting maximum stress corresponding
to each limiting minimum stress is plotted
on the corresponding ordinate, a curve of

maximum stress ea is obtained. The vertical

distance between the two curves represents
the limiting range of stress and it will be
observed

(1) That as the limiting minimum stress

increases the range decreases.

(2) That if both the maximum and minimum
stress applied to the material fall between the
two curves, then the material will not fail

under a repeated stress having those maximum
and minimum values.

(70) FORMULAE FOR REPEATED STRESS
TESTS. Various empirical formulae have been

430

+20

The curves were obtained by

plotting t/ie results giuen by
a mild steel

i-20

suggested to connect the limiting values of

the maximum, minimum, and range of stress.

(i.) Weyrauyh arid Launhardt's Formulae.

If /max> limiting maximum stress,

/in in
= limiting minimum stress,

/= ultimate static stress,

Zr
= limiting range of stress when/min _

= 0,

2Z2
= limiting range of stress when /mm>

==
~"/innx.

1
Roif. Soc. Phil. Trans., 1900, cxciii. 1

;
also Roy.

Soc. Proc., 1900, Ixvii. 4C1.

Weyraugli
2
suggested the formula

/maj

where the stress is wholly or partly reversed,
Launhardt 3

suggested the formula

where the stress is applied without reversal.

Fig. 100 is drawn plotting the values of /inax.

from the above formulae assuming the values

of /mm.
to lie on the inclined line RS and

The latter have been found to be average
values for a variety of materials.

The curved line for the maximum stress

limit derived from Weyraugh and Launhardt's
formulae is sometimes assumed to be straight,
in which case one formula covers the whole
field of repeated stresses.

(ii.) Gerbefs Parabolic Relation. Gerber
showed that, by plotting the limiting minimum
stress as abscissa and the corresponding safe

range as ordinate, a curve was obtained

which, to a first approximation, was para
bolic.

Using the previous notation, Gerber's para
bolic relation is expressed by the formula

//max.
s.
~ /m

n being a constant for the material.

(71) REPEATED STRESS TESTING MACTEDTES.

All Wohler's tests were carried out at a speed
of less than 100 reversals per minute, and a

determination, of the fatigue range occupied
a very long time.

2 Inst. Civ. Bug. Proc. Ixiii.
3 Zeitsch. dcs Arch.- und Ing.-Vere.ins zu Hannover,

1873; also, Inst. Civ. Mng. Proc., 1880-81, Ixiii.

280.
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Various machines have been, constructed

to accelerate the test.

Before describing those machines which
are in constant use for this branch of testing,
it is advisable to explain the usual procedure
which is adopted in the determination of the

limiting range of stress.

Starting with an unknown material and
a machine giving 2000 reversals per minute,
two methods of attacking the problem are

used :

(a) If the amount of the material is small

and only a limited number of test pieces can
be prepared, a low range is applied to the first

test piece, which is increased by about 30 per
cent after ten million reversals. Increments
of the same value are added to the stress range
after each additional ten million reversals

until the test piece fails. (If the test piece is

hollow the number of reversals can be reduced
to five mil-

Bon.) The Counter driuen

by Worm and.

Worm-wheel

in order to be satisfied that, if the tost piece
does not break, the range applied is within the

safe range.
The machines which are in common two can

be divided into four main typos :

(i.) Rotating cantilever machines.

(ii.) Rotating bar machines with a short

length under a constant bonding moment.

(iii.) Direct stress machines. Load applied

by an unbalanced revolving weight.

(iv.) Direct stress machines. Load applied

by the pull of an electromagnet excited by an

alternating current.

(i.) Rotating Cantilever Machinesfor "Reversals

of Bending Stress. This typo of machine has
been run successfully at 8000 revolutions per
minute and is shown diagrammatical ly in

Fig. 101. It consists of a tent piece A held
in a rotating chuck B driven cither direct

or through gearing by an electric motor (J.

Shaft Bearings

Attached to

Electric Motor- (C)
by Flexible Coupling

gear working an

Electrical cut out

range is

then known
to be be

tween two
values (as

suming the
- material to

be homo
geneous). A second test piece is then in

serted in the machine and a range applied

slightly higher than the lower of the two

previous values. This range is increased

by small increments (depending upon the

accuracy with which tie results are desired)
after each. ten. million reversals, until failure

occurs.

(6) Where at least four test pieces are

available, the limiting range is approached
from the opposite direction. The first test

piece has a high range of stress applied to it,

and from the number of reversals required
to fracture an estimate can be obtained as
to the probable range. The next specimen
is tested under a range still believed to be on
the high side, and this process is repeated
until a range is obtained under which the
material does not break. A stress-reversals
curve can then be drawn, from which the

range of stress can be estimated with what
ever accuracy is required consistent with the

homogeneity of the material.
The method of procedure adopted will

depend on

(a) The amount of material available.

(b) The relative cost of preparation of test

pieco and running of the testing machine.

(c) The importance of the time of duration
of test.

With machines of higher speed than 2000
reversals per minute it is usually considered
that a larger number of reversals is required

FIG. 101.

The tost pieco is loaded by weight W on a
scab pan S, which IB attached to tho tout

pieco through the ball bearing I). The
connection between tho hall bearing nm'l the
scale pan is such that tho latter can adjunt
itself in a vertical direction without pulling
any constraint on the ball bearing.
The number of alternatioim in recorded by

a counter driven by a worm wheel from a
worm cut on tho machine Hhaft. The breaking
of the test piece usually operator a switch and
stops tho motor; by this means the machine
can bo run continuously with but little

attention.

A slight modification of tho counting and
stopping method is in some canon adopted.
The counter is attached to tho ball-bearing
holder (by which tho load ia applied) and i

driven by tho inner race of the ball bearing.
Tho breaking of tho test piece cauoH the
counter to ceaso recording, and the machine
continues to run, without a teat piece, until
tho next period of inspection.
A rotating cantilever machine which has
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"been running successfully at the N.P.L. is

shown in Fig. 102.

With a bending test the stress distribution

over the cross-section is unknown if the elastic

limit is exceeded, and the maximum stress only

(ii.) Rotating Bar Machines. This type of

machine was first used by Sondericker 9 in

1892. The method of test is shown diagram-

matically in Fig. ]0-t. The test specimen

Weight

^ ^
FIG. 104.

FIG. 102.

falls on the outer fibres of the test piece. The
test piece is often made hollow, as in Fig. 103,

the part under test being only a thin shell.

Machines of the rotating cantilever or

Wohler type have been used for researches

described by Wohler,
1 Stead and Richards,

2

C. B. Dudley,
3 F. Rogers,

4 Stanton and

Diam. to suit Testing
Machine Chuck

0-373

ABCD is subjected to a uniform bending
moment while revolving on its axis. It is

supported on swivelling bearings at A and

D, and the central portion between B and

-L

i-H
FIG. 105.

G is reduced in diameter. The
stress (fmax .)

on the test piece is

from the formula

/max.
= Bending moment x

where d = the diameter of the

portion.

maximum
calculated

32

PIG. 103.

Pannell,
5 J. 0. Roos,

6 C. E. Stromeyer,
7 and

A. Martens. 8

They are made commercially by Alfred J.

Amsler. & Co., and Tinius Olsen Testing Machine

Co. The latter company call them "White-

Souther endurance testing machines."

Engineering, ii.

Iron and Steel InsL J., 1903, No. 2.

Iron and Steel Metallurgist, Feb. 1904.

Iron and Steel InsL J., 1905.
"
Experiments of Strength and Fatigue Pro

perties of Welded Joints," InsL Civ. Eng. Proc.,

1911, elxxxviii.
6 *' Some Static and Dynamic Endurance Tests,"

Int. Assoc. Test. Mat. Proc., 1912, Paper V.
7 Manchester Steam Users' Assoc., Memo, by Chief

Engineer, 1913.
8 "

Fatigue Bending Tests," Science Abstracts, 1914,
No. 1371.

reduced

Besides
Sonderieker this

method of test has

been used by J. E.

Howard 10 and
Eden, Rose, and

Cunningham.
11

(iii.) Direct Stress

Machines. Load

applied by an un
balanced weight.
In 1902 Osborne

Reynolds and J. H. Smith 12 described a throw

testing machine, for reversals of stress in

which simple direct stresses were produced on

a test piece by the inertia forces of reciprocating

weights driven by a crank and connecting rod

from a rotating shaft.

A machine of the same type was designed

by T. E. Stanton 13 and used for his work on the

resistance of iron and steel to reversals of

direct stress. A diagram of the mechanism

"
Repeated Stresses," Quarterly Journal oj

Massachusetts Inst. of Technology, 1892.
10

Engineering Record, Sect. 22, 190G
;
also Inter.

Assoc. Test. Mat. Proc., 1909.
11 Inst. Mech. Eng. Proc., Oct., Dec. 1911.
12

Roy. Soc. Phil. Trans. A, 1902, cxcix.
13

Engineering, Feb. 17, 1905.
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is shown in Fig. 105, winch also explains the

method of balancing the cranks.

Four masses M reciprocating horizontally

are operated by four cranks 0. There are

therefore two independently perfectly balanced

systems with cranks set 180 apart on the

same shaft AB. The cranks of one system
are at right angles to the cranks of the other

system, so that the kinetic energy of the

moving parts is thus approximately constant.

There are four test pieces S, one stressed by
each reciprocating mass.

Machines of this type, however, suffer

from the disadvantage that the inertia forces

end to the frame of iho machine in such a

way that its height can bo adju.stcd to allow

for elongation, while the lower end is attached

to a frame carrying the armature A of a

two-phase electromagnet JV^ and M a .

The electromagnet is excited by an alt emitt

ing current from a generator giving ti wine

wave E.M. ]?., so that tlio pull in almost

proportional to (voltage/frequency)-, nearly

independent of the air gap, which in small

and pulsates with twice the frequency of the

electric current.

Two small secondary coils wound on frames-)

arc fixed close to the pole faces, and the voltage

FIG. 106.

vary with the square of the speed. It ia

therefore necessary to control the speed very

carefully if reliable results are expected.

(iv.) Direct Stress Machines. Load applied

by pull of an electromagnet excited by an

alternating current.

This method has been successfully applied

by G. Kapp,
1 B. Hopkinson,

2 and B. P. Haigh.
3

Haiyh has introduced several new features

into his latest design. Fig. 106 shows a
machine installed at the N.P.L. and J?ig. 107

illustrates the principle adopted.
The test piece S is connected at its upper
1 "

Alternating Stress Machine," Zeits. Vereincs
TH'utKch. /)>(/., Aus. 26, 1911.

2
Jtoy. Soc. Proc. A, Jan. 31, 1012, Ixxxvi.

3
JSnflweerMif/, Nov. 22, 1912

;
also Lust, ofMetals J.,

1917, .No. 2, p. 55.

induced in those coils is measured by a volt-

motor and used for calculating tho

In order that the pull of the two
shall bo of the same amount it in

that the air gaps shall bo equal* A (i Re

adjustment is provided with the machine to

enable the test-ptoco frame and armature to

be raised or lowered during a tewt until the

current in the two coils and therefore the

air gaps are equal. Tho coils are connected
to a differential ammeter which roads zero

when this condition is fulfilled.

By the use of a choking coil tho voltage

readings are rendered nearly independent of

the frequency over a fairly largo range, HO

that slight alterations of frequency during a
test do not alter the range of stress.
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The frame carrying the test piece and
armature is also attached, below the latter,

to standard springs S, S. The stiffness of these

springs is adjusted to counterbalance the in

ertia of the armature, etc., a precaution which
is very desirable, as it eliminates a correction

which would amount to 5 per cent of the stress

range. This adjustment is effected by setting
the springs, so that the moving system,
without the test piece in place, vibrates in

resonance with the magnetic pull.

By extending or compressing the springs
an initial pull or push can be applied to the

test piece so as to alter the magnitude of the

mirjimum stress.

Thus if /e
= the alternating stress applied

electromagnetically,
and fa

=the stress applied by the springs,
then the maximum stress (/.) =/ + /*

and the minimum stress (fmm.}
= ~fe+fs'

Range of stress=Z=/max. ~/min: =/+/+/-/,
9f-y e>

i.e. the range is not affected by the load

applied by the springs.
The voltmeter is calibrated by measuring

the range of stress (photographically) by a

special form of optical extensometer. This is

shown diagrarnmatically in Fig. 108.

(72) EFFECT OF SPEED ON THE LIMITING

RANGE OF STRESS. Reynolds and Smith L

found that the limiting range of stress was
smaller at speeds of 1300 to 2500 per minute

than at CO to 80 cycles per minute. Their

conclusions have not, however, been confirmed

by subsequent experiments.
Stanton and Bairstow,

2
using a machine

1
JRo?/. Soc, P7iil, Trans. A, 1902, cxcix.

2 "
Resistance of Iron and Steel to Reversals of

Direct Stress." InsL Civ, Eng. Proc. clxvi. 78.

of the same type, found that a change of

speed from 60 to 800 did not seriously
affect the range, and later, using a machine
of the same type as Wo'hler, they found
that- there was no evidence at all" of any
reduction in fatigue strength due to a rate
of alternations of 2200 when compared with
200.

With respect to Reynolds and Smith's results

Stanton says,
"
It seems probable that the

reduction in fatigue strength noted by
Reynolds and Smith as due to high rate of

alternations is a characteristic of the particular
mechanism used for their experiments/

5

Bairstow 3
says,

"
It may possibly be that the

decreased range of stress found by Reynolds
and Smith has some relation to the question
of recovery, but further experiments are

Mirror attached to Test Piece 6y two
Springs (t), gluing a virtual centre of
rotation on the axis of the Test Piece

Test Piece

PIG. 108.

necessary to decide the question, as the effect

of the rigidity of the testing machine has not

yet been fully investigated. In two instances,

at least, low ranges of stress have been traced

to natural periods of vibration in the testing
machine agreeing approximately with the

period of repetition."

Eden, Rose, and Cunningham
4 found no

speed eSect between 250 and 1300 revolutions

per minute.

"
Roy. Soc. Phil Trans. Series A, ccx. 35-55.

4
Inst. Mech. Eng. Proc., Oct., Dec. 1911.
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(73) EFFECT OF RAPID CHANGES OF SECTION
AND SURFACE CONDITION ON THE LIMITING
RANGES OF STRESS. Stanton and .Bairstow

have shown that rapid changes of section have
a marked effect on the resistance of materials

to repeated direct stresses.

The standard test piece that they used had

depend on the hardness of the steel, being

approximately 52 per cent for the hard steels

and 45 to 35 per cent for the wrought irons

and mild steels. Tt is, however, worthy of

notice that even under the circumstances

supposed to bo most fatal to hard steels, i.e.

a sudden change of section, those stools are

TABLE 29

EFFECT OF RAPID CHANGES OF SECTION ON THE LIMITING RANGE OF STRESS

a fillet of
f- inch, and for comparison with

this they made experiments when (1) the

fillet was reduced to 0-062 inch, (2) the

specimen was screw cut with a Whitworth
vee thread, and (3) the corners were left

sharp.
The results are given in Table 29 and

show

(1) That the resistance of all these forms

are, in every case, far below the corre

sponding maximum Uniting resistances of

the materials.

(2) That the resistances of forms (1) and (2)
are practically the same for any given material,

very appreciably stronger than wrought iroiiH

and mild steels.

The results of some experiments, made by
the author using the Wohlcr rotating cantilever

method of test, arc given in Table 30. The
standard tost piece shown in Nig. 108 haw a
radius of 0-025 inch.

The percentage reduction in the rnngo ia

seen to agree with the roHiiltw obtninod by
Stanton and Bairstow.

The injurious effect of scratches in partw of

machinery subject to variations of HtmsH in

now recognised, liaigh yayw that oraol<n

develop from surface scratches under

TABLE 30

EFFECT OF B.APID CHANGES OF SECTION ON Tins LIMITING BANGUI oic KTIWOHS

(USING TJIK WOJILBR METHOD)

Max!mum

in ItuiiKo.
1'or conti.

40

42

* 57-0= -f 28-5 to -28-r>.

and that the ratio of these resistances to the

corresponding maximum limiting resistances
does not vary greatly for the different

materials..

(3) That in the case of the specimens having
a sudden change of section, the percentage
reduction of the limiting range appears to

perceptibly lower than tho normal. .In Homo
experiments carried out by tho author tho
alternate stress range of Homo aoro crank
shaft material was reduced from 5(5-0 (-1-^8 to

-28) to 40-0 tonH/Hq. in. by a wharn scratch
0-00,'J in. deep.

Thoro socms to bo no doubt that many
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fatigue failures attributed to faulty material are

really due to unsuitable fillets, sharp corners,
or surface scratches left during the process of

machining.

(74) RESISTANCE OF MATERIALS TO COM
BINED STRESSES. Frequent cases of the
combination of stresses are met -with in

engineering practice, and the question of the
resistance of materials to those stresses is

now recognised as being of considerable

importance.
Stress applications may be of three types :

(i.) Simple stress or stress in one direction.

(ii.) Biaxial stress or two stresses acting in
directions at right angles to each other in the
same plane.

(iii.) Triaxial stress or the application of three
stresses at right angles to each other.

With simple stresses, direct tension or

compression, the practical constants (modulus
of elasticity, elastic limit, yield stress, ultimate

stress, Poissoii's ratio) are taken as a basis for

design. With complex stress distribution the

question arises as to the way in which these
constants are to be used, and several different

theories have been expounded to account for

the method of failure of materials under
combinations of stresses.

The more important cases of compound
stress, considered from an engineering stand

point, are biaxial.

Shear is an example of biaxial stress because
it is equivalent to the combination of two

equal principal stresses,
1 one compression and

the other tension, acting in directions at 45
with the shearing stress. Thus, in Fig. 109,

FIG. 109.

the stress on the plane AB. at right angles
to the axis, is pure shear, the intensity of

which depends upon the diameter of the bar

and the torque applied. This shear is a

combination of tension along the 45 plane
CD and compression along the plane EF.
It is well known that mild steel and wrought
iron fracture, in a torsion test, across the

piano AB, i.e. a shearing failure, while cast

iron breaks along the plane EF (i.e. fails in

tension) because it is stronger in shear than

in tension.

Other combinations of biaxial stress are :

(a) The crank -shaft which is bent and

twisted at the same time. This can be

1 See "Elasticity, Theory of," <5).

reduced to a case of tension combined with

compression owing to the torque producing
tension and compression on two planes at

right angles as described above.

(b) The shell of a steam boiler, which has
to resist circumferential and longitudinal
stresses, is an example of the combination of

two tensions.

(c) Plates, concrete slabs or floors sup
ported round the edges and loaded in the

centre, are further examples of biaxial stress

distribution.

Three-dimensional stress is found hi thick

steel cylinders under internal pressure accom

panied by a longitudinal tension, also in

concrete columns with spiral reinforcements,
and in hooped guns.

(75) CAUSES OF FAILURE IN "COMBINED
STRESS. Investigators in the

" combined
stress

"
field of research have first of all to

decide upon what they consider the point of

failure of a material. The elastic theory,

being based on Hooke's law, is reliable up to

the elastic limit (limit of proportionality or P
limit), and therefore, considered mathematic

ally, the elastic limit is the point of failure.

This limit is dependent on the jwrevious

history of the material, and is.
xtherefore

variable and indefinite. For experimental

purposes the yield point is used, in a good
many instances, as the criterion of failure ;

this is no doubt due to the method of testing
which does not allow the tests to be continued

to the point of failure.

The most important theories advanced to

account for the failure of materials under

combined stresses are :

(i.) Maximum Stress Theory (Hankine),
This theory is that the material yields when
one of the principal stresses reaches a certain

amount. (The stress determined b/a simple
tensile test.) It assumes that a second stress,

at right angles to the first, neither weakens nor

strengthens the original stress. \
(ii.) Maximum Strain Theory (St. Venan^.

-

By this theory failure is assumed to ocSor

when the maximum strain reaches a value*

equal in magnitude to that at the yield point
stress of the simple tension or compression

experiment.
If a material is subjected to two or three

stresses at right angles to each other, the

maximum strain theory assumes that the

strength is lowered if the stresses are opposite
in sign and increased if they are of the same

sign.

Thus if B
19

S2, and S3 are three stresses at

right angles to each other, and e1? e>, and e
9

are the unit strains in the direction of each

of the respective stresses, also

E=the modulus of elasticity (assumed
to be constant)

and l/<r=Poisson's ratio;
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then

Tor simple tension S2
and S3 may be taken as

zero and
_ r, . -n S, stress

which is the expression of the modulus of

elasticity.

The maximum strain theory is mathematic

ally correct if it is assumed

(a) to hold within the elastic limit.

(b) that Hooke's law is absolutely correct,

(c) that the material is isotropic.

(d) that the effect of temperature is

negligible.

By taking the yield point as the criterion

of failure, the variation of
" E "

between the

limit of proportionality and the yield point is

assumed to be without effect on the results.

(iii.) Maximum Shear Theory. This theory
assumes that the condition for initial yielding
of a uniform ductile material corresponds to

the existence of a specific shearing stress, the

intermediate principal stress being without

effect.

This theory as originally proposed, by
Coulomb in 1776, refers to rupture of

the material. It is adopted in Guest's 1

well-known work (1900) where it is used in

conjunction with the yield stress. It is

approximately verified bv W. Scoble 2 and

W. Mason.3

We can. assume that simple tension is a cuso

of combined triaxial stresses where two of the

principal stresses are zero. Applying Guest's

Jaw, tlfte bar must fail in shear, and in this

be maximum shear occurs in a plane at

the shear stress intensity is 50 per
nt of the tensile unit stress. Seely and
utnam 4 find that the correct ratio of elastic

shearing strength to the elastic tensile strength
is 0-55 to 0-65, and therefore state that Guest's

law which assumes the value to be 0-5 is not

a correct statement of the law of elastic

breakdown. Becker 5 found this ratio to

1 "
Strength of Materials under Combined Stresses,"

Phil. Mag., July 1000; and Phys. Soc. Proc.., 1899-
1901, xvii. 202.

2 "
Strength and Behaviour of Ductile Materials

under Combined Stress," Phil. Mag., Dec. 1900,
xii. 533.

3 "
Mild Steel Tubes in Compression and under

Combined Stress," Insl. Mech. ttng, Proc., 1900,
part iv.

1
University of Illinois Bulletin, No. 115, Nov. 10,

1919.
6 " The Strength and Stiffness of Stool under

Biaxial Loading," University of Illinois Bulletin, No.
85, April 10, 1916.

be 0-56, and the author c obtained a ratio

of 0-63 to 0-08 for steels with ultimate

strengths of 23 and 30 tons per square inch

respectively.

Becker,
7 as the result of experimental work,

proposes two laws of strength under combined

stress, viz. :

(1) That the strength at the yield point

follows the Maximum Strain theory until the

shearing stress reaches the value of the shear

ing yield point.

(2) After this point failure occurs according
to the Maximum Shear Theory.

This suggestion appears to fit in very well

with existing experimental work.

The maximum shear stress theory has been

modified by Perry to include a Fri rational term

proportional to the stress and perpendicular

to the plane of shear. He noticed that

brittle materials fracture at angles greater

than 45 with the crows-section and asfmmes

that this is duo to internal friction.

If the angle found experimentally,

IL (the coefficient of friction)
~ tan

</>,

then 0=45+ 0/2 for tension and D-AX" -
0/2

for compression.
"For cast iron the- anglo (0) is found to be

54J, which gives a value of
//,

of 0-3.
r
>.

If 0, this theory is the same an the

maximum shear theory, and Perry suggests

that this is the ease for wrought iron and

mild steel.

(iv.) The Maximum ReniUeiwe Theory.

Haigh
c

proposes that the elastic limit of a

material under complex sti'ons IB reached when
the energy per unit volume attains a certain

definite value. Ho buses this view on thormo-

dynamic considorationH, and also Jiwlw that,

when considered from the experimental aspect,

the results fit in with thin theory bettor

than they do with either tho maximum
stress, maximum strain, or maximum shoar

theories.

Mallook considers tho volume extension

limit or tho limit of shear as the fundamental
limits of a material, and assumes that Iho

material will fail when either limit haw boon

reached.

(76) EXPERIMENTS ON OOMHTNUO RTIUO.SH.

Most experimental work luis been curried out

on ductile materials. Only a few oxpori-
monts have been made with brittle materials

and further research in this direction Is

needed.

Test on thin tubes in combined tension and

Bntson, Initt. Jlfech. Ktia, Proc... March ,1017,

p. 182.
7 "The Rtircnfftti and HtilTnpsfl or Kiwi under

Biaxial Loading," Unwnitu of llliinoix JiuIMiii, No.
85, April 10, 10LU.

8 "Tho Strain- Knorfiy 'Function and the KliiHtlo

Limit," Report of Jlritish A Donation, JO 10, and
JSnyinewinti, Jan. 30, 1020.

8
Ron. tfoc. Proc. A, 1900, Ixxxil. 2(!-iiJ), alao

Dec. 1912, p. 4GC.
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torsion have been carried out by Guest,
1

Hancock,
2 Turner. 3 Mason. 4 and Becker.5

Hancock and Turner used the limit of pro
portionality as the point of breakdown, Guest
and Mason took the yield point, while Becker

adopted the
"
apparent

"
elastic limit. This

is a point between the limit of proportionality
and the yield point where the slope of the

tangent to the stress-strain curve is 50 per
cent greater than it is at the origin. Seely
and Putnam 6 also used the

"
apparent

"
elastic

limit in their experiments.
Guest, Turner, and Becker added internal

fluid pressure in order to obtain an additional

stress.

Solid round specimens under tension or

compression and torsion have been used by
Hancock, Scoble,

7 and Smith,
8 while the

strength of thick cylinders under internal

pressure has been determined by Turner,
9

Cook and Robertson,
10 and Bridgeman.

11

Crawford 12 used flat steel plates clamped at

the edges and subjected to fluid pressure on
one side.

(77) REPEATED APPLICATIONS OF COMBINED
STRESSES. With repeated stress tests the

limiting range of stress in fatigue is a value
that can be definitely taken as the one at

which the material fails.

Although Wohler made tests tinder repeated
tension and repeated torsion, his results are

difficult to compare owing to lack of specific
information regarding the material used in

the tests.

Both Turner and Stromeyer
13 have experi

mented with alternating torsion ; the former
found that the more ductile materials approxi
mated to the maximum shear stress law, while

the more brittle samples were more nearly in

agreement with the maximum strain theory.

I "
Strength of Materials under Combined Stresses,"

Phil. Mag., July 1900; and Phys. Soc. Proc., 1899-
1901, xvii. 202.

*
fluff. News, Aug. 24-, 1905, liv., and Sept. 2,

1909, Ixii., and Phil. Mag., Oct. 100G, Feb. 190S,
and Nov. 1908.

3
Engineering, Feb. 1909, Ixxxvii., and July 28,

1911.
4 "

Mild Steel Tubes in Compression and under
Combined Stress," Inst. Mech. Eng. Proc., 1909,
part iv.

r>
" The Strength and Stiffnoss of Steel under

Biaxial Loading," University of Illinois Bulletin,
No. 85, April 10, 1910.

University of Illinois Bulletin, No. 115, Nov. 10,
3910.

7 "
Strength and Behaviour of Ductile Materials

under Combined Stress," Phil. Mag., Dec. 190C,
xii. 533.

8
Engineering, Aug. 20, 1909, Ixxxviii. ; Inst.MecJi.

Eng. Proc., 1909, part iv. ; Inst. of Metals Journ., 1900
;

Iron and titeel Inst. Journ., 1910.

Engineering, Feb. 1909, Ixxxvii., and July 28,
1911.

10 " The Strength of Thick Hollow Cylinders under
Internal Pressure," Engineering, Dec. 15, 1911,
xcii.

II Phil. Mag., Jan. and July 1912.
12

lioj/. Roe, EdMnmjh Proc.^ 1911-1912.
13 Manchester Steam Users' Assoc., Mem. by

Chief Engineer for the year 1913.

The only experiments so far carried out on
combined torsion and bending were those by
Stanton and Batson. 14 A diagrammatic sketch
of the arrangement Tvhich was adopted is

given in Fig. 110. In the position shown the
cross-section of the specimen at S is subject
to a twisting moment WD, and to a bending
moment Wd When the head had turned

through 1RO the moments were equal in

amount but opposite in sign. When the head
had turned through 90 from the position
shown the maximum stress was that due to a

bending moment WD plus that due to the

direct loading, but as in all cases this stress

was below the known fatigue limit of the

material under reversals of simple bending,
its effect was taken to be negligible, and
the specimen was assumed to be subject to

FIG. 110.

reversals of the combination of bending and

twisting alone.

(78) ALTERNATING BENDING TESTS BEYOND
THE YIELD POINT. The principal objection
to the commercial adoption of repeated stress

tests is the time and expense of conducting
tests in which "millions of applications of stress

are required in order to obtain the result.

Many machines have been designed in which
the test piece is broken rapidly under alter

nating stresses which exceed the yield point.
Such tests do not give information as to relative
"
fatigue

"
strength of materials, but have^

been found useful as indicating mechanical

defects, incorrect heat treatment, and brittle-

ness.

(i.) ArnoldTesting Machine,.'*-* Inthis test, in

its latest form, a test piece f in. diameter and
5 to 6 in. long is firmly fixed at . one end
in a vertical position in the vice of the machine.

It is bent backward and forward, through a

distance of | in. on either side of the vertical

at a height of 3 in. above the face of

the dies, by a slotted steel head fixed to the

reciprocating part of the machine. The

length of slot is larger than the diameter of

the test piece (usually f-
in. with a stroke of the

macliine of 1J in.), so that an impact or shock

is introduced at each alternation of stress.

The standard speed adopted is 650 alternations

14
Report ofthe British Association, Newcastle, 1916.

15 "
Factors of Safety in Marine Engineering,"

Engineering, 1908, Ixxxv. 598.
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per minute. The number of alternations to

fracture is recorded. Arnold and other inves

tigators improvised shaping or slotting

machines to perform the test.

It should he noted that, in his earlier work,
Arnold l used a test piece f in. square with

the force applied 4 in. above the line of

maximum stress. The deflection was J in.

or T
9
F in. on. either side of the vertical, and

Hn
Toot Steel Hammer Dies

Die Blocks

PIG. 111.

the number of alternations was 168 to 266

per minute.

(ii.) Landyraf- Turner Alternating Impact
Machine. This machine is especially designed
and constructed o carry out the Arnold test in

order to standardise the conditions employed.
In place of ye straight line movement of the

shaping m^Ehine a rocker arm is substituted

(Fig. 11V) to economise space and, by reason

of its fadius being equal to the free length of

the test piece, maintain a constant leverage
during the whole stroke.

The number of alternations are recorded by
a veeder counter which stops registering when
the test piece breaks. The test piece is

f-
in.

diameter, but, with this machine, the distance
from the top of the vice to the striking point
of the hammer is 4 in. instead of 3 in.

as used by Arnold in his latest experiments.
This machine is manufactured in the U.S.A.

by Queen & Co., Philadelphia.
J. B. ELommers 2 of the University of Wis

consin has carried out an investigation with
a Landgraf-Turner machine. Ho summarises
his results as follows :

(a) A very important factor in a repeated
stress test similar to that performed by the

Landgraf-Turner machine is the amount of

deflection which the specimen receives. When
1 Inst. Ci.i\ Enff. Proc. (supplement), 1903, and

Engineer, Sept. 2, 1004, p. 227.
a "

Repeated Stress Testing," Int. Assoc. Test. Mat.
Proc., 1912, ii. part a. Paper V4a.

the deflections are less than 0-30 in. the

change in the number of cycles required for

rupture is very great even for small changes in

the amount of deflection.

(b) Impact applied to the specimen has

practically no effect upon the number of cycles

required for rupture.

(c) At speeds of about 700 cycles per minuto

the number of cycles for rupture is slightly

less than at speeds of about 150, but for small

changes of speed this effect is practically

negligible. When the deflection is small the

results on the same material do not seem, to

be as uniform as when the deflection is about

0-30 in. or more.

(d) The condition of the surface of the speci

men has an important effect upon the number
of cycles required for rupture.

(iii.) Sankey Hand Bending Test.* The prin

ciple on which the tost is based is to bend back
wards and forwards a tost piece jj

in. diameter

and 4 in. long through a fixed an^lo until

failure, the number of bends and energy

required for each bend being recorded. The
test is carried out on a machine, manufac
tured by C. F. Casella & Co., Ltd., and shown

diagrammatically hi Fig. 112. A flat steel

spring B has one end gripped in a vice A

H N

Method of applying
torque for calibrating:

FIG. Jia.

which forms part of the bedplate, and the

other secured to a holder in which the test

piece D is fixed. The tost piece is alno hold

in a handle "R, 3 feet long, by which it in bont
backwards and forwarclw through an angle of

91J located by the indicator F and F.

The energy required to bond the tent picoo
is measured by the deflection of the .spring B,
which is recorded on the paper attached to

the drum 0. The horizontal motion of the

pencil H is actuated by the holder

through wires L and M and the multiplying
8
fingineprinv, Feb. 15, 1007, p. 200, Dec. 20.1007,

p. 820, and Dec. 27, 1907, p. 882.
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pulley 1ST. The wire is kept taut by a spring
box O, but this is sometimes replaced by a

weight hanging from the wire M which then

passes over a vertical pulley. The motion
of the pencil is proportional to the energy
required to bend the test piece. The diagram
is calibrated by noting the length which corre

sponds to a measured pull at a known leverage
from the point of bending of the test piece.
The movement of the pencil holder H moves
the drum through one tooth of a ratchet
wheel K, which is attached to it so that a

diagram is drawn such as is shown on the
drum in the illustration.

The practical value of the Sankey test is

stated by Hatfield,
1 who carried out an exten

sive series with it, to be as follows :

" The energy absorbed in breaking the

Sankey test piece is practically proportional
to the product of the average bending moment
and the number of bends withstood. These
two items may be compared roughly to the
maximum stress and reduction of area in the
tensile test, i.e. for conditions of increasing
hardness in .general, the maximum bending
moment increases and the number of bends
decreases. It is necessary that we should

point out that in a number of instances we
have obtained high absorptions of energy with

high tensile.
" The maximum bending moment in the

Sankey test follows the maximum stress in

tension fairly closely, so that the latter values
can be predicted within a few tons per square
inch from the Sankey values. The variation
found in the values of the number of bends
in the Sankey are rather wider and of a less

predictable nature. In this respect the Sankey
test discriminates and emphasises a certain

quality of the material in a manner not

similarly brought out in other tests, except
perhaps to some extent in the Arnold test.

From a knowledge of the quality of the steel,

its analysis, etc., experience has shown that

fairly definite values of ductility in the tensile

test, as measured, for example, by the reduction

of area, can be expected in conjunction with

given values of tensile strength if the steel is

free from defects. Similarly the number of

bends in the Sankey test should reach such

values which with experience of the test may
also be fairly definitely established. There

arc, however, several outstanding exceptions.
It certainly appears that samples, which gave
Sankey values well below what has been pre
dicted from an average good steel of the same
tensile strength, were in nearly all cases also

somewhat inferior in reduction of area."

The diameter of the Sankey test piece is

f in. and its free length If in. Owing
to the fact that the machine, as supplied, is

1 Hatfield and Duncan, N.E. Coast Inst. of Eng.
and Shipbuilders Proc. 9 March 19, 1920.

not suitable for steels of higher tensile strength
than 50 to 60 tons per square inch, Hatneld
suggests a test piece 0-3 in. diameter and
free length If in. for these steels.

Sankey
2
gives the following constants for

inferring static test results from those obtained
on his hand bending machine :

Yield point (tons per sq. in.)

_ initial bending effort in Ibs.-ft

where C==2-l for steels up to 0-3 per cent
carbon and 2-7 for medium carbon
steel.

Ultimate strength (tons per sq. in.)

_maximum bending effort in Ibs.-ft.

1-54

Elongation (on gauge length 4 N/Area) x
reduction of area

_number of bends_ _
.

(iv.) The Upton Lewis 3
toughness testing

machine, manufactured by Tinius Olsen Testing
Machine Co. (English agent, Edward G.

Herbert, Ltd., Manchester) is very similar in

principle to the Sankey machine. It is,

however, operated by a motor or belt-drive

giving 250 alternations per minute instead

FIG. 113.

of by hand, and the method of measuring
and recording the energy absorbed is slightly
different. Referring to Fig. 113, where the

machine is shown diagrarnmatieally, the test

piece C is bent backwards and forwards by
an arm operated from the adjustable crank M.
The energy is measured by the amount of

the compression of the springs EF, which is

2
Sankey, Blount, and Zirkaldy, Inst. Mech. Eng<

Proc., May 1910.
3 American Machinist, Oct. 17, 1912.
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recorded by the bell-crank indicator G marking
on a continuous recording paper H. The

form of diagram is shown in Fig. 113A.

FIG. 11 3A.

( v. ) Other Investigators and Machines. Bou-

douard * used a machine in which one end of

the specimen was clamped in a vice and the

free end vibrated. The vibrations were main

tained electromagnetically, and the oscillations

were recorded optically and photographically.
Schuchart 2 tested wire under repeated bend-

ing. The wire was gripped in curved-faced

jaws and bent backwards and forwards into

contact with the curved faces.

Huntingdon
3
applied alternate bending by

means of an attachment to a shaping machine.

(79) HARDNESS AND ABRASION TESTS. An
examination of the methods employed in hard

ness testing shows that each of them falls into

one or other of two distinct categories. These

are :

(i) Indentation tests, in which the surface

of the material under test is permanently
distorted by the pressure of a hard steel

ball, cone, or knife edge.

(ii.) Abrasion or scratch tests, in which par
ticles of the material whose

"
hardness

"
is to

be determined are torn away from its surface

by sliding contact with some other substance

whose corresponding resistance is so high that

its surface remains unimpaired by the action.

If each of these methods were a measure

of the same definite property of the material

which is as characteristic of it as, say, its

elasticity, it is evident that the ratio of the

results of any two of the methods would be

the same for every material tested. Com
parisons between the results of these various

tests have formed the subject of several

researches which have been published during
recent years. The general conclusions as sum
marised by Turner 4

appear to bo that, although
an approximate agreement may seem to exist

between the various methods when applied to

the case of relatively pure metals in their cast

or normal state, yet when the resistance to

deformation is due to tempering or to mechan
ical treatment no comparison is possible.

That this should be so would seem to follow

from the consideration that the resistance

which any so-called hardness is supposed to

1 TnL Asttoe. Ted. Mat. Proc., 1912, Paper V3 .

3 Ma7il wid AT

?>w, July 1, 11)08.
3 fust, of Metals J., 1915.
* "

Hardness," Iron and Sled InsL J., 1009.

measure is that which the body under test

exerts against a complex distribution of stress

over its surface which has partially deformed

or disintegrated it, and it is evident that its

value mil depend, not on the stress constants

of the material such as its yield point, ultimate

tensile and shear stresses, but on intermediate

stresses, the precise nature and distribution

of which are unknown and whoso ratio to tho

stress constants may not be tho same for the

same method. If, therefore, such resistance,

without qualification, bo denned as the hard

ness of the material in its broadest sonao, it

is clear that hardness is no more a definite

quality of a material than is the strength of

a piece of steel of definite dimensions. In the

latter case, if the nature, amount, and distri

bution of tho stress are known, its resistance

has a definite value which can bo calculated.

The only difference between this case and that

of the hardness test is that, since in tho deter

mination of hardness there is no possibility

of estimating the stress magnitude and distri

bution, wo are driven more to direct obser

vation of tho consequences of such distribution

than to a calculation of those consequences
from the known characteristics of tho material.

Mechanical phenomena of this kind aro

familiar to engineers under other aspects, such

as in the case of the resistance of ships and

aircraft to propulsion ; but whereas in thoBO

latter cases the problem is to determine tho

resultant force exerted by tho unknown press

ure distribution, in the present case, as in

the corresponding one of tho resistance of

materials to impact, the unknown quality is

the ultimate resistance of tho material to tho

unknown stress distribution. In all the oases,

however, the practical method of solution is

an experimental one, and consists of Netting

up a similar, or nearly similar, Htato of stress

on a specimen of tho material whose behaviour

is under investigation, and noting its effootn.

H. Le Chatelior says,
" The problem there

fore seems to bo to establish two or throe

methods of reference for hardness, giving as

widely different results as possible, HO that

hardness (which is an essentially complex
phenomenon) may bo studied under all its

phases. Afterwards, for each partumlar ap

plication tho reference method which in most

applicable to tho conditions may bo used."

That this view is now being accepted is

indicated by the development, iu recent yearn,
of what are called wear tests. For example,
there are wear tests for measuring tho

particular form of disintegration which taken

place on tho surface of steel rails duo to tho

rolling abrasion of heavily loaded wheels.

Tho characteristics of this kind of wear aro

tho extremely small amount of the relative

movement between rail and wheel and tho

high intensity of tho coinpressivo strews at
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the line of contact. On the other hand, there

are wear tests of lubricated surfaces in which
the pressure is relatively small and the rate of

slipping large, and the same conditions of

wear occur, without lubrication, with pins and
check gauges.

(80) INDENTATION TESTS. The indentation
method of determining hardness has been

applied in three ways :

(i.) By testing the material with itself.

(ii.) By pressing (statically) a harder material
into the material under test.

(iii.) By producing the indentation by drop
ping a ball- or cone-pointed hammer on to the
material and measuring the rebound of the
hammer or size of the indentation.

(i.) The, Material tested with Itself. Reaumur 1

in 1722 shaped right-angled prisms from two
materials which were to be compared and

pressed them together. The axes of the prisms
were at 90, and the right-angled edges came
into contact, forming a cross. The relative

hardness was measured by the depths of the

indentations.

A. Foeppl
2 used two cylindrical test pieces

of the material whose hardness was required.

They were placed one on the other, with

their axes at right angles, and were pressed

together in a testing machine. Foeppl used

the pressure per unit of flattened surface as

a measure of the hardness, because he found

that the surface of indentation was propor
tional to the pressure applied.

Haigh
3 has recently re-introduced the test

with the substitution of square for cylindrical
or triangular prisms. He gives the hardness

number as=L/H
2
,

where L=the load

and H = the length of damaged edge of prism.

Reaumur, Foeppl, and Haigh's methods are

shown diagrammatically in Fig. 114.

The necessity for the use of two test pieces
is probably the reason why this method of

test is not commonly applied. There is,

however, no limit to the hardness of the

material which can be tested, as the test is

independent of the use of a harder material

as an indenting tool.

(ii.) The Material tested with an Indenting
Tool (statically). Many different kinds of in

denting tool have been tried and many ways
have been suggested to express the relative

indenting hardness.

Calvert and Johnson 4 and Kirsch 5 deter

mined the load required to produce a

permanent indentation of a given depth, but,

1 &Art Ae conivrtir, 1722, pp. 296 and 299.
3 Ann. P/iys. C7iem. 63, i. 103-108.
3 "Prism "Hardness," Inst. Meek. Eng. Journ.,

Oct 1020.
4 " Hardness of Metals and Alloys/' Phil. Mag.

4th aeries, xvii. 114.
5
Mittheilungen des fc.fc. technologiscTien Geiverbe-

Museums, Wien, 1891, p. 108.

whereas Calvert and Johnson used a truncated
cone and a depth of 3-5 mm., Kirsch employed
a cylindrical plunger of 5 mm. diameter and
a depth of 0-01 mm.
The test adopted in 1856 by the United

States Ordnance Department
6 was a deter

mination of the volume of the indentation

produced by a pyramidal point under a load of

a
Reaumur (1722)

10,000 Ibs. A volume of 0-5 cubic inch was
taken as unit hardness.

Middleberg
7 used an indenting tool, in the

form of a curved knife edge, for studying the
hardness of tyres. The knife edge was

f inch long, had an angle of 30, and was
formed with an edge curved to 1 inch, radius.

The reciprocal of the length of the indentation

under a load of 6000 Ibs. was taken as a
measure of the hardness.

Unwin 8 also employed a knife edge, but
in his case it was straight and consisted of a

piece of hardened and ground |-incli square
steel, 1J inches in length. Each tool thus

had four indenting edges having angles of

90. The material tested was formed into

test bars Y x " x 2J% and the knife edge was

placed on the bar at right angles to its length,

overlapping it by J inch on each side. The
hardness number was taken as P/H,

where P=the load in tons

and H=the depth of the indentation in

inches.

(iii.) Brinell Hardness Test. The method of

test devised by J. A. Brinell 9 in 1900 is now
extensively employed. A hardened steel ball

is pressed under a known load into the material

to be tested, and the hardness number is

taken as tbe stress per unit of spherical area.

The reason why Brinell used the spherical
area is not clear, as there does not appear to

be any advantage gained by using it instead

of the projected area (7rcZ
2
/4).

Report on Metals for Cannon, 1856.
7
Engineering, 1886, ii. 481.

6 Inst. Civ. Eng. Proc., 1897, cxxix.
9 "

Methods of Testing Steel," Inter. Assoc. Test.

Mat. Proc,, 1901 (Paris), Ii. 81.
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If P= pressure in kilograms,
D= diameter of the ball used in millimetres,
d~ diameter of the indentation in milli

metres,
7i=t}ie depth of indentation in millimetres

(see Fig. 115),

then &=i(D - \;D2 - tf
2
) mm.,

and the spherical area of indentation

TrD .

A=7rD7a=-^r-(D ~ vD 2 d2
) sq. mm.

The Brinell Hardness Number=H=P/A.

The diameter (d) is usually measured by a
micrometer microscope. By the use of some
forms of Brinell instruments the depth (hj) of

the indentation is taken as the test proceeds
(see (87)). With these instruments the depth
which is measured is

7*j,
and not h (see Fig. 115).

It should be noted that, owing to the rising of

t "-TT .;_--.

r I yji^w

JPia. 115.

the edges of the Brinell indentation, 7^ is not

equal to h, and, as the amount of this sido ex
trusion is not the same with different materials x

under similar conditions, the ratio of h^/h is not

always constant. It therefore follows that the

hardness number obtained in this way is not
the hardness number as denned by Brinell.

It is found that the hardness number varies

with the diameter of the ball, and pressure

employed. For strictly comparable results

fixed values must be used for D and P. The
values standardised by Brinell are :

D= 10 mm. and P= 3000 kilograms except
for soft materials, when a value of P= 500

kilograms may be used.

(iv.) Variation of Brinell Hardness with
Pressure and Diameter of Ball. 0. Benedick 2

of Upsala showed that within the range of

his tests the value of (P x '!>)/A was nearly
constant, and that with a ball of diameter
=

!>! and load of 3000 kilograms BrinelPs

hardness number= (Px ^/Dj/IOJ/A.
In order to allow for variation of pressure,

H. Le Chatelier 3
proposed the further

modification

1
Batson,

"
Hardness Tests," Inst. Mech. JSng. Proc.,

Nov. 1918, p. 570.
2 Rcahercfics physiques et pJiyttico - chimiqties sur

lacier au carbonc, ITpaala, 1 004.
3 Revue d& Mttallurgic, 190C, ill. 089.

_
10

X
17,000 + Pi*

whore H = Brinell hardness number,

Pj^load employed in kilograms,
A1
= spherical area of the indentation

(calculated from the diameter)
in sq. mm.,

!>!= diameter of tho ball used.

Both the equations suggested by Benedick

and Le Chatelier are empyrical and only give

approximate values.

E. Meyer
4 in some published results in 1908

showed (1) that J?= adn9 where n is a con
stant depending on the material, and a is a
constant for a given material and given ball

diameter; (2) that the moan pressure per unit

area (4P/7n2
2
)

is constant for a given angle of

indentation, whatever tho diameter of tho ball.

It follows from Meyer's law of compariHon
that, as d/D and P/i^2 are constant for

similar indentations on tho same material,

P/.D
2
is also constant,

where P= pressure,
d= diameter of impression, and
D= diameter of the ball.

This relationship is useful where tho piece of

material is so small that a pressure of 3000

kilograms cannot be applied with a 10 mm.
ball. It is then only necessary to uso a
smaller ball and a load determined by tho
above relationship to obtain the standard
hardness number required; thus, if a ball 5 mm.
diameter (

= DJis used, tho load to bo applied is

P x D
t

2 3000 x 5 2 __ , ..=
jyT

=
i7)u

= 750 kilograms.

Some results obtained by Bakor 5 and givorx
in Table 31 show remarkably good agreement
of the hardness numbers obtained in this way.

TABLE 31

COMPARISON OF BRINELL HAUKNISSS NUMBERS WIIIUN

USING BALLS OJT DunrifiniiNT DEAMICTKUS

4
Xeils. Vereincs DeuUch. Inff., 1008.]). 045.

5 Inst. Mech. JSng. Proc., Oct. 1918, p. 540.
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(v.) She of Test Piece and Effect of Time on
the Results and the Application of the Brinell
Hardness Text. H. Moore * found that

(1) Tho depth of the indentation in a Brinell
test should not be greater than 1/7 of the
thickness of the test piece.

(2) The centre of the indentation should
not be less than 2J- times its diameter from
the edge of the test piece.
The time during which the pressure is

applied is important. It is found that the
time effect is most marked up to about 10
seconds' application of the load, but after

about 10 seconds the effect is very small.

Consequently it is usual in specifications to
draft the Brinell hardness test clause as follows :

" The Brinell hardness test, where specified,
shall be made with a 10-mm. diameter ball

and a load of 3000 kilograms, which shall be

maintained for not less than 15 seconds. Prior

to testing, the skin of the sample shall be
removed by filing, proper grinding, or machin

ing at the point to be tested/'

Among the most important applications of

the Brinell test are the following :

(i.) For rapid control of chemical carbon
determinations during iron and steel smelting.

(ii.) For testing finished articles without

damaging the same, such as rails, tyres,
armour plates, gun-barrels of all kinds, struc

tural steel, etc.

(iii.) For examining the nature of the

material in entire or broken parts of machinery
where the making of a tensile test bar is

impossible.

(iv.) For testing the degree of hardness and
softness obtainable by the thermal treatment
of any steel.

(v.) For testing uniformity of temper.
(vi.) For ascertaining the effect of the nature

and temperature of various hardening fluids.

(vii.) For studying the effect of cold working.
It has been shown by numerous observers

(Ast, Brcuil, Brinell, Charpy, Dillner, Le
Chatelicr, etc.) that there is a close relation

ship between the Brinell hardness number and
the ultimate tensile strength of a material.

Dillner 2 finds that, in the case of steel,

tensile strength in tons/sq. in. =Cx Brinell

hardness number. The values of
" C "

are

as follows :

1 "
Investigation on the Brinell Method of deter

mining Hardness," Inter. Assoc. Test. Mat, Proc.,

1909, No. 9.
3 "

lloHoarehes concerning the Helation between
Hardness Number and Tensile Strength," Engineer
ing, Nov. 9, 1900, p. G38.

Unwin 3 deduced the following constants
from a table compiled by Hadfield :

T = 0-2H + 6,

Y = 0-23E-13-r>,

where Ii is the Brinell number (in kilogrammes/
sq_. mm.),

T = Ultimate tensile strength in tons per
square inch,

Y = Yield stress in tons per square inch.

(81) BRDTELL HARDNESS TESTING
MACHINES. The Brinell hardness test is quite

conveniently carried out in any machine in

which a pressure of 3000 kilograms can be

accurately applied, such as a universal testing
machine having a compression attachment, by
the use of a special tool for holding the hall

Special machines have, however, been

developed for the

purpose, and
these are of two
main types ;

(a] In which
the load is applied

by oil pressure
and measured by
a pressure gauge
or dead -

weight
control.

(b) Dead-weight
or lever machines.

(i.) JacJc7nan\i

Oil Pressure
Brinell Machine.
An example of

the first type of

machine is shown
in Fig. 116. This

is the apparatus

supplied by J.

W. Jackman &
Co., Limited,
Caxton House,

Westminster, of

the Aktiebolaget Alpha (Sweden) design.
The ball K is attached to the downwardly

acting ram of a hydraulic press. The test

piece is placed on the adjustable table R,

and is raised into contact with the ball by the

hand-wheel r.

'

The pressure is produced by
a small hand-pump, and may be read directly

in kilograms on a pressure gauge. The
machine is also provided with a dead-weight
control consisting of a piston, accurately
fitted without packing, carrying a cross bar

i, small cylinder a, and weights p. The
small cylinder is connected to the top of the

press so that the intensity of pressure is the

same on the piston as on the ram. The
maximum pressure is regulated by the weights

p, and when this pressure is reached the

3 "
Mechanical Properties of Materials," Inst. Mech.

Eng. Proc., Oct. 1018, p. 432.

PIG. 11G.
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piston rises in the cylinder. The pressure

remains constant as long as the piston
"

floats,"

forming a small hydraulic accumulator.

The small piston is formed by a steel ball,

and the piston rod has a cup - shaped end

which presses on the ball. Any leakage of

oil past the piston is collected in a receptacle

d, from which it is returned to the reservoir

through the funnel t.

The pressure is released by opening a valve

v which connects the top of the pressure

chamber with the reservoir.

(ii.) Avery's Dead-weight Brinell Machine.

The arrangement of this machine is shown in

Fig. 117. The specimen is placed on the

is then screwed up tightly, to secure the

locking plate / and prevent the rotation of

the screw. The pressure is then applied, by
means of a worm and worm-wheel h operated

by the large hand-wheel g at the side of the

machine. The weights p are " set
"

for the

prescribed load, and the lifting of the steel

yards indicates that this load is applied.

The system of lovers for measuring tho

pressure is that adopted by W. & T. A very,

Ltd., Birmingham, in all their platform

weighing machines, and is found to bo ex

tremely sensitive to small differences of load.

The leverage of the machine can bo obtained

directly by measurement, but it is also

FIG. 117.

weighing platen s, and if of any considerable

aizo its weight is
"
tared off

"
by moving one

of the tiliding poises c upon the weighing

steelyards until the weighing system is

balanced. The ball k is then brought into

contact with the test pioce by lowering the

screw by which tho pressure is applied. This

is done quickly by unscrewing the thumb
screw A at tho top of the standard, and

revolving the screw by the small hand-wheel

d which, is keyed to it. The thumb-screw

calibrated by dead - weight loading on the

platens s.

(82) TUB JOHNSON HARDNKHS TICSTINO

MACHINE (manufactured by Brown "Bayley.s

Steel Works, Ltd., Sheffield).---This machine

has been devised to ensure rapid and accurate

working and at the same time withstand rough

workshop use, require practically no attention

or adjustment, ami be oanily movable from

place to place without detriment. Tho total

weight of the machine is only !()() Iks., and its

over-all dimonmonn are 28 x 22 x 0*. It will take

teat pieces 41 in. thick, and tho indentation,

can bo made at diHtaneod up to 3J in. from,

tho edge. The arrangement of tho machine is

shown in Fig. 118.

(i.) D&tcri'ittion of the, Machine. VronHuro is

applied to tho Hteel ball A by mean o

tho lever B and hall - bearing eocontrio

through tho single lover J) and HOcow !lfl.

The other end of tho lover I) is held by an
eccentric in ball- bearings F, to ono of which

is attached tho lever (< and weight H.

The weight H is raised by tho eccentric F
when the pressure on* tho ball A roaehcH ,'JOOO

kilos, and any further movement of tho
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operating lever B tending to apply further

pressure on the ball only results in raising
the weight still more.

(ii.) Method of making Test. The specimen
to be tested (which must have a smooth flat

surface) is placed on the table

I. The adjusting screw E is

then brought down until the

steel ball A rests on the pre

pared surface of the specimen.
The lever B is then pulled

B

.^

22 inches .

the other nose carrying a, cylinder fitted with
a piston, at the back of which is a spring. The
end of the piston stem projects a short distance

and carries a small hardened steel ball B ^ in.

diameter. A locking arrangement L enables
one to adjust the compression on the

spring, the usual pressure being 22 Ibs.

To operate the instrument, the speci
men is placed between the anvil and the

ball, and the plier handles are grasped
and the pressure applied. This brings
the specimen into contact with the ball,

and forces the ball and piston back
until the surface of the specimen comes

into contact with the face

through which the ball pro
jects. Consequently, the

actual pressure between the

ball and the specimen is quite

independent of the pressure
exerted by hand.

The diameter of the in

dentation, is measured micro

scopically and the readings
are quite definite, even on

hardened spring steel.

The instrument found extensive use

controlling the manufacture of small-

arms ammunition. It has also been

employed for measuring the skin hard
ness of many varieties of

hardened steel articles.

(84) SMALL MACHINES
TOR TESTING THE BRINELL
HARDNESS OF THIN SHEET.

Goodale and Banks L de

veloped a "
Baby

"
Brinell

forward until the weight H rises, allowing
the pawl J to fall into the toothed sector

K, which will automatically prevent any
further movement of the lever B. The
load may be kept on for any desired length
of time by means of the retaining pawl L,

which is moved in and out of position by
means of the knurled handle M. In order

to release the pressure the lever B is replaced
to its original vertical position and the adjust

ing screw E raised.

(83) BRINELL PLIERS. For ascertaining the

Brinell hardness of small and thin specimens,
such as cartridge cases, Rudge Whitworth, Ltd.,

have devised a hand instrument which they
call Brinell pliers. They are shown in Fig. 119

and consist essentially of a pair of pliers one

nose of which serves as an anvil for supporting
the cartridge case C or specimen to be tested,

machine for testing thin sheet, using a ball

Y^ in. in diameter and a load of 15 kilograms.
They found that great care had to be exercised

in the manner in which the load was applied.
Two methods of operation were tried; viz. :

(1) The test piece was placed on the anvil

and the ball pressed on to it until sufficient

pressure was exerted to raise the balance beam.

(2) The test piece was forced, under a given

FIG. 119.

load, into contact with the ball. The ball

remained in a fixed position.

The second method gave smaller and more
1 "Development of Brinell Hardness Tests on

Thin Brass Sheet," Amer. Soc. Test. Mat. xix. 758.
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consistent results than the first, and was

therefore incorporated in the design of their

final machine. The load was applied by a

dead weight of 15 kilos, and the diameter of

the impression was measured with a metal

lurgical microscope with a 16-min.' objective

and a filar micrometer type of eye-piece.

Similar work has been carried out in Eng
land ;

1 the "ball used, however, was 1 mm.
diameter.

It is essential for the measurement of small

indentations that there should be vertical

illumination.

(85) THE LTTDWIK HARDNESS TEST. In

order to overcome the variation in the Brinell

hardness number with load and size of ball,

Ludwik 2
proposed substituting a 90 cone for

the ball, and this form of indenting tool is

now often used on the Continent for the softer

metals. The hardness number is obtained by
means of this test in the same way as with

the Brinell Test, i.e. the test load in kilograms
is divided by the surface of the conical in

dentation in sq. mm., so that if

P=the load,

and d= diameter of indentation,

Hardness number =H=^p
=0 (P/d

2
) approximately.

With this apparatus the hardness number is

the same whatever the load chosen, if the

material is homogeneous.
(86) MEASURING MICROSCOPES FOR HARD

NESS TESTS. Tor commercial work the

diameter of the indentation is measured to

the nearest 0-05 mm,, and for this purpose
a microscope with a scale in the eye-piece

FIG. 120.

is usually supplied with the Brinell apparatus.
To facilitate the reading of impressions made
in corners or below the general surface of the

specimen, the microscope is sometimes pro
vided with a special adaptable piece.
For research work an accuracy of 0-001 mm.

is essential, and an instrument such as is

supplied by the Cambridge & Paul Instru

ment Co., Ltd., and shown in Fig. 120, is

1
Moore, "A Small TC.-iH Hardness Tenting

JVIuchino," futtt.. J\IorJi. Kny. Joum., Jan. 1921.
2 "

Ifnrdness Tests," Inter. Assoc. Test, Materials
Proc., J<)08, JN"o. 0.

necessary for the purpose. It consists of a

microscope M clamped to a tube B which

is supported by the framework of tho instru

ment and can be traversed by the milled -

headed screw S having a pitch of one milli

metre. The microscope is fitted with an eye

piece containing cross-wires and is provided
with a special focussing mechanism.

(87) DEPTH INDICATORS TOR HARDNESS
TESTS. In order to dispense with the use of

a microscope tho depth of the indentation can

be measured during tho test by means of some
form of depth indicator. Instruments of this

type, which can be used in any compression

machine, are supplied by Alfred J. Amslor &
Co., SchafFhouse,

3 or the Scientific Materials

Company, Pittsburgh.
The depth 7^ (Fig* US) is measured

relatively to tho original surface of the test

piece. This excludes the effect of tho extrusion

round the indentation, and as tho amount of

plastic flow varies with different motals and
different pressures the hardness numbers
found in this way are not proportional to the

Brinell numbers obtained in tho usual way
from the diameters.

(88) IMPACT OF DYNAMIC HARDNESS.
Numerous methods have been devised for

measuring indentation hardness by tho aizo of

the indentation produced by energy of known
amount. This method is complicated by a

consideration of tho effect of the rebound of

the indenting hammer, and there ia a diflVronoo

of opinion as to whether the initial energy o{

the blow or tho net energy absorbed in pro

ducing tho indentation should bo considered

in calculating the results.

Edwards and Willis 4 used the initial energy
in calculating the results in their research on

impact hardness. Unwin,5 on the other

hand, is of opinion
"
that there should be a

single impact and that tho energy of rebound
should bo deducted from tho energy duo to

the height of fall in calculating hardness. JIo

doubted tho method of permitting successive

impacts till the energy was expended."
A dynamic hardness tost waw propounded

by Martcl in 1895. lie used a pyramidal

point as tho indenting tool, and produced the

indentation by tho fall of a rain on to tho tool.

Martel found :

(1) That tho work of the falling rain waH

proportional to tho volume of the indent, and
he therefore expressed luirdncHH as llio work
required to produce unit) volume of indentation.

(2) That for equal energies of blow tho
volume of tho indentation was nearly the sumo,

3
PrimrpHc, "HardncHH Touting," Inti. Mrch. ttn(/,

Joum., Oct. 1020.
4 Tnnt. Mech. Enfl. Fro<\, May 1018, pp. JJHfi-JWO."

Hardnean Tentn," JnsL Meek, J'hitr. /Vw., HUN.
p. 578.

Commiwioii dcs MtWrndw d'Kiimw den Multfrittitx
de Construction, Paris, J805, Sect. A, p. 20,1.
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when using indenting tools of slightly different
form.

The author carried out a series of experi
ments * which confirmed the first of Martel's
conclusions. He showed further that, when
using a 10-mm. diameter ball, the ratio of
the dynamic hardness number to the Brinell
hardness number was approximately 1-5 over
a range of Brinell hardness from 20 to 680.
The dynamic hardness number was taken as

being equal to the net energy in kilogram
metres divided by the volume of the indenta
tion in cubic centimetres.

The dynamic method is useful for deter

mining the indentation hardness values of

metals at high temperatures, under which
conditions the standard Brinell Test cannot
be conveniently carried out. The indenting
tool in the dynamic test is in contact with the

specimen for such a short interval of time that
it is not appreciably affected by the heat.

(89) DYNAMIC HARDNESS TESTING
MACHINES. A moving anvil block is supplied
by W. & T. Avery

2 to adapt their Izod pen
dulum impact machine (see (100)) for dynamic
hardness tests.

(90) THE PELLIN HARDNESS TESTING
APPARATUS 3 is made in Paris by Ph. & F.

Pellin, and is specially designed for detemiining
the hardness of thin materials. The indenta
tion is produced by a falling bar of known
weight having at the lower end a steel ball

2-5 mm. in diameter. The
release of the indenting tool is

arranged electromagnetically.

(91) THE AUTO PUNCH,
designed byRudgeWhitworth,
Ltd., and shown in Fig. 121,
is a convenient and service

able form of impact hardness
tester. It was originally

designed for testing case-

hardened surfaces, but has

proved valuable in testing
materials of every grade of

hardness, even pure lead.

It consists essentially of

a knurled hollow cylinder C,
from one end of which pro
jects a plunger P which ends
in an adapter and cap for

carrying a 2-inch hardened
steel ball B.

*

The other end
of the Auto Punch is closed

by a screw-in end, in. which
is fixed centrally a pawl -operating rod J x 3 in.

long, the object of which will appear shortly.
Behind the sliding hammer is a spring which,
in the case of the 12 - inch Auto Punch,

requires about loO Ibs. pressure to compress
1
BatKou,

" Hardness Tests," Inst. %lech. Eng.
Proc,, JSov. 1018, p. 57C.

2
Enyuicering, xeiv. 353.

3
Ibid., April 20, 1917, ciii. 374.

-Hammer

it. A 6-inch Auto Punch spring requires
about 40 Ibs. The internal mechanism is

shown in Fig. 121A. The plunger is reduced
to about J inch diameter for about 1-7 inches
at its inner end. This part of the plunger is

small enough to
,

pass right through
the hole in the slid

ing hammer, and
will do so when
the sliding pawl is

moved sideways by
the pawl-operating
rod already referred

to.

When the Auto
Punch is not in use
the inner end of the

plunger rests on the

pawl in the sliding paw t W
hammer. When the
ball is applied to

the article to be

tested, and the
knurled barrel of

the Auto Punch is

pressed towards the

article, the hammer
is forced back, com
pressing the spring,
and continuing to

compress it until

the taper end of

the pawl-operating
rod presses the

pawl to one side,

and allows the com
pressed spring to

drive the hammer
forward until the

front face of the

latter strikes the

end of the larger diameter part of the plunger.
The kinetic energy of the hammer is, of course,

nil up to the moment of its release, so that

however rapidly or slowly the Auto Punch

may be worked, the energy of the sliding
hammer will be the same. This energy will be
used up in deforming and heating the hammer
and plunger where these strike one another,
also the specimen and ball. Although the

energy of the hammer is practically constant,
the proportion of the total energy delivered to

the specimen varies according to the hardness
of the specimen. The softer the specimen,
the greater is the proportion of the total

energy spent in deforming it.

The diameter of the indentations produced
by the Auto Punch follow those produced by
the Brinell tests on the same class of material.

If a Brinell Standard Block is employed to

check from time to time the readings of the

Auto Punch, the latter instrument can be

-Plunger

FIG. 121A.
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used as a quick way of ascertaining the

approximate Btinell hardness. In cases where
an Auto Punch is used to ascertain whether
deliveries are to the specified Brinell hardness,
it is wiser to use the Auto Punch as a "

work-

.shop
"

gauge, and to employ the Brinell

machine as an "
inspection

"
gauge on all

specimens which the Auto Punch shows
to be near one or other of the limits of

hardness.

(92) THE SHORE SCLEROSCOPE T is a rebound
instrument for measuring hardness. A small

diamond-pointed hammer about inch long
and J inch diameter, weighing TV oz., is allowed

to fall freely from a height of 10 inches. The

height of rebound of the hammer is measured

against a scale, graduated into 140 equal parts,
and is taken as a measure of the hardness.

The shape of the diamond striking point is

slightly spherical and blunt, being about 0-020

inch in diameter.

The instrument is one which depends on

the production of a permanent indentation

by this point, the rebound being diminished

by the work expended in producing the

indentation. With rubber no permanent
indentation is produced, and the height of

rebound is the same as that from a moderately
hard steel.

The instrument is provided with an ingenious
automatic head by means of which the hammer
is lifted and released by air pressure from a

bulb.

The Scleroscope and Brinell hardness scales 2

have been shown to be generally closely related

throughout the hardness range. The Brine]!

hardness number divided by six is approxi

mately equal to the Scleroscope number ; the

ratio appears to increase from 5-5 for soft

steels to 8-0 for materials of over 700 on the

Brinell scale. The applications of the Sclero

scope are therefore similar to those enumerated
for the Brinell test in (80).

The Scleroscope readings have been found
to be slightly dependent on the size of the

piece tested. This variation can be con

siderably reduced by clamping the test piece
to a firm foundation. Most materials are

mechanically hardened by indentation. It is

therefore important to ensure that the material

is not tested twice on tbe same place, otherwise

high results are obtained.

(93) ABRASION OR SCRATCH TESTS. The
abrasion test has been applied in three ways :

(1) As a scratch test.

(2) By drilling or grooving with a hardened
steel tool or diamond.

(3) By wealing away with or without an
nbrasive.

1 " An Instrument for testing Hardness," Ameri
can Machinist, 1007, xxx. 845; also

" Tho Sclero
acopo," Am&r. Soc. Tmt. Mat. Proc., 1910, x. 400.

2 Stanton and Bntson,
"
Hardness Tests Re

search," Jn&t. Afech. JEng. Froc., Nov. 1916, p. C93.

(94) THE SCRATCH TEST. The scratch tost

has been frequently used in conjunction with an

indentation hardness test. In 1722 Reaumur 3

used both methods. As an indication of

scratch hardness he tested metals against a

bar whose hardness increased from one end

to the other ; the position on this bar which

the metal under test would scratch indicated

its hardness. Mohs 4 was the first to give a

scratch hardness scale, which is still largely
used by mineralogists. Ten minerals were

arranged in order from 1 to 10 in such a way
that each would scratch the one next below
it on the list. Talc was taken as having a

hardness of
"
one " and diamond a hardness

of
"
ten."

(i.) Turner's Sderometer}* In this device

a balanced lever is

(1) Provided at its free end with a diamond

point fixed in a vertical pencil.

(2) Loaded with a sliding weight and cali

brated in order that the sliding weight can

be set to represent known weights at tho

point.

(3) Supported in such a way that it can be
rotated.

The hardness number is the smallest weight
in grammes which will produce a scratch just
visible to the naked eye on the smoothed and

polished surface of the specimen.
A series of scratches are made with diminish

ing weights, and the hardness is taken as the

mean between the least weight which will

produce a scratch and the greatest weight
which will not produce a scratch.

A. Martens,
6 in order to make tho test more

definite, defined tho scratch hardness number
as the load in grammes under which a conical

diamond (90) produces a scratch 0-01 mm.
in width.

(ii.)
A. L. Parsons 7 further modified the

Scleromcter by applying the load on tho
diamond point by a spring in such a way that
tho pressure increased as tho point was drawn
across tho test piece. The place at which the
scratch commenced was noted, and tho corre

sponding load was taken n-a tho hardness
number.

(iii.) The Quadrant Meromclcr. This
instrument has been dovisod in tho Kudge-
Whitworth Laboratory. The method employed
is to apply a hardened edge or series of hardened

edges to tho surface of the tout piece in such a
direction that slipping ensues until they

"
bit-o

"

the surface of the article.

The instrument is made in various types
for testing either flat surfaces, pins, or the

3 L'arl da Conrcrtir, 1722, pp. 200 and 299.
4 GrundrisK der Mineralotfie, 1822, part i.

374.

Amer. Journ. of Science. Feb. 1910.
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inside of cylindrical surfaces. Fig. 122 shows
a pin under test.

Two specially cut flat rods or files F
x and F

2

are employed, and the upper one is raised until

it makes an angle of about- 80 with the lower.
The pin P is then placed between them and
the

"
file

"
lowered until it

"
bites

"
the pin.

The angle at this point is an index of the
scratch hardness of the article.

The theory of the instrument has been
worked out by H. L. Heatheote,

1 who has
shown that the angle is practically independent
of the weight and size of the article to be
tested. A soft bar holds the top file up so

that it makes an angle of about 70. A hard
bar will not hold the top file up until the

angle falls to about 15 to 20. Hardened and

tempered bars give readings between 20 and
70 3 according to their surface resistance to

FIG. 122.

abrasion. The instrument can also be em
ployed for measuring the coefficient of friction

between one material and another, one being
attached to, or substituted for, the upper arm,
and the other for the lower.

(95)
" DRILLING OR GROOVING " HARD

NESS. S. Bottone 2 measured the resistance

to wear as the time required to produce in the

material a cut of definite depth with a soft

iron disc rotating at constant speed and pressed
with constant force.

A. Haussner 3 defined cutting hardness as

the resistance, per square mm., to planing,

when using a cutting angle of 90.

Jaggar
4 rotated a diamond point under

constant pressure and at a uniform rate, and

1 Iron and Steel Inst. Journ., May 1914.
2 "

Relation cntrc lc poids atomique, lo poids

sp6cifique ct la durete" des corps," Chemical News,
1873, p. 215.

3 " Das llobeln von Metallen," Mitt, des- k.k.

tecfinolog. Gewerbe-Museums, Wien, 1802, ii. 117.
4 " A Microseleromcter," Amer. Journ. of Science,

Doc. 1807, iv. 309.

gave the number of rotations of the point to
reach a fixed depth as the hardness. Bauer
and Keep

5 both defined cutting hardness as
the rate at which a steel drill, Terming at
constant speed and under constant pressure,
drills the material.

(96) WEAR TESTS, (a) Using an abradant
or an abrading wheel (pure abrasion). Felix
Robin 6 used cylindrical specimens (50 mm,
diameter), which he rubbed under known
pressure on papers covered with abrasive

powders. Rosiwall 7 defined abrasive hardness
as equal to (I/loss of volume), by grinding
with an abradant. Behrens 8 used a standard

powder and measured hardness by the time

required to polish.

Gary
9 determined the resistance to wear

by the amount of abrasion caused by
a, sand-blast, and experimented chiefly
with stones, artificial minerals, and timber.
W. H. Warren 10 also used the sand-blast on
timber.

Jannetaz and Goldberg,
11 and Stoughton

and Macgregor
12 measured the comparative

loss by grinding. The latter, who also carried
out indentation, hardness tests, found that
the two methods gave different comparative
results.

(6) Wear by sliding lubricated abrasion.
Derihon 13 constructed a machine in which a

specimen was pressed on to the circumference
of a polished wheel turning at a speed of

3200 revolutions per minute in an oil bath.

The wear was measured by the loss in weight
or reduction in diameter in thousandths of

a millimetre after 2,000,000 turns of the
wheel.

(c) Wear by dry rolling abrasion. Saniter K
devised a machine for testing the wearing
properties of rail steel under dry rolling abra
sion. In this method the specimen (A), 5

inches long and 0-5 inch diameter, was fixed

in a chuck (B, Fig. 123) revolving at 4000 r.p.m. ,

and carried near the free end a hall-bearing (0).

of inner diameter 1 inch, loaded to produce a

pressure of 205 Ibs. at the point of contact.

The inner ring of the ball-bearing (D, TB inch

wide) was rotated by friction by the test piece,

causing the latter to wear. The resistance of

the material to rolling abrasion was taken as

5
Keep,

"
Hardness or the Workability of Metals,"

Amer. Soc. Mech. Eng. Trans., Dec. 1900, abstract in

Iron and Steel Inst. J., 1901, i. 496.
Iron and Steel Inst. J., 1910.
Verhand. k.k. geol. Aeichsanstalt, 1896, xvii. 475.

Anleituny zur mikrochemischen Analyse, 1895.

JBaumaterialienJcunde, x. 136.
1
"
Strength. Elasticity, and other Properties of

N.S.W. Hardwood Timbers," Report Dept. cf

Forestry, N.S.W., 1911.
1 Assoc. Franc, p. I'Avanc. d. Sc., Aug. 9, 1895.
2 " Hardness Tests," Amer. Soc. Test. Mat. Proc.,

1911, xi. 707.
13 See Nusbaumer on "

Notes on Abrasion Tests on
Metals," Inter. Assoc. Test. Mat. Proc., 1909.

14 Iron and Steel Inst. J., 1908, iii. 73
;
also Inter.

Assoc. Test. Mat. Proc. ii. No. 9, paper iii./l.
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being inversely proportional to the reduction

in diameter in ten-thousandths of an inch

after 200.000 revolutions of the test piece.

A similar test was used by Stanton and
Batson 1 for a series of experiments on hard

ness tests. The dimensions of the test piece,

etc., -were made slightly larger than those

employed by Saniter.

It was shown that the resistance to rolling

abrasion was approximately proportional to

the ball hardness number, but that the com

parison was not a safe one, as there were

frequently cases in which a considerable de

parture was found from this ratio, e.g. man
ganese' steel which was well known to be

susceptible to hardening under pressure. The
results confirmed Raniter's conclusions, and

PIG. 123.

showed that what was actually measured was
the resistance to disintegration of already de

formed material, and that this resistance

depended on the amount of deformation pro
duced, and had little relation to the material

in the unstrained condition. The method, as

a means of predicting the relative resistance

to wear under conditions of rolling abrasion

with heavy loads, was comparatively rapid and

gave the information desired.

(d) Wear by dry sliding abrasion. The
Saniter test was carried out with high pressure
and very small relative motion. Stanton and
Batson 1 also carried out a series of tests on

dry sliding abrasion, in which the amount of

relative motion was large and therefore corre

sponding to the wear of pins, collars, etc.

This was done by connecting the abrading
ring (diameter = D) to the chuck by means of

an Oldham coupling, so that both ring and

specimen (diameter rf) completed a revolu
tion in the same time, tho line of contact

1 "
Ilardnoss Tests Research," fust. Mcch. J$ng.

, Nov. 101ft. p. 093.

remaining fixed relative to the machine. Tho

slip per revolution was thcn = 7r(D d!) inches.

The results indicated that there was very little

hardening of the surface of the material under

these conditions, and that the Brincll hard ness

number was not a safe guide in predicting tho

relative resistances to wear of a miscellaneous

selection of steel.

(97) IMPACT AND NOTCHED BAB TESTING.

There is no doubt that the tensile tost, as

usually carried out, does not give all the in

formation about a material it is essential that

an engineer should know. A careful examina

tion of a complete load extension diagram,

however, reveals differences, such as those duo

to heat treatment and mechanical treatment,

not disclosed by an ordinary tensile test, but

the analysis of such

diagrams requires
considerable ex

perience.
Tt has, occasion

ally, boon found
that a material

which has satisfac

torily passed tho

ordinary ton wile test

fails in practice iu

a manner which
cannot beaccountod
for by errors in do-

sign. Investigation
has show it that, in

some cases, parts of

machinery which
have 'tailed iu thin

way have boon sub

jected to shocks.

Oo nsoq uon t ly,
various methods of test have been devised to

give a definite indication of the whoek-reHi.stino;

properties of materials.

(98) NOTCHED BAR TESTS. Freedom From
the tendency to crack at sharp corners, when
the variations of stress are considerable, is a

property which is very desirable in materials

for engineering work. In order to obtain this

information about materials
"
brittlonoHH

"

tests, in which the tot piece is notched so as

to limit the piano of fracture and tho con
traction of area, are employed.
These notched bar tests are made in tension

or bending. Tho test pioco is usually broken

by a single blow in impact, and tho energy of

fracture obtained directly from tho loss of

energy of tho striker.

In 1909, Oharpy,
a in a report on impact tests

on metals, shows that a static tension lest is

more efficaciously supplemented by a notched
bar bending test than by any other tost, and

"Onicial "Report on
Inter. Assoc, Test. Mat.
iii./l.

Impact Testrt of MetsilH,"
Proc., 1009, Wo. 7, )ia]>er
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his results seem to indicate that the notched

bar bending test gives information regarding
the fragility of materials which other tests do

not easily furnish. Charpy in the same report
shows that materials which give good results

with this impact test have stood well in

practice, whereas the same class of materials

giving low values fail, although the results

from the ordinary static tensile test is the

same in both cases.

The originator of this method of testing

appears to have been M. Barba of Le Creusot,

who in 1900 described the results of his ex

periments on the detection of brittleness in

steel by tests on flat specimens, notched with

a 45 notch on both sides to 0-35 times the

thickness, the radius at the bottom of the

notch being 0-2 mm. and the total width of

the specimen 30 mm. The specimen was fixed

in a horizontal position between jaws, with

the notch directly over the edges of the jaws
and having a piece of the specimen 25 mm.

long projecting from the jaws. This piece

was struck by a falling weight of 18 kilo

grams. Each specimen was provided with

a number of notches at spaces of 25 mm. along
the specimen, and by making a series of tests

at different heights of fall it was possible to

predict the energy of blow which would just

break the specimen.
It was soon realised that this method of

testing revealed marked differences in the

behaviour of materials wliich were not de

tected by the ordinary tensile test, and other

investigators (Le Chalelier, Charpy, Fremont,

etc.) carried out experiments, the results of

which were communicated to the Congress
of the International Association of Testing
Materials held at Buda Pesth in 1901.

The report of a commission, appointed at

this congress to investigate the notched bar

test, was discussed at the congress held in

Brussels in 1900, but no advance was made in

the matter of standardisation except an ex

pression of opinion that the test gave in

teresting information. The German Associa

tion for Methods of Testing Materials there

upon took the matter up and issued a report

in 1907, in which they recommended the Charpy
method of testing. This consists in the use

of a notched specimen, 30x30x160 mm.,

supported horizontally at the ends on knife

edges of given form and struck in the centre,

opposite 'the notch, by a pendulum. The

notch was formed by drilling a hole 4 mm.
diameter in the bar and sawing through from

one side, leaving a depth of 15 mm. behind

the notch, as shown in Fig. 124. The span is

120 mm.
The question of notched bar testing was

again brought forward at the International

Congress held at Copenhagen in 1909, who

recommended the 30x30x160 mm. Charpy

test piece, with an alternative specimen,

geometrically similar but one-third of the

size, where the larger dimensions could not be
obtained. The matter was further discussed

at New York in 1912, and the recommenda
tions of 1909 were confirmed. No particular
machine for carrying out the tests was selected,
but further testing research on apparatus and
test pieces of different sizes was suggested as

being desirable.

The recommendations of the International

Association for Testing Materials have never
been fully recognised. For most test work
the standard 30 x 30 x 1GO mm. test piece has
been found to be too large, and difficulties

have been experienced with the notch of the

geometrically smaller test piece.

Fremont suggests a test piece 10 x 8 x 30

mm., placed horizontally on supports 21 mm.

Striker

Test Piece

A(l dimensions
in millimetres

FIG. 124.

span, with a notch 1 mm. deep and 1 mm.
wide (square shape, and made on the broad

side at the centre of the length), Fig.

125.

In most cases a test piece 10 x 10 mm. in

cross-section is used, but the form of notch is

varied. Several well-known types of notch

are given in Fig. 125. The "beam test pieces
!

arc usually 60 mm. long with a span of

40 mm.

(99) NOTCHED BAR TESTING IN BRITAIN.

A considerable amount of work has been

carried out, in Britain, on the notched bar

test. Yarrows developed a notched bar test

in 1902, in which the test bar was broken by
more than one blow. Valuable information

appears to have been obtained by this test as

to the brittleness of steels used for connecting

rod bolts.

In 1903, Izod 1 introduced a single-blow

notched bar testing machine, in which the

specimen is held in a vice at one end and is

struck by a falling pendulum at the other.

This method is the one which is commonly

adopted in this country at the present

time.
1

Enffweeritig, Sept. 25, 1903.
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Seaton and Jude 1 carried out some tests in

1904, in which the test piece was broken by
a number of blows, the test bar being reversed

between successive blows.

In 1908, Stanton and Bairstow 2 and Har-

bord 3 communicated results of experiments
to the Institution of Mechanical Engineers.
The main point brought out by Harbord's

paper was the variability in the results of

individual tests of specimens of the same
material. It was shown that two identical

test pieces from the same bar of ordinary
commercial steel gave results varying from

Mesnag-er

Izod

(Dimensions
in millimetres)

U.S.A.
Bureau of Aircraft

Fremont

FIG. 125.

each other by over 60 per cent. This varia

bility has been attributed to

(1) The mode of testing.

(2) The heterogeneity of the material under

investigation.

Experiments published by Charpy and Cornu
Thenard 4 show that by careful selection and
heat treatment it is possible to obtain, in the
course of experiments in notched bar tests,

carried out on bars of steel of different natures
or of copper, a degree of uniformity analogous
to that obtained by means of tensile or hard
ness tests. Variability in the results is there
fore not due to the mode of testing but to

differences in the material under test.

1 "
Impact Tests on Wrought Steels of Commerce,"

, fruit.

March 1909.
' ' ' " A Ca

''

3 "
Different Methods of Impact Testing on

Notched Bars," Imt. Mcch. JStig. Proc., Oct.-Dec
1908.

4 " New Experiments on Shock Tests," Iron and
Steel fnst. Journ., No. 2, 1917, p. 61.

By 1914 there was conclusive evidence that

there could be large variations in the resistance

of notched specimens of different materials to

impact, without any corresponding variation

in any of the characteristics brought out by the

ordinary tensile test, and there was evidence

. 120.

that this variation was due to correct or

incorrect heat treatment.

(] 00) IMPACT TESTING MACHINES, (i.) The
Izod TeM. The Izod impact test has of recent

years come into great prominence in Govern
ment specifications, owing to the great demands
made by war conditions.

The original Izod machine had a striking

energy of the hammer
of 23 ft.-lbs., and the

test piece was 2 in.

long, -jths in. wide,
and -i'o-ths in. thick,
with a voe notch
0-05 in. deep.
The present stand

ard machine made
by W. & T. Avery,

Ltd., Soho Foundry,
Birmingham, has a

capacity < >f 120ft . -Ibs.

The cross-section of

the test piece is

10 x 10 mm. and it

is notched with a
45 vce notch, 2 mm.
deep with a root

radius of 0-25 mm.
The machine is

shown in Fig. 126, and connists of a heavy
base B on to which arc bolted two standards

Sj, S2 supporting the pivot of the pendulum.
The pendulum P swings on ball bearings and
strikes the specimen held in the vice, cantifaver

fashion, its point of contact with tho specimen
being a hardened stool knife edge. Tho form
and angle of tho knife edge is shown in Pig. 127.
Tho specimen is gripped in a vice V in such a

JU7
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position that the bottom of the notch is level

with the top of the vice, Fig. 128.

The specimen, in being broken, absorbs some
of the energy from the pendulum, which is

measured by the continued and diminished

swing of the pendulum moving an idle pointer
over a graduated scale. The pendulum swings

ection of Blow

FIG. 128.

less as the resistance of the specimen is greater.
The scale is graduated to give the actual

energy in foot-pounds absorbed by the blow.

The standard three-notch test piece is shown
at B in Fig. 129.

(ii.) The Cliarpy Pendulum Machine. The
small Charpy machine has a power of about 30

kilogrammetres (217 ft.-lbs.) and a maximum

Swinging^ /"TC\
Striker

A. Beam Type Test Piece.

(Cliarpy Method)

C. Enlarged View of Notch
for Beam and Cantilever

Type Test Pieces.
B. Cantilever Type 3 Notch

Test Piece.
Fia. 129. (Izod Method)

striking velocity of 5-28 metres per second

(17 ft. 4 in. per sec.). The principal part of

the pendulum consists of the hammer M,
shaped as shown in Fig. 130, and suspended
at the end of a light hollow bar. The centre

is suspended on ball-bearings, and an index

hand is mounted with an easy frictional fit

and travels over a graduated semicircular dial

with the hammer when this rises up after

fracturing the test specimen. The latter is

held in cast-iron supports in the two uprights
which are bolted down to a cast-iron bedplate.

The hammer is raised up for action by band,
and is held up by a catch operated directly by
a small lever D. The drop is constant and
1-420 metres (4 ft. 7 in.) in height. A
hand brake B ? worked by the hand lever C,
enables the hammer to be stopped rapidly
after fracture of the specimen. The weight of

the falling parts, position of the centre of

gravity, and heights of drop counted from the
centre of gravity, are all determined experi

mentally. The angle of rise after fracture is

read off from the graduated semicircle. The
difference between the height of fall before

fracture and rising back after fracture gives
the work absorbed. It is, however, necessary
in research work to take into account the fric

tion and energy absorbed by the fragments of

the test specimen ; the latter may be considered

to take the same velocity as the pendulum it

self. The weight of the test specimen being very
light compared with that of the pendulum
hammer, the correction is very slight and can
be neglected in ordinary practice.

In order to determine the work absorbed by
friction the pendulum is ca,used to oscillate

freely and the decrease in the oscillations due

solely to friction is noted down. This gives a
table of corrections. The required correction

can also be arrived at by noting the angle of

rise of the pendulum following that causing the
fracture.

A larger machine is made, and this has 200

kilogrammetres energy and a striking velocity
of 7-8 metres per second.

(iii.) Ouillery Machine (Rotary Tup). The
latest model of this machine is shown in

Fig. 131. It consists of a flywheel having a
"
breaking knife

"
attached to it. This knife is

arranged so that it can assume two positions :

(1) Hidden in the rim of the wheel.

(2) Projecting from the rim of the wheel in

which position it is required for breaking the

test piece.
The position is controlled by "studs " on

the casing of the machine and operated by
centrifugal force due to the rotation of the

wheel.

The rotation of the flywheel operates a small

centrifugal pump which elevates a coloured

liquid in a tube. The machine is designed so

that when the liquid is at the top of the tube

(and reading zero on the energy scale) there is

60 kilogrammetres of energy in the flywheel.
When the flywheel is still, and the liquid is

at its lowest level the reading is therefore 60.

The test bar is placed horizontally on knife

edges which have a 40-mm. gap. The front

of the machine is covered with a door which
is automatically locked when the

"
knife

"
is

out and the flywheel in motion.

The test is made by rotating the flywheel
to a speed slightly in excess of that correspond
ing to the zero of tbe energy scale. The gear
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is then disconnected and the \vheel speed
allowed to decrease. Immediately the liquid
in the tachometer tube reads zero the

"
out

''

the tachometer reading gives the energy lost in

producing fracture of the test piece. The knife
"

is then set "in
"

bv pre.saing the
"
in

(iv.)

stud.

Section A-B

Machine. Tho
Fremont impact
machine consists

of a hammer of

lOto 15 kilograms,
which has on its

underside a hard
ened. steel V-

shapcd striker.

The test piece is

placed horizon

tally on knife

edges having a

gap of 21 mm.,
so that when the

hammer falln from
a height of 4

metres the striker

hits it midway
between the sup

ports and exactly

opposite to tho

notch.

End View Immediately
after tho blow of

I the striker the underside of the hammer, which

Details of Hammer and Knife edges
j!'iu. 130.

stud is pressed, the knife springs out and
breaks the test piece. The absorption of

energy from the flywheel lowers tho speed and

FIGK 131.

then only possesses tho energy not absorbed

by the test piece, strikes against an anvil

carrying two housings provided with tempered
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steel springs. The springs yield under the

blow of the hammer and register by their de

flection the energy remaining in the apparatus.

Knowing the initial energy of the hammer,
the energy absorbed in fracture of the test

piece is found by taking the difference.

(v.) The. Am-sler 75-kilograminetre Pendulum

Impact Testing Machine. Tin's machine is on

the same principle as the Charpy machine, but

some of the details are slightly different.

The pendulum is held up by a hook attached

to a rope which is wound round a windlass.

The tup is released, by detaching the hook by
means of a special release, and falling freely

swings up on the other side of the machine

after having broken the test bar. Instead of

(101) FURTHER PARTICULARS OF NOTCHED
BAR TESTS. The leading particulars of the

five principal types of notched bar machines

are as follows :

The notched bar test is principally used

as a means of detecting a dangerous con-

TABLE 32

IZOD TESTS ox MATERIALS CORRECTLY A^D IHCOBRECTLY HEAT-TREATED

TABLE 33

CJIARPY TESTS o^r MATERIALS CORRECTLY A^D INCORRECTLY HEAT-TREATED (Charpy Method Izod Notch)

swinging back again, as in the Charpy machine,

it is held in position "by a cord passing round a

drum and acting as a brake.

On falling from one side, transverse (bend

ing) toats arc made, while tensile tests are made
when the pendulum falls from the other side.

The energy in the hammer before and after

the test is registered on two movable straight

scales by the movement of the pendulum. It

is so arranged that the second scale raises the

pointer on to the first scale and indicates the

actual energy absorbed.

dition of niicrostructure due to faulty heat

treatment.

The large variation in the energy absorbed

in the Izod test due to alteration of heat treat

ment is well shown by the figures in Table 32,

taken from a paper by Philpot.
1

Some tests by the author on a piece of

boiler plate and nickel chrome crank shaft are

given in Table 33, and show the same kind

of variability with heat treatment,

1 " Some Experiments on Notched Bars," Inst.

of Automobile Eng. Proc., April 1918.
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The shape at the bottom of the notch has

an important effect on the work absorbed in

fracture, which has its least value when the

angle at the bottom of the notch is as nearly

zero as possible.

Results by Dix,
2 summarised in Table 35,

and by the author (Table 36) show this effect

very clearly.
TABLE 35

EFFECT OF RADIUS AT THE BOTTOM OF THE NOTCH
ON THE ENERGY ABSORBED IN FRACTURE

Nickel chrome steel rod, {j* in diameter

Bagnall Wild has shown that the brittleness

in steel resulting from a high percentage of

sulphur and phosphorus is well marked by
the Izod test. He says,

"
Certain steel for

making nuts and bolts was found to contain

sulphur and phosphorus in excess of 0-1 per
cent ;

such steel invariably failed to give any

higher reading than 2 to 3 ft. -Ibs. on the Tzod,

whereas a steel of exactly similar composition
and with similar treatment but with sulphur
and phosphorus below 0-06 per cent gave an

Izod test figure of over 40 ft. -Ibs."

(102) DIMENSIONS OF STANDABD TEST

PIECES. Although there are several impact
testers in Britain of the "Fremont and GuiUery

type, the majority of the test houses use

Izod or Charpy machines. The dimensions

of test pieces for these machines have been

standardised and are shown in Fig. 129. It

will be noted that in each case the cross -

sectional dimensions are 10 x 10 mm. and that

the form of notch is the same (the Guillery

machine uses the same size of test pieces as

the Charpy machine., while the Fremont test

piece is smaller and is described in (98).

The form of notch selected, and sometimes

called the Izod notch, is a 45 vee, 2 mm.

deep, with a root radius of 0-25 mm.
(103) THE ANGLE OF THE NOTCH. Ex

periments by Thomas l at the Watertown
Arsenal show that, with mild steel, the angle
of the notch does not appreciably afreet the

results until it has exceeded 45. The results

that Thomas obtained are given in Table 34.

(104) ROOT RADIUS AND DEPTH OF NOTCH.
The 10 x 10-mm. test piece in which the

notch is formed by a drilled hole 1J- mm.

TAMLE D4

EFFECT OF VARIATION OF ANQLE OF NOTCH ON TIIK KNKROY AHHOIIBKD

TABL13 3G

0-65 per cent carbon steel, veo notches, 2 mm. doep

diameter, proposed by the International

Association of Testing Materials, cannot bo

produced economically on the majority of

alloy steels.

The form of notch selected as a sta-ndard,

viz. 45 vce notch, 2 mm. deep and 0-25 mm.
root radius, docs not suffer from this objection
as it can be easily produced even on the

hardest steels.

1 "
(lluirpy Impact Tests on Heat-Treated Steels,"

Amer, /S'w, Test, Mat. Proc,, ]IU5, xv. 75.

|

It lias been found that the sharper tho notch

is made, tho better tho test diHorimmate.H

between brittle and tough matorialu, that its

to say, that as tho material tested becomes

tougher tho effect of alteration of tho root

radius is less.

It is unsatisfactory, commercially, to stand

ardise a dead sharp notch as it iw diilknilt

2 "
Single Blow Notched Bar Impact Tofit an lined

in the American Industry," Amur. Hoc. Tent. Mai.
Proc., 1919, xix. part ii. 721.
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to be always sure that it is produced. A root

radius of 0-25 mm. has been selected as it is

found that, "with a radius of this size, the test

is still effective in the detection of faulty heat

treatment.

It has also been found that shallow notches

increase the energy to fracture of tough
materials relatively to that required for brittle

materials.

(105) SHAPE or TEST PIECE. Philpot
l

found that a round test piece can be produced
which can be used for acceptance tests on

heat-treated steels in place of the standard

square specimen. The latter is, however, far

the more desirable from the point of view of

testing and, by properly rigging up for quan
tity production, it can be prepared by a pair
of straddle mills just as economically as the

round test piece.

(IOC) COMPARISON OF TESTS ON DIFFERENT
MACHINES. Philpot

2 has made a comparison
of tests in the Charpy (beam) and Izod (canti-

size of test piece, notch, distance between

supports and radii of supports and striker are

uniform.

(107) EFFECT OF STRIKING VELOCITY ON
THE ENERGY TO FRACTURE. Both Belanger
and Fremont have found a variation of the

energy absorbed in fracture with striking

velocity but in opposite directions. Charpy
has found that the influence of the rate of

impact is practically negligible within .limits

which do not exceed those of appliances gener

ally employed in the testing laboratory.

Some tests carried out by the author show

that, on a machine of the Charpy type at

striking velocities up to 43 ft. per second,

increasing striking velocitymay either increase,

decrease or unalter the energy absorbed in

fracture according to the material upon which

the tests are made. In any case the effect is

not appreciable until after a velocity of 16 ft.

per sec. is reached, as is shown by the results

in Table 37.

TABLE 37

EFFECT OF STRIKING TELOCITY o:*r THE ENERGY ABSORBED IN FRACTURE

lever) machines on the standard 10 x 10-mm.
]

tost piece with the 45 standard notch, 2 mm.

deep and 0-25 mm. root radius. He finds

that, where the energy absorbed is less than

70 ft.-lbs., notched bar tests, made in either

the Charpy or the Izod machines, give similar

values, but where the energy absorbed in

fracture is greater than 70 ft.-lbs., there is a

tendency for the values from the Charpy
machine to be somewhat higher.

Charpy and Cornu Thenard 3 have made a

series of experiments, with a steel specially

prepared to crive consistent results, on
" beam "

machines of three different types (pendulum,

vertical drop, and rotary) and have found

that, in regard to energy absorbed in fracture,

the results are practically identical when, the

x " Some Experiments on Notched Bars," Inst.

of Automobile JSng. Proc., April 1918.
z Ibid,
8 " New Experiments on Shock Tests," Iron am

$tcd Inst. Journ. No. 2, 1917, p. 61.

(108) SLOW BENDING TESTS ON NOTCHED
BARS. It has been shown by Philpot

1 and

others that, if a notched bar test piece is

broken slowly, the work expended is com

parable with that measured by an impact
machine (at moderately low striking velocities)

and is equally as effective in distinguishing

between certain brittle and tough materials.

As an average of a large number of tests

Philpot found that the energy absorbed in

the slow bending test is about 75 per cent of

that given by an impact test (in two or three

cases the energies obtained by the two

methods are approximately equal), and he

attributes this difference to energy dissipated
in the pendulum testing machine. The strik

ing velocity in Philpot's impact tests did

not exceed 3-5 metres per second, and his

conclusions only hold up to that value.

Philpot for his slow bending tests uses an

ordinary Brinell machine, and measures the
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deflections of the specimen for different Joad a

by means of a microscope. The results are

plotted and the area of the curve is integrated
in order to obtain the total energy absorbed.

The Humphrey Autographic Notched Bar

Testing Machine, made by the Foster Instru

ment Company of Letchworth, is devised to

carry out this class of test rapidly and con-

Plan

FIG. 132.

veniently and in a manner giving the maxi
mum information as to the material in a

minimum time. It is illustrated diagram-

matically in. Fig. 132, and photographically in

Fig. 133.

The test piece A is gripped in the vice

B, so that the jaws of the vice are in line

with the notch in the test piece. The socket

is attached on the projecting end of the

FIG. 133.

test piece, and is a reasonably close fit thereon.
A bending stress is applied to the test piece

by moa,ns of the winch I) and the wire E,
which is attached to the outer end of the spring
bar F. The inner end of the spring bar ia

firmly fixed to the socket C. The outer end
of the spring bar is supported by two rollers

G and Gr The socket C carries also a rigid
bar H.
The deflection of the spring bar F is a

measure of the bending moment applied to

the tost piece. Since the rigid bar H iy

not subjected to any bending mom out it

will move through the same angle as the socket

C, and this movement will therefore be a

measure of the bending of the test piece.

The pen J slides upon the rigid bar IT, its

position being determined by the thin wires

or cords K and L, which are kept taut by a

light spring M. One end of the wire K. is

attached to a post N so that as the rigid bar

H moves in consequence of the bonding of

the test piece, the wire K will draw the pen
to the right. The point of the pen marks

upon a calibrated chart P carried on the

spring bar F, therefore, if the test piece
offers no resistance whatever to bending
force the pen would draw a horizontal lino

on the chart, the length of which is propor
tional to the angle through which the test piece
is bent. As, however, the test piece does offer

resistance to bending there will bo a resulting
movement between the spring bar F and the

rigid bar H.
The pen, therefore, draws a diagram showing

the relation between bending moment applied
and angle of bending throughout the duration
of the test. The total energy absorbed in

the breaking of the test piece can bo obtained
from the area of this diagram.
The machine can also bo fitted with an

integrating device so that the energy absorbed
can be read directly from the machine. Thin

device is shown in Figs. l,')2-'i. The wire K
passes round a pulley Q. The pulley Q in

attached to a spindle having at its lower end
a friction disc K, so that tho bending of the
test piece which results in the movement of

the pen to the right also results in a propor
tionate rotation of the friction dine Pw.

The under face of this disc rests upon the

edge of the friction wheel, not shown. The
spindle of the friction wheel is carried with
the chart plate upon the spring bar K.

When the bending momont is zero tho friction

wheel is at the centre of the friction disc,
but as bending moment is applied, and there
is relative movement between the spring
bar F and the rigid bar II, the friction

wheel travels towards the oiroumforonoo of

the friction disc, and is consequently rotated.

The rotation will bo proportional to tho product
of tho bending moment applied ami tho angle
of bending of tho tost piece, and this device
will therefore integrate the total energy
absorbed in breaking tho test piece. Mounted
upon the outer end of the npindlo which carries

the friction wheel is an index disc S which can
be calibrated to read direct in ft.-lbs.

(109) TESTS cm SPECIMENS OK DIFKMKKNT
SIZES. A trustworthy relation has not hoon
found between tho energy to fraclnro in tost

pieces of different sizes; thorn is, howovor,
evidence that it is probably dilTorenu on
difleront materials. This is shown from an
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examination of the results in Table 3S, which

gives the results of notched bar impact tests

on two different steels with geometrically
similar test pieces.

gives the ductility in the same terms as the

static tensile test, namely, elongation and
contraction of area, but always with higher
numerical values. The breaking stress of

TABLE 38

TESTS ON GEOMETRICALLY SIMILAR SPECIMENS

* The notch for the 10 < 10 test piece was a 45 vee, 0-25 rnin. root radius and 2 rmu, deep.
notches for the Larger test pieces were geometrically similar.

The

It .will be noted that :

(1) The energy absorbed is not proportional
to either the square or the cube of the dimen
sions of the test piece.

(2) With the 10 x 10-mm. test piece, steel A
takes 3 1 times the energy that steel B does,

but with the 63 x 63-mm. test pieces it is only

1J times.

There is apparently a scale speed factor

in the law of resistance of notched specimens
to sudden shock which appears to be of

extreme complexity.
(110) TESTS ON UNNOTCHED BARS. With

geometrically similar mrnotched test bars,

either beams or tensile test pieces, the energy
absorbed in fracture for the same material is

proportional to the volume of the test piece.

Hatt, 1 in 1904, as the result of some

experiments in dynamic tension, came to the

conclusion that, for steels, there is little

difference in the total elongation and the

unit work in fracture whether the fracture

is brought about in 10 minutes or 0-01 seconds.

Stanton and Bairstow 2 in 1908 and Delikhow 3

in 1909 (using a drop hammer type of machine)
have also shown that the tensile impact test

(i.e. dynamic tensile test) gives numerical

values which agree with the results of the

static tensile test.

Blount, Kirkaldy, and Sankey,
4 in the

summary to their paper on steel testing

methods, sav that
"
the impact tensile test

'Tensile Impact Tests of Metals," Amer. Soc.

Mat. Proc., 1904, iv. 282.
"
Resistance of Materials to Impact," Inst. Mech.

Proc., Nov. 20, 1908, and Revue de M&all., March

' Note on the Rupture of Normal Cylindrical

Samples by Longitudinal Impact," Inter. Assoc.

Mat. Proc., 1009.
'

Comparison of the Tensile, Impact Tensile,

Repeated Bending Methods of Testing Steel,"

Heck. Eng. Proc., 1910, May 27,

VOL, I

Eng.
1000.

a '

Test
Test.

i *

and
Inst.

the material can be inferred, but must be
reduced by a factor in order to obtain the

same numerical value as given by the static

test ; also it only gives the breaking stress.

The energy absorbed per cubic inch does not

vary greatly with the various types of steel ;

it is approximately 50 per cent more than
that obtained by the static tensile test, and
is also no definite criterion of the type of the

steel ; at any rate, of normal steels containing
a small proportion of phosphorus. From the

experiments referred to by Breuil 5 it would

appear that steels containing an undue pro

portion of phosphorus give a much smaller

energy per cubic inch with impact tensile

tests."

(111) TESTS UNDER REPEATED BENDING
IMPACT. In 1908 Stanton 6 carried out ex

tensive investigations on the method of testing

by repeated impact, and devised a machine to

reproduce stress conditions which are met with

in certain machine parts in actual use, where

the effect of alternating blows is produced
on the material at positions where there is

a rapid reduction of cross-section. The test

bar, 0-500 inch diameter and 6-5 inches long,

is supported on knife edges 4| inches apart.

The test piece has a groove turned round the

centre of the span 0-05 inch deep, so that the

effective diameter at the bottom of the groove
is 0-400 inch. The groove is in the form of

a vee, whose angle is 55 and root radius

0-01 inch. The test piece is fixed in the

machines where it receives blows at the rate

of about 90 per minute from a hammer whose

weight is 4-71 Ibs., and of which the height

of fall is adjustable.

5 Rerue de nidcanique, 1908, p. 537.
8 "

Resistance of Materials to Impact," Inst. Mech.

Eng. Proc., Nov. 20, 1908, and Reruc de m&all., March
1909,
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Between each blow the Tbar is turned through
180 and the test is continued until failure

of the teat bar. The number of blows to

cause failure is recorded by a counter.

A series of tests is usually made on each

material with varying energies of blow, and,

by plotting the energies of blow as ordinates

and the number of blows to fracture as ab

scissae, a curve is obtained from which useful

information as to both the impact strength
and fatigue strength of the material can be

obtained. In Stanton's original paper it is

clearly stated that when the number of blows

is less than 500 the results approximate to

those of the single blow impact test, and that,

when the number of blows for fracture exceed

100,000, the results are in the order of the

fatigue ranges of the materials as determined
in a Wohler test. During the war it has beea
a common practice to compare materials by
the number of blows required to cause fracture

when the height of the fall of the tup is kept
constant. As the height of fall selected causes

fio
1OOO P.OOO 300O 400O 500O 6000
Number of Blows to cause Failure

FIG. 134.

fracture after from 4000 to 6000 blows the

results cannot be properly interpreted.
The results from tests on steel correctly

and incorrectly heat-treated are given in

Table 39 and plotted in Fig. 134. It will be

noted that the incorrectly heat-treated bars

are considerably weaker as regards notched
bar impact, but slightly stronger under fatigue.

TABLE 39
'

REPEATED BENDING IMPACT TESTS ON BOILER PLATE
CORRECTLY AND INCORRECTLY HEAT-TREATED

a notch very similar to the standard Izod

notch, which is easily reproduced. A notch
0-05 inch wide and 0-05 inch deep with

parallel sides and practically sharp corners

has been sometimes used in conjunction with
this tost.

The Eden-Foster machine, manufactured

by the Poster Instrument Company, Letch -

worth, is a close copy of Stanton's original
machine and embodies its principal features.

The illustration (Fig. 13.1) gives a general
idea of the external appearance of the machine.
The main spindle, not shown in the illustration,

projects through the side of the box casting,
and is driven by an electric motor with

. 135.

suitable gear or worm reduction. About
0-1 horse -power is required to drive tho

apparatus.
The main spindlo curries a dog clutch

driving a cam, which hus a rollor boating on
its upper surface and attached to tho lower
end of the rod H.. Kixccl on tho rod It IH an
arm J which engages with tho lower face of
the hammer M ; thus, when the rod II rises

by rotation of tho cam, tho hammer M is

lifted. The guides for the hammer consist
of two sots of three point screws carried by
two castings attached to tho standard G
and its fellow on the opposite side.

Mounted on the standard is a sleeve

W, free to j-otate about the standard, but
lormally held in a fixed position by a springT

Clamped on the sleeve W is an adjust-
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able catch K. As soon as the arm J has
lifted the hammer sufficiently, the spring L
causes a partial rotation of the sleeve W,
so that, when the arm J again descends, the

hammer is held by the catch K. The
further descent of the arm J brings its lower

inclined face in engagement with the roller

N, attached to the sleeve W, in such a
manner that the catch K releases the

hammer M, allowing it to fall upon the

test piece 0. The hammer M is furnished

with a hardened tool-steel tup. Two hammers
are provided to allow for a wide range of

tests, the weights Toeing 5 and 2 Ibs. respect

ively. The height of drop, which depends
upon the position of the adjustable catch K
on the sleeve W, can be varied from 1 to

4|- inches.

The test piece is carried by two hardened
steel bushes in the plummer block PP. It is

rotated through 180 between successive blows,
the rotation being arranged so that it begins
and ends entirely between the successive

blows.

The revolutions of the test piece are

recorded by a counter V, and the number of

blows is found by multiplying the counter

record by two. When the test piece breaks,
it comes in contact with an arm X, and

thereby trips the clutch and stops the

machine.

The test piece is driven, through a universal

joint, by the chain S, free-wheel and clutch

T. One end of the chain is attached to the

roller, at the lower end of the rod H, which

bears on the cam, and the other end carries a

suitably guided weight.
All the gear is fixed to the casting which

forms the cover of the lower tank casting.

The latter is partially filled with oil for

lubrication of the surfaces.

(112) EFFECT OF TEMPERATUHE ON THE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF METALS. Many
parts of machinery work at temperatures con

siderably above or below the normal, and it

is essential for the purpose of economy and

safety in design that the more important
effects of temperature on the mechanical

properties of materials should be well under

stood.

(113) TESTING APPARATUS. The oldest

method used for testing at temperatures above

that of the air was that of heating the test

piece in a furnace, transferring it to the testing

machine, and conducting the test very quickly
in air. The values obtained by that method

were very unreliable, and in recent tests the

samples have been immersed in a hot bath

for the whole duration of the test.

The medium used in the hot bath can either

be a liquid or gas, but it is essential that the

heating medium should neither attack nor

alloy with the test piece. Suitable materials

for liquid baths are given in the following
table :

Air is nearly always used for the gas bath,
but it causes oxidation of the test sample,
and for special cases the test may be carried

out in vacuo,
1
nitrogen,

2 or carbon dioxide. 3

Rude! off 4 made use of baths of steam (up
to 100 Q), naphthalene vapour (200 C.), and

naphthylamine vapour (300 C.).

The heating of the bath is carried out in

several ways :

(1) By gas jets arranged underneath the

test piece, which is held horizontal. This

method is adopted by Unwin 5 for a liquid

bath, and by Charpy
6 for an air bath.

(2) By gas jets above a horizontal test piece

adopted by Le Chatelier. 7

(3) By gas jets at the sides. This i? used

in conjunction with a vertical testing machine

by Martens 8 and Bach. 9

(4) Steam-heating coils are used for tests

on 50-feet lengths of copper wire, up to

temperatures of 60 C., carried out at the

National Physical Laboratory.
10

(5) Electric heating coils are used by
Stribeek,

11 and Hopkinson and Rogers.
12

Tor general convenience the 'last method
is to be preferred. Two electric furnaces,

successfully used at the National Physical

Laboratory, are given in Figs. 136 and 137.

They are both used in connection with a

vertical testing machine.

A platinum furnace for temperatures up to

1200 C. is shown in Fig. 136. The heater (a)

consists of a platinum strip, 0-75* x 0-0007^,

wound on a fire-clay cylinder (outside diameter

2-25 inches, thickness 0-187 inch, and 13|
inches long), with a pitch of 1 inch. The

I Rosenhain and Humphrey, Iron and Steel Inst.

J.. 1913, No. 1.
3 Hopkinson and Kogers, Engineering, 1905, li.

331
3
'Bengough and Hanson, Inst. of Metals J., 1914.

4 Mitt. a. d. Kgl, Techn. Versuchsanstalten zu

Berlin, 1893, p. 292.
6 " The Strength of Alloys at Different Tempera

tures," Report of Brit. Assoc., 1899.
6 Bulletin de la Socteti d'encouragement, 1896.
7
Baumaterialkunde, 1901, p. 157.

8 J/itt. a. d. Kgl Techn. Versuchsanstalten zu

Berlin, 1890.
8 Zeits. Vereines Deutsch. Ing., 1900, p. 1749 ; 1901,

pp. 168 and 1477
; 1903, p. 1762 ; 1904, pp. 385 and

1300.
10

Batson,
" Hard-drawn Copper Wire," Collected

Researches, N.P.L., 1912, viii.
II Zeits. Vereines Deutsch. Ing., 1903, p. 559.
12

Engineering, 1905, ii. 331.
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ends of the strip are clamped in position on

the cylinder by metal clips D. A steel case

B (about 8 inches diameter and 1/16 inch

Furnace hung from D thick) Surrounds the

Testing Machine
fj heater, and the space

Diagram showing
method of winding
the Platinum Strip
on the Heater.

Sectional Elevation

Sec ion on line A-B.

FIG. 136.

between the two is

packed with asbestos

and magnesia fluff.

The whole is clamped
between two end

plates G! and C.2 , on

one of which two

insulated terminals

are fixed ; these are

connected to the two
ends of the platinum

heating coil. The

furnace, which i 3

slung from the top
shackle of the testing machine, takes a current

of 15 amperes.

Fig. 137 shows the 600 C. furnace. With
this furnace the heater is formed with ni-

chrome wire wound on to a brass tube A
(2ij inches diameter and 15 inches long).

The tube is bound with mica, before winding
the wire, in order to insulate it, and over

the wire a binding of asbestos string is placed
so as to keep the former in position when it

expands on rise of temperature. The heater

is surrounded by a steel case B, 7 inches

diameter, and the space between the two
is filled with asbestos fluff. Two steel plates
C

x
and C2

are bolted together, clamping the

heater and outer case between them, and are

arranged to connect the furnace to the frame
of the testing machine at Ej and E

2 .
.
The

ends of the heating coil are connected to two
insulated terminals on the top plate, No. 18

ni-chrome wire, having a carrying capacity
of 11 amperes at 500 C., is used for the heater.

The wire is coiled closer at the ends, in order

to allow for the conduction of heat through
the shackles and give uniform heating over

the central 3 inches to 4 inches of the furnace.

In another furnace of the same type tho

conduction of heat through the shackles is

equalised by having the main heating coil

wound at constant pitch throughout its length,

and supplementing this by two further coils,

one wound at each end of tho furnace. These

coils are wound over the main coil, mica in

sulation being inserted, and are connected to

separate circuits.

(114) ARRANGEMENT OF TESTING -MACHINE

GRIPS AND RATE OP LOADING. It is important
that the size of test piece, form of grips, and

length of furnace should be carefully propor
tioned to obtain uniform heating of tho test

piece. Itis found that either high chromium low

carbon or high tungsten high carbon steels (i.e.

13 per cent

chromium,
0-35 per Cent Insulated Terminals

^jflj-

(B)
Steel Case -

JrE,

Sectional Elevation

(A)
Brass tube wound with

Ni- Chrome wire. Wired
closer at the ends to

allow for conduction

through the shackles

carbon or 18

per cent
tungsten, 0-0

per cent car

bon), give tho f

most satis- i

factory hold

ers for teats

at over 600

C., as they
combine a

fairly high
tensile
strength with

freedom from

scaling. Of

thetwo steels

the former

scales very
little, while

tho latter,

although it

scales a little more, has a slightly higher
tensile strength at high temperatures.

Uniformity of speed in loading is an im

portant condition for strictly comparable
results. As tho speed of loading increases

larger strength values arc obtained. Lo
Ohatelier found that with hard-drawn copper
wire tested at 250 G., the ultimate breaking
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strength increased from 11-4 to 21-6 tons per
square inch as the duration of the test decreased
from 1800 seconds to 20 seconds. Both Le
Chatelier and Stribeck have shown that the

elongation of copper diminishes with reduction
in the speed of loading.

(115) TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT FOR
STRENGTH TESTS. With liquid baths sufficient

accuracy can usually be obtained by taking the

temperature of the liquid, but it is essential

that the test should not be carried out until

uniformity of temperature is attained.

With an air-bath there is incomplete conduc
tion of the heat between the surrounding air

and the test piece, and it is necessary that the

temperature of the sample be directly measured.
This is most conveniently carried out by means
of a thermo-electric pyrometer, which can
either be placed in a hole drilled down the
test piece, as was done by Bregowsky and

Spring,
1 or laid close against the sample and

bound to it with asbestos string.
The thermo-electric pyrometer consists of

three distinct parts, viz. :

(i.) The thermo-couple
2 which receives the

temperature.

(ii.) The indicator from which the tempera
tures are observed.

(iii. )
Leads connecting the thermo-couple to

the indicator.

The thermo-couple consists of two wires, A
and B, of different composition. The ends of

Aand Bare joined

together and form
a circuit. One
junction is placed
in a known tem

perature, usually

zero, while the

other is placed

against the
material whose

temperature is to

be ascertained.

The difference in

temperature be

tween these ends

sets up an electro-

motive force
which is propor
tional to the tem

perature differ

ence. ThisE.M.F.

is measured and,

by means of a A
calibration, gives
the temperature.
The cold junction is usually placed in ice

in order to ensure a constant temperature A

1 "
Effect of High Temperatures on the Physical

Properties of some Alloys," International Association

for Trstlna Materials, 1912, vii./l.
2 See "

Thermocouples," (2).

thermos flask is a convenient receptacle for

the ice and cold junction.
Various combinations of metals are used for

thermo-couples, according to the maximum
temperature for which they are to be used :

(a) Base metal thermo-couples.
Iron-constantan (wires) thermo-couples for

temperatures up
to 600 C. Iron-

constantan
(rods) thermo

couples for tem

peratures up to

800 C.

(b) Rare metal

couples.
Platinum

platinum and 10

per cent rhod
ium for tem

peratures up to

1400 C.

Platinum
platinum and 10 per cent iridium for tempera
tures up to 1400 C.

It is essential for temperatures above 800 C.

that the couple should be protected by quartz
or porcelain tubes. A thermo-couple placed
in small porcelain tubing is seen at F (Fig.

136).

The indicator is usually a sensitive moving
coil galvanometer of Mgh internal electrical

. 138.

resistance, having the scale marked in tem

perature readings which depend upon the

type of thermo-couple employed. It is gener

ally an advantage to also have the instru

ment provided with a scale giving its readings
in millivolts.
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Complete thermo-electric pyrometer outfits

are supplied by various firms of instrument-

makers. Fig. 138 shows the type of indicator

which the author has found moat suitable for

ordinary high temperature test work. It is

supplied by the Cambridge & Paul Instru

ment Company.
(116) DETERMINATION OF ELASTIC LIMIT

AND YIELD POINT AT HIGH TEMPERATURE.
In the majority of high temperature furnaces

the test piece is not visible during the test,

so that the yield point, if one exists, cannot

be obtained by noting the extension by a

pair of dividers, and the attachment of an

FIG. 140.

extensometer is more difficult than with tests

at air temperature.
In 1890, Martens x

adapted his mirror ex
tensometer for high temperature work. The
test piece it (Fig. 139 (A)) was turned down in

the centre at cd. The extensometer clips were
attached at h on the lower enlarged end, and
were carried out of the furnace for attachment
of the measuring rhombs at a. The extension
was therefore measured on the length ab, and
correction was made for the extension of the

enlarged ends in order to obtain the extension
of the gauge length cd.

RudelofT,
3 in 1895, slightly modified Martens'

1 Mitt, a, d. Kffl. Techn. Versuchsanstalten zu Berlin,
1890.

2
Ibid., 1805, pp. 29 and 198.

arrangement, and used two pairs of clips, m and
n (Fig. 139 (B)), with the mirror rhombs p
between them. Here again the true elonga
tion has to be obtained by calculation ; the

length of the thick part, however, is small,

and as the whole of the measured length is in

Stress in Tons per sq.in.

FIG. 141.

the furnace, the observations are uninfluenced

by variations of temperature.
Lee and Crowther,

3 in 1914, adapted Rude-
lofE's arrangement of clips to a horizontal

testing machine ; they, however, attached them
to the reduced part of the test piece.
In Figs. 139 (C) and 140 is shown the high

temperature extensometer which is proving

very useful at the National Physical Labora-

O 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Stress in Tons per sq, in.

FIG. 142.

tory. This is a combination of the best

features of both RudelofE and Lee's oxtenso

meters, with the addition of two micrometers
for measuring extensions beyond the elastic

limit. The clips aa and bb are attached to

the reduced part of the test piece by C springs
and protrude from 'the furnace. Tho inner

clips aa are guided on flats on the tost pioco
holders by small rollers c. Mirrors and

8
Engineering, 1914, xcvili. 487.
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rhombs are placed between the clips, and the

whole is clamped together by a special spring
attached to notches on the outer clip.

Extension of the test piece causes relative

movement between the clips aa and bb, and
therefore rotation of the mirror rhombs pp,
which is measured in the usual way by a tele

scope and scale. The relative movement of the

clips is also measured by two micrometers ee

attached to the inner clips and working against
the outer ones.

Curves for tests on phosphor bronze with
this instrument are shown in Figs. 141 and 142.

Fig. 141 gives the elastic line and limit of pro

portionality at temperatures of 20, 120, and
288 C., plotted from results with the rhombs
and mirrors, and Fig. 142 shows the full stress

strain curves at temperatures of 20, 120, 205,

and 288 C., obtained by using the micro-
*

meters.

VII. RESULTS OF TESTS AT VARYING
TEMPERATURES

(117) RESULTS OF TENSILE TESTS, (i.)

Iron and Carbon Steels. Strength tests at

high temperatures have been carried out since

the early part of the nineteenth century.
In 1820 Tremery and Proirier-Saint-Brice1

showed that, although the tensile strength of

hammered wrought iron was 27*6 tons per

sq. inch at air temperature, it fell to 5-0 tons

per sq. inch at red heat. Fairbairn, in 1856,
2

showed that iron possesses a maximum resist

ance to fracture at 250 C. and this has

frequently been verified for iron and steel. It

has also been shown that this maximum
resistance is preceded by a minimum, which

occurs at about 120 C.

An extensive series of tests were carried out

on iron and steel afc the Watertown Arsenal 3

'in 18S8, from which the following conclusions

can be drawn :

(1) The change in the ultimate strength is

very small up to about 150 C. There is

evidence of a slight reduction at from 100 to

120 C., and after 150 C. there is an increase

until, at 250 C., a maximum is reached, which

is from 10 to 15 per cent higher than the

normal. From 250 to 950 C. there is a

continuous fall in strength, which at the latter

temperature gives a reduction in strength of

80 to 85 per cent of the normal.

(2) The elastic limit decreases with increas

ing temperature. Up to 350 C. this decrease

is directly proportional to increase in tern

perature, so that at 350 C. the elastic limit is

about 70 to 75 per cent of that at normal

temperature.

(3) With cast iron the ultimate strength is

approximately constant up to 500 C., after

1 Annales des Mines, ii. 513.
2 Report of the British Association^ 1856, p. 405.
8 Johnson's Materials of Construction, 1918 edition,

p. 759.

which it falls until, at 950 C., it is about 20 per
cent of the normal value.

Martens,
4 in 1890, published an elaborate

series of tests on the strength of steel at

temperatures up to 600 C., and included a

determination of the limit of proportionality.
He used a paraffin bath for temperatures up
to 200 C., a bath of lead and tin for tempera
tures up to 600 C., and for low temperatures
a mixture of three parts, by weight of ice and
one part- of salt. Temperatures up to 400 C.

were measured with a mercurial thermometer,
and for higher temperatures an air thermo
meter was employed.

Tests by Lee and Crowther show that the

modulus of elasticity of mild steel varies from
29-6 x 106 Ibs. per square inch at normal

temperature to 12-8 xlO6 at 600 C. They
also found that the ultimate stress was a
maximum at 250 C., but that the stress

obtained by dividing the breaking-load by the

area at fracture was a minimum at that tem

perature. The figures given in Table 40 have

been taken from the plotted results.

TABLE 40

TENSILE TESTS ON MELD STEEL AT VABYING
TEMPERATURES

(ii.) Alloy Steels. The behaviour of special

alloy steels at high temperature has been studied

by Aitchison. 5 A synopsis of results of tensile

tests, most of which were made at the National

Physical Laboratory, is given in Table 41 ;

these show that the tungsten steels with high

percentages of carbon (i.e. about 0-6 per cent)

have the greatest tensile strength at high

temperatures. This strength is nearly equalled

by the high chromium steels also containing
a high percentage of carbon.

With high chromium and high tungsten
steels the percentage of carbon seems to play
an important part in their strength at high

temperatures. Thus with the 11 per cent

chromium steel, reducing the carbon content

from 1-0 to 0-4 per cent reduces the tensile

strength at 900 C. from 7-5 to 4-8 tons per

square inch, while a reduction of the chromiinn

content from 11 per cent to 6-3 per cent, with

* Mitt. a. d. Kgl Techn. VersuchsanstaUen zu Berlin,
18QO

6 "Valve Failures and Valve Steels in Internal

Combustion Engines," Inst. Auto. fing. Proc., 1919.
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the carbon content at I per cent, has no effect

on the tensile strength at that temperature.
When the temperature exceeds 600 C. the

strength of alloy steels falls off rapidly; this

is particularly noticeable with nickel chrome

on hard-drawn copper and bronze wire show
that between - 20 C. and + (>0 C. a rise of

1 C. corresponds to a decrease of 0-1 per cent

of the breaking-load and an increase of 0-3

per cent in the total extension at 15 C. There

TABLE 41

* Stainless Steel.

steels and nickel steels, between which there

is very little difference at high temperature.

(iii.) Alloys. The use of fittings under super
heated steam involves temperatures up to

400 C., and the study of brasses, bronzes, etc.,

up to these temperatures has been undertaken

by numerous investigators. Unwin, 1 in 1889,

communicated a report to the British Associa

tion on tensile tests of delta metal, gunruetal,
muntz metal, copper, brass, phosphor bronze,

and aluminium bronze at temperatures up to

350 C.

Rudeloff,
2
Bregowsky and Spring,

3 Dew-

ranee,
4 and Law 5 have also carried out a

great deal of work on this subject.

The tensile strength at high temperatures of

aluminium copper, aluminium copper man
ganese, and aluminium zinc alloys are given in

the reports of the Alloy Research Committee. 6

The variations, with temperature, in the

properties of alloys are fairly regular ; there

is a fall in the tensile strength as the tempera
ture rises, with change of curvature and
sometimes humps in the temperature-ultimate
stress curve. Boiled monel meta], an alloy of

70 per cent nickel with 30 per cent copper,
exhibits high strength and ductility at tem

peratures up to 550 C.

Tests at the National Physical Laboratory
7

Propi
for

Report of Brit Assoc., 1880.
Inter. ASKOC. Tent. Mat. Proc., 1909, vi./l."
EfFcct^of High Temperatures on the Physical

Dcrties of some Alloys," International Association
Tvxting Materials, 11)12, vii./l.
lust, of Metals J., 1914.
Iron and Steel Inst. J., May 1918.
Jntft. Dfcch. J2nff. Proc., 8th Report, 1007, p. 57 ;

Oth Report, 1910, p. 110
; 10th Report, J912, April.

7
lUitwon,

"
Hard-drawn Copper Wire," Collected

Researches NJ\L., viii. 1912.

0.

- 20 0.

- 40IJ

G.

- 80 (J.

- 185 C!.

is also a slight alteration of the modulus of

elasticity with temperatures mot with under
climatic conditions.

(118) TENSILE TESTS AT Low TEMPERA
TURES. These tests are usually carried out

by surrounding the test piece with a bath

containing a cooling substance, such an :

Ice for temperatures down to ...
Ice and freezing salt for temperatures \

down to /

Frozen mercury for temperatures down to

iSolid carbon dioxide powder for tempera- ^

tures down to J

Liquid air for temperatures down to

It is essential that the bath should be sur

rounded wibh a casing containing down pack
ing or asbestos fluff in order to obtain a
uniform temperature.

Rudeloff, in 1895, found that iron and stool

gave increased yield stress and ultimate strews

as the temperature was lowered, while the
extension was generally decreased by cooling.
Tests made at Watortown Arsenal *

guvo an
increase of about 50 per cent in tho yield
stress and 35 per cent in tho ultimate strews

over the normal values, when tested at - 3 85

C., but the extension decreased by (>3 per cent.

Cast aluminium light alloys show an in

crease over the normal in ultimate strength
of 9 per cent at - 80 0., and 27 per cent at
-185 0.

(119) NOTCHED BAR TESTS AT VARYING
TEMPEKATUKES. Charpy has shown that,
with steel, the work absorbed in tho fracture
of a notched bar teat piece rises an tho tom-

8
JSngr. Rcc., liv. 65.

8 Inter. Assoc. Tc.st. Mat. Pro?.., HKK5.
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perature is increased and reaches a maximum
at about 150 C. ; it then decreases and passes
through a minimum between 400 C. and
500 C., and rises again until red heat is

reached.

This work was confirmed by Guillet and
Kevillon,

1 who gave the temperatures of

maximum and minimum resistance to shock
as 200 C. and 475 C. They say that there
is no particular fragility in a steel broken at
blue heat (300 to 325 C.).

Guillet and Revillon carried out their tests

on a Guillerr- 60 Kg.M. machine (see (100)).
The test pieces were heated in an electric

furnace to slightly above the temperature
required for the test, they were then placed
on the anvil and the temperature noted at the
time of fracture. The temperature was deter
mined by the use of a thermo-couple inserted
in a small hole drilled in the specimen and

penetrating up to -about 3 mm. from the cross-

section to be fractured.

The ends of the test piece were covered with
asbestos to prevent the cooling of the ex
tremities when in contact with the anvil.

Tests at as close to 100 C. as possible were
obtained by heating in boiling water.

Aitchison has shown that with alloy steels

the notched bar tests at high temperatures are

a reflection of the tensile strength of the steels,

being more or less inversely proportional to

that property. In all cases the steels gave
higher values at elevated temperatures than

they did under normal conditions.

(120) BALL HARDNESS TESTS AT VABYING
TEMPERATURES. Felix Robin has shown that

the curves connecting hardness and tempera
ture are of the same general form as the tensile

strength temperature curves.

Aitchison 2
gives results of hardness tests at

high temperatures on tungsten steels of various

compositions, ranging from 10 per cent to
IS per cent tungsten, and from 0-2 per cent
to 0-7 per cent carbon. Both investigators
find a similar regular drop in the hardness as
the temperature increases.

In (88) it is pointed out that a dynamic
hardness test is extremely useful for tests at

high temperatures. Aitchison notes that his

hardness tests were carried out by C. A.

Edwards, so that it is probable that the
results were obtained by the dynamic
method described by Edwards in his paper
read before the Institution of Mechanical

Engineers.
3

Hadfield 4 finds that the hardness of

steel at the temperature of liquid air

( 185 C.) is double that given at normal

temperature.

(121) ALTERNATING STRESS TESTS AT
VARYING TEMPERATURES. Very little ex

perimental work has been carried out on the
effect of high temperatures on the strength of

materials under alternating stresses. Unwin 5

conducted some tests at a temperature of

200 C. and found that " the hot bars stood

variations of stress rather better than the cold

ones."

TABLE 42

NOTCHED BAR TESTS AT Low TEMPERATURES

Sonic testa on carbon steels at low tempera
tures, carried out at the National Physical

Laboratory, arc given in Table 42.

Tests at the low temperatures on various

alloy steels show that, generally, there is an

appreciable drop in the energy absorbed in

fracture between 17 J 0. and -40 C.. but

that between - 40 and ~ 80 C. the drop, if

any, is small, and in many cases there is a

distinct rise in the value.

1 Inter. Aasoe, Tcttt. Mat. Proc., 1909, iii./4.

Some tests carried out by the author on

steel, having a primitive elastic of 21 tons per

square inch, ultimate stress of 46 tons per

square inch, per cent extension of 26 and

2 " Valve Failures and Valve Steels in Internal
Combustion Engines," Inst. Auto. Eng. Proc., 1919.

3 Edwards and Willis,
" A Law governing the

Resistance to Penetration of Metals when tested by
Impact with a 10-mm. Steel Ball," Inst. Mech. Eng.
J., 1918.

* Iron and Steel Inst. J., 1905.
B "

Testing of Materials of Construction," 1910
edition, p. 385.
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of which the inner or central portion (heart-

wood) is usually the stronger in mature trees.
per cent reduction of area at fracture of 52,

gave the results given in Table 43.

TABLE 43

ALTERNATING STRESS TESTS our STEEL AT 20 C. AND 250 0.

The tests were made in. a machine of the

Wohler type, the test piece mnning in an oil-

bath heated electrically, and show a reduction

of 20 per cent in the limiting range of stress

by raising the temperature from 20 to 250 C.

They were carried out at a speed of 2000
alternations per minute.

Tests on some rolled aluminium light alloys,

by the same method, gave the results in

Table 44.

Each annual ring itself consists of two parts,

viz. the inner or spring wood and the outer or

summer wood, of which the latter is the denser,

harder, and stronger. The strength of a piece

of timber can therefore be roughly gauged by
the proportion of summer wood in the annual

rings.

The width of the annual rings indicates the

rate of growth of the treerapid growth being

shown by wide rings they therefore give

TABLE 44

ALTEBNATINGI STEESS TESTS ON ROLLED AMMONIUM ALLOYS AT 20 C. AND 150 C.

These results show that, whereas the average
reduction in static strength by alteration of

temperature from 20 to 150 C. ia about
17 per cent, the corresponding reduction in

the fatigue range is about 30 per cent.

The average limiting elastic range (at 20 C.)
for the five alloys (A to E) is about 75 per cent

of the static ultimate stress. With steel this

value is of the order of 90 per cent.

VIII. TESTS ON MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION

(122) TESTING OF TIMBER. Examination
of the cross-section of a sawn log of structural

timber shows a central pith surrounded by
concentric rings which are in turn encircled

by the outer bark. Each ring represents the

growth of one year in the life of the tree.

These annual rings can be roughly divided
into two sections, heartwood and sapwood,

useful information as to tho uniformity of

growth. The rings are usually widest at the
centre and become closer near to tho bark.

Their width and distribution often vary in

different trees oi tho same kind, in various

parts of the same tree, and in different parts of

the same cross-section.

Timber is usually divided into two classes

hardwood and softwood. The former IB derived

principally from broad-leaved deciduous trees,
while the latter is obtained from evergreen
conifers (needle-leaved trees). Exceptions to

this classification are yew and long leaf pine,
which are hardwoods although coming from
conifers, while horse-chestnut, poplar and bass-

wood (broad-leaved trees) are softwoods.
Timber is used by engineers principally for

structural purposes, and a knowledge of its

behaviour under various conditions of stress
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is necessary if it is to be used to the best

advantage.

(i.) Density and Specific Gravity. The density
of timber is largely affected by the percentage
of moisture that it contains, by its rate of

growth, position in the tree, and percentage of

summer wood.

As the density is closely related to the

mechanical properties of timber, its deter

mination is of importance. It is usually

ascertained by measuring and weighing

carefully prepared pieces which, for prefer

ence, are made in the form of cubes or prisms.

If b, t, and h are the three dimensions of the

block in centimetres and W is the weight in

grammes,
then the specific gravity= W/(6 x t x Ti)

and weight per cubic feet= W#/(6 x t x A),

where g is the weight of a cubic foot of water

in Ibs. (62-4).

For comparative results the moisture content

must be the same; the density is therefore

usually carried out on dried samples. For this

purpose they are dried in an oven at 100 C.

until of constant weight, and the density cal

culated from this weight in conjunction with

the dimensions (dry).

(ii.) Percentage, of Moisture. All the mechani

cal properties of timber are affected by the

moisture content. The strength becomes less as

the percentage of moisture increases. A deter

mination of the percentage of moisture is

always made from each test piece, and results

which do not include this information are

valueless.

The determination of the moisture content

is made on pieces cut from each sample ; in

the case of tension, shear, and cleavage tests,

these consist of pieces split off adjacent to the

failure. From other pieces a disc or cube is

taken from as near to the point of fracture as

possible.

Discs, etc., are weighed immediately that

they are cut; they are then dried in an oven

with free circulation, and kept at a constant

temperature of 100 C. until they cease to

lose weight by further drying. They are then

reweighed. The moisture contained is ex

pressed as a percentage of the dry weight of

the timber.

If ww weight before drying,

wd - weight after drying,

percentage of moisture 100 x (ww wd)--

In order to hasten the drying process, the

test piece is sometimes cut into small match-

sticks or shavings bored from the sample used.

If this is done, 12 hours' drying is usually

sufficient. Drying at 100 C. will eliminate all

except about 2 per cent of the moisture, and

this cannot be removed without igniting the

sample.
Sections of beams are usually cut into small

pieces for a moisture determination of each

piece, in order to examine the distribution of

moisture throughout the section. The results

from such a determination on pieces of spruce
and fir are given in Figs. 143 and 144.

(iii.) Rings per inch, percent of Sapwood, and

per cent of Summer Wood. These estimations

Variation of moisture over the section

Average Moisture 9-5%

FIG. 143.

are usually made on the piece cut for percentage
of moisture determination. A line, one inch

long, is drawn on the cross-section of the disc

j
Arrangement and number of annual rings.

Section cut into cubes for moisture determination

Variation of moisture oues the section

Average Moisture = 12-9 %
Fia. 144.

in a radial direction and passing through a

region of average development.
The width of summer wood crossed by this

line is obtained by spacing off accumulatively,

on a pair of dividers, the width of the summer
wood bands for each annual ring in succession.

The final distance between the points of the

dividers, in. hundredths of an inch, is equal to

the percentage of.summer wood.
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The number of rings per inch, is obtained

by noting the number of annual rings crossed

by the measured inch.

The percentage of sapwood is estimated by

measuring the amount of the cross-sectional

area in which sapwood appears and expressing
this as a percentage of the whole area.

(123) DRYING TIMBER TEST PIECES. In

order to obtain reliable data from the various

tests on timber, the information is usually

referred to some standard percentage of

moisture. It is considered that timber, if

thoroughly dried, will reabsorb 12 to 15 per
cent of moisture from the atmosphere. Some

experimenters therefore use 12 per cent, but

the majority adopt 15 per cent as the standard

for comparison. Tests are usually carried out

at percentages of moisture above, below, and

usually left at least J in. larger on each of

the cross-sectional dimensions and also con

siderably longer. Before drying in the kiln

the percentage moisture is obtained from

pieces cut from each end of the sample, and
from this information the reduction in weight
which is required by the kiln drying in order

to reduce the sample to the lower moisture

content is calculated. The drying of the test

sample is continued until the reduction in

weight is obtained.

(124) SIZE OF TEST PIECES FOR TESTS ON

TIMBER. Timber tests are divided into two

(1) "Scientific" tests of small specimens
free from knots or other blemishes and of

uniform moisture content.

(2) Tests on full-size members of structures

Sectional Elevation on XY

Chimney

Moto,

End Elevation Section on EF
FIG. 145.

approximately at the standard, and for this

purpose it is necessary to dry samples from
the higher to the lower figure.
Two methods of drying are adopted, viz.

air drying (or seasoning) and kiln drying, but

owing to the long time required for successful

air drying, kiln drying is usually resorted to
for test work.
An experimental hot-air-drying oven or kiln,

which has been successfully used, is shown in

Fig. 145. The samples are placed on a tray
A in a circular vessel B which is heated

by a gas burner C, and a current of air is

driven through this vessel by a rotary fan
D. A complete record of the temperature,
which is never allowed to exceed 80 C., is

obtained by a recorder which is placed along
side the test samples.
The test pieces are prepared from the samples

after drying, and for this purpose the latter are

struts, beams, etc., which arc not homogeneous
and contain serious defects.

Tests are necessary under both conditions.

Large sections have the sarno strength per
unit area as small ones when both arc of the

same proportions and similarly froo from

defects; but under practical conditions it in

found that this law of similarity is not realised,

and that tests on small pieces give values for

the strength of timber in excess of the strength
of large pieces.

(125) TENSILE TESTS OP TIMBER. All

comprehensive investigations in regard to tho

strength of timber include a determination of

its tensile strength as it is of scientific import
ance. The resistance of timber to tensile forces

parallel to the grain is greater than under any
other kind of loading. In timber structures the
tension members are joined at thoir ends to
other parts of the structure, and the weakest
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point is the joint which is subjected to

shear.

It follows that the tensile strength does not

govern the strength of the memher, and there

fore, from a practical point of view, it is of

secondary importance.

a compressometer ( (34)). These give an
initial portion of the curve which is approxi
mately straight, and it is customary from this

curve to obtain the modulus of elasticity, and

compressive stress at the limit of proportion
ality. Typical results are given in Table 45.

TABLE 45

COMPRESSION (CRUSHING) TESTS ON TIMBER ALONG THE GRAIN

Test Pieces 2x2x4 inches

The heads and shoulders of tensile test

pieces have to be very greatly enlarged,
otherwise failure takes place either by shearing
of the ends along the grain or by crushing of

the ends across the grain. The type of test

piece adopted is shown in lig. 146. The
section to fracture is naturally small in com

parison to the ends. Test pieces similar to

that shown in the figure, but having the

FIG. 146.

reduced diameter 1-25 inches instead of 0*564

inches, are sometimes used.

(126) COMPRESSION TESTS ON TIMBER.

Compression tests along, the grain give reliable

A Crushing Failure

Crushing Test Piece

FIG. 147.

indications of the quality of samples of timber.

Failure usually takes place by shearing along

planes inclined about 60 to 75 with the axis,

but sometimes by longitudinal splitting. The

test pieces (Fig. 147) are generally prisms
2 x 2 x 4" or 3 x 3 x 6".

For investigatory work it is usual to deter

mine stress-strain diagrams with tho aid of

(127) SHEARING STRENGTH OF TIMBER. It

is generally acknowledged by all authorities

that accurate tests of the shearing strength of

Testing Machine
Upper Shackle\

FIG. 148.

timber are difficult to make. Two methods
have been adopted :

(1) With the test piece in double shear as

indicated in Fig. 148.

Testing Shackles

ri

Plan of Test Piece

FIG. 149.

(2) With the timber under single shear

(Fig. 149). This method has been used with

success by Warren. 1

1 Report of the Department of Forestry N.S.W.,
Australia*, 1911, on "

N,S.W. Hardwood Timbers,"
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The resistance of various woods to shear

across the grain has been determined by
Trautwine,

1 whose test pieces were cylindrical

pins f in. diameter subjected to double

shear.

(128) BENDING TESTS. Bending tests are

probably the commonest for timber, because

of the great use of wood for rafters, joists,

beams, and other p&rts of structures subjected
to "bending. Long pieces of fairly large section

can be tested without testing machines of big

proportions.
Test pieces are usually rectangular, are

supported at the ends, and loaded either in

the centre or at two points as indicated in

Figs. 40 and 41
( (12)). The latter method

(called four-point loading) is now generally

preferred, as the maximum bending moment
is spread over half of the span and is not

limited to the point directly under the applica

tion of the load as it is in the central loading
method.

A sketch showing the direction of the grain
at the ends, and the number of the annual

rings, should accompany each test, as well as

an indication of the position and mode of

fracture. The position and character of any
defects such as knots should also be specially
noted. Failure may take place by tension,

compression, or longitudinal shear along the

grain.
' For the determination of the limit of pro
portionality and coefficient of elasticity it is

necessary to measure the deflection for known
increments of the load. Instruments for doing
this are described in (56).

The strength factor usually measured is the

modulus of rupture or coefficient of bending
strength. Although a fictitious value, it is,

nevertheless, a valuable index of the quality
of the timber.

The various values obtained from the test

data are calculated in the following way :

If P = Total load at the limit of proportion ality ,

B = Total load at fracture,

I = Span between the supports,
b=Width of cross-section of the test piece,
Ji = Depth of the cross-section of the test

piece,
d=Measured deflection at the limit of pro

portionality.

(i.) For central loading (deflection measured
on length = Z).

Greatest shearing stress = 3B/46A.
Stress at the proportional limit = 3PZ/267i

2
.

Modulus of rupture =
Modulus of elasticity =

(ii.) For four-point loading (where the distance
between the loading points= L, and the
deflection is measured on length l in
the section under uniform bending

1 Franklin lust. Journal, cix. 100.

moment, and l is less than L. B and
P are the sum of the two loads at the

loading points).

Greatest shearing stress = 3B/46&.
Stress at proportional limit = 3P(Z

-
L)/26d

2
.

Modulus of rupture = 3B(/-L)/26d
2

.

Modulus of elasticity
= 3P(Z-L)

Fig. ]50 shows typical load deflection

diagrams for Christiania spruce and Petersburg

Deflection in Inches on Span of 20 /no/ies

under Uniform Bending Moment

JIG. 150.

fir, while Fig. 151 gives the load - extension

diagrams in tension and compression for the

same materials.

g s g soopopo__ v666666660666
Extension in Millimetres on Gauge Length of 25-4- mm.

Compressiue Deformation (on Gauge Length of2) In Inoh

FIG. 151.

(129) TOUGHNESS TESTS. Toughness is ob
tained by means of a notched bar impact tost

in which the energy absorbed by the specimen
is measured by the loss of energy in a swing
ing tup which breaks the material by a single
blow. Fig. 152 shows the manner in which
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an Izod testing machine (see (100)) is utilised

to carry out this test, and tie form of test

piece is given in Fig. 153. The test piece is

notched with the annular rings as indicated

Steel Plate to protect
the Test Piece

Striker

Swinging Tup

Note the position of
the Annual rings

Clamp

Special Vice

fixed to

Izod Machine

in the sketch, and the top of it, where the tup
strikes, is protected by a steel plate.

Impact Bending Test. In this test the

specimen (2 x 2 x 30") is supported at the

ends on a span of 28

inches. The load is

applied by dropping
a hamTner upon the

specimen at mid-span,
_ . from an initial height

I /\v ~^
. of one inch. For suc-

Y\V hre J- J XT.1 /vA ceeding drops the

height is increased by
1-inch increments up
to 10 inches, and there

after drops are made at

successive increments

of 2 inches, until

failure. Hammers of

50, 100, and 250 Ibs.

are used.

Deflections of the

specimen are measured

FIG. 153 witib. each .drop, and a

curve is drawn con

necting height of drop and deflection squared.

Deflections are obtained from a drop curve

traced on a revolving drum.

IfW = weight of the hammer,
H = height of drop at elastic limit,

F= fibre stress at elastic limit,

D = central deflection of specimen at

elastic limit,

6= breadth of specimen,
h - height of specimen,
L = span,

then

Fibre stress at elastic limit = 3WHL/D67a
2
.

Modulus of elasticity
= L 2 x F/6D&.

Work to elastic limit

(130). CLEAVABILTTY. For the resistance

to splitting the U.S.A. Department of Agricul
ture use the test piece indicated in Fig. 154,

and express the results in pounds per inch

of width at fracture. Tests have been carried

out to determine the resistance to splitting

radially as well as tangentially to the annular

Fastened t& Grosshea.8

of Testing Machine

Test Piece

Line of
Maximum Stress

-Fastened to Crossheact

of Testing Machine

FIG. 154.

rings, and the results (Table 46) show that

most hardwoods split more easily along radial

planes than along tangential surfaces.

TABLE 46

Splitting is related to tensile strength across

the grain. A high value is advantageous for

timber which has to be fastened by nails or

spikes.

(131) HARDNESS TESTS ON TIMBEK. The
ball hardness test has been applied to timber

in two ways :

(1) The first method, adopted by Warren,1

follows the Brinell test for metals, viz. a

ball of fixed diameter is pressed into the

timber under a known load maintained for a

stated time. The hardness numl>er is calcu

lated from the formula

1 Report of the Department of Forestry', N.S.W.,
Australia, 1911, on

"
JT.S.W. Hardwood Timbers."
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where H = the hardness number,
P =the load in kilogrammes,
A = the projected area of the indenta

tion

Warren uses a ball of 20 mm., load of 1000

kilos, and time of 2 minutes. He found that

the hardness along the fibre is considerably

greater than either parallel or perpendicular
to the annular rings.

(2) The second method, largely used in the

U.S.A., is to press a ball of 0-444 inch

diameter into the timber until it has pene
trated 0-222 inch. The load required is

taken as a measure of the hardness. The
test tool is a steel bar with a hemispherical
end. This end projects through a hole in

the bottom of a cup-shaped washer. When
the tool has penetrated the timber to the

correct depth there is binding between the

steel bar, washer, and specimen. The load

at that instant is noted.

With the Ludwik cone test Warren 1 used

the standard 90 cone and a pressure of 400

kilogrammes applied for one minute. The

depth was measured by an indicator as the

test proceeded,

(132) RESISTANCE OF TIMBERS TO ABRA
SION AND WEAK. Relative wear has been

tested by pressing blocks of the material 2 x 2"

under a pressure of 26 Ibs. against a table

covered with fine sandpaper and revolving at

68 revolutions per minute. A better method
was used by Warren,

2 who utilised a sand

blast. The test piece, 3 x 3 x 1", was clamped

against a plate having a 2-J-inch hole in it,

and together with the plate was rotated about

its own axis. A jet of superheated steam

under a pressure of 43 Ibs. per square inch,

carrying sand in it, was projected through
aa expanding nozzle on to the surface of the

rotating test piece. The sand - blast wore

away the wood on the exposed diameter of

2J- inches, and the loss of weight of the tost

piece in two minutes' exposure gave a measure

of the wearing quality of the wood. Tests

were made

(a) Parallel to the direction of the fibre.

(6) Perpendicular to the direction of the

fibre and perpendicular to the annular rings.

(c) Perpendicular to the direction of the

fibre and tangential to the annular rings.

The results showed that the wear was least

parallel to the direction of fibre, the ratio in

the three directions being a:&:c = l:2J:4.
(133) HOLDING POWER OF NAILS AND

SPIKES IN WOOD. Nails hold in timber by
virtue of the friction developed between the

surface of the nail and the fibres of the timber.

An investigation into the holding power of nails

and spikes in, Australian timber was carried out

1
Report of t/w JJcpttrtwent of Forfxtw, N.fi.lV.,

Austratin, 1911, on "JNT.S.W, Hardwood Timbers,"

by Warren in 1911, who found that Australian

timbers were so hard that it was noccHsary to

first bore a hole slightly smaller than the nail

in order to prevent either buckling of the

nail or splitting of the timber. Six -inch No. 1

S.W.G. smooth steel wire typo nails were

driven to a depth of 3 inches in the timber

in holes bored to ^-inch diameter. They
were withdrawn by pulling in the testing

machine, and the loads to pull from various

depths were noted. The results showed that

the holding power was approximately pro

portional to the depth, as shown in Table 47.

TABLE 47

HOLDING POWER OF NAILS

For driving spikes, holes slightly smaller

than the diameter of the spike must be drilled.

Warren found that J-inch square section

twisted spikes required 30 per cent more

load to withdraw them than J-inch square
or J-inch circular black iron straight spikes.

Hatt,
3

experimenting with ^-inch to

J-inch square smooth spikos and screwed

spikes pitch J inch, root diameter U inch,

driven in !^-inch holes to a depth of T> inches,

found that the plain spikes had about 55 por
cent of the rosiwtanco of the screwed ones.

Hatt's results agreed with those of Warrou
in showing that the holding power was

proportional to the depth.

(134) INFLUENCE OF CONDITIONS OF TESTS
UPON RESULTS, (i.) The Effect of Moisture.

The effect of moisture on tho strength of wood
has been thoroughly investigated by Tiomann,

1

and his results, which arc fully given by
Johnson,

5 show that there is a largo incrouHo

in crushing strength, modulus of elasticity, and
modulus of rupture with a dooroaso in tho

moisture content. Table 48 gives tho approxi
mate figures for spruce, chestnut, and pi no.

(ii.) Effect of Temperature of TeMiny. Tho

ordinary variations of temperature of tho

laboratory (15 0. to 25 C.) arc not important.,
but if greater extremes occur it is advisable

that tho temperature at which tho tests aro

carried out should bo controlled. Touts made
at Perdue University show an. increase in. tho

strength of rod oak tics of from 9 por cent to

17 por cent by testing thorn at C. JuKtoad

of 20 C.

3 null. No. 124, Am. Rjr. JSngr. A sail.
4 JMl. 70, U.N.A. Forctt tierriw, 1000. and

Circular No. 108, 1007.
5 -Materials of Construction, 1018 oil., p. 105.
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(iii.) Effect of Speed of Testing. Thurston x

found that 60 per cent of the breaking load

given by progressive loading on the ordinary
testing machine would break beams if left

in place for nine months. Experimenting
on the same subject, Johnson 2 determined

TABLE 48

EBTECT ON TEST RESULTS OP VARYING MOISTURE
CO:NTENT

>0-0015*

that it was not safe to assume that the

permanent load which timber would carry was

greater than 50 per cent of the short time
ultimate load as ordinarily found by the

testing machine.

It is evident, therefore, that the influence"

of time must be allowed for in testing wood.
As a result of work by Tiemann, 3 the U.S.A.
Forest Service of Agriculture have standardised

fibre strain in testing, e.g. :

Per Minute
per Inch,

Bending tests on timber of structural size 0-0007*

Bending tests on small beams . . . 0-0015*

Compression parallel to grain, large test\

pieces j

Compression parallel to grain, small test"\ /ino/v,

pieces yO-0030*

Shearing along the grain .... 0-0150*

The strength of wet or green wood is much
more sensitive to changes of speed than is dry
wood. A change of the above speeds by 50

per cent may ordinarily be allowed without

causing a variation in strength of over 2 per
cent.

The modulus of elasticity in bending was
found to be practically constant with change
of speed.

(135) TESTING OP STONE, BRICK, AND CON
CRETE. The important characteristics of stones

and bricks from an engineer's standpoint are

ease of working, durability, and strength.

Durability depends on resistance to

(a) Abrasion or attrition.

(b) Absorption of water.

(c) Alternate freezing and thawing.

(d) Fire.

(e) Acid.

1 Materials of Construction, part ii.

2
Ibid., 1918 ed. f p. 208.

8 Amer. Soc. Test. Mat. Proc., 1918, viii. 541.

VOL. I

Stones and bricks are subjected in practice
to compression, sometimes to transverse stress

and shearing, but not to tension except such
as would be caused by wind pressure or other

lateral forces. Besides aresistance to these

forces the specific gravity is an important
property. For a given stone the specific

gravity and strength increase concurrently,
while for some purposes greater stability is

given by higher specific gravity.
With concrete, a knowledge of its elastic

constants and tensile strength, of its resistance

to fatigue and permeability to water, are

requisite for the purposes of design.

(i.) Determination of Specific. Gravity. In
order to determine the specific gravity (in

cluding the pores) the sample is dried at

100 C. until it is of constant weight, and,
when cool, coated with a thin film of paraifin
wax and weighed in air and water.

If Wa
= weight in air,

and ' Ww = weight in water,
the specific gravity =W /(W -WW).

A correction for the film of paraffin wax can
be made if the results are required to a high
degree of accuracy.
The true specific gravity of the stone sub

stance is obtained by grinding the dry stone

to a powder and determining the specific

gravity of the powder with a standardised

Le Chatelier apparatus or similar form of

specific gravity apparatus.
The porosity of the material can be obtained

by making both the above determinations.

Then if 83=specific gravity of the stone

substance, and the other values are as

before :

(W Ww)/Weight of a cubic unit of water
= Volume of the stone -f pores = A.

W /(Weignt of a cubic unit of water x Ss)

= Volume of the stone substance= B.

Then the porosity = (A - B)/A.

(ii.) Absorption of Water. The usual method
of obtaining the amount of water which stone,

brick, or concrete will absorb is to immerse
the specimen in water at approximately
20 C. after it has been dried at 100 C.,

cooled, and weighed. The immersion is

continued for three days, when the surface

water is removed and the material is re-

weighed. The increase in weight divided

by the original weight and multiplied by 100

gives the percentage absorption. The process
is sometimes hastened by eliminating the long

period of soaking and immersing the test piece
in water which is slowly raised to boiling-

point and kept at that temperature for five

hours.

A slight modification is sometimes intro

duced by weighing the specimen in air (W rt),

in water immediately after immersion (Ww),

and also in water after three days' immersion
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(W 1
^). Then the absorption in pounds of

water per cubic foot of material

TYT1 TTT

-* x 62-37.~W -W,

(in.) Alternate freezing and Thawing. This

test is made by subjecting the specimen to a

temperature of -10 C. to -20 C. for at

least four hours after it has been thoroughly
saturated with water. It is usual to apply ten

alternate freezings and thawings, a.nd then

employ the master test of crushing.

(iv.) Abrasion and Attrition. Bauschinger
1

devised an abrasion test for stone which con

sisted in pressing a 4-inch cube of the material,

under pressure of 4 Ibs. per square inch,

against an iron plate rotating at 20 revolutions

per minute. The test pieces were fixed at a

radius of 19J inches, and the abrasive employed
was fine emery (No. 3) fed on to the plate

at the rate of 2 grammes per revolution.

This test does not differ greatly from the

Dorry test for road stones.

The sand-blast test was used by Gary
2 as

an additional abrasion test for stone. He
gave comparative results by the two methods,

together with the crushing strength ; these are

given in Table 49.

is usually accepted as being the criterion of the
mechanical qualities of brittle materials such
as stone, brick, and concrete,

In carrying out this test the kind of bedding
employed has a great influence on the results.

Un-vvin 4 has shown that fluidity of the bedding
produces vertical splitting of the test piece
and a considerable reduction of the crushing
strength. Tho common practice of putting
wood or lead layers in between the test piece
and the testing-machine, compression blocks,
in order to allow for irregularities in the surface

of the specimen and to distribute the pressure
over that surface, is erroneous. In order to

obtain plane parallel faces, Unwin's method
of applying thin layers of plaster of Paris

has been used by the author for a considerable

number of tests without obtaining any un

satisfactory fractures.

The information obtained from the tost is

the stress at which the first crack appears and
the ultimate crushing stress. It is essential

that the load should be applied axially, and
the compression blocks are usually supplied
with spherical seatings (see (12)).
From the character of the final breakdown

and, shape of the fragments it can be deter

mined whether the load was applied correctly.

TABLE 49

RESULTS OF ABRASION TESTS ON BUILDING STONES BY

Area of Specimens used on Grinding Table= 7-75 sq. in.

Diameter of Nozzle on Sand-blasting Device= 2 -30 inches.

A dense sandstone containing rounded or angular particles of quarts!, felspar, or slate.

A "
rattler

"
test is used in the U.S.A. for

paving brick, and the conditions of the test

have been standardised. 3 It consists in placing
ten samples of the material in a cylinder

together with an abrasive charge consisting of

20 cast-iron spheres of two sizes. The loss in

weight is calculated as a percentage of the
initial weight of the samples. This test is

somewhat similar to the Deval Attrition Test
or Lovegrove Rattler Test for road stones,

(v.) CrusJiing Tests. The crushing strength
1 Bauso lunger 'H Communications, 1884, x.
2

Buumctterictlwnkundft, x. 130.
3 Standard Specification for Paving Brick of the

American Society i'or Testing Materials. Serial

Designation= (J7- 15.

Photographs of broken concrete tost pieces,

showing the shearing angles of 45, which arc

?IG. 155.

obtained with the crushing of brittle materials,
are given in Fig. 155.

*
Report of British Association, 1887, p. 870.
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For geometrically similar test pieces the

crushing strength is proportional to the cross-

sectional area. Within the limits where

bending occurs, the crushing strength becomes
less as the height of the test pieces increases.

For prisms and cylinders of the same height
and cross-sectional area the crushing strength
squared is inversely proportional to the
circumference of the test piece.
The compressive strength of concrete is

reduced, by an excess of water during mixing,
to a fractional part of that which it would
reach under proper conditions (see Table 50).

TABLE 50

EFFECT OF PERCENTAGE OF WATER, ON THE
CRUSHING STRENGTH OF CONCRETE

(From U.3. Survey Bull, No. 344.)

Crushing test pieces of building stone are

usually in the form of cubes of 4-inch sides ;

for concrete, cubes of from 7- to 10-inch sides

arc employed ; while bricks are generally tested

on the flat. The dimensions of the test pieces

and, with bricks, direction of crushing are

always given with the results.

(136) THE ELASTIC PROPERTIES OF STOKE,
BRICK, AND CONCRETE. It has been shown
that a linear relation is often not obtained

between stress and strain for stone, brick, and
concrete

( (64)), and that for the latter em-

pyrical moduli are used for the purposes of

design calculation.

Stanton Walker x
gives the following par

ticulars of the manner in which different

variables affect the strength and modulus of

elasticity of concrete :

"
(a) Both the modulus of elasticity and

strength increase within certain limits as the

aggregate becomes coarser, although the

modulus of elasticity increases less rapidly
than the strength.

"
(&) An increase in the quantity of cement

in the batch causes an increase in values of

modulus of elasticity and strength. The
modulus of elasticity is affected somewhat less

by change in the cement content than the

strength.
"

(c) The quantity of mixing water exerts

a most marked effect on the modulus of

elasticity and strength. An addition of 25 per
cent of water to a mixture of normal con

sistency decreases the modulus of elasticity

about 15 to 20 per cent, and the strength
about 35 to 40 per cent.

"
(d) Both the modulus of elasticity and

strength increase with the age of the concrete

so long as the specimens are kept moist during

curing. The strength increases in proportion
to logarithms of the age. The modulus of

elasticity follows approximately the same
relation.

"
(e) There is no marked difference in the

modulus of elasticity and strength of concrete

TABLE 51

STRENGTH OF STONE AND BEICTK

^Representative crushing, bending, and ab

sorption results on stone and brick are given
in Table 51.

made from high-grade pebbles, crushed lime

stone, crushed granite, or blast furnace slag.

1 Amer. Soc. Test. Mat. Proc., 1919, p. 584.
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"
( / )

A comparison of specimens stored 14

days in damp sand and 77 days in afr with

specimens stored 91 days in damp sand shows
that the modulus of elasticity and strength are

higher for the damp sand storage.
"

(g] Tests for mixing times ranging from
to 10 minutes show both the modulus of

elasticity and strength to he greater for the

longer mixing times."

(137) TENSILE STRENGTH OF CONCRETE.
Considerable difficulty is experienced in design

ing suitable end attachments for tensile tests

on concrete. ^ Many experimenters cast spheri

cally headed bolts in the centre of the ends
of the test piece and pull on these heads by
the testing-machine grips ; others enlarge the

ends so as to form the test piece into a flat

dumb-bell shape. Particulars of a few dimen
sions which have been adopted are given in

Table 52.

The tensile strength of concrete is about one-

eighth to one-tenth of the crushing strength.

beams for transverse tests. Withey
l used

beams 6" x 6" loaded centrally on a span
of 36 inches. The results he obtained on
1:2:4 concrete, mixed by volume, are given
in Table 53.

(140) INCREASE OF STRENGTH OF CON
CRETE WITH AGE. The average percent

age of strength of concrete at different ages,

assuming full strength at one year, is given
in Table 54. There is no reliable data for

strength of concrete more than two years
old.

(141) EFFECT OF VIBRATION, JIGGING, AND
PRESSURE ON THE STRENGTH OF CONCRETE.
Vibration and jigging methods arc useful for

getting concrete into place around reinforcing
bars and in intricate forms, but do no

good, and in some cases arc harmful, if

applied after the concrete is properly placed
in position.
Abrams 2 finds that the vibration of an

electric hammer has very little influence on

TABLE 52

PAETICTTLARS OF TENSILE AND COMPRESSION TEST PIEOBS FOB CONCRETE

* Assoc. JBngr. Soc. Journ. xxv. 145. f Cornell Civil Kngineer, xix. 100.
J West. Soc. Eng. Journ. ix. 234. Engr. News, liii. 56] .

|| Humphrey and Holmes,
"
Structural-Materials Testing Laboratories at St. Louis, Mo.," fiuttctm No.

329, U.S. Dept. of Geological Surrey, 1908.

the strength of puddled concrete when applied
for periods not exceeding 30 seconds. Jf a

greater time of vibration ifl employed, there IH

a steady falling-oft in strength. After 45 to
60 seconds the strength is only 90 per cent

(138) SHEAR STRENGTH OF CONCRETE.
The shear strength of concrete lies between 0-4

and 0-6 of the crushing strength. The shear

testing tool is of the same form as that used for
metals ( (12)), but is specially arranged to
take a larger test piece. The test pieces are

generally cast 5 or 6 inches in diameter and
14 to 18 inches in length, and are tested in
either single or double shear.

(139) TRANSVERSE STRENGTH OF CONCRETE.
No definite size has been standardised for

TABLE 53

54

ARC.

7 days
1 month
2 months
3

4

6

12
"

..uoE^ull
Strength.

30

CO

75

85

00

95

98

100

of that given by the standard method of

puddling.
Jf pressure is applied to concrete after

1
University of WiHcpuHlu, liullatin No. 107.

2 "Effect of Vibration, JlRKhip;, and IroBBuro on
Fresh Concrete," Structural Materials .Research
Laboratory, Ulxicago, 1910, Bulletin .No. 8. ,
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moulding, water is expelled and a drier concrete

is produced. This gives increased strength.
Abrams finds that

a pressure of from
200 to 500 Ibs. per

sq. in. during mould-

(For Test Piece connected at
see Fig. 157)

FIG. 15G.

Water TanKE)

ing increases the compressive strength by 20
to 35 per cent.

(142) PERMEABILITY OP CONCRETE AND
MORTAR. Permeability depends upon minute

passage ways in the material which are so con

nected that water can flow right through.
Tests under high heads of water have been

made, and show that even cement paste is not

absolutely impervious. Concrete and mortar

can, nevertheless, be made which, under

normal pressures, do not show any dampness
on the outside.

Two methods of test are employed :

(1) The amount of water passing through
the material is collected and weighed.

(2) The weight of water, which has to be

supplied in order to keep a constant head, is

measured (i.e. the water going into the

test piece).
The arrangement of a suitable apparatus

for Method 1 is given in Fig. 156, and a

section of the test piece, together with the

can for catching the water, in Fig. 157.

The test piece (7 inches diameter) has

annular spaces at the outer edges of both the

top and bottom surface painted with a rubber

waterproofing paint. This leaves an annular

piece 5 inches diameter in the original con

dition. Rubber washers A, A are placed over

the waterproofing, and the specimen is securely

clamped between the two cast-iron plates P, P.

The water is applied to the top of the test

piece through the pipe C, and any water

passing through is caught in the can B. The

specimen is soaked in water for 48 hours

immediately before the test.

The arrangement (Fig. 156) permits of six

tests being carried out at once. Each test

piece with its holder is attached to a union C.

The water passes through a filter D and

tank E before reaching the specimen. Air

pressure is supplied to the tank E by a

compressor, an air reservoir F being inserted

to equalise the pressure. Three gauges G
are provided for reading the pressure one on
the air reservoir and two on the water pipe.

Readings of the water collected in the can A
are taken at frequent intervals at the com
mencement of the test; but the rate of

percolation of water

diminishes as the test

proceeds, and the

intervals between the

readings can be
reduced until it be

comes constant.

In orderto measure
the water supplied

(Method 2), the

arrangement is

slightly modified by fitting a water reservoirK
above the test-piece holder (Fig. 158). This

reservoir is only partly full of water, and the

pressure is applied to the top of the water by

- 9 inches

PIG. 157.

the compressed air. The amount of water

added at regular intervals, to keep the level

constant in the gauge glass H, is recorded.
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With an investigation carried out at the

N.P.L. on the permeability of reinforced

concrete under a pressure of 8-7 Ibs. per

Y Air Pressure

Water added to keep
level constant in

Gauge Glass

Water -
fteseruoir

(K)

FIG. 158.

square inch., air pressure was replaced by an
actual head of water of 20 feet, which was

kept constant by adding water to a reservoir

as described for the last experiment.

(143) TESTING ROAD MATERIALS. There

are two methods of estimating the comparative
value of materials for road construction. The
first is to lay sections of a road with the

materials which are to be compared and observe

the effect of traffic on them, and the second

is to subject the road materials to laboratory
tests designed to imitate actual conditions

met with on the road. The former method,
with great care, will give results, but the

process is long and costly. The use of

some form of experimental road sections is,

however, the only thorough method of test

ing asphalt carpets. Observations of the

behaviour of macadam roads, constructed

with rocks whose physical characteristics

have been determined by laboratory tests,

enables these tests to be used in order to

judge the probable adaptability of any
rock for use in road construction.

A determination of the relative road-

building qualities of different types of rock was
first systematically attempted in "France. The
French School of Bridges and Koads installed
a road materials laboratory in 1878, and it

was there that the Deval 1 Attrition Machine
was designed, and its excellence has led to

1 Ann. (tcs wonts ct chftuxii&'ti, 1870, and Bulletin du
Miiiist&re dcs Trwauz publics, 1881.

its general adoption as* a standard testing
machine.
The testing of road metal was initiated in

Germany in 1884 at the first Munich Conference
for Establishing Uniform Conditions of Testing.

They appointed a committee to draft the

methods of testing that were necessary, the

work performed by this committee was

reported to conferences held in 1886, 1890,
and 1893, and definite proposals for testing,

including the Deval test, were submitted and

approved.
In 1893 Massachusetts Highway Commission2

founded a laboratory for testing road materials

in the Lawrence Scientific School of Harvard

University. In 1900 the United States Govern

ment, because of the growing importance
of road-material investigation^ established a

laboratory in the Bureau of Chemistry of the

Department of Agriculture. This laboratory,
transferred in 1905 to the Office of Public

Roads, examines, without charge, samples of

road material submitted by any citizen of the

United States.

The only stone-testing appliance believed

to be in existence in England prior to 1011
was the

"
Battler

"
attrition machine, do-

signed and used by E. J. Lovegrovo,
3
Borough

Engineer and Surveyor of Hornsey.
In 1911 a road laboratory was inaugurated

as a division of tho Engineering Department
of the N.P.L., Teddinglon, in accordance
with a scheme drawn up by the Koad Board
and approved by the Treasury. Tho work of

tho Road Board has now been taken over by
tho Ministry of Transport (Roads Department).

In order to preserve continuity with tho
work which has been in progress in other

countries, standard types of machines, as
used by the United States Office of: Public

Roads, wore adopted.
(144) ATTRITION TEST.- Tho machine

used for this test ia of

the four -
cylinder Doval

type, which has given satiH-

factory results in Franco

VLQ, 159.

since 1878. It is shown in 2%. 150, and
consists OHHontially of four cylinders, 7J in.

in diameter and 14 in. long, mounted on

8
Jhtlletin No. H on Phuxical Testify of Hocks for

lioad ttwldina, U.S. Department of Agriculture.
a

LovoKrovo, Klett, and Howe, Itoad-making MOM ft,

Attrition Tests in the Light of Petrology.
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a frame in such a way that their axes are
inclined at 30 to the axis of rotation.

Eleven pounds of rock, numbering as nearly

fifty pieces as possible, are placed in one of

the cylinders, the cover bolted on, and the

machine revolved 10,000 times at a rate of

about 30 revolutions per minute. The
dimensions of the stones should be such that

every stone will pass through a 2|-in. ring
but will fail to pass through a 2-in. ring.

Only the material worn off which will pass a
sieve of i^-in. mesh is considered in determin

ing the amount of wear. This amount is

expressed as a percentage of the 1 1 Ibs. used.

In addition the French coefficient which is in

general use is calculated. This is denned by
the relation

40
French coefficient of wear ^ : ? .

Percentage of wear

A wet test is also made, and for this pur
pose 1-1 gallon of water is placed with the

11 Ibs. of stone. With the majority of stones

it is found that there is more wear tinder a
wet test than under the dry test, but occasion

ally the reverse is the case.

An approximate relation has been established

between this machine and Lovegrove's Hornsey
Rattler.

(145) REPEATED BLOW IMPACT (ToiJGH-
NESS TEST), (i.) Preparation of Specimen.
The specimen is prepared in the form of a

cylinder 1 in. diameter by 1 in. long. A
piece of the rock is roughly chiselled fco size

1J* * iy x 3*. It is ground approximately

cylindrical on a large crystolon wheel, and

(ii.) (The Testing Machine. The machine
used for this test is known as the Page Impact
Machine (Fig* 161). The blow is given by
a 4-4-lb. hammer H, and acts through a

FIG. 160.

then placed in the chuck of a .grinding machine,

where it is ground by a small crystolon wheel

to exactly 1 in. in diameter. The chuck and

stone are then taken to the diamond saw

(Fig. 160), where the specimen is cut oS 1 in.

in length.

FIG. 161. (a) Repeated Impact Macliine for

Cementation Tests. () Page Impact Machine.

plunger P whose surface of contact with the

specimen is spherical, and has a radius of 0-4 in.

The blow, as thus delivered, approximates
to the blows of traffic, and the spherical end

has the further advantage of not requiring

great exactness in getting the two bearing

surfaces of the test piece parallel ; the entire

load being applied, at one point, on the upper
surface. The test consists of a 0-4 in. fall

of the hammer for the first blow, and an

increased fall of 0-4 in. for each succeeding

blow, until failure of the specimen occurs.

The number of blows required to destroy

the test piece is used to represent the

toughness,
A sprocket chain S driven from the shafting

is supported on sprocket wheels attached to

castings at the top and near to the base of

the machine. The chain is provided with

small lugs which engage a spring bolt attach

ment projecting inwards from the top of the

hammer. This raises the hammer until it is

tripped by a rod R projecting downwards from

a crossheadwhich slides on two rods connecting
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the tipper and lower castings. The cross-

head is raised automatically through 04 in.

after every blow by a lead screw driven by a

worm and worm-wheel attached to the same

shaft as the upper sprocket wheel. By
throwing the lead screw out of gear with the

crosshead the latter can be raised or lowered

through any desired height or the test can be

made with a constant height of fall.

A slightly different method of preparing

the test sample is sometimes employed, viz.

by the use of a core drill. This consists of a

brass core tube having at its lower end a

steel ring containing eight small diamonds

in its cutting edge, four on the outer edge, and

four on the inner edge. The drill arranged
to cut a rock core 1 in. diameter runs at

200 to 300 revolutions per minute. Water

is supplied to the inside of the drill and the

specimen, through a stationary brass ring by
a rubber tube connection.

(146) ABBASION TEST. The specimen is

prepared in the same manner as that for the

repeated blow impact test, and in cases where

both tests are required the specimens can

usually be both cut from the same sample.
The machine used (sometimes called a

Hardness Machine) is of the
"
Dorry

"
type

(Fig. 162), and consists of a circular cast

steel disc D which revolves in a horizontal

plane about a vertical shaft. The specimen S

is held with its axis vertical and its lower end

pressed with a force of 3-5 Ibs. per square inch

against the surface of the disc. Standard

stand, 30 to 40 mesh, is fed continuously upon
the disc through funnels P, and it is important
that an even and constant supply of the

abrading material should be fed to each sample
tested. After 1000 revolutions of the grinding
disc, revolving at the rate of about 28 revolu
tions per minute, the loss of weight of the

specimen is found. The test is repeated with
the specimen reversed, and the average loss of

weight computed from the two runs is used in

determining the hardness.

This is given by H = 20-| W, whore H
is the hardness number or coefficient of wear

and W is the loss in grammes per 1000 revolu

tions.

(147) CEMENTATION TEST. The cementing
value of a rock dust measures the ability of that

dust to h6ld the individual particles together
to form a firm impervious road surface.

The processes involved in making a test of

the cementation value of a rock arc as follows :

(i.) Grinding up a mixture of the rock,

coarsely crushed, and water into a stijff paste
in a ball mill.

(ii.) Forming briquettes from this paste in

a mould under pressure, which are dried after

24 hours.

(iii.) Subjecting each briquette to repeated
blows with a small hammer, and measuring

automatically the recoil of the hammer after

each blow.

(i.) Mall Mill (Fig. 103). 14 Jb. of coarsely

crushed rock and 0-02 gallon of water arc

placed in the mill together with two stool

shots each 5-1 in. in diameter. The samples
are ground in this mill for 2 hours, the mill

revolving at the rate of 2000 revolutions per
hour. The resulting paste is then ready to

be moulded into briquettes.

(ii.) Briquette Machine (Fig. 104), The paste
is placed in a mould M and a cylindrical plug
P screwed upon it. The mould is in contact
with the short arm of a weighted beam W, so

that the pressure can be regulated to givo a
maximum value of ISSOlba. per yquaro iiieh.

The size of the briquette ia 1 in. diameter and
1 in. long.

(iii.) Repeated Impact Machine (Fiy* 105).
After drying for 20 hours in air and 4 hours
in a hot-air bath at 200 F., tho briquette it*

allowed to cool for twenty in inn tea in a

desiccator; it is then placed on tho anvil of
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the machine with its axis vertical. A small
hammer H is operated by a cam C, so that
the effective drop is always 04 in., and the
force of the blow is transmitted to the speci
men S by means of a plunger P working in a
vertical guide. This plunger is also connected
to the arm of a lever, the other end of which
carries a pencil L in contact with paper on a

revolving drum, so that any rebound of the

plunger after the blow is indicated on the

paper. In this way a

diagram is obtained
which will give the

number of blows after

which there is no re

bound of the plunger,
i.e. after which the re

silience of the speci
men is destroyed. Six

specimens are made

FIG. 164.

from each, sample, and the average result is

taken as a measure of the cementing value

of the material.

Table 55 gives the interpretation of the

results from the physical tests on road

stones.

(148) PETBOLOGICAL AND GEOLOGICAL
CHARACTERISTICS. Thin sections are cut from
the stone and examined under the microscope
to ascertain the nature, quantity, and dimen-

when 1 in. diameter, are identical with those

for impact and abrasion tests, and can be
made with the same apparatus.

(150) ENDURANCE TESTS ON MODEL ROADS.
It was recognised that in the case of the

various test trial roadg laid down in this country,
such as those at Sidcup, the best method of

road construction would not show measurable

FIG. 1&5.

wear or deformation until after years of heavy
traffic. At the suggestion of Col. Crompton,

Consulting Engineer to the Road Board, a

model road-testing machine was designed at

the National Physical Laboratory in order to

provide a more rapid method of comparing
the efficiency of methods of construction.

TABLE 55

INTERPRETATION OF THE PHYSICAL TESTS ON ROAD STOITES

sions of the components which form the stone

and determine the correct petrological designa
tion of the material.

(149) FURTHER TESTS. Specific gravity,

absorption of water, crushing, sand-blast

abrasion, and paving-brick rattler tests are

carried out in the manner previously described

for stones, bricks, and concrete in (135). It

is usual, however, when dealing with road

stones, to make the crushing tests on cylinders

1 in. or 2 in. diameter with the length equal

to the diameter. The crushing test pieces,

This design was approved by the Road Board,

and its construction was commenced in 1912,

the first run taking place in 1913. The

machine (Fig. 166) consists of a circular track

30 in. wide, having a mean diameter of

34 feet. The endurance of the centre 24

in. of this track is tested by the rolling

on it of eight steel-tyred wheels, 3 in.

wide and 39 in. diameter. The wheels are

at an angular distance of 45 from each other,

and each wheel is rotated by a separate

electric motor mounted on a steel arm which
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revolves round a centre post. The radial

distribution of the wheels is such that the

whole width of 24 in. is covered in one

revolution of the arms, and in order to prevent,

(i.) By excessive wave formation,

(ii.) By disintegration.

(iil.) By a combination of disintegration and

excessive wave formation.

. 166.

as far as possible, the formation of ruts in

the tested surface each wheel is moved back

wards and forwards radially by a cam
mechanism through a distance of 1 in.

The eight arms are all hinged to a rotating
boss on the centre

post, and at their

outer ends are con

nected by spiral

springs to eight

corresponding canti

levers rigidly fixed

to a second rotating

boss connected with

the former and im-

mediately below it.

The pressure of each

wheel on the track

can be adjusted to

any desired value up
to one ton.

In order to in

vestigate the ques
tion of the formation

of waves a special

apparatus (Fig. 167)
has been constructed

for drawing cross-

sections of the road

at different points
round the track and longitudinal sections at

the centre of the tracks of the eight rotating
test wheels. Plaster casts are also taken to

obtain a permanent record of the appearance
of the road at various stages during the test.

It has been found that a road becomes too

bad for use in three ways :

The formation of waves is increased by the

road being subjected to heavy traffic after

insufficient or unequal consolidation, while

disintegration occurs rapidly with change of

climatic conditions, if the road consists partly

FIG. 167,

of small or large stones, when these stones are

brought to the surface by deformation or
wear.

A summary of the more important tests

carried out with this apparatus is given in

the Sixth Annual Report of the Road Board
(1916).
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(151) BITUMINOUS MATERIALS. The

physical character of bituminous binders and

aggregates is determined by microsections,

penetrometer and viscosimeter determina

tions, quantity and quality of the contained

bitumen (whether natural or artificial), and
the physical and chemical examination of

the residue.

(152) LIMES AND CEMENTS. The cement

ing materials ordinarily used in engineering
construction are classified as follows :

(i.) Gypsum plasters.

(ii.) Limes quicklime, hydrated lime, hy
draulic lime.

(iii.) Cements (hydraulic).

(153) GYPSUM PLASTERS. In plaster of

Paris, Keene's cement, stucco, etc., the essen

tial constituent is gypsum in a more or less

dehydrated state.

Gypsum in its native state is crushed and

ground, and then calcined at a temperature
of 200 C. The product is then finely ground
and screened. !

Plaster of Paris is produced when the gypsum
is not completely dehydrated. The theoreti

cal composition of gypsum is CaS04 -l-2HaO

(a hydrous calcium sulphate). Plaster of

Paris has the approximate composition of

CaS04 + 0-5H30. The specific gravity of

gypsum is 2-3, of plaster of Paris 2-57, and of

completely dehydrated gypsum 2-95.

Keene's cement is practically pure calcium

sulphate with a small percentage of calcium

carbonate (CaCO3 ). For the manufacture of

this cement the gypsum is procured in as pure
a state as possible, and the resulting product
is of an exceptionally pure white colour.

The small percentage of CaC03 is introduced

by dipping the calcined gypsum into a solu

tion of alum and then burning again. The
introduction of this

"
impurity" produces a

slow setting cement which ultimately becomes

very hard.

Cement plaster and stucco are calcium

sulphates with adulterants which retard set

ting and increase plasticity.

(154) LIMES. Pure lime (quicklime) is

produced by the calcination of nearly pure

limestone, at a temperature of about 500 C.,

in some form of vertical kiln. By this process

the carbon dioxide is driven off from the

calcium carbonate (CaO + CO^ =CaC0 3). Such

limes slake violently on the addition of water,

form calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH) 2), and in

crease in volume by about 300 per cent.

They harden slowly by absorbing carbon

dioxide from, the air.

Poor limes have a high percentage of

magnesia and slake more slowly.

Owing to the fact that quicklime is in

sufficiently slaked or mixed in many cases

when this is done on the job, this process is

sometimes carried out in especially designed

and equipped plant, where the operations are

conducted more efficiently and with the

minimum quantity of water. The resulting

product is thoroughly screened and ground
and is known as hydrated linie.

Pure hydrated lime should have a specific

gravity of 2-08. It is usually tested, by
chemical analysis, for fineness and soundness,
and sometimes for tensile or compressive

strength, in the manner presently to be

described for Portland cement.

Hydraulic Lime. John Smeaton discovered

that limestone containing a small percentage
of clay, when calcined, produces a lime which

hardens by chemical action apart from the

absorption of carbon dioxide from the air.

This lime slakes in the usual way, and, in

addition, hardens under water : it is therefore

called hydraulic lime,

(155) HYDBATTLIC CEMENTS, of which the

best example is Portland cement, are produced

by the calcination of chalk and clay or suit

able limestone and shales,

In various parts of the world there are

deposits in which the mixing of these materials

las been carried out by nature. The result

of calcination of these natural deposits

produces a natural hydraulic cement. The
natural rock contains as a rule an excess of

carbonate of lime, rendering the resulting

cement poor in quality.

Portland cement is an artificially produced
cement in which the chalk and clay are

accurately proportioned and thoroughly mixed

together, before burning to a hard clinker at

a temperature of about 750-800 C. The
clinker is then ground, and forms the final

Portland cement. A finely ground cement

makes a stronger mortar than a coarsely

ground one, hence the fineness of the cement

LS a property which it is necessary to specify.

Portland cement is a British invention. It

was discovered by Joseph Aspdin hi 1824, and

owes its name to its resemblance, when set

hard, to Portland stone. It sets rapidly, sets

under water, and hardens slowly with but

little change in volume until it is nearly as

strong as stone. The hydraulic property is

due to the presence of silicate of alumina.

The British Engineering Standards Associa

tion, in their standard specification, define

Portland cement as follows :

" The cement

shall be manufactured by intimately mixing

together calcareous and argillaceous materials,

burning them at a clinkering temperature
and grinding the resulting clinker.

5
'
1

Cementing materials are subject to large

variations in the quality. It is necessary

therefore to closely control the manufacture

by imposing tests to ensure that the properties

which it has been found are of first importance
should reach a specified standard.

The main properties required in a cement
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are strength, permanence, and time of setting
suitable to the work.

The principal tests which are in general use

to determine the suitability of the cement for

fulfilling those requirements are :

(a) Fineness of grinding.

(b) Specific gravity. (This test was deleted

Both the B.E.S.A. and the A.S.T.M. specify
that the wire cloth of the sieves shall be woven

(not twilled), and that the cloth is to be

mounted on frames without distortion. The
sizes adopted are slightly different in the

two specifications. Particulars are given in

Table 56.

TABLE 56

FINENESS TEST

from the B.E.S.A. specification in August
1920.)

(c) Chemical composition.

(d) Strength.

(e) Time of set.

(/) Soundness or constancy of volume.

In order to obtain uniformity in the testing

results, it is necessary that the conditions of

test should be exactly the same in each case,

and that the personal element should be, as

far as possible, eliminated.

This has been provided for in the various

specifications for Portland cement, such as

those by the British Engineering Standards

Association l
(B.E.S.A.) or the American

Society of Testing Materials 2
(A.S.T.M.), in

which standard methods for carrying out the

tests are described in detail.

(i.) Sampling. It is important that (1) the

sample is representative of the whole consign
ment ; (2) a sufficiently large sample is secured
to carry out, in duplicate, all the tests required ;

(3) the storage of the sample is such that the

quality of the cement is not affected before

the tests are made, and (4) the sample is

properly mixed if it is obtained from various

parts of the consignment.

Eight pounds of cement are usually sufficient

for a sample. The B.E.S.A. specify that each

sample shall consist of equal portions selected

from twelve different positions in the heaps,

bags, or barrels. Samples are usually stored
in air-tight tins.

(ii.) Fineness Tests. The fineness of cement
for specification purposes is determined by
means of the weight of residue (as a percentage
of the original weight of the sample) which is

left on a sieve after a definite period of sifting.

1 British Standard Specification for Portland
Cement, Roport No. 12.

2 Standard Specifications and (Tests for Portland
Cement, Specification No. C 9-17.

Mechanical shakers arc sometimes employed
in laboratories where a large amount of work
has to be carried out. They are not recom

mended, as very little time is saved as com

pared with efficient hand sifting, and tho

results are not so consistent.

It is usually considered that the size of tho

very fine flour of Portland cement cannot be
obtained by the use of sieves. For separating

very fine powders, air separators are often

used. These are fully described in tho Pro

ceedings of the International Association of

Testing Materials for 1912.

Abrams, 3 as a result of a scries of experi
ments on the effect of fineness of cement on
the strength of concrete, finds that :

(a) In general tho strength of concrete in

creases with the fineness of a given lot ox

cement, but there is no necessary relation

between tho strength, of concrete and tho
fineness of cement if different cements arc

used.

(6) Fine grinding shortens tho sotting time,
is more effective in increasing tho strength of

lean mixtures than rich ones, and ineroaBOB

the strength of concrete more at sovon day**
than at times from one to twolvo months,
i.e. fine grinding expedites tho hardening of

the concrete.

(c) If tho mixture is
"
wot," tho rato of

increase of strength, duo to greater iincncHH, i

lowered.

(iii.) Specific Gravity. Tho weight of coiuont,
or its

"
apparent

"
density, doorcases with fine

ness, i.e. a cement coarsely ground gives a
heavier weight per cubic foot than tho namo
cement ground finely. The "

apparent
" den

sity of cement is only a comparison of their
"
real

"
densities or specific gravities when

tho cements are of tho same degree of fineness.

3 "
lilfFoefc of Miumoss of domunt," American tioc.

Test. Mat. Proc., 1019, xix., part ii. p. 328.
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The specific gravity of cement is lowered by
adulteration, hydration, or under-burning. The
differences in the specific gravity are usually
so small that it is necessary to- exercise great
care in making the determination.

The specific gravity of cement should not
be less than 3-10. The method of determina
tion which is recommended is by means of

a specific gravity bottle. The standard Le
Ohatelier apparatus is especially designed for

use with cement. It is a volumenometer in

which the liquid used is benzine, petroleum, or

paraffin which has been freed from water by
standing over quicklime (water causes hydra
tion of the cement and therefore an alteration

of volume).
(iv.) Chemical Composition. The chemical

analysis is not so important as the physical
tests on cement. It, however, gives valuable in

dications in the detection of adulteration with

considerable amounts of inert material, such
as slag or ground limestone. It is also used
to determine whether magnesia and sulphuric

anhydride are present in excessive quantities.

(v.) Strength Tests. A finely ground cement
will take a certain amount of inert materialwith
out reduction of strength, therefore a coarsely

ground cement will give as high a strength as

a finely ground one when the test pieces are

made with neat cement. As cement is seldom
used neat, a strength test on the neat material

is no criterion of its strength when used in

practice ; it, however, gives information re

garding the time of setting and the soundness.

Tests on briquettes made with cement and
sand (usually 1 : 3 by weight) are consequently

specified, as a rule, in addition to those on
neat cement.

Cement is never used in tension, yet tensile

tests are generally carried out in order to give
an indication of strength. This is chiefly on
account of their simplicity, rapidity, and cheap
ness. There is, however, a tendency in some
countries for compression tests to be sub

stituted for the hitherto universally adopted
tensile method. It is to be noted that the

recent strength tests by Abrams on fineness

of cement, already referred to, were made on

concrete test pieces in compression.

(156) TENSILE STRENGTH OF CEMENT AND
MORTAR. Test pieces used for tensile tests

are moulded into the form shown in Fig. 168,

which represents the briquette standardised by
the B.B.S.A. The differences between this

and the A.S.T.M. standard are only slight.

The form of briquette has a considerable

influence on the results. Coker 1 found that

the ratio of the maximum stress to the mean
stress with the B.E.S.A. briquette is 1-75

approximately, while the American and Con-

1 "
The Distribution of Stress at the Minimum

Section of a Cement Briquette," International Assoc.

Test. Mat. Proc.
} 1910-1913, ii., part ii., paper xxviii4 .

tinental forms give a value of 1-70 and 1-95

respectively. The intensity of stress is greatest

along the sides of the minimum section and
least at the centre.

Either single or gang moulds (see Fig. 169)
are used for preparing the test pieces. The
latter permits a number of briquettes to be

FIG. 168.

moulded at one time and are preferred by
many laboratories, since the greater quantity
of material that can be mixed tends to produce
more uniform results.

(i.) Neat Cement Tensile Tests. The quantity
of water used in gauging has a considerable

influence on the strength of the briquette, and
should be such that the mixture is plastic
when filled into the moulds. The amount of

water varies with different cements, and it is

Single
Mould

Gang' Mould

FIQ, 169.

usual to make trial experiments to find the

exact amount of water that is necessary.
This varies from 18 to 25 per cent by weight
of the cement.

The moulds, during filling, rest on slate or

some form of non-porous plates. They are

filled by using the blade of an ordinary 7J-oz.

gauging trowel, and it is usual to specify that

no ramming or tamping is permitted.
The temperature of the room and of the

mixing water should be as near to 16 C. as

it is practicable to maintain it.

The briquettes are kept in their moulds, in
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a damp atmosphere to prevent them from

drying out, for twenty-four hours after

gauging. For this purpose a moist chamber
is a great convenience and improvement over

the method of covering the test pieces with a

damp cloth, which is liable to dry out un

equally. A moist chamber consists of a slate,

concrete or metal lined wooden box covered

inside with felt, which is kept wet. The
bottom of the box is arranged so as to hold

water, and glass shelves for holding the

briquettes rest on cleats fixed to the sides of

the box.

After the expiration of twenty-four hours

the briquettes are removed from their moulds
and immersed in fresh water maintained at a

temperature of 16 0. This water is renewed

every seven days, and the briquettes are left

in water -until required for testing.

The strength of cement increases consider

ably with tune from setting, consequently the

age at which the test pieces are to be broken

is specified. The B.E.S.A. specify that six

briquettes are to be broken at seven days and
six at twenty-eight days after setting, and
that the breaking strength shall not be less

than 450 Ibs. per square inch at seven

days, or a;+40,000/o; Ibs. per square inch

at twenty-eight days, where x = the actual

strength in pounds per square inch at seven

days.
The rate of loading has a marked effect on

the strength of the briquettes. The latter

increases with the rapidity of loading, which
has therefore to be standardised. The B.E.S.A.

specify a rate of 500 Ibs. per minute, while

the A.S.T.M. adopt 600 Ibs. per minute. A
variation from these rates of 100 Ibs. per
minute introduces an error of about 2 per cent.

The form of jaws used for gripping the test

piece is shown on the testing machine in

Fig. 170. The load must be applied without

shock, and care should be observed to see that

projecting edges are removed from the speci
mens to ensure that the briquettes are properly
centred in tho clips. A deviation of 0-062

inches from correct alignment will decrease

the tensile strength from 15 per cent to

20 per cent.

Tension tests of cement briquettes are gen
erally made in small lever testing machines of

various types, in which provision is made for

applying the load at a steady and definite rate.

Messrs. Adio, London, supply a machine in

which the load is applied by a regulated

travelling poise. The poiso is pulled along
the beam by means of a suspended weight.
The speed at which the weight descends, and,
therefore, that the poise travels along the

beam, is regulated by the cock in the plunger
of a dash pot. Tho plunger is attached,

through the poise, to the suspended weight
by an arrangement of cords and pulleys.

In the Bailey and Reid patent cement tester

a cylindrical cistern is hung at the end of the

single lever of the testing machine. A small

stream of water is allowed to flow into this

cistern, enabling tho load to be applied in a

gradual and almost imperceptible manner.

The height of the water in the cistern is

indicated by means of a glass tube similar to

the gauge glass of a steam boiler, and the

graduations, shown on the outside, indicate

the load in pounds. A small trigger auto

matically closes the water-tap when the

material is broken.

A further method of applying the load is

indicated in the machine shown in Fig. 170.

This is a compound lever machine with tho

load applied by lead shot. The briquette is

held between the jaws A, the lower jaw being
attached to a straining screw S, by moans
of which the lever L is raised into position

between the stops. The load is applied by

running lead shot from tho con-
(

tainer G through a channel H
into the bucket C, which is hung
on to the end
of the lever.

The rate of

loading isregu
lated bymeans
of the adjust
able lever N, and
the breaking of

the test piece
automatic ally
shuts off the

supply of shot by
operating this

lever. With this

particular ma
chine tho leverage is 50 : 1, so that fifty times
the weight of tho shot gives the breaking
load. The lovers are floated before testing by
adjusting the balance weight W.

(ii.) Mortar (Cement and Sand) Tcnmle Teutu.

Thoroughly washed and dried sand (obtained
from Leighton Buzzard in Groat Britain),
which will pass a 20 x 20 mesh sieve but
not a 30 x 30 mesh sieve, is used for tests in

which sand is required. Tho wires for tho
sieves are 0-0164 inch and 0-0108 inch in
diameter respectively.
The cement and sand arc mixed in tho

proportion of 1 : 3 by weight for tho standard
best pieces ; about 1J Ib. of comont and
3} Ibs. of sand will make 12 briquettes Tho
gauging must be made without any OXOOHH
of water being present. The quantity of water
is approximately 10 per cent of tho united

weights of the sand and cement; tho exact

quantity required should be determined by a
trial mixing.
The gauging is carried out on some form of

non-absorbing surface, preferably gluHB, with

FIG. 170.
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a room temperature and water temperature
of 16 C.

The method of filling is described by the
B.E.S.A. specification as follows :

" The mixture gauged as above shall be

evenly distributed in moulds of the form re

quired, each mould resting upon a non-porous
plate. After filling a mould a small heap of

the mixture shall be placed upon that in the
mould and patted down with the standard

spatula until the mixture is level with the top
of the mould. This last operation shall be

repeated a second time and the mixture patted
down until water appears on the surface ; the
flat only of the standard spatula is to be used,
and no other instrument or apparatus is to

be employed for this operation. The mould
after being filled may be shaken to the extent

necessary for expelling the air. No ramming
or hammering in any form will be permitted
during the preparation of the briquettes, which
shall then be finished off in the moulds by i

smoothing the surface with the blade of a
!

trowel." The standard spatula is shown in
'

Fig. 171.
i

Various types of moulding and mixing
j

machines have been devised and are in use

Weight not cx-

cedmg 0'75 Ib ,

and centre of
gravity within I

0-25 in, of the
centre.

FIG. 171.

in some countries. They are, however, not
allowed bythe B.E.S.A. specification. Mechani

cally moulded briquettes give greater strength
than hand-moulded ones.

Mortar briquettes are stored in moist air

for twenty-four hours and then in water (at
16 C.) until required for testing. They should

be broken as soon as possible after being taken

out of the water, and should never be allowed

to dry. The B.E.S.A. specify that six bri

quettes are broken after periods of seven and

twenty-eight days respectively, at a uniform

rate of loading of 500 Ibs. per minute (600 Ibs.

per minute in the U.S.A.). The strength should

not be less than 200 Ibs. per square inch at

seven days after gauging, or x + 10,000/# Ibs.

per square inch twenty-eight days after gaug

ing, where =the actual strength at seven

days in pounds per square inch.

(157) CHARACTERISTIC EQUATIONS FOR

TENSILE TESTS. Unwin * has found that the

rate of hardening of cement and cement

and sand briquettes follows, very approxi

mately, a simple law.

If y the strength of the briquette in pounds

1
Testing of Materials of Constriction, 1910 ed.

p. 459.

per square inch at x weeks after gauging, and
a, 6, and n are empirical constants, Unwin
found that y = a + bxn .

n is constant for one cement, and if a be
taken as the initial strength after one week,

y = a + b(x- 1).
For tension briquettes the gain of strength is

nearly proportional to the cube root of the
time of hardening.
Thus for Portland cement in tension n J

and y=a + b*
r

x-~i,

where a= the initial strength (at 7 days),
b = a constant, varying with the rate of

increase with time.

These two constants give a clear indication

of the character of the cement.
In the B.E.S.A. specification for neat cement

briquettes, where the lowest value which is

accepted for a is 450 Ibs./sq. in., and
the minimum value for y is therefore
= 450 + 40,000/450= 539,

and if z=4,

539 = 450 + 6 #4-1,
therefore

y =450 + 61-8 v'3-1-or

(158) SETTING TIME. There is a distinc

tion between setting and hardening. The
initial setting is the commencement of the

chemical action which occurs when the water

combines with the cement ; hardening is a

much slower process. As a disturbance of

the setting process may produce a loss of

strength, it is desirable that the initial setting
is not interrupted, and that the whole opera
tion of mixing and moulding should be com

pleted before the cement begins to set.

The initial setting time is the time which

elapses from the moment water is added until

the paste ceases to be fluid and plastic. For

the B.E.S.A. specification the time is taken

from the moment that the special mould is

filled with the gauged cement, and not from

the time that water is added to the cement.

The final set is acquired when the material

attains a certain degree of hardness.

The B.E.S.A. specification of March 1915

recognised three distinct gradations of time

of setting, viz. :

In the revised specification (August 1920),

the medium and slow setting cements are

replaced by a grade having a minimum initial

setting time of 20 minutes and a maximum
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final setting time of 10 hours. The quick

setting grade is retained, hut the minimum
final setting time is not now specified. the

maximum final setting time is not to he

greater than 30 minutes.

The test block for setting time is made in

a special mould (80 mm. diameter and 40 mm.
high) and filled with neat cement, mixed and

gauged in the manner described for tensile tests.

The time of initial setting is determined

empirically by the time taken, after filling

the mould, for a weighted needle to cease to

pierce the test block completely. The B.E.S.A.

specification has decided on a special apparatus
for carrying out this test called the

"
Vicat

"

needle. The "needle is one millimetre square
in section with a flat end, and the total weight
of needle and attachments is 300 grammes.
The apparatus is fitted with a device for

measuring the depth of penetration of the

needle.

The final setting time is determined em
pirically by the same apparatus, but using a

slightly different form of needle. A needle of

the same section as before projects 0-5 mm.
beyond a hoilowed-out circular cutting edge
(5 mm. in diameter). The final setting time

is taken as that when the needle makes an

impression but the circular attachment fails

to do so.

The setting times are affected by the tem

perature of the mixing water, the percentage
of water used, and the temperature and

humidity of the air. It is preferable for the

tests to be conducted in moist air.

(159) SOUNDNESS OR CONSTANCY or
VOLUME. A cement which remains perfectly
sound is said to be of constant volume.

Failure is shown by cracking, swelling, blow

ing, or disintegration. To ascertain the

soundness of Portland cement a rough test

is to make a pat of cement J inch thick,

gauged with 25 per cent by weight of clean

water on non-porous material, preferably

glass. This is placed in water at 16 C,
after twenty-four hours in moist air, and left

there for inspection at intervals ;
it should

show no signs of failure.

This test is sometimes accelerated by ex

posing a. pat of the cement for five hours, in

an atmosphere of steam, to a temperature of

98 C. to 100 C.

The test specified by the B.E.S.A. is the
Le Chatelicr test. This is made in the ap
paratus shown in Fig. 172, which consists of

a small split cylinder of brass (0-5 mm. thick)

forming a mould 30 mm. internal diameter
and 30 mm. high. On either side of the split
two indicators with pointed ends are attached.
The distance from the ends of the indicators
to the centre of the cylinder is 165 mm.
The Le Ohatclier tost has been accepted

unreservedly in England, and tho International

Association of Testing Materials 1 decided to

recommend the method as the standard acceler

ated test for constancy of volume of cements.

The method is to be carried out as follows :

" The cement is gauged and filled into the

mould on a plate of glass, the edges of the

mould being held together. When the mould
has been filled it is covered with a plate of

glass held down by a small weight, and the

whole is immersed in water at 15 C, for

twenty-four hours. Any tie or band which
has been used to keep the edges of the mould

together during setting time is then removed.
The distance between the indicator needles is

then measured and the mould is placed in

cold water, which is raised to a temperature
of 100 C. in the course of half an hour and
is kept boiling for six hours. The mould is

6-50 ins.

1'18 Ins. Dtam

FIG. 172. Made In Brass

removed from the water, and after it has cooled

the distance between the indicator needles is

again measured. The difference between the

two measurements represents the expansion of

the cement. This must not exceed ton milli

metres when the cement has boon aoratod for

twenty-four hours, and five millimetres when
the cement has been aerated for seven clays."

(160) EFFECT OF STORAGE OF CEMENT ON
THE STRENQTir OF CONCRETE. Abrams 2 finds

that the effect of storage of cement on tho

strength of concrete or mortar is largely a

question of the age at which concrete or
mortar is tested. The storage period and
the age of tho concrete or mortar at tost aro
of greater importance than tho exact condition
of storage, so long as the cement is protected
from direct contact with moisture.

The deterioration of cement in storage ap
pears to be duo to absorption of atmospheric
moisture, causing a partial hydration, which
exhibits itself in reducing the early strength of
the concrete and prolonging tho time of sotting.

Compression tests of concrete and mortar
show a deterioration in strength with storage
of cement for all samples, for all conditions
and periods of storage, and at all teat agoa.

K. a. B.

1
Blount,

" On Accelerated Tofltn of tho Coiwtancy
of Volume of Cements," Inter. Assoe. 7Vtf. Mat.
Proc 1000, 5th Congress, paper x./3.* '

Effect of Storage of Cement," Minutes of
bpnng Meeting of tho Portland Oemoiit AHHociution,
April 1920, and Structural MnWulH .Kwearch
Laboratory, Chicago, Bulletin No, 0, Juno 1020.
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ELASTICITY, THEORY OF

(1) INTRODUCTORY. The theory of elas

ticity is concerned with the small relative

displacements of different points in a body
which occur under the action of applied forces :

the forces may or may not constitute an

equilibrating system, but in the great majority
of examples which have been treated hitherto

they are both in equilibrium and steady, so
that ultimately the problem is one of the
statics of each component particle. Logically
considered, the science follows that of rigid

dynamics in the process of development by
which the scope of mathematical analysis
has been extended to embrace more and more
of the properties of real bodies. Thus, the

theory of the
"
dynamics of a particle

"
treats

of motion in its simplest form, and can
be applied to problems in which it is suffi

ciently accurate to assume that the displace
ment of every particle is the same. Rigid
dynamics takes account of the additional com

plexity introduced by rotation, whereby the

motion of a constituent particle depends upon
its position in the body; but it retains the

assumption that the distance between any
two particles is unchanging, and is thus

equally powerless to deal with such problems

relating to the behaviour of real bodies (in

which absolute rigidity is never experienced) as

the determination of the pressures with which

a heavy beam will bear upon three or more

supports. It is left for the theory of elasticity

to bring problems of this nature, for the first

time, within the range of exact calculation.

(2) ELASTICITY DEFINED. Practically all

materials which are employed in construction

exhibit in some degree the property of elas

ticity ; that is to say, they deform under the

action of applied forces, but when the forces

are removed they recover their original shape.

In the theory of elasticity, as at present de

veloped, this property is regarded as absolute,

and the applicability of its results to practice

is limited in the main by the extent to which
actual materials may be considered to satisfy
its fundamental assumption that their be
haviour under applied forces is independent
of their previous history. It is doubtful
whether perfect elasticity, as thus denned,
is exhibited by any actual material. 1

Thus,
the behaviour of wood under applied forces
is dependent to a considerable extent upon
its dryness and temperature, and of rubber

upon the forces to which, it has recently been
subjected : most metals and other crystalline
materials possess practically perfect elasticity
under small forces, but their behaviour depends
in part upon their previous history when the
forces exceed certain limits.

(3) STRESS AND STRAIN. In the develop
ment of the precise mathemathical theory, it

is found convenient to introduce two new
physical concepts, for which we employ the
terms "

stress
" and "

strain." To under
stand these terms, we may consider the motion
or equilibrium of that portion of an elastic

solid which is contained within the volume of
the small parallele

piped indicated in

Fig. 1. The con
tained material
will in all practical
instances be sub

jected to body
forces such as

gravity, and to

balance these (and
also to overcome its inertia, if the material is in

accelerated motion), forces must be exerted

across the containing faces by the surrounding
material. We need not concern ourselves

here with the difficult physical problem of

explaining the mechanism by which these

forces are exerted: it is sufficient for our

purpose to remark that the action, whatever
it is, must be of a reciprocal nature ; that is

to say, the force which is exerted upon the

contained material, across the face ABDC, by
the surrounding material must be equal and

opposite to the force which is exerted by the

contained material, across the same face, upon
the surrounding material. Similar considera

tions will apply in regard to the other faces.

Confining our attention to the forces which
are exerted upon the contained material, let

us denote by P the resultant force exerted

by the total action across the face ABDC.
Whether the elastic solid as a whole be in

equilibrium or in motion, the magnitude of P
will depend upon the area of this face ; but

the quantity defined by

FIG. 1.

~
BDCJABDC (1)

1 See "Elastic Constants, Determination of,"

(14)-(25):
"
Structures, Strength of."
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will tend to a definite (and in general

finite) limit as the area is indefinitely re

duced, and to this limit we give the term
"
stress."

The dimensions of a stress can evidently
be represented by [MJLJ-^T]-

9
,
and it is

clear from the expression (1) that it shares

many of the properties of a force. It has

magnitude and direction, and the stresses

acting on a given surface can be resolved and

compounded by the vector law : further,

from what has been said above, it is really a

quantitative expression for the intensity, not

so much of the action on any definite portion
of the material, as of the mutual action be

tween the two portions of material which are

separated b}
7 a specified surface.

Just as the idea of
"

stress
"

is an extension,

for the special purposes of our subject, of the

familiar concepts of mechanics, so
"
strain

"

ie a development of the purely kinematic

concept of relative displacement. Reverting
to Fig. 1, we assert that the material under

consideration will be unstrained, whatever its

motion, as a whole may be, so long as the volume

occupied by any definite part of it remains

unchanged both in size and shape ;
the motion

of unstrained bodies is thus the province of

rigid dynamics. On the other hand, if we
consider the material which in one configura
tion is contained within the parallelepiped

ABBCEFHG, and if in a second configura
tion the same material is contained within a

volume of different size or shape, then we

may say that the second configuration can be
obtained from the first by a process involving
strain.

Confining our attention to the edges of the

original parallelepiped, we notice that strain

may involve a change in one or more of the

tines AB, BD, . . ., etc., or in one or more of

, the angles CAE, CAB, . . ., etc., or in both.

Stretching of the material in the direction of

the axis Ox will be accompanied by a change
in the length of AB. Let A' and B' denote
the new positions of the points A and B :

then the fractional alteration in the length of

AB will be given by

and while both the numerator and the denom
inator of this expression tend to zero in the

limit, as the length AB is indefinitely reduced,
their ratio will tend to a limit which must
be finite (if we exclude the possibility of dis

continuous displacements, which would in

volve rupturo of the material), but will not
in general be zero. To this limit we attach
the definite term

"
stretch

"
: it is clearly a

non-dimensional and scalar quantity.
1

1 The term "extension" is also used to denote
this quantity.

In much the same way, we may measure
the change in the angle CAE by the expression

7 = CAE-C'A'E'. . . . (3)

For atrict conformity with (2), wo ought, of

course, to divide the quantity on the right

by the original magnitude of the angle. But

owing, probably, to the fact that 7, as defined

in (3), is already a non-dimensional scalar

quantity, it has become customary to dispense
with this operation, and to define 7 as the value

of the expression (3) when the original angle
CAE is specified to be a right angle. "We thus

obtain the concept of a second typo of strain,

to which is usually given the term
"
shear-

strain," or
"

slide."

(4) INTER -RELATION or STRESS AND
STRAIN. HOOKE'S LAW. PRINCIPLE OF SUPER
POSITION. Making use of the tormw which
we have thus defined, we may say that the

theory of elasticity is concerned with the

determination of the stresses and strains

which occur in a body under the action of

applied forces, and the fundamental assump
tion explained in (2) may be correspondingly

expressed by saying that a perfectly definite

stress will accompany any given strain, and
vice versa. We must now refer to another

assumption, totally different both in nature
and importance, although in the development
of the theory it has become almost as funda
mental as the assumption of perfect elasticity.
This asserts that the relation between strew and
strain is one of direct proportionality. That
the assumption is representative of actual

materials was first discovered, in 1078, by
Hooke, and the relation is for this reason

commonly known as
"
Hooke's Law."

To give precision to
" H coke's Law," tho constant

of proportionality requires to bo .stated, and \vc must
therefore consider what are the possible types of

stress and of strain. We have seen in (3) that tho
total stress across any imaginary surface in a body
can bo resolved into componenl/H by the vector law.

Let ua then resolve in directions normal and tan

gential to tho Hurfaco. Tho first component may be
termed a " normal stress," since it eoiiHtituteB an
action between tho two portions of material which
Ho on opposite sides of tho surface, tending to prevent
their relative motion in a direction normal to tho
surface : if the action tends to prevent their wpara-
tion it is termed a

"
tensile stress," and if it tends

to resist their approach, a
"
comproHsivo stress."

The convenience of these terms is obvious, wince

they describe tho stresses which occur on cross-

sections of a straight rod under tho action of end
tension and compression respectively.
Por a component stress of which the direction is

parallel to the surface it is usual to employ the -terms
"
tangential

"
or

"
shear stress." These terms de

scribe an action between the two portions of material

lying on opposite nidCH of the surface, which tends
to prevent them from sliding relatively to one
another, without separation ; it will be realised,

therefore, that shear stress is brought into action,
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by solid friction, at the surfaces of two bodies

which are in contact and sliding relatively to one

another.

Before proceeding further, it will be convenient

to introduce a notation for the component stresses

which we have just discussed. Let us consider the

action at the face CDHG of the elementary parallele

piped of Fig. 1, and let the force exerted on the

parallelepiped by the material which lies on the

z side of this face be resolved into components Px,

Py and Pg, parallel to the axes Ox, Qy, Oz re

spectively. Corresponding to the components P^
and T?y we have tangential stresses, which we may
denote by Zx and Zv respectively ; and corresponding
to P.; we have a normal stress, which we denote

similarly by Zs. It will be noticed that in this

notation the capital letter defines tl^e face on which

the stress in question acts, whilst the suffix denotes

the direction of the force exerted.

Passing through every point in the material we
have three mutually perpendicular faces of the

kind just considered, and on each there are three

independent components of stress which require

symbols. Nine stress-components are thus intro

duced, namely, three normal stresses, Xx, Yv, Zz,

and six tangential stresses, Xy, X z> Yz, Y^, ZXj Zv .

But the last six components can be reduced in effect

to three, since we may show that

Xv-Ya, Y.-Z* Za-X,. . . (4)

These relations may be proved by considering

the equilibrium of an elementary parallelepiped, such

as is shown in Fig. 2, which requires, inter alia,

(XZ.AC.AD)

(Zjr.AB.AC)

(Z^.AB.AC)

(X.J.AC.AD)

FIG. 2.

that there shall be no tendency to rotate. A little

reflection shows that body forces such as are exerted

by gravity, if of finite intensity, have a negligible

turning effect, and that the only components of

stress which have a tendency to turn the parallelo-

piped about the axis YY (if the dimensions of the

faces are so small that the resultant force corre

sponding to any stress can be assumed to act at the

centre of the face affected) are the components Xa ,

on tho two faces which are normal to the a:-axis,

and the components Zx, on the two faces which arc

normal to the z-axis. The total forces contributed are,

for the former stresses, of magnitude (X3 . AC . AD)
(we have to multiply the stresses by the areas of

the faces upon which they act), and for the latter,

of magnitude (Zx . AB . AC), as shown. Now the first

two forces act in opposite directions along lines

which are a distance AB apart, and the second in

opposite directions along lines which are a distance

AD apart : thus the first pair produces a couple of

magnitude (X, . AB . AC . AD), and the second a

couple of magnitude (Zx . AB . AC . AD), and (as is

evident from the diagram) of opposite sign. The

condition of equilibrium therefore requires that

Zx . AB . AC . AX>=XZ . AB . AC. AD,

whence the third of the relations (4) follows directly,

and the other two relations by similar reasoning.

It can be shown that the stress - components
defined as above, and reduced in number, by the

relations (4), to sis, are sufficient for representing

the most general system of stress which can obtain

at any point in a body. By means of certain
"
formulae of transformation," the stress-components

on any other plane through the point can be written

down, and it may be shown that in any possible

system of stress there will be three pknes through

any point, mutually perpendicular, on which the

stresses are purely normal. Hence* in proceeding to

derive the exact stress-strain relations required to

give precision to Hooke's Law, we may confine our

attention to a system of three mutually perpendicular

normal stresses.

Notation is similarly required for the different

components of strain.

"

In (3) we considered two

distinct types, to which we gave the names
"
stretch

"

and "
slide." We now introduce the notation exx

for the stretch in the direction of the axis Oaf the

double suffix indicating that the strain in question is

a relative displacement of two planes, each of which

is perpendicular to the axis of x ; and in conformity

with this notation we employ the symbol eyz for the

angle 7 defined in (3) the double suffix here

indicating that the strain in question is a relative

displacement of pknes which are perpendicular to

the axes y and z respectively. It is obvious that

exy =eV3:,
evs=ezv, esx=exz, . . (5)

so that corresponding to our six distinct components

of stress we have six distinct components of strain.

and these may be shown to be sufficient for defining

the most general type of strain which can obtain

at any point. By means of
" formulae of trans

formation
"

similar to those which we have noticed

as holding for stresses, we can express in terms of

exx, - v, Cy - -
>

etc- the strain-components

corresponding to any other system of axes, and we

may prove that in any possible system of stress

there will exist three directions through any point

which are mutually perpendicular,
both before and

after strain: the strains in these directions are

termed
"
principal strains

"
at the point considered,

and the directions themselves are termed
"
principal

directions of strain."

Considerations of symmetry show that the

principal directions of strain will always

coincide, in materials which are isotropic, i.e.

which exhibit similar properties in all direc

tions, with the directions of the three purely

normal stresses to which we have referred

above ; we shall therefore define our stress -

strain relations completely if we
can_

write

down relations between the three
"
principal

stresses," as they are generally called, and the

corresponding
"
principal strains." We begin

by considering the strain system which is

involved by a simple tensile stress, of amount
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Tj. This stress will evidently be one of the

three principal stresses at the point considered,

and the other two will be zero ;
it might be

expected, therefore, that two of the three

corresponding principal strains will vanish.

Experiment shows, however, that the facts

are different : the tension T
t is accompanied

by a proportionate stretch in its own direc

tion, together with proportionate contractions

(i.e. stretches of negative sign) in directions

perpendicular to this. That is to say, if we
choose our axis of x to coincide with the

direction of Tj, then corresponding to the

stress-system

we have the strain-system

J*2 e ^-cre = -<r-i

where E and <r, by Hooke's Law, are constants

of the material.

The quantity E is known as Young's Modulus.
It evidently has the dimensions of a stress,

and may in fact be defined as the stress which,

acting alone, would involve a stretch of

magnitude 1 i.e. a doubling of the distance

between any two points in the material

measured in its own direction. 1 On the other

hand, the quantity denoted by er is non-

dimensional, being the ratio of the lateral con
traction (

-
e^y) to the longitudinal extension

(exx )
: it is known as Poisson's Ratio, and

the fact that it has finite values in actual

materials introduces very considerable com
plexity into the calculations of elastic theory.

Similar expressions will give the strain-

systems which correspond to tensile stresses

acting in the directions of O?/ or Oz ; thus,

corresponding to the stress-system

we have the strain-system i,^
rp m rp I

J

and corresponding to the stress-system

i, Z,y =T3 ,
"]

>m Iwe have the strain-system

-

. (8)

The most general system of stress, as we
have seen, will involve three principal stresses

at every point, and by a suitable choice of axes
it can be written in the form

We can at once write down the corresponding
strain-system, by means of the relations (6)-(8)
above, if we way assume, tliat each component

1 This is on tho assumption that tho clastic
properties of tho material are not impaired by the
action of a .stress of the magnitude, considered

;
in

actual materials, aa is stated later ( (7)), failure of
elasticity would occur at a very much smaller stretch.

stress is accompanied by the same strains,
whether it acts alone or in conjunction with
others. This assumption cannot bo completely
justified on a priori grounds, but all experi
mental evidence supports it, and it has become
one of the foundations upon which clastic

theory has been built up. Tt is known as tho

Principle of Superposition.
We adopt, therefore, for the strain-system

corresponding to (9) the following expressions :

-

. (10)

and from what has been said above it will bo
evident that in these equations wo have a com
plete and definite statement of tho stress-strain

relations, in an isotropic material, of which
Hooke's Law is the qualitative expression.
It is easy to deduce from them the following
alternative forms of the stress-strain relations :

^ (1-<QE _ f

(5) STRESS - STRAIN RELATIONS IN rim
GENERAL CASE. Equations (11) give tho

principal stresses in terms of tho principal
strains. They are frequently written in, tho

simpler form

(12)
T?

1

where X=
, 2

and A denotes tho quantity

which is known aa tho dilatation. Obviously,
A represents tho fractional change of volume
which will be produced in an olomontary
parallelepiped of tho material, aa the rofwlt
of the three strains e

ffep , eyv , and CM occurring
simultaneously, if we may regard those strains
as small ; for this fractional change is given by

5V ,

if we neglect small quantities of order higher
than the first.

By addition of tho three equations (12) wo
have
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and if the three stresses Xx, Yy, and Zz are

equal, and of magnitude T, this equation
may be written in the form

onn
* 31

. . . (13)

which gives the fractional increase of volume
caused by a stress of uniform intensity T in

all directions. A stress of this nature, but

negative in sign, is produced by the action of

hydrostatic pressure ; the fractional change
of volume is also negative, i.e. a contraction

;

and the quantity -J(3X + 2/z), which evidently
corresponds in equation (13) to the quantity
E in the expression (6) for exx , is by analogy
termed the Modulus of Compression, or Bulk

Modulus, of the material . It is often convenient
to have a special symbol for the quantity,

although it is not an independent constant

of the material, and the symbol usually em
ployed is K : we have, from (12) and (13),

E
=

3(1-S
(14)

s-*-

Another constant of frequent occurrence,
also expressible in terms of E and &, is the
" modulus of rigidity," often denoted by C
or N. We may conceive a stress - system
such that a small cube of the material is

completely free from stress on two opposite
faces, and subjected to simple shear, of in

tensity S, on the other four : the relations

(4) show that the shears

on one pair of opposite
faces must be equal to

the shears on the other

pair, and we may there

fore take Fig. 3 as repre

senting the stress-system.
If we consider the corre

sponding stress across

the diagonal surface

ABCD, it is easy to show, from the condition

for equilibrium of either of the two parts into

which this surface divides the cube, that it will

be purely normal, tensile, and of intensity S ;

similarly, the stress on the other diagonal plane
will be purely normal, compressive, and of in

tensity S. If, therefore, we take our axes of x,

y, and z parallel to BIT, BA, AD respectively,
we see that the stress-system will be given by

XB = S, YW =-S, Zz =0,^
X^Y^Z^O, J

PIG. 3.

(15)

and the corresponding strain-system, by (10),

will be given by
_1 +0- ^_ _

Gxx ~ E
' ~ ~ e

Thus we see that the diagonal EF will

lengthen by a fractional amount (l+<r)(S/E),

and that the diagonal AB will contract by a

like amount. The two diagonals will remain

perpendicular, and if dashes indicate positions
after strain, we have

tan A1W virtanAEG = 5>== =

Now the change produced by strain in the

right angle AEB is obviously equal to

j. xx "
11^

tan ^= y-
-

'

and this change is the angle 7 of shear strain,
or

"
slide,

55
as denned in equation (3) of (3).

Thus we have

iwhence

if we regard the strains as small, and neglect
small quantities of the second order. To the
same approximation, we may write 7/2 for

tan 7/2 ; we thus obtain, finally,

. . (17)

The " modulus of rigidity," by analogy
with the definition of E which has been given
above, is defined as the intensity of shear

stress required to produce a slide of amount
1. Hence the slide 7 which corresponds to a

shear stress S is given by

and by comparing (17) with (18) we see that

that is to say, the modulus of rigidity C

(or N) is identical with the constant p of

equation (12).

The results expressed by (14) and (19) enable

us to impose certain limits upon the values which

are possible for <r. It is clear that the three moduli

denoted above by E, C, and K must all be positive :

otherwise, it would be possible to obtain an in

definite supply of energy from elastic material by

putting it through an appropriate cycle of stress, and

the principle of Conservation of Energy would be

violated. It follows that the two ratios K/E and

C/E, and hence the quantities 1 - 2tr and 1 + <r, are

necessarily positive : that is to say, <r must lie within

the range given by - 1 r < 0-5.

So far as is known, no material exhibits a negative

value of a ; but it is of interest to note that such

values are not a priori impossible.

If our axes of x and y had been taken

parallel to the sides, EB, EA, instead of to

the diagonals, EF, BA, of the cube, the

stress-system of Fig. 3 could have been ex

pressed in the form

x,=s, Y,=Z.=<M (20)

X.=Y,=Z,=0, /
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and the corresponding strain system, from

what has just been said, would have been given

63.3
= eyv e=z = 0.

The strains corresponding to shear stress-

components Y2
or Zx could be similarly

written down, and by the Principle of Super

position these may be combined with one

another, and also with the expressions (11)

or (12), which in (4) were derived on the

assumption that X,., Yv and Zz were principal

stresses i.e. that Xy ,
Yz and Z^ were zero ;

for the principle asserts that any one stress-

component has a definite expression in terms

of the strain-components, which will not be

affected by the coexistence of any other.

Thus, in the general case, where the axes of

#, y and z do not coincide with the directions

of the principal stresses, we have the following

relations between stress and strain :

,
=

/ifl|,,
-

. (22)

Zs = AA + 2juLeZZ)
Za = fJLesx .

)

The most general expression of Hooke's Law,

in isotropio material, is thus seen to involve

only two elastic constants.

(6) DYNAMICAL EQUATIONS IN TERMS OF

STRESS. "We have now expressed the purely

empirical law of Hooke in a form which

is mathematically convenient, and we may
proceed to apply our results to the analysis

of stress and strain in elastic solids. The

motion of any portion must be governed by

the ordinary laws of dynamics ;
that is to

say, its acceleration will be determined by

FIG. 4.

the resultant unbalanced force which acts

upon it, and by its inertia. If we consider

the portion contained within the boundaries

of a small parallelepiped, as shown in Fig. 4,

it is clear that we can express the unbalanced

force exerted by the surrounding material

in terms of the stress - components defined

above. Consider, in the first place, the com

ponent of this force which acts in the direction

of the axis Ox. The stress-components which

contribute to it are Xa , Y,r and Za,, acting on

the faces shown. The components X,,. act

on faces whoso area is 5y x fa, and which are

a distance 5x apart, so that the magnitudes
of tho stresses on the two faces (which clearly

tend to pull the parallelepiped in opposite

directions) differ by the amount (PXa./?x)5x :

lence, their combined contribution to this

The contributions of the other stresses aro

given, similarly, by

and

. 5x . Sy . 5z

. fe,

and hence we see that the total unbalanced

force on the parallelepiped,
in the direction

;,
is given by

^te.fc/.fe,

and the equations

ex ty

where pX. is the body-force, per unit volume,

acting at the point considered : tho substitution

of Xy for YS is justified by tho relations (4)

above.

But the mass of the material contained

within the parallelepiped is p . 8x . Sy . da,

where p is the density ; hence, if /, is its

acceleration in the direction Oa?, wo have JIB

the equation of motion in this direction

-
- (23)

can be obtained similarly.

Equations (23) must obviously bo satisfied

at every point in a body, independently of

any assumption regarding its elasticity. Nb
additional equations aro required to define

the rotational motion of the parallelepiped,

which may ultimately be regarded as infinitesi

mal, and so treated as a particle. Tho absence

of any resultant turning tendency has boon

ensured already, by tho relations (4).

(7) STRAINS EXPRESSED IN TERMS OF 'Drw-

PLACEMBNT. When the stress-strain relations

are known for the material considered, wo can

express tho quantities (other than X, Y and %)

on the left of equations (23) in terms of Htruin-

compononts ; but tho equations will still bo

intractable mathematically, unless wo can find

a common system of variables in terms of

which they may be completely expressed ;

and the fact that tho acceleration compommtH

/ / A may k expressed in terms of tho

component displacements of tho point con

sidered indicates that wo should endeavour

also to relate tho six strain-components to

these quantities.
Lot u, ?:, w denote tho component displace-
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ments of any point (x, y, z) in the directions

Ox, Oy, Oz respectively ; then

o zu f c
zv . d^w

The strain-component exx denotes the stretch

in the direction Ox, and this term was defined

in (3) as the limiting value of the expression (2)

when AB is parallel to Ox and in

definitely reduced. We may now write

Sx for the length AB in the denomina
tor ; the numerator is the total in

crease in the length of AB which

results from strain, and this will

clearly be equal to the amount by
which the displacement of the point
B exceeds the corresponding displacement of

the point A i.e. to the quantity (8w/?aj). dec.

Thus, in the limit, when 8x is indefinitely

reduced, we have

difficult to see that the reason why such arbitrary

expressions are not permissible is that they violate

the conditions for continuity of the material after

strain.

The necessary and sufficient relations which must
be satisfied by the strain-components, in order that

the corresponding system of displacement may be

a possible one, can be -written as follows :

-f ~ =7^-^w 9

cycz

lvr+;
2
e

C2
evv

car
2

/ceyz cezx cexv\
1
~

"T""^
- "^ 1

\ ex cy Cz /

and similarly (25)
cw

The strain-component eaz denotes the slide in

the (y, z) plane, i.e. the value of 7 in equation

(3), when AE is initially parallel to the axis of

y, and AC to the axis of z. It is the angle by
which AC and AE approach one another, and

this obviously is the sum of (i.) the angle at

which A'E' is inclined, after strain, to the

y-axis, and (ii.) the angle at which A'C' is

inclined, after strain, to the z-axis. By reason

ing similar to what has been given above, we

may show that the first angle is of magnitude

(jwjdy (we shall always be concerned with

strains which are very small, and hence it is

unnecessary to distinguish between the angle

and its tangent) and the second of magnitude
hence we have

e,

and similarly

and

cy cz

cu dw (26)

Making use of the results expressed in equa
tions (22) and (24)-(26), we can write the

equations of motion (23) in terms of the three

variables u, v, w, and of constants which are

known for the material considered. We thus

obtain the result given in equations (28).

The fact that all six of the strain-components

can be expressed in terms of the three com

ponent displacements u, v, w, indicates that these

six quantities are to some extent interconnected;

that is to say, if we assign an arbitrary expression

to each strain-component, we shall not in general

obtain a possible distribution of strain. It is not

These equations are generally known as the
" Con

ditions of Compatibility for Strain - Components."

They can be verified by substitution from (25) and

), and are obviously independent of any assump
tion in regard to the properties (other than con

tinuity) of the material.

(8) EQUATIONS OP MOTION. Reviewing the

position reached in the preceding paragraphs,
we notice that

(a) The equations which express the equi
librium or motion of the material contained

within any elementary parallelopiped may be

written down from considerations of statics or

of dynamics, in terms of its density and of the

stresses which act upon its faces ;

(b) The component velocities and accelera

tions of the contained material can be -ex

pressed in terms of the component displace
ments u, v, and w ;

(c) The strains (or changes in the sides and

angles of the parallelopiped) may be expressed
in terms of the same three quantities, from

geometrical considerations alone ;

(d) An innovation is introduced in the theory
of elasticity, by the assumption of relations be

tween stress and strain which enable us to sub

stitute strains for stresses in the equations of

equilibrium or of motion, and therebyto express

these equations solely in terms of the relative

displacements of different points in the body.
The resulting equations of motion, when

the body-forces are zero or negligible, may be

written in the form

*

where v 2 denotes the operator

32
,
a2

,

a2

and the
e

dilatation
"

cv dw

. (28)
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When the displacements u, v, w, are steady,
the terms on the right of these equations
vanish ; we are then left with

"
equations

of equilibrium."
For some purposes it is convenient to

place the rectangular (or Cartesian) system
of coordinates which we have employed
above by other systems, such as polar co

ordinates. For particulars of such systems,
reference must be made to the authors cited at

the foot of this article : it is sufficient here to

state that the motion can always be defined by
three variables, between which three indepen
dent relations may be found from the equations
of motion for the material contained within, an

elementary volume.

The equations (28) will be satisfied at every

point in an elastic body, on the assumption
that the relation between stress and strain may
be expressed as in (5) above (i.e. that it is

linear, and independent of the previous stress-

history of the material), and that the strains

occurring in the body are everywhere small. The
latter assumption is necessary both to justify

the equations of equilibrium as expressed in

terms of stresses, and to give precision to the

relationship between stress and strain : fortun

ately, it imposes no serious restriction upon
the extent to which our results may be applied
in practice, since it is found that the strains

produced in actual materials, by any stress

which they are able to sustain elastically, are

always extremely small. Remembering this

restriction upon the validity of the equations,
we may draw a deduction of great practical

importance from their form ; for it is evident

that when any two solutions are combined in

any proportion, the resulting expressions for

the displacements will also be solutions of the

equations. This is, of course, a restatement, in

a general and mathematical form, of the
"
Prin

ciple of Superposition
" which we have noticed,

as an experimentally established law, in (4)
and (5) above.

We have said that the general problem in the

theory of elasticity is to determine the relative

displacements of different points in a given

body, produced by forces which are specified as

acting either on its surfaces or throughout its

volume : forces of the first type are termed

surface tractions, and of the second type body
forces. A. second form of the problem may now
be mentioned, in which the displacements of

the surface are specified : body forces may also

be assumed to act, and in general the specified
conditions may include specified tractions at

some points of the boundary, and specified dis

placements at others. The surface displace
ments or tractions may be specified by their

components perpendicular and parallel to the

surface, but the displacements can obviously
be resolved along any specified direction (and
hence expressed in terms of ?/, v, and v;), and

the formulae for transformation of stress-com

ponents (referred to in (4) above) enable us
to express boundary conditions which consist

of specified surface-tractions in terms of the
stress components, Xx , . . ., X tf ,

. . . etc., and
hence in terms of u f v, and w. Mathematically,
therefore, our general problem is to determine
the forms of three functions, it, v, w, which must

satisfy the equations (28) of motion or equi
librium at every point in the body, and which
are subject to certain boundary conditions at

the surfaces. If such functions can be found,
we are in a position immediately to deduce the
strains and stresses which occur at every point
in the elastic solid considered, and its behaviour
is then completely defined ;

for Kirchhoff has
shown that any solution of the equations of

equilibrium, which also satisfies the specified

boundary conditions, is unique, and Neumann
has extended his theorem to the equations of

motion, by showing that a solution of these

equations which satisfies specified initial condi
tions in regard to displacement and velocity is

also unique.

For practical purposes, we are often concerned
almost entirely with the distribution of stress in the
interior of an clastic body, and the displacement
and strains which accompany the stresses are of

little interest. When the surface tractions are

specified, it is, therefore, evident that a considerable

gain in point of convenience might be expected from
methods which would enable nn to calculate the
stresses directly, without introducing the quantities
u, v, w. Much attention has been devoted in recent

years to this problem, and methods for the
"
direct

determination of stress
"

arc coming into nioro and
more frequent use. Their principle, consists in

expressing the different components of stress in

terms of one or more common functions, which arc
determined by characteristic differential equations
obtaining at every point, and by appropriate boundary
conditions : for details, reference must be made to
the authors cited.

(9) APPLICATION OF THEORY TO ENWNKWK-
IN DESIGN. The theory, of course, POHHOBHOH
an interest, from the purely mathematical

standpoint, which is independent of itw practi
cal applications; but for the purpose of tho

present article it is necessary hero to iiujuiro
what is its value to the physicist and to the

engineer. The immediate answer, from tho

point of view of the engineer, is that the cal

culation of stresses is an oHHontial preliminary
to the design of structural members of adequate
strength. Actual materials, as IUIH 'boon stated

above, are elastic only so long as the atroHHOB
to which they are subjected lie within certain
definite limits : if those limits are exceeded,
permanent distortion occurs, by procosHCH of

great complexity, about which it is unneces

sary to say more hero than that they arc in

variably accompanied by more or ICHH Hotioua

deterioration of the material^ capacity for

resisting stress. The problem of deciding
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whether the calculated stress-system will or
will not produce this

"
failure of elasticity

"
in

a given material is one with which the theory
of elasticity, in its strict sense, has nothing to
do : it is fully discussed in the article on
"
Theory of Structures," and it is sufficient

here to remark that the theory of elasticity

supplies the mathematical basis for the calcu
lation of stresses ; that the science of Testing
of Materials (see article under this heading)
supplies experimental data in regard to the

strength of the materials of construction ; and
that the Theory of Structures employs the
information thus provided in the practical
science of "

Design."

(10) SOME GENERAL THEOREMS. Apart
from questions of strength, the practical utility

!

of the theory of elasticity will be most easily

judged from an account of the problems which
have been solved up to the present time

by its means. We may notice, in the first

place, certain general theorems which have
been established. First, it has been shown
that the stresses set up by a load which is

suddenly applied may be as much as twice as

great as those which would be produced by
a gradual application of the same load, and
that if a load be suddenly reversed the stresses

may be trebled ; this result has, of course, a

very great importance for engineering design.

Again, the effects of small flaws in materials

have been investigated, and it has been shown,
for example, that if a member which is sub

jected to simple tension or compression in one
direction contain a small spherical flaw at some

point in its interior, the tension or com

pression in the material will be approximately
doubled at certain points on the surface of the

flaw ; if the flaw have the form of a circular

cylinder, with its axis perpendicular to the

direction of the tension, the stresses will be

trebled.

Again, the effect of an impulsive pressure at

the surface of a body has been investigated in

general terms, and it has been shown that

waves of stress can be propagated in an elastic

solid which, if the solid is isotropic, may be of

two types, propagated with different velocities.

The first is a wave of dilatation, involving an

alteration in the volume, but not in the shape,
of each element of the material as the wave

passes it ;
such waves are propagated with a

velocity \/(\ + 2/x)/p. The second is a wave of

distortion, involving change of shape, but no

change of volume in each element affected ; such

waves travel with velocity N/^/p. Further,

it has been shown that a certain type of wave
exists which is propagated over the surface of

a solid body, and involves practically no dis

turbance in the interior ; its velocity is a little

less than that of the waves of distortion just

referred to. These results have, of course, an

important bearing upon the phenomena which

occur in the collision of elastic solids, and in

earthquakes.

Light has also been thrown upon the nature
of the stresses produced by concentration of
load at some point in a body, by means of

exact solutions for certain particular examples ;

and a knowledge of the velocity with which a
wave of stress is propagated along a thin

cylindrical rod has been used by Hopkinson in

devising apparatiis for the measurement of the

large impulsive pressures which are set up in

the detonation of explosives.

(11) SPECIAL SOLUTIONS. PRINCIPLE OF
ST. VENANT. Turning now to the considera
tion of special solutions of the equations of

equilibrium and of motion, we may notice that
exact solutions have been found for several

types of periodic vibration in spheres and
circular cylinders, and that the equations of

equilibrium have been solved in a form which

provides exact knowledge of the stresses pro
duced in a prismatic body of any cross-section,
under certain particular systems of loading, of

which the general effect is to produce exten

sion, flexure, or twisting ;
these results, as

will be seen later, have been extended to give
an approximate theory of such actions, without

restriction upon the exact distribution of the

loads whichproduce them. We also possess exact

solutions for the stresses set up in thick tubes,
or in spherical shells, by uniform tractions

applied to their surfaces, and for the stresses

which are produced by the rotation about their

axes of certain solids of revolution such as

cylinders and thin discs.

In these exact solutions, it is sometimes

necessary to assume that a small
"
auxiliary

stress-system
"

acts at certain parts of the

boundary, and the results thus fail to apply

exactly to practical problems, in which such

systems cannot be assumed to exist : but St.

Venant has shown that the discrepancy which

thus arises may be, for practical purposes,

regarded as involving a slight and unimport
ant decrease of accuracy, rather than a loss

of generality. The principle upon which he

bases this conclusion, and which* is usxially

designated by his name, states that any locally

applied system of surface tractions, which is

itself a completely equilibrating system, has a

negligible influence upon the stresses, except at

points of the body lying quite close to the

region within which the system is applied.

(12) PROBLEMS or THE SPHERE AND OP

THE PLANE. General solutions have also been

obtained for the stresses produced by sym
metrical distributions of surface traction act

ing upon circular cylinders or spheres, and

the solutions found in the latter case have

been applied to problems relating to the form

of the earth, such as the dependence of its

elHpticity of figure upon the diurnal rotation,

and the relative displacements produced by the
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disturbing attractions of the sun and moon.
The latter are analogous to the tidal motion
of the sea relative to the land, and for this

reason have been called " tides." Lord Kelvin
has calculated what he has termed the

"
tidal

effective rigidity of the earth," i.e. the

rigidity which must be attributed to a homo
geneous, incompressible solid sphere, of the

same size and mass as the earth, in order that

tides in a replica of the actual ocean resting

upon it may be of the same height as the

observed oceanic tides. His calculations led

him to interesting speculations as to the

constitution of the earth, which do not, how
ever, appear to be entirely supported by
evidence obtained from, tidal phenomena.

Finally, we may notice that solutions have
been obtained for the effects of certain

particular distributions of surface traction

upon a body of infinite extent, having one

plane boundary ; it does not appear, how
ever, that these results are of much practical

importance.

(13) APPROXIMATE RESULTS. The prac
tical value of the theory of elasticity has been

extended less by discovery of exact solutions,

such as have been referred to above, than by
investigations which have shown that increased

generality can be obtained at the cost of some

slight loss in accuracy. For the practical

purposes of physics or engineering, it will be

recognised that generality is of much greater
value than absolute accuracy, since a margin
of safety has in any case to be provided, to

meet such contingencies as faulty workman
ship, corrosion, or local damage. We have

already referred to the value of St. Tenant's

principle in this connection : one of its most

important applications has been to the theory
of such problems as the stresses in beams
and thin plates. The exact solutions for the

stresses produced by flexure in a uniform beam,
to which reference has been made in (11),

show that the resultant action of the stresses

occurring on any section of the beam may be

expressed in terms of the extension and
curvature, at that section, of its strained

centre-line (i.e. the line through the centroids

of cross-sections). It may be shown that
St. Venant's principle justifies us in assum

ing that these expressions will obtain, with
reasonable accuracy, even when the external
forces are not applied in the manner postu
lated by the exact solutions, or when the shape
and size of the cross-section change at differ

ent parts of the beam. Hence, instead of

having to consider the motion of each in

finitesimal element of the beam, we may write
down equations for the motion as a whole of

the material contained between two adjacent
cross-sections, and wo may express these in

terms of the relative displacements of the

corresponding points of the centre-lino. The

number of independent variables is thus

reduced from three (the co-ordinates of any
point in space) to one (the distance of any
section, measured along the centre-line, from
a fixed point), and a great increase of simplicity
in the calculations is thus obtainable.

For an account of the ways in which those

principles are applied by engineers, in calculat

ing the deflections which occur in girders
under the action of lateral loads, reference

may be made to the article on
"
Theory of

Structures." Similar methods enable us to

calculate the frequency with which a beam of

given dimensions will vibrate, and the results

thus obtained are of importance, both in

engineering design (where it is necessary
to take precaution in advance against tho

dangers associated with
"
resonance "), and

in the theory of sound. Corresponding simpli
fication has been introduced into the calcula

tions relating to thin plates or shells, and

although such problems arc necessarily of

somewhat greater complexity, it is true to say
that many problems can be solved by those

approximate methods with an accuracy which
is quite adequate for practical purposes
which would be almost intractable by rigorous

analysis. For the physical theory of sound,
the late Lord Rayleigh's generalised treatment

by approximate methods of problems relating
to the vibration of elastic solids has proved
particularly fruitful in results.

(14) ELASTIC STABILITY. One class of

problem still requires notice. Wo have
referred in (8) to a theorem of Kirchhoff,
that any solution of the equations of equi
librium which also satisfies tho specified

boundary conditions is unique. If wo com
bine with this the assumption of Fi'ooko's

Law, that the strain varies proportionately
with the stress, we may conclude that any
strained configuration which we can determine
will be stable, since departure from that con

figuration must of necessity bo accompanied
by an increase in tho total potential energy
of the system. But tho theorem of KirchholT,

being based upon tho general equations (28)
of motion or equilibrium, depends with thorn

upon the implied assumption, that tho strain

which occurs in an elastic body, as tho result

of applied forces, does not affect appreciably
the stress which those forces bring into existence

at any point. This assumption is in general

legitimate : but it fails in some instances

when applied to elastic solids, such as thin

rods or plates, of which tho dimensions arc

widely different in different directions. For

example, if we imagine a straight shaft, which

initially rotates about its axis, to deflect into

a curved form, then additional stresses will bo
called into existence as a result of that deflec

tion, since the centrifugal effect of rotation

will tend to deflect the shaft still further.
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At some definite speed of revolution this

distorting effect will exactly neutralise the

capacity which the shaft possesses, in virtue
of its elasticity, of reverting to the straight
form, and hence the deflection, if it occurs,
will be maintained. The equilibrium of the

straight configuration has in fact become
neutral, and the shaft is said to

"
whirl."

A similar tendency towards
"

elastic in

stability
"

is exhibited by a long straight rod,
or

"
strut," which is subjected to axial com

pression. At a certain definite value of this end
load, the equilibrium of the straight configura
tion becomes neutral, and the load can "hold
the strut bent into a curved form. Both of

the examples here cited are of the first im
portance in engineering design, and the reader
who desires to have further information about
them should refer to the article on the

'"

Theory
of Structures."

Elastic instability can also occur in thin
circular tubes, when these are subjected either

to uniform end compression or to hydrostatic

pressure on their external surfaces (as occurs
hi practice in the flues of steam-boilers), or to

torsion. It is then accompanied by the forma
tion of waves, or corrugations, of very regular

geometrical types, and the analysis, though
difficult and lengthy as compared with that

of the problems just described, is tractable

and interesting, more particularly as regards
the indications -which it affords of precautions
to be observed in practical work when struc

tural members have to be built up from .thin

sheets of metal. The development of metal
construction for aircraft has, in fact, given
to this subject, which was formerly regarded
as mainly of theoretical interest, a practical

importance comparable with that of the more
familiar problems of elastic theory.

(15) PHOTO-ELASTICITY AND SOAP-BITBBLE
METHODS. Compared with other branches of

mathematical physics, the subject of elasticity
is remarkable for the extent to which theory
has developed in advance of its experimental
verification. Indeed, a little reflection shows
that such verification is a matter of the

greatest difficulty. No means have been

devised for measuring the strains in the

interior of an opaque body, and a comparison
of the breaking loads given by theory and

by experiment fails to supply the required
verification of theory, for the reason that

fracture in actual materials is preceded by a

more or less lengthy period of transition from
the clastic to the plastic state, during which
the relations between stress and strain fail to

obey Hooke's Law (cf. (9)).

The nearest approach to precise experimental
verification which has yet been made employs
the property of photo-elasticity. It is an ex

perimental fact that an isotropic transparent

body such as glass (which has the merit

that it obeys Hooke's Law with considerable

precision) becomes doubly-refracting when
stressed, its optical principal axes at any
point being coincident with the directions of

the principal axes of stress at the point ;

hence, by the aid of polarised light, it has been
found possible to study many two-dimensional

systems of stress which are not amenable to

mathematical analysis.
In such systems, the stress-components are

expressible in terms of a function %, deter
mined by appropriate boundary conditions,
and by the equation

Tfx=0, (29)

which must be satisfied at every point of

the (a?, y) plane lying within the elastic solid

considered. In the solutions obtained by
St. Venant for the stresses produced in a

prismatic solid by torsion or flexure (see (11)),
the stress-components are found to be expres
sible in terms of a function ^ which satisfies

the simpler equation

Now equation (30) is satisfied by the normal

displacements (when these are small) of an

initially flat membrane which is subjected to

equal tensions in all directions, and advantage
has been taken of this fact by Taylor and

Griffith, who have shown how to determine
the function ^, for prisms of any given cross-

section, by measurements made on a soap film

stretched across a closed boundary of appro
priate form. Such experiments are not, of

course, to be regarded as a verification of

elastic theory, but as a means of extending its

results : they are typical of the present trend

of its development, which tends more and
more in the direction of practically useful

extension, even at the cost of some slight

decrease in accuracy. n. v. s.
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ENGINES AND PRIME MOVERS,
THE BALANCING OF

(1) PRELIMINARY. An engine is said to bo

balanced when it runs without vibration.

Masses are added to the moving parts to

secure this immunity from vibration, and those

masses are called Balance Weights.

The importance of keeping tlio engine still by

balancing the moving parts lies in the fact

that if it vibrates it communicates its vibration

to the foundation on which it is secured,

and thus starts a wave which may spread to

the surrounding buildings and cause trouble.

The trouble is very much increased if the

foundation has a natural period of vibration

equal to the periodic time of the vibration of

the engine. Then the disturbance produced
in the buildings is out of all proportion to tho

disturbance of the engine itself.

Synchronism of the engine vibration, or a

harmonic of it, with tho natural poriod of

vibration of the foundation, or a harmonic

of it, may thus cause troublesome or ovon

dangerous disturbances in tho buildings sur

rounding the station in which tho engine is

at work.

The balancing of marine engines when their

speed was low and tho poriod of vibration of

the ship's hull high was not a pressing problem.
But ships grow in size and engines increased

in speod so that tho natural poriod of vibration

of the hull and tho time of revolution of tho

engine approached synchronism and in some

ships found it. Such ships wore uncomfort
able to travel in. Again tho vibration pro
duced by unbalanced engines in destroyers and
cruisers was so noticeable that tho designed

speed in some ships had to bo reduced bo-

cause of the dangerous vibration produced.
The problem of balancing the engines so

that they could work at any reasonable speed
without producing vibration thus forced itHelf

on tho attention of engineers, and solutions

exact, approximate, or roughly approximate,
had to be found.

Tho necessity for balancing tho moving
parts of an engine arises from the manner in

which those parts are compelled to move.

Change of speed or change of direction of

a moving mass requires tho action of an
external accelerating force.

The moving parts of a machine are com-
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pelled by their mechanical connections to

change continuously the speed and direction

of their motion, and therefore accelerating
forces are in continuous action on them.

These forces have equal and opposite re

actions and these reactions ultimately appear
as a system of forces acting on the frame of

the engine.
The system is complex and changes from

instant to instant, but the changes are periodic.
Balance weights are disposed on the moving

parts so that, considered as a separate system,

they have a resultant action on the frame as

nearly as practicable equal and opposite to

the resultant of the reactions produced by
the motion of the parts.
A part may be balanced in such a way

that the reaction supplied by the balance

weight is applied directly to the part, and
thus no force appears on the frame at all

so far as that part is concerned.

A more detailed consideration of the main

principles will make the matter clear.

(2) FRAME FORCES AND THE BALANCING
OF THEM. The moving parts of a machine are

jointed together and with the frame in such

a way that every point in every piece is con

strained to move in a definite path. The
constrained path is closed and the motion of

the point in it is in general periodic.

The first part of the general problem is to

find the forces which constrain a mass to move
in a path defined for it by its mechanical con

nections.

The second part of the problem is to find

how these forces may be directly or indirectly

neutralised and so prevent their reactions

acting on the frame.

Let us consider the example of constrained

motion furnished by the crank and connecting
rod mechanism, because the problems involved

in the balancing of its moving parts illustrate

the general principles involved in the balancing
of any mechanism.
The crank OA (Fig. 1) is jointed with the

FIG. 1.

frame at O. The frame being at rest, every

point in the crank is compelled to move in a

circle about 0.

The reciprocating mass C is guided in a

slide on the frame F and can move therefore

only in a straight line.

The crank pin A is connected with the mass
C by a rod AC, technically called the connecting
rod.

However the mechanism is set in motion the

path of every point in every link is defined.

The distance OA is the crank radius. The
distance C^ is the stroke of the reciprocating
mass and is equal to 20A. The end points
C

x
and C2 are called the outer and inner dead

points respectively.
The mechanism furnishes three separate

problems for consideration.

(1) The motion of a mass in a circular path
at uniform speed.

(2) The motion of a mass in a straight path
at varying speed.

(3) The motion of a link as defined by the

motion of two of its points.

(i.) potion of a Mass in a Circle at Uniform
Speed. Lei M (Fig. 2} be the mass ; R the

FIG. 2. FIG. 3.

radius of the circle in which the mass centre

moves, and a? the angular velocity of the mass

about the centre of the circular path.
Then it is demonstrated in dynamics that

the force necessary to cause the motion acts

at the mass centre in a direction towards the

centre of the circular path and that its magni
tude is equal to Mo?2R.

If M is reckoned in pounds the force is

expressed in absolute units. If M is reckoned

in gravitation units so that M= W/0, the force

is expressed in Ibs.-weight,W being the weight
in pounds.
The force acts at right angles to the direction

of motion and has therefore no effect on the

speed in the path.
This force can be automatically called into

existence by connecting the mass to the

centre of the path by a radial connector, OM
(Fig. 3).

When the shaft is turned the mass must

move in a circle prescribed by the length of

the connecting arm. The necessary con

straining force is applied to the mass by the

arm. An equal' and opposite force is applied

by the arm to the frame.

The force acting on the frame is constant

in amount but varies in direction. At one

instant it tends to lift the frame up, and next
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it acts to push it down. Placed on the plat
form of a suitable weighing-machine the

weight of the whole apparatus seen in Fig. 3

would appear to vary above and below its

proper value by the amount Mw 2R.

Eor example, suppose the weight of the

apparatus to be 100 pounds, of which the mass
at the end of the arm, 1*5 foot radius, weighs
10 pounds. Then if the shaft were driven by
a motor mounted on the apparatus at, say, 1

revolution per second, equal to 2r radians per
second, the force in pounds acting on the

frame would be 18-35 Ibs. -weight.
The scale would therefore show a weight

varying between 118-35 pounds and 81-65

pounds.
Increase the speed above that found from

the relation Mw 2R = 100, and the upward
force would be sufficient to lift the, whole

apparatus momentarily off the platform. For

example, at 5 revolutions per second the force

is 457 Ibs. -weight, and under the action of

this force the whole apparatus would jump
up and down on the platform of the scale and

produce quite a hammer blow.

This is in fact what may actually happen
to the driving wheels of a locomotive if the

revolving masses put in the wheel to balance

forces in the line of stroke are massive enough
and are driven, at a high speed. This point is

specifically considered in (12) below.

The frame force (Fig. 3) may be entirely
eliminated by the simple device of extending
the radial connector as illustrated by dotted
lines and securing to it a mass equal to M
at the radius E. Then each mass provides
the reaction to the other and the frame is

not called upon for any reaction. The arm
with its equal pair of masses may be driven
at any speed without any tendency to produce
vibration of the frame.

On the platform of a weighing-machine
the mass could be driven at any speed and
no change of weight would be observed.

The tension in the connector rises and falls

as the speed rises and falls.

The mass M is said to bo balanced by the
mass m. It is not necessary that the balance

weight m should be equal to M. The added
mass has only to require a constraining force

equal to the constraining force required by M.
If a mass m is added at radius r to balance
a mass M at radius R, then equality between
the constraining forces is secured when

that is when
(1)

This is the condition for the balancing of

two masses on an arm antl in the same
piano.

It is customary to consider all masses as

though they acted at a, common radius. The
radius usually selected is tho CRANK RADIUS.

Reduction to crank radius is effected by
equation (1).

(il) Motion of a Mass in a Straight Line at

Varying Speed. Consider tho reciprocating
mass C (Fig. 4). It is compelled to move in

the straight path defined by tho slide bars.

Assume that the crank turns with constant

angular velocity. Then the problem is to
find what forces are required to produce the

A

motion of tho mass which is defined by
the uniform turning of the crank.

The general method of finding the accelera

tion of C is to form an expression giving tho

position of the mass in its path in terms of

one independent variable. Then differentiate

this variable twice with respect to tho time.

The result of the first differentiation gives tho

velocity of tho mass in its path. The result

of the second differentiation gives the accelera

tion of the mass in its path. The mass

multiplied by the acceleration is then, tho

force we are seeking.

The position of the mass C (Fig. 4) is defined by
the distance x. When the crank angle in tho value

of a; is

Eliminating by moan.s of tho relation H wn (9.=

L sin
<l>
and differentiating twice with regard to tho

time, remembering that <t*t)/dt*, tho acceleration of

the crank, is assumed to bo zero, Lho acceleration, is

found to bo

The instantaneous value of tho force is then MA and
tho reaction on the frame iw MA.

The force is soon from this expression to

vary in a complex manner. A way of pro
ducing an exactly equal and opposite reaction

on the frame to balance this is sketched in

FIG. 5.

Fig. 5. A mass Cly equal to tho mass 0, is

made to slide by a connecting rod AjCJ,, equal
in length to AC. Ifor this arrangement to
work there would bo three cranks on tho
shaft : the centre one OA, and two outer ones
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in the direction OAr The mass Cx would
then be driven by two connecting rods,

together equal in mass to the rod AC. The
reciprocating masses of an engine constructed
in this way would be in perfect balance,

In an actual engine the accelerating force
is derived from the fluid pressure in the

cylinder. The pressure on the piston has to

produce the acceleration of the piston and
rod and to transmit force to the crank pin
through the connecting rod. The force there
fore transmitted to the crank pin is the
difference between the total force on the

piston due to the steam pressure and that part
of the force which has been employed in giving
motion to the piston. After about the middle
of the stroke, however, where the acceleration

changes sign, the pressure on the crank pin
is greater than that due to the total fluid

pressure by the retarding force, which must
be applied to the reciprocating masses by the
crank pin.
The acceleration x can be found graphically. Ben

nett's construction, given to the author by G. T.

Bennett, D.Sc., of Emmanuel College, Cambridge,
in 1902, is convenient for this purpose, and is as

follows :

First (Fig. 6) find a point B on the connecting
rod so that AB x BC=AO 2

. This point is found by

FIG. 6.

S E

drawing a perpendicular from to the rod when the

crank is at right angles with the line of stroke.

Then set out the mechanism with the crank at

an assigned angle B. From B draw BS perpendicular

to the rod. From S draw ST perpendicular to the

line of stroke. From T draw TE perpendicular to

the rod. Then EO represents the acceleration of

the mass C to the scale on which AO represents the

radial acceleration of the crank pin. The accelera

tion of C is therefore Mw*R(EO/AO) ft. per second

per second.

The construction is exact and gives the same

value for the acceleration as that which is calculated

from expression (3). The proof of the construction

is found from equation (1) by eliminating $ instead

of 0. It is given in Dalby's Balancing of Engines.
2

The expression found in (3) is intractable. An

approximation of great utility in practice is found

by putting cos < = 1- (R2
2/L*) sin

2 6 in the process

of eliminating (/>
from equation (2). The resulting

expression for x differentiated twice then gives

for the acceleration
p

A=-uaR(cos0+r cos20). - - (4)
Ju

As close an approximation to the true expression

1 Sec also
" Kinematics of Machinery," (3) (iv.).

2 The Balancing of Engines,^? . E.Dalby. Edward
Arnold, London, 1906.

(3) as may be desired can be made by expressing
A as a Fourier series.

The general expression then becomes

A= - w2R (cos B +A! cos 2$ -B cos 40

+ cos 6(9 . . .)

in which AIt B, and C have the following values, c

being the ratio R/L,

.
c3 15 c5

i-Cf 4
+

I2g
. .

-
16

128

See for details a paper by Mr. J. H. Macalpine in

Engineering, Oct. 22, 1897.

(iii.) The Motion of the Connecting Rod (Fig. 7).
The end A, called the big end, is compelled

\

J

to move in a circle. The end C, called the

small end, is compelled to move in a straight
line.

The dynamical problem is, assuming the

rod to be freed from its connections, what is

the instantaneous force which must be applied
to the rod to cause it to move the one end in

a circle with uniform velocity, the other end
in a line passing through the centre of this

circle (Fig. 7).

The answer to this problem depends upon
the mass of the rod and the way the mass
is distributed, and on the speed.

There are two important mass points
which must be located before the solution

can be found. These are the mass centre

and the centre of percussion 'relative to the

small end of the rod.

The mass centre is found by balancing the

rod on a knife edge.

The centre of percussion H (Fig. 8) relative

to the small end is found by suspending the

rod so that it- can oscillate about the small

end, and then adjusting a plumb bob to

oscillate in time with it. The length of the

simple pendulum formed by the bob and its

string is the distance from the small end to

the centre of percussion required.

The following construction then gives

the force corresponding to a given crank

angle.
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Draw the mechanism in the configuration corre

sponding to the given crank angle (Fig. 9).

Apply Bennett's geometrical construction to find

EO, the acceleration of the end C. Join EA.
EA is called the acceleration imago of the rod.

It has this property. Regarded as the connecting
rod on a smaller

scale, A being the

big end and E the

small end, the line

joining any point
on it to repre
sents in magnitude
and direction the

acceleration of the

corresponding point
on tho actual rod.

Let V be the mass

centre, and H the

centre of percussion
of tho rod about C.

Draw Vv parallel

to the line of stroke

and join v to 0;
then vQ is the

magnitude and
Fia. 8. direction of the

acceleration of the

mass centre to the scale on which AO is the

acceleration of the crank pin A.

The magnitude of the accelerating force is then

It remains to find its position.

Draw Wi (Fig. 9) parallel to the line of stroke and

join Ti to 0. Through H draw a line parallel to JiO

cutting the line of stroke in J. J is then a point in

the line of action of the force. But its direction is

given by vO.

Therefore through ,T draw a line parallel to vO.

This is the line of action of the force R, which is

competent to produce the motion of the connecting

I E JXTQ
Fig-. 9. To find force R competent I

J

to produce the motion of I

5 1 the Connecting
1 Rod.

Fig:, no. Frame Reactions.

rod at the instant the crank is passing through the

angle 0.

This force varies in magnitude and direction as
the crank anglo varies.

The force li is equivalent to an equal and parallel

force R acting at the mass centre V, and a couple R.
The force R at the mass centre produces the HuOar

motion of the rod, and the couple Ra produces the

angular motion of the rod about its mass centre 1

V. The combination of this linear and angular
motion produces the actual motion.

The proofs of these propositions and constructions

are given in detail in Dalby's Balancing of IHngino.s.

The next step is to find the frame reactions.

Porce can only be brought on to the rod at

its ends. There is the pxill from the crank

pin and the reaction at tho slide bars.

Neglecting friction tho reaction at the slide

bars can only be at right angles to the lino of

stroke.

Therefore at C (Fig. 10) set up a perpendicu
lar to the line of stroke to moot R produced
in S. Join S to A.

Then if ST represents tho force R, the

component STX represents tho force which
must be brought upon tho small ond of tho
rod by tho slide bars, and tho component
ST2 tho force which must bo brought 011 to

the big end by the crank pin. Those two

components together produce the actual

motion of the rod.

The crank - pin component transferred to

the crank shaft gives tho couple fc>T 2 x 6, and
the equal and parallel force ST2 acting from tho
frame to the shaft.

The couple modifies tho turning moment
on the crank.

The frame reactions arc shown by dotted
linos in tho figure.

The final result is thou that tho motion
of the connecting rod involves forces on the
frame like those shown, changing in ma.gnU.udo
from instant to instant, but panning periodic-

ally through tho same values. ThoHo forms
toad to cause vibration of tho frame.

The connecting rod could bo balanced

exactly by tho method already illustrated

in Fig. 5. With this arrangement providing
that tho rods on tho right arc equal in weight
to tho rod on tho left and similar in form, the
resultant of tho forces on tho frame consequent
upon tho motion of tho rods on the right
is exactly equal and opposite to tho resultant
of the forces on tho frame consequent upon
the acceleration of tho rod on the loft).

Tho forces wax and wane and change their"

directions in exact unison, so that they
noutralise one another from instant to instant,
and tho frame itself, although under the strews

produced by these forces, is never under tho
action of an unbalanced forco and there Core
has no tendency to vibrate.

In practice it is usual to eliminate the
effect of tho rod by treating tho problem aw

though its mass wore divided between the
crank pin and tho reciprocating masses in

versely as tho mass centre divides tho rod.
The share assigned to tho crank pin is then
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balanced as part of the revolving masses;
that assigned to the reciprocating masses is

balanced with the reciprocating masses.

Considered as a system of two masses the

frame forces produced are not exactly the

same as the frame forces produced by
the actual connecting rod, but while it is

impossible to balance the rod except by
another rod in the way shown, it is possible
to balance these divided masses with ordinary
balance weights with sufficient accuracy for

most practical purposes,

(3) THE CEISTEIFUGAL COUPLE. Refer

ring to Fig. 3 it will be seen that the mass M
is balanced by the mass m placed diametric

ally opposite to it.

Let Fig. 11 be the side view of a shaft carry

ing a mass M at radius R, and for the moment

suppose it to be supported on a pair of parallel

M

11.

knife edges at Bt and B2. If the balance

weight m is placed opposite M at radius r

such that MR=mr, but at a distance A along
the shait as shown in Fig. 11, and this is

usually necessary in practice, it will still be

found to balance M when the shaft is at rest.

The shaft will stand in any angular position

on the knife edges. It will be in perfect

static balance. If now the shaft is put in

bearings, say, at Bt and B2, its revolution will

set up vibrations.

Although it is in static balance it is not

in running balance. The disturbance is now

produced by the couple formed by the reaction

of M on the shaft, giving a force M;3R, and

by the e<jual and opposite reaction mt/A* on

. the shaft, these two reactions being separated

by the distance a. This couple tends to turn

the system about an axis perpendicular to

the plane containing the forces.

The distance A between the forces is called

the ABM of the couple, and the product of

one force into the arm is called the MOMENT
of the couple.
The couple is called the centrifugal couple,

because its forces are the centrifugal forces

caused by the rotation of masses.

A couple can only be balanced by an equal

and opposite couple acting in its plane. That

is, the four forces of the pair of couples lie

VOL. I

in one plane, and this plane contains the axis

of the shaft.

The moment of the centrifugal couple
caused by the mass M and its balancing mass
m is M6J2RA.

It may be balanced by a couple M^RjB,
the quantities being taken so that

MiRiB^MRA. . . (1)

These couples must act so that they tend to

produce rotation in opposite directions.

The dotted lines in Fig. 11 show a balan

cing couple. If masses, radii, and the arm B
satisfy the equation above, and if in addition

M
1
R

1
=??i1r1

and MR=ir. then it will be

found that the shaft may be driven at any
speed and there will be no vibration.

At the same time the shaft will stand in

any angular position on the knife edges. The
masses disposed round it satisfy in fact two

separate conditions.

They are in static balance, and they are also

in running balance. Static balance implies
that the mass centre of all the masses lies on
the axis of revolution of the shaft.

Running balance implies that the centri

fugal couples of all the masses form a system
in equilibrium.

(4) THE PEACTICAL PBOBLEM. The prob
lem of balancing an engine presents itself

in practice in this way. An engine is designed
to fulfil conditions of power, speed, and

arrangement, and the result is a crank shaft

driven from a number of cylinders. Usually
the lines of stroke of the cylinders are con

tained in one plane, and this plane contains

the axis of the crank shaft. If there are n

cylinders, then there are n piston masses, n

cranks, and therefore n revolving masses,
and also n connecting rods. The accelera

tions of each of these systems of n masses

cause frame reactions.

As mentioned above, the connecting rod

is eliminated from the problem by distribut

ing its mass between the revolving and the

piston masses.

There are now two balancing problems :

(1) To balance the revolving crank shaft

masses.

(2) To balance the reciprocating piston
masses.

Both fall under one method of solution.

(5) SOLUTION OF THE BALANCING PEOB-

LEM. J The initial problem to be solved may
i This solution by Professor Dalby was first pub

lished in 1899. It is contained in a paper entitled
" The

Balancing of Engines with special reference to Marine

Work," printed in the Transactions ofthe Instilidwn of

Naval Architects, 1899, xE. In this paper will he found

applications of the method to the balancing of torpedo-
boat engines, including with the pistons the recipro

cating slide valves as welL The development of the

method to include primary and secondary "balancing,

the balancing of locomotives, and the treatment of

many problems arising out of the dynamical condi

tions involved will be found in The Balancing of

Engines, by W. E. Dalby, mentioned above.
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be stated in this way. Given a revolving
shaft with a number of masses attached to

it, find tho balance weights which must be

added to secure static and running balance.

Solution. Select a plane at right angles
to the shaft in which it is intended to attach

one of the balance weights. This plane is

called specifically the REFERENCE PLANE.

The reference plane may be regarded as a

definite plane like a drawing-board, keyed to

and revolving with the shaft.

Transfer each centrifugal forco Mco2R in

turn to this plane. Each force transferred

gives rise to

(1) an equal and parallel force, Mw2R=F,
acting -in tlie plane ;

(2) a couple Fa, where a is the distance

through which the force is trans

ferred.

The transference of one force to the refer

ence plane is illustrated in Fig. 12. Hero the

M

Fia. 12.

rotation of the mass M produces the centri

fugal force Mw.'2R =F on the shaft, and this

transferred to the reference plane gives the

equal and parallel force F and the couple
Fa.

For, introduce two equal and opposite
forces F at the point in the reference plane.
Then these forces being in equilibrium them
selves do not affect the equilibrium of the

system. The three forces, F from the mass M,
and F and F introduced at 0, may then be

analysed into the equal and parallel force F
acting at in the reference plane and the

couple Fa.

Draw a line OA parallel to the radius to

M to represent the couple Fa. Its length
OA is chosen so that OA = Fa and its sense

is marked off according to the direction in

which the couple tends to turn the shaft

about 0.

That is, its sense will be from outwards
in the radial direction of the mass for all

masses on the right of the reference plane,
and from in the direction opposite to the
radial direction of the mass for all masses
to the loft of the reference plane.

Also draw OB to represent the force.

Then every mass M revolving with the shaft

will give rise to two vectors in the reference

plane, a force vector like OB pointing always
in the radial direction ot the mass, and a

couple vector OA pointing in the radial direc

tion settled as above.

The next stop is to find the resultant of

the couples. For this purpose sot tho couple
vectors out in any order to form a polygon.
If tho polygon closes, then there is no un
balanced couple. If it does not close, the

vector required to close it gives in magnitude
sense and direction the couple required to

balance tho couples about 0.

The couple closure, as this lino is called,

is the product of four quantities, namely, w2
,

an unknown mass M acting at a convenient

radius R from the shaft and in a piano at a

convenient distance d from the reference

plane, and is equal to MRo>2d.

Select a plane at a distance d from tho refer

ence plane where a balance weight may bo

conveniently introduced.

Select a radius R at which it is con

venient to place tho balance weight in this

plane.

Finally calculate tho magnitude of the

balance weight from the equation

M _ Couple closure
~" ~~'

The angle at which the radius stands in

relation to tho other radii on tho shaft is

given by the direction of tho closure lino in

the polygon.
Then add this balance weight to tho system,

and transfer it to the reference piano as before,
thus adding one more force to tho system
already there. Tho couples now balance.

Then set out the force vectors in any order
to form a polygon. If this force polygon
closes, then there is no unbalanced force. If

it does not close, tho vector required to close

it gives in magnitude sense and direction tho
force required to balance tho forcos acting
at 0.

The force closure is the prodxict of throe

quantities, namely, a mass, a radius, and a?
2

.

Select a radius at which it is convenient to

place tho balance weight in tho reference

plane, and then calculate its magnitude from
the equation

M _ Force closure
JYlass

'

-~? --~ .

Rw2

The angle of the radius to the balance weight
is given by the direction of tho closure in the

polygon.
to

2
, being constant for all masses, may have

any value in working dut tho solution. There
fore call it unity.
The addition of tho balance weight in tho

reference plane to balance the forces there has
no effect on the balance already produced
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between the couples. Because a force acting
at O has no moment about 0, and can there
fore be added or removed without introducing
a couple into the system.

This is the essence of the solution. The
couples are balanced first, and then the forces

are balanced without disturbing the balance

between the couples.
It is easily shown that if the forces and the

couples are separately balanced about any
one point along the shaft they are separately
balanced about every point along the shaft.

Therefore, after the balance weights have
been found by the method explained, and
have been added to the system, it will be
found that both the couple and the force

polygons will close for any position of the

reference plane along the shaft.

The balance weights found are independent
of the position chosen for a reference plane.

This propertyenables thework to be checked.

Having found the balance weights as described,

include them in the system, and then select

a reference plane at a new place along the

shaft.

Ignoring the knowledge that the system is

balanced, proceed to find balance weights.
It should be found that both force and couple

polygon close, showing that no balance weights
are required. If the polygons do not close,

there has been some error in the original

determination of the balance weights. This

mass revolves from the reference plane in the manner
indicated in the figure.

Arrange the data in the way shown in SCHEDULE
No. 1.

Column 1. Write in tlie numbers of the planes of

revolution.

Column 2. Write in the distances of these planes
from the reference plane.

Column 3. Write in the values of M, the mass at

common radius R. This mass is equi
valent to the centrifugal force when
co 2R= l. The column is therefore

headed FOECE.
Column 4. Write in the products Ma calculated from

the figures in columns 2 and 3. This

product is equivalent to a centrifugal

couple when co*B==l. The column is

therefore headed COUPLE.

SCHEDULE 1

-e
2

*
FIG.

check on the accuracy of the work is a valuable

element of the Dalby Solution.

(6) EXAMPLE. Let there be three masses Ma=
17 pounds, M3

= 15 pounds, and M4=7 pounds
attached at common radiusR to the shaftSS (Fig. 13)

spaced along the shaft as shown, and spacedangularly
around the shaft as defined in the end view of the

shaft (Fig. 13).

The mass centre of each mass revolves in a plane

to which the shaft is perpendicular.

Let the problem be to balance these three

masses by two balance weights, the one being

placed in the plane No. 1 and the other in the

plane No. 5.

Choose the reference plane to coincide with the

plane of revolution of one of the balance weights.

We may therefore choose either plane No, 1 or plane

No. 5. Let us choose plane No. 1. Then write on

the drawing the distance of each plane in which a

End View of Shaft

Next set out the couple vectors of column 4 in the

way shown in Fig. 14. Choosing any convenient

scale, draw

AB= 51 and parallel to radius 2 (end view, Fig. 13).

BC= 135 and parallel to radius 3.

CD= 84 and parallel to radius 4.

DA the closure, measuring 83, is the couple required

to produce balance amongst the couples.

The balance weight in plane 5 is calculated from

Couple closure 83

The angular position of the radius of this balance

weight is denned in relation to the others by drawing
radius 5 in the end view parallel to the closure of

the couple polygon.
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This mass is now entered in the schedule as

indicated.

There are now four forces acting at in the

A

Couple Polygon

PIG. 14.

reference plane. Starting from any origin, set out

(Fig. 15)

ab=l f
7 parallel to radius 2 (end view, Fig. 13) ;

fo= 13 parallel to radius 3 ;

cd 7 parallel to radius 4 ;

e=ll-9 parallel to radius 5.

ea, the closure measuring 14*4, is the balance weight
at common radius required to balance the forces

at 0. The angular
position of the radius

of this balance weight
is defined in relation

to the others by
drawing radius 1 in

the end view parallel
to the closure of the

force polygon.
These two balance

weights added to the

system in the planes

specified, and in the

angular positions de

fined in the end view,

produce a system of

five masses in both
static and in running
balance. The shaft

can be driven at any
speed when held in a pair of bearings placed any
where along the shaft without producing vibration of

the supports.
Whatever value be given to w=R it will be the same

for each mass, and therefore will not make any
difference in the balance weights found.

(7) DEDUCTIONS FROM THE FORCE AND
COUPLE POLYGONS. The balance of a system
of n revolving masses may be tested by
selecting a reference plane at any point along
the shaft and then following the method
above. Unless the plane has been selected
to coincide with one of the planes in which a
mass revolves there will be in the reference

plane, after the transference of the forces to

Force Polygon

FIG. 15.

it, n couple vectors, and n force vectors. If

the masses are in balance the couple vectors

set out in any order wili form a closed polygon
of n sides; and the force vectors set out in

any order will form a closed polygon of n
sides. Corresponding sides of these two

polygons are parallel, but the ratio of the

lengths of a pair of parallel sides is different

for each pair. The ratio of a pair is in fact

the distance a from the reference plane of

the mass whose force and couple are respect

ively represented by the pair of parallel

The balancing of n masses amongst them
selves is. thus conditioned by these geometrical

properties of the force polygon and the couple

polygon.
If, when, the vectors are set out, it should

be found that the force polygon closes, but
the couple polygon, does not close, then the

masses are in static balance, but are not in

running balance. There is no unbalanced

force, but there is an unbalanced couple

causing reactions on the frame.

A few important practical limitations can.

at once be deduced from these polygons.

(a) Three masses carried on three arms

spaced along a shaft can only mutually
balance if the arms are in one plane, a plane
containing the axis of the shaft. Seen in

end view the arms would all lio in a diameter.

For it is only possible to draw two polygons
of three sides each, with corresponding sides

parallel, and the ratio of the lengths of each

parallel pair different, if the polygons close

into a line. It follows that the arms carrying
the masses must bo in a line so that tho middle
arm is at 180 with the two outer arms.

Therefore a crank shaft with throe cranks
at 120 cannot be designed so that the masses

mutually balance. If the masses are equal,
the force polygon closes and static balance
is obtained. But in these conditions tho

couple polygon cannot be closed.

To balance throe masses sot at angles with
one another a fourth mass must bo added to
the system equivalent to a fourth crank.
The system is then equivalent to four niawHOB
on four cranks.

(b) Four masses on four arms spaced along
a shaft can in general bo balanced amongst
themselves, because a pair of polygons can
be found in which corresponding sides are

parallel, and in which tho ratio of tho lengths
of each parallel pair is different.

(c) But four masses spaced along a whaft
on four arms set at 90 with each other
cannot be designed to balance. If tho four
masses are equal the force polygon closes and
there is static balance. But with the angles
all right angles the couple polygon cannot bo
made to close.

Therefore a crank shaft with four cranks
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set at 90 with each, other cannot be designed
so that the masses balance. Balance can only
be obtained by adding a fifth mass to the

system equivalent to a fifth crank. The
system is then equivalent to five masses
on five cranks, but with the condition that
four of the cranks are mutually at right

Many other useful conditions can be deduced
from the geometric properties of the force and

couple polygons.

(8) THE BALANCING OF A ROTOR. The
rotor of a steam turbine is truly turned, and
the blading is symmetrical. At first sight it

would appear that there ia here no balancing
problem, because so far &a constructional skill

can go the mass centre of each elementary
disc, of which the length may be imagined
to be made up, lies in the axis of rotation.

But owing to slight variations in density,
and in the symmetry of the blading, the mass
centre of each elementary disc is. in general

slightly displaced from the axis of rotation.

Although these displacements are slight the

speed at which the rotor is driven involves

accelerating forces' which are large enough to

cause vibration. So that, after all, there is a

rotor balancing problem, and a difficult one,
because the displacements of the mass centres

of the elementary discs cannot be identified

by any method of weighing or measurement.
The problem is in fact similar to that which

would be presented to a designer asked to

work out the balance weights for a totally
enclosed reciprocating engine, with access to

the parts denied. All he would see of the

moving parts would be the ends of the crank

shaft projecting through the bearing at each

end, and all he would know of them would
be that their motion produced vibration.

Similarly, all he can see in a rotor is an

apparently truly turned mass, symmetrically
bladed, and all he knows of it is that when
driven it produces vibration.

He might by imagination conceive tht rotor

to be made up of a series of elementary discs,

but the position of the mass centre of each

disc would be hidden from H-m without

possibility of discovery.
Mr. King Salter, in a paper to the Institution

of Naval Architects read at the spring meeting
of 1920, has described an ingenious method
of solving the problem.
The rotor to be balanced is placed in

bearings and is driven by a motor. Being
unbalanced it produces a reaction on each

bearing. These reactions are separately
measured in the horizontal direction. Let

Rx and R2 be the respective maximum reac

tions measured in the apparatus when the

rotor is driven at a revolutions per second.

Then each reaction may be regarded as pro
duced by a mass M attached to the rotor at

radius r. So that the maximum horizontal

reaction at each bearing is expressed by

R^M^,. . . (1)

from which

M1
=^ ... (3)

(4)

M! and M* can be calculated from (3) and (4)
because w2 is observed, and r may be put equal
to unity or to any convenient constant length.
The next part of the problem is to find the

angular position of the radii ra and r2. This is

"

done by the apparatus described in the paper.
The rotor, with its hidden system of un

balanced masses, may now be replaced by
a shaft with two known masses attached to

it at known angular spacing as illustrated in

Fig. 17. Fig. 16 shows the rotor and the

centre line of the bearings at which the

reactions are measured Fig. 17 shows the

equivalent unbalanced system of two masses

as determined in Mr. King Salter' s apparatus.
The two planes in which balancing masses

are to be placed are now fixed upon. One
is chosen as a reference plane, and then the

solution of (5) is applied to find the actual

magnitude and position of the balancing
masses to be placed in the two respective

planes. The arrangement is shown in Fig. 18.

The usual shop method of balancing a rotor is to

place it on a pair of level and parallel knife edges
and then add balance weights until it will stand in

any angular position on these knife edges. This pro
cess ensures static balance but not running balance.

The unknown unbalanced couple cannot be esti

mated from experiments on parallel knife edges,
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and in practice the proper distribution of balancing
masses to secure running balance is done by trial

and error. After static balance is secured the rotor

is driven up to speed, and if the couple is sufficient

to produce disturbance the weights added to secure

static balance are distributed so that the running
balance is improved without interfering with the

static balance. Considerable experience is required
to get this done satisfactorily. It is advisable to

test the balance of a turbine rotor in steam so that

the rotor and its blades have expanded to the

positions they occupy at the normal running tem

perature.
A full description of Mr. King Salter's apparatus

will be found in the paper cited above. Briefly it

consists of a substantial bed with a bearing at

each end. Each bearing can slide horizontally

through a limited distance, but is prevented from

doing so by a spring screwed up against it. When
a trial of a rotor is being made the spring is com

pressed against the bearing so that it just prevents
it moving. The strength of the spring is known,
so that the maximum force acting horizontally on
the bearing in the direction of motion can be observed.

On each end of the rotor is placed a spider or

flange, carrying on its periphery a number of radial

spokes like the spokes on a steering wheel, but with
this difference, that they are free to slide inwards

radially, but once pushed in they cannot come back,

being held by a spring. When these spiders have
been keyed on the end of the rotor, all spokes out

to the limit allowed, the rotor is driven at. the

testing speed by an independent motor, and this

motor is then disconnected. The bearings are then

slightly relieved so that the rotor can move hori

zontally under the unbalanced forces. A kind of

brake shoe is then gradually approached to the

spokes and pushed on to them until the ends are

running in a circle. The rotor is then brought to

rest, and an examination of the spokes shows the

particular radius corresponding to the maximum
horizontal displacement, and therefore to the

maximum value of the force on the corresponding

bearing.

The displacement of the mass centre of a

rotor and the angular position of the plane
containing the mass centre and the axis of

the rotor can be found by direct weighing in

the Martin rotor balancing apparatus. The
method and the apparatus are described in

Engineering, December 31, 1920. By the
aid of this apparatus a static balance of

great accuracy can be obtained. For many
rotors static balance may be sufficient, as for

the thin disc -like rotors of gyrostats. If the
static balancing of a rotor is found to be in

sufficient, its dynamical balance can be tested
and secured by the aid of Mr. King Salter's

apparatus.

(9) FOUR MASSES. SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION.
Four masses may be set together in mutual

balance in an infinite variety of ways. For
an infinite number of pairs of four-sided force

and couple polygons can be drawn at random
to satisfy the geometrical conditions mentioned
above.

There -is a simple construction, due to

Dr. Schubert, and published by the Hamburg
Mathematical Society, 1898, which gives the

spacing along the shaft, the angular positions,
and the masses for mutual balance amongst
four masses.

Let the spacing of the cranks along the

shaft SS be given as indicated in Fig. 19.

Choose any pole 0. Join points 1, 2, 3, 4,

with this pole.

Take any point A on 01, and through it draw
a line AB parallel to the shaft SS, and a lino

AC parallel to the line O3.

Through B draw a lino BC parallel to the

line 02.

Then OACB is the force polygon correspond

ing to the position of the pole and the crank

spacing given.
This force polygon defines bv tho lengths

FIG. 19.

of its sides the relative magnitudes of tho

masses, and by the directions of its sides the

positions of tho cranks.

Thus in the end view draw crank Sa parallel
to the side OA ; Be parallel to tho side AC ;

Sb parallel to the side CB, and So parallel to
the side BO.

If now the system be tested it will bo found
that the couple polygon is closed. Tho proof
of this will be found in Dalby's Balancing
of Engines, 2nd edition, 1906, p/50.
The construction may be varied in many

ways. For example, the angular position of

the cranks in end view may bo drawn at

random. Then select any pole and draw
lines radiating from it parallel to tho crank
directions. Then draw across the rays a

line SS, and tho intersections define tho spacing
along the shaft.

Then draw a line as AB parallel to tho lino

SS and finish the force polygon. Tho sides

then define the magnitude of tho masses.

(10) THE BALANCING OF RECIPROCATING
MASSES. We have now to consider tho

balancing of the reciprocating masses of a

multi-cylinder engine of the type where tho
centre lines of the cylinders lie in a piano con

taining the axis of the crank shaft.

In the marine type the plane is vertical.

In tho ordinary land type the plane is usually
horizontal, though often vertical. In the
V engine the plane is inclined, and there are
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two systems of parts to be separately balanced,
one set in each inclined plane.
The frame reaction caused by the recipro

cation of a mass M by a crank turning with

uniform velocity is given by equation (3), (2).

A way of producing an exact equal and

opposite reaction on the frame is described

and illustrated in Fig. 5.

This construction is, however, excluded from

the problem before us.

An expression giving values close to the

values from (3), and derived from equation

(4), (2), is

(1)

The first term of this expression is the pro

jection on the line of stroke of the centrifugal

force due to the rotation of tlie mass M at

radius R. and at speed o>.

The second term is the projection on the line

of stroke of the centrifugal force due to the

rotation of a mass M at radius R2
/4L and at

speed 2w.

The greater the length of the connecting
rod in relation to the crank radius the smaller

the second term.

In the limit, when the rod is mfinitely long,

the second term vanishes. The crank and
slotted bar mechanism partly realises this con

dition. The ratio of rod to crank is often large

enough to make this second term negligibly

small. In locomotives the ratio of rod to crank

may be 7 to 1, and even more. But in some

kinds of marine engines it may be only 3i to 1.

The second term then becomes important.
When the second term is ignored in the

balancing the engine is said to be balanced for

PRIMARY FORCES and PRIMARY COTJPLES only.

If, however, the second term is included

in the problem, the engine is said to be

balanced for PRIMARY Ain> SECONDARY
FORCES AHD COUPLES.

(i.) Primary Balancing, Since the term

Mw2R cos 6 is the projection on the line of

stroke of the centrifugal force produced by
the rotation of a mass M, the conditions of

primary balance amongst n reciprocating

masses are the same as those for n revolving

masses, and may be investigated by assuming
that each mass is attached to its own crank

pin, so that the n reciprocating masses are

replaced by n revolving masses. For if a

polygon is closed, then the projections of the

sides on any line are algebraically equal to

zero. In other words, if the conditions of

balance for the revolving masses are satisfied,

so too are the conditions for the equivalent

reciprocating masses. The Dalby Solution of

(5) may then be applied without change to

find the balance weights of the substituted

revolving system, and the balance weights

found reciprocated in the cylinder plane will

balance the reciprocating masses.

The example of (6) may be restated thus. The

reciprocating masses of a three-cylinder vertical

engine weigh, respectively M2 ~17 pounds, M3=15
pounds, M4

= 7 pounds. These masses are recipro
cated by cranks spaced along and around the crank

shaft, as defined by Fig. 13. 3?ind the reciprocating
balance weights. The answer is (see Schedule 1),

14-4 pounds reciprocated by crank No. 1 ; 11-9

pounds reciprocated by crank No. 5 ; the lines of

reciprocation lying in the plane containing the centre

lines of the cylinders.
The masses may be designed as lumps of metal

reciprocated in properly lubricated guides on the

engine frame. They would then be called BOB
WEIGHTS. 1 The engine would be described as a

three-cylinder engine in which the reciprocating

masses, that is the piston masses, were balanced by
a pair of bob weights.
Each balance weight may, however, be designed

into a set of piston masses and added complete with

cylinder and valve gear to the engine. Then the

engine would be described as a five-cylinder engine
with the piston masses in balance amongst them
selves.

The problem of balancing an engine, as

stated in (4), involves the separate solution of

two problems. First find the reciprocating
balance weights, and add them to the engine
either as bob weights or as pistons. Secondly,
find the balance weights for the revolving

"

system of the crank shaft and add them to

the crank shaft.

Each of these problems is separately solved

by the application of the method given in (5).

The deductions of (7) apply equally to

systems of reciprocating masses. It follows

that the fewest number of cylinders in which

the pistons may be set in mutual balance is four.

Much has been written about the balancing
of four-cylinder engines. In practice, however,

even forprimary balancing, the valve gear must
often be included to get the best results. In

particular a four-cylinder torpedo-boat engine
becomes with its valve gear a problem in

balancing twelve lines of parts. There are

some subsidiary problems involved in the

complete solution, for which see the worked-

out example in Dalby's Balancing of Engines.

(ii.) Secondary Balancing. Since the second

term of equation (1) above gives a force which

is the projection on the line of stroke of a mass

M revolving at twice the speed of the main

crank at radius R 2
/4L, the condition that the

secondary forces shall balance is that the

corresponding force and couple polygons 'shall

close. A schedule is made, as illustrated in

Schedule 1, and the work is carried out as in

(5), but with this difference : the end view

of the shaft must now show all the crank

angles doubled.

Balancing to satisfy the conditions of equa
tion (1) is therefore conditioned by the closing

of four polygons, namely, a primary force

1 " On the Balancing ot Marine Engines," Sir

Alfred Yarrow, Trans. Inst. Naval Architect, 1892.
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polygon, a primary couplo polygon, a secondary
force polygon, and a secondary couple polygon.

Given, an engine, there is no difficulty in

applying (5) to test the primary and secondary
balance, but it is more convenient to deduce
the related conditions analytically.
The following method affords a solution. 1

The direction of a crank measured from a fixed

line is defined by the expression x^+iy^ where
4= \/ 1. x{ is measured along the fixed direction.

y1 is measured at right angles to it. Also a^
2
+ij-^

= 1.

The direction of a crank corresponding to this,

starting in coincidence along the fixed direction

and revolving twice as fast, is given by

If M! is the mnss at radius R x the corresponding
force and couple vectors are

Primary force

Primary couple
Mlw^ l(x1 -{-iy1}a l>.... (3)

Secondary force

y^Hxf-yf+iteM), . . (4)

Secondary couple

^

. (5)

Fig. 20 shows the relations of these quantities for

one mass Mj.

MI M,

k *i H
FIG. 20.

For every reciprocating mass there is a set of

terms corresponding to these four expressions. The
condition that the masses may balance is expressed

by the eight simultaneous equations :

Primary forces vanish

+)=0.
s + -f )=0.

Primary couples vanish

(Mlo!Ia 1 -fMsa;aa2 + +)=0.
(M^flj + Mof/jflg + +)=0.

Secondary forces vanish

(Uj.xfli +Ma a;aya 4- +)=0.

Secondary couples vanish

)a2 + + )=0.
-f +) = 0.

1
Dalby, "On the "Balancing of the Reciprocating

Parts of Engines, including thr Effort of the Connect
ing Hod," Trunsticttons of the Institution of Naval
Architects, 1901.

With the general relation ar +y
2 = 1 for all E'S and

?/'s with the same subscript.
Each of these eight equations has one term for

each reciprocating mass.

It is not possible to find a solution of any practical

value with fewer than 5 lines of parts, that is, with

5 terms in each line. The engine could be built

either as a five-cylinder engine or a three-cylinder

engine with a pair of bob weights.
The exploration of the possibilities of balance

with engines of different numbers of cranks will be

found in the book cited above.

(11) THE YARROW SOHLTOK TWEEDY
MARINE ENGINE. This is a four -

cylinder

engine with reciprocating parts balanced

amongst themselves for primary forces and

primary couples.
Later a four-cylinder symmetrically arranged

engine with the reciprocating parts balanced

amongst themselves for primary and sccoiidary
forces and for primary couples was used, and
the method of getting this balance was
described in a paper at the Naval Architects

in 1900 by Schlick.

Although the eight fundamental equations
of the preceding section cannot be simul

taneously satisfied for an engine giving only
four terms in each equation, yet it is possible
to satisfy the first six of them with four terms

per equation. Thus a four-crank engine can
be set to satisfy the first six equations, and thus

it can be designed for primary and secondary
balance of the reciprocating forces and primary
balance of the couples, but the secondary

couples must remain unbalanced.

The symmetrical engine is indicated in Fig. 21.

A reference plane is taken at the centre of the shaft

k - a4
-

REF. PLANE

FIG. 21.

and the cranks arc spaced so that a^a^ Tho
angle 103 is made equal to tho tingle 204, and tho
mass Mj is taken equal to the mass M4 . With those-

assumptions, the first six equations give

Ma aM3 and aa a
3,

and further

where Pis*-
1

,

and

When the spacings ax and a, arc given, x^ is calculated
from (2), and then xz from (1), and tho ratio of tho

reciprocating masses from (3).
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The solution of the first six equations with four
terms per equation is not limited to the symmetrical
engine.
The expressions for unsymmetrical engines are

complicated. The general solution is given by
Lorenz in Dynamik der Kurbelgetriebe (Leipzig, 1901),
and Professor Ingles, in a paper printed in the Transac
tions of the Institution of Naval Architects, gives curves

from which the graphical solution can be found for

the proper given conditions.

It will be remembered that in the special con
struction given in (9) for the four-crank engine the

pole can be chosen at random. The quantities then

satisfy the first four of the eight equations. There
is one position of the pole and one only which yields
results which satisfy the first six equations. Schlick,
in the paper mentioned above, gives a geometrical
construction for finding this position for the sym
metrical engine. See also study of the problem by
G. T. Bennett in a paper entitled

" The Balancing
of the IFour-Oank Engine," read before the Inter

national Congress of Mathematicians at Cambridge,

August 1912 ;
also a paper by Professor Inglis,

Trans. Inst. Naval Arch., 1911, Part 1.

The setting of the four main cranks derived

from these six equations and the resulting
four reciprocating masses produce balance

only amongst themselves. The valve gear
with its heavy reciprocating valves has

received no consideration. In practice^ the

valve gear must be brought into the problem
to secure the best results. A compromise
can be made which results in perfect primary
balance for forces and couples of all the

reciprocating parts, including the pistons and
the valves, whilst the condition for secondary
balance of the forces is nearly satisfied.

(12) THE BALANCING OF LOCOMOTIVES. *

Each coupling rod is imagined to be replaced

by masses concentrated at the crank pins.
The pins share the mass of a rod in the pro

portion in which they share its weight. Then

by (5) may be found the angular positions
and the masses at crank radius to balance

the revolving masses of each axle. A balance

weight is usually cast with the wheel and
is often shaped in the form of a crescent.

Let ra be the mass of the crescent-shaped
balance weight, excluding the mass of the

spokes passing through it, and let r be the

radius of the mass centre, then by trial and
error values of m and r must be found such

that mr=MR, where M is the balancing
mass at crank radius R.

The reciprocating masses are usually

balanced by revolving masses placed in the

driving wheels. These are combined with

the masses required to balance the revolving

parts, so that the balance weight seen in a

driving wheel is the resultant of two balance

weights, namely, one to balance the revolving

masses, the other to balance the reciprocating

masses. The balance weights added to balance

the reciprocating masses are themselves un-

1 " Steam Engine, Reciprocating," (8).

balanced hi the vertical direction and so

produce a varying pressure on the rails. Let
W be the static load on a driving wheel, that

is, the load measured on a weigh bridge, and let

m be the revolving mass at radius r added to

balance the reciprocating masses, then the

static load is alternately increased and
diminished per revolution by the amount

mu^r/g pounds. Omega is here the angular

velocity of the wheel in radians per second.

It is more convenient to express the angular

velocity in terms of the speed of the engine.
Let V be the speed of the engine in miles per
hour, and D the diameter of the wheel in feet,

then the maximum and minimum load on
the rail can be calculated from

0-00012mrV*

An average type of coupled engine would
have W= 7J tons on the driving wheel, and
if the reciprocating parts were fully balanced
the second term may reach the value of 4 tons

at 60 miles per hour even on a wheel as large
as 7 feet diameter.

The rail load would then vary between 12J
tons and 3J tons per revolution. This would
be destructive to the permanent way, especially
to the cross girders of bridges, but the tractive

pull would be even. It is better from the

permanent way point of view to leave the

reciprocating masses unbalanced. But if

this is done the 4 tons variation appears in

the tractive pull. In practice a compromise
is made and it is usual to balance only of

the reciprocating masses, leaving ^ to vary
the tractive pull and throwing the effect of

| on the permanent way.
Having decided what proportion of the

reciprocating masses is to be balanced, pro

portionate masses are supposed concentrated

on their respective crank phis. And since

the balance weights are going to be added,
not as reciprocating masses but as revolving

masses, these masses can be included in the

schedule of the revolving masses, and (5)

applied to find straight away the resultant

balance weights for the driving axle,

When the driving wheel is small there may
be difficulty in designing a suitable balance

weight for it. The revolving balance weight
added to balance the reciprocating masses

may then be distributed between the coupled
wheels equally or in any proportion thought
suitable. The balance weight then seen in

any one of the coupled wheels is the .resultant

of the balance weight required to balance its

revolving masses, and the balance weight

required to balance the proportion of the

reciprocating mass transferred to it.

This distribution of the balance weight

required to balance the reciprocating masses

also distributes the hammer blow, as the
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variation of rail load is called. For example,
the hammer blow of 4 tons under the driving
wheel may be distributed to give 1-3 ton

under each of three coupled wheels.

The reciprocating masses of a four-cylinder
locomotive may be balanced amongst them

selves, as explained in (10). The possibility
is not, however, taken advantage of because

the cranks are generally arranged in two
180 pairs at right angles.

It has been pointed out in (7) (c) that this

is the one angular spacing at which mutual
balance is impossible. If the reciprocating
masses are equal there is balance for the

forces but the couple is unbalanced. This

means that the reciprocating masses produced
no variation of the tractive pull, neither is

there any variation of rail pressure, so that

there is no hammer blow. But the unbalanced

couple acts on the engine to make it sway
laterally. This swaying can be corrected by
the addition of revolving masses in the driving

wheel, but these masses, although without effect

on the tractive pull, introduce a hammer blow.

H the angles and masses were designed to

secure balance there would be no variation

of tractive pull, no hammer blow, and no

swaying couple. Four sets of valve gear
would be required as against the two sets

with which the four-cylinder locomotive is

usually operated.

(13) THE BALANCING OF INTERNAL COM
BUSTION ENGINES. The petrol engine,

1 which
before the war was used mainly to drive

motor cars, has been developed during the

war into a powerful prime mover for aircraft.

Dynamically aircraft engines can be dis

tinguished into three types :

Type A. An engine with its cylinders ranged
in a line along the crank shaft so

that the cylinder centre lines and
the crank shaft axis lie in a plane.

Type B. The V engine formed by placing

engines of type A to drive a

common crank shaft and arranged
about it so that the planes con

taining the centre lines of their

cylinders intersect in the axis of

the common crank shaft. Thus
two four-cylinder engines of type A
become an eight-cylinder V engine
driving a four-crank shaft. Three

four-cylinder engines of type A
become a double V engine of

twelve cylinders driving a four-

crank shaft.

Type C. The radial engine in which the

cylinder centre lines radiate from
the centre of the crank shaft

and all lie in a plane perpendicular
to the axis of the crank shaft

1 See rt
Petrol Engine, the Water-cooled": tc Air

craft Engines," Vol, IV.

Internal combustion engines used in sub

marines, in factories, and in motor cars belong
as a rule to class A.

The balancing of engines of type A has

been considered in sections (5), (6), and (7),

and from the results there given deductions

can be drawn for a few arrangements found
in internal combustion engines, but not yet

specifically considered.

The four-crank engine of type A with equal

reciprocating masses and with cranks sot,

the middle pair parallel and the outer pair

parallel and at 180 with the middle pair,
and with the cranks symmetrically pitched

along the crank shaft, is the usual arrange
ment found in a four-crank motor car engine.
With these conditions the reciprocating
masses are balanced for primary forces, for

primary, secondary, and all higher orders of

couples, but are unbalanced for secondary
forces.

The unbalanced secondary force may bo
shown to be

%-Z- cos 20 lbs.-wt.
grL

acting vertically at the centre of the crank
shaft.

M,is the mass in pounds of one set of recipro

cating parts, r is the crank radius in foot, L
is the length of the connecting rod in feet,

and 07 is the angular velocity in radians

per second. This reduces to very nearly

(5M>i
2ra

/L) cos 26, using for g, 32-2. n - revolu

tions per second.

An eight-cylinder V engine formed by setting
two four-cylinder engines of tho above kind

together at an angle of 90 is therefore

balanced for primary forces, for primary and

secondary and all higher orders of couples,
but is unbalanced for secondary forces.

The unbalanced secondary force is the
resultant of the unbalanced secondary force

from each of the four-cylinder engines. This
has just been shown to have the value

(5MttV/L) cos 2(9.

Combining these together it will bo found
that the magnitude of tho resultant is very
nearly (7MnV2

/L) cos 20, and that this alter

nating force acts horizontally.
The 6-cylindor engine of typo A with equal

reciprocating masses and cranks sot, the
inner pair parallel, tho next pair parallel
and at 120 with tho innor pair, and tho outer

pair parallel and at 240 with tho innor pair,
and with tho pairs symmetrically pitched
along the crank shaft, is balanced for primary
and secondary forces and higher orders, ex

cluding orders divisible by 3
; and for primary

and secondary and all higher orders of couples.
Practically it is a perfectly balanced engine.
V engines made up of six-cylinder engines of

this kind are therefore in almost perfect
balance.
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The radial engine, type C, an equi

angular n cylinder radial engine with the

connecting rods coupled to one crank pin
and with reciprocating masses per cylinder

equal to M pounds, is balanced for primary

reciprocating forces by a balance weight in

opposite the crank pin calculated from

771=--- pounds at crank radius.

This is valid for all values of n except 1 and 2.

If further Mx
at crank radius is the equiva

lent of the unbalanced revolving parts due to

the crank arm, crank phi, and the n equal

revolving parts of the connecting rods, the

actual balance weight to be added at crank

radius diametrically opposite the crank pin
to balance the reciprocating parts and the

revolving parts is m+Mx pounds.
It is shown below that when the number of

cylinders exceeds three, the secondary forces

along the respective lines of stroke mutually
balance.

If there are three cylinders, mutually at

120, there is an unbalanced secondary force

equivalent to that caused by a mass weighing

1J Mr2
/L pounds concentrated at the crank

pin of a crank of radius r and revolving twice

as fast as the main crank, but in the opposite
direction.

These statements are proved as follows.

Let /3 be the angle between adjacent lines

of stroke so that j8
=

2ir/n. Reckoning the

crank angle always in the positive direction

from any one of the n lines of stroke in the

Y

engine, it will be seen from Fig. 22 that the

crank angle reckoned from the kth line of

stroke is -l-(fe-l)/3.

The force along the fcth line of stroke is

therefore

The simultaneous values of the force along
each line of stroke is found from this equation

by substituting in succession k = 1, Jc= 2, to

kn.
To find the resultant force on the frame,

each of the forces is resolved into components
along mutually perpendicular fixed axes and
their resultant is determined. The statements

made above are easily seen to follow.

These results only apply strictly when the

connecting rods are coupled directly to the

crank phi. If they are coupled through a

floating big end, articulated as it is called,

then the expression A cos & + B cos 26 no

longer gives the accelerating force in the line

of stroke with accuracy.
Whatever be the mechanical arrangement,

however, if the engine is balanced the mass

centre of all the moving parts remains at

rest during the motion. Particular arrange
ments can therefore be examined from this

point of view.

In conclusion a point may be mentioned

which is of importance in internal combustion

engines. The driving torque on the crank

shaft is necessarily accompanied by an equal
and opposite reaction on the frame. If the

driving torque varies periodically it tends to

set the frame in torsional oscillation. This

is minimised by increasing the number of

cylinders and arranging the sequence of firing

so that the torque curve shall be as uniform

as possible. The eight-cylinder engine of type
A gives a torque curve of least variation.

The six-cylinder comes next. The four-cylinder

has a large variation per revolution.

The addition of a flywheel, although control

ling the variation of speed consequent upon

torque variation, has no effect on the torsional

reaction on the frame. That must follow

every variation of the torque exerted by the

crank shaft whether against a resistance or

a resistance plus a flywheel. There is no

difficulty in securing practical uniformity of

torque in a steam engine.
1 w. B. D.

ENGINES, THERMODYNAMICS OF
INTERNAL COMBUSTION

(1). IN all fluids the pressure, volume,

and temperature are so related that if any
two of these be known the value of the

third is determined. We may thus take as

our independent variables the pressure and

volume, or the pressure and temperature, or

the volume and temperature. In considering

the thermodynamics of internal combustion

engines it is in general found most convenient

in diagrams to take the pressure and volume

as the independent variables.

1 " A Comparison of Five Types of Engines," etc.,

W. E. Baltoy, Trans. Insl. Nav. Arch^ 1902.
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(2) CYCLES OF OPERATIONS. When a

definite quantity of any substance is subjected
to a series of operations such that it returns

finally to its initial condition in all respects,
such a series is termed a

"
Cycle of Operations.

5 '

Carnot' s conception of a cycle of operations
as a convenient means of considering quanti

tatively the changes undergone by the worldng
substance of an ideal heat engine has proved
invaluable in the development of the modern
science of thermodynamics ; its special merit

is that as the working substance returns

exactly to its initial state at the end of the

cycle, so also does its internal energy, and
hence we avoid the problem of discussing the

measure of the change of energy of the

working substance from its initial to its final

state.

In considering the performance of internal

combustion engines it is found convenient to

divide cycles of operation into two classes,

viz. (a) perfect cycles, and (b) imperfect cycles.
A cycle is said to be perfect when it is of

maximum efficiency for the temperature range
within which the engine works.
A perfect cycle is reversible, i.e. if the engine

be worked backwards the heat transferences
at each stage are exactly reversed.

A cycle is said to be imperfect when its

efficiency is necessarily less than that of a

perfect cycle for the same temperature range.
All the cycles of operation employed in

actual internal combustion engines are im
perfect in this sense

; owing to the nature of

the operations performed, their maximum
efficiency is in every case necessarily less than
the conceivable maximum for the range of

temperature involved ; the reasons for this

are fully discussed later.

(3) ISOTHERMAL AND ADIABATIC CHANGES. 1

When the supply of heat to a substance
is so regulated that its simultaneous changes
of pressure and volume take place without

change of temperature, the changes are termed
isothermal.

When simultaneous changes of pressure and
volume take place in a substance completely
heat-insulated from all external bodies, so
that there can be neither loss nor gain of heat,
the changes are said to be adiabatic. Expan
sion takes place, in general, against some
external resistance (as, e.g., that offered by
atmospheric pressure, or a loaded piston),
and hence mechanical work must be done by
the expanding substance in order to overcome
this external resistance. Anticipating the
first law of thermodynamics, it is evident
that if heat be supplied to the expanding
substance some, at least, of this will be
expended in the external work of expansion.
On the other hand, if no heat be supplied to
the expanding substance, the heat-equivalent

1 See also "Thermodynamics," (15), (1C).

of the external work done must be supplied
from the store of energy of the substance

itself (termed its internal energy), and its

temperature will, in consequence, fall as the

expansion proceeds. Clearly, then, on a

pressure-volume diagram a curve indicating
adiabatic changes from any initial condition

is always steeper than a curve indicating
isothermal changes from the same initial

condition.

(4) THE Two LAWS OF THERMODYNAMICS.

(i.) The First Law. The first law assorts

that heat is a form of energy ; when heat is

converted into mechanical work, or vice versa,

the quantity of mechanical work clone is

simply proportional to the quantity of heat

converted.

The British Thermal Unit (B.Th.IJ.) is the

quantity of heat that will raise 1 Ib. of water

at, or near, its temperature of maximum
density, through 1 F. This quantity of heat
if wholly converted into mechanical energy
will perform 778 ft.-lbs. of work. This, the
* e

mechanical equivalent
"

of heat, is usually

styled
"
Joule's equivalent

" and denoted

by the symbol J. If the centigrade scale of

temperatures be used the value of the
mechanical equivalent, then styled the

C.Th.U., becomes approximately 1400 ft.-lbs.

(See "Heat, Mechanical Equivalent of," (9).)

(ii.) The Second Law. This puts on record
our experience that heat, unaided, is unable
to pass from one body to another at a higher

temperature. Clausius' enunciation of this

law is as follows :

"
It is impossible for a

self-acting machine, unaided by any external

agency, to convey heat from one body to

another at a higher temperature." (Sec
"
Thermodynamics," (1).)

(5) CARNOT'S IDEAL CYCLE. The cycle
imagined by Carnot comprises two isotherms
and two adia-

batics. During
the first opera
tion the work

ing substance

which may be

any whatever
is caused to ex

pand isotherm-

ally from 1 to 2

at a tempera
ture T (Fig. 1),

receiving during
this operation a

The Carnot Cycle
Any Working Substance

Volume

PICK 1.

quantity of heat which may be denoted by H.
At some point 2 the heat supply ceases,* and
the expansion continues adiabatically until a

point 3 is reached. At 3 the third operation
commences, viz. that of isothermal compression
at some lower temperature t, to a point 4,
such that on further compressing adiabatically
from 4, the point 1 is again reached ; during
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the isothermal compression 34 a quantity of

heat, A, is abstracted from the working
substance. During^ the isothermal and adia-

batic expansions 12 and 23, mechanical work
is done by the substance, measured by the
areas 122'1'1 and 233'2'2 respectively. During
the isothermal and adiabatic compressions
34 and 41, mechanical work is done on the

substance, measured by the areas 344'3'S,
411 '4'4 respectively. The complete cycle of

operations leaves, therefore, a quantity of
"
useful work " done by the substance repre

sented by the area 1234 obtained by the

expenditure of a quantity of heat H, of which
a part, h, is rejected. By the First Law of

Thermodynamics, therefore, the useful mech
anical work U (measured, for convenience, in

heat-units) must be given by the relation

And the efficiency of the cycle, being the

ratio of the useful work obtained to the energy

expended, is

U H- . Ti /ON= = _^^ = 1 . . (2)

This equation expresses the efficiency of the

Carnot cycle in terms of the heat received at

the upper limit of temperature T, and that

rejected at the lower limit i.

Moreover, the cycle is reversible; if the

engine be worked backwards and an amount
of energy U be given to the worldng substance,

it will draw heat h from the sink at temperature
t and give heat H to the source at temperature
T, passing through all the stages passed

through during the direct process, and being
in the same condition in all respects at each

corresponding stage in the two.

(6) THE CAENOT CYCLE A " PERFECT "

CYCLE. No conceivable engine, whatever its

cycle, worldng between T and t can have a

greater efficiency than the Carnot engine.
For if it be possible, let there be such an engine
X using the same "

source
"

of heat at tempera
ture T, and the same "

sink
"

of heat at

temperature t.

Let X be so coupled to the Carnot engine
as to drive it backwards without doing
external work ; then during each revolution

of the coupled engines the following exchanges
take place :

Engine X takes heat H' from the T-source,

rejects heat Inf to the i-sink, and performs
mechanical work U = H' - li

f
; and

The Carnot engine is reversible, and working
backwards takes in heat h from the f-source,

and rejects heat H into the T-source in virtue

of mechanical work U done upon it, given by
U =H - h. Thus, on the whole, no mechanical

work is done, and H-&= H'-A'; hence

H-H'=A-A'. But since X is the more
efficient engine, it does the work U for a less

expenditure of heat from the source than

that 'required by the Carnot engine. Thus
H' is less than H, and hence h' is less than
Ji. Thus the source at temperature T gains
heat H - H', and the sink at a lower tempera
ture t loses an equal amount of heat h -

.

Hence by means of an inanimate material

agency the two engines coupled heat is

transferred from a body at temperature t to

one at a higher temperature T, in violation of

the Second Law of Thermodynamics. Thus

engine X cannot have a greater efficiency,

working between T and t, than that of the

Carnot engine between the same temperatures.
Hence the Carnot cycle is of maximum

efficiency, i.e. is a
"
Perfect

"
cycle.

It immediately follows that, within the

same temperature range, all perfect cycles
are of equal efficiency, the value of which in

terms of heat received and heat rejected is

as given in equation (2).

(7) KELVIN'S ABSOLUTE SCALE OF TEM-
pEEATmiE. Equation (2) expresses the effi

ciency in terms of heat quantities ;
it is next

necessary to show how the efficiency may be

expressed in terms of the limiting tempera
tures themselves.

Let AjTSj (Fig. 2) represent a portion of an

isothermal, at temperature Tx , of the working

t
The Kelvin Absolute Scale

of Temperature
i Aay Thermometric Substance

O Volume V

PIG. 2.

substance, which may be any whatever.

Along AjEj, let points B ls Cl9 Dj be taken such

that the expansions AjB^ BjCj, G
J
D1 corre

spond to the addition of equal quantities
of heat, H15 at the constant temperature Tx ;

and through A
19
Bx, Ct draw a series of

adiabatics of the substance.

Let AaBgOo be a second isothermal of the

substance corresponding to some lower tem

perature T2.

Then the quadrilaterals A^, B^, CyDa

are all equal ; for each is the useful-work-area,

U, of a Carnot engine diagram receiving heat

H! at the higher temperature T1; and rejecting

heat at the lower temperature T2. Moreover,
since the efficiency is the same for each of these

perfect cycles the amount of heat rejected at

the lower temperature T2 is the same for each.

Let it be H2. Hence, also A2B2, B2C2, C2D2
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represent the isothermal changes at T2 due to

equal additions of heat, H2 ,
to the substance.

Next suppose there to be drawn a series of

isothermals A3B3G3,
A4B4 4 such that the

quadrilaterals A-JS^ A2B3,
A3B4 are all equal :

then it is evident that the two series of

isothermal and adiabatio curves divide up
the whole diagram into quadrilaterals of

equal area. Now Kelvin defined equal tem

perature intervals as those between any two
consecutive isothermals of this series : as

this system of graduating temperatures is

independent of the nature of the thermometric

substance employed, it is styled the absolute

scale of temperature. On this scale it is

immediately obvious from the diagram that

the efficiency of a Carnot engine working
between Tx and T

3 is twice as great as that

between Tj and T2 ; and between TJ. and T4

three times as great : and, generally, tha.t

the efficiency is proportional to the difference

between the upper and lower temperature
limits measured in this way, i.e.

U
=C(T1 -T), (3)

where Ta and Tw are the upper and lower
absolute temperature limits respectively.
The constant quantity C must be in

dependent of Tn , but may be a function of

Tj. It is termed Carnot's Function, and its

value is immediately determined from the

consideration that as equation (3) is to hold

whatever Tn may be, let Tn be supposed so

reduced (see Fig. 3) that the whole of the heat

H! is converted into useful work U. As U

Carnot Diagram with t= (Abs.)

Efficiency =: 1

Volume

cannot conceivably be greater than this, it

can only be inferred that when U=H
X the tem

perature Tn is the zero of the Kelvin scale ;

thus Tw =0 when 17=^ ; hence equation (3)

gives in this case 1 =0^ or

c
=fr (4)

Thus Carnot' a function is the reciprocal of
the temperature reckoned from the Kelvin
absolute zero.

The efficiency of the Carnot cycle can now
be expressed in terms of the absolute tempera

tures of the limits ; for if these be T and i

respectively we have from equations (3) and (4)

Efficiency=,^=
1-^,

. . (5)

and thus depends only on tho ratio of the ab
solute temperatures between which the engine
works. From equations (2) and (5) we have at

once the important fundamental relation

TTT'
' ' ' (6)

Heat received _ Abs. upper temp. ,

,

Heat rejected "Abs. lower temp.
^ '

(8) TEMPERATURES BY GAS-THERMOMETER.

Anticipating (14) et #eq., wo know that

for an ideal perfect gas pv Rr, where r is

temperature as given by tho gas-thermomotor
itself and R a constant; and it is easily

shown, 1
by a direct and independent investi

gation, that with such a gas as working sub

stance, the efficiency of tho Carnot cycle is

expressed by 1 T^T^ where r2 and rx are

the lower and upper gas-tempcraturo limits

respectively. Hence by equations (2) and (0)

we have ft/H =ra/T1
=

t/T ;

Kelvin abs. lower temp.
Kelvin abs. upper temp.

_ Gas-thermometer lower temp.
""Gas-thermometer upper toinp."

In the gas-thermometer scale, the temperature
interval between the freezing and boiling

points of water is divided into 100 equal
degrees, and this leads to the zero occurring
at 273 below the freezing-point of water.
If the same size of degree be adopted for tho
Kelvin scale, then we shall have T=TI and
trz , and the readings, on either scale, will

be identical. As the ordinary permanent gases
approximate closely in their properties to

those of a perfect gas, within the temperature
range occurring in internal combustion engines,

it is to be expected that the readings
furnished by a gas - thermometer will corre

spond very closely with tho temperatures
of the Kelvin absolute scale. This is found
to be the case, experiments by Joule and
Kelvin on the flow of air and other

"
per

manent "
gases through porous plugs showing

that for all practical purposes tho readings
of a gas-thermometer sensibly coincide with
absolute temperatures on Kelvin's scale. 2

Callendar (Phil Mag., 1903) has given tables

showing the correction to be made with air,

hydrogen, and other gas - thermometers in
order to convert their readings to those of tho
Kelvin absolute scale. The correction is

very small, amounting' in the constant-volume
hydrogen thermometer to not exceeding
l/10th of a degree between -10G. and

1 Sec "Thermodynamics," (20).
a Hid. (12).
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1000 C. With a constant-volume air ther

mometer the correction is slightly greater,
but still very small. With gas-thermometers
of the constant-pressure type the corrections

are again slightly greater.
For all thermodynamic investigations on

internal combustion engines, however, the

readings of a gas-thermometer may be taken

as absolute temperatures.

(9) ENTROPY. Let AB (Fig. 4) be any
two points on the pressure-volume diagram
of a substance, and suppose that by the

addition of heat simultaneous values of its

pressure and volume in passing
from the state A to the state B

are indicated by
Entropy the M1 dark Une

<> joining A to B, and
which may be of

any form whatever.

Through A and B
let there be drawn
adiabatics ; and

through any point

O Volume V
FIG. 4.

below A let there be drawn any isothermal,

cutting these adiabatics in a and b respect

ively ; and let t be the absolute temperature

corresponding to the isothermal ob. Let the

path from A to B be divided into a large

number of small parts through each of which

a small portion of an isothermal is drawn, as

AnBn ,
the corresponding temperature being

Tn ,
and through each extremity of each of

these small isothermals let adiabatics be

dcawn cutting the ^-isothermal ab. as at

an , bn . The whole area AB&a is thus divided

up into a large number of elements, each of

which is a Carnot engine diagram receiving

heat H^ at temperature Tn during the iso

thermal expansion AnBn , and rejecting heat

hn at temperature t during the isothermal

compression bnan. The work-area AnBn6nanAn

being denoted by U
ft,
we have therefore, by

equations (2) and (5),

which may be written

Set out at length, therefore,

. (7)

But An = (Efi
-Un ) by equation (1); setting

this out at length also we have

and accordingly,

+ hs -l-But ==/*, the whole quan
tity of heat rejected by isothermal compression
at t, from b to a ; so that the result becomes

- + m~+rfr^ + r =-7 9 a constant,

whatever Hx, H2, H3 may be.

When the number of parts into which the

path AB is divided is indefinitely great, each
of the quantities Hj, H2 , H3, etc., is properly
denoted by cZH, and we thus obtain the remark
able and important result

= -, a constant.
t

(S)

This is true whatever the form of the path
between A and B ; it is true wherever A and
B be taken on their respective adiabatics ;

and it is also true wherever the isothermal

ab be drawn. The result may be- expressed

verbally as follows : For any working sub

stance let any two adiabatics be drawn ;

take any point on one and any second point
on the other ; by means of a heat supply to

the substance, varying in any manner what

ever, let the condition of the substance be

changed from that denoted by the first point
to that denoted by the second; divide each

very small addition of heat, whatever its

source, by the absolute temperature at which

it is added. Then the algebraical sum of

these quotients is constant in value.

Along any adiabatic cE=0 by definition;

/-B

Hence (Fig, 4), I cZH/T indicates a quantity
-'A

which increases by a constant amount as we

pass from one adiabatic Aa to another B6.

Clausius gave the name Entropy to the value

/A
of the integral I <H/T taken from some

Jo

unknown zero of entropy up to the state

A. It is a function only of the state of the

body. The zero of entropy is that of a body
entirely deprived of heat, a condition unknown
to us, but since we are concerned only with

the changes of entropy this is immaterial, and

equation (8) may be interpreted as expressing

the fact that I dK/T, the difference of the

entropies of the two conditions A and B, is

a constant. Entropy is usually denoted by
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the symbol tf> ; if, then, fa be that of A and fa
that of B, we have, starting from any arbitrary
zero,

01=
/

-m- ? 02-JF
and hence

*=L
- 0)

Practically entropy is reckoned from some
assumed standard condition, as, e.g., for unit

mass at one atmosphere of pressure and C.

or 100 C. temperature. As along any adiabatic

the entropy is of constant value, all adiabatics

are also isentropics.
If an element of heat, dK, be added at

absolute temperature T to a substance, the

corresponding change of entropy is d<j> ; by
equation (8) d<p d'S./T. This may also be
written dH=T^0, and dH/d(f>=T. Or, for a
finite change,

(10)

The value of the entropy is easily determined
in any specific case, as is shown later in this

perature and entropy, and from any points
C (faTJ and D (02T2 ) on this curve draw
ordinates CM and DN respectively ; then

MCDNM.

Henee the hatched area measures the heat

supply to the substance from condition C to

condition D. On the temperature-entropy,
or

" T "
diagram all isothermals obviously

appear as horizontal lines, and all adiabatics

(isentropics) as vertical lines, as indicated
in Fig. 6 ; thus the T diagram of any engine
working on the Carnot cycle, whatever the

working substance, is a rectangle as 12341,
12 representing the isothermal expansion at

temperature _T, 23 the adiabatic expansion
from T

to_ t, 34 the isothermal compression at
t, and 41 the adiabatic compression from t

to T (compare Fig. 1). The area M12NM
represents H, the heat supplied during 12,
while N34MN represents h, the heat rejected
during 34; hence the closed area 12341
represents (H -

k), i.e. U, the heat converted
into useful work. And it is immediately
obvious from this diagram that the efficiency, i

U/H, being the ratio of the areas I234I and

M12NM, is also expressed by (T-*)/T.
And, generally, the "T 0" oliagram of

an engine working on any cycle is represented

by an enclosed

area let horizontal and vertical lines bo drawn
as shown. Then the actual engine receives

per cycle heat H' represented by the area

MABCNM, and rejects heat li', represented
by NCDAMN, its efficiency being

IT""H7

Now the temperatures between which this

engine works are T and t ; and 12341 is the
T-< diagram of a Carnot engine working
between the same temperatures, H being now
represented by M12NM, and h by N34MN.

It is obvious that M12NM is greater than
MABCNM and that N34MN is loss than
NCDAMN, that is, that H is greater than
H', and h less than hf

; thus h/B. is less than

^'/H'- and, therefore, (1-h/B.) is always
greater than (1

-
7//H') ; that is, the efficiency

of the perfect cycle engine is a maximum, as
has already been shown otherwise.

(10) ENTROPY IK A COMPLETE CYCLE.
Whatever the cycle of an engine, whether
perfect or not, the working substance returns
at the end of each cycle to its initial condition

o M
Entropy

N

FlCK 7.

in all respects, and thus in, a complete cycle
there is no change of entropy ; or, symbolically,
for any complete cycle :

"f =0. . . . (11)
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In interpreting this equation all heat gained
or lost by the substance as heat, whatever its

source, is to be included. If, for example,
the cycle includes processes, as of

"
unbalanced

expansion," any heat generated within the
substance itself during the subsidence of its

turbulent motions must be included in the
summation of equation (11). Any heat so

generated is clearly a positive addition to the
- entropy summation.

If heat acquired by the substance in this,
or other analogous manner, be not included
in the summation, then it will be necessary
to assert that only for any perfect cycle is

equation (11) true, and that for an imperfect

cycle yc?H/T is negative.

(11) TEMPERATTTRE - ENTROPY DIAGRAMS.
These have proved of much value in study

ing the action of heat engines using water-
steam as the working substance, but have
not so far been much used in investigations
connected with internal combustion engines.

Among further graphic aids to the study of

heat engines may be mentioned the diagrams,
introduced by Dr. Mollier in 1904, of total-heat

entropy (H0), and total-heat pressure (Hp) ;

both of these have already been found of

service in steam-engine and steam-turbine

problems, but they have not yet been em
ployed in connection with internal combustion

engines.

(12) PERFECT GASES. For the so-called
"
permanent

"
gases, of which (dryl air is

the type, experiment has established the

following results, termed the Gaseous Laws ;

they are conformed to by actual gases the
more closely as they are raised in temperature
the more highly above their condensation-

point, that is, the more highly they are

superheated. These Gaseous Laws are to be

regarded, therefore, as the properties that

would be exactly possessed by an absolutely
ideal gas.

(13) LAW 1 (BOYLE'S LAW). If tempera
ture remains constant, then the product of

pressure by volume is also constant. Hence
the isotherms of a perfect gas on a pv diagram
are rectangular hyperbolas with the co

ordinate axes as asymptotes.

(14) LAW 2 (CHARLES'S LAW). Under
constant pressure all gases expand at one
uniform rate with increase of temperature.
As by Law 1, v<=^\lp when T is constant, and

by Law 2, vo=T when p is constant, it follows

that v<=t=T[p when both T and p change, i.e.

v=R(T/2?) where K. is some constant. This

result, combining Laws 1 and 2 in one state

ment, is usually written

"RTF1 (1 9\

and is termed the
"
Characteristic Equation

"

of a perfect gas.
If pv and T suffer simultaneous increments

AJD, Aw, AT respectively, then, as equation (12)

always holds, we must have

p\v + vAp -f AjpAv=RAT,
and accordingly, in the limit, when the incre
ments are ^definitely diminished,

pdv + vdp^'RffE . . (12A)

is the invariable relation connecting dv, dp,
and <ZT.

Here T is strictly the temperature measured
on the absolute scale ( (7)), but for all practical
purposes the reading of a gas thermometer, or
a good mercurial thermometer, is sufficiently
accurate (vide (8)). From equation (12) it

appears that the expression pv/R measures the
absolute temperature of a gas, and this property
is much used in investigations of the action of

internal combustion engines. The value of

the constant R is determined in any specific
case when the condition of the gas is known
at any one instant. Thus for Tib. of air at
0C. (T=273C. abs.), when p is 14-7 Ibs.

per sq. in. (=2117 Ibs. per sq. ft.)* it is found
that the volume v is 12-39 cub. ft. ; hence from

equation (12) 2117 x 12-39=R x 273, whence
R=96. Accordingly for air the characteristic

equation is

2w=96T. . . . (120

(15) LAW 3 (REG^'ATTLT'S LAW). The
specific heat at constant pressure is constant
for any perfect gas. This quantity (5H/5T)P
is commonly denoted by ky
Another important mode in which a gas

may receive heat is at constant volume.
The specific heat at constant volume (5H/5T)
is usually denoted by kv . For air as the
result of careful experiment the value of 7:9
was determined by Regnault

1 as 0-2375
C.Th.U. per Ib. ; from this the value of kv is

obtained, by calculation, as 0-1689 C.Th.U.

per Ib.1

(16) LAW 4 (JOULE'S LAW). If a gas
expands without doing any external work,
its temperature remains unaltered. The
volume of a gas is always maintained by
some external pressure, and if a gas expands
mechanical work is necessarily done by it

in overcoming this external pressure. If the

gas be heat-insulated from all external sources,

experience shows that its temperature rapidly
falls during expansion ; the external work is

done at the expense of the internal energy
of the gas. When there is no external work
done there is no loss of internal energy, and,
as Joule's Law shows, no loss of temperature ;

and this is true whatever the pressure of the

gas. Hence it is concluded that the internal

energy of a gas is proportional to its absolute

1 These values are now considered to be too low;
vide (73); also in actual gases the values are not
constant.
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temperature. Thus in a perfect gas isothermal

curves are also curves of equal internal energy,
i.e. are

"
Isenergics."

(17) SYMBOLIC EXPRESSION OF THE FIRST

LAW OP THERMODYNAMICS. In general,
when heat is supplied to a perfect gas, the

pressure, volume, and temperature all undergo
change, though at each instant the char

acteristic equation >u=RT remains true.

Suppose the addition of a small quantity of

heat AH, to a gas at p t v, T, to cause these

quantities to become (p+Ap], (v-fA
(T+AT) respectively. The effect may be

considered to be produced in two steps,
viz. (1) a rise in temperature of AT (with

corresponding rise in pressure Ap) at constant

volume., and (2) an expansion at constant

temperature between T and (T + AT) through
a volume A?>.

The heat necessary to produce the first

step is fc^AT, kv being by definition the

quantity of heat necessary to raise the gas

through 1 0. at constant volume. For the

second step the expansion at constant tempera
ture requires an amount of heat equivalent
to the external work done, which lies between

pAv and (p+A_p)Au. And the sum of these

two quantities is AH. Hence, in the limiting
case we have

+ *<13)
-,

work
/"Increase of

"j

i.e. Heat supplied =4 internal V

{ energy J

where J is Joule's equivalent ( (4)). This is

the symbolic form of the First Law of Thermo
dynamics in the case of perfect gases.

(18). Several fundamentally important
results are immediately deducible from this

equation. Thus, in isothermal or
"
isenergic

"

expansion T is constant; hence ^c2T=0;
and accordingly in this case

ffl=^, . . . (M)

so that the heat supplied is the exact equivalent
of the external work done, the internal energy
of the gas remaining unchanged. And,
conversely, if a gas be isothermally compressed,
the heat emitted is the exact equivalent of

the work done upon the gas in compressing it.

Integrating equation (14) we have, denoting
by H, the heat supply necessary to change the
volume from V to v isothermally :

The volume ratio of expansion (v/va ) is usually
denoted by r ; hence (15) is also written

Heat supplied= Ext. work of expansion

r =
^?log r , (16 /)

in thermal units, T being the absolute

isothermal-expansion-temperature.

(19) RELATION OF Jcv TO &. With the
same initial suppositions as in (17), if the

addition of AH to the gas produces a rise

of temperature AT (and corresponding volume
increase Av) at constant pressure p t then

by the definition of k^ we have at once
AH = &j,AT; and, in the limit, dH. = k

xt
dT ;

and the final state of the gas being exactly
the same in each case, we may write

= kpdT= \pdv.
j

But >v=RT, and as p is here constant,

jp(<Zv/dT)=B,, i.e. pdv=R,di: ; hence

so that k Jc
-B

A/JJ A'/u ~~, . (16)

that is, of course, the difference of the two
specific heats is the thermal value of the
external work done in raising 1 Ib. of the

gas through 1 C. at constant pressure. The
constant R-p(dv/dH) is the measure of this

external work in ft.-lbs.

(i.) Value of kv for Air. Regarded as a

perfect gas, the constant value of kv for air

can now be calculated ; for we have seen

(equation (12')) that R = 96, also =0-2378,
and J has been experimentally determined
as 1400 ft.-lbs. per C.Th.U. : hence by (1C)

whence kv= 0- 1689 C.Th.U per Ib.

as already stated.

(ii.) Ratio of kv/kv ; Value of 7. The ratio of

k9/kv , always denoted by 7, is of fundamental

importance in all thermodynamic investiga
tions ; in the case of air, regarded as a perfect
gas, we see that

^ 0-2375 . .A _

7= r00689
= 1

'

4-06 -

Assuming all heat-quantities to be expressed
as energy in ft.-lbs.

Equation (13) becomes

while from equation (1C)

Hence by equation (12A)

(13A)

so that

and accordingly (13A) becomes

rrr 1

which may also be written

dH
=-J .dp

dv 7 1 ^ dv

(13s)

(13c)
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This equation is sometimes useful in the analysis of

actual indicator diagrams of internal combustion

engines.
1

The following formula giving H H readily in

work-units, in terms of quantities easily measured
from an ordinary indicator (pv) diagram, is also

worthy of notice. We have

1
hence d7E=dpv;K
and thus equation (13A) becomes

dS.=~dpv +pdv,

I 7
__

7-1

Integrating all across from (p VoH )
to (pvH) gives

1
' ' '

^v. . (ISA')

Thus (H - H ) is determined as p, v, p , and r are

directly measurable, and I pdv is readily found
JVo

by planimetric measurement from the indicator

diagram.
If the actual expansion (or compression) curve

of a diagram can be resumed by an equation of the

form pvn constant (vide (22) infra), we have by
differentiation

ndp n_ I

dv

*
d*>

i.e. V = np ,
dv

hence in this case equation (13c) takes the very

simple form ^_^_

If, during expansion, the gas loses heat, dRjdv is

negative and hence n must be greater than 7.

If, during compression, the gas loses heat, then as

dH= (y /7 I)pdv and both dH. and dv are

negative, n must be less than y.
z

When pv
n =at a constant, p=av~n, and thus

equation ( 13i>) may be written

(13s)

on integration and reduction this gives

see also equation (35) infra.

(20) THE ADIABATIC EQUATION OP A

PERFECT GAS. In adiabatic changes no heat

enters or leaves the gas, and hence in equation

(13) we symbolise this condition by putting
dK 0. Thus in adiabatic change we have

1 -----
=0, . . (17)

1 Wimperis, TJie Internal Combustion Engine,
pp. 64-66.

* Ayrton and Perry, Proc. PJiys. Soc., 1885,

which expresses that in this mode of expansion
the external work is done wholly at the

expense of the internal energy of the gas.
As # = RT/?, and RsJf^-A,) =0^(7-1),

we may write (17)

that is (18)

Integrating, loge T4-(7~l), loge v = b, a con
stant. If T and r be datum temperature and
volume respectively,

Hence

logg g) + (7-l)log (3=0,

This is the adiabatic equation of a perfect

gas in terms of volume and temperature. As
pv= ~RT always, equation (19) may easily be

expressed in one of the folio-wing three ways :

pvy=p vQ'Y ... a constant, . (20)

T=G

/-l

(21)

(2*2)

(21) EXPANSION TO INFINITY, If unit

mass of a perfect gas be expanded (1) iso-

thennally and (2) adiabatically, from an initial

condition p0) va , T , to an infinite volume,
Too

the external work done being , pdv is in-
JFO

finite in the isothermal case, by equation (15')-

In the adiabatic case, however, we have

Work to infinity = I pdv=p^v^ I v~"dv
J vQ

J

by equation (20) ; that is,

Work to infinity= -

(23)

As jpa =:KT = fc
1,(7-l)T , this may also be

written

Work to infinity=^T , . (24)

an obvious truth, as in this case the whole

internal energy of the gas is converted into

external work.

For 1 Ib. of dry air at C. and one atmosphere

pressure, regarded as a perfect gas, the external

work done in expanding to infinity would thus

be 0-1689x273=46-1. C.Th.U. =64,540 ft-lba., or

28-8 ft.-tons. As v =12-39 cub. ft. this may also

be expressed by saying that 1 cub. ft. at C. and one

atmosphere, expanding to infinity in the circum-
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stances here supposed, would perform about 2$ ft.-

tons of work.

(22) CURVES OF EQUATION pvn = CONSTANT.
All the curves of this family have a general

resemblance to the hyperbola for positive values

of the constant index n t the co-ordinate axes

being asymptotes. Such curves are frequently
of service in

the study of

x n . heat-engine
-YA Curves pv^ Constant! fog^u it

is often found

possible to ex

press actual

compression
or expansion
curves by as

signing a suit

able value to

n. 1 It is thus

useful to esta

blish some geometric and thennodynamic pro

perties connected with them.
Thus (Fig. 8), let D^Cn D2B2C2 be two

curves whose equations are pvn = alf pv
n = az

respectively.

Property 1. Let these two curves be cut by any
horizontal, i.e. constant pressure, line NB1B2. Denote

NBj_ by v
lt
NB2 by v

z, and ON by p.

Then

and therefore

> a constant . (25)

Eence any horizontal (constant pressure) line cuts

the two curves in suchmanner that the ratioNB2/NBlt

i.e. vjv^, is constant.

Property 2. Let the same two curves be cut by
any vertical, i.e. constant volume, line MCjC^.
Denote MCX bypit

MC2 by pz, and OM by v.

Then

and therefore = a constant.

Pi ai
- (26)

Hence any vertical (constant volume) line cuts the

two curves in such manner that the ratio MGZ/^1GV
i.e. p^/Pv k constant.

Property 3. Let the same two curves be cut by a

third curve I^Da whose equation is pv
m = a3 . Denote

QDX by
Then

Hence

, RD2 by v
2, ED-L by pv and FD2 by pz

.

L
i m

and therefore (**}
=

(

-~2
)

n
"\ a constant. (27)

\ vi/ \ai/

1 The value of n is readily determined by log
arithmic plotting.

As this result is independent of a& wo have the

property that all the curves pv
m

a, constant cut the

pair of pv
n curves in such manner that the value of

the ratio (v^v^ is constant.

Lastly, we have

?"W C
by equation (27) ; that is,

fp<>\ (Q"*\i(?]_[ _2
]W W

\a

n , .

a constant. (28)

P

This result being also independent of <r
n , all the curves

<pa
m=a constant cut

the pv
n

pair in such
-~"

L Carnot Diagram fof

a Perfect Gas
Not to SoalQ

Volume

FIG. 0.

manner that the

value of the ratio

(Pz/Pi) is constant.

(23) APPLICA
TION TO THE CAR
NOT DIAGRAM.
The diagram of a

Carnot cycle en

gine using a per
fect gas as work

ing substance

(Fig. 9) consists of

two isotherms pv= constant, and two adiabatics

pv* constant; compare Fig. 1.

Here m = l, n=y ; and we have accordingly

by equation (27)
/.. \ /.. \

(29)

or the ratios of isothermal expansion and

compression are equal. And from (29) wo
have immediately also

. . . (30)

or the ratios of adiabatic expansion and

compression are also equal.
The total expansion ratio is (v^/v-^ j denote

this by X, and let r and p denote the isothermal

and adiabatic expansion ratios respectively.

Then as (vJv1 )
=

(vQlv ll)(vJvl), wo have

X=pr. . . . (300
Now in this case

hence by equation (27)

1

. (31)

Hence the isothermal expansion ratio depends
upon both the total expansion ratio and the

temperature Limits. As r is necessarily
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greater than 1, X must always be taken greater

And as by equation (30) />=X/r, we have by

L
" 1

. . . . (32)

Thus the adiabatic expansion ratio depends
only upon the temperature limits. By aid of

equations (30), (31), and (32) the diagram can
be completely drawn when T, t, E, and one

pressure, say pz , are given. Lastly, from
equations (5) and (32) we have

/IN J~ l

Efficiency= 1- (i) . , (32')

And thus, in the Carnot cycle the efficiency

depends only upon the ratio of (adiabatic)

compression.

(24) FTJETHEB CONSEQUENCES OF TEE EQUATION
pv

n=CONSTANT. The external work done when a

gas expands from an initial volume v to any other
tV

volume V being / pdv,
JVo

and v be pvn=p v n
, pdv

if the law connecting p

p v n xv-ndv and hence

Ext. work done =13

l_ -n+l

_PoVo
n
C o _^\,

\-n\vn v n
j

that is

Ext. we

ivliich reduces immediately to the simple form,

Ext. work=
^ {pv

-p v
j

. . . (33)

As 2>k
=RT andpoVoRTo, this equation may also be

written

Ext. work=~jT-T }. . . (34)

This result shows that when a gas expands in accord

ance with the law pv
n constant the external work

done is simply proportional to the change of tempera
ture of the gas. As the initial temperature is T

,
if

n be greater than 1 the temperature falls during ex

pansion, whereas if n be less than 1 the temperature
rises as the expansion proceeds. \Vhen n= l equa
tion (34) assumes an indeterminate form, but this

is already known to be the isothermal case, and the

temperature remains constant during the expansion.
To determine the heat expended we have by aid

of equation (13)

as R=kv(y- 1) this reduces to

which shows that the heat expended is also simply

proportional to the change of temperature of the

working gas, and that this expands with an apparent

specific heat which is constant and equal to

K=(-y n['L n)kv ; K is negative for values of n
between 1 and 7 and positive for all other values of n.

In Fig. 10 values of y-n/l-n, i.e. of K/kV} are

plotted against values of n from w=0 to n=2.
When n=0, JL=kv ; when n= l, K= oo, and the

expansion is isothermal ; when n=lr(y 4- 1), K= - k9 ;

when n=y, K=0, and the expansion is adiabatic;
and when n is greater tha.n 7, K increases with n

Apparent Specific Heat
when pv

n= Const.

FIG. 10.

towards & as a limit. The curve is a rectangular

hyperbola with asymptotes as indicated in Fig. 10.

It is also to be noted that in expansion of the type
pv

n=constant, the change of internal energy,
&,,(T-T ), bears a constant ratio to the external

work done, R/(l
-

71) . (T -T ). Jor we have

Internal energy change kv(l-n) l~n
External work done

**
R **y 1"

As (7 1) is always positive, the value of this ratio

is positive if n be less than 1, and negative if be

greater than 1. When *1, the value is zero and
the expansion isothermal ; and when n=y the value

is - 1, and the expansion is adiabatic.

The adiabatic equation (20) is, of course, immedi

ately derived from equation (35) by putting H=0,
which obviously requires that 7-71 shall vanish ; thus

ny and the required equation iapv =constant, as

already shown.

(25) ENTROPY OF A PERFECT GAS. In

Fig. 11 Aj_ and A
2 are any two points on a

P <*i

Entropy of a Perfect Gas

Const. Pressure Una

pv diagram indicating any two conditions

(2>i "i Ti 0i)> and fes ?)2 T2, 2) respectively
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of unit mass of a perfect gas. It is required
to express (fa

-
fa) in terms of pl9

v
l9
T

iy p.,,
?'
a ,

and T2 .

Through A
x and A draw the isentropics

(?.e. adiabatics) %AL and AaA2 ;
then (fa fa)

is known ifycZH/T can be calculated for any
one path from any point on rZjAj. to any point
on a2

A
a

. This can be immediately done if

the path be of constant pressure, or constant

volume, or constant temperature, and the

results in each case will be identical, thus :

(i.) Constant Pressure Path. Through Ax

draw the constant pressure line A^', meeting
the isentropic &2A2 in A'. Let A (^vT) be any
intermediate point; then as piV/pjV^T/T^
we have u = t>1/T1(T), and hence <Zv =ujT^T) ;

thus p^v =p JL
v
1/T1(iT) = RdT.

Now by equations (9) and (13), expressing
work-quantities in heat-units, we have

<m

or, as

(37)

But, by equation (21), as A' and A2 are both on
the isentropic a A

z ,

rp/_rn (Pi
J- J-2 I T~

hence (37) becomes

(38)(02
~

fa) =&* log,(^ (^)
', (3)

which expresses the difference of entropy
sought in terms of the pressure and tempera
ture at A

x and A2 .

As p1vi ='RTi , 2>2 i?2=RT2, we have

hence (38) becomes

i-i
,39)

which expresses the difference of entropy in

terms of the volume and temperature at Ax

and A2 .

This may be somewhat simplified ; for

kp ykv : substituting therefore, equation (39)
becomes _~

(40)

_~
.

j =p^2/'Pivi equation (40) may

(41)

Or again, as

be written

which expresses the difference of entropy in

terms of the pressure and volume at A
a
and A .

Equations (38), (39), (40), (41) enable the

difference of entropy between AL
and Ao to be

calculated when any two of the variables p, v,

T are known at each point.

As along an adiabatic pv* is constant, if the

value of this constant bo denoted by /3,

equation (40) takes the simple form

(ii.) Constant Volmm Path. Referring again
to Fig. 11, consider the change of entropy is

proceeding along the constant volume path

AjA' between the two isentropics a^ and
A2A2

.

In this case dv = 0, and therefore pdv~Q,
no external work being clone, henco we havo

T 7

But A' and A2 being on the same isontropic,

and therefore

and thus

which is identical with equation (40).

(iii.) Constant (Temperature Path. Lastly,
consider an isothermal path, as AX

A' (Fig. 11)

between the two isentropics. Then from

equations (15) and (15') we have at onco

As before, A' and A2 being on the same isen

tropic, we have by equation (22)

whence ^

and accordingly

(*-*J

that is, asR = ^

which is equation (40) again. Thua, proceeding
from A to Aa by the intcr-isontropic paths of

constant pressure, constant volume, or constant

temperature, we are in each case lod to the

result that the difference of entropy of Aa and
Ax is expressed by Jcv loge (j8a/ft.)> whore /3

is the adiabatic constant pv"Y.

(26) THE INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENOIKH
" MIXTURE." All the preceding relations are

strictly true only for an ideal perfect gas,
which may be defined as a gas of which the
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absolute temperature is simply proportional
to the value of the product pv. For all the

ordinary
"
permanent

"
gases the difference

between the actual volume, and the value of

RT/J3 is so small that it is unnecessary to take

it into account in investigations of the

performance of internal combustion engines ;

in all such investigations it is therefore usual

to assume that the effective temperature of

the working mixture of gases is given by the

value of the expression pw/R, with a suitable

value assigned to the constant R. Callendar

has stated 1 that the experimental evidence

available indicates the error of this assumption
to be certainly less than 1 per cent for a mixture
at 2000 C., the composition of the mixture

being known.
All internal combustion engines are essenti

ally air engines wherein the air is very suddenly
and very intensely heated by causing chemical

action to take place throughout its volume ;

this is effected by
"
carburetting

"
the air,

i.e. by mixing it with a relatively small

quantity of some inflammable gas or vapour
in order to produce an explosive mixture,
and igniting this explosive mixture at a

suitable instant.

Before explosion the mixture consists of

air (usually somewhat moist), carburetted with

town's gas, blast furnace gas, producer gas,
"
fuel oil

"
vapour, kerosene vapour, petrol

vapour, benzol vapour, alcohol vapour,

acetylene, etc. etc., dependent upon the

inflammable agent used, and diluted to a

varying degree with some of the exhaust

products from the preceding cycle ; after

complete combustion, and during the working
stroke, the mixture consists of nitrogen, steam,

carbonic acid gas, and usually some excess

oxygen.
(27) CYCLES OF INTEBNAL COMBUSTION

ENGINES. The very numerous working cycles

adopted, or suggested, in actual internal

combustion engines are conveniently classified

according to the condition in which the work

ing substance receives its heat, thus we have :

Class I, Cycles of combustion at constant

temperature.
Class II. Cycles of combustion at constant

pressure.
Class III. Cycles of combustion at constant

volume.

(28) CLASS I. The Carnot cycle, already

fully considered, typifies this class; all heat

received is received at constant temperature T,

and all heat rejected is rejected at some

constant lower temperature t. The cycle is

perfect, and therefore of maximum efficiency

expressed by (1
-
2/T) (vide also equation (32'))-

An indicator diagram drawn to scale for

an engine working on this cycle with air

between 300 C. and 700 C. only is shown

1 Gaseous Explosions Committee, 1st Report, 1908.

in Fig. 12. Although the maximum pressure
attained in the case taken is about 525 Ibs. per

sq. in., the mean effective pressure is only about
11 Ibs. per sq. in., or less than one forty-fifth
of the maximum pressure. The engine would

necessarily be designed to safely withstand

the maximum pressure, and would thus be very

heavy in relation to its power output. It

Carnot Cycle Diagram
To Scale

OQ S
' "*

10
For 7Ib.of Air between Volume In ClI.Ft.
295*C.and700 C.(Ab$t)

FIG. 12.

has long been recognised, owing to this and

other practical drawbacks, that the Carnot

cycle is quite unsuitable as an actual working

cycle, though within recent years its adoption
was seriously proposed by Diesel 2 but soon

abandoned in favour of the now well-known

constant pressure cycle finally adopted in

this type of engine.

(29) CLASS II.
"
Constant Pressure

"

Cycles. In this class are included the

American "
Brayton

"
engjne (1873), with

Simon's modified design, and also engines
of the modern highly economical

"
Diesel

'*

and "
semi-Diesel

"
types.

The Brayton engine included a compressing

pump and a working cylinder. The charge of

carburetted air, taken in at atmospheric

pressure, was first compressed by the pump
and delivered into a receiver at a pressure
of some 70 Ibs. per sq. in. above atmosphere ;

from this receiver the working cylinder took

its charge, the mixture being ignited on

entering, inflammation of the contents of the

receiver being prevented by the interposition

of a fine wire-gauze screen somewhat in the

manner of action of the Davy miner's safety

lamp.

During the first portion of the working
stroke the working cylinder thus received its

mixture in an ignited condition at a pressure

nearly equal to that in the receiver ; at a

suitable instant an inlet valve cut off com

munication with the receiver, the working
stroke being then completed by the expansion
of the flaming mixture contained in the

cylinder. At the end of the stroke the exhaust

valve was opened, and during the return

stroke the burnt gas was expelled into the

atmosphere, thus completing the cycle.
8 The Rational Heat Motor, Eng. ed. "by Spon.
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A working impulse occurred in every
revolution, i.e. in every alternate stroke, so

that the Brayton engine worked on what is

now termed a
"
two-stroke

"
cycle ; it will

also be noted that in this engine the mode of

ignition adopted increased not the pressure
but the volume of the working mixture, the

pressure in the working cylinder never quite
equalling that in the receiver.

The cycle comprised five operations, viz. :

(a) Charging the pump with carburetted air,

(6) Compression of the charge into the
receiver.

(c) Admitting the (ignited) compressed
charge to the working cylinder.

(d) Expanding after cut-off in the working
cylinder.

(e) Expelling the burnt gas during the return

(exhaust) stroke.

The ideal diagram of such a cycle is drawn
by supposing no heating or throttling of the

charge to occur during admission to the

pump ; no loss of the heat developed during
compression into the receiver ; no throttling
of the charge on entering the working cylinder ;

no loss of heat by the flame to the working
cylinder and piston; no back pressure during
exhaust ; and complete expulsion of all the
burnt gas at the end of exhaust, winch implies
the supposition of no clearance in the working
cylinder.

Though these conditions cannot be actually
attained, they may be approximated to by
skilled design.
The ideal diagram of the Brayton type of

engine will therefore have the form shown in

Fig. 13, and it is convenient to exhibit the

Diagram of Brayton Engine
with Complete Expansion

Compare Fig. 23

V 10 20 30 40 50
For Tib. of Air between Yolume in Cu.Ft.
8QQ and 2000 C.fAbsJ

FIG. 13.

diagrams of the pump and of the working
cylinder .superposed.
AB represents the volume of the pump,AR that of the working cylinder ; the carbu

retted charge is drawn in by the pump at

atmospheric pressure AB, and compressed
adiabatically along BO to the receiver pressure
of about 70 Ibs. per sq. in. above atmosphere,
and then forced into the receiver at this

pressure as indicated by the line CD.
From the receiver it enters the working

cylinder at this pressuro as indicated by DF,
the supply being cut off at F ; thence the

expansion is adiabatic, and it is first supposed
that this expansion is continued until the

pressure has fallen to that of the atmosphere,
at E. Daring the return stroke the burnt

products are exhausted as indicated by the
line EA, and the cycle is then complete.
The area ABCDA represents the work done

by the compressing pump on the working
mixture, while the area DFEAD represents
the work done by the mixture upon the

working piston. The difference, represented
by the area BCFEB, accordingly represents
the useful work done by the engine per cycle.
The notation adopted is shown in Fig. 13 ;

the heat supplied is that corresponding to the
line CF, during which the working mixture
increases its volume at constant pressure,
from v to VQ, and is accordingly expressed by

H=^(T-y, . . . (43)

while the heat rejected is that during the
constant pressure exhaust period EB (regarded
as compression at constant pressure), from
volume ve to volume v

, and is accordingly
given by

fcr^fT'-y. . . . (44)

The efficiency, being the ratio of useful work
done to heat supplied, is accordingly H -

7/./H,
i.e. (1

-
7i/H), which, by equations (43) and

(44), becomes

Efficiency = 1-^""*. . . (45)i - ic

But the expansion and compression curves

being adiabatics, we have by (22) (Property 1)

*=">, .... (40)Vc V

and as the working mixture obeys the law

and hence by (40)

T T'
t<> T'

rru*
ancl

*TT
Accordingly

Thus, by equation (45) the efficiency may bo

simply expressed in the form

(l-?').
. (47)

Hence when expansion is continued down to

atmospheric (i.e. pump suction) pressuro, the

efficiency depends only upon the degree of

compression BC.
The efficiency may also be expressed in
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terms of the equal ratios of adiabatic volume

change ; for if p denotes the ratio of adiabatic

expansion vjvy9
so that (1/p) denotes that of

adiabatic compression (ve/v ) (by equation (46)),
then by equation (22) we have

whence, by (47),

'"='

Efficiency= l-
I--1

- (48)

which expresses the efficiency in terms of the

compression ratio alone, and has the same
form as for a Carnot cycle. It will be observed

that the cycle is imperfect* as the efficiency
1 - T'/T is necessarily always less than 1 - * /T.

(30) CLASS H. (amtinued). Actually, it

was found to be impracticable to continue the

expansion so far that the pressure at release

Diagram of BraytonTSngine
fo .v .f )

with Incomplete Expansion---'

Compare Fig. 24-

10 20 SO 40 SO
For 1lb. of Air between Volume in Cujt.
300 and 2000 C.(Abe.)

FIG. 14.

E had fallen to atmospheric, and accordingly
the ideal practicable indicator diagram would
be as shown in Fig. 14. The efficiency is

clearly less than in the case illustrated by
Fig. 13, as, although the heat received remains

unchanged, the useful work done per cycle
is now reduced by an amount represented

by the
"
toe

"
of the diagram HEK. As

before, the efficiency is expressed by 1 - A/H,
where H =

fl(T
- te). The total heat rejected,

7i, is, however, now the sum of that rejected

during the constant volume period HK, and
that rejected during the constant pressure

period KB ; thus, now

and accordingly (as v
is given by

v ) 9
the efficiency

^ <>

This expression does not admit of simplifica

tion in terms of the temperatures.
We may thermodynamically consider that

all the action takes place in a closed working

cylinder v
e9 being the clearance volume

initially filled with a charge of mixture at

pressure pe and temperature te,
the volume

swept through by the working piston being

(v6
- v

c) per stroke.

Let the total expansion ratio (vjvc) be

denoted by X ; the expansion ratio at constant

pressure (v9[vc ) by <r ; and the adiabatic com
pression ratio (vc[v ) by 1/p. Then by aid of

equations (12) and (22) it is easily found that

jy~" ** rr\f /"V//,W T *-T/"V/ \ "Y-t

o-p iQ9 (^ip)t , 2 <r(jLfp) t09

and tj=py-l/ . Whence, "by substitution in

equation (50), and reduction, we obtain the
result

Efficiency= 1- (-

(31) THE DIESEL ENGINE. The other

important cycle falling within Class II. is that

of the Diesel engine in its present form. As

already stated, (28), Diesel originally proposed
to use the Carnot cycle, but in a paper read

before the Paris Congress in 1900 he announced
the cycle finally adopted after extended experi
ment as comprising the following five opera
tions performed during four strokes of the

working piston, the same vessel acting alter

nately as compression pump and working
cylinder (Fig. 15) :

(1) (1st Stroke). Suction of air at atmo

spheric pressure LK.

(2) (2nd Stroke). Adiabatic compression
of this air, KG.

(3) (3rd Stroke; First Portion).- Regulated
admission of the carburetting agent (liquid

or gaseous fuel) so as to maintain constant

Ideal Diagram of Diesel Engiae

OQ I
rl 2 34 5 6 7 8 9 1O 11 12

For 1 Ib. of Air between Volume In Clt.Ft.

300 awl 2000 C.{At>8.)

FIG. 15.

pressure during combustion for a portion of

the working stroke CF.

(4) (3rd Stroke; Second Portion). Cut-off

of fuel supply and adiabatic expansion of the

heated mixture to the end of the working

stroke EH.
(5) (4th Stroke). Opening of exhaust with

immediate fall of pressure (and temperature)
at constant volume HK, and subsequent

expulsion of the burnt gases into the atmo

sphere during the exhaust stroke KL.
This completes the cycle ; it will be observed

that one working stroke only occurs in every

four, and the cycle is accordingly of the
"
four-stroke

"
type.
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From Fig. 15 it is clear that the areas

representing work done on the piston are :

During suction .... +LKNM
During compression . . . KCMN
During working stroke . . . -fMCFHN"

During exhaust .... KLMN

. . Net useful work per cycle= +CFHKC

Thermodynamically we may obviously
consider that the same mass of air is constantly
enclosed within the working cylinder, this

being heated at constant pressure during CF,
and cooled at constant volume during HK.
Thus, in the ideal case, the heat account is as

follows :

Heat received =H = kv(T
- tc).

Heat rejected = h = k v(Tz
-

T').

Work done= (E - ft)
=

fc,(T
- t

e )
-

A?,(Ta
- T7

).

And therefore

1 T T'
= 1-1

TJE (52)

This is immediately deducible from equation

(50), which is reduced to the Diesel cycle by
putting =T'.

Similarly, referring to equation (51), this

reduces to the Diesel case by putting X=p;
and thus we have for the Diesel cycle :

Efficiency= 1- (~\

where !//> is the ratio of adiabatic compression
(vc/ve ), and tr is the ratio of expansion at

constant pressure (vylvc }.

This case includes also that of the numerous
so-called

"
semi-Diesel

"
engines, as, e.g., of

the Fetter, Blackstone, Huston, etc., designs.
As the constant pressure expansion ratio,

<r, is reduced towards the value unity, the
value of the efficiency given by equation (53)

continually approaches towards the limiting

value 1-
This conclusion of theory is apparently

realised in practice. In Diesel engines the

power is reduced by diminishing the extent
of the constant pressure expansion, i.e. by
reducing tr; the following figures from tests

made by Mr. Ade Clark show the indicated
thermal efficiencies obtained :

(32) CLASS III. The "
Constant Volume"

Cycle. In this class is included by far the

largest number of actual internal combustion

engines, ranging from the early Lenoir and

Hu^on types to the modem Clerk two-stroke,

ancf de Rochas, or Otto, four-stroke designs.

A very large proportion of the enormous

number of small internal combustion engines
of the present day are worked on the Otto
"
four-stroke

"
cycle, while the Clerk two-

stroke cycle is extensively adopted in the

larger types of stationary gas engines.

The Lenoir Engine. In the Lenoir gas

engine (1860) now completely obsolete on

account of its very low efficiency tho mode
of working was evidently inspired by that of

the ordinary steam engine. During the first

portion of the stroke the working piston drew

into the cylinder a charge of coal gas and air

at atmospheric pressure ; at an arranged point
a slide valve cut off the supply, and simul

taneously the charge within the cylinder was

ignited, the temperature (and consequently
the pressure) suddenly rising greatly ; the

working stroke was then completed by tho

expansion of this mass of heated high -pressure

gas ; during the return stroke the burnt gases
were exhausted into the atmosphere, thus

completing the cycle.
Further following the steam engine, this

cycle was caused to occur alternately on each

side of 'the working piston, thus making the

engine
"
double - acting

"
; thus a working

impulse was obtained in every stroke. The

100-

"

O

Diagram of Lenoir Engine
with Complete Expansion

Compare Fig,26

20 30 50N

The Diesel cycle is clearly of the

perfect
"

class.

. ." 7/6. of A!r between Volume in Gu.Ft.
300 and 2000 C,(Abs.)

PIG. 16.

Lenoir engine worked very quietly and

smoothly, but was abandoned on account of

its very high consumption of gas in favour
of more economical typos.
The ideal diagram is shown

in Fig. 16, wherein it is sup
posed that the cylinder has
no clearance and that the

expansion is carried so far

that tho pressure at tho
end of the stroke is that of

the atmosphere. The volume
swept through per stroke by tho piston is AE ;

during the portion AB the carburetted charge
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is drawn in at atmospheric pressure, doing work
on the piston represented by the area + ABMO.
At B cut-off occurs, and simultaneously the

charge is ignited, explosion takes place, and
the pressure suddenly rises as indicated by BR
The heated charge then expands adiabatic-

ally, along FE, to atmospheric pressure at the
end of the stroke E, doing a, further amount
of work on the piston represented by the
area + MFEN ; at E the exhaust opens, and

during the return stroke the burnt charge
is expelled into the atmosphere, negative
work being done upon the piston represented

by the area - EAON ; this completes the cycle.
The work account is therefore given by

ABMO + MFEN - EAON or BFEB ; thus the

useful work done per cycle is represented by
the area BFEB.
Thermodynamically the action is regarded

as taking place in a mass of air (regarded as a

perfect gas) contained within a closed cylinder

having a clearance volume AB, and piston

displacement volume BE. Initially, at B, the

clearance volume contains air at (j?y Z
) ;

heat is suddenly communicated, raising the

pressure, at unchanged volume, to pc ;

adiabatic expansion then occurs to E
; and

during the return stroke heat is abstracted

from the air at constant pressure from volume
ve to volume r . In this ideal case we have
therefore

Heat received =H = fc^T- 1
),

Heat rejected = h = fc,(T'
- y,

Useful work done
= (H-A) = ^(T-*tf)-Jbp(T

/

-y,

Efficiency= 1 -g = 1 - kP(T'
- y/fc^T- 1

),

i.e. Efficiency=l-7~. . (54)

This result may be otherwise expressed in three

.ways ;
for by equation (12) (T/ )

=
(Pc/Po) H the

ratio of maximum to atmospheric pressure, while

(T?
/

/f )=(ve/v )=p, the ratio of adiabatic expansion.
Hence (54) may be written

Efficiency=l~7~-r. . . (55)

Again, by equation (22)

as T'=p . Hence (54) may also be written

Efficiency= 1 -7^7^ . (56)

Lastly, as p7=(T/^o), equation (56) becomes, in

terms of the ratio of the explosion temperature to

the initial temperature,

Efficiency=1- (57)

In general it was not found practicable to continue

the expansion until atmospheric pressure was

reached, the more usual case being that in which

the pressure at tlie end of the stroke exceeded that

of the atmosphere. The ideal diagram in this case

is shown in Fig. 17 ; and it is clear that the heat

received, H, is the same as in the preceding case,
viz. H^&^T-fo) ; the heat rejected, h, is, however,
now the sum of that during the constant volume

drop HK, and the constant pressure shrinkage KB,
and thus

Hence the efficiency, 1-A/H, is expressed by

Efficiency=1--^-

i.e. Efficiency= 1 -

Denote, as before, the ratio of adiabatic expansion
(velv ) by o, and the ratio of explosion pressure to

8
"

Diagram of LenoirEngine
with Incomplete Expansion

Compare Fig.25

~---= E

For 1 1b. of Air between Volume in Gu.Ft.
300 "and 2000C.(Abs.)

FIG. 17.

atmospheric pressure by II. Then T= Tit ; T=p
and by equation (22) T2 =T(l/p)7-

1= n(l/p)V-
Accordingly equation (58) may also be written

or again, in terms of the ratio (T/^) only,

S (60)

when TS=T', Tl(\lp}l~*-**p,ta& equation (59) then

reduces to equation (55). Also as II=T/ =/>y when
Ta=T', equation (60) then reduces to equation (57).

The efficiency is clearly less in this than in the pre

ceding case, since, with, the same expenditure of heat,

the useful work area is less by the amount KHE, due
to the incomplete expansion.

(33) CLASS IH (continued), (i) The
Free Piston Engine. The Lenoir type of

engine was superseded by a singular design

originally proposed by Barsanti and Mattucci

(1857), but first rendered practicable by Otto
and Langen hi their

"
Free Piston Engine

"

of 1867. This essentially comprised a very
long vertical cylinder fitted with a heavy
free piston beneath which a charge of

carburetted air was exploded, driving the

piston upwards as a projectile is driven from a

gun ; the heavy piston acquired considerable

momentum, and continued its upward motion
until the working mixture had expanded to

about six times its original volume and to

a pressure considerably below that of the
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atmosphere. During its descent by gravity,
and excess atmospheric pressure upon its

upper surface, it engaged with, and drove,
the crank-shaft through a ratchet and pawl
device. The engine was excessively noisy
and mechanically unsatisfactory, but the

rapid and extended expansion, and subsequent
slower cooling, of the working mixture
resulted in a considerably increased efficiency

compared with earlier types.
An ideal diagram is shown in Fig. 18 ;

the charge of carburetted air at atmospheric
pressure y> and temperature t is drawn into

the cylinder as indicated by AB, and exploded
at constant volume v (=AB), its pressure

rising to pc and temperature to T as indicated

by BF ; the piston immediately rises rapidly,
the charge expanding adiabatically to E when
the piston momentarily stops. The downward

(working) stroke now follows under the com
bined action of gravity and excess atmospheric

P
110-

100.

Diagram of Otto & Langren
Free Piston Engine

with Complete Expansion

Compare Fig.27

othermal Compression

O 100 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400^ V
For Hb. of Air between Volume in Clt.Ft.
300 and 20000. (AbsJ

FIG. 18.

pressure, the mixture being compressed
fcothennally from E to B due to the slowness
of the working stroke, and finally expelled
at constant pressure as indicated by BA.
As before, the useful work done is represented
by the area BFEB ; clearly also the heat

supplied, H, is expressed by H =
V(T- ),

while the heat rejected, h, is given by
=Pi4 loger, where r is the ratio of isothermal

compression (ve/v ) ; vide (18).

Hence the efficiency = 1- = 1-

i. e, as !R - ky lcv,

Efficiency= 1 -

This may he further simplified and expressed in
terms of the ratio (T/fe) only; for by equation (22)

(a/o)y"
1
-(TA ) f and .-.

(7- 1) log, r=logc (T/fe).
and accordingly equation (01) reduces to

(62)

which expresses the ideal maximum efficiency of

engines of this type.

(ii.) The Beau de Roclias, or Otto, and
the Clerk Cycles. Finally there remain to

be considered engines working upon the
Beau de Bochas, or Otto,

"
four - stroke,"

and the Clerk
" two - stroke

"
cycles, which

may be considered to include between them
all internal combustion engines of the present

day. In all these engines combustion
is caused to occur at constant volume
with previous compression of the working
charge.

(34) THE CLERK CYCLE. The first case
to be taken is that in which as in the
Clerk cycle the engine comprises a com
pression pump and separate working cylinder,
the compressing pump taking in a car
buretted charge at atmospheric pressure and
temperature and compressing this either

directly into the combustion chamber of the

working cylinder, or into an intermediate
receiver from which the working cylinder in

turn takes its compressed charge, which is then

ignited (exploded) at constant volume, and
performs the working stroke by its subsequent
expansion.

Six separate operations may be here dis

tinguished, viz. :

(1) Pump suction Charging the pump
with carburetted air.

(2) Pump Compression Compressing the

charge into the receiver, or combustion
chamber of working cylinder.

(3) Supply of compressed charge from
receiver to working cylinder, when receiver
is included.

(4) Explosion of charge at constant volume
in working cylinder.

(5) Expansion of exploded charge during
working stroke.

(6) Expulsion of exhaust gases at the ond
of the working stroke.

In considering an ideal diagram for t/hia

case the following assumptions are made :

(1) That the charge is compressed adia

batically.

(2) That none of the heat of compression
is lost in the receiver.

(3) That the charge ia neither heated nor
cooled on entering the combustion chamber of
the working cylinder.

(4) That the explosion occurs intantano-
ously, and without any loss of heat to the
walls of the combustion chamber.

(5) That the expansion during the working
stroke is adiabatic, i.e. that no heat exchange
takes place with the cylinder walla, or piston
crown, during expansion.

(6) That there are no losses by throttling
or back pressure.
An ideal diagram embodying theao assump

tions is shown in Fig. 19, wherein it is also

supposed that the expansion is continued so
far that the pressure has fallen to p that of
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the atmosphere a condition not practi
cally attainable, and also that the working
cylinder has no clearance; thus the pump
volume is A3, and the working cylinder
volume AE.

During the pump suction stroke a volume of
carburetted air is taken in at atmospheric
pressure and temperature represented by AB,
doing work + OABK. upon the pump piston.

F

Clerk Cycle D ia.gram
Complete Expansion.

Compare Fig.28

20 30
For 7/6. of Air between Volume in Cu.Ft.
300 and 2000 C.fAbs.)

.FIG. 19.

This is next compressed adiabatically along
BC and delivered into the receiver at the

constant pressure pc along CQ ; thus the

pump diagram is - OKBCQO.
The charge next enters the cylinder along

QC, doing work +OQCM upon the working
piston, and is then exploded at constant

volume v
c, the pressure instantly rising as

indicated by CIT, with subsequent adiabatic

expansion FE, to atmospheric pressure at E,

doing work upon the piston represented by
+MFENM. At E the exhaust opens and the

burnt gases are expelled at atmospheric pres
sure pQ , doing work represented by -EAON ;

this completes the cycle.

The work account is therefore

+ OABK - OKBCQO+ OQCM
+MFENM -EAON= + BOFEB,

and thus the useful work done per cycle is

represented by the enclosed area BCFEB.
Thermodynamically the whole action may

be conceived as taking place in a closed

cylinder of clearance volume AL, LE being
the volume swept through by the piston.

Commencing at the point C, heat H is added
to the charge to an amount given by the equa
tion H= Jcv(T

- tc ) ; during expansion there is

no communication of heat; during exhaust

from E to B heat, A, is rejected, given by
A= p(T'- ) ; while during compression BO
there is no communication of heat.

Hence the efficiency, 1-A/H, is expressed

=1 " 7 (63)

The efficiency may also be expressed in terms

of T, t
, and the ratio of adiabatic compression

l//>=(flcM>). For, by equation (22),

and

But also

T.

whence T^f-^
\PJ

Thus (63) may he written

Efficient

V^-i/y.

/ni-i/vm

;y=i_ 7W W
3 i /m\

-1

As p^t
follows that

-l, and T=

(64)

', it

. (65)

which expresses the relation between the temperatures
at the four corners of the diagram.

If, as in previous cases, the total expansion ratio

(Vel^c) be denoted by X, then

T=f
Jt

.

tc=py~ 1
t03

whence

Hence, as

we have, on substituting in equation (63) andreducing,
the expression for the efficiency in terms of the total

expansion and adiabatio compression ratios alone,

Efficiency=1- (-) (66)

As p approaches X in value this expression continually

approximates to 1 (l/p)Y~
^ as a limiting value,

(35) THE CUGRK CYCLE WITH INCOMPLETE
EXPANSION. Actually it has not been found

practicable to continue the expansion, so far

that the pressure falls to that of the atmo

sphere ; the next case for consideration,

therefore, is that in which, the pressure at

the end of expansion exceeds that of the

atmosphere.
An ideal diagram is shown in Fig. 20 ;

as before, the heat supplied is H=^(T-y,
while the heat rejected is now given by

Hence the efficiency, 1 A/H, is given by

. (67)

As T,=T(l/Xjy- 1, tc =t p- 1, and T' =(X/PK,
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we have on substitution and rearrangement
from equation (67)

Efficiency= 1 - ~

(68)

when T2
= T, (T/ )=Xv

/p, and (68) then re

duces to the previous case, viz. equation (66).

Clerk Cycle Diagram
Incomplete Expansion

Compare Fig.28

20K
'

SO 40 V
For Tib. of A ir between Volum 6 in Cu. Ft.
300 "and 2000" C.(Aba.)

PIG. 20.

(36) THE BEAU DE ROCHAS, OR OTTO,
CYCLE. The last and most important of

all cycles of internal combustion engines
is the "constant volume" cycle first pro

posed by Beau de Kochas in 1862, and

practically realised by Dr. Otto in his

famous
"
Otto Silent

" "
gas engine

"
of

1876.

In this cycle there is no separate compressing

pump, its function being discharged by the

working cylinder itself. The sequence of

operations is as follows,
"
stroke

"
referring

to that of the working piston :

(1) Suction of carburetted charge of air

during the whole of the first out-stroke.

(2) Compression of the charge into the

combustion chamber of the cylinder during
the whole of the first in-stroke.

(3) Explosion of charge at end of first

in-stroke.

(4) Expansion of heated charge during the
whole of the second out-stroke ; this is the
"
working stroke."

(5) Exhaust of the burnt gases into the

atmosphere during the whole of the second
in-stroke.

Thus the cycle requires for its per
formance four consecutive strokes of the

working piston, whence the term "
four-

stroke
"

cycle ; and only one working impulse
is obtained for each two revolutions of the
crank-shaft.

An ideal diagram is shown in Fig. 21.

During the first out-stroke tho piston draws in

the charge at atmospheric pressure, along LK,
work being done on the piston represented by
the area + MLIOT. During the return stroke
the volume AK is adiabatically compressed
along KC to QC, the work done being repre
sented by -NKCMN.

Explosion is caused to occur at C, and the

pressure instantly rises, at constant volume,
as indicated by CG ; during tho second

out-stroke the heated gases expand adiabatic

ally along FH, doing work on the piston repre
sented by +MFHNM, and at H tho exhaust

is opened to the atmosphere causing instant

drop of pressure at constant volume HK.
During the second in-stroke the burnt gases are

expelled along KL into the atmosphere,
work being done represented by -NELLM;
this completes the cycle. The work account
is therefore

+ MLKN -NKCMN 4-MFHNM

thus CFHKC represents the useful work done

per cycle.

Thermodynamically tho action may be
conceived as taking place in tho same mass of

air always enclosed in the working cylinder,
and subjected to the operations indicated by
KC, CT, FH, and HK ; thus tho heat received

is H = A;
t,(T-ic ) ; while tho heat rejected is-

A= &V(T2 -< ). Hence the efficiency, 1-/1./H,
is given by the equation

Efficiency=1-^1. . . (69)
JL
- tc

This may bo simplified and expressed in two ot/hor

important ways. For by equation (12) and (22)

Diagram of Otto Cycle Engine

Compare Fig, 29_V i HUP i i i i i
i i i i i-Th n

1 2 M 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 N 14 V
Volume in Cu.Ft

Prop. 2, wo have T2/
= pe/p P/;> T// fl

.

Hence t
/t
=T2/T, and alsoT2

-
< /T

-
1 - tQ/t c T

2/T.

Accordingly

Efficiency*!- (70)

and thus in this cycle tho efficiency dopomlH, in tho
ideal case, only upon tho ratio of tho absolute

temperatures at the beginning and end of comprettAwn,
and is independent of the explosion temperature.
Obviously (70) may also be written

Efficiency = 1- (T2/T),

which expresses it in terms of tho ratio of absolute

temperatures at the beginning and end of expan
sion

;
it is obvious that the cycle is

"
Imperfect."

The second important simplification of (CO) is

the expression for tho efficiency in terms of the
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(adiabatic) ratio of compression (3/p). We have

by equation (22)

hence by (70)

Efficiency=l- -
y-1

(71)

showing that in the ideal Otto cycle the efficiency

depends upon the compression ratio alone.

(37) EFFICIENCY FOBMTH^AE. On compar
ing equations (32'), (48), and (71) the interest

ing fact emerges (first pointed out by Callendar)
that in the three typical ideal cycles of constant

temperature, constant pressure, and constant

volume, the efficiency is expressed by the
same formula, viz.

/1\ v~l
Efficiency=1- f-J

, . (71)

where (1/p) is the ratio of adiabatic compres
sion, and is thus the same, for the same value

of p, in all three cases.

It must be remembered, however, that in

the constant temperature (Carnot) cycle the

adiabatic compression raises the temperature
of the working substance through the whole

range from the lowest to the highest between
which the engine works, whence in this case

the value of the efficiency is an absolute

maximum, as has been shown. In the other

two cases the adiabatic compression does not
raise the substance from the lowest to the

highest temperature, and the expression for

the efficiency has a value necessarily less than
in the Carnot case, though a maximum in

each case for the particular cycle considered ;

these are, therefore,
"
imperfect

"
cycles in

the sense as explained in (2) supra.
In the constant temperature cycle all heat

is received and rejected at constant tempera
ture ; in the cycles of constant pressure and
constant volume heat is received at rising,

and rejected at falling, temperature ; also in

the Carnot and Brayton cycles the expansion
is

"
complete," which is not the case in the

Otto cycle. Examination of equations (51),

(53), and (66) shows the manner in which the

value of the efficiency is further diminished by
changes in the cycles imposed by practical
considerations.

(38) TEMPERA.TTJEE - ENTROPY DIAGRAMS
OF TYPICAL CYCLES. In Figs. 22-29 are

shown T-< diagrams for the typical cycles
of Classes L, II., and HX, together with

actual numerical values of maximum efficiency

for uniform upper and lower absolute tem

perature limits assumed at 2000 C. and
300 C. respectively. Fig. 22 shows the T -

<f>

diagram for the constant temperature Carnot

cycle ; as already pointed out (vide Fig. 6 and

text) this takes the form of a rectangle, and
the efficiency which is independent of the

breadth of the rectangle is here an absolute

maximum in value of 1 - 300/2000 = 0-85.

(39) THE BRAYTON ENGINE. Fig. 23
shows the T-<j> diagram of the constant

pressure cycle of the Brayton engine, with

complete expansion, as described in (29) and

Fig. 13. *The entropy along the adiabatic

+0-1 +02 +0-3 +O-4- Y
Entropy from <J>Q

FIG. 22.

compression is taken as an arbitrary zero ;

thus on any vertical, as MI in Fig. 23, take

the point B at the 300 C. level. Then, by
aid of equation (21), c

= (>c/p )'y--
1
/7, and

taking 2?c =70 Ibs. per sq. in. and pv 14-7 Ibs.

per sq. in., determines i
c =468 C. ; this gives

the point C on MI and .thus determines BC,
the isentropic corresponding to the adiabatic

compression of Fig. 13. Through C draw the

curve whose equation is
<j>

kp loge (f/ c ) (see

equation (38)), and let this cut a horizontal

7-0 Diagram of"constantPressure"(Braytoa) Cycle
with Complete Expansion. Compare Fig.JS

FIG. 23.

through 2000 C. in F ; then CF on Fig. 23 re-

presents the constant pressure expansion line

of Fig. 1 3. Through F draw a vertical meeting
the curve 0=*, loge (t/tQ) in E; then FE is

the isentropic corresponding to the adiabatic

expansion line in Fig. 13, while the curve EB
represents the constant pressure compression
of Fig. 13.

Agreeably with equation (10) (see also Fig. 5)

the efficiency in this case is expressed by the

ratio Area BCFE/Area MCFN, which, by direct
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planimetric measurement as may be verified

^by calculation from equation (45) has here

the value 0-36.

The corresponding Garnet engine would take

in heat MIEN", and reject heat N3BM, with

corresponding efficiency of 0-85. The Brayton
engine takes in the smaller quantity of heat

MCFN and rejects the larger quantity NEBM,
with resultant reduction in the value of its

efficiency to 0-36.

(40) THE BRAYTON ENGINE WITH INCOM
PLETE EXPANSION. Fig. 24 shows the T-0
diagram of the Brayton engine with incomplete

T-<p Diagram of"Constant Pressure"(Braytoa) Cycle
with Incomplete Expansion. Compare Fig. 14-

T

w
9>j

-KM +0-2 +0-3

Entropy from <j>

PIG. 24.

expansion, as shown in the pv diagram, Fig.
14. The temperature T2 at release H is taken
as 1450 C., and the drop of pressure HK at

constant volume in Fig. 14 is represented on
the T-0 diagram by the curved line HK
calculated from the equation <=& log e (T2/i).

Fig. 24 differs from Fig. 23 only in the

useful heat area being reduced by the amount
EHK, which thus represents, in this case, the

loss caused by incomplete expansion, and
reduces the efficiency from '0-36 to 0-33.

(41) THE DIESEL ENGINE. The T-0
diagram of the Diesel engine is given in

T-f Diagram for"Constant Pressure" (Diesel) Cycle

FIG-. 25

Fig. 25. Initially (see Fig. 15) T' = 300 C.,

p =
atmospheric pressure (14-7 Ibs.), while pc

is assumed at the value usual in practice,
viz. 500 Ibs. per sq. in., and T = 2000 C.

Then by equation (21)

thus the points K and C may be determined,
and KG on Fig. 25 is then the isentropic

corresponding to the adiabatic compression of

Fig. 15.

Through C the curve
<j>
= kv loge ($/$ ) is

next drawn, cutting a horizontal through
2000 C. at F, while through K the curve

<{>Jcv loge (/T') is drawn cutting a vertical

through F in H. Then FH is the isentropio

corresponding to the adiabatic expansion, and
HK corresponds to the constant volume

pressure drop at release of Fig. 15.

For the efficiency in this case, either by cal

culation from equation (52) or by directmeasure
ment from the diagram of the ratio, wo have for

the Area KCFHK/Area MOJFNM the value 0-55.

(42) THE LENOIE ENGINE. In Fig. 26 is

shown the T -
diagram of the now entirely

obsolete Glass III. Lenoir engine, with com
plete expansion, whose pv diagram is shown
in Fig. 16. The diagram is constructed by
taking the point B at 300 C. on any vertical

and drawing through this point the curve

<=& logc (t/t ) cutting a horizontal through
2000 C. in F

; thus BF represents the

T~<p Diagram for "Constant VoIume"<Lenoir) Cycle

Compare Figs. W & 17

n i r
+ 0-1 +0-2 +0-3

Entrogy from <&

JFIQ-. 26.

constant volume pressure increase due to tho

explosion (Fig. 16). Through F draw a
vertical, and through B draw tho curve
=

&j, loge (tlt ) meeting this vertical in E;
then the isentropic FE corresponds to the

period of adiabatic expansion, and tho curve
EB to the constant pressure compression of

Fig. 16 ; the point E obviously gives the

temperature T', here 1162 C., as may be
verified by direct calculation,

as may also be determined by equation (54).
The dotted line HK on Fig. 26 is the

modification in the T-0 diagram due to

incomplete expansion (compare Fig. 17), the
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temperature at release H is assumed at

1400 C., and the curve HK is plotted from the

equation </>
= k v loge (1400/i) "where <p is the

defect of entropy below that of H, viz. 0-321.

The efficiency, being the value of the ratio

Area BFHKB/Area 3IBFNM, is now reduced

to 0-25.

(43) FREE PISTON ENGINE. The ideal

T diagram of the Otto and Langen free

piston engine is shown in Fig. 27, with which

Fig. 18 may be compared. The initial point

is B at 300 C. and the explosion raises

the temperature, at constant volume, to 2000

C. ; this is represented on the diagram by
the curve BF, plotted from the equation

<p
= kv log e (tlt \ cutting a horizontal through

2000 C. in F. The vertical FE is the isen-

tropic corresponding to the subsequent adia-

batio expansion during the rise of the heavy
free piston, while the horizontal line EB
represents the isothermal compression of

the gases during the working down-stroke.

The efficiency, either by direct measurement

T-tp Diagram, of"Constant Volume"(FreePiston)Engine

Compare Fig. 18

Entropy from

FIG. 27.

from the diagram of the value of the ratio

Area BFEB/Area MBFNM, or by calculation

from equation (62), has here the relatively high

value 0-66 ; comparison with the previous

diagram (Fig. 26) clearly shows the manner in

which the efficiency is increased in value as a

result of the compression being isothermal

instead of at constant pressure.

(44) CLERK ENGINE. The T -
<f> diagram

for the Clerk constant-volume cycle, both with

complete and incomplete expansion, is shown

in Fig. 28 ; compare Fig*. 19 and 20. The

initial point B is at 300 C. and the compression

temperature te is assumed at 500 C. ; thus

BC is the isentropic of adiabatic compression.

The curve CF representing rise of tem

perature at constant volume (i.e. explosion)

is next plotted from the adiabatic equation

<f>
= kv loge (*/500), and by its intersection with

a horizontal through 2000 C. determines

F ; a vertical through F then meets the

curve =^ loge (*/300) at E, and FE is then

the isentropic of adiabatic expansion, while

VOL. I

EB represents the operation of compression at

constant pressure.
When the expansion is incomplete, assuming

that at release the temperature is 1000 C.,

the curve HK, plotted from the equation

T=2000C. : t =300C.(Abs.)
Efflciensu:-

t-O-1 +0-2 +0-3 -fO'4 <p

Entropy from <pQ

7-0 Diagram of "Constant-Volume" (Clerk) Cycle
Compare Figs. 1 9 & 20

FIG. 28.

0-235 -fj>
= k log (1000/0* is tte T-0 line

corresponding to the pressure drop at release,

with corresponding loss of useful work-heat

represented by the area EHK.
By measurement from the diagram of the

ratio Area BCFEB/Area MCFNM, or by calcu

lation from equation (63), the efficiency with the

data assumed, when the expansion is complete,

will be found to have the value 0-52. In the

case, as taken, of incomplete expansion, the

efficiency is reduced in value to 0-48.

(45) OTTO ENGINE. In Fig. 29 is shown

the T -
<j> diagram of the

"
Otto

"
or

" Beau

de Kochas
"

cycle, of which the pv diagram

T-4> Diagram of "Constant Volume"(Otto) Cycle

Compare Fig.21

1 F

+0-1 +0-2 +0-3 -t-0
;4

Entropy from <f>Q

is given in Fig. 21. As before, the initial

point K is taken, on,any vertical, at 300 C. ;

the temperature of compression, te , is assumed

at 600 C. ; hence the vertical line KC is the

isentropic of adiabatic compression.

From C the curve 4>
= Jcv loge (i/600) is next

plotted, cutting a horizontal through 2000 C.
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in F
; then the curve CF represents the

increase of entropy during the explosion.

Through F a vertical is drawn intersecting the

curve <p
= k v loge (2/300) in H; then FH is the

isentropic of adiabatic expansion, and the

curve HK corresponds to the drop of pressure
at constant volume which occurs at release.

The efficiency, either by direct measurement
of the ratio Area KCFHK/Area MCFNM, or by
calculation from equation (70) has here the

value 0-5.

(46) IDEAL EFFICIENCIES. Hence for a

temperature range from 2000 C. (abs.) to

300 C., and with the other data assumed in

the foregoing paragraphs, the maxima ideal

efficiencies in the several cases considered

have the following values :

Carnot (constant temperature) . . . .0-83
Otto and Langen free piston (constant volume) 0-GO

Diesel (constant pressure) 0-55

Clerk (constant volume), with complete

expansion 0-52

Clerk (constant volume), with incomplete

expansion 048
Otto (constant volume) 0-50

Brayton (constant pressure), with complete

expansion 0-30

Brayton (constant pressure), with iucompleto

expansion 0-33

Lenoir (constant volume), with complete

expansion 0-29

Lenoir (constant volume), with incomplete

expansion 0-25

(47) PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Thus
the efficiency of the Carnot

"
Perfect

"
cycle is

substantially greater than that of any of tho

others, while the Otto and Langen engine has

an efficiency when isothermal compression
is realised second only to that of the Carnot.

For the purposes of practical power produc
tion, however, it is not enough that a cycle
should be of high ideal efficiency ; in order that

an engine may be practicable it is necessary,
inter alia, (1) that its cycle can be effectively

performed in a very short time, and (2) that

the ratio of mean effective pressure to maxi
mum pressure shall be as high as possible.
If (1) cannot be attained the engine can

only run slowly, and is thus bulky and weighty
in relation to the power developed by it. If

(2) is not realised, then since the engine must
be designed to withstand the maximum
pressure developed it is necessarily weighty and

costly relatively to its power output.
These two conditions have, so far, practically

excluded all but the Otto, Diesel, and Clerk

cycles, and it is of interest to determine in

the several cases of (46), the values of the

maximum pressure, the mean effective pres
sure, and the ratio of these.

The mean effective pressure, pm , is the

average height of the closed figure on the p v

diagram representing the useful work U
(ft. -Ibs.) done per cycle; if pm be in Ibs. per

sq. in., and if V be the greatest, and v the

least, volume (in cub. ft.) of the working
substance, then

lbs> per sq> k" ' (72 )

The maximum pressure developed will be
denoted by P, and in each case it is considered
that the engine uses 1 Ib. of air, initially at

atmospheric pressure p of 14-7 Ibs. per sq. in.

and temperature =300 C. (abs.), whence,
by equation (12'), its volume i> = 13-6 cub. ft.

(48) MAXIMUM PRESSURES. The Carnot

Cycle : Value of #m/P. The calculation here
is conveniently conducted as follows : As
T^=2000 C. and ^ = 300 C. wo have, by equa
tion (32), for the value of the adiabatic ratios

/>
= (2000/300)2-45 = i()4-36; thus the ratios

of adiabatic expansion and compression must

necessarily each have tho enormously large
value 104-36. Tho isothermal ratio r is

arbitrary ;
if it be assumed aa 2, then, by equa

tion (30), the total expansion ratio becomes
X = 2 x 104-36=208-7, a value, it is needless to

point out, entirely out of the question in any
actual engine.
The maximum pressure P is obtained by

aid of equation (12) and is given by

= about 20,450 Iba. per sq. in.,

or roundly 1400 atmospheres.

Again, by equation (72),

U
__ c(T-01og,r

Pm
"J44V(1 - (l/X}j~144V(l -

(I/X))

(vide equation (12')) ; thus

96 x 1700 x log ,2= "
13-6 xO-005

" 58 l

so that tho ratio of moan effective to maximum
pressure is only 58/20,450, or about l/353rd part.

Any such maximum pressure aa 20,450 Ibs.

per sq. in. is of course entirely impossible in

practice, and it will also bo observed that

the mean effective pressure iw only a small

fraction of tho maximum pressure. The cycle
is entirely impracticable.
The design of an engine is dominated by tho

maximum pressure to be provided against ;

if we take this at the value adopted in the

modern Diesel engine, viz. about 500 Ibs. per

sq. in., and also if tho upper temperature
limit be assumed at the low value of only
800 C. we shall have X- 13-95, p = 11-06,
r = l-26, and ^w = 6-l Ibs. per sq. in. Thus
even here the mean effective pressure is only
l/82nd of the maximum pressure, and has
the trifling value of only about 6 Ibs. per sq. in.

when the Carnot cycle is taken.

(49) THE OTTO AND LANO KK "
FRTCB

PISTON" CYCLE; RA.TIO OF pJP. See

(33) and Figs. 18 and 27. Here T = 2000 C.,
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tQ 300 C. (abs.), p = 14-7 lbs. per sq. in.,
and v = l3-6 cub. ft.

The remaining quantities may be thus
evaluated :

98 lbs. sq.in.,

= 14194 cub. ft.
;

0-14 Ibs./sq. in.,

1044,

268,420 ffc.-lbs. ;

l-3261bs./sq.in.,

Po

pm
pm/P= l/74th.

pc/po =<TAo) gives

pcvoy=pevey, and p v -peve gives ve

and also pe

r-ve/vo gives r

U= 3kv(T - to)
- cto loge

r gives U
then by Eq. (72)

and pm/P =pm/pc gives

Thus the ideal cycle in this case requires
a total expansion of 104-4 times the initial

volume, and gives a mean effective pressure
of only 1-326 Ib. per sq. in., which is but
l/74th of the maximum pressure developed.
Moreover, hi order to approximate even

roughly to isothermal compression on the
return stroke, it was necessary to run these
free piston engines very slowly, and they were
in consequence exceedingly cumbrous and
furnished but a trifling power relatively to
their bulk and weight, notwithstanding their

high theoretical efficiency.
A series of tests made by Clerk in 1885 on a

2-h.p. engine with a cylinder 12 in. hi
diameter showed that the maximum stroke
was 40i in., and i.h.p. 2-9, with 28 explosions

per minute, corresponding to a mean effective

pressure of 8 Ibs. per sq. in. ; the total

expansion ratio attained was, however, only
about 6.

The b.h.p. was 2-0, and the mechanical

efficiency therefore 70 per cent. The con

sumption of coal gas was 24-6 cub. ft, per
i.h.p. hour, corresponding to an (indicated)
thermal efficiency of 0-11. Even this con

sumption, however, marked a notable improve
ment upon the results obtained with the earlier

Lenoir and Hugon engines ; the largest engine
made of this very noisy free piston type was
only of 3 h.p.

(50) THE DIESEL CYCLE ; RATIO
See (41) and Fig. 15. Here

p = l4:'7 Ibs. per sq. in.,

^= 13-6 cub. ft.,

T'=300 C. (abs.),

#c=500 Ibs. per sq. in ;

\=M12 cub. ft.,

T = 2000 C. {abs.),

"RHP

and Ta=r-5 =1043a (abs.).

sU= ^(T -f
f )
-

JL-^T, -T'),
we have U = 151-67 C.Th.U. of useful work,
and therefore, by equation (72),

151-67x1400 -_ 01 -

Pm== '

144x12488 per s<i ' m -

Thus the mean effective pressure has here
the high value 118 Ibs. per sq. in., and
pm[P= 1/4-24, a very great advance on previous
figures. In actual practice mean effective

pressures of 100 to 115 lbs. per sq. in. are

ordinarily realised, with an average (indicated)
thermal efficiency of 0-4, and revolution

speed, in stationary types, of 200 per minute.
The Diesel cycle thus satisfies the require
ments of actual practice very fully.

(51) THE BEAU DE ROCEAS, OR OTTO
CYCLE; RATIO OF ^/p.gee (36) and (45)
and Figs. 21 and 29. Here also

# = 14-7 Ibs. per sq. in. (abs.),

re
= 13-G cub. ft.,

= 300 C. (abs.).

MS assumed at 600 C. (abs.) ;

whence vc
=

(

-2
)

7
v e
= 2-489 cub. ft.,

\ rc/

and ,
13 '6 --

lbs'

lbs. per sq. in. (abs.),
c

T=2000C. (abs.).,

T3
= ~* = 1000 C.

c

and ?}
==
i44 f

=49-0 lbs. per sq. in.

The useful work done is given bythe equation
U = I-,(T-fe/l)-ftB(Ta -W = 118-23 C.Th.U.

whence, by equation (72),

1400x118-23 inoeluPm= 144xlMl
= 103 '5 lbs ' Per S<1' m"

and the ratio pm/~P has the value 1/4-84,
which is of the same order as that obtained
in the case of the Diesel cycle.

(52) THE CONSTANT-PRESSURE " BEAT-
TON "

CYCLE; VALUE OF pm > ETC. See

29, 30, and 39 and Figs. 14 and 23 ; this

cycle is practically perfected in the modern
Diesel engine, but it is of interest to evaluate

pm , as its ratio to P was, both in theory and
practice, very high. As illustrated in Figs.
14 and 23 we have here

*C=300G,
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whence, by equation. (21),

0.,

and therefore

gain,

fle= -fT:r "-=4*47 cub. ft.
144 xp c

T
i,
= r-u c

= 19-05 cub. ft.,

and thus <r=4-26 (vide equation 51).

T2 is assumed at 1450 C. 3 whence, by equation
(22), 1^=41-9 cub. ft., so that the total expan
sion ratio X = 9'4.

"144x ^

and

= 23-2 Ibs. per sq. in.,

25 C. (abs.).

Hence, from (30), U = 126-74 C.Th.U. of

useful work, and accordingly, by equation (72),

126-74x1400

144x37-43
OOA1 ,= 33 ' 11>S *

The effective maximum pressure is (P
-
14-7)

Ibs. per aq_. in. 55-3, which is only 1-68

times pm a very satisfactory feature of the

cycle.

A test of a Brayton petroleum engine of

about 4 b.h.p., made by Clerk in 1878,
showed a maximum pressure "in the work

ing cylinder of 47 Ibs. per sq. in., a mean
effective pressure of 30-2 Ibs. per sq. in.,

and a consumption of petroleum of 2-75 Ibs.

per b.h.p. hour, corresponding to the very
low brake thermal efficiency of only 0-047.

1400 0. (abs.)., and there.

fore, by equation (22), w
e
= 32-6 cub. ft. ; then

__ 96 x 1400
P0 ~ 144x32-6

= 28-6 Ibs. per sq. in,, (abs.),

718 C. (abs.).
__ T m/ ^v iand l =

to
=

Hence

= 72-67 C.Th.U. of useful work.

In this case, as the stroke of the piston is AK,
we have to write

1400x72-67 rt
_ n

T, ^ = 21-7 Ibs. per sq. in.^ 144 x vc
i i

Thus the ratio of pm to the maximum effective

pressure of (98
-
14-7) Ibs. per sq. in. has here

the satisfactory value 1/3-84 ; the engine
failed commercially, however, on account of

its exceedingly great consumption of fuel.

Not only is the theoretical efficiency of the

cycle low, but even this low efficiency was not

nearly attained in practice. The engines were
built in sizes of from one-half to three horse

power. An experiment by Tresca on a one-

half horse-power engine showed a consumption
of 95 cub. ft. of (Paris) coal gas per i.h.p.

hour, which is fully eight times as great as

that of a modern four-stroke gas engine of

moderate power.

(54). Collecting the results obtained in the

preceding paragraphs for comparison, wo have
the following for typical engines, each using
1 Ib. of air, and working between the absolute

temperatures 2000 C. and 300 C. :

* With complete expansion.

The modern Diesel engine consumes only
about 0-45 Ib. of oil fuel per b.h.p. hour,

corresponding to a brake thermal efficiency
of fully 0-30.

(53) THE LENOIR CONSTANT VOLTJME
CYCLE ; VALUE OF pm . See Figs. 17 and 26
and 32 and 42. Here also

=3oo a,
T = 2000 0.,

whence > = 98 Ibs. per sq. in. (abs.).

The relative values and advantages of the
various cycles are very fully discussed by
Clerk in (The Gas, Petrol, and Oil Engine
(Longmans), vol. i., 1909.

(55) LOSSES IN INTEKNAL COMBUSTION
ENGINES. In all that precedes it has boon
assumed that the working substance is dry
air regarded as a perfect gas and that the
conditions are such that each cycle can be

perfectly carried out. This is impossible in

actual practice, and is duo mainly to the

following causes :

(1) The working gases lose heat to tho
surfaces of the combustion chamber, cylinder
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and piston, crown during and after explosion

by radiation and convection.

(2) The unexploded charge is usually heated
on entering the cylinder, with consequent
expansion and reduction of the mass of charge

exploded.

(3) In constant-volume cycles the explosion
is never instantaneous, as assumed in theory.

(4) The working substance is not dry air,

but a mixture of nitrogen, carbon dioxide,

steam, and oxygen, having specific heats

which are nc/t constant, but increase with
rise of temperature.

(5) The working substance is changed in

volume by combustion, so that the volume
which is heated and expanded differs from
that which is compressed when measured at

the same temperature and pressure.

(6) Combustion is not complete when
maximum temperature is attained, and is

even, in some cases, not complete at release.

(7) Some throttling or
"
wire-drawing

"

always occurs during admission, and there is

always some degree of back pressure opposing
the exhaust.

(8) The working gases lose heat to the

cylinder walls during compression.
These several sources of loss may be con

sidered in some further detail.

(56) Loss OF HEAT TO WALLS DTJEING

EXPLOSION AND EXPANSION. The physical

properties of cast iron, of which the cylinders
of all internal - combustion engines, excepting

only air-craft engines, are made, renders it

necessary that they shall be kept cool either

by a water-jacket or, as in many small engines,

by a stream of cold air passing over heat-

radiating gills formed on the outer surface of

the cylinder. In practice it is found that 25

per cent to 50 per cent of the whole heat

evolved by the combustion of the working fluid

is lost in this way alone. The highly heated

gases lose heat to the containing surfaces

partly by radiation, and, being in a state of

very violent turbulence, also by convection.

The general rule that the better the absorber

the better the radiator, and the principle that

a perfectly transparent substance, whatever
its temperature, could radiate no energy,
lead to the conclusion* that gases in chemical

equilibrium which then possess nearly perfect

transparency can emit no appreciable radia

tion. When radiation does take place from

gases it appears to arise from the flame due
to chemical action proceeding in the gas,

and in internal combustion engines any
radiation from the flaming mixture is absorbed

by the enclosing metal walls of the combustion

chamber, cylinder barrel, piston crown, and
valve heads, wherein it appears as sensible

heat, which is then conveyed by conduction

to the jacket and surrounding air. Loss of

energy by radiation, in this connection, was

first considered by Callendar in 1906. Tests

by him on a small petrol engine
* showed that

the loss of heat per cycle could be represented

approximately by an expression of the form

a+br, where r is the time of one revolution,
and a and b are constants. Radiation loss

from the burning gases proceeds with very
great rapidity near the instant of maximum
temperature, and this practically instantaneous

loss may be considered as represented by the
constant term "

a." The second term br

represents a loss by radiation and convection-

conduction proportional to the time during
which the cylinder surfaces are exposed to

the burning gases.

(57) KADIATION FROM FLAMES. R. v.

Helrnholtz found, when using
"
solid

"
flame

of about J in. in diameter, that a hydrogen
flame radiated about 3 per cent, coal gas almost
5 per cent, and CO about 8 per cent of its

total heat of combustion. These were very
small flames. A large flame radiates more

energy per unit of area, since a flame is largely

transparent even to its own radiation, and
thus radiation is received not only from the

surface molecules, but also from all those

behind it. Callendar, repeating some of

Helmholtz's experiments on a larger scale,

found that the radiation from a Bunsen non-
luminous coal gas flame 1-2 in. in diameter

may amount to as much as 15 per cent of

the whole heat of combustion. Experiments
made by Julius on different kinds of flame

have shown that the radiation is almost

wholly due to the C02 and H2 (steam

molecules). The explosion of gases in an
exhaust vessel, or a gas engine cylinder,
differs considerably from any open flame in

respect of radiation, as not only is the density
of the gas much greater in the closed vessel,

but it is also not cooled by mixture with the

outside air. Hopkinson (1910) made experi
ments on the radiation emitted during explo
sion and subsequent cooling of a mixture of

0-15 coal gas and 0-85 air, by volume, in a

closed vessel. He found that the total heat

radiated during and after the explosion
amounted to over 22 per cent of the whole

heat of combustion. The radiation up to

the instant of maximum pressure amounted
to 3 per cent, and continued at a diminishing
rate for a considerable period thereafter.

It was still perceptible 0-5 second after maxi
mum pressure, when the gas temperature had
fallen to 1000 C.

(58). The conditions existing within a gas

engine when working have been vividly
described by Clerk, who fitted a cylinder with

a stout observation plug of glass. He says :

"
While the engine is at ^ork, a continuous

glare of white light is observed ; a look into

the interior of a boiler furnace gives a good
1 Proc. Inst. Aut. Eng., 1907.
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notion of the flame filling the cylinder of a

gas engine." The loss by radiation from the

flaming mixture will be greater as the absorbing

power of the containing metal surfaces is

increased. Hopkinson has coated the interior

of an explosion vessel with tin-foil, and com

pared the results obtained by exploding
mixtures of identical composition, firstly with

the tin-foil highly polished, and secondly
with its surface covered with lamp-black.
He found that nearly the same maximum
pressure was developed in both cases, but that

the fall of pressure during cooling was consider

ably less with the bright than with the black

surface. Further bolometric experiments by
Hopkinson consisted in covering a small

portion of the inner surface of an explosion
vessel with thin copper strip (1) highly

polished, (2) blackened, and (3) with the strip

protected from direct contact with the flame

by a plate of rock-salt. It was found that

the rate of increase of temperature of the

blackened surface during explosion and the

subsequent early stages of cooling greatly
exceeded that of the polished strip, the differ

ence between, them being roughly equal to the

rate of temperature increase observed when
the strip was covered by the rock-salt, which

transmitted upwards of 90 per cent of the

radiant energy to the strip while protecting
it against any direct gain of heat by contact

with the flaming gas.

Using a mixture of 0-15 coal gas to 0-85 air,

by volume, giving a maximum temperature
of 2150 C., Hopkinson estimated from these

experiments that the loss of heat by radiation

to the enclosing surface up to the instant of

maximum pressure, was about 5 per cent of

the whole heat of combustion, and that radia

tion continued during cooling certainly down
to 1400 C. If combustion were complete at

the instant of maximum pressure, which is

also that of maximum temperature in closed

vessel experiments, it would follow from the

observed greater loss of energy by radiation

during explosion to the black than to the bright
surface, and the observed equality of the maxi
mum temperatures attained in each case, that

the internal energy of the gas at the same

temperature would be greater when the enclos

ing surface was bright than when blackened.

Clerk has shown, however, that combustion is

never complete at the instant when maximum
temperature is attained, and finds that in gas
engine practice in general only some 85 per
cent of the heat is evolved at this instant,
the remaining 15 per cent appearing during
a portion, at least, of the expansion working
stroke. Combustion is usually practically

complete when release takes place ; with
weak mixtures, or badly-designed combustion

chambers, combustion may be markedly
incomplete even at release.

(59) CYLINDER TEMPERATURES. Although
the maximum temperature of the working

gases is of the order of 2000 C., the mean

temperature at the inner surface of the metal

of the cylinder never exceeds a quite moderate
value of, at most, some 200 C. above that of

the cooling water in large gas engines ; in

the thin walls of petrol engine cylinders the

difference is much less, and is usually below
50 C. Hopkinson placed patches of tin -foil

on the inner surface of the combustion
chamber of a gas engine cylinder 11

j-
in. in

diameter, and found these were quite un
affected by the successive explosions, although
the heat-flow rate is here a maximum, and the

melting - point of tin only 230 C. In this

connection it is also of interest to record that,

using a rich mixture (1:9) of coal gas and air,

he found at the instant of maximum pressure
in a cylindrical explosion vessel about 23 1 in.

diameter x 27 in. long, large differences of

temperature at different points within the

vessel. The following are his results :

Mean temperature of the gases (inferred
from maximum pressure) . . . 1600 C.

Temperature at centre of volume of the

vessel, near point of ignition of the

mixture 1900

Temperature at 4 in. from the wall of

vessel 1700

Temperature at 04 in. from wall at end 1
110 "

^1300 ,,

Temperature at 0-4 in. from wall at side 850

A rough approximation to the rate of heat-

flow per unit area from the gases to the cylinder
surfaces is obtained by dividing the moan area

exposed to the heated gases into the total

heat appearing in the jacket water plus that
lost by ordinary external radiation from the

engine as a whole.

Comparing in this way a 35 h.p. four-cylinder
4-62in. diameter x 5-08 in. stroke Siddeleypetrol
engine running at 930 revs, per minute, with a
40 h.p. single-cylinder 115 in. x 21 in. Crossley
gas engine running at 180 revs, per minute,

Hopkinson
l obtained the following results :

1 Proc. Inst. Aut. Enff. vol. iii.
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Thus the maximum heat-flow rate did not
exceed 7 C.Th.U. per sq. in. per minute, and
the temperature -grade necessary for this rate

through cast iron is only ahout 100 C. per
in. of thickness. As the walls of the Siddeley
engine cylinder were only fa in. thick,

Hopkinson points out that the mean tempera
ture of the internal metal surface, where
water-jacketed, never exceeded that of the

jacket water by more than about 30 C. The
walls of the Crossley engine cylinder were
almost four times as thick as in the Siddeley,
which would correspond to a mean temperature

, of inner surface of, at most, 125 C. above that

of the jacket water, or about 200 C. actual

temperature.

(00) PISTON AND VALVE TEMPERATURES.
The pistons and valves of internal combustion

engines are rarely water-cooled, and conse

quently become very hot, their heat having
to be conducted through some distance before

reaching the jacket water. When working
at full load, Hopkinson found in the Crossley

..engine above cited temperatures at the centres

of the piston crown and exhaust valve at

about 540 C. For the gas engine mixture
used by him the temperature of pre-ignition
was slightly above 700 C. With oil engines
when run at full load pre-ignition usually
soon occurs, and is commonly prevented by
the injection of a water-spray into the cylinder

during explosion.
In the preceding remarks it has been

assumed that the internal metallic surfaces

exposed to the heated gases are clean ; actually
the combustion chamber surface is quickly
covered with a deposit of carbon, while the

working barrel of the cylinder is coated by
a thin film of oil. The carbon deposit on
the combustion chamber surface and piston
crown increases the loss by radiation from the

flaming gases ; by .polishing the surfaces of

the combustion chamber and piston of a gas

engine a perceptible increase in mean pressure
has been obtained. Again, a thick deposit of

carbon, especially on the hot piston crown,

by its low conductivity may create incan

descent points or patches, and thus cause

pre-ignition ; thus carbon deposit is obviously
to be avoided as far as possible.

(61) RADIATION LOSSES. Clerk (G-ustave
Canet Lecture, 1913) states that radiation

losses increase very rapidly with temperature
difference, the loss being approximately,,

proportional to the difference of the fourth

powers of the absolute temperatures of the

gas and inner wall surface respectively

agreeably with Stefan^s Law. He states also

that radiation increases with increase in the

dimensions of the containing vessel ; and he

points out that Stefan's Law practically

limits the temperatures attainable in gas-

engine practice.

(62) HEAT -FLOW. Reference may be
made to the fifth report of the Gaseous

Explosives Committee at the British Associa
tion (Dundee, 1912), which contains a valuable
resume of present knowledge relating to heat-
flow from the working gases into the cylinder
walls of internal combustion engines.
The general conclusions reached are, briefly :

(i.) The rate of heat-flow from gas to walls
is greatest at maximum temperature and
pressure, and rapidly diminishes as the piston
performs its outstroke

; the greater part of

the heat-flow has occurred in a comparatively
short time, and when the piston has moved
but little from its in-position. Hence the
bulk of the heat lost by the gases to the cylinder
passes into the combustion chamber, piston
crown, and valve heads, and but little is

received by the working barrel. Clerk has
calculated that the actual rate of heat-flow
in the first f^ths of the outstroke is equal to

six times that of the whole stroke, in ordinary

gas engines, when working at full load. If

pistons be water-cooled, in consideiing the

cooling of the cylinder it is probably sufficient

to neglect altogether the heat-flow into the
outer half of the working barrel. When
pistons are uncooled a water-jacketed barrel

is needed mainly to keep the piston cooL

(ii.) The temperature-gradient necessary to

maintain the required rate of heat-flow from
the inner surface of a combustion chamber to

the jacket water rarely exceeds 50 C. per in.,

and for such surfaces, kept fairly clean,
effective cooling presents no great difficulty.

At special points, e.g. the centre of the piston
crown (when uncooled) temperature is high ;

with a four-stroke engine of 24 in. cylinder
diameter a temperature of almost 600 C.

may be found here. With large gas engines
the necessary great thickness of the combustion
chamber walls, and the practical difficulties

of ensuring free circulation of jacket water

everywhere may result in the formation of

high local internal surface temperatures.

(iii.) An important effect of radiation is the

greatly increased heat given to cylinder walls

when mean pressure is increased by increasing
mixture -

strength ; the metal temperatures
and jacket-water temperature are raised in

much greater degree than the fuel consumption,
and efficiency is diminished. In large engines
this sets a practical limit to power output
which, if exceeded, results in rapid overheating
of the engine.

(iv.) Another important effect of radiation

is the greatly increased heat received by the

walls from a large than from a small volume
of gas ; it results from this, that the difference

between the efficiency of a large and a small

engine is lessened, and also that the difficulty

of adequately cooling very large engines is

increased beyond that arising from the neces-
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sary great thickness of the cylinder walls by
thes increased a.niount of heat received through
radiation from the greater volume of glowing

gas enclosed.

(v.) Effect of Density. The density of the

gas in an internal combustion engine of the

Otto-cycle type is from four to seven or eight
times that of the atmosphere ;

in Diesel-cycle

engines it is considerably greater ; increase in

density greatly increases heat-flow as compared
with an ordinary closed vessel explosion with

atmospheric density before ignition. The
total heat lost to the jacket water is found to

Increase with the density, but not quite in

simple proportion ; the exact relation seems to

be complex, and is not ascertained ; it is

probable that the combined convection and
radiation heat losses in a vessel of given form

can be fairly well expressed as increasing

according to some fractional power of the

density.
The question as to the best compression

ratio to adopt is closely connected with that

of density. When compression is increased

by reducing the volume of the combustion

chamber, not only is the density of the gas,

and therefore the total heat loss, increased,

but the area of enclosing surface is also

reduced, and hence the rate of heat-loss per
unit of area is increased by both causes

combined. Though efficiency is increased in

theory by increase of compression ratio, this

increase may be more than annulled by the

increased heat-loss to the enclosing walls,

and there is thus a value of the compression
for which the efficiency practically attainable

is a maximum. But it may easily happen
that even before this maximum efficiency is

attained the increased rate of heat-flow per
unit area of enclosing walls may give rise to

cooling difficulties and pre-ignition trouble.

The cause of pre-ignition is commonly the

overheating of some point or patch of the

metal, or carbon deposit thereon, due to

excessive heat-flow following increased density.
If the enclosing metal surfaces could be kept
clean and cool, compression ratios could have
much higher values than are at present

practicable.

(63) HEATING OF CHARGE ENTERING
CYLINDER. In large gas engines the ratio of

surface to enclosed volume of gas is relatively

small, while the thickness of the cylinder
walls is necessarily great. In order to avoid

setting up dangerous stresses in the metal

through heating, it is found necessary to

keep the jacket cool by arranging for the

circulation of an ample supply of cooling
water ; the temperature on leaving the

jackets, in large gas engines and .Diesel

engines, is usually between 30 C. and 50 C.

In very large gas engines the pistons and
valve heads are also water-cooled, and in

these engines, therefore, the temperature of

the whole enclosing surfaces of combustion

chamber, piston, etc., is always low. In the

much larger class of gas engines with uncoolcd

pistons and valves, the average temperature
of the piston crowns and valve heads is very
much greater. In the exceedingly large class

of small quick-revolution internal combustion

engines of the petrol type, the jacket water

temperature is usually between 90 C. and
100 C., while in air-cooled engines of this

class, the mean temperature of the whole

cylinder is considerably above 100 C., and
the pistons and valve heads correspondingly

higher.
In every case, when a fresh charge is taken

into the cylinder, some increase in its tempera
ture is caused by the higher temperature of the

enclosing surfaces ; in addition, in the three

practical cycles of Clerk, Diesel, and Otto, there

is always some high temperature burnt gas
from the previous cycle remaining in the com
bustion chamber at the 'end of exhaust with
which the entering fresh charge mixes, and by.
which its temperature is always raised. From
these two causes, the fresh charge is always
heated at the beginning of compression, and in

Otto cycle gas engines of the smaller type, and

petrol engines, a temperature of 200 C. at this

point is not unusual. The rise of temperature
results in a lessened density of fresh charge
taken in, and the mass of fresh charge is

further reduced by the presence of residual

burnt gases in the combustion space ; apart
from any effect of this upon thermal efficiency
the heat evolved per cycle is lessoned, and the

power output of tho engine correspondingly
reduced.

(G4) THE DIESEL CYCLE ; EFFECT OF
HEATING BEFORE COMPRESSION. Consider the

case taken in (50), with p 14-7 Ibs. per sq.
in. (abs.), and

r^, 13-6 cub. ft., the volume at

outstroke. But, due to heating on admission,

suppose T' (Fig. 15) to bo 400 0. (abs. ) ; then at

K we have now 13-0 cub. ft. of air at pressure-

14-7, and temperature 400 C., i.e. tho mass
of the charge is reduced from 1 Ib. to 0-75

lb., and tho value of the constant R'=#>JT
is now 72. Tho volume of tho combustion
chamber remains unchanged at 1-112 cub. ft.,

and hence p c
is also unchanged at 500 Ibs.

per sq, in. (abs.). But t =p vjc
f

is now in

creased from 833 C. to 1111 C. (abs.). Hence

f,
by supposition, the maximum temperature
remains unchanged at 2000 C., we have

^ = (T/ C )
v ~ 2-002 cub. ft., whence cr is now

reduced from 2-4 to 1-8, and accordingly, agree
ably with equation (53) the thermal efficiency in

creases. Again, T2
=

(?;J> (J)Y-
1 .T=915 a, in

stead of 1043 C. ; the efficiency, by equation
(52), is thereforenow increased from 0-55 to 0-59.

But the heat converted into useful work has been
reduced by the reduction of the charge thus:
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-*
fl )

-fcw(Ta -T')}
= 93-lC.Th.U.

Hence in consequence pm is now reduced to

93*1x1400/144x12-488 = 72-3 Ibs. per sq. in.

as compared with 118 Ibs. per sq. in. in the

previous case; thus the output of power of

the engine at the same resolution speed has

fallen from 1-0 to 0-613. The figures in the two
cases are collected together below, for com

parison.
In both cases <p

= 14-7, ve = 13-6, wc
= 1-112,

and T= 2000 C.

the heat is supplied from t
c to three-fourths of

the fluid, the rise of temperature will be the

same as before, and accordingly the maximum
temperature attained will be unaltered and
T = 800 +1400 =2200 C, while T2 will corre

spondingly increase from 1000 C. to 1100 C.

Thus the working fluid is at a higher tempera
ture throughout the cycle, the heat losses to

the cylinder are greater, and hence, in practice,
the efficiency is reduced. The useful work done
is U= -75#,{T-*,-Ta+* ]= 88-67 C.Th.TL,

In this cycle increasing the lower limit of
|

temperature T7
, increases the compression

temperature tc in the same proportion ; hence

Lc approaches more nearly to T, and accord

ingly the constant pressure expansion ratio <r

is reduced with consequent increase in the

adiabatic expansion ratio and reduction of the

pressure drop at the release point H. The

efficiency is increased from 0-55 to 0-59, but

owing to the smaller expenditure of heat the

power output of the engine is reduced in the

proportion^ 100 to 61-3.

(65) THE OTTO CYCLE ;

' EFFECT OJF HEAT
ING- BEFORE COMPRESSION. See (36) and

Fig. 21. In this case, as by equation (71), the

efficiency is 1 - (l/p)
r
~ 1

; where p is constant in

value for the same engine, it follows that the

efficiency, in theory, is unaltered by any change
in the temperature of the charge before com

pression. Raising t raises te in the same pro

portion, and if there be the same expenditure of

heat, II, as before, then as H=J.T-y we
have T = H/& t?

+ c , and thus T is also raised,

and consequently so also is T2 agreeably with

the relation T2/T = t /te . In practice, however,

in this case the efficiency is reduced owing to the

greater heat losses resulting from higher tem

perature of explosion and during adiabatic ex

pansion. In the case discussed in (51) suppose

that, due to heating on admission, ^-400
C.

(abs.) ; then the mass of the charge is reduced

from 1 Ib. to } lb., and te rises to 800 C. (abs.)

since the ratio tjt is constant. The efficiency

is, in theory, unaltered ; two suppositions may
now be made as to the supply of heat to the

working fluid, viz. :

(i.) Suppose the supply of heat to be three-

fourths of the quantity in (51) ; and

(ii.) Suppose the supply of heat to be only

that necessary to cause the working fluid to

attain a maximum temperature of 2000 C.

(abs.).

Case (i.). In this case, as three-fourths of

while as a necessary consequence the mean
elective pressure is now reduced from 103-5

to 88-67 x 1400/144 x 11-11=77* Ibs. persq. in.

Thus, at the same revolution speed, even
if the efficiency remained unchanged, the

output of the engine would be reduced from
100 to 75 ; the reduction in output will be

actually greater than this, as the efficiency
is lessened through the increased heat losses

incurred.

Case (ii.).- In this case the efficiency is also,

in theory, unaltered, and the temperature of

the working substance is only increased by a

relatively small amount during the adiabatic

compression period ; the practical reduction

of efficiency may hence be expected to be

smaller in this case. The mass of the charge
is reduced, as before, to f lb., but the heat

supplied is also reduced, and is given by
H= -75fc, {2000

- 800 - 1000 4- 400J
= 76C.Th.U.

instead of 88-67. The mean effective pressure,

at unchanged efficiency, now drops to 66J Ibs.

per sq. in., and the engine output is now re

presented by the number 64-2 only.

Thus in Otto-cycle engines, heating the

incoming charge does not, in theory, affect the

efficiency, though in practice some loss of

efficiency results from increased heat losses to

the cylinder. The reduction in the mass of

the charge, with consequent reduction in the

heat supply, results, however, in a rapid falling

off in the output of power.

(66) TIME or EXPLOSION. In the pre

liminary simple theory of the internal com
bustion engine constant volume cycle, explo

sion is assumed to occur instantaneously ;

actually a smaE, but finite, interval of time

elapses between the instant of ignition and that

at which maximum pressure is attained. The

time of explosion in constant volume experi

ments may be denned as the interval of

time between the commencement of increase

of pressure and the attainment of maximum
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pressure, and 'numerous experiments upon

explosions in closed vessels of constant volume

by Bunsen, Berthelot, Bairstow and Alexander,

Clerk, Grover, Hopkinson, Langen, Petavel,

Mallard and Le Cha teller, and others have

furnished results showing clearly the mode of

dependence of the time of explosion upon the

nature and condition of the
"
carburetted

"

charge employed.
Constant-volume explosion experiments by

Clerk in 1900 made upon electrically ignited
mixtures of London coal-gas and air, initially

at atmospheric pressure and temperature, con

tained in a closed cylindrical vessel 7 in. in

diameter and 7 in. long internally, furnished

the following results :

Similar experiments by Bairstow and Alex

ander on mixtures of coal-gas and air exploded
at constant volume but in a much larger

cylindrical vessel, viz. of 10 in. internal

diameter by 18 in. in length, from atmo

spheric temperature, but with an initial pres
sure of 55 Ibs. per sq. in. (abs.), furnished

results from which the following figures have
been deduced :

Petavel, with a 1 : 6 mixture of coal-gas and

air, initially at 18 0., and at a pressure of

1136 Ibs. per sq. in. (abs.), exploded within a

spherical steel bomb of 4 in. internal diameter,
observed a maximum explosion pressure of

9508 Ibs. per sq. in. attained in -058 of a second.

From these and other results, it appears that
for uniform explosive mixtures initially at rest

within a closed vessel, the time of explosion,
caeteris paribus, is (i.) less as the mixture
richness is greater, (ii.) greater, with a single

point of ignition, as the volume of the con

taining vessel is greater, and (in.) independent
of the initial pressure of the explosive

charge.

As the mixture richness is increased a

point is, however, soon reached at which
the time of explosion is a minimum ; the

following figures from experiments by Clerk,
and the Massachusetts Institute, Boston,
illustrate this :

While with mixtures of 0-68, petrol vapour
and air, the Boston experiments gave :

On the passage of the igniting spark the gas
in its immediate vicinity is instantly inflamed

with accompanying sudden expansion ;
the

inflammation very quickly extends outwards
in all directions, the inflamed portion rapidly

compressing, and thus heating, the uninflamed

portion. Parts of the inflamed gas arc also

projected into the uninflamcd volume, and thus

cause the general inflammation to proceed at

an increasing rate nearly up to the point when

complete inflammation is attained. It is

clear, therefore, that the time of explosion will

be greater as the volume of gas exploded is

greater, and also that it will bo lessened by
having more than one point of ignition, pro
vided the additional ignition points are effec

tive. Further, if a considerable volume of the

gas be ignited at once, by a long and powerful
spark, or a large flame, the time of explosion
will be reduced ; a small separate chamber
connected with the main explosion vessel if

filled with explosive mixture, and ignited, will

project a rush of flame into the main vessel and
so much reduce the time of explosion. The

shape of the explosion vessel has also a marked
influence, and has also the position within the

vessel of the point of ignition. This latter

point is well illustrated in Bairstow and
Alexander's experiments, using a cylindrical
vessel 10 in. diameter x 18 in. long, with the

ignition point situated at different points
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within it ; the following are the times of

explosion observed :

The maximum pressure attained was, in

each case, roundly 220 Ibs. per sq. in. (abs.),

and the explosion was most rapid when the

mixture was fired from the centre of the

cylinder. Though rapid ignition does not
cause any increase in the maximum pressure

attained, it is yet of importance in internal

combustion engines in order to avoid loss of

work from a comparatively slow pressure rise

upon a rapidly moving piston. Accordingly
in large gas engines, and in the petrol engines
of racing cars, it is common to find two or

even more igniting points per cylinder. In the

case of a petrol engine tested by Professor W.
Watson,

1 for example, it was found that with

single ignition the time of explosion was
0-0055 second, and that this was reduced by
almost one-third, viz. to -0037 second when
double ignition was used. Increased power
was obtained when using double ignition, the

advantage gained being greater as the revolu

tion speed increased, as the following figures
show :

(67) TURBULENCE. At an early date it

was observed by Clerk that gas engines would

have been impracticable, through necessarily
slow running, had the rates of explosion been

as great in actual engine cylinders as in closed

vessel experiments. In the case just cited, the

time of explosion of the petrol air mixture

in an actual engine was only -0055 second,

whereas the shortest explosion time obtained

in the Boston experiments albeit with a

larger vessel was -058 second, or more than

ten times as great. In larger gas engines also

the same result is observed ; Fig. 30 is a

reproduction from a diagram taken by

Humphrey during a test in 1900 2 of a 500

h.p. Premier engine using Mond gas. The

1 Proc. I.A..E., 1909.
2 Proc. Inst. Mech. Eny., 1901.

cylinder was 28J in. diameter and the stroke

30 in. ; the average revolution speed was
128-05 per minute. The diagram shows that

maximum pressure was attained when the

piston had moved forward only about -fa of

the outstroke, corresponding to a time interval

of only 0-026 seconds, which is, in this case,

substantially the time of explosion. Thus
even in this large cylinder the time of explosion
is only about one-half as great as was observed
in the closed vessel coal-gas experiments
above cited.

This feature has recently received special

attention, and Clerk found in some experiments
carried out in 1912 that the time of explosion
in the same engine diminished with increase in

the revolution speed, and that this resulted

mainly from the increased rate of inflammation

caused by the violent turbulent motion set up
Ly the sudden rush of the fresh charge into the

cylinder during the suction stroke, and which

, - Indicator Diagram of Otto Cycle Engine
Piston 28'125

f

Dfa. Stroke 30 Ins. Reus,128/Min,

O'S VO 1-5 2-O 2-5
Stroke of Piston, in Feet

FIG. 30.

persisted during compression ; in gas and

petrol engines during the suction stroke the

average velocity of the entering fresh charge

through the inlet valve is from 100 to 120 ft.

per second.

Clerk 3 has carried out further experiments

showing very strikingly the important part

played by turbulence in reducing the time of

explosion in actual engines, and thus rendering

high revolution speeds practicable. He took

indicator diagrams from the same engine :

(1) filing the charge in the usual manner, and

(2) firing the charge after compressing and

expanding it during one or two revolutions of

the crank-shaft, thus giving time for the tur

bulence to largely subside. Comparison of the

diagrams so obtained shows at once that the

effect of damping down turbulence was to

retard the rate of inflammation to a remarkable

extent, completely changing the form of the

diagram.
Two of the diagrams so taken are shown in

Figs. 31 and 32 ; the time of explosion with

normal ignition, from A to B,
4 is -037 and -033

Gustave Canet Lecture, 1913.
4 Max. p o occurs at B.
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seconds respectively ; while after a third

compression of the fresh charge the time of

Dkgjam showing effect of Turbulence. Side Ignition
Fired after 1st. Compression, Ignition Period, A to B = -033 Sees,

Do. 3rd. Do. Ignition Ported, A' to B /= -078 Sees.

Co
Coal Gas _*__

Mt'xtura:- Air. tfO,

"
$-3

FIG. 31.

explosion increases to -092 and -078 seconds

respectively. The cylinder was 9 in. in

diameter, with 17 in. stroke, and was run at
180 revolutions per minute
under full load conditions

with jacket water at 70 (X

Two electric igniters were

fitted, one in the inlet port
at the back of the combus
tion, chamber, the other at

the side of the cylinder just
clear of the piston, when
fully

"
in." It will be noted

that in this case the explosion
is more rapid with the side

igniter, and that in both
cases the time of explosion
with partly quenched turbu
lence is about 2J times
as great as under normal

working conditions with un

damped turbulence.

Thus, due to turbulence,
the time of explosion in the actual engine was

only th to ith that observed in the closed

Diagram showing effect of Turbulence. End Ignition
Fired after 1st. Comprosalon, Ignition Period, A to B, = -0378803.

Do. 3rd. Do. lgnftlonPer[od,A!toB'='0928ot.

only about -J-th of that observed in Bairstow
and Alexander's tests. Hopkinson also carried
out tests in 1912 on the effect of turbulence

artificially produced by the rotation of a fan
within a closed cylindrical vessel 12 in. dia
meter by 12 in. long ; these experiments
showed "a great reduction in the time of

explosion with increase in turbulence. Using
a 1 : 9 mixture by volume of coal-gas and air,
the foliowing figures illustrate his results :

(68) CALORIFFG VALUES AND SPECIFIC
HEATS OF THE WORKING MIXTURES. As
already stated, whatever the fuel used in an

TABLE I

SPECIFIC WEIGHT AND VOLUME o'p GASES AT 0(J.
AND ATMOSPHERIC PKESSXIRE

vessel explosion experiments of Clerk

Hopkinson, with the mixture at rest,

and
and

internal combustion engine, the working sub
stance after ignition consists of a mixture of

nitrogen, steam, carbon dioxide and frequently
a small amount of froo oxygon. When the
chemical formula of the fuel or

"
carburant

"

is known, the heat evolved during combustion
may be readily calculated. In Table I. some
physical constants are given for tho substances
involved in Internal Combustion JRngine
practice.
In Tables II. and III. the quantities of heat

evolved in the complete combustion of 1 lb.,
and of 1 cub. ft., of various gases, etc., are

given.

(69). From Tables II. and III. it will be
noted that a hydrogen-air mixture contracts
after combustion to 0-853 of its initial volume,
with corresponding reduction in the pressure
developed. Further, notwithstanding the very
high- calorific value of hydrogen per lb., its

excessive bulkiness results in a heat evolution
of only 164/3-4 = 48 C.Th.U. (app.) per cub. ft.
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of mixture, with air at C. and atmospheric
pressure.

Hydrogen-air mixtures are very sharply
explosive and when hydrogen is present in

large proportion in a gaseous fuel, this property
frequently causes trouble through pre-ignition.
The hydrogen alone would be a comparatively
poor and troublesome fuel to employ for power
purposes, though its presence is often beneficial
in conferring sufficiently prompt inflamma
bility upon dilute mixtures of other gases.
Methane is an excellent gaseous fuel for

power purposes ; its heat value per cub. ft. of
mixture with air is 542/10-6 = 51 C.Th.U,
(app.), and thus exceeds that of hydrogen,
while there is no contraction of volume after
combustion.

With normal benzene (the principal con
stituent of

"
benzol ") and average petrol there

is an increase of volume after combustion.
With the ordinary coal-gas-air mixtures used
in practice, there is, in general, a contraction
of volume after combustion of not exceeding
about 3 per cent of the volume before- com
bustion.

Table IV. gives the approximate amount of
heat in C.Th.TL evolved by the combustion of
1 cub. ft. at C., and atmospheric pressure of

mixture with air of various gaseous and other
fuels.

Excluding acetylene, which is only employed
in a few very special cases, this Table shows
that the heat evolved per cub. ft. of mixture

ranges only from about 48 to 58 thermal units

notwithstanding large differences in the
calorific values per Ib. of the various fuels

tabulated.

In Table V. 1
average figures are given for

the gaseous fuels in common use in stationary

gas engines.
The heat evolved per cub. ft. of mixture here

ranges from 33 to 49 C.Th.U., although the
heat evolved by combustion of 1 cub. ft. of

gas ranges from 59 to 295 units.

In these Tables the volumes of air considered
are only such as are just sufficient to ensure

complete combustion of the fuel. Generally
some excess of air is mixed with the fuel ; thus
the Continental practice is to use about 20 per
cent excess of air with blast furnace gas and

producer gas from coke or anthracite, and 40

per cent to 50 per cent excess of air with coke
oven gas and town gas.

In large gas engines, in order to avoid undue

heating troubles, it is found necessary to so

dilute the working mixture that the evolution
of heat per cub. ft. of working stroke swept by
the piston does not exceed about 28 C.Th.U.
for cylinders of up to 20 in. in diameter, and
from 20 to 22 C.Th.U. for 30 in. cylinders. With

gaseous fuels containing a large proportion of

From Clerk and Burls, Gas Petrol and OH Engines,
ii. (Longmans, 1913).
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hydrogen, as, e.g. coke oven gas, pre-ignition
trouble is often experienced. Clerk has

entirely overcome this by diluting the fresh.

(70) SPECIFIC HEAT OF CASES. By aid of

thes k various Tables, the maximum tempera
ture and pressure attained by the explosion of

TABLE III

APPROXIMATE CALORIFIC VALUES OF FUELS PER LB.

charge with from 10 per cent to 20 per cent,

by volume, of cooled exhaust gases. By this

means, the free oxygen is reduced and replaced

by a mixture of carbon dioxide and nitrogen.

any mixture of known composition could bo

readily calculated apart from boat losses to

the containing vessel provided tho specific
heat of the mixture were accurately known.

TABLE IV

HEAT PER CUBIC FOOT OF AIR-MIXTURES, AND NITROGEN CONTENT, AT C.

AND ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE

The total mass of the charge is maintained,
while the addition to the inert gases reduces its

inflammability, and thus prevents the occur
rence of pre-ignition even in sustained heavy
load running.

For a small range of temperature, as from
0. to 200 0., the specific heats of tho ordinary"
permanent

"
gases are roughly constant in

value, and are given in Table VI.

Consider, for example, 1 cub, ft. of CO -air
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mixture at C. and atmospheric pressure. 1 kinds all agree, however, in showing that
From column 6 of Table IV. this evolves no such high temperature as 4303 C.
on combustion 55-6 C.Th.U. of heat. Also,

|
(abs.) is ever even approached; and that,

from Tables I. and IV. its mass is given by
j

in general, the maximum temperature (and
294/12- 78 +706/12-387 = -08 lb., while from 1 consequently pressure) realised in constant

TABLE V
AVERAGE CALORIFIC VALUES OF THE USUAL GASEOUS FUELS PEB CUBIC FOOT AT C.

AND ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE

Table VI. it is clear that kv may be taken at

the value 0-17 C.Th.TL per Ib. for the mixture.

If, then, this 1 cub. ft. of CO-air mixture be ex

ploded at constant volume, with kv constant in

value at 0-17, and no heat loss to the containing

volume explosion experiments is, roughly/,
about one-half only of that indicated by
calculation made in the manner as just illus

trated. Thus Table VII. contrasts actual /with

calculated temperatures and pressures* from

TABLE VI

AVERAGE SPECIFIC HEATS, ETC., OF GASES BETWEEN C. AND 200 C.

vessel, there would be attained a maximum
temperature T and pressure p (both abs.),

such that 55-6 = -08x-17x(T-273), whence

T=4363C. (abs.) and

whence p ~ 236 Ibs. per sq. in. abs.

(71) EXPERIMENTAL RESTTLTS. The very
numerous experiments that have been made

upon explosive mixtures of many different

constant volume experiments by Clerk with.

OlcLham coal-gas-and-air mixtures initially at

290 C. (abs.), and 14-8 Ibs, per sq. in.

With reference to the figures given in

column 2, which are calculated from the actual

maximum absolute pressures attained (column

1) by aid of the formula T/ =p/pof it may be

observed that these do not give the highest tem

peratures existing at the instant of maximum
pressure, but are merely averages. There is a

hot nucleus of gases at considerably higher tern-
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perature than those of the portions nearer the

cool enclosing walls ashas already been pointed

TABLE VII

EXPLOSION or MIXTURES OF OLDHAM GAS AND AIR

out in (59) ; the figures given in column 2

closely approximate, however, to the mean
"maximum" temperatures actually attained.

(72) VARIATION OF SPECIFIC HEAT. 1 The
characteristic equation of an ideally perfect

gas is 2>v
= :RT . . . (12), where R is the

diJSerence of the constant specific heats, kp and
kfo and is therefore also a constant.

But this equation is true for any fluid

whereof the specific heat kv is a function of the

temperature only, provided that the difference

of the two specific heats remains constant, and
such a fluid will obey Boyle's Law exactly at

all temperatures ; this, however, will only be
true if bc^tli k9 and kv are independent of the

density o^ the fluid. .

Joly fcfrund both for air and CO2 that kv
appeared to increase slightly with density ;

thus in she case of C0 :

an increase of about 3 per cent only. In the
case of hydrogen the specific heat appeared to

decrease slightly with increase of density. The
variation with density has, so far, been treated
as negligible, and experimentally obtained
values of specific heat at various temperatures
are resumed by empirically found functions of

temperature only.

(73) KELATION BETWEEN kp AND TEM
PERATURE. Begnault examined the relation

between kv and temperature in the case of air

and C02, and formed the conclusion that
between -30 0. and +200 C., the specific

1 See "
Gases, Specific Heat of."

heat of air remained sensibly constant, while

that of CO.J increased by nearly 18 per cent.

Mallard and Le Ghatelier,
and Berthelot, from experi
ments upon constant-volume

explosions of mixtures initi

ally at atmospheric pressure,
deduced values of kv for tem

peratures up to 2000 C. for

air, steam, C02 , and other

gases, and concluded that the

specific heat increased con

siderably with the tempera
ture in all the cases examined

by them. It is not clear,

however, that combustion
had coased when their
measurements wore taken.

Early constant-pressure ex

periments by Holborn and
Austin on Air, Oxygon, and

Nitrogen, with electrical heat

ing of the gases, temperatures being measured

by a thermopile, and heat-quantities by calori

meter, furnished the following results :

TABLE VIII

MEAN lcp FOR AIR, OXYGEN, AND NITROGEN
20-800 0. (ORDINARY) ,

(Holborn and Austin)

Thus ky increases, though but slowly, in each
case. Later experiments by Holborn and
Austin made at Berlin,

2
using the same method,

gave the fallowing results for Nitrogen, Steam,
and C02 > for temperatures ranging from
110 C. to 1400 C. :

TABLE IX
MEAN

kj, FOR NITROGEN, STEAM, AND 00*.

110-1400 C. (ORDINARY)

(Holborn and Austin, 1907)

1 British Association Meeting, 1907.
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These results indicate substantial increases
in kp with rise of temperature for all the three

gases. Holhorn and Austin, have also calcu
lated the value of l^ for C0 2 at temperatures
from C. to 800 C. from "their own results
and also from those of Langen's and Mallard
and Le Chatelier's experiments. The figures
are given hereunder :

TABLE X
VALUES OF kp FOR CO2 FEOM 0' C. to 800 C.

(ORDINARY)

(Calculated by Holborn and Austin)

The composition by volume of the mixture
after explosion was as follows : Nitrogen, 75-0

per cent; steam, 11-9 per cent; carbon di

oxide, 5-2 per cent ; oxygen, 7-9 per cent.

Hence from Tables I. and VI. we have for

1 cub. ft. of this mixture at C. and atmo
spheric pressure :

Holborn. and Austin and Langen's results

are concordant, while those of Mallard and Le
Chatelier show a much faster rate of increase

of
"ky

with temperature than either of the
others.

(74) CLERK'S ExpERiMEOTS. 1 In Clerk's

experiments both pressure and volume were
varied simultaneously, the gas experimented

TABLE XI

Thus 1 cub. ft. of the mixture, measured at

C. and atmospheric pressure, weighs -0781

Ib. and agreeably with Table VI. should have
a mean kv between C.'and 200 C. of

014557 C.Th.U. or, in work units, 20-38 ft.-lbs.

On referring to Table XL it will be seen
that the value of kv at 100 C. from actual

experiment was 20-90 ft.-lbs. ; thus the experi
mental and calculated results here agree very
well.

After explosion the ordinary working stroke

was performed, but instead of release taking

place near the end of the stroke, both valves

were kept closed while the

crankshaft continued to revolve
APPABEST SPECIFIC HEAT k, FROM C. to 1500 C. (OBDHTABY) PEE through the momentum of the

CUBIC FOOT OP WORKTTSTQ MTXTTTBE AT C. A^D ATMOSPHERIC
PRESSURE irn ,.

(Clerk)

* Compare with column 8 of Table VI.

upon being the mixture after explosion in a

gas-engine cylinder behind a moving piston.
1 Proc. Roy. Soc. A., 1906, Ixxvii. 499.

engine fly-wheel, thus alter

nately compressing and ex

panding the entrapped mixture.
An indicator diagram was

taken, recording the changes of

volume and pressure undergone
by the gases.
The gain of internal energy

by the mixture during com

pression from any point A to B
(Fig. 33) is equal to the external

work (MABN) done upon the

mixture in compressing it minus
the heat lost to the cylinder
walls in the interval; while

during any expansion period, as

BC, the loss of internal energy
is equal to the external work

(MBCN) done by the mixture
in expanding from B to C, plus
the loss of heat to the cylinder
walls.

The external work is readily
obtained with considerable accuracy by plani-
metric measurements of the diagram, while the

changes of temperature can be calculated from

VOL. I
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simultaneous values of p and v taken from the

diagram, by aid of the relation pvlp v ~T/T ,

provided the temperature T ,
at any one point

P
Apparent Specific Heat of Gas Engine Mixture

Clerk's Experiments

33.

of the diagram be known. The loss of heat

to the cylinder walls was estimated by a

comparison of the compression curve with

the immediately following ex

pansion curve on the assump
tion that the total heat lost by
the mixture during any, the

same, part of the stroke is

the same during expansion as

during compression for the

same mean temperature.
Clerk expresses the Apparent

Specific Heat, kv , thus deduced,
inft.-lb. per cub. ft. of mixture

at C. and atmospheric press

ure; the corresponding values

in C.Th.U. per cub. ft. are

added in Table XI. His results

are very closely resumed by the

equation

). (73)

where a, b, and I are constants,
and T is absolute temperature
in C. It will be found that

A = 28, b = -5, and Z = -00186.

For purposes of computation
equation (73)" is more conveni

ently written

= - 0-30103

- -000808T, (73')

and values calculated from this

equation are given in column
5 of Table XL for comparison
with those experimentally de

termined. The empirical equa
tion (73) makes kv increase from 14-0 at the

absolute zero of temperature, to an asymptotic
value of 28-0 when T is infinite.

(75). Integrating equation (73) gives for the

increase in internal energy in thin case, from tem

perature T to temperature T,

Or, kv ,
kvo being values of the apparent specific

heats at T, T respectively,

-
(74')

VALUES OF ^ AND

By aid of this equation, and of equation

(73'),' Table X!A has been calculated, giving
values of kv for this gas-engine mixture at

every 100 degrees from C. to 2500 C.,

together with values of the internal energy
(H-H ), in ft.-lbs. per cub. ft. at C. and

atmospheric pressure, relatively to C. as

an assumed zero.

On p. 20 of the 1th Report of tlie Gas Explo
sions Committee of the British Association

(1914), a curve is given showing the variation

of internal energy with temperature for this

mixture. This curve is considered to best

resume the most reliable experimental results

available ; it is reproduced in JFig. 33A. For

TABLE XIA
-H ) FOR Us ENGINE MIXTURE

(From Clerk's experiments)

comparison there is shown also the curve
obtained by plotting (H -H ) against T from
the figures given in Table X!A. It will be
seen that the two curves agree very well
from C. to 1000 C., but that at tempera
tures above 1600 C. the Committee's curve
rises somewhat abruptly above the other.

The curve of equation (74') results from Clerk's
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figures as given in Table XL, and is a regular
curve with, equation (74) as its Cartesian equa
tion. It has an asymptote H = 28(T -T )

- 4516,
to which it rapidly approaches, as indicated
in the diagram.

(7C) VALTJE OF 7 FOR THE MIXTURE. Here the

relation pvc'T gives

,jpv
14-7 x 144 x 12-8 _ fC ~T~ 273

~"

As 1 cub. ft. at C. and atmospheric pressure weighs

H Internal Energy from OC. of i Cu.ft. of Gas Engine Mixture

_j_

of Composition :-N-t-0=83/: HaO-^ : CQ=s%' byVolume

JFlG. S31.

The mean value of & between T and T is

-To, and is therefore expressed by

V
"~

f^
- -=
7 -rF-7^ - - - (75)

Estimation of H H^ from the Indicator Diagram.
From equations (13) and (74'), all quantities being

in work-units, we have

(74*)

As p} v. po, v0> and / pdv are immediately deter-

RT, this may be written

H H =^(jw ^Povo) ^(^r &wo) ~i~

/

Jvo
minable from the indicator diagram and Jcv and
kVo are known from, e.g., Table 311. for the values

of T corresponding to pv and p r , it is clear

that equation (74") enables H H to be readily

ascertained.

If in any specific case the expansion (or compression)
curve can be resumed by an equation of the form

pv
n=& constant, then in such case we have by aid

of equation (33)

H- H

0781 Ib., cf per cub. ft. =99-25 x -0781=7-75 ft-Ibs.

Also, heat quantities being expressed in ft.-lbs.,

p_=</=7 -75. But*p-^=fee(7-l); hence

(754)

Thus, from Table XL we have

TABLE XII

VALUES OF 7 FROM VALTTES OF k
tt
GIVES

IN TABLE XI

These values of 7 arc plotted against the correspond

ing absolute temperatures in Fig. 34. 3?or any
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temperature interval the mean value of 7 can be

readily obtained either from this curve, or more accu

rately by aid of equations (75) and (75A). An approxi-

mation to the adiabatic curve for the mixture can

then be obtained by assuming 7 constant at its mean

Values of ? for Gas Engine Mixture

from Clerk's Experiments

Oo 100O 1500

Absolute Temperature in C.

FIG. 34.

2000 T

value over a number of successive small ranges of

temperature, and drawing a series of curves within

each range agreeablywiththe equation pvY
= constant.

From equations (9), (12), (13), and (73) we obtain

as the equation of entropy

(75s)

-^alog er
- +c' log e

j

-*'/*'
JT

whence, putting =0, we have for the adiabatio

equation

^r).
(75o)

The impossibility of expressing the integral

c zr

<ZT in finite terms renders these two equations

unsuitable for arithmetical computation. When 6=0,

equation (75s) reduces, of course, to equation (40).

(77) CLERK'S RESULTS. Referring to

these results of Clerk, Callendar 1 remarks :

"
Since the temperature of a mass of gas when

exploded in a closed vessel or in the cylinder
of a gas engine is far from uniform, and since

the actual distribution of temperature is

necessarily somewhat uncertain, it is evident

that the variation of the specific heats of the

constituents with temperature cannot be

certainly deduced from a knowledge of the

heats of combustion and the effective

temperature. . . .

"
It is possible, however, by explosion

experiments to deduce values of the apparent
or effective

'

specific heats which, in so far

as they approximate to the conditions existing
in an actual gas engine, may be of greater

practical utility than the true specific heats.

. . . The method of Dugald Clerk in which
fche specific heat is directly determined from
the work done on the charge after ignition,

1 Gaseous Explosions Committee of British Associa

tion, 1st Report, 1908, p. 27.

appears to be particularly appropriate for this

purpose."
It will be observed that Clerk's results are

somewhat higher than those of others ;

Callendar has stated (ibid.) that the values

of the specific heats deduced from explosion

experiments usually come out higher than

those obtained by more direct methods, and

considers tha.t the errors incidental to both

methods require further investigation.

(77'). According to the kinetic theory of gases,

their internal energy is the sum of the translational,

rotational, and internal-vibrational energies of their

constituent molecules. Of these, the translational

motion alone causes the gaseous pressure; the

internal-vibrational produces radiation ; while the

rotational appears to have no external physical effect.

Callendar 2
points out also that theory indicates

that the energies of molecular translation and rotation

should vary directly as the product pv, while the

vibrational energy should vary with the temperature

agreeably with a formula of the exponential type

aCcP^- 1)""^. This is symbolically expressed by

writing

H=internal energy= pv 4- a(e^/
xT- 1

)

~
\

where a, /?,
and X are constants.

The product pv, though very nearly constant,

appears to be expressible as a function of p and

T; thus Kelvin (Math, and Phys. Papers, vol. i.)

found that for the usual permanent gases, including

C02, an equation of the typo #y=cT-&(2?/T)
2 will

resume the observed facts. Taking this, wo have
- 1)'

1
; whence

From these considerations it seems just possible

that the extreme closeness with which Clerk's

experimental results aro resumed by equation (73)

may be somewhat more than a coincidence.

(78) VARIABLE SPECIFIC HEATS. In an

ideal perfect gas both kv and hv are constant,

and the quantity B in the characteristic equa
tion _pu=BT . . . (12) being equal to ley-ley
is also constant. But, as has already been

pointed out, equation (12) is also true for fluids

for which kv and 7sv are any functions of T,

provided only that Ckv kv ) is constant ; and
such fluids will obviously obey Boyle's Law,
since pv will still be constant when T is

constant. Suppose, then, that V
= F(T) and

7j
3)
= F(T)-f E; if heat dB. be supplied to

unit mass of such a fluid we shall have 'by
equation (13) all heat-quantities being ex

pressed in work-units :

. . (13')

If the changes be isothermal, dT=0, and
hence whatever F(T) may be, we must have

dS.=ydv= external work as in the case of a

perfect gas already considered. As by cqua-

a Ibid. p. 32.
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tion (12) p = R/T/v, equation (13') gives at
once as the equation of entropy

(7 )

Putting ^0=0 gives as the differential equation
to the adiabatic,

in C.TkU. per lb., and T in C. (aba.).

It may be pointed out here that in all cases where
the efficiency of a cycle is expressible by equation
(71), any increase in the value of kv diminishes the

efficiency, and vice versa. For denoting efficiency by
77, and putting R,/kv for (7- 1), equation (71) becomes

_

and differentiating all across with respect to gives

dtj R fl\^k\ /1\ R /l\B/*

*-*? w logew "-*? w
(7lB)

As R, kv , and p are essentially positive, and p is

always > 1, d?]}dJcv is always negative, and thus dtj

and dkv have opposite signs.

(80) ESTIMATION OF H-H FROM LNTH-

CATOB DIAGRAMS. When k9 is expressed in

the simple form as given in equation (78), we
have for the increase in internal energy at

constant volume corresponding to a change of

temperature from T to T,

H-H =a(T-T ) + |(T
2-T 2

). (79)

[From equations (13) and (79), when v changes, all

quantities being expressed in work-units,

H-EL IV*
Jvo

As pw=RT . . . (12) this may be written

^=0.
. . (77)

(79) VALUES OF K v . It is now fully
established that Jsv for gases is not constant
but that it increases with the temperature
(and probably changes slowly also with

density), and the results of experiment are

very commonly resumed by simple equations
of the form

^= a +j8T. . . . (78)

Thus Clerk has given the following as fairly

resuming Mallard and Le Chatelier's experi
mental results :

and all the quantities on the right-Land side of this

equation being immediately determinable from the
indicator diagram, the value of H-H is known
when using any working mixture for which a and yS
and R have heen previously ascertained.

Whenever the expansion or compression curve can
be expressed in the form pv

n= constant, equation
(79') by aid of equation (33) takes the simple form

(79*)
Also equation (7G) becomes

the differential equation of entropy, giving on
integration

-
<j>
=a log,

~ +(T- T
) +R loge , (SI)

whence, putting 0- 960=0, we have as the adiabatic

equation in terms of v and T,

(79')

- To)=0, (82)

which is also sometimes written in the form

From the relation pv=B,
r

, equations (82) and (820
may also appear as

(83)

+R log e +T- T )-0, (84)

And

(o+R) log e

jB(T-To)
(840

On putting /3=0, equations (82), (83), and (84) reduce

to equations (22), (20), and (21) respectively.
The adiabatic curve may be drawn from a given

initial condition (2> t' T ) by assuming any T and
thence determining the corresponding v from equa
tion (82) or y from equation (84) ; the remaining
quantity is then immediately found by aid of the

equation pu=BT.

(81) OTTO CYCLE WITH VARIABLE SPECIFIC

HEAT. It is of interest to compare the

efficiency of the Otto cycle using a fluid of

variable specific heat with that obtained on
the usual simplifying assumption that Jcv is

constant, as in (36) and (45) ; the data

assumed are as in (51), viz. =300 C. (abs.),

*c=600 C. (abs.), T=2000C. (abs.), and
> = 14-7 Ibs. per sq. in. (abs,) ; see Fig. 21.

Instead of air, the working fluid is now
1 cub. ft. at 0., and atmospheric pressure,
of Clerk's gas-engine mixture as described in

(74), obeying the law
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The variation of J:v with temperature is

exhibited in Fig. 35, plotted from Table XI.,

and from this curve the following linear

formulae are easily deduced for the value of

kv over the four temperature ranges taken :

Then to obtain points on the adiabatic

compression curve we have the relations

v= (300/273) x 1 = 1-0989 -cub. ft, whence equa
tion (82) becomes, using common logs,

+ 4343 x-011(T- 300) =0.

Assuming a series of values of T between

FIG. 35.

300 C. and 600 0., this equation gives

immediately the corresponding values of v
;

and p is then found from v by aid of equation
(12"). Proceeding in this way we get

300 350

1-0989 0-7330
: 14-7 25-7

400

0-5113

42-2

500 GOO

0-2736 0-1590

98-5 202

from which the compression curve can be

plotted. The explosion pressure P is obtained
from P/pc ~T/tc ; thus substituting the values
P= 202 x (2000/600) = 673-3 Ibs. per sq. in.

The adiabatic expansion curve may next
be obtained by the same method as that

adopted for the compression curve, taking
a =26-5 and

/3
= -0005 from 2000 C. to

1500 0., and a = 23-2, /3
= -0027 from 1500

C. to 1000 C. ; this furnishes the following

T= 2000 1900 1G50 1500 1250 1100
v= -1599 -1918 -3160 -4413 -830G 1-28

p= G73 532 282 183 81 46

The jpw-diagjam plotted from these results
is shown in Fig. 30 ; it will be noted, by

comparison with" the results obtained in (51)
for the case in which kv is constant, that

working between the same limits of tempera
ture, and with the same temperature of

compression, the ratio of expansion with
variable specific heat is G-87, as compared with

5-47, when kv is constant ; while the maximum
pressure with variable 7cv , due to the greater

compression ratio, is also greater than that

Ideal Otto Cycle Diagram when

2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -8 -9 1-O 1-1 1-2 v
Volume in Cu.Ft.

FIG. 3C.

in the simpler
'

case. In an actual engine the
total expansion ratio is fixed ; taking this
at 5-47, as in the case of (51), we shall

have for the volume during explosion
v = 1-0989/547 =0-2009 cub. ft.; the corre

sponding compression temperature> from
equation (82), will be * =556 C. (abs.), and
pressure, from equation (12"), # = 149 Ibs. per
sq. in. abs. (approx.), whence the explosion

Ideal f-0 Diagram of Otto Cycle when = a+/?f~~
Compare Fig. 36

Entropy from </>

JflG. 37.

pressure is now reduced to P = (T/ )p =536
Ibs. per sq. in. (abs.). The diagram for an

expansion ratio 5-47 is shown by dotted linos

in Fig. 36.

(82) OTTO CYCLE TBMPBRATTTRE ENTROFY.
The temperature-entropy diagram for tho

300-600-2000 C. case of Fig. 36 is exhibited
in Fig. 37, the curved portions being obtained

by aid of equation (81), using corresponding
values of T and v already obtained. The effici

ency, being the ratio of KCFHK to MCFNM,
may be found cither by planimotric measure-
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ment of these "areas, or by direct calculation
of the quantities of heat received and rejected
at constant volume from equation (79), the
value of T2 (at H) being taken from the T -

diagram ; both methods agree in giving 0-44 as
the value of the efficiency.
With constant specific heat it has already

been shown that for the Otto cycle the

efficiency is 1 -(tJtc)Q'5 (vide equation (70)
and (45)) ; thus when Tcv is expressible in the
form a+ (3T and (k9

- kv )
is constant, efficiency

is diminished.

(83) OTTO CYCLE IDEAL EFFICIENCY,
Clerk 1 has calculated by a method of suc
cessive approximations values of the ideal

efficiency of the Otto cycle when using the
mixture of gases whose Apparent Specific
Heat is as given in Table XI., and his results

are given hereunder; corresponding values
of efficiency with constant kv are given,
calculated from equation (71) ; it will be ob
served that the efficiency with variable 7:v is

always less than that with l'v constant :

TABLE XIII

IDEAL EFFICIENCIES OF OTTO CYCLE COMPARED.
INITIAL TEMPERATURE 273 0. (Ass.) j 7 FOB
COMPRESSION TAKE^ AS 1-37 (vide Table XII.).

(84) EFFICIENCY
;

" Am STANDARD." It

has already been pointed out ( (37)) that

if l/p denote the value of the adiabatic com

pression ratio in the three ideal cycles of con

stant pressure, constant volume, and constant

temperature, then the efficiency is, in each

case, expressed by the same formula, viz.

Efficiency = 1- (Y~ . . (71)

If the working fluid be ah- assumed as

possessing a constant value of 7= 1*4, this

equation becomes

Efficiency =1~(~)
> (

71/
)

and in this form is termed the
"
Air Standard "

of efficiency, and has been largely employed in

the past as representing the theoretical maxi
mum of performance for any given value of p.

1 Proc. Inst. C.E., 1907.

It is clear, however, from the above dis

cussion that when the specific heat is vari

able, and not constant, that equation (71')

represents an unattainable ideal. Clerk has

pointed out that in the cases taken in Table
XIH. the

"
air standard "

values are roughly
about 20 per cent too high. Much more
information is, however, still required before
even the apparent specific-heat values are

accurately known for the various mixtures
of gases and vapours employed in gas and
oil engines. When these values become

accurately assignable each engine can be

separately investigated and the real efficiency
of its working fluid determined. The propor
tion borne by the actual thermal efficiency
as determined by test to the real efficiency
will then give a true measure of the degree
of excellence of its performance, and indicate

the exact margin remaining for improvement.
On the general question of the values of

jfcj,
and fcv for gases and gaseous mixtures

reference may be made o the 1st and 2nd

Reports (1908-9) of the Gaseous Explosions
Committee of the British Association. Clerk

(Proc. I.C.E., 1907), however, makes the useful

suggestion that if 7 be taken at the constant
value 1-285 for the expansion curve, and at

1-370 for the compression curve, then for the

ranges of temperature met with in gas-engine

practice no serious error is introduced.

D. C.

G. A. B.

ENGINES, SOME TYPICAL INTERNAL
COMBUSTION

(1) THE "
Internal

" Combustion engine fa

so called because the gaseous or vaporised
fuel, mixed with air, is burned or exploded
within the working cylinder itself in contrast

with earlier types of heat engine in which
the working fluid, steam or air, is generated
or heated by an external furnace. For the

history of the development of the Internal

Combustion engine reference may be made to

Sir D. Clerk's work on The Gas, Petrol, and
Oil Engine (Longmans, 1909).
The engineering thermodynamics of Internal

Combustion engines are dealt with in the

article
"
Engines, Thermodynamics of In

ternal Combustion "
; in this article some

account is given of typical actual engines.

(2) THE CYCLE. All modern internal com
bustion engines work on either the four-stroke

or two-stroke cycle, with combustion either at

constant volume or at constant pressure, or at a

combination of both these methods. Of these

the constant volume (Otto) four-stroke cycle

engines form by far the largest class. A very

great deal of attention is, however, now being

given to the improvement of the two-stroke

cycle engine, which has long been, established as
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a reliable and economical prime mover in largo

stationary engine practice, and is now rapidly

increasing in favour, in single- and two-

cylindered designs, in the small quick-speed

petrol types used in the propulsion of motor-

launches and cycles on account of its great

simplicity and relatively low production cost.

Its extended adoption in motor vehicles in

general is regarded as not unlikely in the near

future.

The constant pressure class, typified by the

Diesel engine, in both four-stroke and two-
stroke designs, includes also the somewhat
numerous so-called

ct

semi-Diesel
"

engines, of

which one is described and illustrated later.

In these
cc
semi-Diesel

"
oil engines the fuel

admission is, in general, so regulated that

combustion takes place partly at constant

volume, and partly at (approximately) con
stant pressure.

(3) THE FUEL. The fuels now success

fully employed are also numerous and various.

Among gaseous fuels are : Coal gas ; pressure
and suction producer gases (Dowson, Mond,
National, Crossley, etc.) ; coke oven gas ;

blast furnace gas ; natural gas (mainly in the

U.S.; principally CH4); and water gas. Of

liquid fuels may be mentioned petrol ; kero
sene (paraffin, or lamp oil) ; intermediate oils j

gas oils ; crude oils (filtered and freed from
volatile constituents) ; residual oils ; benzol ;

shale oils ; coal tar oils ; lignite oils ; and
alcohol ; and mixtures of these, as, e.g., of

petrol, benzol, alcohol, and kerosene. Solid

fuels are not yet practicable, though, in the

laboratory, Diesel engines have been made
to run on coal dust, and engines of the Otto-

cycle motor-car type on naphthalene.
(4) The following have been selected for

description and illustration as typical engines

exemplifying present-day practice :

A. CONSTANT VOLUME TYPE

(a) As a four-stroke Stationary Horizontal

Single -cylindered engine of medium power
the 100 Horse -power "National" gas

engine.

(b) As a four-stroke Stationary Vertical

Multi-cylindered engine of medium power
the Two-crank, 300 Horse-power, Tandem
Four-cylindered engine of the National Gas

Engine Co.

(c) As a four-stroke Stationary Horizontal

Two-cylindered engine of large power the

Double-acting Tandem Single
- crank 2500

Horse-power Nuremberg gas engine.
(d) As a two-stroke Stationary Horizontal

Single-cylindered engine of small power
the early Clerk gas engine.

(e) As a two-stroke Stationary Horizontal

Single-cylindored Double-acting engine of
'

large power the Korting gas engine.
(/) As a special two-stroke Stationary Hori

zontal Single-cylindered Single-acting engine
of large power the Oechelhauser gas engine.

(q) As a typical
"
Paraffin

"
engine the

. Homsby-Akroyd oil engine.

B. CONSTANT PRESSURE TYPE

(h) A description is given, with illustra

tion, of a normal four-stroke Diesel engine,
with some account of the two-stroke Diesel,
and an illustrated description of a Ruston
"
semi-Diesel

"
engine. The large class of

small, usually multi-cylindered, quick-revolu
tion internal combustion engines as used for

the propulsion of motor vehicles, launches,

aircraft, etc., form the subject of a separate
section.

(5) (a) THE 100 H.P. HORIZONTAL
" NATIONAL " GAS ENGINE, (i.) Description.
A vertical longitudinal section of this pingle-

cylindered engine is shown in Fig. 1. Within
the

"
working barrel

"
or

"
cylinder liner

"

AA slides a cast-iron piston BB attached to

the crank-shaft by the connecting rod CC, The
piston fits the cylinder very accurately, but

complete gas-tightness is ensured by six cast-

iron spring rings DD. The piston is oiled by
means of the lubricator E, and through the
hole shown in the piston

"
skirt

"
oil is also

enabled to reach the
"
small end "

or
"
gud

geon bearing
"

of the connecting rod. At the
left-hand end of the cylinder is the combustion
chamber H, within which are placed the inlet

valve I and the exhaust valve K ; holes above
these valves, filled by easily removable plugs
LL, permit them to be readily withdrawn for

examination and repair or replacement.
The working barrel of the cylinder, tho

combustion chamber, and tho valve casings
are all well cooled by a water jacket WWW ;

it will be seen that tlxe combustion chamber
is a casting separate from that of the working
barrel, and that the inlet valve casing is also

a separate casting. By disconnecting those
three castings all jacket water spaces arc

exposed, and can be thoroughly cleansed from

deposit ; as pointed out in the article "Engines,
Thermodynamics of Internal Combustion "

( (62)), adequate cylinder and combustion
chamber cooling becomes a matter of increas

ing importance as tho dimensions of gas
engines become . larger. Tho arrangement
here adopted necessitates making a double

joint ; of these the inner is made with asbestos,
and is screwed up hard so as to be tight under
the explosion pressure ; the outer joint,

having only to maintain jacket water tight
ness, is made with yielding rubber. Tho valve-
stem guides are also separate castings easily

replaceable after wear ; in the case of the
exhaust valve it will be scon that the design
permits close access of cooling water all round
the stem

;
the exhaust valve seat is also so

arranged as to be efficiently water-cooled.
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The cylinder has a bore of 16 inches with a

piston stroke of 22 inches ; the piston and valves
are not -water-cooled. The working barrel, or

cylinder liner, MM, is screwed up hard to the

combustion chamber casting at the rear (left-

hand) end, while at the front end an expan
sion joint is provided with the jacket

casing PP ; the working barrel becomes much
hotter than the outer casing of the jacket,
and it is very necessary to make provision
in this way for the difference of expansion
thus arising in order to prevent the crea

tion of large internal straining actions with

consequent risk of distortion or rupture of

castings.
A light cast-iron oil trough RR fitted in the

crank-pit prevents waste oil from saturating
the engine foundations.

(ii.) Method of Working. To start the

and air is drawn into the cylinder ; (3) the

second in-stroke then follows, compressing
this fresh charge into the combustion chamber
H ; (4) at the commencement of the nest
out-stroke the mixture is ignited by a spark
at the ignition plug S, explosion occurs, and
the piston is driven forward. This cycle is

then repeated continuously so long as the

engine runs.

It will be seen, therefore, that the engine
works upon the Otto, or four-stroke, cycle,
of suction, compression, working, and exhaust

strokes, and that the piston accordingly
receives one working impulse in every two

revolutions of the crank-shaft ; the momentum

-

y////////////////////.

FIG. 1, National Gas Engine.

engine, the fly-wheel is pulled round by hand
until the piston has definitely commenced its

working stroke ; an explosive mixture of

coal gas and air is then pumped by hand,

through a- small auxiliary valve, into the com
bustion chamber; failing coal gas a small

quantity of petrol is used. Th3 explosive
mixture thus introduced is then fired by a

spark at the ignition plug S obtained by

operating the (low-tension) magneto by hand.

A working stroke of the piston immediately

occurs, and considerable momentum is im

parted to the fly-wheel ; the subsequent order

of operations is as follows :

(1) During the return stroke of the piston
the exhaust valve K is lifted and the burnt

gases are discharged through the exhaust

pipe, and silencing apparatus, into the atmo

sphere ; (2) during the second out-stroke the

inlet valve I is open and a fresh charge of gas

of the very massive fly-wheel T preserves 'the

necessary degree of uniformity of rotation.

The engine is governed by a variable admis

sion device operated by a governor of centri

fugal type by which the mass of the charge
and also the supply of coal gas are reduced

as the load on the engine is diminished.

Below quarter load the governor acts by

cutting out ignition.

(iii.) Details of Working. The ratio of com

pression, 1/p, is about 1/5-5, whence by equa
tion (71') of the

"
Engines, Thermodynamics

of Internal Combustion," article, the
"

air

standard" efficiencyis 1 -
(
3 //>)*

4 = 0-494; with

this value of 1/p, which corresponds to a com

pression pressure of about 140 Ibs. per sq.

in. (abs.), pre-ignition is avoided without the

necessity of injecting a spray of water into

the cylinder at full load running. If $ denote

the mean effective pressure during the working

stroke, in Ibs. per sq. in., as ascertained from

an indicator diagram, and if

d=Diameter of piston, in inches,

^=Stroke of piston, in inches,

n=!Number of revolutions per minute of

crank-shaft,

then the work done by the engine is expressed
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by 7T/4 x d z x p x 5/12 x n/2 foot-lbs. per minute,
and the indicated horse-power (T.H.P.) is

l/33000th of this, whence

I.H.P.=992.d 2
s?i;pxlO-

9
. . (1)

The Brake Horse-power (B.H.P.) is less than

the I.H.P. by the power necessary to over

come the frictional and fluid resistances of

the engine itself ; the ratio B.H.P./I.H.P. is

termed the mechanical efficiency of the engine,
and is usually denoted by the symbol 77 ;

hence, as t\~ B.H.P./I.H.P., we have from

equation (1)

B.H.P. = 992 . tfswnp x 10- 9
. . . (2)

The product r)p is termed the
"
brake mean

effective pressure," and is largely used in

calculations of the performance of small fast-

running internal combustion engines of the

petrol motor type with which it is impossible
to obtain reliable indicator diagrams under

ordinary circumstances.

The total distance, <r feet, covered by the

piston in one minute is termed the
"
piston

speed," and is evidently equal to 2n x $/12 ;

thus m
Piston speed=a. . . (3)

(iv.) Performance. The performance of this

100 h.p. National gas engine has been ascer

tained by numerous tests in practice, and has

been found to be as follows :

the revolution speed being 210 per minute.

It will be noted that at this speed the power
required to overcome engine frictional and
fluid resistances is 17 I.H.P. From equation (1)

the corresponding mean effective pressures are,

in Ibs. per sq. in. :

while the piston speed corresponding to

210 r.p.m. is 770 feet per minute.

Horizontal single-cylindrical
ce
National "

gas engines of this type are built up to a

maximum of 185 brake horse-power ; for

higher powers multiple cylinders are used, in

both horizontal and vertical arrangements ;

one of the latter is next described.

(6) (b) THE 300 H.P. VERTICAL "NATIONAL"
GAS ENGINE, (i.) Description. A transverse

section of this four-cylindered two-crank

tandem gas engine is shown in Fig. 2.

The engine comprises two pairs, each con

sisting of two cylinders A and B placed one

above the other, each pair being connected by
a connecting rod C with a crank D ; the upper

pistons are each 18 inches in diameter and the

lower each 17 inches, with a stroke of 18

inches ; and the engine runs normally at

300 revolutions per minute, so that the piston

speed (equation (3)) is 900 feet per minute.

The upper and lower piston of each pair are

connected by a cast-iron sleeve, or distance

piece, 4 J inches in diameter, through which

passes a" long nickel steel bolt by means of

which the three pieces arc tightly held together ;

the pistons are not water-cooled but are cast

with an internal conical web EE which assists

in the conduction of heat from the piston

crown normally one of the hottest parts of

an internal combustion engine. Gas-tightness

is ensured by the five cast-iron spring rings

shown ;
near the bottom of the skirt of the

lower piston is placed a sixth, or
"
scraper,"

ring, to prevent the passage past the piston of

oil from the crank chamber.

The lower portion of the upper cylinder

contains only air, which is alternately com

pressed and expanded during the running of

the engine, and by its
"
cushioning

"
action

contributes greatly to softness of running by
assisting to reverse the motion of the pistons
when at the bottom of their stroke ; the cranks

are also balanced to further aid smoothness in

running.
Each cylinder liner with its water jacket

casing is a separate casting, but there is a

gap at the lower end of each between liner and

casing which is fitted with a water-tight pack
ing ring so arranged as to permit any relative

movement due to difference of expansion ;

the lower portions o the cylinder liners are

not water-jacketed.
The inlet valves I, I' and exhaust valves K,

K' open into a common port, and are placed
one above the other, the inlets being on top.

Both inlet and exhaust valves arc of cast-

iron, as are also the conod soatH in which they
rest ; the seats arc, however, separate rings

capable of easy removal and replacement
after wear. The inlet valves carry on their

stems gas valves M, M', which have no floats,

but slide within a well-fitting cylindrical

housing ;
the gas and air supply passages are

formed by the partitioned casing JST, N'. The

gas valves M, M' open later and close earlier

than the charge inlet valves I, I' ; this prac
tice is common to all largo gas engines and is

adopted to avoid risk of pre-ignition of frcah

charge by any residual smouldering or highly
heated exhaust gas remaining over from the
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previous cycle. When the inlet valve opens
at the end of the exhaust stroke the com
bustion chamber contains hot burnt gases
from the previous explosion ; the first inrush

the charge inlet valve I closes, W Is filled with
pure air in readiness for the commencement
of the next suction stroke.

A centrifugal shaft governor regulates the

PIG. 2.

of pure air cools this, and the subsequent

supply of mixed gas and air can then safely

enter. Towards the end of the suction stroke

the gas valve closes, and the final suction is

from the lower air chamber N' only ; thus when

supply of mixture to the engine by the
"
quan

tity" method, in which the composition of

the charge remains sensibly constant, while

its mass is varied to suit the load.

Forced lubrication is used for all recipro-
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eating and rotating parts, the oil "being supplied

by engine-driven valveless pumps at a pressure
of 20 Ibs. per sq_. in. ; after use the oil returns

to the crank casing and drains into a
"
sump,"

where it is filtered before passing into the

oil pumps by which it is again delivered to

the bearings. The lower cylinders are lubri

cated by the oil which comes from the croRs-

head or
"
gudgeon

"
bearings, while the upper

cylinders and metallic-packed joint of the

piston rod where it passes between the two

cylinders are supplied by a sight-feed lubri

cator fed by a small pump operated by the

engine. Starting is effected by means of

compressed air. Ignition is by high-tension

magneto, with two "
sparking plugs

" PP in

each cylinder.
The arrangement of the valve-driving shaft,

which is gear-driven from the crank-shaft so

as to run at half-speed in a four-stroke cycle

engine, is clearly indicated in the figure ;

the cams and rollers by which the valves are

operated are of case-hardened steel.

(ii.) Performance. On test, one of these

engines developed 404 indicated horse-power,
and 362 brake horse-power at 299 revolutions

per minute ; the power was absorbed by a

Heenan and Froude hydraulic brake. These

the known value O89G, we have also for the

mean effective pressure, ^ = 57/-89G = G3-6 Ibs.

per sc|. in.

Tandem single-acting vertical engines of

this type are made from 185 to 1000 horse

power ; the 1000 HP. engine has eight

cylinders (four pairs) operating four cranks.

The cylinders of each pair are 22 inches and
23 inches in diameter respectively ; the stroke

is 24 inches, and the normal revolution speed
is 200 per minute, the corresponding piston

speed being 800 feet per minute.

(7) RELATION OF WEIGHT TO POWER. In
alt engines the weight per unit of power
developed increases with increase in dimen

sions, and this is one of the reasons in favour
of the adoption in many cases of the multi-

cylindered design. The following Table, com
piled from actual engines, brings out this point
clearly ; the rated B.H.P. is given, using blast

furnace gas as fuel ; and the engine weights
per B.H.P. are given exclusive of weight of

fly-wheel. In large horizontal tandem double-

acting gas engines the inclusion of the fly
wheel weight adds from 50 to GO Ibs. to the

weight per B.H.P. The fly-wheel alone of a
1500 B.H.P. engine of this type commonly
weighs about 35 tons.

TABLE I

WEIGHTS PER B.H.P. OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF GAS ENGINES

* The relative piston speed is twice as great in these, tho
"
Oechelliauscr

"
engines ;

HCC (11) infra,
t Koerting Engines ; see (10) infra.

results give the high value -896 for the
mechanical efficiency ; to determine the
value of rip, equation (2) must obviously be
modified for this case and written

B.H.P. =2 x 992 x 10- x anyy . (D^ +D2
2 -d 2

),

(4)

DX and IX being the respective piston
diameters, and d that of the piston rod ; all

in inches.

For a B.H.P. of 362, this equation gives
7)p~57 Ibs. per sq. in. As in this case 97 has

(8) (c) THE TANDEM HORIZONTAL NUREM
BERG ENGTHE. (i.) Description. The design
selected as typifying a modern big four-stroke

gas engine is that of the 2500 horse-power,
two-cylindered, tandem, double-acting, hori

zontal, single-crank engine of the Maschinon-
Fabrik Augsburg Nurnberg A.Q. usually
styled, for brevity, the Nuremberg Co. of
which a longitudinal section is given in Fig. 3.

The two cylinders A, A' are placed in line, with
their pistons mounted on a common piston
rod BB, to ono ond of which the connecting
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rod is attached ; the whole power of the

engine is transmitted by this connecting rod

to the single crank D ; the crank-shaft carries

a massive fly-wheel, by the momentum of

which the necessary degree of uniformity
of revolution is maintained. This engine is

double-acting, that is, each cylinder is closed

at both ends, and both aides of each piston

receive power impulses. As a single-acting,

single-cylindered, four-stroke engine receives

one power impulse in every four strokes of its

piston, it is clear that in this case as the

power impulses are four times as frequent
there is a power impulse at every stroke ;

the engine thus runs with very little variation

in its revolution-speed.

(ii.) Cooling Arrangemeiitet-rBritisb. practice

so far has generally favoured the single-acting

uncooled piston, on the score of simplicity

in details, and this practice has limited piston

diameters to a maximum of about 26 inches.

With a big double-acting engine, water- or

oil-cooling of the pistons, and even also of

the exhaust valves, becomes necessary. In

this case the pistons only are water-cooled, the

water being introduced through the hollow

piston rod as shown in the illustration.

The cylinders and cylinder covers are, of

course, also water-jacketed ; the ample water-

spaces provided will be noted in the section,

and it will be seen that care has been taken

to bring the water close up to the valve

seatings ; it is found that a water pressure

of about 15 Ibs. per sq, in. above atmosphere
suffices to maintain an efficient circulation

through the jackets. For the piston rod and

pistons, however, it is found necessary on

account of their reciprocating motion to

provide a water pressure of from 45 to 65 Ibs.

per sq[. in. Water from the main is frequently

available at this pressure, but when this is

not the case a pump is provided, driven by
the engine, which delivers the cooling water at

the necessary pressure.
The water-cooling system is well arranged

throughout ; each cylinder is fitted with an

open water-tank into which all water drain

pipes discharge hi full view of the attendant,

and each discharge is provided with a thermo

meter and a regulating valve so that the

temperature of each part can be adjusted

independently as desired. To avoid the

necessity of shutting each outlet valve when

the engine is stopped, a main stop valve is

fitted in the supply pipe, and this valve is

closed only when the engine is not running.

(iii.)
Lubrication. The lubrication of the

external bearings is effected from a large oil-

tank situated above the engine from which

the oil is conducted through pipes of ample

diameter fitted with regulating valves, to the

various points. Surplus oil is drained away
and collects in a sump in the engine house,

where it is automatically filtered and then

returned to the supply tank by a pump driven

by the engine. Rolling levers and eccentrics

are grease-lubricated.
For the forced lubrication of the cylinders,

piston rod stuffing-boxes, and exhaust valve

guides, special oil pumps are provided, and

the supply to each point can be independently
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regulated. The piston rod stuffing-boxes are

packed with, a series of rings of similar section

each, in three parts, made alternately of cast-

iron and white metal ; these are pressed against
the surface of the rod by symmetrically

disposed circumferential helical -springs ; lubri

cating oil under pressure is delivered into the

middle of each stuffing-box. Wear is found
to be very small, and is confined to the

packing rings, which are easily adjusted or

renewed.

In illustration of the efficiency of the

cooling and oiling arrangements provided in

these large engines, it may be stated that

a Nuremberg engine of 2000 horse-power

working with blast-furnace gas ran day and

night for a period of nineteen months. The

engine was actually running for 98-3 per cent

of the possible working hours, and the 1-7 per
cent of stoppages were due to works repairs

the piston rod in the stuffing-boxes ; this not

only saves wear but also considerably reduces

the internal friction of the engine. Gas-

tightness of the pistons is ensured by six self-

tightening packing rings.

(v.) Governors. The engine is governed on
the "quantity" method, by which the com
position remains practically constant, while
the mass admitted is proportioned to the

power output required. Should the quality
of the gaseous fuel vary, the ratio of gas to

air can be adjusted by hand while the engine
is running.
Two ignition plugs are fitted in each

cylinder, actuated by small electromagnets

forming part of the plugs.

(vi.) Performance. Table IT. gives the

results of tests on a 1200 brake horse-power
Nuremberg engine using blast-furnace gas

having a hoat value per cubic foot of about

TABLE II

TEST RESULTS JTROM A 1200 B.H.P. TANDEM D.A. NUREMBERG ENGINE

and in no way to any defect of the engine.
At the end of this long period of service the

engine was reported as in excellent working
order, and continued in operation.

(iv.) Piston, Sods. An important detail of

construction is that whereby the heavy water-

filled pistons are prevented by their weight
from causing

"
ovailing

"
or undue wear of the

lower portions of the cylinders and stuffing-
boxes. The long hollow thick-walled tubes
of which the piston rod is built up are turned
with a slight upward camber so that the rod,
when loaded with the pistons, and supported
by the three crossheads E, E, E, is exactly

straight ; arrangements are also provided in

addition whereby each piston can be readily

adjusted independently to the exact centre of

its own cylinder. The whole weight of- the

pistons and rod is thus borne by the three

external crosshead slides, and the pistons

accordingly
"

float
"

in the cylinders as does

50 C.Th.U. j the pistons were 3346 inches
in diameter (piston rod about 8f inches dia.),
with a stroke of 43-3 inches.

With reference to this Table it may be
observed that the revolutions per minute, n,
are directly counted, and that the value of

the mean effective pressure, p, in Ibs. per
sq. in. is ascertained from indicator diagrams
taken from both cylinders, the average value

being tabulated. The indicated horso-powor
may next be calculated, equation (1) being
modified to suit this type of engine by writing

I. H.P. = 4 x 992 x 10- 9
. (5)

D and d being the diameters in inches of the

pistons and piston rod respectively.
The brake horse-power is directly measured,

and thence the value of the mechanical

efficiency i/= B.H.P. /I. H.P. is known. It

will be observed that the frictional and fluid

resistances of the engine itself absorb about
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260 horse-power when running at 106 revolu

tions per minute. The brake mean effective

pressure, 7]p, is now known and tabulated.

The total consumption of gas per hour in

cubic feet is directly measured, and dividing
the figures obtained by the I.H.P. and B.H.R
gives the consumption in cubic feet per hour

per I.H.P. and B.H.P. respectively. The heat

value of the gas per cubic feet is determined

by calorimetric tests, and thence the heat

supplied in C.TiuIL per hour per I.H.P. and

per B.H.P. is immediately ascertainable.

Finally, as one horse - power hour corre

sponds to 33,000 x 60/1400 = 1414 C.Th.U. per
hour converted into mechanical work, the

absolute thermal efficiency of the engine is

determined by taking the ratio of 1414 to

the heat supplied to the engine in C.Th.U, per

horse-power per hour.

Thus, at full load, this engine showed an

absolute brake thermal efficiency of -285 ;

that is to say, 28-5 per cent of the whole heat

Clerk two-stroke cycle engine, with improve
ments in detail suggested by experience, is still,

particularly for large engines, that which most

successfully satisfies everyday requirements.
A section of the second Clerk two-stroke

engine is shown in Fig. 4 ; an engine to this

design was shown at the Paris Exhibition
of 1881. It was of the horizontal, single-

cylindered. single-acting type, and comprised
a motor, or working, cylinder A containing
exhaust ports E, E', near its outer end, and a

displacer cylinder B ; within these cylinders

respectively work pistons C and D, suitably
connected to a common crank-shaft. The

crank-pin driving the displacer piston D was
about 90 in advance of that operated by the
motor piston C.

(ii.) Method of Working. The order of

operations is as follows : Near the end of the

working (out)stroke the motor piston C over
runs the exhaust ports E, E', and the burnt

gases immediately escape thence into the

supplied to the engine appeared as useful

external work. In one hour the working
volume swept through by the pistons is

7r/4(D
2 -d2

)x 1207ixs/1728 cubic feet; and

at full load the heat evolved in CTh.U. per
hour is 1427 x 4128, whence in this case the

evolution of heat in C.Th.U. per cubic feet of

working stroke swept out by the pistons has the

value 22-6 (see the article,
"
Engines, Thermo

dynamics of Internal Combustion," (69)).

(9) (d) TWO-STROKE ENGINES : THE EARLY
CLERK ENGINE, (i.) Description. The low

frequency of but one working stroke in four

of the Otto cycle has always been regarded as

a serious disadvantage, and very numerous

attempts have for long been made to increase

the impulse frequency without sacrificing the

valuable practical advantages of simply and

effectively charging, exploding, expanding,

and exhausting combined with high thermal

efficiency which are possessed by the four-

^troke engine ; no solution has even yet been

found which fully satisfies the commercial

conditions for both large and small engines.

The first explosion compression two-stroke

or
"
impulse every revolution

"
engine was

invented and built by Clerk in 1878, and the

atmosphere. Simultaneously the displacer

piston D, being in advance of the motor

piston, has passed the end of its out-stroke

and has commenced to return ; during its

out-stroke it has drawn into the cylinder B
an explosive mixture of gas and air through
the sliding valve H and pipe W. The com

mencing return of the piston D causes the

mixture in B to become slightly compressed
before the complete exhaust of A, but not

sufficiently to cause any material resistance ;

in the delivery pipe connecting the two

cylinders is an automatic inlet valve ; as soon

as the pressure from B slightly exceeds that

in A, this valve rises and the fresh mixture

then enters the combustion chamber G. The
return of the motor piston C then causes the

automatic inlet valve to close, and subsequently

compresses the entrapped fresh charge into

the chamber G ;
this is then fired at the

instant of maximum compression, explosion

occurs, and the working stroke follows. Thus

every out-stroke of the piston C is a working

stroke, and the impulses are therefore one per
revolution of the crank-shaft, and are accord

ingly twice as frequent as in the
"
Otto

"

four-stroke cycle.
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(iii.) Difficulties. In the ideal two-stroke

motor the operations of charging and exhaust

ing would be performed at least as effectively
as in the four-stroke engine, and hence, the

working impulses being twice as frequent, a

two-stroke engine of given bore and stroke

should develop at least twice as much power
as the equal four-stroke, with the same thermal

efficiency. In practice, however, there are

certain fundamental difficulties of the two-

stroke cycle which have so far prevented the

realisation of this ideal. Thus, in the Otto

cycle the inlet valve usually opens slightly

before the end of the in-stroke of the working
piston and remains open not only throughout
the whole suction out-stroke, but also for a
short period after its completion ; the suction,
or

"
charging

"
period accordingly continues

during about 220 of the crank-shaft revolution.

In the two-stroke engine, however, the fresh

charge has to be introduced into the motor

cylinder while the crank-shaft turns through
only about 80. Hence the duration of the

charging operation in the Otto cycle is nearly
three times as long as in the Clerk cycle.

Though this disadvantage is reduced by
providing specially large inlet valves and
exhaust port areas, it remains still that the
two-stroke engine is not in general capable of

being charged so effectively as the four-stroke,
and also that more power is absorbed in the

charging operation.
A second point is that in the Otto cycle the

exhaust valve is open during about 240 of

the crank-shaft revolution, and hence the burnt

gases have considerable time in which to escape,
and are moreover assisted in their exit by
the return of the motor piston during the
whole exhaust stroke, so that there remains

finally only the combustion chamber filled with
residual exhaust at, or even slightly below,

atmospheric pressure. In the Clerk cycle

engine, on the other hand, exhaust has to be

accomplished during the very short interval

occupied by the motor piston in passing over
the last part of its out-stroke and first part of
the subsequent in-stroke, so that not only in
the combustion chamber but also in the work
ing cylinder there remains some hot exhaust

gas. The effect of this is to reduce the quantity
of fresh charge that can be introduced into
the motor cylinder, i.e. to diminish the"
volumetric efficiency

"
of the engine, with

consequent diminution in the output of power.
Further, the commencement of the introduc
tion of the fresh charge while the exhaust
ports are still uncovered causes a loss of
unburnt mixture by

"
short-circuiting

"
direct

through the exhaust ports into the atmosphere,
and waste of fuel from this cause is frequently
considerable in the very small petrol-type
two - stroke motor. In large two - stroke

engines, however, this cause of loss is almost i

completely avoided, (a) by providing a

combustion chamber of somewhat elongated
conical form as shown at G- (Fig. 4), and

introducing the fresh charge at the apex of

the cone, and (b) by sending first into the
motor cylinder a preliminary charge of air

only to help in the scavenging (and cooling)
of the residual exhaust gases, and following
this up by the introduction of a correspond

ingly rich mixture of gas and air ; this

practice, initiated by Clerk in 1881, is still

followed in all large gas engines. The
doubled frequency of working impulses in

the two-stroke engine causes necessarily an
increase in the mean heat -flow from the

cylinder per second, and hence in the do-

sign of this type of engine special attention
has to be given to the details of the cooling
arrangements.

(iv.) Performance. These early Clork two-
stroke engines were constructed in sizes of

from 2 to 12 nominal horse-power, and the

following test results obtained in 1884 from a
series of these engines are still of much
interest ; the fuel used was Glasgow coal gas,
and the figures given are from the usual trials

which were carried out on all engines before

leaving the manufacturers' works, and thus

fairly indicate the performance of the engines
in ordinary service.

The mixture delivered by the displacer
contained 1 volume of coal gas to 8 volumes
of air

;
on passing through the inlet and

mixing with the residual exhaust gases in the
motor cylinder it becomes further diluted.
The increase of temperature acquired by
contact with the exhaust and with the cylinder
walls expands the entering fresh gas, a

temperature of at least 100 C. being commonly
attained before compression commences. The
expansion of the entering fresh gases thus
caused expels more of the exhaust products
through the ports than would correspond to
the volume swept through by the motor
piston between the closing of the exhaust
ports and complete in - stroke. Through"
turbulence "

mixing occurs to a consider
able extent and the net result is the formation
of a mixture explosive in every part of it, and
of an average composition of 1 volume of coal

gas to 9 volumes of other gases; thus the
proportion of exhaust gases present is but
small ; that there is any at all arises from the
necessity of preventing any appreciable loss
of fresh mixture through the exhaust ports.
The mixture employed was a comparatively
rich one.

(v.) Efficiency. In these engines the value of
the compression ratio, 1/p, was , whence the
"Air Standard" efficiency is 1 -(^)'

4
=0-36.

Regarding this as the highest conceivable

efficiency, the degrees of excellence of the
engines given in the table are to bo estimated
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relatively to 0-36 and not to unity; thus we
have
Absolute nett indicated \ ,, ,

,.
. ._ , n . _,.

thermal efficiency /
*13i 'lt)0 -105 '194 '*<*

Air standard .... -30 -36 -36 -36 -30

so that in the case of the engine of 12 nominal

horse-power the relative nett indicated thermal

successfully utilised in the special design of

large horizontal gas engine made by Messrs.

Korting of Hanover, and the De La Vergne
Co. of New York ; a typical section is shown
in Fig. 5. The engine is of the single-

cylindered double-acting type, and working
on the two-stroke cycle, thus furnishes two

impulses per revolution of the crank-shaft as

TABLE m
TEST RESULTS OF CLERK TWO-STROKE ENGINES ra 1884

efficiency was 56 per cent of the air standard.

Actually, as explained in the previous article,

the air standard obtained on the assumption
of constant specific heat represents an

impossibly high ideal, the maximum attain

able, with varying specific heat, having the

lower value for l/p = J of only about 0-29;

in an ordinary steam engine. It comprises a

closed, -water-jacketed, cast-iron cylinder AA
provided with a ring of exhaust ports BB at

the middle of its length, and containing a very

FIG.

hence the comparison of performance is

properly made between an actual thermal

efficiency of -203 and an ideal thermal effi

ciency of -290 ; and thus the actual engine
in this case realised no less than -203/-290,

i.e. 70 per cent of the attainable ideal

(10) (e.)
THE KORTING ENGINE, (i.)

De

scription. The Clerk two-stroke cycle is very

long piston CO which overruns the ring of

exhaust ports in its reciprocations, opening
these ports to the one end of the cylinder and

the other alternately. The piston is attached

to a piston rod which passes through a

stuffing bos in the cylinder cover and is

connected to an external crosshead as in

ordinary steam-engine practice ;
thence the
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power is transmitted to the crank-shaft by
a connecting rod as usual. The external

crosshead not only keeps the
"
gudgeon

"

bearing or
"
small end "

bearing of the

connecting rod cool, but also relieves the

piston of the lateral thrust due to connecting-
rod obliquity, and thus much reduces cylinder
and piston wear. Large gas engine cylinders

adequately lubricated, and using gas free

from dust, show but little wear, a 400 B.H.P.

cylinder after one year's working, for example,
showing an average wear of only -013 of an
inch. The cylinder is closed by deep cast-steel

well water-jacketed covers EE, in which are

housed the cages containing the mixture
inlet valves DD, normally held up against
their seats by helical springs, "and opened
during the necessary intervals by a simple

arrangement of rods and levers operated by a

single eccentric on the crank-shaft.

In these large engines, instead of the single" mixture pump
"

or
"
displacer

"
of the Clerk

engine, separate double-acting pumps are pro
vided, one of which supplies air only and the
other gas only. The displacer crank is placed
about 100 in advance of the main crank,
as in the Clerk engine, and thus the air pump
piston has travelled a short way on its dis

charge stroke when the inlet valve opens.
The gas pump, however, is so arranged that

gas is not delivered until somewhat later. Thus
a considerable volume of air only flows into

the cylinder at first, displacing and cooling
the hot exhaust gases, so that when the fresh

unburnt gas enters later it mingles with the

relatively cool air in the cylinder, and thus
risk of pre-ignition is minimised. It is very
important in large gas engines to arrange
that no explosive mixture shall be formed in

chambers or passages ; in the Korting engine
the gas meets and mixes with the air just
above the inlet valve. In small gas engines
the gas and air may be mixed in the pump or
'"

displacer," a back-fire into the pump being
of little importance ; in a large engine, how
ever, in similar circumstances, the result of a
back-fire might easily prove a serious matter.

(ii.) Method of Working. The charge having
entered the cyUnder first air only and then
mixed gas and air the exhaust products
having been thereby displaced, the working
piston has closed the ring of exhaust ports by
a crank movement of 40 to 45 from the
dead centre. Compression then occurs, fol

lowed by ignition and subsequent expansion.
The air pump valves are so arranged as to
deliver a full charge of air at every stroke
whether the engine be light or loaded, but the

gas delivered by the gas pump varies in amount
as determined by the governor. Ignition is

electric, and occurs at two points at each end
of the cylinder, and means are provided by
which the time of ignition can be regulated

by hand while the engine is running ; poor
gases, as e.g. blast furnace gas, require earlier

ignition than producer gas, and this, in like

manner, earlier than coal gas. Where the gas
is liable to variation in quality this adj ustable

ignition arrangement is very useful. Running
at light loads, the mixture of gas and air

admitted after the preliminary charge of air

only being of practically constant composition,
a readily ignitible charge always exists at the

ignition plugs, and thus regular firing is ensured
at light loads.

(iii.) Performance. Korting engines having
an aggregate of fully a quarter of a million

horse-power have been built, and they com
pete strongly against the four-stroke type ;

they are built in sizes of from about 400 B.H.P.
with a 22J inch cylinder and 39 J inches stroke,

running at 110 revolutions per minute, to

2000 horse-power from a single cylinder of

43 inches diameter, the stroke being 55 inches,
and speed up to 90 revolutions per minute.
The following results were obtained on test

with a 600 B.H.P. Korting engine in 1904

(Junge) :

Power piston, 29-7 in. diameter stroke, 55-1 in.

Piston rod, 8-1 in. diameter revolutions per
minute, 80.

Diameter of double-acting air pump, 31-4 in.

stroke, 42-5 in.

Diameter of double-acting gas pump, 27 -G in.

stroke, 42-5 in.

Fuel : producer gas from anthracite.

I.H.P. developed in working cylinder : 845.

B.H.P. of engine: 673.

Fluid resistance I.H.P. of pumps : 88.

Ratio of pump resistance to total I.H.P. : 0-104.

Power Piston speed : 735 ft. per minute.

Mean effective pressure, p, on power piston :

55-6 Ibs./sq. in.

Brake mean effective pressure, TJP : 44-3 lbs./sq, in.

Anthracite burned per B.H.P. hour: 0-8 Ib.

Estimating the mechanical efficiency as the value
of the ratio B.H.P./Totai I.H.P. gives 77 =0-8, which
is rather low, and is due to the somewhat high
pumping resistances which in this particular engine
amounted to 10-4 per cent of the total I.H.P. ; in

later designs the pumping resistances have been
much reduced and the mechanical efficiency corre

spondingly increased. For weight per B.H.P. of this

type of engine see Table I. (supra).

(11) (/) THE TWO-STROKE OEonrELHAtrsEH
ENGINE, (i.) Description. A second typo of
successful large two-stroke gas engine working
on a modified Clerk cycle is that of Dr. Oechel-

hauser, of which a diagrammatic section is

shown in Fig. 6. The engine is of the hori

zontal, singlc-cylindered, single-acting typo,
but the cylinder AA is open at both ends and
contains two pistons B, B', working in opposite
directions. Just before reaching the extreme
"
out "

position piston B overruns the ring
of exhaust ports 0, while piston B' next
overruns first a ring of air inlet ports I), and
very shortly afterwards a second ring of gas
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ports E. The burnt exhaust gases immediately
escape through the ports C and are assisted

in their exit by the charge of fresh air under

slight pressure which enters through the

ports D. This fresh air mingles with, and

cools, the residual exhaust gases, thus minim

ising risk of pre-ignition and also avoiding

appreciable loss of fresh fuel through the

exhaust ports when the gas is subsequently
admitted through the ports E. The mutual

approach of the two pistons eclipses the ports
and the entrapped mixture is next compressed
between them ; at the end of the in (com

pression) stroke, the mixture is fired electric

ally as usual, and the expansion (working)
stroke then follows.

The double-acting pump H acts on one side

as an air pump and on the other as a gas pump ;

gas and air are separately pumped into the

separate reservoirs K. and L respectively,

wherein they are stored at a pressure of 5 to

6 Ibs. per sq. in. above atmosphere.
It will be seen that with this arrangement

cylinder and driving it from a disc crank-pin
on the end of the crank-shaft. The cylinder
also has been much shortened by the ingenious
device of fitting spring rings in each of its

ends, which rings bear upon the piston sur

faces ; hi this way the pistons can be arranged
to protrude from the cylinder ends by a con
siderable amount at out-stroke, much as in

the case of an ordinary plunger pump. To

prevent
"
canting

"
of the pistons both are

rigidly attached by short piston rods to sliding
crossheads guided both vertically and hori

zontally.

(ii.) Working. The two large pistons alter

nately issuing from and receding into the

working cylinder set up pulsations in the

atmosphere of the engine-house, and these

may cause troublesome rhythmic vibrations

of windows, partitions, etc. ; this action is

greatly reduced in cases where two engines
are installed in the same engine-house with

crank-shafts so arranged as to differ in phase

by 180.

FIG. 6.

no gas and air mixture exists anywhere but

actually within the working cylinder. To
further diminish loss of unconsumed gas

through the exhaust the maximum quantity

of gas and air delivered into the cylinder is

onlv about 0-7 of the cylinder volume. Govern

ing" is effected, as in the Korting engine, by

reducing the gas charge at light loads.

The crank-shaft has three throws; to the

middle throw piston B is linked by the usual

connecting rod, while the two side throws

are linked by side connecting rods M, M'

to crossheads 0, 0', which are coupled up by
rods P, P' to the bridge-piece Q carried on the

piston rod R of piston B' ; thus the crank

shaft is subjected to a practically simple

torque, and the cylinder is not required as

in all other engine designs to supply the

reaction to the actions on the working pistons ;

as a consequence the engine frame and cylinder

can be made lighter than usual.

In the design illustrated the gas and air

pump is shown driven directly by the piston

rod E/, but in later designs the engine dimen

sions are much reduced and weight diminished

by placing the pump at the side of the working

The two moving pistons cause the rates of

compression and expansion of the working

gases to be twice as rapid as usual, which is

thermodynamically advantageous.

(iii.) Perforjiiance. Tests by Professor Meyer
in 1903 of a 500 h.p. Borsig - Oechelhauser

engine furnished the following results :

DIMENSIONS OF ENGINE

Diameter of cylinder . . . 26-6 in.

Stroke of front piston
Stroke of back piston

37-5

37-3

Double-acting Air Pump

Diameter of cylinder . . . 4A-Q ,

Stroke of piston .... 19-7 ,

Diameter of front piston rod . . 3-45 ,

Diameter of back piston rod . . 2-78 ,

Single-acting Gas Pump

Diameter of cylinder . . . 23-2 ,

Stroke of piston . . . . 19-7 ,

Blower

Diameter of cylinder . 65
,

Stroke of piston . . . . 37-3
,

Diameter of piston rod . . * 5-9 .
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The fuel used was coke oven gas having the

average composition by volume :

Hydrogen
Carbon monoxide .

Marsh gas (CH4 )
.

Heavy hydrocarbons .

Nitrogen ...
Oxygen
Carbon dioxide

11-0

19-5

2-0

17-5

0-3

5-0

100

and the average consumption on these tests was
16*8 cubic feet per total I.H.P. hour.

The absolute thermal efficiencies realised

were :

Absolute indicated thermal

efficiency
Absolute brake thermal

efficiency

380 -389 -301 -382 -384

290 -290 -288 -261 -258

The mechanical efficiency, taken as the value

of the ratio B.H.P./Total I.H.P., varied from
0-67 to 0-75, a somewhat low result ; the joint

pumping resistances ranged .from about 9 per
cent at full load to 13 per cent at the lowest test

load calculated relatively to the total I.H.P.

The consumption of lubricating oil in the

working cylinder was at the average rate of

1-19 Ib. per hour. At full load 4-4 gallons
of water were used per total I.H.P. hour;
the cooling water temperature on entering
was 22 C., and on leaving 42 C. ; hence
44x20 = 880 C.Th.U. of heat were carried

off by the cooling water per I.H.P. hour;
so that, at full load, the heat expenditure
account was roughly :

Heat Expenditure per Total I.H.P. Hour, C.Th.U.

Per cent.
Converted into mechanical work . 1414 39
Carried off in cooling water .

Carried olf in. exhaust gases and
)

general heat losses /

1343

24

37

3637 100

(iv.) Indicator Diagram. In obtaining indi

cator diagrams from an engine it is usual to

so connect up the recording drum that the

angle turned through by it is always propor
tional to the distance travelled by the piston

along its stroke. In the case of the Occhel-

hauser engine a special procedure becomes

necessary, as the two pistons do not move
exactly alike. In the explosion position the

middle throw of the crank-shaft which is

driven by the front piston is at its inner

dead centre while the two side throws driven

by the back piston are at their outer dead
centre. When the double working stroke

commences, due to connecting-rod obliquity,
the front piston travels more rapidly than the
back piston, and this continues until nearly
half stroke ; thereafter tho front piston moves
more slowly than the back. Thus Fig. 1 shows

by the inner heavy line tho diagram obtained
from an engine with reference to the back

piston ; when the back piston has moved
through OA the pressure upon it is given by AB.
But at the same instant the front piston has
described more of its stroke and has reached
some point, as C ; drawing a vortical through C
to meet a horizontal through B in B', it is

evident that B' is a point on tho diagram
corresponding to the front piston. In this

way the front piston diagrams can be con

structed, as shown by the outer full lino ;

midway between is drawn in dotted linos the
"corrected" diagram from which the true
mean effective pressure is deduced. In somo
cases the true M.B.P. is as much as 10 per cent

greater than that deduced from tho single

diagram as given by the indicator.

(12) BAY'S ENGINE,
(i.) Description.

Tho ingenious two-stroke cycle valveless engine
invented by Day in 1891 may be briefly referred
to here as it is largely used at the present day
in very small sizes, as e.g. in the (potrol)

engines of motor bicycles, launches, etc. The
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engine is not of high volumetric efficiency and
its fuel consumption is, in general, rather heavy,

Strobe of each Pfston

FIG. 7.

due to the escape of a portion of each fresh

charge through the exhaust. Its simplicity

A diagrammatic section of the usual
"
three-port

"
Day engine is shown in Fig. 8.

The ascent of the piston causes a partial
vacuum in the crank-chamber, and when near

the top of its

Movement of stroke its lower

edge uncovers the

port A, thus allow

ing an inrush of

carburetted air.

The subsequent
descent of the

piston first closes

A and then com

presses the charge
the crank-chamber to 3 or 4 Ibs. per

sq. in. above atmospheric pressure. When
near the bottom of its stroke, the upper edge
of the piston first uncovers the exhaust

port B, and then the inlet port G ; the lip D
on the piston deflects the entering stream up
wards so as to minimise loss of fresh charge

by "short-circuiting" through the exhaust

port. The piston next rises, cutting oS the

ports C and B, and compressing the

fresh charge into the combustion head.

At or near the top centre the mixture

is fired and the working stroke follows.

Leakage of charge from the crank-

chamber is com

monly prevented

by making the

crank-shaft bear

ings very long, and

grease is some
times used in these

as lubricant.

(ii. ) Performance.

Experiments on an engine of this type by
the late Professor W. Watson and Mr. Fenning
in 1910 showed that the proportion of each

fresh charge which escaped unburnt through
the exhaust port was considerable at low

speeds, but diminished as the speed increased,

as shown hereunder :

FIG. 8.

of action and relatively low manufacturing

cost, however, are resulting in its increasing

use in the smallest class of engine.

The mean effective pressure was much

higher at low than at high speeds, ranging
from about 62 Ibs. per sq. in. at 600 r.p.m.
to 44J Ibs. per sq.. in. at 1500 r.p.m. The
volumetric efficiency was only about 40 per

cent, and varied but little with speed, the

greater loss of fresh charge through the exhaust

port at low speeds approximately counter

balancing the larger volume of charge then

entering the cylinder.
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Owing to the relatively large proportion
of burnt exhaust gases in the charge when

fired, the
"
mixture

"
supplied to this type of

engine needs carefully adjusting within some

what narrow limits in order to obtain regular

or "lamp oil"), gas oils, intermediate oils,

crude oils, residual oils, and even tar oils.

The following table gives some figures

obtained from tests of samples of the more

usual oil fuels :

TABLE IV

ignition ; otherwise ignition only occurs at

every alternate out-stroke, and the engine is

said to
"
four-stroke

"
in ordinary parlance,

the intermediate stroke having only a
"
scav

enging
"

action. When alternate firing takes

place much higher explosion pressures are

attained, due to the richer mixture then present.

The power output of these small engines, due

largely to their low volumetric efficiency, is

usually only from about 10 per cent to 30 per
cent greater than that of a well-designed four-

stroke cycle engine of the same bore, stroke,

and speed.
It may be noted that these engines will run

equally well in whichever direction they may
be started, and tlus feature is of value when

they are used for the propulsion of motor

launches, and in other cases where ready

reversibility is required.

(13) HEAVY OIL ENGINES. Details of

Fuels. With the volatile liquids or
"

oils
"

of specific gravity less than about 0-76, and

flash-point usually lower than the ordinary

atmospheric temperature of 15 C., as naphtha,

petrol, benzol, etc., the formation of an ex

plosive mixture with air is a simple matter,

and the earlier engines accordingly used, such
"
light oils

"
as they were termed. The problem

of readily forming an explosive mixture of

uniform composition of the heavier petroleum
oils with air proved much more difficult, though
it has now been fully solved, very many types
of

"
heavy oil

"
engine being in everyday

service using as fuel
"
kerosene

"
(" paraffin

"

Figures for petrol are given to enable a com

parison to be made with the heavier oils ;

it will be observed that for the heavy American
and Russian petroleum oils the average (lower)

calorific value in O.Th.U. per Ib. varies but

little from a mean of 10,300.

(14) (g) THE HORSEY - AKKOYD OIL
ENGINE, (i.) Description. Numerous devices

are employed in heavy oil engines to vaporise
the charge of oil forming the explosive mixture
with air. The type here selected for descrip
tion and illustration is that in which a com
bined vaporiser and explosion chamber is

formed as a prolongation of the cylinder com
bustion chamber ; of this type the best-known

example is the Homsby-Akroyd engine, of

which a longitudinal section is shown in

Fig. 9.

The engine is of the usual horizontal, single-

acting, single- (or double-) cylindcrcd, four-

stroke type, but is provided at the combustion
chamber end with a partly or wholly uncooled
smaller vessel A, termed the

"
vaporiser

"
or

"
hot-bulb," which is constantly in free com

munication with tho cylinder through a rela

tively narrow neck or
"
choke " B ; the

cylinder is also provided with an air inlet and
an exhaust valve of the usual type, both

cam-operated, which are not shown in the

figure.

The oil tank is formed in the engine bed

plate ; a centrifugal governor regulates the

engine speed by opening a by-pass when the

speed increases, thus permitting a portion of
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the oil delivered by the oil pump to pass back
into the oil tank.

(ii.) Method of Working. To start the engine
the unjacketed portion of the vaporiser is first

heated by a blow-pump for about 10 minutes ;

the fly-wheel is next turned by hand and the

piston performs its suction stroke, drawing,

through the inlet valve, a charge of air only
into the cylinder. This air enters the cylinder

direct, without passing through the vaporiser.

Simultaneously a charge of oil is sprayed into

the
"
hot-bulb

"
by the oil pump shown, and

this at once vaporises. On the return stroke

of the piston the air is compressed, and a

portion passes through the neck B and mixes

with the vaporised oil. The mixture is at

with resulting deposition of carbon, which in

time chokes up the vaporiser. The tempera
ture is regulated by admitting more or less

water to the jacket C which surrounds the

neck and part of the vaporiser itself. In

many hot-bulb engines, however, pre-ignition
at heavy loads is avoided by allowing a few

drops of water to enter the chamber during
the later stages of compression. On the

other hand, the vaporiser may become too

cool when the engine is run at light load,

and in this case the lamp must be iised.

(iii.) Performance. A test of a 25 horse

power Hornsby-Akroyd oil engine made by
Professor -Robinson in 1898 gave results as

follow: Piston diameter, 14*5 in. ; stroke, 17

in. ; fuel,
"
Russolene." At full load the engine

1 ran at 202*6 revs, per minute and gave 26-74

B.H.P., with a mechanical efficiency

of about -845. The compression press
ure was only 75 lbs./sq. in. (abs.) ;

explosion pressure, 183 lbs./sq. in.

PUMP.

FIG. 9.

first too rich to ignite, but the engine is so

adjusted that just as compression is com

pleted the correct explosive mixture is reached

in the hot-bulb ; the heat of the walls then

causes explosion and the piston moves out

ward and performs its working stroke ;
this

is followed by the exhaust in-stroke, and

the cycle then recurs. The whole device is

eminently simple and has proved very success

ful, and a great number of internal combustion

engines, both of four-stroke and two-stroke

type, are now made on the
" hot-bulb prin

ciple."
After running for a few minutes it is found

that the blow-lamp may be removed, the hot-

bulb temperature being thereafter sustained

by the heat communicated to it from the

successive explosions ; the ignition then be

comes completely automatic. If the
^
vapor

iser be allowed to become too hot pre-ignition

occurs, and the oil may also be
"
cracked,"

(abs.) ; and mean effective pressure about

44 lbs./sq. in.

The oil per B.H.P. hour was 0-74 lb., cor

responding to an absolute brake thermal

efficiency of -185. The best compression

pressure for use with any given oil is found

by experience ;
thus

" Russolene
" was found

to permit a higher compression, and to give

15 per cent to ~20 per cent more power than

"Royal Daylight." Compression may be

varied by fitting different-sized vaporisers,

and in engines of over about 50 B.H.P. by

fitting distance-pieces to the crank-pin end

of the connecting rod in addition. These

engines run best on kerosenes, and particularly

with the standardised Russian oil of -825

sp. gr. and 30 C. flash-point .by Abel close

test ; they have, however, also been run on

crude, gas, and residual oils.

Later tests have furnished still better

results; thus in 1908 Professor Robinson
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obtained from, a 32 B.H.P. Hornsby-Akroyd
engine using Kussolene (cal. value in tliis case

10,250 C.Th.U. per Ib.) a consumption of only
0-613 Ib. per B.H.P. hour, corresponding to

an absolute brake thermal efficiency of -226.

Single-cylindered engines are constructed up

EXHAUST

FIG. 10.

to 185 B.F.P., and with two cylinders to
370 B.H.P.

(15) (74) THE "CONSTANT-PRESSURE" CYCLE
DIESEL ENGINE, (i.) Description. The lead
ing characteristics of the Diesel engine are :

(1) the compression of air only up to the
maximum pressure attained in the cylinder,
.usually from 450 to 500 Ibs. per sq. in. ; and
(2) the regulated admission of the fuel, usually
a heavy mineral oil blown into the com

bustion chamber by a blast of very high
pressure air in a state of extremely tine

spray, during the first part of the working
stroke, so that it burns at approximately
constant pressure, the ignition occurring

automatically from the high temperature
developed in the adia-

batically compressed
air. The cycle has been
considered from the

thermodynamic stand

point in the article on
"
Engines, Thermo

dynamics of Internal

Combustion.'
1

A section through a
usualtypo of f<mr-stroke

Diesel engine is shown
in Fig. 10. It will be
seen that the engine is

of the inverted vertical

single-acting type, com
prising a longand heavy
piston Aworking within
a well water-jacketed
cylinder B, and driving
the crank - shaft C
through the usual type
of connecting rod D.
In the deep water-

cooled detachable
cylinder head !E arc

situated the air inlet

and exhaust valves (not
shown in tho diagram),
which are of the usual

'"poppet" or "mush
room" type, normally
held up to their scats

by springs and opened
inwards by cams on an
overhead shaft H
through the agency of

roller-ended rocking
levers as indicated.

The shaft H is of

course driven at half

the speed of the crank
shaft. Tho fuel ignition
valve K is also located
in the cylinder head,
and in recent designs is

generally placed in the
centre

; it is a fundamental difficulty in all

internal combustion engines wherein tho fuel is

sprayed into the combustion chamber at or near
the instant of maximum compression to secure
a uniform mixture giving rapid and complete
combustion, and some of the earlier Diesel

designs failed largely from this cause alone.

By placing the fuel injection valve in the
centre of the cover, and so forming its orifice
and often the upper surface of the piston
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crown also as to assist in the instant forma
tion and uniform dispersion of the cloud of

spray throughout the combustion chamber
space, this difficulty is overcome.

(ii.) Method of Working. The engine is

started as follows : By means of a hand lever

the crank-shaft is racked round until the

crank-pin is just over the top centre ; next a

starting lever is operated by which a starting
cam is brought into working position. The
fuel blast reservoir valve and starting reser

voir valve being next opened, air from the
latter at a pressure of 700 to 900 Ibs. per sq. in.

enters the cylinder through a small starting
valve situated in the cover, and the engine

immediately moves off. After a few revolu

tions under the compressed air from the

reservoir the starting lever is moved back,
and the engine at once takes up its normal

working cycle and continues to run. The full

revolution rate is attained at once, but the

normal power output is not reached until

the cylinder is well warmed up.
In the case of a new engine the air reservoir

for starting is sent out fully charged ; there

after its pressure is maintained by a small

pump driven by the engine itself.

The charge of fuel is also blown into the

cylinder through the fuel injection valve by
a blast of air from this reservoir.

The fuel injection valve comprises a needle

valve held down on its seat by a spring and
lifted by a cam-operated lever. A fuel

force-pump delivers the charge of oil fuel into

a narrow annular space surrounding the

needle which is also in constant communication

with the air-blast reservoir during the running
of the engine. Hence immediately the needle

valve is raised the charge of oil is blown
with great velocity into the combustion

chamber through an expanding nozzle, in the

form of a uniformly diffused cloud of mist

which instantly inflames in the adiabatically

compressed air where temperature is at this

instant from 500-550 C. The fuel is caused

to enter the combustion chamber just before

the completion of the compression stroke, and

at full load the injection is continued during
the first 20 to 30 of crank-shaft revolution,

the mixture burning at approximately constant

pressure during admission. Engine speed is

controlled by a governor actuating a by-pass

valve in the fuel pump supply whereby a

variable proportion of the pumped oil is

returned into the suction pipe as the engine

load is varied.

The fuel injection needle valve must be

regularly cleaned at intervals of about a

fortnight ; a sticky needle valve may cause

pro-ignition through leakage of fuel oil during

the compression stroke ; such a defective

valve, moreover, allows the very high pressure

blast air to enter the cylinder in abnormal

quantities, and this also may cause rupture
of the cyKnder through excessive pressure
caused by its subsequent further compression
by the rising piston. Provision is sometimes
made against excessive pressure by fitting
relief valves in the cylinder head.

The high - compression and air-blast pressures

employed necessitate workmanship of the highest

quality in the construction of the Diesel engine, and
the necessity of providing against occasional abnor
mal pressures in the cylinder renders this type of

engine somewhat heavy in relation to power output.
The high compression also necessitates the fitting of

very heavy fly-wheels in few-cylindered four-stroke

engines in order to attain the requisite uniformity in

rotation of the crank-shaft. For land Diesel engines

up to 200 B.H.P. the weights per B.H.P. (including

fly-wheels) are, roundly, as follows (compare Table I.):

For single-cylindered engines , 600 Ibs.

For two-cylindered engines . 520

For three-cylindered engines . 350

For three - cylindered engines \

(without fly-wheels) /
"

(iii.) Fuels. Experiments have been con
ducted with a great variety of fuels, including

petrol, kerosene (lamp oil), gas oil, crude

Russian, American, and German mineral oils,

Astatki, shale oils, coal-tar oils, lignite oils,

palm and nut oils, castor oil, fish oil, alcohol,

coal gas, producer gas, and coal dust. The

greatest success has been attained with the

kerosenes and heavier petroleum oils, and it is

on these, and particularly on the heavy
dark-brown crude Texan fuel oil of sp. gr.

about -925, flash point about 85 C., and

(lower) calorific value about 10,100 C.Th.U

per Ib. as largely used for firing steam

boilers that most Diesel engines in Great

Britain are run. Dr. Allner, in a paper read

before the German Gas Association in 1911,

stated that the tar produced in large quantities
in the coal-gas and coke oven industries can be

used successfully as a fuel for Diesel engines,

provided a small quantity of a readily ignitable
"
pilot

"
fuel, as Texas oil, be injected either

just before, or simultaneously with, the

admission of the tar to the combustion

chamber ; the combustion of the pilot fuel

starts that of the heavier fuel. Using gas
oil as the pilot fuel, Dr. Allner affirms that

crude tar may be used in Diesel engines.

In general, however, it is held to be a

desideratum that the fuel employed should

be free from tar, sulphur, and acid impurities.

Coal dust, injected with a proportion of
"
lean

gas," has been, used under experimental
conditions only as a fuel, and furnished

indicator diagrams of normal type ; but the

difficulties of utilising any solid substance as

a fuel under ordinary conditions of working
have yet to be overcome.

(iv.) Performance. The economy of fuel

with the four-stroke Diesel engine is very
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marked ;
a trial of a two-cylindered, 1 60 horse

power, four-stroke Diesel engine by Mr. Ade

Clarke in 1903 furnished the following results :

Piston diameter, 15-75 in. stroke, 23-6 in.

Fuel Terns oil, 0-922 sp. gr. ;
calorific value,

10,720 C.Th.U. per Ib. (higher value).

The outlet temperature of the cooling water, at full

opening of the exhaust ports ;
the scavenging

is not quite so good, but the engine is of

greater simplicity in construction. As in all

Diesel engines the fuel is not admitted until

nearly the end of compression, any short-

circuiting of air through the exhaust ports

during its admission is immaterial. In 1911

TABLE

TEST RESULTS OT TWO-CYLINDER, FOQE-STROKE, 160 H.P. DIESEL ENGINE

* The B.H.P. was taken as total I.H.P. -39-G.

The mechanical efficiency was taken as B.H.P./total I.H.P.

load, was 67 C. In the "No load" trial only one

cylinder was producing power, the other pumping idly.'

In May 1909 Mr. A. J. Pfeiffer stated before the

Inst. of Electrical Engineers that there was then in

service a four-cylindered, inverted-vertical, single-

acting four-stroke Diesel engine giving 800 B.H.P,

at 150 revs, per minute, and that this was about

the largest that will run satisfactorily without water-

or oil-cooling the pistons and exhaust valves.

(16) (i) Two - STROKE DIESEL ENGINES.

(i.) Description. Marine Diesel engines are

usually of the two-stroke type, single-acting,

which possess advantages over the four-stroke

of reduced weight and space, lower production

cost, and greater simplicity in reversing. There

are two principal types of two-stroke, single-

acting Diesel engines, in both of which the

piston overruns a ring of exhaust ports when

near the bottom of its stroke as in the Clerk

engine. In the one type which is rather the

more efficient air inlet valves are provided in

the cylinder head which are opened just after

the exhaust ports are overrun, and effect a

very complete scavenging action, leaving the

cylinder filled with nearly pure air which is

compressed by the piston during its return

stroke as usual. In the other type, which has

been developed largely by Messrs Sulzer Bros.,

of Winterthur, the air inlet valves are

dispensed with, and inlet ports provided in

the lower parts of the cylinder which are

overrun by the piston shortly after the

a four-cylinder, two-stroke, inverted-vortical,

single-acting engine of 2400 B.H.P. of Sulzer

type was installed in an electric generating

station in France.

(ii.) Difficulties. One of the moat serious

troubles with Diesel engines arises from the

loss of compression pressure due to the wear

of piston and cylinder walls in the usual design,

wherein the piston is directly connected to

the connecting rod. This wear is mainly
caused by the side thrust due to the obliquity
of the rod, and hence in large engines, and

especially in marine service, the external

crosshead is favoured, as with this the cylinder
is relieved of all side pressure. Attention is

being given to the production of satisfactory

designs of ^cw&Ze-acting, two-stroke Diesel

engines for marine service ; the chief difficulty

to be overcome is that of providing adequate

cooling arrangements.

(17) THE BTJSTON
" COLD .STARTING

"

ENGINE, (i.) Description. Messrs. Ruston,
Proctor & Co. have recently produced a

valuable design of Diesel type in respect of

the high compression of the air and automatic

ignition of the fuel, but in which the costly,

complicated, and sometimes troublesome air

compressor used in the Diesel engine in con

nection with the fuel injection is completely
eliminated.

A section through the cylinder of the 1915

of
"
cold starting

"
engine is given
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in Fig. 11 l
; the engine is of the horizontal,

single - cylindered, single-acting, four -stroke

type, and is built in sizes ranging from 20 to
170 horse-power.
On the suction stroke the piston draws in

air only through the valve A, subsequently

compressing this into the small explosion

chamber B to a pressure of about 430 Ibs.

per sq. in., which is regarded as giving a

sufficiently high temperature to ensure the

ignition of any fuel oiL Just before compres
sion is completed the charge of oil is injected

directly into the explosion chamber through
an "

atomiser," whereupon it immediately

ignites, and the "working stroke then follows ;

Compression Pressure 420
Ibs/ri^

Max'" Pressure of Explosion 560 /bs/Q
Indicated Mean iff. Pressure 88lbsfu"
Brake Mean Eff. Press. ft]p) 70

/fas/a"

O o

a normal full-load indicator diagram is shown

in Fig. 11A.

Very perfect
"
atomisation

"
of the fuel

is essential to high engine efficiency; the

Huston atomiser comprises a spring-closed

1 From Livens on Oil-engines, Proc. L Mech. E. t

July 1920.

needle valve and a number of small oil ducts

converging to a central orifice. A small

fuel force-pump operated by a quick-acting
or

"
steep

" cam compels the charge of oil

delivered by it to lift the spring-closed needle

valve ; the charge is by this means caused to

enter the explosion chamber in the form of

an exceedingly fine spray or
"
mist

"
;
the lift of the needle

valve is of the order of two- or

three -hundredths of an inch

| only.

(ii.) Method of Working.

By means of air stored at a

pressure of 200-300 Ibs. per

sq. in. in a reservoir the engine
is readily started, and after

one or two revolutions picks
"""] up its working cycle ; starting

is thus effected from cold, and

the engine may be run on any
of the usual grades of fuel oil.

When tar oils are employed
it is necessary to use about

5 per cent of a more readily

ignitable or
"

pilot
"

fuel to

initiate combustion ; this is

introduced by a special atom
iser fitted with a small needle

valve inside a tubular, main

fuel needle valve, served by a

pilot oil pump. The spring-

loaded plunger of this pilot pump is operated

by fluid pressure from the main fuel pump
in such manner as to absolutely ensure

the injection into the cylinder of the pilot

igniting charge immediately before that of

the main charge. Test results show that,

using a fuel of 0-92 sp. gr. and calorific value

of about 10,000 C.Th.TL per Ib. (lower value),

the consumption per B.H.P. hour ranges

from 0-48 Ib. in the 20 horse-power engine,

down to 0-40 Ib. in the 170 horse-power

size. This corresponds to an absolute brake

thermal efficiency of about 0-29 to 0-35, which

compares favourably with ordinary Diesel

practice.

(18) "SEMI-DIESEL" ENGINES. The

great economy of fuel consumption of the

Diesel engine has caused many attempts to

be made to produce designs in which,

without much sacrifice of mean effective

pressure and economy, production cost and

weight are saved without having recourse

to the high-compression pressure used in

the Diesel engine, and further, by dispens

ing altogether with the costly and compli

cated high-pressure air blast which has so

often proved a source of trouble and even

danger.
As such designs have been evolved from

a study of the performance of Diesel engines

they have come to be styled
"
semi-Diesel,"
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though, as they employ a hot-bulb to ensure

ignition of the sprayed charge of oil, they

FIG. 12.

would be more justly described as
"
Akroyd

"

engines.

(i.) The C.C. Engine. A good example of

this class is the
"
C.O." engine of Messrs.

Ruston, Proctor Co., of which a section

through the combustion chamber end of the

cylinder is shown in Fig. 12
; the engine is

of the horizontal, single
-
acting, four - stroke

type.

Through the inlet valve A, air alone is

drawn during the suction stroke, and this is

next compressed into the combustion chamber
and hot-bulb B. Nearly at the instant
of maximum compression the charge of

oil fuel is injected into this hot-bulb by a
force-feed pump and atomiser as in the case
of the

"
cold starting

"
engine described in

(17). The mixture is automatically ignited
by the hot-bulb as in the Hornsby-Akroyd
engine, (14), and after performing the

working stroke the burnt gases are discharged
through the exhaust valve E. The compres
sion pressure employed is only about 275 Ibs.

per sq. in., and mean effective pressures as

high as 95 Ibs. per sq. in. are attained at
full load. These engines arc built in single-
cylindered type up to 80 B.H.P. running at
190 revolutions per minute, and in two-

cylinclored designs up to 130 B.H.P. at 200
revolutions per minute. As fuel, crude

petroleum, the ordinary fuel oils, and even
residual or

"
refuse

"
oils are used. A trial

of a 50 B.H.P. engine in 1910 showed a

consumption of crude Russian oil of only
0-45 Ib. per B.H.P. hour, corresponding to

an absolute brake thermal efficiency of

314.

Starting is effected by com
pressed air ;

the time occupied
in starting from cold, owing
to the necessary heating of

the hot-bulb by a blow-lamp,
is 10 to 15 minutes. After a
short period of running the
blow - lamp is removed, and
the hot -bulb temperature is

then maintained by hoat de
rived from the successive ex

plosions ; the ignition is then

automatic, as in the H ornsby-

Akroyd engine. To prevent
pre-ignition

" knock " from

occurring, a water drip is

used at three -
quarters full

load and above ; the water-

spraying valve is indicated

in Fig. 12. After prolonged

running at light loads tho

bulb may become too cool,

and recourse must then bo
made to the heating lamp in

order to maintain its tem

perature. In this class of

engine the combustion of the fuel is, in

general, partly at constant volume and partly
at constant pressure.1 D. c.

G. A. B.

ENTROPY. If in a reversible change a sub
stance receives or loses a quantity of heat

Q at an absolute temperature Q, the sub
stance is said to gain or lose an amount of

entropy given by Q/0. See also
" Thermo

dynamics." For Entropy of Fluids soo

(33); Entropy of Ideal Gas, (57);

Entropy of Mixtures, (62) ; Entropy-
temperature Diagram, (26) ;

"
Engines,

Thermodynamics of Internal Combustion,"
(9), (10), (25).

ENTROPY - TEMPERATURE DIAGRAM. A dia

gram in which tho condition of a body
is represented by the position of a point
whose co-ordinates are temperature (ordi-

nate) and entropy reckoned from some
standard condition (abscissa). Sec

" Ther

modynamics," (26).

Diagrams for Ammonia and Carbonic
Acid. See

"
Refrigeration," (2), Figs. 5

and 6.
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EQUATION OF STATE, DEFINITION AND USE OF.

See
"
Thermodynamics," (56), (57) ;

"Thermal Expansion,
1 '

(21), Table,

(22), (27).

EQUTPARTITION OF ENERGY, LAW OF. See
"
Thermodynamics," (66).

ERGOMETER. An instrument for measuring
and recording accelerations and retardations.

See "
Dynamometers," (5) (vi).

ERICSSON'S REGENERATIVE ENGINE. See
"
Thermodynamics," (27).

ESCARGOT FAN BRAKE. A brake convenient

for testing air - screws. See
"
Dynamo

meters," (2) (viii.).

EVACUATION. See
"
Air-pumps."

By Absorption. (52).

By Absorption in the Electric Discharge.

(53).

By Chemical Action. (51).

By Condensation. (50).

Miscellaneous Methods. (49).

EVACTJATORS, THEORY OF. See
"
Air-pumps,"

(1).

EVAPORATION UNDER CONSTANT PRESSURE.

See "
Thermodynamics," (29).

EXPANSION, AREA AND VOLUME, COEFFICIENTS

OF, deduced from the linear coefficient. See
" Thermal Expansion," (5).

EXPANSION, LINEAR, COEFFICIENT OF :

At very low temperatures, determined by

experiment for various substances and

tabulated x= (^/^j.
See

" Thermal Expansion," (7).

For various substances, determined by ex

periment and tabulated. See
" Thermal

Expansion," (7).

EXPANSION, LINEAR, MEAN COEFFICIENT OF:

Between and t C., denned by the equation

where the distance between two points
in the body at C. is Z and at t C. is I

t9

and X is the mean coefficient of linear

expansion. See
" Thermal Expansion,"

(1).

Fizeau'cJ Interference Method of measuring,

depending upon the colours of thin plates.
See ibid. (3).

EXPANSION OF FLUIDS : theoretical considera

tions accounting for the departure of their

behaviour from the laws of perfect gases.

See
" Thermal Expansion," (19).

EXPANSIVE WORKING IN STEAM ENGINES.

See
" Steam Engine, Reciprocating," (2)

(iz.).

EXTENSOMETERS. See
"
Elastic Constants,

Determination of."

Dial Instruments with Mechanical Magni
fication. (49).

Double Micrometer Screw Instruments.

(-5).

Ewing's Combined Microscope and Lever

Extensometer. (51).

Indicating Dial Instruments. (48).

Instruments combining a Single Micrometer

Screw with a Multiplying Lever. (47).

Martens's Mirror Extensometer. (53) (ii).

Methods of arranging and General Principles
to be fulfilled. (43).

Methods of Calibration. (58).

Micrometer Screw Extensometers. (44).

Microscopic Reading Instruments. (50).

Morrow's Single Mirror Apparatus. (53)

(iv.).

Multiplying Lever Instruments. (52).

Using Optical Magnification. (53).

EXTERNAL PRESSURE CORRECTION TO A
THERMOMETER. See

"
Thermometry," (3)

(iii.)-

FACTOR OF SAFETY. See
"
Structures,

Strength of," (1).

FAHRENHEIT SCALE OF TEMPERATURE : a scale

on which the numbers 32 and 212 correspond

respectively to the freezing- and boiling-

points of water. See
"
Therrnornetry," (2).

FALLING WEIGHT TEST called
"
drop test

"

in U.S.A. See
"
Elastic Constants, Deter

mination of," (35).

FAN BRAKES. See
"
Dynamometers," (2)

(vii.).

FIXED POINTS :

Thermometric. See
C

Thermodynamics,"

(4) ;

"
Temperature, Realisation of Ab

solute Scale of," (3) ;

" Thermometry,"

(3).

Used as secondary standards of temperature

and compared with a gas-thermometer

in the range
- 273 to C. See

" Tem
perature, Realisation of Absolute Scale

of," (31).

FIXED POINTS, INTERPOLATED :

On secondary standards of temperature
between 100 and 500 C. See

tc Tem
perature, Realisation of Absolute Scale

of," (36) (iv.).

Used as a secondary standard of temperature
and compared with a gas-thermometer in

the range above 500 C. See ibid. (42)

(iii.).

In range 100 to 500, compared with gas-

thermometer determinations and tabu

lated. See ibid. (36), Table 10.

In range 500 to 1600, compared with gas-

thermometer determinations and tabu

lated. See ibid. (42), Table 13.
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FIXED TEMPERATURES :

Used as a secondary standard of tem

perature and compared with gas-thermo
meters. See

"
Temperature, Realisation

of Absolute Scale of," (24).

Used as secondary standards and compared
with a gas-thermometer in the range 100

to 500.
1. Melting-point of zinc.

2. Boiling
-
points of naphthalene,

diphenyl, and benzophenone.
3. Boiling-point of sulphur.

See
"
Temperature, Realisation of Absolute

Scale of," (35).

Combination of, with a thermal property,

used for the realisation of gas-thermo
meter scales in the form of secondary
standards. See ibid. (26).

FLASH-POINT APPARATUS. See "Flash-point
Determination."

The Abel. (2).

The Abel-Pensky. (3).

The Gray. (5).

The Pensky-Martens. (5).

FLASH-POINT DETERMINATION

(1) INTRODUCTION. The "flash-point" of a

substance may be defined as that temperature
at which it begins to evolve vapour in such

quantity that, an the application of a flame,

a momentary
"

flash
"

occurs, due to the

ignition of the vapour. -This temperature is

not a definite physical property of the material,

but varies with a number of subsidiary factors,

such as the rate of heating, the amount of

ventilation, the size of the applied flame, and

so forth, and is thus dependent on the appar
atus used and the conditions under which the

determination is made.

Notwithstanding the empirical nature of

this
"
constant

"
for an inflammable substance,

it serves to classify such materials into varying

degrees of danger with regard to fire risk, and
from this point of view the determination of

flash-point has been the subject of legislation

and of official regulations.
A short consideration of the phenomena

occurring when a sample of oil is slowly heated

will serve to distinguish flash-point, burning-

point, and ignition-point. If the oil is placed
in a small metal basin or crucible and slowly

heated, vapour is evolved at a rate depending

upon the nature of the oil and its temperature.
If a small test flame be applied periodically

just above the surface of the oil, no result will

be apparent so long as the temperature is well

below the value known as the
"
flash-point

"

of the oil, but as this is approached the test

flame will enlarge when in the neighbourhood
of the surface of the oil, and at a temperature
a few degrees higher this enlargement becomes
more apparent and a flame rapidly travels over

the surface of the oil and immediately dies

away. This transient ignition of the vapour
is termed the

"
flash," and the lowest tempera

ture at which it is manifest is known as the
"
flash-point

"
of the oil. If the heating of

the oil and the periodic application of the test

flame be continued flashing will also continue,

and it will be noticed that the duration of the

flash becomes longer as the temperature is

raised, until a point is reached when the vapour
burns continuously instead of merely flashing ;

the lowest temperature at which this occurs

is known as the
"
burning-point

"
of the oil.

In general the heat generated by the com
bustion will rapidly raise the temperature and
the combustion will become more violent, and
will be maintained without the -application of

any external source of heating.
If now the experiment is repeated without

the application of a test flame, there will bo

no apparent result until a temperature higher
than the burning-point is reached, when the

oil will spontaneously take fire and will con

tinue to burn. The lowest temperature at

which this takes place is known as the
* '

ignition-

point."
The above phenomena are dependent on the

accumulation of sufficient vapour in the atmo

sphere above the oil to form a combustible

mixture, and this will be largely influenced by
any circulation which is taking place in the

surrounding air. If the air is in motion, even
to a small extent, some of the vapour will bo
carried away, and it will be necessary to raise

the oil to a higher temperature to secure the

same concentration of vapour as would be
obtained in perfectly still air. In consequence
it is not easy to obtain concordant values for the

flash-point, burning-point, and ignition-$oint

by the heating of the oil in an open cup as

above described, and other types of apparatus
have been designed to reduce the difficulty of

making reasonably accurate determinations.

In most forms of this apparatus the oil cup
is provided with a cover having suitable

apertures for the introduction of the test

flame and for ventilation purposes. For dis

tinction the two typos of tost are usually
referred to as the

"
open test

" and the
"
closed test

"
respectively.

The first apparatus of the
"
closed test

"

type was introduced by Sir Frederick Abel in

1876, and was subsequently known as the

Abel Flash-point Apparatus. A largo number
of tests were made to connect the results

obtained by the use of this apparatus with
those given by the open tost then in use. It

was found that the mean value of the difference

between these results was 27 F. for an oil

which flashed at 100 F, on the open test.

Later, in 1880, a modification of this in

strument was made by Pensky, who applied
a clockwork device to the oil cup cover to
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perform the opening and closing of the shutter

and introduction of the test flame. This

apparatus is referred to as the Abel-Pensky
Flash-point Apparatus. The provision of this

mechanism is probably advantageous from the

point of view of ease of operation, but, as mil
be seen later, it does not tend to any increased

accuracy of determination of the flash-point.
The two apparatus above referred to were

designed with special reference to the measure
ment of flash-points over the approximate
range 60-110 F. in connection with the

legislation relating to the sale, storage, and

transport of illuminating oils ; later, however,
a demand arose for the determination of the

flash-point of oils for lubricating and other

purposes, leading to the evolution of such types
of apparatus as the Gray and Pensky-Martens

flash-point apparatus, which may be employed
up to much higher temperatures. The
essential difference between these and the

earlier forms of apparatus intended for the

lower range only is the provision of stirrers in

the oil cups.

(2) ABEL FLASH-POI^T APPARATUS. The
official specification for the Abel flash-point

apparatus will be found in the schedule to the

Petroleum Act of 1879 (42 & 43 Viet. c. 47) ;

full details as to the construction and use of

the apparatus are also to be found in the

several text-books relating to oil and oil

testing.
I The principal dimensions are shown

in Fig. I.

An investigation was carried out at the

National Physical Laboratory to ascertain the

differences existing between the Abel and other

types of flash-point apparatus.
2

An important consideration that arises in

the determination of the flash-point is the

limit of accuracy attainable. The legal

specification directs that the test flame should

be applied to the oil every 1 F., and conse

quently the accuracy of any single determina

tion is limited to^l
F. Departure from the

specified conditions gives a different value for

the resulting flash-point, as will be seen later.

1 Petroleum and its Products, Sir Boverton Redwood,
1906 ii 550 ;

Handbook of Petroleum, J. H. Thomson
and Sir B. Redwood, 1906, vi.82

... _
2 Collected Researches, N.P.L., 1912, viu. 19.

Difficulty, however, arises in the interpretation
of *a set of results for any one sample of oil,

since even when the greatest care is taken
individual readings may differ by 1 or 2 F.

Furthermore, changes in the barometric press
ure produce variations in the resulting flash

point, and Sir Frederick Abel investigated this

matter and found that the flash-point was
raised by 1-6 F. for an increase of 1 inch in

the barometric reading. Hence it is usual to

correct all flash-points to a, standard baro

metric reading of 30 in. Corrections for errors

of the thermometer, if any, must also be taken
into account ; the most satisfactory way,
therefore, of dealing with a set of observations

is to obtain the mean result and apply the

necessary corrections for pressure and for the

thermometer. The true flash-point is then

taken as the next higher whole number of

degrees, since the flash-point of a substance

as defined in the official regulations cannot

be other than a whole number of degrees.
Before intercomparisons between the several

types of flash-point apparatus could be carried

out it was found necessary to investigate the

conditions of use of the Abel apparatus more

fully than appeared to have been done previ

ously. Among the points to which attention

was given were :

(a) Frequency of application of the test

flame.

(6) Variations in the time of opening of the

slide.

(c) Variations in the temperature of the

water bath.

(d) Variations in the depth of the thermo

meter bulb below the surface of the oil.

(e) Size of the test flame.

The results of these experiments led to the

following conclusions :

(a) Increasing the frequency of application

of the test flame raises the flash-point ; for

example, if the test flame is applied every

J degree the resulting flash-points are a degree

higher, while if applied every J degree the

flash-point is raised by over 3 degrees ; con

versely, a lower flash-point is obtained if the

test flame is applied at intervals greater

than 1 F.

(&) Contrary to the general opinion, the

effect of increasing or decreasing the time for

which the slide is open does not affect the

results except for extreme changes. Thus the

provision of an automatic mechanism to secure

constancy in this condition is not essential.

It is interesting to note in this connection that

a number of tho Abel-Pensky automatic covers

were investigated and It was found that their

times of opening differed to a considerable

extent. This might well be expected, as it is

improbable that the strength of the spring

would remain constant under the conditions

of use.
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(c) A change in the temperature of the

water bath produces a corresponding change
in the flash-point, the general effect being that

the flash-point is lowered by 1 F. for each

13 F. rise in the temperature of the water

bath above the normal temperature 130 F.

(d) and (e). The depth of immersion of the

thermometer bulb below the surface of the

oil and the size of the test flame were seen

to play very important parts in flash-point

determinations, and the question will be

considered later.

(3) THE ABEL-PENSKY APPARATUS. The

apparatus adopted in 1880 by the German
Government as the official standard design of

instrument for flash-point determinations was
based upon the Abel apparatus, but modifica

tions were introduced by Pensky, who sub

stituted an automatic device for opening and

closing the ventilation holes and applying the

test flame in place of the simple slide in the

Eriglish Abel apparatus. In addition, the

dimensions were slightly altered and were

expressed in metric units instead of inches, as

in the Petroleum Act of 1879. Fig. 2 indicates

A fr Space

FIG. 2.

the important dimensions of the Abel-Pensky
apparatus in accordance with the German
schedule. Very complete details are published
in the official specification

1 and will not be
further dealt with here.

The Abel - Pensky apparatus was also

adopted by the British Colonies and India
under the Indian Petroleum Act of 1889,
the German type of apparatus being used

although the dimensions of the Abel apparatus
were retained. Two modifications have been
made to the Colonial type of apparatus for

special purposes ; these provide for a small
additional thermometer and a stirrer in the
oil cup for use when obtaining the flash-point
of inflammable substances such as rubber
solution, metal polishes, etc., which may
fall within the scope of petroleum legisla
tion. In both these types of apparatus the
effects of variations in the methods of pro-

1 Die, Varwhriftcn bctreffmul di>n Abcl'schen Petro-
Ifnmprobcr und seine Anwendtmff, published 1883 by
Carl Hermann, Berlin,

cedure are the same as arc described for the
Abel apparatus.

(4) THE GENERAL THEORY OF FLASH
POINT DETERMINATION. The general theory
of flash-point determination depends on the

hypothesis that flashing takes place when the

space above the oil contains a definite per
centage of oil vapour mixed with air. This
condition will be reached for a definite tem
perature of the oil surface from which evapora
tion is taking place, and it is generally assumed
that it is this temperature which is given by
the thermometer and is the temperature taken
as the flash-point. The rate of evaporation,
however, depends upon the temperature of

the surface of the oil, and investigation showed
that this temperature differed appreciably
from the thermometer reading throughout the
course of a determination. Furthermore, the

temperature at different points throughout
the oil varied by several degrees at any
one moment. The temperature distribution

depended in part on tho form and dimensions
of the apparatus and on tho relative amounts
of heat reaching the oil from different sources.

The method of investigation employed was
to ascertain those temperature differences by
means of differential thermocouples of very fine

wire introduced in such a way as to avoid
interference with the usual conditions of tost.

The main source of heat through which the
rise of temperature of tho oil is derived is of

course the water bath surrounding the oil cups
through the intermediary of the air space ; but
it was found that the temperature at tho sur
face of the oil and that of tho vapour wore

materially influenced by the heating derived
from the test flame itself. Tho importance of

the size of the test flame is therefore obvious,
and as the result of a special scries of experi
ments it was found that an increase of 2 F.

in the flash-point was obtained when tho HIZC

of the oil -burning test flame in an Abel

apparatus was decreased to about half tho
normal diameter. Similar results were found
for the gas test flames also in general use. The
explanation of this difference is that with the
smaller test flame tho oil surface docs not
receive so much heat indirectly, and conse

quently the temperature of tho bulk of tho
oil has to be raised to produce tho same sur
face temperature ; thus tho flash-point is

apparently higher. For exact work it may
be remarked that tho ivory bead on tho cover
of the apparatus is inadequate as a gauge for
the adjustment of the size of the tost flamo.
It is therefore preferable to employ a gas jot
to which the supply of gas is controlled by a

gas meter. In the experimental work to which,

reference is being made the gas rate adopted
was 0-10 cub. ft. per hour.

Investigation of the throe types of apparatus,
namely, the Abel, and tho Colonial and tho
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German types of Abel-Pensky apparatus,
showed that the temperature distribution in
each varied, so that for any definite reading
of the thermometer the temperature of the
surface of the oil was different in each of the
three apparatus. It was further found that
the temperature of the surface of the oil at
the moment when flashing took place was the
same in each of the three apparatus although
the thermometer readings differed ; the dif

ference in flash-point recorded in the three

types of apparatus is therefore completely
explained by the consideration of the tem
perature distribution in the oil cups.
The general results of the investigation

showed that the Colonial type of Abel-Pensky
apparatus gave a flash-point 1 F. higher than
the original form of Abel apparatus, while
the German type of Abel-Pensky gave results

approximately 4 F. higher ; further, these

differences are sensibly constant over the

range 70-100 F. Incidentally there is a

systematic difference amounting to about
0-5 F. (taking the mean values for a large
series of observations) between apparatus of

the same type but fitted with oil and gas test

flames respectively. As might be expected
from the previous remarks, the gas test flame

gives the lower flash-point, the flame supplying
more heat to the surface of the oil, when
adjusted to the specified size.

Further light is thrown upon the mechanism
of flash-point determination by the results of

a series of tests carried out at the National

Physical Laboratory at a later date. 1 The
tests in question were carried out on a number
of fuel oils, using the Gray and Pensky-
Martens apparatus, and also a modified form
of apparatus on a much larger scale, which
dealt with about 50 gallons of oil instead of

the usual quantity. The latter apparatus was

designed with a view to ascertaining whether
a large quantity of oil would flash at a tem

perature appreciably lower than the value

obtained in the usual types of apparatus. The
conditions were varied over a wide range in

order to study the effect of different methods
of ignition and the importance of ventilation

of the vapour space above the oil. Dealing
with the latter point, it was clearly seen that

combustion of the vapour occurred prior to

an actual flash being obtained ; this is shown

by the enlargement of the applied test flame

at temperatures below the flash-point. If the

space above the oil is not adequately ventilated

it becomes charged with the products of com
bustion, which may lead to the extinction of

the test flame or give an apparently high
result. On the other hand, forced ventilation

of the surface by the passage of a current of

air apparently raised the flash-point, as in this

1 "
Tests of Fuel Oils," Collected Researches, N.P.L.,

1916, xiii. 295.

case the oil vapour is swept away before

ignition can occur. Consequently the oil has
to be raised to a higher temperature in order

to evolve vapour fast enough to maintain an
inflammable mixture.
A variation of this question was also

investigated. In this instance the oil was
maintained at a constant temperature and
the vapour was allowed to collect for periods
of varying length, the test flame being applied
after definite intervals had elapsed. Between
such applications of the test flame the space
above the oil was completely cleared of

accumulated vapour by blowing a current of

air through the space. The result of such
tests was to show that the higher the tem

perature of the oil the shorter the interval

that was necessary for the vapour to accumu
late before the flash could be produced. At
the lowest temperature at which it was possible
to obtain any ignition of the oil vapour a

comparatively long period (from 5 to 10 min.)
was required before sufficient vapour had

accumulated, and in these instances the flash,

when it did occur, was generally of a violent

nature. With regard to the effect of different

methods of ignition, it was found that the

most satisfactory results were obtained with

a moderate -sized gas flame. Electric sparks
or hot wires generally necessitated a higher

temperature of the oil before flashing took

place, and with the high temperatures a violent,

in some cases almost explosive, flash was
obtained. Throughout these tests the oil was
stirred continuously at such a rate that the

temperature throughout the bulk of the oil

was fairly uniform, but not so vigorously as

to break the surface or to produce splashing.
Under these conditions it was found that the

temperature in the vapour space immediately
above the oil surface was sensibly the same as

that indicated by the thermometer immersed
in the oil ; in other words, the question of

temperature distribution met with in the Abel

and allied apparatus does not arise here.

The ultimate deduction from these tests was

that the Gray and Pensky-Martens apparatus
indicate within a few degrees the lowest

temperature at which it is possible for a flash

to be obtained over this very wide range of

conditions ; and furthermore the Abel and

Abel-Pensky types of apparatus could with

advantage be modified by the introduction of

a stirrer in the oil vessel and possibly in the

vapour space above the oil. A small change
in the indications of these apparatus would

no doubt result, but the determination of

flash-point would become an operation involv

ing considerably less care and would not

depend to any marked extent upon the exact

form and dimensions of the apparatus

employed. In any case the flash-point of a

substance must be regarded as an empirical
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constant, but the modification suggested would

render the determination less dependent on

any particular design of apparatus.

(5) HIGH TEMPERATURE FLASH-POINT

DETERMINATIONS. The limiting temperature

at which a flash-point determination can be

made in the Abel types of apparatus is about

110 F. if the normal procedure be followed.

For higher temperatures than this a modifica

tion of the normal procedure may be made in

that the water bath itself, instead of being set

initially to 130 F., is heated continuously

throughout the test until a limiting tempera
ture of about 180 F. is attained. In addition

a small quantity of water is placed in the air

jacket to facilitate the rise of temperature of

the oil in the oil cup. This method is liable

to give discordant results if the rate of heat

ing be too rapid, again owing to the unequal
distribution of temperature in the oil cup.

Two modified apparatus were introduced to

overcome this difficulty and at the same time

to extend the range of temperatures over

which a test may be made. These apparatus
are referred to as the Pensky-Martens

x and

the Gray
2
flash-point apparatus respectively.

In both these apparatus the water bath is

dispensed with and the oil cup is supported in

a cavity in an iron casting heated from below.

The Pensky-Martens apparatus has an oil cup
similar to that of the Abel-Pensky apparatus,

while that of the Gray apparatus is of the

same dimensions as the oil cup of the Abel

apparatus. The covers in each apparatus
differ somewhat in detail, but both are provided
with a rotating plate by means of which the

ventilation holes are opened and the test flame

depressed into the vapour space. Each in

strument has a rotary stirrer provided with

vanes which agitate both oil and vapour. In

carrying out an observation the stirrers are

worked continuously between the intervals at

which the test flames are applied. The

provision of these stirrers ensures that the

thermometers indicate the true temperature of

the vapour, and in practice it is found that both

types of apparatus give sensibly the same

flash-point. In carrying out a determination

care should be taken that the rate of heating
of the oil is slow and regular. The thermo

meters employed should be calibrated for the

degree of immersion obtaining in the apparatus,
otherwise it is necessary to apply a correction

to allow for the emergent column. This

correction is by no means negligible, as under

the conditions of immersion in a flash-point

apparatus the correction will amount to as

much as 15 0. at 300 C. 3

In carrying out the determination of flash-

1 A. Martens,
"
t'bordie Flammpunktbestimiruingen

von Schmierolcn," J\[itth. k. techn. Versuchs(mst.,l&Q3,
xi. 37-45.

2 Gray, Chem. Ind. Soc. ,/., 1891, x. 348.
> See

"
Thermometry," (9).

point of an oil the presence of moisture gives
rise to considerable uncertainty, and even a

small quantity may prevent the oil flashing
until the water has been driven off. The

temperature at which this occurs may be well

above the normal flash-point of the oil and the

resulting flash may be very violent. The drying
of oil prior to testing the flash-point is a matter
of considerable difficulty, as heating the oil to

100 C. may change it and thereby vitiate

subsequent tests. Various methods have been

suggested, such as drying with anhydrous
calcium chloride or by exposing the moisture-

containing oil to a high-tension discharge ;

neither of these methods is entirely satis

factory in removing every trace of moisture,
but undoubtedly helps in preparing an oil for

a flash-point determination.

(6) IGNITION POINTS. Although not of

importance in connection with the legal aspect
of flash-point determination, the ignition points
of oils are frequently required in connection

with internal combustion engine problems. A
number of methods have been devised from
time to time to carry out this determination

without danger to the operator. The simplest
form consists in allowing drops of oil to fall

upon a heated iron plate. This method has

been modified by H. Moore. 4 In this apparatus
the iron plate is replaced by a grooved block

of steel which may be heated from below ; in

the upper part of the block a cavity is provided
into which a platinum or nickel crucible fits

exactly. The crucible is covered by means of a

perforated plate, one hole of which permits the

introduction of the substance to bo tested

while the other serves as an inlet for air or

oxygen. The gas employed is heated before

admission to the crucible by being allowed to

circulate through passages in tho steel block.

Tn operation the apparatus is raised to a

definite temperature and one drop of tho oil

under examination is aUowed to fall into the

crucible. If the temperature is above the

ignition point of the sample, combustion, more
or less violent, takes place, while below the

ignition temperature no explosion or flame is

observed. Tests arc repeated until the lowest

point at which ignition takes place is deter

mined. W. F. H.

FLASH-POINT DETERMINATION AT Hicat TEM
PERATURES. See

"
Flash-point Determina

tion," (5).

FLEXIBLE CONTAINER PUMPS. Sec
"
Air-

pumps," (20).

FLOAT GAUGES. See
"
Motors, Liquid Level

Indicators," (14), Vol. III.

FLOW IN PIPES, MEASUREMENT OF. See
"
Hydraulics," (24).

4 Petroleum Technologist lust J., 1920, vi. 186.
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FLUIDS :

Motion of, Application of Dynamical
Similarity to. See

"
Dynamical Simi

larity, The Principles of," (10).

Thermodynamic, Properties of. See
"
Thermodynamics, Entropy of," (33) ;

"Specification of State of," (35);
"
Isothermal Expansion of," (36) :

"
Adiabatic Expansion of," (38).

Under High Pressures, Experimental He-

searches on. See
" Thermal Expansion,"

(18)-

FORGING PRESS, HYDRAULIC. See "Hydrau
lics," (57) (L).

FOTTINGER GEAB FOR HYDRATTLIC POWER
TRANSMISSION-. See

"
Hydraulics," (65).

FOUNDATIONS IN SOFT EARTH. Theory of the

supporting power of earth foundations. See
"
Friction," (33).

FOURIER'S THEOREM
THIS relates to the expansion of an arbitrary

function f(x) in terms of circular functions

of a particular type. Consider, in the first

instance, the case where f(x) is itself periodic,

i.e. its value recurs exactly whenever the

variable has a given constant increment a,

so that
=/(*). (1)

for all values of x. The simplest example
of this relation is afforded by the circular

functions cos (2s?ra;/a) and sin fisTX/a), where s

is any integer. The theorem is that whatever

the form of /(a:), subject to certain restrictions,

it can be approximated to as closely as we

may desire by a series of terms of the above

type, thus
27TX 4:7TX

cos +A2 cos - + ...

Assuming for the present the truth of the

theorem, the values of the coefficients are

found as follows. To find A
,

which is

evidently the mean value of the function, we

integrate both sides of (2) from =0 to a;=a.

This gives

(3)

To find A8 we multiply both sides of (2) by
cos (2s7ra:/a) and then integrate. The coefficient

of Ar in the result is

Except in the case of r=s each cosine goes

through a complete cycle of its values at least

once within the range of integration, and the

integral vanishes. When r = -s the result is

. Hence

By a similar process

-P. . . ,

B,=-( /(a;) sin dx.

j ,
ZK. . . (4)

(5)

For an account of various practical methods
of computing the coefficients, and of the

mechanical integrators which have been

devised to supersede the numerical work,
see

" Harmonic Analysers," Vol. IV.

There is nothing special to the two points

a;=0, x=a, which have been taken as the

limits of the above integrations. Any two

points at. an interval of a period will give the

same result. In particular, writing I for the

half-period, we have

i./ v A A TTX . 2-JTX

f(x) = Afi+AI cos-j-+A2 cos + - -

where

=|f
Z

/<*)** A.-J/* /<
J I

J I

and

(6)

. (8)

This leads to two particular cases of special

importance. If f(x) be an even function of x,

so that
/(-*)=/(), . - - W

we have

/(*>=/(*)+/(-*)}
TTX

with

(11)

Again, if f(x) be an odd function, so that

/(-*)=-/(*).
we have

where B.=f

(13)

(14)

In many applications, especially when the

variable re is a space co-ordinate, we are con

cerned only with a limited range of x, say from

to L As instances we have the vibrations

of a string, and the now of heat through a

plate. Outside the above limits the function

J(x] may not exist, so far as the physical

problem is concerned, but we are at liberty

to imagine it continued analytically both

ways as a periodic function. We are further
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at liberty to suppose it continued as an odd

or as an even function of a?, as is illustrated

by the annexed figures. It is to be noticed,

however, that in the second case the process

of continuation introduces discontinuities at

x=Q 9 x = l, unless /(a) vanishes at these points.

-21

FIG. l.

-21

Similarly, in the original form (2) of the

theorem, if the function is continued with a

period a, discontinuities will be introduced at

x=Q, x = a, unless /(0)=/( a).

A complete statement of the conditions

under which the theorem (2) holds is not

attempted here. For physical purposes it

may be sufficient for the moment to say that

the expansion is valid provided f(x) be con

tinuous, and has (within the period) only a

finite number of maxima and minima. The

mathematical proof, which is necessarily

somewhat intricate, must be omitted, but

physical arguments of a very convincing kind

are easily adduced. Suppose, for example,
that x is measured along the circumference

of a uniform thin metal ring whose total

perimeter is a ; and let /(#) denote the initial

distribution of temperature. If radiation

from the surface be neglected, the theory of

conduction of heat indicates that the subse

quent process is made up by superposition of

the various " normal modes "
of approach to a

steady state, with arbitrary coefficients, thus

(16)where

in e~
a

\s
= 47r/c,?

2
/a

2
.

This being granted, the initial distribution

f(x) must correspond to t-0. Hence f(x)

must admit of expansion in the form (2).

Arguments of a similar character might bo

adduced from Acoustics, and other branches

of Physics.
The restriction as to continuity, above made,

can to a certain extent be dispensed with.

Provided the discontinuities are of finite

amount, and occur (within the range of a

period) only at a finite number of isolated

points, the expansion (2) will still hold except
at the points of discontinuity. At such a

point the value of f(x) is of course ambiguous,
but it may be proved that the series on the

right-hand side of (2) converges to a definite

value which is the arithmetic mean of the

values of f(x] immediately to the left and

right of the discontinuity. This applies in

particular to the discontinuities which may
be introduced when a function given over a

finite range is continued as a periodic function,

in the manner already explained.

Suppose, for instance, that it ia required
to express in the form (13) the initial tempera
ture of a conducting slab bounded by the planes
# = 0, x = l> and, for simplicity, that the initial

temperature is everywhere unity. Putting

J(x) = 1 we have

. (17)

This is equal to 4/sir or 0, according as s is

odd or even. Thus

1=-
. 3S7TX

iSm "i

,
. ftSTTX

-h I sin -T" -h (18)

When in this case /(a?) is continued as an odd

function there is a sudden change from 1 to

-
1, or vice versa, at x = and x-l. The

series has then the value zero, which is the

arithmetic mean aforesaid. The figure shows

the approximation given by the first throe terms

of the expansion. It may be added, in loaving

Fie*. 4.

this topic, that in the applications to physical

problems a mathematical discontinuity (e.g. of

temperature) is only to bo regarded as the

idealised expression of a very rapid transition.

In practice there is, of course, a limit to
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the number of the coefficients A,, Bs which it

is convenient to calculate. The rapidity with
which the series converges depends on the
smoothness or regularity (in a general sense)
of the function f(x). It is evident that the
coefficients, as determined by (4) or (o), must
ultimately diminish without limit as the
order 6' increases, o-wing to the more and more
rapid fluctuations in sign of the circular

functions cos (Ssirx/a) and sin (2sirx/a), and the

consequent more complete cancelling of the

positive and negative elements in the integrals.
More definite results were given by Stokes.
If the function /(re), as continued, has only
isolated discontinuities, the coefficients ulti

mately diminish as l/s ; this is illustrated by
(18). If f(%) is everywhere continuous, whilst
its derived function /'(#) has isolated discon

tinuities, the convergence is as 1/s
2

, and so on.

The present point has many exemplifications in

Acoustics. For instance, the more gradual the
initial impulse given to a string, the fainter

are the higher harmonics in the resulting note.

The approximate representation of an

arbitrary function over a given range by
means of functions of a specified type is a

problem which naturally admits of solution
in various ways. It is of interest to note that
Fourier's method is the one which makes the
sum of the squares of the errors a minimum.

Taking for brevity the sine-series (13), and

limiting ourselves, in the first instance, to a
finite number of terms, the sum of the squares
of the errors is

-B CT
sin-y-j

das. (19)

To make this a minimum we must equate
the differential coefficients with respect to

B19 B2 . . . , Bw to zero. The typical

equation is

f* f ft \ -D VX -D 27T2;

J {/(*)- Bj
sin

-y-BjSia-y--.
-~ . mTTX~\ .

-Bm sm j
/- sm -

u J
'dx=Q, (20)

. . (21)whence B,= -= / f(x) sin -^% '

as in (14). Each additional term included

in the series necessarily lowers the minimum,
and so improves the approximation, as tested

by the method of least squares. H. L.
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[FRICTION

INTRODUCTION. Friction may be broadly
defined as the resisting force which is called

into existence at the common boundary of

two substances in contact when under the
action of some external agency one of the
substances slides, or tends to slide, over the
surface of the other. The direction of the
force of friction is tangential to the surface
of contact, and so long as there is no motion
its magnitude is equal to the component in

the direction of motion of the external force

tending to produce sliding.

The phenomenon of friction is common to
all substances, solid, liquid, or gaseous, which

may be hi contact with each other and subject
to forces tending to cause relative motion,
but the laws correlating the magnitude of the
fractional forces produced, with the magnitude
of the external forces acting and the state of

motion produced by them, differ widely with
the nature of the substances. For example,
the friction between the wheels of a loco

motive and the rails, in virtue of which rail

road traffic becomes possible, depends on the

weight on the wheels and not on the speed of

the wheels, whereas the frictional resistance

of the water to the motion of a ship floating
on it depends on the speed of the ship and is

independent of the pressure of the water.

The term friction has also been extended,
with certain restrictions, the necessity for

which will be explained below, to include

the mutual resistance which different parts of

the same substance ofier to sliding over each

other. That this interpretation must, of

necessity, be ex-tended to fluids is obvious

from the consideration that in the case of the

skin friction of a ship referred to above, the

particles of the water in contact with the

surface of the ship are at rest relatively to it,

and the sliding to which the resistance is due
takes place in the body of the water itself.

The resistance to motion of the ship is, there

fore, due to the shearing resistance of the

water in which it moves, and for this reason

this shearing stress is commonly called the

internal friction of the water. In the case of

an elastic solid, however, the conditions of

relative motion of its particles due to the

action of external forces are more complex.
For example, suppose a vertical elastic rod

is supported rigidly at its upper end and
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carries at its lower extremity a mass which

executes free torsional oscillations about the

axis of the rod. During each half- oscillation a

certain amount of the work done by the rotat

ing mass is stored up as potential energy in

the rod and this is given out again to the

mass on the return movement. It is found,

however, that the amplitude of the oscillations

diminishes much more rapidly than would

be due to the resistance of the air in which

it swings, and it is concluded that frictional

resistances have existed in the material of the

rod to bring this about, i.e. the rod has a

certain amount of internal friction or viscosity.

In this particular illustration we have, there

fore, a case in which part of the work done

against the resistance to distortion is stored

up as potential energy of the material and part
is converted into heat. That the two pheno
mena are essentially different will be seen

from the fact that in the elastic distortion

the resistance is proportional to the relative

displacement, whereas in the case of internal

friction, or viscosity, the resistance is propor
tional to the time rate of relative displace

ment.
The necessity for the restriction of the use

of the term friction to those cases in which

the work done against the frictional resistance

is converted into heat is, therefore, obvious.

From these considerations it will be seen

that a more precise definition of friction than

that given in the first paragraph would be

as follows. The resisting forces brought
into existence at the surface separating two

substances in contact, or two parts of the same

substance, by the action of any external

agency tending to produce relative motion at

the surface are denominated frictional forces

in all cases in which the work done by them
is converted into heat.

In previous works on tbe subject of friction

it has been customary to classify all cases of

frictional resistance under one or the other

of the following two divisions :

(a) Friction between solid bodies in con

tact ; the frictional resistance being subject
to certain empirical laws.

(6) Friction between solids and fluids or

between solids separated by a film of fluid
;

the resistance being determined from the

motion and physical characteristics of the

fluid.

In recent years, however, it has become
more and more recognised that this broad
division of the subject cannot be made for the
reason that it is almost impossible in prac
tice to obtain contact between solid surfaces

without the intervention of a contaminating
film of fluid which renders the phenomenon
one in, which the nature of the resistance is

to a greater or less extent dependent on the

characteristics of the contaminating film.

The modern tendency is, therefore, to regard
the frictional resistance of solids in contact

and moving relatively to each other as a

limiting case of the friction between the

solid surfaces separated by a layer of fluid

when the thickness of this layer is diminished

to such an extent that its motion can no

longer be treated by the laws of hydrodynamics,
so that the unknown boundary conditions

constitute the main characteristics governing
the resistance.

For this reason it is proposed in the present
article to commence with the treatment of

the internal friction of fluids and the manner
in which it is affected by the characteristics of

the motion, and then to proceed to a discussion

of the force acting at a solid bounding surface

of a fluid tangential to tho direction of the fluid

flow, in tho first instance when the conditions

at the boundary are known, and finally when
these conditions are hypothetical.
The detailed classification of the subject-

matter of the present article will therefore be

as follows :

Division I. Internal Friction, or Viscosity.
Division II, The Nature of the Motion of

Fluids over Solid Surfaces and the Character

istics of the Frictional Forces Consequent on
the Motion.

Division III. The Determination Theoreti

cally and by Experiment of tho Frictional

Resistance offered by Solid Surfaces to the

Motion of Fluids over them, in all Cases in

which the Resistance is determined by tho

Motion of the Fluid.

Division IV. The Frictional Resistances

between Solid Surfaces separated, or Partially

separated, by a Film of Fluid of such a Depth
that the Fluid docs not Conform to tho Laws
of Hydrodynamics.

Division V. The Frictional Resistance of

Clean Solid Surfaces.

Division VI. The Relation between Friction

and Heat Transmission.

I. INTERNAL FRICTION, OR VISCOSITY

(1) Visootrs FLUIDS. In distinguishing be
tween solids and fluids it is customary to dotine

a fluid as a substance which is incapable of

sustaining tangential or shearing stress. This

definition, however, is only true in the case of

actual fluids when they are at rcwt. When
relative motion exists between neighbouring
portions of the same fluid, a measurable resist

ance to the relative motion can be observed
and affords a proof that actual fluids aro

capable of sustaining shearing stresses ; tho
fluid is said to exhibit the property of viscosity
or internal friction. It would appear prob
able, therefore, that some definite relation

exists between this shearing stress in fluids

and the rate of distortion of the fluids of

which it is the characteristic feature. It was
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as'sumed by Newton that, for a fluid moving
in parallel layers, the shearing stress at any
point at which the velocity gradient in a
direction perpendicular to the layers was
dv/dy, would be simply proportional to the
value of the gradient, i.e. that the relation

between internal friction and the relative

motion would be given by
. dv

where /i, called the coefficient of viscosity, is

a fundamental characteristic of the fluid.

The definition given by Maxwell is as follows :

The coefficient of viscosity of a substance
is measured by the tangential force on unit
area of either of two horizontal*planes at unit
distance apart, one of which is fixed while the
other moves with the unit of velocity, the

space between being filled with the viscous
substance.

The interpretation of the coefficient of

viscosity of a fluid, according to the kinetic

theory of matter, is as follows :

Let AB (Fig. 1) represent the trace of a

plane in the fluid, parallel to

the direction of motion, and
let there be a definite gradient
of velocity at right angles to

AB as indicated by the lines

parallel to AB representing
the magnitude of the velocity
of the lavers relative to the

PiQ. 1.

velocity of AB, so that the molecules im

mediately above AB are moving faster than
those below it. Some of these molecules

will cross AB from the upper to tke lower side

and an equal number will pass upwards to

replace them. Thus the layer immediately
above AB is continually losing momentum
and that below is continually gaining it. The
effect is to bring into existence a definite

shearing stress on the plane AB which con

stitutes the viscous drag. The internal friction

of fluids consists therefore of a transfer of

motion from one layer to the other, but this

transfer does not proceed without loss of

energy, since the translatory motion of the

layers is transformed into heat. This is

evident from the consideration that heat

motion differs from translatory motion only
in the fact that in the former case particles

are moving in all possible directions and in

the latter in one and the same direction and

that a change from uni-directional motion

to multi-directional motion cannot fail to

take place in a medium which consists of

particles which exert actions on each other

by the forces of cohesion or collisions.

(2) VISCOSITY OF GASES. In the case of

gases in which the molecules are supposed to

be outside the sphere of each other's attraction

during the greater part of the time considered

it is possible by means of the dynamical theory
to obtain the value of the coefficient of vis

cosity in terms of the characteristics of the

gas.
1

We picture the gas as composed of a very large
number of molecules, moving -with varying velocities

in all directions and influencing each other by their

collisions. Let us consider a group consisting of

N molecules contained in a unit of volume in the
form of a cube ; then we may suppose, with Joule,
that the average velocity at right angles to each
face of the cubes is the same, so that if V be the

mean resultant velocity and u, t\ la the components
we have V2=u2 +02

-}-w
2 =3%2

, for u, v, w are

equaL
Thus we may regard the gas as consisting of three

groups each containing N" molecules and moving
with equal velocities V~/ s/5 in the three directions

at right angles, or as three groups, each containing
N/3 molecules, moving with velocity V in each of

the three directions in question. In either ease the

energy of agitation will be the same.

Adopting this latter view it is clear that considering
the whole number of molecules N in unit volume
of the gas, since one-third of this number will be in

motion perpendicular to any two opposite faces of

the unit cube containing them, and of fhese half are

moving towards either face an.d half away from it,

therefore the number which -will be moving from
the upper to the lower side of any one face will

be one-sixth of the total. Fnrther, considering all

the molecules which pass through this face from the

upper to the lower side in unit time, it is evident that

these will be limited to the molecules whose distance

from the face at the beginning of the time interval

was less than the length of the path which they -would

travel in unit time. Hence all the molecules -which,

cross the face from the upper to the lower side in

unit time come from the prism whose base is the face

and whose height is measured by the velocity V of

the molecules, i.e. they all come from a prism of

volume V. The number of molecules, therefore,

which cross unit area in unit time in this direction

is ^NV. It must be remembered also that each

of these molecules has only been moving in a direc

tion perpendicular to the face of the unit cube,
since its last collision, and that therefore it will

only form one of the group during the time which

elapses from one collision to another, i.e. over the

distance known as the molecular free path. L, the

average distance travelled by a molecule between two
collisions.

Now assuming the existence of a velocity gradient

perpendicular to the face of the cube whose value is

unity, i.e. that the velocity of flow at a distance
"
y

**

above the unit face is numerically equal to **y
n

so that according to our definition, the friction over

the face measures the coefficient of viscosity, we can

calculate the friction between, the two layers of gas

separated by the unit face as follows : The number
of particles which pass the face from one side to

the other per unit of time is NV. These nave begun
then* path towards the face at different depths,
but on the average they come from a distance from

the face which is equal to the mean free path L, aud

have described this distance in the unit of time,

1
Jeans, Kinetic Theory of Gases.
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Their mean forward velocity is therefore given by
V=L. Therefore each molecule carries with it over

the face the momentum mL, where m is its mass, and

the total momentum carried over in. unit time is

-JNVmL.
Simultaneously there pass in the opposite direction

across the face
5-
NV molecules, each of which comes

from an average distance from the face of -L and

whose mean forward velocity is given by V= L.

The total momentum carried over in this direction

is therefore- pTVmL.
Therefore the layer above the unit face loses in

unit time the momentum

and this, by hypothesis, is the amount of the friction

exerted on the face, and is the expression for the

coefficient of viscosity. Since Nw is the density (/>)

of the gas we may write

If, instead of making the assumption that all the

molecules have equal speeds, we assume Maxwell's

law for their distribution, it can be shown that a

more accurate value of the coefficient of viscosity is

given by _

where V is the mean value of the speed derived from

Maxwell's law. (See Meyer's Kinetic Theory of

Gases, Appendix iv. p. 451.)

Substituting in these equations the value obtained

by Clausius for the mean free path

L= ~,
TTS2

where s is the radius of the sphere of action of the

molecules and X is the volume occupied by a single

molecule, \ve have

and since .

47ns-

In this expression for & there is no factor

which depends on the pressure of the gas, a

deduction from the theory which led Maxwell
to predict that the viscosity of a gas would
be independent of its density, and thus that

the oscillations of a pendulum in a gas would
be equally damped by gaseous friction, how
ever low the pressure might be.

This conclusion was so much opposed to the general

opinion of physicists at the time that the experi
mental verification of Maxwell's prediction, wliich

took place soon afterwardsj was perhaps the most

important factor in the acceptance by physicists
of the kinetic theory. It has been found, however,
that when the pressure of a gas is reduced to extremely
small values, the viscosity no longer remains constant.

This lower limit has been found by Kundt and

Warburg to be in the neighbourhood of one-sixtieth

of an atmosphere. As would be expected, there is

also an upper pressure limit at which the law no

longer holds, since at high pressures the general

assumptions of the theory are not approximately
correct.

A further deduction from the kinetic theory as

originally developed by Maxwell and Clausius was

that the viscosity was proportional to the square
root of the absolute temperature of the gas. Experi
mental investigation, however, failed to establish

this relation, and it was found that the actual law

of variation of
JUL

with T was given by ^oo T71

where n ranged from its lowest value of about -7 for

hydrogen to about 1 -0 for the less perfect gases. On
the assumption that n was equal to unity for all

gases Maxwell deduced that the molecules must repel
each other with a force inversely proportional to the

fifth power of the distance between them. This

hypothesis, however, had to be abandoned when it

became certain that n was a variable quantity. By
a re-examination of the fundamental assumptions
on which the kinetic theory was based Sutherland

was led to the conclusion that, although the attrac

tion between two molecules of a gas is negligible
at their average distance apart, yet, when two
molecules are passing quite close to each other the

force of attraction can bring about a collision which
in its absence would not have taken place.

On this hypothesis Sutherland l has deduced from
the equation of the orbit of a molecule that the
effect of the molecular attraction in producing
collisions is to diminish the mean free path L in the

ratio: (1-j-c/T), where c is a constant for the gas.
It follows therefore, from the expression ^=4pGL,
that since G varies as vT and L varies inversely
as (1 -4-c/T), the value of JM will vary as

_y*L
l+c/T

In an experimental investigation into the viscosity
of air (see (5)), it was found by Grindloy and Gibson
that this relation held with considerable accuracy
between temperatures of and 100, the maximum,
deviation of the experimental resultH from the above
law being 1-3 per cent.

(3) THE EXPERIMENTAL .DETJQKMTNATTON
OF THE VALUES OF COEFFICIENTS OF VISCOSITY;
FOE FLUIDS, (i.) Equations of Motion. As
the majority of the methods used to measure

viscosity depend on a relation between the
motion of the fluid and the variations of its

pressure from point to point, a brief account
of the derivation of the equations of motion,
of a viscous fluid is hero given.

Assuming the truth of the Newtonian hypo
thesis, the equations of motion of the fluid

can be obtained as follows : If we imagine
three planes to be drawn through any point
P in the fluid perpendicular to tho axes of

x, y, and z respectively, tho throe components
of the stress per unit area exerted across tho
first of these planes may be denoted by p ttxf

Pxv> Pxz respectively ; those of tho stress

across the plane perpendicular to ?/ by pva ,

PM> Pvz ' an(i those of the stress across tho piano
perpendicular to z by pzx , pxy , pgz .

It follows at once that, considering an

1 "
Viscosity of Gases," PM. Mao., Dec. 1803.
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element dxoydz having its centre at P, and
taking moments,

Pvz =Pzv, Pzx =pxz, Pxy =Pvx-

Also, if p s) pz , pz be the principal stresses at P,
it can be shown (a) that l

Pxx+Pm+Pv^pi + Pt+Ps; . (1)

i.e. the arithmetic mean of the normal press
ures on any three mutually perpendicular
planes through the point P is the same and
equal to p (say) ; and (b) that the values of
the stresses in terms of p, the coefficient of

viscosity /x, and the rates of distortion are

given by the expressions

Pxx= p- \

(2)

The condition for "laminar motion"
motion, that is, in which the fluid moves in a

system of parallel planes, the velocity being
in direction everywhere the same, and in

magnitude proportional to the distance from
some fixed plane of the system is seen to be

u= ay, t;=0, w?=0,

from which it follows that the axis of x being
taken in the direction of motion and the

velocity being proportional to the distance
from the plane zx

" a "
being the rate of distortion,

The stresses in different fluids under similar

conditions of motion will be proportional to

the corresponding values of
/JL,

but if we wish
to compare their effects in modifying the

existing motion we have to take account of

the ratio of these stresses to the inertia of

the fluid. From this point of view the deter

mining quantity is the ratio
//,//>,

which is

denoted by the special symbol v, called by
Maxwell the

"
kinematic

"
coefficient of vis

cosity. The equations of motion are obtained

by considering the forces acting on a rect

angular element having its centre at P. Thus

resolving parallel to x, the difference of the

normal pressures is (dpxx/cx)6xdySz. The tan

gential tractions on the zx faces amount to

(dpvsfdy)8ydxdz f
and those on the xy faces are

1 Lamb's Hydrodynamics (1916 ed.), p. 569. See
also

<

Elasticity, Theory of," (6).

&pzxlcz)8zdxdy. If therefore X, Y, and Z are
the components of the external forces per
unit mass, we have

, (3)

where DjDt denotes a differentiation following
the motion of the fluid, i.e.

Substituting the values of pxa:, etc., given
above, we have

'ex

where

and -

etc. .

r
cx cy

When the fluid is incompressible, these

reduce to

(5)

Dw

(ii.) Flow through a Circular Pipe. As an

example of the applications of these equations
we may take the important case of the steady
flow of a liquid through a pipe of uniform
circular section.

Taking the axis of z to be coincident with
the axis of the pipe, and assuming that the

velocity is everywhere parallel to z, and

dependent solely on the distance from the

axis, we have w 0, u=0, and therefore

from (5)
/- /*>

cp dp

fo~~
'

'cy~
9 '

i.e. the mean pressure is uniform over each

section of the pipe. Again, from (5) we have

where p is a function of z.

polar co-ordinates r and 6

?to (
r
c*u>

,

l"cw

Transforming into

^l (3)

and, since by symmetry w is independent of

6, the last term on the right-hand side vanishes.
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Hence the equation may be written

or integrating

B. . . (5)

Since the velocity must be finite at the axis

A=0 and, if B be determined on the assump
tion that w; = at the boundary, i.e. there is

no slipping at the wall of the pipe (r
~ a say),

we have

The flow across any section is therefore

(V)

Thus if V be the volume passing hi time T so

that the flow is V/T, we have

If the fall of pressure along a length Z of the

tube is uniform and equal to Pi~pz , this

equation, may be written

If, on the other hand, the possibility of a slip

at the boundary is not excluded, the most
natural assumption to make is that the slip

ping is resisted by a tangential force propor
tional to the relative velocity,

1
i.e. the

boundary condition would be

where j8 is a slipping coefficient, or

w ~^~^> tf^~-
CT p

This determines B in equation above, so that

If \fa is small, this gives sensibly the same law
of velocity as in a tube of radius a+X on the

hypothesis of no slipping. The corresponding
value of the flow is

(4) EFFECT OF TURBULENCE. It is clear

that any experimental verification of tho truth
of the law of resistance postulated by Newton
will depend upon whether in the relation

dv^

a value of ^ for any given fluid can be found
which has an identical value for all values
of the velocity gradient dv/dy. It will be

1 Lamb's Hydrodynamics (1916 edition), p. 572.

seen later that in those cases of fluid motion
in which the motion is turbulent or eddying,
the ratio of the shearing stress in the fluid

parallel to the mean direction of the flow
to the mean velocity gradient perpendicular
to this direction is not an absolute constant
for the fluid, but depends on the actual values
of the velocity of flow and the distribution
of the solid boundaries of the flow. In these
cases the Newtonian hypothesis breaks down,
but its truth under circumstances of stream
line flow defined by the condition that the

velocity of the fluid at any fixed point is

always constant in magnitude and direction

has been fully demonstrated. Under these
conditions of motion the coefficient /* has
been shown to be a physical property of the
fluid and is known as the absolute coefficient

of viscosity.

(5) RESULTS OF "EXPERIMENTS, (i.) Gases.

Most of the earlier determinations on gases
were carried out by the method of noting the

damping of the oscillations of a disc in the

gas, as in the case of Maxwell's classical

experiments.
2 In this method, however,

there are considerable mathematical diffi

culties in determining the motion of the air

at the edge of the disc, and in recent work on
the subject the method of observing the fall

of pressure of the fluid when flowing at a
known speed throxigh a channel with parallel
walls has been used. An example of this

method is seen in the work of Grindley and
Gibson on the viscosity of air. 3 The apparatus
used consisted of two gas-holders of about 3
cubic feet capacity connected by a length of

lead tubing of 0-125 inch diameter, of which
part was used as the experimental tube. The
ends of the experimental portion are con
nected to a manometer by which the fall of

pressure can be measured. In commencing
an experiment one of tho gas-holders contains
air and the other water, and by admitting
water under pressure to tho lower part of the

gas
- holder containing air, tho air is forced

through the tube at tho desired rate. Tho
gas-holders woro calibrated HO that the volume
of air passing through the tube in a given time
could be determined. The length of tho tube
between tho vessels, which was about 190 foot,
was wound on a central brass cylinder on a
helix of ^ pitch and 1 ft. diameter. Tho
cylinder rested on supports in a vessel filled

with water and provided with devices for

maintaining the temperature at any desired
value between C. and 100 0. Tho experi
mental part of tho tube was about 108 feet

long.

By inserting tho known values of tho flow
and value of the pressure gradient in equation
(C), (3), tho value of /* was deduced. It was

J Phil. Trans. Hoy. Soc,. clvi.
8 Proc. Roy. Soc. A, Ixxx. 114.
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found that in accordance with the results of

previous investigators the value of //, was

independent of the pressure, and, further, that

its variation with temperature closely approxi
mated to the law deduced by Sutherland from
theoretical considerations, so that the value

could be written

where T is the absolute temperature, and, for

the case of air,

K = 141-8 xlO- 7
,

c = 102-5.

For comparison with the results of other

observers which are expressed in the form

i=a(l + 6-t-c 2
), the values of the constants

a, 6, and c for air were found to be

a = 170-2xlO- 6
, 6 = 0-00329, c=0-000007.

(ii.) Liquids. In forming a, physical con

ception of the viscosity of liquids it is of interest

following Maxwell,
1 to regard the phenomenon,

not as an example of the diffusion of matter,
but as a limiting case of an elastic solid when
the material breaks down under shear. Thus in

the case of an elastic solid the shearing stress

on any plane is proportional to the space
rate of displacement of the material parallel
to the plane. The viscous drag is therefore

related to the. velocity in precisely the same

way as the elastic shearing stress to the

displacement. We may, therefore, look upon
a viscous liquid as capable of exerting a certain

amount of shearing stress for a short time

and then breaking down and the shear recom

mencing. If we suppose that the rate at

which the shearing stress breaks down is pro

portional to the shear and is equal to \8, where

is the shear given by Q = dxjdy, x being
the horizontal displacement, the rate at which

shear is supplied is dBjdt, or dfdy . dxjdt,

i.e. djdy . vf where v is the velocity of displace

ment. We have therefore \6=dvjdy, and

since the shearing stress is given by }~nd
we have f-n/\ . dv/dx, or 7i/X=jo. The quan

tity 1/X is called the time of relaxation of the

liquid and measures the time taken by the

shear to disappear when no fresh shear is

supplied.

(6) EARLY EXPEBIMENTS. (i.) PoiseuilUs

Method. The earliest experimenter on the

viscosity of liquids was Poiseuille, who carried

out a very extensive series of observations on

the flow of water through capillary tubes. 2 In

these experiments the outlet end of the capil

lary tube was connected to a reservoir of water,

the pressure in which could be regulated to

any desired value by means of an air-pump,

connected to the upper cover of the reservoir.

Provision was also made for regulating the

1 "
Dynamical Theory of Gases," Phil. Trans.

Royal Society, civil.
2 Comptcs rendus, 1840-41, tt. xi. xii.

temperature of the water to any desired value.

Ib was, therefore possible, by using capillary
tubes of varying bore and length, to obtain a

relation between the rate of discharge, the

dimensions of the tubes, and the pressure
and temperature of the water. The relation

as given by Poiseuille was
pT)4

Q= 1836-724(1 + 0-0336T+ 0-000221T2)^- ,

where Q is the discharge in milligrammes of

water per second, P is the pressure difference

between the ends of the capillary tube in milli

metres of mercury, andD and L are the diameter
and length of the tube in millimetres. It will

be noticed that this relation agrees exactly with

the results of the motion of a viscous fluid

through a pipe of circular cross-section, on
the assumption that the velocity at the bound

ary is zero, i.e. the time of efflux of a given
volume of water is directly as the length of

the tube inversely as the fourth power of the

diameter and inversely as the difference of

pressure at its ends. As an instance of the

high order of accuracy obtained in these ex

periments it may be remarked that the value

of /* for T=0, calculated from the above

expression, is in close agreement with the most
modern determination. It has been pointed
out by Lamb that, if any appreciable amount
of slipping at the boundary of the pipes used

by Poiseuille took place, a deviation from the

law of the fourth power of the diameter would
become apparent, and the fact that this was
not the case excludes the possibility of such

an amount of slipping as has been inferred by
Helmholtz and PietrowsM from their experi

ments on the torsional oscillations of metal

spheres filled with water. The question is

very fully discussed by Whetham,3 who con

cluded that no slipping took place.

(ii.) Temperature Effect. It will be seen

that the variation of viscosity with temperature
is of the opposite sign from that of gases, and

it appears to be a characteristic of all liquids

that the viscosity diminishes as the tempera
ture rises. In the case of water the change is

fairly rapid, as will be seen from the following

table, which gives the results of determinations

by Hosking.

Temp. 0C. 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

/JL=
.018 .013 .QIC -008 -0&66 -0055 -004T -0040

This rate of variation is in very fair agree

ment with the temperature coefficient unit

determined by Poiseuille and given in the

formula above.

(iii.) Corrections. The Poiseuille method,

on account of the simplicity of the apparatus

required and the ease with which the obser

vations can be made, is still much used, but

it should be observed that for accurate work

two corrections to the results must be applied.
8 Phil. Trans. U.S. A, clxxxi. 559.
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In the first place, the difference of pressure
between still water on the inlet and outlet sides

of the pipe is not an accurate measure of the

pressure gradient along the pipe, since some of

this pressure difference is required to com
municate the kinetic energy of motion to the

water. Further, in deriving the equation of

flow
( (3)), it is assumed that the velocity

distribution across the pipe has become
uniform and that no accelerations parallel to

the axis of the pipe are taking place. This

condition is not fulfilled near the inlet end of

the pipe, as an appreciable length of the pipe
from the inlet in the direction of flow is

required in which the accelerations die out

and the velocity distribution becomes uniform.

For these reasons instead of the use of the

simple formula derived from equation (7), (3),

W
in which T is the time of efflux of the volume
V of liquid, (p^ pz) the pressure difference

between the inlet and outlet ends of the

pipe, and I the length of the pipe, the following
formula, in which the corrections explained
above are inserted, should be used :

mpV

where p is the density of the liquid under
test and n and m are constants. The value
of n may be taken as 1-64 in all cases, and

provided that the value of the second term
in equation is small compared with that of

the first, TO may be assumed equal to unity.
Where high accuracy is required it is necessary
that the value of m should be obtained

experimentally by a series of viscosity deter
minations with different rates of flow.

*

(7) MODERN INVESTIGATIONS. In recent

work, however, it has been found that no

great difficulty is experienced in making an
accurate measure of the pressure gradient
along the pipe at a sufficient distance from
the inlet, provided that the pipe is made of

some substance which can be easily machined.
In this method two fine holes are drilled in

the walls of the pipe at a known distance apart
along the axis, great care being taken to

prevent a
"
burr

"
being formed in the inner

surface of the pipe where the hole passes
through the wall. Suitable nipples are
screwed into the holes at the outer surface
and flexible pipe connections made, one to
each side of a sensitive manometer. In this

way when the flow is set up an accurate
measure of the fall of static pressure of the
fluid between the holes is obtained. As it

is known that the static pressure is constant
across any section of the pipe, the intensity
of the surface friction is easily calculated
from tho formula R=#a/2Z, where p is the

pressure difference per unit area indicated by
the manometer and I is the distance between
the holes and a the radius. 1 This method has

recently been used at the National Physical
Laboratory for tho determination of the resist

ance to flow of tliick oils in pipes. As the
method of obtaining the pressure gradient in

the pipes in these experiments is novel, a brief

description of it is given.
The manometer used was one of the Chattock

type, the principle of which is that the press
ure difference at the two ends of a U-tube
is balanced by tilting the tube through a
small measured angle so that the

" head "

due to the difference of level of the fluid in

the two vertical arms of the U-tubc balances
the external pressure difference, and no
movement of the fluid through tho tube takes

place. For tho latter purpose a telescope
is fixed to the tilting-table, the level of which
is always adjusted so that the lino of col-

limation passes through tho surface of the
manometer fluid, say water or mercury. It

is, however, essential for the elimination of

unknown forces due to capillarity that tho
ends of the manometer tube where the surface
of the fluid is situated should be cup-shaped
as shown in Fig. 2, and as the detection of

the movement of such a large surface is a
matter of some difficulty, the device iw adopted
of introducing a second liquid, usually oil,

which will not mix with the water or mercury,
into the horizontal limb of the gauge, and tho
hair-line of the telescope is focusacd on to tho
meniscus formed by the common surface of
tho two liquids. This is tho usual device

adopted for measuring pressure differences
duo to tho flow of gasoH through pipes when
the static pressure of the gas is small For
measuring the pressure drop in pipes convoying
liquids and when tho static, pressure of tho

liquid is high, tho typo of manometer illustrated
in Fig. 2 is more convenient. This consists
of a U-tubc filled with mercury up to the
centre of the lower cups, tho space abovo tho

mercury being filled with Halt water. In
order to obtain a sharply defined surface of

high sensitivity as an indicator of the move
ment of the mercury, tho right-hand cup is

contracted to a small section and a second

cup attached to it as shown. The upper end
of this second cup is connected to a reservoir

containing a transparent oil which will not
mix with tho salt water. A side connection
to the upper cup is connected with tho ex
perimental pipe. Tho gauge is filled so that
the separating surface of the oil and water
form a meniscus at the extremity of tho
contracted part of the lower cup, and on this
the hair-line of the telescope is focussed. Tho
auxiliary glass-bulb fittings at tho sides are

^ total ffictional force = differ
ence of thrust
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introduced for convenience in filling the gauge
and making sure that no bubbles of air are
left in any part of the connections, and in

order to obtain a short-circuiting device by
means of which the zero of the gauge can be
read off without stopping the flow of liquid
in the pipe. For the latter observation the

two taps in the experimental pipe connections

are shut and the tap in the short connecting

pipe opened. By this apparatus the frictional

resistance to flow was obtained in the case of

thick oils of viscosity ranging up to 20-0 x 10~3

in absolute C.G.S. units.

(8) THE EFFECT OF PRESSURE OK THE
VISCOSITY OF LIQUIDS. In the case of liquids
of relatively low viscosity the variation hi the

value of the coefficient of viscosity with

change of pressure is not very marked. The

viscosity of water diminishes slightly for

pressures of a few atmospheres, and that of

benzol and ether increases. Recent researches

on the changes of viscosity of certain liquids
when the pressure is carried to values as high
as 1000 atmospheres have, however, shown

than 4 to 1. The remarkable character of

the rate of rise of viscosity with pressure at

the higher pressures will be seen from the
curves in Fig. 3,

which illustrate

the results ob
tained for castor

oil and a mineral

oil. As this in

vestigation has an

important bearing
on the constitu

tion of liquids, a
short description
of the method
used at the Na
tional Physical
Laboratory for
measurements of

the coefficient of

viscosity at high pressures is here given. The

apparatus used for these experiments was de

signed for carrying out the tests by a method

suggested by Dr. T. E. Stanton, and a diagram-

O 1 234567
Pressure in tons per square inch

FIG. 3.

FIG. 2.

enormous increases in viscosity due to high

pressures. Thus in the cases of alcohol,

carbon bisulphide and ethyl alcohol, Pro

fessor O. Faust of Gottingen has found the

viscosity of these liquids at pressures of

3000 atmospheres to be more than treble

the value at atmospheric pressure. In a

recent research carried out at the National

Physical Laboratory by Mr. J. H. Hyde,
1 the

viscosities of mineral oils at a pressure of 1100

atmospheres were found to have a value

exceeding 10 times the value at atmospheric

pressure, whereas in the case of a vegetable

oil such as rape, the ratio was not higher
1 Proc. Roy. Soc. A, xcvii.

matic sketch is shown in Fig. 4. The instrument

consists of a U-tube, the limbs A and B of

which are connected together at their lower

ends by a large bore tube and at their upper
ends by a capillary tube C as shown. The

whole is mounted on a frame supported by
a knife-edge D, and so arranged that the left-

hand side is heavier than, the right. The lower

half of the circuit is filled with mercury and

the upper half with the liquid under experi

ment. The motion of the frame is governed

by the extension of a spring S, to which it

is connected through the supporting arm F

tp.rmi-na.ting in a pointer which moves over a

finely divided scale. In making an experiment,
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the tilting frame is set in such a position that

the horizontal tabes are level and the scale

is adjusted so that the pointer is at zero.

A tilt is given to the frame by moving the

pointer vertically upwards, the taps T and P
being open. The tilt causes a now in the

U-tube, and when this flow has ceased the

taps are closed and the frame restored to

its original position with the pointer at zero,

the tension of the spring being adjusted to

support the frame in this position. The head
of mercury in the circuit tending to cause

flow round it can be calculated from the

motion which has been given to the pointer
and from the distances DR and AB. If now

obtained up to pressures of 1500 atmospheres. It

may bo remarked that the construction of the liigh-

pressure viscosity apparatus presented considerable

practical difficulty when tho pressures used were

of the order of 1000 atmospheres, necessitating tho

use of high-tensile steel for tho parts subjected to

pressure. For details of these and further numerical

data the original paper may be consulted.

(9) LIQUIDS OF HIGH VISCOSITY. The
method described above for tho estimation

of the viscosity of fluids, by observing the

known gradient of pressure and the rate of

flow of the fluid through a pipe of known
dimensions, has obvious practical limitations

when the viscosity of the fluid is very
high, say of the order of

^Scale ZSpringS

Scale

Scale

%

H

K-

Unit

Stop-cock (PL
:

TRowualue

) L C Capillary tube

+\-Uouid under experimentA^
led, tho ^^1
through ^^r i

A simple method which

may be used in such cases

is to infer the viscosity from
the observed steady rate of

fall of a sphere in the liquid.

the tap T be opened, tho

liquid will flow through
the capillary tube from
A to B and the mercury
from B to A. The spring is so designed
that the displacement of the frame due to

the flow of mercury from one vertical limb
to the other is such that the head of mercury
producing the flow remains constant, and
it is clear that the fall of the frame as in

dicated by the movement of the pointer over
the scale gives a measure of the volume of liquid
which passes from one side to the other. In
this way the whole of the data required for

the calculation of the coefficient of viscosity
are available when the dimensions of the

capillary tube are accurately known, and the
value of

fjL
is obtained from the formula (see

(3))

vphafl"= 8VT'

where p is the density of the liquid, h the head
of liquid, a the radius of the capillary tube,
T the time in passing the volume of liquid V
through the tube, and I the length of the
tube.

It will be seen that tho above formula requires a

knowledge of the variation in the density of the liquid
with pressure before the value of the coefficient of

viscosity can be obtained. In the paper by Mr.
J. H. Hyde referred 'to, a simple method is described

by means of which tho densities of liquids can be

.Knife edge

Tho theory of the
motion in this case lias

been given by Stokes 1

on the assumption
that the inertia terms

in the equations (5) may be neglected, i.e, that

fa I

FIG. 4.

On this assumption the external force acting
on the sphere is given by

where a is the radius of the sphere and U
the velocity of fall. It has been pointed out

by Lord Rayleigh that the assumption on
which this solution is based limits the velocity
of fall to extremely low values, since tho
relation will not hold with fair accuracy
unless Ua is small compared with v. The
motion at higher speeds than this has been
investigated by Williams. 2

Another method which may be employed
for liquids of high viscosity is the oscillating
disc method first used by Maxwell. This

appears to be well suited for tho difficult but

practically important case of molten glass.

1 Collected Papers, iii. 1.
a Phil. Mag. xxxvi. 354.
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(10) THE VISCOSITY OF SOLIDS. As pointed
out in the introduction to this article, the
frictional resistance which one part of a solid

body offers to the sliding of the other part
over it is made up of two distinct phenomena :

(1) the elastic distortion of the substance in

which the work done is stored up as potential

energy in the molecules of the body, and
(2) the viscous distortion, the energy of which
is converted into heat. It has been remarked

by Lord Kelvin 1 that this distinction is not

rigidly correct, since even in the absolutely
perfect elasticity of volume presented by
homogeneous crystals dissipation of energy is

an evitable result of every change of volume,
because of the accompanying change of

temperature and consequent dissipation of

heat by conduction and radiation. It is,

however, recognised that the loss of energy
due to this cause is small compared with the

whole loss of energy which occurs in many
cases of the vibration of metals, so that the

statement above may be taken as sufficiently
accurate for most purposes. The usual method
of studying the phenomena of the viscosity
of metals is by noting the rate of damping of

the torsional oscillations of long rods carrying
a heavy mass at one end and fixed at the other

end. The damping of the oscillations is said

to be more rapid in glass than in most of the

elastic metals such as copper, iron, silver,

aluminium, but on the other hand the damping
in the case of zinc and india-rubber is more

rapid than in glass. In the experiments
described by Lord Kelvin in the paper re

ferred to, it was found, as would be expected,
that the loss of energy in a vibration was

greater the greater the velocity, but that the

variation with speed was not nearly propor
tional to the velocity of deformation as in

the case of fluids. It would appear, there

fore, that the damping is not altogether the

effect of viscous resistances of the ordinary

type which are proportional to the rates of

strain.

(11) THE INTERNAL FRICTION OF FLUIDS
nsr TUEBTJLENT MOTION, (i.) Eddying Motion.

Before entering upon a discussion of the

characteristics of the internal friction of fluids

when the general motion is eddying or turbu

lent, a brief description of the methods of

velocity estimation under these conditions is

desirable for the reason that a measurement

of the mean rate of flow of the fluid through

any fixed element of surface taken over an

appreciable time is a matter of fundamental

importance in the practical determination of

the frictional resistance. Since by definition

a fluid in turbulent motion consists of a mass

of eddies, it might be supposed that any
determination of the kind under consideration

would be meaningless as defining any physical
1 Proc. U.S., 1865, xiv. 289.

condition of the fluid, and this is probably
true in such cases as those in which eddies,
relatively large in size and slow in period,
are thrown of from the projecting edges of
bodies immersed in fluids moving relatively
to them. It has been found, however, that
in the majority of cases of fluid motion in
which turbulence is known to exist either from
the fact that the critical speed

2 has been
exceeded, or from the observations on the
resistance to flow being greatly in excess of
those due to streamline motion, the eddies are

apparently of such small dimensions and of
such high periodicity that any appreciable
variation of the forces produced on an
immersed body by the turbulent motion of

the fluid over it cannot be detected by
ordinary methods. For example, if in a

parallel channel

through which air

is in motion above
the critical speed,
a small open-
mouthed tube be

placed with, its

axis parallel to the

axis of the channel
and its other end
connected to a
sensitive man o-

meter as shown in

Fig. 5, it mil be

observed that if

sufficient precau-
"

tions are taken to

eliminate external

disturbances and
irregularities of the

mechanism causing the flow, the reading of the

manometer remains perfectly steady. Further,
if the pressure in the tube be accurately
measured it will be found that its value exceeds
that of the fluid itself by the quantity %pv

z
,

where p is the density of the fluid and v is

the mean speed of the fluid which would exist

over the area occupied by the mouth of the
tube if it were removed. The pressure of

the fluid itself is usually called the static

pressure, and in the case of a fluid in

motion, either streamlike or turbulent in

character, the static pressure at any point
is the pressure at the boundary of any smooth
solid surface containing the point and parallel

to the direction of flow at that point. It

is evident that the above relation between
the dynamical pressure at the mouth of

the tube and the static pressure affords a

convenient method of determining the value

of the mean speed of a fluid at any point
in it.

(ii.) The Pitot Tube.Io. the case of the

parallel channel, since it is known that the
* See (71), (lii.).

PIG. 5.
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pressure is independent of the radius (see

(3)), all that is necessary is to measure the

difference in pressure between the open-
mouthed tube facing the current, commonly
called a Pitot tube, and that at a hole in

the walls of the channel at the same cross-

section, and equating this to ^y 2
, the velocity

can be calculated. In this way the velocity
distribution over the cross-section of a parallel

channel may be determined and the total

flow calculated by graphical methods. Com
parison of the total flow so estimated and that

given by a discharge meter at the outlet of

the channel has shown that the method can

be relied upon to a high degree of accuracy.
For cases in which the flow does not take

place in a channel with parallel walls, it is

necessary, for the purpose of obtaining the

static pressure, to introduce an artificial

boundary as close to the mouth of the Pitot

tube as possible. One method of doing this

is shown in Fig. 6, which is an illustration

of the standard in

strument used for

velocity measure
ment at the National

Physical Laboratory.
Careful experiments

1

-with an instrument
of this type moving

^i in free air have
shown that the

velocity estimation

obtained from it

when the pressure differences are measured on.

a manometer of the Chattock type have a
limit of accuracy of one-tenth of one per
cent. In the use of the instrument it is,

of course, necessary that the density of the

fluid at the point considered should be

known, and in the case of a compressible
fluid where considerable differences of density
exist this may involve another experimental
determination of some difficulty.

The original use of the Pitot tube seems to

have been for the purpose of measuring the
distribution of velocity in rivers and canals.

In this form it consists simply of a glass tube
bent through a right angle and held vertically
in the current, the height of the column of

water inside the tube above the surrounding
surface being noted. By this means the use
of a static pressure tube is avoided, but it is

obvious that the velocity estimations must be
of only an approximate nature.

(iii.) The Critical Velocity. It was first

shown by Osborne Reynolds that, when a
fluid was in motion through a parallel channel,
there existed a critical value of the mean
speed of flow at which the character of the
motion changed from one of steady streams

1
Report of Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

1012-13, p. 35.

vo Manometer

Fia. 0.

parallel to the axis of the channel to one of

turbulence in which the whole of the fluid

was broken up into a mass of eddies. The
causes of the change in the type of motion
will be discussed in greater detail in tho

subsequent sections of this article, but for

the present purpose it is sufficient to remark
that the change was found to coincide with a

change in the law of frictional resistance to

flow through the channel, the streamline

motion corresponding to a resistance varying
as the first power of the speed, and the turbu
lent motion corresponding to a resistance

varying nearly as the square of the speed.
In the latter case, although the mean motion
at any point when taken over a sufficient time
is parallel to the sides of the channel, it is

made up of a 'succession of motions crossing
the channel in different directions. It is

evident that in this case if wo are to adhere
to the definition of tho coefficient of viscosity
as the ratio of the shearing stress to the

rate of distortion, i.e. that f~fi(dv/dy), and,

further, if v is taken to express tho mean
motion taken over a sufficient time, then
since / is known to vary as a power of the

velocity greater than unity ja must bo a
function of the velocity and must be held to

include the momentum per second parallel
to the plane of shear, which is carried by the
cross-streams through the plane.

2

(iv.) The Two Viscosities. If, however, we
regard the above relation as expressing the
instantaneous value of the intensity of tho
resistance at a point in the fluid, wo must
realise that dv/dy is the instantaneous value
of the rate of distortion, a quantity which wo
have no moans of measuring directly, and
that then

//,
is independent of tho motion and

a physical property of the fluid. It appears
therefore that, as pointed out by Osborno

Reynolds, there are two essentially distinct

viscosities in fluids. One is a physical
property of the fluid and is a measure of tho
instantaneous resistance to distortion at a

point moving with tho fluid, and the other is

a mechanical viscosity arising from tho molar
motion of the fluid and given by the relation

f=f*>'(dv/dy)> where v is the moan motion at a

point taken over a sufficient time, and /*'

is a function of v and probably also of tho
distribution of the solid boundaries of tho
fluid.

That these characteristics arc independent
of each other, apart from the fact of tho

dependence of the existence of tho mechanical

viscosity on the physical viscosity, is shown by
the striking fact that when the motion of a

fluid is such that the resistance is as the square
of the velocity, the magnitude of tho resistance
is independent of tho character of the fluid in

all respects, except that of its density.
a
Reynolds, Scientific Papers, ii. 236.
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(12) MEASUREMENT OF THE MECHA:SICAL
VISCOSITY. In a research carried out at the
National Physical Laboratory in 1911,

1 the
characteristics of the mechanical viscosity
of a fluid as affected hy the speed and the
dimensions of the channel in which the flow
took place were investigated. The fluid

used was air, which was forced through
cylindrical pipes at speeds ahove the critical,
and the distribution of mean velocity was deter
mined by means of a Pitot and static pressure-
tube device of the kind described above. In
order to simplify the investigation it was
desirable that the resistance to flow should

vary exactly as the square of the velocity of

flow, in which case, as mentioned above, the
motion would be entirely independent of the

physical viscosity of the fluid. This condition

was secured by a suitable roughening of the

-2 -3 -4 -5 6
Radius

G. 7,

-8 -9 R

internal surface of the brass pipes used for

the experiments.
The distribution of mean axial speed across

the section of the pipe was then measured, and

a typical curve of distribution is shown in

Fig. 7. It will be seen that the distribution

of mean axial velocity in the case of the turbu

lent motion is approximately parabolic from

the axis up to a comparatively short distance

from the walls, i.e. the equation to this part

of the velocity curve can be written

w=t? fl
-Ar* . . . (1)

where vc is the velocity at the axis, r is the

radius at which v is measured, and A is a

constant.

It was also found that for any section of

the pipe the static pressure of the fluid

was constant for all values of the radius, so

that for any cylinder of fluid of radius r

between any two sections distant Z apart the

1 Stanton, Proc. Roy. Soc. A, Ixsxv.

shearing stress on the outer surface would
be given by

... (2)
o

where (pi-p%) is the fall of static pressure
between the two sections, and / the intensity
of shearing stress. The shearing stress in the
fluid is therefore proportional to the radius.

But from (1) it is seen that

Tr
= -2Ar,

so that the relation fp/(dvjdr) becomes

Hence j&t', which is the mechanical viscosity,
is constant across the pipe up to within a

relatively small distance from the boundary.
The next step in the investigation was to

determine the dependence of yf on the rate

of flow through the pipe. By taking a series

of distributions of axial velocity at different

rates of flow and plotting the values of v/vc on
a radius base, it was found that all the points

lay on the same curve, indicating that in

equation (1) vjve = 1 - (A/rc) . r
2 the value of

A/vcwas constant, i.e. that A was proportional
to the speed at the axis, and therefore that

the value of dv/dr for any radius was simply

proportional to the velocity of flow. It follows

that, since the shearing stress is proportional
to the square of the speed of flow, pf must be

proportional to the first power of the speed-

Finally, a series of experiments were made
with the object of determining the effect of

the dimensions of the channels on the mechani
cal viscosity. For this purpose two pipes of

radii Oj, a2 were prepared, in which the surface

roughnesses were geometrically similar, so

that the intensity of the surface frictions was

exactly proportional to the squares of the

speeds of flow. On determining the velocity

distributions in these pipes, and plotting the

values of v/ve on a base of rja, where
" a "

is

the outside radius of the pipe, it was found

that all the points fell on the same curve,

whose equation was

where k was a constant.

Now, if fsl, f82 are the values of the

surface frictions in the two pipes, and/x, /2 the

values of the internal fluid friction at corre

sponding radii r^ and r2,

we have therefore
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i.e. the ratio of the mechanical viscosities in

the two pipes is proportional to the product

of the speed of flow and the diameter of the

pipe. It appears therefore that the co

efficient of mechanical viscosity for flow in

parallel channels in which the friction varies

as the square of the speed may be written

f/^kvd, where v is the speed of flow, d is

the linear dimension of the channel, and k

a constant depending on the nature of the

fluid used in the experiments.
Since the dimensions of tf are [M/LT] it is

evident that the dimensions of k are M/L3
, i.e.

that k is proportional to the density of the

fluid used, as would be expected from the

statement m paragraph (10).

(13) EDDY VISCOSITY. The characteristics

of the coefficient of eddy viscosity have also

been investigated by Mr, G. I. Taylor in con

nection with atmospheric phenomena.
1

Considering the interchange of momentum
"between consecutive horizontal layers of air

in a steady wind due to the movement of the

eddies in it, let Uz and Vz be the average

horizontal components of wind velocity at a

height z parallel to perpendicular co-ordinates

x and y, and u', v', w' the components of eddy

velocity, so that the three components of

velocity are Uf+', Vz +u', and w't then the

rate at which a; -momentum is transmitted

across any horizontal area is

. . (1)

Mr. Taylor then proceeds to consider a

particular case of disturbed motion, supposing
the fluid incompressible, and the motion to

take place in two dimensions x and z.

If originally the fluid is flowing parallel

to the axis of x with velocity U2 , then after

disturbance the rate at which momentum
leaves a layer of thickness 8z is

te = Ite. . (2)

But since Ug is constant over the plane

xy and there is no resultant flow across a

horizontal plane

Pl> sw'dxdy=Q,

and therefore

(3)

Further, since the motion is confined to

two dimensions r(Uz + &')/&
-
dw'/dx= twice

the vorticity at tho point x, y, z, and since

every portion of the fluid retains its vorticity

throughout the motion, this must be equal to

twice the vorticity which the fluid at the

point x, y, z had before tho disturbance

1 Phil. Trans. Roy, Soc. A, ccxv. 11.

set in. This is equal to the value of dU
g/dz

at the height z * tne Jay r from wni h

the fluid at the point x9 y, % originated, and

therefore

From this relation, together with the equa
tion of continuity,

equation (3) becomes

dz

The first term of this expression vanishes

when a large area is considered, but tho

second term does not vanish.

Expanding [</U2/dy Zo
in powers of (z -2)

we have

and therefore

and if (ZQ
-

z) be of such a magnitude that tho

change in dUJdz in that distance is small

compared with dUJdz itself,

and the rate at which the a;-momentum loaves

a layer of thickness dz is

The effect of tho disturbance is therefore

to reduce the .T-momontum of a horizontal

layer of thickness dz at tho nitc p(<]*\3gpsP)8z
x

(average value of w'(zn
-

z) per unit area),

The same effect would be produced on a layer
of thickness dz by a viscosity equal to px
(average value of /(s

-
z}) if tho motion had

not been disturbed.

According to Mr. Taylor's theory, therefore,

when we wish to consider the disturbed motion
of layers of air wo can take account of the

eddies by introducing a coefficient of eddy
viscosity equal to p x average value of w'(z

-
2),

and supposing that the motion is steady
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(z
-

z) is the height through which the air

has moved since the last mixture took place.

The average value of w'(z
- z} can be

expressed in the form l(wd], where d is the

average height through which an eddy moves

before mixing with its surrounding? and wf

roughly represents the average vertical velo

city in places where w' is positive.

The movement of the air on the earth's

surface as affected by the eddy viscosity may
be investigated as follows.

As before, assuming the air incompressible,

the equations of motion (see p. 345) may be

written

Dw

(1)

with the usual notation.

Assume a constant pressure gradient G

acting in the direction of y. The remaining

forces are gravitv and those due to the earth's

rotation.

Hence X= - 2o>u sin X\

(2)

where & is the angular velocity of the earth's

rotation and X is the latitude, and

p k -
gpZ + G?/, where k = constant.

Assuming the motion to be horizontal, equa
tions (1) become

0= -2w sinX+-
p dz*'

'

G
,
y! d*v

Eliminating u we have

=0, where,

UZ r"

or -y=A2e-
Bz sinBs4-A46-

B2: cosB3,

or substituting in (4)

At great heights, therefore, u=0 and

Q G

(3)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

i.e. u is independent of /jf and is the value of

the velocity calculated from the pressure dis

tribution, and is called the gradient velocity.

The values of Ag and A4 are found as

follows :

Assuming that at the surface

this becomes by substitution from the above

relations

l jA4

where QG is the gradient velocity.

Again, if the wind at the surface be deviated

through an angle a from, the gradient wind

in such a way that if one stand? facing the

surface wind the gradient wind will be coining

from the right if a be positive. Then

tan a = -
(
-

-. - (io)

- tan a(l+tan a)

and we have

_ tan a(l -tan a)

Now the surface wind

,
=QG(cos a-sina).

This relation has been verified by direct

observations made by means of pilot balloons

on Salisbury Plain by Mr. G. M. B. Dobson.

Again, if Hj. be the height at which the

direction of the wind coincides with that of

the gradient wind, putting v=Q we have

Ag sin BHj 4-A4 cos BHj^=

or tan BB^= - ->

and substituting for A^ and A4

^^^tan (a-jV ( 12 >tan -Djo-i = =- 71
14- tan a \ -/

Since a is positive and less than ir/4, the smallest

positive value of Hj, is given by BB^ = 3^/44- a.

The height H, at which the wind velocity

first- becomes equal to the gradient velocity

is given by w2 -f fl
s = QG

a or

( 1 4- tan a) cos BH3
-

( 1
- tan a) sinBH2~

tana
(13)

The relation between BH2 , BH1? B^/H^ and a

are given in the following table :

1

Mr. Dobson gives 800 metres/300 metres

= 2-66 as the observed value of H-JH.2 for
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a = 20, which is in very close agreement with

the above calculation.

Further, assuming a value for a of 20, we
have from the above table BH 1

= 2-7, and sub

stituting in the relation

_ /top sin X
B==

\/ M
'

^=H^
p

l - ,

Putting w =0-000073 and X= 50 1ST., we have
for the South of England

Taking the values of H! from Mr. Dobson's

paper, we obtain, the following table :

EE. THE NATURE OF THE MOTION OP FLUIDS
OVER SOLID SURFACES TANGENTIAL TO
THE DIRECTION OF FLOW AND THE CHAR
ACTERISTICS OF THE FRIOTIONAL FORCES
CONSEQUENT ON THE MOTION

(14) RESISTANCE TO MOTION OVER A SOLID
BOUNDARY. The relations between the resist

ance encoxintered by a solid body moving
through a fluid in which it is completely
immersed, or by a fluid in moving over a

fixed solid surface, can be broadly divided
into two classes. The resistance is either

proportional simply to the relative speed of

surface and fluid, or it is proportional to a

power of the relative speed which is in the

neighbourhood of 2.

(i.) The Critical Velocity, Osborne Reynolds'
Law. It is found that these two classes of

resistance correspond to two definite states

of internal motion of the fluid. When the

elements of the fluid follow one another along
lines of motion which lead in the most direct

manner to their destination, the resistance

is proportional to the relative velocity simply.
When the particles of the fluid eddy about in

sinuous paths the most indirect possible,
i.e. the fluid is in turbulent motion, the resist

ance varies nearly as the square of the speed.
The transparency of most fluids renders it

difficult to determine when a fluid is in steady
or turbulent motion. Thus in the case of water

passing through a glass tube it is quite im
possible by visual examination of the flow to
determine which of the two states of motion
is taking place. A simple method of demon
strating the nature of the motion of fluids

and of the manner in which one state of motion

will pass into the other was devised by Osborne

Reynolds in 18S3.1 In these experiments
a straight tube of glass 5 feet long and pro
vided with a trumpet mouthpiece was placed
in a water tank 6 feet long, 18 inches deep,
and 18 inches broad in the manner shown
in Fig. 8, and provided with a stopcock to

regulate the rate of flow of the water through
it. A small reservoir of coloured water was

placed above the tank with an outlet into the
tank in such a position that a stream of

coloured water could be delivered at a very
slow speed a few inches in front of the trumpet
mouthpiece, with the result that a streak of the
colour could be drawn into the pipe when
flow through it took place. The flow of

colour was regulated by a clip on the india-

rubber pipe connection. It was found that
when the cock was slightly opened and a
streak of colour allowed to enter the pipe with
the water, no mixture of the two fluids took

place, the streak exhibiting itself as a thin

FIG. 8.

band parallel to the axis of the pipo. As
the discharge cock was gradually opened
further it was observed that for some definite

value of the velocity of flow, which was always
the same for the same temperature of the

water, the whole of the colour band extending
downstream from a point at some distance
from the mouthpiece would suddenly break

up and mix with tho surrounding water, so

that this part of the tube became full of a mass
of coloured water. By further increasing tho
rate of flow the point at which tho break
down occurred moved back towards tho

mouthpiece, but it was not found possible

by increasing tho flow to tho greatest extent

possible to cause tho break-up of tho stream
to tako place at tho mouthpiece. Tho signifi
cance of this effect will bo referred to later.

As regards the conditions which determined
the break-up of 'the stoady motion, it was
observed by Reynolds, from an examination
of the equations of motion of tho fluid, that if

tho motion be supposed to depend on a single

velocity parameter U, say tho mean velocity
along the tube, and on a single linear para
meter c, say the radius of tho tube, then
the accelerations would bo expressed in terms
of 2 types ; in one of which U2

/c
a

is a factor
and in the other /uU/pc

4
is a factor. Tho

1 Phil. Trans, Roy. Soc., 1888.
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relative values of these terms depend on the
'

value of the ratio cpUj/j,, and it would appear,
therefore, that if the eddies were due to one

particular cause the birth of the eddies would
coincide with some particular value of this

ratio.

To test the accuracy of this conclusion, a

large number of observations were made in

the apparatus shown in Fig. 8 to determine

the value of the velocity at which the steady
motion broke down in pipes of different

diameters.

For the purpose of obtaining the effect of a

variation in the value of ^ the temperature
of the water in the tank was varied between

the values 5 0. and 22 C.

The results of the experiments fully corro

borated the conclusions drawn from the equa
tions of motion, the law of the critical point

being given by the equation v
edplp= 300,

where vc is the critical velocity of now, i.e.

the discharge per unit of time divided by the

area of the pipe; d is the diameter of the

pipe, and ^ and p the viscosity and density of

the fluid, all measured in some self-consistent

system of units.

(ii.) Effect of the Boundary. It was noticed,

however, that the critical velocity was much

higher than had been expected in pipes of

the sizes used, since resistances varying as

the square of the velocity had been found

at much smaller velocities than those at which

the eddies appeared in the tank experiment.

Further, it was observed that the critical

velocity was very sensitive to disturbance

of the water before entering the tubes, and

it was only by the greatest care as to the

uniformity of temperature of the tank and

stillness of the water that consistent results

were obtained. This showed that the steady

motion was unstable for large disturbances

long before the critical velocity was reached.

As it appeared probable that the cause of

this phenomenon was dependent on the

boundary condition, the following experiment

to show the effect on the motion of an elimina

tion of the solid boundaries was devised. A
glass tube 5 feet long and 1*2 inch in dia

meter, having its ends slightly bent up as

FIG. 9.

shown in Fig. 9, was half filled with bisulphide

of carbon and then filled up with water and

both ends corked. The bisulphide was

chosen as being a limpid liquid but little

heavier than water and completely insoluble,

so that the surface between the two liquids

could be clearly distinguished. When the

tube was horizontal the surface of separation

extended along the axis of the tube. On

>ne end of the tube being slightly raised the

water would now to the upper end and the

Disulphide to the other, causing opposite cur

rents along the upper and lower halves of the

iube. It was found that when one end of the

;ube was raised quickly by a certain definite

amount, waves showed themselves at the

surface of separation which presented the

appearance of wind waves. Further, it was
noticed that after the expiration of some days
a skin formed slowly between the bisulphide
and the water, and that when this was formed
a repetition of the tilt did not result in the

formation of the waves but in the production
of eddies, below and above the surface of

separation. It would appear, therefore, that

there is a critical velocity independent of the

boundary action, and that the introduction of

a boundary condition alters materially the

nature of the motion. This conclusion was
confirmed by observing the effect of the

wind on a surface of water calmed by oil

drops. It was noticed that as the sheet of

oil on the surface of the water drifted before

the wind, there was distinct evidence of

eddies in the water below the oil at some
distance from the windward edge, but that

without oil there was no indication of eddies,

thus indicating that the boundary condition

introduced by the oil was the cause of the

eddies. There appeared, therefore, to be no
doubt that the break-down of the steady motion

in the straight pipes was due to eddies thrown

off from the solid boundary*, and that, conse

quently, eddies produced by any other cause

such as a disturbance in the water would also

tend to bring about the same result. Further,

it follows that there must be another critical

velocity which would be the velocity at which

previously existing eddies would die out and
the motion become steady. It was decided

by Reynolds to test this conclusion by allowing

water in a high state of disturbance to enter

a tube and observing the motion at a distance

from the inlet considered sufficient for the

eddies to have died out if at all.

Obviously the colour band method was

useless for the purpose of settling this question,

as the effect of adding colour to a mass of

water in turbulent motion was to render the

whole of it uniform in colour. It was decided

finally to investigate the changes in factional

resistance with speed, as it was thought that

the speed at which the law of resistance

changed from that of the square to that of the

first power of the speed might be sufficiently

well marked to define a. critical speed. For

this purpose lead tubes of about 16 feet in

length and a half-inch and a quarter-inch
diameter were connected to a supply of water

in such a way that the water entered the

tubes in a high state of turbulence. The last

5 feet of the tube was connected to a mano-
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inefcer by small pipes leading from two holes,

one at each, extremity of the experimental

length. The water flowing from the tubes

was passed through a special meter, so that all

the data for calculating the speed of flow and

the friotional resistance were available. It

was found that the critical velocity at which

the motion changed from one type to 'another

was very clearly marked, both by the violent

disturbance of the water in the manometer

when the critical velocity was reached, and

also. by the marked change of slope of the

curve of resistance of which the ordinates

and abscissae were the frictional resistance

and the speed of the water.

As was anticipated, the value of the critical

speed thus found was considerably lower than

that obtained by the method of colour bands,

thus indicating that the critical

speed in the latter case had a

fictitious value. From the fric

tion experiments it was found

that the real critical speed was

given by the relation

value of v
c

is always given by vedf>l/t
= lc

t
and

Rc from the streamline theory is known to be

equal to fyvjd, we have, by substitution,

a relation which, according as w = l or a

value in the neighbourhood of 2 depending

on the nature of the surface of the pipe,

expresses the law of resistance for all sizes

of pipe and conditions of flow of the fluid.

The experiments of Reynolds oil which- these

conclusions are based were carried out in

smooth lead pipes of 1-27 and 0-62 cm.

diameter, and through a speed range of from

3 to 706 cm. per second for the 1-27 cm.

pipe, and from 7 to 469 cm. per second for the

0-62 cm. pipe. Further, a careful examination

-J

-1

(iii.) Reynolds' Index Law.

Reynolds' method of presenting

the results of the experiments
was by means of plotting not

the observed values of the re

sistance and speed, but the

logarithms of these numbers.

It was found that when this

process was carried out for any

particular pipe the resulting

curve consisted of two straight

branches, the lower one corre

sponding to observations below

the critical being inclined at

45 and the upper one at a slope to the axis

of pressure of n to 1. These curves are shown

in Fig. 10 for the case of the two lead pipes

used.

It was evident, therefore, that the law of

resistance for speeds about the critical was

not, as had been supposed, of the form

-2 -1

Log Resistance

FIG. 10.

but of the form R=Cun
.

It will be seen later that this relation,

known as the index law of resistance, is only

approximate, but over the range covered by

Reynolds' experiments its accuracy is fairly

high.
A general law of resistance for pipes of all

dimensions and rates of flow was obtained by
Reynolds as follows. From the logarithmic

plotting it appeared that E/'R c ~(v/va )

n where

R
c
and R are the frictional resistances per

unit area at tho critical velocity and above

it. But since by Reynolds' discovery the

of Darcy's very extensive experiments on water

flowing in pipes ranging from 1-2 cm. to 50 cm.

in diameter did not show any systematic
deviation whatever from the general relation

laid down, and with very few exceptions the

agreement with the Reynolds formula was

within 2 or 3 per cent.

III. THE DETERMINATION BY THEORY AND
EXPERIMENT OF THE FRIOTIONAL RIOSTRT-

ANOE OF SURFACES TO TUB MOTION 01?

FLUIDS OVER THEM

(15) RESISTANCE TO MOTION OF A SOLID.

The analytical investigation of the resistance

encountered by a solid moving through a fluid

is one of considerable difficulty. In the early

study of the problem, in order to simplify the

treatment, the fluid was assumed frictionless.

As this method led to the conclusion that tho

resistance was nil, in order to obtain results

more in agreement with the known facts it

was assumed that a surface of discontinuity
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existed in the fluid whose boundaries con
sisted partly of fixed plane walls and partly
of surfaces of constant pressure. In this

way the resistance of a plane lamina in a

fluid, inclined to the direction of flow, was
obtained by Lord Rayleigh

1 in the form

R=pAV 2
(7T sin a/4-i-T sin a), where Y is the

velocity of flow and a the angle which the

lamina makes with the direction of flow. In
this expression the variation of the resistance

with the square of the speed has been verified

by experiment, but in practice the value of

the numerical factor is modified by the

existence of a
"
suction

"
at the rear of the

lamina, which renders the calculated value

too small. Broadly stated, the position as

regards the possibility of solving problems in

fluid resistance by the aid of mathematical

analysis is that cases in which the motion
of the fluid is

' {

steady
"

i.e. streamline in

character are amenable to mathematical

treatment, but that cases of turbulent motion

are intractable, because no analytical method
of treating the motion of a fluid which consists

of a mass of eddies has yet been evolved.

Since in practically all cases of importance
the motion in the neighbourhood of the solid

surface is turbulent in character, our knowledge
of the resistance to the motion of solid bodies

through fluids is largely empirical.

(16) PRINCIPLE OF DYNAJMICAL SIMILAE-

ITY. 2 Considerable progress has, however,

been made in the prediction of the resistances

of such large bodies as ships and aircraft by
the carrying out of experiments on scale

models of these bodies in accordance with

the principles of dynamical similarity. Thus

it has been shown by Lord Rayleigh
3 that the

relation obtained by Reynolds for the case

of the flow of water in parallel channels is

only a particular case of a general law of

the resistance of bodies of geometrically

similar shape immersed hi fluids moving

relatively to them, under the assumption

that this resistance depends only on the linear

dimensions of the body and on the velocity,

density, and kinematic viscosity of the fluid.

It is further assumed that the geometrical

similarity extends to those surface irregu

larities which constitute roughness. If this be

the case, the expression for the resistance may
be written

(1)

where R is the resistance per unit area of the

body, I is the linear dimension of the body,

V is the velocity, p the density, and p. the

viscosity of the fluid, fc being a dimensionless

constant.

Now the dimensions of R are [M/LT
2
], and

the dimensions of the right-hand side of

* Hayleish, Scientific Papers, i. 291.
= See article "Dynamical Similarity.^
8 Philosophical Magazine. 1899, xlvin. 321.

equation (1) are (L/T)(L)
6 (M/L

3
)
c
(M/LT)

d
,

and by the principle of dynamical similarity
these must be identical, i.e. the indices of

the respective units must be the same.

Equating these we have

or c=l-d, #=-

so that R=pV2

or generally R=pV2 F
(

(3)

where F is a function of the one variable

(VZ/v), v being the kinematic viscosity of the

fluid.

It should be observed that the demonstration

of the truth of this relation is a matter for

experimental investigation, as it is quite

possible that some characteristic of the fluid

or of its motion may have been overlooked

in the initial assumptions, such as, for instance,

the elasticity of the fluid. Comparing this

relation with the experimentally determined

relation of Osborne Pxeynolds ( (14), (iii.)),

which may be put in the form

we see that when n= I, i.e. when the flow is

streamline in character,

R _ 4

Vd

and that when ,-l-75 as in the case of the

turbulent flow of water through smooth pipes,

A somewhat more general treatment of the problem

of the conditions for similarity of motion in fluids

was given in 1873 by Helmholtz,
4 of which the

following sketch may be of interest. Considering

two fluids of densities plt pa,
and kinematic viscosities

vlt v< the conditions under which the motions of the

two fluids are similar are determined thus. Taking

the equation of motion of the first fluid as

1 dp du du du du

-M33+^+T2f (D

and two similar equations, and writing

then in order that these equations may be trans

formed into the equations for the second fluid

4 WissenschafUiche Abhandlungen, i. 158.
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under the given conditions of similarity

U= n11, V = ?iv, W=niv,

it will be seen that multiplying (1) by n3/q the

required transformation is effected if the changes
in the scales of length, time, and pressure are

(3)

It follows, therefore, from the linear scale relation,

that if I, L are corresponding dimensions of two
tubes in which fluids of densities plT p2, and kinematic

viscosities v^ vz, are flowing in order that the two
motions may be similar, L==(^2-yZ/^1V), i.e. VL/v, must
have the same value for each. Again, from the

pressure scale relation it follows that for similar

widest range in the velocities of flow, the

linear dimensions of the surfaces, and the

nature of the fluids used as could be

obtained.

The most convenient method of securing
these conditions, both as regards range in

the value of the above characteristics and

accuracy in the measurements of the velocity
of flow of the fluid and the frictional forces

consequent upon it, was obviously that

previously adopted by Reynolds, consisting
in experiments on the flow through parallel

pipes of circular cross-section.

Adopting this method of working, a very

complete series of experiments were carried

0-8

0-7

0-6

0-5

Ratio of Mean Velocity to Velocity at Axis

o Observations on Pipe. Diameter '7725 cms. f Water)

// 2-855 ,,
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f ,, >, 2-855

-e- n '7725

OC n j, jj 5'08

3-5 4-0
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5-0

motion the value of P/pV
2

is the same for each
fluid. The investigation of Helmholtz leads, there

fore, to the same condition for similarity of motion
as that deduced from the dimension method of Lord

Rayleigh. It has been pointed out by Sir George
Greenhill that the interpretation of Proposition 32,

book ii., in Newton's Principia leads to the same
conditions.

(17) EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION otf THE
RAYLEIGH FORMULA. An extensive series of

investigations were carried out at the National

Physical Laboratory
l
during the years 1910-

1915 to test the accuracy of the assumptions
on which the Rayleigh resistance formula is

based. These experiments consisted of deter

minations of the intensity of the surface
friction of fluids moving over geometrically
similar solid surfaces, so as to include the

1 Phil Trans. Roy. Soc. A, ccxiv.

out with air, water, and thick oils as the
fluids and with velocities of flow ranging from
30 to 6000 cm. per second. For accurate

comparison, as pointed out by Lord RayLeigh,
the surfaces of the tubes should have been

precisely geometrically similar aH regards
surface roughness, but as this condition could
not be fulfilled the experiments were all

made on commercially smooth - drawn brass

tub.es. From the general agreement of the
results obtained with different pipes it was
not apparent that slight irregularities in this

respect had any marked effect on the resistance.

The velocity "of flow was in all cases taken to be
the mean velocity across the section of the

pipe. In the case of the pipes of small

diameter this was most conveniently estimated

by passing the whole of the discharge through
a meter and measuring the rate over a given
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time. This method
of procedure was not

possible for the large

pipes, and in these

cases the value of the

velocity at the axis of

the pipe was measured

by means of a Pitot

tube and then multi

plied by the ratio of

the mean speed to the

maximum speed. As
this ratio was not

constant for different

speeds and dimensions

of pipe, it was neces

sary to carry out a

special investigation
on the law of its

variation. This was
done for the large

pipes by fitting the

Pitot tube with a

micrometer head so

that it could be tra

versed across the pipe, !

and a series of observa

tions made of the

velocity at Different

distances from the

axis. The value of

the ratio was then

found by plotting and
mechanical integration
in the usual way.
The values of the

ratio and its varia

tion with the value of

Vmnx dlv are shown in

Fig. 11, where Vmai .
is

the velocity at the

axis. It will be seen

that for low values

of VIliax.d/P the varia

tion is considerable,

but that when V,uax.eZ/v
exceeds 100,000 it be

comes small.

In all cases the

value of the surface

friction was calculated

from the pressure drop

along the pipe be

tween* two sections

sufficiently far re

moved from the inlet

of the pipe for the

velocity distribution

across the pipe to

have become uniform.

The value of the press
ure drop was, in the

great majority of cases,
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measured by connecting two holes in the wall

of the pipe, one at each section, with a tilting

rnunometer of the Chattock type, by means
of which pressure differences as low as one-

thousandth of an inch of water can be accur

ately measured. For the experiments with

water flowing through small pipes at speeds
from 5000 to- 6000 cm. per second, where the

pressure drop to be measured was of the order

of 50 Ibs. per aq. in., specially calibrated

Bourdon gauges were employed. These tests

gave the highest value of vdjv obtained in the

experiments 430,000 and the frictional re

sistance was as high as 18 grammes per square
centimetre. The whole of the results are

shown plotted in Fig. 12, in which the ordinates

are the values of K/pi?
2
, and the abscissae

the corresponding values of vd/v, where R is

the surface friction per unit area, p the density
of the fluid, and v the mean velocity of flow.

experiments above the critical speed, i.e.

from (?;d!/j/)=2COO to (vdjv) -470,000, with the

exception of a few individual determinations

due possibly to errors of observation, the

variation of R//>v
2 for either fluid in any of the

five pipes from its mean value does not exceed

2-0 per cent, so that the accuracy of the

assumptions in the derivation of tho Jlayloigh
law of resistance is fully demonstrated.

There remained the comparison on the same
basis of the results of previous experimenters
on the flow of fluids in pipes with those ob

tained at the National Physical Laboratory.
These included the very elaborate investiga
tions of Darcy

l on the water mains of Paris,

a very complete series of tests on tho flow

of water through drawn brass tubes by Raph
and Schoder,

2 and the results of researches

by Brix 3 and Stockalpci"
1 on tho flow of ait-

through lead and iron tubes.

Comparison of results with those of previous experiments

FIG. 13.

It will be seen that the curve consists of two
branches connected by a narrow vertical band
over which the points are somewhat irregularly

spread. This band indicates the region of the

flow between the break-down of the steady
motion and the establishment of complete
turbulence. The left-hand branch, corrcspond-

'ing with speeds below the critical value, is in

very good agreement with the critical curve
obtained from the hydrodynamical formula
for steady flow, g

For values of the speed of flow above the
critical it will be seen that the inclination
of the curve to the horizontal becomes
gradually less as the value of vd/v increases,

indicating that the law of resistance tends to
become one in which the friction varies, as
the square of the velocity, and therefore

independent of the dimensions of the channel
and the temperature of the fluid. Through
out the whole of the range covered by the

Unfortunately in some of those obwervations
tho temperature had not boon recorded, so

that tho values of v could not bo calculated
with accuracy.
Tho reduced results were plotted in the

same manner as in Fig. 12, and tho moan
curves through them arc shown in Fir/. 13, in

which the curve for tho National Physical
Laboratory experiments is alno indicated. In
the case of Parcy's experiments tho curve fortho

largest pipe is distinct from that of the others,

presumably indicating greater roughness of tho
internal surfaces, but tho general characteristics
of the curves arc what would bo expected,
For Reynolds' experiments on two smooth load

pipes a mean line has boon drawn which indi

cates a lower resistance than that found in the
National Physical Laboratory experiments, but
the agreement is quite satisfactory as regards

1
Comptes rendus, xxxviii.

2 Proc. Am. Soc. Civ. Nng. t 1903, li. 253.
; * Phil. Mag., 1909. xvii. 395.

4 Re.vua Univ. den Mines, vli. 257,
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the character of the curve and the position
of the critical point. The most satisfactory

comparison, however, is possible with Saph
and Schoder's results, since the nature of the
surfaces in the frvro researches was probably
identical. It will be seen that the two curves
are nearly coincident throughout the whole

range of the experiments, and indicate a very
satisfactory agreement between the results of

the two researches. For the comparison in

the case of air flow the amount of experimental
data available was not large, and there are

some discrepancies which are difficult to ac

count for. These, however, are confined to

one series of observations on a small pipe
and may be due to an inaccuracy in the

determination of its diameter. For the larger

pipes the agreement is fair.

It has been shown by Dr. 0. H. Lees 1 that the

relation between J&/pv
z and vdjv indicated by the

curve in Fig. 12 may be expressed algebraically in

the form

-0-0009

[/ v \ 0-35 1-65 -I

0-0765 (j v -fO-OOOOu
2

.

It may be remarked from the final expression for

R written above, that the fractional resistance will

for all velocities be approximately proportional to a

power of the velocity between the l'65th and the

2nd, and that as the speed and diameter increase or

the kinematic viscosity decrease^ the law of variation

of the friction will approximate more and more

closely to that of the square of the speed. This is

in agreement with the experimental results obtained

in the 1-26-cm. pipe referred to above. It is shown

by Lees that if for any reason a single power formula

for the frictional resistance is desired the most
accurate value of n in the formula

is given by
5 \

It is also evident that as the resistance becomes

more and more proportional to the square of the speed,

due to increase of the diameter or velocity, the effect of

change of temperature becomes less important. Thus

it has been observed by Maw for water that when the

resistance varies as the l-8th power of the speed it

decreases 0-6 per cent per degree centigrade, and

when the resistance varies as the l-9th power it only

decreases 0-25 per cent per degree.

(18) THE ACCURACY OF THE INDEX LAW.
The determination in these experiments of the

frictional resistance of a 1-255-cm. pipe when
the velocity ranged from 22 cm. per second,

corresponding to the first commencement of

eddying motion, to 3150 cm. per second, made

possible a check, within these limits, of the

accuracy of the well-known index law of

resistance due to Reynolds and Froude.

1 Proc. JR.S., 1914, A, xci.

|10.

Comparison of Index Law
with

Observed Friction

O 1000 2000 3000
Vehoity in Centimetres per second

Floia of Water in Pipe
7-255 Centimetres Diameter

FIG, 14.

The results for the 1-255 - cm. pipe were

taken, and according to Reynolds' method
the logarithms of the friction and velocity
from v=40 to # = 100 cm. per second were

carefully plotted. The points so obtained
were found to be on a straight line whose

slope was 1-72 to 1. Assuming a law of

resistance R = C?;n where n- had this value, C
was determined from the low speed observa

tions used for the evaluation of n, and a series

of values of R were calculated up to a speed
of 3200 cm.

20j000

per second.

Plotting these

calculated
values and
those actually
obtained in

the expert
ments, the two
curves in Fig.
14 were ob-

tamed, from
which it will be

seen that by
the use of the

index law the

resistance is

underestimated by 5 per cent at 1000 cm. pei

second, by 8-5 per cent at 2000 cm. per second,
and by 15 per cent at 3000 cm. per second-

In order to show the manner of variation of

n throughout the whole range of velocities

obtained, the values of n were taken out by
the Reynolds method at four different stages
and were found to be :

Velocity per sec. (cm.) .. 58 258 900 2250

Value of n from plotting . 1-72 1-77 1-82 1-92

Similar results, showing a gradual increase

in the value of n as the velocity of flow in

creased, were obtained by the reduction of

the observations for the 0-712 and 1-255 cm.

pipes, and it was, therefore, fully demon
strated that an index law for surface friction

cannot be devised which will express the

facts with high accuracy, except over a com

paratively small range in the value of vd/v.

The importance of a realisation of this fact

when predicting the skin friction of large

bodies moving in fluids from observations

on small-scale models of them in the same

fluid will be obvious.

(19) THE EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION

OF THE FRICTIONAL RESISTANCE OF THIN

PLATES, (i.)
Irovdefs Experiments. As pre

viously mentioned ( (1$)), the results on the

frictional resistance to the flow of fluids in

pipes, plotted in Fig. 12, are only applicable

to cases in which the velocity of the fluid

at a given distance from the boundary is

constant over the whole length considered.

They are, therefore, not applicable to the

prediction of the frictional resistance of any
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surface which includes that part of it over

which the particles of fluid are being gradually
retarded i.e. the part in the neighbourhood
of the leading edge of the surface such as,

for example, the immersed surface of a ship.
For the prediction of the skin friction of

ships special experiments are necessary, and
a large series of very important observations

Recording pen

Fia. is.

was carried out by Mr. William Froude in

1872-74. 1 These experiments were made in

a water tank 278 feet long, 36 feet wide at

the top, the depth of the water being 8 feet

9 inches. The boards of which the frictional

resistance was determined were about fVinch
thick, 19 inches deep, the top edge being
1J inches below the surface. The length
varied from 1 foot 6 inches to 50 feet.

The experimental apparatus (Fig. 15) con
sisted of a carriage running on rails fixed to

the walls of the tank and capable of being
drawn along at a uniform rate. A parallel
motion suspended from the carriage carries

the board, which is provided with a lead keel

and a cut -water. The frictional resistance

of the board is taken by the spring shown,
the extension of which is magnified and trans

mitted to a recording drum on which a line

is drawn whose distance from the base is pro-

so that the abscissa of the pencil trace is pro

portional to the distance moved through, and
from a second record of time intervals on
the paper made by means of an electric clock,

the data for calculating the variation of resist

ance with speed are available.

In this way a series of resistance-velocity
curves (Fig. 16) was obtained for each length
of board, and from these a set of resistance

length curves (Fig. 17) for given speeds could

be deduced. In the first set of experiments
the latter curves did not pass through the

origin, but above it, showing that the resist

ance was not zero for zero length. This was
found to be due to the bluntness of the bow
and stern of the board. On shaping these to

knife - edges it was found that the curves

passed through the origin. It was found,

however, that the curves wore not straight
but at all speeds were concave to the base

Speed

FIG. 16.

Length of Board

tflQ. 17.

line, indicating that the resistance did not

vary as the length but at a loss rate. This

result is due to the fact that the portions of

the surface down - stream from the loading

edge arc in contact with water whoso motion
relative to them is less than in the neigh
bourhood of the leading edge, and the frictional

resistance of these portions is, therefore, less

than that of the other portions nearer the

edge.
It was found that for a given plank tho

resistance varied as vn whore n was constant
for the particular plank, but in different

planks depended on the length and quality
of tho surface. Tho value of n is found by

TABLE I

portional to the resistance. The drum is

connected by gearing to the carriage-wheels
1 British Association Reports, L872-74. Sco also"
Ship .Resistance," (8).

the Reynolds method of. logarithmic plotting
previously described. Very approximately
tho results could be expressed by the formula
R= fStJ

n
, where S is the area of tho immersed
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surface and v is the speed in feet per second.
The value of / was found to depend on

(1) The quality of the surface.

(2) The length of the surface.

(3) The temperature of the water.

(4) The density of the water.

The values of n and / deduced from the
curves are given in Table I.

(20) ESTIMATION OF THE FRICTION OF
PLATES FROM THE CHANGES IN MOMENT OF
THE FLtnD PASSING OVER THEM. The experi
mental determination of the frictional resist

ance of the surfaces of thin plates immersed
in a fluid by means of a direct measurement
of the amount of the tangential force experi
enced by the plate itself, as in the case of

Froude's experiments, is attended with con
siderable difficulties which render any accurate

investigation of the variation of the intensity
of the resistance almost impossible. These
are due to the smallness of the force to be

measured, the difficulty of obtaining a thin

plate of the required rigidity, and the uncer

tainty of the large corrections which have to

be made in taking account of the resistances

of the supporting spindles. For this reason
considerable attention has been given to the

possibility of an estimation of the frictional

resistances from the changes in the character
istics of the fluid which are the necessary
effects of the forces exerted, i.e. to the changes
of momentum of its molecules. One experi
mental method of this nature has already
been discussed in some detail in describing the

common device for measuring the frietional

resistance of the surface of a parallel channel

from the fall of pressure of the fluid between
two given points in its axis. The essential

feature of this method, however, is that it

is only the changes in molecular momentum,
or pressure, which are measured, and that

the molar momentum of the fluid entering and

leaving the two sections is the same. This
method is, therefore, inapplicable, as has
been previously mentioned, to any case in

which the accelerations of the fluid due to

the first impingement of the streams against
the solid body have not died out, and is, con

sequently, valueless for predictions of the

frictional resistance of air- or water craft.

An extension of the method to take into

account the changes in molar momentum has

recently been attempted in an investigation
of the frictional resistance of thin plates
in a current of air at the National Physical

Laboratory, and, as the results appear to be

promising, a brief description of the manner
in which the problem has been attacked

and the results obtained will be given.

la Fig, IS let be the leading edge of the

plate, OA the length whose frictional resistance

is to be determined, OE and AD the traces of

planes through and A perpendicular to the
direction of flow of the air, and ED the trace
of a plane parallel to the plate and at such a
distance from it that the flow along ED is

unaffected by the presence of the plate. Let
V be the velocity of the air impinging on the

edge of the plate and supposed uniform over

FIG. 18.

OE, and let V be the velocity of the air in

any layer of thickness dz parallel to the plate
and distant x from 0, i.e. in the section AD.
Then, considering the changes of momentum
in the layer of unit width perpendicular to the

plane of the paper passing though the section

AD, we have

Change in molecular momentum ~(p-p )dz
where p is the pressure at AD,

Change in molar momentum=(mass passing
through the extremity of the layer in AD)

Therefore the total change of momentum in

the layer is

so that if R is the mean frictional resistance

per unit area and we consider a strip of the

plate of unit width perpendicular to the plane
of the paper and x is the distance OA, we have
for the frictional resistance of strip

pV
2
}dz. . (2)

Hence if the values of p , p, and V V for the
various layers are known the value of the
frictional resistance can be determined by
graphical integration. Now p and pQ are the
static pressures of the fluid, and a separate
determination of their values or even of their

difference is a matter of some experimental
difficulty. The expression (1) can, however,
be thrown into a form suitable for experi
mental evaluation if written as follows :

=
/A

(3)

Here the expression (# -1- JpV
2
)

is the total

head of the fluid and is the actual pressure
which is maintained in a Pitot tube facing a
current of fluid. The determination of the

skin friction is therefore seen to involve the

measurement of the difference in pressure of

two Pitot tubes, one placed in the section OE
and the other at various points in AD suc

cessively, together with the variation of the

velocity with distance from the surface at the
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section AT). As the third term in (2) is

relatively small, the accuracy required in the

determination, of V is not high.

In tke practical application of the above

formula, it should "be noted that one essential

condition is that the reduction in the value

of the total head (p + JpV
2
) of the air pass

ing the plate should be entirely due to the

frictional resistance of the plate and not

affected by the presence of the walls of the

wind channel in which the plate is suspended.
In all experimental determinations, therefore,

the plate should be removed and a measure

ment made of the fall, if any, in the value

of the total head, by noting the difference in

the pressures of the two Pitot tubes. If any
difference is found to exist, this must be used

as a correction to the subsequent readings
when the plate is in position.

In the experiments at the National Physical

Laboratory a pair of fine Pitot tubes were

attached to the arm of a rocking-lever in such

a position that their axes were in the same

straight line parallel to the axis of the plate.

The rocking-lever was operated by a micro

meter screw so that the distance of the Pitot

tube axis could be set to any desired position.

The position of the leading tube was 2 inches

in front of the leading edge of the plate and
that of the back tube 2 inches behind the

back edge of the plate.

Readings of the pressure differences in the

tubes and the difference in pressure between the

back tube and the static pressure of the fluid

at the back tube were taken at successive

intervals of -025 inch from the surface of

the plate up to the distance at which the
1

differences in pressure were negligible, i.e. the

total pressure head of the air flowing past the

plate was unaffected by the presence of

the plate. The differences in the values of

the total heads and of J-/>(V -V)
2 were then

plotted on a distance base and the areas of

the resulting curves determined by a plani-
meter. The values of the above integrals

multiplied by the width of the plate b are

given in Table II., in which are also tabulated

It will be seen that the results given by the

method described are probably in good agree
ment with the results of direct weighings,
when consideration is taken into account of

the falling off in resistance at the long edges
of the plate.
A research on the distribution of the in

tensity of skin friction is in progress at the

National Physical Laboratory. The results

obtained show that the V wake
"

effect in skin

friction is much smaller than has recently boon

supposed, and in this respect tend to agreement
with the older experiments of W. "Fronde.

(21) EFJFEOT oir CURVATURE OF Sum*'AGES

ON FRIOTIONAL RESISTANCE. It may bo

remarked that the experiments of which the

results are plotted in Fig. 12 wore all made on

straight lengths of pipe, and that there is some
evidence that curvature of the streams in

the direction of flow has a marked effect both

on the value of the. critical velocity and the

law of resistance with speed after the critical

velocity has been exceeded. This effect was

apparently found in Grindley and Gibson's

experiments on a long length of pipe 0-32 cm.

internal diameter which was coiled round a

drum of 36 cm. diameter. In these experi
ments the critical velocity was found to be as

low as 60 cm. per second, corresponding to

a value of vdjv of about 130. For velocities

between 60 and 1200 cm. per second the law

of frictional resistance was of the form

It may be remarked that oven at the highest

speed attained in these experiments the Rey
nolds criterion vd/v = 2QQQ was not attained,
so that it is quite possible that in tho event of

observations at still higher speeds being made
the results would have agreed with that part
of the curve of JFig. 12 above tho critical.

It is possible, of course, that tho true value

of the critical speed found in those experiments

might bo due to other caxises than the curva

ture of the pipe, but in view of tho accuracy
in tho reduction of tho value of tho coefficient

of viscosity for air from tho observations there

TABLB II

the measured resistances of tho plate when
attached to a sensitive balance arm and

weighed directly.

is a strong probability that wuch was the real

cause of the effect noted.

An interesting series of experiments illus-
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trating the effect of curvature of parallel
boundaries have been made by Mr. A. Mallock.1

In these experiments the fluid was placed
in the annular space between two concentric

cylinders, one of which revolved, the other

being stationary. The factional resistance
of the surface was measured by measuring
the moment on the stationary cylinder which
could be either the inner or the outer one.

Three distinct sets of conditions were tried,
i.e. (1) outer cylinder revolving, inner cylinder

stationary ; (2) inner cylinder revolving, outer

cylinder stationary; (3) repetition of series

(1) with an annulus of different width.

The arrangement of the apparatus for the
tests on series (1) is shown in Fig. 19.

The inner cylinder A is suspended by a
torsion wire attached by a gimbal ring to the

shaft B, which carries a

divided circle read by a

telescope T. E is the

outer cylinder carried on

the shaft F, which is

driven by a motor pro
vided with a speed regu
lator. A is filled with

water and E is water

jacketed, the temperatures
of both being observed

and the temperature of

the fluid in the annulus

taken as the mean of

these. The cylinder A
has its floor about half an
inch from the lower edge
of the wall, and the space
so formed is filled with

air. Further, by means
of a ring of the same
diameter as A fixed to the

floor of the outer cylinder, and by filling the

annular space between the ring and cylinder

with mercury, there is comparatively no drag
on the water in the annulus due to the bottom

of the outer cylinder.

In the case of the first series of experiments,
with the outer cylinder revolving and the inner

one stationary, the results were similar to those

obtained in straight pipes, i.e. the friction was

proportional to the speed up to a certain

critical velocity, at which the motion broke

down and steady readings of the friction were

impossible to obtain, the conditions becoming

steady again at higher values of the speed.

This is shown in Fig. 20. The results, however,

differed fundamentally from those obtained

in straight pipes in that

(a) The critical velocity was not proportional

to the value of the coefficient of viscosity, i.e.

its value did not conform to the theoretical

condition vj>]v constant.

Thus, comparing the results obtained with

1 Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. } 1890, p. 14.

FIG. 19.

water at 50 C. and C., the viscosity of

water at 50 C. is only one-third of its value
at C., and it would be supposed therefore

that the critical velocity at 50 would be
one-third of its value
at 0. It was found,

however, that insta

bility began at the
former temperature
at a speed only 11
or 12 per cent less

than at the latter.

(b) It was found
that at speeds above
the critical the fric-

tional resistance
varied as a power
of the speed of the
order of 2-4, whereas in Reynolds' and
Froude's experiments with flat boards and

pipes the exponent was about 1-8.

Values of the coefficient of viscosity deduced
from the low-speed experiments in series (1)

Speed
Outer cylinder revaluing

/finer fixed

FIG. 20.

20 SO 40
Temperature

FIG. 21.

50 60C.

were found to be consistently higher than the

true values. The experiments of series (3)? in

which the width of the annulus was only half

an inch, gave values of IL, which were nearer

to the true value. Previous experiments by
Mr. MaUock, by the

same method but in

which the distance

was only about J in.,

gave values of p

closely approximating 5

to the true value, so *

that there is no doubt <

that the discrepancy
is due to the thickness

of the annulus. The
results are shown in.

Fig. 21.

In the experiments
with the inner cylin-

der revolving and the

outer cylinder fixed, the motion was essentially

unstable at all speeds, and no value of the co

efficient of viscosity could be deduced. The

results from this method are shown in Fig. 22,

and indicate that the conditions of flow approxi

mate more closely to the eddying flow of fluid

FIG. 22.
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in straight pipes in that the friction varies as

a power of the speed of about 1-8, and the

measured value of fche resistance per unit area

at 10 feet per second was roughly that obtained

by Mr. Froude in his experiments on planks.

(22) POSSIBILITY or AN INCREASE I

RESISTANCE CAUSED BY A REDUCTION I

VISCOSITY. In the practical application of

the results of the experiments embodied in

the curve of Fig. 12, it must be rememberec
that there was one important condition which
was fulfilled in every case, which was that

the observations were not taken until the

distribution of speed across the section of the

pipes had become uniform, i.e. all accelera

tions parallel to the axis of the pipes hac

ceased. It was found by trial that this

condition was not fulfilled until a distance

along the pipe from the inlet of about 100

diameters was attained. The results of the

experiments are therefore not applicable to

the prediction of the intensity of surface

friction of the part of the tube in the neighbour
hood of the inlet, when the layers of fluid in

the neighbourhood of the surface are gradually
reduced in speed owing to the frictional drag
of the surface.

Further, although it might be expected
that, in the case of solid surfaces of shapes
other than those of parallel channels, the

phases of flow would correspond with those

observed in pipes, i.e. there would be a phase
of streamline flow in which the resistance

would vary as the first power of the relative

speed, a critical velocity at which this form
of flow would break down and a subsequent
condition of turbulent motion in which the
resistance would vary approximately as the

square of the speed, it cannot be assumed that
the form of the resistance curve will be similar

to that of fig. 12. For example, throughout
the whole range of the turbulent motion
covered in Fig. 12 the value of R/pu

2
falls

continuously as vd/v increases. Suppose this

increase is due to an increase in v from vt to v
z ,

v remaining constant. Then it is clear that

RO/R! increases at a less rate than (2/ui)
a

or R2/Ri = (^i)fl

, where n is less than 2.

Suppose, on the other hand, that the increase
in vd/v takes place by a reduction in the
value of v from v^ to v

2 , v remaining constant.
Then evidently R 2 is less than Rj and we
conclude that throughout the whole range of

turbulence covered in Fig. 12 a reduction
in viscosity is accompanied by a reduction
in frictional resistance. Very conclusive
evidence has, however, been found that in
some cases of the resistances of bodies
immersed in fluids the value of R/pv

2 increases
with increase of vd/v. It is evident that, in
such cases, since the increase in vd/v mav
take place by a reduction in the value of v,

v remaining constant, and therefore R2 being

numerically greater than R
15 a reduction in

viscosity will be accompanied by an increase in
the frictional resistance. Further, since in such
cases R

2/R X
= (^A'i)

n
> where n is greater than 2,

the criterion of such an effect will be a resist

ance varying as a power of the speed greater
than 2. The following are some examples.

(a) Friction in Smooth Pipes. As was
mentioned in the description of Reynolds'
experiments, it is usually found that over the

region intermediate between turbulent and

steady motion the friction conditions are so

unsteady that consistent readings at any
given speed are impossible. In some observa
tions with a small pipe of J in. diameter, at the
National Physical Laboratory in 1913, it was
found, however, that the change from stream-

o -002 -oo^-ooo-ooa-oio-oia -014 -010 -oia

Quantity in gallons per second

FIG. 23.

line to eddy motion took place very gradually,
and that it was possible to obtain a series of
consistent readings of friction and speed over
the range of speed between the two conditions
of motion. The results are plotted in Fig. 23,
in which the ordinatos arc the losses of head
in feet of water over the fixed length of pipe
under observation and the abscissae are the

corresponding values of the discharge in
gallons per second, i.e. the curve shows the
variation of the surface friction with the
speed of flow. In the lower curve IH whown
bhe value of n in the relation R=7;n obtained
trom the upper curve, in the ordinary manner
by logarithmic plotting. It will bo scon that
at very small values of the velocity the friction
is proportional to the speed, and that at high
speeds it varies nearly as the square of the
speed. Between these points indicated by AB
and CD in Fig. 23 is the section BO repre
senting the flow at intermediate stages of
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turbulence, where, as shown by the lower

curve, the resistance varies as a power of the

speed which may be as high as 3-5. This

evidence confirms the general reliability of the

portion of the curve in Fig. 12 in the neigh
bourhood of the critical point.

(fy The Resistance of Spheres. At very
small velocities the total resistance of a

sphere is given by Stokes' formula,

R _.-

where Z is the diameter of the sphere
and v its velocity relative to the fluid at a

great distance away from it. Experiments at

higher values of t^jv have been made by M.
Eiffel 1 in a wind-channel and by Mr. Shake

speare
2
by dropping weighted spheres down a

tower and observing the terminal velocity.
Mr. Shakespeare states that over the range of

his experiments the resistance increases more

rapidly than the square of the speed and more

rapidly than the square of the diameter.

The experimental results are shown plotted
in Fig. 24, which, it will be seen, bears a

marked resemblance to that for resistance

in pipes with the exception that the part

corresponding with values of n greater than 2

occupies a greater proportion of the whole

experimental range. The part of the curve

2-0

Values of%
FIG. 24.

3-5
X10 5

JK (Fig. 24) corresponds with the centre

portion of Fig. 12.

(c) Tlie Resistance of Cylinders. This sub

ject has received considerable attention owing
to the importance of a knowledge of the

resistance of wires in aircraft rigging. A
very full account of the experiments will be

found in the Report of the Advisory Committee

for Aeronautics, 1912-13, p. 126, and in Fig.

25 the mean curve of the results is reproduced.
It will be seen that that part of the curve

over which R/pu
2
Z
2 increases with the value

of vljv, thus indicating a diminution of

1 La Resistance de F Air.
2 Brit. Ass. Rep., 1913.

resistance with increase of viscosity, is now a

large fraction of the whole curve, and consti

tutes perhaps the most important evidence
of the effect.

It would appear, therefore, that the exist

ence of particular states of flow in fluids, in

which an increase in viscosity is accompanied
by a reduction in resistance, has been fully
demonstrated. The precise explanation of

the phenomenon is not clear, but there
is a strong probability that the increase in

viscosity has the effect of reducing partial
and already existing turbulence, and thus

Values of4
FIG. 25.

procuring a reversion to the conditions of

streamline flow.

(23) DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF FRICTIONAL
RESISTANCE FROM VELOCITY SLOPE AT THE
BOUNDARY. From the preceding discussion

of the practical methods which can be used
for the measurement of skin friction in

turbulent motion, it will be seen that any
accurate determination of the intensity of

skin friction on a small area of a surface

over which the variation is considerable is a
matter of considerable difficulty if not

altogether impossible. Up to the present,
success in the measurement of skin friction

has only been attained in those cases in

which the accelerations of the fluid in the

direction of flow have died out, such as the

flow of fluids in long pipes. Unfortunately
the problems of skin friction, which are of the

greatest importance in practice, such as the

determination of the frictional resistance of

ships and aircraft', are those in which the

velocity of the fluid is continually changing,
and it does not appear that the solution of

these problems can be hoped for unless the

conditions at the boundary of a fluid in turbu

lent motion are known, and several attempts
to investigate these conditions have recently
been made. Such advances as have been

made in the knowledge of the boundary
conditions of a fluid in turbulent motion

have been obtained, as would be expected,
from a study of the conditions of flow in

parallel pipes. In such flow it is generally

accepted that when the speed is below the

critical, the layer of fluid in contact with

the boundary is at rest relative to it, as any

slipping of finite amount would be detected

2B
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in a variation from the Poiseuille law of the

relationship between the diameter of a pipe
and the time of efflux of a given volume of

fluid. At speeds above the critical, observa

tions near the walls have shown that the

mean velocity falls rapidly as the solid

bounding surface is approached, and it has

been suggested that at the walls there may
exist a thin layer in which the flow is laminar

in character, in which case, if there is no

slipping, the friction al resistance would be

determined from the slope of the velocity

curve in the surface layer and the coefficient

of viscosity of the fluid. Several attempts
have been made at the National Physical

Laboratory to obtain evidence as to the

truth of this assumption, and a series of experi
ments were carried out in 1920,

x the results

of which afford strong evidence that such a

layer exists. The method adopted, was to

set up a condition of turbulent fluid motion

over a surface of which the frictional resistance

could be accurately determined and to measure,

by means of a very fine Pitot tube, the velocity

of the fluid at a point as near the wall as

possible. The difficulties of using a Pitot

tube under such conditions were : (a) that the

pressure indications of the Pitot tube might
be considerably affected by an interference in

the flow in the neighbourhood of the boundary
due to the presence of the tube itself; and

(b) that when such a tube was placed in a

current of fluid in which the variation of

velocity across the mouth of the tube was very

great (amounting in the extreme cases when
the tube touched the walls to several hundred

per cent of the mean speed), it was by no means
certain that the value of the speed deduced
from the pressure in the Pitot tube would be

the actual speed at the geometrical centre of

the tube. The Pitot tube, which was finally

adopted for the work, was one of which the

external dimensions at the orifice were

0-1x0-8 mm. and the internal dimensions

0-05 x 0-75 mm. This was set up in a pipe
of 0-714 cm. diameter, through which a current

of air was passed by means of a centrifugal

fan, and observations of the Pitot tube pressure
were taken over as wide a range in the mean
rate of flow through the pipe as possible.

At the same time the corresponding slopes of

the static pressure gradient down the pipe
were accurately determined. From the latter

measurements the values of the surface

friction of the walls for different rates of flow

were calculated. The Pitot tube observations

were then repeated for other distances of the

tube from the walls. For each distance a

curve of speed variation with surface friction

was plotted, and from these curves it was

possible to scale off, for any given value of the

surface friction, the speeds corresponding to
1 Proc. Roy. Soc. A, xcvii. 413.

the different distances of the Pitot tube from

the walls and so plot a curve showing the

variation of speed with position of Pitot

tube. These curves are shown in Fig. 26.

In the same figure are shown in dotted lines

the velocity slopes which would exist at the

boundary if the flow were laminar. These

are calculated from the known frictional

FIG. 26.

resistances and the values of the coefficient

of viscosity for air.

To show the relation between surface

friction and the speed at a point near the wall,

the corresponding observations were reduced

by the Reynolds method of logarithmic

plotting previously described, as shown in

Fig. 27. These plottings show that tho

relation between surface friction and speed
at a point is of the same form as for surface

friction and mean flow, i.e. R = Cvn , but

that the value of n diminishes as the boundary

2-4

2-2

, d=3-57mm.

Diam. ofplpe= 0'714oms, PitotNo.1

-Surface friction in dynes per'sq.cm.

V= Speed cms. sec. aalafrom
Pitot redding

d= Distance centre Pitot to wall in mm,

fl=Slope of lino

t i i i I

0-2 0-4 0-6 0-8 1-0 1-2 T4- 1-Q

Log R

FIG. 27.

is approached until when the geometrical
centre of the Pitot tube is -075 mm. from tho

wall the value of n is 1-16. It would -appear,

therefore, that at this distance the eddy
motion has nearly disappeared.
On examining the curves in Fig. 20, and

assuming the errors mentioned under (a) and

(b) above are negligible, the following char

acteristics will be noted.
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(u) The slopes of the tangents to the velocity
curves at distances of -075 mm. and above
from the walls are very much smaller than
would be the case if the flow were laminar
at these distances from the wall.

(d) The speeds calculated from the observa
tions at a distance of -075 mm. and less from
the walls are appreciably higher than would
exist in laminar flow with the measured
surface friction. For example, with a frie-

tional resistance of 10 dynes per sq. cm. the
calculated speed at -075 cm. from the walls

was 795 cm. per second. In laminar flow
with this value of the surface friction the

speed would be 443 cm. per second.

It appeared, therefore, that if in these

experiments it could be assumed that the

speed indicated by the Pitot tube was the speed
of the fluid at its geometrical centre the stream
line motion, if it existed, was confined to a

region of less than -05 mm. from the boundary,
and, further, the observations were not
inconsistent with a finite amount of slip at

the boundary. It was evident, therefore,

that the proof of the existence or otherwise of

streamline motion at the boundary would
involve a much closer exploration of this,

region than had hitherto been possible. As

any further reduction in the cross dimensions

of the Pitot tube would have rendered it

unworkable, a modification of the shape of the

tube was considered, and it was decided to try

experiments with a tube in which its boundary
adjacent to the wall of the pipe was removed
and its place taken by the wall of the pipe
itself. This modification is shown in Fig. 28.

As the space occu

pied by this tube

was considerably
less than in the

four-walled one, it

was decided to fit a

Pitot tube of this

form to a pipe of

0-25 cm. diameter.

The reason for

choosing such, a

small pipe was that

the critical velocity
in it would be so

high that it would

be possible to take a series of observations

at about 0-1 mm. from the wall at speeds
of flow below the critical, in which cases the

actual distribution of velocity across the tube

was known to be parabolic, and compare these

values with those deduced from the Pitot tube

readings. In this way the relation between the

geometrical centre of the Pitot tube and its

effective centre could be determined, and the

possibilities of error pointed out in (a) and (6)

above would be avoided.

A series of tests were accordingly made at

FIG. 28.

a given value of the mean rate of flow below
the critical, and at different distances of the

geometrical centre of the modified Pitot tube
from the wall. From the equation of the
distribution of velocity in streamline flow
v=ve(l -r

2
/a

3
) the values of r were calculated

for each value of v calculated from the ob
servations.

Points were then plotted whose ordinates

were the values of (a
-

r) and whose abscissae

were the corresponding distances of the geo
metrical centre of the Pitot tube from the wall.

This process was repeated for different

values of the mean flow all below the critical

value, and the mean curve through all the

plotted points was taken to be the calibration

curve for the Pitot tube. This curve is shown
in Fig. 29. It will be seen that for openings

Diameter of p/pe= 0-269 cms.
Pitot tube jVo.3

o Observations at mean speed of 955 cms. sec.

*t 570
370

0-1 0-2 0-3
Opening of Pitot tube In mms.

FIG. 29.

O-4

of the Pitot tube of the order of 0-3 mm.
the assumption that the calculated speed is

that which exists at the geometrical centre of

the orifice is not greatly in error, but that when
the opening is of the order of 0-075 mm. the

interference with the flow is so considerable

that the calculated speed is that which exists

at the edge of the Pitot tube further from the

walL
A series of observations were then made all

at a speed above the critical and with the

centre of the tube at different distances from
the wall The speeds calculated from these

observations are shown plotted in two methods
in Fig. 30. On the left-hand side of the figure
the abscissae of the points are the distances of

the centre of the Pitot tube from the wall, and
on the right-hand side the abscissae are the
"
effective distances

"
as scaled off from the

calibration curve of Fig. 29. Assuming that

this calibration curve can be applied to con

ditions of flow above the critical, which seems

reasonable in view of the fact that the amount
of turbulence at the distances in question
must from the evidence of Fig. 27 be very

small, the curves on the right of Fig. 30 show
the velocity distribution near the wall when
the readings of the Pitot tube are corrected

for interference.
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It will be seen that the effect of the correc

tion for interference is that at distances of

the order of 0-05 from the wall the slopes of

the velocity curves approximate fairly closely
to the values which would exist in laminar
flow. Further, there is no indication of the

existence of any slip at the boundary. The
conclusion was, therefore, that very definite

evidence had been found of the existence at

the boundary of a fluid in turbulent flow, of

a finite layer of fluid in laminar motion and

having zero velocity at the boundary. This
evidence was supported by similar observations
made on a large pipe of 12-7 cm. diameter,
and very large rates of flow, and, although a

rigid demonstration was out of the question,

OJ2

= '269 cm a.

dynesfriot

Distance of centre of Pitot tube

No,3 from wall

FIG. 30.

there seemed no reason to doubt that in turbu
lent motion the boundary condition is given

(24) THE PREDICTION OF THE RESIST
ANCE OF BODIES MOVING IN FLTTIDS, FROM
EXPERIMENTS ON SCALE MODELS OF THEM.

(i.) General Considerations. From the expres
sion for the resistance of a body moving in

a fluid at speeds below the velocity of sound
in the fluid R 1

= p1
v
1
2
^i2;F (

vA/I
'i)>

** is obvious
that the resistance of a body Si of given shape
moving in a fluid of density and kinematic

viscosity plt
v at a speed v^ may be predicted

from the measured resistance of a scale model
of the bod3'

> 82 moving in a fluid of density
und kinematic viscosity />2 , i/a at a speed wa , pro
vided that 1

Z9 v 9 and v are all chosen so that

for then

and, since all the terms on the right-hand side

are supposed known, Rj is determinate. If,

therefore, the linear dimensions of Sx are such
that no experiment for the purposes of estimat

ing its resistance can be made upon it, the

comparison made above opens up a possibility
of predicting this resistance from an experi
ment on a small scalemodel of it in a laboratory.

In practice the use of this method is limited

by the fact that the necessary conditions

to be fulfilled in tho model test are nearly

always impossible to realise. For example, if

it is required to predict the resistance of an

airship 200 feet long at 60 feet per second and
a model of the ship to a scale of TV is available

for the experiments, then supposing the test to

be made in air, we have
P1 v2f Z

i
= 10Za,

and there

fore v2
- 10ux = 000 feet per

second, a condition which
could not be realised in

a laboratory experiment.

Suppose, laowever, the

model experiment bo made
in water. Then we have

1^
=

131/2, ^=10^, and
since v1Zl/v1= v

a
Z2/v2 > wc

have va
= 46 feet per

second. This condition,

again, is one which could

hardly be realised in water
tanks with submerged
models, but it will bo
clear that the possibilities
of a prediction arc greatly
increased. If we could

obtain a fluid whoso
kinematic viscosity was

only 1 per cent of that of air, the model test

could be made at a speed of 6 foot per
second and the prediction could probably be
made.

Unfortunately no such fluid is available, so

that a direct solution of the problem is not
to be hoped for. The importance of scale

model tests, however, is not thereby negatived,
since a study of tho variation in the value
of R//w

2 over tho range in which scale model
tests are possible often renders invaluable

help in the prediction of tho manner in whic-h

it will probably vary outside this range.
This will be seen from a study of tho curves
of variation of 'R/pv

2 with vl/v in Figs. 12, 24,
and 25. In each of these cases it will be seen
that for high values of vljv f which arc those of

practical importance, the curve appears to be

tending to a definite limiting value, which may
be used, with probably fair accuracy, as a

"

basis of prediction in design.

(ii.) Ship Resistance. 1 One of tho most

important applications of model experiments
is the prediction of the resistance of ships, since

1 See "Ship [Resistance," (4).

Pitot tube No,3
Broken tines indicate uefocity

slope at boundary in laminar

flow

0:1
Of

2

Effective distance of Pitot tube
No, 3 from wall
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it is of fundamental importance to know
at what speed a ship of given lines will be
propelled by engines of a given horse-power,
and also to have some reliable means of

estimating the benefit which may be derived
from a change of lines. The problem of the

prediction of ship's resistance is, however,
complicated by the fact that a considerable

proportion of the total resistance of a ship
may be due to the formation of waves on the
surface of the sea and that this component
cannot be estimated by the application of

the law of comparison vl/v
= constant. A law

of comparison for both friction and wave-

making may be derived by the ordinary
dimensional reasoning, remembering that, in

addition to the velocity, density, and viscosity
of the fluid, and the linear dimensions of the

solid, the acceleration of gravity must also be
taken into account, i.e. we have

or the dimensional equation

from which

or 6 = 1,

from which

b = l\

4 (3)

5, c=2-d-2e,

(4)

In order, therefore, that the total resistance

of a ship may be accurately predicted from
the measured resistance of a scale model of

it, the following relations must hold :

vl VL
T=TT]

v . (5)

where the capital letters refer to the ship and
the fluid in which it is immersed and the

small letters to the model and the fluid hi

which it is towed. The condition is therefore

Assuming L/J= 25, it would be essential,

for the condition to be fulfilled, that the

model should be towed in a fluid wh'ose

kinematic viscosity is less than 1 per cent of

that of sea-water, which, of course, cannot be

realised. For this reason the method adopted
in practice is to separate the wave-making
resistance from the frictional resistance in the

following manner. It is clear from equation

(4) that if friction be neglected the wave-

making resistance of a ship is given by

If, therefore, we determine the wave-making
resistance rw of a scale model of a ship under
the condition that the quantity gl/v

z
is the

same for the ship and the model, we have

i.e. the wave-making resistances of ship and
model are in the ratio of the respective dis

placements. The procedure adopted is to

carry out a test in a water-tank of a scale model
of the ship at a speed given by t?

2
/Z=V

2
/L

and determine its total resistance r. By
means of tables of frictional resistances based
on Froude's tests on the frictional resistance

of thin planks the value of the frictional

resistance rf of the model at a speed v is

calculated and we then have r
to
=r-r/. The

wave-making resistance of the full-sized ship
is then given by equation (6)

The frictional resistance of the ship is then
calculated from the available data and its

value R/ is added to R
tt
to make up the total

resistance of the ship.
The objection to the use of data obtained

from experiments on thin plates, for the

calculation of the skin friction of ships, will

be obvious from the consideration that the

distributions of the fluid motion in the two
cases are widely different. This is particularly
marked in the case of the ship's stern owing
to the marked tendency of the streams alter

passing the midship section to separate from
the lines of the ship, leaving a wake of eddies

at the stern moving at comparatively low speed.
This effect is well brought out in the photo
graphs shown in Fig. 31. These photographs
represent the flow of water round small model
balloons of varying fineness of tail. In order

to render visible the flow in the region of the

tail the model was given a, thin coating of

colour which would gradually dissolve away
as the water flowed past and by the extent of

its admixture with the water streams would

give an indication of the motion. It will be

seen that in each case there is a dead water

region at the tail, the extent of which increases

with the bluntness of the tail, and since it also

increases with the speed of flow, it is probable
that the region will be large even in the case

of a fine-tailed balloon of normal size and at

normal speed. Corresponding effects will take

place in the case of a ship unless the lines

are particularly fine.

(25) THE ESTIMATION OF THE FRICTION

OF THE TIDES. From the curve of Wig. 12
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it will be seen that for very high values of

vljv the value of R/pu
2 tends to a definite

limit whose value is not far removed from
002. It would appear from this that in the

case of rivers and canals an approximate
estimate of the frictional resistance to flow

may be made by assuming that the frictional

resistance of the bottom is equal to -002 pv
z

.

An interesting calculation has recently been
made by Mr. G. I. Taylor

1 which indicates

that this value may also be applied to the
frictional resistance caused by the movement
of the tides over the bottom of the sea.

Assuming the frictional resistance per unit

> Direction of Flow.

FIG. 31.

area to be given by Icpv*, the energy dis

sipated per square centimetre per second is

kpv
5

. Now the tidal stream at any time t

after it has attained its maximum velocity

may be taken roughly as u=V cos 2?ri/T,

where V is the maximum tidal stream and T
is the semidiurnal tidal period of 12 hrs. 25

mins. The average rate of dissipation of

energy over each square centimetre is, there

fore, equal to the mean value of kpV
3 cos3

2?ri/T.

Applying this to the case of the Irish Sea,

taking V-2J knots, Mr. Taylor finds that

the mean rate of dissipation of energy is

& x 650,000 ergs per sq. cm. per second. By
an independent calculation of the rate at which

energy flows into the Irish Sea, Mr. Taylor
shows that it is possible to find the approxi
mate value of k. Taking the southern entrance

1 "
Tidal Friction in the Irish Sea," Phil. Trans.

Royal Society, ccxx. 1.

to the Irish Sea between Arklow and Bardsey
Island, from the known data of the depth of

the channel, strength of the current, and

range of tide in mid-channel, the mean rate

at which energy is transmitted across this

section is 6-4 x 1017 ergs per second. The
flow through the North Channel is shown to be

negligible compared with this value. In

order to arrive at the loss of energy by frictional

drag it is necessary to subtract the work done

against the moon's, attraction by the water.

This is estimated by Mr. Taylor to be 110

ergs per BCJ. cm. per second. Taking the area

of the Irish Sea to be 3-9 x 1C14 sq. cm. the

energy transmitted is 1640 ergs per sq. cm.

per second, and subtracting the 110 due to

the work done against the moon' a attraction,

we have 1530 ergs per sq. cm. per second.

Equating this to the above value obtained

from the frictional resistance 650,000 k, wo
have = 0024. This is in good agreement
with the limiting values of k given by the

curves of Fig. 12.

(26) THE FRICTION OF THE WIND ON THE
EARTH'S SURFACE. Assuming that the skin

friction of the wind on unit area of the earth's

surface can be expressed in the form Jf kpQ,^
where Qs

is the velocity of the wind near the

surface of the ground, the value of k has been
calculated by Mr. G. I. Taylor

2 from his

theory of eddy motion and certain meteoro

logical data obtained at Salisbury Plain.

Referring to the sketch of this theory given
in (13) above, it will be seen that if Fx and
Fv are the components of the friction of the

wind along axes parallel and perpendicular to

straight isobars and u and v the components
of the wind parallel to these axes, then

F,

""

-i:

where // is the coefficient of eddy viscosity.
The total skin friction is evidently

F= v/Fg.
2 + F 2

.

Now from the equations of (13) it follows

that

[du~\
_ 2 tan a fT + a,

dzjz-0~ l+tan 2 a
' Q <* ~H^

|

2 tan 2 a If + aP
^

L+tan 2 a WQ Hx
J

and hence

}ina^
ha

, . . (3)

so that if, following the ordinary convention,
wo write F = kpQf we have

__F \

pQs r a, **M

Skin Friction of the Wind on the Earth's Sur
face," Proc. R.S. A, 1), cxxxvii. 100.
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From the data furnished by Mr. Dobson's

experiments on Salisbury Plain :

It will be seen, therefore, from reference to

the curve in Fig. 12 that the limiting value
of the ratio ~R/pv

2 obtained in laboratory
experiments on pipes when the velocity or the
linear dimension is large, may also be applied
with fair accuracy to the calculation of the
skin friction of the wind on the earth's
surface.

it was possible to obtain the distribution of
the fluid pressure over the whole surface
of the bearing. A typical series of results
are given in Table III.

From an examination of the results it can
be shown that the frictional resistance as given
by the product of the coefficient of friction
and the load was fairly independent of the
load and was nearly proportional to the velocity
and, further, that it varied considerably
with the temperature of the oil film.

(ii.) Osborne. Reynolds* Theory. After the

publication of the results of these experiments
the matter was taken up by Osborne Reynolds,
who realised that the film might be thick

enough for the unknown boundary condition
to disappear, in which case the equations of

hydrodynamics could be applied to the motion.
As the result of a somewhat intricate investi-

TABLE m
EXPERIMENTS ox JOURNAL 4 INCHES DIAMETER, 6 INCHES LONG

Lower Surface of Journal Immersed in a Bath of Rape Oil at 90 F. Chord of Are
of Contact of Brass 3-92 inches

* The definition of the coefficient of friction as tabulated above is Coefficient of friction multiplied by the
total load =moment of friction divided by the radius of the journal.

(27) THE FRICTIONAL RESISTANCE OF
SURFACES SEPARATED BY A THIN LAYER
OF FLUID, (i.) Cylindrical Surfaces, Tower's

Experiments. It was discovered by Mr.

Beauchamp Tower in 1883 in the course of some

experiments made for the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers,
1 that in the case of a

lubricated bearing resting on a revolving shaft,

the surfaces of the shaft and bearing were

completely separated by a thin film of oil

under pressure, and that the component of

the total fluid pressure in the direction of the

load was numerically equal to the load.

Tower's apparatus consisted of a half-

bearing of brass resting on a shaft 4 in. in

diameter, the lower part of the journal being

always immersed in oil. Arrangements were
made to measure the frictional resistance of

the bearing, the speed of the shaft, and the

temperature of the oils for various conditions

of loading. Further, by inserting pressure
holes at various points in the surface of the

bearing and connecting these to a manometer
1 Proc. Inst, Mechanical Engineers, 1883-84.

gation,
2 he obtained an approximate solution

of the problem of the half-bearing, the results

indicating that it was essential for the mainten
ance of the film that there should be a difference

between the radius of the bearing and that of

the journal, the two surfaces having a given

eccentricity depending on the load, conditions of

running and the nature of the lubricant. It was
further shown by the theory that this position of

nearest approach was not in the line of action
of the load, but that the relative

position of the two surfaces would
be somewhat as shown in Fig. 32,
the position of nearest approach
being on what was termed by
Mr. Tower the

"
off

"
side of the

line of load, i.e. the side of recession of the

journal surface from the line of load as

distinguished from the
" on "

side or side of

approach.
Thus, starting from the condition of no load,

the distribution of the vertical a,nd horizontal

components of the pressure of the oil film
* Phil. Trans. Roy. SOP., 1386, Part I.

FIG. 32.
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would be as indicated by the curves in Fig. 33.

In this case the position of nearest approach
HG is vertically above the centre of the

journal, the pressure of the film relative to the

pressure at this position being positive on

the on side and negative on the off side, and

the distribution being such that the total

Vertical Pressure

FIG. 33.

vertical component is zero and the total

horizontal component equal to the horizontal

component of the friction.

On applying a vertical load it is essential

for equilibrium that the positive vertical

component of the oil pressure should exceed

the negative component by the amount of

the load imposed, and consequently the

bearing tilts over into the position shown in

Fig. 34, in which the resultant of the vertical

pressure of the oil and the friction of the

bearing surface exactly balances the load.

As the load increases it appears from the theory
that the position of nearest approach moves up
to the left extremity of the bearing and that

on further increasing the load it moves back

again towards the central position. Further,

when the load is in such a position that the

least separating distance HG is almost half the

difference in radii of bearing and journal the

angular position of HG
is about 40 to the off

side of the centre line.

At this position the

pressure on the oil film

is everywhere greater
than at A and B, the

extremities of the bear

ing and the effect of any
additional increase in the

load is to produce a

negative pressure at A which in practice will

produce rupture of the oil film.

It is fairly obvious, therefore, that this

condition is the one which obtained in Mr.

Tower's experiments at the instant when
"
seizing

"
occurred, and may be regarded

as determining the maximum load on the

bearing. It was possible, therefore, to obtain

a check on the accuracy of the theory by
calculating the distribution of pressure from
the equations when the distance of nearest

approach of the surfaces was half the difference

of the radii, and comparing this theoretical

FIG. 34.

distribution with the one actually observed by
Mr. Tower. This comparison has been carried

out in liff. 35, the full curves indicating the

theoretical distribution of pressure on an angle
base and the crosses the observations. It will

be seen that the agreement is very satisfactory.

The mathematical theory of friction under

the conditions obtaining when piano or

cylindrical surfaces supplied with a lubricant

move relatively to each other has also been

developed by Sommerfeld, Michcll, and
Harrison. As the treatment of the problem
of the cylindrical bearing by Harrison is

simpler than that of Osbornc Reynolds,

owing to the fact that he has assumed that

the bearing is a complete cylinder instead of a

half - cylinder and leads in the case of two
dimensions to an
exact solution, a 1 " r

brief account of

the analysis is

given here. 1

(iii.) Harrison's

Theory. In form

ing the equations
of motion of the

film the effect of

gravity and of the

inertia of the fluid

can be neglected

compared with the

internal stresses

arising from the

shearing of the

liquid. Also, on
account of the
thinness of the

film, its curvature
can be neglected

FIG. 35.

so that the same equations hold whether tho
surfaces are plane or cylindrical. In tho

equations a; is measured along the moving
surface in the direction of motion, y being
normal to this surface. The motion is steady
and assumed two dimensional.

If u, v bo the component velocities at any
point in the liquid, p the pressure, the equations
of motion are (seo p. 345)

?? 2 fi\
fix '

" * ' '
\ /

whore
/JL

is the coefficient of viscosity, and the

equation of continuity is

[%2?=Q. ... (3)
f)x dy

^ '

The boundary conditions arc
,

14=11, v=0, where ?/~0-v .

-M=0, u = 0, where ?/=&/'

1
Transactions, Cambridge Philosophical Society,

xxii. No. 3, p. 30.
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where h is the variable distance between the
surfaces and is a function of x. Since the
surfaces are nearly parallel, v will be small
compared with u and the rate of variation of u
in the direction of x will be small compared
with its rate of variation in the direction of y.

Accordingly equations (1) and (2) become

cp dzu
?x=Vd^> - - - (5)

oy ^
From (6) it is seen that p is independent of y
and (5) is then integrable, giving

(7)

Now from (3)

therefore, substituting the value of cu/cx from
(7) and integrating, we have

Jj), . , (8)

where h
: 13 the value of h for which Cp/cx=0.

Let Fig. 36 represent a
section through the shaft

journal, and let be the
centre of the journal of

radius a and 0' the centre
of the bearing, a +TJ its

radius, and let 00'=C7?
where c < 1.

Then the value of Ji

can be written A=^(l +c cos 6) where 6 is the

angle POO'.

Hence, writing x=aQ, ^1
= 7j(l+ccos^1), we

have

dp _ 6juUac(cos 8 cos 2)~~ ~" ~
'

FIG. 36.

~G)
3 (9)

from which

m-r+ 6^U(Z f csi
^"

"*""! "-c"
a l co-c a
)VL.(l+coa

|-(l-c
2
)(l-}-ccosf

(1
- c2 -1-3(1 -he cos

0))|
+(1 - c2)~*{2

-
(1 + 6 cos 0J(2 + c2

)} tan-1

!*Jt^?
(10)

Now _p can only have one value for any
given value of 0, and therefore the coefficient

of tan- 1
[x^l-cVCi'+c") tan (0/2)} in the above

equation must be zero, ?.e.

3c + (2+c2
)
cos 1==0. . . (11)

This equation determines the points at which

(dp/<M)=Q, and substituting this value of 6i in

equation (10), we have

It will be seen from this that the positions of
maximum and minimum pressure are equi
distant from the point of nearest approach,
and the one value rises above the value of the
pressure at that point by as much as the other
value falls below it. The distribution of the
pressure for values of C of 0-1, -3, and -5 is

shown in Pig. 37. The total vertical force

PIG. 37.

on the journal due to the pressure acts down
wards through and is given by

R= __7LJ!______ / 1 Q \

"%,*? -u/:2VT_/^f ( '

The total force due to the viscous drag on the
surface of the journal must by symmetry act

through O' and is given by

Now

/2JT
=l

**n

6(l-c2
)

t] Li + c cos (2 + c'
2
")(

1 -h c cos 0)
2'

or S=fagggr2 _,,
4
:

ci
...1 (i4>

Agam. the couple exerted on the journal is

Now if /' be the viscous drag on the surface

of the bearing

Hence on the bearing the corresponding forces

and couples are R' acting upwards through 0'
and equal to B.

U ^

r(2-f-C
2
)

' *

Now S and S' are not equal and opposite,
but being of a smaller order than R and R'

may be neglected. In fact it has been shown

by Sommerfeld that a closer approximation
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would establish, their identity. The inequality
of M and M' is, however, an essential char

acteristic of the equality of the force systems

(R, M), (R', MO, R acting at and R' at 0'.

Taking different values of c the ratio of M
to M' is

c=0 -1 -4 -6 -9

M/M' 1 1-03 1-51 2-69 13-8

The coefficient of friction for the journal is

given by
M^^^l+2^)
Ra Sac

*

and that for the bearing X' by

_i
A. zz-7 *

R a
r\~~~
Zac

An appreciation of these facts is of value in

the practical determination of the coefficients of

friction of bearings in laboratory experiments,
for if, as is almost universally the practice,
the friction on the bearing is determined it

is evident that the actual coefficient of the

journal is considerably greater than the value

so determined unless the speed be sufficiently

great to make c comparatively small.

The fact that the fnotional resistance of a

journal running at constant speed increases

slightly as the load is increased may be illus

trated by calculating the values of M and R
from equations (13) and (15) for given values

of c and assumed values of /z, U, a, and ij

Load

ia. 38.

grs.

and plotting the results. This has been done
in Fig. 38 for a bearing and journal in which

U=500 cm. per sec.,

(1=2-5 cm.,

rj
= -005 cm.,

/*=!,

the calculated values of R and M being as

follows :

It will bo seen that by increasing the load
in the ratio of 5 to 1 the friction is increased

by 47 per cent.

The variation in the amount of tho frictional

resistance as the speed is increased, tho load

remaining constant, may be shown by calculat

ing the values of U and M from equations (13)
and (15) for different values of c, R being
constant.

This has been done for the same bearing,

journal, and lubricant as in the previous

example, taking the value of R as 1,232,500

grammes when c = -5.

The calculated values of U and M arc as

follows :

The results arc shown in Fig. 39, in which
the ordinates are the values of M and the

600 10OO 1SOO 20OO

Speed cms.p.s.

FIG. 39.

abscissae those of U. It will bo seen that
at the low speeds an increase in the speed of

about 30 per cent only results in an increase

in the frictional resistance of about 8 per cent,
but at the high speeds the friction is practically

proportional to the speed.
It should be noted that _the above deduc

tions from Harrison's theory the ratio of tho

couple on the journal to that on the bearing
and the variations of friction with load and
speed are based on the assumption of a film

of lubricant which is continuous round tho

journal
and in which tho pressure distribution

is symmetrical about a horizontal section

through the axis, as in Fig. 37. No experi
mental investigation of the pressure distri

bution in a lubricated bush appears to have
been made, but from some preliminary obser
vations at the National Physical Laboratory
it would appear that such a symmetrical dis

tribution is not commonly obtained in practice.

(28) FRIOTIONAL RESISTANCE OF FLAT
INCLINED STTBFAOES. (i.) MicMVs Theory.
The hydrodynamical theory of the pressure
distribution between two flat inclined surfaces

separated by a film of fluid has been worked
out by Michell,

1 who has obtained a complete
1

Zeitschrift far Mathematick, 1905, Hi
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solution in three dimensions for a slide block

of finite length and width. The results

obtained have recently been applied with

great success to the design of thrust blocks of

marine engines, and an outline of the analysis

may be given here. Let the plane rectangle
ABCD in Fig. 40 represent the lower surface

of a rectangular slide block

moving with velocity U over

the plane xOz, the space be-

^wee11 the planes being filled

with a liquid of viscosity p.

^ k taken as positive in the

direction #0, and the planes

AC, xOz are assumed to intersect in the line

Oz and the planes AC, xOy the line AB. The
width of the block AD is taken as -r. Let

h= distance between the planes at the point
it, y and let & = &OB, the angle between the

planes. Put

FIG 40

OA=<z, OB =b, h = cx.

The boundary conditions are, if p= pressure
of liquid at x, y,

p = Q when x= a or x = b for all values of z.

pQ when z= or Z=TT for all values of x.

Then, precisely as in the case of the complete

cylindrical bearing (see p. 377), it follows that

between the planes AC and xQz, #> as a function

of x and z must satisfy the equation

. (i)
c^p 3 up o"p OjLtTJ A

Assuming a solution of the form

where pm =-
_wm sm.mz

ma;

and w
772

is a function of x only, we have

_ ^Tn sin mz
^ mo;

Writing ma; = ^ 24/iU/Trc
2 =

fc, and equation

(1)88

dx* x' ~ai 9z2

sin 3s
t

sin me 1

m J
= 0,

the sum of the series of sines being 7r/4 for all

values of z between o and TT, we have

\

^

?5\ sin mz

^^-S-r^sinww

(3)

the differentiation of the series term by term

with respect to z being permissible because

p=Q when z= 0, and Z=TT.

The coefficient of sin mz in equations (3)

now becomes

and since every such coefficient must vanish,

The complete solution of (4) is seen to be

where I
x (f) and Kx(f) are the Bessel functions

of I*. Hence the value of pm will be

or writing for convenience

we have "~

the first form being suited for calculation

when nix is small, the second when mx is

large.

The coefficients are determined from the

condition that pm vanishes when x=a or b

for all values of z.

The intensity of pressure at any point x, y

having been determined, the total pressure

pdxds (9)

may be found by arithmetical or graphical

summation. The friction per unit area at
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any point x, o, 2, precisely as in equations on

p. 377, is given by

U h fa

where U is the velocity of the fluid in the

direction of x at xt y, z.

The resistance of the whole block is there

fore given by

fir /* / U 'dp

././. ("ITS'

-

2

,-6

6-JP)-/,'a

6

(ii.) The Results of the Application of the

Theory to Special Cases. Case I. Square
Block length of side IT, b 2a. The distribu

tion of pressure over the block is shown in

O 1-1 1-2 1-3 T4 1-5 V8 1-7 1*8 19 2O

tflG. 41.

JPigr. 41, in which the lines of equal values

of p/Ct
i.e. equal values of ^)c

2
/6 /aU, are

shown. For tables of the values of the Bessel

functions required and the method of obtain

ing the values of the coefficients, reference

may be made to the original paper. The
mean pressure is found by arithmetical

summation to be $ = (P/7r
a
)=:

-
-0213(^U/c

2
),

and the position of the resultant pressure is

427T from the rear end of the block. The
nominal coefficient of friction

Case IL Slide Mock of Width equal to

one-third of its Length, b = 2a, as before. The
distribution of pressure is shown in Pig. 42,
the mean pressure is given by

and the position of the resultant pressure is

at -39 of the length of the block from the rear
end.

The coefficient of friction is 143c, or thirteen

times greater than in the case of the square
block.

Case III. Slide Block of Infinite Width.

Assuming b 2a as before, the mean pressure
is p - -0506 (^U/c

2
),

the resultant pressure
acts at 1433 of the length of the block from

FIG. 42.

its rear end, and the coefficient of friction is

4-86 C, or less than half of that of the square
block.

The distribution of pressure along the

middle line z~Tr/2 in this case compared
with that for the square and rectangular
blocks is shown in Fig. 43, in which the

influence of the transverse flow in reducing
the pressure at the sido is clearly brought out.

The practical application of the essential

conditions to secure perfect lubrication
between two flat surfaces, indicated by the

theory, has led to very great improvements
in the design of the thrust blocks of marine

engines. Previously collar - thrust bearings
of the type shown in Fig. 44 were in uso.

These consisted of

collars forming part
of the shaft in. con
tact with thrust

washers sliding in

grooves in the thrust

block and transmit

ting the thrust of the

propellerto it. Oil was
admitted to the surfaces in contact through
radial grooves cut in the thrust washora, but
as the two surfaces were coplanar it in evident
that no separating oil film could bo formed,
with the result that the maximum pressure
which could be used without seizing was of

the order of 60 Ibs. per sq. inch. The size

and cost of the thrust blocks of large marine

engines were therefore very groat. The first

thrust bearing in which the theoretical condi
tion of an inclination of the surfaces was
fulfilled was made by Mr. A. G. M. Micholl in

FIG. 44.
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Australia in 1905, and since that time the

development of this type has heen very rapid.

Fig. 45 shows a bearing on this principle

designed hy Mr. Newbigin for Messrs. Bellis

& Morcom of Birmingham for a steam
turbine. In this A is the collar on the shaft,

B are the segmental rubbing blocks, the backs
of which are cut away to allow of them tipping

through the necessary angle to the plane of

rotation. C are spacing blocks between which
the loose rubbing blocks are fitted. D is

the case holding the spacing and rubbing
blocks together. E is a washer, concave on
one face and flat on the other, to provide
means of automatic adjustment. F is the

cross-piece with a convex face on to which
the washer fits and having holes through
which bolts pass to transfer the thrust to the

frame of the turbine. The oil is supplied

through a hole in the centre of the shaft S.

This bearing was tested under a total load

of 1500 Ibs. or 500 Ibs. per sq. inch at a speed

of 1750 revolutions per minute, under which

conditions it ran continuously at a temperature
of 124 F. Owing to the smallness of the

angle of inclination of the surfaces it is not

practicable to have them fixed, and the blocks

are pivoted about an axis passing through
the line of action of the resultant of the oil

pressure and the friction. In this way the

block automatically sets itself to the correct

inclination. Designed in this way thrust-

bearings have been constructed which have

run continuously with a pressure as high as

3000 Ibs. per square inch.

IV. THE FRICTIONAL RESISTANCE OF SOLID

SURFACES SEPARATED, OR PARTIALLY

SEPARATED, BY A FlLM OF FLUID OF

SUCH SMALL DIMENSIONS LATERALLY

THAT THE RESISTANCE IS NO LONGER
DUE TO THE SHEARING STRESS IN THE

FLUID ALONE

(29) OiLiNESS.1
(i.) Lubrication. In the

cases of the frictional resistance of surfaces

separated by a film of fluid whose motion can

be predicted from the equations of hydro

dynamics, such as those discussed earlier in

this article, it is, of course, obvious that the

1 See article
" Lubrication."

resistance is entirely independent of the nature

of the surfaces and dependent on the char

acteristics of the fluid, so that it may be
assumed that, in the case of two bearings
and journals of identical dimensions and speed
and loaded in such a manner that the relative

position of journal and hearing is the same
for each, but supplied with different lubri

cants, the frictional resistances are proportional
to the coefficients of viscosity of the two
lubricants used. It has long been known,
however, by practical engineers that trouble

in running machinery caused by hot bearings
can be cured by the use of certain oils whose

viscosity was of the same order as that of

the oil used in the hot bearing. Thus in

the case of the heating up of the crank-pins
of gas-engines lubricated by mineral oil it

is common practice to substitute castor oil

for the mineral oil, with the result that the

friction diminishes to its normal value and

smooth running results. Now the value of

fji
for castor oil does not differ appreciably

from that of a good lubricating mineral oil,

so it is evident that the former possesses some

lubricating property apart from its viscosity.

Although considerable attention has been

devoted to the study of this property of

good lubricants, no definite relation has yet
been found between it and the other physical

properties of the oil, and the property itself

is somewhat vaguely referred to as
"

oiliness,"

There seems, however, to be no doubt that

the determining factor of oiliness is the

chemical composition of the lubricant and

that those oils which contain a large propor
tion of unsaturated hydrocarbons are the best

lubricants. An explanation of the relative

superiority as regards lubricating value of

animal and vegetable oils over mineral oils

is suggested by Langmuir's theory of adsorp
tion. According to this theory, the fact that

animal and vegetable oils spread upon water

whereas mineral oils do not is due to the

presence of an active group in the molecule

in the former case and its absence in the

latter.
2 The soluble glycerine ester end of

the rod-like molecule tends to dissolve in the

water, but the insoluble hydrocarbon end

refuses to do so, with the result that the

molecule stands on end and the surface of the

water is covered with a layer of closely packed
molecules of the animal or vegetable oil.

3 On
the other hand, the mineral oils with hydro
carbon groups at each end of the molecule

are inert, and spreading does not take place.

Similarly, when a liquid whose molecules

contain active groups is in contact with a

solid surface adsorption takes place and the

2 H. S Allen, Proceedings of the Physical Society,

Nov. 20, 1919. ^
3 See also Hardy, "Spreading of Fluids on Glass,

PM. Mag. xxxviii. 49.
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molecules orient themselves into the surface

layer of the solid in tlio same manner. We
may therefore regard the lubrication of sur

faces in apparent contact as being in the ex

treme case a condition in which the surfaces

are separated by a layer of oil one molecule

thick, resembling a piece of velvet firmly

glued to the metal with the pile outwards.

Two such velvet-clad surfaces will presumably
be able to glide over each other with little

friction, and that lubricant will be the most
efficient in which this spreading action over
the metallic surfaces is the most complete.
It is evident that the action here presumed will

depend on the chemical composition of the

surface of the bearing, and this affords an

explanation of the well-known fact that in

cases of lubrication in which, owing to the

circumstances of the motion and loading,

perfect or
"
film

"
lubrication cannot take

place, the frictional resistance depends on the

nature of the metallic surface, with the result

that
"
anti-friction metals," as they are called,

are much used. Mr. Archbutt has recently
found that under the same conditions of speed
and nature of lubricant the lining of a bronze

bearing with white metal enabled double the
load to be carried.

(ii.) Relationbctween the,Lubricant and the Sur

face Deeley's Experiments. The lubrication

of surfaces under the conditions mentioned
above and the determination of the coefficients

of friction between surfaces of different metals
in contact when lubricated with various oils

have been investigated by Mr. R. M. Deeley,
who has constructed a special machine for

the purpose. In this machine (Fig. 46) three

steel pegs each -fa inch in diameter symmetric
ally placed in a circle of 7 cm. diameter rest

on the flat surface of a disc of metal which
can be slowly rotated. These pegs are carried

by an upper disc which can be loaded as de
sired and which actuates a spindle to which a

spiral spring and recording index are attached.
When the lower disc is rotated the upper disc

is carried with it by means of the frictional

resistance between the surfaces of the peg and
the lower disc, the index recording the value
of the torque, until slipping occurs. A pawl
and ratchet are attached to the gear to prevent
the index from moving back a]ong the scale

when slipping takes place. The movable disc

on which the pegs rest lies in a circular dish
which can be filled with oil. The mechanical
details of the machine will be clear from Fig,
40. In order to obtain clean surfaces of the
disc and pegs these were ground under water
with flour of carborundum. They were then

polished with fine wet emery cloth, rubbed
well in water with a cork to remove as much
emery as possible, dried with clean blotting-

paper, and finally heated to get rid of all

traces of moisture. As soon as the surface

was dry it was wetted with the lubricant to

be tested, placed in the machine, and the

static friction coefficient determined in the
manner described above.

As illustrations of the effect of the nature
of the metals i\\ contact and of the lubricant

employed, the following results of experiments
made by Mr. Deeley may bo quoted. The

pegs were made of mild steel. One of the
discs used was of cast iron and the other was
a lead-iron alloy of the following composition :

Copper
Tin .

Lead .

Zinc

Iron

85-88

5-71

4-00

4-19

0-10

Nickel 0-12

100-00

The static coefficient of friction is taken as tho
mean frictional resistance of the peg divided by
the load, and the efficiency of the lubrication
is taken as 100 -

(static coefficient x 100).
Table I. gives the results obtained.
From the results it will be soon that the

efficiency of lubrication of mild steel on cast

iron is higher than for milcl steel on tho alloy
for all the lubricants tested, but that tho
amount of the difference varies with the nature
of the oil tested, tho advantage of tho cast
iron varying from 0-5 per cent in tho case of

a mineral oil used for clocks to 12 per cent
in the case of a mineral oil used for typo-
writers. Rape and olive oils give tho best

results and tho mineral oils the worst.

It is of interest to note that those oils which

according to the experiments have tho lowest
coefficient of friction are those which are

generally acknowledged by engineers to bo
tho best lubricants.

The general conclusions which Mr. Deeley
1

draws from his experiments are as follows :

:

Phys. Soc. Proc., 1919, discussion on Lubrication.
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" 6 * Oiliness
'

appears to be an effect produced
by the lubricant upon the metallic surfaces

with which it is in contact rather than a

property depending on any particular physical

property of the lubricant. It would appear

or as a result of abrasion forming a paste of

metal plus oil between surfaces covered by
oil layers one molecule thick."

(30) THE KP.L. GEAE EFFICIENCY EX
PERIMENTS, (i.) Lanchester*s Apparatus. A

TABLE I

* A=animal oil
; V=vegetable oil

;
M=mineral oil ; B=blended oil.

that the unsaturated molecules of the lubri

cant enter into a firm physico-chemical union

with the metallic surfaces, thus forming a

Dash Pot

series of experiments on lubrication, in which
the contact of the sliding surfaces and the
distribution of the lubricant was probably
of the nature of that presumed in the fore

going discussion, has recently been carried

out at the National Physical Laboratory.
These experiments consisted of tests of the

efficiency of transmission of power through a

Universal Coupling

Beoet Gear Box

Sliding Universal Joint

(Belt tightening Gear not shown)

FIG. 47.

friction surface which is a compound of oil

and metal. This solid surface would also

appear in the case of metallic surfaces to be

much more than one molecule thick, the oil

either penetrating some little distance into

the metal and altering its physical properties

worm-gear when using different kinds of oils,

and were carried out for the Lubricants and

Lubrication Inquiry Committee of the Depart
ment of Scientific and Industrial Research.

The testing machine was specially designed by
Mr. F. W. Lanchester for the accurate measure

ment of the efficiency of power transmission

through a worm-gear. A sketch of the machine

is given in Fig. 47 and an enlarged view showing

a section of the gear-box and the oil circu-
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lating system in Fig. 48. It will be seen from

Fig. 47 that the gear-bos is supported in a

cradle A in suck a manner that it has freedom

of motion through, a small angle about two

axes at right angles. The worm is driven by
the shaft B through the intermediate shaft C,

the latter being provided with universal

couplings at each end. In the same manner
the worm-wheel shaft is connected to the

bevel box E, through the shaft D, and the

universal couplings F, F. The load is supported

by a bracket K fixed to the arm G, the axis

efficiency of the gear is 100 per cent and the

gear ratio 3 to 1 so that the speed of the worm
is three times the speed of the worm-wheel,
the torque on the worm-shaft will be one-third

of that on the worm-wheel shaft, and there

fore the distance of the load from the worm
axis will be one-third of its distance from the

wheel axis. As the efficiency of the gear is

less than 100 per cent, it will bo necessary to

move the load farther from the worm axis

in order to bala,nce the gear-box. The calcu

lated distance of the load from the worm axis,

Load
Pan

Fid.

of this arm being parallel to and in the same
vertical plane as the worm-shaft axis. The
load is not fixed directly to the bracket but

is carried by a slider, and by means of a sgrew
and nut device the distance of the load from
the axis of the arm can be varied. The
bracket is permanently fixed to the arm and
thus the moment of the load about the worm-
wheel axis is equal to the load multiplied by
the length of the arm and is always the same
for the same load. The moment about the

worm-shaft, however, can be adjusted by
means of the screw-gear, there being a scale

on the bracket giving the distance of the

centre line of the load from the axis of the

arm. It will be seen, therefore, that if the

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT
or

WORM CASING.

assuming 100 per cent efficiency, divided by
the distance of the load to obtain a balance

of the gear-box is the efficiency of the gear.
The drive is taken through the bevel-box to

the belt pulley M, the latter being of such a

diameter that it tends to drive the pulley N
keyed to the driving shaft B at from 3 to

5 per cent higher speed than it is actually

making. In this way, by the frictional slip

ping of the belt over the surface of the pulley

keyed to the shaft B, all the power trans

mitted through the gear, with the exception
of that lost in friction of the bevol-gear and
shaft-journals, is returned to the driving-shaft.
The system constitutes, therefore, a power
circuit, and all that is necessary to be supplied
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from outside sources is the total loss due to
the friction of the whole machine. This loss

is supplied by a belt drive to the cone pulley P
from a 15-h.p. petrol motor. It is arranged
that the tension in the belt connecting the

pulleys M and N can He adjusted over a wide

range, an increase in the belt tension causing
an increase in the pressure between the teeth

of the worm and worm-wheel, and therefore

an increase in the* torque. In the machine
described the pressure between the teeth

'could be increased to a value corresponding
with a transmission of 100 h.p.

Fig. 48 shows in detail the method of sup
porting the gear-box. It is held by means of

the ball-bearing CC in the cradle A, which can
itself rotate through a small angle by rolling
in the ball-bearing rollers B and B.

The lubricant contained in the tank shown
in Fig. 48 is fed into the top of the gear-box

by means of a rotary pump, and leaves by
means of the pipe K, the hole in the side of

the box being about on a level with the top
of the worm. The temperature of the oil

entering and leaving the gear is taken by
thermocouples. It was estimated that in the

experiments the absolute accuracy of the

efficiency obtained was within 0-2 and 0-3

per cent of the true value, and the agreement
of the readings was within 0-1 per cent. A
difference corresponding to 0-1 per cent in the

efficiency could easily be detected when the ap

paratus wa^ runningsmoothly. The gears tested

were of the Hindley type, cut by the Daimler

Company on Mr. Lanchester's principle, by
means of which a high efficiency of transmission

is secured even under extremely heavy loading

of the lubricated surfaces. In the tests to be

described the mean pressure on the surface

ranged from 1 to 2 tons per square inch, and

efficiencies of 97 per cent were obtained.

A brief description of the results obtained

with various lubricants may be given.

In carrying out the tests it was found that

starting with the lubricant at the normal

temperature of the room the heat developed in

friction at the surfaces of the worm and wheel

was such that the temperature of the oil in the

receiver gradually increased, thus enabling a

consecutive series of observations to be carried

out at gradually reduced values of the viscosity.

(ii.) Experimental Results. A complete

series of efficiency tests at temperatures of the

lubricant ranging from 15 C. to 75 C. were

carried out on the following samples of oil :

(JOT Cylinder.

Mineral . .
j Bayonne.

[ Victory Red.

/Trotter (a substitute
Ajliinal - '

-\ for lard oil).

Vegetable .

Fish . .

VOL- I

. Sperm.

The more important physical properties of

these oils will be seen from the following
tables giving the results of determinations
made at the National Physical Laboratory :

TABLE II

DENSITY AND VISCOSITY AT 20 C.

TABLE UI

VARIATION OP
fj./p WITH TEMPEEATUBE

TABLE IV

VALUES OP FLASH-POINTS, SURFACE TENSIONS,
AND SPECTEIC HEATS

(iii.) The, Critical Temperature. In the case

of all the mineral oils tested it was found

that when a certain temperature of the oil

had been reached, called the
"

critical tem

perature," the running of the gear became

decidedly unsteady, and a marked increase

in the rate of fall of efficiency with tempera
ture was observed. Experiments beyond the

critical temperature were continued until it

was considered that the test could not be

carried further without injuring the gear. In

the pase of animal and vegetable oils, no
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critical stage was reached at temperatures
"below 75 C, beyond which the tests were not

carried.

(iv.) Conclusions. The general nature of

the results at a mean pressure on the teeth

of 1-J ton per square inch are indicated by
the curves in Fig. 49, of which the ordinates

are the values of the efficiency of transmission

and the abscissae the values of the temperature
of the lubricant.

It will be seen that at atmospheric tempera
ture the efficiencies of the four fixed oils are

appreciably higher than those of the mineral

oils, but that in all cases the efficiency is

remarkably high, varying from 93-5 for the FFF
Cylinder to 955 for the fixed oils. When the

temperature exceeds 30 the extreme range in

the efficiency is not so large as at 20, and
this relative performance is maintained up to

about 47 C., at which the critical point of

the Bayonne oil is reached and its efficiency

absolute viscosity of the lubricant instead of

temperature. It will be seen that throughout
there is no indication that the frictional resist

ance of the gears is even approximately pro-'

portional to the viscosity of the lubricant

employed, as would be *the case if the surfaces

were separated by a film of oil of measurable

thickness. This conclusion is strikingly veri

fied in the comparison of the results for Castor

and Trotter oils. At 40 C. the viscosity of

Castor oil is approximately six times that of

Trotter, but in the tests at this temperature
the frictional resistances wore approximately
the same. As regards the effect of pressure,
it was found that there was an appreciable
increase (2 per cent) in efficiency obtained by
raising the pressure from 1-5 to 2-0 tons per

square inch, and further there was an increase

of 1 per cent in the efficiency by raising the

speed of the worm -shaft from 500 to 1500

r.p.m.

4O 50 6O
Temperature Degrees Centigrade

FIG. 49.

falls rapidly. The critical point of the Victory
Red oil is not so well defined, but would

appear to be approximately 50 C. The per
formance of the FFF Cylinder, however,
remains remarkably constant up to a tem

perature of 17 C., when a very rapid break

in the behaviour of the oil was noted, and the

efficiency, fell, as in the case of the other

mineral oils. The behaviour of the Sperm
oil was somewhat abnormal, as the efficiency

appeared to form continuously from 20 to

60 and then remained steady. There was,

however, no sign of a critical point having
been reached. There can bo no doubt that

the relative superiority of the fixed oils is

due to the absence, within the range of

temperature obtained, of a critical point.
The fact that the critical points of two of

the mineral oils were reached at a tempera
ture of 50 C. would have an important
bearing on their practical value as lubricants,

since such temperatures are not uncommon
in internal combustion engines and turbine

lubrication.

Jn Fig. 50 are exhibited the results of the

same series of tests plotted on a base of

(v.) Effects of Mixture. As practical experi
ence showed that the lubricating value of a
mineral oil could be increased by adding a

certain proportion of animal or vegetable oil

to it, some experiments on various mixtures
were made. It was found that the addition of

Rape oil in any proportion to the mineral oils

did not appear to increase the efficiency very
appreciably an increase of 0-2 per cent was
noted but the critical temperature of the
oil to which the addition of Rape was made
was raised considerably. This effect of raising
the critical tcmperaturo could be obtained with
the addition of as small a quantity of Rape
as 2 per cent, and increasing this amount up
to 25 per cent did not appear to make any very
marked improvement as regards changing the
critical point. The general effect of varying
the percentage of Rape oil added to a mineral
oil is shown in Fig, 51. Experiments were
also made on the effect of adding Castor oil

in various proportions to a mineral oil, and
similar results to those observed in the case
of Rape were obtained. To determine whether
the beneficial effect of adding the fixed oil

to the mineral oil was due to the fatty acids
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contained in the fixed oil, the following com
parative tests were made :

(1) Tests on Bayonne oil alone.

(2) Tests on Bayonne oil with 10 per cent
of acid Rape added.

(3) Tests on Bayonne oil to which 10 per
cent of Rape oil, from which the fatty acids
had been removed, was added.

(4) Tests on Bayonne oil to which 1-0 per
cent of Rape oil fatty acids had been added.
The results are shown in Fig. 52. It. will be

seen that the effect of adding 1 per cent of

fatty acids to the Bayonne is to produce a

marked improvement in the efficiency and to

raise the critical point from 47 C. to 57 C.

The addition of the Rape oil from which the

fatty acids had been extracted produced, on
the other hand, practically no improvement.
The general results of the tests may therefore

be taken as confirmatory of the hypothesis
that the fatty acids in the fixed oils are the

main factors in the relatively greater lubri

cating efficiency of these oils.

A series of experiments was also under
taken to determine the effect of adding
deflocculated graphite to the oils. This is

a special preparation of graphite in a finely
divided state which when mixed with oils

forms a colloidal mixture called
"
Oildag,"

from which the graphite cannot be separated

by mechanical means. The general effects

of adding Oildag to the lubricants was as

follows :

Trotter and Rape, General lubricating

efficiency unaffected by the addition.

Castor. A small rise (about 0-5 per cent)
in the efficiency due to the addition was
observed.

Bayonne. The temperature efficiency curve

did not show the characteristic critical point,
the efficiency falling gradually with rise of

temperature up to 80 C.

FFF Cylinder. A small increase of effici

ency (0-2 to 0-4 per cent) due to the addition,

and a rise of the 1

critical point from 72 C. to

90 C. was noted.

Victory Red. The critical period was
smoothed out and a rise in the efficiency of

about 0-5 per cent was noted.

The general results showed that the addition

of the Oildag was to reduce appreciably the

differences between the mineral oils and to

bring their lubricating efficiencies to nearly
the same value.

Oildag appears, therefore, to have the effect

of rendering an inferior mineral oil as good a
lubricant as a superior one in that it not only
raises the lubricating value of an inferior oil,

but considerably reduces the rate of fall of

efficiency which usually occurs at tempera
tures above the critical value.

(vi) Tests on the Addition oj Flaked Graphite
to the Lubricants. The results of the use in
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the testing gear of a mechanical mixture of

oil and graphite in a finely divided state was

also tried. In these experiments the graphite

The results broadly indicated that the

addition of graphite to the oils tested has a

small but appreciable beneficial effect on their

Absolute Coefficient of Viscosity "TJ"

FIG. 51.

was maintained in suspension, in the oil by
the churning action of the pump and gears,

but when the test was stopped it settled out

and was deposited on the surfaces of the gear

and casing.
The results of the tests showed that the

effect varied with the nature of the oils used.

In the case of the Trotter and Bayonne oils

a marked improvement in efficiency due to

the addition of the graphite was found, but

97

.95

94

867)-

30 40 50 60
Temperature Degrees Centigrade

Fltt. 52.

the Castor and Victory Red oils were not

materially affected. In the FFF Cylinder oil

the critical point was raised by 18 C.

It was observed, however, that the rate of

wear of the worm-wheel was considerably

greater with the flaked graphite than when
normal oils or normal oils with Oildag were
used.

lubricating properties, but it is not certain

that this would be the case with all oils.

V. THE FRICTION OF DRY SOLID SURFACES

(31) LAWS OF FRICTION. As would bo

expected from the imperfect knowledge of the

molecular and molar actions which take place

at the surfaces of separation of solid bodies

in contact, the nature of the surface action is

still obscure and, in consequence, the so-callecT

laws of solid friction

are largely empirical.

Further, it is now re

cognised that these laws

are only rough approxi
mations owing to the

fact that the experi
ments upon the results

of which they arc based

were, for the most part,

made on surfaces which
were not clean and wero

usuallycontaminated by
the presence of some
fluid moisture, the pres
ence of which materially
affected the frictional

resistance.

In tho case of two
solid bodies in contact

over a surface tho com

ponent of any external

force tending to CUUBO

relative motion of the

two bodies by sliding over this surface ia

exactly balanced by the frictional resistance

between the surfaces up to a certain limiting
value of the external force, and if this value

is exceeded, sliding of the bodies takes place.
The fundamental law of solid friction is that

this limiting value of the frictional resistance

is a definite fraction of the normal force with

70 80
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which the surfaces in contact are pressed
together.

Coefficient of Friction: Angle o/ Repose.
The value of this fraction is called the co

efficient of friction/, and depends on the nature
of the surfaces. For example, hi Fig. 53 let

XY be the trace of the surface of contact,
and let P, inclined at an angle tj>

to the normal,
be the resultant force

exerted on one body
by the other body.
Then the force with

which the bodies are

X Y pressed together is

FIG. 53. P cos an-d the lateral

force tending to make
them slide over each other is P sin <. Now
by the law of solid friction P sin $ cannot
exceed P cos < without sliding taking place,
and therefore at the instant of sliding

P sin < =/P cos
<f>

or /=tan <f>,

It follows, therefore, that the greatest angle
of obliquity of the resultant pressure to the

normal to the surfaces is the angle whose

tangent is the coefficient of friction. This

angle is called the angle of repose, and a know

ledge of its value for various substances is

important in the design of engineering
structures. The following table is commonly
used by engineers, and is based on that drawn

up by General Morin after very extensive

investigations :

TABLE I

When once sliding has taken place the

frictional resistance may retain the value

which it had at the instant sliding began, or,

as is commonly the case, its value may be

appreciably reduced and take up a value which

depends on the relative velocity of the surfaoes.

It will be clear, therefore, that between the

surfaces of solids in contact there may be two

kinds of friction, -(1) the frictional resistance

before sliding takes place, and which may have

any value up to the limiting resistance depend

ing on the normal pressure and the coefficient

of static friction, and (2) the frictional resist

ance when sliding, in which the coefficient of

friction may be smaller than the statical

coefficient, and which may also depend to

some extent on the motion.

(32) STATIC FRICTION. The subject of

static friction is of considerable importance
in the theory of the stability of engineering
structures, and has received much attention

on account of its wide application in civil

engineering practice. In the design of struc

tures consisting of masonry and brickwork,
it is assumed that the pieces are in con
tact over the plane surfaces which constitute

the joints, and that the mortar or cement used

for bedding the surfaces together is incapable
of resisting any forces other than compression
and friction. It is obvioiis, therefore, that an
essential condition for the stability of the

structure is that the obliquity of the pressure
should at no joint exceed the angle of repose
for the materials.

As an illustration of the application of the

data of Table I. the ^
, ,

"**stability of the

buttress in Fig. 54

may be calculated.

This is supposed
to be made of -^ ,

strong brickwork, ^ G/-
weighing 112 Ibs.

per cubic foot of

the dimensions

given in the cross-

section, and of a

uniform width of

5 feet. The but
tress has to sus- i \*- 8-8 ;

tain two inclined

thrusts applied to ^
it at the points in

dicated, the upper
one being the thrust of a roof principal which
is 5 tons, inclined at an angle of 30 to the

horizontal, and the lower one the thrust of an
arch which is 8 tons, inclined at an angle of

15 to the horizontal It is evident that the

joints which are most liable to slide are GH,
where the thrust of the roof is applied, and
the joint immediately below the point of ap
plication^ of the arch-thrust which is at EF.
If these joints are secure the stability of the

others need not be investigated. Considering
the joint GH, the lateral force tending to cause

sliding is 5 cos 30 =4-32 tons. The weight of

the buttress above GH is 21-6 tons, which,
added to the vertical component of the thrust,

gives a total normal pressure on the joint of

24-1 tons. The maximum resistance to sliding

may be calculated from the value of / for

brickwork, which from the Table in (31) is

seen to be -6, and is therefore 14-4 tons, or

more than three times the actual lateral force.

The joint is therefore safe.

Again, taking the joint EF, the total

lateral force on the buttress above EF is

FIG. 54.
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5 cos 30+8 cos 15 = 4-32 + 7-75 = 12-07 tons.

The weight of the buttress above EF is 44-3

tons, which, added to the vertical components
of the two thrusts, gives a total normal press
ure on the joint of 48-8 tons. The maximum
resistance to sliding is therefore -6 x 48-8 or

29-3 tons, or more than twice the lateral force

due to the thrust. The buttress is therefore

safe as regards lateral movement. To complete
the investigation it would, of course, be neces

sary to consider the resistance of the buttress

to overturning or crushing at any joint.

(33) THE FEICTIONAL STABILITY OF
EARTH. 1 A structure of earth, whether pro
duced by excavation or embankment, pre
serves its figure partly by the friction between
its grains and partly by means of their mutual
cohesion. It is by cohesion that a bank of

earth is enabled to stand with a vertical face for

a few feet below its upper edge, whereas friction

alone would make it assume a uniform slope.

The cohesion of earth is, however, gradually

destroyed by the action of air and moisture,

so that its friction alone is the only force which
can be relied upon to produce permanent
stability. Tt is therefore customary to treat

the stability of a mass of earth as arising wholly
from the mutual friction of the grains, and to

take as the basis of all investigations on

stability the principle that the resistance to

displacement by sliding along a given plane
in a loose granular mass is equal to the normal

pressure exerted between the parts of the mass
on either side of that plane multiplied by
a specific constant. This constant is the

coefficient of friction of the mass and is the

tangent of the angle of repose.
Now in a granular mass any plane whatever

may be considered as a plane joint, and hence
it follows that the condition for the stability
of a granular mass is that the direction of the

pressure between the portions into which it

is divided by any plane should not at any
point make with the normal to that plane
an angle greater than the angle of repose.

Again, it follows, from a consideration of

the -distribution of internal stresses in a solid,

that the plane at any point of it on which the

obliquity of the pressure is greatest is perpen
dicular to the plane which contains the axes
of greatest and least pressure, so that the

pressure of greatest obliquity and the greatest
and least pressures are all parallel to one plane.
The relation between them may therefore,
be obtained from the stress ellipse of a body
subject to pressures parallel to one plane, the

equation of which is P2 =a2 sin
2
a-t-6

2 cos2 a,

where P is the stress on a plane whose
normal is inclined to the axis of y at an

angle <x, and a and b are the maximum and
minimum stresses. Thus, in Fig. 55, let

OA
, OB =6, and let zz be a plane whose

1 See Rankine's Applied Mechanics, p. 212.

normal makes an angle 9 with OM where OM
represents the stress on zz. The angle MOQ
therefore represents the obliquity of the stress

on zz. Also, if R is the middle point of PQ,

and evidently the angle MOQ is a maximum
when RM is perpendicular to OM, and then

Maximum angle of obliquity = sin" 1-
.,

(i +

andinthat case OM2

_= (a + 6/2)
2 -

(a
-

6/2)
2 = db,

or stress on zz= va6.

Again, for any value of the obliquity, wo
have, if OM,=p,

which gives the relation between the maximum
and minimum stresses and the stress whose

obliquity to the plane
on" which it acts is 8.

Now in the case of a
mass of earth whose

upper surface is either

horizontal or inclined

to the horizontal at a
definite angle, it is

clear that on any plane

parallel to the surface,

and whose depth below
FIG. 55.

the surface is small compared with the lateral

dimensions of the surface, the pressure is

vertical and of a uniform intensity equal to

the weight of the vertical prism standing on
unit area of the given plane.

Further, it follows that the stress on any
vertical plane parallel to the horizontal trace

of the first plane must be in a direction

parallel to this plane, for considering the

equilibrium of a small prism
ABCD (Fig. 56) whose centre

is at and whoso faces are

parallel to XOX and YOY,
it is evident that the forces

exerted by the other parts of

the mass on the faces AB
and CD are directly opposed
and that they are inde

pendently balanced. The
forces on AC and BD are therefore independ
ently balanced, which cannot bo the case unless

their direction is parallel to YOY. Stresses

related in this manner are said to bo conjugate
stresses, and it is evident tlxat their obliquities
to the planes on which they act are the same.

If, therefore, we consider in Pig. 55 another
stress p' which is conjugate to p, i.e. O'~0, wo
have

a + b p-\-p
f

^
a-b / / 2H- p' \

2
/

"2-
=
2'cos#'

and
2 =V UooeJ

~ M> '
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Also, if be the maximum obliquity, it follows

that, since

i.e. p and p' are the roots of the quadratic

P 2 -2Pcos6>-f-cosa <=0,

p'_ cos 6 - \''cos
3 6 cos2

P cos 4- ^'cos 2 & - cos2
^

Applying this condition to the equilibrium
of a mass of earth, in which one conjugate

plane is a plane parallel to the surface of the

earth and at a depth h below it, it is evident

that the pressure per unit area of this plane is

wJi cos 6, where w is the weight per cubic foot

of the earth and 6 is the inclination of the

surface to the horizontal. The pressure on

the other conjugate plane, which is vertical,

is, as we have seen, parallel to the surface,

but as regards its magnitude it may be either

the greater or the smaller of the two con

jugate pressures; i.e., calling this conjugate

pressure p 9 the value of p may be either

wh cos 6
CQ30- ycos 2 9 - cos 2

COS0+ S/COS
2 & - COS 2

, a cos 6 + Vcos 2 9 - cos- <f>

or wh cos 6 v .

cos - v cos2 - cos2
<

To find which value to take in any special

case, recourse is had to a statical principle

known as Moseley's Principle of Least Resist

ance, which is stated as follows.1 If the forces

which balance each other in or upon a given

body or structure be distinguished into two

systems called respectively active and passive,

which stand to each other in the relation of

cause and effect, then will the passive forces

be the least which are capable of balancing the

active forces consistently with the physical

condition of the body or structure.

This proposition may be regarded as self-

evident, since the passive forces being caused

by the application of the active forces to the

body or structure will not increase after the

active forces have been balanced by them,

and will therefore not increase beyond the

least amount capable of balancing the active

forces.

In a mass of earth loaded with its own

weight the gravity of the mass is evidently

the active force and the lateral pressure the

passive force, and, therefore, the latter will

have the least value which is consistent with

the conditions of stability. In the case,

therefore, of a bank of earth with a plane

upper surface, the pressure parallel to the

1 Bankine's Applied Mechanics* p. 215.

steepest declivity on a vertical plane at a point
distant h below the surface is

, .

wh cos 9
cos $ - v cos 2 & - cos2-

.__ ---
cos 6 + v cos 2 9 cos -

<

or, if the ground surface be horizontal,

, 1
- sin d>

wh, ~. 5-
1-1- sin <

To find the resultant pressure against a

vertical plane of depth H below the surface

it is evident that, since the pressure is directly

proportional to the depth, we may apply the

ordinary rules of hydrostatics, from which the

centre of pressure is two-thirds of the total

depth from the surface and the resultant force

is

n
. cos e

co8 6 - - cos2

cos 6 + *w cos2 9 cos2 <

(34) CASE OF THE SUPPORTING POWER or

EAETH FOUNDA.TIOSTS. (i.) Theory. In the

case treated above the conjugate pressure
was caused solely by the vertical pressure
due to the weight of earth above the point

considered, and its value was therefore the

smaller of the two conjugate pressures.
It is evident, however, that this conjugate

pressure may be increased beyond this least

amount by the application of the pressure of

an external body for example, the weight
of a building founded on the eartn. In this

case the conjugate pressure will be the least

which is consistent with the vertical pressure
due to the weight of the building, and if that

conjugate pressure does not

exceed the greatest con

jugate pressure consistent

with the weight of the earth

above the stratum on which

the building rests, the mass
of earth will be stable. The
most important case in

practice is when the surface

of the ground is horizontal.

Thus, in Fig. 57, let p be

the intensity of the pressure
on a horizontal stratum due

to the weight of the building. Then the

horizontal conjugate pressure p'9 being the

passive force, is given by

The effect of p' is to cause an upward thrust

on the earth immediately above the footings

of the foundations, and calling this p", then

since p" is also a passive force,

_ ,1
- sin

1 + sin

Now p" = wh, where w is the weight per cubic

foot of the earth and h is the depth of the

FIG. 57.
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foundation below the surface of the ground,

and therefore

It is evident that, if h has a less value than

that given by this relation, there will be a

tendency for the building to sink into the

ground by 'forcing the earth upwards.

h, therefore, is a minimum value to the

depth of the foundations.

Again, if the depth is such that there is a

tendency for the earth pressure to overcome

the pressure due to the weight of masonry,

as in the case of the floor of a dock before

the water is admitted, then $" is the active

force, and

l-

The value of h determined from this relation

gives a maximum which cannot be exceeded

without danger of the masonry being forced

upwards.
In applying this formula it must be remem

bered that by hypothesis the lateral extent

of the mass of earth is large compared with

the depth. When this is not the case, as in

the region at the back of a retaining wall, the

frictional resistance of the wall will affect

the pressure distribution. It has been shown

by Boussinesq
l that at a distance x from

the face of the retaining wall, if 8 be the

angle of friction between wall and earth, and

o2 = l-sin 0/1 + sin <p, then for x less than

ah the

_, . ,
. w(h+x tan 6)0?

Horizontal p^ure^-- -
-

TT . , w(li + x tan 8)
Vertical pressure=-

1

The ratio of the pressures is a2 as in

Bankine's theory. When #= the horizontal

and vertical pressures become wJiaz
/l + a tan 6,

whjl + a tan 0, and the tangential force on the

face is evidently who? tan 0/1 + a tan B.

(ii.) Experimental Verification. The limits

of accuracy in practice of the Rankine formula

has been the subject of several very careful

experimental investigations, and it has been

found that provided the material is perfectly

free from moisture the accuracy is remarkably

high. Thus in some experiments by Wilson a

on dry sand, the following results were obtained

from direct observations of the ratio of the

pressures, and by calculation of the ratio

from the observed angles of repose of the

sand.

1 Minutes of Proceeding* fnst. G.fi. Ixv. 214.
a Proc. Inst. Civil Engineers, 1901-2, cxlix.

TABLE II

BEY SAND

In these experiments the values of the

angle of repose were obtained in two ways,

one by placing the sand in a heap and subject

ing it to vibrations until the surface had taken

up a definite slope, and the other by placing

the sand in a box with a sliding end which

was opened gently after tapping. The ex

treme variation in the value of the observed

angle of repose by these methods was from

30-0 to 32 53'.

The pressures were obtained by placing

the sand in a cast-iron cylinder 11 J inches

in diameter, 14 inches deep, provided with

movable pistons at the top and bottom ends,

the pistons being compressed between the

platens of a 100-ton testing machine. In

this*way pressure equal to that due to a depth
of 1341 feet was obtained. The instrument

used for measuring the pressure consisted of

two steel discs of 3 inches diameter, separated

by a ring, and containing mercury, the dis

placement of which due to the pressure was

noted. By placing this alternately parallel

to, and at right angles to, the direction in

which the external pressure was applied, it

was possible to determine the ratio of the

two externally applied pressures which gave
the same displacement of the mercury and,

therefore, the same pressure on the gauge.
From the fact that the relation between the

load and gauge indications for any position
was a linear one, it followed that the ratio of

the two loads was equal to the ratio of the hori

zontal and vertical pressures for the same load.

(35) EFFECT OF MOISTURE ON THK STAB

ILITY OF EARTH. It is well known that the

effect of moisttire is to increase the cohesion

and hence the stability of earth and sand.

This is due to the surface tension of tho

film of water separating tho grains, tho amount
of the traction depending on the amount of

moisture. It was found by Wilson that,

commencing with sand initially dry, the force

between the grains increased with tho per

centage moisture up. to a certain point and
then decreased, but so long as tho interstices

were not entirely filled with water there was
still some tractive force, and hence tho ratio

of horizontal to vertical pressure should bo

less than that for dry sand. On carrying out

a series of experiments on sand containing

varying percentages of moisture in tho appar-
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clear, therefore, that in the design of masonry
dams or retaining walls to withstand earth

pressure, the use of 'Rankine's formula with

a value_ of the angle of repose determined

from experiments on the dry material will

give a result which is on the safe side.

(36) THE KINETIC FRICTION OF DRY
SOLID SURFACES. As mentioned above, when

once sliding has commenced between the

surfaces of two bodies in contact, there is in

the majority of cases a sudden fall in the

amount of the frictional resistance so that the

coefficient of kinetic friction for two substances

is usually less than the coefficient of static

friction. Jenkin and Ewing
* have shown that

for hard substances such as steel on steel the

two coefficients are equal, but when one or

both surfaces are of relatively softer material,

such as brass or greenheart, the coefficient of

kinetic friction is less than that of static.

They also found that when the two co

efficients differ, the change, at low speeds at

any rate, is not instantaneous at the instant

at which relative motion begins, but takes

place gradually and without discontinuity.

Cases have been noted by Kimball in which

the coefficient of kinetic friction is greater

than that of static friction. Leather on cast

iron appears to be an instance of
this,^

A
marked falling off in the value of the coefficient

of kinetic friction as the relative speed of

sliding is increased appears to be a universal

characteristic of dry sliding surfaces. There is

also in many cases a further progressive fall in

the value of the coefficient with time which is

probably due to the abrasive action of the sur

faces tending to produce greater smoothness.

(i.) Experiments on Brake Blocks. Both of

these characteristics are noticeable hi the

results of Captain Galton's 2
experiments on

the frictional resistance of cast-iron brake

blocks on steel waggon wheels, as will be

seen from Table IV.
1 Phil Trans. R.S. clxvii., Part ii.

2 Engineering, xxv. 469.

TABLE V

It may be remarked that similar speed
effects in the case of locomotive driving

wheels on steel rails was found by M. Poiree,

but the actual values of the coefficients were

about twice those given in the table. This

difference was probably due to the state of

the atmosphere during the trials, which is

known to have a considerable effect on the

frictional resistance. A common set of rules

for driving wheels in different conditions is

as follows :

Rails very dry frictional resistance 600 Ibs.

per ton.

Rails very wet frictional resistance 550 Ibs.

per ton.

Rails in ordinary English weather frictional

resistance 450 Ibs. per ton.

Rails in foggy weather frictional resistance

300 Ibs. per ton.

Rails in frosty and snowy weather frictional

resistance 200 Ibs. per ton.

(ii.) Friction of Woven Fabrics. In recent

practice the use of metal as a material for the

friction surfaces of the brake blocks of railway

carriages and the clutches of motor vehicles

has" been in many cases discontinued owing

to the discovery that woven fabrics can be

made which, when used as linings for brakes

and clutches, give a higher coefficient of fric

tion with greater dissipation of heat without

burning and sparking, and have a much

greater durability than can be obtained

with metals.

One of these materials is known as the
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Ferodo fabric, which, consists of layers of

woven asbestos bonded together in a special

manner.
In an extensive series of tests at the National

Physical Laboratory the following results were

obtained :

The value of the coefficient of friction

obtained and the work absorbed with Ferodo

fibre at different speeds are given in Table VI.

It is claimed that the average life of Ferodo

"blocks on the cars and trailers of the London

Electric Railway is respectively 12,000 and

22,000 miles as against 8000 for cast-iron blocks.

With cast iron at 6 per ton, the economy

per block per 1000 miles is given as 0-75 pence.
As many as 600 brake applications are made

by each train per day, the average speed,

including stops, being 17-17 miles per hour,

TABLE ,VI

TESTS ON FERODO FIBRE

with Ferodo brake blocks is approximately
35,600 per rVinch radial wear of the tyre

and the average mileage per set of blocks per
car being 16,416.

The deceleration averages 5 feet per second

per second as against 3 feet per second per
seoond with metal block. With this increased

deceleration services have been speeded up
to 1^-rninute headways during

"
rush

"
hours.

The more rapid braking of the trains has

also led to a higher percentage of coasting

minutes, the tests showing that coasting is

as high as 38 per cent of the total running
time.

Notwithstanding this high rate of braking,
there has been an entire freedom from accidents

to passengers, and there is also a very consider

able improvement in the tyres, the surfaces of

which are highly polished, and there is an

entire absence of cutting and scoring. The

economy in this respect is shown by the fact

that Ihe mileage of motor wheels provided

FIG. 08.

compared with 7000 in the case of metal

blocks.

An illustration of the application of the

fabric to a clutch is shown in Fig. 58.

(37) THE TRANSMISSION OF POWER BY
FRICTION, (i.) Belts. One of the most con
venient methods of the distribution of power
from a central supply to a number of small

machines is by means of

belt or rope drives from

pulleys on a lino o^"*feafting
driven by the primv mover,
to corresponding pulleys on
the various machines.
When the pulleys are at

rest and no power is being
transmitted, the tensions

on the two sides of the
belt are equal; but when
the driving pulley com
mences to rotate, slipping
of the surfaces of the

pulleys over the surface of the belt is pre
vented by friction, and rotation of the driven

pulley consequently takes place. Tho relation

between the tensions on tho two Hides of

the belt and the co

efficient of friction of

the belt on the surface

of tho pulley may be
found as follows :

Let in Fig. 59 be
tho whole arc of con
tact of tho belt over tho

pulley. Consider any
element <fo of the arc

of tho belt of which
the tensions at the ends ace T and T+5T.
Then if dO bo the angle subtended by da at

the centre, wo have resolving along the radius

1?IG. 50.
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the normal pressure of the element of belt ds

on the surface of the pulley. Thus R=TS0.
Also resolving perpendicular to the radius

(T+ 5T) cos ~-Tcos ~=Friction=^R=5T.

We have therefore <iT=yuR=/zT^, whence

by integration over the whole arc of contact

T!/T2 =e^.
Tor leather belts working on iron pulleys

fj, has been found to range from 0*3 to 0-4.

For wire rope running at the bottom of a

grooved pulley M 0*15. A common value
for 6 in the case of leather belts is 2-5 radians,

Taking ^= 0-3 this gives T1/T2 = 2, or the
tension on the tight side is twice the tension

on the slack side. For approximate calculation

of the size of a belt to transmit a given horse

power T
f
&V/2 x 33,000 = H.P. transmitted

where V is the velocity of the surface of the

pulley in feet per minute, b is the breadth

and t the thickness of the belt in inches, and
Tt is the maximum working tension of leather,

which may be taken as equal to about 320 Ibs.

per square inch.

(ii.) Effect of Slipping. Belts are not used
in cases in which a very exact velocity ratio

between the driving and driven shafts is

essential, on account of the tendency of the

belt to slip over the surface of the pulley.
There is also a definite amount of slipping
which follows as a consequence of the elasticity

of the belt. The amount of this slipping may
be estimated as follows. The actual mass of

the belt which passes any fixed point either

on the tight side or the slack side in unit

time is the same. Let Z be the length of

this mass when the tension is zero, and let b, t

and E be the breadth, thickness, and modulus
of elasticity of the belt. Also let Tx and T2

be the tensions on the tight and slack sides

of the belt. Then on the tight side the length

passing any fixed point in unit time will be

Z (l + TJ&E) and on the slack side the

corresponding length will be Z (1 + T2/&E),
and it is evident, therefore, that these numbers
will represent the velocities of the belt on. the

tight and slack sides, i.e. the velocities on the

two sides will be in the ratio of (1 + TJbfE)
to (l + T2/faE). Further, it is easy to show
that the velocity of the surface of the driving

pulley must be equal to that of the tight side

of the belt, and that the velocity of the surface

of the driven pulley must be equal to that of

the slack side of the belt. Thus the belt

comes on to the surface of the driving pulley

at tension Tx and leaves it at a lower tension

T2 . It has therefore contracted while in

contact with the pulley, and it is evident that

the nature of this contraction must be a slip

against the frictional force exerted by the

pulley, with the result that the belt continu

ally slips over the surface of the pulley to the

point where it first makes contact. In the

same manner the belt comes on the driven

pulley at a tension T2 and extension takes

place gradually from the point at which con

tact begins to the point at which it leaves.

jJTow the work delivered to the driving pulley
is (Tz

- T2) bt x (velocity of surface of driving

pulley) and the work communicated to the

driven shaft is (Tx
- T2) bt x (velocity of surface

of driven pulley), i.e. the efficiency of power
transmission=(l + T2/6iE)/(l+T1/6iE), or ap

proximately 1 - (T-L
- T2)/&*E.

Ex. The value of Young's modulus for leather

is approximately 20,000 Ibs. per sq.. in. Assuming
T!=2Ti, wMch will be the case when the coefficient

of friction is about 0-3 and that the maximum

working tension of a leather belt is 320 Ihs. per sq.

in., we have

Efficiency of transmission.=1 -016=98-4 per cent.

The amount of slip is therefore 1 -6 per cent.

(iii.) Friction Drive. Another instance of

the transmission of power by friction is seen

in the attempts which have been made to

substitute a friction drive for the ordinary

spur gear arrangements commonly adopted
in motor cars to obtain variable and reverse

speeds. This has been successfully carried

out in the well-known
" G.W.K." motor car,

in which the friction gear takes the form of a

metal disc driving a fibre-faced wheel at right

angles to it, the speed variation being obtained

by varying the distance of the centre of the

fihre-faced wheel from the axis of the metal

driving disc. Reversal of direction can, of

course, be obtained by moving the driven

wheel to the opposite ade of the disc axis.

In the case of the
" G.W.K." car the driving

disc is fixed axially, while the driven wheel,

which is capable of being moved along its

shaft to obtain the various gears, is pivoted
at one end and pulled towards the driving

disc by means of a spring at the other end.

This is so arranged that the contact pressure

between the two friction elements is lightest

on top gear and increases as the gear ratio

is lowered. This method has an obvious

advantage over one in which the pressure

between the wheels is constant at all speeds,

since the amount of the pressure must be fixed,

to give an adequate frietional resistance at

low speeds, and this means that the top gear

on which 90 per cent of the running is done

is used with a pressure between the wheels

about three times in excess of what is necessary.

The coefficient of friction between the fibre

material and the polished steel disc used in

the
" G.W.K." car is about 0-5. It is found in

practice that it is safe to allow a peripheral pull

on the driven wheel of 100 Ihs. for each inch

width of the frictional material irrespective

of speed.
It is claimed by the makers of the

" G.W.K."
car that frictional transmission, in the case
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of cars up to 10 or 12 h.p., has considerable

advantages over the ordinary gear-box in that

it is much more simple to drive and the cost

of replacements due to unskilful handling and

ordinary wear is much smaller.

(38) ROLLING- FRICTION. The resistance

to the motion of wheels and rollers over a

smooth plane has sometimes been attributed

to the inaccuracies of the surface, and it has

been supposed that if these were removed, the

resistance would entirely disappear, provided
that both roller and plane were made of elastic

materials and the load on the roller were not

sufficient to cause permanent deformation of

either surface. It was no doubt some hypo
thesis of this kind which led the earlier experi-

mente,rs on the subject to denote the relations

which they obtained by the term
"
laws of

resistance to rolling,"

The- researches of Oshorne Reynolds
*
have,

however, shown that in all cases in which

surfaces roll over each other, an appreciable
amount of slipping of the surfaces over each

other takes place and it is the fractional

resistance to this

slipping which con

stitutes the resist

ance to rolling.

This may be seen

as follows : Since

no material is per-"~

fectly hard, when
a heavy roller rests

on a surface, the

weight of the roller will cause it to indent the

surface, and the surfaoe of the cylinder will

flatten out as shown in Fig. 60. It is evident,

therefore, that when rolling takes place the dis

tance rolled through the roller in one revolution

will not be the circumference of its undisturbed

surface. For example, suppose that an iron

cylinder rolls on an indiarubber surface across

which lines have been drawn at intervals of

0-1 inch, and that as the cylinder rolls

across these lines the surface of the rubber
extends so that the intervals become 0-11

inch, closing up after the cylinder is past.
Then the cylinder measures its circumference

on the extended plane and the actual distance

rolled through will be one-tenth less than the

circumference. Hence if, following Reynolds,
we agree to call the distance which the roller

would roll through if there were no extension

or contraction, its
"
geometrical distance,"

then, in the case above, the cylinder rolls

through less than its geometrical distance.

On the other hand, if we have an indiarubber

roller rolling on a steel surface and the surface

of the roller extends 10 per cent in passing
over the iron surface, it is evident that the

roller will pass over a distance in one. turn

10 per cent greater than its circumference.
1 See Phil. Trans. &.S. clxvi.

FIG. CO.

It must not be supposed, however, that, if

the roller and the plane are of the same material

these effects will balance each other. In the

case of the flat surface the effect of the materials

surrounding a depression will be to stretch the

material in the depression still further, whereas
in the case of the rounded surface with a

small flat on it the material surrounding the

flat will compress the material in the flat and
decrease its lateral expansion. The magni
tude of this latter effect will, of course, depend
on the smallness of the diameter of the roller.

There are thus two independent causes which
affect the progress of a cylinder which, rolls

on a plane, the relative softness of the materials

and the diameter of the roller. These two
causes will act in conjunction or in opposition

according to whether the roller is harder or

softer than the plane. Thus an iron roller

on an indiarubber plane will roll through less

than its geometrical distance, and an india-

rubber roller on an iron piano will roll through
a distance more than, loss than, or equal to

its geometrical distance, according to the rela

tion between its diameter and softness.

(i.) Slipping and Rolling. The precise
nature of the slipping action which takes place
during rolling is somewhat complicated and
is best studied after a

preliminary considera

tion of the relatively

simpler cases of the

deformation of a soft

elastic material between
two parallel plates
which approach and
recede from each other without tangential
motion.

Let Fig. 61 represent the section of a block
of indiarubber between the two plates when in
the non-compressed state, and suppose the
section to be marked with a series of vertical

lines at equal in

tervals apart.
Let the plates

approach each

other, compress
ing the rubber,
which expands laterally. If thoro wore no
friction between the rubber and plates the
section would remain rectangular as in Fig. 02
and the lines would still be equidistant. If,

however, there be a

frictional resistance

between the rubber
and plates which

FIG. 61.

FIG. 62.

63.
resists the lateral ex

pansion, the section

will bulge in the middle as shown in Fig. (53.

The effect of the friction on the spacing of tho
lines will be that up to a certain distance, such
as or, from the centre of the section, the friction

will be sufficient to prevent slipping and, there-
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FIG-. 64.

fore, up to this point the ends of the lines will

preserve their original distances apart. Beyond
the extremity of or slipping will commence
and will go on increasing to the edge of the

section. From r outwards, therefore, the

distance between the ends of the lines will

continually increase.

If now the surfaces gradually separate again,
the lines between o and r will assume the

same forms which they had at corresponding

points of the compression, but since the

portion beyond or has been extended by the

compression, it will

have to contract and
the friction between
the surfaces will op
pose this contraction.

Hence the lines be

yond or which during

compression were curved outwards -will gradu
ally straighten and curve inwards as shown
in Fig. 64.

It is important to note that during these

two actions the smaller the coefficient of fric

tion the greater will be the expansion of the

lines during compression, and that as the work

spent in friction during separation depends
on the amount of this expansion, the work
will obviously increase up to a certain point
as the coefficient of friction diminishes.

In both of the above cases it will be seen

that tbe directions of slipping on opposite
sides of the centre are opposite to each other.

In the case of a roller, however, it is evident

that the material immediately in front of the .

centre of the surface of contact is being com

pressed and that behind it is being expanded.
This action may be approximately represented
in the case of the two plates with rubber

between them by supposing the upper plate
AB to have been first

inclined towards C, so

that the material under

A was compressed and
then inclined towards D
so as to raise the end A,
thus causing a compres

sion under B and an expansion under A, The

sectional lines will therefore assume the form

shown in Fig. G5, and it is clear that the slip

ping on each side of the centre now takes place

in the same direction. This shows that in the

action of rolling the whole of the slipping is in

the same direction and tends to oppose the

rotation. It is this slipping against the fric-

tional resistance between the surfaces which

gives rise to the resistance to the motion of

the roller, and hence, as Reynolds showed,

the correct denomination of the resistance is

"
rolling friction." The analogy of the action

of the indiarubber between the two plates

with the case of a cylinder rolling in a plane

surface is not, however, exact, as there is the

important difference that in the latter case it

is not the entire surface of a bar which is being

compressed and expanded but a portion of a
continuous surface in which, whatever lateral

extension may exist immediately under the

roller, must be compensated by a lateral com

pression immediately in front and behind it.

The nature of the deformation caused by an
iron roller moving over an indiarubber plane

may be shown as follows. In Fig. 66, which

represents a section through the cylinder and

plane surface, the lines on the indiarubber

are supposed to represent lines initially ver

tical and at equal distances apart. The motion
of the roller is towards B, and or and or' limit

the surfaces on which there is no slipping.
C and D are the limits of the surface of contact

and beyond these points the rubber is laterally

compressed owing to the lateral extension of

the material under the roller. The lines in

this region are, therefore, less than their

natural distance apart. From D to r the

material is being compressed, slipping is

taking place, and the lines are convex out

wards. From r to r' there is no slipping, but

FIG. 66.

from r' to C expansion with slipping is taking

place and the lines are concave outwards. It

is clear, therefore, that the distance apart of

the lines from r to r' will depend on the amount
of the lateral compression from D outwards,
and it is quite possible that this may be such

that the distance between the lines from r to

r
f

may be equal to the natural distance, in

which case, as we have seen, the roller will

roll through its geometrical distance whatever

the actual slipping between Dr and Or'.

According to Reynolds this is what actually
takes place when an indiarubber roller rolls

on an iron plane. The actual slipping is

obviously equal to the difference between the

intervals between r and r\ and the intervals

at D or C, and will always be greater than

the loss of geometrical distance rolled through.
From the foregoing examination of the

action of rolling, the importance of the dis

tinction between the real and apparent slip

in all cases of rolling contact is clearly

brought out, the apparent slip being denned

as the difference between the circumference

of the roller and the distance moved through

by its centre in one revolution.

An explanation is also offered of the well-

known faxit that in general the lubrication of

roller bearings is not attended with any bene

ficial effects in the way of increase of efficiency,
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"but may actually cause a loss of efficiency.
Thus referring to Fig. Oft it is clear that if the

coefficient of friction is very great r and r
f

will coincide with D and C and there would
be no slipping, and hence no work would be

spent in friction. On the other hand, if the

coefficient of friction were zero, r and r' would
coincide with. and there would be no friction

and no work spent in overcoming it. There
fore the work spent in friction is zero for two
values of the variable which is the coefficient

of friction, and since it is positive for all inter

mediate values it must pass through a maxi
mum value. Hence for some position of r

and r', i.e. for some value of the coefficient

of friction, the work spent in friction is a

maximum.
The above conclusions have been verified

by Osborne Reynolds by direct experiment,
for the details of which reference may be

made to the article cited. In particular it

may be mentioned that the experiments
showed that a hard roller on a soft surface

rolls short of its geometrical distance, whereas
a soft roller on a hard plane rolls more than
its geometrical distance, and that when both
roller and plane are of equal hardness the roller

rolls through less than its geometrical distance.

(39) THE PEACTICAL APPLICATION OP
ROLLING FEICTION IN THE DESIGN or MECHAN
ISM. In recent years the loss of energy due
to friction of the journals and thrust collars

of mechanism has been greatly reduced by the

use of ball and roller bearings. Contrary to

expectation the insertion between the cylin
drical bearing surfaces of mechanism of one
or more rings of hardened steel balls running
in hardened steel grooves or races so arranged
that the sliding action is replaced by the

rolling of the balls in the races has proved
highly successful under heavy loading. As
the effect of a design of incorrect type is likely
to prove disastrous in practice, a brief account
of conditions to be fulfilled and errors to be
avoided may be gathered from the following
illustrations of ball bearings which have been
tried in practice with varying degrees of

success. 1

(i.) Ball Searings. One of the earliest types
is shown at A, Fig. 67. This was formed of

a hardened steel sleeve with a V or rounded

groove fixed to the shaft, the outer races

consisting of two conical rings screwed into
the casing by means of a fine thread, with
the idea that the races could be adjusted for

wear. Since the wear of the race takes place
only on the loaded side it is obvious that any
adjustment of this kind would be fatal to
true running of the shaft.

This fault was remedied in the design B in
which the races consisted of two conical rings
screwed on the shaf\ the outer stationary

1
Goodman, Proc. Imt. Aut Brig,, 1913-14, viii.

portion being made flat. In this case the

adjustable ring was always rotating and,

therefore, the wear was fairly even all round
and adjustment was possible, although, as

experience has shown, quite unnecessary.
Later two plain races as shown at C, with

a cage to keep the balls in position, were found
to be successful, the final evolution of the race

being shown at D where the races are grooved
to a radius of about -fa that of the ball.

In the design of ball thrust bearings the

races of the early types were made with 45

grooves as shown at E. The running of this

type was very unsatisfactory, with much

scratching of the balls. The substitution of

a flat surface for one of the grooves as at F
was an improvement but not altogether satis

factory. It was found, however, that balls

running between two flat rings with a cage G

67.

to hold the balls ran quite satisfactorily. This

design was still further improved from the

weight-carrying point of view by substituting

grooves of slightly greater radius than the

ball, as in H. For certain purposes, however,
the flat race is to be preferred, since, if there
is any chance of the shaft getting out of line

with its housing, there is less likelihood of

trouble in heating and vibration. A high
degree of accuracy in the manufacture of balls

for ball bearings is very essential. For

example, in the case of balls half an inch in

diameter, Professor Goodman has found that
a distortion of one-thousandth of an inch

corresponds with a load of about 130 Ibs. of

the ball. Hence, if one of the balls in a thrunt

bearing is one-thousandth of an incli larger
than the others, that ball will have about
130 Ibs. more load upon it than the others,
and probably failure will occur.

In the Skefko ball bearing (Fig. 08) the
surface of the outer ring is spherical, with the
centre at the axia of the shaft. There arc two
grooves on the inner ring, which can bo tilted
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FIG. 68.

to one side to allow the balls to be slipped
into position, which is a considerable advantage.

Tbere is the further advantage
that such a bearing can be used
on a shaft which is moving out
of truth. These bearings are

particularly applicable to the

case of motor cars and aero

planes where the framing is

not very rigid.

(ii.) Safe Working Load in a
Ball Searing. From- the re

sults of his experiments, Pro
fessor Goodman has been led

to adopt the following formula for calculating
the maximum working load on a ball bearing :

where W=maximum working load in Ibs.,

w=the number of balls in the bearing,
<2= the diameter of the ball in inches,

N=the revolutions per minute,
D=the diameter of the ball race in

inches ; the diameter being
taken from the point of contact of

the ball with the inner race in

a journal bearing, and from the

centres of the balls in a thrust

bearing.

The constants C and k are as follows :

For thrust bearings

Plat races .

Hollow races

C.

200

200

For journal bearings
C.

Flat races . . 2000

Hollow races . 2000

k.

500,000
from 1,000,000 to

1,250,000

1,000,000

from 2,000,000 to

2,500,000

A comparison between the friction of an

ordinary white metal bearing and that of a

ball bearing is shown in Fig. 69. It will be

seen that in the

case of the white

metal bearing the

starting effort is

very much greater
than the normal re-

White metal Bearing ^^^^ ft^
been running for a

considerable time.

With ball bearings
the reverse is the

case, and this, apart
from the limiting
ratio of the resist

ances, is an addi

tional reason for

the use of ball bearings in machinery which

stops and starts frequently.
For very large bearings, in which the loads

Ball Bearings

1234-
Beootutions of Shaft

FIG. 69.

are correspondingly high, it is customary to

replace the balls by hardened steel rollers.

The difficulties in obtaining satisfactory

ninning are greater in these bearings than
where balls are used, on account of the end
thrust of the rollers brought about by very

slight inaccuracies in the machining. A
slight amount of end thrust in a roller bearing

may increase the frictional resistance tenfold.

Various devices to obviate end thrust, such as

the insertion of a hardened steel ball between
the ends of the roller and the

face of the housing, have been

tried, but without any great
success.

One of the most successful

roller bearings which have been

recently brought out is illus

trated "in Fig. 70. In this the

roller runs in a hardened steel

rectangular groove ground in the

sleeve with great precision, and
after an extensive series of tests on it Professor

Goodman states that this is the only roller

bearing which, in his experience, is practically

free from end thrust.

VL THE RELATION BETWEEN FRICTION AND
HEAT TRANSMISSION IN THE CASE OF THE

MOTION OF A FLTJTD OVER A SURFACE
HAVING A TEMPERATURE DIFFERING FROM
THAT OF THE FLUID

(40) HEAT TRANSMISSION, (i.) Theory.

The heat interchange between a solid surface

and a fluid in contact with it, for a given
difference of temperature between them and

apart from radiation effects, will evidently
be proportional to the rate at which the fluid

particles are carried up to the surface, i.e. to

the diffusion of the fluid in the neighbourhood
of the surface. This diffusion may be either

(1) molecular, i.e. the diffusion of the molecules

in a mass of fluid at rest, or (2) molar diffusion,

by means of the movement of small portions
of the fluid in the form of eddies. The trans

mission of heat by molecular diffusion con

stitutes what is known as the thermal con

ductivity of the fluid, and that by molar

diffusion is usually denominated heat con

vection. Now in the case of a fluid moving
over a surface in laminar or streamline

motion, there is no molar diffusion between

adjacent streamlines or laminae, and, there

fore, any transmission of heat to or from the

surface in a direction normal to the stream

lines must take place by thermal conductivity.

On the other hand, when the motion becomes

turbulent, it is evident that the eddies con

stitute the mechanism by means of which the

heat is transmitted.

In (25) it has been shown that in the

motion of a fluid over a surface there is always
a thin layer at the surface which is in laminar
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motion when the general motion of the fluid is

turbulent, and if the surface be hotter or colder

than the fluid it is clear that the heat trans

mission between layer and surface will take

place by means of conductivity, and between
the outside of the layer and the mass of the

fluid, by eddy motion or convection. In
Part I. of this article dealing with "Vis

cosity," (1), (2), it has been shown that

in the case of laminar motion the transfer

of momentum between adjacent layers which

constitutes the phenomenon of viscosity is

effected by the internal diffusion of the fluid,

and further that in the case of turbulent

motion the corresponding phenomenon of

mechanical viscosity is due to the mass diffu

sion brought about by the eddy-making
and turbulence. It would appear, therefore,

that the mechanism by which the transfer

of momentum which constitutes fractional

resistance and that by which the transfer

of heat is brought about is essentially the

same whether the motion be laminar or

turbulent.

The probability of this effect was first

pointed out by Oaborne Reynolds
* in 1874 in

a paper on the heating surfaces of steam
boilers. In this paper Reynolds described

an experiment in which, by blowing air through
a hot metal tube, the probable accuracy of his

theory was demonstrated by the fact that the

temperature of the issuing stream of air was

approximately independent of the speed of the

air current. The method of reasoning leading
to this conclusion may be stated as follows.

Consider the case of a fluid moving through a

parallel pipe of circular cross - section with
mean velocity T^, and let the inner surface of

the pipe be maintained at a uniform tempera
ture Ta . Then, neglecting the thermal con

ductivity effect in the thin layer at the

boundary, and assuming all the transmission
to take place by eddy motion, the ratio of

the momentum lost by skin friction between

any two sections distant dx apart, to the total

momentum of the fluid, will be the same as the
ratio of the heat actually supplied by the
surface to that which would have been

supplied if the whole of the fluid had been
carried up to the surface.

Thus, if dp is the fall of pressure between
the sections,

rfT the rise of temperature between
the sections,

W the weight of fluid passing per
second,

Vm the mean velocity of the fluid,

a the radius of the pipe,
Tm the mean- temperature of the

fluid between the sections.

1

Proceedings, Manchester Literary ami Philoso-
p/iicetl Modify, 1874. I

Then, by the above relation,

The heat lost per unit area of the pipe ia

where <r is the specific heat per unit mass at

constant pressure, and il R denote the skin

friction per unit area,

B = ^
2fra

'

dx'

Hence if Q be the heat transmitted per unit

area,

It may be noted that there may be appre
ciable divergence between the above value
of the heat transmission and that actually
observed, for, as Reynolds pointed out,

"
ulti

mately it is by conductivity that the heat

passes from the walls of the pipe to the fluid,

so that there will probably be in the result a
coefficient IT(fc/v), where k is the coefficient of

thermal conductivity of the fluid, the form of
'

which must be determined by experiment."
(ii.) Experiments. A series of experiments

were carried out by Dr. T. E. Stanton in 1895
with the object of testing -the accuracy of tho
above relation. 2 The fluid used was water,.
which was circulated through thin copper
tubes heated on the outside by means of a
steam jacket. The mean temperature of the
tube was estimated from the value of its

coefficient of expansion and the incroaso in

length, the value of the surface temperature
being then calculated from the known heat
transmitted and the thermal conductivity of

copper.
In making the experiments it was arranged

that the total rise of temperature should not
exceed a few degrees, and should be small

compared with the range of temperature
between metal and water. In this way, in a
series of experiments in which V

7rt
was varied,

the value of /(&/?) referred to above would bo

approximately constant. Further, since it jvas
known that R = cVmn

, writing the relation (1)
in the form

Q
=Dt,-i,

La~~ -Lm

where D is constant, tho value of n-\ could
be obtained by tho usual method of logarithmic
plotting.
On making this determination for several

sizes of tubes, and with as largo a range of speed
of flow as could be obtained, it was found
that the value of n was practically identical
with that found in the frictiomvl determinations
[i.e. u varied from 1-82 to 1-86), and hence

2 Phil. Trans. Royal Society, Series A, cxc.
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the truth of the relation (1) in its most im
portant practical aspect was fully demon
strated. The fact that the heat abstracted
from a hot metal surface by a fluid flowing
over it is, for a given difference of temperature
between fluid and metal, nearly proportional
to the speed at which the fluid moves over
the surface, has been of great importance in the

design of steam engine condensers, the radiators
of internal combustion engines, and the heat

ing surfaces of steam boilers. The applica
tion of the Reynolds theory to the case of
the design of surface condensers for steam
engines has shown x that for a surface con
denser of given area of cooling surface and
supply of cooling water,, in order to obtain
the greatest velocity of flow, the length of the
tube should be as great as possible, and that
the most efficient design will be secured by
using small tubes of as great a length as is

consistent with the extreme limits of frictional

resistance to flow allowed. This condition
can be easily fulfilled in practice by arranging
the tubes in separate compartments, through
which the cooling water circulates in series,
and thus the effective length of the tube can
be increased to any desired amount.

It may be remarked that, if any means
existed of determining the thickness of the

layer in laminar motion at the boundary, a
check between theory and experiment Vould
be found as follows. Consider first the trans
mission of heat by eddy motion between the
mass of fluid in the ulterior of the pipe and
the outer surface of the layer in laminar

where Tt is the temperature of the outside of
the layer.

Again, considering the transmission through
the surface layer, we have

Q= -~- Tl)
, . . . (3)

where Ts is the temperature of the surface, t

the thickness of the layer, and J; the coefficient
of thermal conductivity,

and B=/i-. . .

Combining (2), (3), and (4), we have

_R<T(T,-Tm ) 1 ,

where p =*

(4)

TJ

(5)

If, therefore, the value of p were known, it

would be possible, by experiments with a
fluid flowing over a surface for which the
value of Pv was always known, to obtain a
check on the theory.

Unfortunately, no definite information on
the value of p is at present available. From
an examination of the criterion., due to Lorenz,
for the steady motion of fluid between two
planes moving tangentially to each other,
Mr. G. I. Taylor has arrived at the conclusion
that in the case of a pipe ujVm should become
nearly constant as the velocity is increased,
and independent of the nature of the fluid.

As regards its value, the criterion of Lorenz
indicates that it may be approximately 0-38.

Alternatively the value of p may be calculated

from equation (5) by substitution of the known

TABLE I

EXPEBJMENTS WITH WATER FLOWING IN DRAWN BEASS TUBE 192 CM. LONG,
1-7 CM. DIAMETER

maymotion, which

velocity U.
Then equation (1) becomes

be assumed to have a

1 Stanton on
" The Efficiency and Design of Sur

face Condensers/' Proc. Inst. C.E., 1898-99, cxxxvi.

values of R, (Ts
- Tm ), V,^ /*, and k in care

fully made experiments.
Such a series of experiments have been

carried out by Dr. A. Soenneken l in the case

of water flowing through heated metal pipes,
the results of which are given in Table L,

together with certain of Stanton'a results.

1
Soenneken, Konig. Tech. Hochschule Munich, 1910.

2D
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It 'will be clear from the calculated values

of p iu the above table that tho use of the

values of 0-38 derived from tho theory of

Loronz will not give results greatly in error.

Tho low values oil p found from Stanton's

results are probably due to the fact that they

wore obtained from short lengths of pipe in

which the ratio of length to diameter was

only 34, and that on this account tho moan

thickness of tho surface layers would probably

bo appreciably less than that finally obtained

at a considerable distance from the inlet.

Reverting to equation (5) it will bo soon, that

if tho value of y^fk for any particular fluid

is approximately equal to unity, the agree

ment between the heat transmission given by

equation (1) and that actually observed should

bo fairly close if tho assumptions on which

tho theory is based are correct.

Now for air k 1'^Ov ,

whore O w
is tho spocilic heat at constant

volume, and since

<r = l'4C,,

wo have ~ = 1'14,
ff/j.

so that experiments with air should furnish

a rough demonstration of tho accuracy or

otherwise of tho extension of tho Itoynolds

theory given above.

In some experiments made by Mr. J. II.

Pannoll 1 at tho National Physical Laboratory in

1912 tho results given in Table IT. wore obtained,

tho neighbourhood of tho boundary which is

indicated in the curves of Fiy. 27 that no such

discontinuity exists and that tho two motions

shade off into each other gradually. It is

evident, therefore, that tho matter requires

further investigation before any reliable

prediction of tho amount of tho heat trans

mission can bo made from a knowledge of the

fnotional resistances of Huid and surface.

(41) lihwKdT otf SiriWAOK ROTHIJIN-EHH ON

HKAT TRANSMISSION. Apart from tho prac

tical value of tho theory of hoat trunsrniS"

si6n outlined above in giving an accurate

measure of tho improvement to bo effected in

hoat transmission by increasing tho spcwl

of How, tho relation also indicates a possi

bility of increasing the ellicicncy of tho trans

mission by increasing tho coefficient of friction

between fluid and surface. It is well known

that by roughening tho surface over which

fluid is in motion the fnotional resistance can

bo increased two or three fold. Kor example,
in Mr. W. Fixmdo'H experiments on the

resistance to the towing of planks in water,

it was found that tho resistance of a surface

similar to that of sandpaper was more than

double that of a varnished surface under the

.same conditions. In experiments at tho

National Physical Laboratory tho frictional

resistance of brasn pipes has been increased

threefold by stirrating the inner surfaoo by a

series of sharp ridges produced hy a cutting

tool. It may bo mentioned, howevor, that

TABLM U

OF Altl IN UMATKD HllAHH Pll'W 4-88 <!M. DJAMHTUIt, <M I'M,

oir>r>

02(17

ItaMo of

Ht'WMl IliMlt

0-70

()-<JH

It will bo soon that tho agreement between

calculated and observed heat iw not satis

factory, so that assuming that no serious

errors wore mado in tho observations on

which tho ligurcs in tho table arc based, it

would appear that tho assumptions on which the

extended theory is based arc inconsistent with

the actual facts. The one whose validity may
reasonably be questioned in tho discontinuity
between tho layer at tho boundary and tho

eddying fluid which in implied in tho ronHoning

loading up to tho theoretical equation (5).

It will 1)0 clear from the ntato of motion in

1
Patincll, yt<"jM>r/l AdHwry C'owww'MM Aeromutimt,

JOI(J17, ViH, 22.

the app(ioatioi) of the Koynolds theory to the

cane of rough HurfacoH is not tt pi'ion' (UMmon-

stral>le, sincu^ the precise nature of (In* modilieH-

tion of the (luid moliou an the surface rough
ness is increased is a matter for (speculation,

and it in by no means certain (hat an iticrcuHo

in surface roughness eorrosponilH with an
iuerenHO in the turbulence which in tho main
factor in the heat IrausmiUod.

Kor tlie purpoHe of U^sting the applicability
or otherwise of the .Reynolds theory to the

case of surface roughness, a Heries of experi
ments wore made at- the National Physical

.Laboratory in 1917 on two pipoM 1( inch

diameter, of which ono was in the smooth
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drawn condition in which, it was received and
the surface of the other was roughened by
machining with a screw-cutting tool so as to

form a double serias of sharp ridges inter

secting each other. The depth of the serra

tions was about 0-01 inch.

In making the experiments, each pipe was
set up in a vertical position and a current of

water circulated through it by means of a

centrifugal pump provided with speed regula
tion, so that the mean velocity of flow could

be varied from about 15 cm. per second,

slightly above the critical value, to about
90 cm. per second. The outside of the

pipe was wound with Eureka wire connected
to the supply mains through a variable resist

ance and so arranged that the temperature
of the pipe could be maintained at the desired

value above the temperature of the water.

The mean surface temperature of the pipe
was estimated from the extension of the

pipe measured by an extensometer specially

designed for the purpose. For the estimation

of the initial and final temperatures of the

water, thermo-junctions embedded in thin

brass tubes were placed with their axes in

the axis of the pipe at the extremities of the

experimental length and connected to a

potentiometer. The estimation of the flow of

water through the pipe was obtained from a

calibrated meter. The frictional resistance

of the pipe was found from the fall of pressure

along the experimental length.
In order to compare the relative effects due

to surface roughening, the ratio of the inten

sities of surface friction of the rough and
smooth pipes have been plotted (Fig. 71)
on a base of speed of flow through the pipe,
and on the same diagram is plotted the curve

Mean oehcrtg offlow in cms. per sec.

FIG. 71.

showing the corresponding ratio of the heats

transmitted per unit area per degree difference

of temperature. It will be seen that through
out the whole range of speed considered the

heat transmitted from the roughened pipe
exceeds that transmitted by the smooth pipe

by an amount greater than that by which
the friction has been increased by the roughen

ing, so that the application of the Reynolds

theory to the ease of surface roughening was

fully demonstrated. In applying these results

to practice, it is important to make sure that

Potential
Lead

the conditions of turbulence are similar to

those which existed in the experiments
described above. For example, from the

characteristics of the motion of a fluid at the

inlet of a pipe referred to in (6) (iii.), it would

appear probable that had the experimental

length of pipe in the above experiments been

placed at the inlet to the pipe instead of

some considerable distance from it, the effect

of roughness on the heat transmission would
not have been so

marked owing to

the absence of

turbulence in this

particular region.
In order to in

vestigate this more

closely, a further

research was car

ried out in which
the heated surface

represented the

gills of an air-

cooled internal
combustion engine.
The practical im

portance of this

investigation will

be obvious from
the fact that if an

improvement in

heat transmission

of the order of that

obtained in the

roughened pipe
could be produced in the cooling surfaces of

aircraft engines by artificial roughening, the

possibility of considerable increase in efficiency

and saving of weight would be opened up.

For this purpose the apparatus shown in Fig.

72 was constructed. This consisted of eight

copper discs of approximately the dimensions

and spacing of the gills of an air-cooled engine

surrounding a cylinder of wood, and set up
in a wind channel through which air could be

circulated at speeds up to 00 feet per second.

The method of making an experiment consisted

in heating the gills by a current from a storage

battery and measuring the amount of current

and fall of potential along them. In this way
the mean surface temperature of the gills and

the amount of heat abstracted by the air

could be calculated. Observations of the

velocity and temperature of the cooling air

were taken at the same time. The thickness

of the copper gills was 0-055 mm., the external

and internal diameters being 146 and 114 mm.
and the pitch 8 mm.
The roughening was made by a special pair

of steel dies by means of which the surfaces

were corrugated into serrations 0-5 mm. deep
and 1-8 mm. pitch. A series of observations

was first made on the smooth gills. These

FIG. 72.
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were then taken out of the wind channel,

roughened by the die? and replaced, and the

experiments repeated under the same condi

tions of wind speed, and surface temperature
as before.

The results of the two sets of observations

are shown in Fig. 73, the ordinates of the

plotted points heing the heat abstracted in

calories per second per degree difference of

temperature between gill and air current,

and the abscissae the mean wind speed in

cm. per second.

It isil! be seen that, in complete contrast

with the results of the pipe investigation, the

so

8OO 12OO 16OO
Mean aind speed in cms. per sec,

FIG. 73.

roughening had practically no effect on the

heat transmission, thus indicating that for

these particular surfaces the dimension in the

direction of flow was so limited that the

convection of momentum to the surface was
nob more intense for a rough than for a

smooth surface. The anticipation that the

conditions as regards turbulence in this case

were probably similar to those existing at the

inlet of a parallel channel appeared therefore

to be justified. It is probable that consider

able improvement in the design of the cooling
surfaces of aircraft engines and radiators may
yet be effected by a suitable increase in their

factional resistances, but further research is

necessary before the direction in which it may
be looked for is apparent. T> E> s>
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FUEL CALORBIETRY

(1) INTRODUCTORY. The measurement of

the calorific value of fuels is a branch of

calorimetry which has been systematised in

order that it may be practised by operators
not possessed of the knowledge or experi
mental aptitude of the trained physicist and
chemist. Large numbers of determinations of

the calorific value of fuels are made daily,
with a reasonably high degree of accuracy and
concordance by a host of semi-skilled operators.
The latter, however, merely follow instructions

in the use of methods which involve the
scientific application of fundamental principles
of physics and chemistry to the solution of

the problem of measuring exactly the heat
evolved in the complete oxidation of readily
combustible matter. The physical and chem
ical principles applied in Fuel Calorimetry
are essentially identical with tKose applied
in the measurement of the heat evolved in

chemical reactions in general, and the methods

employed are simply specialised adaptations to a
restricted field of the general methods employed
by the physicist in tackling the varying prob
lems of calorimetry presented in the pursuit of

physical, chemical, and physiological researches.

The broad principles and general methods of
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Calorimetry have been dealt with in the
article under that heading.

(2) METHODS AND CCKST-EXTIONS OF FUEL
CALOBIMETRY. In this article the specialised
methods applied to the measurement of the
heat evolved in the combustion of fuel will

alone be considered. These methods are,

however, also of rather divergent descriptions,

owing to the physical differences between the
various "fuels." The physical differences

referred to chiefly concern the question of the

phase or state of the fuel, i.e. whether it is

solid, liquid, or gaseous at ordinary tempera
tures. For instance, the calorific value with
which fuel calorimetry is concerned is: for

methane, the heat evolved by the combustion
of gaseous methane ; for alcohol, the heat
evolved by the combustion of liquid alcohol ;

and for sugar or sulphur, the heat evolved

by the combustion of solid sugar or sulphur.
While the supplemental heat attributable

to both condensation and solidification is

included in the calorific value of a fuel such
as sulphur, and that of condensation in the

calorific value of alcohol, neither is included

in the calorific value of methane, or other

substance which is in the gaseous state at

ordinary temperatures. Similarly the calorific

value as usually determined and accepted for

fuel expresses the heat resulting from their

combustion when the products of combustion
are in the state or phase in which they normally
occur at ordinary temperatures. That is to

say, any carbon dioxide produced by the

combustion of a fuel is assumed to remain
in the gaseous state, whereas silicon dioxide

or silica would be assumed to be in the solid

state, and water in the liquid state.

There is, however, a convention by which
the water resulting from the combustion of

hydrogen and its carbon compounds in fuels

is sometimes considered to remain wholly
in the gaseous state among the products of

combustion, and the calorific value realised

under this convention is termed the ne&

calorific value. It is less than the common
or gross calorific value by the latent heat of

vaporisation of the water resulting from the

combustion of the fuel In the common
measurements of the net calorific value of

a fuel, a further deduction is made from the

gross value of the sensible heat of the con

densed water in cooling from 100 0. to

ordinary temperatures. The figure thus

obtained is the conventional net calorific

value of the fuel, but the former figure, which
differs from the gross calorific value only by
the latent heat of vaporisation of the water

resulting from the combustion, is the true

thermodynamie net calorific value which

should be used in calculations of the efficiencies

of internal combustion engines, flame tempera
tures, etc. Except in the ease of uncombined

hydrogen, the net" calorific value of a fuel is a

figure which has little real significance, because
the uncondensable products of combustion,
such as carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and excess

of oxygen, pass away at the same temperature
as the uncondensed water vapour. In most
uses of fuel, this temperature is considerably

higher than that of the atmosphere, and the

sensible heat of the uncondensable products
of combustion as well as the latent heat of

vaporisation of the water accompanying them
has to be determined for the particulartempera
ture at which they are passing away whenever
the question of the thermal efficiency of a

particular application of a fuel is investigated.
In considering the calorific value of many

of the complex commercial fuels, it is necessary
for comparative purposes to bear in mind that
a certain component, e.g. naphthalene, may
be available in more than one state or phase.
For instance, in certain mixed fuels there may
be a small proportion of gaseous naphthalene ;

in others a more considerable proportion of

molten naphthalene or of naphthalene in

solution, while finally naphthalene may be
in the solid state as a component of a mixed
solid fuel, or indeed in that state be used
as a fuel without admixture. The calorific

value of a substance such as naphthalene,
which is available in three states, will differ

according to its phase and its latent heat
>f vaporisation, of liquefaction, or heat of

solution in a particular medium which serves

as the liquid vehicle for it. The greater part
of the combustibles to which technical fuel

calorimetry is commonly applied are, how
ever, complex mixtures which are used in

the one state, viz, solid, liquid, or gaseous, in

which they usually occur, and it is the calorific

value of the fuel in that one state with which
fuel calorimetry ordinarily is concerned.

When the fuel is a solid, whether a simple
substance, such as carbon, sulphur, phosphorus
or silicon, or a complex mixture of celLulosie

or hydrocarbon material such as wood, coal,

etc., its calorific value is ordinarily determined

by measuring 'the heat evolved on the rapid or

almost instantaneous combustion in oxygen
of a known weight of the fuel. When the

fuel is a liquid which is not very readily

volatile, such as the higher alcohols, oil, tar,

etc., its calorific value is determined in sub

stantially the same way. When the fuel is a,

gas, however, though the same method is

applicable, it is generally preferred to burn the

fuel at a uniform measured rate of consump
tion for an extended period, and to measure
the heat evolved during the time in which
a known quantity of the gas is burned* If

provision is made for the continuous con

sumption of the gas at a uniform rate, and for

the calorimetnc device to furnish a continuous

record of the fluctuations in the evolution of
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heat from the combustion of the gas, it is

possible to produce a calorimeter which

antomatieaUy registers any variations in the

calorific value of the gas over a long period.

The usual methods of gas calorimetry are,

therefore, distinct from the usual methods of

the calorimetry of solid and liquid fuels,

though there is some overlapping of the two

methods in the calorimetry of the more highly

volatile liquid fuels, such as motor-spirit,

ethyl-alcohol, ether, etc. The continuous

calorimetry of a supply of solid fuel, such as

coal, furnishing automatically a register of

fluctuations in the calorific value of that fuel,

is a problem which awaits attack, and of which

a satisfactory solution would be of the utmost

value in industry. Even in regard to oil fuel,

continuous calorimetry is practically unknown,

though the problem does not present the same
difficulties as that of solid fuel, and a satis

factory solution of it is not far to seek.

There are a number of points in fuel calori

metry to which consideration must be given
in the ease of almost all types of fuel calori

meters and of all classes of fuel. They may
be classified broadly as follows : (a) Sampling
the fuel ; (6) Weighing or measuring the

portion of the sample on which the deter

mination is ma4e ; (c) The supply of oxygen
for combustion ; (d) Choice of medium for

reception of the heat evolved ; (e) Ther-

mometry, or the measurement of the rise of

temperature of the medium ; and (/) Incidental

heat losses and corrections.

(3) SAMPLING THE FUEL. In general the

sampling of fuel for determination of its

calorific value follows the course adopted for

sampling it for chemical analysis, but as many
more samples of fuel are now taken for calori

metry than for analysis, and often by persons
not trained in general methods of sampling,
a few words on it may appropriately be said

here, though, strictly speaking, sampling does

not fall within the scope of calorimetry as such.

There are few materials more difficult to

sample properly than coal and coke, owing
chiefly to the unequal distribution of earthy
matter, slate, etc., in the coal as won and

supplied to the consumer. Where coal or

coke passes through a mechanical breaker

which reduces all lumps to a relatively small

size, the procedure of sampling a large bulk
is greatly simplified, and if J-cwt. portions
are drawn from the outlet of the breaker at

intervals corresponding with the passage
through it of 5 or 6 tons, and these J-cwt.

portions are subsequently mixed, further

broken, quartered, the quarter broken smaller
and again quartered, a finely broken small

sample is ultimately obtained from which the
final sample for the determination of calorific

value may be ground. This procedure answers
well on gas works, etc., where coal is frequently

! broken before carbonisation, and coke before

! sale for household use, but the breaking of

;

coal lowers its value for most other uses and
this aid to proper sampling is not generally
available. In such cases larger portions,

representative of both the large and the small

coal, must be taken from each waggon -load,

or 5 to 10 ton lot, and these portions mixed
to form an average sample, a quarter of which
must be roughly broken and dealt with as

before. Many elaborate directions have been
issued for the sampling of coal and coke

deliveries, but a consideration of the particular
circumstances will generally suggest the best

method if it is borne in mind that the first

bulk sample must be large and must be

thoroughly mixed before the first quartering.
Gain or loss of humidity in the course of

sampling must also be avoided.

The sampling of liquid fuel is relatively an

easy matter, though, with heavy petroleum oils

and certain classes of tar and tar oils, strati

fication and deposition of solid matter are

apt to occur in storage tanks, and warming by
means of steam coils and stirring are needed
before the sample is drawn from the tank.

Liquid fuels frequently contain varying pro
portions of water, partly in solution and partly
in suspension, and on this account a sample
drawn from a single barrel is seldom repre
sentative of a consignment of many barrels.

Barrels should be rolled about to agitate the

contents thoroughly before they are sampled.
The sampling of gaseous fuel varies greatly

in method according to the circumstances of

its origin and the object of the determinations
of calorific value. Obviously if all that is

needed is an average sample of the output
of a producing plant, or of the delivery from

storage vessels, different methods will be
followed from those adopted if samples are

required with a view to ascertaining the

extreme fluctuations in calorific value of the

gas produced or delivered. It may be said

generally, however, that fuel gas supplies vary
more in calorific value than might be expected
from general knowledge of the diffusion of

gases, and of processes for generating fuel gas.
Even town gas supplies, derived from works
where facilities for mixing and storing appear
ample, quite commonly show fluctuations of

2 to 3 per cent on either side of the mean
calorific value. Other fuel gases, such as

acetylene produced in generators for welding
and cutting purposes, are apt to vary still

more in calorific value, partly owing to varia

tions in the purity of the raw material used,
and partly owing to effects incidental to the
rate of generation, etc. Fortunately a con
tinuous supply of fuel gas is generally available

for calorimetry, and it is a relatively easy
matter with the types of gas calorimeter

commonly in use to make a number of deter-
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minations, and thereby to ascertain the I

fluctuations in value of the gas, as well as to
eliminate errors due to the taking of casual

samples.

(4) WEIGHTN-G OE MEASURING THE SAMPLE.
The portion of either a solid or a liquid

fuel used for a calorimetric determination ;

will usually be weighed; but a gaseous fuel

is commonly measured and the calorific value

per unit weight calculated, if required, from
the specific gravity of the gas. The utility
of determinations of calorific value of coal,

coke, etc., is largely relative to that of other
lots of similar fuel, and since these fuels con
tain more or less free water according to the
extent to which they have been exposed to
rain (or underground water) or stored under
cover, it is essential that the determinations
of calorific value should be made on a dried

sample. If the water given up in drying is

determined, the calorific value of the particular
lot of coal or coke in the condition in which
it was when sampled can be readily calculated.

Unless expressly stated otherwise, it is custom

ary to express the calorific value of a solid fuel

in terms of unit weight of the dried material.

Since many coals, when finely ground and
dried, are extremely hygroscopic, the pre
cautions usually taken in weighing hygroscopic
substances must be observed when weighing
out the portions for calorimetry. Fuel oils,

as a rule, contain very little water, but when
certain grades of tar, crude petroleum, etc.,

[

are being examined it is necessary to deter- '

mine the water present, which, moreover,

frequently varies greatly in different samples j

taken from the same bulk.
I

Gaseous fuel is usually measured saturated

with water at atmospheric temperature and
;

pressure, and the calorific value of unit volume
!

so measured is corrected to refer to unit
j

volume in one or other of two standard i

conditions, viz. : (1) at C., 760 mm. and
j

dry, which are the normal conditions for gas ;

measurements in scientific work, or (2) at

60 Fahr., 30 inches and saturated with
water vapour, which are the normal conditions

for the sale of gas in tMs country and generally |

for technical and industrial measurements of i

gas. The volume of gas in these conditions
j

is only one ten-thousandth less than its volume
j

at 153
C., 760 mm. and saturated, which are

j

the conditions in which gas is measured for

commercial and technical purposes in most
continental countries.

(5) SUPPLY OF OXYGEN FOR COMBUSTION.
The oxygen required for the combustion of i

the fuel in the calorimeter is obtained in most
calorimeters for gaseous fuel through a supply
of atmospheric air, but with solid and liquid
fuel it is difficult to ensure complete and rapid
combustion unless the oxygen is supplied in

a more, highly concentrated form. In the

early calorimeters the oxygen was furnished

by potassium nitrate or a similar salt, which
was intimately mixed with the fuel, but with
the advent of commercial supplies of oxygen
compressed in steel cylinders other sources

of concentrated oxygen were almost entirely

displaced in calorimetry by the oxygen
cylinder. Without the latter the Berthelot

bomb type of calorimeter could not have come
into general use. It is possible, however, to

dispense with compressed oxygen if it is not

available, by using a peroxide as a source of

oxygen. Sodium peroxide is thus used in the

Roland Wild fuel calorimeter, but there is in

this case a liberation of heat from the reaction

between the products of combustion and the

reduced peroxide, for which a deduction has
to be made from the total heat measured by
the calorimeter. The uncertainty as to this

deduction with fuels of a widely different ratio

of carbon to hydrogen militates against the

more general employment in industrial calori

metry of this convenient type of calorimeter.

(6) MEDIUM FOE RECEPTION OF THE
EVOLVED HEAT. The heat evolved by the

combustion of the fuel is absorbed as far as

possible by water in nearly all the more exact

types of calorimeter. The high specific heat

of water and its universal availability are tiie

chief factors in its favour, but it has certain

disadvantages which have led to the adoption
in a few calorimeters of other liquids, or of air

or other gas, for the absorption and measure
ment of the heat evolved on the combustion
of the fuel. It may be said broadly, however,
that the calorimeters in which water is dis

placed by another liquid or by a gas are of

special and restricted applicability. Certain

semi-automatic and recording calorimeters dis

pense with water, but the majority of them
need calibrating against a water calorimeter

owing to uncertainty as to th.3 specific heat

of the liquid or gas which" is used instead of

water. The water or other medium is con

tained in a glass or metal vessel or tube, by
which and the combustion chamber or burner
a portion of the heat evolved is retained. It

is customary in bomb and other non-continuous

calorimeters to determine experimentally the

mean specific heat of these parts of the calori

meter, and to reckon their heat absorption in

terms of the weight of water which would show
the same rise of temperature if the same
number of heat units were imparted to it. This
is commonly known as the

"
water-equivalent

"

of the calorimeter, and has to be determined
for each instrument. Its determination by
present methods introduces an uncertainty in

the results of bomb calorimetry of nearly
0'2 per cent. In calorimeters of the flow type
inwhich a heat equilibrium becomes established,
the analogous uncertainty in the results may be
reduced to less than 0-1 per cent.
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(7) THEKJIOMETBY. The rise of tempera
ture caused by the combustion of the fuel in

the calorimeter is usually measured by mercury
thermometers, either used directly or used as i

reference standards to check the records of

some other therniometric device. Thus the i

degree of accuracy attainable in fuel calori-
|

metry generally depends ultimately on the

sensitiveness of the mercury thermometer,
t

which when all sources of error are considered

and corrections applied cannot be much higher
than 0-fJ05

c
, and in most cases even with high-

class thermometers is not, in reality, higher
than OOP.
The errors in thennometry in connection

with bomb calorimetry have been fully

discussed by G. ]ST. Huntly in the Journal of

the Society of Chemical Industry, 1910, xxix.

917, and in the Analyst, 1915, xl. 41. Briefly,

the capillary tube errors may amount to, but

will not exceed, one unit of the divisions if the

thermometer is used without special calibra

tion, but this may be reduced to 0-01 division

or 0-001 by calibration in special cases.

External and internal pressure and temporary
depression of zero errors are negligible in the

conditions of use of thermometers in bomb

ealorimetry. The other errors can best be

eliminated by determining the water equivalent
of the calorimeter with the same weight of

water at different temperatures, and therefrom

plotting the apparent water equivalent as a

function of the temperature. In determining !

the water equivalent, a pure substance such as

benzoic acid or pure cane sugar of which the

calorific value is accurately known is burned
;

in the calorimeter.
\

The errors in thennometry in connection !

with flow and other calorimeters in which the

rise of temperature measured is more than

10 comprise many of the foregoing, and others, i

such as that for the varying length of stem !

exposed to the atmosphere, which may be
[

largely eliminated by appropriate design of !

the calorimeter. While the exposure of the i

thermometer stem to the air of the room may
conceivably in certain calorimeters account
for an error of as much as 0-1, it is very rare

that the error is more than one-fifth of this

amount, owing to the fact that the thermo
meter stem is usually so situated that its

temperature is more nearly that of the bulb
than that of the air of the room. The correction

which would otherwise be appropriate for the

exposed stem of the thermometer becomes

largely merged in the general correction for

radiation and other heat losses from the
calorimeter itself.

In all calorimetry where readings are made
on two thermometers it is essential that the
thermometers should be re-standardised at

intervals of about twelve months until it is
|

demonstrated thereby that there is no further

change of zero through lapse of time. The
artificial ageing of thermometers, though of

great service, is not always equally effective,

and is frequently neglected even with thermo

meters purporting to be of high grade.

(8) INCIDENTAL HEAT LOSSES. Radiation

from the instrument is, with the majority of

types of calorimeter* the most important of

the incidental heat losses. In the bomb type
of calorimeter its effect may be eliminated

(i.e. reduced to not more than 0-05 per cent)

by the application of a formula, deduced from
Newton's law of cooling, by Regnault,
Pfaundler, and Oussoff. The following obser

vations are needed : T , the mean temperature
of the calorimeter, and t , the final temperature

during the initial period ; t, the final tempera
ture of the principal or combustion period,
and T', the mean temperature of the calori

meter during the final or cooling period. Then
if n is the number of minutes in the principal

period, V the mean loss of heat in a minute

during the initial period, V the mean loss of

heat in a minute during the principal period,
V' the mean loss of heat in a minute during the

final period, and S the sum of the minute

readings of the thermometer during th

principal period, we find for the correction

nV the value

For let q be the rate of loss of heat per unit differ

ence of temperature between the calorimeter and the

air, T the air temperature, t^ f2 . . . tn the tempera
tures of the calorimeter at the ends of the first, second

. . . n' minutes ; tn is equal to t the final temperature.
The mean temperatures during the first, second . . .

nth minutes are ^(* + ^), ^(*i + f
2 ) - !('- i + O-

and by Newton's law of cooling the loss of heat in

each minute is

The total loss of heat in the principal period is

nV. Thus adding these quantities

Also since T is the average temperature during the
initial and T" during the final period,

Thus

while

V'-Vo
~T'-TO

'

=TO
--

<?

"

Substituting these values we have

Huntly has pointed out (foe. cit.) that for a given
instrument, a given class of fuel, and a constant rate
of stirring, this formula may be simplified, because
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these are the three conditions which determine the

shape of the time-temperature curve, and if they arc

constant S/T' - T becomes a constant which can be
ascertained once for all.

The foregoing formula eliminates also the
losses due to evaporation, and the gain from
the development of heat due to the friction

of the stirrer. The value of the radiation

correction can be reduced to an amount which

may be neglected by using in the calorimeter
water a few degrees lower in temperature
than the surrounding air. This method of

equalising the heat transfers to and from the
instrument is frequently applied in continuous
water-flow calorimeters in order to render un
necessary special corrections for radiation, etc.

The heat of fusion of the ignition wire, and
the heat of combustion of any cotton or

collodion attached to it, are allowed for, if

conditions are kept constant, in the determina

tion of the water equivalent of the bomh
calorimeter. A certain amount of nitric acid

is produced from the atmospheric nitrogen

initially in the bomb, or from nitrogen (if any)
in the fuel, and this is fairly constant for a

bomb of given capacity used on similar fuels

with the same oxygen pressure, etc. It will

be responsible for a liberation of 3 to 12 calories,

according to circumstances, and is deducted
from the observed calorific value in all the

more accurate calorimetric work. A little

water is put in the bomb before it is closed,

and this absorbs the nitric acid formed, which
is subsequently determined by titration with

standard alkali, and the necessary deduction

calculated accordingly. If the fuel contains

sulphur, the latter is oxidised in the bomb
wholly to the trioxide, which is absorbed by
the water therein. It is customary to assume
that in the combustion of fuel in grates and
furnaces, sulphur is oxidised to sulphur
dioxide only, and a deduction is accordingly
made from the observed calorific value in

respect of the additional heat developed
in the bomb from the sulphur. The propor
tion of sulphur present is ascertained by a

determination of the sulphuric acid in the

water contained in the bomb. The assump
tion that sulphur in fuel, e.g. coal, when the

latter is consumed in a furnace, is oxidised

to sulphur dioxide only is now known to be

incorrect, as sulphur trioxide is always formed

also more or less according to the furnace

conditions, etc. It is, on the whole, better to

omit the sulphur correction, as, at least in some

uses of a fuel, it is possible that very nearly the

whole of the sulphur is burnt to the trioxide.

(9) DETAILS OF MANIPTTLATIO^. The

principal corrections and sources of error in

fuel calorimetry, with the Berthelot bomb
in particular, have been enumerated, and it is

*only necessary in regard to determinations

of calorific value with the bomb to refer to

one or two points in its manipulation with
different types of fuels. It is usually filled

with oxygen to a pressure of 25 atmospheres,
but higher pressures are used with a view
to securing complete combustion of coke,

anthracite, and other not readily combustible

fuels. The platinum or gold lining of the

Berthelot "bomb is replaced in the Mahler
and other industrial types by an enamel

lining, which does not affect the accuracy of

the results obtained so long as it remains sound,
but it needs renewal from time to time. The

capacity of the bombs for industrial use is

generally appreciably greater than that of

the platinum-lined Berthelot bomb, reaching
as much as 750 c.c. as compared with 250 to

600 c.c, for the latter.

(10) HIGHLY VOLATILE LIQTJTDS, The
determination in the bomb of the calorific

value of highly volatile liquid fuels, such as

petrol, benzol, and, in particular, the motor-

spirits produced by the cracking of heavy
mineral oil, etc., is a problem presenting special
difficulties. The partial volatilisation of such

liquids ia the bomb leads to error in the results,

due partly to the heat of evaporation of an
uncertain proportion of the substance and

partly to incomplete combustion of the vapour.
Berthelot's method of weighing out the volatile

liquid in a small glass bulb which is sealed,

or in a tiny thin-glass flask with ground-in

stopper, and placing round this in the bomb
a blown weight of camphor, naphthalene, or

other combustible of known calorific value,
answers well The ignition and combustion

of the camphor expels the liquid, which is

forthwith completely burnt. A less satis

factoryalternative, also suggested by Berthelot,

is the use of a capsule of collodion, into which
the ignition wire passes, for containing the

volatile liquid, which is then burned without

the addition of camphor, etc. Some workers

substitute celluloid for collodion.

*The calorific value of highly volatile liquids

may also be determined, if their latent heat

of evaporation has been ascertained, by com
bustion of the vapour in a special lamp or

burner in one of the forms of flow calorimeter

used for gaseous fuels, and this is the best

method when large numbers of determinations

have to be made on different samples of

volatile liquid, e.g. motor-spirit.

(11) WATER-PLOW GAS CALORIMETERS,

The most widely known of the early forms of

water-flow gas calorimeter is that of Junkers,

which, however, resembles in principle an
instrument designed earlier by Hartley. These
calorimeters and subsequent modifications

of them consist of an assembly of parallel

vertical condenser tubes, down the interior

of which pass the products of combustion from
a gas burner, while water flows upwards round
their exterior. The gas burner is in the
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centre of the vertical cylindrical space formed

by the annular water chamber of the con

denser, which water chamber extends inwards

at the top and forms a roof over the bnrner

chamber. The gas is burned at a uniform

rate, measured by an experimental meter

of the wet type, and the rate of flow of the

water, which forms a counter current to the

gaseous products of combustion, is also

uniform and is measured. The difference

between the inlet and outlet temperatures
of the water flowing through the instrument

affords a measure of the calorific value of the

gas, since the quantities of water and of gas

supplied to it in any convenient interval of

time are known. Another form of water-

flow calorimetsr, designed by C. V. Boys, has

the water flowing through a continuous coil of

tube, the heat-absorbing surface of which la

increased by coils of Clarkson wire or discs

joined to it by tin or solder, while the products
of combustion pass in a counter current

through the annular spaces in which the tube

is coiled. The Boys calorimeter is the stand

ard instrament prescribed by the gas referees

for ascertaining the calorific value of town

gas supplies in the United Kingdom.
Yarious modifications of the Hartley,

Junkers, aad Boys calorimeters have been

introduced, especially in the United States

of America, mostly with the object of eliminat-

ing possible sources of small errors, for which
corrections can be readily introduced wherever

the degree of accuracy of the determination

in other respects warrants it. Many of these

errors are wiped out automatically if the

testings are made in a room of uniform

temperature, and with the water supply to

the instrument at a very slightly lower

temperature than the air of the room. Since

there is a contraction of volume on the com
bustion of most gases, an error is introduced

if both the gas and the air supplied for its

combustion are fully saturated with water

vapour, due to the heat of vaporisation of

the water vapour condensed from the lost

volume being added to the heat directly

resulting from the combustion of the gas.

Atmospheric conditions of temperature and

humidity in the United Kingdom are, as a

rule, such, that the results obtained with a

gas calorimeter supplied with air which has
not been artificially humidified need very little,

if any, correction on account of the humidity
of the air and the contraction on combustion.

Errors of thermometry, as already men
tioned, are common to nearly all types of fuel

calorimeters, and can be eliminated in gas

calorimetry by the usual precautions and cor

rections. Errors due to radiation and con
vection currents vary with the form of the gas
calorimeter, and if the calorimeter room is of

fairly uniform temperature, can be eliminated

by the use of a correction factor, which varies

slightly with the room and water temperatures.

[

It can be determined experimentally for a

I particular set of working conditions.

! The errors of the calorimetry proper are

commonly of smaller dimensions than the

error of measurement of the gas burnt in

the calorimeter. This measurement has ordrn-

I
arily a minirnurn error of one-third of 1 per
cent either way, but it is quite easy to reduce

this error to about 0-2 per cent, which may
be taken as the possible error in the calori

metry proper when all ordinary precautions
are observed. In special conditions and with

exceptional precautions, the aggregate error

in gas calorimetry, including the error of gas
measurement, need not exceed 0-2 per cent.

(12) RECORDING CALORIMETERS. Calori

meters for producing a continuous record of

the calorific value of gas have been made for

some years past by Junkers and others, and in

the United Kingdom the gas referees are now
required by the Gas Regulation Act to pre
scribe a recording calorimeter for testing

continuously the calorific value of the gas

supplied to consumers in all the larger towns.
As a fact, however, up to the time of writing,
no recording gas calorimeter has been approved
as of a sufficiently high degree of accuracy and
trustworthiness for use in such official testings.
The design of an instrument which will meet
these conditions is now earnestly engaging the
attention of physicists, and several patterns
are already on trial. A recording gas calori

meter should embody means for : (1) furnish

ing a flow of gas to a burner at a known and
constant rate, in terms of unit volume at
normal temperature, pressure, and humidity,
irrespective of fluctuations in the tempera
ture, absolute pressure, and density of the

gas ; (2) furnishing a flow of water through
the calorimeter at a known constant rate,

irrespective of fluctuations in its temperature
(and of the consequent fluctuations in its

viscosity), salinity or hardness, and content
of dissolved gases, and (3) measuring the

difference in temperature of the water entering
and leaving the calorimeter, and recording on
a sufficiently open chart the product of it and
the factor which for the given rates of flow
of water and gas gives the calorific value of

unit volume of the gas.
There are minor points, such as the effect

of varying humidity of the air supplied for

combustion of the gas, which have to be borne
in mind in the construction of an ideal record

ing gas calorimeter. It is a comparatively
easy matter to design an instrument which
will afford a fairly precise record for, say,
24 hours, at the beginning and end of which

period its indications are checked by personal
observations. The problem now is to design a

recording calorimeter which will automatically
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TABLE OF CJXOEOIC VALUES make all necessary adjustments and give a

trustworthy record throughout a longer period,

say 8 or 14 days.

j

(13) CALORIFIC VALUES OF CERTAIN

!
FUELS. The accompanying table gives typical

j

or average results for the calorific value of

t samples of various industrial fuels, with the

|
approximate error of the determination by

I

the best methods and operators in the case of

a particular example. The margin of differ-

* ence between the calorific values of different

I samples of the same class of fuel is, of course,

very much larger than this error of deter

mination, w. J. A. B.

FUELS FOE PETROL ENGINES. See
"
Petrol

Engine, The Water-cooled," (5).

FUNCTION, UNKNOWN, EXPERIMENTAL DETER
MINATION OF, when the non-dimensional

variables connected by the unknown
function have been discovered by the

method of dimensions. See
"
Dynamical

Similarity, The Principles of," (31).

FUNCTION, UNKNOWN, MORE ACCURATE DE
TERMINATION OF, by dynamical similarity,

in the case of heat loss from long circular

wires past which air is streaming. See
"
Dynamical Similarity, The Principles of,"

(33).

FUSION, LATENT HEAT OF: a term used to

denote the quantity of heat required to

convert unit mass of a solid at the melting-

point into liquid at the same temperature.
See

^ Latent Heat," H.

G
GAEDE ROTARY PUMP. See "Air-pumps,"

(17).

GAMMA, THE RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS OF
j

GASES, at constant pressure and at constant

volume. See
"*

Engines, Thermodynamics
of Internal Combustion," (19) (it) ;

"
Thermodynamics," (15).

GAS CALORBCETER

(1) INTRODUCTORY. To measure the heat

of combustion of gas some form of flow

calorimeter is usually employed- The gas is

burned at a measured rate in a special burner,

which is surrounded by a coil of metal tubing

through which there is a steady and con

tinuous flow of water. The apparatus is so

arranged that the products of combustion as

they rise from the burner give up practically

the whole of their heat to the water. An
increase in the temperature of this water is

thus produced, and by measuring this increase

and the total flow when the temperatures have

become steady, the heat produced can he

calculated. In. some forms of apparatus air

is used in place of water.

It is necessary to wait until a steady state

has been reached, for when the apparatus
is first started much of the heat is used in

raising the temperature of the calorimeter

itself. The fundamental quantities which it

is necessary to know are the rate of flow of

the gas, the quantity of water passing in a

given time, and the difference in temperature
between the inflowing and the outflowing

water. Corrections are required, as described

in the article on
u Fuel Calorimetry," for the

loss of heat by radiation from the calorimeter

and for the heat given out by the steam

formed by the combustion in condensing to

water. The escaping products of combustion,

moreover, may be either warmer or cooler

than the gas and air entering the calorimeter ;

they may occupy a smaller volume and are

saturated with water vapour. They may
therefore contain a small quantity of heat
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due to combustion, which must be added to

that found from the flow of water, or if the

temperature of the water is low they may give

up heat not due to the combustion, and this

must be subtracted from the calorific value

found from the flow and rise of temperature
of the water.

(2) THE STANDARD CALORIMETER OF THE
GAS REFEBEES. In Fig. I is shown the Boys
Gas Calorimeter, the standard instrument

authorised for use by the Gas Referees. The
calorimeter is composed of three parts : (1) The
base A, which carries a pair of steatite burners
B and a regulating tap. The upper surface

of the base is covered by a plate of metal,

perforated at the centre and held in place by
three centring blocks C. Below the plate is

a recess the bottom of which is covered by
felt, and six holes Z drilled in the base give
communication with the outer air. A tube
5 of fibre conducts the air to the base of the
burners.

(2) An annular copper vessel B, jacketed
by felt K and protected by an outer covering
S, rests on the blocks C and is centred by them ;

the interior surface of this vessel forms a

chimney E; it is also fitted with a con
densed water drip F. Air enters between the
blocks C.

(3) The top of this vessel D is closed by
the lid G, to which is attached the water

circulating system of the calorimeter. The
water enters at through an inlet box which

contains the thermometer by which its tempera
ture is measured.

In order to maintain a uniform flow the

water-supply conies from an overflow funnel

fixed to the wall at a height of about one
metre above the base of the calorimeter. A
tube leads from this funnel to the inlet pipe
of the calorimeter, and in this tube is a dia

phragm with a hole about 2-3 mm. in diameter.

A second tube is connected to the water-

supply through a regulating tap, while a third

tube, the open end of which is at a height of

about two inches above the bottom of the

funnel, is connected to the waste sink. The

tap is opened until there is a slight trickle

of water through this third pipe ; thus a
constant head is preserved.
The water circulates through a helix of

copper tubing to the bottom of the calori

meter and then up again to the top, where
it enters a temperature equalising box H ;

hence it passes through baffles to the out
flow box P ;- this contains the second ther

mometer, by which the temperature of the

outflowing water is measured before it finally

escapes as indicated in the figure. Between
the outer and inner coils M and N is placed
a brattice or annular partition Q containing
cork dust so as to act as a heat insulator ; the

top of this is closed in an air-tight manner

by a wooden ring which prevents the access

of moisture to the cork.

The products of combustion rise in the

chimney E, then pass down over the coils M
between the chimney and the inner surface

of the brattice, rising again in the annular

space between its outer surface and the
inside of the vessel D, and finally escape
through a number of holes in the lid, their

temperature being measured by a thermometer
fitted, as shown at G, for this purpose. Then-
heat is given up to the water circulating in the

coils, and its amount is measured by the rise

in temperature of this water as indicated by
the difference between the thermometers
and P.

The steam formed by the combustion is

condensed by its passage over the coils, and
the water of condensation escapes by the
outlet F and is measured.

(3) METHOD OF EXPERIMENT. In carry
ing out an experiment the gas is fed to the
burner through a meter and a pressure regu
lator. The tap of the calorimeter is regulated
so that the meter hand makes one revolution
in from 60 to 75 seconds. The water is allowed
to flow through the calorimeter and the gas
lighted ; the whole is left for not less than
30 minutes for the temperatures to become
steady, the thermometers being read from
time to time. The escaping water passes into
a change-over funnel, the position of which
can be rapidly altered so as to direct the flow
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either into a measuring flask suitably placed
to receive it, or to a waste water sink ; during
the preliminary interval the water runs to
waste. As the meter hand approaches division

75, after the temperatures have become steady,
the observer reads the inlet temperature; as
the hand passes the 100 mark he shifts the

change-over funnel so as to direct the flow
into the measuring flask, and starts a stop
watch. As the hand passes division 25 he
reads the outlet temperature. At each

quarter turn afterwards the outlet tempera
ture is read until fifteen readings have been
taken ; the hand is then at 75

; as it passes
division 100 for the fifth time i.e. after four

complete turns the change-over funnel is

shifted and the stop-watch stopped. At each
turn of the meter except the last, when the
hand is between 75 and 100, the temperature
of the inlet water is read ; thus there are four

readings of this temperature. Immediately
after the flow has been directed to the waste,
the temperatures of the gas and air supply
and of the effluent gases are read ; the baro
meter reading, and also the readings of the
wet and dry bulb thermometers, used to

determine the hygrometric state of the air,

are also taken, and the amount of water of

condensation which has escaped from the
outflow F is noted.

The difference between the moan of the
fifteen outlet temperatures and that of the
four inlet temperatures gives the rise of

temperature of the water ; the quantity which
has passed is known from the indications of

the measuring flask. The product of these

two quantities measured in proper units

gives the total heat produced this, as already
indicated, needs certain corrections ; if the

thermometers are divided in centigrade degrees
and the measuring vessel in cubic centimetres,
the result is in calories. The meters employed
under the Gas Referees' regulations allow

one-twelfth of a cubic foot of gas measured
at a temperature of 60 P. and a pressure of 30
inches of mercury to pass in each revolution,

and when in use the time of a revolution

should be about one minute. If the pressure
and temperature at the time of observation

have not these standard values, the meter

readings require correction. This is facili

tated by a table given in the Notification of

the Gas Referees,
1 to which the reader is

referred, for further particulars, including
details as to the application of the various

corrections.

The measuring vessel is a flask with a com

paratively narrow neck graduated from 1600

to 2400 c.c. In the ordinary use of the calori

meter the amount of water passing in four

minutes should be adjusted so as to be sufS-

1
Metropolis Gas, Notification ofiht Gas Refereesfor

the year IffIS. H.3tL Stationery Office.

]
cient to fill it above the lowest graduation,

|

but insufficient in five minutes to come above
the highest division. This flask must be certi

fied by the Referees ; the regulations also

require that the meter should be checked
from time to time, and instructions are given
as to the use of the wet and dry bulb ther

mometers employed to measure the hygro-
metric state of the air.

(4) RECORDING CALORmETEBS. As ex

plained in the article on "
Fuel Calorimetiy,"

the Gas Referees are required to prescribe a

recording calorimeter for testing continuously
the calorific value of gas supplied in the larger
towns, and various investigators are at work
on the problem. At the present time no
instrument has been prescribed. Among the

instruments already produced are the Sim-
mane and the Thomas recorder.

(5) SIMMASTCE'S TOTAL HEAT RECORDING
CAJLOREHETER. This instrument consists,
as any such apparatus must, of two parts,
the calorimeter proper and the recording
device ; the calorimeter is a flow calorimeter,

modified, as will be described shortly ;

the record is obtained from a curve which

gives continuously the temperature differ

ence between the inflowing and outflowing
water. If the gas be supplied at a con
stant known rate corrected for pressure,

temperature, and humidity, and the water
flow also at a known uniform rate, the tem

perature difference measures the heat produced
by the combustion.

The gas is supplied through a pressure regu
lator to the meter ; it passes through a speci

ally constructed governor placed some three
feet above the calorimeter, and then through
a vertical iron pipe to the burner, whence it

issues at the pressure of the atmosphere in

the combustion space. Any change in the

density of the gas or in the atmospheric pres
sure causes a change in the pressure under
the bell of the governor, and the movement
which occurs operates a valve, thus checking
or increasing the flow of gas to the burner. It

is claimed that the rate of efflux from the

burner orifice is thus regulated and remains
constant whatever the density of the gas may
be. In a report on the instrument recently
issued by the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research 2 it is stated (p. 22)

" that

the claim that the gravity meter automatically

applies a correction for the varying pressure
of the gas is substantially true."

Arrangements are made whereby the air

supplied for combustion is maintained at the

temperature of the cold water and is saturated

at that temperature, while the products of

8 Fuel Research Board, Technical Paper No. 2,

Report on the Simmance Total Heat Recording
Calorimeter, by Thos. Gray and Alfred Blackie. H.M.
Stationery Office,
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combustion escape at a temperature about

l
D
-o above this. The water enters the calori

meter tubes under a constant head, and the

flow is controlled by a needle valve enabling a

fine adjustment to be made. In this manner
a uniform flow both of gas and water is

secured.

The temperature difference is measured by
a differential air thermometer; the inlet and
outlet boxes each respectively contain, in

addition to the ordinary thermometers, a thin-

walled copper box ; each of these is connected

by capillary copper tubing to one of a pair
of aneroid bellows ; they thus form the bulbs

of a differential air thermometer. The two
bellows are rigidly coupled by a connecting
rod ; thus the position of the rod depends on the

difference of pressure of the air in the two

bellows, and the rod moves as this pressure
difference varies.

Changes in the pressure difference are in

dicated by a suitable mechanism attached to

the rod and recorded by a pen on a moving
chart. Before starting the calorimeter, when
the whole apparatus is at one temperature, a

connection is opened between the bellows so

thafc the pressures in the two are equal ; the

connection is then closed and the apparatus
started ; as one of the two copper boxes is

heated the pressure of the enclosed air rises

proportionately to the rise of temperature,
and hence the mechanism indicates the tem

perature difference between the outflowing and

inflowing streams.

If the chart moves uniformly and the water

flow is also maintained at a uniform rate, the

ordinates of the curve traced measure the total

heat produced.
The calorimeter is put into adjust7nent by

determining the calorific value of the fuel

in the ordinary way by the aid of the ther

mometers provided with the instrument ;

the pen is then set at this value corrected to

normal pressure and temperature, and the

instrument gives a continuous record.

The report already quoted concludes with
the statement that

Sk
the variation of the

recorder seldom exceeded 2 per "cent, notwith

standing the fact that the temperature of the

air and water were not artificially controlled,
and there is a prospect that the limits of error

may be substantially reduced,"

(6) THE THOMAS RECORDING CALORIMETER.
In this instrument the cooling medium is

air, not water ; the gas is burned in a closed

space ; the products of combustion pass down
wards through a tube surrounding the burner.

The tube is surrounded by a second tube

through which a stream of cooling air passes

upwards ; this tube is open at the top, but is

covered by a cap which forces the cooling
air to flow back outside the tube, and

finally to escape into the atmosphere. The

I difference of temperature between the in-

I coming and outgoing air is recorded by the

instrument, and the rate of flow being

known, and also the specific heat of air,

the total heat produced by the combustion

is obtained.

j

The temperature difference is measured by
I

two resistance thermometers connected to a

j
special form of Wheatstone's bridge in such a

j

manner that the difference between the two
resistances is recorded ; the galvanometer of

the bridge acts as relay actuating the recording
mechanism. The gas to be tested, the air

required for combustion, and the cooling air

are supplied through three wet meters, which
are connected together in such a way thafc

the quantities supplied bear a constant ratio

to each other. These meters are partially

submerged in water in a large tank, and the

air supply is drawn from above the water
in the tank ; it is thus saturated at the pres
sure and temperature of the tank. The gas
supply passes through a governor which is also

submerged in the tank ; it is subject, therefore,

to the same changes of pressure and tempera
ture as the cooling air.

Since the quantities of gas burned and of

air employed to cool the products of combus
tion to their initial temperature bear a con
stant ratio to each other, the rise of tempera
ture is a measure of the total heat produced
independently of the rate of flow. The gas
and the air required for its combustion are

supplied in proper quantities by the respective
meters and mix in a mixing chamber before

they reach the burner.

The apparatus is set by burning gas of which
the calorific value has been determined in

dependently ; it will then record,variations in

the calorific power.

GAS-CONSTANT. The ratio of the product of

the pressure and volume of any gas to its

absolute temperature which is a constant

quantity if the gas laws are assumed to hold

strictly. Its value if p is measured in

atmospheres and v in cubic centimetres is

82-04 See
"
Thermodynamics," (G).

GAS-DISPLACEMENT (HTTMPHBEY) PUMP. See
"
Hydraulics," (42).

GAS ENGINES :

Relation of weight to power in See
"
Engines, Internal Combustion," (7).

Types of. See ibid. (4).

GAS LAWS, DEVIATIONS FROM THE, various
methods of expressing. See

"
Thermal

Expansion," (25).

GAS-SCALE CORRECTIONS : at temperatures of

-100, 50, 400, 1000, comparison of, in

thousandths of a degree, tabulated. See
"
Temperature, Realisation of Absolute Scale

of," (20), Tables 5, 6, 7, 8.
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GAS SCALE OF TEMPERATURE :

Correction to. See
"
Thermometry," (5).

Measure of Temperature by. See
" Thermo

dynamics," (4) ;

"
Engines, Thermo

dynamics of Internal Combustion," (8).
GAS THEEMOiCETEB, THE ACTUAL. See

"
Temperature, Realisation of Absolute

Scale of," (8).

GASES :

Kinetic Theory of. See
Ci Thermo

dynamics," (66). For Expansion of

Gases see also (4) of same article.

Methods of measuring Thermal Conduc

tivity of. Cooling Thermometer Method
Hot Wire Method Film Method. See

"
Heat, Conduction of," (8).

Relation of Thermal Conductivity, Viscosity,
and Specific Heat. See ibid. (10) (in.).

Thermal Conductivity of Mixture. See

ibid. (10) (iii).

Values of Thermal Conductivity of. See

ibid. Table V.

GASES, SPECIFIC HEATS OF :

By Electrical Methods. See
"
Calorimetry,

Electrical Methods of," (13).

Determined by the
" Method of Mixtures."

See
ic

Calorimetry, Method of Mixtures,"

At High Temperatures. See ibid. (10).

Variation of, with Temperature and Pressure

(over moderate ranges). See ibid. (15).

GASES, SPECIFIC HEATS OF, AT HIGH
TEMPERATURES

(1) INTRODUCTION. An increase in the in

ternal energy of a gas may be accompanied
not only by an increase in the linear and
rotational kinetic energy of the molecules as

a whole, but also (except for monatomie gases)

by an increase in the intra-molecular energy of

vibration of the atoms. This energy taken up
in atomic vibration might be expected to

increase with the temperature, thus leading to

a greater increase of internal energy per degree
rise of temperature, or in other words a higher
molecular thermal capacity or volumetric heat,

at constant volume,

All gases which are not monatomie do in

fact show a specific heat increasing with the

temperature. The monatomie gases should,

according to the kinetic theory of gases, all

have a volumetric heat which is independent
of the temperature and equal to fR, where R
is the absolute gas constant =1-987 cal. per

gram moL Moreover 7, the ratio of the

volumetric heats at constant pressure and

volume, should be 1-66. Both these results

have been verified experimentally. Kundt
and "Warburg found y for mercury vapour
1-67 and Ramsay found it for argon 1-659

and for helium 1-652. Pier has measured the

volumetric heat of argon up to 2000 C. by

explosion experiments with oxygen and hydro
gen, and up to this temperature could find no
sensible variation from the theoretical value

2-98 caL per gram molecule.

In the case of a perfect gas there can be no

variation of volumetric heat with the pressure,
since

irp/ T

= -AT(S

and

and the right-hand side of each equation is

zero if pv and T occur in the characteristic

equation in the first degree only. In the case

of air Witkowski found that Ci? and Cp in

creased with the pressure when the tempera
ture was constant, but the variation only
becomes large at very low temperatures, and
above C. the volumetric heats are nearly

independent of the pressure. For the three

diatomic gases X2, 2, and CO, which are of

importance in connection with internal com
bustion engines, it may safely be assumed
that CP and C P are independent of the pressure
for the range of temperature 100

C
C.-30003

C.

It has been suggested
1 that the volumetric

heats of C02
and H.,0 may be dependent to

an appreciable extent on pressure as well as on

temperature and that they will diminish for

any given temperature the greater the density.
This is the reverse of what has been observed
at low temperatures, and, as shown below, it

seems unlikely that, with C02 at any rate,

it is so to any sensible extent for the tem

peratures of 1000 C. and upwards with which
one is chiefly concerned. In the case of super
heated steam, for which the critical tempera
ture is 365 C., the experiments of Knoblauch
and Mollier Have shown conclusively that the

volumetric heats increase considerably with
the pressure for temperatures up to 500 C.

Probably there is some variation with pressure
above this temperature, but the amount is

likely to be too small to be of any importance
in internal combustion engines : according to

Knoblauch and Jacob the variation of Cp
between 2 and 8 atmospheres at 500 C. is

only about 0-6 per cent, and this will probably
diminish rapidly as the temperature gets well

above the critical temperature. Since the

critical temperature of C02 is some 330 C.

lower than water, it seems very improbable
that its volumetric heats vary appreciably with

the pressure at gas-engine temperatures.

(2) METHODS OF MEASTTBEME:ST. At

tempts to measure the volumetric heats of

air, C02, and H^O at high temperatures have
been of three types.

(i.) Constant pressure experiments, in which

the gas is heated externally, usually at atmo

spheric pressure.
1 W. T. David, Phil. Mag. xxxis. 551.
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(ii.) Experiments in which the change of

mean temperature of a mass of gas is measured
while a known amount of work is done on or

by the gas. The change of temperature is

calculated from the change of pressure, as

measured on an indicator diagram.

(Hi.) Explosion experiments, the gases being

kept at constant volume.

The principal measurements in the constant

pressure class (i. )
have been made byRegnault, 1

Wiedeman,2 Holborn and Austen,
3 Holborn

and Henning,
4 and Swann 5

; thuse of class (ii.)

by Dugald Clerk 6
; and those of class (iii.) by

Mallard and Le Chatelier,
7
Langen,

8 and more

recently by Pier 9 and Bjermm.
10

In April 1908 the late Professor B. Hop-
kinson gave,

11 in his paper on " The Thermal

Efficiency of Gas Engines," a curve of internal

energy and temperature for the "working fluid

in his engine compiled from the best data at

that time available. In September of the

same year the Committee appointed by the

British. Association to investigate
" Gaseous

Explosions, with Special Reference to Tempera
ture," made its first report. In this a valuable

summary of the position of knowledge at that

date as regards specific heats of gases at high
temperature is given, together with a careful

criticism of the probable accuracy of the vari

ous methods of experiment.

(i.) Constant Pressure, Experiments, The

highest temperature reached in experiments
of the constant pressure type is 1400 C.,

by Holborn and Henning,
1 and it is doubtful

whether anything higher could usefully be

attempted owing to the very great technical

difficulty of carrying out constant pressure ex

periments at these high temperatures.
12 Since

1908 the results of Swarm'a experiments on
air and C02 have been published, and although
they were only made at 20 and 100 C. they
are important as giving a reliable datum-line

figure for the volumetric heats at ordinary
temperatures. The Gaseous Explosions Com
mittee accepted Swarm's values as correct to

1 per cent, as follows :

At20a
C. At 100 C.

Air 5-0 CaLpergr. moL
Carbon dioxide . 6-93 7-76

(ii.) Clerk* s Experiments.
13 The experiments

of Clerk (class ii.) cover about the same
1 Hemoires de rAcadSmie, Jan. 20, 18G2.
3 Ann. der Physik., 1876, civil.
3 Wiss. AbhmidL der Rewhsanstatt. 1905, iv.
4 Ann. der Phi/sib, 1907, XYni T 899.
5 Proc. Roif. Soc. A, 1909, Tray!}.
8 Ibid. A., Ixxvii.
7 Ann. des Klines,, 1883.
8 Zeit. des Ter. Deuischen Ing., 1903, slvii.
9 Zeit. fur Elettrochem., 1909, xv. 536 ; 1910 svi

S97.
iQ

Zeit. fur phijs. Ctem., 1912, Ixxix. ; and Zeit.
/ur EkUrochem., 1911, xvii. 731 ; 1912, xviii. 101

11 Proc. Inst. Mech. Eng., 1908." For details see "
Calorhnetry,'* Method of Mix

tures, (16), Electrical Methods, (13).14 See also
"
Engines, Internal Combustion," (74).

range of temperature as those of Holbom and

Henning and gave results about 10 per cent

higher for the mean volumetric heat. The

accuracy of results from these experiments
depends very largely on a correct allocation

of heat loss to the cylinder walls between the

compression and expansion strokes. Clerk
first assumed the loss during the two strokes

to be the same except for the difference of

mean temperature of the gas, but this is now
known to be- very far from true, and the
difference accounts in part for the high values

obtained for the volumetric heat. In order

to obtain reliable results from experiments
of this type it is necessary to know more of

the condition of the surface layers of gas near
the cylinder walls during compression and

expansion.

(iii.) Explosion Experiments. The majority
of attempts to measure volumetric heats at

really high temperatures have been by the

explosion method, in which a known mixture
of gases enclosed in a vessel of constant

volume is heated by internal combustion.
The temperature after explosion is inferred

from the rise of pressure, and from this,

and the known heat of combustion of

the constituent gases, a value is obtained
of the mean volumetric heat of the vessel

contents between the initial and final tem

peratures.
In interpreting the results of experiments

of this kind there are several points of im
portance to consider :

(a) The correctness of the volumetric heats

by this method depends entirely on an accurate
allowance being made for any loss of energy
by conduction of radiation up to the point of

maximum pressure.

(6) The maximum temperature inferred from
the maximum pressure is a mean temperature
for the volume of gases. The actual tem
perature range within the gas is very wide:

Hopkinson
14 has estimated as much as 1900-

1100 G. when the mean from pressure ob
servations was 1600 C. If the specific beat
were the same at all temperatures there would
be no change of pressure during an equalisation
of temperature, and Mr. S. Lees 15 of Cam
bridge University has recently shown that,

taking the estimated conditions in Hop-
kinson's experiment, the error from this

cause is probably well under I per cent
and therefore less than experimental errors
of measurement.

(c) The mean volumetric heats are calcu
lated on the assumption that all the available
heat of combustion has been generated in the

gas at the moment of maximum pressure.
That is to say that all the carbon and hydrogen
are then present as C02 and H20. If any of

14 Proc. Roy. Soc. A, Ixxvii. 390.
18 Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. xx, pt. iii.
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the gases are still uncombined, or in other
words if any of the C02 and H2 are dissociated
at the highest temperature reached, and are

present as CO-^O and 2H2-02, the effect
will be to lower the maximum temperature
and give a higher value to the calculated
volumetric heat. On this account many of
the results from explosion experiments have
been called

"
apparent volumetric heats

"
;

meaning that any effect of dissociation
is included in them so that the true volu
metric heat will be lower than the

"

apparent
"

value.

It is important to notice that this use of
"
appar

ent
"

volumetric heats is highly unsatisfactory for

two reasons : the amount of dissociation and, there

fore, the apparent volumetric beat depends not

only on temperature but on pressure, and Trill

therefore vary according to the starting pressure of

the experiment ; and, secondly, the apparent volu
metric heat of products of combustion containing
both C(X and HaO Cannot properly be calculated
from the apparent volumetric heats of CO. and H2O
found separately. CO* and H,0 have a dissociation

product, 2, in common, and the presence of one in

a dissociated state will depress the amount of dis

sociation of the other, and vice versa. For this

reason the only satisfactory method is that used in

some of the more recent experiments, of which
results are given below, in which an excess of one
of the combining elements is maintained during
combustion sufficient to depress the dissociation to
a negligible amount. In this way true volumetric
heats are obtained.

(3) RESULTS OF EXPERIME:NTS. Hopkin-
son has given, in his paper,

1
figures for the

mean volumetric heats of air, GO*, and H,O
up to 800, 1400, and 1900 C., based on the
work of Holbom and Henning,, Holbora and
Austen, Langen, and Clerk. These figures

Hopkinson considered to give the best com
promise between the rather discordant results

at high temperatures of Holbom and Henning,
and Langen.

Hopkinson's figures are as follows :

VOLUMETRIC HEAT IN CALORIES PER GRAM
MOLECULE FOR RANGE 100 C. TO C.

The energy curves obtained from them are

shown dotted in Fig. 1.

Since the above figures were given by
Hopkinson, & number of values for the

volumetric heats of ]Su, COj, and H^O have
been published by Bjerrum, based upon his

own and Pier's results of explosion experi
ments with hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and

acetylene. These carry the observed volumetric
heat values up to 2400 C., 2700 C., an"d

300QC
C. for No, C02 , and H2 respectively.

Loc.cU.

O 50O 100O 10OO 2OOO 25OO 3OOO
Degrees Cent:

FIG. 1.

The figures given by Bjerrum are as follows :

FOR NITROGEN 2

6 C. Mean Values :
C.-f

3
C.

Holborn and Henning

Volum. Heat.
Cal. Gram Mol.

4-73

4-91

5-25

5-31

620)
1000

}

1327 I

2<xn

630|
1000 f

1364J
161n
1839V
2110 I

2714

Mean Values 18 C-ta
C.

Pier's experiments recal- |

culated by Bjerrum 1

FOR WATER-VAPOUR 2

Mean Values 110 C.- C.

Holborn and Henning !

Mean Values 18 C.- C.

Pier's experiments recal

culated by Bjerrum

Bjerrum

FOR CARBOX DIOXIDE 3

Mean Values C.-t C.

Holborn and Henning

Pier

Mean Values 18 C.-e* C,

Bjerrum
4

F

5-43

5-58

5-79

5-87

5-93

6-51

6-95

7-40

7-92

8-54

9-37

10-00

10-5

10-9

7-48

8-6

9-33

9-84

9-98

10-28

10-47

10-9

There is no doubt, in the light of Swann's

experiments on air, that the values given by
Holborn and Henning for nitrogen up to

VOL, I

e, 1912.
1

Ibid., 1911.
4

Zetixckrift fur Physik. Chemie, 1912.

2E
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tlOO" C. are too low. Bjerruin recommends
the formula C

t
= 4-9 f -00045 t

z
C. given by

Pier, or his own formula x based on the theory
of quanta, -which, give practically identical

results up to 3000" C. and agree with Swarm's

value for air at 100
s
C.

By plotting energy temperature curves

from the figures given above, and taking into

account Swann's for air and OCX at 1003
C.,

the following values for the mean volumetric

heats between 1Q0
3
C. and higher temperatures

t C. have been calculated, and are given as

being probably the most accurate at this time

available. Where volumetric heats are given

by Bjerrum for ranges 18- 2 and 110-% the

same figures have been assumed to hold for

ranges Q D
-t and 100C-^. In the higher

ranges for water, where Bjerrum gives figures

for ranses !S-i c
, the energy has been calcu

lated from Bjerrum's figures as though water

were a gas down to C., and 600 cal sub

tracted as the energy of the imaginary gas at

100 C.

It has recently been shown 2 that if, using

VOLUMETRIC HEATS BETWEEN 100 C. AOT

GRAM CALORIES PEE GRAM MOLECULE.
f C.

these figures as true volumetric heats and
Nernst's constants for the dissociation of

C02 and H20, the actual conditions in an

engine cylinder are calculated, then results

are obtained which are in excellent agreement
with the best experimental engine results.

(4) CRITICAL COMPARISON OF VOLTLMETRIC
HEAT FIGURES. (L) General, Bjerrum has

accepted Holborn and Henning's figures up
to 12003

C, except as regards their values for

nitrogen at low temperatures. This is now
known to be too low, and the formula given
by Pier and accepted by Bjerrum agrees with
Swarm's value for air at 100 C., which the
B.A. Committee considered correct to within
1 per cent. Hitherto Holborn and Henning's
results between 800 and 1400 have been
considered as probably too low. Callendar's

opinion is that their results, although consistent

among themselves, may be subject to system
atic errors, making them, over the range
0-1400C

C., as much as 10 per cent too low.

This, however, was when Langen's explosion
results were the best available for the higher
temperatures. The more reasonable view now

1
Zeitschrijt fur Elelktrochemie, 1911.

2 lizard and Pye, Automobile Engineer, Feb ,

March, and April 1921,

is to regard the constant pressure results as

being confirmed by the recent explosion experi

ments, and probably accurate to 2 per cent

or 3 per cent up to 1200 C.

Above 1200 C. the new figures lie very
much below the old, both for carbon dioxide

and water. Hopkinson considered that

Langen's results were probably too high on

account of incomplete combustion and in

sufficient allowance for heat loss. Part of

the difference is probably accounted for, at

least in the case of CO2 , by the occurrence of

dissociation at the high temperatures in

Langen's experiments. In the experiments
on which Pier and Bjerrum base their volu

metric heat values, precautions were taken
to prevent dissociation by having an excess

of one of the combining elements present.

Bjerrum's experiments were, in fact, designed
with a view primarily to measuring the

amount of dissociation of C02 and H2 at

various temperatures and pressures by compar
ing the pressures, and hence temperatures,
reached with an excess, first of nitrogen,

and then of one of the combining
elements, present.

(5) BJERRUM'S THEORETICAL
CALCULATIONS FROM VOLUMETRIC
HEAT FIGURES, Taking a formula

given by Einstein, and modified by
Nernst and Lindemann, which ex

presses the distribution of energy
in a complex molecule according to

the theory of quanta, Bjerrum has

developed an expression for the

mean volumetric heat of a gas over any
range of temperature. Using his own, Pier's,

and Holborn and Henning's values for the

mean volumetric heats, and evaluating the

constants in the formula by means of them,
Bjerrum found that the formula can be made
to give values for the mean volumetric heat
which follow closely the experimental values

over the range 0-3000 C.

In the case of CO 2 some confirmation of the
volumetric heat values can be obtained from

optical considerations. The formula for volu
metric heat involves terms depending on the
free period of internal vibration of the mole
cule. Values of such free periods calculated

from observed values of the volumetric heat
are found to show very fair agreement with
the periodicities at which absorption bands
occur in the spectrum of C02. Conversely,
if the actual wave-lengths for the principal
absorption bands are used in the formula,
values of the volumetric heat are obtained
which only differ by 3 per cent or 4 per cent
from observed values up to about 3000 C.

Water exhibits a highly complicated spec
trum in the ultra-red region, and this has not

yet been sufficiently explored to make it

possible to compare the periodicities of actual
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absorption bands with those calculated from
volumetric heat values. It is probable that

the complex spectra so far observed are due
to the existence of double molecules, and more
observations at high "temperatures and low

pressures are needed before comparison can

be made with high - temperature volumetric

heat values. Water seems to show, moreover,
a rapid increase of volumetric heat above

2000 C., which is not at present understood,

and which it is impossible to express in a

formula developed entirely from quanta theory.

Up to 2000 5
C. the mean volumetric heat can*

be closely expressed by a formula of the same

type as that for CO2, but in order to make it

follow the observed values above this tempera
ture it was necessary to add to the formula an

empirical term involving the fourth power of

the temperature-

(6) PROBJLBLE ACCUEACY OF EXPERI
MENTAL RESULTS. Of the new explosion

experiments under review those by Pier-

were undertaken primarily with a view to

measuring volumetric heats, those by Bjerruni
to measuring dissociation. Pier's experiments
were all done with initial pressure one atmo

sphere ; Bjerrum's, on the other hand, in order

to increase the amount of dissociation, at

much lower pressures about one-seventh of

an atmosphere. The point is important in

considering the amount of heat loss from the

explosion vessel.

The chief cause of uncertainty in all results

of explosion experiments lies in estimation

of the heat loss during the rise to maximum
pressure. Pier neglected this altogether, but

fortunately, owing to his method of experi

menting, this does not affect the value of

his results. Bjerrum did a number of"experi

ments with varying initial pressures, and,

on the assumption that heat loss per cent is

inversely proportional to pressure, has esti

mated the heat loss in his own and, where-

necessary, in Pier's experiments, and has

applied corrections accordingly. The magni
tude and reliability of his corrections are

dealt with under each "gas separately.

Pier's method of measuring volumetric

heats was to make his explosion experiments

comparative, taking as his standard of

comparison the manatomic gas argon. The
volumetric heat of argon, according to the

kinetic theory of gases, should be constant

and equal to 2-98 calories per gram molecule,

Her first exploded hydrogen and oxygen
with excess of hydrogen and then with excess

of argon, but keeping a small excess of

hydrogen to prevent any sensible dissociation.

By doing experiments at different starting

temperatures he was able to obtain figures

for the mean volumetric heat of both argon
and water-vapour, and to show that argon,

at least up to 2000 0., shows no sensible

departure from the theoretical value. These

results depend on a knowledge of heat loss,

which Pier assumed to be zero. Bjerrum has

estimated the heat loss in these experiments
at 1-8 per cent, and has recalculated Pier's

results for the other gases on this basis, and
on the supposition that the volumetric heat of

argon is constant and equal to the theoretical

I

value. It is impossible, indeed, to conceive
1 of a variation of volumetric heat in a mon-
atomie gas, and this assumption seems justified

on experimental as well as theoretical grounds.

(L) Nitrogen. Pier obtained the ratio be-

|

tween the volumetric heats of nitrogen and
1

argon by comparing the quantities of the

!
two inert gases present with an explosive
mixture cf oxvgen and hydrogen when the

same temperatures were produced. In this

case the results are therefore purely compara
tive, and, since heat loss may be taken as

being the same under similar conditions of

temperature and pressure, Pier's neglect of it

does not vitiate his results except in so far as

'allowance must be made for differences of

initial pressure. The magnitude of the loss

in these experiments, in which the pressure
rise takes place in about one-hundredth of a

second, was, according to Bjerrum, only
about 2 per cent in any case. 1 So that

i Pier's comparative results for nitrogen should

be accurate to the order of his experimental

errors, which were about 1 per cent. On
the whole it seems reasonable to expect the

I figures given by Bjerrum for nitrogen are

;
accurate to within 1 per cent up to 2000 C.

i and 2 per cent up to 3000 C.

I (ii.) Wafer-vapour. The principal experi

ments on which the figures for water-vapour
are based are those of Pier, carried out with

initial pressures approximately atmospheric,

I

and for which Bjerrum estimates the heat loss

as 1-8 per cent. These carry* the values up
i to 2377 C. Bjerrum has extended this

range up to 3064 C. by experiments at low

J
initial pressures (about one -seventh atmo-

j sphere), in which he estimates the loss as 14

! per cent. This figure he gives with much
I confidence, but it must be pointed out that a

difference of 2 per cent in the allowance for

I heat loss makes a difference of about 8-9 per
cent in the volumetric heat values up to

j

3000 C. Indeed, in some further experiments
'

with an excess of argon, also by Bjerrum,
he finds it necessary to fix the heat loss allow

ance as 12 per cent in order to bring them
into line with the rest of his results. This

figure of 12 per cent, he says, was a not im

probable one, but does not say why ; possibly

I

* This figure agrees exactly with that estimated

by David (Proc. Eoy. Soc. A, xcviii. 308) for the heat
loss up to maximum temperature, when allowance

!
is made for the difference in maximum temperature

I and explosion time according to the empirical
1 formula given by Mm,
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it was because the argon experiments were

at slightly higher initial pressures.
In estimating the probable accuracy of the

figures for water-vapour, it seems, therefore,

that we must allow that there may he an

error of 5 per cent up to 3000 C., and

possibly more. Up to 2000 C. the un

certainty is considerably less. It seems likely

that the possible error is not more than

2 per cent or 3 per cent.

(iii.) Carbon Dioxide. In dealing with C02

one has the advantage, as with nitrogen, of

being able to make the experiments compara
tive as between two inert gases, as was done

by Pier. On the other hand, the rate of

combination where carbon is involved is very
much lower than with oxygen and hydrogen.
Pier found that the combustion of carbon

monoxide was too slow to be any use except
for mixtures giving a final temperature over

2200 G. He therefore used combustions of

acetylene and oxygen, first with excess of

nitrogen, then excess of 2, and finally with

C0a and Oa. There is no doubt that .Pier

was getting very considerable loss of heat

before the point of maximum pressure, as is

clear from the very low value of the heat of

combustion of acetylene which he calculated

from his experiments.

It is curious that Pier never realised the importance
of his teat losses, and was forced to suppose the

formation of art endothermic compound of water

and CO* to explain his heats of combustion of acety
lene. There is some evidence that aldehydes are

formed during combustion in an engine cylinder,

but it is very unlikely that the quantities are as

great as Pier supposed. Bjerrum, however, has

accepted Pier's figures, being comparative, as sub

stantially correct, and, as mentioned previously, they
receive some confirmation from the spectrum of C02.

Bjemim .has extended the range of Pier's

figures from 2110 C. to 2714 C. by explosions
of CO and 2 , first with excess of CO and then

of nitrogen. As before, his experiments
were done first with a view to dissociation

measurements, but in this case he used initial

pressures of one-quarter and one atmosphere.

Using his results at these two pressures, he
estimates his heat loss correction, and gives
10-9 as the mean volumetric heat from room

temperature to 2714 C. The combustion
time was of the order of one-tenth second as

against one-hundredth second for the oxygen
and hydrogen experiments, and the correction

on the mean specific heat due to heat loss is

in consequence as much as 15 per cent of the
value given, in spite of the pressures at which
he was working being higher than in the case
of his experiments on water-vapour.

Pier has given the formula

Cc =6-8+3-3 :10-3/-0-95,:10- 6^+0-lxlO- 9^

as representing his experimental results upon

j

CO2 up to 2110 C. This formula gives 10-75

;
for the range up to 2714 C., so that there

|

is good agreement between Bjerrum's and
Pier's figures.

1 An idea of the optical confirmation of the

C0 2 figures may be given as follows : The
internal or vibrational energy of a triatomic

molecule will be shared between the three

mutual vibrations of the three atoms, (1) with

(2), (2) with (3), and (3) with (1). In the case

of C02 , since the mutual attraction between a
carbon and oxygen atom may be supposed
greater than between the two oxygens, it

is a reasonable assumption that, of the three

vibrations, there will be two of high frequency
and one of lower. If the three wave-lengths
Xz , X2, and X3 of the Nemst-TAndemann quanta
function which occurs in the volumetric heat

formula are evaluated from observed values

of the volumetric heat on the above assump
tion that X2 =X3 the values obtained by
Bjerrum are X = 8-1, X2 =X3 =5-0. With these

constants the formula gives values of the
volumetric heat which follow the actual values

closely over the range 0-2000 C., e.g. :

Now there are actual absorption bands in

the spectrum of C03 at X-^14-7, X2 =4-3,

J

and X3
= 2-7. If these values are put into

|

the formula and the volumetric heats calcu-

j

lated from purely optical data, the volumetric

|

heats for the same ranges as above are 7-67

I

and 10-04. The optical data, therefore, give
values within 3 per cent or 4 per cent of

the observed ones, and on the whole it seems

probable that the latest values of the volu
metric heat given by Bjerrum up to 2700 C.

j may be taken as correct to 3 per cent or

j
4 per cent. D. B. P.
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GOLD:

Freezing-point of, determined by platinum
resistance thermometer and tabulated.

See
"
Resistance Thermometers," (18).

Solid and Liquid, Emissivity of, determined

by optical pyrometer. See
"
Pyrometry,

Optical," (20).

GOVERNOR FOE STEAM ENGINE. See
"
Steam

j

Engines, Reciprocating," (2) (vi.).

GRAITVTE MOLECULE. The volume of a quan
tity of gas which has a mass equal to
its molecular weight in grammes. It is

constant for all gases, and at a pressure of

one atmosphere and temperature C. is

equal to 22,412 c.c.

GRIFFITHS' DETERMINATION OF MECHANICAL
EQUIVALENT OF HEAT. See "Mechanical

Equivalent of Heat," (5) (L).

GRIFFITHS, EXPEBISIESTS ON LATENT HEAT
OF EVAPORATION OF WATER, at tempera
tures of 30= and 40 C. See

"
Latent Heat,"

(2).

GRIFFITHS, LABORATORY FORM OF DISAPPEAR
ING FILAMENT TYPE OF OPTICAL PYRO
METER. See

"
Pyrometry, Optical," | (3).

GROUND STORAGE OF
~

RAINFALL. See
"
Hydraulics/

7

(8).

GROUPS, NON-DIMENSIONAL, THE REAL VARI
ABLES IN PHYSICAL PROBLEMS. See

"
Dyna

mical Similarity, The Principles of," (34).

GUERICKE'S PUMP. See "Air-pumps," (11).

GUN -.RECOIL CYLINDER, HYDRAULIC. See
"
Hydraulics,'' (60) (iu).

GYROSCOPE

(1) DESCRIPTION OF THE GYROSCOPE. Is-
\

ERTTA AND BALANCE. The gyroscope consists

usually of a massive wheel or disc mounted
on bearings so as to be free to spin rapidly
about its axis of symmetry. The gyroscope
as commonly made is symmetrical about an

equatorial plane, perpendicular to the axis of

symmetry ; but this equatorial symmetry is

unessential Any rigid homogeneous solid of

revolution may form the spinning element ;

and, more generally still, the gyroscope may j

even be irregular in form provided that it is
j"

dynamically symmetrical
"
about the a. of

spin. The conditions necessary for dynamical
symmetry are (L) that the centre of mass O
of the gyroscope shall lie on the axis of spin ;

(ii) that the axis of spin shall be a principal
ATifl of inertia ; (iii) that the moments of

inertia about all axes through perpendicular
to the spin-axis (say, all

**
diameters ") shall

be equaL If any body were taken of irregular
form with centroid O, and with unequal
moments of inertia A, B, C about its mutually

perpendicular principal axes through O, and
if it were mounted to spin about the C axis,

it would differ from the normal gyroscope only
in having A and B unequal instead of equal

In the practical making of gyroscopes the

closely approximate symmetry of form is found

inadequate to secure these conditions of dynam
ical symmetry, and a final process of

'*
balan

cing" is requisite to make the gyroscope run

smoothly at high speed. If, in violation of

condition (i.), the centroid is not on the spin-

axis, but at a short distance from it, the

gyroscope is said to be defective in
""
static

balance." With this defect, if the gyroscope
is without spin the equilibrium under gravity
fails to be neutral (except when the axis is

vertical) ; and when the gyroscope spins about
the fixed axis a revolving centrifugal force is

thrown on the bearings. A true circular disc,

mounted eccentrically on a spin-axis normal
to its plane, illustrates the state of bad static

balance.

If, in violation of condition (ii.), the principal
axis of inertia is not coincident with the spin-

axis, but makes a small angle with it, the

gyroscope is said to be defective in
ik

dynamic
balance." The defect cannot be detected

statically ; but, when the gyroscope spins, a

torque in a revolving axial plane is thrown on
the bearings. A true circular disc mounted

centrically but obliquely on a spin-axis illus

trates the state of bad dynamic balance.

The two defects are both remedied by the
addition or removal of small masses of deter-

minable amount and position ; and when
balanced to run quietly in this way the

gyroscope is usually regarded as satisfying alT

the necessary conditions. But, in violation of

condition (iii.), the moments of inertia aoout
different diameters of the gyroscope may be

slightly unequal. An elliptical disc mounted

centrically and normally on its spin-axis illus

trates this defect. The elimination of whirling
stress may be regarded as having for its direct

consequence the annulment of the product of

inertia for every pair of perpendicular planes
of which one is axial and the other is normal
to the spin-axis ; and in consequence the

elimination ensures that the conditions (L) and

(ii) are satisfied. But if the moments of

inertia A and B are left unequal, condition

(iii.) is violated and the gyroscope is defective.

The defect cannot be detected statically, nor

by spinning the gyroscope about the fixed

axis. It is only when the axis is itself in

motion that the uncanonical form of the

gyroscope is revealed.

(2) THE MOUNTING OF THE GYROSCOPE.
DEQEEES OF FBEEDOM. In gyroscopic mech
anisms each individual gyroscope may have

any number of degrees of freedom, up to

the limit of six degrees, and these degrees of

freedom may arise hi an unlimited variety of

ways. Most commonly the centroid of the

gyroscope remains a fixed point, and only the

three angular degrees of freedom about the

oentroid are left for consideration ; and, as
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the spinning movement accounts for one free

dom, there remain only the two degrees of

freedom associated with the direction of the

gyro-axis r. These two degrees of freedom

usually occur as the relative movements of

three consecutive members of a chain of

pieces. The gyroscope or rotor R (Fig. I
)

is free to spin
about its axis z ;

and this axis is

~"y
coincident with

the line of bear

ings of a ring or

frame or casing

Q, which sup
ports the rotor

R. The spin

ning freedom is

thus a rotation

about the line z. The casing Q is mounted on
a frame or ring P, so as to be free to turn
about a line y9 intersecting z at O. The rota

tion of Q relatively to P about y provides the

second degree of freedom of R. Finally the

ring P is mounted on a fixed base-piece B so

as to be free to turn about an. axis x, inter

secting y at 0. The
rotation of P relatively
to B about x provides the
third degree of freedom
of R. In the commonest
form of apparatus of this

sort the axes x and y of

the ring P are made per
pendicular, and the axes

y and z of the casing Q
are also made perpen
dicular, and the fixed axis

x is perpendicular to the

f B and

consequently a vertical

line. The apparatus
usually described as the

"
Wheatstone gyro

scope
"

is of this type (Fig. IA).
A gyroscope mounted in this way, with

complete angular freedom, is sometimes spoken
of as a "

free
"

gyroscope. If the hinge-line
x is locked the gyroscope has only two degrees
of freedom, and is then often described as
"
constrained." The gyro-axis z is then re

stricted to move in a circular cone with y as

axis and yz as angle. "Very specially (and
commonly) yz is a right angle, and z is thus
restricted to move in a fixed plane normal to

y. (In the Wheatstone gyroscope the gyro-
axis then turns round a fixed horizontal axis.)

If the hinge y is locked and x is left free then,

similarly, the gyroscope has only two degrees
of freedom, and z is restricted to describe a
circular cone about x (or a plane normal
to x).

More generally the gyro-axis z might in any
way be left free, by mechanical constraints

Perspective.

applied to the casing Q, to move only along
a definite route (generating a cone of arbitrary

form), and the gyroscope would again have
two degrees of freedom.

It is to be observed that the reduction from
three degrees of freedom to two degrees may
occur without the suppression of the freedom
of rotation about x or y. The complete angular
freedom of the gyroscope arises from the fact

that any angular rotation about may in

, general be derived as the resultant of suitable

components about x, y, and z. This fails to be

true, however, when x, y, and z happen to be

coplanar ; and this occurs for each of two

positions, when the relative rotation of P and
Q brings the planes xy and yz into coincidence.

For angular velocities about coplanar lines

have as their resultant an angular velocity

|

about a line lying necessarily in the same
plane. For the Wheatstone mounting (Fig.

IA), a; and z themselves coincide in these two

positions (when the gyro-axis is vertical), and
the loss of freedom is often attributed to the

! identity of the two rotations about the co-

I

incident lines ; but the identity, though suffi-

i cient to account for the loss, is not essential.

: (The proposal to avoid the danger of this loss

I of freedom, when three degrees of freedom are

I

to be preserved, by adding an extra member K
to the chain of pieces PQR introduces a fresh

objection ; for the links N, P, Q of the chain

BNPQR then have an indeterminate position
for any one direction of z, and would move
about at random.

)

The case of a gyroscope with only one degree
of freedom, as for x and y both locked, leaving
the spinning movement about z as the sole

freedom, should be mentioned as the ultimate
and simplest form of

freedom ; but it has
no gyroscopic im

portance.
If abstraction be

made of the direc

tions of the three

axes x, y, and z of

the gyroscopic ap
paratus, without re

gard to position in

space or any other

detail, a unit sphere
centred at and cutting the lines x, y, z at

points X, Y, Z gives a completelyrepresentative
-figure on the spherical surface (Fig. 2). The
fixed point X represents the fixed axis of the

base-piece B; the great-circle arc XY represents
the ring P ; Y represents the axis y connecting
the ring P and the casing Q ; YZ represents the

casing Q ; and Z represents the gyro-axis. To
complete the figure, any arbitrary line w of the
base B gives a fixed point W, and WX repre
sents the base B ; and if any line v of the
rotor R gives the point V, the arc ZV represents

PIG. 2.
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the rotor R. With this open quadrilateral
WXYZV, with WX fixed and all the sides of
constant length, the complete angular freedom
of VZ is given by the rotation of XY about
X, of YZ relatively to XY about Y, and of
ZV relatively to YZ about Z. And it is when
the angle at Y is zero or two right angles that
the triangle XYZ degenerates into a great-
circle arc, and one degree of freedom is lost ;

Z having then no movement possible except
in the direction perpendicular to XYZ.

(3) GYROSCOPIC EXPERIMENTS. As pre
liminary to a formal account of the kine
matics and dynamics of the gyroscope, it may
be convenient to state briefly the results

of a number of simple experiments with the
Wheatstone gyroscope. When checked by the

principles developed later there will appear
the reasons underlying these various move
ments ; and there will arise also certain

qualifications necessary to some of the state

ments that seem empirically correct. Famili

arity with such experimental results is to some
extent serviceable, in lack of more complete
information, as a rough working knowledge of

practical gyroscopics.
The experiments with the rapidly spinning

gyroscope may be briefly described as follows,

the degrees of freedom being as stated in each

separate case :

(L) Axis x locked, y free ; any forces applied
to Q. The gyroscope offers no resistance to

the turning of Q about y.

(it) Axis x free, y locked ; any forces applied
to P or Q. The gyroscope offers no resistance

to the turning of P and Q about x.

(iii.) Axes x and y both free ; B moved
about in any manner. Then z retains its

original and arbitrary direction unchanged.
But if, during the movement of B, x comes
to coincide with z (or passes very near z) a
violent

"
kick

"
occurs and z abruptly changes

direction,

(iv.) Axes x and y both free ; z horizontal ;

a weight hung on one end of z and released.

Then z remains horizontal, and P and Q rotate

uniformlyabout arat a rate proportional directly
to the weight and inversely as the spin of the

gyroscope. If the movement of P is
* ta

hurried
**

by a torque applied to P about x the weight
rises, and if P is hindered the weight descends.

(v.) Axes x and y both free ; z pointing in

any direction ; a smooth straight-edge is laid

perpendicular to z and pressed against the

spindle of R. The spindle does not yield to

the pressure but moves along the straight-edge
in the same sense as if it were rolling along the

straight-edge by reason of the spin.

(vi) Axes x and y free, z horizontal; forces

are applied to P as if to turn P about x. The

turning about x is resisted and tilting of Q
about y occurs. Wnen z reaches the vertical

the resistance, after HiTmTnahmg., disappears

and P is freely rotatable in the sense of the

spin. If the direction of rotation of P is then
reversed a sudden "

jolt
"

occurs, Q begins to

capsize, the rotation of P is resisted, and z

presently again becomes vertical. The rota
tion of P is then again unresisted in the sense
of the spin.

(4) KINEMATICS OF THE GYROSCOPE. If

the gyroscope executes any kind of movement,
a description of that movement at any moment
may consist in a statement of the component
angular velocity L> about the axis z, usually
called the

**

spin," and the instantaneous rate
of movement &> of the axis z. The latter has
now come (by an enlargement of the original
use of the term) to be called the

fct

precession/'
The plane in which the axis z moves is the

instantaneous plane of precession, and the
diameter u of the gyroscope drawn normal to
this plane is the instantaneous axis of preces
sion. In the representative spherical diagram
(Fig. 3) the resultant angular movement of the

gyroscope is represented by the spin ft about
Z, together with a

velocity oj of Z along
(Z) the spherical
curve which is the

path of Z. If the

quadrantal triangle
ZTU is completed,
then Zl\ the tan

gent to the curve

(Z), represents the

plane of precession,
TU the central

plane of the gyroscope, and U the a-Yia of preces
sion. The resultant movement of the gyroscope
is compounded of angular velocities Q about Z
and a about U. The triangle itself has ZU
as normal at Z to the curve (Z), and ZU touches

at K the curve which is the envelope of ZU
and the evolute of (Z). The point K is also

the centre of the small circle that osculates

the curve (Z) at Z ; and ZK ( =p, say) is the

angular radius of curvature of (Z) at Z. The
movement of the triangle ZTU as a rigid figure
is given by the rolling of ZU on the evolute

curve, and consists instantaneously of an

angular velocity n about K. The components
of n about Z and U are n cos p and n sin

/>

respectively, giving velocities n cos p of U
along TU and n sin p of Z along ZT. The latter

velocity is by hypothesis w, and therefore

w= nsmp. Hence n=w/siii.p; and the com

ponent angular velocities of the triangle ZTU
are a cot p about Z and 6? about U. The

gyroscope and the triangle have movements
identical in respect of the components about

U and differing only in the components
about Z.

(5) DYNAMICS OF THE GYKOSCOPE. The

angular momentum of the gyroscope is the

resultant of the separate angular momenta

FIG. 3.
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associated with, the two component angular

velocities, and is therefore compounded of CO
about the axis z and Aw about the diameter u,

The rates of change of these two vectors give
rise to two separate torques or couples which,
as kinetic reactions, are together equivalent
to whatever system of applied forces may be

acting on the gyroscope. They may be calcu

lated separately.
The vector "rate of change of^ any space-

vector T having angular velocity w is given by
the linear velocity of its extremity, and is

compounded of f radially and rw normal to

the vector in the plane of its movement. The

angular momentum Cft about OZ, correspond

ing to the vector r, thus gives rise to a torque

CO about OZ and a torque CQw about OT.
The angular momentum Aw about OXJ gives
rise to a torque Aw about OU and a torqne
- Aw2 cot p about OT, since w cot p is the

angular velocity of the triangle about Z.

As the torque about OZ is^CQ it follows

that the angular acceleration Q of the spin Q
is the same as would be produced by the same

torque about z if the axis z were stationary.

When, however, the gyroscope is supposed to

be already set spuming on frictionless bearings,
or (in practice) to be supplied with an electrical

driving torquecounterbalancingthe resistances,

the applied torque about the axis z is then

zero, and hence CO is zero and Q remains

constant independently of any movement im

posed on the axis z. (This property of a

gyroscope is not true if condition (iiL) of (3 )

is violated. Unequal values of A and B give
rise to fluctuations in the spin 0.)

It is convenient to represent the torques by
equivalent forces, acting at Z perpendicular to

OZ, and producing the same moments as those

of the torques. These forces are :

Aw along the great-circle tangent ZT at Z.

Aw2 cot p along the inward normal ZEL at Z.

C&w along the normal at Z. (Fig. 4.)

The last force CHw has direction and sense

which, if rotated through one right angle
about Z in the sense

of the spin O, gives
the direction and
sense of the velocity
w along ZT.
Of thesethreeforces

(or the torques they
represent) it may be

noticed that the first

T two axe independent
of the spin and of the

moment of inertia

FIG. 4. C, and depend only
on A and on the

movement of the axis 2. They would con
stitute the whole torque if either C or were
zero. A thin rod along OZ credited with the

same moment of inertia A would give rise

to these same forces ; or a single particle of

mass A at Z would alone suffice. And the

expressions w and w 2 cot p are the components
of the acceleration of Z along the tangent ZT
and the normal ZK ; for w is the rate of

change of the velocity w of Z, and w 2 cot p

is the product of the velocity w and w cot p
the rate of turning of the tangent ZT about Z.

The mass A at Z would thus give the same
two forces.

(6) THE GYROSCOPIC TORQUE. RULES FOR
THE PRECESSION. The torque COw is known
as the

**

gyroscopic torque." It has OT for

its axis and UZ for its plane. In many
practical uses of the gyroscope the value of

fi is so large that this torque dominates the

rest, and may be taken by itself as sufficiently

representative of the whole kinetic reaction.

The simple rule then is that the plane of the

applied torque and the plane of precession are

perpendicular planes through the axis of the

gyroscope ; and that the torque has a moment
equal to the product of the angular momentum
C12 of the gyroscope and the rate of precession
w. A variety of rules have been proposed as

indications of the sense of precession.

(a) The most common statement takes some
such form as this : The precession is such

that, after a precessional movement continued

through one right angle, the axis of the gyro
scope would coincide with the axis of the

torque, and the sense of the spin would agree
with that of the torque. But in practice there
is a certain awkwardness and inconvenience
in the need to consider a merely hypothetical

position of the gyroscope.

() A briefer equivalent is to mark the sides

of the quadrantal triangle, such as ZTU, with
arrows circulating round the triangle and
representing the senses of Precession, Spin,
and Torque in that (alphabetical) order.

(7) Rules more readily applied ma> be stated
forforces, taken as equivalents of the gyroscopic
torque. Thus, as above, if a force perpen
dicular to the axis of the gyroscope act at a

point of the axis, the corresponding force-

vector, when swung through a right angle in
the sense of the spin, points then in the sense
and direction in which the point moves as a

consequence of the precession. More realistic

ally the force may be supposed actually
applied to the thin smooth spindle of the

gyroscope by lateral pressure of a straight

edge ; and the precession then makes the

spindle slip along the straight-edge ; and the
sense of travel is as if the spindle were rolling
on the straight-edge by reason of its spin.

(5) A similar form of statement is true for

a force parallel to the axis and supposed to

act on the rim of the gyroscope ; namely, if

the force-vector normal to the wheel is carried

round, as if rigidly connected with the wheel,
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through, one right-angle in the sense of the

spin, it then indicates the precessional move
ment of the rim.

(7) KINETIC REACTION, ANGITLAR MOMEN
TUM, AND ENERGY. In regard to the torques
of (5) it should be remarked that Aw and
Aw2 cot p depend on the (surface component
of the) acceleration of Z ; and that if that

acceleration be itself expressed in terms of

any convenient set of components, it is only

necessary to multiply each of those separate

components by A in order to obtain the re

quired torques. And similarly CO&> depends
on the velocity of Z ; and if that velocity

presents itself as composed of any set of

components it is only necessary to multiply
each component by CO, and turn it round

through one right -angle backwards (i.e.

against 0} about Z, in order to obtain the

corresponding contribution to the gyroscopic

torque.
Of angular momentum it should be borne

in mind that, unlike linear momentum, it has

only magnitude and direction and is not a

located vector. The sum of the momenta of

the elements of a gyroscope (with its centre

at rest) about any line parallel to the axis is

the same as about the axis itself. The gyro

scope might be replaced by another equal

gyroscope with a parallel axis, inside the same

casing, and the gyroscopic torque would not

be affected by the change. Further, if the

same casing contained several gyroscopes, each

spinning on an axis fixed relatively to the

casing, the gyroscopic torque for any move
ment of the casing would be only the same

as for a single contained gyroscope with

an angular momentum equal to the vector

sum of those contributed by the several

gyroscopes.
The principle of energy demands that the

applied forces should do work on the gyroscope

equal to the increase of its kinetic energy.

The forces CQw and Aw2 cot p at Z acting

normally to the velocity of Z along ZT, do no

work, and the force Aw does work at the rate

A&fcj. If the spin varies, the torque CO

causing the variation does work at the

rate COO, and the sum Awwi-COO is thus

the time-differential of the kinetic energy

J(Aw
a
-f CO2

).

(8) SIMPLE CASES OF MOTION OF A GYBO-

SCOPE, The three torques found in (5),

which usually act in combination, may occur

separately for special movements of the

gyroscope.

(i.) The torque A occurs alone if 0=0
and p

=
7r/2 i.e. if the gyroscope has no spin

and its axis is rotating in a plane. The torque

Ad> also occurs alone, initially, if w is momen

tarily zero, with any value for 0. Hence

under the action of a torque the gyro-axis

moves initially in the plane of the torque itself.

[The direction of motion begins to turn, how

ever, at a rate (C/A)0.j

(ii.) The torque Aw2 cot p occurs alone if

O=0 and w is constant i.e. if the gyroscope
has no spin and its axis describes a cone of

any form at a uniform rate. The torque
measures the normal pressure on the guiding
curve or cone. If p also is constant the

cone or curve is circular and the torque is

constant.

(iii) The gyroscopic torque COw occurs alone

if p=x/2 and a? is constant i.e. if the axis of

the gyroscope rotates uniformly in a plane.
It may be noticed in this case how, hi detail,

after a turn of the axis through an angle 2a

the time-integral of the torque-vector accounts

for the change of momentum. The torque-
vector COw moves round one right-angle in

advance of the axis. The mean of the vectors

ranging over the angle 2a is COw (sina/a)

along the angle-bisector, aad the time is 2a/w ;

hence the time-integral of the torque gives a

momentum 2CO sin a one right-angle beyond
the angle - bisector of the gyro -axes. The

change of momentum is CO x 2 sin a and it

has the same direction. In particular when
2a = ?r, with reversal of the axis, the change
of momentum is 2CO.

(iv.) If w and p are both constant, Z in

Fig. 3 describes a circle with centre K, and
the triangle ZTU rotates uniformly about K
as a fixed point. The axis of the gyroscope
describes a circular cone of angle p. The

torqne outwards from the axis of the cone

is CO&? - Aw 2 cot p. For the customary rapid

spin this is positive in sign ; but if oj were

rapid also the torque, specially, is zero for

the case CO=A&j cot p. This conical steady
motion is then a free movement of the gyro

scope. If, say, the stationary casing contain-

ing the spmning gyroscope is struck a heavy
blow, giving SXL impulsive torque Aw about a

!
diameter of the gyroscope, the impulse creates

i suddenly an angular momentum Ao? aad there

ensues a conical motion of the axis z with

tan'1 (Aw/CO) for the angle of the cone. This

motion, being rapid, gives a blurred effect,

| visually, and is generally spoken of as a

i

" wobble
"

; but it is nevertheless technically

|

a "
steady motion."

I

The constant torque COw - Aw3 cot p neces-

j

sary in general for the conical steady motion

I

of the gyroscope is linear in but quadratic
I in w. Hence, for an assigned value of the

I torque giving movement on the cone of angle
'

p, there is a unique value of the spin for any

assigned rate of precession ; but two rates of

precession for any assigned spin are given by
the roots of a quadratic equation, and may
be real or coincident or imaginary. The

steady motions of a top (which may be re

garded as a frameless gyroscope) illustrate these

results.
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(v.) If the gyro-axis is guided by any smooth

constraints, adequate to take any lateral press

ures, the torques Cf2oj and Aw2 cot p are

supplied by the constraints, and the agent

controlling the precessional movement of the

axis has only to supply the torque Aw. The

gyroscopic torque falls on the rigid constraints,

and the agent experiences no *'

gyroscopic

resistance
"
whatever.

(9) GYBOSCOPE WITH Two DEGREES OF

FREEDOM ox A. ROTATING BASE. Instead of

prescribing directly a movement of Z (Fig. 2)

the movement prescribed may be that of Y,

leaving the movement of Z to ensue as a

dynamical consequence. In a simple case

YZ may be taken to be a quadrant, and XY
also a quadrant, and Y may be made to move

unifornily along its path, the great circle with

centre X, at the constant angular rate n.

The point Z is thus constrained to lie on a

meridian, say, of the sphere ; the meridian

being XZ and rotating at rate n about the

pole X, If 6 is the polar distance XZ (equal

to the angle XYZ) the velocity of Z has

components 6 along the meridian and nsin0

along ZY perpendicular to the meridian.

The corresponding components of the gyro

scopic torque give forces at Z equal to

COn sin 6 along the meridian and CQ$ per

pendicular to it. (It is supposed that Q and
n would agree in sense if the angle 6 were

reduced to zero,) The acceleration of Z as

determined from its component velocities and

the local rate of rotation n cos of ZX at Z (or

otherwise) has components

**
i A\ / -.* n\l~. A\ I

(n sin 8) + (and ^-{n sin 0) + ($) (n cos 0),
at J

6 nz sin cos along the meridian (2)

25 cos & perpendicular to it. (3)

i.e.

and

The corresponding forces are obtained by
multiplying by the moment of inertia A

( (5))

and are therefore

A(0 nz sin 6 cos ti) along the meridian (4)

and 2A.nd cos B perpendicular to it. . (5)

Hence the equation of motion in & is

A(0-n 2 sin 6 cos 6} +C8 sin 0=0, (6)

with the integral

A0S +A 2 cos2 e - 2CO?i cos 0= constant. (7)

This integral expresses the kinetic energy as

a quadratic function of cos 9. This case may
be compared with simple pendulum motion,
with no movement in azimuth, for which the

kinetic energy is a linear function of cos & ;

and also with conical pendulum motion, with

free, and variable movement in azimuth, for

]

which the kinetic energy is a cubic function

I

of cos 0. The present case is in a sense inter-

! mediate. For a pendulum of period Zirjp, with
'

= as the downward vertical, and with the

! vertical plane of swing made to rotate uni-

i formly at the rate n, the equation of motion is

j

0-?* 2 sin0cos0+2)
2 sin0 = 0. . (8)

The position 6 = is a stable position if p>n.
,

li p<n the position = is unstable, and an

|

inclined position of equilibrium exists given
I by cos 0=p*/n

z
, and is stable. The position

0=7r is one of equilibrium but is unstable for

all values of p/n* (Another simple instance

of the same movement occurs in the case of a

magnetic needle oscillating in a horizontal

plane in the earth's field, with a soft-iron rod
horizontal and perpendicular to the needle

and rigidly connected with it.)

The equations (6) and (8) are identical if

(C/A)&7i=#
2
, and hence the position = is

stable if CO ^> ATI. It is unstable if Cti<An;
and a position of equilibrium is then given
by cos 0=(CQ/Aw). The position 0==?r is

an equilibrium position but unstable for all

values of Qjn. Hence (Fig. 2) when Z is at

X the spin agrees in sense with that of the
rotation of* XY about X, and the position is

stable provided 7i<(C/A)Q. When Z is at

the antipodes of X the senses are opposite,
and the position is always unstable. For the

first case the spin is customarily so large that

the inequality is amply satisfied, and the

experimental results are apt to prompt an

unqualified statement of stability. The in

equality, however, is an essential condition.

The lateral pressure L of the meridian on
the gyro-axis is given by

L=(2Awcos0-Cfl)0. . . (9)

The force L has a moment L sin about OXa

which has to be supplied by the agent-

responsible for maintaining the rotation n.

He provides therefore a variable torque L sin 0,

which is identically equal to

^ (Aw sin 2 + CO cos 0), . (10)

the rate of increase of the angular momentum
about OX. Further, the agent supplies energy
at the rate

and this reduces as it should to ?iLsin0 in

virtue of (6) and (7).

If the gyroscope is originally in the unstable

position 6 IT its axis will pass the position

0=7r/2with an angular velocity in 6 given by

-0"=[tt
2

+2(C/A)lbi]* . . (12)

and the torque of resistance to the rotation

of the meridian at this moment is equal to

*. . . (13)
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For a rapid spin this torque may be
considerable even for a value of n too
small to show a visible movement of the
meridian.

The special conditions XY= x/2 and YZ= T/2
involved in the above movement may be
removed -without alteration of the form of

equation (6). The mutual inclination of the
lines x and y, y and z may be arbitrary ; so
that the point Y describes a small circle

uniformly about X, and Z keeps at a constant
distance from Y. The variable angle XYZ
still obeys a rotated-pendulum equation, and
may take equilibrium values determined as
before. For a rapid spin the stable position
of Z is that which gives the smallest value
to XZ.
More generally still, if Z is constrained to

He on any rigid curve that is rotated uniformly
at a constant rate n about a fixed point X, it

is at once apparent that the only positions of

equilibrium are those for which the force

along ZX is either normal to the curve at Z
or else is zero. Hence positions of equilibrium
occur at the foot of any normal drawn from
X to the curve (Z). The exceptional case

of a zero force (giving free movement of

the gyroscope, with the guide out of effective

action) occurs if cos XZ ={C/An) ; giving all

points in which a circle centre X and radius

XZ cuts the curve ; or more exceptionally if

XZ=0 or TT, which can occur only when the
curve passes through X or its antipodes, as in

the case first above treated.

It may further and more particularly be
shown that the normals give stable positions
for a mirnmum value of ~%7* when CQ>Aa,
so that the circle is unreal ; and that when
CO<Att, so that the circle is real, the stable

positions are given by the TnmiTmiTn values of

XZ for points Z outside the circle, and by
maximum values of XZ for points Z inside

the circle. The other equilibrium positions,

reversely, are unstable. Por the common
cases that arise in present practice n is small

compared with O, the circle is imaginary,
and the minimuTn values of XZ correspond
to the positions of stable equilibrium,

(10) GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ON GYRO
SCOPIC MECHANICS. In considering the ra

tionale of gyroscopic movements the student

will be well advised to adhere very strictly to

the precise correlation of cause and effect.

Even when the spin is large and the gyro

scopic torque is dominant the assignment
of applied torque and consequent precession
as proportional correlatives should be fol

lowed in definite detail. In abbreviated

verbal reasonings the common use of the

word "
tendency

"
is fruitful of much mis

understanding. The "
tendency

"
is usually

a movement which is regarded as prevented

by a constraint ; and as the removal of

j

the constraint would generally be followed

by an altogether different movement the latent

confusion is extreme.

Of certain well-established statements which
must be quoted only with caution and under-

t standing a few may be cited.

i "A free gyro tends to keep the axis about

j

which it spins, unaltered in direction." The

fixity of direction, in space, of the gyro-axis
is not peculiar to the spinning gyroscope, but

belongs equally to the non-spinning gyroscope.
Indeed any line in any freely balanced body,

originally free from rotation, would behave

in the same way. The practical effect of the

high spin is that the large store of angular
momentum demands a much larger value for

the time-integral of any disturbing torque to

produce an assigned amount of angular dis

placement ; so that the casual disturbing

forces, if identical in the two cases, will

produce much less angular displacement in

the axis of the gyroscope that is rapidly

spinnnig.
1

' s A rapidly spinning gyroscope offers great

1
resistance to any attempt to alter the direction

|

of its axis." It has been seen, (8) (v.), that

if a constraint supplies the gyroscopic torque
the agent controlling the movement finds no

gyroscopic opposition at alL A gyroscope
mounted on a door, so as to spin in the plane
of the panel, leaves the door as easy to open
or shut as if the gyroscope were not spinning
at all It provides no

"
resistance," although

its fl.Yi's rotates with the door as the door

swings. But a torsional stress (about a

horizontal line of the door) is thrown on the

hinges. If resistance is desired it can be

secured (cf. (9)) by giving the gyroscope two

degrees of freedom relatively to the piece

moved by the agent.
ce

Hurry on the precession and the top will

rise in opposition to gravity.'* This is intended

to apply to the slow precession of a top-heavy

top leaning at an acute angle from the upward
vertical (cf. (8) (iv.)). The spin and precession

circulate in the same sense, and the more

general statement of (6) (7) covers what is

really intended. But as the effect of the

forward force applied is (for the case of rapid

spin) to produce an angular velocity of

erection only, and no sensible increase of the

rate of precession at all, the precession is,

after all, not
"
hurried." The meaning seems

to be that an attempt is to be made which

would hurry the precession if the dynamics
were not gyroscopic. If it is desired actually

to hurry the precession the force applied to

the axis must be such as to increase the

gravity torque.

j

It may happen on occasion that the effect

I of
"
hurrying the precession

"
is to make it

|
slower, or even to reverse it. A simple example

1 may be given. In the Wheatstone gyroscope
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the casing Q may be fitted with a weight so

that in the absence of spin the axis z is

statically vertical for either of two positions
one stable and the other (top-heavy) unstable.

If the plane yz is tilted slightly, and the gyro
scope spins, a steady motion of slow precession
takes place. In the top-heavy case the effect

of
"
hurrying the precession

'*
will be to

reduce the tilt, and so leave the rate of

precession reduced in the same ratio ; and
if the precession is so much kk

hurried
"

as

to annul and reverse the small tilt, then the

ensuing precession is reversed in sense. Con

versely, in order to produce an actual quicken

ing of the precession it may be momentarily
opposed.
The high speed given to gyroscopes in

practice, with the consequent dominance of

the gyroscopic torque, produces an experi
mental simplicity of effect which may even
obscure the fundamental dynamics. It would

appear, ex. gr., that on loading one end of the
horizontal axis of the gyroscope of a Wheat-
stone gyroscope the appropriate rate of pre
cession ensues automatically, and that the

axis revolves uniformly in the horizontal

plane. If that were so, then neither the extra

kinetic energy due to the precession, nor the

new angular momentum about the vertical

x, can be accounted for ; for the attached load

is supposed not to have sunk, and its weight
has provided no moment about the vertical.

If this precise state of motion is to be actually
obtained the proper precession must be given
initially to the piece P. Without this proviso
the point Z (Fig. 2) describes in fact not a
horizontal great circle but a series of small

cycloids with their cusps on the circle, as if

generated by a trace-point on a minute wheel

rolKng below the circle. The mean level of

the point Z is below the circle by an amount
that accounts for the kinetic energy of the
mean rate of precession, and the mean tilt of

the axis z gives a component of the spin-
momentum about the vertical that is equal
and opposite to the angular momentum of

the mean precession. The same results in

kind hold good if the axis z has a finite slope

initially; and the case of a top abandoned
with a rapid spin in an inclined position is

another form of the same thing. The top
appears to execute a steady motion with a

precession that is not provided for it; but
the actual motion of the axis includes a
tremor that involves both a variable preces
sion and a '"nutation" in respect of the
inclination of the axis to the vertical (The
decay of these rapid tremors, under dissipa-
tive forces of friction, etc., is usually very
rapid.)

In practical mechanics the attempt is often
made to deal with gyroscopic movements by
sole reference to the gyroscopic torque, to

|

1 the complete exclusion of the supplementary
\ torques that are independent of the spin. On

j

occasion the method suffices ; but it may lead
! to meaningless or erroneous results. In the
! case, (9), of the gyroscope with an axis free

to revolve in a plane that is uniformly rotated,
the gyroscopic torque presents a component
in the* plane itself which no reaction is available

i to supply. The equation of motion (6) loses

all but its last term, and the problem is

; stultified. It may be further suggested that
: the dynamical possibilities involved in the
! use of gyroscopes with moderate spins may
I

presently be developed.
!

The familiar demand for an
ce

explanation
"

j

of the gyroscopic torque of a precessing gyro
scope will be found to survive repeated dis

cussions of the phenomenon so long as they
are based on the principle of angular momen
tum ; and apparently the demand can only
be met (if it need be) by the avoidance of this

fundamental sophistication. If the simple case
of the movement of (8) (iii.) is considered,
and if the axis of the gyroscope is at the
moment pointing east and precessing to the

north, and the spin is from zenith to north,
then any small portion of the top of the disc
is moving northward ; but on account of the

precession it is located to the west of the
meridian both before and after passing the

summit, and so has a component acceleration

to the west. The bottom of the wheel has

similarly an acceleration to the east. Hence
the pair of equal forces necessary to account
for these accelerations constitute a couple that

agrees with the known gyroscopic torque in

its plane and its sense (cf. (6) (5)). If the
mass of the wheel be regarded as replaced by
four particles equal in mass and equally
spaced round the rim, and two equal particles

equally distant from the centre and placed
on the axis, so as jointly to preserve the same
mass and moments of inertia, the acceleration
of each particle may be readily calculated and
the forces found in detail. Briefly, if the rim-
masses are each m t and the radius a, then
C= 477z 2

. The accelerations of the summit
and bottom, to west and east respectively, are
2oQw (cf. (9) (iii.)), and aU the other accelera
tions are purely radial. Hence the parallel
and opposite forces are of magnitude 2maQ<a,
with an interval 2a between them, and thus

give a torque 4wa2Ow, which is equal to
CQoj. If the general movement of the gyro
scope is considered, in place of this very special
steady motion, the additional torques, depen
dent on the diametral moment-of-inertia A,
can be similarly evaluated. The use of the
artifice of equivalent particles thus enables
the kinetic reaction of the gyroscope to be
calculated by appeal to the information

supplied by the dynamics of a particle.

a. T. B.
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"
Temperature, Realisation of Absolute

Scale of," (39) (xi.).

HARMONIC MOTION. When the displacement
of a point from its position of equilibrium
is given by an expression of the form

asin(fti-fe) the motion is said to be
"
harmonic."

HARRISON'S THEORY OP LUBRICATION. See
"
Friction," (26).

HEAD RESISTANCE. See "
Ship Resistance

and Propulsion," (15).

HEAT, CONDUCTION OF

(1) INTRODUCTION. When one end of a metal

bar is heated, a change of temperature can

very soon be detected along the bar, due to

the passage of heat through the metaL This

power of transmitting heat is possessed in

varying degree by all material substances,
and the phenomenon is known as the Conduc
tion of Heat. It is usual to distinguish it

from two other agencies by means of which
heat is propagated and which are dealt with
in- separate sections in this work namely,
Convection and Radiation. In the case of

convection the heat is transferred by the

actual movement of the heated matter,

gaseous or liquid, as distinguished from

conduction, in which no transfer of the matter
itself is apparent. In fluids both conduc
tion and convection seem to be processes of

diffusion. In the case of conduction the action

is molecular, due to the diffusion through the

substance at rest of its molecules, carrying
with them their kinetic energy; in that of

convection it is molar, brought about by the

movement of small portions of the substance

as eddies, or in other ways, thus transferring
from point to point the kinetic energy of the

molecules which go to form the eddy. Both

conduction and convection are comparatively
slow in their effects. Radiation, on the other

hand, is the transfer of energy by etherial

vibration and does not depend on the presence
of the matter. Its velocity of propagation,
whether in the form of waves of light, heat,
or those used in wireless telegraphy, is, of

course, enormous.
While it is convenient to adopt this classifica

tion of the agencies of heat propagation, it

should be realised that the phenomena are

probably closely related. For example, from
the point of view of the molecular theory, it

can be supposed that each molecule, as it

becomes heated, affects those around it by
radiation or by imparting some of its increased

vibration to them by direct contact. The

phenomenon of conduction might thus be

regarded as a process of intra-molecular

radiation or convection. If the analysis is

carried further by adopting the modem
theory of electrons, capable of diffusing

through metallic bodies and conductors of

electricity, but capable only of vibration in

dielectrics, the mechanism of heat conduction

is reduced to diffusion in metallic bodies and
radiation in dielectrics. It would be out of

place here to enter on a full discussion of the

mechanism of heat conduction. The theory
will be referred to only so far as is necessary
to enable us to deal with the practical subjects
treated below. These will include a descrip
tion of some typical methods of measuring

conductivity, together with a summary of the

results obtained by various observers and also

some applications of the theory to conditions

of heat flow which are encountered in practice.

(2) DEFINITIONS. The first to give a

precise definition of conducting power was

Fourier, whose
monumental
work, Theorie

analytique de

la ch al eur
(1822), forms
the baas of all

mathematical
treatment of

the problems
of heat flow.

(i.) Conduc

tivity : Steady
State.. A clear

conception is, perhaps, best obtained by con

sidering a thin wall of material with parallel

faces, one of which is maintained at a tempera
ture #

x and the other at a temperature of Bz

(Fig. 1 ). When the steady flow of heat has been

established that is to say, when the amount

Thickness x

FIG. l.
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of heat flowing into the wall through one

face is equal to that flowing out from the

other, none being absorbed or given up by
the intervening material it can be shown
that the quantity of heat passing through the

wall is proportional to the difference in

temperature between the faces. The quantity
also varies inversely as the thickness x of the

wall, and directly as the area S and the time t,

so that we have the rektion

. (1)

where Q is the quantity of heat and K is a

constant depending on the nature of the

material of the wall and which is called the
" Thermal Conductivity.

11

It is sometimes convenient to consider the

thermal conductivity as being the ratio of

the rate of heat flow per unit area to the fall

of temperature per unit thickness. The latter

quantity (B^-d^jx or dB/dx is called the
4i

temperature gradient."

Following from the formula above, the unit of

conductivity is defined, on the C.G.S. system,
as the number of calories per second that

would flow through every square centimetre

of the surface of a wall of thickness 1 cm,

and with a difference of 1 C. between its

faces. Another unit commonly used by
engineers is the British Thermal Unit 1

per
hour, per square foot, per inch thickness, per
1 F. difference. To convert the C.G.S. unit

into the other unit it is necessary to multiply

by 2903.

In the simple case, which has been taken

above, of a wall with parallel faces kept at

uniform temperatures, the surfaces of equal

temperature in the materiaJ, or
"
isothermal

surfaces," will be parallel to the faces of the

wall and the lines of heat flow will be straight
lines perpendicular to the faces. If, however,
the material is not in the shape of a plane wall,

or if the conditions of heat supply are different

from those assumed, the isothermal surfaces

and the lines of flow may be curved and the

problem of calculating the heat flow will

generally become very complicated. For
such cases it is convenient to rewrite the

equation in the form

Q =K*(0,.
-

3)
x shape factor, . (2)

ff1 and 2 being, as before, the temperatures
of isothermal surfaces and the

fc

shape factor
"

being a constant depending on their shape
and relative disposition. The shape factor

has been calculated for a few simple cases,
such as a sphere heated centrally and a long
cylinder heated axially, and approximate
formulae have been obtained for some other

1 The British Thermal Unit (B.T.U.) is the quantity
of heat required to raise the temperature of 1 Ib. of
water by 1 F. at its temperature of
density, 39 F.

common forms. These are dealt with in

Part H. below.

(ii.) Dijfmirity : Variable State. The formu
lae iven above apply only to the flow of heat

when the steady state of temperature has been

established throughout the body. If, however,

the temperature of the body is changing at any
point it is obvious that part of the heat inflow

(or outflow) will be accounted for by the

amount absorbed in raising (or liberated by
lowering) the temperature of the body at

that point, so that the heat flow will depend
partly on the thermal capacity. As a matter
of fact, in the equations governing the variable

state the constant K/cp (or thermal conduc

tivity divided by heat capacity per unit

volume) occurs. This constant has been
called by Kelvin the

"
Diftiisivity," while

Clerk-Maxwell named it the
" Thennometric

Conductivity," since it measures the change
of temperature which would be produced in

a unit volume of the substance by the

quantity of heat which flows in unit time

through unit area of a layer of unit thickness

having unit difference of temperature between
its faces.

Kelvin's term is the more commonly used,
and occasion will be found to refer to it

further in dealing with problems arising out

of the variable flow of heat

I. METHODS OF MEASUBING- CONDUCTIVITY

In general the conductivity of a material

is obtained under conditions of steady heat

flow, and, as has been indicated above, it

can be determined by measuring the heat

flowing through a body in a certain time, the

temperature at two .or more points, and the

dimensions of the body. The experimental
conditions suitable in particular cases depend
mainly on the nature of the material to be
tested. It is convenient therefore to consider

separately the methods applicable to Solids,

Liquids, and Gases, and to subdivide the
first mentioned under three main headings,

namely, poor, medium, and good conductors.

Crystalline or non-isotropic solids are also

dealt with separately.

(3) SOLIDS: POOR CONDUCTORS (K= 0-00008

to 0-00030). Under this head come the

materials which are used for purposes of heat

insulation: for example, in the walls of cold

stores and the lagging of boilers. They include

such materials as cork, charcoal, kieselguhr,

magnesia, slag-wool, asbestos-wool, and so on.

Before describing the methods of test, it is as

well to get some idea of the structure of the
materials and the mode of heat transfer.

The materials are not homogeneous solids

in the physical sense, but are loose aggregations
of matter with a large number of included

air-spaces. Their structure may be either
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fibrous or, as in the case of cork, cellular,

but more often the materials in question are

artificial aggregates of small particles or

fibres. The transmission of heat through
such materials does not take place solely

by conduction in the solid particles. The
mass of these in a certain volume of the

material is relatively small, and their fine state

of division gives rise to a high thermal resist

ance due to the number of point contacts

through which the heat has to pass.
In addition to conduction in the solid

material there is the transfer of heat by
radiation and convection across the air-spaces.

That the former is small can be seen by
considering an air-space hounded by parallel
walls at absolute temperatures of ^ and 8%.

The heat loss by radiation across such a space
is independent of its thickness, and is propor
tional to B^-6^, or where the difference is

small to 02-02- If now a thin partition of

conducting material parallel to the walls is

interposed between them, it will take up a

temperature intermediate between that of

the walls (say, the mean temperature), and the

radiation from the hot surface to the partition
will be approximately one half of that previ

ously passing between the hot and cold

surfaces, and similarly, of course, the radiation

from the partition to the cold surface. The
effect of the partition is thus to reduce the

heat transfer by radiation to about one half.

Two partitions will reduce the radiation to

about one-third, and so on.

If, for example, we take an air-space 3 inches

thick, the temperature of one face being 10 C.

and of the other 25 C., the heat loss by
radiation for surfaces which are "full

radiators
'* would be about twenty times the

heat loss that would take place through the

air by conduction only that is assuming
all movement of the air could be prevented
so that no transfer took place by convection.

Nineteen partitions would thus reduce the

radiation loss to about the same amount as

that due to pure conduction through the air.

The equivalent subdivision of insulating

materials is far greater than this.

A somewhat similar argument can be applied
as regards convection, though the laws are

not so well defined as those of radiation.

For the case taken above of an air-gap of

3 inches with a temperature difference of

15 C., and supposing the walls vertical, the

convection loss would be of the order of

seven times the loss which would be due to

conduction only. By subdividing the space
the convection loss may be reduced, and if the

air-gaps are made small enough to render air

currents impossible the heat will be transferred

solely by conduction.

Thus we see that the best insulating material

is one which most nearly approaches in

conductivity to air. By subdividing space by
small particles of matter we can reduce the

heat loss due to convection and radiation

until it is not appreciably different from that

of pure conduction through the air, but the

introduction of solid matter inevitably in

creases the total of the conduction losses

since all solids conduct better than air. Hence
it follows that there is a limit of efficiency to

be reached by introducing solid material.

This is clearly shown in the results given

by Petavel for the heat loss through slag-wool
insulation of different densities (Fig. 2). It

will be seen that the -minimum value was
obtained for slag-wool packed at 10 Ibs. per
cubic foot.

The conductivity of the class of poor
conductors, or insulators, ranges in value

from about 0-00008 to 0-00030 C.G.S. units,

the best insulators having nearly twice the

conductivity of air (0-00005). ~The values

have a positive coefficient with rise of tempera
ture which is frequently of the same order as

that of air.

Some typical methods for testing such

materials are described below.

(L) Spherical Shell Melliod Nu&ieU.

Theoretically the simplest form of solid,

5 10 15
Wt of covering materialper cubic ftJn pownrf*

FIG. 2.

from the point of view of conductivity

measurements, is the sphere or spherical shell.

The fiow of heat from a source at the centre

is symmetrical and follows a simple mathe
matical law. On the other hand the use

of a sphere generally gives rise to consider

able experimental difficulties and the material

has to be made up into a special shape.

However, the method has been successfully

adopted by several experimenters, of whom
Nusselt 1 may be taken as an example. In

his apparatus the shell of material was con

tained between two spheres of metaL The
inner one of copper, 15 cm. in diameter and

1-5 mm- thick, was split into hemispheres
which were joined with a bayonet joint so

1 Forsch. Verf d, Ing., 1&09, Hefte 63 and 64.
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as to give a smooth exterior. The outer

sphere was also split into two halves held

together by a flanged joint with bolts. It

was of zinc 1 mm. thick and either 60 or 70

cm, in diameter. The zinc sphere was coated

with paint and its temperature excess above

the atmosphere did not exceed 15 C.

The space between the spheres was filled

with the material under test, and a constant

supply of heat was maintained electrically

inside the inner sphere. The temperatures
at different points in the material were

obtained by means of a number of thermo

couples of iron eonstantan. Care was taken

to ensure that the wires of each couple for a
few centimetres from the junction were led

along the isothermal plane so as to avoid

errors due to conduction in the wires them
selves. The importance of this precaution
was shown by means of an experiment with

infusorial earth, in which the junctions of

two thermocouples were embedded in the

material at equal distances from the centre

of the sphere: that is to say, in the same
isothermal plane. In one case the wires

from the junction were led away along the

radius, and in the other at right angles to the

radius (i.e. along the isothermal plane). The

respective readings obtained were 74-9 C.

and 116-3 C.

To obtain the temperature distribution in

the material, couples were fixed along three

radii at right angles to each other, four

couples being arranged symmetrically on
each radius. In addition to these 12 couples
others were fixed at different points so that

the distribution of temperature was studied

with some care.

When the steady state of temperature had
been reached it was sufficient to know the

energy supplied to the central sphere, the

temperature of two isothermal surfaces.

The conductivity is then obtained from

equation (2) above, the value of the shape
factor being in this case 2Trab](b- a), where
a and b are the internal and external radii of

the shelL 1

Nusselt used the apparatus for testing a

number of insulating materials such as

infusorial earth, slag-wool, asbestos, powdered
and slab cork, charcoal, sawdust, wool, silk,

cotton. The temperature range extended
from that of the atmosphere to 500 C. and
the results are stated to be accurate to 1 or
2 per cent.

The packing of the material and the arrang
ing of the thermocouples must have been far

from easy, and the apparatus does not therefore
lend itself to studying the effect of different

densities of packing on the conductivity.
Nusselt's results are, however, in very fair

1 See "
Heat, Conduction of." Mathematical Theorv,

Eq. (32a).

agreement with those obtained with other

observers, as will be seen from Table I.

(ii.) Cylindrical Shell Method Lamb and
Wilson. A cylindrical shell of material with

plane ends was adopted by Lamb and
Wilson 2 for the purpose of determining the

conductivity.
Their apparatus is illustrated in Fig. 3.

The material was contained in the space
between two cylindrical copper pots kept at a
definite distance apart by pieces of vulcanised
fibre. The inner pot contained a small motor
with a fan attached to the axis. A tinplate

cylinder, open at the top and with holes at
the bottom, was put inside to direct the
currents of air over the inner surface of the
inside pot, in the direction of the arrows.

Energy was supplied electrically to a heating
coil within, as well as to the motor ; this

constituted an internal supply of heat, which
maintained the temperature within the pot
at any determined upper limit. The motor
and heating coil were connected in series, and
leads were carried through a small hole in

the lid of the pots to measure the current and

FIG. 3.

i the potential difference, and thus the power
expended on internal heating. The outer pot
was immersed in a tank kept overflowing
from the water main, the lid of the pot being
made into a sort of saucer, into which the

incoming water ran. In this way the surface

of the outer pot was kept at a uniform and
constant temperature.
The outer pot was 8 inches in diameter

and 16 inches high, and there was a clearance

of 1 inch between the two pots. The tempera
tures of the pots were measured by thermo-

junctions of copper and iron soldered at the

points B and C.

Preliminary experiments with couples sol

dered to different parts of the copper pots
had shown that the temperature distribution

* Proc. Roy. Soc. y 1899, Ixv. 285.
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was constant within 0-0=0, when working , the radii of the inner and outer pot re-
with a temperature difference of ^ C., -

spec-lively. The formula is an approxima-hence the two thermocouples at B and C tion, but experiments with 2- inch lam*were relied on to give the temperature ?ave results consistent with those for 1-inch

rrl
ren<

if* f * Au- i

layers, so that it may be taken as sufficientlyIne snape factor in this case was taken as accurate.

TABLE I

POOR CONDUCTORS
The thermal conductivity K is given in the Tables below as the number of calories per so. em.

per sec. per 1 cm. thickness per 1' C. difference in temperature.

that of a cylindrical shell of the length of the
inner pot plus that of the plane ends, taking
their areas as the mean of the end surfaces of

the inner and outer pots. This gave a value
for the shape factor

where Z
x and L are the lengths, and rx and r2

VOL. i

The temperature difference in these experi
ments was about 20 or 30 C., and the results

are summarised in Table I.

As in the case of the spherical shell method,
the configuration of the apparatus makes it

difficult to secure uniformity of packing, a

point of some importance in determining the

conductivity of many insulating materials.

It is not clear whether the question of heat
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loss by conduction along the wires leading
from the inner pot was considered.

(iii.) Wall 31dJiod*s (a) Randolph. In using
the wall method it is assumed that the lines

of heat flow are perpendicular to the faces.

This is true for the central portion of a wall,

but at the edges, unless the leakage of heat

laterally can he prevented, the lines of flow will

be curved. The * 4

edge effect
"
thus produced

gives rise to troublesome corrections in

applying the equation (I) above, and it only
becomes negligible if the wall is very large

compared to its thickness. The difficulty can,

however, be surmounted by the use of the

guard-ring principle, the effect of which is to

isolate a central portion of the wall where the

heat flow is approximately normal to the

surfaces.

An example of an apparatus of this kind is

that designed by Bandolph
* for measuring

the conductivity of insulating materials.

He took a hot plate heated electrically by
means of a resistance ribbon wound on mica.

The top of this plate is of copper, 7J inches

in diameter and J inch thick, and its tempera
ture is measured by means of couples of

platinum and platinum-indium. The material

to be tested, which varied in thickness from

J inch to 2| inches, is contained between this

hot plate and a water-cooled plate. The latter

is in two parts, the central one forming a
;

calorimeter and the outer one a guard-ring. ;

A stream of water is maintained in the

calorimeter, and its rate of flow multiplied

by the difference in temperature between the
j

inflow and the outflow gives the quantity
of heat received by the central disc. A
similar stream of water flows through the

guard-ring, and its temperature never differed

by more than 0-1 C. from the water in the

calorimeter. With this small difference in

temperature between contiguous portions of

the guard-ring and calorimeter, and as there
was no metallic connection between the two,
there could be no appreciable passage of heat
from one to the other. All the heat reaching
the calorimeter was thus received directly
from the hot plate, and the lines of flow were

approximately normal to the surfaces. The
conductivity was obtained from equation (1),

knowing the temperatures of the hot and cold

plates and the thickness of the material.

Randolph used this apparatus for obtaining
the conductivity of a number of insulating
materials such as asbestos and various asbestos

compositions, mineral wool, diatomaceous
earth, wool, cotton, eiderdown. A summary
of his results will be found in Table L It is

interesting to note that he adopted a standard
of compression of the materials which were
packed as closely as possible by tapping and
were then compressed by 25 per cent. The
1 Trans. American Eleclrochem. Soc., 1912, xxi. 545.

1 measurements were easily made with an

; accuracy of 2 per cent, but variations of 5 per
i cent were found between different samples
of the same material. The cold plate was

, approximately at atmospheric temperature,
while the hot plate ranged from 100 to 600 C.

It may be remarked here that the flow calori

meter is not suitable for dealing with small

temperature gradients of, say, 10 or 20C
C. in

the case of insulating materials, since the heat

passing through the material would be so

small as to give only a minute rise in tempera
ture of the flow. Further, the leakage to or

from the surroundings might become compar
able with that passing through the test

material and thus give rise to considerable

errors.

Some of Randolph's values show a tendency
to be low, for example, that for wool fibres

(at density 0-192) as being 0-000054, or equal
to air in conductivity.

(b) National Physical Laboratory. In the

apparatus described above the heat flowing out

through the cold face of the wall of material

was measured, but the practice is sometimes

adopted of determining the heat supplied to

the hot face. This is conveniently done by
arranging an electrically heated plate as a
sandwich between two exactly similar walls
of material The total energy supplied can

easily be measured, and it passes out .in

approximately equal amounts through the

two walls.

Figs. 4 and 5 show an apparatus of this

type which is in use at the National Physical

i

FIG. 4.

Laboratory.
1 The hot plate consists of flat

heating units of asbestos-covered wire, or wire
wound on mica, which are clamped between
sheets of brass or aluminium. The plate is

divided into two portions a central square
area A, 3 feet by 3 feet, and a guard-ring B,

1 Annual Report Nat. Phys. Lab., 1919.
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I foot wide, surrounding it. These portions are

separated by an air-gap, and are kept apart "by
four small wedges of wood or fibre. They are

independently heated, and the energy supplied
to each is adjusted sc that the temperatures
of the contiguous edges are the same. In

order to facilitate this adjustment the energy
supplied to the top, bottom, and sides of the

various kinds of woods and other organic sub

stances, the refractory materials and bricks

used in furnace construction, rocks and mineral

substances. The limits of conductivity may
be said to be from 0-0003 to 0-01 C.G.S. units.

Xo general rule can be laid down as to the

change of value with temperature. As may
be expected, the more granular materials

show an increase in conductivity with rise of

temperature, while the homogeneous solids

generally show a decrease,

(i) Cylindrical Method. A number of experi
menters have used a solid cylinder of material

heated axially to measure the conductivity.
The heat is generally supplied by a wire along
the axis, and the temperature is measured at

two or more points at different distances from
the axis. If Q is the quantity of heat generated

per unit length of the heating wire, then

M^-gj
'-

*

FIG. 5.

guard-ring could be separately controlled (see

Fig. 4). Under these conditions the heat

flows away from the central portion in lines

perpendicular to the surface. The outer

surface of each wall of the material is in

contact with an iron plate, which can bo

maintained at a constant temperature. This

is effected by the circulation of water or

brine through a coil of square-section lead

pipe, which is clamped on to the back of the

plate (Fig. 5). The plate and coil are con

tained in a wooden case packed with insulation,

which is not shown in the figure. The coil is

wound in a bifilar manner, so that inflow

and outflow pipes alternate, and thus the

temperature is uniform over the whole surface.

The cold plates can conveniently be run at

any temperature from - 25 C. to -f!5 C.

The temperature distribution is studied by
means of a number of thermocouples let into

grooves in the hot and cold plates. By taking
due precautions the plates can be kept
uniform in temperature to within about 0*01 C.

By means of this apparatus walls of insulat

ing material have been tested under conditions

corresponding closely to those prevailing in

cold stores. Some of the results obtained are

given in Table I.

(4) SOLIDS, MEDIUM CONDUCTORS
(K=0-0003 to 0-01). The division between

the poor and medium conductors is purely one

of convenience. All non-metallic bodies not

included in the former class fall into the latter.

Examples of the medium conductors are the

We may take as examples the experiments
of Xiven, Poole, Clement and Egy.

(a) Xii-ev. The conductivity of a number of

materials such as wood, sawdust, sand, plaster
of Paris, and garden mould was measured by
Niven. 1

A general view of the apparatus is shown
in Fig. 6, while the arrangement of the wires

FIG. 6.

for heating and measuring temperature are

shown in Fig. 7. For the central heating
wire CD, platinoid of gauge 34 or 40 was
used. The wiresAA and BB were of platinum.

. 7.

They were prepared by coating a platinum
wire with copper and drawing down till the

platinum had a thickness of 0-035 mm. and

the copper 0-27 mm. The latter was then

dissolved off. The change of resistance of

i Proc. Roy. Soc.t 1905, Ixxvi. 34.
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these wires gave the difference in temperature
"between the isothermal surfaces, whose dis

tances from the axis could he accurately
j

measured. Xiven experienced considerable
'

difficulty in the use of these fine wires, and
',

eventually abandoned them in favour of
j

thermo-junctions consisting of German silver i

wire and iron 0-2 mm, hi diameter.

When solid material was being tested in

this apparatus, it was in the form of two half

cylinders. One of these was moved up !

underneath the wires until they rested on its
j

face, and the other half-cylinder was then I

fixed on top. For loose materials cylindrical

wooden shells were used as containers.

Xiven gives an approximate calculation as

to the time taken for the flow of heat to reach

the steady state. Assuming the temperature
to be taken at two points respectively 1 and

3 cm. from axis, and taking sand which has

a diffusivity of about 0-0032, the time taken for

the temperature difference to reach within

o per cent of its final value was 1 hours, and

within 1 per cent of its final value 7i hours.

A summary of Niven's results is included in

Table IL

TABLE n
MEDIUM CONDUCTORS
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TABLE II continued

Substance. J
Temperature. K x 10*.

'

"C. > C.G.S. raits. ]
Authority.

It is not clear from the description given
whether any special precautions were taken
to guard against

6i end effect
" due to the con

duction of heat at the ends of the heating wire
and cylinder. Apart from this point the

method does not seem to be open to criticism.

(b) Poole.1 This experimenter made use of a

cylinder of material for measuring the conduc

tivity of rocks. The cylinder was heated

asially by means of a wire dissipating a known
amount of energy, and it was contained inside

an electric furnace maintained at a constant

temperature which ranged up to 600 C.

Several modifications of apparatus were used,
one of which is illustrated in Fig. 8.

The furnace consisted of a copper tube
wound with insulated nichrome wire and
contained in a lagged case. The specimen
cylinder of rock A fitted roughly into the

furnace, the ends of which CC were filled with

pulped asbestos millboard. The cylinder was
15 cm. long by 3-6 cm. diameter and had a

hole bored down its axis. With a soft rock
such as limestone, a hole as small as 1-5

1 Phil. Mag., 1912, xxiv. 45, and 1914, xxvii 58.

diameter could be bored, but with hard rocks
like granite or basalt the hole was nearer
4-5 mm. in dia

meter. In the

ktter cases the

hole was either

filled in with

cement, through
which a smaller

hole could then
be bored, or the

platinum heat

ing wire (0-3
mm. in dia

meter) was
wound with as

bestos cord to

keep it central

in the hole, A
constant cur

rent was passed

through the

wire, and the

potential drop was measured on the central

portion 10 cm. in length. By using a
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cylinder relatively long compared to its

diameter, and by measuring the energy

dissipated in the portion of the wire well

within the cylinder, the troublesome end effect

found in preliminary experiments was elimi

nated. The difference in temperature of two

isothermal surfaces and the mean of the

temperatures of the surfaces were measured by
means of couples of platinum and platinum

-

indium 0-1 mm. in diameter. The couples

were all in the central plane of A perpendicular
to the axis, the cylinder being cut in half at

this point. The arrangement of the couples
is shown in Fig. 9, which is a plan of the

FIG. 9.

lower naif of the cylinder. The junctions of

the couples are fixed in circular grooves cut

in the face, the grooves being connected by
radial grooves for carrying the wires between
the circular grooves and for carrying them
out of the cylinder. It will be seen that the

couples are arranged so that the mean E.M.F.

gives the mean difference in temperature of

the circular grooves. The diameters of the

latter were respectively 2-61 cm. and 0-725 cm.

They are V-shaped, 2-5 mm. deep and 1-5 mm.
wide, while the radial grooves were 0-5 mm*
deep. The couple wires were cemented in

the bottom of the grooves, and the two half-

cylinders were cemented together. In the

right-hand half-cylinder a groove was cut at a
distance from the axis equal to the geometric
mean between the radii of the grooves on the

opposite face. A single couple, fixed in this

groove, thus served to give the mean
temperature of the isothermal surfaces.

The temperature difference between these

isothermals was of the order of 10 C., while

the mean temperature of the whole apparatus
could be fixed at any point by an automatic
control. The measurements were made when
the steady state had been approximately
reached, and a method is given for correcting
for small departures from the steady flow.

Poole also made use of a cylinder cut into two

parts longitudinally instead of transversely.
This has the advantage of enabling the asial

groove to be made very small and accurate.
A similar arrangement for determining the

difference in temperature between isothermal

surfaces is adopted, the junctions of the

couples being, of course, in a longitudinal

plane instead of a transverse plane as before.

Poole made a study of the variation of

conductivity of Limestone, granite, ad basalt

by means of his apparatus. He shows that

the two former give decreases of conductivity
with rise of temperature, while basalt shows a

slight rise to about 200 C., a}>ove which the

conductivity is constant. On prolonged heat

ing all three materials show a permanent fall

in conductivity, due apparently to small cracks

in the rocks.

(c) Clement and Egy. A similar method to

those described immediately above was used

by Clement" and Egy 1 for obtaining the

conductivity of fireclay bricks. The speci
mens were in the form of hollow cylinders
heated by a coil of nickel wire wound on a

porcelain tube fixed along the axis of the

specimen. Two holes were bored parallel
to the axis for the insertion of thermocouples.
The method has the disadvantage that

specimens were required of special form

differing from that in which the material

is used, and there would seem to have been
some uncertainty in the measurement of the

radial distances.

(ii) WdH or Blab Methods. A number of

observers have determined the conductivity
of materials of

medium conductivity

by experiments on
walls or slabs. In the

important class of re

fractory materials, the

methods adopted by
Wologdine, Dougill,
Hodsman and Cobb,

Boyd Dudley, and
Griffiths are described,
while for other
materials the work of

Lees is referred to.

(a) Wologdine. An
extended investiga
tion of the thermal

conductivity of refractory materials of French
manufacture was made by Wologdine.

2

A diagram of the apparatus he employed is

shown in Fig. 10. The specimen under test was
specially made in the form of a circular disc,
5 cm. in thickness, with a bevelled edge forming
a portion of the walls of a gas-heated muffle.

The temperature gradient through the slab was
obtained byembeddingtwo platinum, platinum-
rhodium couples at a depth of 5 mm. from each
face. An additional thermo-element in the air

near the hot face gave the furnace temperature.
1
Phys. Rev., 1909, xxviii. 71

; Butt. JJniv, Illinois,
1909, xxxvi.

i A

* }& and Chem - Enff., 1909, vi. 383, 433, trans
lated by Queneau.

FIG. 10.
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The heat transmitted through the slab was
measured by a flow calorimeter in the form
shown in the figure.
The design of the calorimeter is the weakest

point in the method, since the presence of a
cooled area on the upper surface must distort
the flow lines from normal. A guard-ring
around the calorimeter would have eliminated
this source of error.

The couples were calibrated by reference
to the freezing-points of copper, common salt,
and aluminium, together with the boiling-

points of sulphur and naphthalene. With the

exception of sulphur, the values assumed for
these fixed points are in fair agreement with the
values accepted at the present time. For the

boiling-point of sulphur the value 455 was
taken instead of the generally accepted value
445-5.

In the case of each material samples were
fired at two temperatures, 1050 C. and
1300 C., and it was found that the conduc

tivity increased with the firing temperature.
Thus silica bricks fired at 1300C

C. showed a
value 50 per cent greater than those burnt at

1050 C Wologdine also found that thermal

conductivity increased with temperature,
except possibly in the case of chromite brick,
for which the value was nearly constant.

(6) Dougill, Hodsman, and Cobb. The ther
mal conductivities of some fire-clay, silica, and

magnesia bricks were investigated by Dougill,

Hodsman, and Cobb.1 Their apparatus was
somewhat similar to Wologdine's, but designed
to take ordinary sized samples. The heat
transmitted was measured by the evaporation
of water from a vessel cemented on to the top
surface of the brick. This calorimeter was

composed of a large vessel, 9 inches long by
4J wide by 3 inches high, with a plane base.

Within the larger vessel was fixed the calori

meter proper, consisting of a chamber 4 inches

long by 2 inches wide by 2J inches high.
Steam distilling from this inner vessel passed

through a sloping tube to a condenser, the

water being collected in a measuring jar.

The usual rate of evaporation was about
5 c.c. per minute. The authors state that it-

was found advantageous to surround the inner

chamber with a non-conducting jacket, and
for this purpose sheet rubber was found to be

satisfactory.

Probably it would be better if, in this

method, the calorimeter was entirely separated
from metallic connection with the larger

vessel, since the existence of a slight gradient
of temperature across the metal base might
seriously vitiate the results.

An interesting fact brought out by the

investigation is the marked decrease with

temperature in the thermal conductivity of

magnesia brick.

1 Journ. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1915, xxxiv. No. 9, 465.

(c) Boyd Dudley. Experiments on fire-clay,
silica, and magnesia bricks of American
manufacture were carried out by Boyd
Dudley.

2 The material under test constituted
one wall of a furnace heated by means of

by-product coke. By careful regulation of
the draught a uniform combustion through a

depth of 26 inches was obtained. The bricks

composing the wall were 9 inches by 4J inches,
and built so as to produce a flat "surface.
The heat transmitted through a definite area
of the wall was measured by a flow calorimeter
8 inches by 8 inches, fitted with a guard-ring.
A period from eight to nine hours was allowed
to elapse after starting the fire before observa
tions were commenced.
The temperature gradient through the

bricks was obtained

by means of a plat
inum, platinum-
rhodium couple in

serted to various

depths in holes bored
to within J inch of

the inner face,
measurements being
made every J inch to

within J inch of the
cold face.

This method of

as^rteining the tem-

Constant
Head 7anh

^^^
PIG. 11.

perature at various points is simple, but suffers

from the disadvantage that the couple wires

are perpendicular to the isothermal planes and
the readings may be vitiated by conduction

along the wires cooling the junction.

Dudley found that the conductivity of

magnesite was practically constant between
445 and 830; which is contrary to the

results of Dougill, Hodsman, and Cobb.

(d) Griffiths. An apparatus used by Griffiths3

for measuring the conductivity of slabs of

refractory materials is illustrated in Fig. 11.

The faces of these materials are always
irregular and are generally slightly curved,

* Met. and Chem. Eng., 1915. p. 315.
* Tram. Faraday Soc., 1917, xii. 109.
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so that it Is difficult to obtain a uniform

surface temperature. With a view to meeting
the difficulty the heat was transmitted to the

hot face of the brick by means of molten

metal, which adapts itself to the irregularities
of the surface. Tin was found to be satis

factory for the purpose at low temperatures.
It was contained in the east-iron tray T,

which has a uniformly distributed heating
coil attached to its under surface. The depth
of the molten metal is about 1 cm., and the

brick under test rests on three projections,
so that the free surface of the tin around the

edges stands at a level of about 2 mm. above
the immersed surface of the brick.

The temperature of the molten tin was
obtained by means of a platinum-platinum-
iridium couple. The details of the construct-

tion of this cxmple are shown hi Fig. 12.

The wires were separ

ately insulated in the

quartz tubes, which are

enclosed in an outer

sheath, the

external
diameter

of which
was ap

proximately 5 Tnm T The
bulb B was sealed off in

the oxycoal-gas blowpipe
after the insertion of the

wires, and no difficulty
was found in bending the

tube into the L form with

the wires in situ, pro
vided the heating was
not unduly prolonged.

By rotating the couple
the temperature distribu

tion over a wide arc

could be explored, and
the insulation of the

quartz was sufficiently good to prevent any
leakage from the heating circuit into the

potentiometer.
The temperature of the cold surface of the

brick was determined by several iron-eureka

(constantan) thermocouples bedded just flush

with the surface. The calorimeter was at

tached to this surface by means of a thin

layer of Purimachos cement.

The construction of the flow calorimeter

will be understood from Fig. 11. The guard-
ring G is separated from the calorimeter

proper C by a narrow gap about 1 mm. wide,
the space being filled with mica plates M set

on edge so as to produce a level surface. The

inflowing water divides at D, and flows through
adjacent turns of piping in the calorimeter
and the guard-ring. Since the temperatures
of the two streams are the same, this tends to

eliminate any gradient of temperature across

PIG. 12.

the gap separating the calorimeter from the

guard-ring. The ratio of flow was adjusted
to produce equal temperature rise. Differen

tial couples of six pairs of copper-constantan
measured the rise in temperature in the water

flowing through the calorimeter. The tube

containing the inflowing couple is separated

|

from metallic contact with the calorimeter

j
by a short connecting piece of ebonite E.
A steady stream of water is obtained by the
constant-level tank shown, and the rate of

flow through the calorimeter determined by
the time required to collect one litre of water.

In order to detect any systematic errors the

experimental conditions were varied by alter

ing the rate of flow, changing the differential

couples, and the thickness of slab experimented
on.

In experiments at temperatures above 450
the hot face was maintained at a uniform

temperature by pressing it against a flat iron

plate forming a portion of the wall of a large

uniformly heated muffle. In this case the

hot-face temperature was determined by two
bare nickel-copper, nickel-chromium couples
of No. 19 gauge wire cemented on the

surface.

Data for the same sample over the same

temperature range obtained by two different

modes of heating were in close agreement j

the molten metal bath method giving more
concordant results than the muffle method.

(e) Lees. Lees 1 has determined the con

ductivity of small thin slabs of material by
means of a somewhat novel method. His

arrangement is shown diagrammatically in

Fig. 13. A small hot plate is formed of two

copper discs C and U, between which is

sandwiched a heating coil of platinoid insulated

by mica. The thickness of the coil with the
insulation was -11 cm., the thickness of C
103 cm., and U -312 cm.
S was the substance whose conductivity

was to be measured, while M was another

copper disc -32 cm. thick. The contacts of
S- with U and M were improved by smearing
the surface with glycerine and sliding them
together. The diameter of all the discs was
4 cm. At opposite ends of a diameter of

1 PhU. Trans. Roy. Soe., 1898, cxci. 399.
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each copper disc were soldered a platinoid
and copper "wire which formed a thermo-

junetion for the measurement of tempera
ture.

When the discs had been assembled they
were varnished to give them the same emis-

sivity, and the pile was suspended in a
constant temperature enclosure. The current
was switched on in the heating coil, and after

a due time had been allowed for the steady
state to be reached, the energy was measured
and the temperatures of the three copper
discs.

The theory may be briefly stated as follows :

Let H=rate of energy supplied to the heating
coil,

A=heat loss per second per sq. cm. for I
3

excess, of temperature of the discs over

that of the enclosure,

c=the excess of temperature over that of

the enclosure,

i=thickness of dit?c.

r=radiuB of the discs.

Now the heat received per second by the disc 51

and given up to the air is

Similarly the heat received by S and given up to the

air from its exposed surface or passed on to M is

If K is the thermal conductivity of the disc S, then

the heat flowing through the disc is

Assuming that the heat flowing through the disc to

be the mean of the heat flowing into and out of the

disc, i.e. the mean of the first two quantities above,
we get

Which gives us a relation between K and A.

Further, the total heat imparted to the system
must equal that given up to the air from aH
the exposed surfaces, and therefore we get the

equation

H = f
i rM

From these two equations the values of K
and A can be determined by measuring H and
the temperatures of the discs.

Lees worked out the* correction for the

conduction of heat along the thermocouple
wires and the leads to the heating coil.

He used this method for determining the

conductivity, and variation of conductivity

with temperature, of a number of substances,
such as glass, sulphur, ebonite, shellac, fibre,

naphthalene, larcL He also extended this

method to apply to liquids in the manner
described below ( (7 ii.}}.

(5) SOLEOS : METALS (K = 0-015 10 1-00}.

The class of metals is distinguished by its

! high conductivity alike of heat and electricity.

This is explained by the supposed dependence
of the two phenomena on the diffusion of

electrons, and a mathematical relationship
has been established between them which,
as will be shown below, is partially confirmed

by experiment. In the non-metallic solid, on
the other hand, the electron is supposed to

be capable of vibration only, so that heat

conduction is assumed to be due to internal

j
radiation. While this theory explains the

j
known facts better than any yet advanced,
it should be pointed out that it fails to account

for the fact that some dielectrics have a higher

conductivity than the worse conducting metals,

e.g. the conductivity of quartz parallel to the

axis (K = -029 ) is greater than that of bismuth

(K= 0-016 to 0-019).

The conductivities of metals range from
0-015 to 1-00 C.G.S. units. Practically all the

pure metals have a small negative coefficient

of conductivity with rising temperature, while

the alloys show a positive coefficient.

The high conducting power of metals gives
rise to certain modifications in the types
of apparatus described above. Thus it is

necessary to use a considerable thickness of

metal to obtain appreciable temperature

gradients, and the measurement of the bound

ary temperatures is* very difficult. This

latter point is well illustrated by the early

experiments in which a slab of metal was
heated on one side by steam or hot water and
cooled on the other side by ice or cold water.

Under these conditions the temperatures of

the faces of the metal were assumed to be

those of the steam, ice, or water as the case

may be. Acting on this assumption, Clement

obtained a value for tbe conductivity of copper
which was 200 times too low, while Peclet,

who was aware of the source of error in

Clement's work, and took extraordinary

precautions to secure efficient stirring, still

obtained a value for copper which was about
one-fifth of the true value. The difficulty

is due to the fact that, even with the most

vigorous stirring, there is always in contact

with the metal surface a thin film of fluid

which is at rest, and thus has a temperature

gradient through it. If d is the thickness of

the metallic plate (of true conductivity K)
and d and d2 of the stationary films of fluid

(of conductivity K') on each "side, it can

easily be shown that the effect of assuming
the temperatures of the metallic surfaces to

be those of the moving liquid on each side
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is to give an apparent conductivity of the

metal equal to the true conductivity divided by

the case of copper and water the value of
'
is about 700, so that the value of d: and

would only have to be 7
_ of the thickness

of the copper to obtain an apparent con

ductivity one-fifth of its true value.

(i.) Plate Method. Hall In spite of the

difficulties mentioned above, the plate method
has been used notably by Hall,

1 to whom
is due an ingenious method of determining
the difference in temperature between the two
faces of a thin metal plate.
He experimented with a disc of iron 10 cm.

in. diameter and '2 cm. thick. Each side of

the disc was coated with copper to a thickness

of 2 mm. By attaching a copper wire to

each side a differential thermocouple was
obtained the E.M.F. of which gave the

difference in temperature between the two
surfaces of the disc. Hall had a number of

copper wires attached to the copper faces,

which were immersed in streams of water at

different temperatures. The heat coming
through the disc was given by the rate of flow

of the cold water (about 20 gm. per second)
and the rise in temperature (about 0-5 G.).

The difference in temperature between the

faces of the iron disc was of the order of

1 C., which corresponded to 10 microvolts

of the differential couple. The individual

wires gave readings differing by as much
as 10 per cent, which was a serious source of

uncertainty. Hall obtained values of con
ductivities as follows :

Cast iron, 0-1490 C.G.S. units at 30 C, temperature
coefficient -0-00075.

Pure iron, 0- 1530 C.G.S. units at 30 C., temperature
coefficient -0-0003.

The value for pure iron is in good agreement
with recent determinations, while the value

for cast iron seems to be too high.

(ii.) Bar Methods. For the reasons which
have been indicated above, bars have been

commonly adopted instead of plates for the

purpose of conductivity measurements.

(a) Forbes. One of the earliest methods of

determining the conductivity of a metallic

bar was that due to Forbes, He took a long
bar kept at a fixed temperature at one end.
When the steady state of heat flow had been

reached, the temperature at a series of points
was measured by means of mercury thermo
meters let into holes in the bar. By plotting
these observations and drawing a smooth
curve through*them, the complete temperature
distribution along the bar was determined.
The tangent to the curve at any point gave

1 Proc. Amer. Acad., 1898, xxxiv. 283.

I the temperature gradient (ddjdx] at that

! point.

j

To obtain the heat flowing across the

particular cross-section of the bar, Forbes

determined the total" heat loss from the

surface between this section and the cool

end of the bar the two quantities are

obviously equal. For this purpose a separate

experiment was made on a similar bar which

was uniformly heated and left to cool in the

same surroundings as the first bar. From
the rate of cooling of this bar and a knowledge
of its heat capacity, the rate of heat loss per
unit area could be determined for any tempera
ture. The data obtained were used for com

puting the heat loss from the surface of the

first bar, measured from the particular cross-

section. The temperature gradient having
been determined in the first experiment, the

conductivity was at once obtained.

Forbes used for the first experiment,
which has been called the

"
static

"
experi

ment since it dealt with the steady state of

heat flow, a bar of wrought iron 8 feet long
and 1J inch square section. The hot end of

the bar was fixed into any iron crucible which
was maintained at the temperature of melting
lead or solder. The experimental conditions

were varied by having the metal bright

polished in one case and covered with white

paper applied with a little paste in another

case. The surface emissivity in the latter

condition was eight times that in the former.

For the second or
Si

dynamic
"

experiment
in which the emissivity was determined for

various temperatures, a bar of the same
material and cross-section was used, but only
20 inches in length.
Forbes obtained the conductivity of wrought

iron for a number of temperatures up to 200 C.

He assumed, however, that the specific heat
of iron was constant, whereas it increases by
some 10 per cent for every 100 C. rise. For
this reason Forbes' values are obsolete. When
corrected by Tait and Mitchell, they were

brought more into line with modern values
but were still unsatisfactory. Apparently
another source of error arises from the fact

that the
"
dynamic

"
experiment does not

give the true emissivity coefficients applicable
to the

"
static

"
experiment, owing to the

temperature distribution inside the bar being
different in two cases. This would not,

however, account for the large discrepancies
in the experiments, of which no satisfactory

explanation has been given. Thus Forbes,

using two bars respectively l^-inch and 1-inch

square section, obtained values differing by
some 20 per cent, wnile Mitchell repeating the

experiments on one bar and cooling it in the
centre obtained a value differing by 8 per cent.
In spite of the criticism that has been

levelled at it, Forbes' experiment is interesting
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as being the first attempt to determine the
j

conductivity of a metal in absolute measure,
j

His method has been followed, with improve
ments, by a number of experimenters, notably
Mitchell, Stewart, Lees, Callendar, and
Nicholson, 1 The two last-mentioned made
several important modifications in the method.
To avoid uncertainties of surface loss a large
bar 4 inches in diameter was used and the loss

from the bar was reduced to a quarter by
lagging. The end of the bar, which was
4 feet long, was surrounded by a calorimeter
and cooled by a stream of water. The rate of

flow of the water and the temperature rise gave
the quantity of heat passing out at the end of

the bar. The heat leakage through the lagging
could be computed and was only a small frac

tion of that absorbed by the calorimeter.
The uncertainties of Forbes' method are much
reduced by the above-mentioned modifications.
The apparatus is illustrated in Fig. 14.

Griffiths has also made use of

1
Encyd. Brit, llth Ed. art.

"
Conduction of Heat."

2
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, Light Alloys

Sub-Committee Report, No. 7, November 1917.

method for measuring the conductivity of a
series of aluminium alloys, intended for

aeroplane engines, up to a temperature of
350 C. In Ms apparatus the heat was
supplied by a nichrome strip wound on one
end of a bar, while on the other end a spiral

FIG. 14.

pipe was wound which acted as a flow calori

meter. The electrical input into the heating
coil was found to equal the amount of heat

flowing out through the calorimeter plus the
amount lost laterally through the lagging,
so that the thermal balance sheet was checked.
Some of the results obtained by Griffiths are

given in Table HL

TABLE HI

METALS ANT> ATTOYS

* Lees* values at 18 C. may be taken to agree 'with those of Jaeger and Diesselhorst, except when
they are given separately.

t J. and D. signifies Jaeger and Diesselhorst.
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(6) Berget. Berget
* made use of a guard-

ring method for the purpose of determining
the conductivity of a number of metals such
as copper, iron, brass, mercury. The arrange
ment of the apparatus used for the mercury
determination is shown in Fig. 15. A cylin

drical column of mercury was contained in a

glass tube AB, which was surrounded by an
annular column of mercury which acted as a

guard-ring. The surface of the mercury
columns was heated by steam, and the base of

the outer column rested in an iron plate C
which was cooled by ice. The tube carrying
the central column of mercury projected

through the iron plate into a Bunsen ice

calorimeter as shown. The temperature dis

tribution was determined by means of four

iron wires which projected into the central

column. Each pair of these wires, with the

intervening mercury, formed a differential

iron-mercury couple which gave the difference

in temperature between the ends of the two
iron wires. The distribution of temperature
was found to be linear when the steady
state has been reached. The ice calorimeter

FIG. 15.

gave the quantity of heat passing through
the column, and thus the conductivity was

obtained.

Berget's value for mercury of 0-0201 is in

close agreement with recent determinations

such as that of Nettleton. Having obtained
1 Jour, de Phy*., 1888, vii. 503.

FIG. 16.

the value for mercury, he measured the

conductivity of other metals by comparison.
A column of mercury was superposed on a
column of metal, each surrounded by a guard-
rinsr, and from a comparison of the tempera
ture gradients the conductivity was deduced.

(c) Lees. Lees - determined the conductivity
of a number of pure metals and alloys over
a range of temperature
from - 180 C. to 30 C.

His apparatus is illus

trated in Fig. 16.

R was a rod of metal 7
or 8 cm. long and about
0-5 cm. in diameter. The
lower end fitted into a

copper disc D, which
formed the bottom of a

copper cylinder T closed

at the top. A, B, and C
were three thin brass

sleeves, fitting closely to

the rod with which good
thermal contact was
secured by a film of olive

oiL Of these A and B
carried platinum coils for

the measurement of tem
perature while C carried

a heating coil of platinoid
wire. The copper cylin
der T was placed on a wire frame resting on the
bottom of the Bewar flask V. Around the
outside of T was wound a platinoid wire p of

the same resistance as the heating coil C, and
whenever the current was switched off from C
it was switched on to p, so that the rate of

heat supply to the apparatus as a whole
was constant throughout the experiment. A
further heating coil P wound on T enabled
the temperature of the apparatus to be raised

rapidly if desired.

The experiments were started at liquid-air

temperature. The current was switched on
to C until a suitable difference of resistance

(genBrally equivalent to about 5 C.)
1 was

obtained between A and B. The current was
then switched on to p, and after five or ten

minutes the difference in resistance between
the coils A and B was again measured, as well

as the actual resistance of the lower one A.

The difference in temperature between A and
B when the heating current flowed round C, less

the mean difference in temperature (before
and after) when the current was flowing

through p, gives the difference in temperature
which, would be produced if the heating current

were continued in C and the surrounding tube
T kept at a constant temperature, i.e. assuming
the rate of rise of temperature of the apparatus
was constant which was secured, as explained
above.

a
Lees, Phil. Trans. Roy. S&c., 1908, ccviii. 381,
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While the general theory of the experiments
was simple, they are remarkable for the skill

and care with which Lees explored the various

sources of error. Thus the sleeves were of

appreciable length and size, but formulae were

obtained giving the approximate effect of the

dimensions of the sleeves and of the small

difference in temperature between the rod and

platinum resistance coils on the sleeves.

Again corrections were worked out for the

effect of the leads to the heating coil C and the

platinum coils A and B, while the fact that

the observations did not apply strictly to the

steady state of temperature distribution was
shown to be of small effect.

Lees' experiments over the range from
- 170 to SO C. confirmed generally the con

clusions of Jaeger and Diesselhorst from their

work between and 100 C. that the pure
metals show a slight decrease in conductivity
with rise of temperature. He did not, how
ever, find that the maximum conductivity

always occurred at the lowest temperature.
The electrical conductivity of the metal

rods was also measured by Lees, and his

conclusions as to the relation between thermal

and electrical conductivity will be referred to

later ( (10 i)).

(iii) Electrical Methods. Several methods
for measuring the conductivity of a bar of

metal have been proposed in which heat is

supplied by passing an electric current through
the bar itself. If the ends are kept at a con

stant temperature, there will be established

throughout the bar a certain distribution of

temperature, which will depend on the strength
of the electric current, the electrical and
thermal conductivity of the material, and the

heat loss (if any) from the surface of the bar.

(a) KoUrausch: Jaeger and Die-ssdhorst.

Kohlrausch l took the case where all heat loss

from the surface of the bar was prevented.

Calling

K= thermal conductivity,
\= electrical conductivity,

temperature at any point,
v electrical potential at any point,

he obtained the following solution of the

differential equations for thermal and electrical

equilibrium :

where A and A' are constants. Hence, by
determining the temperatures and potentials
at three points, A and A' can be eliminated,
and we get

\ ^^2-^)4-^3-%) +^!-^)
2K

(Vl
-

t<2) (z?2
- r3) (r3

- rj
Kohlrausch also showed that if the conductor
is of anyshape, and is thermally and electrically

1 Preuss. Afrad. Wiss. Berlin, 1899, xxxviii. 711.
Abh. Phys. Teeh. ReirJi., 1900, iii. 269.

insulated except for the two areas through
which the current is supplied and through
which heat is abstracted, the same solution

holds. Hence, if holes are drilled in a bar for

the purpose of inserting thermometers, the
method will still be exact, provided that the

temperatures and potentials are measured at

the same points.

Jaeger and Diesselhorst carried out Kohl-
rausch's method into practice. They took

cylindrical bars of metal, 25 cm. long and

generally about 2 cm. in diameter, with their

ends fitted into copper blocks, which were
screwed into large water-baths. The bar was
surrounded by a cylindrical jacket, kept at a
constant temperature by water or steam circu

lating outside it, the space between the bar
and the jacket filled with wadding. There

was, of course, a certain amount of heat loss

through the wadding, which was estimated

by varying the temperature of the jacket

surrounding the bar. For the discussion of

this and other corrections, reference must be
made to the original paper. The temperatures
were measured by thermocouples.
The determination of the temperatures and

potentials at three points gives the ratio of

the thermal and electrical conductivities, and
the latter constant being easily determined,
the thermal conductivity was obtained.

Jaeger and Diesselhorst carried out a very
extensive investigation on a number of pure
metals and a few alloys for temperatures
between 18 and 100 C. They found that

pure metals, with one or two exceptions,
showed a slight decrease of conductivity with

increasing temperature, and that they obeyed
approximately Lorenz's law that the ratio

of the thermal and electrical conductivities

divided by the absolute temperature is a
constant. Lorenz's constant showed a slight

positive temperature coefficient.

Their work represents a most important
contribution on the subject of conductivities,
and their values have been amply confirmed

by subsequent observers.

The method of Jaeger and Diesselhorst

has been used by Meissner 2 for measuring
conductivities down to a temperature of 20
abs. His work confirmed generally the values
of Lees, but he found that both the resistivity

(1/K) and Lorenz's constant decreased rapidly
as the temperature of liquid hydrogen was

approached, showing a reduction at 20 abs.

of about 85 per cent on the value at C.

(b) Callendar. Callendar 3 has also devised

a method of detenriming the conductivity of a
rod of metal which is heated by the passage
of an electric current. The ends of the rod
are kept at constant temperature by insertion

into water-cooled copper blocks. The rod is

* Deutsch. Phvs. Gesett. Verh., 1914, xvi. 262.
3
Encycl. Brit, llth Ed. " Conduction of Heat."
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also surrounded by a jacket at the same
temperature, which is taken as the zero of

reference. If R is the resistance . per unit

length of the rod at the zero temperature, a
is its temperature coefficient, then the resist

ance of a small element of the rod at a distance
x from the centre is

The heat generated in this element by the

passage of a current C is

As there is a gradient of temperature from
the centre of this rod to the ends, heat will

pass through the element dx by conduction,
and the excess of heat entering the element by
conduction over that leaving it will be

K being the conductivity and A the area of

the cross-section of the bar. When the steady
state has been reached, this excess of heat
will be balanced by the heat loss due to

radiation and convection from the surface

of the element, less the heat generated in the

element by the passage of the current. By
Newton's law the former quantity will be

"EpBdx, E being the surface emissivity and p
the perimeter of a cross-section of the rod. j

Equating these quantities we get
l

The current C is so adjusted that C 2BQa=Ej?,
i.e. that the loss of heat from the surface of

the rod is compensated at all points by the

increase of resistance with rise of temperature.
The equation then reduces to

So that, 21 being the length of the rod,

This gives the temperature at all points of the

rod, and it can be shown that the mean

temperature is CSR 2
Z
2
/3KA. Hence, if Rm

is the mean resistance per unit length, we get

The distribution of temperature is always

nearly parabolic, if the dimensions of the rod

are suitably chosen. It is not therefore

necessary to set the current to the value

Ep/R a very accurately, as the correction for

external loss is small in any case. The chief

source of error is in the measurement of the

1 The heat developjed by the Thomson effect is

very small and is eliminated by keeping the two ends
at the same temperature.

small change of resistance accurately, and of

avoiding stray thermo-electric effects.

Duncan,3
using this method, found the

conductivity of copper at 33 C. to be 1-007,
which is about 8 per cent higher than that
obtained, by Jaeger and Diesselhorst.

(c) Mendenhilland Angett. Another example
of an electrical method is that suggested by
jVlendenhall, and described in a paper by
Angell,

3 for measuring the conductivity of

metals at high temperatures.
If a cylindrical rod is connected at its ends

to two heavy electrodes and heated by a con
stant current, there will be a rising temperature
gradient from the ends towards the middle
of the rod. This longitudinal gradient will

decrease as the middle is approached, and for

an appreciable distance on each side of the
centre will be negligible. There will be no

tendency, therefore, for the heat generated in

this portion of the rod to flow towards the ends.

The temperature gradients will be radial, and .

the heat will flow radially and be dissipated
at the surface. Consider now a length of rod
I within the central zone. Let r be the radius,
E the fall of the potential per centimetre, I

the current density (which is assumed uniform
over the cross-section), #2 and 8^ the tempera
tures at the axis and circumference respectively.
Then, since the heat generated within any

cylindrical surface of radius r passes radially
to the surface, we have

Integrating we get

.

dr

The above formula depends on the assumption
that the current density is uniform over the
cross-section. This is not strictly the case,
since there is a temperature gradient from the

axis to the circumference which gives rise

to a variation of resistivity. Angell shows,
however, that for metal rods of less than 2
cm. in diameter the effect of the variation

is negligible. In the actual experiments a
hollow cylinder was used, and the formula in

this case is

^ El (r,

^-r,'IcS}.~\ V 2 "I/ V ^ ' S

By measuring the dimensions of the cylinder,
the values of E and I, and the temperatures
of the inner and outer surfaces, the value of

K was obtained.

The apparatus used is illustrated in Fig. 17.

The metallic rod was 1-2 cm. in diameter and
about 15 cm. long. An inner hole was bored

through the rod 0-17 cm. in diameter, and
this was enlarged, as shown in the figure,

except for the central length of 3 cm. The
s JJr&TZ Con. Report, 1899.

1
Phys. Rer., 1911, xxxiii. 421.
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resistance on each, side of the central portion

being thus increased, the heat generated
towards the ends was greater and the portion
of the rod with no longitudinal gradient was
increased. Thus at 1000 G. the variation in

temperature over 1 cm. length in the centre

was less than 0*1 per cent.

The temperature inside the rod was measured

by a fine platinum, platinum-rhodium couple
with a junction at the centre. The measure
ment of the surface temperature presented

great difficulties. A fine thermo-junction was

FIG. 17.

rolled out to a thickness of -01 mm., and the

wires were attached to two springs S as shown.

By rotating in opposite directions the rings
to which the springs were attached, the con

necting wires assumed a diagonal position
relative to the rod, and "brought the junction
in contact with the surface, which was highly

polished. In order to get a uniformly radiating
surface at the junction, a small piece of the

rod material was rolled to a thickness of 0-01

mm., placed over the junction, and held in

position by a weighted quartz fibre. The
rod and connections were surrounded by a

water-cooled enclosure, which could be ex
hausted.

For energy supply a welding transformer
was used, capable of furnishing 1700 amps
alternating at a voltage of 2^. The energy
was determined by measuring the current and

making a separate experiment to determine
the resistance of the central centimetre of the
rod. For this purpose the rod was turned
down to a small diameter and the volt drop
measured on the central centimetre for a
known current. The resistance of the original
rod at various temperatures could thus be
calculated

Angell used the above apparatus to deter
mine the conductivity of aluminium and nickeL
He found that the former increased in con

ductivity from 049 at 100 C. to 1-0 at 600 C.,
while nickel decreased la conductivity from

! 0-125 at 300 C. to 0-07 at the critical tempera-
!

ture of 700* C. Between 700 and 1200 the

conductivity decreases slowly to a value 0-06.

The method is an interesting attempt to

measure conductivity at high temperatures.
Its success depends entirely on the accuracy
with which the small gradient of temperature
between the axis and surface of the rod can
be measured. This must be considered as a

drawback, having regard to the experimental
difficulties in measuring the surface tempera
ture. Further, it is not clear that the longi

tudinal gradient inthe central

portion of the rod, though
very small, was negligible

compared with the radial

gradient.

(d) Worthing, Langmuir.
Somewhat resembling the
two methods described im
mediately above is that due
to Worthing

1 for determin

ing the conductivity of lamp
filaments to a temperature
of 2100 C.

If w is the rate of heat

production, and E the rate

of radiation per unit area, at

any point on the filament,
the maximum values being
wm and Em at the middle

of the filament, and if I is the distance

measured along the filament, the total length
of which is 2L, then he derives the expression

The full details of the experiments cannot be

given here, but they resolved themselves into

determining E as a function of T and of Z,

and w as a function of Z. Worthing found,

for example, that E = <rT^, where jS
= 5-35.

His conclusion as to the conductivity of

tungsten was that it varied from -234 C.G.S.

units at 1200 to -342 at 2100 C. Tantalum
showed a change from -174 at 1400 C. to

0-198 at 1800 C., while carbon gave values

of -0201 and -0210 at the two temperatures
just named.

Langmuir
2 also considered the question

of conductivity of tungsten at high tempera
tures. His value for was 4-96, and he states

that the resistance can be expressed as

where p
= 1-242. On the basis of these experi

mental facts, he deduces from Worthing' s

data that the conductivity of tungsten is

nearly independent of temperature and has
a value of -273 at 2100 C., as against -342

1
Phys. Rev., 191-1, iv. 535.
*
Ibid., 1916, vu. 151.
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found by "Worthing. He also contends that <

the value of Lorenz's constant is of the order
that would be expected from Jaeger and
Diesselhorst's value at 18 C., and the

temperature coefficient which they found
between 18 C. and 100 C. This was con

trary to the very large change in the constant
which Worthing found over the ranee 1200s

C.-

2200 C.

(iv.) Indirect Methods. In the case of metals !

it is often convenient to determine the
j

conductivity by comparison with some other

metal whose conductivity is known.

(a) Wiedemann and Franz. As an example,
the method of Wiedemann and Franz L may be

quoted. These experimenters took a bar of

metal, one end of which was maintained at a
constant temperature, and which was sub-

mitted along its length to the effect of cooling

by radiation and convection inside a constant

temperature enclosure. When the steady flow

of heat had been established, the temperatures
at three points at equal distances apart were

measured.
The temperature distribution along a bar

under the conditions indicated is given by
(cf. equation in (5) (iii.) (b))

If now the temperatures 8
19 2 an^ #s are

measured at three equally spaced points at a
distance a apart, it can be shown that

where

So that if we take two bars of different

materials, but with the same cross-section A,
the same perimeter p, and the same coefficient

of heat loss E, and determine the temperatures
in each case at three equally spaced points at

the same distances apart, we get the ratio

of conductivities from the following equation

The rods used by Wiedemann and Franz were

half a metre long and 6 mm, in diameter,

and in order to secure the same surface

emissivity for all the rods, they were electro

plated. One end of the rod was heated by
steam and the remainder was surrounded by
a water-cooled enclosure which could be

exhausted if required. The temperatures at

three equidistant points were measured by
means of a sliding thermocouple.
Wiedemann and Franz drew up a table of

relative conductivities of a number of metals.

The experiments represented a considerable

advance at the time they were carried out

(nearly seventy years ago), but some of their

results must now be regarded as obsolete,

the probable cause being the presence of

impurities in their specimens.
There is also the point, tot which Peelet

drew attention as long ago as 1860, that the

assumption of Newton's law of cooling,

which only holds approximately for small

differences of temperature, must introduce

considerable error.

(b) Voigt. Another method of comparing
the conductivities of two metals is that due
to Yoigt.

2 He took thin plates of the two
materials cut hi the form of right-angled

triangles, and placed them in contact

along their hypotenuses. The lengths of

! the sides a and h (Fig. 18} are chosen so as
1

to be approximately in propor
tion of the conductivities of the

plates. Heat is then applied by
means of a copper bar at 70 to

; 90- C. along the short side b of

i the good conductor or the long

side a of the bad conductor. The
whole surface of the composite

I plate was coated with a layer of

i elaidic acid to which wax and
i turpentine are added. The acid melts at 43 C.

|

and solidifies in crystals yielding a well-defined

i
isothermal curve. The ratio of the conduc

tivities is derived from measurements of the

angles which the isothermal makes with the

common hvpotenuse, being in the proportion

of the tangents of the angles. The limit of

accuracy of which the method is capable is

about 2 per cent.

Rietzsch 3 used this method for measuring

the conductivity of copper containing varying

amounts of phosphorus and arsenic. It has

also been used for glasses.

(v.) Periodic Flow Methods, (a) Angxtrom.

The method 4 is of interest in that it differs

in principle from those previously described

which have all been concerned with the

steady state of heat flow. In this case the

conductivity was deduced from observation of

the periodic flow of heat in a long bar.

If we consider any thin cross-section of a

rod the temperature of which is changing, the

difference between the heat flowing into and

out of this section must be equal to the heat

lost from the surface of the section plus the

heat required to raise the temperature of the

section itself. So that we have (cf. (5)

(iii.) (b)

1 Ann. de Chimie, 1854, xli. 107.

If the rod is surrounded by a guard-ring

which prevents heat loss from the surface,

2 Annal, Phys. Chim., 1898, Ixiv. 95.
s Ann. der Phys., 1900 5

iv. (3) 403.
* Pktt. Mag., 1863, xxv. 130,

VOL.1
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the first term on the right-hand side vanishes

and the equation becomes

where li" is the diffusivity or the conductivity
] divided by the heat capacity per unit

volume C.

Now, supposing that a simple harmonic

oscillation of temperature is impressed on

one end of the bar, it can be shown from the

above equation that

where T is the periodic time and X the

wave-length, of the temperature oscillations.

It follows also that the amplitude of the

temperature oscillations at any point at a

distance x from the source is proportional

to e~^^\ The amplitudes thus decrease

as we recede from the hot end and likewise

the mean temperature. The tempera
ture distribution at any instant is of

the form shown in Fig. 19, in which

the dotted line repre
sents the mean tem

peratures.
It is obvious if we

determine the com-

FIG. 19.

plete temperature distribution the wave-length
X can be measured, and thus the difhisivity.

From the latter the conductivity may be

obtained, if the heat capacity per unit volume
is known.

It is, however, sometimes convenient to

deduce the conductivity from temperature
time observations at two points. The general
solution of either of the equations above for

a simple harmonic oscillation is of the form

The values of A and 5 can be determined

experimentally for the two points, and it can
be shown that if I is their distance apart

-,,_

T(S-3')logA/A'*

If the temperature oscillations are periodic but
are not simple harmonic vibrations, they can
be resolved into a number of terms of the form

Again, taking two points, each pair of the

terms of the above expression leads to an

independent value of A2
,

nvl*

In practice these series may be limited to

the first three or four terms as the coefficients

AQ, At, A2, etc., rapidly diminish.

Jr> Angstrom's experiments a small section

of a bar was enclosed and was submitted

alternately to heating and cooling by steam
and cold water respectively. The periods of

heating and cooling were 12 minutes each,
and when they had been continued for some

time, the temperatures at each point of the bar

became steadily periodic. Mercuiy thermo
meters were let into the bar at intervals of

5 cm. for temperature readings.

Angstrom used for his first experiments
bars 57 cm. long and of 2-4 cm. square

section, while for some subsequent experiments
he used a bar 118 cm. long and 3-5 cm.

thick. His values for the conductivity of

copper and iron at 50 C. were

! sin (<at -}- 5X) -f Ao sin (2&rf -i- &>)

+A3 sin
(

where w=7r/T.

The values obtained in the second experi
ments are much higher than those now
accepted. The negative sign of the coefficient

is confirmed by the work of Jaeger and
Diesselhorst and of Lees though the magni
tudes are different.

Callendar * has applied Angstrom's method
to the apparatus illustrated in Fig. 14. He
varied the pressure of the steam in the heater

so as to produce approximately simple har

monic oscillations, using periods of 60, 90, and
120 minutes. Callendar found a value for

cast iron at 54 C. of '0-1144 (1-0-000060),
which is in close agreement with modern
values obtained by other methods.

There is no doubt that Angstrom's method

gives satisfactory results if due precautions
are taken. It involves, however, the taking
of large numbers of observations and their

analysis may be very laborious.

(b) King. A method resembling that of

Angstrom is due to King.
2 His apparatus is

shown diagrammatically in Fig. 20. A is a

wire whose conductivity is to be determined

and which is 2-5 mm. in diameter and about

40 cm. long. One end of the wire projects
into a heating coil H through which flows a

periodic current following a sine law. At

1
Ency. Brit, llth edition,

" Conduction of Heat."
-
Phys. Rev., 1915, vi. 437.
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two points of the wire are attached the

thermocouples T, T, each connected to a short
period galvanometer. In each thermocouple
circuit is a counter E.M.F. which can be
adjusted to balance the thermocouple E.M.F.^

at its mean value. The lag between
the movements of the two galvano-

700 Volts FIG. 20.

meters gives the velocity of propagation of the !

waves. If experiments are made with the
]

waves of two periods ^ and U and the velo-
j

cities are found to be i\ and v& then it can
be shown that the diffusivity Aa is given by

'

King carried out experiments with waves
of periods of 2 minutes and 5 minutes

respectively, and he found values for the

conductivity of copper -and tin which are in

close agreement with those of Jaeger and
Diesselhorst.

(6) SOLIDS: CRYSTALLINE ASTD ALEO-
TROPIC. In considering the various classes of

solids which have been referred to above, it has
been assumed that they have been symmetrical
as regards the conductivity of heat. Some
substances, however, owing to peculiarities of

structure, give different values of conductivity
in different directions. Thus Tyndall

x found

that, in the case of wood, the conductivity
was highest along the fibre and lowest in the
direction perpendicular to the fibre and the

ligneous layers. As giving some idea of the

magnitude of the difference some of Ms values
are quoted in the following table. The figures
are only comparative :

FIG. 21.

Similarly in the case of laminated rocks,
such as slates and schists, Jannettaz 2 has
shown that the conductivity is highest parallel
to the cleavage.
Where such substances can be obtained in

1 Phil. IMag. 4th series, v. and vi.
2 Journ. ate Phys. v. 150.

sufficient bulk their conductivities can be
determined by one of the methods already
described. In the case of small objects,
however, such as crystals, which often show
a marked asymmetry of heat flow, different
methods have to be adopted.

(i.) De Senarmont. The first to make a

comprehensive study of crystalline conduction
was de Senannont.3 His method consisted in

coating a thin plate cut from a crystal with
a film of white wax and applying 'heat at a

point near the centre. As the plate becomes
warm the wax melted round the point and the

inequalities in conduction in different direc
tions were indicated by the shape of the

bounding line of melted wax. The curve in
the case of an isotropic substance, such as

glass or crystals of the cubic system, was
always circular. In the rhombohedral system,
with one axis of symmetry, the plates cut

perpendicular to the axis gave circles while

any section parallel to the axis gave an
ellipse. This is illustrated in Fig. 21, which
gives the curves
for a quartz
crystal cut per
pendicular and
parallel to the
mam axis. Here
the isothermal surface due to a point source

in the crystal would be an. ellipsoid of re

volution about the main axis. The rule was
found to be general that the thermic and

crystallographic axes coincided.

In de Senarmont's experiments the heat

was supplied by a wire or tnbe fitting a hole

bored in the plate of crystal, or the sun's rays
were concentrated on a point by means of a
lens. The values obtained were comparative,
a circle indicating that the conductivity was
the same in all directions, while for an ellipse
it could be shown that conductivities along
the axes were proportional to the square of

their lengths.

(ii.) Lees. A method of determining the

absolute values of thermal conductivities- of

crystals was suggested by Lodge
4 and carried

out by Lees.5 A thin slice of the crystal was

placed in contact with the ends of two bars of

metal with their lengths in the same straight

line, thus forming a composite bar. Brass was
chosen because it readily amalgamates with

mercury, and the amalgamated surfaces were

found to give extremely good thermal contact

with the crystal The bar was packed in

sawdust, and one end was heated by steam
and the other immersed in cold water. The

temperature distribution was obtained by a

series of thermocouples attached to the bar,

and from this the temperatures of the two

1 Ann. de Chim. et de Phys., 1847-48, xxi.-xxiii.
4 Phil. Slap., 1878, v. 110.
* Phil. Trans., 1892, clxxxiii. 481.
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faces of the crystal plate could be deduced
after making a small correction for tlie layer
of mercury as determined in a separate

experiment. The amount of heat passing

along the bar and through the crystal was
calculated from a knowledge of the absolute

conductivity of the brass, which was obtained

by an improved Forbes method.
Lees found that for quartz the conductivity

parallel to the optic axis was 0-0299 and

perpendicular to the axis 0-0158.

(7) LIQUIDS (K=0-0003 to 0-0015). The

problem of determining the conductivity of

a liquid is complicated by the ease with

which convection currents are set up in any
mass of fluid with a temperature gradient

through it. Thus if the liquid at any point
is at a higher temperature than the surrounding

liquid, it will have a lower density, owing to

its expansion with temperature, and will, if

below the surface, tend to rise. Should the

temperature difference be maintained at the

particular point, a continuous current will be

established. The laws governing such convec

tion currents are very complicated, and the

heat conveyed by them is often large as

compared with the amount passing through
the liquid by pure conduction or diffusion.

In attempting, therefore, to determine the

conductivity of the liquid the plan is commonly
adopted of emmoating convection. This may
be accomplished by taking a column of

Hquid, supplying heat at a horizontal surface

at the top of the liquid, and abstracting heat

at a horizontal surface at the bottom of the

liquid ; or by taking a film of liquid so thin

that, independent of its orientation, the !

transfer of heat by convection is negligible.
An alternative method is to regulate the

heat loss by convection so that it takes place
under well-defined and measurable conditions.

Thus, when a liquid is made to flow with
streamline motion through a heated tube,
a relation can be established between the heat
carried off by this forced convection, and the

temperature gradients and conductivity hi

the liquid. Examples of methods applying
these principles are described below.

(i.) Column Method, (a) Berget. The ap
paratus used by Berget for determining the

conductivity of a column of mercury sur
rounded by a guard-ring has already been
described in (5) (ii.) (6). It will be noted
that the heat is here supplied at the top of
the liquid, and flows down through the liquid
to the bottom, which is cooled.

(b) JZ. Weber 1 has used a similar method,
supplying the heat to the top of a column of

liquid from a vessel kept at a certain tempera
ture by oil electrically heated, while the
bottom of the column was cooled by a hori
zontal copper plate standing in ice. The

1 Ann. der Phys., 1903, xi. 1047.

temperature difference was taken at two points,
1 cm. apart, by means of copper-constantan
couples. His values are included in Table IV.

(c) Chree 2
experimented with liquids heated

on the surface, and determined the diffusivity

by observations of the variable state. He
took a cylindrical container 19 cm. ha diameter
into which liquid was poured to a depth of

5-2 cm. A flat-bottomed dish, 15 cm. in

diameter, rested on the surface of the liquid,
while a fine platinum wire 6-6 cm. long was

adjusted in a horizontal position 2-6 cm.^

below the surface. This wire, to which were
attached copper leads, served as a resistance

thermometer. Hot water was poured into
the dish, and the rate at which the heat passed
through the dish into the liquid below could
be obtained from observations of the fall in

temperature- of fche water in the dish after

making a correction, obtained by an inde

pendent experiment, of the heat lost from
the surface of the water. The temperature
of the water was initially^ about 75 C., and
immediately after it had been poured into the

dish, a temperature rise was indicated by the

platinum thermometer, which then remained

stationary for several minutes. After this

period the thermometer began to rise rapidly,
and continued to rise at a decreasing rate

towards its maximum, which was not reached
for several hours. Chree took temperature
time observations, and obtained the point
at which the temperature rise was at a
maximum rate, generally about ten minutes
after the start.

Theory shows that if it were possible

suddenly to apply a quantity of heat to the
surface of the liquid, the time of maximum
rise would be given by

x being the distance of the point below the

surface, and p, c, and K being the density,
specific heat, and conductivity of the liquid.
The conditions of the actual experiments were
different in that the heat was applied at a

decreasing rate for an appreciable time, and
Chree gives the mathematical expressions
applicable to this case. It is interesting to
note that in some experiments the water
was allowed to remain in the dish for the
duration of the experiment, while in others
it was syphoned off shortly after pouring into
the dish. The results obtained give a very
fair agreement, and confirm the correctness
of Chree's formula.
The value for the conductivity of water is

supported by the more recent determinations

by other methods.

(ii.) Film Method. [a] Lees 3 measured the
z Proc. Hoy. Soc., 1888, xliii. 30.

8 Phi}. Trans. Roy. Soc., 1898, cxci. 418.
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conductivity of thin films of liquid about 1-2

mm. in thickness. His apparatus was a modi
fication of that already described for deter

mining the conductivity of poor conductors.

To the series of discs used in his former ex

periments, which were 4 cm. in diameter, was
attached an ebonite ring E and another copper
disc L both 7 cm. in diameter (see Fig. 22).
The internal diameter of the ebonite ring was
3-7 cm. or slightly smaller than that of the

superimposed discs. The ebonite served as

a container for the Hqiiid which filled the

space between the copper discs M and L.

The disc G was of glass 0-28 cm. thick, and its

conductivity was determined as previously
described. Knowing then the temperature
difference between TJ and M and the conduc

tivity of G, the heat entering M was known.

Subtracting from this amount the heat loss

from the exposed surface of M, we get the

total of the heat passing through the liquid

j

and through the ebonite. The flow in the
1 latter was not rectilinear, and an independent
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experiment was made to determine it having
air instead of liquid between M and L. The

heat flowing through the liquid was then

obtained, and this with the difference in

temperature between M and L gave the

conductivity of the liquid.

The film of liquid was horizontal in the
j

experiments, and the heating was from the i

top surface so that convection was eliminated.

It is interesting to note that when the

apparatus was tilted through 15 the apparent

conductivity only increased 1 per cent.

Lees determined the conductivity of water,

glycerine., ethyl alcohol, and methyl alcohol,

and his values are in close agreement with

those of Weber.
Lees also investigated the conductivity of

mixtures of water with varying amounts of

glycerine, methyl alcohol, ethyl alcohol, acetic

acid, sugar, and attempted to connect the

conductivity of the mixture with that of the

constituents. Plotting percentage composition

by weight against conductivity he found that

no general law could be deduced. If, however,

percentages of volume were taken, similar

curves were obtained which gave a conductivity
somewhat leas than that given by a linear

formula . ^

The value was also greater than that calculated

assuming a Hnear formula of resistivity (i.e.

reciprocal of conductivity). The latter for

mula is, however, closer to the experimental
results than that based on a Hnear law of

conductivity. Lees then obtained a closer

approximation for the resistivity formula

based on the probable distribution of the

molecules of the two substances. From the

agreement with experiment he deduces that

the thermal conductivity of a substance is

not greatly modified when it enters as one

constituent into a physical mixture, and that

the conductivity of the -mixture depends
directly on the amounts and conductivities

of its constituents. He also experimented
with mixtures of lard with varying amounts
of finely divided iron, marble, zinc sulphate,
and sugar, and found that the same
conclusions held.

Lees made further use of the apparatus
described above to investigate any change of

conductivity on melting. He found that in

the cases of the substances naphthylamine,
paratoluidene, and sodium hydrogen phosphate
(Na2HP04 + 12H/)) there was no discontin

uity at the melting-point, and that the con

ductivity decreased with rise of temperature
both in the solid and liquid state. A decrease
of 20 per cent in conductivity was found in the
case of calcium chloride (CaCL 4- 6H2O) at the

melting-point, but owing to its affinity for

water the results were not so reliable as for

the other substances. It is interesting to

note that Barus 1 found a decrease of 15 per
cent in the case of thymol at the melting-point

(12-5 C.).

(6) GoldscJimidt 2
adapted the "hot-wire"

method, as used for gases (see (8) (ii.) below).

The liquid was contained in a tube only 2 mm.
in diameter, and it is stated that convection

was eliminated.

(iii.) FLOW METHODS. The first observer to

use a flow method for measuring the conduc

tivity of a liquid appears to have been Graetz,
3

but his method is not described here, as those

of Callendar and of Nettleton seem to be pre
ferable.

(a) Callendar.4 Consider a long metal tube

heated electrically and with a continuous

stream of liquid passing through it. Let K
be the conductivity of the liquid, c the specific

heat per unit volume, v the velocity, and &

the temperature at a distance r from the axis

of the tube, and let x be the distance measured

along the tube. Then, assuming that the

flow of the liquid is Hnear and neglecting
the minute effect of longitudinal conduction,
it is obvious that the heat carried off by the

liquid flowing through any thin ring in a cross*-

section of the tube will be equal to the differ

ence between the heat passing into and out of

the ring by conduction. This gives the equation

dd_

'dx

The solution of this equation will be much
simplified if we can assume that the longi

tudinal gradient dBldx is constant over the

cross-section of the tube at any point and is

equal to Q'jl, where B' is the rise of temperature
observed in a length I. This will not be true

near the inflow end of the tube, where the radial

distribution of temperature is rapidly changing,
but it will very fairly represent the limiting

state, which is attained when the liquid has
flowed along the tube for some distance.

Further, the quantity v in the equation above
is a function of r and of the viscosity which
can be taken as constant for the small tempera
ture changes met with in the experiment.
The velocity at any point is then given by

where V is the mean velocity, Q the flow in

c.c. per second, and r the internal radius of

the tube.

Substituting and integrating from the tem
perature # of the surface of the tube, we find

1
Sitt. Journ. (3), 1892, xliv. 1.

2
Phys. Zeitech., 1911, xii. 417.

* Wied. Ann., 1883, xviii. 79.
* PhU. Trans. Roy. Soc., 1902, cxcix. 110.
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The temperature 6
l

at the axis of the tube
where ro is given by

The mean temperature dm of the flow, allowing
for variation of velocity over the cross-section,
is- given by

'

For the purposes of his experiment, Callendar

took a platinum tube through which a current

was passed. By measuring the resistance of

consecutive sections of the tube, he was able

to obtain the value of the gradient 6'jl, as

well as the value of at any section.

appears to have been measured at the end of

the platinum tube, and the value of W, or the

mean temperature of the cross-section of flow

at that point, was obtained by ensuring good
mixing of the liquid as it left the platinum
tube, its temperature being taken by means
of a platinum thermometer. These quantities,

together with the measurement of the rate of

flow, gave the conductivity.
The device used by Callendar for obtaining

a constant rise of temperature along the

platinum tube is noteworthy. Thus, if R
is the resistance per cm. of the platinum tube

at the initial temperature, a its temperature
coefficient of resistance, and if E is the emis-

sivity of the tube, p its perimeter, A its cross-

section, and Q is the rate of flow of liquid,
then we have

If now C^R^a, is made equal to Ep, the

gradient d&/dx will be constant. By choosing
suitable dimensions for the diameter and wall

thickness of the platinum tube it is possible
to secure the above condition.

Callendar does not give the full experimental
details, but the method seems very promising.
It possesses advantages over the film method in

that it Avoids the difficulty of measuring accur

ately the thickness of the film, and requires
no correction for radiation through the liquid,
since all the heat lost by the inner surface of

the tube must be absorbed by the liquid itself.

(6) Nettteton. An ingenious flow method for

determining the conductivity of mercury is

due to Nettleton. A slow stream of mercury
is forced up a vertical glass tube, of which the

top is steam-jacketed, the bottom cooled in

ice, and the middle portion surrounded by
a constant temperature enclosure. At one

point the temperature of the column of mercury
will be the same as that of the enclosure, which
is taken as the zero of reference. If now ^ and

2 are the temperatures at distances L/2 above
and below this point, it can be shown that

s being the specific heat of mercury, m the

number of grammes passing any section in a

second, and A the cross-sectional area of the

tube. From the above equation the con

ductivity is easily obtained.

For full particulars of the method, reference

must be made to Xettleton's original papers.
1

(8) GASES (=0-000015 to 0-00036).
As in the case of liquids, the determination

of the conductivity of a gas is complicated by
i convection and radiation effects. The attempt

j

is generally made to eliminate the former and

j

apply a correction for the latter. A number

j

of observers have investigated the problem,

j
and their methods fall into three classes, viz.

S
the cooling thermometer method, the hot-

|

wire method, and the film method.

j

(L) Cooling Thermometer Method. Kundt

\
and Warburg.* These observers investigated

i

the rate of cooling of a thermometer, the bulb

j

of which was in an enclosure filled with the

gas under experiment. They found that for

air the rate of cooling remained constant for

pressures between 150 mm. and 1 mm., and
for hydrogen, between 150 mm. and 9 mm.
It was therefore concluded that within these

limits the action of convection currents was

negligible, and that the heat loss took place

by conduction through the gas and by radia

tion, after allowing a due correction for the

conduction along the thermometer stem. To
determine the radiation loss, the enclosure

was- exhausted as completely as possible, and
the rate of cooling was then found to be

independent of the shape of the enclosure.

This showed that the effect of conduction

through any residual gas was negligible.
The radiation being thus known, the cooling
due to conduction was obtained by difference.

If the thermal capacity of the thermometer
is measured, the absolute value of the con

ductivity of the gas could be deduced.

Kundt and Warburg found that the con

ductivity of hydrogen was seven times that

of air, which was in accordance with Maxwell's

prediction- Their value for air at C. was
0-0000492.

Stefan 3
adopted a similar method, taking

two coaxial cylinders of thin copper with the

gas to be tested between them. The inner

cylinder served as an air thermometer, its

tube passing through the outer cylinder and

dipping into a vessel of water. Observing
the rate of cooling of the thermometer, Stefan

obtained the value for K of 0-0000543 for

the conductivity of air.

A value very close to this was obtained by
Winkelmann,* who experimented with spheres
and cylinders on the same lines as Stefan.

1 Phil. Jffffl., 1910, xix. 587; Proc. Phys. Soc. y
19103

xsii,, and 1913, xxv. 28.
* Pom. Ann., 1875, clvi. 177.
* Journ. de-Phy*., 1873, ii. 147.
*

Poffg. Ann., 1874, cliii. 497.
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(ii.) Hoi -wire Method. Schleiermacker.

Originally due to Andrews, this method was
used by Schleiermacher 1 for measuring the

absolute conductivity of a gas. An electrically

heated wire is surrounded by a coaxial cylinder

containing the gas under experiment. The

procedure is very similar to that explained
above, except that the wire is kept at a constant

temperature, and the rate of energy dissipation
is measured. As before, the vessel is exhausted

so as to obtain, the radiation loss and the end
corrections.

The hot-wire method has been adopted by
a number of observers, and some of their

values for the conductivity of air at C. are

given below :

Schleiermacher

Schwarzo

Stafford

S. Weber .

0-0000562

0-0000569

0-0000447

0-0000568

The latest exponent was "Weber.2 He used

a glass tube about 2-5 em. in diameter with

a platinum wire 12 cm. long stretched down
the axis. The temperature of the wire varied

from 7 to 25Q
C. above the surroundings.

Particular attention was paid to the question
of convection by studying the heat loss from
the wire in the horizontal and vertical positions,
and for pressures from atmospheric down to

a few millimetres. The end effect was deter

mined by experimenting with two vessels

similar in all respects except their length.
For full particulars of the various corrections,
reference should be made to the original paper,

(iii.) Film Methods. As in the case of

liquids, a thin horizontal film, with the upper
surface kept at a higher temperature than the

lower, has been used to eliminate convection,

(a) Todd. Acting on a suggestion made by
Poynting, Todd 3

adopted the film method.
The heat transfer across the film being by
conduction and radiation and the latter being
independent of the thickness, it was possible,

by experimenting on layers of different thick

nesses, to eliminate the radiation loss.

The apparatus consisted of a plate 30 cm.
in diameter, heated by steam in its top surface.

The film of air was contained between this

plate and a similar plate, which formed the

top of a flow calorimeter. The air film was
isolated from the surrounding air by a double-
walled cylinder of paper, which fitted the two
discs closely. The heat reaching the cold

plate was obtained from the flow calorimeter
in the usual way, while the temperatures of
the steam and water in contact with the plates
was measured. An appropriate correction
was made for the difference in temperature
between the steam and water and the respec
tive plates. Todd experimented on films from

1 Wied. Ann., 1888, xxxiv. 623
* Ann. der Phys., 1917. liv. 325
8
Proc. Roy. Soc., 1909, Ivrviii 19

1 mm. to 5 mm. in thickness, and obtained a

value for the conductivity of air at 55 C. of

0-000057, which is equivalent to 0-0000495

at C.

It would perhaps have been better if it

had been possible to provide tho calorimeter

with a guard-ring and improve its thermal

insulation.

(6) Hercuj and Laby.* These experimenters
also made use of a film of gas heated on its

upper surface. The arrangement of the appa
ratus is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 23.

B is a hot plate surrounded by a guard-

ring D. C is a water-cooled plate. The
function of the plate A is to prevent any
heat loss from the upper surface of B, so that

all the heat generated in B would pass through
the air film to C. For this purpose, A was
maintained at the same temperature as B.

All the plates were of copper. A, B, and
D each consisted of two sheets of copper

clamped together, and enclosing a heating
coil of manganin and some thermocouple
wires. The latter consisted of silk-covered

Ebonite

constantan, which was let into grooves in the

plates and insulated by a wax of high melting-
point. The constantan wires formed couples
with the copper plates and return copper leads.

The plate B was supported from D by three

I-shaped ivory buttons. The surfaces of B
and C, which faced each other, were ground
true and silver-plated, and extraordinary
care was taken to obtain the mean distance
between the plates of careful contouring.
The apparatus was made air-tight by a ring
of stout rubber clamped to A and C by steel

tapes.
The plates were held together near the

outer edge by three bolts passing through glass
distance pieces.

When making an experiment the tempera
tures of the plates A, B, and D were adjusted to
be approximately equal, corrections being made
for the heat transference due to small differ

ences of temperature. The plate A was always
kept slightly hotter than B, so as to avoid any
possibility of convection currents. The radia
tion correction was determined by independent
experiments on a silvered Dewar flask. It
would have been preferable if it had been
possible to determine it on the apparatus
itself, but the point is not of importance,

4 Proc. Roy. Soc., 1918, xcv. 190.
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since the correction amounted to less than
5 per cent.

The thickness of the air-film used was 6-28

mm,, and there was a difference of temperature
of 20 C. between the plates. The conductivity
of air at C. was found to be 0-0000540.

(9) DISCUSSION OF METHODS. It will be
realised from the experiments which have been
described above that thermal conductivity is

among the more difficult of the physical con
stants to measure with any degree of precision.
When compared, for example, with electrical

conductivity, it is noticed that there is nothing
corresponding to an "insulator," in the
electrical sense, which would enable the heat
flow to be easily directed into any desired

channel; while the almost instantaneous

equilibrium established in an electrical system
finds no thermal counterpart. Nevertheless,
the divergencies in the values obtained by
different experimenters for the same material

are often rather surprising. Such divergencies,
which are not infrequently of the order of

20 per cent, could probably be minimised

by the observance of due precautions. An
attempt is made below to set out some of the
more obvious of these.

As has been already shown, the determina
tion of absolute conductivity involves the

measurement of three quantities, viz. the

energy supplied to or passing through a body,
the temperature distribution, and the dimen
sions of the body,

(i.) Energy Measurement. Dealing first with
the measurement of energy, the advantages
of electrical supply are obvious. It is ap
plicable over a wide range of temperature,
it is easy to distribute uniformly, and it

presents few difficulties of measurement.

Further, the conversion from electrical to

thermal units can now be accomplished with
considerable precision, in view of the sub
stantial agreement as to the value of the

mechanical equivalent of heat.

When an enclosure of any size is to be heated

electrically, it is convenient to blow air over

a bare resistor element, as was done by Lamb
and Wilson, while baffle plates can be used
with advantage for the purpose of shielding
the walls from radiation and of directing the

air flow. When a. flat heater is required, care

should be taken to secure uniform winding
of the resistor, which should be clamped
between metal plates, so as to give a flat

surface and to reduce inequalities of tempera
ture distribution. For fhls latter purpose
thick plates of copper or aluminium are useful,

owing to their high conductivity. If the hot

plate is surrounded by a guard-ring, there

should be no metallic contact between the

two, and the guard-ring heater should be

capable of independent adjustment. Except
in the case of short resistor elements, such, as

those of Niven and Poole, the escape of heat

by conduction along the leads is not important,
but if any correction is to be applied, reference

may be made to the method of Lees.

When the body itself is used as a resistor,

as with the so-called
"

electrical methods "

applicable to metals, the heavy currents and
small potential drops make the energy measure
ment more difficult (see, for example, AngelTs
method). It is sometimes desirable to use

alternating current to avoid Peltier effects,

and the Thomson effect has also to be con
sidered.

An alternative to measuring the electrical

energy supplied is to determine the heat

passing out of the body. This can be done by
the usual devices of calorimetry, such as

measuring the ice melted or the water evapo
rated in a certain time, or, more satisfactorily,

by means of a flow calorimeter. Examples of

the last-mentioned are seen in Figs. 11 and
14. Several important precautions have to

be observed with this instrument. The tan IT

for supplying water should be kept at a
constant level and temperature. At the inflow

or outflow points, where the temperatures are

taken, provision should be made for securing

thorough mixing of the water so that the

mean temperature of the stream may be
recorded in each case. This can be done

conveniently by means of baffles or plugs of

wire gauze inserted in the flow tubes. A
metallic pipe, preferably of copper, should be
used for conveying the stream inside the

calorimeter, but, both at the inflow and

outflow, there should be a break in the pipe
so as to prevent conduction losses along the

metal For this purpose rubber or ebonite

connecting pieces can be used. The rise in

temperature between the inflow and outflow

can be measured best by a differential

arrangement of resistance thermometers or a

series of thermocouples.

(il) Temperature Measurement. One of the
m flirt difficulties met with in conductivity

experiments is tbe measurement of surface

temperatures. Attention has already been

drawn to the point in the case of metallic

surfaces in. contact with well-stirred liquids,

and it has been shown that' enormous errors

may occur through assuming that the tempera
ture of the metal surface is that of the mass of

the liquid. Similarly in the case of two solid

surfaces which are nominally in contact, there

will often be a sharp temperature discontinuity
due to the interposition of air gaps. The
fact is not of great importance where the

conductivity of the solid, whose surface

temperature is desired, is at all comparable
with that of air. Thus, in the case of insulat

ing materials, no appreciable error is introduced

by assuming the temperature of the metal

plate which forms the boundary of the
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material is that of the surface of the material

itself. More care must, however, be taken

in the case of materials of medium conduc

tivity. By using small specimens with good
surfaces and improving the thermal contact

with a glycerine or mercury film, Lees suc

ceeded in surmounting the difficulty, but if

such methods are impracticable it is better

to abandon the attempt to determine surface

temperature and measure the temperature of

isothermal planes within the material. This

procedure was adopted by a number of

experimenters, .7- Nusselt, Niven, Poole,
and Dougill, Hodsman, and Cobb. Comin or to

metals, the method of Hall for measuring sur

face temperatures has much to commend it. At

higher temperatures, where surface emissivity
becomes an important factor, the device of

Angell is interesting and appears to have been

successful. However, the difficulties of deter

mining the surface temperature of a metal by
any contact method are so great that, wherever

possible, the temperature should be measured
at isothermal surfaces within the metal, which
will generally be in the form of a bar.

Another important point affecting tempera
ture measurements is to ensure that the

thermal equilibrium has been reached before

the final readings are taken. With materials

of high difrusivity, such as metals, equilibrium
is quickly established, but the process is very
slow in the case of insulating materials. If

the initial temperature of the material is

known, its approximate difiiisivity, and the

boundary temperatures to which it is to be

subjected, it is possible to estimate the time

required for equilibrium. A calculation of

this kind has been given by 2ftven for a

cylinder of sand heated asially. This pro
cedure is not to be generally recommended, as,

apart from the difficulty of such calculations,

the data as to the diffusivities of insulating
materials is very meagre owing to the fact that
the specific heat cannot readily be measured.
The matter, however, can be tested experi

mentally. Taking, for example, the case in

which the temperature of the bulk of the
material has to be raised, it will be found that
a measurement of the energy supplied to

maintain a constant difference in temperature
will give an apparent conductivity which will

decrease as time elapses, gradually approaching
a steady value corresponding to the condition
of equilibrium.
As an instrument for measuring temperature

distribution the thermocouple is the most
generally useful When- employing it, care
should always be taken to keep the wires

leading from the junction in the isothermal

plane for an appreciable distance. Otherwise,
as Nusselt has shown, very large errors may
occur.

(iii.) Dimensions and SJiape. The measure

ment of dimensions presents few difficulties.

It is true that when experiments are made
on thin films of gas or liquid, considerable

accuracy is demanded, and also that in some
cases there may be doubt as to the precise
dimension to be measured, as for instance in

determining the effective area of a hot-plate
surrounded by a guard-ring, or in deciding the
distances between two isothermal planes whose

temperatures have been taken by thermo
meters let into holes of appreciable diameter.

Generally speaking, however, dimensional

quantities are measured more accurately than
the other quantities involved in a conduc

tivity determination.

The dimensions should, of course, be appro
priate to the material to be tested ; thus it is

advisable with insulating materials to use

large-scale apparatus so as to avoid errors

due to local irregularities of structure or

packing. The shape is also decided largely

by the same consideration, but care should
be taken to avoid any shape in which there
is likely to be a departure from a rectilinear

heat flow, as in such cases the shape factor

is extremely difficult to calculate. For this

reason objection can be taken to the so-called
" box method," adopted by many experi
menters, by which an attempt is made to

deduce the conductivity from the heat leakage
into or out of a cubical box surrounded by a
uniform thickness of the material.

(10) DISCUSSION or RESULTS. A summary
of results is given in Tables I. to V. The
values are mostly those due to the observers
whose methods have been described above.
In the case of poor and medium conductors
wide divergencies are noticeable, which no
doubt are largely due to differences between
materials nominally the same. With metals,
where the chemical composition and physical
condition can be defined more precisely, the
differences are less marked. In fact the

agreement between tho values of Lees and of

Jaeger and Diesselhorst, using entirely different

methods, is very satisfactory. The experi
mental difficulties due to convection and radia

tion, in the case of liquids and gases, militate

against extreme accuracy. The individual

values are not given for gases, Table V. being
a summary of the most probable mean values,

up to 1914, prepared by Hercus and Laby.
It should be mentioned that the recent deter
minations of S. Weber are higher than those in

the table by amounts varying up to 14 per cent.

It is interesting to consider the bearing of

the results on the relationship of thermal

conductivity to other physical properties.
Some of the more important relationships are

dealt with below.

(i.) Thermal and Electrical Conductivity of
Metals. 1 The ease with which electrical

1 &ee article " Electrons."
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conductivity of metals can be 'measured has
for a long time directed the attention of

physicists to the possibility of establishing a

relationship between electrical and thermal

conductivity, so that the latter could be

indirectly determined.

Forbes was the first to draw attention to

the fact that metals can be arranged in the

same order as regards their conducting

powers for heat and electricity. In 1853

Wiedemann and Franz *
propounded the law

that the ratio of the thermal and electrical

conductivities was the same for all metals.

Lorenz 2 extended this theory in 1872 by
suggesting that the ratio was proportional to

nickel, silver, zinc, and copper the value of

Lorenz's constant K/XT was nearly the same

over the range 18 to 100 C. The mean
value was 2-43 x 10~ 8

, K being expressed in

watts/cm, sec, C., I/A in ohms per c.c.
3 and

T being the absolute temperature. The few

alloys that were tested gave higher values,

and iron and aluminium were respectively

higher and lower. Lees 6 confirmed the value

of Lorenz's constant down to - 1705
C. for

lead, cadmium, tin ; nickel showed a slight

rise, and zinc, silver, copper showed a falling

off in value in the order named. All the

alloys tested gave increasingly high values

with fall of temperature. Heissner,* who

TABLE V

GASES

The constant /in the table below is derived from the relation K

TJ being the viscosity and C5 the specific heat at constant volume.

* The number given after each constant is the number of values of which it is the mean.
The theoretical value 5/3 is used in preference to the one observed value 1-63 of Behn and Geiger.

Todd's value is not included as the accuracy of the reduction of K from 55C to O
3
C. is doubtfuL

t
t

the absolute temperature. On the develop
ment of the electron theory Drude,

3 and more

recently H. A. Lorentz,
4
applying the kinetic

theory of gases to the motion of electrons,

arrived at the same conclusion as Lorenz.

Up to 1900, however, the experimental values

were too uncertain to allow any definite

conclusion to be drawn. In that year Jaeger
and Diesselhorst 5

published the result of

their investigation, which gave directly the

ratio of the two conductivities for a number

of metals and alloys. They found that for

seven P^^ metals lead, cadmium, tin,

Ann. dtt CMmie, 1854, xlL 107.

Ann. der Phys., 1872, cxlvii. 429.

Ibid., 1900, i. 566, and iiL 369.

Proc. Amst. Acad*, 1905, vii. 438.

Abh. Phys. Tech. Reich., 1900, iii 269.

carried the investigation of copper, gold,

platinum, and lead down to 20 abs., agreed

approximately with Lees, but found a very

rapid falling ofi in the constant as the absolute

zero was approached. Thus at 20 abs. the

value for copper was about one quarter of

the value found by Jaeger and Diesselhorst

at 290 abs. The work of Onnes and Hoist 7

on the conductivity of mercury at 5 abs.

confirms this rapid diminution.

With regard to temperatures of over 100 C.

very little evidence is available. Konno,8

using a comparative method with an appa
ratus similar in principle to that of Lees for

PhU. Trans. Boy. Soc., 1908, ccviii. 381.
7 Proc. Akad. van Wet. AmsL, 1914, p. 760.
8 PhU. Ma#., 1920, ccxxxix, 542.
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medium conductors (Fig. 13), found that the

conductivities of tin, lead, zinc, and alumi

nium steadily decreased towards the melting-

point, where a sharp drop occurred. Taking
Tsutsumi's values for electrical conductivity
he deduced that Lorenz's law held approxi

mately up to the melting-points. The changes
of electrical and thermal conductivity on

melting were of the same order, but Lorenz's

law did not hold for the liquid state. The
conclusions of Angell as to aluminium are

widely at variance with those of Konno.
While both obtained about the same value

for the conductivity at 100 C., the latter

gives a value at 600 C. of 0-36 and the

former gives a value nearly three times as

large. AngelTs values of Lorenz's constant

for nickel as well as aluminium show rapid
increases with temperature.
At still Mgher temperatures Langmuir gives

a value for Lorenz's constant for tungsten of

349 x 10-8 at 1900 C., which means a com

paratively small temperature coefficient on the

value below 100 C. Worthing, however, does

not agree with this value.

The law of Lorenz has therefore only been

shown to hold for a certain number of pure
metals over the range from about - 100 C.

to 100 C. or 200 C. Below this region it

definitely fails ; while above, further evidence

will be necessary before it can be accepted.
As regards alloys, those tested by Lees and

by Jaeger and Diesselhorst gave higher
values for Lorenz's constant than the pure
metals and large temperature coefficients.

Further, Gruneisen 1 has shown that, in the

case of copper and iron, small amounts of

impurity lower the electrical far more than the

thermal conductivity and thus increase the

value of the constant. According, however,
to recent work in Japan

2 Lorenz's law is

obeyed approximately by carbon steels and

alloys of iron with nickel, cobalt, and man
ganese, at ordinary temperatures, and by
carbon steels up to 900 C.

(iL) Conductivity, Elasticity, cnnd Density of
Non-mefaU. Thornton 3 has recently put for

ward a tentative suggestion as to a relationship
of the above-mentioned constants. He shows
that for such diverse substances as quartz,
flint crown and soda glass, graphite, marble,

mahogany, deal, ice, and paraffin wax, the

thermal conductivity is proportional to Ep,
E being Young's modulus of elasticity and p
the density. His figures for glass have,

however, been criticised by Clarke. 4

(iii) CoTiductiiity, Viscosity, and Specific
Seat of Gases. Many of the deductions as

to the physical properties of gases, based on
the kinetic theory, have been confirmed by

1 Ann. der Phys., 1900, iii. 43.
z Tdhoi-u Univ. ScL Rep., 1917, viii.; 1918, vii. 50.
3 Phil. Mag., 1919, xxxviii. 705.
*
Ibid., 1920, si. 502.

experiment in a remarkable way. In the

case of conductivity, Maxwell's prediction of

a value for air of 0-000055 is well within the

range of those found by experiment, the

mean of which is given by Hercus and Laby 5

as 0-000052, while his value for hydrogen as

being seven times that of air has been closely
confirmed. Another deduction from the

kinetic theory is that the conductivity of a

gas is independent of its pressure, and, as

mentioned above, this has been found to be

true, except for very low pressures where the

mean free path of the molecules becomes

comparable with the thickness of the gas

layer. For these very low pressures Soddy and

Berry
6 and Knudsen 7 have shown that the

conductivity is nearly proportional to the

pressure.
The important relation between the con

ductivity K, specific heat at constant volume
Cc, and viscosity y, of a gas is primarily due to

Maxwell, who showed that, assuming molecules

are point centres of force repelling each other

according to a fifth power law of distance,

the value of / being 2-5.

A considerable amount of experimental
evidence is available as bearing on this

relation, and a summary of it, due to Hercus

and Laby,
8

is given in Table V. The value

of Cv has been very seldom observed, but it

can be deduced from determinations of Cj,

and of the ratio of Cj, to C v . The viscosity
can easily be measured. It will be noticed

that for monatomic gases the value of /
agrees approximately with that given by
Maxwell. For gases with higher degrees of

freedom the value is less than 2-5, being in

the case of the diatomic gases 1-75. So far,

theory has been unable to account for this

value, though various empirical laws have
been propounded by Jeans and others.

The determination of the conductivity of a

mixture of gases from that of its constituents

is sometimes a matter of practical importance.

According to the kinetic theory it is given by
TT-

K =

K! and IL> being the conductivities, and p-^

and p% the partial pressures of the two gases,
and A and B being constants the values of

which are

where 97 and ^ are the viscosities, and ???
3

Proc. Roy. Soc., 1918, xcv. 190.
Proc. Roy. Soc., 1909, Ixxxiii. 254.
Ann. der Phys., 1911, xxxiv. 593.
Ibid.
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and m.2 the masses of the molecules of the

two gases.
S. Weber 1

has, however, shown that these

theoretical values of A and B incorrectly give
the conductivity of the mixture. The relation

ship can be expressed in the form above

mentioned, but the values of A and B must be
determined experimentally for each mixture.

The table below, quoted from Weber, shows
the difference between the experimental and
theoretical values :

already been shown that the rate of heat loss

is given by

H=KA~.

So that for isothermal surfaces which are at a

finite distance apart we have

The variation in conductivity of a gas with

temperature has also been considered in the

light of the kinetic theory, according to which

it should vary as the square root of the abso

lute temperature. This would give a tempera
ture coefficient of 0-00183. The experimental
values for air have varied from 0-0013 to

0-0036. Recently, however, Eucken 2 has

shown that for five different gases the ratio

of the conductivity to the viscosity is constant

for temperatures from - 80 C. to 100 0. As

regards viscosity, a formula due to Sutherland

has been verified over a wide range of condi

tions, so that, if Eueken's work is accepted,

it can be applied to conductivity. This would

give
273 + C/ e \l= -" -

For air, taking C= 117, the temperature
coefficient would be 0-0029.,

n. APPLICATION OF THEORY TO PRACTICAL

PROBLEMS

As has already been indicated, the problems

arising out of the flow of heat can be considered

under two heads, namely, those of the steady

state and those of the variable state. In

the former the temperature at each point

throughout the body remains constant and

the flow of heat depends on the conductivity ;

while in the latter, where the temperature is

varying with time, the thermal capacity per

unit volume, as well as the conductivity,

becomes a determining factor.

(11) STEADY STATE THE SHAPE FACTOR.

If two isothermal surfaces are considered,

differing in temperature by dti and at an

infinitely small distance dx apart, it has

i Ann. der Phys., 1917, liv. 481.
s

PTiys. Zeit., 1911, sni. 1101 ; 1913, xiv. 324.

For most materials the conductivity K
may be taken to be a linear

function of the temperature,

and hence the value of jKdd
becomes the product of the

conductivity for the mean

temperature of the surfaces

multiplied bythe temperature
difference between them.

The quantity l+/(dx/A)

depends entirely on the size

and shape of the body and the position of

the surfaces by which the heat enters and
leaves the body, and has therefore been called

by Langmuir, Adams, and ^leikle 3 the
*'

shape
factor." The value of the factor for various

shapes is given below, together -with the

solution of a few typical problems of heat

flow.

(L) Plane Wall or Slab. The shape factor

in this case is obviously the ratio of the

area A to the thickness x, and if the wall is

homogeneous and of mean conductivity *K

the rate of heat flow through it is given by

If the waE is a composite one, being made

up of a number of parallel layers of different

materials of conductivities K^K^ - . . and
thickness x:xz . . . , and if

t0* ... are the

temperatures of the faces of the successive

layers, then

where Q is the rate of heat flow through a

unit area of the wall
"

Eliminating the temperatures intermediate

between L and 6n we obtain

81- 8H is the total difference of temperature

through the wall, so that the composite wall

of total thickness X is equivalent to a simple
wall of this thickness and of conductivity K,
such that

X *!.,,

|

The formula enables one to calculate the heat

I
flow through a composite wall if the con-

1

* Trans. Amer. EkctrocTiem. Soc., 1913, xxiv. 53.
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ductilities and thicknesses of the components
are known and the total temperature drop

through the wall

In many practical problems the surface

temperatures of the wall or slab are not

known and cannot conveniently be measured,

e.g. a boiler plate heated on one side by hot

gases and cooled on the other by water ; or

the wall of a dwelling-house or a cold store,

the two faces of which are exposed to air

at different temperatures. It is desired to

calculate the heat transfer from the known

temperature of the gas or liquid in contact

with each face of the wall. The general
treatment of this problem is beyond the scope
of the present article, but it may be useful

to give an approximate solution of the case of

a wall the faces of which are exposed to still

air at temperatures not differing greatly.
If &

l and #4 are the temperatures of air, and

2 and 3 the temperatures of the faces of

the wall, then, since the heat transference

between a surface of the wall and the sur

rounding air is nearly proportional to difference

in temperature,
1

where Q is the rate of heat transfer per unit

area.

Eliminating &z and &3 we obtain

For air temperatures about that of the

atmosphere, and for surfaces which are plane
and vertical and are full radiators, the value

of E is roughly 0*0002 calories per sq. cm.

per second per 1 C. difference of temperature.
The contributions of radiation and convection

towards this value are of the same order of

magnitude.
Some applications of the formula can now

be considered.

(a) If the wall is of thin metal (say, copper),
x will be a fraction of a centimetre and K will

be nearly 1-0 C.G.S. units. The value of xfK
will be negligible as compared with 2/E, ancl

the heat transference will be governed entirely
by emission coefficient of the wall If the
metal surface is polished, its power of absorbing
or emitting radiation will be very small, and
the value of the emission coefficient E will

be much less than that iven above.

(b) If the wall is of thin paper of con

ductivity 0-0003 C.G.S. units, ar/K would still

be small as compared with 2/E ; while, since

paper is a good radiator, E will be much
greater than for the polished metal, so that

1 The heat istransferredbyradiation and convection
The former is proportional to (#i+273)*-(0 -j-273)*,
and the latter to {^-^i For small temperature
differences the heat transferred varies approximately-

we have the apparent anomaly of a thin-paper
wall transmitting more heat than a metal

wall of the same thickness.

(c) If the wall is thick (say 100 cm.), and
of good insulating material like granulated
cork (K = 0-0001), #/K would be large compared
with 2/E, and the transmission of heat would
be governed almost entirely by the con

ductivity of the material of the wall and not

by its emission coefficient.

(it) Cylinder or Cylindrical Shell. The

shape factor in this case is

2-73Z

where a and b are the internal and external

diameters and I is the length, which is supposed
to be great compared with the diameter. If

the temperatures of the internal and external

surfaces are known, the above formula enables

the heat transmission to be calculated.

As in the case of a wall, however, it may
not be convenient to determine surface tem

peratures. Taking as an example a steam-

pipe covered with insulating material, the inner

temperature of the lagging may be assumed
to be that of the steam, since there will be
no appreciable gradient through the pipe. It
is desired to calculate the heat loss, knowing
the temperature of the surrounding air. Pro

ceeding in a similar way to that followed in

the case of a wall we get

A _2Q
log, (bja)

where 9^ and 2 are the inner and outer

temperatures of the lagging and 3 that of

the air. The elimination of 2 gives

"i-gi)

The heat loss from the bare pipe would be

It does not follow that the heat loss from
the bare pipe would always be greater
than that from the covered pipe. If the

covering were of metal, it is obvious that the
reverse would be the case, and even with
medium conductors it is possible that the
covered pipe would give the greater loss.

Peclet,
2 who was probably the first to draw

attention to this point, took the case of a

pipe 12 cm. in diameter and with insulation

varying in thickness from 1 cm. to 12 cm. If

the conductivity of the insulation was 0-00012
C.G.S. units, the heat transmission diminished
with increasing thickness ; if the conductivity
was 0-002, or sixteen times as great, the trans
mission was approximately constant for all

thicknesses; and if the conductivity was
0-004 the heat loss increased with the thick-

2 Traitd de la chaleur, I860.
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ness until at 12 cm. it was greater than that

for the bare pipe.
A full treatment of the subject has more

recently been .given by Porter.^

(iii.) Sphere or Spherical Shell. The shape
factor is 2irab!(b

-
a), where a and b are the

internal and external diameters. The case of

lagging surrounding a sphere can be treated

in the same way as that for a cylinder, but it

is not of much practical importance.

(iv.) Rectangular Prism or Box. Examples
of this case are commonly met with in practice,

e.g. a furnace chamber of cubical or rect

angular shape surrounded by walls of uniform

thickness. No rigid

mathematical solution

has yet been obtained

for the shape factor, but

assuming that the inner

and outer surfaces are

isothermal, Langmuir,
Adams, and Meikle 2

have given an approxi-

. 24. -Section of mate f^mula,
Prism showing; Flow Thev take first the
Lines and Isothermal case of a long hollow
near a square edge A. f

&
, ,

prism of rectangular
section and uniform thickness. If A is the area

of the interior surface and t the thickness of the

wall, and if the lines of heat flow were normal

to the interior surface, the shape factor would

be A/t. The lines of heat flow will, however, be

normal only for the central portion of each

face. Towards the edges they tend to become

radial, though they are not rectilinear. This

is illustrated in Fig. 24, which shows the lines

of heat flow and the

isothennals for a por
tion of the section of

the prism. The
will

the

the

the

BD form practically one edge, which is called

a
"
plane

"
edge and has a shape factor nearly

double that of two "
square

"
edges. Similarly

the four
"
square

"
corners A, B, C, D now

form the two "
plane

"
corners AB and CD,

for which shape factors are calculated. An
example of the case illustrated in Fig. 26 is

a rectangular plate surrounded by a uniform

thickness of material

It is interesting to note that Langrmiir,

Adams, and Meikle confirmed their theoretical

deductions by experiments based on the

analogy of heat flow through walls and the

flow of electricity through an electrolyte of

the same shape. Elementary cubes, prisms,

cylinders, etc., of the electrolyte (copper

sulphate) were formed by joining together
suitable plates of glass and copper, and the

electrical conductivities of the various shapes
of electrolyte were compared. In this way
the shape factors of a square edge and plane

edge were found to be 0-54 and 0-93Z while

the theory has given 0477 and O952L The
values of a square corner and plane corner

were 0-15* and O087Z. The experimental

tend

FIG. 25. Cubical Box.

to increase

factor, and
amount by which

factor is made to

exceed
Inner surface shaded.

esc
f"

A/*

AC and BD, "square" garded as the shape
edges. A, B, C, D 3 faetor of the edge itself.

-square" corners.
of

mations the shape factor of the edge is shown

to be 0-477Z, where I is its length.

Xext, the case of a cubical or rectangular

box of uniform thickness is taken. In addition

to the edges, which have the same factor as

in the case of the prism, there is the effect of

the corners. The shape factor of each corner

is estimated to be 0-151Z, where t is the thick

ness of the wall of the box. The edges and

corners so far dealt with are termed
"
square

"

edges and corners (see Fig. 25).

If two opposite walls of the box are supposed
to approach each other until they nearly

touch (see Fig. 26), the square edges AC -and

1 Phil. 3ffl<7., 1910, xx. 511. a Loc. cit.

FIG. 26.

ABCD, * {

plane" edge. AB and CD, "
plane

" corners

values are accepted in preference to the

theoretical, and they were found to hold if the

linear dimensions of the inner surface exceed

\t. This limit would be exceeded in most

practical cases.

The author's conclusions as to the shape

factor S of a cubical or rectangular box can

be summarised as follows :

All interior dimensions >|i,

one dimension < ^t,

S =~+ 0-4652Z + 0-35*;

two dimensions < %t,

three dimensions <

S=0-79^,
A and B being the areas of the inner and

outer surfaces.

Examples of the last two cases are respec

tively a small square section rod or a small

cube with a great thickness of insulation

around them.
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Example of Calculation of Shape Factor. Take
an electrically heated oven with 8 inches thickness

of insulation, and of inside dimensions 8 x 10 x 20 in.,

which are all greater than if. Then

A= 2 ; 8^10= 160 square inches

+2x10x20=400
+2x20x 8=320

880

ZZ=4{8+ 10+20)= 152 inches.

A 880
Hence S is the sum of = =110 inches

t 8

+0-542Z=0-54x152= 82

+l-&=l-2x8= 9-6

201-6

It is interesting to compare this result with two
other methods which are sometimes adopted.

Calculating the shape factors from the areas of the
inner and outer surfaces by means of the formula
S=

(Ajfyand taking either the arithmetic orgeometric
means between the two values, the following results

are obtained for the oven :

Arithmetic mean .

Geometric mean .

353-3

247-4

which differ considerably from the other value.

The formulae which have been summarised
above are a useful contribution towards the
solution of the problem of calculating the heat
losses from rectangular-shaped bodies covered
with a uniform thickness of insulation. It

must not- be forgotten, -however, that they
apply only where the inner and outer surfaces
are isothermal, and that this condition is often
not realised in practice.

(12) VARIABLE STATE HEAT DIPFUSIVTTY.
All problems connected with the variable
flow of heat depend on particular solutions
of Fourier

7
s fundamental equation,

dd dz8\

in which K, c, p are the conductivity, specific
heat and density of the body, t the time, and
& the temperature at any point whose co
ordinates are x, y, z. This equation expresses
the fact that the rate of heat inflow into, or
outflow from, any small element of a body
(represented by the right-hand side of the
equation) must equal the rate at which the
element is gaining or losing heat (left-hand
side). It is frequently written in the form

A2 or Kj'cp being a constant which is known
as the diffusivity (see (2) (ii.) above).
The problems treated below are concerned

only with the flow of heat in one dimension.
For example, the penetration of heat into a
fireproof wall, one face of which is raised to
a high temperature, the propagation of heat
waves into the earth's interior from the

surface, and so on. For these cases Fourier's

equation reduces to

dO, 9&8
'

dt~~ dx*

They can conveniently be considered under
various heads according to the dimensions of

the hody, its initial temperature distribution,
and the mode of heat supply.

(L) Periodic Flow from a Plane, Surface into

a Semi-infinite Solid. Suppose that the heat

supply is such as to produce simple harmonic
variations of temperature at the surface of an
infinite solid, and that is the amplitude and
T the period of the oscillation. Then the

temperature of the surface at any time is

given by

It can be shown 1 that the general solution
of Fourier's equation, which satisfies this

boundary condition, is

x\/*
* n ~h V oi
Q= Qe

" L
s

where 6 is the temperature at a distance x
from the surface. 3 It will be seen from the
form of this equation that the temperature
at any point will vary periodically and that
the amplitude of the oscillation will diminish
with the distance from the surface. The
following characteristics of the wave pro
pagation can be deduced from the equation :

Amplitude at any point= 6^e

Velocity of propagation -2h */ ^.

Wave-length

The "
lag," which can be defined as the time

taken for any crest, trough, or other phase
of the wave to reach a point at a distance x
from the surface, is equal to (x/2K) x \fTjir.
Heat will flow into the material during one
half period of the temperature oscillation and
out of the material during the other half

period. It can be shown that the heat flow

during a half period is

'T

TT"

(a) Application : Diurnal and Annual
Waves in the Earth's Crust. The surface of
the earth is subjected to daily and annual
waves of temperature which, to a first approxi
mation, can be assumed to be simple harmonic
oscillations. The square root of the ratio of

1
See, e.ff., IngersoU and Zobel, Introduction to the

MaffiematMol Theory of Heat Conduction (Ginn & Co.),
1913.

s See also "Heat, Conduction of. Mathematical
Theory," equation (12).
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the periods of the annual and daily waves is
]

about 2Q( ^365 = 19-1). So that we can at

once deduce from the expressions given above
that the wave-length and the lag at any point
for the annual wave will be twenty times those

for a daily wave. The amplitude of the latter

will fall off very rapidly with depth. Taking
|

the case of a daily wave with a range 4- 15 C. I

to - 5 C. in soil of diffusivity -0050, the ampli- |

tude of 20 C. at the 'surface is reduced to 10

at 8 cm., 1 at 35 cm., and -02 C. at 80 cm.

Since the mean temperature of the soil is

5 C. an amplitude of 10 C. will just be suffi

cient to take the soil C., so that the freezing !

temperature will only penetrate to a depth of

8 cm. The lag at this depth will be about

2| hours. If an annual wave had the same

range as the daily wave taken above, the
}

freezing temperature would penetrate twenty
j

times as far and the lag at this point would !

be 40 days. !

The mathematical formulae given above
j

apply only to simple harmonic oscillations of !

temperature. The annual wave, in particular,

departs considerably from the simple form,

and it may therefore be necessary to analyse

it, according to the Fourier method, into a

number of simple harmonic components.
Those of short period, like the daily wave,

rapidly become inappreciable as the depth is

increased.

A number of observers have studied the

temperature waves in soil for the purpose of

measuring its diffusivity, and some of their

values are given in the table below :

TABLE VI

at a distance x from the central plane of the

slab is given by

.

\ vj-l-z
2^7

Values of this integral (the
"
probability

integral "), which is frequently met with in the

solution of problems of variable heat flow,

will be found in Tables of Mathematical

Functions. 2

As an example we may take the case of

concrete, originally at a temperature of 10 C,
which is poured into a trench 60 cm. wide

cut in the soil. If the temperature of the soil

is - 5 C. it is desired to know whether the

concrete will have time to set before it is

frozen.

For this purpose we can calculate how long

the freezing temperature will fake to penetrate

to a depth of (say) 6 em. below the surface

of the concrete, which it is assumed has the

same diffusivity as the soil (0-005). Here

?=30 cm., =24 cm., while # = 15
3 and freez

ing temperature
= 5, both relative to the soil,

so that

The two last - mentioned observers used

platinum thermometers, which are much to be

preferred to the mercury thermometers with

long stems used in some of the earlier work.

CaJlendar points out that water has a very

large effect on the diffusivity of the soil. Its

presence increases both the conductivity and

the heat capacity, but the former to a greater

extent, so that the diffusivity is increased.

Under very extreme conditions the diffusivity

may vary from 0-001 to 0-030.

(ii.) Insertion of Slab at Temperature &g

between tico Infinite Blocks of same Material

at o C. If the slab is of thickness 2Z it can

be shown * that the temperature at a point
1 IngersoE and Zobel, loc. cit. p. 70.

The limits of the integral may be called q and

-
9g, and by a process of trial from the table

of values it can be shown that q= 0-065 nearly,

so that t is over 4 days.
It is interesting to note that

as the conditions of symmetry
require that there can be no

transfer of heat across the

middle plane of the slab, the

above solution applies also to

the case of a slab of half the

thickness one face of which is

placed in contact with an

infinite block and the other

protected from heat loss.

(iii.) Semi-infinite Solid at

with Boundary Surface maintained at 6Q .

This case differs from the first case discussed

above in that the boundary temperature
instead of varying periodically is supposed to

1 be suddenly altered to a, and then maintained

constant.

1 It can be shown 3 that the temperature B

at a distance x below the surface is given by

From this equation it is easy to deduce the

a
Wellisch, TTieorie und Praxis der Ausffleich-

Technung, p. 257, or IngersoU and Zobel, loc. cit. p. 166.

|

*
Ingersoll and Zobel, loc. cit. p. 78.

2H
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{e law of times
"
according to which the times

required for any two points to reach the

same temperature are proportional to the

squares of their distances from the boundary

plane.
As an application of the above equation we

may take the case of a mass of concrete

(diffusivity -005) at a temperature of 20 the

surface of which is suddenly raised 740 C.

It is required to ascertain how long a tempera
ture of 100s

C. will take to penetrate a distance

of 30 cm. Here is 720 and 6 is 80,
measured relative to the original temperature,
and t is found to be about 36,500 seconds or

10 hours.

(a) Application : Cooling of the Earth.

The equation above can also be used for the

solution of the problem of the time taken
for the cooling of the earth to its present
condition, neglecting the effect of the earth's

curvature. By differentiating the equation it

can be shown I that

Eelvin assumed the original temperature
to be 3900 C., A3 = -01 178, and the surface

gradient (eZ0/rfa) to be 1 C. in 2776 cm.,
and obtained a value of 100 million years.
Even allowing very wide limits of error, this

estimate is far below that based on geo
logical considerations. It has been sug
gested that a probable explanation of the

discrepancy between the two estimates is

supplied by the recent discovery of the con
tinuous generation of heat by the disin

tegration of radioactive compounds.
(iv.) Slab at Uniform Tem

perature: one Face raised to

Temperature and kept con-

*tnnt, the other protected from
Heat Loss. If Z/2 is the

tMckness of the slab the re

lation between time and the

temperature of the protected
face is shown by Ingersoll and
Zobel 2 to be

(i.e. /) each face of which is suddenly raised to

and maintained at # .

As an example of the above conditions we
may take a wall of concrete backed by a wooden
casing or a floor of masonry or concrete on
which is piled some poorly conducting but
inflammable material. It is desired to know
how soon a fire on one side of the wall would
cause a dangerously high temperature to

penetrate to the other side. It follows at
once that the effectiveness of the wall or floor

in preventing fire depends on a low value of

the diffusivity rather than the conductivity,
and that the time taken for a dangerous
temperature to penetrate to the rear face

will vary as the square of the thickness (cf.

law of times above).
The solution given requires that the face

of the wall should be suddenly raised to a

temperature and maintained there. In

practice this condition would not be realised,
but Ingersoll and Zobel show that a solution

may be arrived at by the device of imagining a

layer to be added to the outside of the wall, the
surface of which is suddenly raised to a tem
perature '. By suitably choosing the added
thickness and the temperature ', a very close

approximation to the temperature rise of the
actual surface of the wall can be obtained.
For most purposes, however, a sufficiently close

solution is given by using the mean value of .

For further examples of practical problems
depending on the variable state, reference

may be made to a standard textbook, such
at that of Ingersoll and Zobel, from which

many of the solutions given above have been
drawn.

TABLE VH
DiPFtrsrvTrY or METALS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES

Diffusivity (h
z
)
=

k/cp

Generally it is only necessary
to take account of the first two
or three terms of this ex

pression. As in the other case
of a slab dealt with above, the

equation also gives the tem
perature rise of central plane
of a slab of twice the thickness
1
Ingersoll and Zobel, loc. cit. p. 89.

- Loc. cit. p. 108. . H. S,
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whilst an amount

HEAT, CONDUCTION OF:

MATHEMATICAL THEORY

ON Is the name given to the process j

by which heat is transferred from one portion
of a body to another portion immediately

~

adjacent to it, across the common boundary ;

or interface, in consequence of inequality of i

temperature. It is to be distinguished from
i

Radiation, which may take place between

bodies which are at a distance apart, with no

material connection, and from Convection, in

which the transfer is promoted by currents in

the substance.
j

The points of a body which at a given in- ,

stant have an assigned temperature Q lie on
;

a surface, called an "
isothermal

"
surface. If

j

we imagine a series of such surfaces to be i

drawn for equal small intervals of d we obtain

a complete mental picture of the instantaneous

distribution of temperature. In general the

configuration of these surfaces changes from

instant to instant. When on the other hand

it is permanent we have what is called a
"
stationary

*'
state.

i

The mathematical theory of conduction

starts with the assumption that in an isotrupic

substance the flux of heat across a surface

element drawn (in any direction) through an

internal point P is in the direction of diminish

ing temperature, and is proportional to the

space-rate at which the temperature falls in

the direction of the normal Hence if 5S be

the area of the element, and 671 an element of

the normal. to it, the (positive or negative)

amount of heat which crosses in time ot> in the

direction of Sw, is

... (1)
en

where k is a coefficient called the ** thermal

conductivity." The value of k depends of

course on the thermometric scale adopted,

and on the nature of the substance. It

varies also to a slight extent with 8, but this

is not important unless the range of tempera
tures be considerable, and is usually ignored

in the mathematical theory. It is evident

that the flux is greatest in the direction of the

normal to the isothermal surface through P,

and zero in tangential directions.

The simplest problems are those of linear

flow, where the isothermal surfaces are parallel

planes, as when the faces of a large flat plate

or slab are subjected to given changes of

temperature, uniform over each. Taking the

axis of x normal to these planes we calculate

the amount of heat gained in time St by unit

area of a stratum of thickness Sx. The

amount which enters the rear face is

leaves by the front face. There is thus on

the whole a (positive or negative) gain of

amount

To find the consequent change of temperature
we divide by the thermal capacity of the

portion of the stratum considered, viz. pcox,

where p is the density, and c the specific

heat per unit mass. Hence

pc rx?

ct

where (3)

It is this quantity /;, rather than /:, which

determines the rapidity with which tempera
ture changes ensue, under assigned conditions,

in a body of given dimensions ; K is therefore

called the
"
thermometric

'*

conductivity.
It appears from (2) that the dimensions of A:

are those of the square of a length divided

by a time. Hence in geometrically similar

bodies of the same material the times in which

analogous changes of temperature take place
are proportional to the squares of the linear

dimensions.

In a stationary state we have c<9/c2=0 and,

therefore, from (2), #=A4-Ba:, the graph of

which is a straight line. Thus if the two
faces x=0, x=l (say) of a slab be maintained

at given temperatures # ,
619 we have

I

The simplest example of a variable tempera -

; ture is that of a solid bounded by the plane

|

2=0 and extending to infinity in the direction

i of x positive, when the surface is subject to
1

a periodic variation

i
# = cos<i)f. . . . (5)

I The work is shortened if we replace (5) by

j

d=e^1 and afterwards reject the imagui-

I
ary part of the result. Assuming = ueFat 9

1 where u involves x only, we find on substitution

whence =

provided

(7)

(8)

i Since in our case u must not become infinite

I with or, A must vanish, and putting x=0 we
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find B=# . Hence, retaining only the real

part,

e= Qe-
mx

CQs(ut-mx). . . (9)

The fluctuations of temperature are propa
gated inwards without change of the period

(2T/w), with the wave-velocity w/m or ^''(2/cw),

but diminish in amplitude as they proceed,

according to the law e~ mx. In the space of

a wave-length (^Trjm} the ratio in which the

amplitude is diminished is e~ 2:r or 1/536.
This example is of interest as illustrating the

way in which the daily and seasonal variations

of temperature at the earth's surface are

modified as they penetrate into the ground.
It appears from (8) that the more rapid
fluctuations have less penetration than the

slower. Thus at a certain depth the alterna

tions of summer and winter may be still

sensible, whilst the daily variations are im

perceptible. The progressive change of phase
is also to be noticed. At a depth TT/JTZ the

phase is inverted, the temperature being (for

instance) highest in winter and lowest in

summer.
If we start with an initial distribution

Q-'Bsi&mx . . . (10)

in a solid unlimited both ways, we have,

assuming 9 = u, sin mx, where u involves I

only, du

Hence, determining the constant so as to

agree with (10) when t=Q,

6=36-*^ sin mx. . . (12)

TMs is a simple example of a " normal mode "

of decay of inequalities of temperature in a

body left to itself. The smaller the scale

(2*-/m) of the inequalities the more rapid is

the process of smoothing out. The result may
be adapted to the case of a slab bounded by
the planes ar=0, x=l, by making sin wiZ=0,
or m = 57T/7, where s is any integer. The normal
modes corresponding to 5 = 1, 2, 3, . . .,

respectively, may be superposed ; thus

sm+ . . .(13)'

where *-. . . . (14)

loss per unit area of the surface is E#, where
6 is the excess of temperature above that of

the environment, and E is a constant, called

the
"
emissivity," whose value depends on

the nature of the surface. The loss in time
ot to an element oa: of the bar, from this cause,
is "EpSxSt, where p is the perimeter of the

cross-section. This leads to the equation

- (U)

The coefficients B, may he determined so that

(13) shall represent, for = 0, any arbitrary
initial linear distribution of temperature in

the slab (t\
"
Fourier's Theorem "). As t in

creases, the successive terms in (13) gradually
diminish, each more rapidly than the pre
ceding one, so that the first component is the
last to survive in appreciable amplitude.
To investigate the propagation of heat in a

uniform bar it is necessary to take account of

the loss by radiation from the sides. The
usual assumption is that the time-rate of

j

ct

where

(15)

(16)

S denoting the sectional area.

In a stationary state we have

c& K'
* * (17)

whence d=Aemz +%e- :

, . . (18)

if m>4 . . . (19)

Thus if the ends (#=0, x=T) be maintained

at the constant temperatures , L respectively,
we find

sinhm(Z x) + 6l 8LQhmx .

Q ~ ~- . , (-"^Jsinn ml

If the bar is infinitely long we have the simpler
formula

Q = dQe~'
mx

. . . . (21)

To investigate the case of a very long bar

whose extremity (a;=0) is subject to a given

periodic variation, we assume in the first

instance

QQ glut f m m (22)

as the prescribed terminal temperature. The
I equation (15) then gives=. . . . (23)

Ctt
2 K V '

To solve this we introduce auxiliary constants

r and e, such that

. (24)

. (25)

. (26)

. (27)

'*.. (28)

Since 6 is to remain finite for x= 00, we have

A=0, and, putting x=Q, we find B = , by
(22). Henee taking the real part

corresponding to the prescribed oscillation

cos ut at #=0. This contains the theory
of an important experimental method.

that is > , UCUA^C -^.
K h

Then, writing for shortness

tt=?*cos', jS=?*sine, .

oaa
we have

whence
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The simplest case of three-dimensional now
of heat is that of symmetry about a point. If
6 be a function of r, the distance from the origin,
and t, only, the flux outwards across a spherical
surface of radius r in time 8t is

A spherical stratum whose inner and
outer radii are r and r + or therefore gains
heat to the amount

cr \ cr,

Since the thermal capacity of the stratum is

47rr2cr . pc., the gain is also expressed by

~dt
'ct

Hence rlf= K - (r^] 9 . . (30)
Ct cr\ cr}

x '

where K~k/pc as before. The equation may
also be written

In a stationary state c0/c=0, and therefore

0=A + 5. . . . (32)

In the case of a spherical shell of internal and
asternal radii a and b respectively, and temperatures
?x and #2, we have

Thus

And if Q denote the ontward flnx per second,

Hence, putting X/A-=i
2
,

r#=Acosmr-t-Bsin?nr.

In a sphere which is complete to the centre

we must have B=0; the only stationary
condition is then one of uniform temperature,
The second term in (32) would correspond to

the case of a steady source of heat at the centre,

When a solid sphere has an arbitrary
initial (symmetrical) distribution of tempera
ture, -whilst its surface is maintained at a

constant temperature (which we may take as

zero), the procedure is to ascertain the various

"normal modes." Assuming that 6 varies

as e"**, we have from (31)

(33)

(34)

Since 6 must be finite at the centre, A=0;
and since it is to vanish at the surface (r=a)
we must have sin ma~Q, or ma fin, where s

is integral The normal modes are therefore

of the type

a , . - (35)y e~

where (36)

By superposition of the modes 5= 1, 2, 3, . . .

it is possible to represent the result of any
symmetrical initial distribution. The most

persistent mode is that for which s~ 1.

When the surface is not maintained at

constant temperature but radiates into

surroundings of temperature zero, the total

flux outwards will be E# . 4&-Q 2
. The condition

to be satisfied for ra is therefore

7- T7 /O7\-l-=E. . . . (37)

Hence, referring to (34), with A =0, and putting

5=A, .... (38)

we find tanma= (39)
~-

:
.

This equation determines the admissible

values of ma. The roots are determined

graphically by the intersections of the curves

(40)

It appears on drawing the loci that if ha<?l

the lowest positive root lies between and

Jx, whilst if ha>\ it lies between |*r and E-.

The corresponding most persistent normal
mode is

In the case of symmetry about an cum, the

consideration of the flow of heat in and out

of a cylindrical shell of radius r and thickness

dr leads to the equation

cB c (r.^Kl
Ct cr\

c6
(42)

The condition for stationary temperature is that

dQjdt should vanish, and hence we must have

r(ddjdr) constant, or

0=A+Blogr. . . . (43)

For a solid cylinder we must have B=0 unless

there is a source of heat at the axis. In the

case of a pipe whose inner and outer radii

are rl9 r^ we find

The general equation of conduction in three

dimensions is obtained by calculating the flow

of heat in and out of a rectangular element

of volume 8y8y8z. As in the case of linear
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flow the gain of heat in time ot due to the two
faces perpendicular to Qx is found to be

- ifox, dyoz.dt.
ex2 y

Adding the gains due to the remaining pairs \

of faces we have

The usual method leads to

# /Ul CV
j C2\

'C
d

~~

\cx cy
'

c'
2

\

G5) !

From this the particular cases (30) and (42) !

might be- derived by transformation of co- i

ordinates. The expression in brackets is i

often denoted by V2
#. It gives a sort of

;

measure of the extent to which the average

temperature in the immediate neighbourhood
of (xt y, z) exceeds the temperature at this

point itself. Thus the excess of temperature
j

at an adjacent point (#+, y-r'n, + ") is, to

the second order,

where K,=^\ X,=^1
pc'

1
pc

(50)

(51)'

, ete . etc. (52)

By a special choice of co-ordinate axes this

equation can be brought to the simpler form

The average, values of |
3
, ??

2
, 'c* over a spherical

region of small radius r having its centre at

(x, y, z} are eaflh equal to |r
2
, whilst the

averages of the remaining functions in (46)

are zero, since they are as much negative as

positive. The average excess is accordingly

V20.|r
2
. . . . (47)

Reversing the sign, the expression -V 2# is

called the
^
concentration

"
of 6 at the point

The condition of stationary temperature is

V20=0. . . . (48)

This is identical in form with the equation
satisfied by the gravitational or the electric

potential in free space. Consequently many
of the theorems of Attractions and Electro

statics have their analogues in the present

subject. For instance, when the surface of a
solid of any form is maintained at a uniform

temperature the temperature (when stationary)
must be uniform throughout the interior.

So far, isotropic substances have been in

view. In a crystalline structure the flux of

heat across any surface is not determined

solely by the temperature gradient in the
direction of the normal The natural exten
sion of the previous assumption is that the
fluxes per unit area and per unit time across

surfaces perpendicular to x, y, z respectively
are

ce
. , ;

-. . (49)

Ct
A-'i i- ^ + Kt> x ^ + Kn x 5.

-1 cx" " cy or (53)

The new axes may be called the principal axes
of conductivity.

If we further imagine the body transformed

by an homogeneous strain, writing

(55)

where AT may be chosen arbitrarily, we get

cd __ /52# 8 2# 3 20\

ct
==K

VSF2 +
cy^

+
cz

7

*)
*

which has the same form as for an isotropic
medium. Hence results obtained on the

hypothesis of isotropy can be transformed so

as to be applicable to the more general case.

For instance, the isothermal surfaces due to

a source of heat at the origin are, in the case of

isotropy, the spheres
"2 +z'2= const. . . (56)

In the crystalline case they are the ellipsoids

~ + , + = const. . (57)

The corresponding investigation for conduction
in two dimensions gives the theory of de
Senarmont's classical experiments on con
duction in crystalline plates. H. L.

HEAT, COJST7ECTION OF

(1) CONVECTION CURRENTS. The article on

"Heat, Conduction of," has been concerned

mainly with the transference of heat through
bodies the parts of which, except for possible
molecular and electronic diffusion, are at
rest relative to each other and to their bound

ing surfaces. Where such relative motion
occurs and is associated with temperature
gradients, heat is conveyed by the moving
matter and is then said to be transferred by"
Convection." The phenomenon is practi

cally limited to fluids, and it occurs so readily
in them that, as was shown in the article

on "Heat, Conduction of," the main diffi-
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eulty in measuring the conductivity of a gas
or liquid is the suppression of these internal
currents.

It is usual to distinguish two types of con
vection currents, namely

lt

natural
"

and
"
forced." The former are essentially gravitv

currents which are caused by differences in

density in the body of a fluid d'ue to differences
in temperature, as, for example, those caused

by the cooling of a hot object when brought
into a still atmosphere. The ktter are due to

extraneous causes, and they may modify or

completely obscure the natural currents. An
example of

"
forced "

convection is the cooling
of a hot object by wind or artificial blast.

The subject of convection has long engaged
the attention of physicists. Thus over 200

years ago Xewton propounded a law l to the
effect that the rate of cooling of a hot body in

a stream of air is proportional to the difference

in temperature between the body and the air.

The subject is, however, still in a comparatively
undeveloped stage ; nor is this to be wondered
at when it is realised that the problem of cal

culating the heat conveyed by a moving fluid

involves a combination of the Fourier equations
of conduction with those of hydrodynamics.
The simplifying assumptions necessary to

obtain solutions have, as a general rule,

restricted seriously the usefulness of the
results.

(2) FORCED CONVECTION, (i) Stream
line Flow : Boussinestfs Theory. Forced con
vection has been considered theoretically by a
number of mathematicians. One of the most

important contributions was that of Bous-

sinesq,
2 who was the first to treat fully the

cooling of a heated body by a stream of fluid

when the flow is not turbulent It was assumed
that the fluid was inviscid and incompressible.

Subject to these and other simplifying assump
tions, Boussinesq obtained a generalised solu

tion according to which the heat loss is directly

proportional to the temperature difference (the

full solution is referred to in subsection (iit)

below). He 3 also solved a number of special

cases, such, for example, as strips and cylinders
with their long axes at right angles to the flow.

For the latter the heat loss is found to be

proportional to the temperature difference and
to the square root of the velocity multiplied

by the diameter or breadth. Independent
proofs of several special cases, including those

just mentioned, are also given by Russell.4

(ii.) Verification. There is a considerable

body of evidence available as bearing on

Boussinesq's conclusions- Dealing first with

1 This law is often taken to apply -to natural con
vection, though Xewton expressly said that it was
given for a body

**
not in still air but in a uniform

current of ah-."
2
Coaiptes Rendns, 1901. cxxxiii. 257.

a Jouni. de Jfott., 1905, i. 2S5.
4 Phil. JLToflr., 1910, xx. 591.

the proportionality of convection loss and

temperature difference, this may be regarded
as a general law, of which Newton's law is a

special application. The latter deals with the
total heat loss from a body, due to radiation as

well as convection. The radiation, loss is well

known to be proportional to T^-T/, Ta

and T being the absolute temperatures of

the body and its surroundings, or to TX -T ,

where the difference in temperature is small,
for in this case T^-T^* is approximately
equal to -tT^^

- T
). Accepting Boussi-

nescfs conclusion, it follows at once that the
total heat loss (by convection and radia

tion) will be proportional to the temperature
difference when the difference is small, and
it will also be proportional for large differ

ences in temperature if the wind velocity
is sufficiently great to make the radiation
loss negEgible in comparison with the con
vection loss. These are limiting conditions

which have been shown to apply to Xewton's
law. Mitchell,

5 for example, experimenting
on the cooling of a copper sphere 5 cm. in

diameter, found that at least within the
limits of temperature differences up to 200
C. and wind velocities up to 1666 cm. per
second, Xewton's law held, and that it was
accurate for a temperature difference which
increases with increasing velocity of the air

current. Compan,
5

using a sphere 2 em.
in diameter, verified the law up to 300 C.,

while King
7 showed that for fine wires the

convection loss was still very nearly propor
tional to the temperature difference, even
when the latter was as large as 1200 C.

As regards Boussinesq's other conclusions,

relating to the effect of velocity and linear

dimensions, a reference may be made to

experiments on cylinders, since these have
covered the range from the finest wires to

large pipes. In general, the procedure in

such experiments has been to measure the

energy input required to keep the body at a
constant temperature. If, then, the emission
coefficient of the surface is known, the heat
loss by radiation can be calculated and the

convection loss determined by difference.

The case of wires has been, very fully in

vestigated, notably by Kennelly,
8

Morris,
9

and King.
10 The last-named, in particular,

conducted a most exhaustive research, both
theoretical and experimental. Boussinesq's

approximate solution for the rate of heat loss

by convection from a cylinder was

where B is the temperature difference, V the

Trans. R.S, Edin,, 1901, xl. (1), 39.
Ann. fa CMmie phys., 1902, xxvi. 482.
Phil. Trans. R.S., 1914, ccxiv. 373.
Trans. Al.E.E., 1909, xxviii. 303.

Electrician, Oct. 4, 1912, p. 1056.
Loc. tit.
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velocity of the stream, d the diameter of

the wire, and A is a constant whose value

is vSScp/j/x. Here c, p and k signify as usual

the specific heat, density and conductivity.

King carried the mathematical analysis
further and showed that for values of Vd
greater than 0-0187 em. 2

/sec.

B and C heing constants of value \ 2ircpk
and k respectively. He conducted experi
ments on wires from 0-003 to 0-015 cm.,

using velocities ranging from 17 to 900 cm.

per second and temperature differences from
200 to 12003

C. The wires, which were of

platinum, were fixed at the end of a whirling
arm and their temperatures were determined

by their resistances as measured on a special

bridge. For full particulars as to the various

corrections, reference should be made to the

original paper. The above formula was

confirmed, B and C being found to be nearly
constant and to be in reasonable agreement
with the theoretical values.

For larger cylinders the work of Hughes
1

may be referred to. He experimented on

cylinders of 0-43 to 15-5 crtu in diameter and
with velocities from 200 to 1500 cm. per
second. The cylinders were fixed across a
wind tunnel and were heated internally by
steam, the amount condensed giving the

energy dissipated at the surface. The wind

velocity was measured by a Pitot tube. The

experiments gave
A=c?V,

value of m being 0-57 and n varying with

diameter from 0*55 for small diameters to

nearly 1-0 for large diameters. Hughes's
results seemed to fall intermediate between
those of King for wires, where the convection

loss depends approximately on \ V, and those

of Reynolds,
2 Xicholson and others for large

bodies where the convection loss is propor
tional to V.

As bearing on this point it may be men
tioned that Compan, using a sphere 2 cm.
in diameter, verified within narrow limits of

temperature and velocity Boussinesq's theory
that the heat loss varied as N/V. Langmuir,

3

too, experimenting on a flat surface with
wind velocities up to 410 cm. per second,

gives the convection loss as proportional to

\T. 3ELtcheU, on the other hand, with his

sphere of 5 cm. diameter, seems to have
found that the convection loss was directly

proportional to V up to a speed of 750 cm.

per second, when the air motion becomes
turbulent.

(iii.) Principle of Similitude. The correla-

1 Phil Mag., 1916, xxxi. 118.
2 Proc. Lit. Phil. Soc. Manchester, 1874, xlv. 0.
8 Tram. Amer. Electrocfam. Soc., 1913, roriil 323.

tion of experimental results obtained under

widely different experimental conditions can
be conveniently considered in the light of

the principle of similitude. In a short but

highly instructive paper Rayleigh
4 has

indicated the possibilities of applying this

principle to the problems of convection. He
took Boussinesqfs case of the heat loss from
a hot object at constant temperature, which is

immersed in an incompressible fluid moving
with velocity V, the fluid being first supposed
to be inviseid. He postulates that the heat
loss in unit time will depend on the following
quantities, the dimensions of which are given
in brackets :

I the linear dimensions of the body (L).
8 the temperature difference (0).
V the stream velocity (LT' 1

).

C the heat capacity per unit volume

the conductivity of the

Assigning arbitrary indices to the above
quantities the heat 'loss per unit time (ML 2!'3

)

may be written

A=Z0V*CW*,
whence we have by mass 1 =y +z,

by length 2 =v+x-y+z,
by time -3= -x~2y-3z,
by temperature ^ w-y-z.

Solving these equations in terms of one of the
unknowns (say x), we get

io= l, y=x, z =lx.
Hence substituting and collecting indices

Since x is undetermined and VCl/k of zero

dimensions, any number of terms of this

form may be combined and all that can be
concluded is that

where F is an arbitrary function of the one
variable VCl/k. The above equation agrees
with Boussinesq's general solution.

The omission of viscosity from the discussion

is, of course, a serious departure from practical

conditions, and Rayleigh proceeds to consider
the effect of introducing a factor vu in his

original equation, v being the kinematical

viscosity of dimensions (L^T"
1
). Proceeding

exactly as above and solving in terms of u
and x he gets

Here x and u are both undetermined and the

4
Mature, 1915. xcv. 66; see also "Dynamical

Similarity, Principles of," (27)-(32).
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variables in the brackets are of zero dimensions.

Hence the conclusion is

VCl CP\
'

k)'

Cvlk appears to be a constant for any particular

gas (see Table V., article,
" Heat, Conduction

of "), and not to vary greatly from one gas to

another, so that for the same gas, or approxi-

mately for all gases, the second term of the

function becomes a constant, while the first
|

can be written VZ/V or Vdjv for a cylinder of !

diameter d with its long axis perpendicular
to the flow. The formula for this latter case

j

then becomes
*

with the subject, states that convection in

this case is due to two causes, namely, natural

internal diffusion and the visible eddy motion

which mixes the fluid up and continually

brings fresh particles into contact with the

surface. He deduces the formula

H, now, the rate of heat loss per unit length
is plotted against Vd, a constant relation

should be obtained for all cylinders.
Davis * has considered the data, applying to

various sizes of cylinder, and tested them in

the above manner. He took the conditions

of Hughes's experiments, namely, a cylinder j

at 100 C. surrounded by air at 15 C, and for I

values of W=500 and 1000 calculated the
j

heat loss for fine wires, using King's formula

and constants. The results are shown in
j

Fig. 1, together with Hughes's values and
j

2-0

t-5

1-0-

0-5

+ 0-4- 2cm.Dia.rn. (Hughes)
o 5-06 ( }

* 5-08 (Carpenter
Q 0-003-0-075 (Formula

King)

(cm. secT
7

) x (cm.) x 10
3

61234
Vd *

FIG. 1.

some results obtained by Carpenter
2 for

5 cm. steam pipes. It will be seen that the

extrapolation of King's formula gives remark

able agreement with the curve for larger

cylinders. The velocities required to give the

value Vd of 500 with a thin wire of 0-003 cm,

would be too great to allow this extrapolation

to be confirmed experimentally.

(iv.) Turbulent Flow. Very little experi

mental work has been done on the heat loss

due to turbulent flow, except in the case of

pipes. Osborne Reynolds,
3

dealing generally
1 PhU. Ma., 1920, xL 692.
* Qnoted in Trans. Amer. Etectroehem. Soc., 1913,

xxiii. 324.
a Proc. Lit. Phil. Soc. Manchester, 1874, xiv. 9.

A and B being constants and V and p the

velocity and density of the fluid. A is small,

so that h is approximately proportional to V.

Stanton 4 has verified Reynolds' theory

experimentally and finds that A varies as Vn

where n is a little less than unity.

The eSect of the change from stream-line

motion to turbulence on convection loss does

not seem to have been investigated. Russell 5

has obtained theoretically an approximate
formula for stream-line motion in a pipe,

according to which the convection loss varies

as \'V. The critical velocity at which eddy
motion occurs has been shown by Coker and
Clement 6 to vary directly as the viscosity
and inversely as the diameter. It is useful to

note that these variables are associated in

the same way (i.e. Yef/y) in Rayleigh's
similitude formula.

(3) CONCLUSIONS ON FORCEB CONVECTION.

(I) The heat loss by forced convection

from a hot surface is proportional to the

temperature difference between the surface

and the ambient fluid. This has been shown

by Boussinesq from hydrodynamical reasoning,

by Rayleigh from the principle of similitude,

and it is confirmed by a considerable mass of

experimental evidence.

(ii) For stream-line flow the heat loss is a

function of the product of velocity and linear

dimensions. This has been shown theoretic

ally by Boussinesq and Rayleigh.
The work of Kino- on fine wires makes the

heat loss proportional to (\Vd-l-eonstant).

The results on larger cylinders, spheres, and

flat surfaces are conflicting, some observers

finding that the heat loss varies as \ V and

others that it varies as V.

(iii.) For turbulent flow in pipes the heat

loss is proportional to the velocity.

(4) NATUHAL CONVECTION. (L) Early Re
sults. The gravity currents set up in a fluid

in the proximity of a hot object have been

investigated both theoretically and experi

mentally. The first work of importance was

that of Dulong and Petit, to whom are due

an elaborate series of experiments on the

cooling of hot bodies. Their researches,

published in 1817,
7 are practically confined to

the heat loss from thermometer bulbs sur

rounded by constant temperature enclosures.

* Phtt. Trans. U.S., 1897, cxe. 67.
* Phil. Mag., 1910, xx. 591.
* Phil. Trans. R.S., 1903, cci. 45.
7 Ann. de. Chim. et Phys., 1817, vii
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By exhausting the enclosure and observing the
rate of cooling of the bulb the heat loss due to

radiation was determined. Experiments were
made with the same bulb and enclosure when
the latter was filled with gas at varying
pressures. As a result the following empirical
formula was deduced for the convection loss :

where m. is a constant depending on the shape
and position of the body,p the gaseous pressure,
and 6 the temperature difference.

The work of Dulong and Petit was sup
plemented by that of Peclet 1 on the value of

m for bodies of simple geometrical shape. He
measured the rate of cooling of hollow metal

cylinders, spheres, and prisms filled with
^ater. He used bodies ranging from 5 to

30 cm, in diameter and 5 to 50 cm. in length.
Great care was taken by means of elaborate

stirring devices to keep a uniform temperature
inside the vessels, and they were placed inside

a large water-jacketed cylinder about 80 cm.
in diameter and 100 cm, high.

According to Peclet the heat loss by convec
tion is not proportional to the area of the
surface but increases more slowly for bodies of

fairly large size. Thus for spheres he makes
the heat loss proportional to (1-778 + 0-13/r)
and for horizontal cylinders (2-058 + 0-038/r),
where r is the radius in metres. Formulae
are also given for vertical cylinders and vertical

walls, the latter being of the form a-^b/ \B.
(ii.) Lorenz's Theory. After Peclet, the

heat loss from a vertical surface freely exposed
to air was investigated mathematically by
Lorenz. 2 He made a number of assumptions
regarding the upward air streams in the

vicinity of the plate. Thus the temperature
of the air on crossing the horizontal plane

through the lower edge of the plate is supposed
to be that of the air at an infinite distance :

it is assumed that the air moves from the
bottom to the top of the plate at a constant

speed and that horizontal currents, which

might be due to expansion, are negligible.
On this basis Lorenz arrives at the formula

where H is the height of the plate, 6 the

temperature difference between the plate and
the air, the latter being at a temperature T,
and c, p, k, tj are respectively the specific
heat, density, conductivity, and viscosity of

air, and g the gravitational constant, h, the
heat loss, is expressed in cals. per sq. cm. per
second. It will be observed that the exponent
of 0, namely 1-25, agrees closely with the
1-533 found by Dulong and Petit. The
formula gives the heat loss as varying with

s Ann. der Phys., 1881, sSii. 582.

height in the ratio 1/H^ (for a further dis

cussion of **
height effect

"
see (4) (v.) below),

(iii.) Verification. As bearing on Lorenz's

formula, the experiments of Langmuir
3 on

a vertical disc of diameter 19-1 cm. may be
referred to. The disc was heated by a
resistor element in contact with the back
surface and was embedded in a cylinder of

larger diameter, consisting of insulating
material, the exposed surface of the disc being
flush with the insulation. The temperature
of the disc was determined by a thermo

couple, and the watts required to maintain
it at a constant temperature were measured.
In order to reduce the radiation to a minimum
the surface was of highly polished silver, the*

emission coefficient of which, calculated from

Hagen and Ruben's formula, varied from
about 1-7 per cent at 50 C. to 3-5 per cent at

600 C. of that of a black body. By this

means the radiation correction, even at 600 C.,

was kept as low as 20 per cent. The convection
loss was found to fit a formula

7i =0-0000466^,

so that, as regards the dependence of heat
loss on temperature difference, Lorenz's deduc
tion was confirmed. The numerical constant

given by his formula, taking H the average
height of the disc to be 15 cni., was 0-0000485.

Seeing that Lorenz's assumptions only applied
for small temperature differences and that he
took no account of the temperature variations
of conductivity, viscosity, and density, it is

surprising that his formula holds so well up
to 600 C.

Langmuir also investigated the effect of

orientation of a flat surface, using the silvered

disc above referred to, and found that the heat
loss from a flat surface with face upwards was
slightly greater than from the vertical surface,
while the latter was considerably greater than
that for a horizontal surface with face down
wards. The results are shown graphically
in Fig. 2. Apparently in all three cases the

heat loss varied as 6$.

Some experiments have also been made at
the National Physical Laboratory

4 on large
vertical plates. Experimenting, first, with a
plate freely exposed to the atmosphere, the

convection loss was found to be 0-0000475(9^
calories per sq. cm. per second, which agrees
approximately with Langmuir' s value. The
plate used was of polished aluminium, 126
cm. square, and the temperature difference
varied up to 100 C.

The convection transfer across enclosed

spaces between vertical plates was also in

vestigated. It was found that, for air spaces

3 Trans. Amer. Electrochem. Sor. t 1913, xxiii. 299.
4
Beport on "Heat Transmission by Convection

and Radiation," published by the Food Investigation
Board (1921).

*
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of 1-2 cm. and over, the transfer was inde

pendent of the thickness and varied as

0-00002940?. Here B is the temperature
difference between the hot and cold plates,
and since the temperature of the enclosed air

is intermediate between that of the plates it

100 200 SOO 4OO 5OO e
C.

Temperature of Surface in'C.

FIG. 2.

would be expected that the coefficient would
be lower than that for the plate in the open
atmosphere in fact, of the order of one-half.

The subdivision of the enclosed space by a
horizontal partition into two equal spaces was
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found not to effect appreciably the heat loss

per unit area.

The results of the experiments are illustrated

in Fig. 3.

(iv.) Langmuir''
[

s Experiments and Theory.
So far all the experimental work quoted

has tended to confirm the 9% iaw closely up to

temperatures of 600 or 700 C. Langmuir,
1

however, extending the work of Ayrton and

1 Phys. Rer., 1912, xxxiv. 401.

Kilgour on fine platinum wires nearly to the

melting-point of platinum, found a consider

able increase in the exponent of B. He used
wires ranging in diameter from 0-004 to

0-050 cm. The wires gave rather abnormal
coefficients for Calendar's formula, con

necting temperature and resistance, namely
0-0035 for a and 1-72 for 5, as against 0-f3G39

and 1*50 fur the purest platinum. The

temperatures of the wires were calculated from
the resistance, using the parabolic formula
to 11CKP C. and from 1100 to the melting-

point a linear formula. It ^as estimated that

the temperatures were obtained within 20 at

1000= C." and some 50 D
at 17505

C. The length
of wire used was about 50 cm., and a measure
ment of the current and of the volt drop, on
the length of the wire unaffected by end cooling
effects, served to give both the energy supplied
to, and the resistance of, the length in question.

For the radiation correction the figures of

Lummer and Kurlbaum as to the emissivit}'
of platinum at various temperatures were
used. For the smallest wire of -004 cia.

diameter the loss by radiation at 1630' C.

was only 8 per cent of tlic total loss, while

for the largest wire, -05 cm., it amounted to

38 per cent. Langmuir found that for air the

exponent of 6 in the Dulong and Petit formula
increased from 1-24 to 1-53 at 1430 C., and
similar increases were found for nitrogen,
Carbon dioxide, and hydrogen. As a result of

the experimental work on wires and flat discs

Langmuir has put forward his
*'

film theory,"
which seeks to explain in a simple but compre
hensive way the phenomena of convection.

He points out that, according to the kinetic

theory, the viscosity of a gas increases with

the square root of the absolute temperature,
and that the thermal conductivity also

increases rapidly with temperature, while the

driving force of the convection currents, which
is proportional to the difference in density
between the hot and cold gas, only increases

slowly with temperature. He expresses the

opinion that there is a stationary film of gas
of definite thickness in contact with any hot

object at high temperature, and that free

convection consists essentially of conduction

through this film and can be calculated from

the ordinary laws of conduction. Taking
first the case of a flat surface, the rate of heat

loss per sq. cm. through the film of thickness

B would be given by

k is not a constant for the big ranges of

temperature in question, and in order to

evaluate the integral it is necessary to express
Jc as a function of T. This is done by using
Sutherland's formula for change of viscosity

with temperature as combined with the
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relation between viscosity, specific heat, and

conductivity (see (10) (iii.) of article,
"
Heat,

Conduction of "}. By this means the values of

T.

XrofT were calculated for a series of tern-

peratures. The value of B can then be ob

tained from the experiments on the plane
surface. Knowing the rate at which the

surface is losing heat by conductivity through
the film, it was found that B was independent
of temperature and has a value about 0-45 cm.

In the case of wires the thickness of the film

depends on the diameter of the wire. Making
the assumption that not only the temperature
but the temperature gradient at the outside

of the film is the same in all cases, it can be

shown that the diameter b of the film round
a wire of diameter a is related to B, the

thickness of the film for a flat surface, by

Langmuir's observations seem to indicate that

b for any particular wire is independent of

temperature, and the mean of all his observa

tions on wires gave B=O43 cm. The agree
ment between the value of B as deduced from

experiments on a flat plate and on wires of

various diameters is remarkable, and as yet
no satisfactory explanation is forthcoming.
It should be pointed out, however, that the

whole theory built up by Langmuir is based
on certain deductions as to the change of

conductivity of the gas up to high temperatures
on which no direct experimental evidence is

yet available. Further, the use of a hot-wire

anemometer indicates the existence of very
appreciable air streams within a distance of

45 cm. from a plane surface, so that the theory
cannot, at any rate, be accepted as a literal

interpretation of the phenomena of convection.

(v.) Principle of Similitude. As in the case

of forced convection the principle of Similitude

finds a suggestive application to natural

convection. Richardson 1 and JDavis 2 have

recently shown how to apply the Hayleigh
method to this ease. Taking a set of variables

similar to that adopted by Boussinesq in his

hydrodynamical treatment of natural convec
tion we get

Here Ti, k, 6, 7, and C have the same significance
as in (2) (iii.) above; A depends on the
acceleration of the convection current, and
is clearly proportional to g(8p/p) where Sp is

the change in density due to unit change of

temperature, p being the density of the gas.
The dimensions of A are LT- 2^- 1

.

The expression given above is equivalent to

1 Proc. PTiijs. Soc., Slay 1920.
* Phil. Mag., 1920, xl. 692.

I

that deduced by Boussinesq. It takes no
account, however, of the viscosity of the gas,
but this can be done in precisely the same

i way as that given for forced convection. The

j

result is, as before, the introduction under
i the functional symbol of another variable

j CV/i% which, for the same gas and for moderate
; temperature ranges, is a constant, and does
i not therefore alter the equation given above.

! It is probable that the form of the function
is far from simple, but, from the experimental

! evidence available, certain conclusions can be
drawn. For example, taking the variation of

I

heat loss with temperature, a wide range of

j

experiments has shown, that it varies as 6n,

where the value of n is about 1-25. Thus Du-

long and Petit, Peclet, Compan give the value
as 1-23 ; Langmuir and the National Physical

I Laboratory find 1-25 ; while Lorenz on theo
retical grounds arrives at a value 1-25.

If the temperature and size of the object
alone are variable, as would be the case in

air under atmospheric conditions, then, since

C, A, and k remain constant, the equation
becomes

and since the index of 6 is f, we have

and

hoc0i.fi.

i
Hence in general

It is interesting to consider the bearing
of this expression on the case of vertical

surfaces of different heights. The heat loss

per unit area is given by
h Ji-w .

^cc
_|-..

This agrees with Lorenz's solution (see (4) (ii.)

above). Actually the variation seems to be
even less, as was shown by some recent ex

periments by Griffiths 3 at the National

Physical Laboratory. He took a wall 8 ft. high,
and divided it horizontally into twenty-five
separate elements, which were maintained at
the same temperature by independently heated
coils. The heat dissipation from each element
was determined and gave the result shown in

F&4.
It will be observed that the heat loss per

unit area decreases rapidly to a minimum
value (at about 50 or 60 cm. from the bottom),
then increases slightly and reaches a steady
value. That the lower elements swept by
colder air should lose more heat is to be
expected, but that there should be a minimum
is somewhat surprising. The only plausible
explanation appears to be that stream-line

3
Report on " Heat Transmission," Food Investiga

tion Board.
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motion of the air persists up to a certain

height, beyond which turbulence sets in. A
further series of experiments at the National

Physical Laboratory
x on vertical cylinders,

varying from 4-5 to 263 cm. in height,
showed the heat loss per unit area to be

20O 400 600 800

200 400 600 800
Heat Loss from Section (Arbitrary Units)

FIG. 4.

practically independent of the height above
a limit of about 50 cm. It was found, too,

the value of n in the formula ACC# had a mean
of about 1-25, but that it showed a tendency
to increase with height as appears in the

following table :

The value of n for the largest cylinder is

nearly -f.
It is interesting to note that,

from considerations of Similitude, the index

| means that the heat loss per unit area is

independent of the height, and, as stated

above, experiment has shown this to be the

case.

The law of variation of convection loss with

1 Report on " Heat Transmission," Food Investiga
tion Board.

pressure of a gas can also be deduced from

principle of Similitude provided that the

variation of heat, loss with temperature is

known. Thus if the value of n is taken as

|, we get
Acc01-2*O*,

and since C, the heat capacity per unit volume,
is proportional to the density and therefore to

the pressure, we have

This is in fair agreement with Dulong and
Petit's experimental value of 0-45 for the

index, while if their value of n is taken (1-23)
the agreement is even closer, giving an index

of 0-47 instead of 0-5.

The above examples serve to indicate the

use which may be made of the principle of

Similitude in the treatment of the problems
of natural convection.

(5) CONCLUSIONS ON NATCTBAL CONVEC
TION. (i. )

The heat loss from a hot surface is

approximately proportional to 6% where & is

the temperature difference between the sur

face and the ambient fluid.

This law represents with fair accuracy the

results obtained experimentally for different

shapes of surface and for values of B up to

600 C. 9 and it is in accordance with the

mathematical solution given by Lorcnz for a

vertical surface. For very large surfaces the

index shows a tendency to increase.

(ii) The heat loss has been shown experi

mentally to vary asp*
45 where p is the pressure

of the gas.

Neither this law nor the preceding one can

be deduced generally by hydrodynamical
reasoning or from the principle of Similitude,

but they are mutually consistent with the

solutions obtained on these lines.

(iiL) Peclet has obtained empirical formulae

for the effect of shape and size on the heat

loss. For any body of linear dimensions over

about 40 cm. the scale effect is unimportant,
i.e. the rate of heat loss per unit area is

approximately the same, being about 0-000045

8* cals. per sq. cm. per sec. p. & $.

HEAT, MECHANICAL EQUIVALENT OF

(1) HISTORICAL. The principle of the

Conservation of Energy states that in all its

forms energy remains a constant quantity,
however many transformations it undergoes.
In other words, if energy is made to pass from

any condition such as that of matter in motion

into any other condition such as molecular or

electrical energy, the numerical value of the

resulting effect depends simply on the quantity
of energy so transformed, not on the method

of transformation, the materials, time, or any
external conditions.
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The demonstration of the truth of this

principle by experimental evidence has engaged
the attention of many investigators during the

past eighty years, but the foundations of our

belief may be said to have been laid by Newton
when he enunciated his third law,

kb
Action and

reaction are equal and opposite."
Professor Tait 1 has pointed out that it is a

matter for regret that Newton's own explana
tion of the terms action and reaction have been

S3 little considered and discussed by succeeding

generations. There are two entirely distinct

senses in which these words may be used.

Action in the one sense is a force only, and to

this interpretation attention is and has been

almost -universally directed.

Newton's second interpretation of his third

law is of great importance. It is as follows :

<k
If the activity of an agent be measured

by the product of the force into its velocity
and if similarly the counter activity of the

resistance be measured by the velocities of

its several parts, whether these arise from

friction, adhesion, weight, or acceleration,

etc., then activity and counter activity in all

combinations of machines will be equal and

opposite."
It should be noted that by the velocity

Newtoa meant the component velocity in

the direction of the force. This interpretation
tells us that the kinetic energy of a system
is increased by an amount equal to the work
done in producing motion where the only
resistance is that due to acceleration. Where
the work is done against friction, however,
the visible energy of the system suffers decrease.

The principle of the conservation of energy,

therefore, could not be regarded as established

unless it could be shown that the visible

energy thus apparently destroyed is propor
tional to the heat developed against friction.

The idea that heat is a form of motion and
therefore of energy is no modern contrivance.

Before the time of Newton, Lord Bacon 2

stated that
"
the only conclusion that he

could draw from the whole of his facts is a

very general one, viz. that heat is motion."
He based this conclusion on a consideration

of several means by which heat is produced
or made to appear in bodies : as the percussion
of iron, the friction of solid bodies, the collision

of flint and steel, etc. "In all these examples
heat is produced, or made to appear suddenly.
in bodies which have not received it in the
usual way of communication from others,
and the only cause of its production is a
mechanical force or impulse or mechanical
violence."

Until the beginning of the nineteenth

century, however, this pregnant suggestion
nf Bacon's appears to have attracted little

1 Recent Advances in Physical Science, pp. 32-34.
2 Black's Lectures on Chemistry, I. 31-32.

{
or no attention. Natural philosophers were

j

retarded in their progress by their belief in

the theory of caloric. The existence of an im-

! ponderable, indestructible fluid termed caloric

\

was practically assumed in all discussions on
natural phenomena.

j

Count Rumford was the first to question

publicly the popular caloric theory, when in

1798 he gave an account of his experiments.
He placed a hollow gun-metal cylinder beneath
a blunt steel borer and observed that after

the cylinder had made about a thousand
revolutions its temperature had risen from
60 D to 130 F., while the scaly matter abraded

by the friction weighed only 837 grains troy.
"
Is it possible," he writes,

"
that such a

quantity of heat as would have caused 5 Ibs.

of ice-cold water to boil could have been
furnished by so inconsiderable a quantity
of metallic dust merely in consequence of a

change in its capacity for heat ?
" 3

The Calorists, however, were not convinced.

Even when Rumford proved that the capacity
for heat of the solid was the same as that of

the dust, they said that, although the heat

required to change the temperature of equal
masses was the same, yet the solid metal
contained a greater quantity of heat than the
dust.

Rumford answered that if the heat were
rubbed out of the material, a time must come
when all its heat would be exhausted, whereas
there was no evidence that such was the case.

He also proceeded with further experiments in

which the metal was immersed in water, and if

we work out the results of those experiments
we find that 940 foot-pounds of work would
raise one pound of water through 1 F. His
final argument was as follows :

"
In reasoning on this subject we must not forget to

consider that most remarkable circumstance, that
the source of heat generated by friction in these

experiments appeared evidently to be inexhaustible.
"
It is hardly necessary to add, that anything which

any in&ulafed body, or system of bodies, can continue
to fnrnish without limitation cannot possibly be a
material substance. It appears to me to be extremely
difficult, if not quite impossible, to form any distinct

idea of anything capable of being excited and com
municated in the manner in which the heat was
excited and communicated in these experiments,
except it be motion." He adds,

"
I am very far from

pretending to know how or by what means or

mechanical contrivance that particular kind of

motion in bodies which has been supposed to con
stitute heat is excited, continued, and propagated."

Rumford's work was of the highest value.
As Professor Tait remarks, it was throughout
free from that a priori style of reasoning
which had hitherto been so fatal to the

progress of natural science. Had Rumford
shown that the heat developed by the solution

3 Rumford's Complete Works, i. 478.
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of a powder in acid was equal to that de-
j

veloped by the solution of the same mass of the
j

solid, he could have claimed the sole credit of

having established the doctrine of the non-

materiality of heat.1
|

Almost immediately after the publication
j

of Rumford's paper, Sir Humphry Davy
proved experimentally that two pieces of ice

may be melted by rubbing them together, i

and thus he gave conclusive proof (although i

there is evidence that he himself at the time

did not perceive it) that heat is not a form of
j

matter, and therefore his experiments are >

historically of the first importance. In a
second series of experiments he so contrived

;

that the friction between the lumps of ice

took place in the exhausted receiver of an
\

air-pump. He says :
j

From this experiment it is evident that ice by
'

friction is converted into water, and according to the
|

supposition its capacity is diminished ; but it is a i

well-known fact that the capacity of water for heat is

much greater than that of ice ; and ice must have

an absolute quantity of heat added to it before it

can be converted into water. Friction, consequently,
does not diminish the capacities of bodies for heat.

It was not, however, till 1812 that he

enunciated this proposition :

" The immediate

cause of the phenomenon of heat then is

motion, and the laws of its communica
tion are precisely the same as the laws of

the communication of motion " 2
; and, on

reflection, it seems extraordinary that the

publication of the works of Rumford and

Davy produced so little effect, and that their

conclusions should have been regarded merely
as ingenious hypotheses until the time of

Joule.

It would be impossible in any historical

summary, however brief, to omit the name of

Dr. Julius Mayer (1842), as he was the first

to employ the phrase, the mechanical equivalent

of heat, and thus enunciate in a distinct form

the law of the Conservation of Energy.
3

It is doubtful, however, if Mayer has deserved all

the credit which was in consequence at one time

assigned to Mrru The data on which his conclusions

were based were not sufficient, while certain of his

assumptions were undoubtedly erroneous. Mayer
denied on more than one occasion that heat depends
on motion, and yet he has been called by some
"
the discoverer of the modern theory of heat."

Nevertheless, he. as it happens, rendered a service

to the cause of science by distinctly, although

perhaps over boldly, enunciating a theorem of the

highest importance. In this case no evil conse

quences resulted from the premature publication,
for the work of Joule and of Colding (already partially

accomplished) afforded satisfactory and complete

experimental evidence of the truth of the proposition
advanced by Mayer.

4

1 Recent Advances in Physical Science, p. 42.
3 Elements of Chemical Philosophy, 1812, pp. 94-95.
a Ann. Ch. Pharm. xlii. 233.
* See Phil. Maff., 1864, ii. 151.

(2) JOULE'S WORK. The position at the

time of the advent of Joule may be sum
marised as follows :

Although not generally apprehended, the

principle of the Conservation of Energy had,
in its main features, been enunciated by
Xewton. Rumford and Davy had demon
strated that heat is not matter ; but their

conclusion was not generaUy accepted. The
school of Calorists still existed, and although
the general principle of Conservation of

Energy had been enunciated by Mayer, his

data were so scanty, and often erroneous,

that his conclusions carried but little convic

tion to men of science. What the situation

demanded was rigorous experimental proof

|

that apparent disappearance of energy, when

j

work was done against friction, was invariably
i accompanied by the generation of a propor-
1 tional amount of heat, and that this quantity
I
of heat was independent of the manner in

' which the work was done, or the nature of

the materials employed. Hence the singular

; importance of Joule's experiments,
i

The actual numerical values obtained by
him are, we now know, somewhat inaccurate,

I
but, at the same time, marvellously near the

!

truth when we consider the conditions under
which he worked, and more especially the un

satisfactory state of thermometry in his time.

It is not so much the accuracy as the variety

1
of the evidence supplied by Joule which claims

our admiration. He did not content himself

with the examination of some single case of

transformation of energy. He investigated
the heat caused by the friction between

solids, and also that developed in overcoming
fluid resistance, not only in the case of one

fluid but of different fluids.

Again, the manner of doing work was varied

from the descent of weights to that performed

by an electric current in overcoming resistance.
*

(3) EXPEEEMENTAL METHODS CRITICISM.

Tables I. and II. give the results of the

chief determinations from 1842 to 1920 of the

Mechanical Equivalent, i.e. the number of units

of watts required to raise 1 gramme of water

l
c
C.

The values are all given in kilogramme-

|

metres and therefore no exact comparison is

1 possible unless the value of g is known at each
!

place where the observations were conducted.

If the English ones are multiplied by
981-24 x 102 and the French by 980-94 x 10 2

,

the result will give the value in ergs with

a sufficiently close approximation for the

purposes of a rough comparison, for it must

be remembered that the temperature scales

differ considerably, as also the mean tempera-

j

ture of the range investigated.
5

5 Since the heat required to raise 1 gramme of

water 1 C. depends somewhat on the temperature of

the water, this must be specified before any exact

comparison can be made (see (7)>.
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TABLE I

DIRECT METHODS *

TABLE II

INTHBECT METHODS

* Preston's Tfaory of Beat, with the exception of experiments completed since 1893.
Those who may wish for further information concerning the work of other observers mentioned in

Tables I. and H should consult the summary given by Professor Ames in the Rapports prtsentts au Congris
htiernational de Physique, Paris, 1900, tome I.
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The mean of the values given in Table I.

= 429-1.

The mean of the values given in Table II.

=423-15.
Mean of all= 427- 16.

[

The extreme values are 368 and 488 kilo-
j

gramme-metres. (

It is evident that no certain conclusion can
,

be drawn from values differing to so great j

an extent. The only safe procedure is that
j

of selection. In making such a selection we \

should be guided by the answer to the following

questions :

(a) Are the temperature determinations

sufficiently accurate ? The answer will lead

to wholesale rejection, especially in the earlier ,

experiments.
The difficulty and importance of temperature

measurements were not sufficiently appreciated
until within very recent times, and, unfortun

ately, an error in thennometry is, as a rule,
j

a fatal one ; for each thermometer has its
j

own peculiarities and special causes of error ;

thus, no later increase in knowledge enables

us to correct results unless the actual therrno-
|

meters have been preserved and the condi

tions under which they were usedfullyrecorded.

Fortunately in two of the most important
cases (viz. Joule's and Rowland's) the thermo

meters actually used have been preserved.
In the former, however, our information is

not complete, for we are not sufficiently

acquainted with the exact conditions under

which their readings were observed by Joule.

In the latter, a restandardisation has been

accomplished under Rowland's own direction,

and thus the corrections can here be applied

with far greater certainty. In both cases, as
j

will be shown later, the results as originally

published have, in consequence, undergone
|

modifications which from our modern stand-
j

point are considerable.

(6) Has the author given us sufficient data

to enable us to judge the probable accuracy
of all the various measurements involved by
his method of experiment ?

In this respect, also, the earlier determina

tions are at a disadvantage as compared with

the later ones, for the importance of full

information concerning the details of physical

measurement has only been generally recog

nised in recent times.

(c) Are we certain that the energy of the

bodies under observation has undergone no

modification during the experiment in con

sequence of molecular changes ?

If we could accurately determine both the

kinetic energy expended in hammering a nail

and also the heat developed, it is not certain

that the resulting value of the constant would

be correct ; for the condition as regards

density, strain, etc., of the nail (and possibly
of the hammer-head) might have undergone

alteration and, in consequence of new molecular

conditions, have gained, or lost, in energy.

Now, we know that no permanent shearing
strain can exist in a fluid, and if the external

pressure is unaltered, the density will have

undergone no change except that due to

change of temperature. Hence, conclusions

drawn from observation of work expended in

heating a liquid are, caeteris paribus, of leading

importance.
It is not necessary to enter into further

details of the considerations which have led

to the selection of the experiments which are

about to be discussed. Suffice it to say that

a careful study of the writings of most of those

authors who are mentioned in these tables

has led to the selection from Table I. of the

work of Joule, Rowland, and Reynolds and

Moorby, and from Table II. the determinations

of Griffiths, Schuster and Gannon, and
Callendar and Barnes.

The results obtained by Rowland, after the

revision of his thermometry, should be con

sidered as of leading importance in the

estimation of the numerical value of the

constant ; while the indirect methods of

Griffiths, and above all of Callendar and

Barnes, enable us to trace the changes in the

capacity for heat of water, and thus render

it possible to make a comparison of the values

obtained by the different observers.

If their results are expressed in gravitational
units a comparison thereof is rendered difficult

in the absence of knowledge as to the local

value of g. Throughout the remainder of

this article (with the exception of the final

conclusions) the values will be given in the

C.G.S. system, and the mechanical work done

expressed in ergs or its multiple the Joule

(1 Joule=107
ergs).

A further advantage of this method of

measurement is that we can express in the

same units the work done by an electrical

current or by mechanical means. If our

electrical units are correct, then when the

ends of a conductor whose resistance is 1 ohm
are maintained at a potential difference of 1

volt, the work done per second by the current

must be 107
ergs. Hence, if J be the constant

giving the relation between the work done

(in Joules) and the heat developed (i.e. the

mechanical equivalent), then J= 107
/H, when

H is the number of thermal grammes C.

developed per second.

By whatever method the work is done, the

Mechanical Equivalent expressed in this scale

is the number of Joules required to raise 1

gramme of water through 1 C. Hence this

number will also represent the capacity for

heat of water at a given temperature, and the

phrases "the Mechanical
Equivalent^'

and
"
the capacity for heat of water

" are

transferable.

2l
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Whatever method of determination is

adopted, the experimenter has two distinct

sets of measurements to perform :

(1) The accurate determination in ergs of

the change in the mechanical system ;

(2) The measurement of the quantity of

heat generated by the complete conversion

of that number of ergs into the form of

heat

It is in the second of these measurements
that the chief difficulties have presented them
selves.

The measurement of the quantity of heat

by the rise in temperature of a known mass
of water is the method which has been almost

universally adopted from the time that

calorimetry became a branch of science. The
choice is an unfortunate one, for not only
is the accurate measurement of temperature

amongst the most difficult of all measurements,
but also the material selected, viz. water, is

apparently capricious in its behaviour.

Another method is by observation of the

quantity of heat required to change the

physical condition of a body, as, for example,
a given mass of ice. The latter is one which

possesses the great advantage that it is

independent of temperature measurements.

Unfortunately, however, the density of ice

cannot be regarded as invariable, and the

magnitude of the unit thus obtained is in

some respects inconvenient. 1

Whatever method is adopted, it should be

borne in mind that the true primary unit is

the heat equivalent of one erg.

In order that the weight of the evidence

in favour of the final conclusion may be

rightly estimated, it is advisable to study in

some detail the works of the selected observers

above referred to.

(4) DIEECT EXPERIMENTS. (L) Joule *

The mechanical method finally adopted by
Joule in 1873 consisted in stirring water by
means of a paddle which was rapidly turned

by hand -wheels, shown at d and e (Fig. 1) ;

the vessel was suspended by a vertical

shaft 6, which also carried a large fly-wheel

/. The mass of the water and the water-

equivalent of the calorimeter were care

fully determined, the rise in temperature was
noted on a mercury-in -glass thermometer,
and the work consumed in heating the water
was measured by a dynamometer, which
consisted of an arrangement for balancing
tie moment acting on the suspended calori

meter (owing to the revolution of the paddle)
by a moment produced by the tension of the
cords fastened tangentially to the calorimeter.

The cords passed over pulleys and supported
weights k. If this moment is constant and
is called M, and if the number of revolutions

1 See Appendix H.
|

*
Scientific Payers, i. 632-657. i

per second of the paddle is N, the work done

per second is 27rMN.

In order to reduce the metallic friction as

far as possible, the base of the calorimeter

rested on a hydraulic supporter, which con
sisted of two concentric vessels v and w,
the space between them being filled with water.

The three uprights attached to w pressed

against the base of the calorimeter and
reduced the pressure on the bearing at o

nearly to zero.

Joule's calorimeter had a water equivalent
of 313-7 grammes of water at 15-5 C. ; the

mass of water used in an experiment was
about 5124 grammes, each experiment lasted

J*

FlG.l.

41 minutes, and the observed rise in tempera
ture was about 2-8 C. The mean of his

results gave 772-65 foot-pounds at Manchester,
as the quantity of work required to raise the

temperature of one pound of water 1 degree
F. on his mercury-in-glass scale at 61-69 F.

Changing to the centigrade scale and to the
C.G.S. system, Joule's result may be stated
as follows : the quantity of work required
to raise the temperature of 1 gramme of

water 1 degree centigrade on his mercury-in-
glass thermometer at 16-5 is 4-167 x 107

ergs.
In 1895 Professor Schuster 3

compared
Joule's thermometer with a Tonnelot thermo
meter which had been standardised in terms
of the nitrogen thermometer of the Bureau
International at Sevres ; and in this way
was able to recalculate Joule's value for the
mechanical equivalent. Rowland also, when
reviewing this experiment of Joule's, called

attention to certain errors in the determination
8 Phil. Mag., 1895, ran>. 477-506.
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of the water-equivalent of the calorimeter,
whose value had, in consequence, been under
estimated by nearly 1 part in 1000. The
corrected result is given by Schuster as follows :

the capacity for heat of 1 gramme of water at
16-5 C. Paris nitrogen scale is 4-173 x 107 ergs.
This value differs by 1 part in 400 from determina

tions made by Kowland and others. In fact the

thirty-five observations from which Joule calculated
his final value give results which differ by more than
1 per cent from each other, and his thermometer did
not permit the most accurate reading of temperature.
The cause of these discrepancies is to be found in

three conditions of the experiment : irregularity of
the stirring, which was done by hand, incomplete y- Q \

correction for loss of heat by radiation, and insufS- \L-L-f

cient knowledge of the variations in the readings of

mercury-in-glass thermometers caused by variations
in the conditions under which they are used and
standardised.

(il) Rowland.* In. the years 1878 and 1879
Professor Rowland of the Johns Hopkins
University, Baltimore, performed a series of

experiments for the determination of the

capacity for heat of water at different tempera
tures. His method was in principle the same as

that of Joule, although devised independently.
By means of a petroleum engine, a specially

designed paddle-wheel was turned at a rapid
rate (200 to 250 revolutions per minute)
in a calorimeter which was suspended by a
wire and which was prevented from turning,
when the paddle was revolving,

by means of a moment applied

by weights. The water-equi
valent of the calorimeter was
347 grammes, and the rise in

temperature was about 0-6 per
minute, and was observed on
differentmercury-in-glass ther
mometers. These thermo
meters had all been compared
with a constant volume air-

thermometer, and the readings
were all finally reduced to the
"
absolute scale

*'

; the results

of Thomson and Joule's ex

periments on the expansion of

air through a porous plug

being used to make the neces

sary corrections to the air-

thermometer temperatures.
While the temperature was

rising through any range, e.g.

from 8 to 30 C., readings
were made on all the instru

ments for each degree or half

degree, and in this way any
one experiment gave a great number of de

terminations of the capacity for heat. The
work was calculated for 10 intervals, and
one-tenth of that required to raise the tem

perature of one gramme of water from
1 Proc. American Academy, No. 1880-81.

(f-5) to p+5) was called the specific heat
at t C. All corrections for losses due to

Fia. 3.

PIGS. 2 and Z.^tb is a vertical shaft supporting calorimeter and
suspended by a torsion wire.

Axis of paddle passed through base of calorimeter and was connected
with shaft /, which was kept hi uniform rotation by the driving engine.

o and p, weights attached to silk tapes passing round wheel H, the

couple acting on calorimeter being thus measured (corrections being applied
for the torsion of the suspending wire). The moment of inertia could

be varied by means of the weights q and r. A water-jacket vt sur

rounded the calorimeter and was used for the estimation of the radiation.

radiation, variations in speed of paddle, etc.,

were carefully considered and made.

Rowland's method of using his mercury thermo

meters was different from that which has been

universally adopted within the past few years owing
to the efforts of Professor Pemet of Zurich, and of
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MM. Chappuis and Gnillaume of the Bureau Inter

national, and the scale of his air-thermometer in

terms of other thermometers used by later observers

was not known. In 1897, therefore, a series of com

parisons was undertaken at the Johns Hopkins

University between Rowland's thermometers, three

Tonnelot mercury thermometers standardised at the

Bureau International, and a Callendar-Grimths

platinum thermometer. The result has been a

recalculation of Rowland's figures. In the follow

ing table the values for the specific heat are given

as Rowland first published them, and as recalculated

by Day,
1 and by Waidner and Mallory.

2

Professor Pernet has also endeavoured to recalcu

late Rowland's values from a careful study of Baudin

thermometers of the same glass and construction as

those of Rowland. His figures are almost exactly

1 part in 400 less than those determined by Bay
and by Waidner and Mallory, and in such a case as

this one must have the greater confidence in the

direct comparisons.

TABLE IH

thennometric readings is one which is liable to serious

error, and it is possible that in the recalculations

made by Day, and by Waidner and ]\Iallory, the

thermometers were not used in identically the same

manner as they were originally. There is no obvious

reason, however, for believing, as Pernet does, that

there is a systematic error in Rowknd's research.

(iii.) Reynolds and Moorby? The experi
ments of Reynolds and Moorby are also

| examples of physical work of the highest
order. In 1897 they published an account
of their determinations of the mean specific

|

heat of water between and 100 C. The
; apparatus used was of such a nature that

{

it is not possible to convey, in a brief descrip

tion, any clear idea of the machinery and its

j

connections ; therefore attention will only
! he called to the manner in which the work

j

was controlled and estimated. The general

j

idea is that of a hydraulic brake attached

Rowland took pains to vary all the con

ditions of his experiments as much as possible,

running his engines at different speeds, using
different thermometers, carrying his observa

tions over different ranges and making in all

thirty series of observations. Therefore great

weight must be given to his determinations.

The only criticisms that can be made are

that the range of 10 degrees is too large if

the capacity for heat at the mean temperature
is desired, and that the radiation correction

is uncertain at and above 30. As Rowland
himself says :

" The error due to radiation is

nearly neutralised, at least between and
30s

, by using the jacket at different tempera
tures. There may be an error of a smalt

amount at that point (30) in the direction

of making the mechanical equivalent too

great, and the specific heat may keep on

decreasing to even 40."

Professor Ames's criticism on this work
is as follows :

Rowland estimates his possible error at less than
2 pans in 1000 ; and, now that his thennometric

readings have been recalculated, the possible error is

probably reduced to less than 1 part in 1000, unless

there was a constant or systematic error, which is

most improbable. Rowland's method of making
1 Phil Mag., 1898, xlvL 1-29.

a
Physical Review, 1899, vffi. 193-236.

FIG. 4. This figure shows the Hydraulic Brake lagged
with cotton-wool covered by flannel, the brake
projecting from it towards the left.

to the shaft of a triple expansion 100 horse

power engine making 300 revolutions per
minute.

The water enters the brake at, or near, C.

and runs through it at such a rate that it

issues at, or near* 100 C., the work expended
on the water being estimated by means of a

dynamometer consisting of a lever and weights
fastened to the brake. The whole of the
work done being absorbed by the agitation
of the water in the brake, the moment of

resistance of the brake at any speed is a
definite function of the quantity of water in

it. Except for this moment the unloaded
brake is balanced on the shaft, the load being
suspended on the brake lever at a distance

of 4 feet from the axis of the shaft. If the

moment of resistance of the brake exceeds
the moment of this load the lever rises, and
vice versa. By making this lever actuate
the valve which regulates the discharge
from the brake, the quantity of water is

8 Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. A, 1897.
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continually regulated to that which is just
required to support the load with the lever

horizontal, and thus a constant moment of

resistance is maintained whatever the speed
of the engines.
In order to eliminate as many errors as

possible, three ''heavy trials" were made in

succession, followed hy three
"
light trials,"

each trial lasting 60 minutes, and the difference
in the two cases,

L "

heavy
" and "

light," of
the

" mean work per trial
" and the difference

of the
" mean heat per trial

"
were taken as

equivalent.
In a heavy trial," the dynamometer was

adjusted to a moment of 1200 foot-pounds,
and the quantity of water run through in the
60 minutes was about 960 pounds ; in a
*""

light trial
"

the moment was generallv
600 foot-pounds, and the quantity of water
run through in the 60 minutes was about
475 pounds, although six trials were made
with the moment at 400 foot-pounds. As it

was only necessary to determine tempera
tures in the neighbourhood of 0~ and 1003

C,
the results are almost independent of the
nature of the temperature scale, as all tempera
ture scales must be in agreement at the two

standardising points, while the temperature
range was so great that an error in actual

elevation at either end of it would have but
a small effect. Again, the large scale on which
the experiments were conducted would tend
to dvmimsh the effect of inaccuracies in the

measurements of the thermal loss by radia

tion, etc. The most minute attention was

paid to all possible causes of inaccuracy, and
there is no apparent constant source of error

in the final results.

When their value is expressed in ergs, it

becomes 4-1833 x 107
; that is, the mean

capacity for heat of unit mass of water between
and 100 C. is 4-1833 x 107

.

Unfortunately the -work of Reynolds and Moorby
does not afford us much assistance in our efforts to

determine the actual value of the heat equivalent.

Assuming the validity of their conclusions, we know
how many ergs (or primary units) are required to

raise the temperature of 1 gramme of water from
to 100 ; but we are unable to compare their results

with the values obtained by Joule and Rowland,
unless we know the relation of the mean thermal unit

over the range to 100 to the thermal unit at the

temperatures covered by the experiments of those

observers. It is quite certain that the number of

primary units required to raise 1 gramme of water

through 1 at different temperatures is not the same ;

hence it is impossible in the present state of our know

ledge to ascertain if Reynolds and Moorby's results

are coincident with those obtained by other in

vestigators.
On the other liand, if we assume the validity of the

result obtained by Reynolds and Moorby, and

compare it with the numbers given by Rowland, we
can find the value of the mean thermal unit in terms
of a thermal unit at some definite temperature;

a piece of information of great value when we
remember that no use can be made of the Bunsen's
calorimeter methods in the absence of such knowledge.

(5) INDIRECT METHODS. We now pass to
the consideration of indirect methods, many of
which were first employed by Joule. At various
times he estimated the heat developed by
electromagnetic currents, the decrease of heat
in a voltaic cell when the current does work,
compression and expansion of air, etc.

Attention has already been called to the

great variety -of experiments performed by
Joule, and it would be difficult to over
estimate the importance of this variety as
evidence that all forms of energy can be

expressed as heat. For the purpose of our

present inquiry, however, viz. the exact
determination of the equivalent, his indirect

determinations are of little use.

(i.) Griffiths,
1 1888 to 1893. The chief

objects of this investigation were (1) an
examination of the validity of our system of

electrical units, and (2) a study of the* changes
in the specific heat of water, as the only
information possessed at the time was that
drawn from the experiments of Regnault and
Rowland. The former indicated a steady
increase from C. upward, while Rowland
found a decrease over the range 5~ to 30 C.

Professor Ames wrote as follows :
e
E. H.

Griffiths of Cambridge, England, devised a
method for the determination of the specific
heat of water by the use of the heating effect

of an electric current, which is, to a large
extent, free from the errors connected with
the previous methods in which electric currents
were used (Fig. 5)."

If a coil of wire carrying a current is

immersed in water any one of the three

following methods may be used to determine
the energy spent in raising the temperature
of the water :

(1) Measure 2 E, C, and f.

(2) Measure C, R, and t.

(3) Measure E, R, and t.

"
Griffiths used the third method, although

for many reasons it is the most difficult. The
obvious difficulty lies in the measurement of

R
; because, unless measured actually during

the progress of the heating experiment, it

is necessary to know the temperature of the
wire and the temperature coefficient of its

resistance ; and its temperature is not that of

the surrounding water. Griffiths thought to

obviate this difficulty by making a series of

subsidiary experiments which were designed
to give the difference in temperature between
the water and the wire when the former was
at a known temperature and an E.M.P. of

1 PhU. Trans. Eiojf. Soc. A, 1893 ; Proe. Roy. Soc.,
1894, Iv. ; Phil. Mag., 1895, xl.

a E=electromotive force; C = current; R=re
sistance ; t==rise of temperature.
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known strength was applied to the latter.

The resistance of the wire was then measured
at a known temperature and its temperature
coefficient was also measured; therefore,

when in the course of a heating experiment
the temperature of the water was read, the

resistance of the wire could be calculated.

Griffiths found also that most rapid and

thorough stirring of the water was necessary

D

FIG. 5. Section of Constant Temperature Chamber in which the
Calorimeter was suspended by Glass Tubes.

ABC is a large steel vessel with double walls, the annular space
(printed black in figure) being filled with mercury which is connected
with a gas regulator by the tube D. The steel vessel stood in a
large tank filled with water, which was rapidly stirred by the paddle
Q. A small stream of water flowed continuously into the tank,
the excess passing away at W. The temperature of the incoming
water was controlled by the regulator which was governed by the
mass of mercury (exceeding 70 Ibs.) within the walls ABC. A
very constant temperature could thus be maintained within the
steel vessel. The space between the calorimeter and the steel
walls was thoroughly dried and the pressure reduced to less than
1 mm.

in order to secure consistent or satisfactory
results. He designed a most efficient stirrer

which made about 2000 revolutions per
minute, the rise in temperature produced by
the stirrer alone being in some cases equivalent
to 10 per cent of the whole work spent in

raising the temperature. The necessary cor

rection, owing to this, was ascertained by a
series of preliminary experiments."

Griffiths' apparatus (Fig. 6) consisted of a

platinum wire (diameter 0-004 in. (0-010 cm.),

length 13 in. (33 cm.), resistance about 9 ohms)
coiled inside a cylindrical calorimeter, 8 cm.
in height and 8 cm. diameter, whose water-

equivalent was 85. This wire was heated by
means of a current from storage cells. The
terminals of the wire were maintained at a
constant difference of potential by balancing
against sets of Clark cells ; and, while the

temperature of the water contained in the
calorimeter was raised from 14 to 25 C.,
the time varying from forty to eighty minutes,

observations of the temperature and time

were made every degree. The E.M.P. used

varied from that of three to sis Clark cells.

Experiments were made using different

quantities of water ; and by taking differences

in the energy and the heat produced in the

different sets, many errors were eliminated,

and the water-equivalent of the calorimeter

disappeared from the equation. In the end,

therefore, the method depended on the in

troduction of 120 grams of water into the

calorimeter, this being the difference between
the quantities used in two trials.

"
Griffiths measured his

B.M.F. in terms of the Caven
dish standard Clark cell ; his

resistance in terms of the 'B.A.

ohm of 1892,
5 which is the

'
International Ohm '

as de
fined in 1893 ; his time by a
* rated

'

chronometer ; and his

temperature by a Hicks

mercury thermometer which
had been compared with a
Callendar - Griffiths platinum
thermometer and also with
a Tonnelot thermometer

_
standardised at the Bureau

(T~ International In accordance
with the work of Glazebrook
and Skinner he assumed the
E.M.F. of the Clark cell at

15 C. to be 1-4344 volts, and
its temperature coefficient to

be 1 + 0-00077 (15-*).
"
Later, Schuster called

attention to an error of one

part in four thousand due to

the capacity for heat of the

displaced air,
1 but this was

neutralised by the fact that

there was a slight probable error discovered

in the estimation of the E.M.F. of the Clark
cells used bv Griffiths,

2
reducing the value to

1-4342 volts at 15 C.
" Hence Griffiths' final values are :

15 C. nitrogen scale, 4-198 x 10 7
ergs.

20 4-192 xlO7

25 4-187 xlO7

"
In criticism of the method, it may be said

that using as small quantities of water as

Griffiths did, always practically under the

same external conditions, there is more

opportunity than should be for systematic
errors and for errors due to radiation cor

rections. In this connection reference must
be made to criticisms by Schuster 3 and to the

reply by Griffiths." 4

It will be seen from this summary by
1 Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. A, 1895, clsxxvi.
*

PJiil. Mag., 1895, xl.
s Phil. Trans. A, 1895, clxxxvi.
* Phil. Mag., 1805, pp. 431-454.
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Professor Ames that the results of Griffiths'

work lead to the conclusion that (assuming
the value of J obtained from Rowland's
revised experiments) there is at all events no
error exceeding 1 in 1000 in the value of our

electrical units ; but that there is an indication

of a possible error of some such magnitude
in the electro-chemical equivalent of silver,

or in the E.M.F. of the dark cell, an indica

tion which (as we shall see later) is strengthened

by the work of Schuster and Gannon, Kahle,
Patterson and Guthe.

A comparison of the curves resulting from Row
land's work and Griffiths" proved that they could

not both be correct in their thermornetry, and this

of course excited suspicion as to any conclusions

regarding the value of the electrical units. The
revision of Rowland's thermometry was partly due
to this discrepancy, and the double restandardisa-

tions by different methods -were, as we have seen

(Table TTT. supra), in agreement with each other,

while the resulting corrections caused Rowland's
curve of the changes in capacity for heat to be almost

parallel with Griffiths' over the range of his experi
ments. This parallelism did not mean that the value

of J, obtained by the assumption of the validity of

the electrical units, was coincident with Rowland's,
but that their remaining differences were probably
due to the nature of the calorimetric determinations,

or to some hitherto undiscovered error in the system
of electrical measurements.

(ii.) Schuster and Gannon, 1- 1895. These
observers also measured the heat developed

by an electric current when overcoming
resistance : but in this case the work was
estimated by observation of E and C, the latter

by the use of a silver voltameter (see Fig. 7).

The rise in temperature was determined by
a Baudin mercury thermometer, which was

compared directly with a Tonnelot thermo
meter standardised at the Bureau Inter

national. The calorimeter had a water-

equivalent of 27 and the mass of water used

was about 1514 grammes, The heated wire

was of platinoid, 760 cm. long and of about

31 ohms resistance. The E.M.F. was pro
duced by storage cells, and was constantly
balanced against twenty Clark cells. The

resulting current was in the neighbourhood
of 0-9 ampere, and passed in series through
a silver voltameter consisting of a silver plate
and a platinum bowl 9 cm. in diameter and
4 cm. deep, whose weight was approximately
64 grammes. An experiment lasted ten

minutes, during which about 0-56 gramme of

silver was deposited, and the temperature of

the water was raised about 2-2 C. All experi
ments were performed in the neighbourhood of

19-6. The final result is the mean of six ex

periments which agree closely with each other.

Tie result of their investigation gives

Capacity for heat of water at 19-1 C. on

nitrogen scale=4-1905 x 107
ergs.

1 PhU. Trans. Roy. See. A, 1895, clxxsvi.

These experiments were conducted with the
skill and accuracywhich we necessarilyassociate

with the name of Professor Schuster :

" Never
theless" (to quote Professor Ames again),"
there are seve

ral criticisms
which may
be offered

to this re

search. There
was only one
voltameter used

throughout, and
none of the con
ditions were
varied. The
radiation correc

tions were most

carefully con
sidered, but no
details are given
of the stirring or

of any correc

tion for it.

Griffiths in his

investigation in

sists strongly on
the need of

thorough, not
to say violent,

stirring.

"These facts

make the final

result uncertain

to an extent
which it is diffi

cult to estimate,
but which prob

ably is not

large. If,
2 as

seems probable
from the work
of Kahle and
Patterson and

Guthe, the elec

tro-equivalent of

silveris 0-001119

instead of

0-001118, Schus
ter andGannon's
value for the

specific heat at

19-1 becomes
4-189 xlO7

; and,

FIG. 6. Section of Calorimeter
showing the stirring arrange
ments at D by which the
water was drawn through the
bottom of the cylinder AB,
and thrown against the roof
of the calorimeter.

The platinum coil is not shoxvn
in this section, as it was wound
in a horizontal circle placed near
the base of the vessel, the rack on
which rt was wound being sup
ported by the rod indicated by
the dotted lines to the right of
the thermometer bulb. At the
top of the stirrer shaft is shown

... , the counter which recorded the
if a consequent Dumber of revolutions.

error of one part
in a thousand is made in the assumed value

of the E.M.F. of their Clark cell, the corrected

result is 4-185 x 10V
Certain, other possible causes of slight inaccuracies

present themselves. The form of stirrer adopted
1 This is not borne oat by the later determinations

of the electro -chemical --equivalent. The value
0-001118 is now adopted,.
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was a plunging one and the calorimeter was not air

tight It is probable that the correction for the

latent heat of evaporation during a rise of tempera
ture exceeding 2 C. might be appreciable. The
authors refer to this matter as follows :

"
Evapora

tion will produce a certain amount of cooling of the

calorimeter, if that is not perfectly enclosed; but
unless the rate of evaporation changes with the

temperature, the effect will only be a lowering of

temperature by a constant quantity. The rate of

cooling can only be affected by evaporation in so far

as it increases with the temperature, and since for

small changes it would vary as a linear function of the

through a fine tube is heated by a steady
electric current through a central conductor
of platinum. The steady difference of tempera
ture between the inflowing and outflowing
water is observed by means of a differential

pair of platinum thermometers at either end.

The bulbs of these thermometers are sur

rounded by thick copper tubes which, by
|

their conductivity, serve at once to equalise
the temperature, and to prevent the generation
of heat by the current in the immediate neigh
bourhood of the bulbs of the thermometers.

temperature, any error due to evaporation is elimin

ated by the cooling correction."

The International Committee on Electrical Units

and Standards, in their report January 1912,
1 state

that they are unanimous in the conclusion
"
that

voltameters in which filter paper is used as a septum
lead to results which are too large."

Messrs. Schuster and Gannon state that the silver

plate was "protected by filter paper."
2

It is also necessary to remember that Schuster

and Gannon did not trace the value of the secondary

Inflow

FIG. 8.

unit over any appreciable range of temperature, all

their observations being confined to a rise of about
2-2 C. in the neighbourhood of 19 a

(iii.) Callendar and Barnes.* The following
description is extracted from a report by
Professor Callendar to the British Association
in 1899:

"
The general principle of the method, and

the construction of the apparatus, will be

readily understood by reference to the diagram
of the steady-flow electric Calorimeter given
in Fig. 8. A steady current of water flowing

1
International Com. on Ekctrical Units, Washing-

ten Government Printing Office* PMl Trans. Roy. Soc. A, 1895, p. 422.

*_Proc. Roy. Soc., 1900 ; Phil. (Trans. Roy. Soc. A,
CSC1X,

The leads CC serve for the introduction of

the current, and the leads PP, which arc

carefully insulated, for the measurement of

the difference of potential on the central

conductor. The flow-tube is constructed of

glass, and is sealed at either end, at some
distance beyond the bulbs of the thermometers,
into a glass vacuum jacket, the function of

which is to diminish as much as possible
the external loss of heat. The whole is

D enclosed in an external

copper jacket (not
shown in the figure),

containing water in

rapid circulation at a
constant temperature

maintained by means of a very delicate

electric regulator."
Neglecting small corrections, the general

equation of the method may be stated in the

following form :

" The difference of potential E on the central

conductor is measured in terms of the Clark
cell by means of a very accurately calibrated

potentiometer, which serves also to measure
the current C by the observation of the
difference of potential on a standard resistance
B included in the circuit.

" The Clark cells chieflyemployed in thiswork
were of the hermetically sealed type described
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by the authors in the Proc. Roy. Soc., October
1897. They were kept immersed in a regulated
water-bath at 15 C., and have maintained
their relative differences constant to one or

two parts in 100,000 for the last two years." The standard resistance R consists of four

bare platinum silver wires in parallel wound
on mica frames and immersed in oil at a
constant temperature. The coils were an
nealed at a red heat after winding on the

Accumulators Rheostat

Fia. 9. Diagram of the Electrical Connections.

mica, and are not appreciably heated by the

passage of the currents employed in the work.
" The time of flow t of the mass of water M

was generally about fifteen to twenty minutes,
and was recorded automatically on an electric

chronograph reading to -01 second, on which
the seconds were marked by a standard clock.

difference was probably in all cases accurate

to -001 C. This order of accuracy could

not possibly have been attained with mercury
thermometers under the conditions of the

experiment." The external loss of heat H was very
small and regular, owing to the perfection
and constancy of the vacuum attainable in the

sealed glass jacket. It was determined and
eliminated by adjusting the electric current

so as to secure the same rise of temperature
dd for widely different values of the water-

flow.
" The great advantage of the steady-flow

method as compared with the more common
method in which a constant mass of water
at a uniform temperature is heated in a

calorimeter, the temperature of which is

changing continuously, is that in the steady-
flow method there is practically no change
of temperature in any part of the apparatus
during the experiment. There is no correc

tion required for the thermal capacity of the

calorimeter ; the external heat loss is more

regular and certain, and there is no question of

lag of the thermometers. Another incidental

advantage of great importance is that the

steadiness of the conditions permits the attain

ment of the highest degree of accuracy in the

instrumental readings."
In work of this nature it is recognised as

being of the utmost importance to be able

Supply

Water motor

FIG. 10.

" The letter J stands for the number of

joules in one calorie at a temperature which is

the mean of the range dd through which the

water is heated.
" The mass of water M was generally a

quantity of the order of 500 grammes. After

passing through a cooler, it was collected and

weighed in a tared flask in such a manner as

to obviate all possible loss by evaporation.
" The range of temperature dd was generally

from 8 to 10 in the series of experiments on

the variation of J, but other ranges were tried

for the purpose of testing the theory of the

method and the application of small correc

tions. The thermometers were read to the

ten-thousandth part of a degree, and the

to detect and eliminate constant errors by
varying the conditions of the experiment

through as wide a range as possible. In

addition to varying the electric current, the

water-flow, and the range of temperature it

was possible, with comparatively little trouble,

to alter the form and resistance of the central

conductor, and to change the glass calorimeter

for one with a different degree of vacuum,
or a different bore for the flow-tube. In all

six different calorimeters were employed, and
the agreement of the results on reduction

afforded a very satisfactory test of the

accuracy of the method"
In 1902 * Dr. Barnes published a very full

1 Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. A, cxcix.
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account, together with a discussion of the

results.

His final value at 20 3
C. of the nitrogen

scale is 4-478 x 107 ergs. He assumed the

Clark cell value as 1-43325 International volts

at 15 C. and the true ohm as 1-01358 B.A.
units.

(6) COMPARISON OF RESULTS :

the value of <rt
obtained by Bosscha' s reduction

of Regnault's experiments
1 was almost uni

versally accepted, and the changes in the

specific heats of other bodies than water were,
in nearly all cases, dependent thereon.

A study of Regnault's paper,
2
however, will

lead to the conclusion that Regnault, with
two exceptions, performed no experiments

TABLE IT

CAPACITY FOB HEAT OF WATER PEE 1 OF THE THERMOMETER

The discrepancy between the values given
in the above table is, in reality, much less than
would appear from a casual inspection. Before

coining to any final decision, it is necessary
to study the evidence regarding the variation

in the capacity for heat of water, and in this

connection to consider also such evidence as
we possess which is independent of any
determinations based upon the transformation
of energy. Again, discrepancies arising from
the different values assigned to the Clark
cell by the observers must be taken into
account.

(7) THE VARIATION. IN THE CAPACITY
FOB HEAT OP WATER DUE TO CHANGES nsr

TEMPJERATUEE. Throughout this section C
t

indicates the number of ergs required to raise

1 gramme of water through 1 of the hydrogen
scale at a temperature of f

D
C.

The specific heat #t
at any temperature t

C. is the ratio C
t/Ce, where Q is some selected

standard temperature. It is evident that the
value of crt thus ascertained is not affected

by inaccuracies in the magnitude of the
electrical units, hence the peculiar value of
such methods for the determination of its

change consequent on change of temperature.
Thus, although electrical methods may be of

secondary importance when the object is

the determination of the numerical values
of Ct) they are of primary importance in the

attempt to trace changes in the value of a-t

consequent on changes of temperature.
Until the publication of Rowland's work

concerning the specific heat of water below
107 C., and these were only made with the
view of testing the working of the apparatus,

(

and that Regnault himself attached no import-
; ance to them. After discussing his results

i
over the range 107 to 190 C., he stated what

j

would be the nature of the variation between
and 100 if deduced by extrapolation of the

experimental curve obtained at the higher
range.
Bosscha discussed Regnault's experiments,

made 'several small corrections, found an
equation which in his opinion closely repre
sented the results over the range 107 to 190,
and then assumed that the expression held

good down to C.

It has been necessary to dwell upon this matter,
for succeeding investigators who have endeavoured
to find the specific heat of various bodies and also
the changes therein with change of temperature
have, in general, reduced their results to a standard

temperature hy these extrapolated values. Hence
the majority of their conclusions require the revision
rendered necessary by our knowledge that the changes
in fft differ both in magnitude and in direction from
the changes at higher temperatures. Unfortunately
such revision is rarely possible, as the required data
are not usually given, for the observer has had such
confidence in Regnault's supposed values that he
has (

Rowland's conclusion (1879) that, so far
from increasing, the value of rt decreased
with rise of temperature up to about 30 C.

1
Bosscha, Pogg. Ann., Jdhrg. 1876, p. 549.

s
Jaegnault, M&noires de FAcad., 1847, xxi. 729.
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has been confirmed by the work of Griffiths

(range 13* to 27 :

) and Callendar and Barne
(1 to 99).
The changes in the specific Jieat have been

determined by Bartoli and Straceiati * and
Ludin. 2 In both cases the conclusions were
arrived at by the method of mixtures, and
are therefore independent of all energy
measurements. Bartoli and Stracciati devoted

nearly nine years to their investigation ; they
not only mixed water with water, but also

with mercury and several metals. Their

thermometry was based on the standards

supplied by the Bureau International, and
their results are given in a formula containing
the third power of t. They find a Tmrnmnm
about 20. The difficulties of this method are

considerable, and a careful examination of

their experimental numbers leads to the
conclusion that the discrepancies between
individual experiments are too great to allow
of our attaching much authority to their final

values.

A very fine series of determinations by the
same method was made by Ludin in 1890.
This investigator was able to take advantage
of many of the recent advances in thermometric

measurements, and his work is of a very high
order. Fernet has written a very full criticism

of this work, and Ludin in his reply introduces
a few corrections.

The following values (CoL EL) of <rt in

terms of 0-16 are those given by Dr. Barnes in

Phil Trans. Roy. Soc. A, cxcix. 252.

TABLE V

For the purposes of comparison with the

results of other observers these values have
in Col. HI. been expressed in terms of <r15

instead of o-36. It appears that Dr. Barnes* tem

perature scale is that of the constant-pressure
air thermometer. Over the range to 100 C.

this scale is in close agreement with that of

the nitrogen thermometer; the numbers in

CoL TTT. are expressed in the hydrogen scale,

the reduction having been effected by the

tables given by M. Chappuis.

s 1891, xv. 761.

d., 1897.

The following table summarises the result
of the observers above referred to, over the

range
s
to 35 of the hydrogen scale :

TABLE VI

VALUES OF THE SPECIFIC HEAT OP WATER
REFEBEED TO THAT AT 15 C. AS

Rowland. Mechanical work done against
friction of water, the revised results being

dependent on the thermometry of the

Bureau International,
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-s.Work done by an electric current,

the data being E and E and the ther

mometers standardised by platinum
thermometers and also by the standards

of the Bureau.

Callendar and Barnes. Electrical methods,

data being E and C, and the thermometry
the differential platinum method.

The methods adopted by Bartoli and Strae-

ciati and Ludin were similar in principle,

although differing in detail, hence it might
be expected that their results would have been

in closer agreement than those obtained by
the other observers. Such, however, is not

the case. At 10 they differ by 8 parts hi

10,000, and at higher ranges by as much as

14 in 10,000.

It appears unlikely that the skill and

patience shown by these observers can be

exceeded, and it is probable that the method

of mixtures presents peculiar difficulties and

uncertainties which are absent in the energy
determinations.

These considerations have
led^to

the adoption
of the following table for the reductions to

some standard temperature :

TABLE VH
VALUES OF c> OVER THE RANGE 10 TO 25 OF THE

HYDROGEN THERMOMETER o TERMS OP o-l5

Temperature.

10

15

20

25

1-0020

1-0000

9984

-9972

By means of the curve thus obtained we
can now reduce the values given in Table IV.

(supra) to a common temperature.

TABLE VHI

CAPACITY FOR HEAT OF WATER AT 20 C.

OF THE HYDROGEN SCALE

Jonle 4-170 X 107

Rowland 4-182xl07

Griffiths 4-193xl07

Schuster and Gannon . . . 4-190xl07

Callendar and Barnes . . . 4-185 x 107

The doubt as to the exact conditions under
which Joule used his thermometers compels
the omission of his value.

(8) Ox THE ACCURACY OF THE VALUES OF
THE ELECTRICAL STAJTOABDS ASSUMED BY THE
OBSERVERS. Professor Ames x in 1900 wrote as

follows :

"In regard to the electrical standards, it

must be observed that no meaning can be
attached to the * electro-chemical-equivalent*
of silver, unless the construction and use of

the voltameter are most carefully specified,
and even then there is considerable doubt
unless several instruments are used in series.

1
Congrts International de Physique, Paris, tome i.

This fact is well shown in the recent work of

Richards, Collins and Heiinrod at Harvard

University, and of Merrill at Johns Hopkins
University* The former deduce from a

comparison of their porous-jar voltameter
with other forms of instruments that the

electro-chemical equivalent with their instru

ment is 0-0011172 gram per sec. per ampere ;

while Patterson and Guthe with their instru

ment find 0-0011193. If, however, the same
voltameter and the same method of use are

adopted in the experiments on the electro

chemical-equivalent and in those on the
E.M.F. of a Clark cell, the value of the latter

is independent of the value assigned to the

former. For this reason Kahle's value of

the E.M.F. of the standard Clark cells of the
Reichsanstalt (1-4325 volts at 15 C.) is prob
ably correct. The Cavendish Laboratory-
standard cell has been compared with the

German ones ; its resulting value is 1-4329
at 15 C., and the later investigations of

Patterson and Guthe would reduce this to

1-4327. As Griffiths used the value 1-4342

and as the EJVLF. enters into the equation
to the second power, the necessary correction

would be almost exactly two parts in one
thousand.

"
For the method used by Schuster and

Gannon, where both the E.M.F. and the

current are measured, a correction may be

accurately applied to the E.M.F., but not to

the current, as it is not known what amount
of silver one ampere should deposit in their

voltameter; but if we assume that the
correction in both cases is 1 in 1000, these
results also would be reduced by 2 parts in

1000. The correction assigned is probably in

the right direction.
" The cells used by Callendar and Barnes

have not been compared with those of the

Reichsanstalt, and no '

correction
'

can be

applied with certainty.
2 The figures used

above 3 are probably in excess."

Messrs. Ayrton, Mather, and Smith in 1905-7
made a careful redetermtnation of the ampere.
The inquiry was conducted at the National

Physical Laboratory under the supervision of

Sir Richard Glazebrook,

A very perfect form of current weigher was
constructed, and the authors wrote :

" The cur

rent weigher has proved to be the most

perfect absolute electrical instrument hitherto

constructed, and has enabled us to determine
the ampere to a very high degree of accuracy."

4

The work was conducted with a skill and care

2 Here the value of the current was obtained by
measurement of E./E, where It was a standard resist

ance, and it is somewhat difficult to estimate the prob
able effect of the change in the equivalent of silver
in the absence of certain knowledge concerning the
comparative value of Callendar and Barnes cells, in
terms of the Hayleigh cell.

8 I.e. a correction of 2 parts in 1000.
* Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. A, ccvii. 468.
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which marks the investigation as a notable
contribution to Physical Science.

The results afford the data for the determina
tion of the E.M.F. of the Clark cell.

The authors" conclusion is as follows :

"Value for Clark cell at 15= C. = l-4323
"

at 15 C.

The value assumed by Griffiths was 1-4342.

The value assumed by Barnes was 1-4342. :

The value assumed by Schuster and Gannon
was 1-4340,

2 and the value of the electro

chemical-equivalent of silver= -001 11 8.

(9) FISTAL VALUES. Assuming the value of
E as 14323, and applying the resulting cor
rections to the numbers in Table VEIL supra,
the results are as follows, the temperature
being 20 C. :

TABLE IX
Rowland ...... 4-182 ,- 107

Griffiths 4-184 107

Schuster and Gannon . . . 4-186 107

Callendar and Barnes . . .4-181 >' 107

Mean 4-1S3 107

Professor Ames, in his criticism given supra.,

suggests a further reduction of 1 part in 1000
in the value obtained by Schuster and Gannon.
If we also take into consideration the other

uncertainties referred to supra, it appears
probable that a correction of the order of

1 in 2000 is applicable.
If this is done, the final results are given in

the following table :

TABLE X
CAPACITY FOB HEAT OF WATER AT 20 C.

OF THE HYDROGEH SCALE

Rowland 4-182x10'
Griffiths 4-184 < 107

Schuster and Gannon . . . 4-182 x 107

Callendar and Barnes . . . 4-181 / 107

Mean 4-182 xlO7

of C17-5
: = 4-185 xlO7

.

1 Barnes in later tables gives the value of the
mechanical equivalent resulting from the assump
tion that E= 1-43325.

a
PJiil. Tram. Roy. Sac. A, 1895, p. 420.

The value obtained* by Reynolds and

Moorby for
**
the mean thermal unit

" was
4-1833 (supra). A study of their tables

shows that the actual range was on the

average from about 1"*3 to 100C
C. An

inspection of Table XI. shows that the rate

of variation of <?
t
is very rapid near C. and

a probable value of o-^cr^.^ is about 1-008.

TABLE XI

In order to obtain the most probable values

of Ct at other temperatures, we can proceed as

follows :

From Table VL supra we obtain the mean
values of C

f/C]5 given by Cols. I., HI., V., over

the range to 35.
From 35 to 1005 we must be guided by the

observations of Callendar and Barnes, We
can thus deduce the value of Ci(/C# over the

whole range. Assuming the value of C# at

some given temperature, we can then obtain

the values of Ct
at other temperatures.

A convenient standard temperature for

ordinary conditions is 17
D
-5 C., and the value

This approximate correction will only raise

Reynolds and Moorby's value to 4-184. This
differs from the mean of the numbers in

Col. IL by 1 part in 2000. The correspondence
is remarkable, and greatly increases the prob
ability of the accuracy of the conclusions at

which we have arrived. 3

These conclusions may be summarised as

follows :

Assuming the STANDARD THERMAL Uisnr as

the energy required to raise 1 gramme of water
from 17" to 18 C. on the Paris Hydrogen
Scale, or one-fifth the amount required to

raise it from 15 to 20 C. on the same
scale, then the STANDARD THERMAL UOTT
= 4-185 xlO7 EEGS.

The following resulting values may be found
useful :

* This close correspondence between the value
( of Ci7. 5 and th_e

: * mean thermal unit
"

is in many
ways a convenience. For example, we are enabled
to express the value of thermal measurements
obtained by Bunsen's calorimeter in terms of the
standard unit, and that with sufficient accuracy,
for Professor Kleholls has shown that the variations
in the density of ice sometimes amount to 2 parts
in 1000.
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Assuming (7
=981 :

a

1 kilogram-degree (X =426-6 kilogrammetres.
1 pound-degree C. = 453-6 ==1399-8 ft.-lbs.

1 pound-degree F. = 252-0= 777-6 ft.-lbs.

Assuming 0=981 -2, its value at Greenwich,
these values become 426-4, 1399-5, 777-5.

In latitude 45, assuming #=980-62, they
become 426-7, 1400-3, 777-9.

APPENDIX I

The following are tie values of the constants -which

have been employed in the final comparison of the

values of C17 .5 fonnd by the selected observers.

True ohm = 1-01358 B.A- units.

Electro-equivalent of silver= 1-1182 per coulomb.

Weston cadmium cell, G xR= 1-01830 at 17 C.

Weston cell temperature coef.,

^
Clark cell, C x R=l-4323 at 15 C.

dark cell temperature coef. between and 30 C.,

(-lo )- -0062(*-15 )

APPENDIX n
THE THERMAL, tTSTT

Professor Eowlands* views on this matter are

expressed in the following letter :
*

JOHNS HOPKISS UNIVERSITY, Decen&er 15, 1895.

As to the standard for heat measurement, it is to

be considered from both a theoretical as well as a

practical standpoint.
The ideal theoretical unit would be that quantity

of heat necessary to melt one gramme of ice. This

is independent of any system of thermometry, and

presents to our minds the idea of quantity of heat

independent of temperature.
Thus the system of thermometry would have no

connection whatever with the heat unit, and the first

law of thermodynamics would stand, as it should,

entirely independent of the second.

The idea of a quantity of heat at a high temperature

being very different from the same quantity at a low

temperature, would then be easy and simple. Like

wise we could treat thermodynamics without any
reference to temperature until we came to the second

law, which would then introduce temperature and
the way of measuring it.

From a practical standpoint, however, the unit

depending on the specific heat of water is at present

certainly the most convenient. It has been the one

mostly used, and its value is well known in terms of

energy. Furthermore, the establishment of institu

tions where it is said thermometers can be compared
with a standard, renders the unit very available

in practice. In other words, this unit is a better

practical one at present. I am very sorry this is so,

because it is a very poor theoretical one indeed.

But as we can write our test-books as we please,
I suppose that it is best to accept the most practical
unit. This I conceive to be the heat required to

raise a gramme of water 1 C., on the hydrogen
thermometer at 20 C.

I take 20 because in ordinary thermometry the

room is usually about this temperature, and no

1 B.A. Report, Liverpool, 1896.

reduction will be necessary. However, 15 would
not be inconvenient, or 10 to 20.
As I write these words I have a feeling that I may

be wrong. Why should we continue to teach in

our text-books that heat has anything to do with

temperature ? It is decidedly wrong, and if I ever
write a text-book I shall probably use the ice unit.

But if I ever write a scientific paper of an experimental
nature, I shall probably use the other unit.

E. H. G.

HEAT, TRANSFER or, BETWEEN CALORIMETER
AND JACKET, LN METHOD OF MIXTURES :

this may take place by conduction, con
vection, radiation, and evaporation, and is

eliminated from the final result by the cool

ing correction. See
"
Calorimetry, Method

of Mixtures," (6) (L).

HEAT, UNITS OF, See
"
Thermodynamics,"

(2); "Heat, Mechanical - Equivalent of,"

(8), (9).

HEAT-ACCOUNT FOR A REAL PROCESS. See
**

Thermodynamics," (44).

HEAT-DROP. See
"
Thermodynamics," (38).

HEAT-ENGINE :

A machine which absorbs a certain quantity
of heat at a high temperature and dis

charges a smaller quantity of heat at a
lower temperature, the difference between
these two quantities being converted into

work. See
"
Thermodynamics," (1).

Working Substance in. See ibid. (7).
HEAT -FLOW IN CYLINDER WALLS. See

"
Engines, Thermodynamics of Infernal

Combustion," (62).

"

HEAT TRANSMISSION TO FLUIDS FLOWING IN
HOT METAL PIPES. Soenneken's Experi
ments. See

"
Friction," (39).

Effect of Surface Friction. See ibid. (40).
HEAT TRANSMISSION BETWEEN SOLIDS AND

FLUIDS FLOWING OVER THEM. Theory
of Osborne Reynolds. See "

Friction,"

(39).

N.P.L. Experiments. See ibid. (40).
HEATING OF CHARGE ENTERING CYLINDER
OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE. See
"
Engines, Thermodynamics of Internal

Combustion," (63)-(65).
HEAVY OIL ENGINES. See "Engines, Internal

Combustion," (13) el seq.

HELE-SHAW PUMP. See "
Hydraulics," (64).

HELIUM, SPECIFIC HEATS OF, tabulated values
obtained "by Scheel and Heuse. See
"
Calorimetry, Electrical Methods of," (15),

Table IX.
HELMHOLTZ'S FREE ENERGY 'OF THERMO-
DYNAMIO SYSTEM. See "

Thermodynamics
"

(51).

HENNING, detailed investigation over the

range to -200 C. of temperature of
the comparison between the readings of the

hydrogen gas thermometer and the platinum
resistance thermometer. See "Resistance
Thermometers," (17).
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G, MEASUREMENT OF LATENT HEAT OF
WATER. See

"
Latent Heat," (3).

HIGH-SPEED STEAM ENGINES. See
" Steam

Engine, Reciprocating," (7).

HIGH TEMPERATFEE MELTING-POINTS, Ex
trapolation of the Scale of the Platinum
Thermometer for the Determination of.

See
"
Resistance Thermometers," (18).

HIGH VACUUM TECHNIQUE. See
*'

Air-pumps,"

(47).

HIGHER PAIRS. For definition see
'" Kine

matics of Machinery," (2).

HODGSON KENT STEAM METER. See
"
Meters,"

Vol. m.
HOISTS, HYDEAULIC. See

"
Hydraulics,"

(58).

HOLBORN AND DAY, 1899, comparison of gas-
thermometers with secondary standards of

temperature in range 500 to 1600. See
"
Temperature, Realisation of Absolute

Scale of," (39) (x.).

HOLBORN AND KuRLBAUM, modification of

disappearing filament type of optical

pyrometer by addition of objective and

eyepiece. See
fci

Pyrometry, Optical," (3).

HOLBORN AND VALENTTNER, 1906, comparison
of gas-thermometer with secondary stan

dards of temperature in range 500 to 1600.

See
c:

Temperature, Realisation of Absolute

Scale of," (39) (xiil).

HOLBORN AND WiEN, 1892, comparison of

gas-thermometers with secondary standards

of temperature in the range 500C to 1600.

See
"
Temperature, Realisation of Absolute

Scale of," (39) (ix.).

HOMOGENEOUS HEAD OP STEAM. See
" Steam

Turbine, Physics of," (1).

HOOKE'S LAW : a fundamental assumption of

the theory of elasticity, which asserts that the

relation between stress and strain is one of

direct proportionality ; this was discovered,

by Hooke, in 1678, to be representative of

actual materials, and expressed thus: Ut

tensio sic vis. See
"

Elasticity, Theory of,"

(4).

HORIZONTAL GAS - ENGINE, TYPICAL. See
"
Engines, Internal Combustion," (5).

HORNBLOWER'S ENGINE. See
" Steam Engine,

Reciprocating," (12).

HOENSBY-AKROYD OIL-ENGINE. See
"
Engines,

Internal Combustion," (14).

HULL EFFICIENCY AND WAKE FRACTION. See
"
Ship Resistance and Propulsion," (47).

HUMPHREY GAS-PUMP. See "Hydraulics,"

(42).

HYATT DYNAMOMETER. See Dynamo
meters," (5) (ii.).

HYDE'S EXPERIMENTS ON THE EFFECT OF

PRESSURE ON THE VISCOSITY OF LIQUIDS.

See
"
Friction," (7).

HYDRAULIC GRADIENT. See "Hydraulics,"

(26).

HYDRAULIC MEAN DEPTH. The depth which
the volume of water contained in a pipe
would have, if contained in a rectangular
channel with a fiat bottom of the same area

as the wetted walls of the pipe. See
"
Hydraulics," (25).

HYDRAULIC RAM. See
**

Hydraulics," (43).

HYDRAULIC TRANSMISSION : COMPAGXB
HYDRAULIC GEAR. See

t

Hydraulics," (64).

HTDRAULICALLY- ERASED MACHINES. See
4i

Hydraulics,"' (60).

HYDRAULICALLY - DRIVEN MACHINES. See
"
Hydraulics," (57) et seq.

HYDRAULICS
i

i L NATURAL SOURCES OF POWER IN WATER
!

(1) WATER POWER. During recent years
there has taken place throughout the world

a great development in the utilisation of the

natural resources of water, and the reasons

;
are not far to seek. On the one hand, there

! has been a growing consciousness that a

plentiful supply of this element is the basis

! of all sanitary science, and on the other,

the necessity of substituting, as a source of

power, coal and oil fuels because of their

increasing costliness by the utilisation of water.

These two factors have combined to give a

special and increasing importance to the

question of water supply.
The problem from the point of view of the

domestic supply is, of course, not a new one,

having engaged the attention ol every civilised

nation, ancient or modern, but until the

nineteenth century it was solved along the

line of least resistance and the employment
of high pressures was evaded. The needs of

the modern city, added to the demands for an

adequate supply of water power, have accord

ingly given a new direction and impetus to

the study and practice of Hydraulics.

(2) SOURCE or WATER SUPPLY, (i) Pre

cipitation or Rainfall. Precipitation, embrac

ing as it does the fall of rain, dew, snow, and

hail, is the main source of all water supply,

and is usually studied under the general term

of rainfall The supply is derived almost

entirely by evaporation from the surfaces of

the various oceans and seas which cover the

greater portion of the earth's surface, and

depends upon the radiation from the sun and

the capacity of the atmosphere to contain the

moisture evaporated.
As might be expected, there exist great

irregularities in the evaporation, and therefore

in the rainfall of large areas. The continuous

current of heated air which ascends in the

region of the tropics and flows towards the

poles carries with it a full complement of

moisture and distributes it when temperature
and other physical conditions determine.
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The precipitation of the moisture in a district

varies greatly ivith its situation, the configura

tion of the surrounding country, its altitude,

and the direction of the prevailing winds.

Where the latter are charged with moisture

through crossing large tracts of open water the

rainfall on the first high ground encountered

will naturally be heavy.
On the other hand, the rainfall of a district

is small if the prevailing winds traverse a

large tract of land and thus become depleted

of their moisture. An example is obtained

if a straight line be drawn from the east

coast of the United States at latitude 35 to

a point on the west coast at latitude 45,

the variations of rainfall with longitude being

as follows :

The observed rainfall of the Forth valley

above Queensferry affords an excellent illustra

tion of the effect of altitude on precipitation.

There the values vary from 28 inches at

Deviation from Mean Annual Rainfall

0123 15 20
Consecutive Years

PlG.l.

Queensferry (sea-level) to a maximum of

110 inches at a height- of 2300 feet above
sea-level at the western end of Loch Katrine
some 50 miles distant.

These numbers do not represent the extreme

precipitation values, which range from practically

nothing over the deserts of Africa to as much as

600 inches in the Himalayas.
A striking case of unequal distribution of rainfall

is supplied by the rainfall of Western India. At
Bombay at sea-level the rainfall is about 76 inches ;

at a station situated on the Western Ghats about 60
miles distent 546 inches was actually measured,

Partner west but still on the Deccan plateau at an

elevation of nearly 2000 feet the precipitation was only
about 20 inches, the wind, deprived of the great bulk

of its moisture burden, being then comparatively dry.

(ii.) Annual Variations of Rainfall. In
addition to the very unequal distribution of

rainfall from point to point and area to area,

great irregularities occur from year to year
over the same area.

If over a long series of years a selection is

made of the wettest year on record it may be

expected to have a rainfall of 51 per cent

above the average, while the driest year will

he 40 per cent below. There is thus a range
between the trao equal to 91 per cent of the

mean annual rainfall. When the average
rainfall of the two consecutive wettest years
is taken it will be about 35 per cent above the

mean, and that of the two driest 31 per cent

below that amount, ^ith a range, therefore,

of 66 per cent of the mean rainfall If the

period be increased to three consecutive years
the average for the wettest years will be 1*27

and for the three driest years 0-75 of the mean.

Fig. 1, which is taken from the paper read

by Sir Alexander R. Binnie before the

Institution of Civil Engineers in 1892, on
"
Average Annual Rainfall," shows how the

deviation from the mean annual rainfall

of the average rainfall over a number of con

secutive years diminishes as the included

consecutive period increases,

until after about thirty-five

years it approximates to the

total mean value.

Prom this figure it may be

observed that it is possible to

have a series, say, of five con

secutive years in which the

rainfall amounts to only 84 per
cent of the mean fall of the

district, a circumstance which

possesses special significance
when calculating the possi
bilities of the supply of water

to be obtained

(iiL) Seasonal Variations ctf

Rainfall. In the temperate
climate of the British Isles,

where the year cannot be

divided sharply into dry and
wet seasons, the monthly rainfall forms the best

means of comparison between one period of the

year and another. Fig. 2 has been prepared from
the Greenwich records of the years from 1861 to 1891,

and shows that February, March, and April are low
months of less than 2 in. fall

;
that January, May,

and June are normal mouths j that the final six

months are bigh months; and that the maximum
variation above and below does not exceed 25 per
cent of the average monthly value.

The rainfall on the Western Ghats, already men
tioned as an instance of irregular distribution over

neighbouring areas, is also an excellent example of

seasonal variations. The bulk of the rain here falls

generally in three periods: the first burst, lasting
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perhaps fourteen days, occurs early in Jane ; then
the big monsoon from about the middle of Jnly to the

middle of August,and the final burst during September
and October. During eighty days 546 in. has been
measured at one of the gauges on these hills about

Mean Monthly Rainfall Line

034

Jan. f^>. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. SepU Oct. NOB. Dec.

FIG. 2.

3000 feet above the sea, the greatest weekly fall

being 110 in. Only a few scattered showers,

amounting on the average to about 3 in., fall

during the dry season, which consists of the remaining
months of the year.

(3) RAIN GAUGES. 1 The average rainfall

on a catchment area is estimated by rain

gauges.
It is obviously impossible to construct a

rain gauge which shall in all cases catch all the

rain that falls. It is however possible, by
a due regard to the selection of a sate, to the

method of fixing, and to the proper main
tenance of and regular attendance on the ordi

nary standard gauge, to ensure that valuable

information is available concerning the rain

fall on a given catchment area. As many
gauges as possible must be used, and these

situated in places representative of the

different elevations and conditions to be

met with in the district under investigation.
In order that the cycle of variation may
be complete it is suggested that gauging should

extend over thirty-five years or thereby.

(4) CATCHMENT ABEA. In estimating the

possibilities of a water supply from a certain

district it is necessary not only to ascertain

the rainfall but also to arrive at the extent

of what is known as the catchment area or

gathering ground available for the supply.
This comprises all the country the drainage
of which converges to the point selected as

the distributing centre of the supply. The

area is usually expressed in acres or in square
miles of 640 acres. Its extent may be

measured from a topographical map, if such

is available, showing the watershed and

divide, along which drainage for adjacent
areas separate. Otherwise a close approzima-

i See "
Meteorological Instalments," VoL KL

VOL.1

tion may be found on an ordinary map by
marking the area boundary as passing midway
between the apparent heads of tributaries

of neighbouring watercourses draining into

different stream systems.

(5) VOLUME OF RAIXFAT.L. The volume
of water falling as rain on that area will then be

given by the product of the catchment area

into the annual rainfall Since one acre

contains 43,560 square feet, a rainfall of 1 in.

on 1 acre represents a volume of 3630 cubic

feet or 22,622 gallons.

(6) RUNOFF. While rainfall is the source

of all water supply its volume is not the direct

measure of the quantity available for a required

supply. When rain falls upon the ground a

portion sinks into the soil : the remainder

runs off the surface into the catchment basin

or remains for a time on the surface. The

quantity which passes into the ground depends

upon the conformation of the surface, and the

porosity, depth, and degree of saturation of

the material comprising it. Part of the

ground water continues to sink and finally

finds its way to the nearest stream valley,

but part is retained by the roots of vegetation,

being converted into cellular fibre or exhaled

as vapour from vegetation or from the surface

into the atmosphere. If all the water which

is consumed by vegetation or which is

vaporised from the surface is included in the

term evaporation, then the volume of water

available for a required supply will be the

volume of the rainfall on the catchment area,

less the volume of evaporation over the same

area. When this quantity is expressed as the

volume which passes a given point continuously
it is termed the flow.

(7) EVAPORATION. An approximation to

the flow may be deduced from the difference

between the rainfall and the evaporation if

these are known. The latter may be computed
on the basis of monthly ratios to rainfall, which

vary according to the requirements of vegeta

tion, the capacity and condition of ground

storage, and the temperature. The monthly
rate of evaporation is represented by the

expression

where a and b have values which change with

the month, from about -25 and 0-1 in January
to 3-0 and 0-3 in July for a and b respectively,

while e is the monthly evaporation and r the

corresponding rainfall.

A temperature correction may be applied so that

the values obtained as above for a drainage area

with a given mean annual temperature T can be used

to determine those for other latitudes of temp. *.

The values determined for the monthly evaporation

e are multiplied by a temperature factor expressed

by ( -05 1- c\ where t is the mean annual temperature,

and c is a constant which reduces the expression to

nnity when t equals the mean annual temperature T.

2K
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(8) GROUNB STORAGE. The undulations

of the surface of the drainage area exercise

an important influence upon the distribution

of the flow. Evidently the storm run-ofi

will be greater from a hilly country than

from flat tablelands, and the rainfall remaining

available for ground storage will "be corre

spondingly smaller. Then the degree of

absorption and run-off largely depend upon

the geology of the drainage area, since the

percoloaty" of the ground determines its

storage capacity. Where a rock ledge is at the

surface or crops out in banks the depth of the

overlying drift is readily ascertainable, other

wise its extent and character is found

by making borings, if practicable, to

down the sum of the estimated evaporation
and the measured run-off. Where the final

ordinates fall below AB a flow from the ground

storage takes place, and where the balance

is in favour of the rainfall the ground storage
benefits. The lower portion of the diagram

represents the variation in the ground storage,

saturation being complete during only four

months.

(9) GATTGI^G OF STREAM PLOW. While it

as has been shown, to deduce the

tea.

the rock. Considerable attention has also been

paid of late years to the influence of flora

and culture on rainfall and flow. Forests and

vegetation do not probably affect the total

rainfall, hut they certainly cause it to fall

more uniformly. By protecting the ground
from the direct heat of the sun evaporation
is retarded, the air immediately overhead is

kept cooler, thus increasing its power to con

dense the moisture in heated and saturated

air at a higher level and so steadying the

rainfall. Wooded country compares favour

ably with cultivated land, as the many obstruc

tions to the storm run-off in timbered areas

result in a larger proportion finding its way
into the ground storage. Then the require
ment of moisture for tree growth is consider

ably less than that of crops, very little surplus

being available in the latter case for run-off

during the growing season. The effect of the

ground storage in equalising the flow is shown

by the diagrams of Fig. 3. The measured

monthly rainfall in inches is set up from the

base AB, and from the resulting curve is set

total run-off or stream flow from a drainage
area from the difference of rain

fall and the computed evapora
tion over that area, the exact

determination of the supply
available from day to day and
month to month can only be

obtained by a system of stream

gauging. The method adopted
will depend upon the volume
of water which has to be

measured.

(i.) Notch Measurements.
When the stream is small,

measurement by notch or weir

can beused. The weir is generally
constructed of planks and the

notch is formed in an iron plate
screwed to it, and may be either

the right-angled triangular type

(for small quantities) or rect

angular. The weir and face of

the notch must be vertical and

perpendicular to the direction

of the stream, with a clear

discharge into the air. If the

notch is rectangular the sill must
be horizontal and of a length

not less than three times the head above the

notch measured to still water. Fig. 4 shows
the arrangement of a standard sharp-edged
weir.

For accurate work measurements of the

FIG. 4.

head taken in a flowing stream are inadmissible.

To minimise the effect of oscillations of the
surface and to avoid the disturbance produced
by an immersed object in the stream a well

should be made at a sufficient distance behind
the weir in the bank of the stream and
connected to it by a .pipe opening out
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flush with the approach channel and at

right angles to the direction "of flow. The

required head is the height
of the surface of the water
in this well above the

J
level of the sill or the

<rrv bottom, of the vee.

This height may be con

veniently measured by
means of an anchored float

carrying a scale and rising
and falling in contact with
a fixed index whose level

is known, or carrying an
index which moves over
a fixed scale. A more
exact method is that of

the hook gauge shown in

Fig. 5. I

A hook is attached to
|

the lower end of a divided i

scale, and its position may i

be adjusted by means of screw till the point I

of the hook is just visible at the surface of
|

the water. If the index to

the scale has been fixed to

show zero when the water is

level with the sill, then the

head may be read directly
on the scale by the aid of a
vernier.

(ii.) Rectangular Notch. For
heads above 6 in., where the

bottom and end contractions are

free and where the length of crest

is greater than three times the head, values in close

agreement with experiment are given by the Francis

formula,

FIG. 5.

(10) VELOCITY OF FLOW. For larger
streams or rivers the weir is too cumbrous
and costly to be used as a temporary measuring
contrivance. It is then necessary to obtain

the mean velocity of flow which, multiplied

by the cross-sectional area of the stream, gives
the discharge Q. Experiment shows that the

motion at any point in an open channel is

never steady and uniform, and that its velocity,
if near the surface, may vary by 20 per cent,

and if near the bed, by 50 per cent in a short

interval of time. This constitutes the diffi

culty of obtaining the mean velocity with a

reasonable degree of accuracy, and the mean of

many observations is required. Two methods

may be used : floats and current meters.

(11) FLOATS. These are classified into

surface, sub-surface, twin, and velocity rod

types, and are illustrated in Fig. 7.

(L) Surface floats (a) are made of any light
material painted to be easily seen, but not

projecting more than an inch above the

surface in order to minimise the effect of the

wind. The wind effect, together with the

-rsr\-

=3-33
(&

-
j^E

H? cub. ft, per sea,

where Q is the discharge in cubic feet per second,

H is the head in feet, b the breadth of the notch,

and n is the number of end contractions, the bottom

being supposed to be free in every case.

(iii.) Triangular Notch.Let H be the head of

water above the
vertex P of the notch

(Fig. 6), then assum

ing the velocity of

flow at any depth x to

be given by \f

2g-x
it can readily be

shown that the dis

charge Q=4-28 C tan (#/2}H*, where 6 is the angle
included between the sides of the notch.

A right-angled notch was found by Professor

Jas. Thomson to have a coefficient C of the mean
value of -503 with a variation for a range of heads

from 2 to 7 in, of less rba,n 1 per cent, and is

the form usually adopted for measuring small

quantities. The formula for the discharge over a

right-angled vee notch therefore becomes

Q=2-536Hi cnb. ft per sec.

FIG. 6*.

FIG. 7.

tendency of the floats to follow any cross

current or surface eddy, render the results

obtained very unreliable,

(ii.) Sitb-surjace floats (b} consist of a small

surface float from which a lower float is

suspended, the length of connection being
adjusted so that the latter may remain at any
required depth. In theory the velocity of

the lower strata should be indicated, but in

practice this is not realised, the relative

position of the lower float varying with the

direction and velocity of the wind and with the

length of connection between the two floats.

(iii.) Twin floats (c) usually consist of two

spheres coupled together by means of wire,

the lower one weighted so as to float vertically
beneath the surface one and as near the

bottom as practicable. With this adjustment
the velocity of the float will be approximately
the mean velocity of the vertical column of

water in which the instrument floats.

(iv.) Velocity rods (d) are light wooden rods

or tin tubes made in adjustable lengths and

weighted at one end with lead strips or wire

to float upright, the lower end being as near the

bottom as practicable. The velocity of the

rod is approximately the same as the mean
over its depth and probably gives the more
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reliable measurement of the mean velocity
of the stream on the vertical in which it

floats.

To carry out the operation of gauging

by means of floats it is necessary to select a

straight stretch of channel of about 200 feet

in length, as nearly uniform as possible in

section and containing no obstructions. Two
cross - sections are ranged out by wires

stretched from bank to bank, if the width
will allow, and 1 00 feet apart ; these should be

perpendicular to the direction of flow. A third

line is usually stretched midway between these

two. If the observations are to refer to

different depths and different distances from
the centre of the stream the wires should l)e

divided up into corresponding sections of,

say, 10 feet intervals by attaching tags of

different colours. The floats are placed in

the water about 50 feet above the upstream
gauging section, the locus of their passage

through the gauging area being noted by
line markers and the times of entry and exit

recorded. Where the width of channel does
not permit of this being done the positions of

the floats may be fixed by the use of a theodo
lite measuring angles from a base line marked
out on the bank.

(12) CTTRKE^T ^IETERS. Current meters

may consist of an arrangement whereby the

FIG. 8

velocity is determined either from the revolu
tions of a revolving part rotated by the
current or by a modification of the Pitot tube.

o **. > T V.J. ujLK<4L ct.xio \JL tty. a )

In either case the meter is fitted with a guide
vane to keep its axis perpendicular to the
direction of the current. The number of

revolutions is usually indicated by a make-
and-break contact in an electrical circuit.

(iii.) The Pitot tube 1 method is well adapted
for use with the higher velocities common
in pipe flow to which its use is more confined,
and is discussed in the section dealing with
that flow.

(13) CALIBRATION OF METERS is usually
effected by suspending the meter from a

travelling carriage, which tows it with a
uniform velocity through still water at a

depth of about 2 feet. The time over the
measured length, and the number of revolu
tions of the meter, are recorded by means of a

chronograph and form a rating table. When
in use the meter should be suspended in a
similar manner to that adopted during its

calibration, as the speed of revolution has
been shown to vary with the degree of freedom

permitted.
The meter may be used by holding it

successively at certain points in a cross-section,

or, alternatively, by keeping it in motion

during the whole period of its immersion
and moving it uniformly from the surface to
the bottom of the channel in a series of vertical

or diagonal lines. The latter method is not

nearly so accurate as the former. Observa
tions taken at points six-tenths or mid-depth
in a series of equidistant verticals, the mean
velocity in each of these verticals being
found by applying a" factor, are capable of

j

giving reliable results.

j Simultaneously with the velocity observa-

j

tions, soundings should be taken from which
the cross -section of the stream can be
ascertained.

From the data thus obtained is constructed
a rating table showing the

relation^at a given
point between the height of water, 'referred to
some permanent bench mark, and the discharge
of the river.

(14) AVERAGE WATER SUPPLY AVAILABLE.

Gaugings are not as a rule available over the

period of thirty-six years which has been

suggested as necessary for complete informa
tion, but a ratio between the flow of the
stream and the rainfall over the area may be
established if one complete year's record of
the former is known. By means of this ratio
the flow during a sequence of years may
readily be deduced from rainfall records, and
the average water supply available be
determined.

(15) NET WATER SUPPLY. The reliable

procedure is to find the year of lowest annual
rainfall during a cycle of, say, fifteen years
and to establish the daily flow during this year,
comparison being made with the year of actual

gaugings on a basis of the effective rainfall,
after allowance for evaporation has been
made. Alternatively, the general mean annual"

i See (24) (ii).
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fall, reduced by 20 per cent, may be taken as
the equivalent of the three driest consecutive

years, which in practice is the largest amount
that can safely be relied upon. A further
reduction should be made to allow for evapora
tion, which in the British Isles may vary from
10 to 20 in., and the remainder, subject
to any claims for compensation water to be

given off to streams previously supplied by
the drainage area, becomes the flow available

per annum for a proposed supply.

(16) MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS FLOW. The
most important consideration in any water

supply, whatever the purpose for which it is

projected, is not the mean annual or daily
flow, but the maximum continuous flow,
which can under all circumstances be main
tained- It is evident that the natural run-off

of a drainage or catchment area, subject as
it is to continually varying rainfall, evapora
tion, and ground storage, will itself be of a con

stantly fluctuating character. If, therefore, the
natural flow is to meet all the demands that
are to be made upon it, it follows that these

demands must be so regulated as never to

exceed the minimum dry weather supply of

the drainage area which thus becomes the
maximum continuous flow of the projected

supply. In such a case all flow in excess of

this amount becomes of no direct interest

to the engineer and must be allowed to go
waste.

(17) STORAGE. If, however, the require
ments of the supply necessitate a greater

discharge, or if fall advantage of the drainage
area is to be secured, the water which is in

excess during the wet season or during floods

must be impounded for use in the dry season.

This is done by the accumulation in reservoirs

of some of the excess over the low-flow volume

during any or all of the periods
when it occurs and the utilisa

tion of this stored supply to

maintain a continuous flow,

higher than the natural low-

flow. Storage is usually essen-

tial to any extensive supply
and is one of its most import
ant features. It assists to still

further conserve natural re

sources by making use of at least a portion of

the large and wasting flood waters, and serves

to bring them under control, thereby obviating
destruction to property and sometimes to life

which may otherwise result.

(18) STORAGE CAPACITY. The storage

capacity which it will be necessary to provide
wifl depend not only on the proportion of

flood water compared to the low flow intended

to be stored, but will be principally affected

. by the duration of the longest period of dry
weather, which may not necessarily be a period

entirely without rain. In this climate, where

rainy days are frequent and general, and the
soil is always more or less saturated, the

storage provided will depend on the extent
of the fall, being greatest where the rainfall

is least, and ranges from 120 days' supply
in the Xorth of England to twice that amount
in the south. In India, where the monsoon
forms the principal source of rainfall, and is

liable to fail any one year, it is necessary
to provide storage to give supply during two
consecutive dry seasons.

An excellent example of this is afforded

by the Tata Hydro-Electric Power Supply,
Bombay, where the total quantity of water

required to enable the turbines to give 100,000

h.p. for ten hours daily during nine months,
after allowing for loss by evaporation, soakage,
and friction inpipes and turbines, is 6700 million
cubic feet, and the combined capacity of the
two main storage lakes is about 10,100 million

cubic feet. The excess capacity is given in

order that balances in years of excessive

rainfall may make up for occasional short

monsoons.

(19) STORAGE RESERVOIRS. Generally

speaking, the best site for storage is that where
the largest amount of water can be stored

by means of the shallowest, shortest, and
smaDest embankment. If natural lakes can
be utilised by the construction of a dam
across the effluent river it is usually the most
economical method. Notable examples of this

are given in connection with the water supplies
of Glasgow, Manchester, and Dundee. Other
wise a wide and flat valley with impervious
strata, preferably rock and ending in a

narrow gorge, should be looked for. The
dam for the closing of the outlet to the

storage area must be perfectly watertight, and
of such a construction as will prevent the

FIG. 10.

impounded water passing below, round the

ends, or over the top of the work.

(i) Earthen Dams. Formerly the usual

type of dam was the earthen embankment,
(Fig. 10) with its core of tough, impervious
clay or puddle -wall carried to a sufficient

depth to ensure perfect union with an imper
vious stratum. This was backed on either

side by harder and less water-tight materials,
the inner slopes being covered with stone

pitching to prevent the wash of the waves
from injuring the earthwork. For embank
ments of moderate height the inclination of
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the surface is usually 3 to 1 on the inner or

water side, and 2 to 1 un the outer slope.

(ii.) Masonry Dam. The earthen dam,
where properly constructed, has been very
successful, but the tendency in modern

practice is to adopt the masonry dam, at least

where the height of the wall exceeds 80 feet.

The structure may be of coursed masonry, or

of concrete mass, or of concrete reinforced

by steel, the necessary condition of stability
in each case being a continuous rock
foundation.

(20) OUTLETS. The outflow of the water
under proper control was usually provided for

by iron pipes, or stone or brick culverts

carried through and under the earthwork of

the embankment. Failures have frequently
resulted from the leakage of water along the
surface of these outlets, or from the fracture
of the outlet caused by excessive local pressures
or unequal settlement. The latest and best

constructed reservoirs have outlets which are

entirely disconnected from the embankment,
and consist of tunnels formed of masonry, or
reinforced concrete, placed in an adit which
has been regularly mined, the line adopted
being either round and clear of the end of

the embankment or at a considerable depth
beneath its lowest point.
For the regulation of the flow the entrance

to the culvert or the tunnel is best commanded
by a valve tower, which may be provided with
sluices on the outside and contain in the
interior an upstand pipe connected with the
outlet main, and having valves at different

levels, so that delivery may take place from
near the surface, and therefore be as free from

suspended matter as possible.

Syphon outlets are sometimes used where
the depth of water does not exceed 27 or 28
feet. The discharge pipe may be carried up
the inner slope over the top of the bank and
down the outer slope, or it may be laid along
the solid ground from the toe of the inner

slope round the end of the whole work, as in

the case of the tunnel outlet. Valves are

necessary, both at the inner and outer ends of

the pipe, the latter being at a level sufficiently
low to ensure that flow will be maintained
against the friction of the pipe. To guard
against the accumulation of air at the summit
of the pipe, valves suitable for the extracting
of air and the charging the pipe with water
must be provided.

(21) SETTLING TANK. In order to allow
for the settlement of sediment and the

interception of floatage a
"
residuum lodge

**

or settling tank is formed at the entrance
of the storage reservoir. Sluices or valves
are provided, so that the discharge from the

settling tank may be passed into the reservoir
or diverted into a by -channel and thence

passed into the waste watercourse. This

latter alternative is adopted when it is con
sidered inadvisable, either because of flood

discoloration or similar reasons, to permit
the water to pass into storage. A device
which effects this automatically is the leaping
weir. When the flow is normal the catch-
water channel,
situated just be
low and at right

angles to the

supply stream,
collects itentirely
and conveys it

to the reservoir.

When in flood, the velocity of flow becomes so

great that the water misses the collecting
channel and passes on to waste (Fig. 11).

(22) WASTE WEIR. Since the heaviest
floods experienced often occur after a season
of rain, when in all probability the reservoir
is quite full, it is necessary to arrange for a
waste weir to deal with a quantity of water

equal at least to the entire flood of the drainage
area. In earthen dams it should be kept
distinct from the embankment and formed in

a cutting in the solid ground at one of its

extremities. The flood water carried off

should be conveyed by the waste watercourse
to the stream bed below in such a manner
as not to injure the stability of the structure

of the dam. Where the construction is in

concrete or masonry the spillway may form

part of the wall.

(23) FLOW IN PIPES AND OPEN CHANNELS.
In the construction of a distributing system
for a proposed supply the important factors
to be determined include the volume of water
to be passed, the minimum size of pipe or
section of channel requisite for its conveyance,
and also the conditions involving losses of

head and the magnitude of the latter. The
choice between pipes and a form of open
conduit or tunnel will depend on whether the
water is to be conveyed under pressure or

not, and largely on the nature of the country
to be traversed. Frequently in large works
use is made of both methods.

(24) VELOCITY OF FLOW IN PIPES. Many
methods have been devised for the measure
ment of velocity and volume of flow in pipes.
The most accurate is that of collecting the

discharge during a definite time in a calibrated

tank, but this is only suitable when the

discharge is smalL

(i.) Chemical Method. Fer low-fall installa

tions, where large quantities of water have to

be dealt with, use is increasingly being made
of the chemical or titration method, in which
a given weight per minute of a chemical is

introduced into the supply pipe and the

quantity present at some point nearer the
exit is afterwards determined and the rate
of flow deduced. As recently developed this
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r
velocity
head

method is said to give results which are

accurate to within 1-5 per cent.

There are also meters of the positive type,
where, for example, the filling and emptying
of a tank or cylinder is the special feature

and the numher of repetitions in a definite

time are registered on an indicator. Or the

volume of water passing

through a small turbine

may be inferred from the

number of revolutions in

a given time of its runner
after careful calibration

by means of the passage
of known volumes.

(iL) Pilot Tube. One
of the simplest velocity
indicators is the Pitot

tube. Its essential feature

is a vertical tube A (Fig.

12) of fine bore with the

bottom end bent at right

angles facing and open to

the flow. The height of

the column of liquid in the

tube is the measure of the pressure equivalent
to the velocity head added to the statical head
of the tube water outside. To determine the

statical head, the tube may be turned through
an angle of 90 about its vertical axis so that

its orifice would be parallel to the direction

of flow. The illustration shows a second
vertical tube B communicating at the bottom
end with the casing, which in turn has openings

arranged tangentially to the flow. This serves

as a statical head indicator, and the difference

in level at any instant between the two tubes

serves as a measure of the velocity head, and
therefore of the velocity
itself (see also article

"Aeronautics
5

'}.

(iii-) Venturi dieter,

For measuring large

to these points. Then it can be shown that
the vekx ity is given by the equation

/=V tF

FIG. 12.

f .

i}
feet ^r flec-

where pA and pa are the pressures at the

areas A and a respectively and "W the weight
of 1 cubic foot of the liquid, and the dis

charge in cubic feet per second by

-v A-A /-n- A -A \

quantities of water the simplest and most

satisfactory method is that of the Venturi

meter, shown in Fig. 13. It consists of a pipe
of area A. uniformly converging to area a,

then a short parallel neck afterwards diverging
to its full diameter. It forms a section of

the main pipe. The whole quantity of water

passes through it and there is no obstruction

to flow. The difference of pressure which

exists at the inlet to the converging length
and at the parallel neck, due to the accelerated

velocity at the latter point, is measured as in

the Pitot tube by a differential gauge connected

The degree of error which may reasonably
be expected is only about 1-5 per cent, and
the meter registers efficiently at almost any
velocity.

(25) PIPE LINE LossES.1 The losses which
occur are due mainly to friction in the pipe
and to friction and eddy formation at entrance

and exit, at valves, sluices, elbows, bends, pipe

junctions, and at sudden alterations in the

cross - sectional area of the pipe. Much
experimental work has been undertaken to

determine the laws governing the loss of head

resulting from resistance to the flow of water

through a pipe, as .effected by variations in the

velocity of flow, the size of the pipes, and by
the degree of smoothness of the internal surface.

(i.) Early Experiments. From early experi
ments it was deduced that the MctionaJ
resistance to the flow of a fluid was :

(a) Independent of the fluid pressure per
unit of area.

(b) Xeariy proportional to the area of the

wetted surface, whatever the form of tihe

cross-section A of the containing channel,
that is, to IP, where I is the length and P
the wetted perimeter.

(c) Approximately proportional to the

square of the velocity v of the fluid.

The frietional resistance F to the motion
of a prism of water might therefore l>e

considered equal to cirfPr* ; w being the

weight of unit volume of the fluid and c a
suitable constant.

If such a prism of weight equal to tpZA

moves under the action of gravity through a

distance x along a channel having a gradient
i given by the ratio hjl, the energy expended
will be wlAiz ft.-lbs., where h is the vertical

height between the two ends of the pipe,

This is equal to the work done against

friction, and therefore

Hence
iix=T?x= cidPv*x.

. r==c /AL Cft

where m is written for A/P and C = ( 1/c)*. This

is known as the Chezy formula,

The ratio A/P = (area of cross-section/wetted

perimeter) is termed the
"
hydraulic mean

i See article "Friction," (14).
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depth
" and is the depth the volume of water

would have if it were contained in a rectangular
channel with a flat bottom of the same area

as the wetted walls of the channel. Thus
the head k necessary to maintain a uniform

Sow v along a channel of length Z and hydraulic
mean depth m would be represented by

The coefficients c or C, as used in the Chezy

formula t?=Cv'wi given above, can only be

constant hi the case of pipes if h is propor
tional (1) to i*

2 for all values of the velocity
and of the pipe diameter, whether large or

small, and (2) to the wetted perimeter for

pipes of different diameters, and is in addition

independent of the roughness of the internal

surface.

It is now known that none of these assump
tions are warranted, though for a time the

compensation of errors obscured the truth.

Dubuat, Prony, D'Aubuisson, and others

directed their attention to the true relationship
between resistance and velocity, while D'Arcy
investigated the eSects of different diameters

of pipes and of varying degrees of roughness,
and the investigators in both directions

sought to express their results in terms of a

binomial function of i\

(ii.) Reyncdd* Indzx Law. Professor Osborne

Reynolds evolved a rational formula based
oa the assumptions that the resistance to

flow varied with the diameter, length, and
surface conditions of the pipe ; with the

viscosity and density of the fluid, and with the

mean velocity of flow through the pipe, and
that it varied with some power of each of

these factors. A modification of this rational

formula has been adopted by various later

investigators, including Unwm, and is repre
sented bv the relation

where h as before is the drop of head in feet

required to maintain a uniform velocitv.

The resistance is thus proportional to the
nth power of v and inversely proportional
to the arth power of the diameter d, while /
is a coefficient deduced along with the values
of n and x from the results of several experi
menters,

1
I being in feet.

Unwinds mean values are as follows :

1 See "Friction/' (14) iii.

The values of / and n increase with the

roughness of the surface, and x varies with
the surface and increases with the diameter.

(iii.) Practical Considerations. In dealing
with practical problems, however, it is often
convenient to express the relation between
the velocity and the head in the form adopted
by Chezy,

7i>= 3T * or v= C A. / .

m2g V I
'

wheref/2g has been written for the coefficient C,
and Professor A. H. Gibson includes, in his
"
Hydraulics and its Applications," tables of

the values of/ and C calculated from the mean
results of the formulae of Unwin, Tutton, and
Thrupp, showing within the range of velocities

common in practice their variation with v
and with the pipe diameter in pipes of different

types. The internal corrosion of a pipe, by
increasing the roughness of its walls and by
reducing its effective area, will usually increase
the value of / considerably after a few years'
use, and must be allowed for when estimating
the diameter necessary to maintain a given
discharge.

(iv.) Loss at Entrance. This will depend on
the form of entrance adopted, the loss of head
varying from about -Q5(r*/20) ft. with a bell-

mouth to vz/2g ft., where the pipe projects
into the reservoir and forms a re-entrant

mouthpiece.
Weisbach has shown that with a gate valve

in a circular pipe the loss in head due to the

presence of the valve when three-fourths open
would be represented by -26(v

2
/2g) ft., and at

half opening be eight times as great.

(v.) Bends and Elbows. If loss of head is

represented by F(fc
2
/2gr) the following values of

F are approximately correct for losses in

pipes of radius r, with bends of radius R,
making an angle of 90 :

(vi.) Loss at Exit. The whole of the kinetic

energy of pipe flow v*j2g is usually dissipated in

eddy formation when discharged into another
mass of water, and if discharge takes place at
a height h above the free receiving surface
this height will be included in the loss of head.

(vii.) Total Loss of Head. The total head H,
therefore required to maintain a uniform

velocity of flow v will be equal to the kinetic

energy at exit -f the loss by friction in the pipe
-I- the losses at entrance valves, bends, or
sudden changes in section of the pipe, and
will be represented by an equation such as
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Hence,

We obtain thus the velocity due to a given
difference of head in a pipe of given length
and diameter. Since the discharge in cubic

feet per second Q=area xv \

^2 . /o^E

we find Q = r~

If the length and diameter of the pipe are

known, the head necessary to give any re

quired discharge may be determined. Thus

(26) HYDBAULIC GRADIENT. If steady
flow is to be maintained between two points

at different levels through a pipe running
full with a velocity v, the total difference of

level must be equal to the

total loss of head. Thus

If a longitudinal section be

made along the line of the

pipe and, if from a horizontal

and to maintain constant flow we must

have

The difficulty has been to determine values

of / or C which will be applicable to channels

having widely differing physical character

istics.

Bazin deduced for C a value given by

157-6/1 +(X/N/m) foot units, where JS is a

quantity which varies with the character of

the surface. This gives good results for

channels under 20 feet wide and with velocities

not greater than 4 feet per second.

The value generally used is that derived

from the Ganguillet and Kutter formula :

_
1 + {41-6+ (-00281/1); (Sf x'

line drawn through the upper surface there

is set down a series of vertical ordinates

representing at various cross-sections the total

loss of pressure per unit volume from the

pipe entrance to each section considered, then

the curve formed by joining the ends of these

ordinates defines the hydraulic gradient for

the pipe line. For a straight length of pipe
without valves or other obstructions the

gradient would be constant and would be

represented by a straight line (Fig. 14). The

slope of the curve giving the hydraulic

gradient is termed the virtual slope of the pipe.

(27) OPE^ CHANNELS. The formula

Ji= (flv-jm2g) is generally adopted as a basis

for determining the loss of head for a non

accelerated flow in open channels, where

m = (A/P) =the ratio of the cross-sectional area

to the wetted perimeter.

FIG. 14.

N, again, depends on the character of the

surface. Probably a rational formula of the

type

would most nearly represent the law of channel

flow.

Amongst others, Professor Claston Fidler

determined the values of /, w, and x for such

a formula from the many experimental re

sults available, and a few examples are given

below :

If the slope of the channel be uniform

then hjl is a constant, which we denote by ,

(28) BEST DIMENSIONS OF CHANNEL. The

best form and dimensions of channel are those
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will give the maximum discharge for

a given slope and given crosd-sectional area.

Xow Q =Ar = C \
'(
A3

/P)1 On the assumption
that C is constant fur a given surface, in order

that Q should be a maximum we must find

the differential coefficient of this expression
and equate it to zero. The following sections

give the proportions thus obtained for a few
of the common forms of channel and the

resulting value of Q on the assumption that
A has a constant value.

Trapezoidal Channels. Let &=the half bottom

breadth, d=the depth, a=cot 6, where Q is the angle
of slope of the sides.

Then we have

are tangential to a circle having its centre in the

water surface. The semicircular section when

running full may be regarded as the limiting case,

and has a hydraulic mean depth of <f/4, which is the

maximum for properly designed polygonal forms,
and therefore gives the maximum discharge for a
fixed area.

Circular Sections. With a circular channel of fixed

diameter, but where the water-level subtends a vary
ing angle Q at the centre, the condition of maximum
velocity can be shown to be 6 tan #=257-5,
and for maximum discharge 26-W cos 6 -J-sin 0=0.
0=308 satisfies this latter condition.

Tables showing the relative discharges of

trapezoidal channels with varying slopes, and
circular channels with different flow levels,

are given below :

and remembering that A is constant we obtain, on

substituting in the value Q from these equations and

differentiating, as

s-
\

T
/ / the condition for

& . \ // maximum dis-
d A charge, the result

'0 that

b-^-b-^T

FIG. 15. and in this case the

sides of the channel
touch a circle of radius equal to the depth of the
channel having its centre in the surface.

The maximum discharge in terms of 6 and 8 be
comes

and for a rectangular section where s is

/Semzc/rcz/Zar C}ianneL~The hydraulic mean depth
of any polygonal channel where A is constant is

greatest when the sides and bottom of the channel

I (29) UTILISATION OF SUPPLY. The supply
j

of water which has been determined by the
methods described and brought under control

may either be utilised for the potential energy
it contains or distributed for various domestic
and commercial purposes. The potential
energy of any store of water is measured
by the product of the fall H (in feet) which it

would make in its descent from a higher to
a lower level, multiplied by the weight of
water which may be utilised per unit time.
If W be the weight of water delivered per
second the theoretical energy per second
=WH ft.-lbs. and is equivalent to a theoreti
cal horse-power of

( 1/550)WH.
On the basis of a mean annual rainfall of

36 inches, and an average available fall of
50 feet, 240,000 million foot-pounds of energy
would be available per annum per square
mile of gathering ground. If it was possible
to collect and utilise half of this energy
throughout a normal working year at an 80
per cent efficiency it would represent a total
of 16 h.p. per square mile. Professor A. H.
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Gibson estimates the water-power available in

the world as exceeding 200 million horse-power,
while the* amount available and developed in

America and Britain has been given as follows :

BEAKE HOESE-POWEK

of a system of duplicate tidal basins capable
of working at all states of the tide and there

fore without storage plant. There are several

options with either method.

(i.) Single Tidal Basin. When a single tidal

basin is used water may be impounded through
sluices during the rising tide and, when the

sea-level has fallen a portion of its range,
allowed to operate the turbines at a nearly
constant head until low water. If the curve
ABC (Fig. 16) represents tLe sea-level on a
time base, then ab shows the level in the tidal

These numbers representing the available

power can only be regarded as very approxi
mate, and so far as they relate to this country
include much of the supply necessary for

domestic purposes, or which must be con
served for trade and commercial purposes.
The daily rate of con.sumption under this head

ing varies from about 20 gallons per head of

population in Sheffield to 70 gallon* in Paisiev,

and provision requires to be made so that, in the

event of the emergency of fire, the supply per
hour may exceed this by as much as 50*per cent.

The total available water supply is for

commercial and domestic purposes capable of

being supplemented, by the use of wells and

underground reservoirs, which, however, neces

sitate the use of pumps, and do not add directly

to the power resources of the country.
The following are mentioned as a few

typical examples of the largest power installa

tions which have recentlv been made :

\

B
FIG. 16.

basin, on the supposition that the rate of fall

is kept constant aud the head is nearly equal
to 6B throughout. The period of working is

represented by a-p^ and the interval of idleness

by the tide period A^, less a
1
A1. An increase

in the working head can only be obtained by
means of shortening the period of operation,
and the maximum output will be obtained

when the head is approximately half the tidal

range. An hicrease in output may, however,
be made by utilising both rising and falling

tides, the arrangement of the water passages

permitting the use of the turbines with a flow

from either side of the wall in which they are

set, or duplicate inflow turbines are provided

,. (30) TIDAL POWER. Perhaps the greatest

source of water-power is to be found in the

daily action of the tides of the ocean. Twice

each day, due to the gravitational attraction

of the sun and moon, great masses of water

become possessed with an energy of position

which it is possible to convert into work.

While the practicability of such a project is

assured, the desirability and expediency
becomes entirely a matter of cost. The choice

of methods lies between the use of a single

tidal basin divided from the sea by a dam in

which are placed, turbines, having intermittent

periods of working separated by more or less

lengthy intervals of idleness and equipped
with suitable storage plant, and the adoption

The work done per complete tide would then

be approximately 50 per cent greater, the idle

period shorter, and the storage plant neces

sary would be correspondingly reduced.

Another possible modification is where the

water during both rising and falling tides is

allowed to flow through the turbines and to

adjust its own level. If ABC (Fig. 17) repre.
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sents the sea-level, the level in the tidal basin

would also show a cyclical variation as at abc,

.the working Lead being the intercept between

the two curves. At their intersection points

ab the head is zero, and for an interval before

and after these points the turbines will cease

to function. The working period and the

possible output per tide is greater with this

arrangement, but the variation of head, with

all its disadvantages, is very large.

(ii.) Two Tiddl Basins. When the installa

tion consists of two tidal basins, power may
be developed continuously by allowing flow

through turbines to the sea to take place

from one called the upper basin during the

lower portion of the tidal fall, while the other

or lower basin is emptying through its sluices.

Flow from the sea through the turbines to

the latter occurs during the upper portion of

the tidal rise, and meanwhile the upper basin

is being filled through the sluices. This is

shown diagrammatically in Fig. 18. In

addition to the cost of providing two tidal

basins this method necessitates duplicating

FIG. 18.

turbines, while the output is not larger than in

the best of the single-basin systems.

Whiche\er form is adopted the cost per

horse-power will vary, other things being equal,

with the tidal range. Because of this, and also

because of its favourable configuration, much
attention has been given to the estuary of the

Severn, the mean range of spring tides at

Chepstow having the high value of 42 feet

and of neap tides of 21 feet, as compared with

the average value around the coast of Great

Britain of 164 and 8-6 feet respectively.

It is estimated that if an area of 20 square
miJes could be utilised at the spring tidal range
of the Severn the average daily output working
without storage plant would approximate to

10 million horse-power-hours.
The principal difficulty, however, in con

nection with -any tidal-power scheme lies in

the relatively great fluctuations in head. The

cyclical daily variations may be provided for

and continuous operations ensured, but the

great relative differences between spring and

neap tides force the choice of either designing
for the minimum head and thus utilising only
a- small proportion of the available energy,
with a consequent increase of the power unit

cost, or of adopting some equally costly form
of storage. While this is so the vast possi

bilities which await a development of tidal

power at a reasonable cost makes it imperative

that the investigations at present in progress
should be continued until success is achieved.

II. AVAILABILITY OF WATER SUPPLIES FOE

POWER OB OTHER PTJBPOSES

(31) PUMPS. In order to utilise directly a

supply of water there must be in addition to

an adequate quantity an available head cap
able of being converted into power or used in

overcoming resistance during its distribution

for domestic, trade, or irrigation purposes.

When the supply does not possess the requisite

head it can be acquired by the raising of the

water from a lower to a higher level by means
of a properly designed machine, and is termed

Pumping. The power of the machine or pump
must be sufficient not only to raise the

| required amount in a given time but also

! to overcome the various resistances to flow

! encountered in the process. These consist

i

principally of the friction of the pump and of

! the inlet and delivery pipes. The nature and
I magnitude of the pipe line losses have already

j

been dealt with in discussing the loss of head

incidental to a gravitational supply. The

characteristics, losses, and efficiency of the

i different types of pumps will now be treated

I

hi turn.

{ (32) SCOOP WHEELS, supposed to have been

|

used by the Chinese in very remote times,

are still in operation in the Fen district and
also in the lowlands of Holland, where large

volumes of water have to be lifted to compara
tively low heads of 4 to 6 feet. In some of

the recent examples they have been capable
i of dealing with 300 to 400 tons per minute

|

against a head of 5 to 6 feet, the diameter of

the wheel being 30 feet by 5 feet wide, and the

number of revolutions 5 per minute. The
entrance of the water to the wheel is controlled

by a sluice gate which delays the contact of

wheel and water until the vanes have nearly
reached the bottom of their path. The tail

sluice may either be adjustable about a hori

zontal axis at its lower end or free to take up
a natural position as determined by the

discharging stream. The efficiency of the

plant including the drive varies from 65 to 75

per cent, depending upon the ratio of the wheel

diameter to the lift. Generally speaking, the

larger the diameter for a given lift H the more
efficient is the pump, and the usual proportion

is that the diameter is 10 \/H.

(33) ARCHIMEDEAN SCBEW. It is fitting in

the case of this obsolete type that as there is

a record of its use in Egypt before Hero's time,
so the largest and possibly the last installation

of importance should be that at Katatbah in

1881. It consisted of ten sets of screws, each

designed to raise 25 tons of water per revolution

against a total head of 12 feet, which, with a

speed of 6 revolutions per minute, represented
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120 h.p. per screw. The plant was not a
success and was soon replaced by another

type. In the designed arrangement a helical

screw rotated about an axis inclined to the
horizontal at an angle less than that made by
the surface of the helix, and was contained in
a closely fitting tube, the lower end being
immersed in water. On rotating the screw,
the water tended to run down the surface of
the helix by reason of its greater inclination
and consequently passed up the tube emerging
at the top in the head water. Under favour
able circumstances an efficiency of 73 per cent
has been reached.

(34) RECIPROCATING Praps. This im
portant class of pump consists essentially of a
cylinder in which the reciprocating motion of a
bucket, plunger, or piston, or a combination of

these, is used to lift water directly, by the
action of suction or of pressure. On the up or
suction stroke of the pump a partial vacuum
is formed beneath the plunger or piston, and

atmospheric pressure acting on the free surface
of the supply produces flow in the suction

pipe. A volume of water equal to the

displacement of the plunger is admitted to
the pump chamber through a foot suction

valve which on the down stroke closes auto

matically while an equal volume is transferred
to the pressure side of the delivery valve.

Where the arrangement includes both bucket
B and plunger p, as in Fig. 19, the water

displaced on the
down stroke

passes through
lift valves v in

bucket, and a
volume equal to

the displacement
volume of the

plunger is dis

charged through
D. On the up
stroke a dis

charge equal to

the difference of

the bucket and

plunger displace
ment volumes
takes place.

When the

pump is of the

type shown in

Fig, 20, having
a piston and
plunger, then

during the in stroke a volume of water equal
to the volume of the piston displacement is

passed through the discharge valve D, but a

portion of this is simply transferred to the

opposite side of the piston. The actual

discharge during this stroke is only equal to i

the plunger displacement volume. On the I

out stroke the delivery is equal to the difference
between the volumes of the piston and plunger
displacements. In each case, therefore, the

I discharge is divided over the two strokes.

PIG. 20.

Let k t head of lowest position of plunger above
the lower water surface.

ha =head of upper water surface above lowest
, position of plunger.

AA =atmospherie pressure head.

fy=head required to overcome friction of

suction pipe.
Afl=head required to produce acceleration of

suction water column.

The pressure head available to produce flow in the
suction ooiamn^A^ hx and must be not leas tiian

19.

If the flow is small A
ffl -fA/ will nearly equal 0,

and hs may nearly equal AA or 34 feet approximately.
In practice AA

- k, represents a head of about 10 feet,

and hg is not greater than 24 feet

If A=area of cross-section of bucket or plunger in

square feet

L= length of stroke.

W=weight of cubic foot of water in Ibs.

Then WAA, =weight of water displaced during suction

stroke through a distance L feet.

WAAd;=weight of water liftd during delivery
strokes through a distance of L feet

Therefore the total work done per cycle

=WA$,+Ad)Lfoot-Ibs.=WALftL foot-lbs.,

where AL=A,+Ad =total lift

With the bucket type pump, suction and

delivery takes place during the up stroke,
the return stroke being idle. When a plunger
is used suction takes place during up stroke
and delivery during return. In either case

delivery is intermittent and occurs during
alternate strokes. Where a bucket pump is

converted into the combined bucket-and-

plunger type by the enlargement of the

bucket rod the work done per cycle remains
the same, but a delivery, equal to the difference

of the volumes swept through by bucket and

plunger respectively, occurs during the suction
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stroke, while the remainder of the bucket

volume is discharged during the down stroke.

For equal discharges on the two strokes the

area A oi the piston or bucket should be twice

the area a of the rod or plunger.

To equalise the work done during the two strokes

of the cycle, when the pump is vertical and the weight
of the reciprocating parts is Wj,, the following
relations are necessarv :

and

(35) SINGLE- AND DOUBLE-ACTING PUMPS.
Where suction takes place during one stroke

only of the cycle the pump is said to be

single-acting, though the flow is continuous.

This type may be converted into the double-

acting type by the duplication of suction and

delivery valves, so that suction takes place

during both in and out strokes of the piston.
If the pressure head against which delivery-

is taking place is high or the water being

FIG. 21.

pumped contains considerable impurities

rendering accessibility to packing desirable,
the plunger type of pump is usually adopted ;

and if the pump is double-acting, outside in

preference to central packing is employed.
This is shown in Fig. 21.

(i.) Variations in discharge. In pump de

sign it is intended that the volume of water
dealt with, either in suction or in delivery
should just equal the volume of the plunger
displacement, and it follows that with passages
of uniform section the rate of flow will depend
on and vary with the velocity of the plunger.
A, B, C, Fig. 22, snows on a time base the

velocity curve of a plunger driven by an

ordinary crank of definite radius, during the
suction stroke, and will also represent to

some scale the varying velocity of the suction

water. C, D, E is the corresponding velocity
curve during the delivery stroke, and will

therefore be a measure of the discharge
velocity and for short intervals of time of

the discharge itself.

If the pump be a single cylinder, single-

acting machine, the suction velocity will vary

from zero at A to a maximum at B, falling

again to zero at C and remaining so during
the return stroke. On the delivery side there

is no velocity during the period from A to C,
after which it begins to rise, reaching a
maximum at D and thence falling to zero at E.

These fluctuations of velocity may be
modified by the introduction of a duplicate

pump, drawing from the same suction and

discharging to the same delivery pipes, but
driven by a crank set at an angle of 90 with
the first, the resulting velocities being shown

by the curve AiFBGCiHD.
F G H

FIG. 22.

(ii.) Variations of Pressure. Since the flow
in the suction pipe is dependent on the vary
ing velocity of the plunger, the water in that

pipe must be subject to fluctuations of pressure

following on the varying accelerations neces

sary to maintain contact. These accelerations

hi the flow will be proportional to the piston
acceleration a at the same instant. When the

pump is driven from a shaft rotating with uni

form angular velocity of a? radians per second,

by a crank of radius r through a connecting
rod of length I, the maximum values of the

acceleration, which are equal
1 to 6j

2
. r(lrjl}9

O-.y-
2 tA r. "fl^X^

f*

+V*^WJ

tr

FIG. 23.

occur when the piston is at its inner or outer
extreme travel positions, that is at the opting
of the suction and delivery valves. There
must be sufficient force available at these

points to produce the required acceleration

if flow is to take place and separation of the
water column and piston is to be avoided.
In addition to the accelerating head Jia there
is the force necessary to overcome friction

represented by a head 7i f. In Fig. 23 (a) the
1 See " Kinematics of Machinery," (3) (ii.).
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curve ADC measured from OC^ as base
shows how Jia varies, -and ABC shows how the

sum of ha+ hf varies from beginning to end of

the suction stroke. The mean pressure head

(h-hs ) available to balance these resisting
forces is represented by FE, and the intercepts
between ABC and FE are a measure of the

pressure head remaining on the. plunger

during the suction stroke. If at any instant

h^-hj, is less than hc -t-hj, separation and

knocking will ensue.

The corresponding diagram for the delivery
side is shown in Fig. 23 (6). The acceleration ha
is represented by ADC and becomes positive

during the latter portion of the stroke. It is

then diminished by k
f, the resulting curve

being ABC, and the resisting head is then equal
to hd ha -rhf. If, therefore, at any instant

ha<ha hf separation would result.

If separation does occur, impact between
the water column and the plunger will subse

quently take place and pressures many times

greater than the normal values will be regis
tered. This would happen during the earlier

portion of the suction stroke, and if the pressure
head resulting be -equal to the delivery head,
the delivery valve will open and discharge
take place directly from the suction to the

delivery pipe. It may also occur during the

latter portion of the delivery stroke and the

oscillations set up may cause the pressure
head in the pump cylinder to fall sufficiently
to open the suction valve so that direct

discharge again results. In either case the

discharge would be greater than the plunger

displacement and its coefficient be greater
"than 1. Even though separation does not

occur, a rise of pressure which is of the nature

of^ater-hammer takes place at the closing of

the valves owing to the elasticity of the water

column and the consequent difference of the

velocities^ of the two ends of the column.

(iii.) Air Vessels. The introduction of air

vessels on the suction and delivery sections

is a means adopted for minimising abnormal

pressures. During the first portion of the

suction stroke, when normally the pressure
behind the plunger is reduced, water flows

out of the suction air vessel and the How
through the suction pipe is diminished and the

acceleration and the fractional resistances are

accordingly also reduced. The pressure behind

the plunger available for maintaining contact

is thus higher on account of the diminished

resistance and acceleration, and the tendency to

separate is decreased. During the latter portion
of the stroke when the plunger is being retarded

the rise in pressure of the water is damped by
the surplus flow being absorbed into the air

vessel. Similarly during the first portion of

the delivery stroke the delivery column is

allowed to acquire motion gradually by the

flow from the pump chamber being passed in

the first instance into the air -vessel, and when
retardation of the plunger takes place and the

delivery column tends to lose contact with it,

discharge is supplied from the air vessel

(iv.) Air-cliarging Device. In addition to the

proper proportioning of the air vessels arrange
ments must be made for their being kept

adequately charged. The volume of air in the

delivery air chamber tends to diminish by
being absorbed into the continually changing

body of water with which it comes into

contact., while the opposite holds good in

the suction air chamber. In order to equalise
these changes some form of automatic air

pump is necessary, and a simple apparatus
known as the Wipperman air charger is

frequently fitted. It is illustrated in Fig. 24

and consists of a small chamber H connected

by a delivery valve d to the air vessel A and

by a screw-down valve , normally open,
to the pump
chamber, while a

suction valve a

gives direct open
ing to the air.

During the out

ward stroke of

the plunger the

pressure in H
falls to the suc

tion pressure of

the pump and
the valve a ad
mits additional

air. On the re

turn stroke valve

a closes and the

delivery valve d

opens, admitting
a fresh charge to the air vessel, where a relief

valve prevents overcharging. If necessary, the

air inlet may be connected to the suction air

vessel, where surplus air tends to collect, in

stead of to the atmosphere, and is the usual

method when an air pump is used.

(v.) Pump Valves. The operations of suction

and delivery, as they have been described, have

implied that the control was by means of

automatic valves. It has been assumed that

during suction the inlet control was by a

valve which opened as a consequence of the

displacement of the plunger in one direction

and closed immediately on the motion being

reversed; also that the outlet control was

similar but opposite in action, "being closed

during the suction stroke by the external

pressure of the discharge water and opened

during the succeeding stroke by the excess

of th^pressure in the pump chamber over the

pressure head of the delivery column. For

low pressures and slow speeds the procedure

just described is that which is usually adopted.

The valves are made of rubber or vulcanite

FIG. 24.
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discs working against a perforated grid.

They are returned to their seat by the action

of a spring or by reason of their own. elasticity

FIG. 25. FIG. 26.

FIG. 27.

aided by the pressure of water above them

and are shown in Figs. 25 and 26. In order

to withstand the high pressures which have
now become common,
metallic valves were

introduced. Examples
of these are the single

mitre type shown in

Fig. 27 and the double-

seated ring valve in

Fig. 28. The average
number of revolutions

for pumps using these

types of valves is ap
proximately 60 per
minute.

The closing of valves

is accompanied by a certain amount of shock,

the violence of which depends on the kinetic

energy stored in the valve and in the follow

ing mass of water

at the instant of

closing. This will

vary as the lift, as

the weight, and as

the velocity of the

valve. All three

are functions of the

diameter, and the

lift to be fully effeet-

Fis. 28. *ve should, in the

case of a ring single-
seated valve, be equal to one-quarter of the

diameter. By an increase in the number of

valves, the diameter, and therefore the lift,

the weight, and the velocity may be reduced.

Suitable arrangements are illustrated in Fig.

29, where (a) shows a quadruple-seated suction

ring-valve and (b) a three-tier Beehive multiple-
valve box.

Where high speeds are necessary for obtain

ing the required discharge special valves are

used which, by their construction., tend to

modify the shock resulting from
r

sudden changes in the direction

of flow at the valves. Among
the most successful of these are

the Haste and Gntermuth types.
The former is a conical com

position valve working on a

guide stem carried by the valve

box, and opening automatically
to afford a free passage of the

moving column of water to the

discharge end of the pump, and is shown in

Fig. 30A. The Gutermuth metallic flap, Fig.

30s, is formed from a long strip of sheet

metal, a portion being coiled several times
round a spindle, with its inner end held in a
slot. The tension of the flap is adjusted, by
altering the position of the slot. This form

FIG. 30A.

FIG. 30B.

of valve has considerable advantages over the

ordinary ring type by reason of its lightness
and elasticity, being very sensitive and afford

ing a free waterway without any abrupt
changes of direction. A srjeed of 200 revolu
tions has been reached" "fey pumps^using this

type.
For still higher speeds mechanically operated

valves are necessary, and
Fig. 31 shows one unit
of a Reidler Express
pump, where the valves
are worked from a wrist-

plate driven by an eccen
tric on the main shaft.

The advantages of high
speed are not confined

a. 31.

to the reduction in the

weight and size of the

pump when compared to

the slow-speed class, but
extend to the discharge,

where, with very high
lifts, it is of the utmost importance to preserve
the constant velocity of outflow which follows

from the greater number of revolutions.

(vi.) Efficiency. -With reciprocating pumps
:
of the latest types of construction, efficiencies

varying from 80 to 86 per cent may easily
be obtained, and when the speed of working
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Is low a well - designed pump may have an

efficiency of 90 per cent.

(36)' SPEED VARIATIONS. The method of

equalising the Tariations in the resistance of

the pump has already been dealt with. There

are, in addition, variations in the external

forces actuating the pump which require con

sideration.

(i.) Direct-driven. When the pump is steam-
driven It may be directly connected to one

or more steam cylinders

by a common piston-rod,

so that the total steam pressure at any in

stant is directly transmitted to the water.

As it is desirable for the sake of efficiency to

use the steam expansively, and therefore with

varying pressure, the pressure in the pump will

have a considerable range. On the other hand,
the resistance of the pump is approximately
constant, and so it becomes necessary to

introduce some form of compensator whereby
sufficient energy is stored during the first

portion of the stroke to supply the deficiency
which exists in the second. In Fig. 32 let

the ordinates measured from OC^ to the curve

ABCD be the total resultant pressures on the

driving rod during the outward stroke, and
ACF the more or less constant water cylinder

pressures : then the shaded area included

above AC represents the excess of energy

requiring to be stored, and the area included

beneath CF the deficiency which must be

met in the stroke. The best-known method
of doing so is by the use of the Worthington
oscillating cylinders, a diagrammatic arrange
ment of which is shown in the upper portion
of the figure. H and L indicate the high
and low pressure steam pistons actuating
the pump plunger P through the rod R.

To the crosshead E on the extension of R
are attached rods which operate plungers
in the pair of oscillating cylinders placed

symmetrically about the centre line at Q and

Qt. While the crosshead is moving from
E to E the plungers are displacing water

from their respective chambers into a differ

ential accumulator communicating with an

air vessel, and work is stored. In traveDing
from E! to Ea the outward displacement of

the plungers is assisted by the pressure of the

accumulator, and work is given out. The
work stored and given out during each stroke

in the equalising cylinders is adjusted to

balance the variation in energy above and

below the mean required in the pump chamber.

(ii.) FfyicJieel and Shaft driven. Another
class of pumps receive their motion by means
of a crank from a shaft on which is mounted a

heavy flywheel, and which is operated directly

by a steam engine or driven by belt or gearing
from an electric motor. Here the variations

of speed and pressure in the prime mover are

equalised by the action of a properly designed

flywheel. Such pumps are usually con

structed with three pump chambers side by
side, driven from a common shaft by cranks

set at 120 with each other, and are termed
three -throw ram plunder

pumps. The flow in this

class is very continuous,
and the type is largely used

for boiler feed purposes.

(37) ROTARY PUMPS.
A pump of the rotary class

is valuable for use where
lack of space prevents the

adoption of an ordinary

plunger pump. It is valve-

less, steady in working,
and its discharge is praeti

cally continuous. It is

adapted for working over a large range
of speeds at comparatively low heads, with

widely varying; discharge, and is frequently

adopted for irrigation purposes. Its principal

disadvantage lies in the difficulty of avoiding

leakage past the rotating surfaces and the

consequent loss of efficiency. This type takes

various forms. One consists of a two-part

cylindrical easing in which revolve a piston
wheel and drum, another employs two piston
wheels.

The latter is illustrated in Fig. 33 by the

FIG. 32.

FIG. 33.

cross-section of a pump with cycloidal wheels,

capable of lifting 27,000 gallons of water per
minute to a height of over 30 feet for irrigating

rice-fields.

The right-hand piston rotates counter clock

wise and drives the water from the lower to

the upper part of the casing: the motion of

the left-hand piston is clockwise with the

same result.
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. 34.

An example of the former is the Enke
pump, shown in Fig. 34, the important feature

being the non-contact method of arranging
the piston wheel or displacer and the con
troller drum to avoid leakage and to minimise
wear. The displacer consists of three arms F

machined to fit

accurately be
tween a segment
of the casing and
a fixed drum D.

It is carried at

one end by a disc

keyed to the driv

ing shaft, and at

the other the
arms are con
nected by an
annular disc
which revolves

within a recess in the cover. As the displacer
revolves the arms fit into recesses in the

periphery of the controller drum C, causing it

to turn in another segment of the casing. No
attempt is made to secure fitted contact

between the tips of the displacer arms and the

corresponding recesses, as leakage back of the

water is sufficiently prevented without it. An
over-all mechanical efficiency of 80 per cent for

engine and pump has been obtained with this

particular form of rotary pump.
(38) CE^TKIFFGAL PUMPS. In a centrifugal

pump, pressure energy is imparted to a mass
of water by the rotation r^ an impeller wheel
The wheel is formed of a number of curved

vanes, and revolves in a suitable casing.
When the wheel is charged with water, its

rotation produces a forced vortex in the mass
of the water contained, with a resulting
increase of pressure in a radial direction

outward and a tendency to outward flow.

If the speed of rotation is sufficiently high
the increase in pressure becomes great

enough to more than balance the static

head against which it operates, and flow

takes place. This has the effect of reducing
the pressure, thus causing water to rise in

the suction pipe and enter the wheel at its

centre.

When discussing the factors which govern
the working of such a pump, certain assump
tions are usually made. These are that the

pump runs full, and that every particle of

water enters the impeller radially without

any tangential or whirl velocity, and leaves
with a common velocity in a direction tan

gential to the periphery at every point of

discharge.
It is possible to establish a relationship

between the total lift of the water H, that is,

the difference of level between the surfaces of

the suction and discharge reservoirs, and its

whirl velocity w as it leaves the tips of the

impeller moving with a linear velocity ULO if

it is assumed that the work done on the pump
is just equal to the work done by it, and the

efficiency therefore equal to unity.

Let Q=volume of water dealt with per second
in cubic feet,

W=weight per cubic foot in Ibs.,

( ra and r*= outer and inner radius of impeller,
, w and Wi=velocity of whirl at r and r^
\ oj=angular velocity of the wheel,

|
U=work done on the water passing through

per second in ft. -Ibs.

=change per second in its angular momen
tum multiplied by its angular velocity

= (ZC^TO w?$r)w ft. -Ibs.,

and since it is assumed that u't=03 while it =r wt

U= -(w r u)= - (WOU Q ).

9 Q

But the work done by the water=WQH, and since

this is equal to U, therefore WQ . w w /^=WQH, and
\ R=w u /g.

All losses due to eddy formation, shock at

entrance to or exit from the impeller, and
friction in the passages are equivalent to an
increase in the head against which pumping
has to take place, and must he avoided as
far as possible

by adopting
the form of

vane best
suited to the

conditions 01

working.

(i.) Shuck at

Entry. To
avoid shock at

entry, the
direction of
the relative

velocity of

water and
vane must be

tangential to

the surface of the vane at the inner edge, as
shown in Fig. 35 (a), where

/?=vane angle at entrance,

^1= peripheral velocity of vane at entry,
ft = radial velocity of water at entry

= u
t tan/9,

iVr
= relative velocity of water and vane
= v'?+/?.

If variations in the speed of the impeller
occur, the relations expressed above will not
be maintained, and shock will result. During
its travel through the wheel passages the
relative velocity of water and vane remains

unchanged, but for the loss taking place in

overcoming the fractional resistance of the

sides, and its direction conforms to the curve
of the vanes.

FIG.
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(ii.) Shock at Exit. At exit the water leaves
the impeller at an angle which is the angle of
the vane tip, and its absolute velocity vc and j

radial component f may be determined by a
i

velocity diagram, as in Fig. 35 (b).

"

!

If the mean direction of flow in the casing !

can be taken, as has been assumed, tangential
[

to the impeller circle and its velocity r, the
j

stream discharging from any passage will make f

with it an angle 6, and a loss of energy will
|

result, which may be represented by the
j

equation j

per Ib. of the discharging stream,

where a and b are constants depending on the

angle and the ratio in of the volumes of the
main and discharging streams at their junction,

(iii.) Loss due to Kinetic Energy of Discharge
Flow. The casing surrounding the impeller
is usually designed to include a volute chamber
the cross-sectional area of which increases

uniformly from A to B, as shown in Fig. 36,

as made up of two component velocities, one of
whirl with the wheel and equal to wr; the other
parallel to the vanes, having a Value rr, which is
the relative Telocity of the water and vane. The
first corresponds to a rotation in a forced vortex
with an angular velocity w, and the equation of
motion for points on the inner and outer periphery
of the wheel would be

m
Pressure difference fa?

3
fr

s - r
t

g
)

w
The second component corresponds to an outward

flow parallel to the vanes, of the same volume, with
the wheel at rest. In this case

Pressure difference frr
2

Orr
-

~~w
_i~-rUj~-ft>~ cowc

2
7~

20

The total difference of pressure pn -pi, therefore,
between the inner and outer edges of the vanec
is giveu Ly

Po- Pi 1^/r-Jo cos*e-~

FIG. 36.

and allows a constant velocity of flow v. If

free discharge, therefore, is permitted to the

upper reservoir at this velocity, a loss equal
to the kinetic energy of the discharge stream
will occur, and have a value of v*j2g ft.-lbs.

por sec. per Ib. of ^ ater.

(iv.) Friction Losses )'n Suction and Delivery

Pipes. In addition, the frictional losses due
to the resistances of the suction and delivery

pipes, and which are of the nature of those

already dealt with in pipe flow, require to be
allowed for.

It follows, then, that the pressure head H^,
which must be developed in the pump must
be greater than the theoretical value H by
an amount sufficient to cover these losses.

(v.) Increase of Pressure Head throughout the

Pump. The steps by which the necessary
increase of pressure is obtained may now be

examined, as well as any modifications of the

primary design having for their purpose a
reduction in the total losses, and therefore of

the total pressure necessary.

The actual velocity of a particle of water during
its passage through the impeller may be regarded

This gain of pressure may be increased if some frac
tion iv of the kinetic energy rr

2
/20 ft.-lbs. contained

in the water as it leaves the impeller is converted
into pressure head in the volute chamber, and would
equal t9rr

z
j2ff ft.

Further, if the discharge takes place from the volute
into & pipe of gradnaJIy increasing sectional area,
the angle of divergence being in the neighbourhood
of 5i3

, so that the mean velocity of Sow r in the
volute is changed into a discharge pipe velocity of
vd ft., the increase of head between the volute and the

delivery pipe will be given by

W -ft.

! and d will approximately equal -85.

The total difference of pressure through the pump
to the delivery pipe will under these conditions

equal

T/t-/ cosec

W 2ff

(vi.) Vortex or Whirlpool Chamber. Since the

efficiency of the pump depends very largely on the

conversion of the kinetic energy of the water leaving
the impeller into pressure energy, many devices have
been tried to secure this end. One of these, devised

by Professor James Thomson, is the vortex or whirl

pool chamber, circular and concentric with, but of

larger diameter than, the impeller, and introduced

between the latter and the volute. It is shown in

lower half of Fig. 36. The water on leaving the

vanes forms approximately a free vortex, and as

the velocity diminishes towards the outside of the

chamber the pressure increases, ftwmTnmg there is no

eddy losses, thus :

W
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If the ratio between the inner and outer radii of this
j

chamber equals C, then rcl'f C, and

ft

W
Owing to eddy formation the gain in pressure is only

a fraction ke of this amount, its numerical value

varying from 4 to -5. The effectiveness of tie device,

ii full advantage of it is desired, is marred by the

necessity of unduly increasing the over-all dimensions

of the pump.
(vii.) Guide Vanes. Another device intended to

counteract the tendency to instability of motion and

the formation of eddies on leaving the impeller con

sists in the introduction of fixed guide vanes designed

to receive without shock the water from the Impeller

and to direct it by diverging passages either into a

vortex chamber, as jnst described, or into the volute.

The upper portion of Fig. 36 shows the latter arrange

ment The angle of entrance of these guides should

be parallel to the path of the water particle as it

leaves the impellerand eqnal to a (Fig. 35 (&)) if shock

is to be avoided. When the pump is required to

work under varying conditions the angle should be

suited to that of ^a^1'""1 efficiency. When this

condition is departed from considerably, the result

may be that the guides are a source of loss instead

of a gain in efficiency. It will be seen from Fig. 35 (b)

that the entrance angle is represented by

It must not be forgotten, however, if the head

H to be pumped against remains the same,
that any decrease of w effected by a re

duction of the angle 7 requires an increase

of the peripheral speed uot with consequently
an increase of frictional loss. In practice the

value of 7 varies from about 15 to 90, depend

ing on the purpose for which it is designed and
the head against which lift takes place, the

maximum permissible value increasing with

the working head.

Single impeller pumps are used for heads

between 6 and 100 feet and have an actual

efficiency of over 75 per cent, and the efficiency

is well maintained through a fairly large range
of speeds. The limit set to the maximum
lift of this pump by the high speed of rotation

necessary, and the consequently excessive

frietional and eddy losses which occur, have

been overcome by the introduction of the

(39) COMPOUND MULTIPLE CHAMBER PUMP.

This consists of a series of two or more im

pellers on the same shaft, each pumping water

into the central space of the next adjoining,

with the exception of the last, which pumps

u -J cot 7*

Since the velocity of the water is at its maximum

when leaving the impeller, and as only

a portion of its kinetic energy can be

recovered though every precaution is

taken, it follows that the velocity of

discharge should be kept as low as is

consistent with maintaining the efficiency

of the pump.
Efficiency.

The useful work done by
a pump per Ib. of water may be taken

as represented by H-fH/-f vd*j2g ft.-lbs.,

where H is the total difference of level

between the suction and delivery sur

faces; H/ is the equivalent of the

friction loss in the suction and delivery

pipes ; and r* is the velocity in the

discharge pipe. The summation of these may be

termed the equivalent head Hm. The work which

theoretically must he done per Ib. of water when all

losses are neglected is WQUO ig ft.-lbs., and to this must

be added LA the sum of all the hydraulic losses, and

Lm that of all the mechanical losses. The efficiency

y of the pump is then given by the ratio ;

Usefulwork done by the pump per Ib. of water passing

Total work done on the pump per Ib. of water passing'

and this is equal to

So far as this depends on the angle 7, it is

evident that a reduction of 7 will increase the

efficiency of the pump, and in addition give

to the passages a more uniform cross-section.

directly into the delivery pipe as shown in Fig.

37. The impeller diameters and vane angles
are made the same for each chamber, and
the total lift is equal to the lift of one stage

multiplied by the number of stages. Lifts

up to 1500 feet are possible by this arrange
ment. Guide vanes are almost invariably
used with the multiple type, as it is essential

for efficiency that as far as possible the kinetic

energy of discharge from each wheel should be

converted into pressure energy before entering
the next chamber. In most cases the impellers
are mounted in pairs back to back, with the

flow in opposite directions, by which method
the end thrust which occurs in single-inlet im

peller wheels is conveniently neutralised. For

multiple pumps the impeller vanes are of the

enclosed type, thereby reducing the leakage of

water between the pump-case and the vanes,
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and also the disc friction of rotation. A eentri-
]

fugal pump before starting is charged with
j

water, a foot-valve being provided to allow of
j

the charge being retained. To enable de
livery to begin, the conditions of rotation of
the wheel must satisfy the equation

(40) OTHER PUMPS. In the types of !

pumps already considered the operating force
has been applied through the medium of a

rigid solid, such as a piston or a revolving
wheeL There is, however, an important group
where the solid is dispensed with and a fluid

in direct contact with the water supplies the
motive power. This group will now be con
sidered.

(41) PULSOMETER STEAM PUMPS. This

pump is closely related in fact, though not in
j

appearance, to the steam reciprocating pump.
There is no piston, and the steam which is the

working fluid acts directly but alternately
on the surfaces of the water, contained in two

pear-shaped chambers cast side by side in

one piece. An oscillating valve common to

both chambers is placed at the junction of

their stems, and when the valve admits
steam to one chamber it closes to the other.

Under pressure of the steam the water with
which the chamber has been charged ready
for starting is forced through a foot-valve

into the delivery pipe. Condensation of the

steam remaining takes place, expedited in

some cases by the injection of a fine water

spray, and the reduction of pressure which
ensues closes the steam inlet valve and the

delivery foot-valve while opening the suction

valve, and admits water from its inlet opening
at the bottom for a fresh charge. The same

cycle of operations takes place in the other

chamber consequent to the movement of

the steam valve, so that delivery in one
chamber synchronises with suction in the

other.

The use of this class of pump is limited by
practical considerations to lifts below about

100 feet, the most efficient steam pressure

being from 45 to 60 Ibs. per square inch, though
a lift of 170 feet has been attained with steam at

100 Ibs. pressure per square inch. The capacity
of such primpa based on a lift of 20 feet varies

with the size from 1000 to 150,000 gallons per
hour. Its efficiency is not high, but it is a

useful and cheap appliance for pumping of a

temporary kind, and it has the great advantage
of not requiring any provision for fixing, being

suspended by means of a chain or rope at the

desired level.

(42) GAS DISPLACEMENT OR HUMPHREY
GAS PUMP. The Humphrey gas pump bears

a similar relationship to a gas engine working
on the four-stroke cycle as the pulsometer

does to the steam engine. It is a develop
ment in the direction nf utilising the force

obtained from the combustion of an ex

plosive mixture of gas and air to raise

water by direct pressure. The action of

the pump is as follows. At the beginning
of the power stroke a charge of pas and air,

compressed between the end of the combustion
chamber C (Fig. 38) and the column of water
contained in the delivery pipe I) continuous
with it, is ignited by electrical spark and

expands. By this means the water column
is set in motion, acquiring momentum, and

part of its contents is discharged. Due to

the momentum the expansion is continued
until the pressure falls to or below atmospheric,
when the water valves W connecting to the
suction tank ST and the exhaust valves E
open by suction effect, the gas inlet valve I

being meantime locked shut. Its momentum
exhausted, the water column oscillates back
while the products of combustion are dis-

FIG. 38.

charged, the exhaust valve remaining open
until closed by impact, after which compression
of the remaining air in the combustion space
takes place. This is followed by another

expansion, during which the gas inlet opens
and a fresh combustible charge is taken in,

while the exhaust valve is locked shut. The
return oscillation closes the inlet valve and

compresses the charge until the water column
is again brought to rest, when ignition takes

place and the cycle starts afresh.

If two combustion chambers are provided
instead of one and the inlet and outlet valves

of the one alternate with those of the other

by one complete oscillation, the arrangement

corresponds to a two-cylinder gas engine and
the discharge is approximately doubled.

The pump in either of its forms may be

adapted to work with a suction lift, and caji

be utilised for operating against a high-

pressure head by introducing two air vessels

separated by non-return valves as an integral

part of the delivery pipe. On test a thermal

efficiency of 23 per cent has been obtained,

which is equivalent to a consumption of

nearly 1 Ib. of anthracite per water-horse

power per hour.
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A set of five pumps of this type, -with, a

total estimated capacity of ISO million gallons

per day and a lift of 30 feet, was constructed

for the ^Metropolitan Water Board for use

at their CMngford Reservoir. The rate of

working approximates to 12 cycles per minute,
and in each of the larger units 10 tons of water

are delivered per cycle.

(43) HYDHAtnjc RAM. The hydraulic ram
forms another of this group, the working fluid

in this case heing water, and use is made, as

in the gas displacement pump, of the water-

hammer principle. A valve-box B (Fig* 39)

FIG. 39.

is placed in communication with a miming
stream or supply pipe having a small operating
head. A waste valve w when open permits
of a flow "being set up under the influence of

this head until the dynamic pressure on the

inner side is sufficient to close it. The effect

of the sudden closure of the valve is to cause

an increase of pressure great enough to open
a delivery valve d communicating with a

delivery pipe D through an air vessel A. A
portion of the water which escapes is used

to compress the air in A, and a portion passes

up the delivery pipe before the momentum of

the column is absorbed. The pressure in the

air vessel reacting initiates an impulse in the

opposite direction, the delivery valve closes,

and the reduction of pressure in the valve-

box which results enables the waste valve to

again open. The normal flow resumes with the

next oscillation, increasing until the dynamic
pressure once more closes the valve. By this

method a low-head large flow is enabled to

lift a smaller flow through a large head.

The efficiency of the ram depends on what
is considered the effective lift of the discharge
Q. If this is assumed to be the difference be
tween the levels of the supply intake H and
the surface of the storage tank hd9 then the

useful work done is represented by Q(Ad - H),
wliile the work done on the ram equals q . H
and 77

= Q . (hd
- H)/gH, where q= water flowing

past waste valve.

If, however, the useful lift is regarded
as h d , then

.hd =the useful work done by
ram, and

. H=the work done on it, and

the

The values obtained on the first assumption

are consistently lower than \\ith the second,
but even on that basis the efficiencies where
the delivery head does not exceed four times

the supply head may be as high as 75 per
cent. For a given supply head the efficiency
of the ram falls of! very rapidly with an
increase of the delivery head ratio above the

value just given. For small diameters of

supply pipe this type of pump gives excellent

results, hut with larger sizes trouble is apt to

arise through excessive shock when the valve

is suddenly closed. To obviate this some
times an air dashpot is fitted to the waste
valve spindle, but while effective for this

purpose it has the disadvantage of lowering
the efficiency of the pump, since slowness

of closing, allowing leakage past the valve

at the time when the velocity of the waste
water is at its maximum, means a larger

proportional loss of energy, compared to the

whole kinetic energy of the water column.
The introduction of mechanical regulation of

the valves enables this type to be successfully

applied to the pumping of water on a much
larger scale and against greater heights than
is possible where automatic valves are used.

(44) JET PTJMP. The working fluid in the

jet pump is also water, but the principle of

working is quite different. It is operated

by the conversion of the high-pressure energy
of a water supply into kinetic energy, and
as the velocity is increased the pressure
diminishes until it may be that a pressure
less than atmospheric is reached. This is

effected in the passage of the water through a

converging nozzle N (Fig. 40), which is

FIG. 40. ~:z.~.n -

surrounded by a concentric chamber C
communicating with the lower reservoir by
means of a suction pipe. The reduction of

pressure at the face of the nozzle due to the

issuing jet induces flow in this pipe which
combines with the water from the jet and is

carried forward into a diverging portion of

the discharge pipe D. There the dynamic
pressure is partly reconverted into pressure

energy sufficient to maintain flow against
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the discharge head. The energy contained

per Ib. of the combined streams is

Pd^-ti'd'tty, and muat be equal lu H^-the
losses between the vjrm eontracta and the

delivery surface, where p d, i'd , and H d are the

pressure, velocity, and head in the delivery
pipe,
The square of the velocity necessary for

delivery varies as Hd and is independent of

the suction head hs , and as the loss of energy
is proportional to r^

2 it will also be proportional
to Hd . For a given lift, therefore, the suction
head should be made as great as possible.

_The useful work done by the pump
The work done on it

17=-

the depth of submersion of the pipe. A
sketch of three alternative forma of the

arrangement L? shown in Fiq. 41.

The air tube may be fitted either concentric

internally or externally to the uptake pipe
or parallel to it. To 'the first (1) of these

methods the objection is raised that it increases

the frictional resistance to the water flow and

consequently lowers the efficiency, but it is

very convenient in the case of a small bore

hole. The second (2) admits of mure effective

air distribution which is an essential in this

type of pump, but where the well is of large
!
diameter the system of parallel pipe (3) has

i

the advantage of being most readily access-

j

ible and very flexible. Broadly speaking, the

where Qs and Q,, are the quantities from
suction and pressure supply respectively, and
hp is the high pressure head.

The actual values of 77 reached do not
exceed 30 per cent, and are usually round
about 25 per cent.

This low efficiency may be increased by
substituting for the single

-
stage impact

between the streams a multi-stage arrange
ment. By this means the loss of energy due
to shock when the high velocity jet meets
the low velocity now is substantially reduced,
and the efficiency may be raised to 33 per cent.

When the fluid used for the high-pressure

jet is steam the injector becomes the well-

known locomotive type associated originally
with the name of Giffard and largely used for

boiler feed purposes.
Another modification may be mentioned

where the above process LJ reversed and a

high-pressure water jet is used to draw away
steam from, and to maintain a vacuum in,

the exhaust chamber of a steam engine. This

combination is termed an Ejector Condenser.

(45) ATB-LLTT PUMP. The method of rais

ing water on the aeration principle is another

example still of the direct application of a

working fluid, and has found considerable

favour during recent years especially as

applied to artesian wells. It consists primarily
of two pipes, one (A, Fig. 41) having its lower

end submerged in the liquid to be raised and
its upper end arranged to discharge into a

reservoir at the required height, and the

other (a) for conveying air from a compressor
to a nozzle n, situated in the submerged

opening of the rising main. The air is diffused

through the water in the uptake pipe and
forms a mixture having a low specific gravity.

The pressure of the heavier fluid in the

surrounding casing forces the lighter mixture

above the supply level and out of the top of

the delivery pipe. The difference of pressure
thus obtained determines the height to which

the water can be lifted, and will vary with

(*)

least pressure of air that will give continu

ous flow is the proper pressure to use. Its

approximate value is -65 Ib. per square inch,

for each foot of lift from the surface of the

water.

The efficiency of this type of pump is low,

and reckoned as the ratio of water H.P.
to the compressor cylinder LH.P. does not

exceed 45 per cent. If calculated from the

indicated power of the prime mover not more
than 30 per cent would probably be registered.

Against this low efficiency must be set the

simplicity of the mechanism of the pump,
its ease in setting up and the immunity it

possesses from the seouriug and choking
effects of sand or sediment. These latter

considerations probably account for the revival

of interest in this ingenious type of pump.

HE. THE APPLICATION OF WATEB POWER TO

INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES

(46) THE ENERGY OF STORED WATER. Tt

has been seen how supplies of water can be
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collected from natural sources and stored,
J

or made available by artificial means for the

purpose of distribution to satisfy the require

ments of the consumer. It is with the means

tak^n to utilise the power latent in a supply

that it is now proposed to deaL

The capacity for work of a store of water

may be made the means of furnishing work

ing forces during the descent of the water

from a higher to a lower level, through, a

properly designed machine, whereby a steady

motion of that machine may be maintained

against various resisting forces. If Q be the 1

quantity of water in cubic feet per second

available, H the total available head in feet,

and W the weight of 1 cubic ft. of water, then

the Capacity for work or Potential Energy
of the water=WQH ft.-lbs. per second, and

this is equivalent to H ft.-lbs. per second

per Ib. of water. The ratio of the useful work

done by the water in its descent to the poten
tial energy or capacity for work latent in the

water when stored is termed the efficiency ^of

the machine. Machines designed to utilise

this potential energy are called Hydraulic
Motors or Prime Movers. The work dene is

due entirely to the loss of head of the water

during its descent, but the method of applying

the energy will depend on the type of motor

selected. In general, it consists of a wheel

which is caused to rotate either by the weight
of the descending water or by the dynamic

pressure arising from a change in direction

and velocity of the moving stream. Piston

engines, where the water does work in virtue

of its static pressure only, form, however, an

important class.

When the water enters the wheel at one

part only of the circumference the machine

is called a Water-wheel ; when it enters the

entire circumference more or less simultane

ously it is called a turbine. For convenience

it is proposed to classify the various types
into the three mam divisions : (a) water-wheels,

(b) turbines, and (c) pressure engines, and to

consider them hi that order.

(47) WATER-WHEELS. In this division the

working force is obtained :

(i.) By the weight of the water, producing
rotation as in the overshot and breast wheels ;

(ii.) By utilising the kinetic energy of a

moving stream as in undershot wheels ;

(iii.) From the impact of a high velocity

jet of water as in the Pelton wheel.

(L) Overshot Wheels. The construction of

this type of motor, which was very general for

small powers with heads ranging from 15 to 50

feet, is very simple and is illustrated in Fig. 42.

The water is supplied, as near the highest

point of the wheel as possible, to a series of

buckets formed of shrouded vanes, and

escapes when the outer part of the bucket is

horizontal, which occurs before the lowest

position of the bucket is reached. The useful

head is less than the theoretical head H (a) by
an amount which depends on this discharge

position, and (b) by the amount required to

supply the kinetic energy of the stream. If

h is equal to the total head thus absorbed,
then H - h will represent that available for

FIG. 42.

useful work and the efficiency possible is

Maximum efficiency is obtained when the

peripheral velocity of the wheel is equal to

one-half the velocity of the inflow water.

To prevent loss by shock at entrance to the

buckets the vane angle at the tip should be

parallel to the relative motion of the water

and vane there. This angle is usually arranged
to make 25 to 30 with the tangent to the

circumference, and as a consequence the bucket

retains water for a vertical distance nearly

equal to -8 of the wheel diameter. When
working under suitable condition efficiencies

up to 80 per cent may be obtained.

(ii.) Breast Wheel. Where the working head

ranges between 6 feet and 15 feet the supply
is admitted to the

buckets at some

point situated hi

the breast of the

wheel (Fig. 43). Any
loss of head due
to the premature
escape of the water
from the buckets

becomes propor
tionately greater, since the head is less, and

is prevented by the building of a breast

work of masonry with a minimum clearance

between it and the wheeL Precautions similar

to those taken in the overshot type are re

quired to prevent shock at entry, and special

provision is made of air vents at the inner

circumference of the wheel to let the air out

as the water rushes into the buckets. Under
favourable circumstances an efficiency of 65

per cent may be reached.

The Sagdbien wheel is a form of breast

wheel in which the bucket is replaced by
long flat vanes, tangential to a circle concentric

FIG. 43.
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FIG. 44.

with the wheel and making an angle at the
outer circumference parallel to the relative

velocity of water and vane as shown in Fig. 44.

The velocity of rotation is proportional to the

flow, and the wheel is therefore capable of

dealing with large variations of supply. Any
increase of the load, however, has the effect

of slowing down the

wheel and reducing
the supply just at

the time when an
increase of energy
is most required.
Efficiencies up to

80 per cent have
been attained by
this form.

(iiL) Undershot and Poncdtt Wheels. In
the undershot wheel adopted for low heads
of 3 feet and under, work is done by the

action of a moving stream impinging against
a series of radial vanes set round the circum

ference of the wheel, the change of momentum
of the water being a measure of the force

applied. The wheel dips into the stream,
the tips of the vanes just clearing the bottom
of the channel A maximum efficiency of

50 per cent is obtained with a peripheral

velocity of wheel one-half the velocity of the

stream, but in practice the efficiency does not

reach more than

35 per cent.

A modification

of this wheel is

the Poncdet wheel

(Fig. 45), where

the vanes instead

of being radial are

inclined backward
to make an angle
at the tips with

the circumfer
ence. By this

means loss at
entrance due to

shock is avoided,

while if properly designed the loss of energy
in the discharge stream is reduced.

If j,-=the absolute velocity of water at entrance,

a=the angle which it makes with the tangent

to the circumference at the tip,

fl,-
=peripheral velocity of vane tip.

(a) To avoid Shock at Entrance. Since r and U*

are completely represented by cb and cb respectively

(Fig. 45), the relative velocity fiy will be represented

by oc, and the angle jS
which it makes with

,-
should

he that between the vane and the circumference.

(6) Minimum Loss of Kimtic Energy to Discharge.

Stream. The relative velocity of water and vane

on discharge will also make an angle 3 with Uo, and if

it be assumed that there is no frictional loss in the

bucket it will have the same value but be opposite

in direction, and will therefore be represented in

the figure by ca. Since HO is the same as a,-, the

FIG. 45.

absolute velocity of discharge t
w

/ will be represented

by tja, and will be a minimum Tfthen its direction ib

ptrpfndieular to , and have a value af vi sin a.

In this cae r4
- cos a=2itj.

The capacity for work of the water at entrance

is proportional to rt
- and the energy transferred to

the wheel to r,"
2 -

r/
2

,

,. . *'i
2

**j-

2
r,
s

? 1 sin2 a) *
.-. E&cieney 17

= = ^ =cos- a.
r- r,-

3

a 13 usually made equal to about 15
3 and the

theoretical efficiency of the wheel is 93 per cent.

Again, since tan J '2 tun a, the value- of ^ is -8-iJ^.

(iv.) Pelton IVhieL By far the most im

portant of the class of water-wheels is that

known as the Pelton wheel, almost invariably

adopted for heads over 500 feet. It is of a

purely impulse type. The water is supplied
to one or more nozzles in which the potential

energy* measured by the fluid pressure is

converted into kinetic energy. The issuing

jet from the nozzles is, directed on to a series

of buckets fixed round the periphery of the

wheel In the first stage of its development
the buckets consisted of fiat plates, but these

were later replaced by hemispherical cups,

fixed alternately on each side of the centre

line of the wheel and concave to the jet,

whereby the theoretical efficiency of the wheel

was doubled and made equal to unity. Since

then the improvements have been mainly in the

direction of evolving a type of bucket which

would bring the practical efficiency within a

reasonable distance of the theoretical one.

For the cups there has been substituted a

series of concave buckets fitted with knife-edge

ridges so as to split the jet, and having curved

surfaces arranged to deflect it to the sides

of the wheel with as little friction as possible.

In this manner the central portion of the jet

is used with the greatest eSect.

These improvements have been so successful

that with the designs now in common use

efficiencies up to 89 per cent are being obtained.

In addition there is a long range of loads within

which efficiency is well maintained, having a

value of 85 per cent at half load and reaching

80 per cent at one-third of the normal loading.

(v.) Efficiency of Pelton WJted. This de

pends on the velocities of the jet and wheel,

the angle at which the jet strikes the bucket,

and the angle through which it is deflected.

We assume, as a first approximation, that

the jet is moving tangentially to the wheel at

impact and is deflected through an angle

which approaches ISO . The modifications

required if the jet is not tangential will be

found in books on hydraulics.

Let u be the velocity of the bucket at the point of

impact the centre of the jet,

r the initial velocity of the jet,

c the ratio of the relative velocity after impact

to its value before,

J 7 the angle of deflection of the jet.
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Then
Relative velocity before

impact . . . v-u,
Relative velocity after

impact . . . c(vu),
Absolute velocity in tan

gential direction after

impact . . . =tt-fc(w-)ccs7,

Change of momentum per
second per Ib. of water

striking the wheel . =v~ {u+c(v-u} cos 7}

Work done per Ib. per

second
u(v w)(l CCOS7)_ _- ------

ft.-lbs.,

Efficiency =77
u(vu)(I c cos 7)--

To find for what value of u the efficiency is

a maximum, assuming c and 7 independent
of zt, we put d-rijdu = 0, whence we obtain v=2w,
or the velocity of the wheel at the point of

impact is half that of the jet.

In this case

Efficiency=^1

'^ ?>
=|(1

- c cos j),

since v is the velocity due to a fall through a

height h. If there be no friction in the buckets

and the jet is deflected 180, then c cos 7= - 1

and 17
= 1. In practice the angle of deflection

is about 160 and the maximum theoretical

efficiency is about 95 per cent. Other losses

bring this down to about 85 per cent.

(vi.) Design, of Buckets. The path of the

water particle across the bucket is represented
in Fig. 46 for two positions : (i.) where the

jet first impinges on the bucket, (ii.) where

FIG. 46.

the jet is nearly parallel to the tangent to

the wheel at the point of impact.
In (i.) the direction of the relative velocity

at incidence is given by ab, the point of im

pact being b. It is shown diagrammatically
deflected by the curvature of the bucket
until at c its tangential direction is reversed,

and it finally leaves the wheel at d, where its

relative velocity should be parallel to u and

equal to it if its absolute tangential velocity
is to be zero.

In (ii.)
the jet strikes the bucket nearly

parallel to the direction of u and a is approxi

mately zero, therefore the relative velocity is

tangential and in the direction ab. Its direction

is reversed at c and the full deflection angle is

completed at d. For zero absolute tangential

velocity at that point z vr
=

1vr= v-u=u, there

fore v=2u. The width of the buckets is from

three to five times the diameter of the jet, the

ratio varying inversely as the size of the jet, and
the ratio of the wheel and jet diameters should

not be less than 10. The number of the

buckets should ensure that the jet is con

tinuously intercepted, each bucket being in

action until the one following is in a position
to receive the jet.

(vii.) Speed Regulation. With any con

siderable departure from the theoretically
correct ratio between the velocities of the

wheel and jet there is a substantial reduction

in the efficiency, and if the latter is to be

maintained the means of regulation adopted
should enable this ratio to be kept as nearly
constant as possible through wide variations of

load. There should also be, in response to

load changes, corresponding changes in the

quantity of water used, and any retardation

of the flow in the pipe line when necessary
must be slow and gradual if dangerous increases

in the pressure are to be avoided.

Since the wheel as a prime mover has to

maintain a constant speed of rotation however
the load fluctuates, it follows that for the sake

of efficiency the velocity of the jet must also

be kept constant. When load is taken off

therefore the method of regulation should

consist either of diverting, wholly or partially,
the jet from the wheel, the total quantity of

water used remaining the same, or of diminish

ing the quantity while still keeping the velocity
of flow constant.

The means of applying the first of these

forms of regulation is by swivelling the nozzle,

which is then fitted with a ball-and-socket

joint, or by interposing a deflector -
plate

between the nozzle and the wheel and so

causing the stream partially to miss the

buckets at part load. Under these conditions

there is an obvious waste of energy and the

direct discharge of the jet into the wheelpit

may prove troublesome, but there are the

advantages that no sudden rise of pressure
will occur on change of load, and the flow

through the supply pipe will be constant.

This method of regulation is seldom adopted
in its simple form but frequently as part of

a combination regulator.
The use of a simple throttle valve situated

in the supply pipe to diminish the quantity
of water with the load would result in varying
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the velocity at the jet and inducing a water- ]hammer effect on partial closing, besides
causing a loss of energy by the obstruction

'

it presented in the pipe.
jThe arrangements actually in use are of
'

two types :

(a) Where the nozzles are rectangular a
portion of the jet may be cut off by a sluice

sliding across the orifice. The nozzle at A
(Fig. 47) shows tbe upper side formed by a

hand control

FIG. 48.

TIG. 47.

_ hinged at a, fixed in position by a
'

connecting-link attached at 6 and operated
from the governor. The hood regulator in
the example B consists of a quadrant pivoted
at c and worked by a hand-wheel through a
rod connected at d.

\

(b) The section of a circular jet may be
!

partially or wholly reduced, by the endways !

movement of a spear or needle regulator, ;

consisting of a
|

needle of tapering (

section fitted in-

side the nozzle

1^. asially with the '

jet as shown in '

Fig.48. When pro-
'

pedy proportioned
the jet issues as a clear and transparent
rod more or less hollow but converging to a
solid cylinder of water at a short distance
from the nozzle. This needle is a feature of

practically all regulators now in use.
The regulator in most cases is worked auto

matically from the governor, and the operation
may be divided into tbe two stages of obtaining ;

the necessary power and applying it. With I

high -
pressure and large

-
capacity machines I

the power required to move the regulator, \

if directly connected, would be beyond the
!

capacity of an ordinary mechanical governor.
'

Because of this an hydraulic type actuated
|

by water pressure was evolved^ but this is
jnow generally replaced by an apparatus de-
j

pending on oil pressure. The principle on
i

which it acts is illustrated diagrammatically
;

in Fig. 4& high- and low-pressure oil supplies, jA and B, are connected to a chamber C in which

which operates the regulator. When the
position of the governor balls changes as a
consequence of load variation a rise or fall of
the sleeve E occur*

; there is an angular move
ment of the lever EG about G as a centre, a
displacement of F and therefore of the dis

tributing valve takes place. Oil under press
ure is accordingly allowed to pass to either
the top or the bottom of the piston, which
moves

correspondingly. In addition to its
action on the regulator this alters the
position of G, and there is a further
angular movement of EG, with Ej as its

- centre, which tends to restore F to its mid
position. When this occurs pressure is cut
off and the piston comes to rest. The
mechanism is then in readiness to meet
any fresh fluctuation of ppeed. This
arrangement, or some modification of it,
is practically standard as a means for

obtaining; power to actuate the regulator.
There still remains, however, the difficulty
of applying the methods of regulation in

such a way as to prevent a rise in pressure
following a sudden dosing of the valre. This

is^met
in two ways : (1) a" by-pass valve (Fig.

47 (A)} in the supply pipe is opened tempi rarily

FIG. 49.

a distributing valve works ; the valve passages ;

communicate with tbe opposite ends of a
]

cylinder containing a piston, the motion of
i

to permit of the passage to waste of the water
checked by the sudden closure of the regulator ;

or (2) regulation is secured at first by the use
of a deflector -

plate to divert the jet, and
afterwards by closing tbe needle so gradually
and slowly as to prevent any serious rise of

pressure. When stable conditions are restored
tbe by-pass valve is shut or the deflector is

swung clear of the jet.

This method of regulating by combined
needle and deflector is the most common of all,

and the application of the motion of the piston
to it is shown in Fig. 50. HK is a -link pivoted
at D and K. and carrying a pin at H. This

pin works in a slot in the end of the needle
rod NH, and holds the needle regulator N !n

any required position against the pressure of
a, spring S. This spring works in a dashpot
J. On the motion of the piston the point I)
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moves to D
x , causing tlie deflectorM to cut into

the jet, and the link pin slides along the slot

from H to Hr The pressure of the spring S
tends to close the needle suddenly, but its

FIG. 5u.

movement is damped by the dashpot fluid so

that the closure is slow and only continued
until the end of the slot again bears on the

pin H.

(viii) Surge Tank. If the length of the

supply pipe line is considerable in comparison
with the total head it may be that the water
in the pipe line cannot accelerate with sufficient

rapidity for good governing in the case of a

sudden demand. This obviously cannot be
dealt with by the regulator, and a remedy is

found in the provision of a standpipe or surge
tank. The standpipe consists of a vertical

open pipe with its lower end connected to the

supply pipe near its junction with the prime
mover; its height is such that under a static

pressure equal to that of the supply head the

water level is a little below the top. An in

crease of pressure at the prime mover, due to

a sudden closing of the valve, causes the water
to rise in the standpipe and absorbs the

kinetic energy of the water column in the

supply pipe. Any excess produces overflow

at the top, so that the maximum pressure

possible in the supply pipe will be practically

equal to that of the supply head, together
with the head equivalent to the energy
absorbed in the overflow. In the event of a
sudden demand for more power the water in

the standpipe, being more easily accelerated, re

sponds readily and supplies the additional quan
tity required until the water column in the
main supply pipe has had time to accelerate.

The larger the area of the standpipe the
less will be the amplitude of the oscillations

set up in it, but mechanical difficulties and
considerations of cost put a limit on the per
missible size. A modification designed to
effect the same end without the disadvantages
of very large diameters has been introduced
in the differential surge tank. It consists of
the simple standpipe having a diameter

approximately equal to that of the supply
pipe, and communicating at the top with
a large diameter tank, normally through a

comparatively small opening A, but in the case
of an extremely heavy fall in the load, provision
is made for the water to escape by special
opening B, and over the top, as shown in

Fig. 51.

The improvement lies in the throttling effect

[

of the small opening between the upper tank
and the standpipe. A sudden demand for

: power is met in

the first instance

! by the water in

i the standpipe
owing to its easy
ac c deration,
and secondly by
the slower ac

celeration which
takes place in

the tank. The

advantage is in

dicated in the

diagram Fig.
S!A, where the
falls in the sur
face level of the

FIG. 51.

standpipe water are plotted against intervals
of time for both simple and differential types.
The limiting height of standpipes is about 200

0123
Time /nteruals

FIG. 51A.

feet, though there are cases where this has
been exceeded.

(48) IMPULSE TURBINE : GIEARD. A
turbine has already been denned as a water-
wheel to which water is admitted simultane

ously at all points of its circumference. There
is a class which only partly satisfies this

definition, namely the Impulse Turbine, a
typical example -being the Girard. It may be

regarded as a Pelton wheel with multiple jets

impinging on curved vanes which replace the
buckets, and having guide passages to serve
as substitutes for the nozzle. The vanes cause
a change in the direction of the flow of the
water and consequently of its momentum
tangential to the turbine. Thus force is

exerted and work is done on the turbine
shaft.

The pressure of the water throughout the
wheel remains uniformly equal to that in the
turbine casing and is usually atmospheric.
To ensure this the water is prevented from

filling the space between any two adjacent
vanes by the introduction of ventilating holes
which admit air to the wheel passages and
confine the stream to the driving side of the
vanes.

The general direction of flow may either be
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parallel to the axis of the shaft or perpendicular
to it, and in the latter case may be radially
inward or more usually outward. Figs. 52

and 53 are diagrammatic representations of the

two divisions.

The considerations which influence the

design of the "bucket in the Pelton wheel hold

good in the design of the vanes, and the angles
at inlet and outlet are similarly determined.

Using the same notation a varies from 123

with large heads and small volumes to 30
= with

low heads and large volumes, while the angle

through which the stream is deflected averages
about 135

G
. Since the effective width of the

vane passages diminishes outwards owing to

the curvature of the vanes, the sides are

splayed out in the direction of discharge, the

final dimension being 2-5 to three times the

inlet breadth.

The best theoretical speed t>f wheel is one-

I

ment is shown in Fig. 54. The inlet is by the

i central curved passage F, and the flow is

I

directed by the guide vanes G to the wheel

|

vanes X, where its direction of motion in the

! plane of the wheel is changed, and discharge

i

takes place at the outer periphery of the wheel.

I

A device kno\rn as the Bovden difluger, to increase
1 the efficiency by recovering a portion of the dynamic
i energy of the discharge water, was adopted for a

I
time. It consisted of a fixed casing surrounding the

i
wheel made up of two plate ring

1

?, the distance between

;

which increasing: radially outward, formed a diTerging
I passage. The benefit derived was small and its u&e

! was abandoned.
'

The Fourneyron turbine was employed for

j

heads up to 350 feet, and gave an efficiency

as high a? 75 per cent. Owing to the passages

GurdS

Parallel Flow

FIG. 52.

Regulator

Outward Radial Flow

FIG. 53.

half that of the water velocity as it issues

from the guide passages, but in practice it

is usually about three-fifths. This type of

wheel may be used with heads as low as 18

inches ; in this case it is necessary that the

wheel should be horizontal in order to avoid

the relatively large difference of level which

would exist between the diametrically opposite

vanes of a vertical wheeL With such a low

operating head an. efficiency of 55 per cent

may be reached, but when working more

normally with higher heads, values up to SO

per cent are attained, and even with part

loads this efficiency is well maintained.

(49) PEESSTJEE TTTBBIXES. (L) Fourmyran
or Outward Flow Turbine. The first of the

real class of turbines is the outward radial flow

reaction wheel invented by Fourneyron in

1827. By reason of its cheapness and high

efficiency it largely replaced for a time all

other forms of water-wheels. The arrange-

FIG. 54

through the wheel being ( f necessity divergent,

with a consequent production of eddies, no

further improvement was possible. A dis

advantage of this type is the difficulty of

governing. Any increase in the speed of the

wheel due to a reduction in load increases the

kinetic energy at discharge, thus lessening the

discharge pressure head and tending to in

crease instead of diminish the flow : a further

increase of speed therefore results, and govern

ing is rendered more difficult.

(it) J&nval Turbine. The Jonval turbine,

like its prototype the Borda wheel, is of the

asial fiow variety. A radial section shows

the wheel buckets as rectangular, but the

vanes which form their radial bounding sur

faces usually make an angle of 90 at entrance

and curve away to a much natter angle at
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discharge. It differs from the Borda wheel

in being fitted with radial guide vanes which

direct the pressure water into the buckets,

and shows a marked improvement not only

on it but on the Fourneyron machine as well.

The main advantage lay in the fact that the

motion of each water particle was confined

to one tangential plane, and had practically

no radial velocity. Thus the governing was

not complicated by pressures due to centri

fugal forces. On the other hand, since each

particle entered the bucket at a nearly uniform

velocity, and since the linear velocity of the

entrance points of the bucket vanes varies

with the distance of the points from the centre

of rotation, it follows that the vane angle for

correct design would require to vary with the

radius. As this cannot conveniently be done

it is necessary for efficient working either to

make the radial dimension of the bucket small

in comparison with the radius of the wheel or

else divide it into several parts, each compart
ment having its own vane angle. This also

facilitates speed regulation since the circular

slide, which on a reduction of load or an in

crease of head is made to shut ofi a number

of the buckets, does so in sections corresponding
to the divisions. By this means a fairly high

part-gate efficiency may be maintained, vary

ing from 74 per cent with one out of three

sections open to 81 per cent with all three

sections open.

(iii.) Francis or Inward Flow Wheel. Just

as the Fourneyron turbine was superseded by
the Jonval, so" the latter was displaced by the

Francis inward flow turbine. The Francis

is directly comparable to the Fourneyron
with the direction of flow reversed, but

possesses many advantages over it. The

inlet is located" at the outer circumference of

the runner, as shown in Fig- 55, and a portion

_ of the supply head

at entrance is re

tained in pressure
form, to balance the

centrifugal pressure
of the water in the

wheel, being after

wards utilised during
its passage through
the vanes. As a con

sequence the velocity
of inflow of the water

is considerably less than in machines of the

impulse type and a lower peripheral speed of

runner can be adopted, while the hydraulic
friction losses will be proportionally lessened

throughout. Apart from ordinary means of

regulation common to the various types of

turbine, the inward flow form tends to be
come self-regulating as an increase in speed,
due to diminution of load, causes an increase
of pressure at entrance and a lessening of

PIG. 55.

the velocity of flow. A Francis turbine is

classified as low pressure when the working
head is less than 75 feet ; the turbine is

then installed in an open flume. With heads
of from 75 to 180 feet, when a circular casing
is used, it is termed medium pressure. A high-
pressure turbine employs a head having a

range of 150 to 550 feet, when it is provided
with a spiral casing. A very great develop
ment has taken place in the first of these

classes, especially in the direction of high-speed
runners, of which Fig. 56 is a typical example.

As an indication of the magnitude of the in

stallations now becoming general that of the Lauren-
tide Co., Quebec, may be cited, where pknt con

sisting of sis units each of 20,000 b.h.p. working
with a head of 76 feet at 120 revolutions per minute
and having a single vertical runner was laid down
in 1915. At the other end of this class may be

quoted the Chester Municipal power pknt operating
with an average head of 7 feet and consisting of 2
units of 415 and 305 b.h.p. and speeds of 50 and 55
revolutions per minute respectively.

For medium -
pressure plants the single-

runner type seems to be gaining in favour on
account of the high over-allmechanical efficiency
obtained. Spiral casings are now being used
instead of the circular form, and the largest

output per unit is that of the Tallassee Power
Co., U.S.A., where 31,000 h.p. is generated
per runner at a speed of 154 r.p.m. under a
net head of 180 feet, and having a guaranteed
efficiency of 90 per cent.

The high-pressure Francis turbine has of

late years raised its upper limits and invaded
the field previously held exclusively by the
Pelton wheel. Heads of 500/600 feet are now
not uncommon, and the maximum reached is

745 feet. With high heads in order to ensure
freedom from break-down the axial thrust is

eliminated where possible by the use of double
runners operating back to back, when no

special thrust bearing is required. In the case
of the single-runner type special balancing
methods are necessary.

(iv.) Suction Tubes. The success of the
Francis type of turbine has been largely due to

the use of the suction or draft tube which

permits the plant to be erected at a convenient
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height above the rail race without loss of head
and enables part at least of the energy con
tained in the velocity of the water as it'leaves
the runner to be converted into work. This is

of the utmost importance in connection with
high capacity runners where the discharge velo

city of the water may represent 15 to '20 per
cent of the total head, the over-all efficiency
therefore depending upon its more or less

complete recovery. The device which is due
to Jonval consists in lengthening the dis

charge pipe until its lower end is always sub

merged in the water of the tail race, the
surface of which is of course at atmospheric
pressure. The pressure at the discharge side
of the turbine blades will therefore be leas than
that at the surface level of the tail race by an
amount equal to the difference of the static
head between turbine and tail race and may
approximate to 25 feet. The area of the
suction tube at its connection to the turbine is

made equal to the discharge area of the runner
and gradually increases towards the outlet end,

thereby converting part of the kinetic energy
of discharge into pressure head.

(v.) Vortex Turbine. Reference has been
made to the spiral casing u?ed in medium and
high-pressure turbines. This was an improve
ment introduced by Professor James Thomson,
together with a special form of guide vane.
The water is brought tangentially into the

large end of the spiral and is then directed by
the curve of the casing through a series of

movable guides pivoted near their inner end
so as to follow the lines of flow in a spiral
vortex. The guides are so connected by bell

crank levers and links as to move simultane

ously when acted on by the governor, and thus
shut off water equally from all parts of the
wheel. As fitted to the modern Francis turbine
the number of guide vanes, which was formerly

small, is now nearly equal to the number of

wheel vanes ; the guides are of a shorter type.

(50) SPEED REGULATION. There are three

types of construction employed to regulate the

quantity of water admitted to the turbine,

namely, (a) cylinder

gate, (6) register gate
(outside and inside),

and (c) wicket gate.
These have as their

common, feature the

throttling of the

supply to or of the

discharge from the wheel, (a) being illustrated

in Figs. 54 and 59, and (6) and (c) in Figs. 57
and 58. Both (a) and (6), though simple to

operate, suffer from the disadvantage that,
when controlling the inlet, the entering water
after contraction at the edge of the gate ex

pands again to fill the wheel passages. Eddy
formation and consequent loss of energy ensue.

In (a) this defect is sometimes, modified by

dividing the wheel by diaphragm plates (Fi<*.

54), so that it becomes a multiple \v heel. The
effects of the gate are thus confined to one

compartment and part-gate efficiencies are
well maintained.

Where throttling of the discharge occurs, the
increase of pressure which results at thn exit

Wicket Gate

Register Gate

JIG. 57.

FIG. 58.

diminishes the effective head and causes a

greater loss o kinetic energy. The method
(c) has practically superseded the others by
eliminating impact losses and the formation of
eddies by reducing obstructions ti theappr*;ach
of the water to the runner. The wicket gate
consists of a number of streamline vanes, each

pivoted on its own spindle and receiving ru-jve-

ment froiQ a regulating ring to which it is

attached by a short connecting link.

The method of operating the different types
of regulators is usually by means of servo

motors, and has already been discussed in the
case of the Pelton wheel.

(51) SPECIFIC SPEED. 'The very wide
variations in the leading characteristics of head
and flow of the natural water-power resources
in existence, and the necessity of utilising each
under its most favourable conditions, have given
rise to an individuality in the design of turbines
and made available for further development a

great wealth of data. But in order to render
the information useful for standardisation

purposes it requires to be based on systematic
tests and correct design. Consequentlyafunda
mental basis of comparison is necessary.
Now if H = head in feet, P = brake horse

power, N=speed in r.p.m., Q quantity of

water in cubic feet per minute, then for any

given runner it follows that P varies as H=,

Q as H-, N as H^.
If P

3 , Qj, and Nx are the values obtained

when the effective head is equal to unity, then

P N

i and these values serve to compare turbines of

i the sanie^diameter and design,

j

With machines of different diameters and

j operating under different conditions, compari-
i

son is made by means of a factor known as the
"

specific speed," which indicates the speed at

which a turbine would run when having an
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output of 1 b.h.p. under a head of 1 foot.

Assuming Px , Qls Xj^ as above to be the char

acteristic values of a runner under a constant

head of Hx feet, if now the diameter of the

wheel and all its other dimensions are varied

proportionally the variation of P19 Qx , and ^
may be determined.

Thus P! and Qz are both proportional to D 2

while Nj varies as 1/D.
Thus if P-L be the output from a wheel of

diameter Dlt
Ds the diameter of a wheel which

develops 1 h.p. is obtained from the equation

,

or D. = -,=-

since Ps = 1
;

and since Ns L
=D2 : Ba,

Where more than one runner per turbine is

used the output P is that of each runner.

The use of specific speeds as the basis of

comparison enables runners of apparently
different characteristics to be compared and

development in the direction of the most
efficient to take place. As a consequence there
has been evolved a slow-speed type of runner

using a small quantity of water under a large
head, and a high-speed type using a large

quantity of water with a low head, an example
of the latter being shown in Fig. 56.

The prevailing tendency in recent years has
been to increase the specific speeds and to

develop the high capacity runner, and progress
has been so marked that the average efficiency
as obtained from published tests has risen

during the last twelve years by about 10 per
cent, and in several low- and medium-pressure
turbines of the Francis type the measured

efficiency has exceeded 93 per cent for the
former and 92 per cent for the latter.

(52) PBESSUBE TTJEBIKB THEORY, (i.) Relations

of YO.JIR Angles. Let the velocity of the water as it

leaves the guides be rt-, making an angle a with the

tangent to the inlet circumference of the wheel

(Fig. 5S). Let itt and u be the inlet and outlet

peripheral velocities of the wheel ; Wi and w be the

corresponding whirl velocities, and /* and f the
radial velocities of th.e water. Then

fi
= *i tan a =(ij M,) . tan

fi,

-(!- *2\.

and if w =G, then v =f .

(ii.) Work done in Runner.

The initial moment of) _QW
momentum J

~u

The final moment of
\ _QW

momentum /

~
~7TW<

The moment on the runner=change of moment of

momentum
QW,= fain -w r

),

QWWTTit if tP =0.

The work done on runner ==moment on wheel
x angular velocity

QW Q\V= ICfTiW = WiUi
9 ff

ft.-lbs. per second.

= ft.-lbs. per Ib. of
^ water.

In a moving wheel the energy at entrance=
work done per Ib. of water+ losses through the wheel

+head at discharge.
If all losses in the wheel are neglected we have by

the equation of energy

But if w =Q, then

and
Wi tan a(ax-/a ),

Po ,/o
2

,

Po fo" wi^ /-,
tan a

W n

=H.

^= V2(1-
and

2(1
-
(tan a/tan /3)) -4- (tan a(a /a )}

2
3

tanS\ 2(l-(

Since Ui =wt(l- (tan a/tan ^8)), if
jS

is increased and
Wf maintained constant, then w$ diminishes and more
energy remains in the pressure form at the inlet to

the runner. The tendency is therefore to make
=90. If (H- (^(,/W))=H1 =available head, then

with this angle Wi= \ grE^ approximately, that is,

zc
2
/2g'=H1 /2, and half the available energy is in

kinetic form and the other half in pressure.

Theoretical efficiency

==
77

-
(tan a/tan fi))

g(vfj'2g) J2(l
-
(tan a/tan )) +tan

2 a . (o^/a^Jf

___g 1- (tan a/tan ]8))_
"2(1 - (tan a/tan )) +(tan

2 a . (af/a )
2

'

(iii.) Runner Discharge Angle. If the velocity of
whirl w at discharge be assumed to be 0, the

following consideration will determine the discharge
vane angle y :

tan 7 u u a u CLQ

u = Ui .
, and if fi

= 90, then wt =u

Ti ttf

.'. tan 7=- tana.
Wo
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If the radial flow is constant Gi=io, and therefore

tan 7=(r,-/V ) . tan a.

(iv.) Change tjf Pressure trough the J^nswr. The
total difference of pressure between the inlet and the
outlet circumference of the runner will be eoual to

the change of pressure resulting from the motion of

the water particle in a forced vortex with an angular

velocity QJ added to the change of prepare due to its
*

motion parallel to the vanes with a variable relative

velocity Vf. Thus

Pj~Po" i cosec2 7 -fr eosec- 3~

In inward fow runners the difference of pressure
tends to increase as the peripheral velocity of the

runner increases so that the turbine becomes to

a certain extent self-governing. This effect will

increase as the ratio r,- : ra increases. When the

direction of flow is reversed as in the outflow runner

the expression pt p 'W becomes negative and
increases if a sudden reduction of tlie load causes

the speed to increase. The supply of energy, there

fore, increases when it is desirable that it should

diminish and hunting ensues. This is accentuated

as the ratio r* : r is made greater.
The general expressions for efficiency hold good in

the case of the axial-flow turbine* excepting that the

peripheral velocity Ui at inlet equals the peripheral

velocity ^ at outlet since Tir^ and there is conse

quently no change of pressure due to centrifugal
action.

(53) jMrxEO FLOW oa AMERICAN TYPE
TURBINE. A type of turbine which makes no
claim to special efficiency, but which has the

merit of lowness of first cost is illustrated in

Fig. 59. The wheel vanes are curved both

laterally and axially, the path of the water

through the runner being approximately the

quadrant of a circle. A large discharge area

is thus secured and the wheel is capable of

dealing with large volumes of water, but the

extra depth of wheel required at inlet results

in a lowering of the part-gate efficiency. A

higher peripheral velocity is generally adopted
for this type, varying from '7 uf the theoretical

velocity of the water with full gate to -6 at

half-g^te for maximum efficiencies*

A difficulty exists in determining the correct

inclination of the vane at various discharge

points as the velocity of flow across the outlet

are-* is not equal. This is due to the fractional

resistance to flow varying as the length of the

path traced out by the water and to the vary
ing centrifugal pressure induced. It is usual

in practice to adopt a mean discharge angle on
the assumption that the outflow is uniform over

the discharge section.

The guides are usually fixed and the regula
tion is entirely effected by gate or ring sluice.

The best machines of this type when working
under their rnost favourable conditions have
an efficiency of about -8 at full gate, when

they compare quite well with the Francis

turbine, "but are at a decided disadvantage
when woiking at half-gate, the efficiency falling
to about -Go.

(54) PE.ESSOIE ENGIXES. The class of

motor described as pressure or hydraulic-

engines is important where a supply of high-

pressure water is available and intermittent

motion at moderate speeds is desired. This
is especially the case when the load is more or

less constant, though the variation in speed may
be considerable. Under snch conditions the

reciprocating piston engine is to be preferred
to any kind of rotary motor.

The two most successful types which have
been evolved have three single-acting cylinders
set radially, their centre-lines intersecting at

angles of 120. In one of these the cylinders
are fixed and are fitted with trunk pistons ; the

connecting rods act on a single ctank pin and
drive the crank shaft. The outer end of each

cylinder the power stroke is inwards can be

connected alternately to the pressure supply
and the exhaust through a passage controlled

by a disc valve which rotates with the crank
shaft. This is the well-known Brotherhood

engine, and is shown in Fig. 60.

In the other type known as the Rigg engine
the three cylinders are arranged round and

pivoted on a fixed hollow crank pin A. Two

ports on the surface of A serve to connect the

cylinders in turn as they rotate to the pressure

supply and exhaust respectively. The driving
shaft B of the machine rotates about a centre

which does not coincide with that of A; the

distance between these centres gives the throw

of the crank.

A dijsc fixed to the driving shaft carries

three pins, C^, C^, Cg, and the piston rod ends

are connected to these pins. The power stroke

is outwards and occurs as the cylinder rotates

from D to E. For any position on the semi

circle DC2E the force exerted by the piston on

a pin such as C^ has a moment in the direction

2M
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of rotation about the centre of the shaft B.

The shaft and disc are thus kept in rotation.

In their simple form, however, both types
labour under the disadvantage that if the load

is reduced the quantity of pressure water

FIG. 60.

consumed remains constant and the efficiency
falls at a very rapid rate. For the economical
transmission of power whilst obtaining power
control at constant speed or speed control

with constant power, some method of using the

water expansively or varying the piston dis

placement becomes a necessity.
Various devices have been tried to overcome

the difficulty. These include cutting off the

JflG. 61.

high -
pressure supply before the end of the

stroke and using an auxiliary low-pressure
supply to complete it, and also the use of an
air chamber similar to that adopted in pumps
to meet inertia effects.

The most successful method has been by
varying the stroke. In the Brotherhood

engine this was effected for a time by the
Hastie regulating device, but was afterwards
discontinued. In this device the rotation of a

cam shaft relative to the hollow crank shaft in
which it worked caused a cam to vary the
crank radius and adapted the volume of the

piston displacement to the demand for power.
With the Rigg type the eccentricity of the

fixed crank pin about

t which the cylinders
revolve relative to the

driving shaft is capable
of adjustment. As the
centres diverge from
each other the stroke

increases, its magni
tude being twice the

eccentricity, and if the

divergence be opposite
in sign a contrary
direction of rotation re

sults. A supplementary
engine or servo-motor

operates the change of

position of the crank

pin and is controlled by
the governor.
Afull-power efficiency

of 80 per cent at speeds from 200 to 300
revolutions per minute has, it is stated, been
obtained with this type of motor.

IV. HYDRAULIC TRANSMISSION OF ENERGY
APPLICATIONS

In the previous sections consideration

has been given to the methods by which
a supply of water possessing potential or
kinetic energy, either inherent or acquired,

may be made to do work by setting prime
movers in motion. The motion or force

so imparted is then usually transmitted

through trams of mechanism or machines
to where resistance may be usefully over
come.

There are, however, examples which remain
to be discussed of the direct application to

the working machine of the energy of the

water, and also the very important case

where advantage is taken of their physical

properties in order to use fluids as elements
in a train of mechanism.
Under all circumstances it is desirable that

the supply of fluid should be brought to the
machine with the least possible loss of energy
and in the most favourable condition for the

operation to be carried out.

(55) CAPACITY OF A PIPE LINE. The

energy transmitted through a given pipe line

varies directly as the velocity of flow and the

pressure, but as the Motional resistance of the

pipe varies as the square of the velocity the
best conditions for power transmission will

obviously be low velocities and high pressures.
Such conditions render the hydraulic system
readily adaptable to machines such as presses,
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lifts, and cranes in which the motion is

comparatively slow and intermittent, but
where the force required to be exerted is

large.
The over-all efficiency of hydraulic trans

mission, including losses at theVentral station

and on conversion into work, is ueneraily
about 70 per cent, but much will depend on
the length of the pipe line. In the pipe line

itself the theoretical efficiency may be deter
mined as follows :

Letp= pressure at inlet in Ibs. per sq. in.

d~ diameter of pipe iu feet.

Z= length of pipe in feet.

a= area of pipe in sq. fL

v= velocity of flow in feet per second.

\V=weight of 1 cub. ft. of fluid.

Q=discharge in cubic feet per second.

m hydraulic mean depth.

Energy entering pipe per sec.

=H=total pressure x velocity

=(144 pa)v foot-lbs.

=J_ . H.P.
Zgm 550

H-H/ /Zr
2 -W

Bnt

Therefore by substituting

JIB*
7= 1- -635.

It will be observed that the conditions for

high efficiency include :

(a) A small value of H which may be

ohtained by keeping down the velocity of

now and preventing it exceeding, say, 4 feet

per sec.

(b} A high value of p and d. A limit is

put to the range of these factors by the

consideration that the saving effected by the

increased efficiency will ultimately be more

than balanced by the additional cost of the

greater diameter and thickness of pipe line

required, and by the difficulty of preventing

leakage at joints. For these reasons p is

usually Emited to 1200 Ibs. per sq. in., and

d to 6 in. Multiple pipes are used where the

power required is greater than the capacity
of such a pipe.

The energy actually transmitted by the

pipe line

and this will be a maximum if

If h is the head required to overcome the resist

ance to flow of the pipe, W the weight of a cubic

foot, and Q the discharge in cubic feet per minute

(see Part I. (24) (ii.; and (iii.)), then

Loss of energy per second=^=
%EQ"

ELP.

S**

when it will have the value

-483^-^
H.P.

This gives an efficiencv under these conditions
of -66'.

Hydraulic power supply departments have
been established by many of the large Muni
cipal Corporations, the pressures adopted
varying from 700 to 1GOO Ibs. per sq. in. The
water used is generally from the town's public

supply, and its initial pressure is in some cases

utilised to work an intensifying pump by which
a small proportion of the total quantity is

forced directly into the high-pressure main.
The remainder is passed to a storage tank,
from which it is pumped by steam-driven

pumps into a main pipe feeding the accumu
lators which are the reservoirs for the power
supply.
For heavy, cumbersome, and slow operations

such a supply is pre-eminently suitable, and
the system lias the merits of cheapness and
direct applicability without any intricate

mechanism, and of ease in detecting leakage.
The principal objections urged against it

are the trouble with air-locks and the danger
of bursting during frosty weather, necessitating
the draining of cylinders when not in operation
or external heating at vulnerable points. In

spite of these drawbacks hydraulic transmis&on
of energy is now extensively adopted.

(56) PIPE -LOTS APPLIANCES. (L) Ac
cumulators. Although the supply of energy
from the pumps is

designed to equal the

over-all demand for

power over a con

siderable interval of

time, the demand is

usually intermittent

owing to the nature of

the operations which

the motors are called

upon to perform. As
it is desirable to keep
the pumps in con

tinuous operation
some form of storage
is necessary, and the accumulator was devised

by Sir W. G. Armstrong to provide this and

at the same time to regulate the delivery

pressure. It acts automatically.

Its general form is illustrated in Fig* 62

Outlet Inlet

FIG. 62.
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and consists of a vertical cylinder C with

inlet and outlet passages at its base.

Through its cover a ram R passes and

supports at its upper end an external plat
form P. From this is suspended a load W
of some heavy material such as pig-iron or

iron scrap.
If L is the displacement of the load

W, and A is the area in square inches

of the ram, then the potential energy
stored in the cylinder when the ram is at

its upper limiting position is WL ft. -Ibs.,

and the working pressure p equals W/A Ibs.

per sq. in.

(ii.) TweddelPs Differential Accumulator.

This is a modification of the above arrange
ment whereby high pressures may be main
tained by comparatively small loads, but the

storage capacity is

W low and it is only
suitable for supply

ing single tools. The

cylinder is inverted

and movable, as

shown mFig. 63, and
carries the load W
on its external sur

face. The ram is

fixed to the base and
is of two diameters,

D! and D2, where
it passes through
glands at top and
bottom respectively
of the cylinder. The
inlet water enters

where the ram is

stepped, and if the

difference of areas is equal to A, then, as

before, #A=W. If Dj-Dj is made small

enough it is possible to obtain high values

of p for a moderate weight W.
(iiL) Pre&sure ~ loaded Accumulators. These

are used where it is inconvenient to have a

heavy dead load. In this case the upper end
of the ram works in another closed cylinder
and carries a piston subjected on its upper
face to steam pressure. Adjustment of the

relative areas of the piston and plunger,

together with the introduction of a reducing
valve regulating the pressure of the steam,
ensures the maintenance of the required

hydraulic pressure. While the accumulator,,

speaking generally, has a steadying effect

on the pressure, the inertia of the weighted
type is productive of considerable shock when
the outward flow of the fluid is suddenly
stopped. On occasions this may be advan

tageous, as for example in a hydraulic riveter

where the momentary increase of pressure

may be utilised to effectively clinch the rivet.

To guard against abnormal pressures from
this cause a spring-loaded relief valve is often

High
Pressure

introduced, and operates when the pressure
exceeds the normal value by an arranged
amount. This precaution is not necessary
when the load is applied by the action of

steam pressure.

(iv.) Intensifies. Where the pressure

supply from the accumulator is insufficient

for the working of a particular machine, a
device known as the

intensifier is intro

duced. A common
form, as applied to

testing machines, is

shown in Fig. 64,

and is similar to an
inverted steam ac
cumulator. The
ratio of the areas of

the piston and ram
equals A/a, and is

equal to the ratio

of the intensifier

pressure P to the

pressure supply p. Low^:

Thus P=p(A/a)
Pressun

Ibs. per sq. in. if the
'

FIG. 64.

friction F of the

glands and the weight W of the piston and
ram are neglected. If these are* taken into

account

,, A W + F,, . .

r=p . Ibs. per sq. inch.
CL a

This type only operates in one direction,
and if a continuous supply of high-pressure
water is required, duplicate intensifiers working
alternately must be employed.

(57) HYDBATJUC A T.T.Y - DRIVEN MACHINES.
The direct applications of hydraulic power

to the working of modern machinery has been
extensive and varied. Perhaps the most
successful examples are the modifications of

the Bramah press as developed in baling

presses, plate flanging and heavy forging
machines, all of which require a slow but

powerful compression, and may be regarded
simply as reversed accumulators. The cycle
of operations in each case may be divided into

(a) An idle stage during which the head is

brought up to its work.

(b) An initial compression of the material,
but full power not developed.

(c) The completion of the compression under
full power.

(d) The sudden stoppage of the head produc
ing inertia effects which may be useful in

certain types of machines.

(e) The return of the ram to its initial

position.

It will be seen that during the first two

stages the full value of the pressure, if there
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is only one supply, is not being utilised though
a volume of water equal to the displacement
of the ram is used. A loss of efficiency results
which is increased if there is only one common
inlet and outlet passage to the cylinder, since
this passage requires to be refilled with

pressure water at the commencement of each

operation. As the quantity of water used
for a given dis-

placement cannot
be varied, the only
alternative is to

vary the operat

ing pressure from

stage to stage.
Two different
methods of effect

ing this in the

case of the Forg
ing Press are
shown.

(i.) The Forging
Press. In the
Allen press, Fig.

65, the stages (a)

and (6) are carried

out in connection

with a low -
pressure supply, which is cut

off when full pressure is required during

stage (c). Communication is then made
with a high -

pressure pump (HP) working
without valves and imparting a to-and-fro

motion to the connecting column of liquid.

The inertia of the latter increases the pressure
at the end of the working stroke. The water

is then exhausted from the cvlinder C and

FIG. 65.

FIG. 66.

the ram and head lifted by steam pressure

acting on a piston in the auxiliary cylinder

C above.

The other method is illustrated in Fig. 66,

which shows how total pressures of three

different magnitudes can be obtained by
the use of a differential ram. Thus when
the high - pressure water is admitted to

chamber A, a force is available at the

working head sufficient for stage (a). With
the pressure supply in communication with
chamber B, and A cut off, operation (&)

is carried out, while full power is ob
tained when both A and B are connected
with the supply. The head is brought
hack and the water exhausted by auxiliary

pistons actuated by a low-pressure supply
and working in two lifting cylinders C. In
machines of this type it is possible to use

supply pipes of comparatively small diameters
and still maintain a fairly high efficiency.
This is due to the low speed of operation
and the consequent small amount of energy
transmitted.

(ii.) Rireters, The hydraulic riveter is a

typical example of water power adapted to

use in machine tools. Portable machines are

constructed both for lisrht and heavy duties,

and are of the
"
hinged

'' and k *

bear "
forms.

Fig. 67 shows the ordinary
"

b;ed-jaw
"

or
"
bear

"
type,

with a pressure

supply at (a) to

the main ram
A which acts

directly on the

rivet, and at (b)

to a central draw
back ram B. The

body of the
machine is ar

ranged to turn

by means of a

worm and worm-
wheel round a

cast -steel hanger
C, and to permit
this a, water-tight
swivel joint is

fitted at B.

The hinged type for use in a restricted space
is illustrated in Fig. 68, and shows the ram
and riveting tool at opposite sides of the

hinge. The drawback ram B is here arranged

eccentrically.
There is also a class of fixed riveters

where the work to be riveted is slung and

movable. A gap suitable for the kind

of work to be done is left between, the

jaws, which may be either horizontal or

vertical. The largest machines are used for

riveting the seams of marine boiler shells,

and the gaps may be from 9 to 11 ft.

The total pressure exerted in such a tool

may be arranged to vary from 25 to 100

tons with an intermediate stage of 75 tons,

so that high-pressure water may be saved in

FIG. 67.
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the first stages of the operation. A pressure

diagram from the cylinder of a hydraulic

FIG.'

. 68.

riveter is shown.in Fig. 69 and illustrates the

use made of the variable power. During the

period AB the ram is brought up to its work
tinder low pressure,
and during BC with an

intermediate pressure
the rivet head is

formed. Full power is

exerted from C to D
for the closing of the

plate and the clinch

ing of the rivet, the

latter operation being
assisted by the rise

DE, which is an inertia effect consequent
on the sudden stoppage of the accumulator

ram.

(58) HOISTS AND LIFTS. The ordinary

direct-acrtaiLg hydraulic hoist is very similar in

its arrangement to the common type of press,

but the ram cylinder is sunk in the ground
to a depth somewhat greater than the travel

of the ram which carries the platform and

cage. If only the static load producing direct

compression is taken into account, the area A
of ram which would be sufficient to support
a gross load of W Ibs., including useful load

and weight of platform and rain, when working
with a supply pressure of p Ibs. per sq. in.,

would equal W]p sq. in. This requires to be

increased because of the stress induced when
acceleration takes place, and also because

of the additional force required to overcome
friction. It follows then that the area should

be made equal to {W[l -f (<z/<7)]/p} + Fjp square

inches, where a is the acceleration and F the

friction.

If the travel is great, when the cage is at

the top position the ram which acts as a

column becomes liable to buckle and the

area must be increased to guard against this

danger. This increase of area involves a

corresponding greater lifting power if the

pressure p is retained, and calls for a further

modification in the design.

(i.) Balancing of Hoists.

Every operation of the

direct-acting hoist in

cludes the lifting of the

dead load, which is large
as compared with the use

ful load, and the efficiency
is therefore low. This is

obviated by some means
of continuously balancing
the weight of the ram
and cage. One method is

the use of counterbalance

weights, attached to the

top of the cage by chains

or wire cables passing over

guide pulleys, which fall

as the cage rises. This

increases the force necessary to produce
acceleration, since the mass is thereby in

creased, and has the disadvantage that it

tends to put the rpper portion of the ram in

tension, which would result in the cage crash

ing to the top of the lift shaft should a

fracture occur.

Another and better arrangement is shown
in Fig. 70, where the lift cylinder is supplied
from a balancing cylinder C in which there

works a hollow ram B. To the interior of

the latter is admitted a high-pressure water

supply through the central passage A, and the

hydraulic pressure on the ram in the balance

cylinder due to this would be sufficient to

lift the effective load. To balance the dead
load the ram may be designed so that an ex
tension of it forms .

an external plat-
' " ^--

form carrying ring

weights inducing a

pressure sufficient

for the dead load.

The illustration,
however, shows
the balancing force

obtained by super

posing an inverted

cylinder D over the

plunger-like exten
sion of the ram
and supplying the

annulus between
with water from a

low-pressure tank.

During the down
journey of the lift

this balance water is returned to its tank

while the high-pressure water is exhausted to

waste and forms the only loss. The saving
thus effected may be as high as 75 per cent.

Where the displacement required is great,
as in lifts installed in public buildings, the

*/.. P.

Supply

To Lifl

FIO. 70.
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FIG. 71.

suspension type of lift (Fig. 71} is usfd, and a

comparatively short stroke of hydraulic ram is

multiplied to the re

quisite travel of the

cage by means of a

jigger.

(ii.) Jigger. This

consists of a system
of pulleys arranged
in two blocks, the

upper one (a) fixed

in position, the lower

\ one (b) having the
iL motion of the ram.

Thewire rope usually

employed is passed
over the sheaves of

the lower and upper
blocks alternately,
and one end being
fastened to the upper
block and the other

led over guide pul

leys, is attached to

the top of the cage.
The multiplying

factor m or the ratio of the motion of the cage
to that of the ram is equal to the number
of ropes supporting the bottom block. The
load to be carried may be distributed over two
or more ropes, but the value of m is unaffected,

(iii.) Balancing of Lifts. For any great

degree of efficiency the dead weight of the

cage must be balanced, and this is done by the

use of balance weights suspended by wire

ropes carried over guide pulleys and attached,

like the lift ropes, to the top of the cage. A
considerable variation in the effective weight

apart from any change in live load occurs,

due to the transfer of rope weight from the

ram to the cage side of the suspending pulleys
as the cage rises and falls. Two alternative

methods of balancing this variation are

shown in Fig. 71. The simplest is where one

end of a balance chain of length equal to half

the travel of the lift is fastened midway up
the shaft and the other end to the bottom

of the cage. When the cage is at its lowest

position the weight of the chain is entirely

carried by the fixed fastening, and, when half

way up, equally by shaft wall and cage. The

weight thus thrown on cage is designed to

equal the weight of rope transferred to the

ram side of the guide pulleys.
If w be the weight of the balance chain,

and w the weight of the suspending rope in

pounds per foot run, then in order that the

dead load shall remain constant

The other alternative is the use of a water

column compensator d connected to the bottom

of the ram cylinder D, as shown in dotted lines.

When the ram is at its highest position the

cage is at its lowest and the water-level in

d is least. As the cage rises and the weight
of suspended rope is diminished water is

displaced from D to d, and its head decreases

the effective pressure of the ram in a corre

sponding degree.
If L be the lift of the cage, L/JH the stroke

of the ram, D and d the diameters of the ram
and compensator cylinders respectively, then
the height Ji of the compensator will equal
L/#z(I>

2
/J

2
), and its balancing head will have a

total difference of h -fL/m feet. The maximum
variation of weight to be balanced will equal
?L(1 4-1/m), and from this data the diameter
d may be determined.

The suspension system necessitates adequate
safeguards against the fracture of a rope, and
suffers in comparison with the direct lift

owing to the inefficiency of the jigger, the loss

varying directly as the value of m, but it is a
much more compact and convenient arrange
ment in use.

The usual speed for lifts, having regard to the

comfort of passengers, is about 2 ft. per second*
but for express service in America a speed as

high as 8 ft. per second is not uncommon.

(59) CRANES. The principle of the hoist

and jigger is extended to the handling and

raising of goods by cranes, the cage being

replaced by a hook from which the load is

suspended. Separate rams and cylinders are

employed to effect through jiggers the opera
tions of lifting, slewing, and racking, each
under independent con-

troL In special ap
pliances, such as the

hydraulic coal tip, the

combination includes a
direct - acting hoist,

capable of lifting at the

dockside a railway wag
gon weighing 10 to 20
tons to a height suffi

cient to enable its con

tents to be discharged

through a shoot into

the hold of a vessel

suitably moored. The
main operation of lifting

the platform carrying
the load is by means
of direct- acting rams, -

while the operations of

tipping and working
the cranes connected

are all performed by hydraulic jiggers.

An important feature in cranes is the

method adopted where the load varies within

wide limits in order to economise water at

light loads. A differential ram of the type
shown in Fig. 72 is used, high-pressure water

72.
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"being admitted at A. A solid ram r fits inside

a hollow ram R working in a cylinder C. It is

arranged that if the load is a Light one R may
be locked to C by a catch a and the lifting done

by r. For heavy loads a is released by an

upward movement of the lever L, r and R
move together, and the lifting area is then

that of R.

(60) HYDRATTLICALLY-BBAXED MACHINES.
This class of hydraulic machine is the

converse of those just described, and has for

its primary object the rapid but gradual

absorption of energy from a moving body
and its dissipation with the least possible
shock. Its essentials are contained in the

ordinary dashpot used for damping the

oscillations of various mechanisms. This

device consists of a cylinder fitted with a

piston and rod and filled on either side of the

piston with water or some more viscous

fluid and the ends connected together by
constricted passages. Any displacement of

the piston is accompanied by a transference

of the fluid from one end to the other, and
the rate at which this is effected governs the

speed of the piston and the vibrations of the

mechanism to which it is attached.

A high velocity is imparted to the displaced
fluid during its flow through the constricted

passage, and energy is dissipated partly in

eddy formation, partly in
^

be greater than the volume available on the
other side by an amount equal to the volume
of the piston rod when closing, and motion
would be impossible unless a portion of the
fluid was allowed to escape from the cylinder,

(ii.) Gun-recoil Cylinder. Another applica
tion is the tension-recoil cylinder for a gun
illustrated in Fig. 74. Here the annular

connecting passage p works over a tapered
circular spindle S fixed longitudinally in the

G. 73.

friction, and partly in overcoming the

mechanical friction of the device. It is

usually desirable that the resistance should
be uniform throughout the piston displace
ment, and to ensure this the velocity of flow

upon which the resistance mainly depends
must be kept constant. Since the rate of

displacement diminishes as the moving body
is gradually brought to rest it is necessary to

reduce the area of the connecting passage

proportionally.

(i.) Buffer Stop. A typical example of the

use of this on a large scale is the buffer stop
for railway work, as shown in Fig. 73. The

connecting passages are two rectangular slots

a, cut in the piston and working over tapered
longitudinal strips of uniform width fitted to

the cylinder. As the piston is displaced from
A to B the area of the passages is proportion
ately reduced. In this arrangement the piston
rod is designed to be in compression, and is

continued through the rear end of the cylinder.
Without the addition of this tail rod the

volume of fluid displaced by the piston would

FIG. 74.

cylinder, the area of opening varying with

the diameter of the spindle, which fftney ute.

as a tail rod to the piston. Since in thatase

the piston rod is intended to be in tension, the

absence of a tail rod would tend to produce a

partial vacuum behind the piston and thereby
increase the resistance to closing. Tbe piston
is returned in readiness for another operation

by springs compressed during the forward

stroke or by counterbalance weights, though
with fixed structures a supplyof pressure water,

if available, may
be used. A
secondary dash-

pot D is intro

duced to damp
the return oscil

lation, the central

spindle then act

ing as the piston and the escape of the fluid

taking place along grooves in its surface

marked g. The general equation of energy
for this class of machine is as follows :

A=net effective area of piston in square

feet,

a= effective area of passages,
L= length of piston displacement in feet>

I length of connecting passages,
v and V-*= velocities of fluid through passages and

of moving body respectively,
w?AL= weight of fluid displaced,
W=weight of moving body,

Work done in bringing body to rest=

=Kinetic energy imparted to fluid

-f-energy spent in overcoming fluid friction

-{-energy spent in overcoming mechanical

resistance 3? ;

2ff
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(61) DYNAMOMETER.1 TMs braking mech
anism serves not only the purpose of absorbing,
but also of measuring the energy available

at a rotating shaft. The standard Froude

arrangement illustrated in Fig. 75 consists

of a disc wheel A rigidly connected to the

revolving shaft, and has a series of curved re

cesses or pockets E on both faces. The recesses

are semi-cylindrical, with the dividing walls F
contained by planes making an angle of 45C

with the axis of the shaft and inclined forwards

in the direction of motion. The casing B is

mounted on, but free to rotate about, the

shaft D and has, on its inner faces, pockets
which are the complement of those in the

disc. Water under pressure is led through
the inlet G- passing by ducts H in the dividing
walls to the clearance space between the two
sets of pockets, and thence into the pockets,
where a vortex motion of the water particles

is set up. The water is thus projected from

the outer periphery of the impeller to that of

inlet valves, so that a constant moment is

preserved. If the speed of the shaft increases,

causing an increased moment on the impeller,
the casing receives a slight displacement, and
this is made to close the inlet and open the

outlet valves. This reduces the mass of water
in. the brake and, consequently, the moment
of the casing. Oscillations due to variations

of speed are damped out by a dashpot D
connected to the brake arm.

(62) HYDRAULIC TRANSFORMERS. The

possibility of using hydraulic elements effi

ciently in a train of mechanism has lately
claimed considerable attention. The fluid is

not regarded as possessing energy, but is

viewed, like belting or gearing, simply as a
means of transmitting it. Development has

taken place in two distinct directions :

(a) The earlier and the commoner is based

on the continuous flow or motion of a fluid

column as a whole, and assumes the more or

less complete incompressibility of the fluid, and

the casing pocket and guided by its semi

circular boundary back to the impeller. The

clearance between the disc and the casing

allows of a small escape of water from the

pockets to the chamber C, the amount being

controlled by the outlet valve. The change

in the moment of momentum of the water

about the shaft, which occurs as it passes

from the impeller to the casing pockets,

produces a moment acting on the casing equal

to the moment in the shaft This moment is

balanced and the casing kept stationary by
the moment of an external force acting on an

arm projecting from the casing, and at right

angles to the shaft. The magnitude of this

moment is easily measured, and the energy

absorbed per minute by the brake is equal to

2xx measured moment (ft. -Ibs. )
x revolutions

per minute of the shaft.

The external force consists of balance

weights applied at the extremity of the arm,

together with a rider weight sliding along the

scale marked on the arm.

The brake is regulated automatically by

having the casing connected to the outlet and

1 See also article on
*'
Dynamometers."

(b] the other depends upon the elasticity

of the fluid, and utilises its resilience to propa

gate pressure waves and thus transmit energy
from the generator to the point where force is

to be applied.
Either system requires as essential elements

& pump to impart energy to the fluid and a

motor to transform it into work.

(63) TRANSMISSION BY FLUID MOTION.

Hydraulic Jack. This well - known machine

may be taken as the simplest and oldest

example of the hydraulic transformer, and is

shown in Fig. 76. A plunger working in a

pump chamber C, and operated by the re

ciprocation of a- hand lever A, pumps water

from a reservoir B,through suction and delivery

valves v
s
and r4 , into the ram cylinder D.

The ram forms at its lower end the base upon
which the jaxjk stands. Leakage between

the ram and its cylinder is prevented by a

cup leather which, makes a water-tight joint

between them. The weight is carried either

centrally on the top cover" or eccentrically by
a projecting claw near the base, and is lifted

by the displacement effected by the water

pumped into the ram cylinder. Any accumu-
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lation of air is removed through a small hole y "by grooves in a floating ring F which is mounted
in the cover normally filled by a screw plug.
Should the proper lift be exceeded water

escapes through the opening 0, and lowering
is effected by means of

a screw -in valve L
which allows com-

D

r
PIG. 70.

munication between
the reservoir and the

ram cylinder. The ele-

L ments accordingly are

a simple force pump
and an accumulator.

If I and L be the

distances of plunger
and lever handle from
the centre of oscillation,

a and A be the areas

in square inches of the

plunger and ram, and

P/W be the ratio of the

force exerted to the

weight lifted, then

P/W=Za/LA.
The efficiency de

pends largely on the

method of loading, the

frictional losses being
much greater when the

machine is eccentrically
loaded. These losses

being largely mechani

cal, and not hydraulic, do not increase pro

portionately to the load, and hence large
machines are more efficient than small ones.

(64) COMPAGXE HYDRAULIC GEAR AND
HELE-SHAW PUMP. An interesting applica
tion of energy transmission is the reducing

gear of motor - car and other engines. A
successful example is the Compagne Hydraulic
Gear, which has as its important feature the

well-known Hele-Shaw pump with variable

stroke. The pump, which is driven by the

prime mover, takes water or oil from a supply
tank and delivers it with added pressure and
kinetic energy to a hydraulic motor of the

constant-stroke type, keyed to a secondary
shaft. By varying the stroke of the pump
while maintaining the speed, the discharge

may be made to vary, and as a consequence
the speed of the motor and its shaft.

The principle of the pump, which is of the

rotary-plunger class, is similar to but the
reverse of the Rigg engine, and is illustrated

in Fig. 77. Multiple cylinders A with their

axes set radially form a monobloc which is

coupled directly to the engine shaft. The

plungers C working in the cylinders carry

gudgeon pins D which engage in and are guided

on ball-bearings and rotates in a housing Q.
The housing is capable of a transverse motion
across the casing, so that the axis about which
the ring rotates may either coincide with
that of the engine shaft or be eccentric to

right or left of it. The stroke of each plunger
with respect to its cylinder is equal to twice
this eccentricity, and changes its relative

Ci

direction when the axis of the ring passes

through the concentric position. This results

in a reversal in the direction of the flow

without an alteration in the direction of

rotation of the prime mover, and the change
from full forward to full reverse discharge
is made gradually and without shock. The

working fluid is led to the cylinders by ports
in a fixed stub-axle B which fits into the

hollow end of the engine shaft, and is con
trolled by a circular rotary valve. It is drawn
from the supply tank during the outward
or suction stroke of the plunger through the

passage H, and by this arrangement the effect

of centrifugal force is to reinforce the supply
pressure and thus prevent separation of fluid

and plunger at high speeds. The interior of

the floating ring is always flooded with the

fluid, but the space between it and the casing
is kept carefully drained to minimise disc

friction. The friction of the gudgeon pins

in their guides being greater than the resistance

between the housing and the ring ball-bearings,
causes the ring to revolve with the cylinders.
This is an essential feature in the high efficiency
of the pump, the frictional resistance being
thus reduced to a minimum.

Discharge takes place through the passages
K to the hydraulic motor, which is of similar

construction to the pump, but of the constant-

stroke type, and works inversely. It is coupled
directly to the driving-wheel axle, and is

illustrated in Fig. 78. Instead of the floating
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-Propeller+Shaft

cage a cam K is used as a track or guide for '

the ball-bearing rollers H carried by the
!

gudgeon pins D, and it is designed so that each
plunger makes two strokes per revolution.
The over-all efficiency of a pump and motor

transmitting 37 horse-power is stated to

range from 75 to 85 per cent. The pump had
a constant speed of 770 revolutions, and the
variation in the speed of the motor is given
as from 50 to 170 revolutions per minute. It
seems likely that the advantages of a continu
ous-variable gear of this class will be better
realised in connection with the transport of

heavy loads in the future.

(65) FOTTINGER GEAH. Where the energy
to be transmitted and the speed of working are
of much greater magnitudes, a suitable form
of hydraulic transformer is the Fottinger gear.

'

Such conditions obtain in the case of the power i

plant fer ship propulsion, where there exists '

the necessity for a high speed of turbine shaft

together with
a low speed of

|

propeller shaft

in order to
]

secure the
j

maximum
efficiency of

both. This in

volves some

system of

speed reduc

tion, which in

the ease of

slow - moving
steamers may
be as great

as 20 to 1, and for fast boats 6 to 1. It

is in connection with the latter ratios that

hydraulic transformers have been found suit

able. The arrangement (Fig. 79) consists of

an impeller wheel A keyed to the after end
of the primary power shaft, and a two-stage
rotor wheel B. mounted on the propeller
shaft. The water passages of the impeller
and rotor wheels, with the addition of a
short length C of guide passage which is

attached to the easing, form a closed circuit

and are filled throughout with water. The
rotation of the primary shaft sets up a pressure
difference between the inlet and outlet of the

impeller A as in a centrifugal pump, and flow

is induced in the circuit. Part of the energy
thus given to the water is absorbed by the
motor in its first stage B. The water is then

guided by the fixed passages C towards the
second stage I), from whence it discharges into

the iolet of the impeller A and the cycle is

repeated. By a suitable design of the vanes
the rate of flow through the rotor is very much
less than in the impeller, and the speed of

the secondary shaft thereby adapted to the
efficient working of the propeller. The trans-

FIG. 79.

former is supplied with water at X from a low-
pressure supply tank for the purpose of making
good any leakage from the wheels.
Where reversing requires to be provided

for, a go-astern transformer similar to that
described is incorporated, and the water of
the transformer not in use is emptied into a
drain tank, from which it is delivered by means
of a small centrifugal pump into the supply
tank. A manoeuvring valve of the balanced
piston type controls the opening to this tank
of the transformer in action and to the drain
tank of the other, simultaneously. The
transmission ratio remains constant at all

speeds, and a reduction of 6 to 1 has been
successfully applied, the energy transmitted

being 25,000 horse-power, and "the efficiency
stated to be 90 per cent.

(66) TRANSMISSION BY WAVE MOTION,
With this system energy is transmitted from
one point to another, which may be at a con
siderable distance, by means of impressed
periodic variations of pressure producing
longitudinal vibrations in a fluid column. The
characteristics are analogous to those existing
when a valve is suddenly closed in a long pipe
line containing water in motion, and waves of
alternate pressure and rarefaction are propa
gated throughout the length of the pipe.
Where the principle is utilised for the trans
mission of energy, the pressure wave is initi

ated in the Said' by the outward Btroke of a

pump plunger operated by a prime mover or

generator. The displacement of the plunger
is resisted by the inertia of the fluid, a change
of pressure occurs, and a pressure wave travels

along the column; elastic deformation takes

place and resilient energy is stored. At the
distant or outlet end a motor of equal capacity
and similar dimensions to those of the pump
absorbs the energy contained in the fluid, and
if all fractional losses are assumed to be

negligible the motor plunger has a displace
ment equal to that of the pump. The return
stroke of the pump is similarly followed by a
wave of negative pressure or rarefaction,
which on reaching the motor induces the reverse

motion of the plunger. If properly synchron
ised, the further motions of the pump are

followed by corresponding movements in the

motor, and the energy available at the latter

will be equal to the power of the pump
diminished by the fluid friction in the pipe
line and the resistance of the mechanical
elements. The displacement volume of the

plungers does not exceed the elastic volumetric

deformation of the fluid, and the stroke is

accordingly small. To enable, therefore, any
considerable energy to be transmitted, the
number of strokes per second is made large,
and a typical 10-horse-power generator rotates

at a speed of 2400 revolutions per minute,

giving 40 wave impulses per second to a
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plunger of l T\in. diameter and % in. stroke,

the length, of the pipe line being 240 ft. The

maximum pressure reached under these

conditions is 1500 Ibs. and the mean about

750 Ibs. per sq. in. The presence of air in

the pipe line creates surges and fluctuating

pressures, and valves for the release of air are

provided both at the pump and the motor.

A capacity chamber communicating with

the main pipe, filled with water and fitted

near the pump, acts in a similar manner to the

air-vessel in an ordinary reciprocating pump
and equalises the pressure. Before starting,

the pipe line is charged by an auxiliary water-

pump, if a gravity feed is not available, to an

initial pressure of about 100 Ibs. per sq. in.

Any free air m the system is allowed to escape,

and the pump, driven by an electric or other

convenient generator, is then started up.

Fig. 80 shows the arrangement of a portable

duplex pump driven from a generator shaft

developing 10 horse-power at 40 cycles per

second. Two capacity chambers B, with a

specially designed for the relatively high

alternating pressures.
The system described is that devised

by Mr. G. Constantinesco, who first utilised

the principle to procure synchronisation of

FIG. 81.

machine-gun fire with the revolutions of

aeroplane propellers by means of his C.C.

Interrupter Gear, which enabled 2000 shots

per minute to be fired between the blades of

a propeller revolving at a high speed without

the danger of the blades being struck. For

the system as a means of power
transmission are claimed the merits*

of great flexibility and perfect safety,

while its efficiency is stated to

greatly exceed that of compressed
air or electricity. Its application on

a practical scale is at present being

demonstrated, and may be readily

expected to yield important results.

FIG. 80.

communicating passage P to equalise pressures,

are fitted.

The motor may be similar to the pump
but working inversely, or the energy may be

taken off at various points along the pipe
line by motors specially adapted to the tools

to be operated.
It is obvious that in long pipe lines flexibility

and the prevention of leakage of the fluid are

factors of vital importance, and Fig. 81 shows

a sectional view of the piping which has been

HYDROGEN, CHARACTERISTIC CON
STANTS OF, tabulated. See
" Thermal Expansion," (14)

(iii).

HYDROGEN, SEPARATION FROM
WATER-GAS. See

"
Gases, Lique

faction of," (2).

HYDROGEN, SPECIFIC HEATS OF,

tabulated values obtained by
Scheel and Heuse. See "Calori-

raetry, Electrical Methods of,"

(15), Table IX.

HYDROGEN, USED AS THERMOMETRIC
SUBSTANCE. See

"
Thermodynamics,"

(4).

HYDROGEN SCALE OF TEMPERATURE, NORMAL,

represented by a set of verre dur thermo

meters at the International Bureau, the

international standard of temperature.
See

"
Temperature, Realisation of Absolute

Scale of," (30).

HYDROPLANE. See "Ship Resistance and

Propulsion," (5).
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I<J> CHART, representation of action uf ideal

vapour compression refrigerating machine
on. See

"
Refrigeration/" (3).

ICE, DENSITY or, AT C., tabulated values

assembled by Roth for the determination of

a value for use in calculating the latent heat

of fusion. See
"
Latent Heat," (15),

Table IX.

ICE, LATENT HEAT OF FUSION OF :

Determined by A. W. Smith by the Electrical

Method See
;t
Latent Heat/' (16).

Determined by means of the Ice-calorimeter.

See ibid. (15).

Determined by Regnault by the
"" Method

of Mixtures." See ibid. "(14) (L).

Determined by various observers and
tabulated. See ibid. (17), Table X.

Investigated by Black in 1762 and by
Lavoisier and Laplace in 17SO. See

ibid. (13).

Variation with Temperature of. See

ibid. (18).

ICE-POINT ON THE KELVIN THERMODYNAMIC
SCALE, DETERMINATION OF. See

"'

Tempera
ture, Realisation of Absolute Scale of,'

1

(21).

IDEAL GAS : ENTROPY, ENERGY, TOTAL HEAT,
AND OTHEB PROPERTIES OF. See

"
Thermp-

dynamics," (57).

IGNITION POINT, DETERMINATION OF. See
"
Flash-point Determination," (6).

IMAGE, EFFECT OF SIZE or, ON INDICATIONS OF

RADIATION PYROMETER, See
"
Pyrometry,

Total Radiation," (14) (iL).

IMPACT AND NOTCHED BAR TESTING. See
"
Elastic Constants, Determination of."

The Charpy Method. (98).

Dimensions of Standard Test-pieces. ( 102).

Effect of Variation of the Angle of the Notch

of the Test-piece. (103)."

Effect of Variation of Root Radius and

Depth of Notch of the Test-piece. (104).

Effect of Size of Specimen on the Results

obtained. (109).

Effect of Variation of Striking Velocity on

the Energy to Fracture. (1071

Experiments by Izod, Stanton and Bairstow,

Harbord, and Progress of Impact Test

ing in Britain. (99).

General Considerations and Methods of

Test. (98)-(10I).

Results of Izod Tests on Materials Correctly

and Incorrectly Heat Treated. (101),

Table 32.

Slow Bending Tests on Notched Bars.

(108).

Tests at Varying Temperatures, (119).

Tests under Repeated Bending Impact.

(HI)-
Use of Round Test-pieces. (105).

IMPACT TESTS :

On Screw Threads Results with Different

Forms of Thread. See iL Elastic Con

stants, Determination of/' (41).

On Unnotched Bars. See ibid. (110).
IMPULSE TURBINES :

Hydraulic. See
"
Hydraulics;* IH (45).

Steam. See
"
Turbine, Development of the

Steam," () ;

" Steam Turbine, Physics
of the," (10), (15).

INCLINED PLANE. See
u
Mechanical Powers,"

(!)

INDEX LAW IN FLUID RESISTANCE. See

"Friction," (13), (17).

INDICATED THERMAL EFFICIENCY. See
"
Petrol Engine, The Water-cooled," (2).

INDICATOR, HOPKINSON'S OPTICAL. See
"
Pressure, Measurement of,"' $ (19).

INDICATOR DIAGRAM, WATT'S. A curve show

ing the relation between the volume and
the pressure of a substance undergoing

thermodynarnic change. See
"" Thermo

dynamics,^ (11).

INDICATORS, STEAM-ENGINE. See
"
Pressure,

Measurement of/' (18).

INJECTORS AND EJECTORS :

Gaseous Stream. Sec
ki

Air-pumps," (27).

Liquid Stream. See
"
Air-pumps," (30).

INSTABILITY, FAILURE or STRUCTURES DUE
TO. See

"
Dynamical Similarity, The Prin

ciples of," (45).

INSTANTANEOUS CENTRES OF POINTS IN A

MECHANISM. See
ik
Kinematics of Machin

ery," (5).

INTENSIFIERS, HYDRAULIC. See
"
Hydraulics,*'

(56) (iv.).

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES :

Losses in. See
"
Engines, Thermodynamics

of Internal Combustion,'
1

(55).

Loss of Heat to Walls during Explosion
and Expansion. See ibid. (56).

lt
Mixtures

"
for. See ibid. (26).

INTERNAL ENERGY OF A BODY. See
" Thermo

dynamics," (10), (12), and (30).

INTERNAL PRESSURE CORRECTION TO A

THERMOMETER, See
"
Thermometry," (3)

(iL).

INVOLUTE TEETH. See
"
Kinematics of

Machinery," (9).

INWARD-FLOW TURBINES (HYDRAULIC). See
"
Hydraulics," HL (49> (iii).

I

IROS
"

OXIDE, EMISSIVITY OF, determined
'

by optical pyrometer, See
"
Pyrometry,

I

Optical," (18).

\
ISESTTBOPIC CHANGE. A change in the press

ure volume and temperature of a body
carried out reversibly in such a way that the

entropy of the body remains constant. See
"
Thermodynamics," (24),
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ISOPENTANE, CRITICAL ISOTHERM or: value

of pressure (1) calculated by Dieteriefs

second equation and (2) observed, tabulated

against the volume. See
" Thermal Expan

sion," (21).

ISOTHERMAL CHANGE. A change in the

volume and pressure of a body carried out

reversibly in such a way that no change

in the temperature of the body is allowed
to occur. See "Thermodynamics," (16);"
Engines, Thermodynamics of Internal

Combustion," (3).

ISOTROPIC MATERIALS : a name given to
substances which exhibit similar properties
in all directions. See

"
Elasticity, Theory

<*" (4).

J
JACK, HYDRAULIC. See

"
Hydraulics," (63)

(L).

JAQUEROD AND PERROT, 1905, comparison of

gas-thermometer with secondary standards

of temperature in range 500 to 1600. See
"
Temperature, Realisation' of Absolute

Scale of," (39) (xiL).

JET PROPELLER FOR SHIPS. See "Ship
Resistance and Propulsion," (52).

JETS, THEORY OF. See
" Steam Engine,

Theory of," (12).

JIGGER TOR HYDRAULIC LIFTS. See
"
Hydraulics," (58) (iL).

JOULE:

Equivalent. See
"
Mechanical Equivalent

of Heat," (2).

Experiments on Mechanical Equivalent of
Heat. See ibid. (2).

JOULE-THOMSON EFFECT. See
"
Gases, Lique

faction of," (1) ;

"
Thermodynamics,"

(12), (43), (50), (57).

JOULE-THOMSON EFFECT, INVERSION OF. See"
Thermodynamics," (50).

JOULE - THOMSON EQUATION : a thermo-

dynamic equation, providing an additional
method of testing a gas equation. See
"
Thermal Expansion," (23).

JOULE - UNIT OF WORK. See
"
Mechanical

Equivalent of Heat," (3).

JOULE'S LAW. See
"
Engines, Thermo

dynamics of Internal Combustion," (16).
JOY'S VALVE GEAR, VELOCITY DIAGRAMS

FOR. See
"
"Kinematics of Machinery.,"W (in.)-

K
KELVIN DOUBLE BRIDGE METHOD or MEASUR

ING RESISTANCE APPLIED TO THE PLATINUM
RESISTANCE THERMOMETER. See

"
Resist

ance Thermometers," (19).

KELVIN'S ABSOLUTE SCALE OF TEMPERATURE.
See

"
Engines, Thermodynamics of Internal

Combustion," (7).

KINEMATICS. That part of the science of

mechanics which treats of the motions
of bodies without reference to the bodies
or to the causes which give rise to the

motions.

KINEMATICS OF MACHINERY
THIS subject, as its name implies, deals with the
motions of the various parts of machines with
out reference to either the forces involved or
the actual proportions of the parts, other than
those dimensions which determine the motion.
A machine consists of one or more kine

matic chains, each of which consists of a
series of members moving in a definite manner.
The various members are treated as rigid
bodies, any effect due to their elasticity being
introduced as a correction. Parts which are

deliberately made flexible, such as belts,

chains, etc., are not usually considered as
members in this sense, but merely as imposing

certain constraints on the members on which
they act.

(1) DEGREES OF FREEDOM. CO-ORDINATES.
(i.) Definitions. To determine the position
of a rigid body in space, six. quantities are
needed. For instance, we may specify the
Cartesian co-ordinates of a point on it, and
also the three angular co-ordinates, usually
called Rodrigiie's Co-ordinates, which specify
its position with respect to three rectangular
axes through that point. Any one of these
co-ordinates may vary without affecting the
others, giving six different motions, and hence
a rigid body is said to have six degrees of
freedom. Any motion may be specified in
terms of the rates of change of these co
ordinates, and any limitation imposed on them
is called a constraint, the degree of the con
straint being the number of equations between
the co-ordinates to which it gives rise, and
the body being said to have lost that number
of degrees of freedom. For instance, if one
point is constrained to lie on a- plane, one
constraint is imposed and five degrees of
freedom remain, whilst if two points are con
strained to lie on a straight line, four condi
tions are imposed and two degrees of freedom
are left, which are easily recognised as trans,
lation along the line and rotation round it.
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If the motion of a body be such that ail !

points in it which initially lie in a fixed plane ;

continue to do so, three conditions are imposed !

and the motion is referred to as plane motion,

only three degrees of freedom remaining to be
considered. i

The rigid structure to which the various

parts of a mechanism are attached, and relative

to which they move, is called a frame.
Two members of a machine which react on

one another, either directly or through the
;

medium of a flexible belt or chain, are said to

form a -pair. Pairs may be classified according
|

to the number of degrees of freedom which
j

they allow to one member when the other is

fixed.
i

Lower pairs only permit one degree of free-

dom. A pin on one member revolving without
;

end motion in a hole in the other which it i

exactly fits, a block on one working in a slot

in the other, and a nut on its screw, are i

instances of lower pairs. The first two are i

instances of plane motion, the third is

not. !

Higher pairs allow two degrees of freedom,

A typical instance is a round pin in a slot,
,

where the pin can move along the slot, and
can also revolve on its own axis. In plane

motion, two surfaces which touch along a line .

form a higher pair, for both rolling and sliding j

can occur. This is sometimes taken as a I

definition of a higher pair, a lower pair
j

being then defined as having contact over \

a surface. The contact of toothed wheels
|

is thus an instance of higher pairing, and
so is the connection of two pulleys by a

belt.

In many cases a higher pair can be replaced

by an additional member and two lower pairs.

It is easy to see that this does not alter the

number of degrees of freedom. For instance,

a pin in its slot may be replaced by a pin in

a block which works in the slot. This has

the important practical advantage of reducing
wear. A belt can at any instant be con

sidered as a rigid member pin-jointed to the

points of contact.

(ii.) Types of 3lotion.-~Pairs of higher order

are seldom used and are not classified. It is

usually a simple matter to determine by in

spection whether one or more types of motion

are possible to an assemblage of parts, but

rules are given in books- on mechanism for

finding if this be so by counting the number of

members and pairs of each type. The simplest
method is to count the number of members

excluding the frame and to multiply by three

(for plane motion), and then to deduct twice

the number of lower pairs, which impose two
constraints each, and once the number of

higher pairs, which impose one each. If

several members are connected by the same

pin, consider the pin as attached to one of

FIG. l.

them and imposing two constraints on each of

the others. There are thus four constraints

where a pin unites three members, six when
it unites four, and so on.

For example, consider two rods attached by
pin joints to one another and to the frame.
Here we have two members each with three

degrees of freedom, making six in all, also

three joints imposing two constraints each, so

there is no degree of freedom left and we
have not a mechanism but
a frame. If the number of

degrees of freedom is negative
the frame is said to have
redundant members.

Consider next three n,x3s

pin-jointed to one another
and to the frame. Here we
have 3x3=9 degrees of free

dom,and 4 v 2 = 8 constraints,
hence one degree of freedom

remains, and we have a
mechanism or kinematic chain, usually called

the Four Bar Crank Chain, the fourth bar

being the frame.

The introduction of a fourth rod would give
4x3 = 12 degrees of freedom, .3x2 = 10 con

straints, hence two degrees remain, more than
one type of motion is possible, and the arrange
ment is not a kinematic chain.

Consider a crank driving a connecting-rod,
the other end of which carries a pin moving
in a slot. Here we have, in addition to the

frame, two members, each with three degrees,
two lower pairs imposing two constraints each,
and one higher pair imposing one. Hence
there is one degree left. This mechanism,
modified by replacing the higher pair by a
block in the slot, phi-jointing to the connecting-
rod, is called the Slider Crank Chain, and
assumes various forms or inrersions by fixing
various members. As described it is the

mechanism of the direct-

acting engine, fixing the

connecting-rod we get
^

the oscillating cylinder

engine, fixing the crank
we get the rotary engine
and the quick return,
and fixing the block we

get a mechanism known as the pendulum
pump, but not much used.

Consider a rod with two pins working in

two slots in the frame. Here we have one mem -

ber with its three degrees of freedom, and two

higher pairs, leaving one degree. This mech
anism, with the higher pairs replaced by blocks

and lower pairs, is called the elliptic trammels,
as any point in the rod describes an ellipse,

and by inversion we get the elliptic chuck and
Oldham''s coupling.

(2) LOCL An important branch of the

subject is the determination of the loci of

FIG. 2.
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points in a mechanism* and the design of

mechanisms to trace given loci. The ordinary
methods of analytical geometry are employed,
but there are special approximate methods
used in. certain cases where the complete
solution is not readily obtained. Much

thought was at one time given to the subject
of parallel motions, a term used to denote a

mechanism which guided a point in a straight
line. Such mechanisms are now much less

important than they were, but an analysis of

one of them (Watt's) will illustrate a method
which is very usefuL In this mechanism
two rods each pivoted at one end have their

other ends joined by a link. A portion of

the path of one point on the link will

then be a close approximation to a straight
line.

The arrangement of the mechanism is shown
in Fig. 3, with a centre line diagram below

it. Let AX and BY
be the rods, pivoted
to the frame at A
and B, and coupled

by the link XY, which
is not far from per

pendicular to them
when they are parallel
to one another. Let
Z be a point on the

link and let AX = a,

. Let AX be rotated

0, then X rises ad and

x
FIG. 3.

BYr=&, XZ=:e, YZ=
through a small angle
moves to the left ^ad-, both expressions being
correct to the second order in 6.

Neglecting the effect due to the change in

obliquity of the link XY, Y will also rise a&,

and hence BY turns through an angle ad/b,

causing Y to move to the right a distance

J6(a0/6)
a= a8 a

/2&. Hence Z moves to the

left a distance (yad
z
I2-xa-B*/2b)/(x + y) which

is zero if ax=by. Z then rises in a path
which deviates from a straight line only in

terms of the third order.

In many cases loci are plotted by drawing
out the mechanism in a succession of positions.

The labour may often be reduced by drawing
part of the mechanism on tracing paper which
is moved into successive positions and the

point whose locus is required is pricked through
on to the paper below. Models in cardboard,

jointed by eyelets or pins, are often extem

porised, and for some purposes well-made
metal models, with members adjustable in

length, are used. This is notably the case

with valve gears.

(3) DISPLACEMENT, TELOCITY, ASTD ACCEL
ERATION. (i.) Graphical Methods. In studying
the motion of a point it is often found useful

to plot the displacement, velocity, and accelera

tion on a time base. This is especially the

case when the mechanism derives its motion
from a uniformly rotating shaft. A circle

|

described round the centre of the shaft is

;

divided into a number of equal parts, and the

j

mechanism is drawn out with the driving
crank in each of these positions. This deter

mines a series of positions of the point under
consideration at equal intervals of tune, and,
a horizontal line being divided into a corre-

i spending number of equal parts, ordinates

i

are set up to represent the distance of the
!

point from some fixed point on its path. This

curve is known as the displacement - time
curve. Its form gives us a considerable

amount of useful information. It shows the

extreme points of the motion, and when they
occur, the range, and the time between the

two given positions. It may also serve to

suggest an approximate formula for the dis

placement, and can be submitted to harmonic

analysis. The curve can be obtained from a

model even better than by drawing.
If more definite information as to the velocity

is required it may be obtained by graphic
differentiation of the above curve, as the slope
of the latter is evidently a measure of the

velocity. If this process is to be employed
the curve must be drawn with great care, and
the exact direction and point of contact of

the tangent is best determined by laying on

|

the curve a piece of celluloid on which are

scratched two straight lines at right angles,
and adjusting this till the eye accepts the lines

! as the tangent and normal at the point under

[

consideration. The tangent being marked on

I

the paper, two points are taken on it, and the
i difference of their ordinates, interpreted on
the displacement scale, divided by the difter-

;

ence of the abscissae, interpreted on the time

scale, gives the velocity.
A velocity-time curve can now be plotted.

It is difficult to obtain accuracy by this

method, and a considerable amount of fairing
of the points and redetermination of the

tangents will probably be needed before a

satisfactory curve is obtained. Hence the

desirability of more direct methods given
below.

A graphic differentiation of the velocity-
time curve gives the acceleration, which can
also be plotted on a time base. The accumula
tion of the errors of two such differentiations

renders the need of more direct methods

imperative. The chief use of a knowledge
[

of the acceleration is to calculate inertia

I

forces.

In many cases it is useful to plot velocities

and accelerations on a displacement base.

This is especially so when studying the motion
of the piston of a steam engine or of the

cutting tool of a slotter or shaper.

(ii.) Analytical Methods. Velocities and
accelerations can sometimes be found ana

lytically. For instance, consider the direct-

acting steam engine, shown diagrammatically
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in Fig. -i. This consists of a crank CP
revolving round a fixed centre C, and a

connecting-rod PD which couples the end of

the crank to the crosshead to which the piston
rod is attached- As the piston reciprocates in

a straight line, if we wish to study its motion
it will suffice to study the motion of D. Let

the length of the crank CP be r, that of the

connecting-rod PD he /, and in the position
shown let the angle DCP be 6 and CDP be .

Then D is to the left of C a distance equal to

r cos d -T I cos
fi.

Since r sin B= I sin $> we may write this

=
rj cos & - * sin2 & + 1

A

and if ril be not too large a close approximation
is

where n l\T.

It may be noted that the mid-point of the

stroke is a distance Z to the left of C, and for

most purposes it is convenient to measure
from it, omitting the I in this expression.

This gives the displacement of D. Its

velocity is, by difEerentiatioiL, with respect to

the time,

ur (sin 6 4- 5- sin 20
)

\ n /

towards the right, where to=dtij&, the angular

velocity of the crank, A second differentiation

gives for the acceleration, if we assume a to

be constant, the value

orr [ cos #-r-cos2t? ).
\ n J

It may be noted that the second harmonic

becomes more important with each differentia

tion. This is a general occurrence.

Where analytical methods are not practic

able, the following methods are used.

(iii) Velocity Images. Consider two points
A and B. Let the velocity of A be a, and that

of B be v. Take an origin o, draw oa to

represent u in magnitude and direction, and

06 tr> represent i\ Then by the triangle of

velocities, ab represents the velocity of B
relative to A. If A and B be two unconnected

points, no restriction is placed on ab, but if

A and B be two points on a rigid body the

only possible motion of B relative to A is

one of rotation round A, and hence ab must be

perpendicular to AB. oa is the velocity of a

and 06 that of b, and it is easy to see that the

velocity of a point C on AB is oc where c divides

ab in the same
ratio that C
divider AB.
The line ab Is

conveniently
called the ve-

,

locity image of *O

AB, and the FIG. 5.

linage of a point
D carried byAB but cot in the line AB is found

by constructing a triangle abd similar to ABD,
od then representing completely the velocitv

of D.

If now, in any given problem, we know the

velocity of A we can draw oa, and then we can

draw a line ab at right angles to AB, on which

b must He. The direction of the line joining
o and b is usually given from the knowledge
of the direction of motion of b, and the inter

section determines b. ob then gives completely
the velocity of 6. The velocity of b relative

to a is given by 06, and the angular velocity
of the rod is evidently 0&/AB. As an example,
consider the direct-acting engine. Referring
to Fig. 6, where the centre-line diagram is

repeated from Fig. 4, with the same notation,

to determine the velocity of the piston set off

op at right angles to CP, to represent wCP,
the velocity of the crankpin on a convenient

scale. w is, as above, the angular velocity of

the crank. Draw pd at right angles to PD to

represent the velocity of D relative to P in

direction. The actual
_,.

motion of D is along
the line DC, and hence

we draw od in that

direction to cut pd in FIG. 6.

d. od now represents
the velocity of D and pd that of D relative

to P, hence the angular velocity of the

connecting
- rod is represented by pdjPT>.

(It is easy to see that if DP be produced to

meet the perpendicular through C in T, the

triangles opd and CPT are similar, and hence

CP;CT=opjod, and since op -represents wCP,
od represents tTT, t.e. the velocity of the

piston is ttfCT.)

As a more complicated case consider Joy's

valve gear. The centre-line diagram is given

in Fig. 7. To the connecting-rod AB of a

direct-acting engine a rod CE is attached, E

being constrained to move round Oz by the

rod O^E, To a point D in CE a rod DO is
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attached, a point P on which is constrained to

move round 2 either by a rod 2F or by a

curved slot in which F must lie. G is attached

by the rod GV to V, the end of the valve

spindle. The method of velocity images can

be applied as follows to find the velocity of

v. Set off oa to represent wOA, and determine
b as above. Divide ab in c in the same ratio

as C divides AB. Draw ce perpendicular to

CE for the velocity of E relative to C, and as

its actual velocity is perpendicular to C^E,
draw oe perpendicular to 0^ to meet the

former line in e. Divide ce in d as CE is

divided in D. Draw df perpendicular to DF,
to meet o/, perpendicular to 2F, in /, and

produce df to g in the same ratio that DF is

produced to G. Lastly, draw gv perpendicular
to GV to meet a line through o parallel to

the direction of motion of V. ov then repre
sents the velocity of V on the same scale as

oa does that of'A.

(iv.) Acceleration Images. An analogous
method is used to determine accelerations,

but there is now an important difference.

If A and B be two points on a rigid body the

relative acceleration is not in general either

along or perpendicular to AB, but consists of

two components, one of w2AB along AT* and
one of wAB at right angles to it. These

may be called the radial and tangential com
ponents ; in general we can calculate the
radial component when we have drawn the

velocity image, and have found w, but all we
know about the tangential component is its

direction.

As an example consider the direct -acting

engine. To determine the acceleration of D,
first draw the velocity diagram opd as in

Fig. 6. Then from a fresh origin set off

op to represent u 2
CP, the acceleration of P

in magnitude and direction. The acceleration

of D relative to P consists of a component
(2

2DP from D towards P and QDP at right

angles to it, where & is the angular velocity
of the connecting-rod. is known from the

velocity diagram, being given as pdft?D, but
ti is not yet known. Therefore we set off pd1

parallel to DP and representing Q 2
DP, on

the acceleration scale, and then draw a line

through dj_ perpendicular to PD, to represent
the tangential component ODP in direction.

Since the actual acceleration of D is along the
line of stroke, a line through o parallel to CD
meeting dd in d determines the point d. The
line od now gives the acceleration of D hi

magnitude and direction, and dd^ being the

tangential com
ponent, represents

fiDP, and hence
is found, if re

quired.
This method

of acceleration

images can be

applied to any
system of link-

work. It should
be noted that the
actual image is

pd, not pdi or ddl9

and that the acceleration of any other point
in PD is given by the line joining o to the

corresponding point on pd.
A very neat construction due to Klein can

be readily derived from the above. Produce
DP to meet the perpendicular from C in T,
on D as diameter describe a circle, and with
P as centre and PT as radius cut it in Z and

Zj. Join ZZX cutting DC in K. The required
acceleration of D is orCK. It can be seen

readily that CPYK is similar to opd^d, in

the same way that OPT is similar to opd,
and since PY. PD=PT 2

, the proof follows at

once.

(4) INSTANTANEOUS CENTRES. A very
useful method of analysing the motion of a
mechanism is by the use of instantaneous

centres. A body moving in a plane may be

brought from any one position to any other

by a rotation round a certain point. For let

A and B be two points in the body in one

position and A'B' the same points in another

position. Bisect AA'
and BB7

by lines at

right angles meet

ing in I. Then
IA=IA', IB = IB',

and the triangles

IAB, IA'B' are ,

equal, hence the

angles ATB and
A'lB' are equal, and
hence so are ATA' and BIB', or the rotation

round I which carries A to A' also carries

B toB'.

If the displacement be made small so that

AB and A'B' are consecutive positions, AA'
and BB' become the directions of motion of

A and B respectively, and I is called the

instantaneous centre, and the motion of AB
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is at that instant a rotation round L The posi
tion of I is found by erecting perpendiculars to
the directions of motion of any two points of

the body, and this is readily done in many
cases owing to the nature of the constraints,

e.g. if a point moves along a straight slot,
I lies on a perpendicular to the slot, and if a

point is guided in a circle by a link, I lies on
the centre line of the link, produced if

necessary. For instance, in the direct-acting

engine, the instantaneous centre of the

connecting-rod lies at the point I where the

centre line of the crank produced cuts a line

through the crosshead pin
perpendicular to the slide

bar, for P is moving at

right angles to the line IPC,
and D at right angles to ID.
The velocity of D may now

be found as follows. If & be the angular
velocity of the crank, the velocity of P is

o?PC. Hence the angular velocity of the con

necting-rod about I is ojPC/PI and the

velocity of D is uPC.ID/PI. By similar

triangles this can be proved equal to w . GT
as shown above.
To apply the method to more complicated

mechanisms we need the proposition that the
relative instantaneous centres of three bodies

taken in pairs lie on a straight line. This is

easily proved. Let the bodies be A, B, and
C, and let the instantaneous centre of B
relative to C be Ibc, and so for the other

pairs. Then I&c is a point on C at rest relative

to B. Since Ia& is the instantaneous centre

of B relative to A, I&e considered as a point
on B is moving at right angles to IBj,I fre

.

Similarly as a

point on C it

is moving at

right angles to
j

This i

can only hap- i

pen if the
'

two directions
j

coincide, i.e. if I
fl&,

I&c, and Icc are in the same
j

straight line,
|

In applying the above theorem to a complicated 1

mechanism the notation is improved by omitting the

Ts and denoting the instantaneous centre of A
!

and B by ab. Tbe relative instantaneous centre of
j

two members connected by a pin is at the centre
'

of the pin, and if the instantaneous centre of one of
j

them is already known a line can be drawn through !

it and the centre of the pin and this line must con- ,

fain the instantaneous centre of the other. A,
second pin joint on the member under discussion

gives another line, and the centre required lies at

the intersection of these two lines.

As an example consider Joy's valve gear. Denote

the links by ABCDEFG as shown and the frame

by 0. Then the instantaneous centres oa, ab, 6c, cd,
j

do, ce, ef, of, eg can be labelled at once as they are
j

pin joints- ob is then found by producing oa, ab to
j

1 meet the vertical through the crosflhead pin as in
the last example. Since ob and be are known, oc
must be on the line joining them, and it must also
be on the line joining do and dc. This locates oc.

(Note the cyclic order e>&, be, co, and od, dc, co.)
We now proceed to find oe using the lines oc, ce and
of, f. Since one end of G is moving round oe and

the other is moving along
the line of stroke of the

valve, og is found at the

intersection of oe, eg with
the vertical through the

other end of G. The

velocity of the

valve is then

found from the

angular velocity

FIG. 11.

oa

the motion
through the
mechanism from

centre to centre,

multiplying the

angular velocity by the distance of a point from

one instantaneous centre to get its linear velocity,

and dividing by the distance from the next to get the

angular velocity round it, and so on.

This method is in many cases preferable to the

method of velocity images, as it can be applied

directly to the centre-line diagram of the mechanism,
and does not involve the drawing of a second diagram
and the use of the parallel ruler.

There is an analogous method for determin

ing accelerations, by using the properties of

the centre of no acceleration. To find the

latter we draw lines making an angle /3 whose

tangent is w/fa?
2 with the directions of the

accelerations of two points on the body, to

meet in J, the acceleration of any point P
being then w2PJ along the line PJ and <i>PJ

at right angles to it. The actual constructions

to find J depend on the data, and in general
the method of acceleration images is more
useful and simpler.

(5) CAMS. When a member of a mechan
ism is required to have a motion that cannot

conveniently be given by means of a linkwork,
recourse is had to a cam. A cam is a revolving
member having sliding contact with a sliding

or rocking member called the follower, the

former being so shaped as to give the required
motion to the latter. Cams may be divided

into two classes usually known as edge cams
and face cams. The former, as the name

implies, consists of a flat disc, the follower

bearing against the edge, whilst the latter
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consists in principle of a disc, one side of which
is a formed track against which the follower

hears. A cylinder with a groove on its curved

surface, in which runs a roller carried by the

follower, is evidently equivalent to a face

cam. Face cams are easily designed, as the de

velopment of the cylinder track must evidently
be the displacement-time curve required for

the follower.

Edge cams may be divided into two types,
called point cams and tangent cams; in the

former the motion is imparted to a point on
the follower, and in the latter an edge of the

follower is always tangential to the cam.

In point cams the point may be constrained

to lie on a line through the centre of the cam,
on a line passing to one side of the centre,

or in an arc of a circle about a point on which
the follower is pivoted. In a tangent cam the

follower may be constrained to move parallel
to itself or to swing about a centre.

In all eases the simplest way to set out an

edge cam is to imagine the cam at rest and the

remainder of the machine revolving round it ;

the required form of the cam is then found as

the locus of the points on the follower in a

point cam, or as the envelope of the success

ive positions of the edge in a tangent cam.

Usually in a point cam a roller is used to

reduce friction and wear, and in that case the

cam as actually made is the envelope of a

series of circles whose centres lie on the cam
as designed above to give the required motion
to the centre of the roller, and whose radius is

that of the roller.

(6) VALVE GEARS. These, and the

methods used in studying them, form an

important branch of the subject, but are not

dealt with in this article.

(7) CBASTK EFFORT DIAGRAMS. Although
involving the idea of force, and hence not

strictly belonging to kinematics, mention
must be made of the subject of crank effort

diagrams. In studying the action of a steam

engine it is useful to plot on a crank angle base
the effort exerted by the engine in turning its

shaft. The method may be reversed and
used to study the turning moment needed to

drive a machine.

By the principle of virtual work, if u be the

velocity of the crankpin and v that of the

piston, P the net thrust on the piston, and T
the force on the crankpin in the direction of

its motion, then Pr = Tw, i.e. T=Pv/M. The

plotting of a crank effort diagram involves,

therefore, the determination of P and the
determination u/v.

The latter is done by means of the velocity

image, by instantaneous centres, or by any
other method suitable to the mechanism under
consideration. In the direct-acting engine it has
been proved that M/y=CT/CP, hence we have
T . CP= P . CT, and since T . CP is the moment

of the force at the crankpin about the crank,
all we have to do is to plot the product P . CT
which is equal to it. P is determined from
the indicator diagrams, being the difference

between the pressures on the two sides of the

piston, multiplied by the area of the piston,
and corrected for inertia. It is usual to plot
not the total P, but the value of P per sq. in.

of piston; the same diagram then serves for

engines of different sizes, provided they have
the same steam distribution. To correct for

inertia we require to deduct W//Ag Ibs. per
sq. in. from the difference of pressure shown

by the indicator, where W=weight of recipro

cating parts, A = area of piston, /= acceleration

of piston. The last must be found for a suffi

cient number of points on the stroke, and
this may be done by Klein's construction.

It is more usual, because simpler, to use
the formula /=w2

r(cos 6 + l/n cos 26) proved
above, and to select the points where
= 0, 45, 90, 135, 180, when the expres

sion in the Jbracket becomes 1-j-l/n, l/*/2,

1/n, I/ x/2, (1 1/Ti) respectively, values

which are easily calculated, and which give
a sufficient number of points to enable a

smooth curve to be drawn. A diagram of

net pressure being first constructed by measur

ing from the top of one indicator diagram
to the bottom of the other, the inertia

curve is drawn across it, and the cor

rected pressure scaled off and multiplied by
the corresponding value of CT; the product
is then plotted on a crank angle base.

The chief use of such diagrams, showing
the variation of effort during a revolution, is

to enable us to study the resulting fluctuation
in speed, and to serve as a basis for the design
of flywheels.
In a similar manner diagrams may be drawn

showing the effort needed to drive, say, a

shaping machine, given the portion of the

cutting stroke for which the tool is in con
tact with the work, and the cutting pressure.
We can also find the fluctuation of effort

needed to drive an air compressor or hydraulic

pump.
(8) TOOTHED WHEELS. An important

branch of the subject is the discussion of

toothed wheels, both as regards the angular
velocity transmitted by a train of wheels and
as regards the correct form of curve for the
teeth.

The determination of the ratio of the velo

cities of the first and last wheels in a train

is usually a simple matter. If two wheels
have % and %2 teeth respectively and make
Rj and R2 revolutions respectively, then

evidently %B1=w2Il2. In a simple train of

wheels where each one gears into the

preceding one and drives the next one in

the train directly, the numbers of teeth in

the intermediate wheels evidently cancel out,
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and the velocity ratio transmitted depends
only on the number of teeth in the first and
last. The intermediate wheels are often
called idle or transposing wheels. It should
be noted that if there is an even number of
wheels the last one revolves in the opposite
direction to the first, and if an odd number, in
the same direction.

In a compound train there are one or more
shafts, each carrying two wheels; motion is

imparted to the shaft through one of the
wheels and is taken off by the other. For
such trains we have the simple rule : Velocity
ratio = product of numbers of teeth in drivers

divided by product of numbers of teeth in

driven wheels. Worm wheels may be included
in this rule if we regard a single

- threaded
worm as having one tooth, a double-threaded
one two teeth, and so on.

In epicyclic trains, wheels, known as planet
wheels, gear with a central wheel called the

sun wheel, whilst their centres are constrained

to move in a circle round it. Such trains are

easily dealt with by first considering the

planet wheels to have their centres fixed,

assigning a velocity of rotation to one wheel
of the train, and tabulating the velocities of

the others, paying attention to sign, and then

superimposing on the whole system such a
rotation as will reduce to rest the wheel that

actually is at rest. The velocity ratio of any
two wheels can then be written down byinspect
ing the table thus modified. Such trains are

largely used where a big reduction in speed is

needed, and also in change speed gears for

cycles and motors.

As regards the number and proportions of

the teeth, let 0, 0' be the centres of two wheels

which are to gear together. Divide OO' in

P, so OP/OT is the velocity ratio to be trans

mitted. P is usually called the pitch point,
and it is evident that two rough circles of

radii OP and OP/
will transmit the required

velocity ratio. The actual wheels may be

considered as derived from these circles by
providing them with teeth. The distance

from the point .where one tooth cuts the

circle to the point where the next one cuts it,

measured along the pitch circle, is called the

circular pitch, and must evidently be an
exact submultiple of both circumferences.

If the circular pitch be expressible in inches

and fractions, the radii cannot be, since the

radius of a wheel of n teeth is ap/2x, and con

versely if the radii are expressible in inches

and fractions, p, the circular pitch, will be

incommensurable. The latter system is the

most convenient in practice, and instead of

working in terms of circular pitch it is more
usual to work in terms of JJ/T, which is evidently

equal to the diameter divided by the number
of teeth. It would be convenient to call this

the diametral pitch, by analogy, but as it is

usually expressed as a fraction with unity as

numerator, the custom has arisen of naming
only the denominator and calling that the
diametral pitch. The diameter of the pitch

! circle is then found by dividing the number
|

of teeth by the diametral pitch thus defined,
i
and as it is usual to make the height of the

;

tooth above the pitch circle (called the

j

addendum) equal to />, JT, the over-all diameter

I

of the blank before cutting is found by adding

j

2 to the number of teeth and dividing by the

i

diametral pitch. For example, a wheel of

;

24 teeth, and diametral pitch 4, would

\

have a pitch circle diameter of 6 in.

! (24/4), an over -all diameter of 6| in.

f (24 + 2} '4, the teeth would stand J in. above

|

the pitch circle and would be cut slightly

|

more below it, and the circular pitch p would
\
be sr/4 in.

;

As regards the form of the teeth, the essen-
. tial condition is that the teeth, which move
;

over one another with a combined rolling
!
and sliding action, should transmit a constant

velocity ratio. If this condition is not fulfilled

there will be vibration and noise accompanied
by loss of power. This condition makes it

necessary.that the common normal to the two

FIG. 13.

teeth at their point of contact should pass

through the pitch point in all positions of the

wheels. This may be proved as follows.

Imagine the left-hand wheel at rest and the

right-hand wheel rolling on it. P is evidently the

instantaneous centre, and hence Q considered

as a point on the right-hand wheel is moving
at right angles to PQ. If the teeth are neither

to penetrate one another nor to separate,
this involves the common tangent at Q being

perpendicular to PQ. (It is evident that the

velocity of rubbing is (wj 4- wg)PQ, where the

w's are the angular velocities, and this only
vanishes when the teeth are in contact

at P.)
It is evident that if the"form of the teeth for

one wheel is given, that for the other can be

determined by imagining one wheel to roll

on the other and to force the material of -which

it is made into the required shape. This can

also be done on the drawing-board, by rolling
a piece of tracing-paper with a circle to

represent one pitch circle on the pitch circle

of the other drawn on the paper below, and

tracing through the teeth in the successive

positions. The required form for the teeth
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of the upper wheel is found as the envelope
of the teeth so traced.

In general, however, wheels are manufac
tured to standard forms, in series, such that

any one of a series of wheels of given pitch
will run with any other. For this purpose
suitable forms must be chosen. Two systems
are usually described in text - books, in

volute teeth and cycloidal teeth. The
former are almost exclusively used now,
the disadvantages formerly attributed to

them being much less serious than their

positive advantages.

Imagine that the two wheels cany circles

called base circles whose radii are slightly less

than those of the pitch circles, the ratio being
the same for both wheels. Imagine an in-

extensible string attached to these circles, and

crossing between them ; then as the wheels

revolve the string is unwound from one base

circle and wound tip on the other, keeping
taut hi virtue of the ratio of the radii Detach
the cord from one base circle and, keeping it

taut, unwrap it from the other. A tracing

point on it will describe a curve known as the

involute of the base circle. Reattach the cord

to the other base circle and describe an in

volute relative to it, using the same tracing

point. Now attach the cord to both base

circles; the two curves must meet at the

tracing point which described them, and must
touch, since the cord is normal to both. As
the wheels revolve, and the tracing point passes
across from one base circle to the other, the

involutes remain in contact, and hence are

possible forms for wheel teeth. It is easily
seen by similar triangles that the cord passes

through the pitch point, and as it is the

common normal the condition for uniform

velocity ratio is fulfilled.

The other form of teeth consists of two parts,
the part outside the pitch circle (the face)

being an epicycloid formed by rolling a small

circle on it, and the part inside (the flank)

being a hypocloid formed by rolling a small

circle within it. For two wheels to run to

gether the face of one and flank of the other
must be generated by rolling circles of the
same diameter, and so must the flank of the
former and face of the latter. As far as one

pair of wheels is concerned these two rolling
circles may be of different diameters, but if

the wheels are to form a series any pair from
which will run together, all the rolling circles

must have the same diameter. A proof that
such teeth fulfil the necessary conditions is

given in Dunkerley's Mechanism,
Involute teeth have two very important

advantages. Firstly, if the centre distance

be varied slightly they still gear together

correctly, as long as they are sufficiently far

in mesh to run at all, as can be seen by con

sidering the cord and involutes described above.
This is not true for cycloidal teeth. Secondly,
the rack which gears with an involute wheel
has straight-sided teeth, and by means of this

property involute teeth can be generated from
a cutter with a straight edge, and not merely
copied from a formed cutter or former. Hence
the accuracy of cutting is more to be relied

upon.
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KINETIC THEORY OF MATTER APPLIED TO EX
PLAIN THE GAS LAWS. See "Thermal Ex
pansion," (15); "Thermodynamics," (66).

KIRCHEOFF'S LAW OF RADIATION. A law
which states that, for radiation of any one

frequency, the ratio of the coefficient of

emission to the coefficient of absorption is

the same for all substances whatever, and
depends only on the temperature and the

frequency of the radiation considered. See
"
Radiation Theory," (4).

KORTING TWO-STROKE ENGINE. See "Engines,
Internal Combustion," (10).

LAG, THERMOMETRIC. The interval of time
which elapses between the plunging of a

thermometer into a medium at a different

temperature and the attainment of the final

reading. See
"
Thermometry," (10).

LANGMTJIR " CONDENSATION ** PUMP. See
"
Air-pumps,

5 '

(45).

LATENT HEAT
I. LATENT HEAT OF VAPORISATION

(1) EXPERIENCES OF REGNATTLT AND
DIETERICL The determination of the heat

of vaporisation of a liquid does not present
much difficulty if only approximate values
are desired. *

But, when an accuracy greater
than 1 per cent is aimed at, great precau
tions must be taken to minimise the errors

due to the vapour carrying over small particles
of liquid.

Since the thermal constants of water have
been studied more exhaustively than those of

any other substance the methods employed
for the determination of the latent heat of

steam will be considered as illustrating the

procedure in such experiments.
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(i.) Regnault came to the conclusion that
the best method of reducing errors due to
the condensation of vapour and heat loss

from the pipes, etc., was to work on a large
scale.

His* method of experiment was to condense
steam under saturation pressure in a calori

meter of about 100 litres capacity and observe
the temperature rise of the water in the calori

meter. The quantity of condensed water was
of the order of 10 litres. The initial tempera
ture of the steam varied from 107 to 187 .,

and the flow into the calorimeter was con

trolled by a throttle valve. It might be
remarked that the expansion of the high-

pressure steam down to atmospheric pressure
in passing through the valve does not alter

the total heat of the steam, provided there is

no external loss of heat and no change of

kinetic energy. If kinetic energy is generated
at the valve it is reconverted into heat in the

calorimeter.

Regnault's apparatus is now of historical

interest only, and a detailed description of it

will be found in Preston's Theory of Heat (3rd

ed.), p. 367.

The results obtained by Regnaulfc appear to be

fairly reliable over the range from 100 C. to 20CP C.,

bnt below 100 C. are vitiated by several sources of

error, and in recent years Regnault's values have

been superseded by data obtained under more

favourable conditions of experiment.
In Regnanlt's time there was no informaiian

available concerning the variation of the specific

heat of water with temperature, nor was he aware

of the temporary changes of zero of meicnry
thermometers.

Another source of error in Regnault's apparatus

was the uncertainty concerning the heat conducted

into the calorimeter along the pipe conveying the

steam. Regnault obtained his correction by observ

ing the rate of rise of an exactly similar calorimeter,

with m1p:r connections, inio which no steam was

passed. But the temperature gradient along the

pipe which determines the heat flow depends upon
the rate of flow of the steam, for this necessarily

alters the temperature gradient along the pipe. He
consequently overestimated the correction and ob
tained latent heat values which were too low.

(ii.) Dieterid l measured the latent heat at

by means of a Bunsen ice-calorimeter.

The water was contained in the inner tube of

the ice-calorimeter and the weight of mercury
extruded observed on evaporation of the

water.

His observations were very concordant, and
the differences from the mean were less than
1 part in 600.

At first he assumed the value 15-44

milligrams of mercury per mean calorie

for the constant of the ice-calorimeter, which
was the mean of the results of previous ob
servers.

This gave the value 5%-SO mean calories

for the value of L at 0'.

Subsequent experiments of Dieterici 2 in

which water enclosed in a quartz bulb heated
to 100s was dropped into the calorimeter gave
the value 15-50 3 for the constant of the

calorimeter.

On this basis the value of L at would be

594-83 mean calories.

(2) GRIFFITHS' EXPERIMENTS. The value

of the latent heat of evaporation of water
at the temperatures of 30 and 40 C. was
determined by E. E. Griffiths,

4 whose apparatus
is shown in Fig. 1.

A known weight of water was put in a glass
bulb B with a narrow jet, and this was placed
in a small silver flask P to which was attached

a coil of silver tube T 18 ft. long. Between
tJhe flask and the coil of tube was a spiral

of platinum-silver wire which, heated by an
electric current, supplied the heat necessary
to vaporise the water. The flask, tube, and
wire were all enclosed in the calorimeter,

which was filled with aniline in the earlier

experiments, but later with a special petroleum
oil which was non-volatile and a good insulator.

The calorimeter, being surrounded by a

vacuum and a mercury thermostat jacket, was

kept at a constant temperature, never varying
as much as 0-01 C. The end of the silver

tube passed outside the apparatus and was
connected with an air-pump. On working the

pump the water was made to issue drop by
drop from the bulb under its own vapour

pressure so that the rate of evaporation could

be kept quite regular. Thus the vapour
formed in the flask had to pass up the whole

length of the silver spiral tube and issued at

the temperature of the calorimeter and free

from water mechanically carried over. Special

1 Wifd. Ann., 1880, xxxvii. 506.
1 Ann. Phys., 1905, xvi. 593.
* This was confirmed by the writer using an electri

cal method (see (1) of "
Calorimetry, Methods based

on the Change of State ").
* Phil. Trw*. A, 189&, p. 261.
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attention was given to the efficient stirring

of the oil in the calorimeter.

The equation for determining the latent

heat of evaporisation may be put in the

following form :

M being the mass of water evaporated, Q e

the heat per second supplied by the electric

current, Q, the heat generated by the starrer,

te and t3 the times during which heat was

supplied by these two
sources respectively

(te and t
s being practi-

PIG. 1.

cally equal), and 2qt the total heat received

owing to other causes such as radiation and
conduction.

Although Qe was necessarily measured in

electric units, it was reduced to thermal units

by employing the value of J determined by
means of the same method of electric meas
urement and the same electrical standards.

Thus any errors due to uncertainty in the

values of the electric units were eliminated.

The greatest uncertainty was in the estimation

of Q8 , but this constituted only about 1 per
cent of the rate of heat supply. The follow

ing are the values of L obtained :

TABLE U

The advantages of this method over most
of the others that have been made use of is

that it is practically independent of errors in

thennornetry and is not affected by changes
in the specific heat of water.

The temperature being stationary, the heat

capacity of the calorimeter or of its contents

does not enter into consideration, and the

radiation correction is small and determinate.

Griffiths noticed that Ms two results at 30 and
40 C. lay very nearly on a straight line joining
Dieteriei's value 1 at G. (uncorrected value of

1889) and Regnanlt's value at 100 C., which fact

seemed to indicate that Dieterici's calorie and

Regnault's calorie were both equal to the

calorie at 15 C.

To test this assumption Griffiths per
suaded Joly to make
a determination of

the relation between
the latent heat of

condensation at

100 C., and the

mean specific heat

of water from 12

to 100 C. by means
of the Joly steam-

calorimeter.

This he did; and

assuming the calorie

at 15 equal to the

mean calorie be
tween 12 and 100,
obtained the value

539-3 for the latent

heat instead of 536-7

as given by Re-

gnault. Hence either

the mean thermal

until between 13

and 100 C. was
much smaller than
the calorie at 15

or Regnanlt's value was in error.

The result of Callendar and Barnes" experiments
2

on the variation of the specific heat of water, seven

years later, proved that the calorie at 15 was very

nearly equal
3 to the mean calorie. Regnault's value

for the latent heat is now known to be too low.

Dieterici's later experiments on the constant of the

ice-calorimeter proved that his value for the latent

heat at was too high. So the relation between
latent heat and temperature over the range to

1003
is not a linear one. Griffiths' values at 30

and 40 C. are in close agreement with the theoretical

curve.

(3) HENKTNG'S EXPERIMENTS. Henning
adopted the same method as Griffiths in

measuring the latent heat of steam. He used
the apparatus shown in Fig. 2. The cylin
drical evaporation vessel G was made of

copper, of about 1 litre capacity. The seams
of the vessel were soldered up and a screw

1 596-80 mean calories.
* Phil. Trans. A, 1902, cxcix. 55-148.
3 The calorie at 15 is very nearly one part in

2000 less than the mean calorie.
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stopper G used for closing the vessel. The
cylinder contained a heating coil D and a

platinum resistance thermometer E, -which -were

both led through the cover and were electric

ally insulated and steam-proof. The jacket A
surrounding the evaporation vessel contained
about 13 litres of colza oil and was kept by
electrical heating at about the boiling-point
of water. This vapour - jacket, originally
devised by Ramsay and _VIiss Marshall, no't

only kept constant the heat loss of the
inner vessel, but also protected the steam

FIG. 2.

from condensing on the way to the con

denser.

The steam developed in C was led through
an elbow-joint J into a 5-mm. copper tube H,
which was hard-soldered into the bottom of

the vessel C : the umbrella-like roof M diverted

the drops of water from the end of the steam

pipe. The three-way tap F opened to either

condenser, according as the handle R of the

tap was turned to the right or left. By this

means the irregularities which occurred at the

beginning and end of the boiling period
were eliminated. These irregularities ap
peared in the temperature measurement and
were due to the fact that at the com
mencement of boiling the temperature in the

water was not completely equalised by the

rising steam bubbles, and also because the

escaping steam raised somewhat the press

ure, and at the same time the boiling-point

of the water. At the end of the experiment

the reverse effect took place for the same
reason.

Initially steam was led one way until the

heating current was steady and the steam was
evolved regularly, then the tap F was turned
and the steam led through the second path
for a certain time, and condensed in a wide

cooling apparatus, while the electrical energy
dissipated in the heating current was observed
at the same time. At the end of the run the

tap was again turned into the first position
and the heating current interrupted,

Kenning measured the latent heat of steam
at six different temperatures between 30"

and 10G3
C. He kept the temperature con

stant during the measurement by altering the

pressure at which the water boiled. The copper
condenser P, wiiich was connected by means
of rubber tubing to the pipes K, was cooled to

a temperature dependent upon the steam

pressure of tbe boiling water. For this

purpose water at room temperature, ice, or a

mixture of alcohol and CO2 were employed.

Drying-tubes filled with calcium chloride and

phosphorus pentoxide cuuld be dispensed with

when working at atmospheric pressure. By
altering the pressure the boiling-point could

be fixed at any desired point and the tempera
ture kept at the required value by the use of

a small pump.
Of the 680 gm. of water with which the

vessel was filled 200 gm. were evaporated.
The rate of evaporation could be raised to

50 gm, in 15 minutes. It was found that at

low temperatures the accuracy of the measure

ments was not so great, on account of the large

specific volume of the vapour ; the steam had

to be evaporated slowly to ensure that no
water was withdrawn.

In order to determine the heat loss or

! gain from the surroundings, Henning made

| experiments with different rates of energy

j
supply.

i
The weight of the condensed steam was

i
determined by weighing the condenser ; the

i
small amount of water remaining in the steam

|
pipe K (about 10 mgm.) being absorbed by a

;

small piece of weighted filter-paper. Finally,

account had to be taken of the fact that at the

j

end of an experiment more steam was in the

i vessel than at the beginning, because in the

j

interval the volume of water had decreased.

i This small correction amounted at 100 to

I

4-0-06 per cent and at 30 to +0-003 per
! cent.

i He obtained values at six points between

j

30 and 100 C.

! The final result is given by the formula

i L=538-86-r 05994(100 -I)

! for the latent heat of water between 30 and

!
1002

.

1 These results are expressed in terms of the
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calorie at 15, which he takes as equivalent
to 4-188 joules.

(4) SMITH'S EXPERIMENTS. A. TF. Smith

employed a current of air for the evaporation
of the water.

The calorimeter is shown in Fig. 3, and con
sists of a large test-tube E, closed at the top

by a cork. Two glass tubes for the air current

passed through this cork, one extending to

the bottom of the test-tube, the other just

projecting through the cork. A third tube

closed at the bottom, and not shown in the

figure, contained the heating coiL This was a

single beater from a Kernst lamp provided
with current and potential leads. The coil

was immersed in paraffin oil so as to transmit

the heat to the surrounding water.

This test-tube cal

orimeter stood within

a double- walled
vacuum vessel D, the

whole being well sur

rounded with light
cotton-wool and held

in a cardboard box,
which in turn was sup

ported in the middle
of the constant tem

perature bath R The

remaining space
around the sides, the

top, and the bottom
of the chamber was

also lightly filled with cotton-wool to prevent
convection currents.

The calorimeter was packed and set in

position at least one day before an experiment
could be performed, so as to obtain constant

temperature conditions. The water evaporated
was collected in a weighed pair of tubes

containing sulphuric acid. These were changed
every two hours and the increase of weight
observed.

TABLE III

A. W. SMITH'S VALTTES

(Results expressed in mean calories on

assumption that E.M.F. of Clark cell is 1-434
international volts at 15 G. and J 4-1836

joules.)
Later Smith l made some observations at

160 C. employing a very slow rate of evapora
tion, and found the latent heat to be appreci
ably higher than when the boiling was rapid.

1
Phys. Rev., 1911, xxxiii. 181.

These he explained on the assumption that the
steam carried over minute quantities of water.

The value for the latent heat under these

conditions was 540-70 mean calories at a

temperature of 100 C.

(o) COMPARISON OF DATA FOR. STEAM.
Callendar 2 has analysed the data obtained

by various observers for the latent heat of

steam and conveniently expressed them in

terms of the total heat of si&am H. This is

defined as the quantity of heat required (1)

to raise unit mass of water from C. to the

temperature t of the boiler, and (2) to evaporate
it at that temperature, the whole operation

being performed under a constant pressure p
equal to the saturation pressure at the tempera
ture of the boiler. The heat required for this

second operation is of course the latent heat

of evaporation at saturation pressure and

temperature.

Regnault had previously expressed Ms
results between and 200 C. by the simple
linear formula

Total heat H= 606-5 +0-305*,

and this was accepted for the next fifty years
without question.

It is now known that the relationship
between total heat and temperature is not
a linear one, and the results of later investiga
tors have been collected together by Callendar,
who has compared them with two formulae. 3

The curves computed from the formulae are

shown by solid and dotted lines in Fig. 4.

"
Dit terici origina value
'

'eterici
corrected

ualut

50 75 10O 125 15O
Temperature Centigrade

Since the object is to bring out the
differences from Regnault's formula this is

represented by the horizontal straight line

marked "
Regnault." Observations giving

a lower result than Regnault's formula lie

below the line, those giving higher results

above, and the differences are plotted in mean
calories.

Regnault's observations are shown by plain
circles (O)- The plain circle giving the value
636-7 at 100 represented the mean of thirty-

eight experiments, and the corresponding value
of the latent heat is 536-2 calories, if Regnault's

*
Properties of Steam (Arnold), 1920.

See (6).
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formula is adopted for the total heat of the

liquid. It might be remarked that Regnault
was well aware that this result was probably
too low on account of the presence of water
in the steam, and his formula actually gives a
value 0-3 calorie higher.
The experimental points plotted between

65 and 85" C. represented the results of twenty-
two experiments in four groups, some of which

nearly reach the line, while others He 5 or
6 calories belo-w. The mean of all shows
a defect from the formula of 2-5 calories, or
0-4 per cent, of the total heat at 73

C
C.

Combining the mean of these with the
observations at 100

3
C. we should obtain a

rate of increase of 0-40 in place of 0-30 for the
total heat between 7

= and 100
3
C., as remarked

by Griffiths.

In experiments above 100 C. errors due to

leakage vitiate Regnault's observations. For
he states that the effects of leakage became

very troublesome "when the pressure was 10

atmospheres, and the joints had to be renewed

daily. This is the probable explanation of

the low point between 150 3 and 175% and

Regnault attached no weight to these points in

selecting his formula.

Regnault's values between - 2 and 16 C.

are given in three groups in the neighbourhood
of 8 C. Hfs method of experiment was

different, and discrepancies of the order of

10 calories were found between successive

experiments.
Dieterici's two values at C. differ on

account of the change in the value of the

Bunsen calorimeter constant The old value

shown thus (@) was on the assumption of the

ice-calorimeter constant being 15-44 milligrams
of mercury per mean calorie. His direct

determination of this constant made it 15-50,

and the corrected value of the latent heat falls

very nearly on the theoretical curve at
D
C.

Griffiths' values ( )) are in very satisfactory

agreement with the theoretical curve,

Henning's values () are in good agreement
with the theoretical curve below 100, although
the two points at 30 and 49

3
are appreciably

higher while that at 100 is slightly lower.

Henning's five points between 100 C. and

180 C. are connected by the wavy line marked
**

Henning's Table."

This curve was deduced by a graphic

process of smoothing, and according to

Callendar does not represent the actual

observations satisfactorily. It is obviously
inadmissible for theoretical purposes, as It

involves a discontinuity in the curve at

100 C. Three of the five observations are

in very fair agreement with Callendar's

theoretical curve, but the other two are

lower by about 0-5 per cent, which is less than

the probable error of experiment.
A. W. Smith's values() are systematically

higher than both Griffiths' and Henning's.
His point at 100~ C. was obtained by slow

I evaporation, and is nearly 1 calorie higher
! than Joly's value.

I He expressed his result in joules per gram,
I assuming the ELM.F. of the Weston cell to

;

be 1-01S8S at 20"
J
C. Callendar has reduced

,

Smith's values to the mean calorie by taking
i

the E3LF. of the Weston cell to be 1-0183
I volts and the mean calorie to be 4-187

! joules.

i (6) FORMTLAE FOE VARIATION OF LjLTEXT

1
HEAT or STEAM WITH TEMPERATURE. Many

I
empirical formulae have been proposed for

j

the representation of the variation of latent

i heat of steam with temperature, and of these

j

the most satisfactory appears to be that of

1 Thiesen.

I

This expression is based on the accepted
|
view that the latent heat must vanish at the

i critical temperature (ff ). So that L= L^(te
-

tfi

\

where Lj is a constant representing the value

;

of L whenfc -*=l.
! The index varies slightly for different

substances.
! HennIng found that he could represent his

i

results for water below 100* C. by a formula

i
of this type, but assumed a critical temperature

1

9 C. too low.

! Jakob and Davis, in reducing specific heat
I results above 100 C, employed the same

j

form.

: Callendar has recomputed these formulae,

\
using the experimentally determined value of

j

the critical point, viz, 374 C., and keeping
i the same index and the value of L at 100 C.

j

given by the original formulae. Taking the

; logarithmic form for convenience, Henning
; formula reduces to
!

I Log L= 1-96955 + 0-31248 log (374
-

f).

i Davis and Jakob formula becomes

i Lag L= 1-96393+ 0-3150 log (374
-

1],

'

assuming L =539-3 at 100 C.

Callendar, basing the constants of the

|

formulae on the observations of Dieterici and

j

Joly for the latent heat at and 100 C.

j

respectively, obtains the following result :

( Log L= l-97145+ 0-31192 log (374-0-

i He, however, prefers for use in computa-

1

tions dealing with dry saturated steam the

i theoretical formula for the total heat H

where S is the specific heat at saturation

pressure p, T the absolute temperature, and

j

C the Joule Thomson cooling effect, i.e. the

ratio of the fall of temperature to the fall of
'

pressure in a throttling process at constant

i total heat.
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A comparison of the data obtained by
computation from the formulae is given in

Table IV.

TABLE IV

VALUES OP L

In Fig. 4 the full line represents the form of the

theoretical formula, -while the dotted line is the

Thiesen type. The latter agrees with the theoretical

form within 1 in 1000, intersecting at 160 and again
at 260

3
C.

Davis and Jakob formula agrees with Calendar's

within less than 1 in 1000 from 100 to 2003, and

within 1 in 5000 from 200' to 230a
, and the difference

is still very small at 250
3
C.

Callendar's formula for the total heat, which

applies to dry steam in any state, superheated or

supersaturated, has been extrapolated by Mm to

259 C., although the direct experimental evidence

does not extend beyond ISO3
C.

It is reasonable, however, to suppose that the

extrapolated values are sufficiently accurate for

practical purposes at higher temperatures, because

the calculated values of the saturation pressure (which

depend on small differences and afford a very severe

test of the theory) also agree with observations to

within less than 1 C. at 250 C.

(7) HEAT OF VAPORISATION OP AMMOXIA.

Owing to the extensive use of ammonia in

refrigerating plants, a knowledge of its thermal

constants is of considerable practical import
ance. The latent heat has frequently been
calculated by thennodynamic formulae from
other properties more easily measured, but a

number of direct determinations have also

been made, and the following summary has
been given by Osborne and Van Dusen :

*

Regnault
2

published a record of twelve

experiments saved from the ruins of his

laboratory, destroyed during the siege of

Paris in 1870. The apparatus consisted of

two calorimeters the first, or evaporation
calorimeter, in which the ammonia was allowed
to evaporate from a steel container and flow

through a chamber containing baffle-plates;
and tbe second, or expansion calorimeter, in

which the ammonia vapour from the first

1
Sti. Paper Bur. Stds. Xo. 315, 1917.

2 Ann. CMm. Phys., 1871, xxiv. 375.

calorimeter was allowed to expand to atmo
spheric pressure. The capacity for liquid
ammonia in the first calorimeter was 246 c.c. ;

but it was filled with various amounts, ranging
from 17 to 134 grams in different experiments.
In each experiment the ammonia was com
pletely evaporated and all vapour expanded
to atmospheric pressure. The observed fall

in temperature of the water in the first calori

meter varied from 1-7 to 13, and in the
second it was usually less than 1. From the
data obtained in the first calorimeter Regnault
calculated a quantity X, which is the heat

required to change 1 gm. of saturated liquid
ammonia at the initial temperature and
pressure to vapour at the mean temperature
of the experiment and at a pressure equal to

the pressure in the expansion chamber of

the first calorimeter. He stated, however,
that it is better to combine the results of the
two calorimeters, and so proceeded to calculate

another quantity X', which is the heat

required to change 1 gm. of saturated liquid
ammonia at the mean temperature and

pressure to vapour at the mean temperature
and at atmospheric pressure.

Regnault's results have been variously

interpreted by different writers. Hoist com
puted the latent heat of vaporisation from the
observation in the first calorimeter and ignored
the partial expansion below saturation pressure
which occurred there. As a mean result he
obtained 296 calories per gram at 12 C.

Jacobus 3
computed the latent heat of vapor

isation from the observations in both calori

meters and obtained as a mean value 290
calories per gram at 12 C. Landolt and
Bornstein 4

give values from Regnault's data,
the mean value at 12 C. being 294-5 calories

per gram.
Von StrombecJs 5 used the same type of

apparatus as Regnault and obtained from
twelve experiments a mean value of 296-5

calories per gram at 18 C.

Estreicher and Schnerr,
6
according to Landolt

and Bornstein, determined the beat of vapora-
tion at the normal boiling-point and obtained
a value of 321 calories per gram at -33-4 C.

Franklin and Kraus 7 determined the heat
of vaporisation at the normal boiling-point.
The apparatus consisted of a Dewar flask

containing a liquid bath and a glass evaporating
cell, each supplied with a platinum heating
coil. The energy required to evaporate a
certain volume of liquid ammonia was
measured and the mass computed from the
volume evaporated, using the value 0-674 for

the density. The mean result from three

3 Trans. A.S.M.E., 1890, xii. 307.
4

PJiys. Chem. Tabellen, ed. 1912.
* Jour. Franklin Inst., 1891, cxxxi. 470.
8 Bull, de FAc. de Cracovie, 1910, p. 345 ; Phys.

Chem. Tables, 1912.
7 Jour. Phys. Chem., 1907, xi. 553.
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experiments was 341 calories per gram.
1 The apparatus

1 consisted of a metal shell

Recomputed, using more recent data for the
'

with a re-entrant tube containing a heating
density (0-683), the mean value becomes 337

'

coil and resistance thermometer ; while the
calories per gram. This result is the same as

j
annular space contained the liquid ammonia.

TABLE V
HEAT OF VAPORISATION OF ASQTONIA. IN CALORIES^ PER GSA^I COMPUTED BY VARIOUS WEITERS ANI> GIVEN

IN THEIR AMMONIA TABLES

Ledoux Annales de* Uines, M^mcaxes, 7th series, 1878. xiv. 205. (Translation by Denton, Jacobus, and

Kiesenberger, under title of Icv-making Machines, D. Van Nostrand Co. (1892), p. 173.)

Mollier, Zeit. gex. K&&& InA., 1895. ii. 91.
.

Wood Thermodynamics, Heat Motors, and Refrigerating Machines, ed. 1900, p. 4w.

Zeuner, Tfchnische Thermodynamil; 1901. U. IS (append^).
Dieterici Zeit ffeg Ka&e Ind., 1904, xi. 24. Wobsa, Zett. ges. Kalte Ind., 1908. xv. 11.

PeaSv, learn and Entropy TaUli (1909), p. 72. Macinte. Ice. and Eefrigeratwn, 1?11
;
xli 44.

HvWZf sest Efitte Ind^ 1911, rviii. 165. Lucke, Engineering Ttermod&naTnKS (1912), p. 603.

Marls, A.S.R.E. Trans., 1912, viii. 208.
.

Goodenough and Mosber, Unit, of IU. Butt., 1913, Ixn.

Hoist, Bull. Assoc. Int. du Froid* 1915, li.

Keyes and Brownlce, Thermodynamic Properties of Ammonia (1910), 1916.

that deduced by Franklin and Kraus from the

absolute boiling-point and the molecular

elevation by van't Hoffs formula.

Osborne 'and Van Dusen redetermined the

latent heat of ammonia by an electrical

method.

The results may be expressed by the formula

L= 137-9 - 2-466(133
-

over the temperature range

-42 to -f 52 C.,

1 See Fig. 3,
"
Calorirnetry, Electrical Methods," | (7).
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in which, the latent heat is expressed in joules

per gram required to convert saturated

liquid into saturated vapour at constant

temperature.
If the latent heat is required in calories

(20 C.) per gram, and 1 calorie is assumed

equal to 4-183 joules, then the expression
becomes

L=32-968 \'133 - -
0*5899(133

-
0).

(8) HEATS OF VAPOKISATION OF

CABBON DIOXIDE, SULPHUR DIOXIDE, AND
NITEOUS OXIDE. Mathias 1 determined

the latent heats of the above compounds
by a method in which the temperature
of the calorimeter was kept constant,

and measured the heat absorbed by
carefully adding concentrated sulphuric
acid.

His results for carbon dioxide are of great o
interest, for they extend from 6-65 to3M6,
or almost to the critical temperature. The
carbon dioxide contained 0-75 per cent of

air, which would cause the critical tem

perature to be rather lower than the true

value, 1-35. The formula deduced by
Mathias from Ms results,

L= 118-485(31-*)
-0-4707(31 -J)

2
,

gives L=:0 at 31.

So the experi
ments may be
taken to prove the

heat of vaporisa
tion does really

become zero at

the critical point.

IL GENERAL METHODS FOR
LATENT HEAT DETERMINA
TIONS

(9) OEGANIC LIQTTIDS.

The value of the latent heat is

a physical constant frequently

required in the case of organic

liquids, and Regnault's method
is scarcely applicable when the quantity of

the material is limited and the experi
ment has to be conducted with reasonable

facility.

(i.) JBerthelofs Method. To meet these re

quirements Berthelot devised the apparatus
shown in Fig. 5. 3

The flask containing the liquid under ex
amination is heated by a circular gas burner

I, burning under a metallic disc m. The
centre of the flask is traversed by a wide

1 Jour, de Phys., Nov. 1905.
2
Preston, Theory of Seat, 3rd ed., Fig. 99, p.

365.

tube TT, through which vapour descends
into the calorimeter, where it condenses in

the spiral SS and collects in the reservoir

R. The calorimeter is placed inside a water-

jacket, and is protected from the radiation

of the burner by a slab of wood covered

by a sheet of wire gauze. By means of

this arrangement partial condensation is

avoided before the vapour enters the calori

meter, and the error arising from conduction
is roughly corrected for by observations of

the temperature of the calorimeter before

the distillation commences and after it is

completed. The weight of the liquid
condensed is usually about 20 to 30 gm.
at most, and the time occupied is only
from two to four minutes.

By this means JVL Berthelot found for

the latent heat of water the

value 536, while the accepted
value is 540. The close agree
ment with Regnault's value

(537) is probably fortuitous,
since Berthelot's apparatus
is not reliable to better than
about 3 per cent.

This form of apparatus has
the great defect that it is

almost impossible to avoid
the superheating of

the vapour owing
to the proximity of

the central tube to

the flame. The
flame, moreover,
causes disturbances
of the calorimeter

and thermometer

by its radiation
unless carefully
shielded.

(ii.) Hartog and
Harker 3 made a
careful study of

the Berthelot ap
paratus, and by
modifying the ar

rangement were
able to reduce the

two sources of error due to (1) vapour
passing over before the liquid actually
reached the boiling-point, (2) the disturb
ance at the end of the experiment, caused

by the removal of the boiler from the

vicinity of the calorimeter, for it is assumed
in Berthelot's form that the correction for

the heat given during the condensation period
can be obtained by observation of the rate

of cooling after the boiler and flame are

removed.

* Memoirs and Proceedings MancTiester Literary
and Philosophical Society, 1895-96, x. ; ibid., 1893-94,
viii.

FIG. 5.
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FIG. 6.

Their modification is shown in Fig. 6. The
;

boiler consists of a flask A, through which
]

the tube BC passes centrally. The upper
]

end of BC is ground conically to fit into a !

hollow cap D, which is itself attached by a
|

glass rod to the movable bell E. This bell ;

fits loosely into a rim, which is
\

filled with mercury so as to form,
j

a lute. The bell and cup may
j

be thus raised or lowered at will,

so as to open or close the valve

at C, through which the steam
,

passes downwards through CB '

into the condensing worm W. I

At F a side tube is connected
;

with a condenser, if desirable,

by means of an india - rubber
j

tube fitted with a clip. The
j

tube at F is kept open during
the preliminary period ; it is i

shut just after C is opened, and I

opened again just before C is !

closed, so that at no period does the internal

pressure exceed, that of the atmosphere. The

end B of the tube BC is ground into the

upper end of the condensing worm, of which

the construction differs slightly from that of

Berthelot. The steam in the apparatus enters

the condensing worm by the straight portion,

and not by the spiral They found this altera

tion necessary as, otherwise, after the closing

of the valve,

the air entering
the worm tends

to drivethe con

densed water
back into BC.
The lower

half of A was sur

rounded bya piece of

copper gauze bound
on with asbestos

string. The project

ing portion of the

tube BC was sur

rounded by asbestos

and by a leaden

steam-coil wrapped
closely around it,

The boiler -was heated by a small ring

burner, of which the flame was kept at a

constant height from the moment of lighting

till it was extinguished. The gas was passed
first through a iloitessier glycerine regulator

(which maintained the pressure constant to

within half a millimetre of water), and then

through a tap fitted with a long handle

moving in front of a graduated circle.

These precautions are necessary for accurate

measurements, as variations in the height of

the flame naturally cause the radiation to the

calorimeter to vary. They were able to

regulate the amount of this radiation at will ;

but, of course, too small a flame made the

determination too slow, while too large a
flame rendered the initial and final corrections

too high. The calorimeter and its jacket,
and tie thermometer, were protected from
excessive radiation by means of screens of

asbestos board.

(iii.) Trautz, Dwhend, and Vogel. To

prevent the liquid superheating, Trautz and
Dechend l used an electrically-heated wire as

a kt

boiling accelerator
" when they were

determining the latent heat of sulphuryl
chloride. With a similar apparatus Vogel

2

later measured the latent heat of isopentane

(boiling-point, 27" to 2S3
). In order to obtain

a really constant temperature he did not heat

the flask directly by a flame, but placed it in

a water-bath which was heated by a small

flame enclosed in an asbestos box. The

apparatus is shown diagrammatically in Fig.
7. A glass spiral B, which ends in a flask

C, is connected to the boiling vessel A as

shown. This flask is connected by a tube

D with a volume of air contained in flasks H
of 120 litres content. The pressure in H is

measured by means of a mercury manometer.
In order to prevent the possibly uncondensed

vapour from the flask C reaching H, a second

condensation flask with glass spiral is inserted

in the circuit and is cooled in a Dewar vessel

by means of a mixture of carbon dioxide

snow. This apparatus is especially suitable

for substances such as sulphury! chloride,

because the vapour never

comes into contact with

rubber but only with

glass ; the mercury manometer measuring the

pressure is also protected from the chemically
active vapours by a U-tube filled with caustic

potash.
The calorimeter is filled with 1200 c.c. of

water, in which B and C are placed. It is

built up of three beakers; the two smaller

beakers were silvered inside and stood on

pieces of cork, the outer beaker stood in a

box covered outside with tin -foil and filled

with diatomaceous earth. The wooden lid

covering the calorimeter waa also covered

1 Zeiisthr. f. Elfttrochemie, 1908, xiv. 275.
* Zeitschr. /. physikal. Chemie. 1910, Ixslii, 445.
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with tin-foil in order to reduce the radiation.

A circular opening in the lid, made for the

passage of the parts of the apparatus, was

closed during the experiment by three layers

of cardboard covered with tin-foil, which were

separated from each other by insulating layers

of air, and only contained the necessary

openings for connecting tubes, thermometer,
and stirrer. The stirrer consisted of two ring-

shaped brass plates cut out obliquely in the

form of an H. The rings, 6 cm. apart, were

soldered to two wires, which, in order to

obtain better thermal insulation, were con

nected above to two pieces of glass tubing
cemented together. The space between the

spiral and the wall of the beaker was almost

entirely occupied by the stirrer. Before an

experiment the desired pressure was obtained

in the artificial atmosphere by means of an

air pump.
The amount of heat measured in the calori

meter Q is made up of the latent heat and
the heat which the liquid gives off while

it is cooling from its boiling-point ^ down
to the temperature t^ If W is the amount
of vapour, L its latent heat,and c the average

specific heat of the fluid in the region of

temperatures t to t2 , then

and the latent heat of the fluid,

The specific heat of the fluid must, there

fore, be known ha order to obtain the latent

heat.

(iv.) Ramsay and Marshall* Sir William

Ramsay and Miss D. Marshall employed an

exceedingly simple and convenient apparatus
for the determination of the heat of evapora
tion of different liquids at their boiling-points.

The apparatus consisted essentially of a glass
bulb with a hearing coil inside. This was
surrounded with a jacket of the vapour of

the liquid at the boiling-point. The heat

necessary for evaporation was supplied elec

trically, the quantity evaporated being
determined by the loss of the weight of the

liquid from the bulb. In their experiments

they employed a duplicate set of apparatus
connected in series, and obtained the latent

heat as a ratio from the known value of the

one substance taken as standard. This

method is such that the procedure enabled

the experiment to be carried out without an
exact knowledge of the values of the electrical

units, except so far as it was necessary to

correct for the unequal resistance coils in the

two vessels. In using the method at the

1 Phil. Mag., 1896, xli. 38.

present day it would probably be preferable
to employ a single unit and determine the

energy generated in the heating coil with

precision electrical instruments* One ad

vantage of the method is that no correction is

necessary for heat loss.

The apparatus is shown diagrammatically in

Fig. 8. The bulb had a fine spiral platinum
wire, the ends of which were attached to stout

platinum terminals sealed into the glass ; the
terminals were gilded and amalgamated. The

upper end of each bulb was drawn out into a
rather narrow open tube through which the

liquid could be introduced, and which could be
closed to prevent loss during weighing. This
bulb was set up in an ordinaryvapour jacketing

arrangement provided
with side bulb and II

condenser. The jacket Jyp
was closed at the

bottom by an india-

rubber cork through
which passed two
U-tubes containing
mercury. The ter

minals of the heating
coil rested on the inner

ends; into the outer

ends dipped the wires

carrying the current.

The cork was protected

by a layer of mercury
so that it could not
come into contact with
the liquid. Each lamp
was jacketed by a

vapour of its own
liquid so that the

temperature of its con
tents could be raised

to the boiling-point without ebullition taking
place until the current was switched on.

In performing an experiment the liquid in

the side bulb of the jacket was first caused to

boil, and the current was not switched on
until the contents of the lamp were judged to

have reached the temperature of the condensing
vapour. If this were so the liquid would pass
into tranquil ebullition the moment the circuit

was operated. It was generally found advis

able to drop into the lamp a little glass

capillary tube to provide a starting point for

boiling, as most of the liquids showed a great

tendency to be superheated and bump. A
small correction was necessary for the loss of

liquid before the boiling-point was reached,
and this was determined by separate experi
ments.

The original intention was to use water
as the standard of comparison, but so

many practical difficulties arose in con
nection with this that it was decided to

adopt benzene.

Mercury Cup connections
to Heating Coil

FIG. 8.
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(10) LATENT HEAT OF EVAPORATION
OP BENZENE. To obtain absolute value
of the latent heat of benzene Griffiths and
Marshall 1

employed the apparatus shown in
Fig. 1.

The procedure was exactly the same as
that adopted in the case of* water and the
following values were obtained :

It was shown by Despretz in 1S23 * that
some relationship of the furm given almve by
Trouton held, and later Pictet (1870), Ram&av
U877), 7 rediscovered it independently, but
it is now generally referred to as Trouton^s
law although his paper onlv appeared in

1SS4.

TiBIE VII

where L is the latent heat, 31 is the molecular weight,
T the absolute temperature.

This kw is true for members of the same
chemical group such as the hydrocarbons,
etc., but is not true for widely different

substance^ as Table \TL shows.

The law also applies to metals and inorganic
substances with a different constant, a few
values of which for representative groups
is given below :

Hg, Cd,Zn,Bi*
P, PCL,, CO* HjS, f^
S, SiCV Hg . .

Biv HI ...

19-36 to 20-20

21-2 to 21 -4

21-6 to 22-0

23-0

H3 ..... 23-6

* Tan Aubel, Cwnpt. mwf., 1913, cM. 456.

1 Phil. 3/og., 1S96, xlL 1.
*
Liebifs Amwlm, 1886, cnmriv. 338.

5 Wied. An^, 1800, xl. 43S.
* See also StQichiomttry, by Sidney Young (Long

mans, Green. 1918).
s Ph if. Hog. xviiL 54.

VOL.1

where L=latent heat of vaporisation,

E^ lieat equivalent of external work.

Heuoe L Ej is the internal heat of vaporisation.

j

pL and pv are the densities of liquid and saturated

j
vapour respectively.

i The formula is based on the following assumptions :

|
(1) The molecules are evenly distributed.

i (2) The nnmber of molecules does not change
'

during vaporisation.

|
(3) No energy expended in intra - molecular

work.

(4-) The force of attraction does not vary with

] temperature.

(5) The molecular attraction varies inversely as

the square of the distance.

In connection with assumption (5) Mills points
out that if the other assumptions are correct the fifth

I follows.

Ann. Chim. Phys., 1823, xxxv. E23.
' Phil. Soc. Glasgow.

! Jour. PhtfS. Clem., 1902, vi. %Q9 ; 1904, vffl.

383 and 593 ; 1905, ix. 402 ; 1906, 1. 1 : cf. Appleby
1 and Chapman, Tram. Ckem. Soc., 1914, cv. 734 ;

*

i Suttoa PiiU. Mag., 1915, TTJT. 593,
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Mills, in testing the formula, obtained values

of L over a wide range of temperature by
calculation from the thermodynamic equation

-T

where L= latent heat,

T = the absolute temperature,

dp!dt= the rate of increase of vapour

pressure per degree.
VT and VL= volumes of saturated vapour and

liquid.

Of 31 substances examined, 8 gave abnormal
results. The measurements in the case of 3

were not altogether satisfactory, while the

remaining 5 exceptions (water, 3 alcohols, and
acetic acid) were abnormal in several of their

physical properties.

From the remaining 23 substances it was

possible to calculate 378 values of the constant.

Mills found that the mean value was within

2 per cent for 349 cases, and 29 cases of

divergencies were possibly due to errors of

measurement.

(12) SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES TO
HEAT DETERMINATIONS.

TABLE VHI

m. LATENT HEAT OF FUSION

The latent heat of fusion of any substance
is defined as the quantity of heat required to

convert unit mass of the solid at the

melting-point into liquid at the same tem

perature.
A variety of methods have been devised

to determine this physical constant, the
substance usually studied being ice.

(13) HEAT OF FUSION OF ICE. Black,
in 1762, made a rough, measurement and
obtained the value 79-7 calories, and to him
is also due the credit of first drawing a
clear distinction between specific and latent

heat.

In 1780 Lavoisier and Laplace made some

experiments in which they determined the

amount of ice melted by a known weight of

water cooling through a known interval of

temperature. The heated water was enclosed

in a thin metal sphere, and it required sixteen

hours for the sphere and its contents to reach

equilibrium temperature with the ice on immer
sion in the calorimeter.

Although the method of experiment was

obviously unsatisfactory, the value they gave
75 calories per gram of ice melted was

accepted for the next sixty years.

(14) DETBBMrNATIONS BY "METHOD OF
MIXTURES." (i.) Regnautt, in

1842, applied the "method
of mixtures

"
to the problem.

TTia first experiments were
made with snow cooled

slightly below 0. The snow
was immersed in the calori

meter and the change of

temperature of the water
observed. The value 79*2

calories was obtained for the

latent heat. Other experiments
with small blocks of ice gave
79-06 calories.

The following year La Pro-

vostaye and Desains x
published

an account of their experi
ments by a similar method, and

gave the value 79-01 calories.

Although considerable care was
taken to eliminate the usual

sources of error in calorimetric

work it is not quite certain

that sufficient care was taken
to remove all traces of moisture

adhering to the ice before

immersion in the calorimeter.

Their value is undoubtedly too

low.

(ii.) Hess, in 1848, employed
the same method, but cooled

the ice several degrees below
C. to ensure the absence of

adhering moisture. This pro
cedure necessitated a determination of the

specific heat of ice.

1 Ann. de Cnimie, 3*, 1843, viii. 5.
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The value obtained for the latent beat
j

of fusion was 80-3 calories. Two years later :

Person I obtained the value SOU calories by a
similar method.

(in.) Bogojawlen&ky? in 1904, employed
mercury as calorimetric medium. The results

of 6 experiments range from 79-41 to 79-91

with, a mean value of 79-61.

He also determined the specific heat of

ice over the range from 85 =
C. to 5-5" C.

This constant was required for the reduction
of the results of the latent heat experiments
in which the range of temperature of the ice

was from 10" to O3
. The value obtained for

the specific heat of ice was 0-52.

(iv.) Dickinson? Harper, and 0#borne 3 em
ployed both the "method of mixtures" and
an electrical method.

Samples of ice were prepared in the form
of hollow cylinders and were cooled to a

uniform temperature of either -0-72 or

-3-78.

Experiments on 92 samples of ice did

not , indicate any variation in the latent

heat with the mode of preparation of the
;

sample.
Observations on ice contaminated with

|

a mixture of ammonia, sodium chloride, and i

calcium chloride to the extent of about
,

1 part in 1000 gave results about 1-4 per cent

lower than for pure ice.

The mean, of 21 deteraoinations of pure ice

gave the value 79-63 calories for the latent

heat.

(15) DETEBMZSATKXtfS BY MELONS OF THE
ICE-CALQRIMETEB. In ISTOBifflsen devisedthe

ice-calorimeter which bears Ms name, Know
ing the change in volume on the melting of

a known quantity of ice, the latent heat of

fusion may be determined by experiments
with the ice-calorimeter as shown by Bunsen.

He observed the weight of mercury drawn in

when water at the boiling-point was dropped I

into the inner tube.
j

Bunsen found the vain 80*025 for the

latent heat (see article on "
Calorimefcry, ,

Methods based on the Chang of State/'
j

(2))-
i

Both * has assembled the results of a number
|

of determinations of the density of ice and

deduced a value to use in calculating the heat

of fusion from the data of Behn 5 and of

Dieterici,
6 both of whom used the Bunsen ice-

calorimeter.

The density determinations reviewed are

as follows :

1 Ann. tie CMmie, 3, 1850, xxx. 78.
1

Schriften der Dorpsster Satearforseter Ge&Bschaji,
1904 T xiii.

Sri. Paper, ^o. 209, 1913. (Contains a summary
of previous work.)

* Zz.furphys. Ctoi., 1308, Ixiii. 441.
* Ann. der Phys., 1905, (4), xvi. 653.
*

Ibid., 1905, p. 593.

TABLE IX

Density.

He states the mean, excluding Nichols
1

values, to be 0-9167, but uses Bunsen^s

corrected value 0-91(>8, on the assumption
that the conditions of producing the ice

used in that density determination were

nearly the same as those under which the

ice-calorimeter is generaDy used.

Applying this value to Behn^s data Roth
obtains for heat of fusion of ice 79-G9 caLi,y,

similarly for Dieterici" s data 79-60 caLi5~.

(16) ELECTRICAL METHODS. A. W, Smith,7

in 19<J3, applied the electrical method to the

problem.
The method employed by Smith may be

described briefly as follows: The ice was
broken into small pieces, and cooled several

degrees below zero. It was transferred to a

calorimeter, containing light oil, also cooled

below C. The calorimeter was then warmed

slowly by a feeble electric current until the

temperature was about 1 C. below zero. A
larger current was then appEed for a sufii-

<aenttime to melt the ice, and raise the resulting
water to half a degree above zero. The
electric energy had then been expended in

raising the temperature of the ice and the

calorimeter from - 1 C. to C. 9 in melting
the ice, and in raising the water and calori

meter to O5C
C. In addition some heat was

lost by radiation, conduction, and convection.

By suitable arrangements of the experi

mental conditions all of these quantities were

determined.

(17) RESXJLTS OF EXPEBQIKSTS. The
results obtained by various observers for the

latent heat of fusion of ice are summarised

in Table X.

(IS) VARIATION OF LATENT HEAT OF

Fusion WITH TEMPERATURE. Person calcu

lated that the heat of fusion of a body is smaller

the lower the temperature becomes. Petter-

son verified this in the case of ice, and found

that for 1 C. lowering of the melting-point
of ice the heat of fusion was decreased by
0-50 calorie as against 0-5 predicted by the

theory. At - 6-5 C, observation gave a value

of 76-0 calories.

* Phys. SIP.. Oct. 1903, Kb. 4, xviL
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TABLE X
LIQUEFACTION OF GASES

AN important part of the

science of Refrigeration (q.v.)

deals with, methods of pro

ducing cold so extreme as to

liquefy air and other so-called

permanent gases. This, apart
from its application to purposes
of research, is now the basis of

a considerable industry, which

employs the liquefaction of air

as a step towards the separa
tion of its constituents, with
the object of making com
mercial use of the oxygen or

the nitrogen or both. To
liquefy any pure gas the gas
must be cooled below its critical

* Recalculated by Dickinson, Haxper, and Osborne to the 15 calorie temperature which for oxygen
and the gram mass.

f Calories at 15 per gram mass.
B. G.

LATENT HEAT, DETERMINATION OF. See
" Latent Heat."

Berthelot's Method. (9) (L).

Hartog and Barker's Method. (9) (ii).

Bamaay and Marshall's Method. (9) (iv.).

Trautz? Dechend, and YogePs Method.

W (iii.).

By different observers not referred to in the

test, tabulated references to. (12),

Table VEIL
LATENT HEAT OF VAPOUR. See

" Thermo

dynamics," (29).

LATERAL STRAINS APPARATUS FOB MEASUR
ING. See

"
Elastic Constants, Determina

tion of," (57).

'

LEAD, ATOMIC HEAT OF, at low temperatures,
Nernst's values for, tabulated. See

"
Calori-

metry, Electrical Methods of," (11),

Table VI.

LEAD, SPECIFIC HEAT OF, at various tempera
tures, tabulated, with the Atomic Heat.

See "
Calorimetry, Electrical Methods of,"

(10), Table V.

LEADS, COMPENSATING, IN THERMO-ELECTRIC
PYROMETER: lead wires of the same
materials as those employed in the thermo

couple. See
"
Thermocouples," (20).

LEAST ACTION, PRINCIPLE or. If the total

energy of a system of bodies in motion
remains constant, the sum of the products of

the masses, the velocities, and the spaces
described is a mrm'mmn. Thus Smjv . ds is

a Tninj-rymm.

LENOIR GAS ENGINE. See
"
Engines, Thermo

dynamics of Internal Combustion," ( 32) (i. ).

LIFTS, HYDRAULIC. See
"
Hydraulics," (58).

LIME, GENERAL MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF.

See
"
Elastic Constants, Dftt.ftrTnfnfl.tinn of,"

(154).

means a cooling below - 118 C.

and for nitrogen a cooling below
- 146 0. Temperatures much

lower than this have been reached by the

methods hereafter described. Hydrogen,
whose critical temperature is -335 C., has
not only been liquefied (first by Dewar in 1898)
but solidified; its melting-point under atmo

spheric pressure is about 258 C. or 15 abso

lute. Even helium, the most refractory of all

known gases, has been liquefied (first by Onnes
in 1908) under conditions that lowered the

temperature to within three or four degrees
of the absolute zero. Its critical temperature
is -268 C. These remarkable achievements
became possible through the invention by
Dewar in 1891 of the Vacuum Vessel, which
secures thermal insulation by the use of two

glass walls with a very perfectly exhausted

space between them. On the inner surface

of the outer wall Dewar deposits a film' of

mercury, which greatly reduces the entry of

heat by radiation. In such vessels liquid gases

may be decanted and handled with ease,

carried about from place to place, and even
stored for short periods with no more than a

moderate loss by evaporation.

(1) REGENERATIVE COOLING. One way
of reaching a very low temperature, originally
used by Pictet and called the

"
cascade

"

method, which has done valuable service in

titie hands of Dewar, is to have a series of

vapour -compression refrigerating machines
so connected that the working substance

in one, when cooled by its own evapora
tion, acts as the circulating fluid to cool

the condenser of the next machine of the

series, and so on. Different working fluids

are selected for the successive machines, so

that each in turn reaches a lower tempera
ture than its predecessor. The working fluid

in any one machine is evaporated at a tem-
1 See article

"
Thermodynamics/' (37).
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perature which is lower than the critical

temperature of the fluid that is used in the
next machine of the series. Each machine
has its compressing pump, condenser, and
expansion-valve. Thus the first machine may
use, say, carbonic acid, letting it evaporate at
a temperature of - 8CP C. or so. The next
machine may use ethylene, condensing it in
thermal contact with the evaporating carbonic
acid, and letting it evaporate at about - 130- C
This in turn will serve for the condensation
of such a gas as oxygen after moderate
compression in. a third machine.
But it is in a different way that the com

mercial liquefaction of air and other gases
is actually carried out. The usual process is

a regenerative one, first successfully developed
by Linde, in which the Joule-Thomson effect

of irreversible expansion in passing a con
stricted orifice (see

"
Thermodynamics,"" (50))

serves as the step-down in temperature, and
a cumulative cooling is produced by causing
the gas which has suffered this step-down to

take up heat in a thermal interchanger from
another portion of gas that is on its way to

the orifice. The gas to be liquefied is itself

the working substance.

Imagine a gas such as air to have been

compressed to a high pressure Pj^ and to

have had the heat developed by compression
removed by circulating water or other means,
so that its temperature is that of the surround

ings. Call this initial temperature Tr Let
the compressed gas at that temperature enter
an apparatus in which it expands irreversibly

(through an expansion-valve or porous plug
or constricted orifice of any kind) to a much

,

lower pressure PB, at which pressure it leaves

the apparatus. If the gas were an ideal perfexit j

gas this irreversible expansion would cause i

no fall in temperature.
In a real gas there is ^
in general a fall from

Tj to some lower tern- ^

perature T'. The fall B
Tj T7

measures the

Joule-Thomson cool

ing effect for the given

drop in pressure. In
Joule and Thomson's

experiments on air it was about a quarter of a
degree for each atmosphere of drop in pressure.
The cooling effect of the drop in pressure

may be measured by the quantity of heat
which would have to be supplied to the gas,

per unit of mass, after expansion, to restore

it to the temperature at which it entered the

apparatus. Gall that quantity Q : then

where El^ is the mean specific heat of the gas
at the lower pressure PB between these

temperatures.

We may define Q as the quantity of heat
which each unit quantity of the gas w*m3d
have to take up within the apparatus if its

temperature on leaving the apparatus were
made equal to its temperature on entry. It

measures the available euoling effect due to

each unit quantity of gas that passes through
the apparatus.

Suppose now that there is a counter-current

interchanger by means of which the stream
of gas which has passed the orifice takes up
heat from the stream that is on its way to

the orifice, -with the result tltat the outgoing
stream, before it escapes, has its tra^ferature
restored to Tj or very near it. This is easily

accomplished by having, within the apparatus,
a long approach pipe or worm through which
the compressed gas passes before it reaches
the orifice, and round the outside of which
the expanded gas passes away, si that there
is intimate thermal connection between the
two streams. For simplicity we may assume
the interchanger to act so jjerfeetly that when
the outgoing gas reaches the exit it has

acquired the same temperature Tj as tiie

entering gas. Each unit of it will there-fore

have taken up a quantity of heat equal to Q
as defined above.

Under these conditions the apparatus will

steadily lose heat at the rate of Q units for

every unit quantity of gas that passes through.
If we suppose the apparatus as a whole to be

thermally insulated against leakage of heat
into it from outside, tibere will consequently
be a continuous reduction of the stock of

heat that is held by the pipes and the gas in

them. The result is a progressive cooling
which constitutes the first stage of the action.

It may help to make the matter clear if we
draw up an account of the energy received

FIG. 1. *Tf
w

and discharged by the apparatus. Gas enters

at A (Fig, 1) under the pressure PA and at

the temperature Tr Gas leaves the apparatus
at B under the pressure PB and at the same

temperature Tlf having taken up, through
the action of the interchanger, a quantity
of heat equal to Q. The pipes and expansion
orifice are not shown in the sketch : they are

within the enclosing case, which is assumed
to be a perfect non-conductor of heat. During
the first stage of the action the stopcock C
(which is used at a later stage for drawing
off the liqiiefied gas) is closed, aad all the gas
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that has gone in at A goes out at B ; it is

only by the entry of gas at A and by its escape
at B that energy enters or leaves the apparatus.
Each unit of entering gas contains a quantity

of internal energy EA, and the work that is

done upon it as it goes in is PA^A- Each
unit of outgoing gas contains a quantity of

internal energy EB and does work, against
external pressure, equal to PB^B- Hence,
for each Ib, that flows through, the net amount
of heat which the apparatus loses is

EB +PBVB - (EA4 PAVA), or IB - IA -

But the amount so lost is Q, namely the heat

that is required to restore the gas to the

temperature at which it makes its exit.

Hence for each unit quantity of gas that

passes through, the apparatus,

The
colder

contents

and colder

Q=!B-IA-
of the apparatus

consequence

become
of this

FIG. 2A. Ideal Process of Regenerative Cooling.

continued abstraction of heat. But it should
be noticed that their fall in temperature does
not affect the value of Q. We assume that
the action of the thermal interchanger con
tinues to be perfect ; in that case the exit

temperature wiH still be equal to the initial

temperature Tx however cold the interior

becomes in the neighbourhood of the expansion
orifice. There will be no change in the value
of either IB or IA, and consequently no

change in Q. The value of Q, as the above

expression shows, depends entirely on the
conditions at A and at B ; with perfect

interchange this means that it depends only
on PA, PB, and T

t. It is independent of any
temperature conditions within the apparatus,
and therefore remains unaltered as the action

proceeds.
This stage of progressive cooling continues

until the temperature of the gas at the place
where it is coldest, namely on the low-pressure

side of the
"

expansion-valve, falls not only
below the critical point, but to a value T2

which is low enough to let the gas begin to

liquefy under the pressure PB. In other

words, T2 is the boiling-point corresponding
to PB. This is the lowest temperature that
is reached.

A continuous gradient of temperature has
now become established along the flow-pipe
within the apparatus from the point of

entrance, where it is T
t,

to the high-pressure
side of the expansion valve, where it exceeds
T3 by the amount of the Joule-Thomson drop.
There is also a continuous gradient along the
return pipe from T2 , on the low-pressure side

of the valve, to Tx at the exit. The flow and
return streams are in close thermal contact,
and at each point there is an excess of tem
perature in the flow which allows heat to

pass by conduction into the return, except at

the entrance, where, under the ideal condition

which we have postulated of perfect inter

change, the temperature
of both flow and re

turn is Tr
This state of things is

diagrammatically repre
sented in Figs. 2 and 2A.

There the flow and re

turn are represented as

taking place in straight

pipes, one inside the

other to provide for-

interchange of heat.

Entering along the inner

pipe A the compressed
gas expands through a

constricted orifice E
(equivalent to an ex

pansion - valve) into a

vessel from which it

returns by the outer

pipe B. The vessel is provided with a stop
cock C, by which that part of the fluid which
is liquefied can be drawn off when the second

stage of the operation has been reached. In
the temperature diagram (Fig. 2A) MN"

represents the length of the interchanger,
DM is the temperature T

x
at which the gas

enters and leaves the apparatus, GN is T2,

and FG is the Joule-Thomson drop. DP is

the temperature gradient for the flow-pipe, and
GD for the return.

When this gradient has become established

the gas begins to liquefy, the apparatus does
not become any colder, and the action enters

on the second stage, which is one of thermal

equilibrium. A certain small fraction of the

gas is continuously liquefied and may be
drained off as a liquid through the stopcock C.

The larger fraction, which is not liquefied,
continues to escape through the interchanger
and to leave the apparatus at the same
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temperature as before, namely the temperature
Tj, equal to that of the entering gas. Call

this unliquefied fraction q ; then 1 - q

represents the fraction that is drawn off as

a liquid at the temperature T2. Since the

apparatus is now neither gaining nor losing
heat on the whole, its heat account must

balance; from which.

where 1^ is the total heat per Ib. of the gas

entering at A, IB is the total heat per Ib. of

the gas leaving at B. and Ic is the total heat

per Ib. of the liquid leaving at C. In this

steady "working the aggregate total heat of

the fluid passing out is equal to that of the

fluid passing in, since the fluid, as a whole,
takes up no heat in passing through the

apparatus.

Suppose now that the liquid which is drawn
off at C were evaporated at its boiling-point
Ts, and then heated at the same pressure from

Ts to Tr Assuming that the specific heat of

the vapour may be treated as constant, the

heat required to perform that operation would
be

But that hypothetical operation would result

in this, that the whole of the fluid then

leaving the apparatus would be restored to

the temperature of entry, namely T
1?

since

the part which escapes at B is already at that

temperature. Hence the heat required for it

is equal to the quantity Q as already defined.

We therefore have

when the initial temperature is sufficiently
low.

This principle of regenerative cooling
was applied by Linde in 1895 for the produc
tion of extremely low temperatures, and for

the liquefaction of air, by means of an

apparatus shown diagrammatically in Fig. 3.

It consists of an interchanger CDE formed of

two spiral coils of pipes, one inside the other,

enclosed in a thermally insulating case. A
compressing pump P delivers air under high

pressure through the valve H into a cooler J,
where the heat developed by compression is

removed by water circulating in the ordinary

way from an inlet at EL to an outlet at L.

The highly compressed air then passes on

through the pipe BC to the inner worm, and
after traversing the worm it expands through

. the throttle-valve R into the vessel T, thereby
suffering a drop in temperature. Then it

returns through the outer worm F and, being
in close contact with the inner worm, takes

up heat from the gas that is still on its way
to expand. Finally, it reaches the com-

pression cylinder P through the suction valve

! G, and is compressed to go again through^the

! cycle. During the first stage it simply goes
; round and round in this way ; but when the

j

second stage is reached and condensation

begins, the part that is liquefied is drawn off

at Y and the loss is made good by pumping
! in more air through the stop-valve at A, by

|

means of an auxiliary low-pressure pump, not

I

shown in the sketch, which delivers air from

from, which

Q
1-2=

This equation allows the fraction that is

liquefied to be calculated when Q is known.

The fraction so found is the ideal output of

liquid, for we have assumed that there is no

leakage of heat from without, and that the

action of the interchanger is perfect in the

sense that the outgoing gas is raised by it

to the temperature of entry. Under real

conditions there wifl be some thermal leakage,

and the gas will escape at a temperature some

what lower tnan T2 ; the effect is to dimmish

the fraction actually liquefied.

The fraction that is liquefied is increased

by nfling a larger pressure drop. It is also

increased by reducing the initial temperature
Tx ; thus the output of a given apparatus
can be raised by rising a separate refriger

ating device to pre-cool the gas. Pre-cooling

is indispensable if the method is to be applied

to a gas in which, like hydrogeaa, the Joule-

Thomson effect is a "heaiing effect at ordinary

temperatures, but becomes a cooling effect

FIG. 3. Linde's Regenerative Apparatus.

the atmosphere to the low-pressure side of

the circulating system,
Ijnde showed that by keeping this lower

pressure moderately high it is practicable to

reduce the amount of work that has to be

spent in liquefying a given quantity of air.

He pointed out that while the cooling effect

of expansion depends upon the difference of

pressures PA and PB on the two sides of the

orifice, the work done in compressing the air

in the circulating system depends on. the ratio
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of PA to PB- It is roughly proportional to

the logarithm of that ratio, for it approximates
to the work spent in the isothermal com

pression of a perfect gas. There is accordingly

a substantial advantage in respect of thermo-

dynamic efficiency in using, for the main

part of the working substance, a closed circu

lation with a fairly high back-pressure.
In working on a small scale it is convenient

to accelerate the action by using carbonic

acid as a preHminarv cooling agent. This is

Air Expansion

Carbonic Acid
Vt

FIG. 4-

illustrated in the laboratory apparatus of

Fig. 4. There compressed air enters on the

right and passes first through a coil sur

rounded by carbonic acid which has been
cooled by release through an expansion valve
from a compressed state. The effect is to

pre-cool the air to about < - 80 0. It then

passes on to the regenerator, which is situated
in the centre of the apparatus and consists

of a long spiral of fine metal tubing outside

of which the air streams off after passing

through the expansion valve at the bottom.

In passing the valve some of the air is liquefied

and collects in the vacuum vessel below.

Important modifications of Ldnde's method
were made in 1902 and later by G. Claude.

It had long been recognised that there would
be a thermodynamic advantage if the fluid,

instead of expanding irreversibly through a

constricted orifice, were made to do external

work by expanding in an expansion cylinder
or equivalent device. A greater step-down in

temperature would then be obtained, for in

addition to the Joule-Thomson cooling effect

there would be the larger cooling effect due
to the energy which the substance loses in

doing work. Claude succeeded in overcoming
practical difficulties as to lubrication which
had prevented the use of an expansion cylinder
in very low temperatures, and devised various

forms of expansive working, one of which is

shown diagrammatically in Fig. 5. There

only a part of the compressed air, which enters

through the central pipe of the counter-

current interchanger M, passes into the expan
sion cylinder D. It expands, doing external

work, and is then discharged through a

tubular condenser L, in which it serves as

a cooling agent to maintain a temperature
that is not only lower than the critical tem

perature of air, but is sufficiently low to make
air liquefy at the pressure at which it enters

the apparatus. The remainder of the com
pressed air is directly admitted to the tubes

of L and is condensed there, still under the

pressure of admission, dropping as a liquid
to the lower part of the vessel, from which
it can be drawn off through a tap at the

bottom.

(2) SEPARATION or THE CONSTITUENTS OF
Ant. After air has been liquefied the con
stituent gases can be separated by re-evapora
tion because they have different boiling-points.
The boiling

- point of nitrogen, under atmo

spheric pressure, is about 195 C., whereas
that of oxygen is 182 C. When a quantity
of liquefied air evaporates freely both gases

pass off, but not in the original proportion
in which they are mixed in the liquid. The

nitrogen evaporates more readily, and the

liquid that is left becomes richer in oxygen
as the evaporation proceeds. This difference

in volatility between oxygen and nitrogen
makes it possible to carry out a process of

rectification analogous to the process used by
distillers for extracting spirit from the

" wash "

or fermented wort, which is a weak mixture
of alcohol and water.

In the device used for that purpose there

is a rectifying column consisting of a tall

chamber containing many zigzag shelves or

baffle plates. The wash enters at the top
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of the column and trickles slowly down,
meeting a current of steam which is admitted
at the bottom and rises up through the shelves.

The down-coming wash and the up-going
steam are thereby brought into close contact
and an exchange of fluid takes place, At
each stage some of the alcohol is evaporated
from the wash and some of the steam is con

densed, the heat supplied by the condensation
of the steam serving to evaporate the alcohol
The condensed steam becomes part of the

down-coming stream- of fluid ; the evaporated
alcohol becomes part of the up-going stream
of vapour. Finally, at the top a vapour
comparatively rich in alcohol passes off; at

the bottom a fluid accumulates which is water
with little or no alcohol in it, A tempera
ture gradient is established in the column:
at the bottom the temperature is that of

steam, and at the top there is a lower tem
perature approximating to the

boiling-point of alcohol The wash
enters at this comparatively low

temperature, and takes up heat

from the steam as it trickles down.
A corresponding method was

patented by Linde in 1902 for

separating the more volatile con

stituent (nitrogen) from liquid air.

In his appliance, the primary
purpose of which was to obtain

oxygen, there is a rectifying
column down which liquid air

trickles, starting at the top with
a temperature a little under
-194 C. or 79 absolute, which
is the boiling-point of liquid air

under atmospheric pressure. As
the liquid trickles down it meets an

up-going stream of gas which consists (at the

bottom) of nearly pure oxygen, initially at a

temperature of about 91 absolute, that being
the boiling-point of oxygen under atmospheric

pressure. As the gas rises and comes into

close contact with the down-coming liquid,

there is a give and take of substance : at

each stage some of the rising oxygen is con

densed and some of the nitrogen in the down-

coming liquid is evaporated ; the liquid also

becomes rather warmer. By the time it

reaches the bottom it consists of nearly pure

oxygen : the nitrogen has almost completely

passed off as gas, and the gas which passes

off at the top consists very largely of nitrogen.

More precisely it consists of nitrogen mixed

with about 7 per cent of oxygen: in other

words, out of the whole original oxygen content

of air (say 21 per cent) two-thirds are brought
down as liquid oxygen to the bottom of the

column, while one-third passes off unsepar-

ated along with all the nitrogen. The oxygen
that gathers at the bottom is withdrawn

for use, and in its evaporation it serves to

liquefy air which is being pumped in under

pressure. The cold gases that are leaving
the apparatus, namely the oxygen that is the

useful product, and the nitrogen that passes
off as waste gas at the top of the column,
are made to traverse counter-current inter-

changers on their way out, in which they give

up then- cold to the incoming air.

A rectifying column arranged in this way
does not completely separate the two con

stituents, for although it yields nearly pure
oxygen it allows a part of the oxygen to escape
and does not yield pure nitrogen. In a com
mercial process for the manufacture of oxygen
this is of no consequence. But a modifica

tion of the process, introduced later by Claude

(Cowpies rendus, Nov. 20, 1905), enables

the separation to be made substantially

complete, and yields both gases in a nearly

pure state. The modification consists in

M

FIG. 5. -Claude's Method.

extending the rectifying column upwards and

in supplying it at the top with a liquid rich

in nitrogen. A fractional method of lique

faction is adopted which separates the con

densed material at once into two liquids, one

containing much oxygen and the other little

except nitrogen, The latter is sent to the

top of the rectifying column, while the former

enters the column at a lower point, appro

priate to the proportion it contains of the

two constituents. Practically pure nitrogen

passes off as gas at the top, and practically

pure oxygen from the bottom.

Fig. 6 is a diagram showing the modified

process as carried out by Claude. The
counter-current interchangers, which are of

course part of the actual apparatus, are

omitted from the diagram.

Compressed air, cooled by the mterchanger
on its way, enters the condenser at A. The
condenser consists of two sets of vertical

tubes, communieating at the top, where they
all open into the vessel B, but separated at

the bottom. Tlte central tubes, which open
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from the vessel A, are one set; the other

set form a ring round them and drain into

&
COMPRESSED

AJ/9

FIG. 6. Claude's Apparatus for the complete
Separation of Oxygen and Nitrogen.

the vessel C. Both sets are immersed in a

bath, S, of liquid which, when the machine is

in full operation, consists of nearly pure

oxygen. The condensation of the compressed
air causes this oxygen to he evaporated.
Part of it streams up the rectifying column

D, to be condensed there in carrying out the
work of rectification and consequently to

return to the vessel below. The rest of the

evaporated oxygen, forming one of the useful

products, goes of? by the pipe E at the side.

The compressed air, already cooled by the

interchanges, enters the condenser at A. It

first passes up the central group of condenser
tubes, and the liquid which is formed in them
contains a relatively large proportion of oxygen.
This liquid drains back into the vessel A,
where it collects, and the gas which has sur

vived condensation in these tubes goes on

through B to the outer set of tubes, 'is con
densed in them, and drains into the other

collecting vessel C. It consists almost wholly
of nitrogen. The liquid contents of C pass
(through an expansion-valve) to the top of

the rectifying column, while those of A (after
also passing through an expansion - valve)
enter the column lower down, at a level L
which is chosen to correspond with the pro
portion of the constituents. The result is to

secure practically complete rectification, and
the second product of the apparatus com
mercially pure nitrogen passes off at the

top through the pipe N.
To understand how a rectifying column

acts in separating the constituents of air,

it is useful to refer to the experiments of

E. C. G. Baly (Phil. Mag., June 1900) on the

evaporation of mixtures of liquid, nitrogen,
and oxygen. Given a mixture of these

liquids in any assigned proportion, equilibrium
between liquid and vapour is possible only
when the vapour contains a definite proportion
of the two constituents, but this proportion
is not the same as that in the liquid mixture.

Say, for example, that the liquid mixture is

half oxygen and half nitrogen, then according
to Baly's experiments the vapour proceeding
from such a mixture will consist of about 22

per cent of oxygen and 78 per cent of nitrogen.
With these proportions there will be equili
brium. If, however, a vapour richer than this

in oxygen were brought into contact with
the half-and-half liquid, part of the gaseous
oxygen would condense and part of the liquid
nitrogen would he evaporated, until the propor
tion giving equilibrium is reached. The curve,

Fig. 7, shows for each proportion of oxygen in
the mixed liquid what is, in the vapour, the

corresponding proportion of oxygen necessary
for equilibrium, in other words what is the

proportion in the vapour, when that is being
formed by the evaporation of the mixed
liquid in the first stages of such an evaporation,
before the proportion of the liquid changes.
In this curve the base line specifies the per
centage of oxygen in any mixture of the two
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liquids, and the ordinate gives the proportion
of oxygen in the corresponding vapour, when
the vapour is formed under a pressure of

one atmosphere. Much the same general
relation will hold at other pressures. It will

be seen from the curve that when the evaporat

ing liquid mixture is liquid air (oxygen 21 per
cent, nitrogen 79 per cent) the proportion
of oxygen present in the vapour that is

coming off is about 7 per cent or a little

less. This is what occurs at the top of Linde's

original rectifying column. The liquid that

is evaporating
there is freshly
formed liquid air,

and hence the

waste gases carry
oS about 7 per
cent of oxygen-

Coming down the

column the liquid
finds itself in con

tact with gas con

taining more
oxygen than cor

responds to equi
librium. Accord

ingly oxygen is

condensed and

nitrogen is evapo
rated at each

stage in the de

scent, in the effort

at each level to

reach a condition

of equilibrium be

tween the liquid
and the vapour
with which it is

there in contact.

Again, the curve

shows that when
air, containing 21

percent of oxygen,

liquefies, the

liquid that is formed should contain about

48 per cent of oxygen, if its composition is

such as will Tn^tn-fcafn equilibrium with the

gaseous air. Tn the apparatus shown in

Fig. 6 this condition holds for the contents

of the vessel A. The first portions of the air

to be condensed trickle down the sides of the

central condenser-tubes and are
" scrubbed

"

by the air as it ascends ; that- is to say, they
are brought into such intimate contact with

the ascending air that a condition of equi

librium between liquid and vapour is at least

closely approached. Accordingly the liquid

which collects in the vessel A contains some

thing like 48 per cent of oxygen. By making
the condenser-tubes long enough it is clear

that little or no oxygen will be left to pass

over through B into the other tubes, and the

liquid that collects in C will be nearly all

nitrogen. It is true, of course, that in the

upper parts of the central tubes the liquid
that is formed consists largely of nitrogen,
but as this trickles down the tube in which
it has been condensed there is a give and
take between it and the ascending gas, pre

cisely like that which occurs in a rectifying

column, and when the liquid reaches the

bottom it is nearly in equilibrium with the

gaseous air, and therefore contains about 48

per cent of oxygen.

PERCENTAGE Of OXYGEN
FIG. 7.

IN UQUIQ.

When this liquid from A is discharged

through an expansion-valve into the rectifying

column at L, part of it immediately evaporates,

producing an atmosphere which haft the com

position of air (21 per cent of oxygen). The

part of the column which extends above this

point reduces the percentage of oxygen in the

ascending gas from 21 per cent to practically

nil, by means of the liquid from C.

In some plants for carrying out the process

of rectification on a large scale it is claimed

that nitrogen with a purity of 99-8 per cent

is obtained. A linde plant at Odda, in Norway,

separates out the nitrogen from about one

hundred tons of air daily for use in the manu
facture of cyanamide, a nitrogenous fertiliser

which is formed by passing gaseous nitrogen

over hot calcium carbide,
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CO

Another commercial application of the

liquefaction of gases is in the manufacture

of hydrogen from water-gas, which consists

mainly of a mixture of hydrogen with carbon

monoxide. The carbon monoxide is separated
out by liquefying it, leaving the hydrogen in

the state of gas. The last stage of this separa
tion is effected by using liquid nitrogen as

an auxiliary cooling agent. The scheme of a

hydrogen apparatus as used by the Linde

Company is shown in Fig. 8. Water-gas,
under compres
sion, enters at

W and passes

through a

counter - current

interchanger into

the coil B in

the condensing
vessel K. The
vessel K is kept
nearly full of

liquid carbon
monoxide which
has come from
the coil and has

suffered a step-
down in tem

perature by
passing through
the expansion-
valve R. When
the compressed

water-gas enters

FIG. 8. Apparatus for separating the coil B, most
Hydrogen from Water-gas. of the carbon

monoxide in it

becomes condensed, but most of the hydrogen
remains gaseous. The mixture in the coil

passes on into a separating vessel A enclosed

in a vessel V and kept very cold by liquid

nitrogen which enters through S after being
formed in a rectifying tower that is not shown
in the diagram. The nitrogen in V is con

tinuously boiling off at a low pressure. This
serves to remove most of the residue of carbon

monoxide, and nearly pure hydrogen passes
off, still under pressure, at H. Both it and
the carbon monoxide, which passes oS at CO,
pass through pipes in the counter-current inter-

changer by means of which heat is removed
from the incoming water-gas, j A E
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matics of Machinery," (2).

LUBRICANTS, MIXTURES OF : the effects on
the frictional resistance of mechanism due
to mixing small quantities of fixed oils to

mineral oils. See
"
Friction," (29).

LUBRICATION, BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS IN

LUBRICATION falls into two sharply distinct

divisions according as the solid faces are or are
not fully separated by a layer of lubricant. In
the latter the physical properties of the solid

faces play an important part ; in the former
the layer is thick enough for the lubricant to

develop its properties when in mass, and the
friction therefore is the internal or viscous

friction of the lubricant modified by the form
of the bounding solid faces. The friction of

"dry" and "greasy" faces constitutes the
one division. In it what Osborne Reynolds
called

"
boundary conditions

"
operate, and

the friction therefore might be called boundary
friction. The other division includes the so-

called
"
complete lubrication

"
of journals or

slide blocks running in a bath of lubricant so

that the rubbing faces are completely floated

apart.
The remarkable feature of lubrication, and

one which a complete theory must explain, is

that these two divisions are opposed to each
other in aJl important characteristics. In
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flotation static friction is absent, and the !

resistance to relative motion varies directly

with, the viscosity, that is to say it depends
on the internal friction of the lubricant and
the area of the opposed surfaces, and increases

as the velocity of relative motion increases.

In boundary lubrication there is static friction,

the frictional resistance being equal to that in

kinetic friction unless the state of the solids

themselves is altered by the stresses ; and the

resistance varies as some inverse function of

the viscosity of the lubricant, and is inde

pendent of the area and relative velocity.

Jhe relations are so completely opposed to

one another as to make it probable that if we
could introduce a single pure chemical sub

stance between two clean solid faces so as

gradually to increase the thickness of the layer,

we should meet with a discontinuity of slate

such that at a certain critical thickness

boundary conditions would disappear to give

way to notation.

Naturally occurring solid surfaces such as

the surface of a pane of glass are contaminated

by an invisible film of matter condensed from

the atmosphere or derived from contact with

other substances. The grosser part of this

film being of a greasy nature, it reduces the

friction of
"
clean

"
faces by about 70 per

cent. The filrn may be removed, or rather

the grosser part of it, by various methods.

For example, glass may be cleaned by washing
with soap and water, beating in sulphuric and

chromic acids, washing in water and drying
in clean dry air. The coefficient of friction ^
of clean faces, that is to say the ratio of the

tangential pull to the total normal pressure, is

high, being 0-94 for crown glass, 0-74 for hard

steel, and 0-50 for bismuth.

Thin films of a given lubricant may be

deposited on such clean faces by exposing

them to its vapour, or by spreading lubricant

Films can be formed in this way only in

clean dry air, because water has a singular

power of disturbing the relations between the

solidand the lubricant. The films are,therefore,

subject to evaporation so active as to remove
the lubricant as fast as it is spread from the

drop, save when, as in the case of acetic acid

or tripropylamine, it is very strongly adsorbed

by the solid. This is prettily shown by propyl
alcohol In the immediate neighbourhood of a

drop of the substance the friction of a glass

plate is found to fall to a low value (u=O49),
but as one moves away the friction rapidly
but gradually rises to the

C
clean

"
value. One

can picture, but not see, a film continually

spreading from the drop of alcohol and as

continually being removed by evaporation, so

that it vanishes completely a few centimetres

from the edge of the drop.
When the surfaces are flooded by the lubri

cant so that the slider moves in a pool, the

thickness of the film which persists between
the faces will be determined by capillary forces.

The friction of such flooded surfaces is in all

cases so far measured equal to that of sur

faces covered only by the invisible film just

described, and we thus come to the second

remarkable paradox of boundary friction,

namely, that the boundary friction is inde

pendent of the quantity of lubricant on the

:
faces. The following figures will serve to

!
illustrate this :

Sarfaae ftnodM

description of the method adopted for

ng these measurements will be found on
over them and then polishing oS all excess i

tije fOu wing page.
with linen which has been deprived by pro- rj^ ^^ remarkable

longed and special treatment of all material

capable of being conveyed to the solid face.

Such surfaces are what are commonly called
"
dry

"
surfaces. The most interesting method

of producing
"
dry

"
lubrication is by allowing

the lubricant itself to spread over the clean

surfaces under the influence of molecular at

tractions. As an example, take the following :

a single small drop of pure acetic acid is placed

near one corner of a clean plate of glass, say

six cm. square, immersed in clean dry air.

Nothing obvious to the senses follows. The

drop of acid to ail appearance remains where

it was without change. The whole surface of

the plate will, however, now be found fully

lubricated as by acetic acid, the coefficient of

friction having fallen from 0-94 to 0-41,

because an invisible film has spread over it

from the visible drop of acid.

feature of sliding

is expressed in what is usually called

Coulomb's law unfortunately so, since the

law was clearly formulated more than eighty

years earlier by Amontons in 1699. * It states

that the total frictional resistance is inde

pendent of the area of contact and of the

relative velocity, being dependent only on the

total normal pressure. If we speak of the

reaction of the fixed surface using the word

in the sense in which Newton used it and

call the normal component N and the tan

gential component F, then Amontons' law is

expressed by F/N=^= constant.
_This

law is

characteristic of boundary conditions that

is to say, of "dry" or "greasy" surfaces,

and is replaced by a quite different law when

1 Amontons, Stem, de FAead. Ron- des Sciences,

1699, 206; Coulomb, Mlm. des S&tvans Grangers,

1785, x. 163, 333.
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the lubricant floats the surfaces completely

apart.
In considering the question whether fche law

is an approximation, and if so within what

limits it holds, we will take the two negative

statements separately. In 1S95 H. Painleve l

inrestigated mathematically the properties of

mechanical systems subject to the relation

jLt,=F/N, and came to the conclusion that it

leads to certain impossible discontinuities of

motion. His method consisted in introducing

into the equations of motion the reactions

F and N as forces doing virtual work. His

paper led to a controversy, carried on by
French and German mathematicians, which

continued for about fifteen years. From it

one conclusion seems to emerge, namely that

Amontons' law holds only when the geometrical
relations of the surfaces which are compared
are such that the normal and tangential

reactions, the position of the centre of gravity,

and the moment of inertia of the slider have

the same geometrical relations throughout.
2

As an example, the value of p will depend
not merely upon the weight of a circular

plane disc gliding on a plane surface btrt

also on the position of the centre of gravity
with respect to the geometrical centre of

the disc. This relation must not be con

founded with MichelTs 3 conclusion that the

coefficient of friction of a plate sliding

over a fully lubricated surface depends

upon the geometrical position of the load,

because the former holds for static as well

as kinetic friction, whereas Michell's analysis,

Eke Osborne Reynold's, postulates relative

motion.
Tbpt measurements of static friction which

form the basis of this article were made with

a slider having a curved surface which was

applied to a plane surface, both faces being

highly polished-
4 From the middle of the

slider projected a small arm from which a
fine thread passed over a light pulley to a

pan. When weights were placed on the

pan the slider rocked forward and the

weight which just failed to cause sliding was
used to compute the static friction. Some
lubricants appear to abolish static friction,

the smallest weight then causing a very
slow glide. Ricinolic acid on bismuth is an

example.

By a simple modification of the form of the

arm, the pull could be adjusted so as to do

away with the rocking of the slider. This

was not found to 'alter the friction. Both the

weight and the radius of curvature of the

1 Comptes rendus, 1895, cxxi. 112.
8 Compare, for example, Chamat, Comptes rendus,

1003, cxxxvi. 1634.
3 Zeits. Moth., Leipzig, 1905, Hi. 123.
* For details see W. B. and J. K. Hardy, Pfitt.

Mag., 1919, xxxviii. 32, 49, and Phil. Mag., 1920, xL
201.

slider were altered over a large range without
detectable change in the value of

fj..

The contact between slider and plate was
a circle of unknown but very small area. The

weight of the slider was varied from 15 to

170 grammes ; the normal pressure was, there

fore, in some cases very great.
All measurements were made in a chamber

filled with ah* dried and freed from dust. The

slightest trace of moisture was found com
pletely to alter the values.

When both the slider and the bearing have

plane surfaces, there must always be uncer

tainty as to the area of real contact, because,
as Burgess

5
proved, even the most carefully

trued faces touch only at a few. points, being
separated elsewhere by a film of air or con
densed water vapour. When a spherical sur

face slides over a plane surface the area of

contact varies with the radius of curvature
and with the f power of the load. The values

of p. were found to be strictly independent of

the load and curvature, and therefore of the
area of the surface of contact. Much more

investigation is needed in the interests both
of theory and practice ; but the experimental
evidence so far justifies the statement that

Amontons' law is an exact law and not an

approximation so long as the physical state

and chemical nature of the solid and lubricant

remains the same.

The second statement, namely that ju. is

independent of the relative velocity, was
examined by Fleeming Jenkin and Ewing,

6

who found that for hard substances, such as

steel on steel, static and kinetic friction were

equal ; but that they were unequal, the latter

being less than the former, when one or both
faces were of relatively soft material, such as

brass or greenheart. Coulomb and Morin,
7

in 1781 and 1830 respectively, had already
found the kinetic friction less than static

friction when one or both faces were of wood.
It is probable therefore that p is independent
of velocity only so long as the solid faces

themselves are rigid enough not to be modified

by viscous flow induced by the tangential and
normal stresses.

The theory of boundary friction which may
be said to hold the field at present is due
to Coulomb. He states that friction must be
due to the engaging with one another (I'en-

grainage) of the asperities of the surfaces,
and that coherence must play a negligible

part, because the effect of coherence would

necessarily be proportional to the number of

points of contact that is to say, to the
area,

Pushed to the limit, this theory means that

truly plane surfaces are sensibly frictionless

5 Proc. Roy. Soc., 1911, Ixxxvi. A, 25.
* Phil. Trans., 1877, clxvii. A, 509.
7
Comptes rendus, 1830, p. 37.
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and that the asperities form frietionless

inclined planes, the friction being due solely
to the component parallel to the surface of

the resistance offered by them. Since the

surfaces experimented with were always

highly polished, the asperities must have been

very small, and the average effect of all might
therefore be supposed to be the same for

equal areas of sensible size wherever placed.
The theory demands that the resistance due

to any single area acting alone shall be equal
to that of a surface including any number of

such areas provided the total normal pressure
is constant. If the actual surface is frietionless,

the relation of tangential resistance to pressure
would seem to follow from Hooke's law. The

tangential resistance will be proportional to
|

the change of form of the surface, and this again I

is proportional to the normal force. There is
|

therefore nothing violent in the assumptions, i

except that of frjlctionless surfaces.
j

The difficulty of Coulomb's theory lies, not !

in the supposed action of asperities, because
j

there is no such thing as a plane surface of
j

particulate matter, and we merely have to

inquire what constitutes the insensible

asperities of a highly polished face, but in the

ascription of a negligible part to cohesion, for

we know that there exists on the external

face of all solids a field of attraction for other

forms of matter strong enough to bind to the

face a film which cannot in many cases be

detached without abrading the solid itself.

There can be no manner of doubt but that

the force required to cause one of these films

to slip over the solid varies directly with the

area. Given such a field of force, there will

be resistance to the tangential motion of

matter over a face, save in the unique case

when the equipotential surfaces of the field

are plane and parallel to the material face and

the motion is parallel to those planes.

The dilemma in which the theory places us

is apparent when we consider faces separated

by a continuous layer of lubricant. Cohesion

and repulsion now operate over the whole

area, and the friction is strictly internal friction;

why, then, should the frictional resistance not

be proportional to the area as it is in the

internal friction of homogeneous fluids and in

the surface friction of a solid face moving

through a fluid. Coulomb hints that it is a

question of degree, the resistance being mainly
due to asperities, but careful measurements

show too close an agreement with theory for

an escape to be found in this way.
The scale of the asperities to which friction

is due may be estimated from the following

facts. The more highly polished is a surface

of glass the greater is its friction thus glass

trued and polished to an optical face has

sensibly the same static friction as has plate-

The asperities are therefore of insensible

dimensions. The friction of polished faces of

glass, steel, or bismuth is reduced to a relatively
low value by lubrication with an aliphatic
acid or alcohol, even when all excess of lubricant

is burnished off. The invisible film, of lubricant

which persists gives the lowest obtainable

value for static friction, as was noted earlier,

yet it can be at most very few molecules in

thickness. When the alcohol or acid is volatile

at the temperatures of observation (e.g. ethyl
or propyl alcohols), the burnished filtn

evaporates off the surface in a few minutes,

the friction rising as rapidly to the high value

for
"
clean

"
faces. The fact that a film so

thin gives the best boundary lubrication the

particular substance is capable of exerting,

proves that the asperities must be of mole

cular dimensions. We may therefore con

fidently reject what appears to be the current

conception, namely that friction is due to

material asperities each of which acts in

opposing relative motion like a frietionless

inclined plane, and assume that friction is

due to the attraction of the molecules of one

solid for the other across the interface when
the surfaces are

"
clean," and of the molecules

of the lubricant for each other when they are
* 4

dry
"
or

"
greasy."

The field of force already mentioned &a

existing at a free face of solid or liquid is

due to the unbalanced attractions of the

molecules, and the tangential component of

this field constitutes the surface tension.

Friction of clean faces may be regarded as

being due to the mutual reaction of the fields,

and, so long as boundary conditions operate,

a lubricant reduces friction because it partly

Tnaatot or "saturates'* the fields of the

solids.

Greasy films are formed on solid or fluid

surfaces because they reduce the potential of

the fields of attraction, and this process of

condensation of foreign matter on to a surface

is called adsorption. A lubricant may there

fore also be said to be adsorbed by the solid

face, and, other things being equal, the greater

the work done by molecular forces in forming
the layer the better the lubricant. For an

experimental proof of this relation see the

Philosophical Magazine, 1919, xxxviiL 49, and

1920, xl. 201.

It has been known for a long time that

adsorption is determined by chemical con

stitution. Broadly speaking, those substances

which are more active chemically in relation

to the particular fluid or solid are more strongly

adsorbed by it. Thus acids, alcohols, and

esters are more strongly absorbed by the surface

of water than are paraffins. It is therefore in

accordance with expectation to find that

aliphatic alcohols and acids are better

glass, and both give higher values than ground- ! lubricants of solids than their related paraffins.
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TMs is illustrated by the following values of

fj,
for glass, steel, and bismuth, there being in

each case an excess of lubricant on the faces.

PARAFFINS

ALCOHOLS

If these figures are plotted against molecu
lar weight the curves will be found to be

straight lines, so that we may write /t
=

/AO
- oM,

where
JJ.Q and a are constants and M is the

molecular weight.
The effect of the nature of the solid face is

unexpectedly simple. Within the limits of

error the slope of the curve is independent of

the nature of the solid face. That is to say,
a is independent of the solid face and a pure
function of chemical constitution, the values

being:

Normal paraffins . . . a= -0013

formal alcohols . . . a,= -0016

^formal acids . . . a= -0043

The first two acids in the series, formic and
acetic acids, give abnormally low values of /JL,

as might be expected from their other physical

properties.
The value of the constant /z,a is, on the

contrary, determined by the nature of the

solid faces. It is, as the theory would
lead us to expect, a function of the Mo
tion of the faces when "

clean." Thus we
have for the normal paraffins the following
values :

the members of a chemical series is that the
former increases and the latter decreases as the
molecular weight increases. For normal par

affins the equations
of isotherm are

and 77=

where rj is the co

efficient of internal

friction and
/3 is a

constant. The rela

tions are not so

simple as this in

other chemical
series.

The lubricating
action on bismuth of

nearly one hundred
substances has been
measured and rela

tions found which
at present have

received no explanation. Some of these are
illustrated by the following values of //. :

These relations may be put in another way.
For the normal paraffins, acids, and alcohols

the effect of changing from one solid or another
is to shift the curves with respect to the axes
whilst keeping them parallel to themselves.

The general relation between the internal

friction (viscosity) and boundary friction of
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The most interesting is the distinction

between ring and chain compounds. The
simple ring compounds benzene, naphtha
lene, and anthracene show the linear relation

to molecular weight, and the values are much
the same as those for paraffins of the same
molecular weight. The similarities, however,
end here, for any change in the molecular
structure produces opposite effects according
as it takes place in a chain or ring. Thus a

double bond decreases the lubricating action

of a ring compound, but increases that of

a chain compound. As examples, compare
naphthoic acid with double-bonded oxygen
with naphthalene, menthone with menthol,

cyclohexanone with cyclohexane, benzoic acid

with benzene. As examples of double-bonded

carbon, compare cinnamic ester with hydro-
cinnamic ester, di-pentene, having two un-

i

saturated carbon atoms, with menthol and I

cyclohexane. Also "the more saturated cyclic

compounds are better lubricants than the less
j

saturated ring compounds.
When a ring or chain is joined, as in butyl- !

xylene, the result is a better lubricant than

either. !

The esters occupy a quite unexpected posi-
j

tion. The simple aliphatic esters are worse
j

lubricants than their related acids and alcohols.

The ring esters, on the contrary, are better
j

lubricants than, are their related acids (e.g.
\

ethyl benzoate and benzoic acid).

Perhaps the most interesting substances are :

the hydroxy-acids with OH and COOH groups, <

This conjunction produces a remarkable in-
'

crease in the lubricating power of a chain <

compound (lactic acid and ricinolic acid), and
almost destroys lubricating action in the case -

of the ring compounds (salicyclic and benzylic
j

acids). \

In the ring compounds the replacement of i

hydrogen decreases lubricating power in the
j

case of N : 0, or -COOH, and increases it

in the case of other groups in the order

C2H5<CH<OH.
The effect of a second group of the same

or of a different kind is to decrease the effect

of the first. Compare, for instance, toluene

with xylene ; catechol, quinol, and cresol with -

phenol ; and methyl cyclofeexanol with cyclo-

hexanoL The simpler the group the more
effective it is. Compare cymene with toluene

or xylene, and benzyl alcohol with phenoL
When the atoms are disposed with complete

symmetry about a carbon atom, the result is

a very bad lubricant, as we see in carbon
;

tetrachloride and the alcohol penterythritol 1

It will be noticed that no ring compound
is a good lubricant. Even cholesterol, with

;

the molecular weight 366; is no exception.

The group SH acts much as OH, thio-

phenol C6H5SH and benzyl - hydrosulphide

C6H6CH2SH resembling phenol and benzyl
alcohol respectively.

The theory of boundary lubrication outlined

above may be developed further by considering
the properties of composite surfaces. When
a substance, say an oil, spreads on water, under
the influence of surface forces a surface is

formed whose properties are neither those of

a clean surface of water nor of the oil. The
water and the oil have in fact reacted on one

another. Such surfaces may be called
** com

posite." All naturally occurring surfaces are

composite, because the free energy of such a

composite surface is less than that of a clean

or simple surface. The reaction between the

components of a composite surface can be

classed as chemical, but in a very restricted

sense, because the condition of ireirascibility of

the components makes the relation of the

molecules two-dimensional. The law of aver

age values therefore applies only in a restricted

way, so that the characteristic law of chemistry,
the law of definite and multiple proportions,
ceases to hold.

The partial nature of the reactions and the

structure of a composite surface may be

illustrated by an example. When an aliphatic
acid such as palmitic acid forms the film on

water, the film is probably only one molecule

thick and the carboxyl group* are attracted

by the water so tliat each molecule stands on
end. (See for example Adam, Proc. Roy. Soc. 9

A, 1921.) The film therefore is composed of

a layer of carbon chains oriented at right angles
to the water face. Orientation to an unknown

degree may also be supposed to obtain in the

superficial layer of the water itself.

Composite surfaces are formed on solids in

a way so similar to that obtaining on fluids

(cf. Phil 3ay., 1919, xxxviii- 49) as to make
it practically certain that they have the same

general structure, namely, marked orientation

of the molecules, Consider two such com

posite faces applied to one another ; the orienta

tion may be disturbed by mutual attraction

between the molecules of the films but it will

not be destroyed The applied faces now form

a region which varies rapidly in constitution

along the normal to the interface, and its

boundaries are indefinite, for we do not know
how far into the solids lie molecular pattern
characteristic of the region extends.

The film on a solid face, by more or less

completely saturating the attractive forces,

lessens the capacity for cohesion. Its presence
therefore is one, but not the only one, of the

causes why solids do not weld when pressexl

together, "it also lessens the frictional resist

ance of the face.

The thinnest continuous film of foreign

matter which can be deposited on a clean

surface of water is one molecule thick. It is

VOL. i
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the film which is formed when the area of the

water face is large enough to permit of the

substance, e,g. oleic acid, spreading as far as

it has a tendency to. The thickness of films

formed in a similar way on solid surfaces has

not yet been directly measured, but analogy

justifies us in assuming that if the area is

large enough the film will also be one molecule

thick and that it can be thickened by con

tracting the area in reference to the quantity
of foreign substance present in it It must be

admitted that the relation of the friction to

the thickness of film on each solid face is

difficult to follow, but the evidence so far avail

able points to the conclusion that static friction

decreases as the layer of the lubricant is in

creased, but rapidly reaches a minimum when
it begins to increase until the critical thickness

of the film is reached beyond which notation

occurs. At the critical thickness static friction

falls more or less abruptly to zero.

The fact that the layer of lubricant manifests

static friction proves that it behaves under

tangential stress like an elastic solid. If it be a

fluid when in mass the effect of the attractions

of the solid faces, combined with the traction,

must therefore be to confer on a thin layer

both orientation of its molecules with respect to

the normal, and also solidity. The orientation of

the molecules spoken of above is due to the

fact that the attraction of the molecules of

the solid faces is not the same for all parts
of a molecule of the lubricant. We may sup

pose, for instance, that the attraction for the
- COOH or - OH group is greater than for

the remainder of a carbon chain. The orienta

tion of the molecules of the lubricant will

therefore be greatest at the solid faces and
least midway between them, because it tends

continuously to be upset and give way to the

random relations of the interior of a fluid.

The layer of lubricant, therefore, even if it he

only two molecules thick, varies rapidly in

structure along the normal, and the peculiar
feature of boundary friction is that the

stresses occur in a medium which is excessively

heterogeneous along one axis, namely, the

normal to the solid faces, and homogeneous
along the tangential planes.
The friction, whether static or kinetic, is

merely an expression of the strain produced
in the tangent planes by the tractions, and
the peculiar features are due to the hetero

geneity of the material which tends to confine
the yield point when static friction gives way
to kinetic friction to a single tangent plane
instead of the yield being distributed through
out the mass as in a homogeneous fluid or

elastic solid.

The frictional resistance the
"
tangential

component of the reaction," as French writers

fittingly call it has its origin in the resistance

of the atoms to displacement and, since the

|

traction will tend to produce rotation, in

resistance to disturbance of the molecular

orientation which is a configuration of ininunal

potential energy. When the traction reaches

a certain value fixed by the nature and con

figuration of the atoms and molecules of both
lubricant and superficial parts of the solids,

the tangential reaction reaches the maximum
possible and there is

"
yield

" on some particu
lar tangent plane, the position of which is

indeterminate owing to the fact that, because

of the rotation spoken of above, the distribu

tion of strain along the normal is a function

of the intensity of the traction. The common
equality between static and kinetic frictions

follows from the fact that the former measures
the greatest tangential reaction the system is

capable of.

The above hypothesis and the limitation

imposed by our imperfect knowledge may be
illustrated by considering the friction of faces

of bismuth in some detail. This metal is

highly crystalline and so brittle that a plate
a few millimetres thick can be broken like a
biscuit. It is readily polished, and in the

process of polishing an amorphous layer is

formed covering the crystal facets which pre

viously were easily visible to the naked eye.
This amorphous layer which may be called

the Beilby layer is formed, as Beilby showed,

by a flowing of the metal, and, like a truly
fluid surface, it forms under the influence of

surface tension. No polishing powder is needed
to polish bismuth the operation can be per
formed by rubbing the metal on the skin of

the ball of the thumb. The skin then becomes
covered thickly with a fine dust of metal, a
considerable amount of material being rapidly
removed from the surface, and the dust is

seen under the microscope to be composed of

spheres each -01 mm. in diameter. The forma
tion of these spheres can be followed under
the microscope. At the edge of the plate the

flowing surface of the metal is detached in a
thin sheet which breaks up into drops under
the influence of its own tension. The structure

of the dust and its mode of formation are

therefore complete evidence of the fluidity of

the surface produced by rubbing.
Consider now the structure of the material

which is to be the seat of strain when two
such polished faces are separated by a layer
of lubricant only a fe-w molecules thick. Start

ing in the mass of the metal we ha*ve a magma
of solid crystals cemented together; this is

followed in order by the Beilby film of un
known but slight thickness, the lubricant, a
second Beilby film, and finally a second

crystalline mass.
In each crystalline mass the molecules are

disposed in a regular lattice. The disposition
in the Beilby film is unknown, but the two

arrangements are probably incompatible with.
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one another, so that the transition may be

expected to be abrupt. In the lubricant the I

molecules abutting on the bismuth face may
be supposed to be more highly oriented than
are those in the middle of the layer. The
whole region therefore includes four surfaces

of discontinuity, namely, at the interfaces

between the Beilby films and the crystals on
one side and the lubricant on the other, and
a layer, namely the lubricant, which varies

rapidly in state, the variation being disposed

symmetrically about an imaginary surface

midway between the solid faces. It is obvious

that it is impossible to predict where the yield

point will be under tangential stress in so
;

heterogeneous a system, especially as, for
j

reasons given, above, the cohesion is a function

of the traction.

When the friction is high the metal is torn
j

if any slipping takes place. This occurs when
]

no lubricant is present save perhaps a film of
\

condensed gas, and also when the lubricant is

one which fails to reduce the maximum friction

that of clean faces by 80 per cent. This

may be interpreted in two ways neither of

which is free from difficulty. The first is that

the yield point is at the interface between

lubricant and solid, so that the layer of lubri

cant becomes broken and the solid faces come

the second interpretation, namely, that the

yield paint when the lubricant is capable of

bearing a tangential stress above a critical

value is in the metal, possibly at the inter

face between the Beilby film and the crystals.

This second explanation is in better accord

with many of the facts, but it leaves the friction

to be fixed by the yield point of the metal for

ail except
"
good

"
lubricants. All

"* bad "

lubricants therefore should be indistinguishable
from one another they should be

"
neutral

'"

substances, as indeed they are for glass. This

is not the case for bismuth, as the table shoivs.

The matter may be left at that. The argu
ment was entered into not because it could be

pushed to a eonclupicn more investigation id

needed to make that possible but merely to

illustrate wherein the difficulties lie.

w. B. H.

The evidence, however, goes to prove that

tearing of the metal coincides with the in

ception *of slipping when the layer of lubricant

must be still intact, in which case we come to

LUBRICATION" or SURFACES tryDEB HIGH
PRESSURE. See

'"

Friction," (28).

LUDIN'S DETERMINATION OF SPECIFIC HEAT
OF "WATER. See ** Heat, Mechanical Equiva
lent of," (7).

LUMMEB AND PRTSGSHEiM : Experimental
Observations of Temperature of

'"
Black

Body," tabulated and compared with

values calculated from the fourth-power
law. See

"
Pyrometry, Total Radiation,

1 '

(3), Table L
Investigation of Radiation from a " Black

Body" Enclosure over the temperature

range 1QG3 to 1300 C. See ibid. (2), (3).

M
MONAUGHT'S ENGINE. See "Steam Engines, f

Reciprocating," (14).
|

MAGNETIC TACHOMETERS : for measuring |

number of revolutions per unit time. See '

"
Meters," (7), VoL ILL i

MALLOCK'S EXPERIMENTS ON THE FRICTION

OF CURVED SURFACES LN FLUIDS. See
"
Friction," (20).

MANOMETERS. See" Pressure, Measurementof."

Primary. (2) & seq.

Secondary. (8) et seq.

Range and Sensitivity of various types.
/9O\
{-ZOJ*

MARINE DIESEL OIL ENGINES. See
"
Engines,

Internal Combustion," (16).

MARINE ENGINE, THE FIRST. See "Steam

Engines, Reciprocating," (16).

MARINE ENGINES. See "Steam Engines,

Reciprocating," (9).

MASS, VIRTUAL: the apparent increase of

mass of a body moving with accelera

tion in a viscous fluid ; proportional to

the mass of the fluid displaced. See

"
Dynamical Similarity, The Principles

of," (22).

Experimental Determination of. See ibid.

1(23)." "\fATr\TTTM ENERGY ORDLNATE E,^" variation

with temperature of, studied by Lummer
and Pringsheim. See

"
Pyroraetry, Optical,"

(2) (u\).

MAXWELL'S DISTRIBUTION LAW. See
" Ther

modynamics," (66).

MAXWELL'S METHOD TOR DEFLECTION OF

FRAMES. See
"
Structures, Strength of,"

(24).

MAXWELL'S THEOREM ON THE RELATION
BETWEEN PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE
OF A Fmn>. See "Thermal Expansion,"

(28).

MAXWELL'S THERMODYNAMIC RELATIONS. See
"
Thermodynamics," (47).

MEAN FREE PATH OF A MOLECULE: the

average value of the length of the path
which a molecule traverses between succes

sive collisions. See
"
Thermodynamics,"

(66).
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MEASUREMENT, UNITS OF *

( 1 )
FUSDAMECTAL UNITS. The fundamental

units on which all physical measurements
are based are those of mass, length, and time.

Two systems of units are at present in use:

the Metric system, with the metre as the unit

of length and the kilogramme as the unit of

mass, and the Imperial or British system, in

which the yard is the unit of length and the

pound the unit of mass. The system used

almost universally for scientific purposes is

that in which the centimetre (
= one-hundredth

of a metre) is the unit of length, and the gramme
(=one-thousandth of a kilogramme) is the unit

of mass. This system is known as the centi-

metre-gramme-second (C.G.S.) system.
The choice of units was in the first instance

arbitrary, and no system based on actual

physical entities, such as the velocity of light,

gravitational attraction, etc., is hi use.

The most recent values of the metrical equiva
lents of the fundamental British units are those

legalised in the Order in Council of May 19,

1898. The equivalents of the units of length
were obtained by Benoit in 1895, and of the

units of mass by Broch in 1883, at the Inter

national Bureau of Weights and Measures.

The metric standards of length and mass are

kept at the International Bureau of Weights
and Measures in Sevres near Paris, and the

Imperial units are preserved at the Standards

Office of the Board of Trade, Old Palace Yard.

(2) UNITS OF LENGTH, (i.) The Metre.

The metre is defined as the distance, at the

melting-point of ice, between the centres of

two lines engraved upon the polished neutral

web surface of a platinum-indium bar of nearly

X-shaped section called ,the International

prototype metre. This is a copy of the original
Borda platinum standard the metre des

archives which was intended to be equal to

10- 7 or one ten-millionth of the- length of the

meridian through Paris from Pole to Equator.
According to Clarke's figures the correct

relation is a quadrant= 1 -0007 x 107
metres;

the mean of the values obtained by Helmert
and the U.S. Survey for the mean polar
quadrant is 1-00021 x 107 metres. The length
of the bar as constructed is now taken as an

arbitrary standard.

(ii.) The Yard. The yard was defined by
the Weights and Measures Act, 1878, as the
distance at temperature 62 F. between the
central transverse lines in two gold plugs in the
bronze bar called the Imperial standard yard,
when supported on bronze rollers so as best
to avoid flexure of the bar. The bar is of
1 inch square section, and is 38 inches long; the

1 Most of the information contained in this article
has been taken by permission from the Computer's
Handbook of the Meteorological Office, to which the
reader is referred for further details. i

defining lines are at the bottom of two holes
so as to be in the median plane of the bar.

(iii.) Equivalents.

(a) Metric Units.

Metre . . .1m. =39-37008 in.

= 3-280840 ft.

= 1-093613 yd.
Kilometre . . 1 km. = 0-6213712 mi.

(b) British Units.

Mile ,

Yard .

Foot .

Inch .

Imi. =1609-344 m.
1 yd. = 0-914400 m.
1ft. = 0-304800 m.
lin. = 2-54000 cm.

Nautical mile (English)
2= 1853-152 m. (Adm.)
=6080 ft.

= 1-1515 statute mi.

(c) Astronomical Units. For astronomical
work it is convenient to use larger units than
those defined above.

The astronomical unit is equal to the semi-

major axis of the earth's orbit.

1 astronomical unit=1-495 x 10s km.
=9-289 xlO7 mi.

Pajsec. . . =distanee at which the astr.

unit subtends 1 second (1").

=2-06 x 10s astr. unite approx.
=3-083 x 1013 km.
= 1-9158 xlO13 mi.

light-year . . =the distance travelled by
light in 1 year (velocity of

light =2-9986 xl010
cm./see.

= 186,326 mi./see.)
=0-31 parsec.

(iv.) Small Units. For measurements of
the wave-length of light and X-rays the unit is

one ten-thousand millionth metre, and is known
as a

"
tenth-metre

"
or the Angstrom unit.

Angstrom unit

Micron

Millimicron .

Mil

1 A.U. = 10~ 10 m.
1 p.

= l<)-
6 m.

1 /A/A =10~ 9 m.
imil. =10~3

in.

(v.) Ancient French Unite.

1 toise=6 ft. . = 1-9490366 m. = 2*1314918 yd.
1 foot =12 in. = 0-3248394 m. = 1-0657461 ft.

1 inch = 12 Paris

lines . . =27-069953 mm. = 1-0657461 in.

1 line . . = 2-255829 mm. =0-0882165 in.

(vi.) Eussian Measures.

1 verst= 1-06678 km. =0-663 mi.

(3) UNITS OF ABEA, Measures of area are
based on the standard of length.

(i.) Equivalents.

(a) Metric Units.

Square centimetre : 1 cm. 2= -1550 in.
2

= -001076ft. 2

= -0001196yd.
2

100m.3=l are.

=0-0988 rood.

10,000 m.2= l hectare.

=2-4711 acre.

8 See (18)
"
Geodetic Measures."
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(6) British Units.

lin. 2
. .

1ft. 2
.

lyd.
2

. .

1 acre .

. = 0-4516 cm.2

. = 929-03 era.
2

. =8361-3 cm.2

. =4&40 sq. yds.
0-4047 hectr.

1 square mile . . = 259-008 hectr.

= 2-59 sq. km.

(4) VOLUME (see also
"
Measurements of

Volume," Vol. III.). The unit of volume is

based on the unit of length, but in many cases

the legal unit has been defined as the* space
occupied by a certain weight of a standard

liquid usually water under standard con
ditions.

(i.) Metric. An attempt was made by the
founders of the metric system to correlate the
two units by defining the unit of mass as the
mass of a quantity of water which at its

temperature of maximum density occupied
1 cubic decimetre ; the litre or unit of volume
could then be defined as the space occupied

by a kilogramme of water at its maximum
density or as the space occupied by a cube

with side 10 centimetres. The experimental
relation now accepted is that 1 kilogramme
of water at 4 C., and pressure 760 mm.,
occupies 1000-027 c.c. In 1872 the unit of

mass was .redefined as the mass of the Inter

national kilogramme in its actual state, and
in 1901 the definition adopted for the litre

was the space occupied by a kilogramme of

water at its maximum density and render

normal atmospheric pressure (760 mm.).
(ii.) British, In British units the gallon is the

unit of volume, and is defined as the space occu

pied by 10 Ibs. weight of distilled water weighed
in air against brass weights at a pressure of

30 in. and temperature 62 F. Units based

on the unit of length are also in common use,

(iii.) Equivalents.

(a) Metric Units.

1 c.c. = -0610 c. in.

1 litre =1000-027 c.e.

= -03531 c. ft.

= 1-7598 pint.

2200 gal

(b) British Units.

1 c, in. =16-387 c.c.

1 c. ft =28-317 Iitres=28317 c.c. =6-22882 gaL
1 c. yd. = O7645 m.3

1 pint = -5682 lit

1 gallon
= 4-5460 Ht

(5) MASS, MEASTJEE OF. (i.) Metric.

The International prototype kilogramme is the

mass of a cylinder of platinum-indium, which

is a copy of the original Borda kilogramme
the kilogramme des archives. This was intended

to be equal to the mass of a cubic deci

metre of pure water at its maTim-nm density

(see (4)).

(ii.) British. The Imperial standard pound
is the weight in vacua of a platinum cylinder.

(iii.)

(a)

Kilogramme
Gramme .

Metric toniie

1 kg. 2-2040223 Ib.

!?."= 15-432356 gr.
1 t. lufiO kg.

= 22f>4-)22 ib.

.

j (b} British Units.

i Pound . . . 1 Ib. =453'.'&i*43 g.

! Ounce (avoir.) . 1 oz. = 2S-34&5 g.
'

Ounce (trey and

apothecary) . 1 oz. = 3M034S g.

Grain . . . 1 gr.
= 0- 00479892 g.

Ton ... lton= 1-0]0047 ^
|

(6) DENSITY. The density of any sub
stance is the mass of unit volume, and is

|

measured in grammes per cubic centimetre, or

!

in pounds per cubic font. The term specific
> gravity is occasionally used t> denote the

density of a substance relative to that of

water.

\ 1 g. c.c. =6243 11,. c. ft.

ifb. e. ft.= -JiUKc! g.'e.c.

(i.) Density of Wales. Water lias its maxi
mum density at 3-9S* C. when pressure is 7t>J

mm. ; at other pressures the temperature of

maximum density is given by the formula
1 J

TO
= 3-98 --0225(^-1), where p is measured

in atmospheres.
1

The density of pure water under one

atmosphere for different temperatures is as

foBows :

D*tity g./rc.

. '99930

. -99987

. 1-0000

. -99S23

. -9S81

. -95S4

268

273

277

293

323

373

Density of mercury at the normal freezing-

point of water= 13-5955 g./c.c.

(ii) Density of Dry Air. The density of

dry air varies ^vith pressure and temperature

according to the formula

For dry air free from CO2 Kegnault obtained

the value p = 1292-78 g./m.
3 for p =760 mm.,

= 273, which gives

I -where p is measured in millibars. The addition

I
of 0-04 per cent C02 increases the value of pg

'

by 0-021 per cent, and the formula becomes

t'.e. p= 1201 g./m.
3
approximately at 1000 mb.

and 290 a,

I
J Kaye and Laby, Physical and Chemical Constants,

1

1918, p. 22.
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(iii.) Dtn^lty of Dntng Air. The density of

damp air may be obtained from the density

of dry air by means of the formula

where /^ is the density of dry air,

p is the total pressure,
e is the vapour pressure.

Hence

(7) TIME, HEASUBE OF. The standard of

time is derived from the period of the earth's

rotation, and the unit of time in hoth metric

and British systems is the mean solar second

which is equal to 1/24 x 60 x 60, t.c. 1/86400
mean solar days.
A true solar day is defined as the interval

between successive transits of the centre of

the sun's disc over a meridian, hut this interval

varies throughout the year, and in order that

the civil day may "be of uniform length,
standard time is measured with reference to

a " mean sun
" which is supposed to revolve

uniformly round the earth in a time equal to

the average length of the true solar day.

(i.) The mean solar day on which the defini

tion of unit time is based is therefore defined

as the average interval between successive

transits of the centre of the sun across any
given meridian.

(ii) The tropical or solar year is the average
interval between successive passages of the

son across the first point of Aries (the first

point of Aries is the

point of intersection of

the celestial equator
with the ecliptic where
the sun crosses the

equator from south to

north).

(iii.) The Civil Tear.

According to the
Julian calendar the civil year contains 365

f

days for three successive years, the fourth

year containing 366; a further correction is

made by which a century year contains 365

days unless divisible by 400, when it contains

366.

The average value of the civil year

_S65x3Q3 4- 366x97
400

=365-2425 days,

and is accordingly approximately equal to the
solar year, which contains 365-2422 mean solar

days.

(iv.) The Sidereal I)ay is defined as the
interval between two consecutive transits of
the first point of Aries across any selected

meridian, and is therefore equal to the period

of rotation of the earth with reference to the

fixed stars the value is 23 hours, 56 minutes,
4-0906 seconds. 1

(v.) The Sidereal Year is the time interval in

which the sun appears to perform a complete
revolution with reference to the fixed stars.

(vi.) Equivalents.

1 tropical or solar

year . . =365-2422166 mean solar days.
1 sidereal year =366-2564 sidereal days.

=365-2564 mean solar days

(epoch 1900).
1 mean solar day =86,400 sec.

=0-002737909 mean solar years.
= 1-00273791 sidereal days.
=24 hr. 3 min. 56-56 sec. in

sidereal time.

1 sidereal day . =86,164-0906 sec.

=0-99727 mean solar days.
=23 hr. 56 min. 4-09 sec. in

mean time.

If 1 year . . =360,
1 mean solar day=059

/
8-33*.

Iweek . . =6 53' 58*.

30 days . . =29 34' 10".

Ihour . . =1-140795 xlO- 4
year.

=0 2' 27-847*.

1 minute . . = 1-90132 x 10~6
year.

=2-464'.

1 second. . =3-168866 xlO~ s
year.

=0-041066".
seconds pendulum in LondonLength of the

=39-13929 in.

(vii) Rotation of the Earth.

=0-00007292 r./s.Relative to a star

Relative to the sun lhr.

1 4 min.

(8) STANDARD TIME. For the British
Isles and the greater part of Western Europe
(France, Belgium, Spain, and Portugal) Green
wich Mean Time is the standard and is known
as G.M.T. or W.E.T. (Western European Time).
For other countries a system of zone time has
been adopted in which the time is referred to
some standard meridian chosen so that the
difference between the standard time for the
zone and G.M.T. is a whole number of hours
or half-hours. Thus zone lies between
7 W. and 7 E. and keeps the time of meridian
0, i.e. G.M.T. ; zone 1 lies between 7J W.
and 22 W., and keeps the time of meridian
15 W., i.e. one hour behind G.M.T. ; zone

1 Owing to the "
precession

"
of the earth's axis the

true period of the earth's rotation is approximately
01 sees, longer than the sidereal day.
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- 1 is between 7J- E. and 22 J E., and keeps
the time of meridian 15" E., one hour in front

of G.M.T. Some adjustment of the zones is

made on account of political boundaries.

(L) Local Mean Time. In order to convert

time in G.M.T. into local mean time add 4

minutes for each degree of longitude for pkces
east of Greenwich, and subtract 4 minutes for

each degree for places west of Greenwich.

(ii.) Apparent Time. Time based on the

length of the true solar day is called
fc *

apparent

time," and it is this which is measured by a

sundial or sunshine recorder. In order to

obtain local apparent time from local mean
time a correction must be applied, known as

the equation of time. The correction is zero on

April 16,June 15,September 1,and December 5,

reaches maxima of -f 16 minutes 21 seconds on

November 3, and 4- 3 minutes 49 seconds on

May 14; and minima of 14 minutes 25 seconds

on February 12, and - 6 minutes 18 seconds

on July 26 a positive sign meaning that the

value is to be added to mean time to obtain

apparent time, and a negative sign meaning
that the value is to be subtracted. Accurate

values of the equation of time for each day
are given in the Xautical Almanac.

(iii.) Sidereal Time. If a great circle be

drawn from the pole to a star, the angle this

hour circle makes with the meridian is termed

the hour angle. The hour angle west of the

first point of Aries, turned into time at the

rate of 15 per hour, is known as sidereal time,

(iv.) Summer Time. Since 1916 it has been

the practice in mo^t countries of Western
j

mat of acceleration^ 1~" i t "

moved through to the time that i taken ;

the unit of velocity IB such that unit distance

is moved through in unit time, and is accord

ingly fixed by the fundamental units of space
and time.

In the metric system velocity is measured

in centimetres per second (C.G.S- unit), metres

per second, or kilometres per hour ; and in the

British system in feet per second, miles per

hour, or knots. The unit chosen depends to

a large extent on the magnitude of the quan
tities to be measured.

The equivalents of the several units are as

follows :

(i.) Metric Units.

Centimetre per second : 1 cm. ,'s. =<K32&0&4 ft. /a,

=0-022361) mi./ iff.

=0-019435 knot?.

Kilometre per hour : 1 km., hr. =062137 12 mi. /hr.

(iL) British Units.

Foot per second : 1 ft. s. =0-304800 m-.s.

Mile per hour : 1 mi. hr. =0-44707 in. s.

= 1-609344 kin. hr.

Knot. . - 1 knot =1 nautical mile hr.

i

=1-1515 mi. Irr.

j

=0-51453 ra. s,

I (iiL) Velocity of Light The mean value of

the velocity of light in vacuo is 2-9986 x 1010

cm./sec.
= 186,326 mi./sec.

(iv.) Angular Telocity is measured in radians

per second (1 radian= 57-296
C
), or in the

number of revolutions per unit time,

(11) ACCELERATION, MZASTTBE OF. The

Europe to use Summer Time, which is one

hour in advance of G.M.T. The period over

which summer time extends varies in different

countries and from year to year.

(9) MEASURES OF ANGLE. The symbol TT

is used to denote the ratio of the circumference

of a circle to its diameter.

log TT =0-49715,

=0-318309886,
1C

-6)- 1-50285.

1 gaL
1 leo.

(i) The Radian. The unit of measurement

for angles is the radian, which is equal to the

angle subtended at the centre of a circle by I

an arc of length equal to the radius.
'

TT radians= 180%
1 radian =57-29578

=57 17' 44-81',

1 . =0-017453 radin.Ti.fu

(ii.)
The Point. Wind direction

measured in points where

often

the velocity changes by unit amount, and it

depends therefore solely upon the units chosen

for length and time, and has dimensions,

velocity/time, L. L/T
2
.

(i.) Metric Units. The C.G.S. unit is the
"

gal.," which is 1 centimetre per second per

second.

=1 cni.;'s.
fi =0-0328084 ft/s.

2

=1 decametre per second per second.

= 10-* cm.
;
'fi-

a

= 10 micron/s.
2

(iL) British Unite.

1 foot per second per second =30-4800 cm,/s.
2

Tor acceleration of gravity, see (17)
"
Gravity."

(12) FORCE, MEASURE OF. Force is

measured by the acceleration produced in

unit mass, and unit force is that which would

produce unit acceleration in unit mass. Force

may also be measured by change of momentum

per unit time, and has therefore the dimen

sions of momentum/time=ML/T
3
.

(i.) Metric Units. The unit on the C.G.S. sys

tem is the dyne, or the force which accelerates

or retards the velocity of a mass of 1 gramme

i VELOCITY MEASTJEE OF. The velocity i by 1 cm. per second per second. A gravita-

ofa body1 denned as the ratio of the distance ! tional unit which is the weight of 1 gramme is
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also used; it is equivalent to g dynes, and

therefore varies with latitude and height above

sea-level (see (17)
'"

Gravity ").

(ii.) British Units. The British unit is the
u
poundal," the force which in one second

retards or accelerates the velocity of a mass
of 1 Ib. by 1 ft. per sec. per sec. The corre

sponding gravitational unit which is commonly
employed by engineers is the weight of 1 Ib.

= g poundals.

(iii.) Equivalents.

1 dyne . = 1 gramme centimetre per second

per second.

=weight of -00102 g.
= 7-233 x 10- 5

poundals,
1 gramme weight=980-6 dynes at latitude 45.

=981-2 dynes at London.

=978-1 dynes at the Equator.
=983 dynes at the Pole.

1 poundal . = 13,825 dynes.
1 pound weight =32-172 poundals at sea-level in

latitude 45.
=4-45 xlO5

dynes,

(13) WORK A2n> EXEBGY, MEASURE OF.

A force is said to do work when its point of

application moves in the direction of the force,

and the work done is measured by the prodnct
of the force and the distance through which
the point of application moves.

Energy is measured by the work which a

body can do ; it may take the form of :

Potential energy or energy of position,
Kinetic energy or energy of motion,
Thermal energy or energy of heat.

(L) Metric Units, The unit on the C.G.S.

system is the erg, which is the work done by
a force of 1 dyne when its point of application
is moved through 1 cm. ; usually a unit

107
ergs=l joule is used. A practical unit is

the kilogramme metre, which depends on the

value of g.

(ii.) British Units. The British unit is the
"
foot-poundal," with a corresponding gravita

tional unit the foot-pound.

(iii.) Equivalents (<7=9S1 cm./s.
s
).

1 erg.... =gramme (centimetre per

second)
2
.

=2-3731 x 10- 6
foot-ponndals.

= 7-373 xlO~8 ft ibs.*

1 joule . . . =107
ergs.

1 kilogramme metre = 10s gramme cm.

=0:<10
5

ergs =9-81 xlO7

ergs.*
1 Board of Trade Unit

(B.T.U.) . . = 1 kilowatt-hour.

=3-6 x 1013 ergs.

Foot-pound : 1 ft. Ib. = 13825 gram. cm.
= 1-3562 xlO7

ergs.*

Foot-poundal , . =4-2139 x 105
ergs.

Foot-ton . . . =2240 ft.-lbs.

=3-097 x!07
g.cm.

=3-0380 xlO10
ergs.*

Note. The values marked with an asterisk (*) are

dependent on the value of the acceleration of gravity g.

(iv.) Rate of Working. The rate at which
force does work is measured in units of work

per second.

On the C.G.S. system the unit is 1 erg per
second or g.(cm./s.)

2
/s. The practical unit is

the
"
watt," which is equivalent to 1 joule

per second.

In British units the common unit is the

horse-power= 550 ft.-lbs. per second.

(v.) Equivalents.

1 watt . . = 107
erg/s.

= 1 joule per second.

= l-34x 10~3 horse-power,

1 horse-power . =550 ft.-lbs. per second.

=7-46xl09
erg/s.

=746 watts.

1 force de cheval =7-36 x 10s erg/s.

(14) PRESSURE, MEASURE OF. (i.) Units.

Pressure is the force per unit area which

any liquid or gas exerts on the surface in

contact with it. The unit of pressure is that

produced by unit force acting on unit area,

and on the C.G-.S. system, is a force of 1 dyne
per square centimetre, on the British system
a force of 1 poundal per square foot. Units

depending on the value of g, such as 1

gramme weight per square centimetre or 1 Ib.

weight per square foot, are also in common
use.

(ii.) Barometric Pressure. Bar and Milli

bar. After the introduction of the barometer

pressure came to be measured as the length
of a column of fluid, usually mercury (see

"Atmosphere, Physics of," (1)); and this

length was subsequently corrected for varia

tions in the value of g and of temperature.
The relation between the

"
mercury - inch

"

and the
"
mercury-millimetre

" and the value
of pressure in units of force is obtained from
the equation

lpg=pressure in dynes per square centimetre,

where I is the length of the column in centi

metres, p is the density of mercury in grammes
per cubic centimetre, g is the acceleration of

gravity in cm./s.
2

More recently the practice has become
established of measuring the pressure of the

atmosphere in units of force, and for this

purpose the millibar, which is equivalent to a

pressure of 1000 dynes per square centimetre,
has come into use in the British Isles (see

"Millibar"). The normal atmospheric press
ure at sea-level is 1013-2 millibars, which
differs little from 1 bar. In the United
States the

*' bar "
is taken as equivalent

to 1 dyne per square centimetre, and the

pressure of the atmosphere is measured in

kilobars, which are equivalent to the English
millibars.
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(iii.) Equivalents.
C.G.S.

I dyne per sq. cm. = 1 microbar i =1 bar U.S.A.).
= 1-45,- Kr5

ll*./sq. in.

=2-95306 x 10
~ 3

mercury -inches.

=7-50076 < 10~ 4
mercury - milli

metres.
1 millibar . . =1000 dynes per square centi

metre.
= 1 kilobar (U.S.A.*.

1 centibar . . =10 millibars.

British Unit.

Mercury-inch . =1 inch of mercury at 323
F.

in latitude 4o 3
.

"

=33-8632 mb.

Mercury-millimetre= 1 mm. of mercury at O3 C. in

latitude 453
.

= 1-333200 mb.
760 mm. =1013-231 mb.
1000mb, = 14-496 lb./in.

s

=2087-424 lb./ft.=

1 lb./sq. in, =68,971 dynes/cm.
2= 70-31 gm. cm.2

1 ton/sq. in. = 1-545 x 10* dynes /cm.
3 = 1-575

Russian Hall-lines (normal at 62C F.}.

1 half-line = 1 -GS801 mb. = -0498 in.

600 half-lines= 1012-804 nib.

The standard "
atmosphere

"
is equiva

lent to

760 mm. mercury at O
3
C., lat. 45D, and sea-leveL

=759-4 mm. mercury at C. in London.
=29-92 in. mercury at C,, Lat. 45, and sea-

level.

= 1-0132 x 106 dynes per cm.2

= 14-7 Ibs. persq. in,

=0-94 tons per sq. ft

(15) TEMPERATURE, MEASUBE OF. Three

arbitrary scales are in use for the measurement
of temperature, viz. the Centigrade, the

Fahrenheit, and the Reaumur. In all the

fixed points of the scale are (1) the tem

perature of ice when melting under standard

atmospheric pressure of 760 mm. (1013-2 mb.) ;

and (2) the temperature of steam from water

boiling normally under pressure 760 mm.
The scales differ, however, in the numerical

values assigned to these two tempera
tures, and consequently in the size of the

degree.

(i.) Centigrade. On the Centigrade scale,

which is now used almost universally for

scientific purposes, the temperature of melting
ice is taken as the zero, and the temperature
of boiling water as 100. Temperatures on

this scale are denoted by
C
C. following the

value, and for values below the' melting-point
a negative sign is prefixed.

(ii.) Fahrenheit. On the Fahrenheit scale,

which is commonly used in the British Isles,

the melting-point of ice is 32 F., and the

boiling-point of water is 212 F. The scale

was originally introduced by Fahrenheit in

the early part of the eighteenth century.

The zero denoted the lowest temperature then

reached, viz. the temperature of a mixture at

ice and salt, and the normal temperature of the

human body, which was found to be nearly
constant, was taken as 24", the melting-point
of ice being 8'. The size of the degree was
then reduced to one-fourth, and the fixed

points became 0% 32% and 96-. The scale was

subsequently redefined to agree with the centi

grade scale at 0' C. and 100' C.

(iii.) The Riaumur Scale. On this scale the

melting - point of ice is indicated by O 3

B.,

and the boiling
- point of water by 80 K.

The scale was until recently in common use

on the Continent, but is gradually being

replaced by the centigrade scale.

(iv.) Absolute. Scale. The absolute scale of

temperature, sometimes known as the thenno
. dynamic or work scale, was originally intro

duced by Lord Kelvin, and is based on a

consideration of the amount of work which
can be obtained from a heat engine for a

given supply of heat. The zero is such that

a heat engine working between any source

and a receiver at the zero of temperature
would convert aH the heat taken in into wurk

(see "Thermodynamics," | (21 1, (22)}.

If the size of the degree is taken as equal to

;

that on the centigrade scale the temperature
of absolute zero is approximately

- 273 C. ;

for degrees on the Fahrenheit scale the tem-

j perature of absolute zero is -459-443 F.

i
The centigrade thermodynaniic scale is adopted

,
as fundamental by the National Physical

i Laboratory in view of resolutions of the Fifth
( General Conference of Weights and Measures,

i
1913.

i

The scale of the hydrogen gas thermometer

at constant volume is nearly coincident with

the work scale. Some of the more recent

! values for the absolute temperature of the ice

point on the hydrogen scale are 273-14 (Cal-

lendar, 1903), 273-05 (Berthelot, 1907), 273-06

: (Buckingham, 1908), 273-13 (Kose-Innes,

; 1908).
The name " Tercentesimal

" has been sug

gested for an approximate absolute scale,

taking the zero as - 273 C., and
tfc

Quingente-

simal
"

for a scale in Fahrenheit degrees

measured from - 4o9 F.

i (v.) Kilograd Scale, A fifth scale recently

suggested by Professor McAdie is one in which

the zero is taken at - 273 C., and the degree

is one -thousandth part of 273 centigrade

degrees; the normal freezing-point is there

fore taken as 1000.

(vi.) Equivalents. The relations between the

scales are as follows :

! C.=(F-32)=fR=A-273 (appro*.),

I F.=32-ffC=32-ffR=fA-459-4,
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The relation between the size of the degrees

on the four scales is

(16) HEAT, MEASURE OF QUANTITY, (i.)

Units. The empirical unit for the measure

ment of quantity of heat is the amount of heat

required to raise the temperature of unit mass

of water through one degree, and depends on

the unit chosen for the measurement of mass

and on the scale of temperature.
In physical investigations the unit of heat

is the gramme-calorie, or the heat required to

raise 1 gramme of water through a temperature
of r c.

The unit of heat in British units, known
as the British Thermal Unit, is the quantity of

heat required to raise the temperature of 1 Ib.

of water through 1 F.

The unit of heat so defined is not the same
at different points of the scale, and for pre
cision the limits through which the tempera
ture is raised must be specified. The unit

used by Regnault the "aero-gramme-calorie"
was the quantity of heat required to raise

1 gramme of water from to 1 C. The
20 C., and 15 C. calorie, are also used to

denote the value of the calorie for T=20 C.

and T= 15 C. respectively. More recently
Professor GaJlendar has defined the

" mean
calorie

"
as one-tenth of the quantity of heat

required to raise 1 gramme of water from
2S8 a. to 298 a. 15 C. to 25 C. ; the same
term is, however, sometimes used to denote

one-hundredth of the heat required to raise

1 gramme of water from 273 a. to 373 a.

1 British ThermalUnit= 777 ft.lbs. =252-00 calories.

1 calorie . . . =0-00397 B.Th.U.

The large calorie, or

major calorie . = 1000 calories,

(ii.) Dynamical Equivalent of Heat. When
it became recognised that heat is a form of

energy, it became possible to connect the

empirical units defined above with the funda
mental units of mechanics. The relationship

depends on the experimental determination
of the mechanical energy equivalent to a

certain quantity of heat, a quantity which has

come to be known as the Mechanical or

Dynamical Equivalent of Heat.

The fundamental relation is

1 mean calorie (273 a.-2&3 a.) =4-184 joules.
1 20 calorie.... =4-180 joules.

The reciprocal of the dynamical equivalent
usually denoted by A = 0-239.

(iii.) Capacity for Heat. The capacity for

heat of any substance in calories (or B.Th,

Units) is the quantity of heat required to

raise unit mass through 1 C. (or 1 F.).

(iv.) Specific heat of a substance is the ratio

of its capacity for heat to the capacity for

heat of water at some standard temperature.
For standard temperature 293 a. the specific

heat is numerically the same as the capacity
for heat in calories per gram per degree.

(v.) Specific Heat of Water. 1 The value of

the specific heat of water at various tempera
tures is as follows (Kaye and Laby for 20

calorie) :

Tlie specific heat of sea water at 290 a. =0-94,
ice at 260 a. =0-502.

(vi.) Specific Heat of Gases. The specific

heat of gases has different values according as

the temperature is raised at constant pressure
or at constant volume.

Dry air at constant press
ure at 293 a. (CP)

. =0-2417 (Swann, 1909).

Dry air at constant volume

{Cc ) at 273 a. . . =0-1715 (Joly, 1891).
Water vapour at constant =0-4652 (Holborn and

pressure at 373 a. . Henning, 1907).
Water vapour at constant

volume at 373 a. . =0-340 (Pier; 1909).

The ratio of the specific heats, usually de
noted by K or y = CJCv, is a quantity of some

importance.

Velocity of sound in any gas -
=

v-y . pjp.
For a gas expanding adiabatically pv = const.

For dry air . 7=1-40
(7-D/7 286.

(vii.) Latent Heat.-^-The latent heat of vapor
isation is the amount of heat required to change
1 gramme of substance from liquid to vapour
without change of temperature.

Latent heat of steam at 273 a. =597 calories.

=2495 joules/g.
Latent heat of steam at 373 a. =539 calories.

=2252 joules/g.

1 For a discussion of this quantity and values hi
terms of a 17-5 C. calorie, see "Heat, Mechanical
Equivalent of," (7), (9).
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The formula connecting latent heat and

temperature given by Smith a is

LT =597-2 --580(T- 273), where L is in calories.

LT=2495 - 2-43(T - 273), where L is in joules.

The late tit heat of fusion is the quantity of

heat required to convert 1 gramme of sub
stance from solid to liquid -without change of

temperature.

Latent heat of 1 gramme of water =79-77 cak-rle?.

=33*3-4 joules g.

(17) GRAVITY, MEAsrBE OF. The law of

universal gravitation is that every body
attracts every other body with a force which
varies directly as the product of the two
masses and inversely as the square of the

distance between them.

(i. )
The constant of gravitation is the constant

G in the law of attraction set out above, and
is defined by the equation

-r, * . . . . /..mass x mass
Force of attraction =G . ,. r ,-*

(dist.)
2

G = 6-6576 x 10- 8 cm.3
/g.s.

2
(Boys).

(ii.) The acceleration of gravity is the accelera

tion produced in any body by the force of

the earth's attraction; as actually measured
bhe acceleration is that due to the earth's

attraction minus the centrifugal force of the

earth's rotation.

Owing to the fact that the earth is not

perfectly spherical in shape, but is more

nearly a spheroid, and also on account of the

variation with latitude of the centrifugal force

of the earth's rotation, and the irregularities
in the density of the earth's surface, the

formulae giving the variation of g over the

earth's surface are complicated.
A formula of the following form is given by

Helmert :

where
<j>

is the latitude, H the mean radius

of the earth, h = height above sea - level,

Ti
f

thickness of surface strata of low density,

A=mean density of the earth (5-6 x density

of water), 5=mean density of surface strata

(2-8 x density of water), 6=actual density of

the surface strata in the region, #=oro-

graphical correction due to neighbouring
mountains.

Assuming that d9 and y is negligible, we
obtain

= 980-617(1- -00259 cos 2$l-

where 0=980-617 is the value of gravity at

sea-level in latitude 45.

Putting R= 6-37 x 108 metres,

g =980-617(1
- -00259 cos 2<}(1

- 1-96 x 10-7
fc),

where A is in metres.

1 Phys. .Rer., 1907.

In British units, putting R = 2-09 > 107
feet,

^=32-172(1 - -00259 cos 2^}|1 -5-97 '/, lQ-*h)9

where // is in feet.

The above formula applies to places on
the earth's surface at different heights
above sea-level, and takes account of the

additional attraction of the high ground;
for points above the earth's surface the factor

R2
/{R-i-fc)

a
==l/{l-uA;Rf, which is approxi

mately equal to 1-2&/R if A/R is small,

replaces 1 - 5/4R.
(iii. } Centrifugal Force of ifie EoartK* RfAQtion.

On account of the rotation of the earth the

acceleration produced in any body Is the

resultant of the acceleration produced by the

gravitational attraction of the earth, and the

acceleration produced by the centrifugal force

of the rotation. This latter com|>oiieiit is

equal to - Ewa cos2
#, where R is the radius

of the earth and w the angular velocity.
At the equator R = 6-377 * 10s em., and since

w = 7-292 /. 10- 5
r./s.,

.-. Ha?2 =3-39 em. /$.*,

hence for latitude
<j>
the value of g is diminished

by Rw2 cos2 <p,
i.e. by 3-39 cos2

<j> em./s.
a
, on

,

account of the rotation of the earth.

(18) GEODETIC MEASURES, (i.) The
jlftfc. According to the definition

adopted in England and the United States,

the nautical mile is equal to the length of

one minute of arc of a great circle on a spherical
earth assumed to have the same area as

darkens ellipsoid (see below).
On the Continent the terms

"
nautical

mile
" and

"
geographical mile

"
are inter

changeable, and both are defined as the mean

length of arc of one minute of latitude which

! varies from 1842-7 m. at the equator to

! 1861-3 m. at the poles.

j
Adopting the English definition for nautical

! mile,
i

i Nautical mile . =1853-152 m. (Admiralty).
! =6080 feet.

;
=1-1515 statute males.

Geographical mile=1852 m. (Annnaire dm Bnrean

i Central des longitudes).

= 6076-8 feet.

(ii.) Clark?a Ellipsoid. The surface of the

planet as determined by
"
sea - level

"
is

approximately an ellipsoid, known as darkens

ellipsoid, with axes as follows :

Semi-polar axis . =6,356,068 m. ;

Semi-eqoatorial axes =6,378,294 m. and

6,376,350 m, ;

and according to Clarke's figures :

1 quadrant =10,007,000 m.
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(in.) Geodetic Constants. The mean polar

quadrant = 10,002 kilometres (determined from
a mean of Helmert and TJ.S. Survey).

Value of g : Equator
Lat. 45

London
Pole .

Mean density of earth

Mean density of surface of

earth ....
Volume of earth

Mass of earth .

=978-024 cm./s.
2

=980-617 cm./s.
2

=981-19 cm./s.
2

= 983-210 cm./s.
2

= 5-5 g./c.c. approx.

=2-65 g./c.c.
= 1-082 xlOal m.3

=5-98 x 1027 g.

=5-87 x 1021 tons.

= l-45xl018 cm.2

=3-67xl018 cm. 2

Area of land (estimated) .

Area of ocean (estimated)
Mean depth of ocean,

(Murray) . . . =3-85xl05 cm.

Volume oKxse-an . . =1-41 x 1024 c.c.

Mass of ocean . . . =l-45x!024
g.

Jkss of the atmosphere . =5-33 X 1021 g.

Velocity of a point on the equator due to the

earth's rotation=Rw =4-64 x 104 cms./s.
2 or 1037

Tyrilgs per hour approx.

LENGTH OF 1 OP LONGITUDE IN DIFFERENT
LATITUDES

(19) ASTBONOMICAL CONSTANTS.
(i.)

Sun.

Distance from earth .

Mass ....
Equatorial diameter an

gular ....
Mean time taken hy light
from sun to earth .

Obliquity of ecliptic .

Mean equatorial solar

parallax (Hinks, 1909) =8* -807.

= 1-494 xlOu m.
=9-282 xlO7

miles.
= 329,320 x earth's mass.

=32' 2"-36.

=865,980 miles.

= 1,393,338 km.

=498-2 seconds.

=8-3 minutes (approx.).
=23 27' 4"*04 (1909).

The Water-cooled," (4).

MECHANICAL EQUIVALENT OF HEAT : the
amount of work (J) which must be
expended in the production of unit

quantity of heat, if the work is wholly-
converted into heat. In the absolute

(C.GLS.) system J= 4-1868xl07
ergs per

gramme-calorie. On the British system
J =777-8 foot-pounds per B.T.U. This
assumes 1400 foot-pounds (in the latitude
of London) as equivalent to one mean
pound-calorie. If we assume the standard
thermal unit to be the energy required to
raise one gramme of water from 17 C. to
18 C., then J= 4-185xl07

ergs, and
assuming #=981, its value is 252-0 kilo

gramme-metres, or on the British system,
777-6 foot - pounds. See also

"
Heat,

Mechanical Equivalent of," (9) ;

"Thermo
dynamics," (3).

Comparison of Keliable Determinations of.

See
"
Heat, Mechanical Equivalent of

"

1(6).

Criticism of Discrepancies in Values of
See ibid. (3).

Discussion of Data of Various Determina
tions and Selection of Reliable Values.
See ibid. (3).

Direct Determination Experiments. See
ibid. (4) (i.).

Indirect Methods of Determination of.
1

See ibid. (5).

Joule's Method of Determination of. See
ibid. (4) (i.).

Summary of Methods of Determining. See
ibid. (7).

MECHAOTCAL POWERS
THE mechanical powers are simple pieces
of

^
apparatus devised originally with the

object of raising a heavy weight by the

application of a small force. Let P be the

applied force, and suppose that by the motion
of its point of application through a distance
a, measured in the direction of the force, the

weight W is raised a vertical distance b, or
more generally a force W is exerted through
a distance b.

Then the work done by the force is Pa, that
done on the weight is W6, and, neglecting
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any losses in the machine due to friction and
other causes, these two are equal. Thus

and
P~6*

The construction of the machine is such
that a is considerably greater than 6, so
that a large weight is raised by a small

power.
Since the displacements a and b take place

in the same time the quantities a and b

measure also the velocities of the points of

application of the weight and the power;
the equivalence of work expressed by the

equation Pa=W6 used to be known as the

principle of virtual velocity, and a]b is spoken
of as the velocity ratio of the machine; it

measures, as we have seen, the ratio of the

weight raised to the force applied.

(1) THE ISCUDTED PLANE. The inclined

plane is one of the most ancient of the mechani
cal powers known to mankind. It is probable ,

that it was used, in its ancient form, in the

raising of large stones such as those used
in the construction of the pyramids or of

Stonehenge.
(

If the length of the plane, measured along |

its surface, be denoted by a, and the height \

and horizontal distance by ^3 and 7 respectively, j

then the displacement of a body along the <

plane will be represented by a, the vertical
j

displacement by , and the horizontal displace-
mentr by 7; a, , and 7 also represent the

j

relative velocities in these three directions.
j

A survival of the ancient use of the inclined
j

plane as a meana of raising heavy loads is
]

seen to-day in the railway embankment, by i

which a railroad is carried up and down hill,
j

the gradient being reduced to a workable 1

minimum by the erection, at enormous ex-

penditure of labour., of long sloping banks of
j

earth. ;

In the form of the wedge, the inclined plane
is commonly employed in a great variety of

|

ways, from the common wedge for splitting |

timber to its use in apparatus and machinery ;

of precision. i

(2) PULLEYS. Combinations of belts or :

ropes and pulleys are used to transmit
,

rotational motion between shafts, the axes
|

of which may be at any angle to each
,

other. In belt driving it must always be

arranged that the point at which the belt

leaves one pulley must be in the central plane
of the next pulley over which the belt has

,

feo pass. If this rule is observed the belt :

will remain on the pulleys for one direction !

of drive, but if it is desired to drive in both !

directions properly placed guide pulleys must i

be provided. i

(i.) Tackles. In a combination in which one
!

fl.-gifi is capable of moving parallel to itself, the !

mechanism is commonly termed a
"
tackle,"

the object of which is to cause relative dis

placement of the axes on which the pulleys
rotate : the rotation of the pulleys is not
essential to the mechanism, their object being
purely to minimise friction.

Of the combinations forming
"
tackles

"
or"

purchases
"
there are three common systems.

In the first, Fig. 1, the weight is suspended
from the axle of the lowest pulley and the

rope passing round it is attached at"one end to
a fixed beam above, the other end leing fix<>d

to the axle nf the next lowest pulley: the

rope passing round the latter has o*rte end
attached to the beam and the other to the
axle of the third pulley, and so on. TBe
last rope has a free end* by which the force

required to lift or lower the* weight is applied
in a vertical direction.

The velocity ratio of the system is 2% where
n is the number of pulleys.
In the second system, Fig. 2, one rope only

FIG. l. FIG. 2.

is used, and this passes round all the pulleys
in turn. Two blocks are provided, each

carrying a number of pulleys either on the
same or separate axles.

The upper block is supported from a beam
and the lower carries the weight to be lifted

or lowered. The rope is fixed at one end to

the upper block and passes successively
under the first pulley of the lower block,
over the first pulley of the upper block,

tinder the second pulley of the lower block,

and so on, travelling in the same direction

throughout. At the free end of the rope
the force is applied.
The velocity ratio of the system is numeri

cally equal to the number of ropes connecting
the upper and lower blocks.

In the third system, Fig. 3, all the ropes
are attached to the weight, or to a beam

supporting the weight. The rope passing
over any pulley is attached at one end to the
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beam, and at the other to the axle of the

next lower pulley except in the case of the

lowest pulley, where the free end forms the

means of applying the force. The first or

uppermost pullev is supported by its axle

from an overhead beam,
and the weight is slung
from the lower beam
at a point suitably
chosen so that all the

ropes remain parallel

to each other. If there

are n pulleys, the velo

city ratio is 2n 1.

(ii.) Differential Pul

leys Wesion's Differ
ential Block. The

upper block of this

tackle carries two pul

leys differing slightly

in diameter and fixed

to the same axle, and
the lower block a single

pulley.
The chain passes

over one of the upper
pulleys, then under the lower one, and finally
over the second upper pulley on the opposite
side of the axle, as shown in Fig. 4. A fair

length of chain is retained, the ends being
joined to form an endless linkage. The

pulleys are grooved to receive the chain

links so that no slip of the chain over the

pulleys is possible.

By this device a very high velocity ratio

can be obtained, and is equal to 2D/(D d),

where D and d are the diameters of the two

upper pulleys

D| respectively.
The Weston

block is a modi
fication of the

different! al

wheel and axle,

the difference

being that in

the latter device

the ends of the

chain or rope
are fixed to the

large and small

axles respec-

FIG> 4> tively,the power
being applied by

rotation of the axles about their common
axis.

(3) THE SCREW. If a strip of rectangular
section be wrapped round a cylinder in such
a manner that its inclination to a transverse

axis is always the same, the curve assumed

by the initially straight strip is known as a
helix. The projection formed by the strip is

commonly called the
"
thread

"
; this may be

continued round the cylinder any number of

times in succession.

The "
pitch

" 1 of a screw is the distance,
measured parallel to the axis of the cylinder,
between similar points of two successive turns.

If the screw consists of one continuous

thread, it is said to be
"
single threaded."

The pitch may, however, be divided into a
number of equal parts, and additional threads

may be introduced side by side with the

original one, thus producing a screw of
"
multiple pitch."
In practice, the thread form is varied to

suit the nature of the work for which it is to

be used. Thus, there are threads of rectan

gular, semicircular, and triangular section,

each designed for a particular purpose.

If, instead of imagining the strip to be

wrapped on the outside of a cylindrical bar,

we think of it as lying on the inside of a
hollow cylinder, and imagine the thread form
cut in this, we have a hollow screw. This is

commonly known as a nut, and can be made
to fit exactly on to a bar or bolt having a

corresponding thread. If the nut is rotated

and the screw held, it will move axially along
the screw, or, again, if the nut

be rotated, but prevented from
axial motion while the screw is

free to move axially but is

prevented from turning, axial

motion of the screw will take

place and the combination of

nut and screw can be used as a

mechanical power.
If the force causing the

motion of the rotating element

acts at a radius R, then the

velocity ratio of the combination will be

2irJ&/p t where p is the pitch of the thread or

its advance per revolution.

The thread may be wound in a left or

right-handed direction, and is named accord

ing to the direction in which it requires to

be rotated to cause it to advance through
its nut.

Theoretically the velocity ratio may be

increased indefinitely by sufficiently decreasing
the pitch, but in practice this is not possible
because of the resulting reduction in the

thread strength.
The ratio may, however, be greatly increased

by means of the adoption of the differential

screw, illustrated in Fig. 5. This consists of

two screws, the one being formed hollow and

acting as a nut for the other. The smaller

screw is prevented from rotating. Considera

tion will show that the resultant vertical

displacement of the weight for one revolution

of the large screw is equal to the difference

1 The term "
pitch

"
is sometimes erroneously

used to denote the number of coils per unit length
of the cylinder.

FIG. 5.
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in pitch, of the two screws, and this may be
made very small
The velocity ratio is thus 2irK;{jp- p^,

where p and pL are the pitches of the two
screws respectively.

(4) WOEM-GEAE. The term **

worm-gear
ing

"
is now almost universally applied to

that form of mechanism in which a screw

gears with a wheel, the axes of the two
elements being at right angles to each other.

Before the recent improvements in this form
of gearing for power transmission were made
the term was often used to include screw,

helical, and skew gears.
The two elements, the worm and the

worm wheel, are combined in practice in

three different forms. That most commonly i

adopted is the parallel worm type, in which
the worm is a truly parallel screw, the wheel

|

being hollowed out to fit the worm.
A second form is known as the

"
hollow

"

or Hindley type, in which both worm and
wheel have hollow faces, and in a third form
the wheel is a true screw with the worm
hollow faced to gear with it.

Of the two latter forms the former only has
been developed to any great extent.

The gear is used to transmit power from
one axis that of the worm to a second
that of the wheel at right angles ; the worm

|

drives the wheel, and, as it rotates, that tooth I

of the wheel which, at the moment, is in gear,
is made to move parallel to the ara of the

worm, just as a nut, when incapable of rotation,
'

moves axially along a screw when the latter
\

is turned. As this tooth passes out of gear, |

the next becomes enmeshed with the succeed-
j

ing turn of the work, and so the motion is

continuously transmitted. !

In the parallel type it is usual to design
the teeth of the worm and wheel to secure

j

contact in a plane through the axis of the !

former and at right angles to the axis of the
\

latter ; the section of the wheel by this plane
is made similar to that of a spur gear, having
the same diameter and pitch of teeth, and the

section of the worm that of a rack to gear
;

with the spur wheeL For power transmission

at high loads and speeds, however, it is

necessary to obtain satisfactory contact

between the teeth of the two elements at all !

sections parallel to the central plane, and this
j

is accomplished by using a worm-thread form
of special section. The relative motion of I

the two members at all points of contact

should be perpendicular to their common
surface at both points.
With the Hindley type of gear the teeth

may be of any convenient form, as considera

tion of the accompanying diagrams of the

central sections of the gears will show.

It will be seen in the second case that the

thread, form has not only rotational motion

about its own axis but also about the
of the wheel. The teeth of both elements
follow geometrically the same path and a

rolling form of tooth section d>*es not there
fore need to be? considered in this gear. It
is essential, however, that the tooth form
chosen should render a fair length of worm pos
sible withirat producing interference between
the teeth of the two element ti.

In practice the diameter of the w.rm at
the ends does not exceed about 7 per cent
the diameter at the throat.
The parallel and hulk4v-worm types have

of late years received f*onsiderab}e"attt-ntion,
and gears of both types have been produced

for the transmission of power with an efficiency
of 97 per cent.

The design of a worm-gear depends in a

great measure on the work for which it is

intended. Thus, for a gear to transmit motion
where efficiency of transmission is not im

portant,-the gear ratio is only limited by the

size of the thread section and by the angle of

friction between the gear teeth.

If it is desired that the wheel shall not

drive the worm that is, that the gear shall

not be reversiblethe angle of the tooth with

the fmR must be less than the angle of friction.

If efficiency is unimportant, the angle may be

as small as desired, but if efficiency is a

governing factor it should be made as near

to the friction angle as possible. In the

latter case the maximum limit of efficiency
is 50 per cent.

For power transmission, where high efficiency
is desired, the worm will be reversible and the

worm angle must be made about 40.
The efficiency is given by the equation

_
77
" tan B

tan ({?+/*)*

where 6 is the worm angle and jj.
the friction

angle. j. n. H.

OF IXO&GAXIC
studied as fixed temperatures for secondary
standards of temperature and compared
with gas thermometers in the range 500

to 1600 C. See
4V

Temperature, Realisation

of Absolute Soaie of," (90) (Ui.).
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MELTING-POINTS
As determined by Day, Sosman, and Allen,

tabulated. See
""

Temperature, Realisa

tion of Absolute Scale of," (40),

Table 11.

Studied as fixed temperatures for second

ary standards of temperature and com

pared with, gas thermometers in the

range 500 to 1600 C. See ibid. (40) (L).

MELTING-POINTS OF REFRACTORY ELEMENTS
AND COMPOUNDS, determined by optical

pyrometer. See
*'

Pyrometry, Optical,"

>4).
MERCURY :

Absolute Expansion of, determined by
Callendar. See

" Thermal Expansion,"

(11) (ii-)-

Absolute Expansion of, determined by
Regnault. See ibid. (11) (L).

Coefficient of Absolute Expansion of, tabu
lated from calculations by various

methods. See ibid. (11) (ii).

Influence of Pressure on Thermal Expansion
of, tabulated results of P. W. Bridgman.
See ibid. (13).

Specific Heat of, determined by Callendar,

Barnes, and Cooke by the electrical

method. See
"
Calorimetry, Electrical

Methods of," (3).

Specific Heat of, at Different Temperatures,
tabulated. See ibid. (4), Table I.

METALS:
Atomic Heat of, at Low Temperatures,

Nernst's values for, tabulated. See
**

Calorimetry, Electrical Methods of,"

(11), Table" VI.

Methods of measuring Thermal Conductivity
of. Bar Methods Electrical Methods
Indirect Methods Periodic Flow Methods.

See
"
Heat, Conduction of," (5).

Molten, Emissivity of, observed approxi
mately by Burgess with a Fery radiation

pyrometer. See
"
Pyrometry, Total

Radiation," (18) (iv.).

Specific Heats of, G-aede's determination

of, by the electrical method, tabulated

results, See
'*

Calorimetry, Electrical

Methods of," (9), Table IV.

Specific Heats of, studied by Professor E. H.

Griffiths, F.R.S., and Ezer Griffiths over
the range -160 to 4-100 C., by the
electrical method. See ibid. (10).

Values of Thermal Conductivity of. See
"
Heat, Conduction of," Table TTT

M-ETALS WHICH CAN BE MELTED IN AlR :

Tin, Zinc, and Gold, determination of

melting-point of. See
* s

Thermocouples,"
(22) (iii.).

METALS WHICH REQUIRE A NEUTRAL ATMO
SPHERE WHEN THEY ARE MELTED : Nickel
and Cobalt, determination of melting-point
of. See

"
Thermocouples," (22) (ii.).

METALS WHICH REQUIRE A REDUCING ATMO
SPHERE WHEN THEY ARE MELTED : Anti

mony, Aluminium, Silver, and Copper,
determination of melting-point of. See
"
Thermocouples," (22) (L).

METERS. For the article on ** Meters
"

see

Vol. in.
MICB.OMANOMETERS. See

"
Pressure, Measure

ment of," (20).

MICROMETER WATER GAUGE. See
"
Pressure,

Measurement of," (26).

AIiCROPYROMETER : an instrument of the dis

appearing filament optical pyrometer type,
devised by Burgess for the determination
of the melting-points of minute specimens
of materials. See "

Pyrometry, Optical,"

MILLS, J. E., formulation of the expression

giving the value of Lx , the latent heat of

vaporisation of a substance, in terms of

EH, the heat equivalent of the external

work done, SL and Sy the densities of liquid
and saturated vapour respectively.

L^ Ej
--z: ^-zr

constant.

See
"
Latent Heat," (11) (ii).

MITCHELL'S THEORY OF THE RESISTANCE OF
FLAT INCLINED SURFACES SEPARATED BY A
FILM OF FLUID. See

"
Friction," (27).

MIXTURES, METHOD OF : the best known of

calorimetric methods. See
"
Calorimetry,

Method of Mixtures," (2).

MODEL EXPERIMENTS AND THEIR FULL-SCALE
EQUIVALENTS. See

u<

Dynamical Similarity,

Principles of," (38).

MODEL AND FULL-SCALE, CONDITION FOR
CONTINUED SIMILARITY IN WORKING OF.

See
"
Dynamical Similarity, The Principles

of," (39).

MODULUS OF DIRECT ELASTICITY (Young's
Modulus) :

Method of Determination. See
"
Elastic

Constants, Determination of," (64).

Tabulated Values. See ibid. (65).

MODULUS OF ELASTICITY. The ratio of a
stress applied to a body to the strain it

produces. See
"
Elastic Constants, Deter

mination of," (63).

MODULUS OF TRANSVERSE ELASTICITY (Modu
lus of Rigidity) :

Method of Determination. See
"
Elastic

Constants, Determination of," (66).

Tabulated Values. See ibid. (65), Table 22.

MOLECULAR PUMP (GAEDE). See
"
Air-pumps,"

(39).

MOLECULAR THEORY OF MATTER. See
" Ther

modynamics," (66).

MOLECULES, FINITE SIZE AND COHESION OF,
AS AFFECTING PERFECT GAS EQUATION.
See

"
Thermodynamics," (66).



MOLUER'S CHART OF EXTROPY AXD TOTAL HEAT--01TO CYCLE

MOLLIEE'S CHART OF ENTROPY AND TOTAL :

HEAT. See
"
Thermodynamics," {42 J.

For Steam. See **
Steam Endue, Theorv

of/'(9).
-

For Substances used in Refrigerating
Machines and the ITse of Oblique Co
ordinates. See "Refrigeration," (3j,

I

Figs. 8 and 9.

MOLYBDENUM, a possible substance for use as
!

an outer protecting sheath for a thermo
element, at high temperatures. See

"Thermocouples," (5) (v.j. i

593

INEBTIA OF A BODY ABOUT A LINE.
The sum of the products of the mass of each
particle of the body into the square of its

perpendicular distance from the line,

I = S(/r*).

MONATOMIC GAS, ENEBCJY OP. See
" k Thermo

dynamics/' (5S).
MULTIPLE EXPANSION STEAM ENGINES. See"

Steam Engine, Theory of,"' (10). ,

MULTIPLE SCREWS FOR
"

SHIPS. See
"
Ship

Resistance and Propulsion/
1

N
NAPHTHALENE AND BENZOPHENONE, deter

mination of boiling
-
points of. See"

Temperature, Realisation of Absolute
Scale of," (36).

NATIONAL GAS - ENGINE. See
"
Engines,

Internal Combustion."
100 E.P. Horizontal Type. (5).

300 H.P. Vertical Type. (6).

N.P.L. GEAR EFFICIENCY EXPERIMENTS. See"
Friction," (29).

XATTEREU AND CAILLETET, experimental re

searches on the expansion of fluids under

high pressures. See "
Thermal Expansion,

15

I (18) (L).

KERNST AND LINDEMANN, formula for specific

heat, tested in the case of the metals

Al, Ag, Pb, and Cu by comparison with
values given by the thermodynamical
equation, in tabular form. See *"

Calori-

metry, the Quantum Theory," (46),
Table LU.

NEVILLE AND HEYCOCK, work on resistance

thermometer using a thermocouple. See
"
Thermocouples," (22) (iii).

NEWCOHEN'S ENGINE, See
** Steam Engine,

Reciprocating," (10).
]

NEWTON'S THIRD LAW OF MOTION, MEANING '

OF ACTION AND REACTION. See
4t

Heat,
j

Mechanical Equivalent of/* f {!).
*

|

NICHBOM^I TUBES, CAST, used to some extent
}

as outer protecting tubes for thenno-
\

elements. See **

Tbermoeoupies,
7 '

(5) (iv.). ',

NICKEL CARBON ECTECTIC (1330 5
C'.), u^ed as

standardising point for thermocouples. See

^Thermocouples," (22) siiL).

NICKEL OXIDE SURFACE, Eanssivrrr OF,
measured by Burgess and Forte with a

F^ry radiation pyrometer. See
"
Pyro-

metry, Total Radiation/" | <18) *i.).

NITEOGEN :

Separation from Air of. See "
Gases,

Liquefaction of/* (2t.

Specific Heats of, tabulated values obtained

by Scheel and Heuse. See
k '

Calurimetrv,
Electrical Methods of,

1 '

(15), Table IX.
Used as Thermometric Substance. See

*"

Thermodynamics," (4}.

NiTEors OXIBE, LATENT HEAT OF VAPORISA
TION OF, determined bv Maihiss. See
"
Latent Heat," (8).

NOZZLE, DE LAVAL'S CONVERGENT-DIVEH-
GENT. See i4

Thermodynamics/
1

(44).
NOZZLES :

Design oi See
" Steam Engine, Theory

of/' (12).

Quantity of Steam passing. See
k Steam

Turbine, Physics of/" | (2), (3).

NUCLEI, CONDENSATION ON ; experiments of

Aitken and C. T. R, "Wilson. See
4 * Thermo

dynamics," (54).

NtnaBUB or MOLECULES nsr A GIVEN VOLUME
OF GAS. By Avogadro's law this is the same
for all gases ; the number in a gramme
molecule or Mol is 4-5 x ID25

.

O
OECHELHAUSEE TWO-STEOKE ENGINE. See

"
Engines, Internal Combustion/' (11).

OIL-ENGINES. See
"
Engines, Internal Com

bustion," (13) tt seq.

OILS, SPECIFIC HEAT OF, determined by the

electrical method. See
"
Calorimetry, Elec-

trical Methods of/' (6).

ONNES, K^AMERLINGH: investigation of the

expansion of hydrogen at low tempera
tures. See "Thermal Expansion/' (18)

(v.).

! OPTICAL INDICATORS FOR HIGH-SPEED STEAM
! ENGINES. See

"
Pressure, Measurement of,"

OSMOTIC PRESSURE. The excess pressure

j
TFhieh must be applied to a solution in order

j

to make its vapour pressure equal to that of

; the pure solvent. See
"
Thermodynamics/*

!
I (63).

OTTO CYCLE USED IN GAS-ENGINES. See
:

"
Engines, Thermodvnamics of Internal

i
Combustion," (34) and (51).

2Q
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OUTLETS FROM RESERVOIES. See "Hydraulics,"

(20).

OFTWARD-FLOW TURBINES (HYDRATJLIC). See
-
Hydraulics/' (48) (L).

OXYGEN, SPECIFIC HEATS OF, tabulated values

obtained by Scheel and Heuse. See
"
Calori-

metry, Electrical Methods of," (15), Table
IX.

PADDLE-WHEELS. See
"
Ship Resistance and

Propulsion," (53).

PARSONS* DESIGN COEFFICIENT K. A co

efficient of importance in the theory of the

steam turbine. See
"
Turbine, Develop

ment of the Steam," (12); "Steam
Turbine, Physics of," (7).

PELTIER EFFECT, DEFINITION AND THEEMO-
DYNAMIC THEORY OF. See

" Thermo

dynamics," (65).

PELTON WHEEL. See "Hydraulics," (47)

<iv.).

PERIODIC HEAT PLOW :

Into Infinite Solid. See
"
Heat, Conduction

of," i (12) (L).

Along Rod. See ibid. (5) (v.).

PETAVEL'S OPTICAL INDICATOR. See
"
Pres

sure, Measurement of," (19).

PETROL E^GESTE, THE WATER-COOLED

(1) INTBODUCTOBY. The petrol engine has

now (1921) reached such a state of develop
ment that its performance approaches very

closely to that possible with the Otto cycle,

using petrol as fuel

At the present time brake mean pressures
of the order of 130 Ibs. per sq. in. are not

uncommon.
In cases where high speeds can be employed,

outputs of 38 brake horse-power per litre of

piston displacement have been attained.

As regards thermal efficiency, a number of

engines have realised indicated thermal effi

ciencies, relative to the air standard efficiency
for the compression ratio employed, of 67

per cent.

By careful attention to the reduction of

mechanical losses, particularly as regards
piston friction, the mechanical efficiency of

modern engines has been raised to the

neighbourhood of 90 per cent even in engines
running at moderately high speeds.

In considering the output of an engine in

terms of brake horse-power per litre the curve
shown in Fig. 1 may be useful as giving the
brake mean pressure required to produce one
brake horse-power per litre at various speeds
from 1000 to 5000 revolutions per minute.

For example, at 4000 r.p.m. an engine
giving 36 b.h.p. per litre would require to

develop a b.m.e.p. of 3-25x36 = 117 Ibs. per
sq. in.

On exaniining the conditions governing the

power performance of petrol engines it is

obvious that for a given speed of rotation

the chief factors are :

1. Indicated thermal efficiency.

2. "Volumetric efficiency.

3. Mechanical efficiency.

In other words, the brake output of the

engine depends on burning the charge to the

best possible advantage ; burning the greatest

i
7 \

1OOO 150O 2OOO 2500 SOOO 350O 4OOO 4500 50OO
Revolutions per minute

PIG. 1.

possible weight of charge por stroke; and
lastly, wasting as little indicated power as

possible in moving the parts of the engine
and in carrying out the various functions
inherent in the cycle of operations.

(2) INDICATED THERMAL EFFICIENCY.
With regard to the first item, Tizard and
Pye

a have shown that, taking into account
dissociation and change in specific heat, the

limiting indicated efficiencies possible with the
Otto cycle, using a hydrocarbon fuel such as

petrol, and assuming no heat loss to the

cylinder walls during combustion and expan
sion, are as given in column 3 of Table I.

This table 2
shows, in column 1, the various

compression -
expansion ratios considered ;

column 2, the air cycle efficiency for each of

1 See Automobile Engineer, February, March, and
April 1921.

2 See
" Some Possible Lines of Development in

Aircraft Engines," by H. R. Ricardo. The Royal
Aeronautical Society, 1921.
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the ratios in column 1 ; column 3, Tizard
and Pye's ideal indicated efficiencies, taking
account of losses due to dissociation and change
in specific heat but taking no account of losses

due to direct passage of heat to the cylinder
walls ; column 4, the highest attainable in

dicated thermal efficiencies, assuming
Lt
that

the combustion chamber is designed to allow

of the minimum possible heat loss, that the

cylinder is of comparatively large capacity,
and that the revolutions are not less than
1500 r.p.m." Column 5 gives the actual

indicated thermal efficiencies obtained in a

special variable compression engine designed
by Ricardo, a description of which will be
found in Engineering, September 3, 1920.

It will be observed that the difference be
tween columns 4 and 5, indicating the margin
remaining for improvement, is very small.

The values for efficiency shown in Table I.,

both those which have been calculated and
those which were observed, are for a homo

geneous mixture of air and hydrocarbon
vapour.

TABLE I

Either by employing a stratified charge
l

or by the burning of certain fuels, giving

by either means a lower mean temperature
to the

"
cycle," a higher efficiency can, both

theoretically and experimentally, be obtained.

The theoretical indicated thermal efficiency

of the Otto cycle is given by the formula

E = l -(l/r)^"
1
, where r is the compression-

expansion ratio.

It is evident that the larger the number of

expansions the greater will be the theoretical

thermal efficiency, and following on this

consideration every opportunity is taken in

practice to raise the expansion ratio, and

therefore necessarily the compression ratio,

to the maximum value which the fuel will

bear without detonation.

The fuels which can be employed in a

petrol engine (including members of the

paraffin group, the aromatics, and the alcohol

group) vary very considerably in their resist-

1 Sec Automobile Engineer, June 1921.

ance to detonation. Some data relative to

this characteristic are given later. 2

For any given fuel, however, there is a

number of factors which control the maximum
compression ratio which can be usefully em
ployed. The most important of these factors

is the form of the combustion space. To
have the minimum tendency to detonation the

combustion space must be compact, of good

depth with respect to its diameter, symmetrical
and free from shallow pockets or any cavities

in which portions of the charge can become
more or less isolated.

The location of the igniter is also of consider

able importance. It has been shown 3 that

when the igniter is situated on the opposite
side of the combustion space to the exhaust

valve, so that the portion of the charge in the

vicinity of this valve is the last to burn,

the tendency to detonate is increased, and the

limiting useful compression ratio is conse

quently reduced.

Given a combustion space having the

attributes set out above, it was found that the

highest compression ratio giving
freedom from detonation for any
particular fuel was reached by
employing two sparking plugs
located on opposite sides of the

combustion space.
If a combustion space is of

such form that a portion of the

charge can become in some

degree isolated from the main

portion, it is found that the

tendencyto detonation is greater
than with a compact space. A
reasonable theory appears to be

that, since the isolated portion
does not become ignited until

late in the process of combus

tion, there is a tendency for it to be raised

to a high pressure and temperature before

inflammation owing to its compression by the

general rise of pressure in the cylinder;

consequently, when the flame finally reaches

this unignited gas, the conditions are favour

able for its detonation.

Apart from the increased tendency to detona

tion, the existence of cavities or pockets in

a combustion space involves thermodynamic
losses, owing to the chilling of the charge

during inflammation, which may lead to in

complete combustion, and in any case must

cause greater direct heat loss to the walls.

The next most important item controlling

the compression ratio is the temperature of

the charge after compression.
It has been clearly established that if the

2 See Automobile Engineer, "The Influence of

Various Fuels on the Performance of Internal Com
bustion Engines," by H. E. Bicardo, February to

August 1021.
3 See Engineering, September 3 and 10, 1920.
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charging temperature is raised the tendency
to detonate is increased. In order to run

with freedom from detonation under such

conditions, a lower compression ratio must be

employed than is possible with a lower charging

temperature using the same fuel.

As being closely connected with the charging

temperature, and to a large extent influencing
that temperature and therefore the tempera
ture reached after compression, it must be

remembered that the charge from the time it

enters the cylinder until probably well into

the compression stroke is absorbing heat

from the cylinder walls, piston, and valve

heads.

In this connection the use of aluminium

alloys for pistons has had a moat important
influence in enabling higher compression ratios

to be employed, owing to the better heat dis

sipation from the centre of the piston crown
due to the higher conductivity of aluminium
as compared with cast iron and steel.

With regard to valve-head temperatures, it

is often desirable to employ multiple exhaust

valves in order to limit the size of the valve

and thus ensure better cooling of the head.

An important factor in reducing the tend

ency to detonation is the provision and
maintenance of an adequate degree of turbu

lence of the charge. Where a sufficient degree
of turbulence is preserved there is less

opportunity for any portion of the charge to

remain in contact with highly heated surfaces,

such as the head of an exhaust valve, for

sufficient time to be raised to the critical

temperature at which it will tend to detonate.

Apart from this point of view, it is of the

utmost importance that a high degree of

turbulence should exist in the combustion

space at the moment of ignition, for the purpose
of ensuring sufficiently rapid spread of in

flammation to enable the combustion to be

completed in the limited time available in

high-speed engines.
If it were not for the existence of turbulence

it would be impossible to run engines at the

high speeds now common. The time of pres
sure rise in a stagnant mixture is many times

that available for the entire cycle in a petrol

engine of even moderate speed.
Turbulence has a further valuable effect in

that it tends to ensure uniformity of mixture

strength throughout the charge by breaking
down zones of rich and weak mixture.

It is obvious that a combustion space which
has the attributes already mentioned will be
favourable to the maintenance of the initial

turbulence arising from the entry of the charge
at high velocity past the inlet valve.

(3) VOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCY. With re

gard to volumetric efficiency, it is important
to bear in mind that it is the weight and not

merely the volume of the fresh charge which

controls the power output from a cylinder
of given swept volume.
TMs being the case, it is obvious that two

conditions must be fulfilled to obtain a high
volumetric efficiency. In the first place, every
endeavour must be made to enable the cylinder
to fill up as nearly as possible to atmospheric
pressure, and secondly, the temperature of the

charge must be kept as low as possible.
In order to fulfil the first condition it is

essential that the resistance offered to the
inflow of the charge shall be kept low by the
use of moderate gas velocities, proper stream

lining of the ports and inlet valve head, and
the use of a valve-opening diagram in relation

to piston velocity which shall give the greatest

possible area for flow at the latter end of

the charging period with a sharp cut off at

closing.
The most difficult part of the first condition

to fulfil in practice is the provision of a large
inlet area at the end of the charging period,
with a rapid cut off, and this difficulty is very
greatly accentuated in engines intended to run
at high speeds. A method of achieving this

result without having resource to abnormal
accelerations in the valve operation is the
method of masking the first and last portions
of the inlet valve travel devised by Ricardo.
In employing this device the head of the valve
is arranged to act as a piston valve when
near its seat, thus giving sharply defined open
ing and closing points and allowing ample
time to seat the valve in a comparatively
leisurely manner.
With regard to the second condition, it has

been found -1 that the power output steadily
falls with addition of heat to the incoming
charge at the rate of approximately 1 per cent
for every 3 C. rise in inlet tompemtxiro. It

is clearly desirable, therefore, to limit tho

preheating of tho charge to the minimum
which will ensure satisfactory distribution.

The term distribution is hero used in tho sense
of uniformity of mixture strength of the

charges supplied to the cylinders of a group
fed from a common carburettor.

In connection with the subject of preheating
tho charge before its entry into the cylinder,
it must be remembered that petrol and tho
other inflammable volatile fluids have consider
able latent heats of vaporisation. Complete
evaporation of tho petrol, in a mixture of

such proportions as will give just complete
combustion, lowers the temperature of tho
mixture by about 18 0. It follows, therefore,
that if suitable arrangements are made to do
so, it is possible to improve appreciably the
volumetric efficiency by making use of the
latent heat effect to cool tho incoming charge,
and thus to increase the weight of charge
taken into the cylinder.

1 Sco Engineeritiy, September 3, 1020.
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Bearing the above fact in mind, it is clearly
desirable from the point of view of power to

restrict preheating as much as possible, and
to endeavour to make use of the latent heat
of the fuel to offset the unavoidable rise in

temperature undergone by the charge after

its entry into the cylinder and before mixing
with the residual exhaust. This rise of

temperature due to absorption of heat from
the piston, valves, and walls alone is estimated

by Ricardo to amount to about 50 C.

In taking advantage of the latent heat of

the fuel to increase the volumetric efficiency,
it must be remembered that any evaporation
which takes place after the inlet valve has

closed has no effect on the volumetric

efficiency.
The use of a fuel having a high latent heat

in conjunction with the minimum of pre

heating which will give good distribution and
ensure efficient combustion, has the additional

advantage of lowering the mean and maximum
temperatures of the cycle, with a consequent
reduction in the losses due to change of specific

heat, dissociation, and direct heat loss. It

has the effect also of reducing the duty thrown
on the cooling arrangements, which is an

important advantage in the case of air-cooled

engines.

(4) MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY. With re

gard to the remaining factor controlling the

brake power output from a given engine

capacity, namely, mechanical efficiency, it is

clear that large rubbing areas, heavy inertia

pressures, and high pumping resistances are

the chief causes of negative work in a petrol

engine.
The greatest loss, amounting to some 50

per cent to 60 per cent of the total mechanical

losses, almost invariably arises from the

piston, and is chiefly caused by the shearing
of large areas of partially decomposed oil

film while under pressure. In order to limit

the lateral thrust of the piston at high speeds
it is clearly necessary to reduce as much as

possible the reciprocating mass formed by the

piston and small end of the connecting rod.

The use of aluminium alloy pistons has enabled

designers to fulfil the requirement of providing

adequate heat conduction from the centre of

the piston crown with" a moderate piston

weight.
A large source of friction in many piston

designs is the use of heavy piston ring pressures.
There appears to be no advantage in exceeding
from seven to eight pounds per square inch

pressure between the ring face and cylinder

wall, and these relatively light rings give

entirely satisfactory results provided the rings
are adequately shielded from the maximum
explosion pressure by the provision of a deep

top land.

If the top land is of insufficient depth, or,

being of adequate depth, there is excessive

clearance between it and the cylinder wall,

it is found that light piston rings will allow

the gases occasionally to blow past. The

explanation appears to be that piston rings

depend for their gas tightness to a large
extent on gas pressure behind the ring forcing
the rubbing face of the ring into intimate

contact with the cylinder bore. In the case

of an insufficiently shielded ring the rapidly

applied high pressure which occurs on ignition

forces the ring hard against the lower face of

the ring groove before the gases have had time

to act on the back of the ring. In this condi

tion the ring is clamped against the lower face

of its groove and only exerts its inherent

spring pressure against the cylinder wall,

which pressure is insufficient to prevent the

gases from blowing past the rubbing face of

the ring.

Next to the piston loss in importance
comes the loss due to filling the cylinder with

fresh mixture and exhausting the products
of combustion. Owing to the fact that the

exhaust is released at a, substantial pressure,

the work thrown on the piston in clearing

the cylinder is usually small as compared
with the work expended by the moving

system in starting the fresh charge into

motion and drawing it into the cylinder.

In a well - designed cylinder having ports

properly stream-lined and an inlet gas velocity

of from 120 to 130 feet per sec., the pumping
loss should not exceed from 3 to 3-5 Ibs.

per square inch pressure on the piston. The

pumping losses rise rapidly with increase of

gas velocity, and at 200 feet per sec. amount to

about 7-5 Ibs. per square inch.

The remaining mechanical losses include

bearings, camshafts, and auxiliaries, such as

magnetos, oil and water pumps, and, in the

case of automobile engines, the radiator fan.

The bearing losses increase slowly with

speed, the rate of increase being influenced by
the loadings thrown on the bearings by the

inertia and centrifugal forces and by the

increase in oil-shearing resistance with speed.

The losses due to the water and oil pumps
can with unsuitable design rise to a high

figure at high speeds, but with good design the

losses due to bearings, camshafts, and auxili

aries together am6unt to between 1*75 and

2-5 Ibs. per square inch on the piston at speeds
of the order of 1500 r.p.m., the former figure

applying to a large engine with light reciprocat

ing parts and the latter figure to one with

relatively heavy parts.

In aero engines having propeller reduction

gearing, a, further loss occurs in this gearing.

In a good example of epicyclic gear the loss

amounts to from 1-5 per cent to 2-0 per cent.

(5) FUELS. With regard to the subject of

fuels and .their behaviour in petrol engines,
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the reader may refer to the publications given
in the footnote below.1

For the purpose of classifying them with

respect to their relative resistance to detona

tion Ricardo has compared a large number of

fuels using toluene and an aromatic - free

petrol as the basis of comparison. Taking the

effect of toluene as represented by 100, and
that of aromatic-free petrol as being zero,

the following table gives the values for the

fuels mentioned :

TOLUENE VALUES

Toluene .... +100
Benzene .... +60
Xylene .... +83
Ethyl-alcohol, 99 per

cent .... +160

Acetone . . . . + T5

Cyclohexane . . + 30

Carbon bisulphide . + 10

Methyl mercaptan +5 to 10

Ether - 60

(6) WATER -COOLED ENGINES, (i.) The,

Rolls-Royce Eagle. The following descriptions

and illustrations will give some idea of the

trend of modern practice in water-cooled petrol

engine design and of the performances obtained

from the engines described.

The first description is that of the Rolls-

Royce
"
Eagle

"
aero engine, which has been

largely used by the British air service.

The "
Eagle

"
engine has been built in

eight series, and the present description

deals with the Series Eight model. All the

series embody the same main features, the

differences between the different series lying

chiefly in such details as compression ratio,

number and size of carburettors, arrangement
of induction system, number of magnetos,

and ratio of propeller reduction gearing.

This engine has twelve cylinders of 4-5 in.

bore and 6-5 in. stroke arranged in two banks

of six at an angle of 60.

The cylinders are all independent of one

another and are of the built-up type, having a

barrel and head machined from a steel forging,

to which a pressed-steel jacket is welded.

Upon the head of the cylinder body sockets

are formed into which hoods are welded to

form the inlet and exhaust passages and to

carry the valve guides. One inlet and one

exhaust valve is provided per cylinder.

Projections formed upon the hood serve to

carry studs by which the overhead camshaft is

attached to the cylinders.

Steel flanges carrying four studs are screwed

on to the ends of the hoods and serve for the

attachment of the inlet and exhaust manifolds.

The two sparking plug bosses are screwed

and welded into the cylinder crown, and are

located one on the rear side of the inlet valve

and the other on the forward side of the

exhaust valve.

The water-jacket is in two parts weldec

together by a longitudinal seam and attachec

1 See Proceedings of the, Royal Aeronautical Society

1921, and Automobile Engineer, February, March

April, May, June, July; and August 1921.

}y welding to the cylinder body by a flange

at the lower end of the barrel and projections

Dn the ends of the valve hoods.

A water-inlet pipe is welded to the outer

ide of the jacket at its lowest point and an

lutlet pipe at the upper end of the inner side

>f the jacket.

The cylinders are spigoted into the crankcase

and are provided at their lower end with four

deep bosses which are tied together, top and

>ottom, by square flanges all milled out of the

solid. The cylinder holding down studs pass

through these flanges and bosses, thus provid

ing a light construction and taking the strains

due to gas pressures from the cylinder at two

points on the barrel.

Both the valves are of the
"
tulip

"
type

and work in long phosphor bronze guides,

tapered externally where they fit into the

alve hoods.

Shoulders are provided on the guides to

support the stationary spring collars which

take a long bearing on. the outside of the

guide. The ends of the valve stems are pro

vided with hardened steel plugs on which the

valve rockers bear, and are provided with a

screw thread by which the upper spring collar

and locking nut are secured to the stem. A
cotter pin passes through the nut, stem, and

hardened plug.
Two springs of opposite hand are provided

for each valve.

The pistons are of aluminium alloy of the

"Zephyr" type and carry four pegged gas

rings upon the upper skirt and one unpegged

scraper ring upon the lower skirt.

The gudgeon pin" is hollow and is supported

directly in the aluminium piston bosses, in

which it is located endways by a flange at

one end and a bar carried by a stud at the

other end. One end of this bar engages a

recess in the piston and prevents the gudgeon

pin from turning.

-The connecting rods are of H section, the

small ends of both rods and the anchor pin

end of the articulated rod being bushed with

phosphor bronze.

The articulated rod is anchored by lugs to

the leading side of the master rod big end.

The big end is lined with white metal cast

directly into the rod, in which three dovetailed

grooves are provided to retain the metal.

The big end caps are stepped into the main

rod and are secured by four bolts. Thick

liners are fitted between the cap and rod to

facilitate the fitting of the bearing. The

small end bearings are lubricated by a pipe

strapped along the shank of the rod and leading

oil from the big end and anchor pin ends

respectively.
The crankshaft is hollow throughout, the

bores being closed at the ends by means of

conical plugs held in position by bolts. At
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the forward end a large flange is provided to

carry the annular wheel of the propeller

reduction gear, and at the rear end a flange

is formed to which an extension is bolted.

This extension carries the skew -gear wheel

by which the auxiliaries are driven.

The crankshaft is supported in seven plain

surface of the crankcase, thus relieving the

aluminium webs of the top half of the case

from explosion stresses.

The aluniinium alloy crankcase consists of

four main parts as follows : A main portion

carrying the cylinders and crankshaft, an oil

sump, a rear portion containing the gears

7*o Tee Connection

on Water Pump

To Tee Connection
on Water Pump

bearings, comprising bronze shells lined with

white metal. The shells have no flanges and

are prevented from turning by thick bronze

shims, and are located endways by a dowel

in the cap and an oil-nipple in the top
half.

The main bearings are entirely independent
from the lower portion of the crankcase and

are supported by steel caps held to the top
half by long bolts passing up to the upper

which drive the camshafts and auxiliaries,

and a nosepiece which contains the epicyclic
reduction gear and the propeller shaft.

The main portion is deep and well stiffened

by transverse webs in which the centre and
intermediate webs are supported. The two
end main bearings are carried in the end walls

of the main portion.

Along the outside of the main portion a

longitudinal flange is provided at the crank-
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shaft level to stiffen the case against horizontal
forces.

The engine is supported by four detachable
bearer feet, each of which is secured to the main
portion of the crankcase by four bolts which
are relieved frbm shear stress by horizontal

tongues engaging grooves in the crankcase.

Each cylinder is secured to the crankcase

by four studs, which are provided with midway
flanges. The studs are screwed into holes

in the case and are locked by nuts on the inside
|

of the case. By this means the studs are

securely fixed in the case without relying

entirely on screw threads in aluminium.
The sump is secured to the main portion by

numerous studs, closely pitched, in order to

ensure a good union between the two parts so

that the sump shall contribute to the stiffening
of the main portion. The sump is braced by
two transverse webs. A detachable suction

filter is provided at the lowest point of the

sump.
The rear portion of the crankcase is attached

partly to the main portion and partly to the

sump.
The main drive for the camshafts and

auxiliaries comprises a skew wheel of sixteen

teeth, carried by a transverse shaft, from
the ends of which one pair of magnetos is

driven.

The bevels driving the inclined camshaft

drives have twenty teeth and are mounted
on the transverse shaft by means of serrations.

A spur wheel is mounted upon the hub of the

right-hand bevel and engages an idle wheel,
wliich in turn drives a spur wheel of the same
size as the first. This last spur wheel is

mounted on a second transverse shaft, from
the ends of which the second pair of magnetos
is driven. An air-pump for supplying air

to the petrol tank and the engine tachometer
are both driven from this second shaft.

The twenty-tooth bevels engage thirty-tooth
wheels carried by short hollow shafts mounted
in bearings carried by the main portion of the

crankcaso.

These short shafts are internally serrated

at their upper ends and the serrations engage
serrated sleeves attached to the lower ends

of the inclined camshaft drive shafts. The

upper ends of these inclined shafts are inter

nally serrated and engage the serrated ends

of short shafts on the upper ends of which

twenty-five tooth bevels are mounted. These

bevels engage fifty-tooth bevels secured to the

camshafts by cones and keys.
An unusual feature of these engines is the

use of a spring drive between the crankshaft

and the whole of the auxiliaries and camshafts,
in order to protect these parts from any
torsional oscillations in the crankshaft.

The spring drive is incorporated between the

first skew - gear wheel and the crankshaft

extension, upon which the former is rotatably
mounted. The oscillations of the spring drive

are damped by means of a multiplate brake.

The camshafts are supported in three-part
bronze casings, which are mounted on the

cylinders by pairs of studs carried by the

cylinder heads.

The hollow camshafts with integral cams are

supported by five plain bronze bearings in the

camshaft casings, the thrust of the driving
bevels being taken by ball-thrust bearings.
The valves are operated by rockers carried

by the camshaft casing and are provided with
rollers to engage the cams.

The valve clearance is adjusted by placing
shims between the rocker and the head of the

screw which contacts with the valve stem.

The valve timing is as follows : Inlet opens
10 after top centre and closes 54 after bottom
centre ; exhaust opens 54 before bottom
centre and closes 10 after top centre.

Mixture is supplied to the cylinders in groups
of three by four Bolls-Royce Claudel Hobson
carburettors placed in pairs at the ends of the
V formed by the cylinders. The bend of

the induction pipe connecting the carburettor

to its manifold is water-jacketed.
In order to facilitate starting, the manifolds

are provided with nozzles to enable petrol
to be sprayed into the induction system by
means of a hand-pump.
The carburettors are fitted with Messrs.

Rolls-Hoyce's altitude control, consisting of a

fluted needle valve situated between the float

chamber and the jet well.

The cylinder cooling water is circulated by a

centrifugal pump, which is driven at one-and-

half times engine speed by a shaft and a skew-

gear wheel, which engages the skew wheel

mounted on the crankshaft and operated by
the spring drive.

The engine is lubricated under a pressure of

from 35 to 45 Ibs. per square inch by means of

a- gear-type pump driven at reduced speed by
means of an epicyclic gear.

This gear is driven by a shaft carrying a

skew-gear wheel meshing with the crankshaft

gear wheel.

Above the pressure pump and coaxial with

it a second gear-type pump, of larger capacity
than the pressure pump, is provided to

Scavenge the sump and return the oil to

the reserve oil tank.

Two relief valves are provided and connected

in series, so that a pressure of about 8 Ibs. per

square inch is maintained between the valves.

This low pressure supply is employed to lubri

cate the camshafts, timing gears, and propeller

reduction gears.
The propeller reduction gear is of the

compound epicyclic type, in which an amrulus

gear, mounted on the forward crankshaft

flange, 'engages planets carried by the propeller
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shaft, these planets in turn engaging a

stationary sun-wheel secured to the nosepiece.

There are three pairs of planets, each pair

comprising a wheel engaging the internally

toothed annulus and a pinion engaging the

sun.

In its original form the sun - wheel was

anchored by means of an Oldham coupling,
but in order to relieve the gear from any
abnormal torque variations Messrs. Rolls-

Royce have recently employed a friction

anchorage for the sun-wheel, so that this

member may rotate slightly when the torque
exceeds a certain value. The friction anchor-

100%

I

Mechanical-

|

Indicated Thermal

1500 160O 1700 180O
Reuolutions per minute

FIG. 4.

age is provided by means of a multiplate
clutch (see power view, Fig. 2).

A noticeable feature throughout these

engines is the use of relatively fine serrations

in place of keys, and as spanner holds in place
of hexagons and squares.
The graphs (Fig. 4) give the brake perform

ance based on the average of several hundred

engines of this type.
The indicated performance has been obtained

by calculating the mechanical losses, by the

method employed by Ricardo,
1 and adding

these losses to the brake mean pressure, thus

tenabling the mechanical efficiency to be
arrived at. The mechanical efficiency of the

propeller reduction gear has been taken as
1 See Automobile Engineer, July 1916.

99 per cent at 1600 r.p.m., 98-5 per cent at

1800 r.p.m., and 98 per cent at 2000 r.p.m.

(ii.) The Vauxhall Engine. The following

description refers to the 30-98 h.p. Vauxhall

engine as fitted in the fast touring car chassis

produced by Vauxhall Motors Ltd., of Luton.
This engine has been developed to meet the

requirements of fast travel on the road, and

although capable of propelling a suitable racing
chassis at speeds exceeding 100 miles per hour
on the track it is in no sense a freak design.
The engine has four cylinders of 98 mm.

bore and 150 mm. stroke, giving a piston

displacement of 4-5 litres.

The cylinders are of

cast iron and form one
monoblock casting with
all the valves on one side

of the engine.
The inlet and exhaust

valves are located in a

side pocket forming an

extension of the combus
tion chamber, the axes

of the valve stems being
inclined to the cylinder
axis at an angle in order

to allow sufficient room
for the valve springs,
while keeping the com
bustion chamber as com

pact as possible with this

type of head.

The valves are both of

2 in. diameter in the

throat. The material

used for the inlet valve is

3 per cent nickel stool

case - hardened ail over,
and for the exhaust valve

14 per cent chromium
steel. Over each valvo
a bronze cap is pro
vided. Valve guides of

bronze are employed,
these guides having suit

able soatings formed on thorn to carry the

upper end of the valve springs. The lower

end of the valvo spring is hold by a light
steel cupped carrier which is attached to the

valve stem, by moans of a pair of externally
coned cottors, which engage in a rocesa turned
on the valve stem.

In the crown of each cylinder a bronze

fitting is provided to carry a sparking plug
and to close the opening in the water jacket

through which the jacket core sand is removed.
This fitting is screwed into tho cylinder crown
and passes through a large recessed washer
which rests on a facing on the jacket and
serves as a gland box to contain packing
compressed by a gland and nuts carried

by the fitting. By tho use of this con-
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struction a water-tight joint is ensured
without straining the walls of the cylinder
head.

On the side of the cylinder block remote
from the valves a longitudinal passage is

cast which communicates with two passages

passing within the water jacket between

cylinders 1 and 2, and 3 and 4 respectively

bosses as well as in the small end of the con

necting rod. Slipper surfaces of unequal area

are used, the larger surfaces being on the side

subjected to thrust during the working stroke.

Considerable advantages are gained by the

use of this type of piston, both as regards
mechanical efficiency and oil consumption.
The reciprocating mass can be kept very small

to convoy mixture to the inlet valves on the

other side of the block.

The carburettor 'employed is an aero type

48 K.A. Zenith and is attached through a

water-heated elbow to a facing on the side

of tho longitudinal passage referred to. An
external pipe leads hot water from the top of the

cylinder block to the upper side of the elbow.
'

The pistons used in this engine are Ricardo

aluminium alloy slipper pistons
l
having two

rings and the gudgeon pin free to rotate in the

1 For a full account of this type of piston, together

with tost results, KOG Automobile Engineer, March
1917 and October 1918.

owing to the elimination of much metal and

the favourable disposition of that retained.

The gudgeon pin is well supported close up
to the sides of the small end of the connecting

rod, thus removing all danger of bending,

with consequent local overloading of the

bearing surfaces. Owing to its short length

and good support the gudgeon pin can be

made considerably lighter than in the conven

tional trunk type of piston. In addition to

small mass a further gain as regards mechanical

losses results from the reduction of oil shearing

surfaces to the minimum required to deal with

connecting rod thrust. There appears to be
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no doubt, as the result of extensive experi

ments, that the shearing of oil films between

piston and cylinder is responsible for a large

part of the total piston friction loss. It must
be borne in mind that the oil in question is

largely contaminated by carbon and gummy
products resulting from the burning of the

oil film during the working stroke.

The connecting rods are H section 3 per

FIG. 6.

cent nickel steel stampings machined all over.
The small end is bushed with phosphor bronze
and the big end is lined with white metal
cast direct into the rod. This white metal
is retained by two circumferential dove
tailed grooves machined in the rod and cap.
By casting the white metal into the rod
throe advantages are gained: in the first

place, better thermal contact and consequent
heat dissipation are obtained, owing to the
absence of the oil film which unavoidably
forms between a bronze shell and the rod;

secondly, the weight of the shell is saved
; and

thirdly, the bulk, and therefore the weight
of the big end, is reduced. The saving of

weight in the big end is of the utmost import
ance in a high-speed engine, owing to the very
serious load imposed on this bearing by
centrifugal force due to the rotating mass on
the crankpin.
At high speeds the centrifugal load is the

largest component of the

big-end load, and as it is

always acting in one direc

tion, this bearing at high
speeds obtains no relief to

facilitate the ingress of

lubricant.

Four bolts are provided
to hold the big-end cap to

the rod.

The crankshaft is sup
ported in five die cast

white-metal bearings sup
ported directly in the

crankcase without the use

of bronze shells. The

crankpins and main
journals are hollow, the

ends of the bores being
filled by caps driven and
soldered in position. Holes
are drilled in the forward
web of each crank throw
to enable oil to pass from
the hollow journals to the

crankpins.
At the forward end of

the crankshaft a silont

chain pinion is keyed, and

beyond the pinion a sloovo

carrying claws to engage
the starting handle is

pinned to the shaft. The
flywheel is bolted to a

flange formed on the rear
end of the crankshaft, and

immediately behind this

flange an oil thrower is

turned upon the shaft.

As will be seen from
the sectional drawings, the

bearing surface provided
for the crankpins and main bearings is generous.
The caps of the main bearings are supported

independently of the sump by moans of long
bolts whioh pass up to the upper face of the

top half of the crankcaso, tho heads of those
bolts being sunk in recesses to leave a clear
surface for the cylinder feet. The use of

through bolts in this manner is a very desirable

practice as it transmits the bearing loads

directly to the cylinder feet and avoids threads
in aluminium, which, are necessary when studs
are employed.
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The crankcase is of aluminium alloy and is

split on the crankshaft axis. The upper half
is provided with longitudinal flanges adapted
to support the engine and is swelled out on
one side to enclose the camshaft. The bolt
centre to centre distance between the bearers
is 17-75 in., and the depth of the top half of the
crankcase from the crankshaft axis to the

cylinder feet is 7-0 in. The crankcase as a
whole is particularly rugged, arid the top half
is additionally stiffened by the monoblock
cylinder unit.

The sump serves as an oil reservoir and is

detachable without disturbing the crankshaft
or any of the working parts. A filtering tray
is provided in the sump to filter all oil which
drains from the cylinders and moving parts,
and this tray slides

into position and can
be withdrawn for

cleaning by remov

ing a cover plate at

the front of thesump.
At the rear end of

the sump a large

plug is provided to

enable a second

filter, surrounding
the oil pump suction,
to be removed for

cleaning.
The camshaft is

mounted in three

plain bearings and
is driven by a silent

chain, the chain
wheel being bolted

to a centre piece
which is mounted on
the camshaft by a

cone and key. The
cams are integral
with the camshaft and are of the eccentric base
circle type. The cams operate directly on
rollers carried by the valve tappets which
work in bronze guides held in position in

the top half of the crankcase by dogs, each of

which holds down two guides.
The clearance between the tappet and valve

stem is adjusted by a set screw and lock nut
carried by the upper end of the tappet. At
the rear end of the camshaft an overhung
crankpin is provided to operate the plunger
oil pump and the air pump for placing the

fuel tank under pressure.
Tho oil pump consists of a long cylinder

carried by the top half of the crankcase and

projecting down to near the bottom of the

sump. At the lower end of this cylinder a ball

suction, valve is provided. The plunger has
two enlarged portions adapted to form pistons
and provided with oil-retaining grooves. The
lower of these enlarged pistons is hollow, and

has four inclined holes communicating with
the hollow and with the annular space con
tained between the two pistons.
On the down stroke of the pump oil is forced

from the underside of the lower piston to the
annular space, from which it passes by an
external pipe to the rear end of an oil-

distribution pipe cast into the side of the top
half of the crankcase.

On the up stroke of the plunger, oil flows
into the pump cylinder through the ball valve
and fills the space below the lower of the

piston portions. A certain amount of oil

flows back through the inclined holes, but

owing to the greater resistance offered by
these holes as compared with the resistance

offered by the ball valve, a considerable

SOO 1000 1200 14OO 16OO 180O 2OOO 220O Q400 2600
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FIG. 7.

amount of fresh oil is drawn, in on each up
stroke.

A float carried on one end of a counterpoised
rocking lever is provided in the bottom of

the sump to operate a rod projecting upwards
through the engine-supporting flange' to indi

cate the oil level.

The camshaft and magneto are driven by
means of a silent chain, the tension of which
is adjusted by arranging the bearings of the

spindle of the magneto chain wheel in eccen
tric housings. The magneto is driven by a
laminated spring coupling and is mounted on
a platform in such a manner that it can
be displaced sideways to accommodate the
movements of the spindle when the chain is

adjusted. A pulley for a V belt to drive the
radiator fan is mounted on the end of the
chain wheel spindle.
The carburettor is a 48 R.A. Zenith aero type.
The curves shown in. Fig. 7 give the brake
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performance as obtained by Messrs. Vauxhall

using a Froud water dynometer. The indi

cated performance and mechanical efficiency

have been arrived at by calculation by the

method already referred to.

(iii.) The Ricardo 150 h.p. Tank Engine.

The two engines already described represent

examples of the light type of relatively high

speed petrol engine in which advantage is

taken of special materials and a high rotational

speed for the development of large power

outputs for a low weight. As contrasted with

this type there is the relatively lower speed

engine designed to develop a large torque

at low speeds and to run at or near its full

load continuously for long periods.

As illustrating this latter type, the writer

has selected tbe Ricardo 150 h.p. Tank Engine,

of which the following is a description (see

Figs. 8 and 9).

In considering this engine it must be borne

in mind that its design was in many respects

controlled by limitations imposed by the fact

that it was required to be interchangeable

with the 105 h.p- Daimler engine, previously
used in the Tank service, both as regards

length at the crankshaft centre line and overall

width. The depth below the crankshaft was

also limited.

It was also required that a minimum use

should be made of special steels and aluminium,
so that mild steel had to be employed for such

parts as crankshafts, and aluminium only used

for pistons and induction pipes.

The bore and stroke are 5-625 in. and 7-5 in.

respectively, and at the normal speed of 1200

r.p.m. the engine develops 165 b.h.p.

The six separate cylinders are of cast iron

with large openings at the sides, which are

covered with steel panels screwed on, This

form of cylinder facilitates foundry work and

allows the cylinder centres to be brought close

together, thus shortening the engine and re

ducing the bending moment due to the couples

arising from each group of three cylinders.

Single inlet and exhaust valves are provided
in each cylinder, the inlet valve being arranged
above the exhaust and operated by a rocker

and push rod. The inlet valve seating is

formed in a detachable housing so that the

exhaust valve can be changed or ground in by
removing the inlet valve and its housing.
As will be observed from the illustrations,

very great care has been taken to ensure ample
cooling of the exhaust valve by carrying the

water space all round the seating. The stem
is cooled by extending the water space as close

as possible up to the valve head and by the

use of a bronze guide which assists in conduct

ing away heat.

The valves are made of 3 per cent nickel

steel case-hardened all over. The case-

hardening provides a highly carburiaed surface

which resists pitting and enables a phosphor-
bronze guide to be employed without risk of

seizing.
The inlet valve is

"
masked," that is to

say, it operates as a piston valve during the

first and last portions of its travel by closing
into a recess formed round the valve seat.

The fit of the valve head into this recess is

sufficiently close to prevent any substantial

flow of gases past the valve when the pressure
difference on either side of the head is small.

The advantage of
"
masking

"
is that it

enables the period between the valvo leaving
its seat and returning thereto to bo substanti

ally lengthened, while employing a normal

valve timing as referred to the points of

leaving and entering the mask. The lengthen

ing of the period during which the valve is off

its seat enables a very rapid cut-off to bo

obtained while using low accelerations, as the

valve can be slowly dropped on to its seat

after it has entered its mask.

As a result of this arrangement the valve

can be held very nearly wide open until the

out dead centre is reached, and the gases can

then be rapidly cut off by lowering the valve

into its mask. Consideration of the valve-

opening diagram in. relation to piston velocity
will show that the gases have excellent

facilities for rilling the cylinder at the end of

the suction stroke.

The pistons employed on these engines are

of a type developed by Mr. Ricardo and known
as cross-head pistons, from the fact that the

side thrust due to the connecting rod obliquity
is taken on a cross-head and guide, thus

relieving the cylinder walls from all side loads*

The piston is of aluminium alloy and consists

of a head carrying the rings and provided with

a tubular extension on its underside. At the

lower end of this extension bosses arc formed
to carry the gudgeon-pin bushes, and suitable

flanges are provided to locate a sleeve which
forms the guiding member of the piston.

This sleeve is made of cast iron and is

secured to the lower piston flange by T-

headed bolts. The sleeve works in a guide
lined with anti-friction metal.

The advantages of this form of piston arc

that it gives a high mechanical efficiency and
enables largo diameter aluminium pistons
to be employed with complete absence of

piston slap.

The reasons underlying the increase in

mechanical efficiency duo to the use of these

cross-head pistons are as follows. Jn practi

cally all internal combustion engines the largest
mechanical loss is that arising from the

friction of the piston on the cylinder wall.

In spite of the fact that the bearing pressure

per unit area and the rubbing speed in the

case of a piston are in general lower than tho

pressure and speeds found in ordinary bearings,
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the friction arising from pistons is greater
than in bearings. It appears probable that

this is due to the fact that in the case of pistons
as ordinarily arranged the rubbing surfaces

are lubricated with oil fouled by particles of

carbon and gummy residues.

In the cross-head piston the whole of the side

thrust due to the obliquity of the connecting
rod is taken by the cross-head guide, which is

lubricated with clean, unfouled oil, and the

head of the piston, carrying the rings, is

relieved of all contact with the cylinder wall.

Further, the reciprocating weight with the

cross-head construction in aluminium is very

considerably less than with a cast-iron trunk

piston, and is comparable with the weight of

a light aluminium trunk piston of the same
size.

The lubrication of the cross-head guide can
be copious without any risk of excess of oil

being passed to the bore of the cylinder.
The lubrication of the rings is effected by
providing holes in the cross-head sleeve, which
overrun the upper edge of the guide when the

piston is near the top of its stroke. These
holes communicate with the interior of the

piston and allow oil to be drawn out and

sprayed on to the cylinder wall by the partial
vacuum caused by the upward movement of

the piston. Any fouled oil draining from the

cylinder bore can be led away and prevented
from contaminating the oil in the crankcase.

The pistons are cooled by contact of the rings
on the cylinder walls and by the circulation

of air which is drawn into the chamber surround

ing the cross-head guides. This air passing up
under the pistons cools the piston heads, and the

heat picked up by the air from the heads and

guides warms the air before it passes to tho

carburettors which draw from the cross-head

chamber. The heat thus picked up by the air

is found to be just sufficient to supply the

latent heat of evaporation of that portion of the

fuel vaporised in the induction system on full

load, and the extra heat picked up on reduced
loads effectually prevents condensation of fuel

in the induction system. The circulation of

air over the top of the crankcase prevents
undue heating of this part by conduction and

by radiation from the piston crowns.
It will be observed that the gudgeon pin

is of unusually short length, and it might be

supposed that wear would in consequence be
excessive. In practice it has been found that
these pins are remarkably free from wear, for

the following reasons. The ends of the pin
are supported in bosses which are situated

relatively closely together, so that the tendency
of the pin to bend under load is small, and

consequently one of the principal causes of
trouble with gudgeon pin bearings is removed.
Further, the pin is free to rotate both in the

piston bosses and in the connecting rod small

end, so that the rubbing speed is halved and
local wear avoided.

The connecting rods are of mild steel 16

in. centre to centre length, giving a ratio of

connecting rod length to crank throw of

4-26 : 1. The small end bush of bronze is

secured in the rod by swaging a portion of the

bush into a slot formed in the top of the rod.

The big end bearing consists of a white metalled

shell which ia located in the connecting rod

by means of a pin passing through the shank
of the rod parallel with the crankpin axis,

and engaging in slots in tho flanges of the

bearing shell. The big end cap is secured by
four bolts.

The crankcase is of cast iron split on the

crankshaft axis. The seven crankshaft bear

ings are white metalled shells supported in

the lower half of the crankcase independently
of the top half of the crankcase. The bearing

caps are mild steel stampings to which the top
half of the bearing shells are secured by means
of a stem formed on the shell, passing through
a hole in the cap. These stems are drilled up
and are connected to the oil - distribution

system, so that they serve the purposes of a

bearing location and a connection for the

introduction of oil.

The object of supporting the main bearings
in the lower half was to enable the crankshaft,
the main bearings, or the top half to be

removed without disturbing the base which
carries the engine feet. Any of tho main

bearings can be removed and replaced without

disturbing the crankshaft, by removing the

cap and top half of the bearing and rotating
the lower shell round tho shaft.

The crankshaft is a mild steel forging with
solid journals and hollow crankpins. The
outside diameter of the journals and crankpin
is 2-875 in., and the bore of tho pins 1-4375 in.

The lengths of the journals are : flywheel end,
4-0 in, ; forward end and centre bearing,
2-875 in.

; intermediates, 2-125 in.

The flywheel is an iron casting 20 in. in

diameter, bolted to a flange formed on tho
crankshaft, On tho forward end of tho shaft
a Lanchester vibration damper is mounted.

Owing to the limitation imposed on tho over
all length of the engine, tho length of the

journal and crankpin bearings had to bo

restricted, and it was decided to favour the

big end bearings and to rely on tho UBO of

balance weights to reduce tho loading .on tho
main bearings, should it bo found necessary to
reduce the load factor on those bearings owing
to the poor wearing qualities of tho mild stool

crankshaft which had to bo usccl.

The lubrication is arranged on tho dry base

system. Three oscillating valvelcas plunger
pumps are provided at tho gear ond of the

engine. The plungers aro all operated by a

crankpin formed on tho end of tho spindle
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carrying the idle wheel connecting the crank
shaft pinion and camshaft wheel. One of the

pumps supplies oil under pressure to the
distribution system, and the other two pumps
return the used oil to the external oil-tank.

An oil sump is provided at each end of the
base chamber. Each of the scavenger pumps
is connected to one of the sumps, so that the

crank chamber is kept free from accumulated
oil even when the engine is tilted through
large angles.
The distribution system consists of a pipe

running the length of the engine, inside the

crank chamber, with branch pipes leading to

each main bearing. A relief valve is provided
at the flywheel end of the main pipe, and a

branch is led from an intermediate point in

this pipe to an oil-pressure gauge. Oil passes
from the main bearings to the crankpins by
way of inclined holes drilled through the

crank webs to connect the interior of the pins
with a hole in the adjacent journal. The
exit holes in the crankpins are drilled at the

side of the pins at the point of minimum

loading.

Owing to the restriction imposed on width,
all the auxiliaries were grouped at the ends of

the engine.
The auxiliaries consist of two magnetos,

two governors, three oil-pumps, water-circulat-
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FIG. 10.

ing pump, and an air-pressure pump for

putting pressure on the petrol tank. One of

the governors controls the maximum engine

speed, and the other was intended to open
the throttle when the speed dropped below

400 r.p.m. This latter governor was subse

quently found to be unnecessary.
An interesting feature in connection with

the valve driving gear is the method of

400 600 8001000120014001600
Revolutions per minute ?

Mechanical loss curves

providing for adjustment of mesh of the idle

wheel, by mounting it in a spider bolted to the

end of the crankease so that its position may
be adjusted.
Mixture is supplied to the cylinders by two

vertical 55-mm. Zenith carburettors, which

normally draw the
2

whole of their air

supply from the cross- f

1

head chamber. A
|

1

hand - adjusted cold fi

air supply is provided 1,

for use in very hot |

weather. J

1

The performance of ^
8 ~

these engines is given
in the accompanying
graphs, which are self-

explanatory, It may
be pointed out, how
ever, that as all the

engines made were
tested on swinging TIG. 11.

field dynamometers,
the various fnational and pumping losses were

easily ascertained under actual running con
ditions as to temperatures by motoring the

engine with fuel and cooling water cut off.

The motoring method of ascertaining the gross
mechanical losses was checked by Morse's

method of cutting out one cylinder at a time

while running under full load, and noting the

drop in torque equivalent to the indicated

power of the cylinder cut out.

The following mean results were obtained in the

last eight hours of a ten-hour test made on a standard

engine to establish a heat balance sheet :

B.H.P. 162-9

Fuel (Ib. per b.h.p. hour) . . . 0-554

Brake thermal efficiency . . . 24-7 p.c.

LH.P 187-0

Indicated thermal efficiency . . . 28 -4 p.c.

Indicated efficiency relative to the air

standard 64-0 p.c.

Heat loss to jackets (B.Th.U.'s per hour) 418,000

Heat to indicated \vork. . . . 28 -4 p.c.

Heat to cooling water . . . .24-9 p.c.

Heat to exhaust, radiation, etc. . . 46-7 p.c.

The fuel used was Shell spirit, sp.g. 0-725, lower

heating value 18,GOO B.Th.U.'s per Ib. The air

standard efficiency for the compression ratio of 4-34 : 1

is 44-4 per cent, and the mechanical efficiency 87

per cent.

The following are some of the principal data of

these engines :

Number and arrangement of

cylinders .... Six, vertical,

separate.

Bore 5-625 in.

Stroke 7-500 in.

Compression ratio . . . 4-34 : 1

Normal b.h.p. and speed . . 165 b.h.p. at

1200 r.p.zn.

Brake mean pressure . . 97-31bs. sq. in.
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Mechanical efficiency .

Indicated mean pleasure

Fuel consumption (0-730 s.g. spirit)

Brake thermal efficiency

Indicated thermal efficiency.

Aii standard efficiency

Relative efficiency (fuel supplied) .

88 per cent.

110-0 Ibs. sq. in.

0-()36 pint

b.li.p. hr.

23-6 per cent.

26-8 per cent.

44-4 percent.
(504 per cent.

Gas Velocities (ft, per sec.) at 1200 r.p.m.

Choke tube .... 353-0

Carburettor body . . - 168-0

Vertical induction pipe . . 165-2

Induction manifold . . 150-3

Inlet port
109-6

Inlet valve (period above mask) . 168-3

(total period) . . 130-8

Exhaust valve .... 148-25

Exhaust port .... 140-3

Exhaust branch pipes . . . 140-3

Exhaust manifold . . . 126*6

Weight of piston complete with

rings and gudgeon . . . 7-25 Ibs.

Total reciprocating weight per

cylinder
10-82 Ibs.

Weight per sq. in. piston area . 0-435 Ib.

Mean inertia pressure at normal

speed ..... 33-3 Ibs.

Weight of rotating mass of con

necting rod - . . .7-13 Ibs. -

Total centrifugal pressure at

normal speed.... 1094 Ibs.

Centrifugal pressure per sq. in.

piston area . . . .44-4 Ibs. sq. in.

Mean average fluid pressure, in

cluding compression . . . 43-0 Ibs. sq. in.

Total loading from all sources per

sq. in. piston .... 109-5 Ibs. sq. in

Diameter of crankpin . . . 2-875 in.

Rubbing velocity of big end

(normal speed) . . . 15 -04 ft. sec.

Width of big end bearing (effective) 2-25 in.

Projection area of big end bearing

(effective) . . . .6-47 sq. in.

Ratio piston area/projected big end

area 3-84:1

Mean average pressure on big end. 421 lbs f sq. in.

Load factor oa big end bearing . G330 Ibs. ft. sec.

A. T. E.

PHASE (in Thermodynamics). See
" Thermo

dynamics," (28), (52); "Phase Rule,"

(D-

PHASE RULE
I. INTRODUCTION

(1) INTRODUCTORY. Liquid water may be

in equilibrium with its saturated vapour
throughout a wide range of temperature and

pressure ; but if one of these variables, let

us say temperature, be fixed, there is only
one pressure at which permanent equilibrium
is possible. At 0. this pressure is 4-6 mm.
of mercury, while at the standard boiling-

point, 100 C., the equilibrium pressure is

760 mm. Again, at a certain temperature,
a fraction of a degree above the normal

freezing-point, ice, water, and vapour can co

exist in stable equilibrium under the pressure

of the vapour at that temperature. But,

in this case, no variation is posaiblo : at the

triple point, with ice, water, and vapour
in equilibrium, the temperature must be

+ 0-00(3BO., and the pressure 4-<i mm. of

mercury. If cither temperature or pressure

depart from these values, the equilibrium

will be disturbed, and either ice, water, or

vapour disappear.
In these systems we have but one component
water substance, the chemical compound of

composition. H20. There are three possible

phases solid ice, liquid water, and aqueous

vapour. The thcrmodynamio investigation

of the phenomena of equilibrium between the

phases in systems of one or more components
led Willard Oibbs ^ to formulate a simple
law to which is given the name of the Phane

Ride.

(2) DEFINITIONS. In more complex sys

tems, we may have equilibria such as that

between calcium carbonate on the one hand
and limo with carbon dioxide on the other.

In this reaction

When the velocity of change in opposite
directions is equal, we get equilibrium ana

logous to that between water and its saturated

vapour. The amounts of lime and carbon

dioxide on the right-hand side of the equation
are independent of each other. We can

bring more limo into the system from outside

without changing the total quantity of carbon

dioxide free and combined. Limo and carbon

dioxide are independent components of the

system. But bringing in either limo or carbon

dioxide or both of them will affect the equili

brium, and a change in the amount of calcium

carbonate will bo produced. Hence the

quantity of calcium carbonate depends on the

amounts of limo and carbon dioxide. Calcium
carbonate is merely a phase in equilibrium
with other phases. It is not an independent

component of the system.
We arc now in a position to appreciate

the meaning of the following definitions :

A Phase is a mass chemically and physic

ally homogeneous, or a mass of uniform

concentration.

The Components of a phase or system arc

the substances contained in it which are of

independently variable concentration.

II. THRRMODVNAMIO TUKORY Otf THE
PHASE RULK

(3) TUB EQUILIBRIUM OP ISOTHERMAL
SYSTEMS. The Phase Rule can be deduced
from the two classical laws of thermodynamics,

1 Trans. Connect. Acad., 1875-78, ii. and ill.; or
reprint of Willard Glbbs' papers.
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which are themselves the expression of accumu
lated experience in the observed phenomena
of the mutual transformations of heat and

mechanical work.

If heat and work are passed into a system,
the first law or principle of conservation of

energy tells us that the gain, oe, in the energy
of the system is equal to the sum of the heat,

H, passed in (expressed in mechanical units),

and the work, 5W, done on the system. If

the only work involved is that done against

a uniform hydrostatic pressure, it may be

written as pSv, but, if other forms of work

are done, we may express them all in general

ised co-ordinates as 2(XSo;), where X denotes

an intensity factor, such as pressure or electro

motive force, and Sx the change in a quantity
factor such as volume or quantity of electricity.

Hence
^bhe

increase in energy of a system
which takes in heat and work may be written as

5e=5H + 2(X5z). . . (i.)

The second law of thermodynamics leads to

the concept of entropy ;
which is such that

the change 50 in entropy when heat passes

isothermally and reversibly into a system is

SH/0, where 6 is the temperature, measured

on the absolute scale, at which the change
occurs. Hence we get the relation 5H = 050
for a reversible change.

If the change be non-reversible (e.g. if

friction or conduction of heat through finite

temperature ranges occur) the efficiency of

the process is less, and the increase in entropy
is greater. Thus for non-reversible processes

Now let us substitute these relations in

equation (i.).
We get for reversible operations

3e= 0S0-f:S(X5a;),
-

. (ii.)

and for non-reversible operations

5e<0$0 + 2(X5a;). . . (iii.)

If we subtract from each side

wo obtain the equation and the inequality

o(e- 00)^ -050 + ~(X3z). . (iv.)

Let us suppose that we keep the temperature

constant, that is, that we deal with an iso

thermal system. Since there is no change in

O r 66 is zero, and we get

where ^ is written for e - 00, a quantity

which will often recur in our investigation.

Wo can now see the physical significance

of this quantity oi//.
It denotes the tota.

amount of work, of whatever kind, which is

put into a system during a small reversible

isothermal change in the system, and - ty

the decrease in the function
\f/,

is the work

which can be obtained from the system during

uch a change. Hence $ or its decrease is

known as the free energy or the available

energy, and is often written as A in chemical

jeatises.

If we restrict ourselves to operations carried

it at constant volume, or, in the general

3ase, where any kind of work is done, to

operations where there is no change in x9

5x vanishes, and we get

Si/^O,. . . (vi.)

ior reversible and non-reversible operations

respectively.
Now all real processes are more or less

non-reversible. Reversibility, in the thermo-

dynamic sense of the word, is a condition in

which an infinitesimal change in one of the

co-ordinates of the system, such as temperature
or pressure, suffices to reverse the direction

of change in the system. It is an ideal state,

which we may approach more or less nearly,

but cannot reach, since such influences as

friction and conduction of heat cannot wholly
be excluded. Hence for all real isothermal,

constant-volume operations cty must be less

than zero, that is negative, and \p must suffer

a decrease.

Let us imagine that
T//
has reached a minimum

value. Then, for any further small change,

it can decrease no more. If it alter at all,

it must increase. But, since a real change
must involve a decrease in

i//,
no real change

can occur when ^ is a minimum : the system
must be in equilibrium.
Thus we reach the necessary and sufficient

condition of equilibrium for an isothermal

system in which the quantity factors x, such

as volume, are kept constant. The condition

is that the ^ function should be a minimum.

In mechanics we similarly get equilibrium

when a potential is a minimum, and hence,

by analogy, the ^ function is called a thermo-

dynamic potential the thermodynamic poten

tial at constant volume.

In order to investigate the condition of

equilibrium for a system at constant pressure,

or, in the general case, when the intensity

factors X in the expression S(Xds) for the work

of all kinds are kept constant, we must return

to relations (ii.) and (iii.),

and subtract from each side

5 {6$ + S(Xa:)}
= 050 + 050 + S(Xfo) + S(z5X)>

thus obtaining the relations

5
[e
- 00 - 2(Xaj)} ^ - 050 - S(a?5X). (vii.)

If we write f for e - 00- S(Xrc), and restrict

ourselves to isothermal operations, we get

6i-=~S(z5X), . . (viii.)

relations which indicate that d' has not

such a definite physical significance as 5^,
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the available energy. Nevertheless, f gives

us the condition we seek.

If we work at constant pressure, or, in

the general case, when all X's are constant,

5X vanishes and

5^0, .... (ix.)

where, as before, the equation characterises

reversihle and the inequality irreversible

processes. Hence it follows that, when f is

a minimum, no real, i.e. irreversible, process

can occur, and the system must be in

equilibrium.
We have now obtained a complete solution

of the problem of the conditions of equilibrium
of isothermal systems in the two cases which

are at once the simplest and most important.
When the a's (including the volume) are

constant, $ must be a minimum, and when the

X's (including the pressure) are constant, must

be a minimum.
The functions \f/

and are thermodynamic

potentials, and involve the internal energy,

the temperature, the entropy, and the co

ordinates X and x of the system. ^ and f

are therefore functions of the composition,

the temperature, and the pressure of unit

mass of the system.

(4) THE EQUELIBKIUM: OF PHASES. Let us

once more return to the consideration of the

system with which we began a liquid, water,

in contact with its saturated vapour. If a

small mass 8m of liquid evaporate at constant

volume, there will be an increase, say, 8\f/l9

in the value of ^ for the vapour, and a de

crease, 5^2, hi that for the liquid, while, if

the change occur at constant pressure, the

corresponding quantities will be 8^ and >.

The total rate of increase per unit mass

evaporated is therefore

^i_^i? Qr d^_d^_
dm dm' dm dm

In order that the system should be in

eq^nilibrium, ^ or must be a minimum, and

Jcnerefore the differential coefficientmust vanish.

Hence the necessary and sufficient condition

of equilibrium for the component water sub

stance in the two phases is

* 4. 1

at constant volume ^I d -'Z \
-f^= -5-*,dm am

^
. .

^= T^- Iand at constant pressure

These quantities were named by Gibbs the
chemical potentials, and, for brevity, the

equations such as (x.) may be written as

At the triple point, where ice, water, and

vapour coexist in equilibrium, we have also

^2= ^3'

and jU3
=

fjL.

But the last is not an independent equation,
it is implicitly contained in the other two ;

for three phases, containing one component,
we have two independent equations when the

three phases are in equilibrium.

(5) THE PHASE RULE. We are now ready
to consider the general problem of equilibrium
in a system containing r phases and n com

ponents.
For each component we can get a series of

equations like those just obtained, giving the

conditions of equilibrium for that component
in pairs of coexisting phases. As before, the

best possible equation will be implicitly con

tained in the others, and the number of in

dependent relations is consequently one less

than the number of phases, or r - 1. In the

whole system, containing n components, we
shall have a series of these equations for each

component, since, if the whole system is in

equilibrium, each component must bo in

equilibrium in each pair of coexisting phases.
For instance, in a mixture of water and
alcohol in equilibrium with the mixed vapour,
both for water substance and for alcohol sub
stance must /a1

=
y
cc2 . Hence, in the whole

system, the number of independent relations is

n(r-l),

and these are relations between quantities
which are functions of the composition, the

temperature, and the pressure.
Let us now ask what is the number of

independent variables in the system of r

phases and n components.
In unit mass of each phase there may bo

n components. The composition of the phase
is known if the masses of n - 1 of these com
ponents are given. For instance, in one gram
of a solution of a salt in alcohol and water, if

we know that there is half a gram of water
and a quarter of a gram of alcohol, wo do not
need to be told that there is a quarter of a

gram of salt.

Altogether we have r phases of which this

is true. Hence the number of independent
variables denning the concentration or com
position of the system is r(n

-
1). But, besides

the composition, we must know the tempera
ture and pressure. The volume of unit mass
will then of course bo fixed, and is not an

independent variable. Hence to the internal

variables, defining the composition, wo must
add two, the temperature and the pressure.
The whole number of independent variables is

thus

and, to determine these variables, wo have

n(r-l) independent equations, containing
functions of those same variables.

If we have the same number of simultaneous

equations as we have independent variables,
the variables must each have one and only
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one determinate value. That is, the system
can exist in equilibrium only at one tempera
ture, one pressure, and one composition of

each variable phase. Such a system is known
as non-variant or invariant. It is defined by
the relation

or ?&- r +2= 0. . . . (si.)

On the other hand, if there are less in

dependent equations than there are variables,
the system will not be completely determined.
It can exist in equilibrium in different condi

tions, and its amount of indetermmedness will

increase with the excess of variables. For

instance, if there is one more variable than
there are equations, one unknown will remain

unspecified. In the equilibrium between a

liquid and its vapour, n is 1 and r is 2
; hence

n-r + 2=l. . . . (xii.)

This system is known as monovariant or

univariant. It can exist in equilibrium

throughout a wide range of temperatures and

pressures. But, if one of these variables be

fixed, the other is fixed also. At 50 C., for

example, equilibrium is only possible between
water and steam at a pressure of 92-3 mm. of

mercury.
We now see that the excess of the number

of variables over the number of independent
equations between them may rightly be called

the number of degrees of freedom of a system.
If this number be written as F,, we have

F= r('tt-l)+2-w(r-l) =w-r+2 (xiii.)

as the symbolic expression of Willard Gibbs'

Phase Rule, which, put into words, is :

The number of degrees of freedom of a

system in equilibrium is two more than the

excess of the number of components over the

number of coexisting phases.

III. APPLICATION OF THE PHASE RULE

(6) ONE-COMPONENT SYSTEMS. As the

simplest and most familiar application of the

Phase Rule, let us deal with the phenomena
of equilibrium between the different phases of

water substance.

To obtain a non-variant system, we must
have as in equation (xi.)

! system, as illustrated by the Phase Rule, are

best exemplified by means of a plane diagram,
drawn between temperature and pressure as

ordinates (Fig. 1). On this diagram the in

variant system of three phases is represented
by the point P, the so-called triple point. Both
temperature and pressure are fixed and de
termined.

Let us imagine that, to this system of three

phases, heat is added. Ice will gradually melt,
but, as long as any ice remains, neither tem
perature nor pressure will change. The melt

ing-point is constant and the vapour pressure
is constant.

When the last particle of ice disappears only
two phases are left. In the equation (xiii.) r is

now 2, and F becomes unity. We have the

system of liquid
and vapour in n

equilibrium as ex-

plained above ; we
have a univariant

system. On the

diagram, this

system must be

represented by a

simple line that

is, by a figure PIG. 1.

which, for one
value of the abscissa, has one value of the

ordinate only. In this case, the line is PA, the

well-known vapour pressure curve of water.

It ends at the critical point, where the dis

tinction between liquid and vapour ceases

and above which only one phase exists.

The slope from point to point of curves such
as this is given by the so-called Latent Heat

Equation,
1

77fl
=

fl/v __irv
* (^v.)

Since there is only one component, n is unity,
and we find _

7* o.

That is, to get a system which is completely

specified, three phases must coexist, or ice,

water, and vapour can coexist in stable equili

brium at one temperature and one pressure

only, viz. at the freezing-point +0-0068 C.,

under the pressure of the vapour, which is

4-6 mm. of mercury.
The further relations of a one-component

Vapour

where p is the pressure, & the temperature
measured on the absolute scale, ua

- ^ the

change in volume produced when unit mass
of one phase passes into the other, and L the

latent heat, i.e. the amount of heat, measured
in mechanical units of energy, that must be

added to cause this transformation. The
Phase Rule enables us to predict the number
and meaning of these curves of equilibrium,
and the Latent Heat Equation gives their

slope. Hence the Phase Rule and the Latent
Heat Equation contain together the complete
solution of the problem of equilibrium.
And now let us return once more to a

mixture of three phases at the triple point.
Instead of passing heat into this mixture, let

us imagine it to.be abstracted. Water will

gradually freeze, but, so long as any liquid

remains, the temperature and pressure ~are

unaltered and we still have an invariant

system.
1 See article

"
Thermodynamics."
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But, when the last drop of water freezes, only
two phases, ice and vapour, remain. Again,
in the equation (xiii.) r is 2 and F is unity,
and once more we must represent the system
on our diagram by a line. This curve PE,
showing the equilibrium between solid ice and

aqueous vapour, is the vapour pressure curve of

ice below the freezing-point. Since the latent

heat of the change from solid to vapour near

the freezing-point is the sum of those for the

changes solid to liquid and liquid to vapour,
the slope of this curve is greater than that of

the vapour pressure curve of water, and the

curve for ice lies below that for under-cooled

water.

Finally, if instead of passing heat into or

out of the invariant system, we attempt to

increase the pressure, its rise -will be only in

finitesimal ; vapour will condense, and the

volume will diminish. When all vapour has

gone, we get the univariant system liquid water

and solid ice. The curve of equilibrium PD,
since the change in volume from ice to water

is small and negative, is shown by the latent

heat equation to be very steep, and to slope

upwards from right to left. It gives the de

pression of freezing-point as pressure increases,

which, is one degree centigrade for about 147

atmospheres.

(7) T\VO-COMPONENT OR BlNABY SYSTEMS.
As an example of a simple system containing

two independent components, we will take

water and an anhydrous salt such as potassium
chloride. In the Phase Rule Equation (xiii.) n

is 2, and to get a non-variant equilibrium we
have

The four possible coexisting phases are crystals
of ice, crystals of salt, saturated solution, and
the vapour, which, since the vapour pressure
of the salt at ordinary temperatures is negli

gible, is the vapour of water only.
Our plane diagram, where the co-ordinates

are temperature and pressure, is now inade

quate, because a new independent variable

appears the concentration of the solution.

For graphical representation, we shall want
another axis, and therefore we must take a

three-dimensional model, which can be indi

cated on a plane diagram by a perspective
sketch (Fig. 2).

In this model, the invariant system of four

coexisting phases is represented by a point P.

The co-ordinates of this point are fixed by the

temperature t corresponding to the freezing-

point of the saturated solution under its own
vapour pressure, the vapour pressure p, and
the composition c of that solution at the

freezing-point. For water and potassium
chloride t - 11-1 C., >= 2-0 mm. of mercury,
and c= 2-i-6 grams KC1 to 100 grams H2O.

This constancy of composition and of melt

ing-point used to be thought characteristic

of elements or definite chemical compounds
only. And Guthrie, who first investigated the

phenomena of these invariant systems, called

the mixture of solids cryohydrates.
Let heat be passed into this non-variant

mixture. Ice melts, and salt dissolves in the

liquid so produced to form more saturated

solution
; the co-ordinates are unaltered. But

eventually either salt or ice fails. If ice fails

first, leaving excess of salt, we are left with

salt, saturated solution, and vapour three

phases which, in accordance with the rule,

form a, univariant system represented by a
line such as PA in our solid model, the

Salt + Vapour

FIG. 2.

vapour pressure curve of a solution saturated

from point to point as the temperature rises.

If, on the other hand, the supply of salt

fails, leaving excess of ice, the solution grows
more dilute as ice melts, and in the end, if

the amount of ice is unlimited, the solution is

infinitely dilute, i.e. this freezing-point curve
ends at B, the freezing-point of pure water.

Along its length the concentration varies fast

it lies quite out of the plane of the sketch

diagram.
If heat be taken from the non-variant mix

ture, liquid vanishes, and wre get PE the vapour
pressure curve of mixed ice and salt, while, if

the volume be diminished and finally pressure
be increased, we obtain the last possible uni

variant system made up of ice, salt, and
saturated solution, represented in Fig. 2 by
the line PD.
The four curves so obtained mark out

edges in the solid model, and these edges form
lines of contact between sheet-surfaces. Such
surfaces represent di-variant systems with
two degrees of freedom, and, as the Phase
Rule shows, two phases in equilibrium. For
the example taken, these pairs of phases are

written on the diagram (Fig. 2).

Finally, between the di-variant surfaces

three-dimensional spaces exist, representing
the three degrees of freedom characterising
systems containing one phase only. The
meaning of each space on the diagram can
be seen by taking the phase common to the
two surfaces which bound the space in question.
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The complete significance of the diagram is

now clear.

This diagram also represents the phenomena
of equilibrium between water and a hydrated
salt such as sodium sulphate, Na2S0 4

. 10H20,
"
hydrate

"
being substituted for

"
salt

" where
it occurs in Fig. 2. In this case, the curve OA,
giving the equilibrium between hydrate, solu

tion, and vapour, ends at 32 C., where the

hydrate melts and passes into anhydrous
sodium sulphate and water. At this point, then,
we get another non-variant system, the four

necessary phases being solid hydrate, solid

anhydrous salt, liquid solution, and the

vapour. From this point start four uni-

variant curves, repeating qualitatively the

phenomena of Fig. 2.

When we pass from the qualitative to the

quantitative study of these phenomena, the

genera] sketch of the model must be replaced

by a projection of the univariant curve in

question on one or other of the three planes.
Thus experiments on the connection between

oemperature and solubility are represented

by projecting the curve OA on the C- plane.
In order to do this, the pressure at each point
should be that of the vapour at that point,

but, since the solubility of a solid does not

change much with pressure, the simpler ex

periments made under constant atmo

spheric pressure give the theoretical uni-

variant curve with enough accuracy.

Simple illustrations may be taken from

solutions of salts in water, or, to open new

ground, from alloys. Fig. 3 shows the

equilibrium between silver and copper.
Pure silver melts at 960, and the ad
dition of copper lowers the melting-point
in a univariant manner. On the other

hand, pure copper melts at 1081-5, and

the addition of silver similarly lowers the

melting-point. The two curves cut each.

other at a point B, where there are 40

atomic per cents of copper and the tem

perature is 777. "Here we get four

phases : crystals of the two pure metals,

the liquid, consisting of the saturated

solution of each in the other, and the

vapour. By the Phase Rule this is a

non-variant system ; microscopic examina

tion shows that its crystalline structure is

more uniform than that of a mixture of

any other proportions, and it is hence

called a eutectic alloy. The crystals are

those of pure silver, represented by E,

mixed with those of pure copper, repre

sented by F. Below 777 no liquid can

exist, hence underneath the horizontal line

with silver, and in CBF copper and a solution

saturated with copper. Above the equilibrium
curves AB and CB no solids exist, and the

liquid is an unsaturated solution.

If a melted alloy, such as that represented
by the point G in Fig. 3, of composition

M

20 40 60 8O
Atomic per cents

FIG. 3.

richer in copper than that of the eutectic

mixture, be cooled, solid copper, represented

by the point M, is deposited when the tempera
ture falls to that corresponding to the point H.
The residual liquid thus becomes richer in

silver. It changes as indicated by the curve

HB, till its composition is that of the eutectic.

At B silver and copper are deposited together
in eutectic proportions till the whole system
is solid. Microscopic examination of the

FIGK 4.

we have a region in the diagram which

represents solid alloys made of mixtures of

copper crystals and silver crystals in varying

proportions. In the region AEB we have

crystals of silver and a solution saturated

solid so obtained will show the larger crystals

of pure copper first deposited, cemented to

gether by a conglomerate made of the smaller,

more regular crystals of both metals deposited

eutectically.
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The copper-silver diagram of Fig. 3 "will also the so-called solute and solvent. Along the

w K H J

FIG. 5.

curve CB the solution is saturated with and
in equilibrium with salt, and along AB it is

saturated with ice. At the eutectic point B
both ice and salt exist. Fig. 3, therefore, will

represent the equilibrium between water and. a

salt, if ice be read for silver and salt for copper.
If water and salt combine to form a hydrate,

or if two metals, such as antimony and copper,
form a compound, we get as one possibility

"Solution
a diagram f tne tvPe shown in Fig. 4. 1

If the compound have the composition re

presented by H, the vertical line T"EH
divides the figure into two, each part being

analogous to the complete diagram in Fig. 3.

At E the solid hydrate or other compound
is in equilibrium with a liquid of the same

composition, and we get a constant melting-

point. Adding either component to this

compound causes the melting-point to fall.

Along the curve CED the hydrate is in equi
librium with the saturated solution. At C
we have a non-variant eutectic point where

hydrate and ice are the solid phases, and at

D another eutectic point with hydrate and

anhydroxis salt as solids.

If a liquid represented by U be cooled

along UR, solid hydrate, represented by X,

thus produced in the state of equilibrium of
the solid and liquid phases is very small,
and, theoretically, the diagram brings out the
fact that there is no real distinction between

changes, the proportion of water increasing

1
Figs. 4, 5, 6, and 12 to 18 are taken, by permis

sion, from Dr. D. A. Clibbens* book, The PrinciykK of
Phase Theory (Macmillan & Co.).
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with falling temperature as shown by the
curve FC. At ice appears.
On the other hand, if a liquid richer in salt

than the hydrate be cooled along VZ, the

hydrate X appears at G and the residual

liquid becomes increasingly more saline till

anhydrous salt crystals appear at D.
It is interesting to note that if water be

evaporated at constant temperature from an
unsaturated solution represented by Y, so

that we pass along the horizontal line YL,
the liquid will solidify at F, but the system will

again liquefy at G, where the line once more
enters the region of unsaturated solutions.

It will remain wholly liquid till K, where

anhydrous salt appears. When all water is

evaporated, we are left with pure salt at L.

Another possibility is shown in Fig. 5.

Here the non-variant point D has a liquid

phase containing more water than does the

hydrate that is to say, is on the left of T/rMH.
Passing up the curve CD from left to right,

anhydrous salt appears before the composition
corresponding to the pure hydrate is reached.

Liquids of composition V or U when cooled

deposit anhydrous salt at L and K respectively,
and hydrate when the residual liquid reaches
the transition point D. Isothermal evapora
tion along YE produces hydrate at Z, which
is converted into anhydrous salt when dehydra
tion begins at R.

Both these possibilities are actually found
in the phenomena of equilibrium of water and

magnesium chloride, a salt which crystallises
with 12, 8, 6, 4, and 2 molecules of water to

form five different hydrates. The meaning
of Fig. 6 will be clear without further

explanation.

(8) MIXED CRYSTALS OR SOLID SOLUTIONS.
Hitherto we have dealt with systems where

the only phase with continuous variation in

composition was the liquid. The solids have
been crystals, such as ice, salt, a, hydrate, or

a metal, of one definite chemical and physical
constitution. But solids are found with
continuous variation; they are called solid

solutions or mixed crystals. For instance,
it has long been known that in crystals of the

alums, one metal such as sodium can replace
another such as potassium by insensible

gradations, causing no change in the form of

the crystals.

The thermodynamic theory of these variable

solid phases has been worked out by Booze-

boom,1
by a method originally due to van

Rijn van Alkemade. 2

We have already seen that the condition

of equilibrium of each component in two

coexisting phases is

^ijf* or ^=^2

~dm dm* dm dm'
1 Zeits. phys. Chem., 1899, xxx. 385.

2
Ibid., 1893, xi. 289.

according as the system is maintained at

constant volume or at constant pressure.
These differential coefficients give the slope
of the curves in a diagram drawn between

fy
and m or f and m as ordinates. When

m and therefore the concentration of one

component in the other is small, we get a

characteristic dilute system, the energy rela

tions of which correspond to those of any other

dilute solution or of a gas. The work done

during an isothermal compression of a gas is 1

IV

. 7.

Pi

where m is the mass of the gas, B the gas

constant, T the absolute temperature on the

gas scale, and pi and p% the

initial and final pressures.
In the problem which now I

faces us, it follows that the

work done in introducing a

further small quantity of sub-
jj

stance is of the form a+ log bm,
where a and b are independent
of m. When the concentration is

indefinitely small, m approaches
***

zero, and its logarithm
- oo .

The curve must therefore at first

touch the axis of ^ or f, In

the diagram of Fig. 7 the pure

components A and B are repre
sented by the two sides of the

figure, while systems of mixed

composition are denoted by
intermediate points. In Divi

sions L, II., III., and IY. of the

figure, the vertical axis gives
the value of ^ or f ; in Division Y. it gives
the temperature.
With two variable phases, liquid and solid,

we have two curves, and we now see that

each of these curves must start vertically
downwards from each side of the diagram.
Let us consider the possibilities of form in

the rest of the curves.

The simplest possibility is that both curves

should run from end to end with no changes
in the sign of curvature, as in Fig. 7. Division

I. in this figure shows the two phases above
the melting-point of either component. The

liquid being the stable phase, its potential
must be less than that of the solid, and its

curve lies below. At a melting -point, solid

and liqrid are in equilibrium, and the corre

sponding ends of the two curves coincide.

At some lower temperature, for certain com
positions, the solid is stable, and the two
curves cut each other as shown in Division II.

Now the condition of equilibrium as given
in equation (x.) is that d^/dm=d^[dmt i.e.

that the curves should have a common tangent.
This is satisfied by the points a and 6, which

See article
"
Thermodynamics."
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a v uf

\J

therefore give the compositions of liquid and

solid in equilibrium with each other at tin's

temperature. Division III. represents similar

equilibrium at a lower temperature, while

IV. shows tlie curves below the

melting-points, when the solid is

the only stable phase.
These four m diagrams can

now be used to construct an wt

or freezing-point diagram, show-

ing the relation between com-

position and melting-point as in

Division V. At the temperatures
of II. and III. a liquid of com

position a is in equilibrium with

a solid of composition >, and we
thus get two curves in Division V.,
the upper corresponding to the

liquids and the lower to the solids

in equilibrium with each other.

D These curves are called the liquidus
and. solidus respectively.
When a liquid of composition

in cools, solid of composition o

appears when the liquid is at n.

As the liquid varies in com
position from n to p, the solid in equilibrium
with it changes from o to q, at which latter

point the whole system has become solid.

Instead of cutting each other as in Fig. 7,

the m curves may first come into contact
at an intermediate point as in Fig. 8. This

gives mt curves as shown in Fig. 8, Division V.
If the mf curves leave each other at a point
as in Fig. 9, the mt diagram is as shown

therein, while, if one curve suffers

a change in curvature as in Fig.

10, the thermodynamie potential
between certain points is higher
tlian it is at those points and the

compositions between them are

unstable, the crystals passing

A Cone."B

FIG. 8.

c d ej

<. spontaneously into mixtures of

the solid solutions represented by
the points. The corresponding

freezing-point diagram shows that
at a temperature c a liquid of

composition c is in equilibrium
with solids of composition both d
and e, no solid solutions of inter

mediate composition being stable.

Between the two lines dJil and ekm,
we get mixtures of two solid solu

tions of compositions represented
by points on those lines.

We are now ready to elucidate

some of the complex phenomena
of solid solutions which have been dis

covered, especially in the case of alloys.
The experimental investigation consists chiefly,

firstly, in observations on the rate o

cooling, when, owing to the evolution of
latent heat, a slowing down in the rate

A_Co/7C." B

FIG. 9.

of cooling marks a change of state whether
from liquid to solid or from one solid to

another
;
and secondly, especially in the ease

of alloys, in the microscopic examination of

polished surfaces of the solids

which have been suddenly cooled

from a definite temperature by
chilling in cold water. By this

chilling, the crystalline structure

at the given temperature is fixed II

permanently, and it can then be
examined at leisure. It is found
that each kind of element, com
pound, or solid solution has a
characteristic crystalline struc

ture by which its presence can
be detected and its appearance

IV

and disappearance traced.

Let us take as an example the

work of Hoycock and Neville on v
the bronzes, that is, of alloys of

copper and tin. 1
Fig. 11 shows

the equilibrium curves from pure
copper to an alloy containing
80 atomic percentages of tin.

Above the
"
liquidus

"
curve,

ABCDEFGH, the alloys consist

of a homogeneous liquid, and
below the

"
solidus

"
curve, A&Zw/E2E4TFM,

the whole mass is solid. But, even" in this

solid mass, changes of structure go on when
the conditions arc altered. For instance, the
two curves ZX and E'X, which cut each
other at X, enclose a region which represents
homogeneous solid solutions of varying com
position. Along ZX and E'X, those solutions
are in equilibrium with other solids which

Atomic Par cents of Tin

1.O 2O SO 40 50 GO

y + H + tin

FIG. 11.

crystallise out when the mass is cooled slowly
(as down the dotted line) so as to cut one of
these curves.

The meaning of the rest of the diagram is

clear from what has already been said. The
regions representing the different crystalline
substances of definite composition a, p, y, 8, y

1 Trans. Xt.8. A, 1004 ccii. 1.
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are marked with those letters, while the region
in which

/3
and 7 join in varying proportions

to form solid solutions is marked py.

(9) THREE-COMPONENT OR TERNARY SYS
TEMS. The Phase Rule Equation,

F= 7i-r + 2,

shows that, for three components (?i=3), to

get a non-variant system, we must put r = 5,

that is, assemble five phases in equilibrium.

If, as before, only one liquid and one vapour
phase be possible, we shall want three distinct

solids to complete our five phases.
When no mixed crystals are formed, the

solids are invariable, and if also only one

component be volatile, the liquid is the only
variable phase. To express the composition
of unit mass, we shall need to know the value

of n - 1 or 2 co-ordinates. Diagrammatic
representation of the complete system, then,

w

s,
FIG. 12.

S2

would need a four-dimensional model. By
taking the pressure constant, as is legitimate
when dealing only with solids and liquids.,

we can reduce our four dimensions to a possible

three, while by working at constant tempera
ture w can represent the equilibrium of three

components on a plane diagram.
In order to do this, we will use a method

introduced by Gibbs. Points at the angles of

an equilateral triangle are taken to represent
the three components in a pure state. A point

in any side then represents a mixture of two

components, and a point P within the triangle

mixtures of three components, the amount of

any one component being proportional to the

distance of P from the side opposite to the

angle representing that one component in a

direction parallel to one of the other sides.

Thus, to take as an example a system of

water W and two salts Sx
and S2 , the point P

(Fig. 12) represents a solution of xS t
and

?yS2 in unit mass, the amount of water,

1 _T (#$!+ 2/Sa ), being represented by PE or PG.

Let the composition of a saturated solution

if Sx in water be represented by A (Fig. 13).

Similarly, let C and D represent saturated

solutions of Sx in water containing two
different amounts of S2 . At F the amount of

S2 is enough to saturate the liquid with S2

FIG. 13.
H

also, and here the solution is in equilibrium
with both salts. For an isothermal system,
F is an invariant point the equilibrium is

completely defined for the one temperature

represented by the plane diagram. In the

same way, the curve BEF represents liquids

saturated with S2 in solutions of Sx in water

S,
'

D P G H S 2
FIG. 14.

of increasing concentration, and once more
when we reach F the liquid is saturated with

both salts.

If the two salts form a compound double salt,

its composition may be represented by a point
D in the lineS^ (Fig. 14). Its saturation curve

in solvents of varying composition will be some
such line as CE, the liquid being also saturated

with Si at C, and with S2 at E. These points,

C and E, represent non-variant systems.
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The phenomena of isothermal evaporation
can be traced by following lines such as UFD,
VLP, and XCG on the diagram. For instance,

when we pass along UD, we start with an

unsaturated solution prepared by dissolving
the compound in water. At F it deposits

crystals of pure S
1JP

and the composition of

the residual liquid passes along the curve

from F to C, where the liquid is also saturated

with the compound. Hence, in such cases,

the compound is said to be
"
decomposed

by water," though theory now shows us that

such reactions depend on the thermodynamic
relations of equilibrium between solid and

liquid phases. By whatever form of words
we describe the phenomena, our theory
enables us to foretell the conditions necessary
for the separation of one constituent salt from
a solution of two salts or a double salt.

Points between J and D represent complexes

25

ffa SO* FXQ. 15.
tiaCI

of both S
x and the compound, in equilibrium

with the invariant solution C, and, if we
enter the space DOE, as by evaporation of a

liquid represented by V or X, the deposited
Si will redissolve, and we shall get the com
pound double salt as the only solid. This, in

its turn, will become mixed with crystals of

pure S2
if we pass into the space DES2 .

A somewhat similar diagram is obtained if

either of the salts forms a solid hydrate with
water. Its form is clear from what has been

already said. The isotherm at 25 C. for water,
sodium sulphate, and sodium chloride is given
in Fig. 15.

The effect; of changes in temperature may
be represented by superposing these isothermal

diagrams one on the other. We thus get a

three-dimensional triangular prism in which
the whole phenomena may be set forth.

(10) FOUR - COMPONENT OB QUATERNARY
SYSTEMS. When another or fourth component
is present and w=4, even if we work at con

stant pressure and constant temperature, it

will need a three-dimensional model to repre
sent the composition of the liquid phase. This

CuCI,

30

can best be done by using a regular tetra

hedron, each of the faces being an equilateral

triangle. Points on one face of the tetra

hedron represent systems containing the com
ponents represented by the three corners of

that face, just as in the case of the ternary
systems already considered, and points in-

NaCJ

80"

CuCL
FIG. 17. BaOL

side the tetrahedron correspond to systems
containing also the fourth component.
The tetrahedron may be drawn as a per

spective sketch or projection on the base of

the tetrahedron, or it may bo imagined as

standing on one edge, symmetrically about a
vertical plane through that edge, and then be

projected on a horizontal plane. We thus get
a square, in which we can represent the system
on a plane diagram. Figs. 16 and 17 show
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the equilibria of water with sodium, copper,
and barium chlorides by these two methods

for a constant temperature of 30, where the

stable solid phases are NaCl, BaCl2 . 2H 20, and
CuCl2

. 2H20. The point g represents the iso

thermal invariant solution which is saturated

at 30 with these three solids, the composition

being

NaCl

1049

BaCl2

1-97

CuCl2

36-12

H2

5142 per cent.

When double salts, anhydrous or hydrated,
are formed, more complicated diagrams of

course result.

Another type of quaternary system is given

by mixtures of two salts with no ion in

common, such as potassium nitrate and
sodium chloride. Here a double reaction

KN03 +NaCqNaN03 -I- KC1

is possible, and, indeed, in solution the salts

are ionised. Thus, from a liquid containing

K, Na, N03 , and Cl any of the four possible
salts may be deposited. Nevertheless, since

the equation given above describes the re

action, the concentration of one salt can be

expressed in terms of the other three, and,

with water, we still have only four independent

components. For instance, the amount of

potassium nitrate is given by

KN03
=NaN03 + KGL - NaCl.

If the three salts KN0 3 , NaN03 , and KC1 are

represented by the three corners of the tri

angular base of a tetrahedron, the apex of

which corresponds to water, solutions con

taining KN03 will be represented by points

having a negative value of NaCl, that is, points
such as 6 lying beyond the side NaN03, KC1
of the triangle NaNO3 , NaCl, KC1 of Fig. 18.

Instead of drawing this as an equilateral, it is

better to make it a right-angled isosceles

triangle as in the figure. The poinb repre

senting pure KLN0 3 will then, if all composi
tions are expressed in molecular proportions,
be at the fourth corner of the square.
The complete diagram of Fig. 18 represents

the isotherms at four different temperatures.
No hydrates or double salts appear, and the

system is the simplest possible of its type<
Let us make a practical use of this diagram

to investigate the conditions in which we can

make crystals of potassium nitrate from

sodium nitrate and potassium chloride. The
solution containing equimolecular amounts of

these two salts will be represented by the

middle point of the line joining them, i.e. by
the point a, where the diagonals of the square
intersect. It appears from the diagram that

at 100 this point a lies within the surface

between, the axes meeting at the point marked

NaCl, and the lines meeting each other at Pj
and P2. This surface represents solutions

and solid NaCl, so that, if the liquid be

evaporated at 100 from an unsaturated
solution of sodium nitrate and potassium
chloride in molecular proportions, it will first

deposit sodium chloride. As the amount of

this salt gets less, we recede more and more
from the corner NaCl, that is, we pass along
the diagonal through it. When we reach
b the liquid becomes saturated also with

potassium chloride. We must now stop the

evaporation and filter off the sodium chloride.

The liquid nitrate contains the salts in the

proportions corresponding to the point 6, and,,
at temperatures below 50, this point lies

within the surface between the axes meeting
at the point marked JCNOs. an<^ the lines

meeting each other at Pj and P2. This surface

represents solutions mixed with potassium

Na.Cl FIG. 18.

nitrate. By cooling the liquid, therefore, we

deposit crystals of potassium, nitrate. As the

liquid loses that salt, we pass away from the

cornerKN0 3 along the diagonal. Let us sup
pose the temperature has fallen to 0. When
we reach the point c, the solution becomes
saturated with sodium chloride also, and the

evaporation must be stopped, since we want

pure potassium nitrate.

(11) MORE COMPLEX SYSTEMS. The larger
the number of independent components, the

greater the difficulties "both of experiment a.nd

also of graphical representations of results.

With five components, however, much in

formation is available.

At constant temperature and pressure, we
still have four variables. But, if we leave out

of our diagrams the constitution of the liquid

phase as regards water, we can represent use

fully the relations of equilibrium for four salts

dissolved therein.

Instead of taking the salts themselves as

components, we may take the ions instead.
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A five-component system can either have four

ions of one sign and one of the other, as, for

instance, when four chlorides are present, or

it may have three metals shared between two

acid radicles.

For the theory of these complex systems,

and its application to such practical problems
as the separation of one salt from its mixture

\vith several others, the reader is referred to

Clibbens' Principles of the Phase Theory (from
which some of the diagrams in this article are

taken), to Roozeboom's Die h&terogenen Gleich-

gewichte vom Standpunkte der Phasenlehre, and

to the many papers on the subject which

will be found in the Zeitschrift fur physikalische
Cfiemie and other chemical and physical

journals. w_ a D> w<

PIPE LINE, CAPACITY OF A. See
"
Hydraulics,"

(55).

PIPE LINES, LOSSES IN. See
"
Hydraulics,"

(25).

PITOT TUBE. An instrument used for deter

mining the velocity of a fluid at a given

point. See
"
Friction," (11).

PLANCK'S CONSTANT AND THEORY OF TEM
PERATURE RADIATION. See

" Thermo

dynamics," (58) ;

"
Quantum Theory,"

(1), Vol. IV.

PLANCK'S FORMULA for the law of spectral

radiation,

specifies the distribution of thermal emission

intensities in the spectrum of the radiation

emitted by a uniformly heated enclosure.

See
"
Radiation, Determination of the

Constants," etc., I. (1), Vol. IV.

PLANCK'S RADIATION FORMULA : the formula

which gives the distribution of energy of

radiation along the spectrum. It has the

form

where T is the absolute temperature, X the

wave-length of radiation considered, c the

velocity of light, EA the density of isotropic

energy per unit wave-length, and k and
h universal constants. See

"
Radiation

Theory," (6), Vol. IV.

PLANETARY THEORY, APPLICATION OF DYNA
MICAL SIMILARITY TO. See

"
Dynamical

Similarity, The Principles of," (9).

PLASTERS CONTAINING GYPSUM: GENERAL
PROPERTIES. See

"
Elastic Constants,

Determination of," (153).

PLATINUM, INFLUENCE OF PURITY OF, ON
RESISTANCE THERMOMETERS. See

"
Resist

ance Thermometers," (6) (ii).

PLATINUM, POLISHED, EMISSIVITY OF, deter

mined by optical pyrometer. See "Pyro-
metry, Optical," (22).

PLATINUM, SPECIFIC HEAT OF, used as a

secondary standard of temperature in the

range above 500 C. See
'*

Temperature,
Realisation of Absolute Scale of," (41) (i.).

PLATINUM-METAL THERMOCOUPLES, used as

secondary standard of temperature in

range 100 to 500 and compared with gas-

thermometers. Sec
"
Temperature, Realisa

tion of Absolute Scale of," (36).

PLATINUM THERMOMETER, CALIBRATION OF

Box COILS AND BRIDGE WIRE OF. See
"
Resistance Thermometers," (13).

PLATINUM THERMOMETER COIL, HEATING
EFFECT OF CURRENT PARSING THROUGH.

See
"
Resistance Thermometers," (9).

PLATINUM THERMOMETERS, CONSTRUCTION OF.

See
"
Resistance Thermometers," (0).

PNEUMATIC GAUGES. See
"
Motors : Liquid

Level Indicators," (15), Vol. III.

POISSON'S RATIO :

Definition of : The ratio of the lateral

contraction to the elongation produced

by a simple tension. See
u

Elasticity,

Theory of," (4).

Method of Direct Experimental Determina

tion. See
"
Elastic Constants, Deter

mination of," (67).

Tabulated Values of. See ibid. (67),

Table 25.

POROUS PLUG EXPERIMENT, Joule and Thom
son's. See

"
Thermodynamics,'

1

(12).

POTENTIAL, THERMODYNAMIC. See
" Thermo

dynamics," (51).

POTENTIOMETER :

Hausrath, White, Dicsselhorst Typo of,'

designed for the measurement of thermal

E.M.F.'s so that thermoelectric effects

at brush contacts are reduced to a

minimum. See
"
Thermocouples," (13).

Portable Deflection Type of : a type of

instrument for the measurement of

thermal E.M.F.'s which occupies a

position intermediate between the nul

potentiometer and the moving coil

deflection instrument. See ibid. (15).

Simple Circuit, a practical form for the
measurement of thermal E.M.F.'s. See
ibid. (10).

Suitable for the measurement of thermal
E.M.F.'s. See ibid. (0).

For Thermoelectric Work, points needing
care in the installation of: (1) Elimina
tion of parasitic E.M.F.'s, (2) prevention
of leakage into the potentiometer circuit

from neighbouring lighting or furnace
circuits. See ibid. (26).

Vernier Forms of, designed by Thomson
and Varley for resistance and cell com
parison work and modified for the

measurement of thermal E.M.F.'s. See
ibid. (11).
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POUILLET INSTRUMENT for the comparison of

gas-thermometers with secondary standards
of temperature in the range 500 to 1600.
Sec

"
Temperature, Realisation of Absolute

Scale of," (39) (ii.).

PRESSURE, INFLUENCE OF, ON THERMAL
EXPANSION OF SOLIDS AND LIQUIDS. See"
Thermal Expansion," (13).

PRESSURE, MEASUREMENT OF

(1) INTRODUCTION. Pressure is denned as the
force acting upon unit area, so that the

problem of its measurement is resolved into
the determination of the force acting upon
a known area. In comparing any force
with the gravitational force on a known
mass, the value of the gravitational constant
affects the result so that a pressure gauge
which determines the weight supported upon
unit area will vary as the gravitational
constant varies. On the other hand, if the

pressure gauge measures the force by the
elastic deformation of some body, its calibra

tion will be independent of the value of

the gravitational constant.

Pressure may also be measured by the
effect produced upon some physical char
acteristics of a body, and this may be termed
an indirect determination of pressure. Such

gauges may or may not be capable of use as

absolute standards. For example, the effect

depends upon the accuracy required, the

rapidity with which observations are to be

made, and upon the variability of the pressure.
The following paragraphs will describe the
usual forms of gauge used in the following
order :

(i.) Primary static pressure gauges,
(ii.) Secondary static pressure gauges. .

(in.) Gauges for measuring varying pressures.

(iv.) Gauges for measuring very small differ

ences of pressure.
All the types of pressure gauges described,

with one exception, measure the difference

between two pressures, and in most cases

one of these is the pressure of the atmosphere.
When this is the case it is necessary to observe
the barometric height at the time the observa
tions are made, and add the pressure of the

atmosphere to the observed pressure in order
to obtain the absolute pressure. The exception
is the closed mercury column or compressed
gas manometer

( (6)). This manometer reads
the ratio between the absolute pressure
applied and the pressure at which the gas
reservoir was originally filled.

The different types of pressure gauge are

mentioned, but the descriptions are necessarily
brief. References are, however, given which
will supply fuller particulars when these are

required. The relation between the more

important pressure units is given in the

following table :

TABLE

CONVERSION FACTORS FOE PBESSUEE SCALES

(Correct to 1 part in 10,000 at C., taking 0=980-617)

of pressure upon the electrical resistance of

a conductor may be used; but the data

necessary for the calculation of the effect are

in general insufficient to enable such a gauge
to be calibrated except by comparison with
another form of pressure gauge. A gauge in

which the compression of a gas is utilised

generally requires comparison with a standard

gauge, not because the properties of gases
have not been sufficiently examined, but
because the elastic properties of the containing
vessel are not sufficiently accurately known.
The usual type of gauge utilising the elastic

deformation of a body suffers from the same

disability, since the elastic properties of metals
are to a certain extent variable.

The particular type of gauge adopted

(2) PBIMAEY MANOMETERS. These mano
meters are such that they can be constructed
and calibrated without reference to any other

form of pressure gauge. The most common
form is that in which a liquid column of

known density is supported by the pressure
to be measured. The calibration depends
upon the determination of the density of the

liquid and the provision of an accurate scale

of length. The corrections that may be

necessary for the height of the meniscus

capillarity and change of density with pressure
can be applied from the physical properties of

the liquid used, which properties are generally
known.
The second class of primary manometer is

the loaded piston, in which the actual pressure
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upon a small piston is weighed. This gauge

depends only upon the accurate measurement

of piston and cylinder and upon the accuracy
of the weights used. Some gauges mentioned

in this section as primary gauges require

comparison with another standard in order

to obtain the highest accuracy. As an

example the closed mercury column requires
correction for the deformation of the vessel

containing the gas, which deformation may
cause errors in the volume calibration ; and the

loaded piston gauge, in which the load is

applied by a spring, requires at least a separate
calibration of the compression of the spring
which cannot be accurately calculated from
its dimensions. In both these cases it may
be more convenient to calibrate by comparison
with an open column or dead weight piston

gauge than to determine the unknown quanti
ties independently. They are treated, how

ever, in this section owing
I ^ /%*

* to their similarity to the

other types of gauge here

described.

(3) OPEN LIQUID
COLUMNS. If the differ

ence in height between the

top of a column of liquid

open to the atmosphere
and the surface subjected
to the pressure is observed,
the pressure above the

atmospheric pressure can

be determined when the

-v jg density of the column at

^ W every point is known.
I! I Whatever the liquid em-

FIG 1 ployed the temperature
must be observed, in

order to determine the mean density, and
a correction must be made for the meniscus
at the top of the column, and for the

temperature of the scale used. For small

pressures the liquid employed is geherally
water, and the simplest form is that used
for measuring the pressure in gas mains or

the pressure in the bellows of an organ. The
gauge can be constructed in a few minutes,
since it consists of a piece of glass tubing A
(Fig. 1) fixed to a board B, with a scale C
capable of small adjustment vertically. The
pressure is represented by the difference in

height between the two columns of liquid, and
if the pressure is stationary the meniscus will

be similar in each tube, so that no correction

is required, provided that a similar part of

the meniscus is observed in each case. The
scale is usually marked in half-size units, so

that when it is set to read zero for zero

pressure, the pressure is determined by the

reading of either column without reference to

fche other. It must be noted that if the zero

is set to the top of the meniscus, the top of

the meniscus must be observed in all other

observations, and similarly for other settings

of the zero.

In practice the unit of pressure used is the

unit of height of the column ; for example, an

organ-builder speaks of the
"
weight

"
of the

wind being 4 inches of water, meaning that a

gauge of this type, filled
^

with water, shows 4 inches
'

difference in height be

tween the two columns
;

and the Board of Trade

regulations state that a

gas company must supply

gas to its customers at a

pressure of at least $%
inches of water. One inch

of water corresponds to

036 Ib. per square inch

approximately, the exact

figure depending upon the

temperature of the water.

This gauge must 1 be in

a truly vertical position
when in use, otherwise the

reading will be incorrect.

If the gauge is set to

zero correctly and after

wards becomes tilted at an

angle a from the vertical,

the true pressure height
h H cos a + d tan a, where
H is the difference of read

ing on the scales and d
the distance between the

tubes. If the scale lines

are marked at right angles
to the tubes the zero can
not be set unless the gauge
is vertical, for any tilt

shows the error d tan a,

by the difference of head
when the pressure is re

moved.
For higher pressures

the only suitable liquid is

mercury, and a column of

mercury is usually em
ployed by makers of gauges
as their absolute standard
of pressure up to 300 or

450 Ibs. per square inch (20-30 atmospheres).
An exceptionally high mercury column has
been installed upon the Eiffel Tower at
Paris.

A similar construction can be employed to
that described above, and for pressures up
to one atmosphere this is often adopted.
For larger pressures it is usual to employ one
column and a large reservoir for the mercury
at the bottom. Fig. 2 shows a mercury
column of ordinary construction for measur

ing pressures to 200 Ibs. per square inch, or

-B

FIG. 2.
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c-

v

14 atmospheres. A is the reservoir for the
]

mercury and B a small gauge glass for indicat

ing the level in the reservoir. C is the column,
D joints in the column, and E the scales, and
I1

the board upon which the parts are fixed,

and which itself must be firmly fixed to a

vertical wall. Glass tubing suitable for the

purpose can he purchased in 10-ft. lengths,
but these have to be carefully selected, since

the majority of tubes are not sufficiently

straight. A joint such as >

occurs at every 10 feet, and it is

a great drawback to the usual

construction that a certain piece

of the column cannot be observed

at each joint. This can be over

come at considerable expense by
duplicating the tube, providing a

second column from the same
reservoir with the joints in posi
tions differing from those in the

first column. Another and better

way is to construct the tube as

shown in Fig. 3, where the main

tube C is of steel, and at each

joint a valve V is provided, allow

ing the mercury to flow into a

glass tube G alongside, which is

provided with a scale E. When
one tube is full, the valve is

closed and the readings for higher

pressures obtained in the next

tube above. Each tube overlaps

the one above, so that the scale

readings can be checked. It is

more expensive than the usual

form, and requires a double

quantity of mercury, while

provision must be made for

catching the overflow from

all the gauge glasses if the

pressure is accidentally

raised to too great an ex

tent ; but the convenience

of being able to obtain con

tinuous readings and the less cost of replacing

a broken gauge glass compensate for the extra

cost of construction.

The best fluid for applying the pressure

to the column is air, owing to its cleanliness,

and also because a very small correction for

the height of the air column above the liquid

is required. The air should be contained in

a gas bottle provided with a valve capable
of very jine adjustment. However slightly

the valve is opened, the pressure will gradually

rise to the pressure in the bottle, so that when
the desired pressure is reached the valve must

ho completely closed. When the column is

used for calibrating other pressure gauges, il

is advisable to provide a small leak valve

capable of fine adjustment, and to keep th<

pressure valve slightly open. When th<

FIG. 3.

iolumn reaches the desired height, the leak

valve is carefully opened to a small extent,

and the pressure can thus be kept perfectly
constant while observations are made. The
inertia of a column of mercury is very
considerable, so that it is not possible to

obtain accurate readings while it is in

motion.

An attachment, which is seldom fitted, is a

means of lowering the mercury below the zero

point when the apparatus is to he left out

of use for some time. There is a definite

chemical action of the mercury on the gkss
which causes the glass to become clouded at

the surface of the mercury after a time, and
this rapidly prevents the position of the zero

being observed. It is always necessary to

check the zero level in the column and in the

reservoir, since this depends upon the quantity
of mercury present. One method of preserv

ing clearness at this position is to leave the

column with a small pressure, say J atmosphere
in at all times, so that the clouded positions
are clear of the zero points.

It is an advantage to have all the tubes of

the column of the same size, and a reservoir

of uniform section ;
for the depression of the

zero is then proportional to the height, and
an observation of the level in the reservoir is

unnecessary at every reading. The reservoir

being much larger than the tube, the meniscus

in the reservoir is different from that in the

tube. The reservoir is always so large that

no correction is required for the height of the

meniscus ; but the gauge glass showing the

level in the reservoir is invariably so small

that the correction for the meniscus is greater

than for the column tube. If, however, the

column is always used for stationary pressure
and the zero is set for definite positions on the

meniscus in both tubes, no error occurs if all

readings are taken at the same position of

each meniscus. If the column is in motion,

even to a small extent, an error is introduced,

for one meniscus is flattened and the other

raised by the motion. The amount of this

error can be determined by taking observations

with, the pressure rising slowly and then with

the pressure falling slowly. With the ordinary
size of tube (10 mm.) and a movement of

1 cm. per minute, the difference will be found

to be about 2 mm.
The height of the meniscus is determined

by the size of the tube and by the condition

of the surface of the "walls. It is advis

able to use as large a tube as possible,

but the larger the tube the greater the

inertia of the column, which in some cases

is a disadvantage. In any case, whether

the tube is large or small, time taken in the

careful cleaning of the walls of the tubes is

well spent.
In most cases a mercury column is erected

2s
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passing through several floors of a building,

und the temperature varies greatly as different

parts. The temperature can be equalised to a

certain extent by forcing the mercury to the

top several times and allowing it to fall

rapidly in order to mix the mercury up in

the reservoir. The temperature of the mer

cury in the reservoir can then be taken as

representing the mean temperature of the

column. The scale is generally constructed

of steel, and if the scale is correct at 6^ C.

the divisions will be larger as the temperature
increases and -will compensate in a small

degree the change in density of the mercury.

Thus the reading reduced to 6^ C. will be

^(Pi/Pz
~ a

(
e

-2

- 9
i)\

wnere H is the observed

height^ pz the density of mercury at tempera
ture 2 /and P! the density at the standard

temperature 0^, and a the coefficient of

expansion of the scale. At ordinary room

temperatures the simple expression

' HX =H2{1- (-0001818 -0X02-0!)}

may be used to give the corrected height 'E
1

at the standard temperature r In order to

obtain great accuracy the whole column and

scale should be enclosed in a water bath

kept at constant temperature ; but this is

not convenient except in the case of very
short columns.

The difficulties experienced in the use of

columns are : (1) the correction for tempera

ture; (2) the meniscus correction; (3) the

inertia of the column when the pressure

changes ; and (4) the elimination of parallax

errors in reading off the levels.

The first of these has been dealt with, and

the meniscus correction when necessary can

be made from the tables of capillarity de

pression. The error due to a moving column

cannot be exactly allowed for; so that for

great accuracy a steady pressure must be

maintained. The parallax error makes it

necessary that a lift be provided to carry the

observer to the exact height required. Even
then great care and experience is required to

avoid small errors of this kind.

The error due to parallax can be completely
avoided by dividing the scale on a piece of

silvered glass and placing it behind the column.

The surface of the mercury and its reflection

together with the nearest scale division and
its reflection can then be made coincident.

The first impression of such a scale is a con
fused mass of lines, but a few minutes' practice
enables an observer to place his eye in the

position to obtain the necessary coincidences

of lines and reflections. These scales are

easily made with a dividing engine, either by
ruling the lines with a diamond or by coating
the glass with, wax in which the lines are cut

with steel tool and then etching the glass.

When the lines are cut with a diamond it

is unwise to cut up to the edges of the

glass or fracture may easily occur. Etched
lines can be carried to the edge since the
etched line is not so sharp as the diamond
scratch.

When a mercury column is required to give
certain definite pressure readings only it can
be made with a steel containing tube into the
walls of which insulating plugs each carrying
a platinum wire are inserted. These platinum
wires then act as contacts which by com
pleting an electric circuit indicate when that

particular height is reached. This arrange
ment is very convenient for marking off the
dials of pressure gauges in numbers, the cur
rent operating a magnet which marks the

position of the index hands on the dials and
at the same time operating a mechanical
switch which cuts out the circuit and makes
the circuit of the contact next above. In
this case the pressure is generally kept slowly
increasing, the error due to the inertia of the

mercury in the column not being of importance
in the marking of gauges for general use.

In calculating the total pressure duo to a
column of liquid it is clear that the total

volume of mercury is not defined by the height
to the top of the meniscus or the height to

the bottom of the meniscus. That is to say,
the volume of the meniscus should be allowed
for. The meniscus height depends upon the
condition of the surface of the glass and the
bore of the tube.

A further correction is needed for tho

capillarity of the tube which occurs with the

liquid employed. If tho liquid wets the glass,
as in the case of water or oil, the liquid stands
too high and a negative correction is required
for the capillarity. If, on the other hand, a

liquid such as mercury is used, which docs not
wet the glass, a positive correction for the

capillarity is required, the liquid standing at
too low a level.

It is, in most cases, possible to avoid all

corrections of this kind, for if the gauge glass
is of uniform . section and cleanliness, the
correction will be constant, and if tho same
portion of the meniscus is observed at all times
the correction is eliminated.

In any mercury column tho joints between
the lengths of glass tubes require careful

making. The stuffing boxes for the tubes
are generally packed with india-rubber rings,
which prove quite successful. All metal

fittings must, of course, be of iron or steel,

and if joints arc required between such pieces,
care must be taken that the jointing material
does not break away on tho inside, all such

pieces of dirt floating to the top of the column
and spoiling tho surface of tho mercury.
Plane-faced metal joints can bo used, but

require considerable mechanical skill in manu
facture. A metal cone joint can be used
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FIG. 4.

without packing. If packed joints are used,
a plain piece of paper, or paper soaked in

gold size, is satisfactory. In the latter case,
the gold size must be allowed to set hard
before the mercury is introduced. A spigoted

joint with a paper
ring can be made

perfectly satis

factory for any
reasonable press
ure (see Fig- 4).

Valves must be

designed so that
no air-pockets can
be formed in the

column of liquid. Mercury column tubes should
not be less than 1 cm. bore. Although the

initial cost of the mercury is increased by
increasing the bore, yet the saving due to the

ease of cleaning and the greater convenience
due to the smaller meniscus compensate for

the greater initial cost.

(4) MULTIPLE LIQUID COLUMNS. In most
laboratories it is not convenient to erect an

open mercury manometer for more than
about 20 atmospheres owing to the height

required. For higher pressures three methods
of reducing the height of the column can be

used : (1) A series of mercury columns with

compressed gas between them ; (2) a compound
mercury column with a series of U tubes filled

partly with mercury and partly with a less

dense liquid ; (3) a closed mercury column or

compressed gas manometer.
A Series of Mercury Columns.'1 This form

of gauge has been constructed by Professor

Kammerlingh-Onnes at Leiden University,
the maximum pressure available being 100

atmospheres. The principle of this gauge is

shown in Fig. 5, where

1, 2, and 3 are mercury
manometers of the

usual type and which
need not be of the same

height. The pressure
is applied to the left-

hand tube of 1 and will

force the mercury up
in the right-hand tube

which will compress
the air between A and
B. The total pressure
at the left hand of 1

will be the sum of the differences of height
of the mercury in the series of U tubes. The

compression of the air in the intermediate

parts of the tube would, however, be so great

that a small part only of the total range of

every syphon except the first could be utilised.

This difficulty is obviated by admitting air

at high pressure to the intermediate spaces
1 Communications from the Physical Laboratory

of the University of Leiden, No. 44, 1898.

PIG. 5.

until the maximum difference in height be
tween the mercury columns in the various

syphons is obtained. The pressure of the air

in each column varies, but all the spaces can
be filled to the required amount from a high-
pressure gas bottle and a reducing valve.

There is a correction to be applied for the

weight of the air column in each tube, which
correction can easily be estimated since the.

pressure in each space is known.

Fig. 6 shows the end manometer and three

intermediate manometers of the Kammer
lingh-Onnes gauge. Each intermediate mano
meter is used to read a pressure difference

of four atmospheres while subdivisions of
this pressure are read upon the left-hand
manometer. The whole gauge contains 24
intermediate syphons like B, one end syphon

c,

TIG. 6.

A and also a small syphon for final adjust
ment reading + 2 atmospheres. The whole is

mounted upon the wall of the laboratory and
the control valves placed at a convenient

height. The large portions of tubes B are

made of suitable thickness to withstand the

maximum pressure reached in them and the

bore varies from 6| to 9 mm. according to the

pressure. The observer is further protected
from hurt if a tube bursts by a screen of

plate glass. The capillary connecting tubes

are small and strong enough to stand any
reasonable pressure. To obtain an obser

vation the level of the mercury in the various

bulbs of tubes B is adjusted as nearly as

possible to four atmospheres for each tube and

the subdivision measured on a scale by the

tube A. When filled with hydrogen, the

correction for the head of the gas column
amounts to 9 mm. for a pressure of 36,000 mm.
of mercury and to 21 mm. for a head of
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76,000 mm. The correction is thus small and

the accuracy with which a large pressure can

be read is very great. Care is required in the

cleaning of the tubes and drying of the gas
used and the adjustment to any desired

pressure is a tedious process, but the accuracy
of the readings is probably far greater than

can be usefully employed.

(5) COMPOUND MERCURY COLUMN. In this

gauge the intermediate spaces between the

mercury columns are filled with, a less dense

liquid which compresses but slightly and the

adjustment of the volume of liquid in the

spaces is unnecessary. A compact form of

this gauge is shown in Fig. 7, where the U
tubes A are made up of straight glass tubes

and metal joint boxes, arranged diagonally

n

FIG. 7.

so that the upper column appears on the one
side of the apparatus and the lower column
of each tube on the other side. Each tube is

10 feet long so that each syphon gives a pressure
of approximately four atmospheres. A number
of valves V are provided, those at the top for

filling the upper part of the columns with
air-free oil or water and those at the bottom
for adjusting all the mercury columns to the
same height at zero pressure. The number
of syphons in use is varied by opening the
valve V at the top of the last column to be
used. If n columns are in use the total

pressure P np where p is the pressure read

by each separate syphon. A correction must
be applied for the compressibility of the oil

or water used and the need for the correc

tion is shown by the variation in the height
differences in the syphons. Two measuring
microscopes M are provided, one on each side

of the apparatus. The adjustable frames

carrying these are adjusted to the height

required and the difference in the columns
read off by means of an eyepiece micrometer.

The value of the height readings of a com

pound mercury column in units of mercury
can be represented by H 7i(l -po/ft.) where h

is the observed height, pl
the density of

mercury, and p2 the density of the liquid.

The ratio p2/Pi wu^ varv a^ different pressures
because the compressibilities are not identical.

The mean density for the whole column will

be one half the maximum density and the

compressibility of mercury cannot be neglected
at high pressures if great accuracy is required.
An open mercury column of great height

must be correcte"d for the mean density of

the mercury. The compressibility of mercury
is 3-76 x 10

~ 6
per atmosphere, so that the

observed height should bo multiplied by the

following constant at the pressures stated :

The correction amounts to 3 parts in

10,000 at 150 atmospheres, a quantity which
is negligible for most work.

The compressibility of the second liquid

used in a compound column is more than that

of mercury and the true height in mercury of

standard density is

very nearly. Where A is the pressure in

atmospheres and C\, C2 the compressibility
of mercury and the liquid respectively.
The following table gives the value of H//t

for compound columns filled with (1) mercury
and water, and (2) mercury and olive oil.

Densities at 15 C- water 0-9991; olivo

oil 0-92 ; mercury 13-558. Compressibilities

per atmosphere - water 49-5 xlO~6
; olive oil

63-3 x 10- ; mercury 3-76 x 10~6 .

From the table above it will be scon that
for pressures up to 150 atmospheres the

multiplier is constant to 1 part in 1000, and
that it is only for much larger pressures or

for a higher order of accuracy that tho com
pressibility is of great importance.

It must bo noticed that it is assumed in
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the above that all the mercury surfaces are

covered with the second liquid. This need not
be the case in the first and last tubes ; for

the last may be open to the atmosphere and
the first to the pressure supply which may be
a gas. When several tubes are in use, how
ever,the error produced (which can be allowed
for if necessary) is very small.

The following table gives the constant of

a compound gauge of mercury and the other

liquids mentioned. The values H/A are for

atmospheric pressure, but the compressibility
is given so that the constant at other press
ures can be calculated as shown above.

TABLE or DENSITIES AND COMPRESSIBILITIES

OF LIQUIDS

atmospheric pressure.
t The compressibility of water falls as the pressure

rises. At 1000 atmospheres it is about 37xlO'\
and at 2500 atmospheres about 26xlO-8

. The
figures given for all substances will be found suffi

ciently correct for pressures to 200 atmospheres.

(6) CLOSED MERCURY COLUMN OR COM
PRESSED GAS MANOMETER. In this gauge
the compression of the gas is the measure of

the pressure and the mercury
column is used as an indication

of the volume of the gas. In

Fig. 8, A is a strong vessel of

steel in which is fixed a glass
vessel B, the upper end of

which is a tube protruding
from A through a stuffing box.

At the lower end of B is a

Hmall curved tube filled with

mercury and acting as a seal

to prevent loss of the gas en

closed in B. The upper part
of B is graduated and the

volume from the top to each

graduation and the whole

volume must be determined.

The vessel A is filled with

sufficient mercury to reach

above the small tube at the bottom of B and

to fill the tube B. When pressure is applied to

the mercury in A, it enters the tube B and

compresses the gas into the upper graduated
end. No reading can be taken until the gas

is sufficiently compressed for the mercury to

FIG. 8.

appear in the exposed part of the tube. The
volumes of the lower part and tube must be

arranged so that for the range of pressure
desired the mercury can be seen in the tube.

It is sometimes necessary to add a bulb at

the top of the tube for this reason.

If the gas obeys Boyle's law and is com

pressed at constant temperature, the pressure
in atmospheres is given by P=V1/V, where Yx

is the volume of gas at a pressure of one

atmosphere and V is the observed volume.

The manometer is best filled with hydrogen
for which gas the departure from Boyle's law

can be represented by a simple expression,
and P^l/KV/VJ --00066} atmospheres.
The correction for temperature is somewhat

difficult and should be eliminated by immers

ing the apparatus in a bath at constant tem

perature. The height of the column of mercury
varies with the pressure and must be added
to the pressure obtained above.

This gauge is not capable of very accurate

observations over a large range since the

scale length is limited, but the gauge is fairly

compact, and if proper care is taken in the

measurement of the volumes, in filling with

pure and dry gas, and in keeping the tem

perature constant, it is a reliable primary

gauge.

(7) LOADED PISTON PRESSURE GAUGES.
In these gauges a piston of known area is

loaded with a measured weight from which
the pressure acting upon unit area of the

piston can be calculated. For this purpose
it is necessary to construct a cylinder and

closely fitting piston, free from friction and

leakage. The load is sometimes stationary
and applied by a lever to the top of the piston,
a pivot or ball being used to reduce the

friction when the piston is rotated. The
rotation of the piston is necessary in order

to reduce the friction. The friction is further

reduced if the load is allowed to revolve with

the piston, which eliminates the frictional

loss behind the point of the piston This

friction does not directly influence the pressure
measurement but increases the power required
to maintain the rotation of the piston. In

order to obtain accurate measurements, it is

advisable to have no rotating force beyond
the inertia of the piston and load while

making observations. The pressure is pro

portional to the load and inversely propor
tional to the area of the piston, so that for

high pressures the load must be very large

or else the area must be very small. If the

area of the piston is small it may not be strong

enough to support the load, but on the other

hand, if the load is large the instrument

becomes unwieldy and slow in operation.

This difficulty has led to the construction of

differential pistons in which the pressure is

applied between two pistons of slightly different
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area, and in one case at least the gauge has

been constructed with the weight hanging on

the piston, thus putting it in tension instead

of compression. This arrangement gives two

leakage areas instead of one, which is a

disadvantage.
Several types of this gauge are shown in

Fig. 9. (a) shows the simplest form in which

the piston is in compression, and must be made

FIG. 9

stiff enough to withstand the load. A is the

cylinder, B the piston, and C the load, and it

is clear that the piston and load can be rotated

without any difficulty. (6) is a similar gauge
loaded by means of a lever E. A ball bearing
should be interposed between the pivot and
the piston so that the latter can be freely
rotated. This form generally requires that the

piston be mechanically rotated continuously,
which slightly reduces the sensitivity, (c)

shows a similar gauge loaded with a spring

Cj and has some disadvantages in that the

spring must be accurately calibrated and, unless

its motion is greatly magnified, gives a very
short scale. It also requires a much longer

piston than the other patterns, and this long

piston must be of uniform area, (d) shows a

differential piston in which the pressure is

applied to the piston 1^ working in cyUnder
Ax and transmitted to piston B3 in cylinder
A2 , the pressure on which may be measured

by a mercury column or other means. This

gauge has two leakage surfaces, and the two

pistons must be perfectly in line. Some
complication is needed to obtain the desired

rotation of the pistons, (e) shows a differential

gauge in which the piston is turned to two
diameters, Bx and B2 , so that the effective area

is the difference between the areas of the two

parts. This arrangement allows the piston to

be put in tension instead of compression, and
since the effective area may be very small,
the load may be very small for a large pressure.
It requires very accurate workmanship to keep

the two parts of the piston and of the cylinder

truly axial, it has two leakage surfaces, and

requires extreme accuracy in the measure

ment of the piston diameters to keep the

difference reasonably accurate. (/) is an

inverted form of (e), which has been used

with some success for pressures up to 3 tons

per square inch, but since the pistons cannot

be rotated, a small oscillation of less than

120 being possible, the gauge is not at all

sensitive.

Of all these types (a) is the best, being the

easiest to construct and suitable for the highest

pressures if care is taken in manufacture. It

is also an extremely sensitive gauge, and in

ordinary work will measure pressures more

quicldy than a mercury manometer and with

equal accuracy. It is not possible to make
this gauge very sensitive for pressures below

4 atmospheres, however, and for pressures up
to this a mercury manometer is better.

The type of gauge to be described ia that

which has proved most accurate and sensitive,

and is in use for measuring pressures from
30 Ibs. to 24,000 Ibs. per sq. in. It consists

of a plain ground piston of hardened steel,

fitting a lapped hole in a steel cyUnder. Tho
motion of the piston for the small sizes is

restricted to j in. in order to reduce the length,
since the intensity of stress is very high under

high pressure. The pistons vary in size from
0-2 sq. in. for measuring pressures up to

1200 Ibs. sq. in. (80 atmos.) to 0-01 sq. in.

.FIG. 10.

for pressures up to 24,000 Ibs. sq. in. (1000

atmos.). The largest one will measure press
ures as low as 30 Ibs. sq. in. (2 atmos. with
fair sensitivity).

Fig. 10 shows the details of instrument. A
is the piston provided with a button at the
lower end to prevent it from leaving tho

cylinder, and a separate head fixed to tho

piston by a grub screw. B is the cylinder
turned out of a piece of tool steel and mounted
on column G of mild steel attached to tho
test apparatus. The spherical head of tho
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piston is slotted on one side and carries a

brass or aluminium tubular frame D with a

ledge at the lower end. The head of the

frame has a small pin E entering the slot in

the spherical head of the piston, and thus

ensuring that frame and piston rotate together.
The load consists of annular weights of cast

iron passing over the frame and resting on the

ledge. Openings are made in the upper part
of the frame, so that the position of the piston
can be observed.

Theinstrument is very simple in construction,

and the only difficulty in manufacture is the

grinding of the piston and lapping out of the

cylinder. The part of the piston working
within the cylinder must be parallel, and it is

advisable to have it of exact size, so that the

area may be a simple fraction of an inch.

"The weights are then carefully calibrated

weights of standard values, and no correc

tion factors are needed. The smallest piston

referred to above is -11286 of an inch in

diameter, and for all the working part of the

piston this piston is circular and parallel, but

it is not easy to make the piston to this

accuracy, since the last figure is not measurable

by any but measuring machines of the highest

accuracy. The piston in question was one of

two which were made together and gradually

reduced to size by cautious lapping until the

figure required was obtained. The second one,

which was rejected, varied but little from

11286 and would have been accurate enough
for any ordinary work, but not for a standard

of pressure. The cylinder was lapped out until

the piston could just slide in by pushing, but

without driving. The cylinder cannot be

measured directly, and would be assumed to

bo tho same size as the piston, which fitted it

thus tightly. An attempt was made to measure

it by driving a very soft copper plug into it

and then measuring the plug. The plug was

found to measure -11286 of an inch, or the

same measurement as the piston. The leakage

from these pistons is found to be exceedingly

small, and the friction is also very small. If

tho piston is rotated with, say, 100 Ibs. upon

it, it will continue in motion for some ten

minutes, during which time the pressure

remains constant. This has been examined

by means of an ordinary pressure gauge,

with a microscope adjusted to show any
movement of the hand. With a pressure of

20,000 Ibs. per sq. in. it was found that

the hand of the gauge remained stationary

while the piston was rotating, but sharply

took a new and definite position on the

addition of 0-01 Ib. to the load, equivalent

to 1 Ib. per sq. in.

A gauge of this kind must work with oil,

as the lubricant for the piston, and if the oil

is at all acid, corrosion of piston and cylinder

will take place, thus altering their dimensions,

The best oil has been found to be the tasteless

castor oil sold for medicinal purposes. The
oil must be freed from air, otherwise the

sensitivity of the gauge is reduced very con

siderably and it is very difficult to get the

minute oil bubbles out of the castor oil used.

In time, however, the air bubbles gradually
leak out through the piston, and although the

sensitivity may be small when the gauge IR

freshly filled, if a high pressure is kept on for

a few hours and the piston kept rotating, the

air bubbles will be removed and the sensitivity
increased.

For use on pressure gauge testers which are

filled with water a syphon arrangement must
be used in order to keep the water away from
the piston.
The effective area of the piston may be

altered by the strain of the piston and cylinder
under very high pressure. The piston is

subject to constant compression axially, and
to varying compression radially, while the

cylinder is enlarged by the internal pressure

varying from the full pressure at the bottom

to, zero at the top, and also to axial stresses

varying according to the manner of fixing.

The effective area of the small piston referred

to above is calculated to be one part in 10,000

more at 20,000 Ibs. per sq. in. than at small

pressures.

Gauges of this type have been constructed

by Mr. Bridgman of still smaller diameter and

for measuring higher pressures.
1 The pistons

of these gauges were very small and were not

specially ground to fit, suitable pieces of hard

steel wire being selected. To reduce the

leakage, the fluid used was a mixture . of

molasses and oil.

(8) SECONDABY MANOMETERS. These

gauges must be calibrated by comparison with

a primary gauge, since the properties upon
which they depend cannot be determined

with sufficient accuracy to enable their true

calibration to be calculated. Most gauges of

this type depend upon the elastic deformation

of some metal part, and it is often possible to

copy the dimensions adopted for a calibrated

gauge in order to reproduce similar gauges

having the same calibration.

The types of gauge described later for

determining the maximum pressure to which

they have been subjected are generally cali

brated by comparison with a primary gauge
or a calibrated secondary gauge, although
those depending upon the reduction in volume

of a confined volume of air are capable of

construction as primary standards. The

difficulty of determining the volumes and the

deformation of the envelopes makes it a more

practical matter to obtain the calibration by

comparison with another type of gauge. The

methods of measurement mentioned in this

1 Am. Acad. Proc., 1909-10, xliv. 8.
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chapter are those chiefly used, but there are

many other properties of materials which

might be utilised for the purpose under special

circumstances.

(9) ELASTIC GAUGES. The majority of

pressure gauges used belong to this type and

depend upon the elastic properties of some

metal part. In all cases it is most important
that the elastic limit of the material is not

approached, since this will lead to a continual

change in the zero of the gauge. They all

show a certain
"
hysteresis

"
effect in that the

calibration as the pressure increases does not

agree with the calibration as the pressure
decreases. This effect is small if the maximum
stress in the material is small. A small stress

necessarily entails a small strain and con

sequently the actual motion produced has to

be magnified by mechanical or other means
in order to obtain a readable scale. The
mechanism employed for the magnification
of the motion introduces errors in the readings
due to friction and general slackness of the

parts. The errors arising from this cause are

often greater than errors produced by imper
fections in the elasticity of the deformed
member. For special purposes it is always

possible to obtain a more accurate gauge by
dispensing with the mechanism and using an

optical lever system. The great advantages of

elastic gauges, however, are their compactness,

portability, and general handiness, all of

which are lost when the optical system is

introduced.

(10) SCHAFFER DlAPHKAGM GAUGE. The

simplest form of this manometer is the

Schaffer diaphragm
gauge (Fig. 11).

The diaphragm A is

subjected to press
ure on its lower side

and the motion of

the diaphragm com
municated to the

rod B which carries

a rack at its upper
end gearing with the

pinion C. This
pinion is fixed to

wheel D which gears
with the small wheel
E attached to wheel
F which in turn

gears with the small
wheel to which the index hand is attached.
This somewhat complicated gear is necessary
owing to the small motion of the diaphragm
permissible, and the great advantage of the
Bourdon tube gauge to be described later is

the more simple mechanism required. This

gauge, however, is still occasionally used on
traction engines and machinery subject to

vibration, since the natural period of vibration

FIG. 11.

FIG. 12.

of the diaphragm is much less than that of a
Bourdon tube suitable for the same pressure.
For laboratory work this type of gauge has

some advantages in that it can be constructed

in any ordinary workshop, and by the sub

stitution of an optical lever for the gearing
and index an open scale of pressure can be
obtained.

(11) BOURDON TUBE GAUGE. The most
common form is the Bourdon tube gauge,
which is used universally for measuring large
or small pressures. In this gauge the pressure
is applied to the inside of a tube of bronze or

steel, generally oval

in section and bent
into the arc of a

circle. The effect of

the internal pressure
is to increase the

radius of curvature

of the tube, and one
end being fixed to

the case, the motion
of the other end is

utilised to operate
an index hand by
means of a rack and

pinion. The limit of

elastic deformation
must not be approached, otherwise the tube

will take a gradual permanent set and the

gauge readings will increase. The gauge is

shown in Fig. 12, where B is the tube fixed

to the case at A. The free end of the tube
is connected to a quadrant rack D by a link C.

The rack D gears with a pinion E, on the
shaft of which the index hand is fixed. A
small restraint is added in the form of a hair

spring F.

If the tube is made very stiff, the magnifica
tion must be large, and unavoidable slackness

in the pin joints will produce uncertainty in

ths reading. In order to reduce the magnifica
tion makers generally allow the tube to deform
more than is advisable, and most gauges arc
much more constant if worked to about 75

per cent of their designed load. A gauge of

the cheapest type, calibrated to 75 per cent
of its .ntended maximum, has been found to

give exact repetitions of its reading for several

years. The scale division of this gauge, how
ever, was smaller than that of a standard gauge
for the same pressure.
The Bourdon tube gauge is the most con

venient pressure indicator for a large scope
of work, because the gauge quickly records

any change of pressure, which can be read
off directly on the dial. These gauges can
be purchased for any range of pressure, such
as vacuum up to zero, vacuum and pressure
from to 10 Ibs., and any range of pressure
from zero to 5 Ibs. per sq. in., or zero up to
12 tons per sq. in. The usual sizes made have
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6" and 10" dials, but smaller and larger dials

can also be obtained. The mechanism is not

always increased in size for the larger gauges,
the dials being enlarged and the index hand
increased in length and breadth simply to
enable them to be read from a considerable

distance.

(i.) The dials of gauges of this kind must be

carefully chosen. The index hand should
move as close as possible to the dial, but must
not touch it at any point of its motion. Con
siderable parallax errors can be obtained if

the index hand is a small distance from the

dial, and practice is required before an observer

instinctively places his eye in the true position
to avoid this. The index hand itself is made
of considerable width for ordinary gauges for

engineering purposes because it is more import
ant that it should be easily seen than that

the pressure should be observed with great

accuracy. For laboratory work it is convenient
to reduce the width of the pointer almost to a

point and, generally speaking, the dial is better

marked in dots than in lines. A very general
fault is for the index hand to overlap the

divisions, which renders accurate reading im

possible. When greater accuracy is required,
the pointer should be flattened to a knife edge,
turned edgewise and a mirror let into the dial

behind the flattened part of the hand. This
enables very accurate observations to be made,
and eliminates the error due to parallax. This

type of dial can be obtained to special
order.

Examples of the dials referred to are shown
in Fig. 13, where (a) is the usual form of pointer,

FIG. 13.

which is shown overlapping the divisions a

very common fault ; (6) shows the fine point
with the scale marked in dots, the best

method of marking ; and (c) shows the re

flector scale type, which is recommended for

special work.

FIG. 14.

(ii.) Overhauling a Ga/ugt. If a new gauge is

obtained, it may be found that its motion is

irregular, the pointer setting at different places
each time it is tapped. An examination of the

mechanism may show that small particles of

metal dust have been left in the case and have

fallen between the pinion and the rack, and a

thorough cleaning with a camel's-liair brush

loaded with petrol may put the gauge right.

If the fault still remains it may be that the

rack and pinion do not mesh sufficiently

closely in gear, a point which can sometimes

be rectified. Or it may be found that the

pinion shaft is not circular, which must be

put right before the gauge will be satisfactory.
It should be noted that the mechanism is

somewhat delicate, and the index hand
should only be removed by means of a

special little drawing tool, as shown in

Fig, 14. The jaws A press on the back
of the boss of the hand, and the screw

point B presses against the spindle. A turn

of the screw will then remove
the hand without bending the

pivot. To replace the hand it

must be pushed straight on in

the correct position and then

tightened by a tap with a

very light instrument-maker's

hammer"; it is not possible to

put the hand on loosely and
then twist it into place without risk of damage
to the mechanism.

If an old gauge is suddenly found to behave

erratically, it will generally be found that the

tube is punctured, although the hole may be

so small as not to be found easily. In such a

case the gauge must be returned to the makers
for a new tube to be fitted.

(iii.) Correctionfor Temperature. If a pressure

gauge is required to indicate small differences

of pressure, it can be calibrated at different

temperatures and the readings corrected

accordingly. It is necessary to choose a

gauge of good quality which repeats its read

ings nearly exactly whether the pressure is

rising or falling, and to have the knife-edge
index with mirror shown in Fig. 13 (c). The
curve of corrections at any constant tempera
ture cannot be represented as a mathematical

function of the pressure, since such corrections

are largely due to small errors in marking the

scale of the dial. It has been found, however,
that the alteration to the correction at any
particular pressure due to change of tempera
ture is a simple function of the temperature
and pressure. As an example a 10", 250-lb.

gauge was calibrated at 65 P. as a standard

temperature and its curve of corrections ob

tained. It was then calibrated at several

temperatures between 50 and 100 F., and the

change in correction Ac at temperature 6 F.

was found to be Ae= - -00018 P (0-65),
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where P is the pressure in Ibs. per sq. in. The

following table shows the actual corrections at

three temperatures :

TABLE OF CORRECTIONS

In practice it is often found that a pressure

gauge is fixed a few inches from the hot boiler,

and although a water syphon is always fitted

to prevent the heating of the Bourdon tube by
steam, the temperature of the whole gauge will

often exceed 90 F. There will then be 1 Ib.

per sq. in. difference in the correction of such

a gauge at 250 Ibs. per sq. in. if the gauge had
been calibrated at the ordinary temperature
of a laboratory. The error thus caused is ap

preciable in efficiency tests, although its effect

is not very large.

Bourdon tube gauges are always liable to

change of zero, especially if they are subject
to slight vibration such as occurs while they
are carried about. When the zero" can be

observed any change in this will apply to all

the corrections at other parts of the scale.

If, as is generally the case, a peg is provided
fco arrest the index hand just above the zero

point, the calibration will be doubtful after

the gauge has been despatched by train or

carrier. It is better to have the zero free

by removing the peg and to place a piece
of cork between the end of the tube and
the case as a temporary stop during trans

port.

(12) SPUEGE HIGH-PRESSURE MANOMETER.
The sccale length of a Bourdon tube gauge is

limited, being about 13 inches on a 6-inch dial

and 2 inches on a 10-inch dial. The value of

one-inch motion of the index becomes very
great when the maximum pressure registered

by the gauge increases. It is often desirable

to read high pressures with much greater

accuracy, or, in other words, to provide a
much more open scale. This can be done by
substituting a vessel in the shape of a tube or
a sphere for the Bourdon tube, and measuring
the cubical expansion or compression of the
vessel. The measurement of the expansion
can be best made by observing the displace
ment of a liquid cither from the inside or the
outside of the tube. Fig. 15 shows a mano
meter of this type constructed by Mr. Jas.

Spurge. It consists of an outer cylinder A
filled with water and a smaller cylinder B
which communicates with the outside of the

apparatus by a capillary tube C connected to

H

FIG. 15.

the pressure supply. The cylinder A is filled

with water, and on the pressure in chamber B
increasing, some of the water in A is forced

into the measuring vessel D. The vessel D
is provided with a fiducial mark E, at which
level the water ia kept by operating a dis

placement piston F by means of a micrometer
screw G. The amount of water flowing from
A is thus measured by the rotation given to

the micrometer head G. The water in A
being at all times open to the atmosphere is

not compressed, and as long as the whole

apparatus remains at one

temperature the ratio of

the displaced volume to

the total volume remains

constant, except for the

small error produced by
temperature expansion of

the metal cylinder. An
additional plunger H is

provided for adjusting the

zero so that the micro

meter head reads zero at

zero pressure. The vessel

B is subjected to axial

and longitudinal com
pression so that the

volume of water displaced
is not exactly a linear

function of the pressure,
The calibration of gauges
made from one quality of steel is, however,
very constant. The gauge is very sensitive

and can be made to read a pressure of 300

atmospheres to one part in 2000. The sensi

tivity depends upon the ratio of the area of

the displacement piston to the volume of

liquid in A and upon the use of a small tube
for the fiducial mark E.

(13) ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE MANO
METERS. These manometers depend upon the

change in the electrical resistance of a metal
when subjected to pressure. The metals used
for this purpose are mercury, platinum, and
manganin. The first must be contained in a

capillary tube of non-conducting material, such
as glass, and the solid metals are used in the
form of wires. In the case of mercury the

elasticity of the glass-containing tube affects

the resistance of the mercury, tho compression
of the bore altering tho length of tho thread of

mercury. Such a gauge must, for this reason,
be calibrated by comparison with a primary
manometer. Mangaiiin wire is not very
constant, its variation in resistance depending
upon its previous history.

1 This must also

be calibrated against a standard gauge. It is

possible that a pure platinum wiro may bo

sufficiently constant in its resistance variation
to enable such a gauge to be used as a primary
standard for very high pressures.

1 Amer. Acad. Proc., 1911, xlvii.
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M. A. Lafay gives the resistance variation

as follows :
1

Mercury :

T 9*n.

- ^= -32-7x

whcjre p is in kg./cm.
2

.

Platinum :

r-rQ _ _ ,

r

]\ianganin :

where p is in atmospheres, r is the resistance

at atmospheric pressure, and r the resistance

at any other pressure. The positive sign for

manganin is a peculiarity of this material.

Mr. Bildgman finds that a gauge of this

kind repeats itself extremely well for increas

ing and decreasing pressures, as is shown by
the following table :

2

TABLE

All that is necessary for the construction

of this gauge is a vessel sufficiently strong to

hold the pressure, filled with a non-conducting
fluid and provided with insulated pressure

tight terminals for taking the leads to the

resistance - measuring apparatus. Provision

must also be made for keeping the apparatus
at constant temperature. The 'resistance wire

or glass tube containing the mercury is

attached to the inside ends of the insulated

terminals and suspended in the fluid to which

the pressure is applied. The change of re

sistance is not very great, so that a sensitive

resistance bridge is required for measuring
the change with accuracy.

(14) CRUSHER GAUGES. When a single

high -
pressure measurement is required, a

crusher gauge of the kind devised for the deter

mination of the pressure obtained in the breech

chamber of a gun can be used. The measure

ment depends upon the permanent compression
of a small cylinder of copper. A number of

these copper cylinders must be made from

one sample of material, and a few of them
chosen at random compressed at known loads

in a testing machine. A curve can then be

drawn showing the compression of the cylinder

for any load.

1 Comptes rrndus, 1909, rxlix. 566,
2 Amer. Acad. Proc., 1900-10, xliv. 8.

Fig. 16 shows the form of the gauge. A is

a steel cylinder in which slides a piston B;

the upper end of which is subjected to the

pressure to be measured. Leakage is pre
vented by a cup-shaped disc of soft copper C.

The cylinder A screws into the body L> in

which the cylinder of copper
E is placed. The cylinder E
is kept in a central position

by means of a light spring,
not shown, which does not

prevent the radial deforma
tion of the cylinder. After the

test the cylinder is removed,
its compression measured,
and the pressure read off

from the chart. The actual

load on the copper depends
upon the diameter of the piston, and as the

whole apparatus is self-contained, no ex
ternal connections are needed, and it can
therefore be used for the highest pressures
attainable.

(15) SOUNDING APPARATUS. Two forms
of recording pressure gauges are in common
use for determining the depth of water under a

ship. One of these is a compressed-air gauge
and consists of a metal vessel with a small

opening for the admission of water provided
with a non-return valve. This opening must
be kept at the bottom of the apparatus as it

sinks in the water. The vessel is initially full

of air, but as the pressure of the water increases

some passes the non-return valve, compressing
the air inside until equilibrium is reached.

When the vessel is hauled back to the ship
the non-return valve prevents the escape of

the water, and the volume of the water found
in the gauge is a measure of the maximum
pressure reached. This water is measured in

a calibrated vessel, or by means of a divided

scale dropped in the vessel, and the depth of

water read off. The true depth varies with

the amount of salt in the water and a correc

tion must be made when the apparatus is

used in river mouths or land-locked waters.

After emptying, the sounding apparatus is

ready for use again. The depth recorded is

independent of the direction of the heaving

line, but the inlet must remain in a. downward

position otherwise air will escape as the water

enters and a false reading will be obtained.

The second form of sounding apparatus of

this kind consists of a narrow glass tube closed

at one end and coated on the inside with a

chemical which will be coloured by the action

of sea water. This is dropped in a suitable

sinker with the open end of the tube downwards
when the water enters the tube, compressing
the air contained therein a certain distance

depending upon the pressure. Chemical action

then takes place, and when the tube is hauled

back a measure of the coloured portion of
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the bore on a special scale will give the

maximum pressure reached. These tubes are

as a rule used only once, since the cleaning off

of the coating and refilling is a difficult matter.

The tubes are, however, very cheap to make

and a large stock of them can be carried in a

small space. The original length of the tube

must be made exact, otherwise the scale will

be incorrect.

(16) SOUNDING TUBE BY M. BERGET.1

In this apparatus the compression of water

instead of air is utilised. It consists of a

large reservoir filled with water and closed

by a capillary tube silvered on the inside

surface, which contains a thread of mercury
and is open to the outside. As the gauge
descends the water is compressed and the

thread of mercury moves along the capillary,

dissolving the silver lining and thus giving a

permanent record of the maximum depth
obtained. The sensitivity can, be increased by
enlarging the reservoir and providing a smaller

capillary. The temperature of the reservoir

must be known and can be determined by a

recording thermometer affixed to the apparatus.

(17) MEASUREMENT OF CYCLES OF VARY
ING PRESSURE. For observations of a con

tinual change of pressure the elastic gauge in

some form is generally used. For slow changes
a continuous photograph of a mercury column
can be taken upon a clockwork drum covered

with sensitive paper, but such an arrangement
can only be used to record very slow changes.
For such work it is better to use an ordinary

gauge, in which the index hand is replaced by a

marking-point moving upon a paper disc or

drum, rotated by clockwork. This apparatus
can be readily obtained from pressure-gauge
makers.

When the changes of pressure ,
are more

rapid, such as those occurring in the cylinder
of a steam or gas engine, a different method
is necessary.

(18) STEAM-ENGINE INDICATORS. The

ordinary steam-engine indicator consists of a
small cylinder, containing a freely moving
piston, the motion of which is restrained by a
calibrated spring. A rod is attached to the

piston, and the end of this, either directly
or through a magnifying motion, records the

pressure upon a paper drum. The drum can
be driven by clockwork but is generally given
a reciprocating motion from the crosshead of

the engine, so that the pressure is recorded
with reference to the position of the piston,
and the area obtained is a measure of the
work done.

The choice of the size of the piston and the
amount of motion allowed to the sprang
depends upon the speed of the engine. The
inertia of the piston is more with a large

piston, and with the larger motion, but the
1
Comptes rendus, 1914, clviii. 1465.

accuracy with which the record can be

measured is proportional to its height.

(i.)
Richards Indicator. For slow speed

steam engines this indicator (Fig. 17) is

TIG. 17.

perfectly satisfactory. It consists of a cylinder
A in which the piston B, restrained by a spring

C, moves. The motion is transmitted through
a simple Watt parallel motion to the point 0,
which records on the drum E. The rnarking-

point may be of gun-metal, when special
metallic paper must be used upon the drum,
or a hard lead pencil marking upon ordinary

paper can be used.

(ii.) Crosby Indicator. As the speeds of

engines increased, error, due to inertia of tho

FIG. 18.

parts, increased, and other indicators, of

which the Crosby is a typo, were introduced.
In these the motion of the piston is reduced
and greater magnification is provided by
specially designed link motion. The Crosby
indicator is shown in Fig. 18, in which the
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parts are similar to those of the Richards

indicator,, except in the link motion, which

gives a magnification of 5 to 1 instead of 2 to 1.

When high steam pressures and super
heated steam came into use, the position of

the spring under the cylinder rendered it

liable to change, owing to the temperature
which it attained. This became of greater

importance still when the use of the explosion

engine became general. Several indicators

have been devised in which the spring is

placed outside the hot cylinder.

(iii.) Dobbie-Mclnnes Indicator. This ex

ample of an external spring indicator is

shown in Fig. 19. The spring is outside the

cover of the cylinder, which prevents it from

being overheated, and the spring diameter is

not limited by the diameter of the piston.
It is possible to use very stiff springs and

FIG. 10.

very high pressures can be recorded. These

indicators are satisfactory for speeds up to

about 400 or 500 cycles per minute. For

higher speeds a smaller piston, only one

quarter of a square inch in area, is used,

and the height of the diagram is reduced to

! inch. For small explosion engines the

piston is reduced in area still more and the

height of diagram limited to 1 inch. These

small indicators can be used with fair success

upon petrol engines running at 1000 or 1200

cycles per minute ; but for this speed the

optical indicator is a better instrument, al

though more cumbrous.
The faults of records obtained from indi

cators of this type at high speeds are due to

two causes : the first is the inaccuracy of the

height or pressure ordinate of the diagram,
due to thb inertia of the piston and link motion

of the indicator ; and the second is the

inaccurate positions of the pressure ordinates

due to the inertia of the drum and driving

mechanism, and the stretch of the cord due

to these inertia forces. In steam-engine
diagrams, where the variation of pressure is

not great during a working stroke, the error

produced is not very serious, but in the case

of an explosion engine, in which the record

is asymmetrical, the high-pressure peak being
at one end of the diagram, the errors produced
are very large. These records are generally
used to calculate the mean effective pressure
on the piston, i.e. the mean difference between
the pressures on the forward and the return

strokes. To obtain this, the area of the

diagram is divided by the actual length of

the base line of the recorded curve, and not

the length which is given at slow speeds,
when inertia forces and stretch of cord are

nearly absent. Thus the errors are, to a

certain extent, eliminated. If, however, the

record is used for determining the exact

position of valve settings and such observa

tions, the errors produced may be very great.

The motion to the drum may be derived

directly from the crosshead of the engine by
means of a simple lever system or a differential

drum, or it may be derived from a small copy
of the crank and slider mechanism, driven

from the engine shaft by a chain, or other

means free from slip. In any case it is

necessary that the circumferential motion

given to the indicator drum shall be an exact

copy of the motion of the piston, and in

phase with this motion.

The piston of the indicator must be lubri

cated with oil, and this oil is soon removed
when wet steam or hot gases are present.
For this reason it is best to remove the piston
and link motion when the indicator is not

in use, and replace them cleaned and oiled

when a record is desired. This also prevents
the spring from becoming overheated, and thus

preserves its accuracy. After use it is most

important that the whole indicator be thor

oughly cleaned and oiled and put away in its

proper box. The very faulty diagrams so

often obtained on engine tests are largely due

to neglect of these precautions.

(19) OPTICAL IHBicATOBS. For high-speed

engine tests, and for recording explosion press

ures, optical indicators are the only instru

ments which can be used with success.1 In

these indicators the motion of the piston is

reduced to a' minimum, or a diaphragm is

used and the magnifying gear is replaced by
a beam of light, friction and inertia being
eliminated in this part of the mechanism.
The instruments consist of a spring-loaded

piston or a diaphragm (which requires no

additional spring) subjected to the pressure,
and the motion of which is transmitted to a

very light pivoted mirror. A ray of light

is projected upon this mirror and its reflec

tion thus strikes out a straight line, the length
1 See " Cathode Hay Manometer."
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of which is proportional to the pressure. In

order to obtain a diagram, motion must be

given to this reflected ray in a direction at

right angles, such motion being a copy of the

motion of the engine piston. This may be

done by rotating the frame containing the

pressure mirror, or by deflecting the light ray

by means of an independent mirror. The

second motion of the light ray may be avoided

by moving the ground-glass screen or photo -

FIG. 20.

graphic film upon which the light spot is

received. This, however, introduces inertia

forces which can easily be avoided by the

above methods. For records of explosions in

closed cylinders the diagram is required upon
a time base, and the second reflection is then

unnecessary, a revolving drum, holding the

sensitive paper, alone being required. These
records usually cover a very short interval

of time and clockwork is unsuitable. The
drum is then driven by an electric motor at

approximately constant speed and an inde

pendent time record made by a ray of light

reflected from a mirror attached to a tuning-
fork. Another method is to arrange a tuning-
fork so that the light from the diaphragm
mirror is occulted at each vibration of the

fork, and a dotted line thus obtained on the

recorded diagram. In Fig. 20 (a), (6), (c),

and (d) are shown four different types of

these optical indicators, (a), due to Professor

Hopkinson, shows a piston instrument in

which the piston P is restrained by a straight
bar spring S. The
mirror is pivoted be

tween spring supports
L and the second

motion obtained by
oscillating the whole
frame F by means of

a convenient system of

levers attached to the

engine crosahead. (6)

shows the instrument

used by Professor Wat
son, in which a corru

gated diaphragm D is

used and kept cool by
a water-jacket J. The
mirror M is supported
on three pivots, two of

which are fixed and the

third receives motion
from the diaphragm.
The mirror K gives the

second deflection to the

light ray, being oscu

lated by a crank and

connecting-rod mechan
ism C in which the

ratio of the connecting-
rod length to the crank
radius is made similar

to that of the engine

upon which it is used.

The crank is rotated by
means of a chain from
the engine shaft, and an

adjustment is provided
for securing correct

phase position relatively
to the engine piston,

(c) is the Carpentier-

Hospitalier indicator, made by Messrs. Van
Raden & Co. of Coventry. In this indicator

, the flat diaphragm D is connected to the press
ure source by a small tube of some length,
hi order to keep the diaphragm cool. The
mirror M is supported upon three pivots, one

of which is fixed, one receives motion from

the diaphragm, and the third receives motion

from a crank mechanism which copies the

motion of the engine. The two motions are

thus communicated to the single mirror.

The copying motion is driven from the engine

by a flexible shaft to wheel J, the phase position

fd)
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being adjusted by the knurled head H and
the ratio of connecting-rod to crank being

adjusted to agree with that of the engine.

(d) shows the indicator used by Professor

Petavel for explosions in closed cylinders, in

which a piston D with extremely restricted

motion is used and the spring consists of a

thin tube S. In this case time records were

required, so that but one moving mirror M
was required.

These four illustrations show the chief

methods of construction of optical indicators

for different purposes. The essential points
to be observed in the design of such instru

ments are the cooling of the diaphragm and
the lightness of the moving parts, together
with their rigidity. However light the parts
are made, they will not follow an extremely

abrupt change of pressure such as is obtained

on detonation of an explosive charge, arid

unless great care is taken the mirror mechan
ism will be damaged under these circumstances.

The rigidity of the pivot supports of the

mirror can be made satisfactorily by a skilful

mechanic, but a fault which often occurs is

caused by the straining of the mirror under

the shock of explosion. The mirror is gener

ally of glass, fixed in a steel frame, but it

would appear to be possible to shape the

steel holder to the curvature required and
coat it with silver, thus avoiding the attach

ment of glass to metal.

With spring-loaded pistons it is possible
to make the springs to dimension after trial,

so that the scale of pressure can be made an

exact number of units per unit of motion, but

with diaphragms the scale must be determined

by trial under static pressure. The actual

scale on the diaphragm can be altered by
altering the length of the light-path, but this

is not, in general, convenient, since in most

cases it requires alteration in the curvature

of the mirror, and always requires altera

tion in the light-tight enclosure. For this

cause it is generally more convenient to

make a special scale for measuring up the

diagrams.
One other type of optical indicator may be

mentioned, namely, that used by J. Kirner 1

for recording the pressure in a gun - barrel

during the explosion of the charge. The

ordinary type of optical indicator requires

some modification to enable it to record with

accuracy the rate of rise of pressure under

ohese circumstances. The gauge referred to

has two glass lenses of great strength, which

are pressed together by the pressure to be

measured. The pressure is indicated by an

interference method, the spreading of the

Newton rings being observed. An arc lamp
was used for producing the ray of light and

a photographic record taken of the shift of

1 J. Kirner, Zeitschrift Ver. Deuts. Ing., 1909, liii. 43 .

the Newton rings as the explosion took place.
The inertia of this indicator is practically

negligible, but considerable complication is

introduced both in obtaining the record and
in interpreting it.

(20) MICROMANOHETERS. The gauges to be

described are designed for the measurement
of very small differences of pressure when
both pressures are nearly atmospheric. A
distinct class of gauge for measuring very small

absolute pressures, called vacuumometers, is

discussed elsewhere. For the latter purpose

many other physical properties of attenuated

gases are available, but for measurements in

the neighbourhood of the atmospheric press
ure two means only are available liquid
columns and diaphragm manometers. In

both cases the principle of construction lies

in the magnification of the very small dif

ference in the level of the liquid surfaces or

of the minute motion of the diaphragm. In

the case of liquid columns it is important to

arrange that the temperature of both columns

is identical, since the difference to be measured

may be comparable with the difference pro
duced by temperature even in a short column
of liquid.

(21) DIAPHBAGM GAUGE AND OPTICAL
LEVEB. This apparatus is shown in Fig. 21.

JIG. 21.

A very thin corrugated diaphragm is fixed

above the pressure space. The motion

of the diaphragm is communicated to a

mirror mounted on three pins forming an

optical lever. The reflected ray of light can

be received on a screen at a distance. The

sensitivity depends upon the distance between

the fixed and moving supports of the mirror,

which may be reduced to about J mm. if

necessary, and the distance of the scale. The

greater the distance of the scale the more

powerful must be the light. It is possible
to measure a deflection of the diaphragm of

about -02 p. The gauge must be calibrated

at its highest readings by comparison with a

liquid column and the pressures will be pro

portional to the deflection.

If differences of pressure are required the

whole apparatus must be enclosed in a cover,

light rays passing through a glass window,
as shown dotted in Fig. 21, the space
enclosed being connected to one source of

pressure. This gauge is easily disturbed by
external vibration and can only be used when
such disturbances are absent.
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(22) DIAPHRAGM GAUGE OF SCHEEL AND

HEXiSE. 1 This gauge is somewhat similar to

the last, but has a light copper diaphragm, and

the deflection is measured by the Fizeau inter

ference method instead of by the optical

lever. The gauge is thus more compact and

not so sensitive to external vibration. Differ

ences of pressure of the order of 0-1 mm. of

mercury can be measured to 0-00001 mm. and a

change of pressure of 0-001 mm. corresponds to

four interference bands of yellow helium light.

(23) COLLODIOH DIAPHRAGM GAUGE. 2 M.

Lafay has constructed a very sensitive dia

phragm of silvered collodion in which the

"Fizeau interference method is utilised to

indicate when the diaphragm is in its normal

position. The deformed diaphragm is brought
back to its initial position by means of an

electrostatic charge, the quantity of which is

measured and the pressure determined there

from. This has the advantage that the actual

pressure measurement is simpler than the

counting of the interference bands, the light

system being used simply to indicate the

null position.

(24) LIQUID COLUMNS. The simplest

method of magnifying the difference in height
is to mate one of the tubes at a small angle
to the horizontal instead of vertical. If the

position of the meniscus is measured along the

tube the height h= I sin a where a is the angle
to the horizontal and I the motion along the

tube. If a is made 5, the magnification is 12

times. A disadvantage of this method is that

the smaller the slope the greater difficulty is

experienced in determining the position of

the liquid in the tube, and in any case a

small tube must be used.

(25) ROBERTS COMPENSATED MANO
METER.3 This gauge, shown in Fig. 22,

consists of two tubes A and B connected

by a capillary C, the whole being nTLed

with liquid except for a bubble of air D
left in the horizontal tube C. A very
small change in head in either A or B
thus causes a large motion of the bubble

in C, and the tubes A and
B being close together

they can be maintained at

G. 22.

the same temperature. If A and B are 10 mm.
in diameter and C is | mm. bore, the magnifi
cation is 400 to 1, a reading of 0-001 mm.

being easily made.

(26) MICROMETER WATER-GAUGE. This

gauge, shown in Fig. 23, is constructed of two

water-vessels A and B connected by a small

tube C. The level of water is measured by
micrometer heads D, the reading being taken

when the point attached to the micrometer

screw just touches the surface of the water.

As the point is brought down very slowly to

the water surface, the latter will suddenly

appear to jump up to mcot tho point and will

D

FIG. 23.

adhere to tho point. If this contact is always
observed it is possible to road to -025 mm. on

each head corresponding to -05 mm. difference

in bead. This corresponds to 0-004 mm. of

mercury. The water surface and tho points
must be kept clean, and the points must be

withdrawn from the surface before each read

ing. The apparatus must be firmly fixed, since

vibrations on the surface of the liquid will

prevent accurate observations of the position
of contact.

(27) CHATTOCK GAUGE. Fig, 24 shows this

gauge, which is simple to construct and only

. Phys. Gesett. Verb., 1909, xi. 1.
*
Oomptes rendus, 1909, cxlix. 1115.

3 Proc. Royal Society, 1906, A, Ixxviii.

FIG. 24.

requires reasonable care in operation to give

very reliable observations of small differences

of pressure. The gauge is constructed in

glass,A and B being two water-vessels attached
to the pressure sources. These vessels com
municate with a central vessel C, one to the

body of the vessel and the other to an internal

tube D. The central vessel C is filled with

any moderately transparent liquid lighter

than, and non - mixable with, water. The
whole gauge is mounted upon an upper frame

F, "which in turn is supported at one end from
a stand G and carried at the other end by
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an adjustable screwed support with a micro

meter head JEL The excess of pressure in

vessel B will force a bubble of water up the

tube D into the oil surrounding its end A
lamp is fixed at the back of the gauge to illu

minate this bubble, and a microscope with an

objective of about 25 mm. focus is employed
to observe the bubble. The light is then

adjusted until a bright line either golden or

red in colour is observed in the microscope,
and this line is brought into coincidence with

the fiducial line in the eyepiece of the micro

scope by tilting the gauge by the micrometer

head H. When the gauge is properly filled

with clean liquids this bright line will be found

to be quite definite in position for any posi
tion of the gauge. The line is adjusted for

equal pressures in the two tubes, and when

pressure is applied is brought back to position

by tilting the gauge. The micrometer readings
are thus proportional to the pressure differ

ences in the water vessels. A common size

is to make I the distance between the micro

meter and support 25 cm., L the distance

between the tubes = 35 cm. With 1 mm.

pitch of screw and 100 divisions on the micro

meter head one unit = x -01= -014 mm. of

water, and readings can be made to one-tenth

of a division, corresponding to about -0001 mm.
of mercury. The ground joints at the top of

the water vessels are required so that the

gauge can be properly cleaned, and these and

all valves must be kept well greased to prevent

leakage.
'

If a sudden rise of pressure takes

place the bubble of water may become de

tached and fall to the bottom of vessel C,

thus altering the adjustment of the gauge. A
tap E is provided so that the gauge can be

shut off if this seems likely to occur. It is

well to provide two branch taps in the

pressure pipes, which can be opened to the

atmosphere in order to check the zero with

out disconnecting the gauge from the test

apparatus.
The sensitivity of the gauge depends upon

the definition of the bright line seen in the

microscope, and this depends chiefly upon
the liquid used. Otherwise the sensitivity

could be increased by bringing the vessels A
and B together, thus making the ratio IfL

large. The sharpness of definition of the

bright line depends chiefly upon the two

liquids employed. The best result is obtained

by the use of salt water and pure. castor oil.

The salt is used in order to prevent a fungus -

like growth which occurs at the surface of

pure water in contact with the oil. The

readings of the gauge must be corrected for

the density of the water used, the salt being

added until the density is about 1-07. With

this solution the gauge will remain in working
order for many months. The use of the

microscope is somewhat tiring during pro

longed series of observations, and it can be

replaced by a projection lens which throws
an image of the bubble on a ground -glass
screen. If the surrounding light is dim the

position of the bright line can be adjusted

accurately and with less strain to the eye.
The range of pressure measurable by these

gauges may be increased by increasing the

distance between the "water vessels A and B.

The new piece of glass work can be attached

to the standard frame, avoiding the cost of

the more expensive part of the apparatus.
If a still greater range of pressure is to be

measured, the glass part can be filled with

mercury instead of water. It is evident that

the larger the range of pressure available the

smaller the sensitivity of the gauge. It is,

however, a great convenience to be able to

alter the range without great expense, and
this renders the gauge particularly suitable

for general laboratory m>rk.

(28) CONCLUSION. The manometers in

common use are of three kinds the liquid

column, the loaded piston, and the elastic

gauge. Gauges of each of these kinds have
been briefly described. The range of pressure
measured by the different types may be given
here :

Liquid Coin-runs :

Open column . . to 50 atmospheres.

Multiple and com

pound columns . to 200 >3

Closed column . . up to 3000

Loaded Piston . . , 3 to 6000

Elastic Gauges :

Bourdon tube . . to 1800

Diaphragm gauges
and optical indi-

cators . . . to 100

Spurge manometer . to 500

The sensitivity of the different micromano-

meters is as follows :

Metal diaphragm . . 1 X 10~2 mm. of mercury.

Very thin metal dia

phragm . . . . 1 x 10~s

Collodion diaphragm . 1 x 10"4

Inclined liquid column . 1 X 10 3
,?

Roberts' micromanometer 1 x 10~*

Micrometer water gauge . lxIO~2

Chattock gauge . . 1 X 10~*

When an absolute pressure of very small

amount is to be measured other and quite

novel methods of measurement can be adopted.

These generally depend upon the molecular

motions of gases and are only available when

by rarefaction the molecular path is compara

tively large. Examples of these are the re

pulsion of two plates suspended in a rarefied

gas, the measurement of the electric current

.flowing to a collector, or the radiation from

a hot wire. Manometers of this kind will

measure pressures of the order 1Q-6 mm. of

mercury, but the methods are not available

2T
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when the absolute pressure is much greater

than 10"3 mm. of mercury. Such gauges will

be found described in another portion of this

Dictionary. C. J.

PRESSURE-COEFFICIENT OF EXPANSION OF A

GAS, EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF,

with constant volume. See
" Thermal

Expansion," (16).

PRESSURE-COEFFICIENTS OF VARIOUS THERMO-
METRIC GASES, tabulated. See " Tem
perature, Realisation of Absolute Scale of,"

(18), Table 2.

PRESSURE CORRECTIONS, to be applied to

the readings of a thermometer to allow

for the effect of changes of pressure either

inside the thermometer or exterior to

it. See
"
Thermometry," (3) (b) and (c).

PRESSURE - DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE TWO
SURFACES OF A SOAP FILM,

T being the tension, and R and R
x the

principal radii of curvature of the film.

PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION FOR STREAMLINE
FLOW. See

"
Ship Resistance and Propul

sion," (20).

PRESSURE ENGINES (HYDRAULIC). See
"
Hydraulics," (54).

PRESSURE OF A GAS, DUE TO MOLECULAR
IMPACTS ON THE CONTAINING WALLS. See
"
Thermodynamics," (66).

PRESSURE OF RADIATION : the pressure which,

by the second law of thermodynamics,
radiation must exert. From the electro

magnetic theory, Maxwell showed that this

pressure, for isotropic radiation, is numeric

ally equal to one-third of the total energy
of radiation of all frequencies in unit

volume. See
"
Radiation Theory," (5) (L).

PRESSURE TURBINES (HYDRAULIC). See
"
Hydraulics," (52).

PRESSURES, maximum and mean in internal

combustion engines. See
"
Engines, Thermo

dynamics of Internal Combustion," (48)-

(54).

PRONY BRAKE. See
"
Dynamometers," (2)

(i).

PROPELLER DYNAMOMETER FOR TESTING AIR
SCREWS. See

"
Dynamometers," (7), (9).

PROPELLERS, AIR AND WATER. See
"
Ship

Resistance and Propulsion," (40) et seq.

PROPERTIES OF A FLUID AS EXHIBITED BY
CHARTS. See

"
Thermodynamics," (42).

PROPULSION OF SHIPS. See
"
Ship Resistance

and Propulsion," V.

PULLEYS. See
"
Mechanical Powers," (2).

PULSOMETER PtiMP. See
"
Hydraulics," (41),

PUMPS. See
"
Hydraulics," Part II.

PYROMETER :

Effect upon Reading of, when the Focussing
Distance is increased, tabulated. See

""

Pyromctry, Total Radiation," (14)

(iiL), Table IV.

Extension of Scale of, above 1400 C. See
**

Pyromctry, Optical," (3).

Fery's Mirror. Sec "
Pyrometry, Total

Radiation," (7).

Fery
"
Spiral." Sec ibid. (8).

Fery's Telescope. See ibid. (0).

Foster Fixed-focus. See ibid. (10).

Optical, Calibration of, by comparison with
a standard instrument. Sec *'

Pyrometrv.
Optical," (9).

Optical ; Disappearing Filament Type : a

type of pyrometer depending on the

matching of the brightness of a lamp
filament against that of the hot object.
See ibid. (3).

Polarising Type of. See ibid. (6).

Radiation, Calibration of. See
"
Pyronietry,

Total Radiation," (16).

Radiation, Sources of Error in Practical

Forms of. See ibid. (14).

Recording : used in manufacturing processes
where it is necessary to keep a continuous
record of the temperature of tho furnace.

See
"
Thermocouples," (16).

Recording Deflection : instruments for the
measurement and continuous record of

temperature, the instruments being of

the millivoltmeter typo and the record

being made by periodically depressing a

pointer into contact with a chart. See
ibid. (17).

Recording Resistance, used in industrial

work to give a continuous record of the

temperature of a furnace or kiln. Sec
"
Resistance Thermometers," (20).

Spectroscopic Eyepiece of : a red filter

glass for producing approximately mono
chromatic radiation. See

"
Pyrometry,

Optical," (14).

Thermoelectric : the most generally used
of all appliances for the measurement of

high temperatures, and now developed
into an instrument of precision. See
"
Thermocouples," (1).

Thermoelectric : Cold Junction Correction
for. See ibid. (19).

Thwing Radiation. See
"
Pyrometry, Total

Radiation," (11).
Total Radiation, compared with the Optical

Type. See ibid. (15).

Total Radiation : instruments based on the

fourth-power law, for the measurement
of high temperatures, and really specially

designed thermopiles. See ibid. (5).

Use of a Radiation, with a Source of In
sufficient Size. See ibid. (13).

Use of Rotating Sector to reduce the

intensity by a definite amount. See

"Pyrometry, Optical," (1/5).

Whipple Closed Tube. See "
Pyrometry,

Total Radiation," (12).
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PYROMETRY, OPTICAL

THE measurement of high temperatures by
means of optical pyrometers is based on the
well-known fact that the intensity of the light
emitted by a hot object increases as its tem

perature is raised.

The mathematical relationship between the

intensity of the light of any particular wave

length and the temperature can be deduced
from theoretical considerations for a surface

which is a
"

full radiator,"
1 and the fact that

the radiation issuing from a uniformly heated
furnace approximates closely to

"
full radia

tion
"
has greatly simplified optical pyrometry.

(1) THEORY OF HEAT RADIATION. Boltz-

mann 2 in 1884 deduced the relationship between
the total radiation from a black body and its

temperature, according to which the total

radiation varies as T4
. This is generally

known as the Stefan-Boltzmann or the fourth -

power law.

In 1896 Wien further developed the theory
of radiation. His first deduction is known as

Wien's displacement law :

where Xm is the wave-length of maximum
energy, Em is the maximum energy ordinate,

and T the absolute temperature.
For the distribution of the energy among

the various wave-lengths in the spectrum Wien
deduced the expression

in which /(XT) could not be determined by
purely thermodynamical reasoning. EA is the

energy emitted ot wave-length. X.

By making certain arbitrary assumptions

concerning the radiation emitted by vibrating

gaseous molecules, he succeeded in resolving
the function of XT, and obtained the rela

tionship Co

EA
= C!X-

5e"^
for the distribution of energy among the various

wave-lengths in the spectrum.
Experimental work, which will be referred

to later, showed that the above expression

only represented the facts for a limited range
of X and T. Since that time various attempts,
based on plausible assumptions, have been

1 In radiation pyrometry generally the term
"

full

radiator
" or

" black body
"

denotes one that will
absorb all the radiation that it receives that is to
say, it will neither reflect nor transmit any of the
incident radiation. There is no known substance
that has strictly this property, the nearest approach
being probably untreated carbon. Kirchhoff demon
strated that a hollow cavity with walls at a uniform
temperature possesses the properties of a "

black
body." U a small opening is made in the wall of
the uniformly heated cavity, the radiation issuing
from the hole will obey the laws of black body
radiation.

a See " Radiation Theory," 5, Vol. IV.

made to discover the correct expression, but

without success.

The one formula which does represent the

experimental data closely under all conditions

is- that of Planck:

The subject has aroused considerable interest

during recent years, and reference must be

made to the literature of the subject for fuller

information. 3

It will be observed that for small values of

X and T the term e2/AT jg large compared
with unity nd Planck's equation approxi
mates to that of Wien; the concordance is

sufficiently close for wave-lengths in the visible

spectrum to permit of the use of the simple form
of Wien's equation for the range of temperature
covered in practical optical pyrometry.

(2) EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE DIS

TRIBUTION OP ENERGY IN THE SPECTRUM or
A " FULL RADIATOR " AT VARIOUS TEMPERA
TURES. In 1899 Lummer and Pringsheim, who
had already proved by experiment the validity
of the Stefan-Boltzmann or fourth-power law,

published a further contribution to the sub

ject. Their experiments on this occasion were

directed to the determination of the distribution

of energy in the spectrum of a
"

full radiator."

At first they employed the various types of

uniformly heated enclosures, which they had
constructed for their experiments to test the

Stefan-Boltzmann law. Later they introduced

many practical improvements in the apparatus,
and, by basing their method of measuring
temperature on the fourth-power law, they
were able to continue their experiments to

very high temperatures. This procedure also

led to a great simplification in the form of

their
"

full radiator," which could then be

reduced to an electrically heated carbon tube.

TIG. 1.

(i.) Description of tJie Experimental Arrange
ments. The carbon, tube furnace construction
is shown in Fig. 1.

The tube was of uniform wall thickness (1-2

millimetre), 34 cm. long, and 1 cm. internal

3 See list at end of article.
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diameter. The ends were inserted into heavy
carbon blocks, copper-plated and fixed into

metallic clamps.
A stream of nitrogen was passed into the

cap at the mouth of the furnace to diminish

oxidation.

The plug P (in the centre of the tube) and

the left half of the furnace was equivalent to

a
" Hack body

"
in respect of radiation.

The spectrum was produced by a fluor-spar

prism, and corrections applied to convert the

prismatic to normal energy curves by means
of the known dispersion curve of fluor-spar.

The distribution of energy was measured

by means of a linear bolometer, which was
enclosed in an air-tight case to diminish the

absorption effects of carbon dioxide and water

vapour. The bolometer consisted of a single

strip of platinum foil 0-6 mm. wide. The dis

tribution of energy in the spectrum for vari

ous temperatures between 700 and 1600 C.

was obtained. From these curves the values

of Xm and the energy corresponding to Em
could be read. The experimental results were

in agreement with the two laws :

XmT = constant,

EmT-5 = another constant.

Wien's distribution formula.

was found to hold for values of XT less than

3000
/ji degrees. Since the longest wave-length

used in optical pyrometry is less than 0-7 n>

the equation is valid for the entire range of

temperature that has to be measured in

practical work
(ii.) Variation with Temperature of the

" Maximum Energy Ordinate Em
" To verify

the relationship
Em= T5

Lummer and Pringsheim employed a Lummer-
Brodhun spectro-photometer, and worked with
different parts of the luminous spectrum from
red to violet. Owing to the rapid increase in

the intensity of the luminous radiation with

temperature, it was necessary to employ a

number of absorption plates ; at the highest

temperature the intensity was reduced to -g-^
part to bring it within measurable limits.

They were able to obtain an accuracy of

about 20 C. with the total radiation pyro
meter, and the calculated temperatures were
in agreement within these limits of accuracy.
The relationship \nT= constant was also

checked and the value 2930 obtained for the

constant of a "
full radiator." When the

radiation from polished platinum was studied

the constant was found to bo 2020. 1 Hence
it is possible to estimate roughly the tempera
ture of any object whose radiation is inter

mediate in character between that from a

perfectly black body and polished platinum
by determining X?n by means of a bolometer
and a dispersion apparatus.

This has been done for a number of radiators

by Lummer and Pringsheim. Tho maximum
value of T is given by 2930/XTO and tho mini
mum by 2620/Xm.

(iii.) Comparison of Wien's Law and Stefan-
Boltzmanri'sLaw to 2800 C. The work of Lum
mer and Pringsheim and their contemporaries
was carried out before the researches of Holborn
and Yalentiner, of Jacquerod and Perot, and
of Day and Sosman had established the high
temperature scale in terms of the gas thermo
meter, consequently it is difficult to form any
precise estimates of the limits of accuracy to

which the radiation laws may be regarded
as proven at high temperatures. Recently
Mendenhall and Forsythe have made a

comparison up to 2800 C. between two

pyrometers, one based on "
fourth-power

"

law and the other on Wien's law. The
pyrometers were calibrated by observations
of the melting-points of gold and palladium,
the values for which, on the scale of the

nitrogen gas thermometer, had been deter
mined by Day and Sosman.

(iv.) The Optical Pyrometer. This, as used

by Mendenhall and Forsytho, was of the

disappearing filament type described in (3).

The principle of the instrument is that of a

telescope. An image of the hot object is

superposed on the filament of a small electric

lamp. Matching is effected by making the

apparent brightness of the image identical

with that of the filament by varying tho
current through the latter.

Since Wien's law is applicable to mono
chromatic radiation and not to the entire visible

1 There is no theoretical basis for the application
of the law to the radiation from platinum, and
subsequent investigations have shown that AT is
not a constant for polished metallic surfaces, but
increases with temperature. The constant value
obtained by Lummer and Pringshoim is duo possibly
to the small range of temperature employed, or to
lack of polish on the radiating surface.
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spectrum, it is necessary to isolate as narrow
a spectral range as possible. Generally this

is effected by the use of a piece of good red

glass ; in the present case, however, they

employed a spectroscopic eyepiece. The
latter has the theoretical advantage of giving
a narrower band and consequently a nearer

approach to the ideal conditions contemplated
by Wien's law. The width of the band trans

mitted was determined and found to be 200

A.U. (0-02 fi) with a centre at X =0-658 /*.

The calibration of the instrument, i.e. the

relationship between intensity of radiation and
the current necessary to match it, was effected

by the use of a system of rotating discs of

measured aperture.

Taking the logarithmic form of Wien's law,

If balance was obtained with clear aperture
on a "

black body
"

at temperature T
1?

and
an apparent temperature T2 was obtained

through a sector of transmission ratio /:, then

i
1 c / 1 1 \ ,

lo^/r\(Tr^) ^ Gf

so that, by a series of observations on a furnace

maintained at a constant known temperature,
it was possible, by employing a series of discs

with various values of k, to calibrate the

pyrometer over a range of temperature! The

apertures of the discs were measured by means
of a dividing engine. Two steady temperatures
were used as checks on the calibration.

The miiiimum aperture employed was about
"

T-Jfr." This proved difficult to make accur

ately, and on measurement was found to

be 2 r 50" instead of 2. This error, how
ever, would only produce a divergence of

5 0. in the computed scale if the nominal
value of 2 angle had been taken.

(v.) The Total Radiation Pyrometer. It will

be observed from a study of Fig. 4, (4)

article on,
"
Total Radiation Pyrometry

"

that the
"
total radiation

"
pyrometer was

enclosed-in the evacuated chamber containing
the furnace, while the optical pyrometer
observations were taken through a glass

window. A small correction was necessary
for the absorption of this window in the

visible radiation.

The results of the intercomparison are

summarised below :

The difference is systematic but not greater
than the possible error of experiment. By an

alteration in the assumed value of either

c2 or X the systematic difference could be

eliminated. For example, Mendenhall and

Forsythe state that if, instead of 0-658 fi 9 the

value 0-657
/-o

is taken the differences disappear.

I. PRACTICAL TYPES OF OPTICAL PYROMETERS

(3) THE DISAPPEARING FILAMENT TYPE.
This type of pyrometer was introduced about

twenty years ago by Morse in America, but

the principle involved the matching of the

brightness of a lamp filament against that of

the hot object was in use as far back as 1888.

In its earliest form the Morse Pyrometer
consisted of a metal tube about 3 inches in

diameter and 8 inches long, open at both ends,
and provided on one side with a projection

serving as a means for holding an incandescent

lamp.
At the centre of the tube was mounted the

Shunt

lamp, which was connected in series with a

battery, rheostat, and milliammeter,

The instrument is shown diagrammatically
in Fig. 2.

In making a temperature measurement the

operator holds the pyrometer in front of his

eye and, looking through, observes the lamp
filament superposed on the farnace or hot

object as background. Owing to the different

distances of lamp and furnace from the ob
server it is necessary to vary the accommoda
tion of the eye when looking at one object and
then the other.

By adjustment of the rheostat the current

in the lamp is varied progressively until the

lamp filament and furnace appear equally

bright. When the filament disappears against
the furnace as background, the current

through the filament is a measure of the

temperature.
Holborn and Kurlbaum modified the

instrument by adding an objective and eye

piece. The objective projects an image of

the furnace upon the plane of the lamp
filament, and the fatigue of the eye due to

constantly varying the accommodation is

avoided.
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Theoretically, the image of any source as

observed through a particular telescope will

not vary in brightness with a change in distance

from the source (except, of course, differences

due to air absorption, etc.), providing a certain

solid angle is always filled with radiation from

the source and this angle is of such size that

the cone of rays entering the eye is constant.

This angle is generally determined by having

fche eyepiece at a fixed distance from the pyro

meter lamp and having before the eyepiece a

limiting diaphragm of such size that it is

always filled with light from the objective

lens. It is also necessary to have a fixed

diaphragm between the objective lens and

the pyrometer lamp (see Fig. 3).

In "all modern instruments of this type a

red filter glass
l

is fixed in the eyepiece.

This serves two purposes :

(a) The matching of the intensities is

facilitated, as practically monochromatic
radia

tion is obtained, so there are no colour differ

ences at high temperatures. This is of

particular value in dealing with surfaces

which do not radiate light of the same com

position as that emitted by a black body, since

D

PIG. 3.

A, hot object ;
B } objective lens ; C, entrance cone

diaphragm; D, pyrometer filament; E, eyepiece

diaphragm ; F, eyepiece ; G, red glass.

the intensity of radiation of any one colour

from such surfaces increases progressively in

a definite manner as the temperature rises.

(b) The scale of the instrument can be

extrapolated on the basis of Wien's law, em

ploying a rotating sector or absorption glass

for cutting down the intensity of the source.

In recent years Forsythe and his colla

borators at the UsTela Research Laboratory
have made a thorough study of this form of

pyrometer, and shown how many of the errors

in temperature measurements with the instru

ment may be avoided by attention to the

details of the design.

A modern form of disappearing filament

optical pyrometer made by the Leeds &
Northrup Co., which is largely used in the

industries, is shown in Fig. 4. The tube is of

aluminium and the instrument constructed as

lightly as possible for convenience in using.
In the Standard Pyrometer of the National

Physical Laboratory, used for precision work,
two lamps are fitted, and they can be readily

interchanged so that a check is obtained on the

permanency of the calibration. The rotating

1 A detailed discussion of the red filter class and
absorption screens is given later, as they perform the
same functions in all types of optical pyrometers.

sector is arranged just in front of the lamps, as

the expeiiments of Mendonhull and Foraytho

have proved that in this position the definition

is practically independent of tho position of

the opening of tho sector relative to the

filament when crossing the field. Tho difficulty

only occurs when taking the temperature of

small objects such as incandescent lamp
filaments.

Extension of the. Scale above 1400 C'. The

range of temperature that can be measured

in the ordinary way by an optical pyrometer
without some device for cutting down the

intensity of the radiation from tho hot object

This Screen used on Single

Range Instrument only

This Screen used on Double

.Range Instrument only

FIG. 4.

is from 700 to 1400 C. The comparison
source cannot he run at much higher tem

peratures than 1400 C. without rapid deteriora

tion. The scales are extended by the use of

absorption devices or rotating sectors. With
the early form of disappearing filament pyro
meter, the absorbing device generally used
consisted of two black glass mirrors inclined

at an angle of 45. In this arrangement the
beam of light from a hot object is reflected

twice at an angle of 45 incidence, and thereby
weakened to about 1/200 of its original in

tensity.

To extend the scale of the pyrometer up to

about 2700 C., the usual practice at tho

present day is to insert a piece of neutral-

tinted glass in the path of the beam from the
furnace or to employ rotating scctora of

definite aperture.
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A discussion of the methods of computing
the transmission factor is given later.

(4) MICROPYROMETER. Burgess has de
vised a valuable instrument of the disappearing
filament type, which he terms a micropyrometer,
for the determination of the melting-points of

minute specimens of materials.

The apparatus (Fig. 5) is somewhat similar
to a Joly rneldometer, with a microscope
pyrometer, which is focussed on the specimen
resting on a strip of platinum heated by a
current.

Within the Huyghens eyepiece of an

. 5. Burgess' Micropyromcter.

ordinary microscope a small incandescent

lamp is mounted. In series with the lamp
there is an ammeter and rheostat operated in

precisely the same manner as in the case of a

disappearing filament type of optical pyro
meter. The eyepiece of the microscope is

fitted with a piece of good red filter glass.

For temperatures exceeding 1400 C. an

absorption glass is placed between the micro

scope objective and the furnace window.
The tip of the filament of the lamp is set to

the same brightness as the platinum strip

viewed from above at the instant of melting

of the metallic or other specimen on which
the microscope is focussed. The eye of the

observer sees the specimen, the platinum strip,

and the lamp filament all in focus at once.

(5) CALIBRATION. The methods generally

employed for the calibration of optical pyro
meters cannot be adopted for this particular
form of disappearing filament pyrometer. The
most convenient method is that originally used

by Joly, which is to observe the lamp currents

at the known melting-points of two or more

pure substances, such as gold, nickel, and

palladium, and from the equation express

ing the relation between temperature and
current (in lamp), the temperature of melting
of any specimen may be computed. For
moderate temperature intervals the equation

log G = a4-6 log T may be used, where C
is the current, T is the absolute temperature,
b a constant very nearly unity.
The melting-points of nickel and palladium

were taken for calibration purposes.
The accuracy of the equation was checked

by extrapolating to the melting-point of

platinum, which could be directly observed

by matching the lamp and strip at the instant

the latter burnt out. The value 1755 C.5
was obtained from six observations.

An atmosphere of pure hydrogen was main
tained in the enclosure, to prevent oxidation

of the metal under test.

For those metals for which the melting is

sharp, such as nickel, cobalt, and iron, a

precision of 1 to 2 was possible with only a
few thousandths of a milligram of material.

(6) THE POLARISING TYPE OF OPTICAL
PYROMETER. Konig in 1894 described a new

type of spectrophotometer. In this instrument

the two beams of light were resolved into

two spectra and comparison effected between

beams of identical colour throughout the

spectrum. In 1901 Wanner applied the

essential principles of this instrument to the

design of an optical pyrometer. In this case the

radiation from the hot object is the one beam,
while the -light of constant intensity from an

electric lamp supplies the comparison beam. 1

(i. ) Description of t7ie Instrument. The
essential features of the instrument will be

understood from Fig. 6.

The radiation from the hot object is received

through a small circular hole while the electric

lamp illumina.tes the matt surface of a right-

angled prism, which in turn directs the light

on "to a second circular hole symmetrically

disposed with the first about the optical axis

of the system.
1 The current through the lamp is maintained at

a predetermined value by means of a rheostat and
ammeter. From time to time the intensity of the
beam given by the electric lamp is matched against
that from an arayl acetate lamp by adjustment of
the current. This renders the scale of the pyro
meter independent of the permanency of the electric

lamp.
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A lens renders the two beams parallel, and

a Kochon prism splits each beam up into

components polarised at right angles.
The function of the biprism lens is to pro

duce deviation in the beams of auch amount
that an image from each of the two sources is

Bi-priam Rochon
Radiation

from furnace

Electrio lamp

Appearance of images
in eye-piece

FIG. 6. Diagram illustrating Warmer's Modification
of Konig's Spectrophotometer.

brought into juxtaposition. On consideration

it will be seen that the biprism splits each

image up into two, thus bringing the total up
to eight.

These images are semicircular patches

uniformly illuminated. The two in juxta

position are polarised at right angles, and are

viewed through the eyepiece, the other

images being screened out.

The Nicol prism N can be rotated around
the optical axis, its position being indicated

by a pointer attached.

To understand the precise functions of the

various optical parts it is advisable to consider

the effect of each individually.
In Fig. 7 the contribution of each component

FIG. 7. Diagram showing Junctions of various
Optical Parts of the Spectrophotometer.

The arrows -< >- and indicate plane of polarisa

tion. Eteht images are formed in all, of which six
are stopped out.

is shown. The circular holes are at the focus
of th,e lens, so the images produced will be

uniformly illuminated circular discs, i.e. of
the face of the lens, which the biprism splits

up into semicircles.

To understand the function of the Nicol

prism suppose for the moment that the two
beams are of equal intensity, then, with the

plane of polarisation of the Nicol prism
making an angle of 45 with the direction of

polarisation of either beam, a uniformly
illuminated circle would be observed having a
diametrical line across where the two fields

come into contact.
1 Rotation of the Nicol prism in either

direction will cut down the intensity of one
of the beams and increase that of the other.

Hence, if the beams are initially of unequal
intensity, matching of the intensities, as

viewed through the eyepiece, is possible for a
certain position of the prism between the
extinction positions and 90.

(ii.) Theory of the Polarising Type ofPyrometer.
It is proved in textbooks of Light that if

Ij^

and I
2 are the intensities of two plane polarised

beams of radiation matching at angles fa and
0.2, a beam of constant intensity, siich as that
from an electric lamp, when viewed through
a Nicol prism, then :

Ix _tan
2
0!

I2 ~~tan
2

2

"

In optical pyrometry, by the insertion of a
direct-vision prism or a piece of suitable red

glass in the path of the two beams it is possible
to work with narrow spectral bands and con

sequently apply Wien's law.

According to this law the intensity of light
of wave-length X emitted by a

"
full radiator

"

is given by the expression

Suppose T! is the intensity of wave-length X
at temperature TJ ; I2 is the intensity of

wave-length X at temperature T2 .

By Wien's law

T
c
*(

l I
\VTA

Hence
I2 tan 2

02

Taking logarithms to the base e,

2(log tan 0!
-
log tan 2 )

=~(~-

so that the relation between and T is of the
form

logg tan 0=^-1-^.

Hence, if a series of values of and T
are obtained, when log tan is plotted against
1/T, the points should fall on a straight line.

Theoretically, a single determination of the

angle corresponding to a known temperature
T, together with a knowledge of c

2 and X,
should suffice to give a complete calibration of
the instrument. In practice, however, it is
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very difficult to obtain perfection iu the

optical parts and freedom from strain in tho

lenses, and this affects the polarised beam. So
it is generally advisable to calibrate tho
instrument against a "

black body
"

over the
entire range.

Experience with, commercial forms of tho

pyrometer indicates that tho divergence from
tho theoretical lino is greatest near tho ex
tinction positions owing presumably to defects
in the Nicol prisms and scattering of light.

(7) ('AUBRATION OF THE INSTRUMENTS
EMPIRICALLY. -Tho calibration of optical
pyrometers can be readily effected by reference
to a .standardised thermocouple in an electric

furnace arranged to give approximately full

radiation by a series of diaphragms suitably
disposed.

Jfig. 8 shows a furnace arranged for optical
pyrometer calibration, up to 1370 0.

"S^B&r

Kio. H.> -Diagram llluHlratlnft tho <1onHt.rtwtion
of a I^urnaeo for Optical Pyrometer (Jullbrution.

Tho pyrometer is sighted upon the central

diaphragm, which has tho junction of a

thormojunetion on its surface to give the

temperature of the enclosure.

Kor representing the relationship between
current and temperature in tho cane of the

disappearing lilament type of pyrometer a

parabolic formula

0-u*-|"6T-!-oT a

in Hu/Iieiently accurate. Whilst for the polaris

ing typo tho formula

log tan
</> "'flH'rp

Hhould hold for the major portion of Uio scale if

tho optical parts are in correct adjuntrnont.

(8) HTANDAKOIHATION HY OBHIGUVATION OK

TRANSITION POINTS. ' Itis possible to calibrate

optical pyrometers by direct observations of

Trotting- or molting-poiiitH, without tho uso

oi! a thermocouple an intermediary.
ID tho case of materials which require a

reduc.ing atmosphere and do noli react at high

temperatures with graphtt/o, Kanolt employed
the following method :

The substance was contained in a graphite
crucible with re-entrant tube carried from the

lid, as shown in Wig, 9.

The crucible was hoated in a graphite spiral
furnace and the pyrometer sighted on the
bottom of the tube ; this ensured that

approximately black body conditions were
obtained.

On plotting the heating or cooling curves a
well-defined halt was observed at the transition

point.
Tho following metals and salts wore em

ployed : Antimony, (J30 0. ; copper-silver
outectic, 779 0. ; silver, 960-5 C. ; copper,
1083 C. ; diopside (molting), 1391 C. Pro

longed heating of diopside in contact with

graphite had no apparent effect on tho value
obtained for tho melting-point.

Attempts have boon, made by Hoffman and
Meissner to employ a similar method in the

case of tho palladium freezing-point.
A hard porcelain crucible

and tube were used with an

oxidising or neutral atmo

sphere around the metal. ]t

wan found that tho molten

palladium attacked the por
celain with tho formation of

a brownish substance.

An additional difficulty
was tho

"
spitting

"
of tho

fused metal, accompanied
by considerable temperature
fluctuations ; this could not bo prevented
oven by tho passage of a stream of puro
nitrogen into the metal.

For the direct calibration of a pyrometer
in terms of the melting-point of palladium tho

simplest procedure is to nuiko the palladium
wire a part of an electrical circuit and heat it

up in a furnace under
"
black body" conditions.

Tho melting-point can bo detected by tho

break of the circuit, and the temperature at

this instant Hhould bo noted.

Tho melting-point of platinum can also bo

employed as a fixed point iu the same way.
(l)j OAUHHATION oir OPTICAL PYIIOMMTBKH

BY OOMI'AUIHOK WITH A STANDAKD iNHTItU-

IWMNT. -When an optical pyrometer hart been

standardised by reference to high temperature

melting- points and itn scale calculated, it is

not a difficult matter to calibrate other instru

ments by comparison.
A carbon tube furnace in suitable for

temperatures up to about 2500 (. This

typo of furnace is very simple in construction.

Tho carbon tube is clamped in water-cooled

electrodes and heated by a current; of several

hundred amperes.
Tho incandescent tube is protected from

oxidation by filling tho furnace shell with

finely divided lamp-black and the ends are

cloned by thin glatts windows. A stream

(Jrueiblo with Ito-

entrnntTulH'.Hup-

5>ortod
from tho

,1(1.
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of nitrogen is passed through the tube to clear

away any smoke produced.
When the furnace is at a steady temperature

the pyrometers are sighted in turn upon a

plug of carbon fixed about midway in the

tube.

If instruments of identical construction

have to be compared it is not essential to

have a
"
black body," and the plate of a

tungsten arc lamp
1 constitutes a convenient

hot object to sight upon. By arranging the

ionising filament so that it can be heated inde

pendently of the current through the arc, it

is possible to obtain, a range of temperatures

for the plate.

(10) RELATIVE MERITS OF THE DISAPPEAR

ING FILAMBOT? AND POLARISING TYPES or

OPTICAL PYROMETERS. The filament type is

essentially a telescope, and consequently it is

easy to select out the object whose temperature

is desired ; the polarising type does not permit

of a sharply defined image ; in fact, the

field should be a uniformly illuminated semi

circular patch. A blurred image of the hot

object is, however, distinguishable by moving
the eye about a little.

With the polarising type it is necessary,

when taking the temperature of a metallic

surface, to sight normally since the light given

out at oblique incidence is largely polarised.

The polarising type has the following

advantages :

1. Extrapolation of the scale on the basis

of Wien's or any other radiation law is readily

effected, as the instrument is essentially a

photometer.
2. The temperature scale is independent

of the permanency of the electric lamp, which

is set from time to time against an amyl
acetate lamp.

It should be observed, however, that

accuracy in this setting on the amyl acetate is

of fundamental importance.

(11) WAVE-LENGTH OF THE RADIATION

TRANSMITTED BY THE RED FILTER GLASS.

Over the range 700 to 1400 C., through which

it is possible to calibrate an optical pyrometer

against a thermo-element under
**
black body"

conditions, it is immaterial what tho wave

length transmitted by the filter glass may be.

liut when it becomes necessary to extend the

scale to high temperatures, the use of a rotating
sector or an absorption glass is necessary to

cut down the intensity. Tlxe higher range is

calculated on the basis of Wien's law as

follows .*

Calculation of the, Constant of an Absorption Glass

or Rotating Sector. Tt is assumed that tho absorption

glass or sector cuts down tho intensity of tho light

from the hot object in tho ratio of 1& to 1. If Tj is

tho observed temperature without absorption glass,

1 These Janipn arc manufactured by tho lidiswuii
Co. for optical projection purposes.

and To the apparent temperature of tho witue object

with absorption glass, then by \Vion\s law

where c2 is a numerical constant 2 whoso value 1 \

14,350 micron degrees, and X iu tho wave-length ;

BO that T! can be calculated from tho obnerved Ta if

k and X are known from independent measurements."

If the red filter glass was strictly monochromatic

tho wave-length transmitted X would be a constant.

Tims it would be the same for any energy distribution

and temperature of source.

As it is impossible in practice to obtain abHolutely

monochromatic filter ghiw.M, the qwHUon urines which

particular wave-length in tho spectral band tnuiB-

mittcd by the glass IB to be employed in the calcula

tions ?

In order to decide upon tho appropriate wave

length it is ncccHsary to consider the function of tho

filter glass.

Now the quantities which are actually com parcel

in pyromotry arc the integral lummoHitioH as obnrrved

through tho filter glass, so it IH obvious that tho wave

length to bo employed in calculation (or tho
"
effective

"
wave-length as it in termed) muHt bo

such that for any definite temperature interval the

ratio of tho radiation inten.silioH for thin WA.VO-length

according to Wien's law shall equal the ratio of tho

integral luminosities as observed through tho gluKB.

(12) DKTIORMI NATION OF TH K "M
WAVE-LENGTHS Km VARIOUS

RiANQES, Tho following method for tho dotor-

mination of tho
"

effective
"

wavo-longth for

the interval between two definite tempera
tures of a full radiator has been doHoribod,

by Hyclo, Cacly, and Forsytho. Other

methods, depending on a knowledge of tho

sensibility curve of tho eye, have been de

scribed by the wanie authors, by IMninJ, and

by Footo, who gives a mathematical treat

ment of the question.

(i.) fHrect Determination. -Wiv ratios of tho

intensities of omission of tho nource for a

number of wave-lengths are moaswod, and1

those ratios compared with tho ratio of tho

integral luminoRities of tho radiation from tho

source, when observed through the ml glaHH

under test.

ThoHC measurements ean be made in two

ways:
In, one sot of measurements tho ration of tho

intensities of radiation are measured with a

spoctrophotomotor, and tho ratio of tho

integral luminosities with a IvummotvBrodhuu

photometer having the red glaHH over tho

2 For a (UsouHHlcw of Mm value of thin conntant HOO

"ttndlation, .'Determination of laws ol'," (i)), (II),

(12).
3 ThiH expression in atoo applicable for mlnilntlrtp;

thn small absorption eH'oct or a glann window cloHlntf

a furnauo.
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eyepiece. In the other set tho ratio of tho
intensities are measured with a spectral
photometer (Honning type), and tho ratio of
the integral luminosities with an optical
pyrometer, either disappearing filament or

polarising type, with tho red glass over tho

eyepiece.

(ii.) Indirect Determination. Tho results ob
tained by calculation from tho transmission
curve of the red glass (from which tho integral
luminosities are calculated on the basis of
VVion's law) and tho sensibility curve for tho

eye are in close agreement with those obtained

by direct experiment.
The procedure for obtaining tho values of X

is laborious, and is resorted to only in the case
of (standard instruments for use at tempera
tures exceeding 1500 0.

Footo adopts tho indirect method, hut develops
tho method of computation, so that tho effective

wave-length for a definite temperature is obtained
itiHtoad of over an interval of temperature.

Jlis method of calculation is as follows:

Let the transmission coefficient of the ^lass, i.e.

the ratio of energy transmitted to the incident energy,
be denoted by k. Then k /(A), where /(A) is au
unknown fnnotion to be determined experimentally.
And Jel. tho viability curve for tho average eyti bo

represented by

.It is not necessary to know tlio mathematical cqua-
tioiiH for those aw tho graphic forms-of tho functions
are quite convenient.

Now according to Wion's law the intensity at

temperature T t
is

and at Ta

SO that crflA\ I, 3 J ,/.

Js
Sinoo X may have any arbitrary value, it; can be
ohoson HO as to give tho ratio of \*},

f
to KT tho same

value as tho ratio of tho integral luminosities soon

through the filter glass.

Lot L!' duminoNity at temperature
r

l\,

I^i
i

luminosity at temperature 'l\,

TI10II

r
L, ./

fj, and L
a can b(^ d((,erinined bygnvplucal int(*gra-

tion. L( 4

t the ratio bo any definite number. It is

poHHible to so choose A in the relation K^i /^ that

Er^/l^^J^/Ljj, Call this value of A, X TO .

substituting in tho above expressions wo have

651

MeanAm~ T
-- r-.

log,, Li-log,, J,2

This is merely the mathematical form of the definition

of effective wave-length proposed by Hyde, Ondy,
and Forsythe

Instead, howov r, of referring the effective wave

length to a given tem]ieraturc interval
r

l\ io Ta it

may be referred to a definite temperature by letting
tho two temperatures approach one another.

Assuming TA
and Lj constant and dropping the

suffixes, let T.J and L2 approach those values as their

respective limits. Then
I }\
"TJ

2

log L-logLg

becomes, when numerator and denominator liavc

been separately differentiated with respect to T,

1

L dL
'

rfT

-
I

Jo

but

winco only Id is a function of T,

_ (

Again, l^^A"c

C8

,

JL*'.

d\

''J'hiH IB the (^(Teotive wavt^hnigth for a glass of trann-

miHHion k^ J(\) for ticrmpentture
r

l\

To find X rM , i'l>er<*fore, it IH i>ee,< v

HHary to plot the

transmission, curve, L\ for the glass, the visibility

curve, V, for tho eye, and tho energy curves JW, of

tho source,

Tho product of corresponding ordinateH would

give a now curve, the area of which is the numerator
of the fraction representing \m .

Similarly a curve obtained by dividing each on'Unate

of the previous curve by its X would give a curve

the urea of which in tho denominator of the fraction
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A typical series of curves is shown in Fig. 10.

But Foote points out that instead of plotting X

in terms of EW as ordinatcs, the ordinary luminosity

6O 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 G8 69 70 71 72
Waue Length fj.

FIG. 10.

curve, we may plot VE/A as ordinatcs. Then the

value of \m is that value which corresponds to the

centre of gravity of the curve with respect to the

E&V/A axis.

Hence the true effective wave-length of a pyrometer
glass is the wave-length corresponding to the centre

of gravity of the curve 0(A)=EV/X plotted in terms
of X, that is, the luminosity at any wave-length
divided by the wave-length and expressed in terms
of the wave-length.
The value of L can be determined for various

values of T, and hence a curve found for Am as a

function' of T.

In Fig. 11 is sliown the results obtained for typical

glasses employed for filter screens.

2000 3000
Temperature. D&g. Ads.

FIG. 11.

(13) EFFECT OF CHANGE OF TEMPERATURE'
OF THE FILTER GLASS ON ITS TRANSMISSION
COEFFICIENT. Another factor which influ
ences the transmission coefficient of the red

glass is its actual temperature.
Some observations have been made by

Forsythe on the transmission curves for a
specimen of red glass when maintained at two
different temperatures 20 and 80 0, The
results are shown in Fig. 12. Curve A gives

the transmission of tho glasa at 20, while

curve B is tho corresponding ono when UN

temperature is 80. The transmission is .shown

to decrease with increasing temperature; tho co

efficient of change being greatest in the shorter

wave-length. Tho change is such as to make
the transmission band appear to shift to longer

wave-lengths as the temperature in increased.

A test was made of tho effect of this tempera
ture shift of tho transmission band on tem

perature measurements when the red glass
was used as a filter screen before tho eyepiece
of a pyrometer. The temperature of a carbon
filament lamp operated at a temperature of

about 1900 K 1 was measured with tho red

O-OO O-02 O-04 0-00 0-OU 0-7O 0-72

WavG-!ength, fn
(jt,

FIG. 12. Spectral Tmnsminnion of
Thicknm of (Muss IMftirj.

A at at)" (1., JSiitHO" <J.

glass temperature at 20 and 80 ('., using a
sector disc with a U opening, an thin givon a

larger effect than a Hector dme of greater
transmission. It was found that there was a
decrease of about 5 0. in the temperature
obtained when the glass was hoated to 80
over that obtained with a gluws at room
temperature. Hence it may bo inferred that
for all ordinary room temperature changes tho
effect is negligible.

(34) SpEOTROScono EYEWISOM. --- Practi

cally all modern optical pyrometers have rod
filter glasses for producing approximate mono-
chromatic radiation, and as shown al>ovo i(i

is possible to obtain the olTecUvo wave-length
of such a glass, which is equivalent for tho

purposes of calculation to the ease of porter.!,

monochromatism.
Tho early forms of optical pyrometer of tho

polarising type had diroct vision primus in

place of /iltor glasHOH, hut practical nx|uiro-
ments demanded that tho slit opening should
be so wide that the Hpeotral baud tranHmillied
was no better than that transmitted by a
filter glass. If, however, tho conditiotm of
tho experiment are such that narrower slii.s

* Tho symbol K donotoH tho absolute thonno-
dynumic scale ol temperature.
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arc possible tbo sysiom offers certain advan

tages. Mondonhall, in some of his work on
the disappearing typo of optical pyrometer,
used a speetroscopio eyepiece. Tho (itment

COUSIN!*} of a small auxiliary eyepiece, and a

totally reflecting prism which slides in a side

tube just beyond the lamp. Tho images of

the comparison li lament and o{ tlio hot surface

are thrown in sharp focus across the middle
of the spectroscope slit by means of an inter

mediate achromatic; lens, the primary image
of the hot surface having previously been

brought into the plane of the comparison
(ilament by focussing in the usual way,
Tho eyepiece and ocular slit of variable

width arc movable with a micrometer screw,

giving about 500 divisions for the visible

spectrum, and it is easy to work with an
ocular slit covering not more than 2fi A.U.

(
-0-0025

/a). The field then shows a central

band due to the filament bordered by light

from the hot object.
A comparative series of tests on the same

object under the same conditions, employing
in the one CUM a speetroseopic eyepiece and in

the other a picoo of rod <J<
vna glass having a maxi

mum, ordinate at X O'OHii ^i, is given below.

The distribution of light in the transmission

spectrum of the red glass was determined by
Hjpectrophotomctric observations :

(15) RoTATINU 8 MOTOR MlQTHOD O'fr Rtfl-

i>i;<tiN(i THIO INTENSITY BY A Diwiwru AMOUNT.
--.Rotating sectors have hoop advocated by
some observers for cutting down tho intensity,
since it is then possible tio obtain the cooIHcient

of transmission by actual measurement of the

sector,

(i.) 7V*o tiwtorN. ~"Mondonhall employed
Hectors 1,'H> cm. in diameter. With discs of

this diameter it was found possible to cut
radial openings as small an 3, giving a factor

of 1/120.
Tho abnonoo of any error duo to diffraction

was proved by comparing tho effect of ten

equal and separate openings with that duo to

a single opening of tho same total area.

Tho nuigo of temperature available with
variouH-Hi/od sectors is illustrated by tho follow

ing example :

A pyrometer calibrated with full aperture
had a> soalo covering the range up to 1540 (!.

(melting-point of palladium) : with a 1/00
sector tho range was from 1755 to 24*812

U
0. ;

and with a 1/180 sector the scalo was exi ended
to include tho melting-point of tungsten

(3300 (1. approx.).
For the very Hmall apertures it is advisable

to uso a largo disc : Mendonhall employed one
of 27 cm. diameter with, rm. opening of 1-7 mm,
at its narrowest part., whilst sectors 35 cm.
n diameter or bigger are desirable in precision
work.

Tho table below gives tho transmission

value of a number of sectors and tho apparent
temperatures T.>.

! coimMspoNnrao ro minriwiflNT PJWR-

OEWTAGBS OH 1 TUB RADIATION FROM A BLACK
BODY HJQLI) AT TUB TlfiMPMBATtrttK OP MlM/TINO
PALLADIUM (1828 Dm K), USING ftion CLASS
WITH AN IdlWKOTtVW WAVB-LKNGTII WIIIOU

VARIES AS IS SHOWN IN COLUMN 2.

c^
~

] 4,;SCO /A degroea.

Trsmsiiiksion
of Sector.*

0-740

499

2443

0830

0330

010(58

0-0052

0002

T8 Dog. K.

1785

1727

1032

1500

.1420

1350

12C7

* Last ditfit In thte column approximated. Hoctorn
about ;J5 (uti. in t

(ii.) fljmd of dotation of the .

]<\)rHytho IUIH invosti^atod tho speed noccwwary
for rotating soctora and hia conciluHionn aro :

Tho Rector muHt rotate at such a speed that
no flicker is noticeable. To accomplish this

tho alternations must be at least 30 to 40

per second. This is for tho condition where
tho open and cloned spaces of the sector are
about equal in size. If there is a very groat
difference between the open and closed party
of the Hector, an for instanco in the case of tho

2-dcg. sector with two 1-dcg. openings, tho

speed must bo higher, If the motor available
will not rotate the sectors fast enough when
there is but one opening and ono closed part,
it is often a great help to make more open
Hpaces. A good plan is to have six openings,
which will reduce the necessary speed con

siderably. 'Kor a small sector having a 1-deg,

opening this is iinposHihlo without making
the sector too large, because if the sector

opening is too small thcro is (langor of an
error due to diffraction. In this caw, with
a sector 35 cm, in diameter, it is necessary
to havo a motor that will rotate it something
like IJfiOO r.p.m.

In, Fig. 13 aro shown tho values found for
the transmission of n 180-deg, sector as a
function, of the speed in alternations per second.
This transmission was measured with tho
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'|100

O 8 16 24 32 4O
Alternations per Second

FIG. 13.

optical pyrometer. It can be seen, as shown in

the curve, that the value found is constant

and equal to the transmission of the sector

for alternations above about 30 per second,
but below that the transmission at first be

comes smaller and then larger, and an apparent
transmission of over 100 per cent is obtained

for a speed of alternations of about 1 per second.

The transmission, of course, approximates 100

per cent for zero speed.
The values found for the transmission for

speeds corresponding to alternations between
10 and 30 per second are due to a nicker which
bothers the observer. It might be that another

observer would get slightly different values for

the transmission of such speeds. For speeds
slower than 10 alternations per second the

observer attempts to make settings when the

open part of the sector is passing before the

opening. There is a very great nicker and

settings are at

tempted, using

only the bright

part. The value

found for ex

tremely low
speeds is due to

the apparent
over-shooting of

the brightness of

the source when
viewed only for the short time as compared
with the pyrometer filament, that always has
about the same brightness.

If the sector has a long opening measured
in the direction of the radius, care must be
taken to always use about the same part of this

opening. This is to avoid error due to the fact

that the radial sides of the openings may not bo

straight or may not be in a radial direction.

(16) ABSORPTION GLASS FOB REDUCING
THE INTENSITY. For most work the use of a
neutral -tinted glass is to be preferred on
account of its simplicity, but it has the dis

advantage that the effective wave-length
shifts towards the green with increasing tem
perature. The best neutral glasses are far from
being neutral. The transmission coefficient
of the glasses obtainable varies considerably
through the visible spectrum.
In Fig. 14 are shown some typical trans

mission curves for various absorbing glasses.
The degree to which it is necessary for the

absorbing screen to have a spectral trans
mission independent of tho wave-length
depends on the monochromatism. of the filter

glass. It is evident that if the red filter glass
is absolutely monochromatic any absorbing
glass will be satisfactory. If it transmits a
band of appreciable width, then colour differ
ences are encountered which renders tho

matching of the brightness extremely diificult.

The total transmission of the absorbing

screen when used in conj unction with a

glass in the eyepiece in the usual manner
red
can

O-48 0-52 0-SQ 0-6O 0-64 0-G8 0-72 0-70

Wave-length ~
\J*

FIG. 14. Spectral TranamiHwion of Various

Curve n, Tena absorbing j?lasn 1 -5 nun. thick ; ourvo
C, Novhvcld, obtained from (Jornhu? (JljiMH Works,
shade about 0; curve />, Loedn & .Northrup absorb-
ing glass made of purple and green KhiHH.

bo calculated for any black body distribution

by the following formula :

Total transmission coofficiont
Too

/
/O

where E black body energy for interval X to
X + d\ and V = visibility. h& and &B

-
- apoctral

transmission of rod and absorbing gla>sHon

respectively.
It is evident that if the spectral trans

mission of the absorbing ghiNH is dilTonint for

different wave-lengths, the total tntttsnuHHton
will be a function of tho toiuporaturo of i\w
source under investigation.
In Fig. 15 is shown, aa a function of tho

1500 2000 2SOO 3000
Temperature in ctQffriws K

Fia 15. Total TnmsmiHHlon of AbHorbiujo: CiliHH<w,m
a Function of Tomporuturo when UHcd \v\H\ k,<Ml
Olass No. '15 1 2 5-8 mm. thick.

Curvo J, two piocoH Jona abHorbm^ K!JIHH; //, one
picco Jena ub.sorhinjj; K!HHH: (.', .NoviwHd K!HHH from
C'Ornin^ (ilaH.s Worlw. OurvoH drawn lilirou^h points
wU(5ulatiOdi

t

r<)intlu^ab()V<u'()ination. (!n>HH<wro|)rcH(uil.
vahuw oL' tnumuiiMHion obtained with opdlcnl pyro-
inutor.

tompomturo of tho Hotirco, tfio total traiiH-

for rod liglt of tho al)Horl>ing gl

having the spectral IrariHinisHiou given
curves B and 0, fiiy, l/>,

Tho data wore obtainod l>y KorHyUws who <MI-

ployoda double thickness of thoivdliltor glaHH
whoso spectral transmission, is shown in A%. I ;j.

by
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(17) DiSTiummoN OK KNBUOY IN TIIM HUAT
EMISSION SPKOTRUM OF TIIM MMTALS AND
CORRECTION TO OPTICAL PYKOMKTER, RlUD-
iN(js. While Planck's formula is capable of

representing with considerable accuracy tho

distribution of energy among tho wave-lengths
of the spectrum of a "full radiator," tho corre

sponding problem for a metal has nob yet
boon solved. Attempts have boon mado to

apply a modification of Wicn's form of equa
tion to represent tho distribution of energy in

tho heat spectra of tho metals, such as

For platinum Pasehon obtained tho value 6-4

for a ; Lummcr and Pringshoim, 0-0 ; while

IVTOauley, in a detailed investigation, was un
able to find any constant value of >i to satisfy
either the equation or a modified form of

Planck\4.

A considerable amount of experimental data
has been accumulated, which is of practical

value, insomuch that it permits of the calcula

tion of tho corrections to temperature observa

tions on such surfaces when taken with an

optical pyrometer calibrated under
u
black

body
"

conditions.

Unfortunately, however, such corrections

can only bo regarded as approximations, since

it has been shown that tho HlightoHt oxide

film seriously affects the emiHHivity of a metallic

surface.

The work done on this subject may bo

roughly grouped under two lioadingH : the

one in which experiments have boon mado
with spectral bandH of appreciable width,
such as thono obtained in practical forms

of optical pyrometers, and over extended

rangoH of temperature ; tho other in which

experiments have boon made with almost

monochromatic illumination for various wave-

lengths in the spectrum, tho investigation

being viHUally confined to a few steady tem

peratures.

(18) KMIHSIVITY OF IRON OJUDIQ.-When
iron in boated in air to a temperature of

about 800U
(1, its surface becomes covered

with a brittle coating of oxide, apparently

oonsiHting of Ke() and ,Koa ()j| iu various pro

portions In appearance the surface in Hilky

and pitted with minute depressions, which

produce the satno effect as a collection of

minute
u

black bodies," and consequently the

surface haw a high emissivity, .Burgoss and
l^oote have measured the emissivity of this

oxide Hurfaeo.

A Hrnall Hanvplo of the oxide wan heated up
on a platinum strip and its apparent tompora-
ture observed with a disappearing filament

typo of optical pyrometer, having a red glasw

with transtniHsion band at \- -0-05 /x.

Tho true temperature waa obtained by

placing on the platinum strip minute Hpecimens
of JNaUl, NVwSO.p and Au.

Tho table bolow gives the omissivity of tho

oxide surface at various tempera/turns :

Tho emissivity is ( (12) (ii.)) given by the

equation 11 X ,

whore T is tho true temperature,
$,v is tho observed temperature,
X is tho wave-length of light considered

measured in
JJL units,

ca iti Wien's constant (it was assumed to

bo 14,4 50).
x

Tho omissivity appears to decrease slightly
with increasing temperature, which is tho case

also with nickel and other oxides.

Thoauthors ignore the observation at 80l(!,,
and by extrapolation assuming a straight line

obtain the following corrections to reduce

apparent to true temperatures :

(19) HMIHHIVITY oir OoTrF.it AND Oi

(,) x ID w.- Burgess investigated the omissivity
of a clear copper surface and one of tho

oxides, employing the disappearing filament

typo of pyrometer with red (\i-OO,
r
> /i) and

green (X 0-55
/<,) glasses,

Tho copper was contained in shallow cru

cibles of magnesia and graphite, about 8 em,
inside diameter. Those vvero heated in a gas
furnace, and by regulating the gas and air

supply it was possible to obtain either the

clear metal surface or the oxide surface. Tho
(truoihlo was set in the furnace so that the

flames could not play on the surface, and also

in such a position as to avoid direct radia

tion from the walls of the crucible into tho

pyrometer*
hi tho case of the rough oxide surface diffuse

reflection from the surface might vitiate the

observations. But when sighting on the

1 The valuo generally accepted at the present tlatu

in 14,350. Tho I'actor 4tJ4{J"loKi .
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mirror-like surface of the molten metal only

specular reflection was possible, and there

could be no error due to this cause, unless the

image of some hot object was actually visible

in the telescope.

Temperatures were measured by means of

a thermo-element bent into the form of a crook.

From the observations the following equa

tions were deduced, in which t is the true

temperature centigrade and s the apparent.

(i.) Clear Molten Copper Surface.

Red light (X-0-65M),
= 1-515 s- 359.

C4reen light (X=0-55/0,
= 1-515 s- 477.

Hence at the melting-point the apparent tem

perature, with the red glass, is too low by 130^
The green glass gives a temperature 78

higher than the red glass throughout the range.

Burgess states that in deducing the equa

tions a slight allowance was made for the fact

that the optical readings would tend to be too

high on account of the slightest traces of

impurity on the copper surface.

The maximum difference between the ob

served and computed values of the tempera
ture over the range 1073 to 1200 C. was

about 13.

(ii.) Cuprous Oxide Surface. The formation

of an oxide film caused an apparent increase

of 100 in the temperature of the molten

copper when observed with the red glass,

and 35 in the case of the green glass.

The smaller increase with the green glass is

due to the fact that molten copper radiates,

strongly in the green. This greenish appear
ance persists in the case of incandescent solid

copper, as may be observed by adjusting the

gas feed to remove surface oxidation.

The relation between the apparent and true

temperatures, in the case of the oxide, is not

quite linear. This can be seen by a considera

tion of the data in the Table below, which

refer to the red light of wave-length X=(MJ5 jtu

The corrections necessary to temperature

observations with an optical or total radiation

pyrometer when sighted on copper and copper

oxide surfaces are shown graphically in Wig. 1(5

800 000 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1000 11100 1700

True Tomperti'turti, Dcg> Cant.

Gc. 10. Black Body Temperatures for Ll<uuM
and oxidised Copper (A--0-05/*).

(20) EMiPSivrry oir SOLID AND UQITTD
GOLD. Gold is one of tho molals which

does not oxidise appreciably whou heated.

Both copper and gold omit grooniHh or

bluish light at high tompcraturoB. StubbH

and Pridoaux inado a study of tho emiHHivity
of gold. The radiation of the vitriouH wave

lengths was measured by meant* of a Konitf

apootrophotomotor and direct comparison, made
with tho radiation from a "black body

11
aC

the same temperature.
The motal was contained in a wiHoa oapHttlo

of 4-5 cm. diameter and mm. deep. Tho
*'
black body

" was placed in exactly tho flame

position for tho second experiment). It con
sisted of a cylindrical graphitio block, ,1,1 cm,

long, 5 cm. in diameter, in the centre of winch
a liolo 12 mm. in diameter by em. doop w/u-

bored.

Truo temperatures woro obtained by rnoanH

of thermocouples.
In. the case of tho gold, tho two ooupIoH

dipped into tho metal, ono on either Hido of

tho field of view. Owing to the HlmllownoHH
of the depth of immersion an error of tho
ordor of C at 1000 (3. was introduced in the
obaorvod readings A correction wan applied,
this being determined by observing the ap
parent frco/ang-point. Two couples woro also

embedded in tho graphite. Tho black body
conditions were sufficiently perfect to make it
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impofiniblo to distinguish the white thormo-

couplc wlion it projected into the central hole.

(i.) Impurities or Inequalities in the Gold

Surface. Any alight surface film present was
found to produce an increase in the red radia

tion in which the gold Hpoctrum was weak.

The impurities wore got rid of in the case of

the molten surface by the application of borax.

The solid gold surface proved to bo more
difficult to obtain free from oxide.

It waa found that a surface turned flat,

treated with four grades of fine emery powder
and then with jeweller's rouge, gave an ap
parently perfect mirror. On heating, however,
a conspicuous red Him was produced. This

(ilm could be removed by repeatedly treating
the surface with borax at a temperature near

the melting-point. Although a clear, solid gold
surface was obtained when tho liquid solidified,

it waa generally uneven owing to contraction,

crystallisation, etc., and consequently reflected

heat from the furnace walls into the apoctro-

photomoter.
Occasionally by very slow cooling an area

discontinuity occurred in the omissivity wave

length relationship, the relative emissivity in

creasing in tho red and decreasing in the violet.

Boughly tho emissivity for red light of tho

Q-5

&>0-4

1^0-2

0-45 0-50 0-55 0-60 O-65 0-7O

Waue-tength In ft

1?IG . 17. Diagram to illustrate Emlsaivity of Gold.

solid gold is only about three-fifths that of

molten gold.
For tlie limited range of temperature in

vestigated (110 0. in the case of the molten

state) no change of tho relative emissivity of

cither molten or solid gold with temperature
was observed.

KtVUN.HEVlTY ()['' (IOLD IN TUK SOLID

0-7014

0-0712

0-0400

0-0140

0-5805

0-5040

0-5418

0-518(1

0-4001

Duliti given In tihlH Column nUVr to H Hurl'aco naturally cryHtaUiHed from tho molteu Htnto.

aliU'H oiuiUmod It; Jmu-lustH ( \ wero obtalrio.d with a Hitrl'ace having a Hlitfht ilhu over 3t.

could bo obtained which was froo from un-

Tito following vahuw Dbtairifid for tho

l^rom tho above valuoH of tho omiHBivJtioa

tho
"
black body

"
or true t( v

in{)oraturoH

corrcHponding to varioiiH valucH of the apparent

onuHHivity of nmltou gold at tho tomporaturo tompemturoH can romlily be calculated from

of il.H frooming- point :

KMIHHrVtTY OK <)|OU>

tho omiHHivity for wave-

UM5KATUBM, 10(K

Apparent
r

l

1om

Holid Stato. Molten State*.

801-5

025-5

004
1000

1025-5

031

050-5

082

1003

1019

VOL. I
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The data in preceding table give the apparent

temperatures by Wien's equation for various

wave-lengths corresponding to a true tempera
ture of 1003-2 C.

(21) SOLID AND MOLTEN COPPER AND
SILVER. An investigation on the same lines

as the above described in the case of gold was
carried out by Stubbs for the metals silver and

copper.

(i.) Copper. The metal was contained in a

silica pot and heated in a closed furnace with

a hydrogen atmosphere, the observations being
taken through a glass window (microscope
cover glass).

The block of copper (4-2 cm. diameter) was
turned up to a flat surface, rubbed smooth
with emery paper, and polished with metal

polish. The use of rouge was avoided as it

was found to tarnish on heating. No trace

of filming was observed, and the surface

showed no deterioration until a temperature
of about 10 from the melting-point had been

attained, when recrystallisation rapidly set in,

SO -55 -60 -65
Wave- length

-70u,

FIG. 18. Diagram shoeing Eniisaivities of
Solid and MoltL4

ix (Jopper.

and this produced stray reflection of light
from the furnace wall into the photometer,
owing to the roughening of the surface.

A perfect mirror of molten copper, free from
film, was obtained without difficulty.
The einissivitiea for the solid and molten

copper for various wave-lengths are shown in

Fig. 18. The values are for a temperature of

1010 C. for solid copper and 1130 0. for

molten copper. As in the case of gold, there
id a discontinuity at the melting-point, but of

smaller magnitude.
The values differ markedly from those

obtained by Burgess described above.
This may be due to tho fact that the ex

perimental conditions in Burgess' work were
less favourable, and that tho red glass of his

pyrometer transmitted a comparatively wide
spectral band (100 w), while the width* of tho
band in the photometer employed by Stulbbs
and Prideaux was 8

/JLJUL.

(ii.) Silver. It was unnecessary to take tho
extreme precautions for the exclusion of oxygon
in the case of silver ay for coppor. A satis

factory reducing atmosphere was produced

by placing a small quantity of powdered
graphite in the furnace below the crucible

containing the silver. The solid metal surface

lost its polish on heating, HO that no mea.suro-

ments could bo made of its true cmiHsivity.

The emiasivity <> the molten surface for

various wave-lengths is shown in Fig. 19.

There appeared to be a slight increase in tho

relative emissivity with temperature, but

owing to the small magnitude of the coefficient

the authors are in some doubt as to its real

nature.

The apparent temperatures corresponding
to the various wave-lengths at the melting-

points of tho metals are given below :

Silver, in. p. 00 1'

(Liquid.)
Apparent

Temperature.

702

804

810

831

845

(22) "KMISSIVJTY oi1 PoLrsnui) PLATINUM.
The permanency of a polished platinum

surface greatly simplifies tho study of tho

omissivity of the metal at high teinporatnrcM.
Holborn and Kurlbaum, and VVaidnor and

Burgess have independently investigated the
difference between tho apparent and true

temperatures for approximately monoohro-
matic radiation of a platinum Hiirfaoo. Tho
former employed a small box of platinum,
with a thermocouple in the interior, to give
tho true temperature, the apparent tomporaturo
being obtained by meaiiH of an optical pyro
meter.

The latter worked with a July meldomotcr,

700 000 1100 1000 1600 1700 1000~
Trua remperaturu, Dog. Cunt

FIG. It). Rolationbetweeu Tnuunul Apparent
TomperaturoB for Platinum (A O'(5,

r
)l /A),

which consistn of an electrically heated
platinum ntrip the expansion of

'

which is

measured by a micrometer ncrow.
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The apparent temperature of tho strip was

determined with a "disappearing filament"

type of optical pyrometer.
True temperatures wore obtained by cali

brating tho atrip by melting-points of pure
metals and salts.

Tho electric contact micrometer permitted
of accurate determinations of lengths corre

sponding to the melting-tornporatures of minute

specimens heated on the strip.

The relation between apparent and true

temperatures ia shown in Fig. 19.

(123) DrsTiumTTioN OF ENKKOY IN THB
fcSi'MOTKA OF PLATINUM, PALLADIUM, AND
TANTALUM. MoCauloy haw investigated the

distribution of energy in the boat spectra of

platinum, palladium, and tantalum over a

wide range of temperature.
The experiments wore made on electrically

heated strips 3-5 cm. long, 0-05 mm. thick,

by 7 nun. wide, folded into wedge-shaped
filaments with 12 angular opening.

TIio
"
true tomporaturo

" was deduced from

observations of tho radiation from tho interior

of the wodgo, using a disappearing iilamont

typo of optical pyrometer.
1

Tho distribution of energy was obtained with

tho UHiial spoctro-bolomctrio arrangement.
With tantalum grout precautions had to bo

takon to obtain tho highost vacuum in tho

enclosure containing tho iilamont. Tho slightest

traoo of residual gas woulcj oauso tho resistance

to inoroaHo rapidly, tho motal becoming brittle

and losing its metallic appoaranco.
If tho vacuum wan satisfactory tho metal

after boating remained bright and 'ductile

oxoopt for a slight Halving off at tho highest

tompomturos,
Tho spectral energy curvon for platinum,

palladium, and tantalum wore perfectly con

tinuous and showed no bauds of selective

omission. Thoy renew bled gonorally thoso of

a
"
black body,

1 '

but no modifications of Wion's

or Planck's formulae woro found capable of

rosombling tho OWVON over tho range. Taking
tho gonoiul form of .Phmok'H equation,

and dotornnning a moan value of (t from tho

data of a given isothermal curve* MoCauloy
found that tho computed omission for palladium
was in gonoral from 4 to 7 times smaller than

tho obsorvod valuo at (\
/u. The agreement was

hotter for shorter wavo-lengths and eorro-

Hpomlingly worso for longer ones.

Kor all throo metals tho omission diminishes

moro rapidly than that of a
"

black body
"

at

tho sarno tomporaturo in tho infra rod,

Tho wavo-longth of maximum ormsnion

shifts much, moro slowly towards tho shorter

dovlro for obtaining
detail In (2-0.

full radiation" Is

"wave- lengths for increasing temperature than,

for a "
black body," especially tit tho higher

temperatures. The product XWT increases

with tomporaturo, and tho constant valuo for

platinum found by JUiiiunor and Pringshcim
is probably in error. Their value of AmT = 2020
is correct only in tho neighbourhood of

2000 abs.

(24) M ULTrNO -POINTS OJR
1 RlCFRACTOKY ELE

MENTS AND COMPOUNDS. For melting-point
determinations at temperatures exceeding
1500 0. it is advisable to employ some typo
of pyrometer based on tho laws of radiation,

preferably of tho optical type.
Tlio measurement of the apparent tempera

ture usually presents no difficulty but tho

determination of tho emissive power, and hence
tho correction of

"
apparent

'*
to true tem

peratures is a troublesome operation.
If the conditions permit of the material being

hoated under black body conditions, then tho

true melting-point can bo obtained by direct

observation.

Kanolt, for example, determined the melting-

point of tho refractory oxides lime, magnesia,
alumina, and chromium oxide by heating in

a graphite spiral furnace. The material was
contained in a crucible with re-entrant tube,
and a heating up curve takon with a pyrometer
sighted on tho bottom of tho re-entrant tube

(soo /''?!/. 10). At tho melting-point a halt in

tho time-torn peraturo curve is observed.

Tho material of tho crucibles had to bo
chosen HO as not to react with the charge.

Orapluto and tungsten crucibles woro found

satisfactory for tho above oxides.

Homotimos the material is so costly that

HuOioiont quantity to (ill H crucible cannot bo

obtained, so tho direct method cannot bo

employed.
Mondonhall and Ingorsoll adapted the

Nornst glowor as a source of high temperature
boat supply for tho determination, of tho

melting-points of rhodium and indium. A
polarising type of pyrometer was used for

taking tho tomporaturo of the Nornst filament

(soo jfig. 20). Tho apparatus waw calibrated

from tho known valuos of tho wolting-pomts
of gold, palladium, and platinum. Tho motal

under test was in tho form of a minute globule,
diameter of tho order of 0-05 mm., which was

obsorvod by moans of a microscope. By
careful manipxdation of the current through
tho glowor it wati possible to maintain ono part
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FIG. 21.

melted and the other part solid in the case of

most of the metals. The method, of course, is

only applicable to metals which draw into

clear metallic beads and which give consistent

readings for successive melts.

The metals tungsten, tantalum, and

molybdenum being readily oxidisable cannot

be studied by any of the previously described

methods. Hence the experimental arrange

ments must be such that the electrically

heated sample gives ap

proximately "full radia

tion."

Mendenhall accom

plished this by means of

a narrow wedge opening
formed by folding on

itself a sheet of the

material being studied.

The arrangement of the

apparatus is shown in

Fig. 21, where F is a flat

conducting ribbon, heated

by a longitudinal electric

current, as shown, and

folded on a line parallel

to the length so that

the resulting cross-section perpendicular to

the current flow is a very narrow V say

with, about 10 angular opening. If the

ribbon is of uniform thickness and width,

it will be raised to a uniform temperature by
a given current, except near the ends. The

inside of the V might be then expected to bo

a close approximation to a black body, since

it has but a small opening and uniformly

heated walls, and if this were so, observations

on it with an optical pyrometer would give

the true temperature of the inside walls. The

outside of the V will give radiation character

istics of the material of the ribbon.

The questions arise :

(1) How closely does the radiation from the

inside of the V approximate to that of a

black body at the temperature of the inside

walls ?

(2) How much real temperature difference

is there between the inside and outside

surfaces of the wall of the V ?

The first of these two questions is answered

by considering the building up of radiation

within the V opening by multiple reflection.

In Fig. 22 a V opening is formed by bonding a

A P specular reflecting shoot.

Points A, B, C, 1),

E, and F are points
F"" Q of reflections for a ray

FIG. 22- which may bo imagined
as entering 'at P. If

the material of the V is radiating, in conse

quence of its temperature, for any range of

wave-lengths, the brightness of the point F,

as viewed from Q, may be considered as made

up of various components : lirat, that duo to

the natural radiation from F ; second, that

due to the natural radiation from R reflected

at F; third, that clue to the natural radiation

from D which is twice reflected at K and at

F, etc. Limiting ourselves to a small wave

length interval, remembering according to

KirchhoiT's law that the reflection factor r is

equal to 1-e, and representing by b' the

spectral brightness of a black body at the

temperature of the material of the V, and

by b" tho corresponding spectral brightnoHH

of the point F as viewed from Q, wo have

With a V opening of 10, as migrated by
Mendenhall, n will bo equal to IS. Tluus with r

equal to 0-7 (which is roughly the value for tho

material used originally by Mondonhall) b"/b in

found to bo 99-8 per cent, that w, tho radia

tion from tho V cavity may be said to bo 09-8

per cent black, a satisfactory approach to

black-body radiation.

The second question relating to tho tem

perature- difference between the jiuudo and tho

outside of the V opening waH soUlod by com

puting tho difference in temperature from tho

known dimensions, the electrical input, and

tlio thermal conductivity of tho material. ,Kor

the platinum wcdgos iiwcd, Mondonlmll found

a difference of tho order of a few tentlm of a

degree. Hin result** on platinum agreed quite

well with tho previouHly mentioned rcmiltH by
Holborn and Kurlbaum and by Waiduor and

BurgCHS.
Later Mondonhall and I^orHytho applied

this method with oonnidorablo HUOOOHH to

tungsten, tantalum, molybdenum, and carbon.

While tho V method of obtaining tlio true

temperature of tho material being hxvoHtigatod

was theoretically a oonnidoiublo advance, it

loft some uncertaintioH. Tho method de

manded a uniform temperature over relatively

largo plane nurfacort. Moreover, in certain

caaos, particularly in connection with tungHton,
trouble wan experienced duo to tho two

separate sheotn, found noeoHHary nt that

time in making up tho V, HoparaUng HO JIH

to leave a gap between the two partH,

Worthing dcvincd another method of effect

ing tlio Hamo object. ,Ilo employed a hollow

cylindrical timgnten filament perforated with

small holes, ThiH waw mounted in it birgo

lamp bulb.

"DotorminationB of tho brightnoMH wore
made by Righting on a hole and on tho adjacent
surface. The ratio of tho latter brightnoHB
to tho former when corrected for (1) tho

difference in temperature between, tho interior

and tho surface, (ii) for the departure from
"full radiation" of that from the interior

duo to the presence of the hole, (JJ) for tho
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lack of symmetry in the tcmj)oraturo distribu*

tion over tho filament, gives tho omiasivo

power for the metal at that temperature.
A linear relation WRN obtained between tho

emissive power and the true temperature
over tho range 1)00 to 2900 C.

;
tho values at

those two temperatures being 0407 and <>4()(>

respectively for X (>(>(>() /z. The correspond
ing corrections to convert apparent to true

temperatures are 33 and 375 0.

Assuming that the linear relationship be
tween omiBHivo power and temperature for

solid tungsten continues to hold up to the

melting-point, this occurs at 33(>0 0.

The apparent temperature (for rod radiation)
of the melting-point in 2870 0., and the

cmissivity (KJOO.

It is advisable to make tho intensities of the

light from the lamps and the standard

approximately equal to facilitate comparisons
of tho colours. In tho table below are given
some data by Hyde for commercial tungsten

lamps in which the true temperature, tho

colour temperature, and tho apparent or

brightness temperature are compared with

tho lumens per watt. It might be remarked

that the temperature scale is based upon tho

melting-point of gold at 1003 0., and the

value 14350 for c% in Wien's equation. This

gives tho value 1555 for tho melting- point
of palladium, whereas tho value obtained by
Day and Sosmau was 1550 fl. The differ

ence, however, is practically within the limit

allowed for experimental error.

oic DwrMiiMtKATioN
1 or MISLTING-IMHKTS OIP TUNOSTMN AND TANTALUM:

(tin) Coi.otut MA'IHIU; MWTUOD on 1

MlNlNd KlhAMKNT TlCM I'MIIATIIRMH. A method
of esUinaUnp; the teui poraturo of lamp iilaments

which ha.s eonio into exttMisive UH<^ in recent

yearn is that based on colour matching By
tho colour tomporaturo is meant the tempera-
ture of a full radiator whou ii^s

, radial ion

mateh( vH in colour tho radiation from the

inoandoHoont iruttal, Tho relation between
colour tomporaturo and true temperature for

tungsten has boon determined by Mydo,
(!a<ly, and l (1

orHytho, so that it is now possible
to estimate tho tomporaturo ol tlu^ lilainoni;

of a tungsten lamp by matching its colour

against that of a standard whoso tomporaturo
is known.

In practice tho comparison standard is not

a
"
black body

'*
but a combination of a

vacuum lamp with a (ildor. This lamp is

run at different voltages to give tho desired

colour for matching. The lamp (ilamotits to

bo tested arc compared by moans of .Lummor-
Hrodbuu photometer head, with tho standard*
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(26) TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT IN

TERMS OF TOTAL INTRINSIC BRILLIANCY. -An

empirical method of estimating temperatures

which is occasionally used in connection with

light sources, such as incandescent lamp

filaments, is one developed by Raseh.

He proposed the relationship

logH=-j +B

for connecting the temperature T (abs.) of

a "black body" and its total intrinsic

brilliancy H.

It will be observed that this equation is

merely Wien's law, in which monochromatic

light is replaced by the total radiation visible

to the normal eye.

This, of course, is a somewhat questionable

assumption, but some support is given to it

by the fact that Crova has shown that, for all

ordinary light sources giving a continuous

spectrum, there is one wave-length for which

the monochromatic intensity is proportional

to the total intensity. This wave-length is

about 0-58 ft.

In order to test Rasch's equation it is

necessary to measure the intrinsic brilliancy

of a "
black body," i.e. the candle-power per

sq. mm. It is a difficult matter to do this

with sufficient accuracy on the usual type of

uniform temperature enclosure form of
"
black

body," and the following indirect method

was adopted by Nernst.

Nernst lamp filaments were measured, and

the relation between the watts expended and

the candle-power obtained was observed in

the usual manner by photometric measure

ments.

A filament was then set up in front of a
"
black body

"
furnace, and at a series of

steady temperatures the filament was brought
to a temperature when it disappeared against

the background, i.e. emitted the same intensity

of light.

From the watts expended in the filament

the intrinsic brilliancy of the filament, and
hence that of the furnace, was obtained.

The actual temperatures of the furnace

were obtained by means of a Wanner pyro
meter standardised by the melting-point of

gold (1064 C.), and assuming c2 in Wion's

equation to be 14600.

Rasch's equation was verified within 10

over the temperature range from 1400 to

2300 C., and from the experiments tho

constants of the equation were obtained :

__
5-367 -log10 lC

where K is the intrinsic brilliancy in Hefner
candles per sq. mm.

This equation requires a correction factor

if employed for taking tho temperature of

surfaces which are not full radiators.

For example, tungsten has an oniiHsivity

of about 0-51 for light of X^O-flfl p.

Hence, if H is the iutriiiHio brilliancy of a

tungsten filament, and K that of a
"
black

body" at the same true tompomfcuro, then

H = 0-r>lK.
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(1) Tni'i
"

KouuTH"i*<>w"ttiR" LAW OK

TION. At t(Mt{)(
k nitur( i

iH oxeoo<Un$ UU)() (\ the

pnu'.tiioitl (HllicultioH <M()unt(^rod in tlu^ IIHC of

liluM'ino(^(Mn(Mi(>Hy n^HiHtiiiKKi thorniornotcrH, IUH!

JJJJIH liIuint^oinotorH arc very coiiHidonibl(\ oven
undot* th( v fjivourahlo ooiulitionH prevailing in

Mio lahonitory. l^or induHtrial work the

di(lie.iilti(H Jini vantly fjjr(at(^r and othor nu^thodH

luivo to bo roHorU^d 1-O, HucJi an thowo baneid on
tho IJVWH of radiation. With [)yromeiiior'H of

Mio radiaMon (>y\w it in not noooHHary to

Htibjwt any portion of tho hiMtnim<Mit iio the*

(^mporn/tufd of the> funuietb, and thovo IH mo

u|)|or limit to l/h<i tdiupc^raturc. which can l>o

(ii)TllM S'lMWAN-rioliTSWIANN LAW. The
oarlioHt HtiggoHtion of a Him pie relation con

necting the radiation from a surface and its

l.cmpomturo wan that of Stefan in 1870, who
obtained empirically the relationship between

'

10 Lai radiation and temperature now generally
known a,s tho

u
fourth-power law."

In IHK'l Bolt'/mann gave a theoretical proof
of tho foti rill- power law bancd on thermo-

dynamio principloH and MaxwelPH electro

magnetic theory of light, lie pointed out that

tho law wan only valid for an
"
ideal black

body."
The radiation emitted by nueh a body would

POHHOMH a character independent of tho pro

portion of any particular substance and would

bo identical with the radiation within a uni

formly heated enclosure. This conception of

a perfect black surface and its practieal

realisation, by means of an enclosure at a

uniform temperature, is due to KirchhofT.1

He demonstrated conclusively that the

radiation issuing from a small hole in a uni

formly heated enclosure would bo "
full

radiation
"

for that temperature, such as

would be omitted by an ideal black body.
Tho simplicity of the law and the fact that

inost industrial furnaces, etc., are fair approxi
mations to uniform temperature enclosures

have been factors of immense service in the

development of high-temperature- pyromotry.
Tho formal statement of the Stefan-Boltz-

nrnnnlnwis s= ,
(fl

_ v)t

whore R IK the energy per sq. cm. per sec.,

(7 a numerical constant tho experimental
value of which is 1-30 x 10~ 12

gm. cats,

per sec. per cm. 2
,

tho absolute temperature of the surface,
# the absolute temperature of tho sur

roundings receiving tho radiation.

Tt will be observed that as a method of

defining absolute temperature tho law is inde

pendent of the spoeifie properties of any
particular substance ; the ideal black body
in this rospeot playing the same role as that

of u perfect gas in the definition of the gas
scale.

A comparison at ono temperature above
xoro with the gas scale would suffice to deter

mine cr and hence connect the two scales.

Since, however, Boltemann's demonstration

involves an imaginary thermodynamic cycle
with radiation as working fluid, it is necessary
to confirm the theoretical deduction by experi
mental observations over an extended tem

perature range. Shortly after it/a formulation

the law was submitted to test by various

investigators ; the most comprehensive series

of experiments wero carried out by Lummcr
and Pringsheim, who investigated tho radiation

from a
"
black body" enclosure over the tem

perature range 100 to 1300 0.

(,'J)
JUlMMKR AND PlilNOHUMIM'S IflXPJtJRI-

MIONTS. For the measurement of tho radia

tion the authors employed a modified form of

Langley bolometer -an iriHtrumont depending
on tho change of electrical reniHtaneo of

platinum with temperature. Details of the

instrument are given later.

(i.) The, A'lt'iMrat'Ufl. -The general disposition
of the apparatus is shown in /'Vjy. 1.

A was a hollow vessel containing boiling

water. This source of radiation waH used an

a ntandard of reference for calibrating the

bolometer from time to time, nmeo only by
thiH means could tho variations produced by

1 Kirehholf (lellueH a
'* black body "

UH one which
has tho property of allowing nil incident rayw to

enter without surface rellertiou ami not allowing
them to leavo again. Koe

"
Theory of .Heat Radia

tion" (Plnuek ; trans, by ATuHlim).
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changes in the battery current and galvano

meter sensibility be eliminated.

The radiation could be cut off from the

bolometer by means of a water-cooled shutter.

The "
black body

" C was employed for the

range of temperature from 200 to 600 C.

It consisted of a hollow sphere of copper
blackened inside with

platinum black and

contained in a bath

of well-stirred molten

Jl

FIG. 1. Diagram of Apparatus for

the Range 200 to 000 0.

A. vessel with boiling water
; B, bolometer ; (>,

molten salt bath around the hollow sphere (black

body enclosure).

salt. This salt bath could be maintained at

any desired temperature by regulating the

flame. The temperature was measured by
means of a high-range mercury thermometer

and a thermoelement.

The procedure in carrying out the observa

tions was as follows :

The bath was heated up to the desired

temperature and maintained steady ; then

the water-cooled shutter was raised to allow

radiation to fall on the receiving face of the

bolometer. When the galvanometer deflection

had attained its maximum value the shutter

was lowered and galvanometer zero redeter-

mined ; if it differed slightly from the previous

value the mean was taken.

For higher temperatures, from 600 to 1300

C., the construction of the
"
black body

"
is

shown in Fig. 2. D was an iron cylinder

(coated inside with platinum black) enclosed

in a double-walled gas muffle. Tho tempera-

D, T

r

B
TTT
D

FIG. 2. Diagram showing Construction of
" Black Body," for the Range 0000 to 1300 C.

D, iron cylinder,
"
black body

"
enclosure ; T,

porcelain tube carrying thermoelement ; B, bolometer.

ture of the interior of the iron cylinder
was obtained by a thermoelement enclosed
in a porcelain tube T passing through the

furnace.

(ii.)
The Bolometer. "Essentially this is a

Wheatstonc's bridge, the four arms of which
consist of grids of thin platinum foil similar in

all respects. TJie method of connecting up the

grids is shown in Fig. 3. Grids 1 and 3 arc iu

the opposite arms of the bridge, and the

strips of 3 arc set to receive the radiation

passing through the gaps of 1. The other two

grids, 2 and 4, are similarly disposed, but

shielded from radiation by a box.

To prevent wandering of the galvanometer

zero, tho disposition must

bo as symmetrical an

possible, mid tho whole

instrument oncloHcd in a

well-lagged box provided
with diaphragms to out

down tho radiation falling

on tho absorbing surface

to a parallel beam of about

K> mm. in diameter.

The grids arc of foil from

one to two thousandths of

a millimetre thick and with

a resistance of about (SO

ohms each.

Theoretically tho quantity of radiation

received per unit time, for a given difference

of temperature by unit area, at a distance r

from a point
source, varies

inversely as r a
.

Lummcr and
Pringsheim ascer

tained that their

experimental ar

rangements com

plied with this

theoretical con

dition, by taking
observations at

varying distances

between tho
"
black body

"

and bolometer.

It was found that the galvanometer dedoetionH

varied inversely as the H< (wire oC tho distance.

Since the quantity of radiation received

varied as tho difference of the fourth powers
of tho absolute torn poraturen of the radiator

and receiver, it waw necessary to vary the

sensitivity of tho bolometer in order to keep
the galvanometer deflections within mouHur-
able limits. Two means of oiled-inn this were

employed: (I) variation of tho sensitivity of

the Whoatstono bridge by changing tho bat lory
current; (2) alteration of the distance between
tho

"
black body" and the bolometer.

(iii.) The Observations ---The observations
were all reduced to a common unit (arbitrary),
based on the radiation from tho

"
black body

"

at 100 0, at a standard distance of 03JJ mm.
If d was tho deviation of tint noodle for

"black "body
"

at absolute temperature tf, ami
k a constant, tho mean value of which for their

instrument was 123-8 x ID- 10
, then

Kin.
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where 290 was tho absolute temperature of

the water-cooled shutter (i.e. 17 (!.).

In Table 1. tho experimental observations arc

compared with values calculated from the

fourth-power law. The calculated temperatures
are obtained by taking tho mean value of k.

TADLU I

Ol>B. -

- 1-5

-h 0-5
- 1-3

- 4-1

411-0
-I- 3-5

I
(H)

418
I
17

-
1

4 2

4
-|. 4

v These experiments were curried out with the gas furnace at temporatureH
overlapping thone obtained with the Halt bath. The lar^e discrepancies are
due to luck of uniformity of temperatures with a small llaiuc. It will be
Hcen that the observation at 780" ('. in eliimmitod by observations -I, (>, and 7
with the nitrate, bath.

Between KM) 11

0. and 1000 0. the deviations

of the calculated from tho observed tempera
tures a.PC small, of tho order of 3, and exhibit

no Hystenmtic variation. Between 1000 (!.

and 13(50 ('. the discrepancies are greater, and
the observed valnoH are HyHtematioally larger
tha.a tho calculated. It nltould ]>o remembered,
however, that their temperature Hoalo. iw bawe<l

on tho ga thermomeler work of llolborn and

Day, find thin extended to 1J50 (I cnily.

Boyond thtH point the valuoH are bancul on

extrapolation, of tho K.M.K temperature eurvcH

of thermoeonplfw, a procedure which has mee

law to 1150 0. to the same order of accuracy
as the gas scale was known at that time.

(4) KOITRTH-POW.KH.LAW BICTWJURN 10(53 0.

AND 1549 (1. In an investigation, whoso

primary object wa.B tho comparison of tho
"
optical scale," based on Wien'w distribution

law, and the
"
total radia

tion
"

scale, based on the

fourth-power law, Men-
donliull and Forsytho
checked the Stofan-Boltz-

niann law at the two tem

peratures 1003 G. and
1540 C. Thowo tempera
tures are the melting-

points of gold and
palladium respectively as

determined by Day and
Sosniau.

Tho coin] >arison was
ciTecled in an indirect

manner. The melting-

points of old and ])al-

ladium were obwervod in

ti'rniH of the Hcalo of a

O(rtain optical pyrometer
under "blae.k body" con-

ditioim. The temjjeraturc
of H carbon tube furnace

could then be maintained at thoHO two tom-

peratureH by obnorvationH with the optical

pyrometer, which merely served as a transfer

instrument. Tho apparatus for verifying the

fourth-power law is shown in fiig. 4,

The "
black body

"
is the graphite tube T,

30 cm. long, ,14 mm. inside diam., arid ii mm.
wall thioknosB. A graphite diaphragm U is

placed 1 cm. from tho centre, the loft-luind

segment being used &B
"
black body." The

coaxial tubes H and K are merely to reduce
the beat loss by radiation, etc.

The apparatus was wator-eoolod ;
the total

To gas testing apparatus

boon shown to lead to erroneous results. Up
to i 100 (J, it is probable that the temperature
scale of Day and llolborn is reliable to about 3.

Consequently I aimmer and PringHhoun'tt experi
ments establish tho validity of tho fourth -power

radiation thermopile P boiug protected from

stray radiation by water-cooled diaphragms,
while a movable wafcor-ooolod shutter Q con

tained the limiting aperture. Tho geometry
of the apparatus waa so arranged that r.dia-
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tion from the graphite diaphragm G alone

entered the thermopile. A motor M, movable

by means of a rod V, carried a sector S of

definite aperture on its shaft. By a move

ment of the rod the motor could be swung

up and the rotating sector placed in front

of the thermopile so that the radiation from

the furnace was reduced in a known ratio,

depending on the clear aperture of the sector.

The thermopile consisted of a single Bi-Sb

and Sb-Cd alloys couple, the
"
hot

"
junction

being soldered to a very light receiving disc

of silver foil 3 mm. in diameter, a similar

disc being attached to each cold junction,

where the alloys joined copper loads. The

silver disc
" hot

"
junction was blackened with

acetylene smoke and mounted at the centre of a

hemispherical concave mirror, so as to make the

absorption as perfect as possible. The thermo

couple was directly connected with a low-resist

ance galvanometer, a resistance box being

connected in series to control the sensibility.

Special attention was given to the elimination

of any possible error due to absorption of radia

tion by the gases inside the furnace. With a

hot object, such as graphite, it is impossible to

obtain a perfect vacuum, and fluctuations of

pressure would have had a serious influence

on the sensibility of the thermopile.

During the observations a steady pressure

(from 5 to 15 mm. of mercury) was main

tained in the apparatus by controlling a valve

governing the nitrogen supply ; the pressure

could be maintained constant within 0-2 mm.

"by careful regulation ; a Fluess and Gaede

pump steadily exhausting at the other end.

To ascertain whether tho residual gaa exerted

appreciable absorption on tho radiation,

samples were drawn off from time to time to

a side tube and the deflections of an auxiliary

thermopile read with and without tho gas,

employing a Nernst filament as radiator ; the

authors claim that they could detect such

effect if it amounted to -^ per cent.

(5) THEORY OF THE SECTORED Disc. Tho

object of a sectored disc is to cut down tho

radiation by a definite fraction so that tho

same galvanometer deflection is obtained for

two different temperatures of the radiator or
"
black body."

Suppose the deflection x is obtained when

radiation from an object at absolute tempera
ture T

L
is received through a clear aperture

sector, and the same deflection obtained for

temperature T2 with a rotating sector having

transmission ratio R (where JR< 1). Then, if

A denote tho area of fcho disc,

x /cATj
4 for the first condition,

and x = /jRAT2
4 for tho second condition.

Hence T
1
4=RT2

4 or T3
=

j>
-

In practice it was found impossible to bring

the two deflections to absolutely tho same

value, consequently if
waa a.HHumo<l that the

deflections wore proportional to tho total

energy in the two cases.

The aperture in the sector waa cut in tho

ratio [1330/1822]
4
, where 1330 in tho melting-

point of gold and 1822 tho melting-point of

palladium, in absolute temperatures

Consequently, tho ratio of the galvanomotoi
deflections at these two tomporaturoH, it the

fourth-power law was obeyed, whould bo unity.

From twelve comparisons tho observed moan
value was 1-001. Tho maximum value of tho

ratio found was 1 -007 and tho minimum 0-098.

A few typical observations arc shown in Table II.

This indicates mi agreement well within tho

possible limits of experimental error of 1,0-5

per cent at each of the two temperatures
All tho experimental evidence available

supports tho oonehiHion that Uio Stefan -

Boltssniann law in valid over the entire tem

perature range covered by the gaH thermo

meter. It may therefore bo employed with

confidence, in view of its plaunihlo theoretical

foundation, an tho basm of methodn for the

oval nation of high temperatures-).

I. TOTAL RADIATION PYROMIOTKKH

Pyrometers based on the fourth -power law

for the measurement of high ternpeniturofl are

merely thermopiles BO arranged that the inntru-

ments arc (1) direct reading, (2) rolwHt, (3)

quick in action, and (4) dcwgnod to render the

readings independent of the dinl'-aiw between

pyrometer and hot body, within certain limilH.

(0) FURY'S TIOLKHOONO PYROMKTUK,- lAVy

appears to have boon tho firnt to evolve a

practical form of pyrometer hawed on the

Stofan-Boltzmann law, and capable of moaHur-

ing tomporaturoH between 500 (!. and 1500 (!.

In tho early typew the inHtrumont (lonniHtod

of a telescope having a minute thermocouple
connected to a senHi'tive portable galvanometer,
Tho hot junction and the wwreo of radiation

wore brought to tho conjugate fool of the lonn

by focusing in the UBual manner.

Tho difliculty with thin type WUH tho loriH,

which had to be traiiHparent for both tho

visible and the infra-red,
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.Fluorite was found sat is farstory for tempera
tures above 900 (1, wince it posscsson a nearly
constant coefficient of absorption throughout
the spectrum. The indications of the instru

ment, however, did not follow the fourth-power
law owing to the fact that fluoritc has an

absorption in the infra-red at about
6

JJL, and is not transparent for wave

lengths greater than 10 /*.

For industrial work
fluorito was too costly,
so glass was employed
and the instrument
calibrated empirically
over the w< >rking range.
The ordinary varieties

of glnss arc opaque for

wavo - lengths greater
than 2 /*.

(7) Fjfiuv's MIRROR
PYROMMTIOK. Those
difficulties were
avoided by the use of

a concave mirror to

collect tho radiation.

A'?',<y.

r
> represents a modern type

of instrument. The mirror ( is

capable of being racked backwards
and forwards to focus tho radiation on the

thermocouple receiver at N, in front of which
I'M a limiting diaphragm, The cold junctions
of the couple are shielded from radiation by
a toaguo and a box JVT surrounding both the

diaphragm immediately in front of tho

couple. Then, unless the imago of a straight
lino viewed through E is exactly in the same
plane as tho two inclined mirrors, it will

appear broken at the piano of intersection
of those mirrors. Fig. (> illustrates the paths

In focus

couple and tho inclined mirrors immediately
in front -of (.ho thermocouple receiver.

To enable tho observer to focus tho radia
tion accurately on to tho hot junction, Fory
employs an ingenious dovico. Two semi
circular mirrors, inolinod to oito anothor at an

anglo of fl to 10, aro mounted in tho thormo-

couplo box 1

, an opening of about 1-5 trim, at
tho oontro of tho mirrors forming tho limiting

Out of focus image shown on exaggerated scale

KIG. 0.

of tho rays producing the distorted images.
Tho observer moves tho concave mirror
until tho relative displacement of tho two
halves of tho image disappears ; an operation
within tho capacity of a workman.

In the earlier forms of this instrument tho
concave mirror was of glans nilvoted on the
back. Sin oo glass i a vory good reflector
of tho infra-rod, tho bout rays wore roflooted
in part from the front air-glass surface and
in part from tho back glass-silver surfaoo.
Tho two groups of rays wore brought to
tho same focal point by making tho radii of

curvature of tho two surfaces slightly different.

If, however, tho thickness of tho glass is small,
1 to 2 mm., tho satno radius of curvature
can bo used for tho two surfaces without

appreciable error.

Later instruments have a glass mirror with
a gold doposit on the front surface, others

gold or nickol on copper.

(i.) indc.pcjidc.ncc, of /Mtotrtc. -No long as

tho hot object formed by the concave mirror
is sufficiently largo to overlap the limiting

diaphragm immediately in front of the
sensitive thermoelement, then It is tho in

tensity of tho heat imago and not tho total

heat reflected that J'H moaHurod by the instru

ment. Now it can bo easily shown that

theoretically at least this intensity is in

dependent of the distance from tho hot object.

If, for example, tho distance between tho
instrument and the hot object is doubled,
then the total amount of heat received by
the concave mirror is reduced to one-fourth,
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but the area which the image covers is

simultaneously reduced to one - fourth, so

that the actual heat intensity of the image
remains constant.

(ii.) Relation between Size of Object and the

Distance for the Fery Type of Pyrometer. It

is a simple matter to calculate the minimum
size of object required by the geometry of

the Fery optical system.
The relation between the size of object

and image formed by a concave mirror is

I(ti//-l), where is the diameter of the

object, I that of the image, v the distance from

the object to the mirror, / the focal length.
For the ordinary type of Fery pyrometer

the aperture in the diaphragm in front of the

receiving disc is about 1-5 mm. diameter, /
the focal length about 7*6 cm.
The table below, due to Burgess and Foote,

gives the size of source for various distances,

assuming the above data.

TABLE III

(8) F&RY "
SPIRAL

" PYROMETER. Tho
construction of this instrument resembles that

of the thermoelectric type, except that the

couple is replaced by a bimetallic spring

spiral (Fig. 1} carrying an aluminium pointer

FIG. 7.
Enlarged view of
bimetallic receiver

P, which is moved over a dial D, graduated in

degrees centigrade, under the influence of the
differential expansion and uncoiling of the

spring when radiation is concentrated upon it.

In somo of the instruments the spring is

trimetallic, tho thermal expansion coefficient
of the intermediate metal being itself inter
mediates to that of the two outer metals. Thus,
gold, platinum, and invar have been employed.

The spiral is similar to that used in the metallic

thermometer of "Broguot. A strip 0-02 mm.
thick and 2 mm. wide is coiled by several

turns into a spiral 2 mm. in diameter. Tho
centre of the spiral in connected by a shank to

a small dine, and on this (lists is usually mounted
the pointer, (fix J?i(j. 1 a slightly di {Tot-out

mounting is shown. The shank in lixod and

the pointer is mounted at the other end of

the spiral.) Usually a mirror in placed
behind tho spiral so that the radiation -which

passes through and between the turns of the

spiral is reflected back upon it.

It is of interest to consider the method of

spacing of tho temperature scale engraved
on tho instrument. Suppose that the scale

is first spaced linearly or in terms of angular
dcilcctiou of tho pointer :

.Let d angular deflection,

T = absoluto temperature of spiral,

T absolute temperature of furnace,

K ~
energy falling upon spiral.

The angular deflection of the pointer is

approximately proportional to the temperature
of the spiral ; the temperature of tho spiral
is approximately proportional to the energy
absorbed by it ; this energy is approximately
proportional to tho fourth power of the

absolute temperature of tho furnace; or

do=T ccJKccT4
.

Honco " d const. T*.

Koucc, determining tho deflection corre

sponding to any one furnace temperature fixes

the constant in tho above relation and permits
tho computation of tho temperature corre

sponding to all other doiloetions.

Actually, the pyrometer does not exactly
follow tho fourth-power law hut rather tho
relation

d-~-r-T,

whore 6 is an empirical constant slightly
different from 4. If a calibration is made
at a number of different temperatures, the

exponent 6 may be determined from the slope
of tho best straight line drawn through the

observations, plotting log d against log T. The
spiral pyrometer has an especial advantage
in being Bolf-oontfunod, requiring no accessories

such as lead wires, galvanometer, eta, bud its

accuracy i not equal to that of the thermo
electric instruments. The readings depend
somewhat upon tho position in which tho

pyrometer is held and upon the previous
condition of the instrument, KW example,
tilting tho case to tho right or loft alters tho

reading, and slightly different readings may bo

expected when (I) the pyrometer has boon

flighted upon a source at a higher temperature
immediately before taking a certain reading,
and (2) when tho initial source sighted, upon
was at a lower temperature.
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(0) EXTENSION" OF TUB TMMUKBATXTRE

RANIUQ wv TUW LTsw OP DIAPHRAGMS. Fery
instruments arc often provided with a second

scalo extending over a higher range of tem

perature. This is effected by the addition of

a sector diaphragm over the front of the

pyrometer, which cuts down the radiation by
a definite fraction. Whilst theoretically the
" law" of the instrument should bo unaffected

by the addition of the diaphragm, it is generally
found that the index i not exactly the same
with and without the diaphragm. The change
iw probably due to secondary radiation from
the boated diaphragm, and also to change in

the distribution of the air currents within the

case, canned by the presence of the diaphragm.
The extrapolation of the Healc temperature ia

in practice effected by assuming the validity

o the
u law "

of the instrument as determined

by the experiments over the range of tempera
ture measurable with thermoelements.

(10) THE FofcJTKR FIXKD -FOCUS PYRO-
MMTWU. The construction of this pyrometer
will be understood from Fig. 8.

The receiving dine on the couple and the

Trout diaphragm of the pyrometer are located

tfld. 8

at the conjugate foci of the mirror. Then,
HO long a,H the cone AOB is (Hied by the

radiation from the hot object, the readings are

independent of the distance. The position
of the point O in marked by the wing nut on

the telescope tube. The angle in made such

that the diameter of tho source sighted upon
must bo at least one-tenth (or in some in-

Hl.ru wen In one-eighth) the distance from the

source to the wing nut.

(11) Tiiwiwi RADIATION TvKOMroTwu.

Tho Thwiug pyrometer (/'%/. 0) in somewhat

tion along tho sides of the conical mirror

tho radiation is finally concentrated upon tho

hot junction of the couple. The Thwing
instrument is so constructed that the source

muRt have a diamctoi; at least one-eighth of

tho distance from the source to the receiving

tube ; thus, at 8 feet (24 m.) from a furnace

the source must bo 1 foot (0-3 m.) in diameter,

For permanent installations, the tubo is

ventilated and has several extra diaphragms
to prevent tho local heating of the instrument

and stray radiation reaching tho couple.

(12) WHIPFLE CLOSED TUBE PVHOMKTHB.

Whipplo has introduced a modification of tho

Fery pyrometer. In this type a closed tube

of salamander or fireclay i inserted into tho

furnace or molten metal, and tho radiation

from the hot end focussccl on a minuto

thermocouple ; tho instrument being of tho

fixed focus type.
For taking temperatures of molten metals,

the radiation from which departs considerably
from full radiation, ami for furnaces with a

smoky atmosphere, this form of pyrometer
has proved to be of service. The drawback
of thin typo for very high temperature work

in the impossibility of

obtaining an imperme
able tube, and should

oil, vapour, or fumes

pass into the interior it

would seriously vitiate

the results.

(i;$) Us K OP A RAT>TA-

VROMISTIM WITH A floiriUJM OK

Mirror.

Hitnilar to the Foster; but has a couo instead

ol; a concave mirror. Tho receiving disc of

tho couple is situated at tho apex. Radiation

from the furnace ontom the diaphragm and

falls upon UK* hollow conical mirror. The

hot junction of a minute thermocouple is

located at the apex of the cono, and tho cold

junctions arc outside, ,By multiple rolloo-

Connection to Indicator

TtON"

KKUKNT MIHK. It is sometimes necessary to

use a radiation 'pyrometer at such a distance

from, a small source that the aperture of tho

instrument iw not completely tilled.

Thus, with the I<Yiry pyrometer, tho imago
of tho source formed at the receiver may bo

smaller than the limiting diaphragm immedi

ately before the couple. The most satisfactory

method of using the radiation pyrometer
under such conditions is to construct a now

limiting diaphragm of the proper HJKO and

recalibrate the pyrometer, sighting upon a

black body. Another method which may be

employed with small sources w to compute
'

tho actual sixo of tho image found at the

receiver and correct tho observed deflection,

making use of the assumption that the

galvanometer deflection is proportional to tho

area of the imago IIH long as tho image is

smaller than the limiting diaphragm. Thus,

if tho area of tho opening to the receiver of

the Mry pyrometer wore I mm, 3
, and the area

whcro IK tho diameter of tho HOUPOO,
1 IH tho (liumotor of the imago,
/ IH tho focal lon^th of t-Uo c<)n<'.av<* mirror,
u IH tlio (liHtttnoo front m>ur(s to mirror.
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of the image of the source formed by the gold

mirror were 0-5 mm. 2
,
the correct temperature

would be given by the value corresponding

to a deflection twice that of the actually

observed deflection. Errors due to aberrations

of the gold mirror will affect the measurements

to some extent.

As a rough check upon this method of

using a Fcry pyrometer Burgess and Footc

made the following measurements : The area

of image required by the pyrometer was

1-77 mm. The source remained at approxi

mately a constant temperature 1260 0., and

its size was altered by means of water-cooled

diaphragms.

surroundings is of the order of SO" this factor

has an appreciable influence.

(6) The thermocouple and ino.linod mirrors

are enclosed in a small cell. Stray rcIlectioiiN

from the walls falling on tho receiving dine,

produce disturbances.

(c) The rato of heat IOHH from the junction in

not strictly proportional to itH temperature

excess.

(d) Conduction of heat along tho couple

wires produces a slight temperature rise in the

cold junction.

(e) In addition there are varioxm errorrt to

which the millivoltmetcr readings are liable.

Occasionally one (indn that an instrument

Temporal, tiro

computed.

(1.

laso

1200

1200

JiUJO

The above-computed temperatures have a

wide range, hut without doubt, if sufficient

care were taken, the accuracy could be

increased, possibly to 20 C. This method

will not give as satisfactory results as may be

obtained by replacing the limiting diaphragm
with one of smaller opening and then recali

brating the instrument.

(14) SOURCES OF ERROR IN" PRACTICAL

FORMS OF RADIATION PYROMETERS. Since the

ideal radiation pyrometer would give galvano
meter deflections proportional to the intensity

of the radiation emitted by the hot object,

and hen.ce the difference in the fourth poworw
of the absolute temperatures, a calibration

at one temperature would bo sufficient to

supply all the data necessary for tho computa
tion of the temperature scale. When T ia

large compared with T , the deflections should

be proportional to T4
(T

4
being negligible).

It is generally found, however, that tho

index is not 4, but varies between tho limits

3-8 to 4-2 for various instruments.

In any particular case the value of tho

index may be obtained by plotting tho

logarithms of the deflections and temperatures.
The experimental points will in general be

found to lie on a straight lino.

Many factors contribute to produce varia

tions in the value of the index from 4.

(a) The electromotive force generated by
the thermocouple is not strictly proportional
to the temperature difference between the

hot and cold junctions. When tho rise in

temperature of the receiving disc above the

will follow the fourth-power law with eonHtdor-

able exactitude. Thin in to bo aneribod (,o

the fact that tho Nimill residual elTcets

accidentally neutral IHO each other
1

H influence,

rathor than to theoretical perfection of dowign.

The other chaructoriMlioH of practical typoH
of radiation pyromotow which require windy
in the case of each individual iiwtrumont

arc :

(i.) AbfMHM of
u

/./(/i/."-- So that tho final

reading iw quickly attained. Whilo theoretic

ally an infinite time in required to reach tho

equilibrium ntato ('/>, when Uio receiving (line

omits an nmoh heat an it receivon), mont

practical typoN roach the wtoady Htato in a

minute or HO. Tho time interval required

dopondn, of ouiii'Ho, on tho individual pyro
meter.

Occasionally a maximum reading will ho

quickly reached and thon it bogiiiH do deoroano,

tho linal value only being reached after

fifteen to twenty minuton. Thin anomalotm
behaviour is generally duo to com I notion

along tho wircB of tho couple and to Heeondary
radiation from tho HidoH o Iho coll and tho

diaphragms.
Such nn instrument imint bo calibrated undor

tho same conditionw an it/ in to bo lined in

practice.

(ii.) Kffect oj M'sc of fniwjft,
- -K- in no<HWHary

to a^uortam how far tho indicatiotiH ttrci in

dependent of tho distance from fcho Hourcjo to

pyrometer and independent of tho H'IZO of tho

aoureo when this is abovo tho minimuni Hiw)

rccj[uirod by the geometry of tho instrument.
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The dependence o{ the indications on the size

of the imago is probably the most serious

source of error inherent to practical types of

radiation pyrometers, and can only be over

come by careful construction and arrangement
of the

*

mechanical parts of the instrument.

Burgess and Footo studied the effect of varia

tion in the sixe of the hot object and the

focussing distance on commercial types of total

radiation pyrometers.
In tlr geometrical theory of the Fcry

pyrometer it is assumed that the source is of

a size Hiifliciont for its image to cover the

thermocouple receiver or the limiting dia

phragm immediately in front of the receiver.

Usually this limiting diaphragm is the hole in

the focussing mirrors in front of the thermo

couple. AH long as this opening is covered

by the image of the source, one might expect
that the reading of the pyrometer would bo

independent of distance or SJKO of source. Their

o x perimen ts, however, show that, in general,

the reading of the pyrometer decreases with

increasing focussing distance and with dooroas-

ing Hi
f/o of source-, oven though tho imago of

(ho .source always covers tho receiver; some

instruments show this offeol. much more

markedly than others. It is oven possible to

obtain a positive reading, an shown by Kano Ll,

vvhcMi tho pyrometer is sighted on a hole in

a heated surface, although tho imago of the

holo covers the opening to tho thermocouple
receiver. Tho eauso of this oltoot is best

determined from a consideration of tho sixc of

tho imago of the source.

UrrorH which arc surprisingly big in magni
tude, and which, completely outclass those

resulting from other oaunoH, may arino in the

variation of the si'/n of tho imago produced by
the pyrometer, Tho si/-o of tho image may
be altered by (a] varying the focussing distance,

the HMO of tho source remaining constant, and

(/>) by varying the si^o of the source, tho

focussing distance remaining constant.

In the study of those olToots they employed
a largo nickel strip an the radiator, in front of

which, at a distance of 1, or 2 cm., was placed

diaphragms of various openings. By water-

pooling, the temperature of the diaphragms
was maintained at about that of tho room, so

that there was no o(Toot of radiation from

them, and the thoroughly blackened surface

of the diaphragms absorbed practically all the

heat falling upon It, heuoo the radiation loss

from tho surface of tho heated strip behind

the diaphragm was tho same aw that from the

exposed surface of the strip. (<onsoquontly
there was no variation in cither the apparent
or true temperature of tho strip when the si/<c

of tho diaphragm opening was changed. Kx-

oopt for very close distances from the pyrometer
to tho strip, tho diaphragm openings ae.ted as

tho real source of tho radiation. In this

manner iivo sizes of tho radiating source were

obtained, circular areas having diameters of

1-95, 3-5, 50, 8-5, and 12 cm.
Tho pyrometer was mounted upon a carriage

which rolled on parallel tracks similar to an

ordinary photometer bench. The strip and
water-cooled diaphragms were properly ad

justed at one end of tho bench, and the

apparatus aligned so that the image of tho

diaphragm opening employed was always
centred upon tho pyrometer, receiver for all

focussing distances (usxmlly 80 to 300 cm.).
Curve A, ffig. 10, represents the variation in

E.M.F., with the diameter of the imago of a

uniform temperature source for a Fery pyro
meter which showed the effect of these errors

in a marked degree.
This particular pyrometer had focussing

mirrors of thin glass silvered on tho back

1-0

1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -0 -7 -8 -0 1-0 M
Diameter of Imago In cm.

tfw. 10.

surface; tho opening in those mirrors, which
formed tho limiting diaphragm, waa 1-5 nun.

in diameter. A ()(> cm. diaphragm was located

immediately in front of tho focussing mirrors,
and the inside diameter of tho thermocouple
boxwasl-i orn. In tho present ease tho diameter
of tho imago was varied from 0-05 to 0-9 em.

by employing sources ot" diameters $ to 1 1 orn.

at focal distances of 70 to 250 em. In tho

section ah of tho ourvo tho image
1

! was not

largo enough to cover the 0-15 opening in tho

focussing mirrors. .For this range tho Ifl.M.F.

is approximately proportional to the area of

tho imago or to tho (diameter)
55

, so that AB
is a parabola. If the focussing mirror's formed
a perfect diaphragm, completely shutting out

all radiation except that passing through tho

opening, the point b would represent a maxi
mum reading, and tho ourvo would continue

horizontally along tho lines be. Actually tho

K3.M.F. increases up to tho point ,
where tho

imago has a diameter of about 1-1 cm., tho

inside diameter of tho thermocouple box,
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although for all points from b to e the size of

the image was sufficient to cover the receiver.

The large increase along be is due to the

heating of the silvered glass focussing mirrors,

and the amount of this heating increases with

the size of image, until the image completely

fills the inside of the thermocouple box. This

heat is communicated to the thermocouple by

radiation and by convection currents set up

within the receiver. The errors in measure

ment resulting from variations in size of image

are readily apparent. For example, suppose

the instrument were calibrated by sighting at

150 cm. distance upon a black body having

an opening of 3 cm., and were used for the

measurement of the temperature of a source

11 cm. in diameter at a distance of 100 cm.

In the first case the image diameter is about

0-15 cm. and in the latter 0-9 cm., Correspond

ing on the curve to the points b and e respect

ively. The E.M.F. at e, is 227 per cent of

that of 6, so that as used the instrument would

indicate E.M.F.' s in error by 127 per cent.

Suppose this instrument obeys the law E = al
4

,

then by differentiation

SE .T
. 4
E T'

which states that the fractional error in the

absolute temperature is one-fourth the frac

tional error in E.M.F. Hence an error of

127 per cent in E.M.F. is equivalent to an

error 32 per cent in the absolute temperature.

Thus, for a source of 11 cm. diameter, 100 cm.

distance, and at a temperature of 1500 0.,

this pyrometer would read about 2070 C., or

a temperature too high by 570 C.

The example cited is an extreme case, and

the variation of TU.M.F. with diameter of the

image was greater for this instrument than

for any other examined by Burgess and Foote.

Actually, a pyrometer would not bo calibrated

with the minimum-sized image required by
the optics of the instrument. It is rather

difficult to centre such an image, so that

usually the image is made large enough to

overlap the opening of the receiver. Probably
an image diameter of approximately 0-4 cm.

is more often employed in calibration, and, in

general use, the variation in image diameter

may be of from 0-2 to 1-1 cm. Thus calibrated,

this pyrometer would indicate E.M.F.'s too

small by 32 per cent when the smaller imago
is used, and too great by 17 per cent with tho

larger image.
Curves B and C illustrate the variations of

E.M.F. with image diameter for two other

Fery pyrometers. The size of image was
varied by both altering the size of the source

and of the focussing distance. The fact that

the points obtained by either method coincide

equally well with the curve precludes the

possibility of any experimental errors, such as

temperature gradient across the nickel strip

used as a source, or the change in temperature

of the strip due to the use of various sized

diaphragms. It also indicates that the error

due to the atmospheric absorption is small, tit

least in comparison with errors involved in

the heating of tho focussing nun-ore. Those

curves represent tho behaviour of tho two best

acting pyrometers examined. Tn tho ease of

B, the E.M.F. for 1-1 cm. imago i 133 per

cent of that obtained with an image of 0-1/3 cm.,

the diameter of tho limiting diaphragm in

front of the receiver, and for C this relation is

162 per cent. If these instruments wore cali

brated with an imago diameter ol 04 cm., tho

E.M.F. developed by B would bo too great by
2 per cent for a 1-1 cm. imago and too .small

fry 11 per cent for a 0-2 cm. imago, and by (!,

too great by 2 por cent for the larger image

and too small by 18 per cent for tho smaller

image, with errors of one-fourth those per

centages when referred to absolute tempera

tures.

Pyrometer B had a metal diaphragm located

between the silver glass focussing mirrors and

tho receiver, while in C this diaphragm waR

absent, but the focussing mirrors wore of gold-

plated sheet-copper. Those two instruments

show a smaller effect of variation in aizo of

image than does pyrometer A, for tho reason

that the metal diaphragm in B and tho copper

mirrors in were good heat conductors, in

contrast with tho glass mirror diaphragm of

A, and allowed part of the heat to bo carried

to the walls of the
thormocojij.)!ab<'X,

wncro it

was dissipated by rafliajp**rt'1ind
convection or*

the outside, away from the thermocouple.

The fact that all throe curves are asymptotic
to constant values proven that this typo of

pyrometer should bo calibrated and used on

objoctH giving images much larger than tho

minimum specified by tho theory of the in

strument.

(iii.) Summary of Wrmming Krrorsfor a Ft'ry

Pyrometer. Tho principal error results front a

variation in the size of the image of the

source formed by the large condensing mirror,

and is duo to tho heating of the limiting

diaphragm or tho focussing mirrors immediately
in front of tho thermocouple receiver. Tins

amount of this heating increases with increas

ing size of imago, On account of this fact,

tho pyrometer readings for a source of constant

size decrease with increasing focussing distance;

and for a constant focussing distance tho read

ings increase with iuoroaHing Hi/.o of source.

With ordinary use of thin pyrometer, errors of

this typo may amount to several hundred

degrees in extreme casos, and, in general, to

50 or more, unless certain specified methods
of procedure are employed; for example, tho

uso of an imago of a doiinito BIKO for every
measurement.
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The following table presents a summary
of tho various errors, the magnitudes of which

depend upon the focussing dial/unco :

TABLE IV

WON Tirifl PVTROMHTER READING OF
TIJJQ FOOUHSINO DISTANCE

RoadiUK inoroiuw
Account of

1. Variable aperture.

2, Wluuling of eoncnvo
mirror by thermo

couple box.

doorcases on
Account of

Atmospheric absorp
tion.

Convection currents

from Hourco to re

ceiver.

Stray reilection in

receiver and telc-

Hoope tube.

. Reradiadiou to couplo
from Hide walla of

pyrometer.
. Image of source be

coming Niualler.

With the Kostor fixed focus the principal

source of the error is secondary radiation

from the Hide walls and diaphragms of the

front part of the pyrometer tube to the

thermocouple receiver, and stray reflection

from the wide walls.

(iv.) Itiffwt <>/ -Di'rt a*id Otfittalioii nyim, the

(loHtfanttinff /MwVvi.- It has boon found that a

slight film of oxide on the surface of the

coneavo mirror of the Kory or ,Kostor radiation

pyrometers does i\ot noriouHly alter tho amount
of radiation reflected, which amounts to about

0(5 per cent of the incident energy, as the

greater part of the radiation exists in the form

of long wave-lengths, which the tarnished

mirrors reflect without. difficulty. Thin experi

mental fact has frequently boon misunder

stood and tho impression obtained that in

Hpiteof dirt accumulation, stains, and scratches

the gold Hiirfaee remains unchanged in its

reflecting power; such iH not the cawe. Pyro-
jn(il.t v rH HiibjcHflod to severe line in tlun'ndiiHtrieH

noon IxM'ome coa!t( vd with diiHt and dirt, and

errors ol; KM)" ( are not- mi usual when the

mirrors become dirty. The instruments will,

of course, road low.

In exceptional cases the front of the pyro
meter is covered by a sheet of ^lass so a.H to

prevent tho aceesH of dust and fumes into the

interior of tho pyromofer. Tho tflaHH reduces

the sensitivity of the instrument very 0011-

Bid( k

rably owinp; to a.bsorption, and exfjeri-

nients show that tho variation of the KJVl,b\

is geiHU'uHy nearly proportional to tho fifth

power of the absolute temperature.

(15) ADVANTACIMH AND I)rsAi)VANTA<iiflH oif

TIIIO TOTAL lUoiATroN .PYHOMWTKH AH ooivr-

VAKMI) WITH TIllO OlWJA^ TyiMfi. 'IMlO total

radiation pyrometer has tho advantage ovor

VOL, i

tho optical typo, insomuch that it ia direct

reading. There is no necessity for tho observer

to judge equal intensities as is tho case \vith

optical pyrometers. A total radiation pyro
meter can bo coupled up to a recorder of tho

typo employed with thermoelements and a

continuous record, of temperatures obtained.

It is also applicable to lower temperatures
than can bo measured with tho optical typo.
On tho other hand, departure from black body
conditions or tho presence of C02

or water

vapour causes greater errors in tho reading of

the total radiation typo than in the case of tho

optical.

(16) CALIBRATION OF RADIATION PYRO
METERS. Instruments are generally calibrated

by comparison with a standard instrument

over the range 500.to 1400 C. A uniformly
heated muttlo forms a convenient source of

radiation closely approximating to a full

radiator.

The standard instrument nHjuires more
(elaborate study. Jh\>r this purpose a largo

platinum foil wound oloc.tric. furnace is con

venient ; this should bo provided with

suitably disposed diaphragms, and the pyro-
motor focussed on a plug of refractory material

fixed m tho centre of the furnace. Across tho

face of this plug one or more platinum
-

rhodium couples should bo stretched, so that

tho IDcan temperature of tho surface is

obtained with accuracy.
To obtain a cone of radiation of suilicieait

sixe to iill the field of tho pyrometer it is

advisable to employ a furnace with an aperture
of ovor three inches in cliametor.

At high temperatures a considerable amount
of cooling takes place by convection from the

open mouth, of a horizontal furnace. Somo

improvement can be effected by inclining
the mouth down wards at an angle of 20 to

30, but for the steadiness of temperature and
for economy a vertical arrangement of tho

furnace, opening downwards, is the most

satisfactory.
,Kor temperatures up to 1100 (1. the furnace

can be wound with
"" niohromc n or similar

alloy tape about 1 cm, wide by 1 nun. thick.

For higher tomporaturcH up to MOOU
(. it-

is necessary to employ platinum foil, since the

life of a nickel-chromium alloy winding is only
a few hours at a temperature of ,1300" (I

(i.) (lm)ip'nt><tlif>n oj Calibration />///. -The

thermoelectric type of radiation pyrometer

obeys the relation K -rtfT
6 -T ';

)
where JO

is tho TC.'M.K. developed when the pyrometer
is sighted on a black body at an absolute

temperature T, the temperature of tho receiver

being Tn , and ft and b are empirical constants.

In general, T (/'
in ncgligibUvin comparison with

Tb
,

so that one may write .K T". Tho
constants a and b must bo determined for each

instrument.
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Although, two calibration points serve to

determine a and b, observations are usually
made at five or more different temperatures,
and the best curve is drawn through, all the

points. Since an exponential curve of the

correct form is difficult to adjust graphically,
the curve is rectified into a straight line by
plotting log E in terms of log T.

Thus, expressed in logarithmic form, the

equation for the pyrometer becomes

logE=loga-f&logT,

which is a linear relation between log E and

log T, the slope for the straight line deter

mining the constant 6.

(ii.) Calibration by Sighting on a Heated

Strip. The standardisation of a radiation

pyrometer under black body conditions against
a thermoelement is a somewhat tedious opera
tion owing to the time required by the furnace

in settling to equilibrium.
When a calibrated instrument is available

this can be used as working standard and
other instruments tested by comparison with
it. For this purpose it is not essential to have
black body conditions, and any furnace will

meet the requirements provided the surface

sighted upon is uniform in temperature.
The Bureau of Standards has discarded

the use of a furnace in favour of an electrically
heated strip. Of the metals available for the

purpose of making the strip, nickel appears
to be most satisfactory. When heated in air

a firm and uniform coat of black nickel oxide

(NiO) forms on the surface. Such a strip
can be used almost indefinitely up to 1300 G.

and rapid changes of temperature can be
made from 500 0. to 1300 C. The cooling
from 500 to room temperature must be done

slowly, or flaking of the oxide will occur.
In the apparatus employed a strip 17 cm.

long (exposed section), 13 cm. wide, and 0-015
cm. thick is mounted vertically between water-
cooled brass-clamp terminals. This is heated
by an adjustable current (maximum 1500
amperes) supplied by a low -tension trans
former. A strip of this size furnishes a source
of circular area and diameter of 12 cm. which
is uniform to within 2 at 1200 0. over its

entire surface.

The advantage gained in using a strip
several centimetres longer than its width is

marked. The temperature variation across
the width of the strip is practically nil, the
main variation occurring along the lower edge.
Thus, the temperature gradient along a vertical
section of the strip is not symmetrical, the
bottom of the strip being cooler for several cm.
than the top. Using a strip 17 by 13 cm. the
centre of tho 12 cm. uniform temperature area
is located G-5 cm. from cither side, about
7- cm. from the top, and 9-5 cm. from tho
bottom.

In the use of this nickel-oxide source for

tho calibration of pyrometers it is essential

that tho instruments compared bo of similar

type, so that tho departure from u
blackness

"

of tho strip will affect each pyrometer in tho
same manner. Large errors would bo involved
in tho comparison of an optical and radiation,

pyrometer by this method unless tho observa
tions were corrected both for tho monochromatic
and for the total emissivity of nickel oxide.

(17) TOTAL RADIATION FROM OXIDE AMD
METALLIC SURFACES. While muffle furnaces
and heating chambers employed in the in

dustries closely approximate to
u
EullradiatorH,"

the surfaces of metallic objects depart con

siderably from the ideal contemplated by the
Stofau-Boltzmann law. Consequently, a radia
tion pyrometer calibrated on a

"
full radiator,"

if employed to take tho temperatures of such

surfaces, will give readings which arc too
low.

When tho surface is oxidised, tho difference

between tho apparent and tho real temperature
will be a function of tho condition of the

surface, and it is difficult to apply a correction
with any degree of certainty.
The radiation from some of tho commoner

metals has been investigated with tho con
clusions summarised below.

(18) DttFlNrTION OK1 THE E.MrsarVITY OIP

A (StrEPACK At the present time the term

"emissivity" is used to denote iho ratio of
the heat emitted by unit area of the Hurfaco
to that omitted by an equal area of a "full
radiator

"
at tho same temperature, and not

in tho older sense of tho term, when it denoted
tho heat omitted per unit time divided by the

temperature excess of the surface above tho

surroundings. Hence if Q IB the total radia

tion emitted by tho unit area of tho surface
at absolute temperature T to surrounding at

temperature Tx , and <r is tho
"
black body

"

constant, then

where K is defined as the cmisHivity count-ant
for the surface at T.

Jn the following brief review of experimental
work on tho determination of omisHivitics
attention will bo confined to thoHo investiga
tions which havo been rmido primarily with a
view to tho evaluation of the ctorw'ttionH to
the total radiation pyrometer reading whoa
used for taking the temperatures of suoh
materials in. tho open.

(i.) fimimuity of Nir.kel Oiride, tiurfuw,.

Burgess and Foote employed an ordinary I^'ry
radiation pyrometer for tho measurement; of
tho emiHHivity coefficient. This pyrometer
wan calibrated to give true tompemturoH under
bluek body conditions.

Observations were made of tho apparent
temperatures, tho corresponding true tern*
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poraturos being obtained by methods described

below.

If K denotes tlie total cmissivity of an

approximately non-seleclive, radiating surface

at absolute temperature T,, and >S the apparent
temperature observed with the radiation

pyrometer, and Q the radiation, then

Q = <r(S*-.T *),

so that K ,- *.

Above ()()()" (1. the term T * may be neglected,
as a simple calculation will show :

If, for example, 1<3 is about 0-5, the error in

its value by neglecting T would be only 0-007
at (500 (-. and 0-0002 nt ,1300 (!.

II once the emissivity may be calculated by
the simple expression

Since in practical types of radiation pyro
meters the index is rarely exactly 4, the above

expression requires slight modification in such

oases.

Taking the characteristic exponent of the

empirical relationship between e, the MM,Jb\

and temperature as b so that

then, if c/ in the U.M'.K. generated when sighted
on, a radiating surface of apparent temperature
8U

(absolute) aud true temperature T,

To obtain the true temperatures correspond
ing to the apparent temperatures two methods
were available winch gave t'esults in close

accord.

(1) The application of the idea embodied :in

the lol.y mcldomotor, in which the melting-

points of microscopic specimens of variouH

suhstanccs wore observed, such as JNaOl

(800" 0.); NaaM0 4 (8&r (!.); An (10!V (J.).

IOxponm<MitH were inado to ascertain that
the temperature of the ntrip <U<1 not differ

appreciably from that of the npecimcnH.

(&) By the use of nn optical [)yromel-er
calibrated to road true temperatures when
sighted on Hueh a surface. Tins pyrotnoi'OP
IH based on the principle of matching the

intensity of the li^ht from an electric

lamp filament with, the light from the hot

object.
The pyrometer was calibrated initially for

"full radiator" conditions, and then the

departure of the nickel oxide mirfaeo was
obtained by Highting on the surface of a

nickel tube, electrically heated, and into a
small diaphragmed enclosure in the centre of

the tube. By properly locating the diaphragms
in the interior of the tube

"
black body

3>

conditions could be realised quite satisfactorily.

Theoretically the expeiiment might bo

simplified by using the total radiation pyro
meter directly to sight on the outside of the
oxidised tube and on the interior : the first

observation giving the apparent temperature
while the second would give the true tem

perature. But, owing to the large aperture
that would be necessary in comparison with
that required for an optical pyrometer, this

method of obtaining the true temperature
would present practical difficulties.

It should be remarked, however, that the

principle employed (of measuring the radiation

by concentrating it on the thermocouple by
means of a metallic mirror) is only valid so

long as ooeflicient of reflection of the surface

does not vary with the wave-length.
This appears to be the case for gold over the

spectrum range from
//,

to 14
/UL.

The variation of emiswivity with temperature
of Ni() in given in Table V. while corrections

to
"
apparent

"
temperatures are given in

Table VI.

TAULIS V

Vf,

CoUKtQUriO'N'fl WJUUU MUHT M10 APWfil) TO TfHC

AlTAUUN'P BlUIHNUS OJf KADlATUW I
>YHO-

MJflTMKH TO CIVW TlttTM TjUMPMIlATUHUS

HKlirTlfll) ON AN OXIDIHIHD NusiCIflli

(ii.) Iron Oxide., A knowledge of the

emissivity of iron oxide in of considerable

importance technically* since it permits of

correction to the readings of radiation pyro
meters when taking the temperatures of

billets, rails, etc.

Burgess and Foote made observations on
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the same lines as those described above in

the case of nickel ; in this case, however,

electrically heated iron tubes of various sizes

were employed as radiators.

The results are given in Table VII.

TABLE VII

It is possible to calibrate a total radiation

pyrometer to give approximately true tem

peratures when sighted on an oxide surface

by inserting a resistance coil in series with

the indicator when standardising on the

customary
"
black body

"
furnace. The value

of the resistance can be calculated from the

constants of the instrument.

(iii.) Temperature Gradient through the Oxide

Layer. Iron oxide is a comparatively poor heat

conductor, consequently it might be expected
that the true surface temperature would be

appreciably below that of the body of the

metal.

Experiments with a thermocouple inside the

tube to give the true temperature showed that

the gradient through the oxide was consider

able and apparently independent of the size

of the tube. It would appear that the thickness

of the oxide layer is automatically rendered
of the same order of magnitude for different

times of heating by the flaking off which
occurs.

.Data obtained by Burgess and Foote con

cerning this gradient are in good agreement
with those obtained by Burgess, Crowe,
Kawdon, and Waltenberg on rail sections, the

couple being inserted in a small hole drilled

parallel to the length of the rail and as near
the oxide as possible.

These results show that any method of

obtaining tho temperature of rails, ingots, etc.,

by observations of tho surface temperature,
is liable to serious error unless account is

taken of the gradient through tho oxide
film.

(iv.) Emisswity of Molten. MrtaU. The total

radiation pyrometer is of very limited UNO with
molten metal surfaces. Such Hixrfacos can
never be freed from haao or fog, and tho

radiation from the walls of tho furnace or

crucible reflected at the molten Hurfa.ce is apt
to produce serious errors.

Burgess has made some observations on
the difference between tho apparent ami real

temperatures in the case of metallic copper
and cuprous oxide surfaces, using a iVi

ry
pyrometer.
The following relationships were found to

be approximately true. In these equations t

is the true temperature centigrade and s tho

apparent.

Molten copper, clear surface

$ = 3-550-1018;

Surface covered by cuprous oxide

<*= 1-41* -100.

The difference between tho apparent
temperatures when tho pyrometer wan first

sighted on the clear copper surface and then
on the oxide surface, both being at tho saino

temperature amounted to as much as 300 0.

The apparent freezing-point of copper (clear

surface) was found to bo 000 0. compared
with the true value of 1083 C.

The omissivities of tho two HtirfaeoH at
various temperatures arc given in Tablo VIII.

TABLE VIII

0-0(5

O-(H)

0-50

o-r>4

Thwing has made some obworvationn on the
cmissivitios of both molten iron and molten

copper relative to that of iron in tho Holid

state (presumably oxidised). No dotailH are

given concerning tho experiments. ,IIo HtatcH
that molton cast iron at i:JOO(!. to M00"(!.
lias an cmissivity of 0-29 that, of tho Holid

metal. Mild nteol (molton) at 1 (}<)()"(!. JUIH a
relative coefficient of 0-2S, \vliich coefficient;

appears to hold up to 1800 (', !Molt<m

copper has an omiHsivity of 0*1 ( that) ol; nolkl
iron.

Some of tho experiments appear to have
boon made on the ntroamw of molton metals

issuing from tho furnaces.

Tablo IX. summariHOH existing knowledge an

regardH tho corrections required to apparent
tcmpoT-aturoN given by total radiation pyro
meters to convert to true temperatures.
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TAHLE IX

AND APPARENT TlSMPKRATUBES MEASURED BY RADIATION PrROMKTKKS
WI1JBN KmtlTBD UPON VARIOUS MATEJUALS

(10) AH<Mi MnoN iNTiiiflMMDiuM Tiiuorrou

WHICH TII w RADIATION PASHMS. -The radiation

has generally to pass through n gaseous modiiuu

before reaching tho pyrometer. At present
tho information available concerning tho effect

of any absorption by tho medium on pyro-
inotrio observations is very scanty.

The subject iri complicated by tho fact that

most gases and vapours have fairly sharply

doiinod. absorption bands, and that tho

distribution of energy among tho wave-lengths

of tho continuous spectrum emitted by a
u
black body

"
varies with tho temperature.

Should 0110 of tho absorption bands coincide

with tho maximum energy wave-length, of the

Mpootrum idn influence would bo very marked,

whereas all another temperature that particular

wave-length might contain but a very small

fraction of tho total energy in tho spectrum,

consequently th<^ IOHH by abnorption would b<^

It I'M known that (KXj IM.H ubHorptiou
of wav(vl(Mgthn -H, ii-7, M, and in /t

in tho

infra-rcHl, tho band at H /4 beingantrong one.

Water vapour ha,H n number of alworpfcion

ban<ln in tho iKMglihourhood of (5 /t,

Hciuu^ tho proHonoo of oool( k r Htrata of (X^
and othor gaHooun products in the furnace

will lower tho reiidingw of the pyrometer,
Tho writer on one oocnHion obHorvod an error

of '10 (f. in tho rtwlingH of a pyronu^tor when

taking tho temperature of a furnace near the

mouth of which wator vapour wan proHonfc (hie

to tho drying-out of the furnace.

Tymlail, about ,1850, made a thorough

inventigation of tho diathermancy of ganoH

and vapourH. Tho apparatuH employed oon-

HiHt<l of a brans tubo clowed at tho endH by

platen of rock Halt. Kac'ing on<^ end of tho

tube wan a Hourco of raxliation, Much an a

cube containing boiling water or a glowing

spiral of platinum, At the other end was

placed a thermopile. When tho interior of

the tubo waw oxhauwted tho deflection of tho

galvanometer connected with tho thermopile
was reduced to zoro "by bringing up a com

pensating cube to tho othor face of tho

thermopile. Tho gan under tout was then

introduced into tho tubo ; if it exerted any

absorption oileot tho galvanometer noodle

would bo dolloctod. The fraction of radiation

absorbed could bo obtained by observing the

full deflection produced when a screen wan

intorpoHod between tho thermopile and tho

tube. Tho compensating cube them produced
tho same oiToct an the radiation which

previously traversed the exhausted tube.

Tyndail found that air, oxygen, hydrogen,
and nitrogen, if carefully purified, exerted no

Honsihle absorption, while water vapour and

carbon dioxide had a marked absorption.

Vapour of organic compounds also had a con

siderable absorbing effect. ^, 0,

SteCmu JK?Vfl. llmWite, '1897, Ixxix. p. 301.

BolUmunn, JF?Vd, Am.* IH4, xxii. liOl.

Ktirlbamn, WM. Ann., 1MH, Ixv, 750.

Lmuiuer and PrluKHhoim, Ann. tier L*U)Wik>, ]H (

->7,

'Hd. Ixllt. MB; 1000, lii. 150.

M<iulnhall and Korwytlio, Mm*. J^-r., July 301 4,

V

"<aik<ic, Journ. 7%w. Ohm., 1011,xv.
I<Vrv and Dronj, J<n<rn. <w Pniix.> 1011, 1. (r>), r>r>] .

MilWlian, (in., 1014, oUx. 171.

lUii'KeHH and Footts
"

<!lirttcti'ristlc of Radiation

PyrotuotetH," Jtnll. Hw. >S7r/.. 1015, xll,,

ftj.

(
(

ol)1(Mt,
"
Coomch^nt of

r

rotal Radiation," Jlyll
Mr. *W,, I01!i, 1x. 28!J ; 1010, xti. 5W ;

J>m\ X<tt.

Acnd. *S'n>wv, 1017, III. 504.
lrt , ,

Randolph and OvorliolHor, /////*. 7^r., 101JJ, ii.

'

iiiirKOBH atul Koot(% ML ftitr. *Wff., 10M, 11 No. 1.

\Vhipplo,
M

(!ocjncl('i>t of Rcllectlon of <old,

Mnt/'iHwri'nffi 1010, xc. Mil,
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Q
QUANTUM THEORY :

Application of, to the behaviour of gases

under various conditions. See
" Thermal

Expansion," (26).

Explanation of Variation of Atomic Heat

with Temperature. Soo
"
Oalorimotry,

the Quantum Theory," (44).

Formulae for Specific Hoat, Experimental
Test of, by E. H. Griffiths and Ezor

Griffiths. See ibid. (45).

See also Vol. IV.

R
RADIATION :

Confirmatory evidence of the laws of,

from a consideration of the inter-related

phenomena of atomic structure, of X-rays,
of ionisation and resonance potential, and

of photoelectrical action. See
" Radia

tion, Determination of the Constants of,"

etc., IV. (11), Vol. IV.

Constant of Spectral, determinations of.

See ibid. III. (7), Vol. IV.

Formula and Coefficient of Total : verifica

tion by experiment of Stefan-Boltzmann

law. See ibid. IV. (9), Vol. IV.

Formula and Constant of Spectral : experi
mental evidence shows that, throughout
the spectrum, from 0-5 p to 50 /t, Planck's

formula fits the observed spectral

energy distribution more closely than

any other equation yet proposed. See

ibid. IV. (11), Vol. IV.
"
Fourth-power

"" Law of, used to measure

high temperatures. See
"
Pyrometry,

Total Radiation," (1).

From a Black Body, discussion of. See
"
Radiation, Determination of the Con

stants of," etc., I. (2), Vol. IV.

From Flames. See
"
Engines, Thermo

dynamics of Internal Combustion," (57).

Losses in internal combustion engines. See
. ibid. (61).

Measurements of Solar and Stellar. See

Vol. III.

Theory of Heat : laws of Boltzmann, Wien,
and Planck. See

"
Pyrometry, Optical,"

(i).

Total, of a Black Body, used as a secondary
standard of temperature in the range
above 500 C. See

"
Temperature, Real

isation of Absolute Scale of," (41) (iii.).

Transmitted by Red Filter Glass of Optical

Pyrometer, Wave-length of. See
"
Pyro

metry, Optical," (11).

RADIATION, COEFFICIENT OF TOTAL :

Indirect and substitution methods of

experimental evaluation of. See
" Radia

tion, Determination of the Constants of,"

etc., II. (5), Vol. IV.

Modern methods of experimental evalua
tion of. See ibid. II. Vol. IV,

Thermometric methods of evaluation of,

with
"
black

"
receivers. Sco ibid. (4),

Vol. IV.

RADIATION, DETERMINATION ov TIVUJ CON
STANT'S OF. See Vol. IV.

RADIATION THEORY. Soo Vol. IV.

RADIUS OF GYRATION. The square root of

the ratio of the moment of inortia of a

body about a line to the mass of the body,

Jc =

RAILWAY DYNAMOMETER OARS FOR THE
MEASUREMENT OF TRACTIVE EFFORT AN.D

RESISTANCE. Sco
"
Dynamomotors," (5)

(iv.).

RAIN GAUGES. See
"
Hydraulics," (3). Sco

also Vol. III.

RAINFALL, DISTRIBUTION AND ANNUAL VARIA
TION OF. See

"
Hydraulics," (1) and (2).

RAKE OF A PROPELLER. A blade i said to bo

raked forward or aft according as the

centre line of the blade at the tip is forward
or aft of the centre lino at the root. Soo

"Ship Resistance and Propulsion," (41).

RANKINE CYCLE. See
" Steam - engine,

Theory of," (3).

Reversibility of. (7).

For Wet Steam. (5).

RAYLEIGH'S FORMULA FOR RADIANT ENERGY :

a formula, duo to Lord Raylcigh, giving an

approximation to the distribution of radiant

energy along the spectrum, on tho side of

the long wavo-longthH. It is tho repression
which should bo found if tho classictil system,
of mechanics wore valid, and has tho form

Soo
"
Radiation Theory," ((5), Vol. TV.

REACTION TUHBTNES. Soo "Turbine, De

velopment of tho Steam," (2) ;

" Steam-

turbines, Physics of," (11), (1(5).

REAUMUR, introducer of a scale of tempera
ture, still used in parts of Oontral Kuropo
and Russia, in which /-oro and 80 correspond
to tho froosting- and "boiling- point of water

respectively. Seo <c

Thormomotry," (2),
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COLUMN USED IN FRACTIONAL
DLSTILLATION OF Am. See

"
Oaaos, Liquo-

faction of," (2).

RiomrNDANT M MM Brans IN A FUAME. Sco
"

{Structures, Strength of," (25).

KRPKAOTOHY MATERIALS, THERMAL CON
DUCTIVITY OF. Sco

"
Hoat, Conduction of,"

(4) and Table II.

REFRIGERATION

(I) JNTKOJuroTouY. GHNKHAL THEORY.
Tho process of refrigeration consists in

removing heat from a body that may bo (and
generally is) colder than its surroundings. In
cold storage, for example, the contents of

a chamber are kept at a temperature lower
than thai, of the air outside, by extracting tho

heat which continuously leaks in through tho

imperfectly insulating walls. In ice-making,
heat has first to be removed from water in a

can or tank to bring its temperature down to

the frec'/inu;- point, and then idle
u
latent heat

"

has to bo removed as tho water froo/,oH. A
fundamental principle of Thermodynamics
(r/.?'.),

known as the Second Law, 1
is

that heat does not pass spontaneously from
a cold body to a hot body, and it is im

possible to have a purely self-acting machine
that will go on convoying heat from a cold

body to a hot body. To maintain a refrigerat

ing process accordingly requires some expendi
ture of energy. It is generally done by moans
of a mechanically driven heat-pump, working
on what is essentially a reversed heat-engine

cycle. It; may also bo done by the direct UNO

of high-tern poratu re heat without intermediate

conversion of that boat- into work, by moans
of devices which will be mentioned later.

Any process of refrigeration involves the

use of a working Hubstancc which can bo

made to take in boat at a low temperature
and discharge heat at a higher temperature.
The boat is discharged by being givon up to the

air outside or to any water that is available

9
to roooivo it. The process is a pumping up
of heat from the level of temperature of the

cold body, at which heat must be taken in,

to tho level at which heal) may be discharged,
Those temperature levels should be as near

together as is practicable, in order that no

unnecessary work may be done ; in other words

the action of the working nubstaneo should

be confined to the narrowest possible range
of temperature. Tho temperature of * dis*

ohargo should be no higher than IH necessary
to got rid of the boat, and the lower limit

should bo no lower than will ensure transfer of

heat into the working substance, from the

cold body from which heat is to bo extracted.

Lot
r

\\ bo the temperature a!/ which boat is

(Uncharged and Tu the tornporaturo at which
1 Boo "ThcnuodywuulcH/' (17).

it is taken in from the cold body. Consider
a complete cycle in tho action of tho working
substance. Let Q, bo tho quantity of heat

which is discharged and Q2 the quantity which
is taken in from tho cold body ; and let W be
tho thermal equivalent of the work spent in

driving tho refrigerating machine. Then, by
tho conservation of energy,

Tho useful refrigerating effect is measured by
Q2 , and tho

"
coefficient of performance,"

which is tho ratio of that effect to the work

spent in accomplishing it, is Q,2/W.
Wo liavo iirst to inquire what is the highest

possible coefficient of pcrformanco when
tho limits of temperature Tz and T2 are

assigned. Wo know by the principle of Carnot

("Thormodyiiamicfl," (18) to (20)) that
when hoat passes down from T

l\ to Ta through
a heat-engine, the ideally greatest efficiency
in the conversion of heat into work is obtained
when the engine is thermodynamically revers
ible. Jn that eaHo

Qa Q*

'LVOV
The output of work W in Q^-Qo. Hence

the ideally greatest output of work is related
to Q,, the hoat rejected at tho lower limit
of temperature, by the expiation

"
T,

'

A corresponding proposition in tho theory
of refrigeration (which will be proved immedi

ately) is that tho ideally greatest coefficient

of performance of a refrigerating machine,

working to pump up hoat from T-> to T,, is

obtained when the machine is thonnodynamio-
ally reversible. in that case tho same
relation holds, namely

M
1'"^

and the amount of work W which is spent in

driving tho machine (and is equal to Qt-Qa)
in related to Q8 by the equation

W:< QanV-
r

^).

In other wordn, the grratwl amount of work
that is theoretically obtainable in lotting heat

pass down through a given range of tempera
ture is the twttik amount of work that will

suffice to pump up the same quantity of

heat through, tho same rango.
To show that no refrigerating machine can

be more efficient than one that is reversible,

wo shall use an argument of a quite general

character, based on tho Second Law of Thermo

dynamics. Lot 'M, />%. 1, bo a reversible

refrigerating machine, reversed and therefore
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serving as a heat-engine. It takes a quantity

of heat, say Q15
from the hot body, and delivers

a quantity Q2 to the cold body, converting

the difference into work. Let all the work W
which it develops be employed to drive a

refrigerating machine R ;
and assume that

there is no loss of power in the connecting

mechanism. Accordingly the two machines,

thus coupled, form a self-acting combination.

If the machine R could have a greater

coefficient of performance than the reversible

machine E, that would mean that the ratio of

Q, to W would be greater in R than in E.

Hence (W being the same for both) R would

called a perfect refrigerating machine. The

coefficient of performance in any real machine

is necessarily loss, for the cycle of a real

machine falls short of reversibility.

The following are numerical values of thiw

expression, namely values of the coofliciout

of performance in a perfect or rovorwiblo

refrigerating process, for various ranges of

temperature. Though those are ideal figures,

representing a theoretical limit which cannot

be reached in practice, and is in fact not

nearly reached, they illustrate the importance
of making the range of temperature an wmall

as possible by taking in tho heat which has

to be extracted from the cold body at a tem

perature no lower than can be helped, and by
discharging it after the leant practicable rise.

FIG. 1.

take more heat from the cold body than E
gives to it, and R would also give more heat

to the hot body than E takes from it. The
result would be a continuous transfer of heat

from the cold body to the hot body by means
of a purely self-acting agency. This would
be contrary to the Second Law of Thermo

dynamics : we conclude, therefore, that no

refrigerating machine can have a higher co

efficient of performance than a reversible

machine working between the same limits of

temperature.
It follows that all reversible refrigerating

machines working between tho same limits

of temperature have the same coefficient of

performance. It also follows that the value

of this coefficient is that which would be found
in. a reversed Carnot cycle, namely

This is the ideally highest coefficient ; it

measures the performance of what may be

a fluid which is alternately condonned and

evaporated. During evaporation at a low

pressure the llutcl taken in heat from tho

cold body ; it is then eomproNHod and givoH
out heat in becoming condensed at a relatively

high proBHuro. A machine for carrying out

this proeoBB iw called a vapour-corn proHHiou

refrigerating machine. The Holootion of the

fluid is governed by practical oonNiclorationR,

Water is uaod in some oaOH, but a HorioiiH

drawback to its xiwe in the very largo volume
and low presauro of tho vapour at low tempera-
ttiros. There are obviovw advantages in uning
a fluid whoBo vapoxir-prcwuiro in neither incon

veniently small at the lower limit of towpora-
turo nor inconveniently large at tho upper
limit. The fluiclH moHt commonly iiHod are

ammonia and carbonic acid. Ammonia haH a

convenient range of vapour- proHHU re through"
out tho range of temperature with which
wo are concerned in practical refrigeration.
It has tho drawback that it acitn chemically
on copper and brawn : accordingly 110110 of

the parts of an ammonia plant that aro

exposed to contact with tho working wtlwtanoo

may bo made of thoso tnotalH. From tho

thermodynamic point of view ammonia admits
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of very efficient working ; it is, in fact, the

favourite substance when economy of power
is the chief factor in determining the choice.

With carbonic acid the vapour-pressure is

considerably higher, the critical point is

reached at a temperature that may come within

the range of operation, and the thermodynamic
efficiency is somewhat lews. Notwithstanding
those objections, carbonic acid is frequently

preferred, especially on board ship, whore
it is more harmless should any of the fluid

oHeapo by leakage into the room containing
the machine. For use on land, especially
when the vapour-compression process is carried

out on a largo scale, an in ice-making or in

the cooling of large stores, and the highest

tliermodyuamic efficiency is aimed at, ammonia
is usually chosen. Other fluidn with lower

vapour- pressures are occawionally preferred,

especially in small plants, such as sul

phurous acid, ethyl chloride, or methyl
chloride.

If the reversed (<arnot cycle were

actually followed, the choice of working
lluid would make no difference to the

efficiency : the cooflieienl of perform
ance for any fluid would have the

value T-j/fTjL
- <

T.J). ^ >>u ^ a
J
HU'*' ^ ^no

revei'Hcd (larnot cycle is omitted in

practice, with I/he result that the co-

ofncicni) is reduced, and the extent of

the induction depends on the nature

of the fluid ; it is greater in carbonic

add than in ammonia.
To carry out a reversed, (larnot cycle

completely, with separate organs for

the suoccRHive events which make up
the cycle, would require:

(I) A compression cylinder in which

the vapour is compressed, from the

pressure eorrospondiug to Ta , to the pressure

ooiTOHponding to
r

[\.

(12)
A condenser m which it is oondenwcd

at T|, A typical form of this organ would
be a Hiirfn.ee condenser in which the working
fluid given up its heat to circulating water.

(It) An expansion cylinder in which it

expands from T, to Ta
,

(I) An evaporator in which it taken up
heat all T.j from the coid body from which

heat is to be extracted, This vessel is Bomc-

tinioH called the
u

refrigerator."

In nearly all refrigerating maohincH the

expansion cylinder is omitted for reasons of

practical convenience, and the Quid ntreamH

from (i3) to (-1) through a throttle valvo with

an adjustable opening, called the
u
regulator"

or
u
expansion-valve,'

1

In pasning the ex

pansion-valve the procure of the working fluid

fallrt to that of the evaporation its tempera
ture falls to TJJ and part of it becomes evapor
ated before it begins to take iu heat from the

cold body*

The omission of an expansion cylinder, with

the substitution for it of an expansion-valve,

simplifies the machine, but it introduces into

the cycle a definitely irreversible step. It

thereby reduces the coefficient of performance
for two reasons. The work which would be
recovered in the expansion cylinder is lost ;

and also the refrigerating effect in the evapor
ator is reduced, for more of the liquid is

vaporised in the act of streaming through the

expansion-valvo than would bo vaporised in

adiabatic expansion, consequently less is left

to bo evaporated by subsequently taking in

heat from the cold body. The loss of efficiency
from these two causes is not, however, very

important under ordinary conditions. If the

expansion cylinder were retained as part of

the machine its effective volume would need

adjustment relatively to that of the com-

II'JEU. 2. Organs of a Vapour-comprcwsiou
.Refrigerating Machine.

profusion cylinder, in order to secure the best

results under varying conditions as to tlio

limits of temperature. Hath or than intro

duce HUH complication, it in worth while to

make the slight sacrifice of thermodynamics

efficiency which is involved in lotting the com

pressed fluid pass back to the low-pressure side

of the apparatus through an expansion-valve

instead of through a cylinder in which it would
do work in expanding to the lower pressure.

In the usual type of vapour-compression

refrigerating machine, accordingly, the expan
sion cylinder is omitted, and the organs are

those Hhown diagrammatic-ally in /%, 2.

They are (1) the compression cylinder B;
(2) a condenser A such an a coil of pipe
cooled by circulating water, in which the

working substance in condensed under a rela

tively high pressure and at the upper limit

of temperature
r

\\ ; (&) an expansion-valve
or regulator H through which it streams from
A to

; (4) the evaporator (!, in which it

ia vaporised at a low pressure by taking
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in heat from the cold body at the lower limit

of temperature. The evaporator may for

instance be a coil of pipe fixed in. the cold

chamber (generally near the ceiling) and

taking in heat from the surrounding atmosphere
of that chamber; often it is a coil placed
in a tank and surrounded by cold circulating

brine which serves as a

vehicle for conveying heat

to the working substance

from a cold cham
ber or from cans

FIG. 3. Indicator Diagram of Compression Cylinder.

for ice-making or other objects that are to be

refrigerated.
The action of the compression cylinder

is shown by the indicator diagram, Vig. 3.

During the forward stroke of the compressor
the valve leading to A is shut and that leading
from C is open. A volume Vl of the work

ing vapour is taken in from C at a uniform

pressure corresponding to the lower limit T2 .

In most actual cases what is taken in is not

dry-saturated vapour but a wet mixture, the

wetness of which is regulated by adjusting the

expansion-valve R. This is in order that the

subsequent compression may not produce

the vapour or wet mixture in the cylinder
until its pressure becomes equal to that in. A.

This compression reduces the volume of tho

fluid in tho cylinder to Va . Tho valve loading
to A then opens, and the back stroke ia com

pleted under a uniform pressure while tho

working substance is discharged into A and
condensed there. The valves of the com

pressor are spring valves which open and close

automatically in consequence of tho changes
in pressure, and are situated in tho cover of

the cylinder in such a manner as to make
the clearance negligibly small. For the samo

reason the ends of tho piston arc

often curved. These features are

illustrated in Fig. 4, which is a

sectional drawing of an ammonia

compression cylinder showing tho

form of the piston and the arrange
ment of the admission and delivery

valves at each end. To complete tho cycle,

the same quantity of working substance is

allowed to pass directly from A to through
the expansion-valve R.

The temperature Tx at which condensation

takes place is in practice necessarily a good
deal higher than that of the circulating water

by which the condenser is kept cool, for a largo
amount of heat has to bo discharged from the

condensing vapour in a limited time. But it is

important that the condensed liquid should bo

brought as nearly as possible to tlio lowest tem

perature of the .available water-supply before

it passes the expansion-valve, though it may

. 4. Section of Ammonia Compression Cylinder.

much, if any, superheating. It is possible to
make the compression wholly

"
wet "

by
taking in a sufficiently wet mixture : more
generally the expansion-valve is adjusted so
that the vapour is moderately wet to begin
with, and becomes slightly superheated by
compression. At the end of tho forward
stroke the valve leading from C closes, and
the piston is forced to move back, compressing

have been condensed at a considerably higher
temperature, and sometimes a flappiementary
vessel called a

"
cooler

1 '

isaddodforthispurposo.
Tho complete vapour-compression cyclo is

exhibited in tho entropy-tern peraturo diagram
of Fig. 5, which in drawn for ammonia as

working substance, and /%. (5, which is drawn
for carbonic acid. There dg and c>h aro

portions of the boundary curves of the liquid
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and the vapour in the saturated state. The

point a represents the condition of the mixture
which ia drawn into tho compression cylinder
when compression is about to begin ; its

wotnoss is measured by the ratio ah/gh. The
lino ab represents adiabatic compression to

the pressure of tho condenser. Tho next

process consists of cooling and condensing
at this constant pressure ; it is made up of

throe stages, be, cd, and de. In tho first stage,

be, tho superheated vapour is cooled to tho

temperature at which con-

rlonsalion begins; in the next Jf

stage, cd, tho vapour is com-

plotoly condensed ; in tho J
third stage, </<-, tho con
densed liquid, is cooled to the

lowest available temperature
before it passes the ex

pansion-valve. The lines

be, c4f and de, form parts
of one lino of constant

prossuro. In tho diagram ff

for ammonia, ,/<Vf/. 5, dc- is

practically indistinguishable-

from tho boundary lino, but in tho diagram for

carbonic, acid, 7'Vf/. <i, tho distinction is very

apparent because wo are thoro dealing with a

liquid that is highly oompossiblo i n oon-

Noquonoo of its nearness to tho critical state.

Tho lino </ roprononts tho prooosn of passing

through tho expansion-valve, in which tho

pressure falls to thai of the evaporator. This

process takos placo too quickly for any sub

stantial amount of boat to enter tho fluid from

the amount of heat taken in from the cold

body, is represented by tho area under tho

lino fa, measured down to a base-line corre

sponding to tho absolute zero of tempera
ture (see

"
Thermodynamics

"
(24) and

(42)).

The amount of heat rejected

cooling and condensation of the

vapour and subsequent cooling of

tho condensed liquid is the area
under the lines be, cd, and de.

a h

Tho Vapour,-eomproBslon Oyelo, twlng Oarbonic Acid.

outside ; consequently ef is a lino of constant

total heat, for in a throttling procosR the total

hoali I dooH not change (" Thermodynamics,'*

(32)), AH a result of passing the expansion
-

valve tho working substance comes into tho

condition shown by tho point/. Tho pro

portion which in converted into vapour by the

aot of paHHing the valve is shown by tho ratio

j7//f//n. Lastly, wo have tho proooHBof effective

evaporation when the substance is usefully

extracting heat from tho brine or other cold

body, by evaporating in tho refrigerator* This

is represented by tho lino/ft, during which the

drynoHH changes from gffgh to f/a/f/A.

Tho rt^fj'igoniting effect, that IB to say,

. 5. Tho Vapour-eompreHHiou Cycle, ming Ammonia.

Tho thermal equivalent of tho work

spent in carrying the working substance

through the complete cycle which is simply
the work spent oti it in tho compressor
is tho difference between those two quantities.
It Hhoulcl bo noted that tho work spent is

not measured by the area abcdefa, enclosed

by tho linos which represent
tho complete cycle, because

tho cycle includes the ir-

rovorsi bio stop c,f.
In conse

quence of that tho work

spent is greater than tho

enclosed area by tho area

under tho lino ef.

When carbonic acid is

used as the working HU!>-

Rtanoo, the temperature of

tho cooling water may bo

HO high that tho pressure

during cooling is above
tho critical pressure. This

case is illustrated in /'Yi/. 7.

then becomes a continuousThe line be

curve lying entirely outwclo of tho boundary
curve. The working substance passes from
tho state of a superheated vapour at 6

to the state at a without any stage corre

sponding to cd in
./'Vj/. 0> in which it is

a mixture of liquid and vapour. As
before, tho refrigerating effect is measured

by tho area under fa ;
the lioat rejected to

tho cooling water is lUoaHurcd by tho area

under bfi ; the clifToronoo between thono two

quantities measures the work Rpont, and ifl

greater than tho area of the closed liguro

(tbftfa by tho area uiulor tho irreversible

step cf* Even when tho temperature of
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the cooling water is above the critical

temperature, a substantial amount of re

frigerating effect is obtained, though the

thermodynamic efficiency of the cycle is

less than when the upper limit is low

enough to allow the compressed gas to become

liquid,

In all these vapour-compression cycles the

conditions are to some extent ideal, for it is

assumed that the compression ab is adiabatic,

and that in passing the expansion-valve the

substance takes in no heat by conduction.

Under these conditions the refrigerating

effect, the work of compression, and the

(3) PERFORMANCE on 1 A MAOIUNIO. Tho

coefficient of performance, which is the ratio of

the heat taken in from tho cold body to tho

work spent in tho compressor, is

I, -If

b

f a
FIG. 7. Cycle for Carbonic Acid, with Compression above tho Critical

Pressure.

heat rejected may very usefully be expressed
as follows in terms of the total heat of

the substance at the various stages of tho

operation.
The refrigerating effect, that is to say the

amount of heat taken in from the cold body,
is Ia - If,

where I(t is the total heat at a and

If is the total heat at /. This is because the

(reversible) operation fa is effected at constant

pressure. For the same reason the amount
of heat rejected to the condenser and cooler
is I

ft

- I
d , where those quantities designate the

total heat at b and at e, respectively. Further,
since in the process ef of passing the expansion-
valve there is no change of total heat, I/=I,,.We may therefore state the amount of heat

rejected as I
?,
- If.

Again, the work spent in the compressor
is (in thermal units) I/,

-
1,,, It is the thermal

equivalent of the area of the indicator diagram

in Fig. 3, namely A / VrfP, which is equal
*

(i

to Ib -Ilt by the general principle proved in
"
Thermodynamics," (38).
That these results are in agreement with one

another is seen by considering the heat-account
of the cycle as a whole :

Work spent = Ifwit rejected J [oat taken in.

I* ~I =
(I, -I,} -

(I <t ~If).

Hence estimates of performance arc easy
when we can find tho total heat of the liquid

just before the expansion-valve, and that
of the vapour before

and after compression.
These quantities arc

most readily found by
representing tho cyclic

process on a Mollior

chart of entropy </>
and

total heat I for tho given
working substance. .Kairly

complete data arc avail

able for ammonia, carbonic

acid, and sulphurous acid,
and

I<f> charts for those

substances will bo found
in a Report of tho K-o-

frigeration Research Com
mittee of tho Institution
of Mechanical Engineers
(Min. Proc. Imi. Meek.

JBng., Oct. 1014).
In drawing such charts

a geometrical dovioo is re

sorted to for the purpose of making tho diagrams
at once open and compact, with tho effect that
measurements may bo made with suQioicnt ac

curacy on a chart of reasonable si/.o. This
device, which Mollior originally adopted in

drawing his
I<f> chart for carbonic acid, is to

use oblique co-ordinates. The linos of constant
I are horizontal

; tho lines of constant
</>,

instead
of being perpendicular to them, arc inclined at
a small angle. Tho result is that when the
chart is drawn tho curves on it aro sheared
over, as compared with tho form they would
have on a chart with rectangular axes, and
there is a gain in clearness and in tho precision
with which one may measure tho changes of
total heat that occur in the several stages of
tho vapour-compression process. 7%. 8 shows,
on a small scale, an

l<l> chart, with oblique
co-ordinates, for ammonia, and //%, () nhows
one for carbonic acid. Lines of constant
pressure and linos of constant temperature arc
drawn, and, in tho wot region, linos of con
stant drynoss. ((if. "Thermodynamics," (.12)).
In eaeli case tho region useful in refrigeration
in included, and in

/'V//. tho region extends
both above and below tho critical point. On
such charts it is easy to draw the ideal diagram
for any assigned temperatures of evaporation,
condensation, and subsequent cooling, and for

any assigned wetness at tho beginning of com-
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prcssion, and in that way to find graphically
those changes in the total heat which determine
the amount of the refrigerating o fleet and the

coefficient of performance.
tfiy. 10 illustrates how the ideal action of a

vapour-compression refrigerating machine is

is about to enter the compressor. This point
is on the constant-pressure lino corresponding
to the process of evaporation in the evaporator,
and its distance from the two boundary curves

corresponds to the proportion of vapour to

liquid in the mixture. If the compression

-M oilier !'/> Chart for Ammonia (obllquo co-ordinates).

represented on the 10 chart. In, this example
the working HubNtanco in carbonic acid,

tho lower limit of temperature at which

evaporation occurs IH supposed to bo - 10 0,,

tho temperature of condensation i 2f> 0,,

and tho condensed liquid In cooled to 15 (1.

before it fltroaiftB through tho oxpaiiHion-
valvo.

rrho cycle begins at the point a, which
the Htato of tho substance when it

JH to bo completely
"
dry,

1"
t-ho Htarting-point

will bc at (7/
t

: more generally the HubBtanoo
in nlightly wet when cornprosHion boginw. Tho

Htraight lino ah, drawn parallel to the liiuw

of constant entropy on tho chart, ia tho proc-oMH

of adiabatic comprowHion. Tho 'position, of b

JH dctorminod by tho intorHOcMou of this lino

with a lino of conHtant pressure corresponding
to tho known upper limit of preasuro at which
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condensation is to occur. The temperature
reached in the process of compression is seen

by the position of b among the lines of constant

temperature. When compression begins at

a point such as a it involves some superheating.
But if the mixture is so wet to begin with that

the adiabatic compression line through a does

not cross the boundary curve before the upper
limit of pressure is reached, there is no super-

zontal straight lino through c, (a lino of constant
total heat) represents the process of streaming
through the expansion-valve, and determines
a point /, on the evaporation lino, which
exhibits tho condition in which the substance
enters tho evaporator. Tho process of evapora
tion fa, which is tho effective refrigerating

process, completes the cycle. Tho values of

I
fl ,

I
ft , I,,, and 1^ (which is the same as I,,) are

1-70

FIG. 0. Mollicr ty Chart for Carbonic Acid (oblique co-or<UnatoH).

heating, and in that case the process is spoken
of as

"
wet "

compression. This would require
the compression to have begun at a

e
instead

of a. By beginning at a it carries tho substance
into the region of superheat before compression
is completed at b. Next we have tho constant-

pressure process of cooling and condensation
and further cooling, represented in its three

stages by the linos br,, r4, and de, the position
of e being fixed by the temperature to which
the liquid is known to be cooled before it

reaches tho expansion-valve. Then a hori-

raad directly by measurement from tho chart,
and from thorn tho work spent in com proving
tho substance, which is J

ft
-I

rt ,
and tho

refrigerating effect, which is T,r~]r, are
determined. Tho position of tho starling-
point a, between a

fi
and a^ which dotemiinon

how far tho compression will bo wet or dry,
does not greatly affect tho thormodynaw'io
efficiency of the process. Between, the two
extremes there is a certain degree of initial

drynoHS which gives a slightly higher co
efficient of performance than in obtained cither
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by starting aa at % with dry vapour or as at af

with a mixture so wot that compression does

no more than vaporise the liquid it contains.

The position of a for maximum efficiency may
bo found thus : The refrigerating effect for

any position of the compression starting-point
a in proportional on some scale to the length

fa. Tho work spent in compressing the

fluid is proportional, on another scale, to the

length ab. Henco the position of the com

pression line ab which will give the highest
coefficient of performance is that which gives

the smallest ratio

of ab to fa. This

position is found

by drawing a

tangent from / to

tlio curve of (50U-

wtant pressure
dc.1)^ The com

pression lino ab

in then drawn, through tho

po.int of contact 6, and this

iijtoH a as the starting-point

for maximum otlldonoy in

tho ideal cycle with adiabatio

comprOHsion,
It dooH not follow that the

aamo degree of initial wet

ness would give tho maxi
mum cootlioiont in a real

compressor, for tho per

formance of a roal machine is complicated

by tratiHforn of boat botwoon tho working
substance and tho motal. In general such

traimforw will bo IOHS when tho working Hub-

wtanoo in dry. On tho other hand, with a wot

mixture, what; is called tho volumetric oflioionoy

of tbo apparatuB is greater, since a larger

quantity of! tho working substance passes

througb the maehino for every cubic foot swept

through by Uio pinton, and this tends to reduce

tho 'proportion of those losses that arise from

mechanical friction, and from, radiation and

conduction botwoon tho apparatus and its

environment.

LO.

Incidentally, Fig. 10 illustrates the loss of

refrigerating effect that would result from

omitting to cool tho condensed working fluid

clown to the lowest available temperature
before it passes through the valve. If instead

of being cooled to 15 C. it were allowed to pass

through tho valve when its temperature is

still 25 C. (the temperature of condensation),
tho operation of passing the valve would be

shown by the line df^ and the process of

effective evaporation would begin from the

state f(i instead of tho state /.

Whatever be the working substance, an

essential feature of any vapour-compression

refrigerating machine is that tho vapour must
be pumped up from the low-pressure region
in which it has been evaporated to the high-

pressure region in which it is to be condensed.

But this pumping up may bo effected in more
than one way. Tho usual way is by means
of a cylinder and piston,, and so long as the

vapour-pressure is moderately high the use

of a compressing piston is quite satisfactory.

But when the vapour-pressure is very low, as

it would be if water wore used for tho working
substance, the volume to ho swept through by
a compressing piston would bo so largo as

to bo very inconvenient, and tho amount of

work which would be wasted through friction

between tho piston and cylinder would bo an

excessive addition to tho legitimate work of

compression. Not only would the machine

be exceedingly bulky but its practical efficiency

would bo exceedingly low. At 0., for

example, the density of water-vapour is so

small that about 305 cubic foot of it are

required to absorb as much latent heat as one

cubic foot of ammonia-vapour. Hence to use

water-vapour as a refrigerating agent some

appliance must bo resorted to which will

avoid tho bulk and ffictional waste of an

ordinary compression pump. One such appli

ance it) au ejector or jet pump, in which nn

auxiliary stream of vapour, supplied at a

comparatively high pressure, forms a motive

jet which drags with it tho vapour to be
"'

aspirated," namely the vapour which has

boon formed by evaporation at low pressure,

so that both pasH on together to be condensed.

An independent) supply of steam at a higher

pressure forms the motive jet. It acquires a

high velocity in a discharge noxzlo of the type
which first converges and then diverges. The

low-pressure vapour to be aspirated is allowed

to enter the noxxlo, from tho side, at tho

reduced section, where the velocity is greatest

and the pressure is least. The jot communi
cates some of its momentum to that vapour,
and the mixed stream passes on to the con

denser through tho divergent channel, losing

velocity and gaining pressure as it goes.

This enables the pressure of the working sub

stance to rise from tho lower limit at which
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the aspirated vapour is formed to the higher

limit at which it is condensed. In refrigerat

ing machines constructed to act in thia way
the quantity of vapour in the motive jet is as

much as three or even five times the quantity

that is aspirated. The thermodynamic effici

ency of the method is found on trial to be

only moderate, but the apparatus has advan

tages in point of simplicity and in the absence

of any working substance other than water.

It has been applied not only to cool water,

but also to maintain a temperature consider

ably below C., in which case brine is sub

stituted for fresh water as the working sub

stance whose vapour is aspirated, and the

cooled brine is prevented from becoming too

dense by systematically returning to it enough
water to compensate for the evaporation.

(4) REFRIGEBATION BY COMPRESSION AND
EXPANSION OF AIR. So long as the working
substance in any refrigerating machine is a

vapour which becomes liquefied during the

operation, it is practicable, as we have seen,

to dispense with the expansion cylinder. The

step-down in temperature, which occurs while

the substance passes the expansion-valve, is

an example of the Joule-Thomson cooling effect

of throttling (see
"
Thermodynamics," (50)).

This effect is large when the substance is

a mixture of liquid and vapour. It is also

large in a gas near its critical point, and hence

a machine using carbonic acid under tropical

conditions can be effective without an ex

pansion cylinder although the substance may
not have been liquefied under compression.
A gas near its critical point is very far from

perfect and does not even approximately
conform to Joule's Law. A gas which con

forms to that law would suffer no step-down
of temperature in passing an expansion-valve,
With a gas such as air, which is nearly perfect

at the temperatures and pressures that occur

in ordinary refrigeration, the step
- dowa

would be too small to serve the desired purpose.
Hence with air for working substance an

expansion cylinder becomes an essential part
of the machine. Refrigerating machines

which use air, and cool it by means of expan
sion in a cylinder in which it does work

against a piston, are amongst the oldest

effective means of producing cold by mechani
cal agency. They are still used for the direct

cooling of the atmosphere of cold stores, but

their use is now less common, because machines

in which the working substance is a condensiblo

vapour are not only more compact but give
a better thermodynamic return for the work

spent in driving them. Historically, refrigerat

ing machines which use air are important, for

it was by their successful use that the cold-

storage industry was created and the business

was established of conveying refrigerated

cargoes overseas.

The air - machines which aro in actual

use operate by taking in a portion of air

from the chamber that is to bo kept cold,

compressing it more or IOHH adiabatically

with the result that its temperature WHOM

considerably above that of tho available

water supply, then extracting heat from it

in the com pressed state by moanw of circulat

ing water, then expanding it in a cylinder in

which it does work, with tho ronult that its

initial pressure is restored and its temperature
falls greatly below tho initial temperature.
It is then returned into tho atmonphero of

tho cold chamber, with which it mixon ; tho

object being either to lower the temperature
in tho chamber or to keep it from rising through

leakage of heat from outwido. This typo in

known as the Boll-Goloman air-machine.

As applied to tho cooling of a chamber
such as a cold store or the hold of a ship,

Cooler A
FlG. 11. Organs of an Alr-maehhie.

tho apparatus takes tho form shown diagram-
matically in Fig. 11. In tho phase of action

shown there tho pistons aro moving towardn
tho left. Air from tho cold chamber M
being drawn into tho compression cylinder
M. In the return stroke it will be oowproHHod
from one atmoHphoro to about four, with tho

result tliat its temperature may be rained to

130 0. or higher It is delivered under tilu'H

pressure to tho cooler A, whore it given up heat

to the circulating water and OOINOM down to

near atmospheric temperature. It then, JHIHHOH,

Btill at high pressure, to tho oxpanwon cylinder
N, where it does work in expanding down to

tho original pressure of about one atmonpliero
and thorcl >y becomes very cold, reaching

temperature of perhaps --(M) 0. or 70" (
1

.,

in which condition it is returned to the eold

chamber. An ideal indicator diagram for

tho wliolo cycle iu given in 7'Y(/. 12, whore fcbe
shows tho action of the oomproHHion cylinder
and endf shows that of the oxpanHion cylinder,
Tho area abed moasxiros tho not amount of
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work that is expended. In the diagram the

compression and expansion are both treated
as adiabatic, and the volume of A as well as

that of C is assumed to bo HO largo that during
delivery of the air its pressure does not sensibly

change. Writing K (/)
for the specific heat of

air at constant pressure, and T
(t , 1\, Tr , and

Td for the temperature of the working air, at
the points ft, b, o, and d of the diagram, we have
QA - rC

p(T^
~

T,,) for the heat rejected to the

cooling water, and Qo-Kp(Tc -T <<)
for the

heat usefully ex

tracted from the

cold chamber.
The net amount
of work expended
is equal to

V

Km. 12.- -Indicator Diagram of Air-muchiiie.

QA - Qo- Tho ooollioiont of performance j

Qo/(Q<A
'" Qc) Winoo the ratio of temperatures

in tho adJiihatio oxpanwon of a ga depondH
on tho ratio of volumes,

f|i rp cii rn rp
I,

fj
1.

(
( n

1 1 J- ('""*(/ J(>

T
"

rp
"; from which

'

'*-='
< l<r 'L

rf. JL& ,L,( JLft

n Q<i IV i Qo T,
Honoo ,. -

-
t|1

and
(

. n rr n,
V,A U QA-QU IV-iV

Thin coefficient of performance in low because
of (.ho very largo range of tomporaturo through
which tho working air in carried. For thin

reason, and atao boouuso of greater frictional

IOHHOH, an actual air-maoln'no givos rosuliis that

compare unfavourably with thoso obtained by
lining vapour cumiprowHion.

In tin 1

) working of uir-maohinos tho prosonoo
of moisture has to bo reckoned with. Tho
air coming from tho cold chamber is moro
or IOHH Haturadod : during expansion it booomon

Muporsatu rated, and tho water from it would bo

deposited an HIIOW in tho expansion cylinder,
and might inlorforo with tho action of tho

inooharnHm if provontivo dcvicos woro> not
inirodiuuuL (hw wuch dovioo is to divide

tho wholo oxpansion into two si-ages by making
it oorn pound. In tho (irHt Htago the oxpannion
IH carried only far <inougli to cool the air to

a tomporatnro just above the frcc/Jug-poiiit,
In thati way nonrly all tho moisture i

d(^posit(Hl In, tho form of water, and w easily
drained away boforo tho final stage, which
would froGKO it, begins. Another device is

to oondonso out most; of tho tnoisturo bcforo

expansion, by pasHing tho comfjrossod air

through pipes, called drying pipes, which

YOU I

bring its temperature down to near the

freezing-point before it enters the expansion
cylinder.

(5) DIRECT APPLICATION OF HEAT TO PRO
DUCE COLD. Absorption Machines. As was
mentioned at tho beginning of this article,

in some refrigerating appliances there is no

application of mechanical power: the agent
is heat, which is supplied from a high-

tcmperature source, and is employed in such
a way as to cause another quantity of heat
to pass from a cold body and to bo discharged
at a temperature intermediate between that
of tho cold body and tho hot source. Such
machines act by tho absorption of one sub
stance by another, to form a solution or

compound, and tho sxibsequent separation of

tho constituents by tho agency of heat. In
such machines tho efficiency of the action

from the thormodynamic point of view is

measured by the heat ratio Q2 /Q, whore Q 2 is

tho boat extracted from tho cold body, and Q
is tho high -ternporaturo heat which is supplied
to carry out tho operation.
A typical example is tho ammonia-absorp

tion rcfrigonvbmg machine, in which the

vapour of ammonia is alternately dissolved

by c.old water under a relatively low pressure,
and distilled from solution in water under a

relatively high pressure by tho action of heat.

Tho ammonia vapour, driven off by applying
boat to a solution, is condensed in a vessel

which is kept cool by moans of circulating
water. In this way anhydrous liquid ammonia
iy obtained at high pressure, which (just as

in a compression machine) is then allowed to

pass through an expansion-valve into a coil

or vessel forming tho evaporator. A low

proHHuro is maintained in the evaporator by
causing tho evaporated vapour to pass into

another vessel, called tho absorber, where it

oomos into contact with c.old water in which
it becomes dissolved. When tho water in tho
absorber has taken up a sufliciont proportion
of ammonia, it in turn in boated to give oil

tho vapour again undor high pressure. .In tho

simplest form of tho apparatus tho name vessel

sorvos alternately as absorber and as generator
or distiller. For continuouH working thoro aro

separate vossoly, and tho rich solution, is

transferred from tho absorber to tho generator

by a small pump, whilo tho water from which
ammonia has boon oxpollod ilows back to tho

absorber to diMHolvo more ammonia. Tho
Hchomo of such aiuvpparatiiH JB nhown diagram-
rnatioally in Wiy. 1IJ. .Hont is applied to tho

solution in tho generator by moans of a steam-
coil, Tho gas passoB oil at top to the condenser,
thon through tho expansion or regulating valvo

to tho evaporator, and thon on to tho absorber,
whoro it moots a current of water or very
weak solution that has como over from tho

bottom of tho gonorutor. Botwoon tho
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generator and absorber is tho interchange!
1

,

a device for economising heat by taking it

from the water that is returning to tho

absorber, and giving it to the rich solution

that is being pumped into the generator. This

rich solution is delivered at tho top of the

column in the generator ; as tho liquid parts
with the ammonia it becomes denser and falls

to the bottom, where it escapes to tho absorber

through an adjustable valve. When water
absorbs ammonia a large amount of heat is

given out. Hence the absorber as well as the

condenser has to be kept cool by means of

circulating water or otherwise. Under the
most favourable conditions the quantity of

heat which such a machine takes in from the

sz=z^
c ld body is considerably

if
^\\ less than the quantity of

J
1 high-temperature heat that

Sf5tf?n 155?^?"

Condenser =<

'tig Value

FIG. 13. Organs of an Ammonia Absorption
Machine.

has to be supplied, for it needs a greater
number of thermal units to separate ammonia
gas from solution in water than simply
to evaporate the same amount of liquid
ammonia.
In another type of absorption machine

water-vapour is the substance which is

absorbed : it is taken up by sulphuric acid,
from which it may again be separated by the

agency of heat. Such a machine has been
used for ice-making, the evaporation of part
of the water serving to freeze the rest. In
this case also the heat ratio, namely, the ratio
of heat usefully extracted to heat supplied,
is leas than unity, for it takes more heat to

separate the vapour of water from a sulphuric-
acid solution than from pure water. It is a
familiar fact that when water is mixed with
sulphuric acid much heat is given out.

It is obvious that a better thermodynamic
result would bo attainable if the process of

absorption of tho vapour wore attendod by tho

giving out of leas heat than ia equivalent to

the latent heat of tho vapour itBolf. This iw

tho oaHO in a process patented by Mr. W. VV.

Seay, in which ammonia vapour unites with
certain anhydrous salt, for which it has
much affinity, such as tho Hulphocyauido of

ammonium (NH, tCNS), or tho nitrate, bromide,
or iodide. Any one of these Halts forms a

suitable absorbent. Tho ammonia vapour
unites with tho dry salt to form a liquid
solution, from which the ammonia vapour
can again bo driven olT by tho application
of heat, leaving tho salt dry and ready to

serve again as tho absorbent. Tho vapour
is strictly anhydrous, for no water in present
in tho working substance at any ntago. Tho

heat given out during absorption of tho
ammonia vapour by the Halt in Hiikstantially
less than tho latent heat of tho vapour itself

at the same pressure, for part IH taken up
in liquefying tho Bait. Similarly, the heat

reqxu'rcd to effect a separation of ammonia
vapour from the salt is substantially ICHH

than tho latent heat of tho vapour, for part
is supplied by the solidification of the salt.

Consequently, when this proccfw is made UHO
of for the purpose of refrigeration, the ratio

of the heat which ia extracted from tho cold

body to the high-tomperaturo heat, which in

supplied to tho generator, would bo greater
than unity, if it wore not for such IOHHOH an
occur through imperfection in tho working.
Practical dKlicultieN in tho UHO of awli waits

arise from the fact of thoir turning plici

during tho operation, and from thoir tontloni..
to act chemically on tho metal of containing
vessels.

Any appliance for the production of cold

by tho agency of heat rcquircH a supply of
boat at a temperature higher than that of
tho surroundings. There are necessarily

three temperatures to bo coiwidored : (1) tho
low temperature T2 of the cold body from
which heat in being extracted ; (2) the inter
mediate temperature T, of the available

condensing water or other * sink
"

into which
heat can be rejected ; and (3) the high
temperature T of the wonrco from which heat
is supplied to perform the operation. Any
such appliance may be regarded H.H equivalent
to tho combination of a motor or heat-engine
driving a refrigerator or heat-pump (/<Y/y. 14).
A quantity Q of high -temperature heat goes
in at one place, and thereby CUIUHOH a quantity
Qo of low-temperature heal to go in at another
place. Heat in rejected at the intermediate
temperature T,, and the heat HO rejected m
equal to the Bum of Q and Q

1(J
, for no work m

done by the appliance or npent upon it JIH a
whole. This description appliow whether tho
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appliance is actually a mechanical coml>ination
of a heat-engine with a heat-pump, or is an

absorption machine with no conversion of

heat into work and work into heat. In cither

cawo wo have to consider what is the ideally

greatest ratio of the low - temperature heat

Qa , which is extracted from the cold body, to

the high -temperature or driving heat Q, when
the three temperatures Ta , 1\, and T are

assigned.

Suppose, first, that the machine consists

of a perfect (reversible) heat-engine driving

Motor

and

Refrigerator

a perfect ( reversible) beat-pump. Then it is

easy to calculate the ratio of the boat extracted

Qa
to the boat supplied Q. Writing W for tho

heat-equivalent of tho work developed iu tho

hoat-ongino and employed to drive the hoat-

pump, wo have 1

*

w % T'>

since tho boat-engine is revei'Hiblo. Again,
nil 10.0 the heat-pump is also reversible,

Utinoo

W

Qa

Q

T,

which givoH tho required ratio of heats,

((5) lflim<iWN(iY OK ABSORPTI
Tho importance of thin result hVs in tho

fact; that no other method of applying boat to

produce cold ean give a higher ratio of Ta

to (
v),, tho throe temperatures T Tj, and Q2

being assigned. To prove thiH, imagine tho

eornhination of reversible heat-engine and
rovor-Hihlo heat-pump to be reversed ; it will

tluMi give- out an amount of beat equal to Q,

to tho hot body and, an amount equal to Qa

to the oold body, and it will take in an amount

equal to Q, |'Qa from the intermediate body
at

r

l\. It will Htill develop no work aw a

whole, nor require work to be spent in driving
it. Imagine further that between tho hot

"body and the cold one there arc two appliances
working both using tho same intermediate

temperature one of which is this reversed

combination, and tho other is a refrigerating
machine (such as an absorption machine) whose

efficiency we wish to compare with that of

tho combination. Then if it were possible for

that machine to have a higher efficiency than
the combination, it would extract more heat
than Q2 from the cold body for tho same
expenditure of high-temperature heat Q.

Hence, when both work together, namely, the
combination working reversed and the other
machine working direct, the cold body would
lose heat while on the whole the hot body
would lose none. In other words, we should
then have an impossible result, namely, a

simple transfer of heat, by a purely self-acting

agency, from a cold body at T2 to a warmer
body at T

1? tho intermediate temperature.
Tho agency would bo self-acting in the sense
of being actuated by 110 form of energy,
mechanical, thermal, or other. Such a result

would bo a violation of tho Second Law of

Thermodynamics. Tho conclusion is that no
moans of employing heat to produce cold,
whether directly as in an absorption machine,
or indirectly as in a compression machine
driven by an engine, can bo more efficient (for
tho same three temperatures) than tho com
bination of a reversible heat-engine driving a

reversible heat-pump. Hence tho expression

Q^T^T-Tj)
Q-T(T,-T,)

measures tho ideally greatest ratio of heat
extracted to heat supplied. Any real appliance
will show a smaller heat-ratio in consequence
of irreversible features in its action.

It is instructive to consider this action in

relation to tho entropy of tho system as a

whole. So long as tho action is completely
reversible, tho entropy of tho system does not

change. The above expression may bo written
in the form

from which QH-Q....Q. QI
Tt -T ''IV

This expresses the conservation of entropy
for the complete rovemblo operation. Tho

entropy of the system as a whole does not

change, for the term on tho loft is tho gain
of entropy by the body at

r

.I\
to which heat is

rejected ; the two terms on the right are the

losses of entropy by tho hot body and cold

body respectively. The whole action may be

regarded as a transfer of entropy from two
sources at T and Ta ,

to an intermediate sink

atTj. So long as the action is reversible this

transfer occurs without affecting the aggregate

entropy, but if it is not completely reversible
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the aggregate entropy will increase ;
in that

case the term on the left becomes greater

than the sum of the terms on the right.

Again, the equation shows that, under

reversible conditions, the product of the

entropy lost by the hot source (through the

removal of the heat Q) into the drop in tem

perature which that heat undergoes, namely,
from T to T

1JP
is equal to the product of the

entropy lost by the cold body into the rise

of temperature of the abstracted heat Q2 .

Each of these products is in fact a measure

of W, the work which the heat-engine produces
and the heat-pump consumes in the ideal

combination of reversible engine with reversible

pump.
A mechanical analogue to this thermal

operation is obtained if one thinks of a machine

for lifting water in a bucket from a low level

to an intermediate level, by letting water

come down in another bucket from a high
level to the same intermediate level. If the

buckets are connected by frictionless pulleys
the operation is mechanically reversible. Let

H, Hp H2 represent the height of the high

level, the intermediate level, and the low level

respectively, above any convenient datum
level. Then the energy equation is

where M is the weight of water that, f- ^.es

down from H to H15 and M- lV <,ne weight of

water that is lifted
* om H3 to Hj. On

comparing this wi^i the above equation for a

correspond^ o reversible thermal process, it

will be r
.'j5on that the analogue of weight of

wat'V AS not quantity of heat, but entropy,

namely, the quantity of heat divided by the

temperature of supply.
The reversible thermal operation may be

represented by means of an entropy tempera
ture diagram (Fig. 15). There the area abon

represents the heat which is supplied at the

high temperature T ; and the area abed re

presents the work which would be done in

a perfect heat-engine by letting clown that

quantity of heat from T fco the lower level

TL . Between the given levels of temperature
Tt and T2 draw a rectangle defy whose area

is equal to the area abed, and produce ef to

meet the base line for zero temperature in m.

Then the area fynm represents the refrigerat

ing effect, namely the heat extracted from
the cold body at T2

. The amount of heat

discharged at the intermediate level Tx is

equal to the area ecom, which is equal to the

sum of the areas abon and fynm.

(7) THE REFRIGERATING MACHINE AS A
MEANS OF WABMING. In any such appliance,
whether reversible or not, the quantity of heat
delivered at the intermediate temperature T;

is

greater than the quantity supplied at the higher
T by the amount of the heat raised from the

low temperature T2 ,
and may, as wo have

soon, bo much greater. This fact is tho basis

of an interesting suggestion made by Kelvin

in 1852, that in the wanning of rooms it would
be thermally more economical to apply tho

heat got from burning coal in this indirect

way than to discharge it into tho room to bo

warmed. The thormodynamic value of high-

tomporaturo hoat is wanted if wo allow it

directly to enter a comparatively cold Nub-

stance. That value might bo better utilised

by employing tho high-temperature hoat to

pump up more heat, taken in from, say, the

outside atmosphere, to tho level to which the

room is to be warmed. By using, for example,
an efficient steam-engine
to drive an efficient hoat-

pump, a small quantity of

heat supplied at a high

temperature will suffice to

raise a much greater

d

f

. 15.

n

quantity of hoat through tho small range that

is required, and consequently to produce a
much greater wanning efl'oet. Similarly, if a

supply of power from any source in avail

able as a means of wanning to a moderate

temperature, it will be turned to better account
for that purpose if we set it to drive a hoat-

pump than if we simply convert it into heat.

fci'or methods of producing extreme cold

in a gas, by the eunmlativo IIBC of the .Joulo-

Thomson cooling effect in passing a throtllc-

valvo, in conjunction with a thermal inter-

changer which enables the stream of gaw that
has passed tho valve to extract heat from the
stream that is still on its way to the valve,
see tho article on.

"
Liquefaction of Gases." .In

that article, as in thia one, tho writer has
followed the lines of treatment developed in

his books on Thermodynamics for Jfaigtnwrx,
unAThe Mechanical Production of Cold ((lamb.
Univ. Press), to which reference should be
made for further particulars.

a". A, ic.
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RKWRKIMRATORS, SPECIFIC HEAT OF LIQUIDS
UHHD FOR, determined by the electrical

method. Soo "
Oalorimctry, Electrical

Methods of," (7).

Rwo KNigRATiVE OooLTNci. See
"
Gases, Liquo-

faction of," (1).

REGENERATOR, STCRLING'S AND ERICSSON'S.
Seo

"
Thermodynamics," (27).

R.KOflAtn/r, 1801, compared gas thermometers
with secondary standards of temperature
in range f>00

*

to 1000. Soo
"
Tempera

ture, "Realisation of Absolute Scale of,"

,

8 ('>) (v.)-

Kxporimontu of, in determination of Latent
Moat of Steam. Sec "

Latent Heat,"

LAW. Soo
"
Engines, Thermo

dynamics of Internal Combustion," (15).
RKHWAT FACTOR. Sec "Turbine, Develop
ment of the Steam," (1(>) ; "Steam
Turbine, rhynioH of," (8).

IlMHIMVOtRH FOR STORAOK OF RAINFALL. SoO
"
Hydraulics," (19).

RUHIHTANOIO, VAHYINO CIRCUIT, COMPENSATION
VOR, in temperature indicators of the rnilli-

voltmotor type. Seo "Thermocouples," (8).

RwHiHTANdw BRUHIKH FOR TUMRMOMKTRTO
WORK. Soo

u
RoHiHtanco Thormonuvfcors,"

S (7).

liKMl'HTANCIM C-0 NmOTK NT, N(>N-DlM WNSTONAL,
MM TIIK MOTION on 1 A Bom- Tjiuoxrau A
VIHCJOUH Fijifii). Hoc u

Dynamical Simi

larity, Tho Principles of," (19).

RIOMIMTANOM mn<] TO Kum> MOTION OVER A
Soun BOUNDARY. Soo

"
Friction," (13).

K MM IHT A NOW MANOMWTMHS, KI^CITRTOAL. See
Moanuromont of," (13).

OK SOLIO Bonms WIIKN" TOWKD
IN FurinH. Soo

"
,Kri(!tion," (14).

HlOHIHTANdK TllWKMOMWTMU :

StandardtHO<l at 0, 100, and 444-5 0., gives

temporaturoH idontio.al with the gas scale

up to 1080 0. Soo "Resistance Thenno-

niotorH," (18).

HtiatulardiHatiou c>f, for tomporaturofl up to

000". Soo ibU. (14).

UHOC! to determine Low Temperatures, by
Uolbornand WioninlOOl. Soot'6trf. (17).

Rm \STANCE B THKRMOMlOTttiS

(1) HIHTOIUOAI'J. - - The foundation of a

method for tho meaHuroment of temperature
bamxl on the change of roniwtance of platinum
in due to Sir William SiomoriH, who in. 1871

constructed a practical form of pyrometer on
thin principle. lie alHo doviHod an ingenious
form of roHiwtanco bridge, with the object of

eliminating uncortaiutioB due to change in tho

rcHiHtanc-e oE the loadn, conHequcnt on tho

variationH in tho depth of immeraion of tho

pyrometer ntom in the hot region.

The couBtruotional details of tho early

Siemen pyrometers were unsatisfactory. The
platinum wire was wound on a pipeclay
cylinder and enclosed in a tube of wrought iron.

A committee of the British Association,

appointed in 1872-73 to test these pyrometers,
made an unfavourable report on their per
manency, and for some years this method of

temperature measurement fell into disuse.

Professor A. W. Williamson, Chairman of the
British Association Committee, suggested that

the changes in the resistance of the platinum
wore due to tlic reducing atmosphere produced
by the highly heated iron casing, which would
cause tho platinum to combine with a trace
of tho reduced silicon taken from the pipeclay
cylinder. Analysis proved the truth of this

theory, and pointed to the desirability of an

oxidising or neutral atmosphere around the

platinum wire.

Siemens showed la,tor that a sheath of

platinum eliminated this

trouble, and JFig. I SSS
illufitmtoH his improved JiSllByJill,

typo of pyrometer.
About iihiH time the

thermoelectric method of

measuring tomporaturo
wan being developed with

conspicuous success by Le
Clhatolior in Franco and
Barua in America. Tho

simplicity of tho thermo
element and its direct

reading indicator as com
pared with tho resistance

thermometer outfits of

those days, led. to its

general adoption in tho

industries in proferonco to

the Siemens pyrometer.
Between 1887 and 18<)6

tho resistance thermo
meter as a scientific

instrument received

thorough study in the

hands of Oaliondar, 15. H.

Griffiths, Hoycoclc, and

Neville, who proved be

yond question HH re

liability and extreme _
precision when used with
due precautions and with appropriate electrical

appliances.

(2) OAUJONBAR'S KKHTSTANO.IO TJIKKMO-
METMU. Callondar l in 1880 made a direct

determination of the resistance of a particular

specimen of platinum wiro at various tempera
tures up to 000 0. Tho platinum spiral was
sealed into a bulb of tho air thermometer by
moans of which tho temperature waa obtained.

By this device Callondar avoided one of the

greatest experimental difficulties of that time
1 Phil. Trans. Roy. 8oc. A, 1887, clxxviii.
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in gas thennometry, viz. the maintenance by

gas heating of a largo enclosure at a constant

and uniform temperature.

(i.) The Gas Thermometer. His apparatus is

shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2. The gas
thermometer was designed for both constant

volume and constant pressure work.

Instead of the customary practice of con

fining the gas by a column of mercury, a

sulphuric acid gauge was employed, which

increased the sensitivity sevenfold, and also

eliminated capillary errors entailed by the use

of a small bore tube.

The thermometer bulb was made from a

piece of hard glass tubing, the coefficient of

cubical expansion being deduced from measure

ments on a length of the same tubing as that

from which the bulb was made. It was

of accuracy attainable in the observations

(about 1), the variation of msiHtanco of

platimim with temperature could bo repre
sented by a parabolic formula.

Callondar introduced nomenclatures which
has since conic into general UHO.

The platinum temperature yl is defined an

;*= ]} "]S 100.
Ki

"
J^o

where R is the resistance at (1.,

R
t

is the resistance a is 100 0.,

R is the resistance at t 0.

The quantity Rj-R,, is generally referred

to as the " tfundamontal Interval" (I
1

M'.) of

the thermometer.
Ho showed that the difforonc.0 botwoeu the

true temperature t, as measured by the air

observed that the expansion was irregular, on

account of the structural and hysteresis changes
in the glass.

(ii.) The Resistance Coil. The platinum wire

was 2 metres long by 0-013 cm. diameter,
wound in the form of a spiral. The resistance

at room temperature was approximately 20
ohms. By an arrangement of double elec

trodes (shown in the diagram) the resistance

of the lead wire outside the uniformly heated

region could be allowed for.

One end of the coil was led out through the

capillary connecting the bulb to the manometer
(Fig. 3). A double lead of the same wire, and
which was coated with the same hard glass to

imitate it exactly, was laid alongside. The
other double lead consisted of 10 cm. of fine

platinum wire, to the mid-point of which the
other end of the spiral was fused. The fine

wires were bent double and fused through the

glass, while the projecting ends were fused on
to thick (0-096 cm.) platinum wires coated
with hard glass and laid alongside the others.

Resistance coil and leads

The resistance of the leads was determined
on. each occasion, and the correction amounted
to about 3 per cent of the total resistance.
The experiments showed that to the degree

thermometer, and the platinum temperature
pt was represented by the parabolic formula

whore 6 is the coefficient for that particular,

sample of wire and whoso numerical vahio M
about 1-5.

The subsequent mvoHtigationfl of Oallondar
and Griffiths showed that tliiw \vaw generally
true for wires of varying dogroo of purity,
when the appropriate values of the cooffioicutH

wore inserted in the parabolic formula.
In a direct determination of the boiling-

point of sulphur with the gas thermometer,
they obtained the value 444*53 (t, which wa
about 4 lower than that proviounly obtained

by Begnault.
In order to determine 5 they concluded that

the boiling-point of sulphur wan tho most
suitable Axed point in conjunction with ice,
and steam, for calibration purposes.
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(3) DOTimMItTATTONS OF THE BoiLTNG-

roiNT OF Suu'iiUR. 1

Subsequent to the work

of Callendar and ({rifliths, numerous deter-

minationH of the boiling-point of sulphur have

boon made, all of which have closely confirmed

the value obtained by these investigators.

In the course of their comparison of the

rcsintancc thermometer with the gas thermo

meter, Marker and Ohappiuw, and .Holborn

and ITenninp;, made Homo determinations of

the boiling- point of sulphur on the gas scale,

employing the rewLstauce thermometer aw inter-

modiiiry. Thoir valuer are indirect, insomuch

that the gas thermometer wan not directly

employed to determine the temperature of

the Hidphur vapour, but are entitled to full

weight, ninoo the nvsiwtanco thermometer was

directly compared with the gas thennomotor

in Halt batlw, at temporal urea in tho vicinity

of tho Hidphur boiling-point.

Day and Sowrnan (1912) made a direct de

termination of the sulphur point, iming a

in the results obtained by the various observers

Bince tho time of Regnault is uncertainty in

tho coefficient of cubical expansion of the

bulb material of the air thermometer.

Fused quartz has tho smallest coefficient of

the materials available for the construction of

the bulb of gas thermometers, and a thermo

meter with a bulb of this material was used

by Eumorfopoulos.
Tho value 444-5 3 0. is, at the present time,

tho generally accepted value for the boiling-

point of sulphur on the thermodynamic scale

in this country, although tlxo value 444- (> C.

is used in America and 444-5 5
in Germany.

(4) PURITY OF THE SULPHUR. Ordinary
commercial stick-sulphur manufactured by the
" Chance process

"
is satisfactory, since no

difference has been observed between its boiling-

point and that of highly purified sulphur.

Usually when sulphur is boiled for tho first

time volatile impurities distil off. A black

residue (FcS) is generally found, but in the

({AS TllMKMOMKTIW DKTWHMINATIONH OK THM BoiUNU-l'OINT OF NULPIIUR, SINC1M 1890

nitro^ou-dlled tluM'monu^tdi
1

,
whow^ bulb was

of platinum-rhodium alloy. It WUH of 205 c.c.

capacity, and tlu^ nitro^tn WRH unclor an initial

j,>roHHuro of 500 mm. of mercury.

(jlroat pmc.autionrt wore takon to eliminato

RyHtomatic- errorn. An aluminium nhiold sur

rounded tho bulb in tho sulphur tube, to

prevent the condensed Hidphur from lowering

its temperature bolow tho liruo boiling-point.

To aHoortain whothor tho temporuturo of

tho \valln of tho tuho had any inlluonoo, in

Homo of th<^ oxptu-inxnitH the external jacket

wrtH hdrttiOti until tho tomporaturo of tho air

gap wan M hih aw that of tho nulphur vapour

within tho tuho. Provided tho tube was full

of vapour, thin produced no apparent ohango

in the value obtained.

A diroot comparinon of tho ttmipcraturo given

by this form of upparatiiH with the Mover tube

form of Hulphnr boiling apparatus (liff. 17),

doviwed by (lallendar and GrilHthn, nhowod

a ByHtematio difTerone of but 0-04 (I

Tho probable source of the small divorgonooH

1
H(u\ alHo "

Tomporaturo, Jtallwitlon oC Abwoluto

ttcalo of," (^5) (lv.).

(quantity in \vluoh it in goncrally present this

apponi'H to have no inducneo.

(5) VARIATION "WITH PRKHHXJUM OF THE

BmijiNd-roiNT OF SuLPJtuR. The influence of

prciHHuro on tho boiling-point of Kulphur in quite

conttidorable in the vicinity of 700 mm., an

incrcaHO of 1 mm. in the barometric height

raiHOB the boil ing-point by approximately 0-09.

The relation between temperature and proHH-

uro over the range of importance in practical

work haw boon investigated by tlolborn and

Honning, by Marker and Wexton (1908), and by
Mueller ami BurgeRH (101 0). Tho results of thoHC

investigatorH are iuHubfltatitial agreement. Over

th(^ rang(
k 700 to 800 mm. procure of moroury,

tho relation between temperature and boiling-

point may be rcprosontc^l by the formula

:::*, + 0'0010(?)
-

7(50)
- -()00049 (p

-
7(50)

2
,

wlioro t i.
u tho boiling -

point at proHsure <p,

t8 tho boiling-point at 7(K).
1

Tho frooxing-point of xinc (41 9-4 ('!.) iH

mometimoa recomrnoiulod aw a third iixod

point instead of sulphur.
1 Tho formula accord by the UciohKaiiHtalt IB

444" -55 t Q-OM)8(# - 700)
- 0-000047(2> - 700)

u
.
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As the sulphur-point is so well establi slice

and convenient to use, there do not appear to

be very valid reasons for discarding it in favoui
of a freezing-point determination.

(6) CONSTRUCTION OF PLATINUM THER
METERS. Fig. I represents the original type

of high -
temperature resistance

thermometer. Its chief defects are

the considerable lag in its indica

tions and the liability to contami
nation of the platinum wire duo
to the fireclay former on which the

coil is wound.
Callendar and Griffiths devisee

the form on which the platinum
coil was wound on a mica rack
with leads of heavy platinum wire.

A similar pair of wires to the

leads, in the form of a loop,
were laid alongside. This loop
was connected in the opposite
arm of the bridge so as to com
pensate for the resistance of the
leads to the coil at all tem
peratures.

Fig. 4 illustrates a hermetically
sealed type of thermometer de

signed by Professor E. H. Griffiths

for laboratory work of high pre
cision. By sealing the sheath it is

possible to eliminate any possibil

ity of moisture condensing on the
mica and impairing the insulation.

Insulation troubles are frequent
in high - resistance thermometers
unless precautions are taken to

prevent access of moist air.

Of the various insulating
materials hitherto investigated for

high -
temperature work, good

quality mica has proved to be
the most satisfactory for thermo
meter construction.

Exposure to a temperature of
about 1000 C. causes dehydration
of the mica, which in consequence
becomes silvery white and brittle.

If reasonable care is taken it is

quite satisfactory in this condition,

(i.) Resistance Thermometers for
Calorimetric Work. For calori-

metrio work it is desirable to have
PIG. 4.

a sensitive thermometer of small

lag, so that its indication at any
instant is a true measure of the temperature
of the liquid.

Thermometers of the type illustrated in Fig. 4
are satisfactoryprovided the coil is made as light
as possible and the sheath of very thin glass.
With the object of reducing the thermometer

lag to a minimum, Dickinson and Mueller
have developed the type of thermometer
illustrated in Fig. 5.

,

The coil is wound on a flat strip of mica

Glass cap, /oose fit-

Terminal of flexible
drawn through hole

and soldered to

ooppdr rod

Plan View of Head,
Flexibles removed.

Standard siluer tube,
7,5mm, outside diameter,

0.15mm, waif,

flattened on minding

Standard u/ltn

standard t

Platinized glass tube

soft'soldcrad
to situertub?

and enclosed in a sheath of silver tubing
flattened down to lit it clowoly.
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Electrical insulation is effected by tho use

of stripH of mica somewhat wider than that

on which tho coil is wound.
Tho leads arc made of thin strips of copper

about one-tooth of a millimetre thick and two
or throe millimotrcw wide.

If tho thermometer is of the compensating
lead type the compensating loop is closed by
a piece of the game platinum wire as that of

which the coil is wound.
All platinum joints are made by fusing

with an arc, using a pure graphite electrode,

wlnlo tho copper platinum joints arc made
oithor by welding or with Hi Ivor, lining borax as

(lux.

In tho head of tho thermometer a drying

capsule is arranged containing phosphorus
pontoxido.

(Ji.) hijluc.nvti of the. Purity of the. Phttin,um.<

A fairly accurate idea of tho purity of tho

platinum wire may bo formed from a

consideration of its coefficients of resistance.

The purest specimens give values of a (the

moan oooflioiont between and 100 0.) as

high an O-OOIiSO and d about 1-50 or slightly

less, Impure wire, on the other hand, may
give values of a only (JO por cent of the above

and of d up to !(>.

Tho parabolic formula has boon found to

hold rigorously whon tho purity does not

vary vory far from the iirst-namcd values.

Whon a thermometer is constructed of impure
wire it is generally found that tho scoro will

not remain constant after exposure to high

temperatures, and consequently tho reliability

of tho instrument is impaired.
Since only a small quantity of tho material

is required, it in advisable to wind tho coil

of tho purest platinum obtainable. Tho heavy
wire loads may bo of commercially pure wire.

Kor work up to temperatures of 500 (J.

HI Ivor loads are quite (satisfactory, provided
an intermediate pioco of platinum is introduced

bolvvoon tho lino wires and tho silver, so a to

avoid tho risk of contamination in the auto

genous welding,
Above (500 (v tho volatilisation of the

nilvor causes contamination of tho platinum
coil awl also deterioration of tho insulation

of tho mica rack.

(iii.) 7V,vi of 1-m illation Hemtamc.. The

presence of moisture in tho thermometer, due

to a loak or to exhaustion of the drying

material, may occur, Tho resulting phenomena
are very characteristic and easily recognised.

If the bridge, with tho thermometer in circuit

and galvanometer circuit closed and a key in

tho battery circuit, is balanced by adjusting

resistance with tho battery key closed, then

on opening tho battery circuit there will bo

a largo defection of the galvanometer, which

gradually diminishes, and on cloning it again
another large deflection in tho opposite

direction. The latter slowly diminishes if

tho circuit is kept closed. This phenomenon
is readily distinguished from that due to the

use of an excessive measuring current, by tho

absence of tho galvanometer deflection in tho

latter case when the battery circuit is opened.
The presence of moisture also reduces the

insulation resistance between the coil and
sheath. This insulation resistance is easily
tested and should exceed 200 megohms.

(7) RESISTANCE BRIDGES ADAPTED FOR
TnimMOMETRio WORK. The requirements of

platinum thermometry differ in many 7'CBpects

from those of ordinary resistance comparison
work.

Compensation, for the resistance of the

leads necessitates tho uwe of a bridge with

equal ratio arms. Another requirement is

that it should be capable of measuring changes
in resistance to a high order of accuracy. For

example, a thermometer constructed with a

resistance coil of 2-5(5 ohms at will have an
increase in resistance of about 1 ohm when
heated bo 100 (/. lloncc to measure tempera
tures to

ri\ (r
demands resistance measurements

i O,(M"Mith of an ohm.
In practice thia presents little difficulty,

since balance to the nearest 0-05 is obtained

by tho set of coils, and final balance obtained

by means of a bridge wire or sot of shunted

coils.

In resistance thermomotry wo are only
concerned with changes of resistance ; tho

absolute value of tho unit employed is of

little consequence, provided the relative values

of tho coils are accurately known.
Methods of calibrating tho bridge coils and

wire are described later.

of Bridges (i.) Siemens'

(/)-

r
J

J

/irGQ'Uad Bridge
This .bridge IB

primarily of his

torical interest as

representing tho

lirst attempt to

eliminate load re

sistance in plat
inum thermomotry
work.

/'%, shows tho

connections.

Tho coils Q and
S are tho equal
ratio arms. Tho
thermometer coil

I* ban three leads

connected in, tho

gram.
The lead Lj is adjusted in tho construction

of the thermometer equal to L.,. Whon H
M adjusted equal to 1* the bridge is balanced

and the load resistance completely eliminated.

The defect of this form of bridge is that a

MO. 0. Hiomonw'
lead .Bridge,

Q and H, ratio anus
; 'I*,

thmnonuitor coil ;
L a and

LU, c<niul louds.

manner shown in dia-
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slide wire cannot be used in connection with

R to measure minute changes of resistance.

This difficulty can, however, be surmounted

by the use of a set of shunt coils of the type

described later in connection with shunted

coil bridges. One setting would then deter

mine the resistance and hence the temperature.

Siemens' procedure was to shunt one of

the ratio arms and calibrate empirically.

(ii.) The. Cattendar ami Griffiths Bridge. The

connections on this bridge are shown in ffig. 7.

It was evolved lor

use with the com

pensating loads

type of thermo
meter.

In the latest

type of bridge
manufactured by
the Cambridge
Scientific Instru

ment Co., mercury
contacts of the form shown in Fig. 8 replace
the usual plugs.
The ends of the coil are soldered to brass

posts terminating in mercury cups. A
O -shaped bar is carried by a light spring,

A, spring ; B, n -shaped bar (copper link) ;
and

C 2 , mercury cups ; D, weighted plug ; JR. sprinp;-

plate ; F, helical spring ; U, opening ; II, bridge
top ; K, mercury ; 11, coil.

which is depressed when the weighted plug D
is inserted into the hole G.

In modern resistance bridges the coils are

of manganin and immersed in well-stirred

oil a good grade of paraffin oil is quite

satisfactory for this purpose.

Manganin has an extremely small tempera
ture coefficient of resistance, and also a very
small thermal E.M.F. against co|>por, in this

respect affording a marked contrast to

constantan or eureka, which ban an K M.K.

of about 40 microvolts per degree against,

copper.

Manganin is, however, subject to gradual

changes of resistance and consequently the

coils require calibration from time to time.

Recent experiments by Kosa and by Smith
have shown that the shellac varnish coating
of resistance coils absorbs moisture and in the

accompanying change of .volume strums are

set up in the wire. To eliminate this effect

of humidity, present
- day standard coils

are hermetically sealed, using moisture-free

paraffin. This mode of construction might
well be applied to the coils of resistance

bridges.
The bridge wire is usually of manganin, and

both it and the contact maker are immersed in

the oil.

For industrial use the sensitive typo of

resistance thermometer, bridge, and galvano
meter are out of the question, and several

modifications have boon evolved with a view

to obtaining robustness combined with ample,,
if moderate, sensitivity.

In the Whipple indicator the ronititanco

box is replaced by a long bridge wire wound

spirally on a drum. A sensitive pivoted

galvanometer is fixed in the top of the case

and balance obtained by rotating Uie drum.

The instrument has a scale graduated directly

in 0., and readings may easily be taken to

about
J!

in the range to 1100" (\

(iii.) Oalorimcirw JRn'dyc.. Messrs. Dickinson

and Mueller have arranged the equal arm

bridge
1 in a convenient form for calnritnotrio

work. The wiring diagram is shown in Piy, ;

it will bo observed that, while the balance

of such a bridge is adjustable at throo points,
the contact resistance at those throe points
are so placed as to have a minimum effect

upon the accuracy of the bridge.
The slide wire contact is in series with the

battery. The contacts of tho rheostats R
and R

t arc each in series with a ratio coil of

200 ohms or over, whore, oven though consider

able- contact resistance wore present, tho

percentage effect would bo small. This

arrangement of the Whoatstono Bridgo also

has the advantage of maintaining an almost

constant resistance at Iho tonuinalH of tho

galvanometer for all bridge settings, thus

maintaining both constant damping conditions

and deflections proportional to tho want of

balance for all bridge settings.

The rheostat 'R provides for tho adjustment
of the bridge by coarse stops, and tho rheostat

R
t by lino stopfi, while the total continuous

slide wire is properly proportioned to bo

equivalent in its total to one slop on Rx with

1 Manufactured by tho Lcocla aiul Northnip
Company.
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suitable overlap. The slide wire consists of

eleven turns of manganin wire, wound, spirally

on a marble cylinder, providing in effect a

continuous scale 240 inches long. Ton turns

KlU. 9.

of the slide wire are equivalent to one stop of

tho rheostat R,. One half of the additional

turn is located at tho high end and the other

at the low end of the scale, thus providing the

overlap 'for steps on R^. One turn of the

slide wire is equivalent to ()! ohm or approxi

mately -1 0. in a thermometer whoso ,R is

approximately iJfi-tt ohms. As there arc 200

divisions in each turn, J
of one division

(equal to a distance of B
'

ft inch) is approxi

mately equivalent to -0001 C. The rheostat

R, is composed of tea -1 ohm coils aud hence

covers a range of approximately 10 (), by

stops of '),"(!. The rheostat R is composed
of ten 1 ohm coils, thus covering a range
of 100" (-. An additional -5 ohm roHistaneo,

whoso principal function is described below,

extends the range an additional 5 ()., thus

making the over-all range 315C), The coils

of tho rheostat K
t
must ho adjuntod to an

aoouraoy of '00001 ohm, this being equivalent
to OOOl," 0. in the resistance thermometer,

hence the plug of this decade may be shifted

during a tost. On the other hand, the coils

of tho rheostat R aro each I ohm. To adjust

those to an accuracy of -00001 ohm would bo

useless, since tho manganin will not remain

constant to
| 'o per cent, which would be

the accuracy of such an adjustment. Jlenco,

tho plug of the rheostat ,R should not be

distributed during any one test. To guard

against the necessity of disturbing K, a -5 ohm

resistance, which, may be included in the circuit

at will, is connected in series with the rheostat

R,, between tho posts T and T5 . If the

initial temperature of a tent requires a sotting

in the upper half of the rheostat K x
with tho

thermometer lead connected, a rise of tempera

ture during tho tost might readily reqxiire tho

plug R to bo moved in order to maintain

balance. To avoid tins, tho thermometer

lead may bo connected at T 5 ohm at the begin

ning of the test so that the

balance point will bo in tho

lower half of the rheostat Rv
and a subsequent rise of 5 C.

may bo measured without

touching R.

(iv.) Pote7itiometer Method

of measuring liesistance* Tho
well-known potentiometer
method for determining resist

ances, by comparison with a

standard, has boon applied to

resistance thermometry.
The thermometer coil has

four leads : two current and
two potential ; the current from
a steady battery is passed

through a standard oil immersed
resistance coil and the thermo
meter coil in series. "By measur

ing tho fall of potential across

the two coils separately, tho resistances may
be calculated in the usual IN minor.

(v.) jS'wWtf Difference, Bridge. In this form

of bridge the connections are so arranged
that by two ob- .

nervations and a T
'

reversal of con-'

nections tho re

sistance of the

leads is eliminated

without requiring
absolute equality
of load resistance.

/'%. 10 shows

the disposition of

the bridge con

nections for the

first balance posi
tion. 1* is the

thermometer coil with current loads L
L
and

L, and potential loads LB and L3 .

Q and H aro equal or nearly equal ratio

arms, and R is the

adjustable* arm of

the bridge.

When the bal

ance IB obtained,

then

Q'^L^"' , n,T -^'/

WO. 11.
The connections

are then transposed by a mercury switch,

so that tho potential lead l^ iu disconnected

from ,R and joined to S
;
La to R ; the battery

lead from ,1^ to L4 ;
and 1* and J.I aro

interchanged.

Fig. 11 represents the connections.

a
Kro, lo.T-Minith'H Difference

F, thormomotor
current load

.

lead ; LJI, pot
(Himint loud

arm of hride
ratio anuH ;

wmtactH.

coil; "L,,

potential
ntial lead ;

It, udjuBtablc
H and Q, <u(iuil

ineroury cup
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On rebalancing
S,

Now Q has been adjusted during the con
struction of the "bridge to be very nearly equal
to S, so that we can put

= (!+).

where a is a small quantity. Then .

If Q = S within 2 parts in 10,000, then
a= 0-0002. So that P is equal to 5(R + R')
within 2 parts in 100 millions, assuming L2 =L>r

If L2 and L3 each have a resistance of 0-1 ohm,
but differ by 10 per cent, then the error

introduced by neglecting a and taking the

equation P= (R+R') as exact is equivalent
to about 0-0001 C. on a thermometer with
F.I. of 1 ohm.
The reversals which have been indicated

above are conveniently made by means of a

sis-pole mercury contact-switch with connec
tions as shown in Fig. 12. Thick copper links,

a, 6, and c, are attached to an ebonite disc

movable on a vertical axis. The change over
is effected by lifting clear of the mercury cups,

rotating through 90 and then lowering. The
second position of the links is shown dotted
in Fig. 12. It is, of course, easy to arrange

IFlG. 12. Connections to' Six-pole Mercury
Contact Switch.

LI, L 3 , L3 , L4 leads to the thermometer coil
; Q

and 8, ratio arms ; B, variable arm of bridge ; P,
thermometer coil ; a, b

} c, heavy copper links dipping
into mercury cups.

for the change in position of the battery lead

to be made simultaneously by contacts at

tached to the same disc.

This bridge method possesses one unique
advantage, insomuch that it eliminates lead

resistance without assuming absolute equality
between the leads. On the other hand, it

suffers under the disadvantage of requiring
two settings for each resistance reading, and
that six contacts have to be broken and made ;

the contact resistances being assumed un
changed.

If the leads are made very nearly equal,
R and R' will only differ by an extremely
small amount. This increases both the speed
of working and the accuracy, since the above

equation assumes reasonable identity in L2

and L3.

Hence the bridge is primarily of value \vheu

working at steady temperatures.
It will be observed that a bridge wire cannot

be employed. Small changes of resistance oan,

however, bo obtained by means of shunted
coils. The principle ot this method is illus

trated by Fig. 13.

The ten coils CD each of 0-1 ohm tiro in

series; any number of the coils 1CK can be

placed as a shunt across the corresponding
number of coils in CD by moving the bar AH.

Consider the bar in

the position marked 0.

We have then ton 0-1

ohm coils shunted by
ten coils

'

of 9-9 ohms
each.

So the effective resist-

-
X~1

Hence

<J9'

X =0*990.

Suppose now the bar
AB is moved to position
marked 1.

u. 13. Diagram of
Slumtod (Joiln (Smith
SyHtom).

AB, movable CFOHH-
Iwr

; (11), coils of <H
TTT i ., ohm each: JM\ nhuntWe have now one coil coila (9-0 ohms each),

of 0-1 ohm in series with
nine coils of 0-1 ohm shunted by nine eoilp

of 9-9 ohms.

Hence, if Y is the effective resistance of the
hunted portion,

Y^0-9~
h
89-r

Y = 0-8l.

So that the total resistance is given by
0-1 -I- 0-891 =0-991. Honcc moving the bar-

one stop has increased the resistance by 0-001
ohm.

Similarly it can bo shown that each stop
has a corresponding effect, HO that the arrange
ment is capable of giving a total increase of

0-01 ohm distributed over ten steps.
It is obvious that tho studs could be dis

tributed on a circle, so the movement of AB
would be one of rotation.

Fig. 14 illustrates the R arm of a bridge
constructed on. this principle. Coils of 0-01
ohm and upwards (apart from the dials) have
mercury contacts bridged by n -shaped pieces
of copper.
The throe dials are employed to produce the

small changes of resistance.

Tho contact-brushes enable one or more of
the lower resistance coils to bo shunted by tho

higher resistance ones, tho slumt/ing producing
a diminution of tho total resistance. 1

As will bo explained later, in eonHtamWurrent
-..JROB the arm R in UeerouHOd In mlstanco with
increase in resistance of tho platinum thermometer.

*
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This dovico of shunted coils doos not involve

any groat accuracy in the adjustment of the
coil values.

Kor instance, consider tho 0-001 ohm dial.

Nominally the coils composing this dial are

exactly 0-1 ohm and 9-9 ohms. If, however,
Iho coils are badly adjusted so that, instead

O1 -02 02 -OS

x o-ooi X 0-0001 X 0-00001

TTiO. 14. Diagram of H Arm of Bridge.

The roKlHtanoo coils in the throe dials arc an follows :

Kor tho ()()() I dial ten roHlHtanoort of 0-1 ohm each
and ton of (H) ohiuH each.

h'or the 0-0001 diul ten roHintjimvn of 0-05 ohm each
and ton of iM'l),

r
> oh HIM earh.

Kor the 0-00001 dial ten ivBirttanccH of ()()! ohm
each and ten of IHM) ohiun eaeh.

of a rosista.neo coil being 9-9 ohms, it in 9-95

ohms, tho change whon thin coil w used aw a

Hhuut roHintianco would bo (ivti millionths of an
ohrn loss tha-ii (HKH,

(8) TMMPMRATUHM OoNTKoivWhilo, in

\vork of the highest precision, it in necessary
to (Control tho temperature o{ the bridge coils

within narrow limits, a fair degree of accuracy
may bo obtained by applying temperature
corrections to the coil values. With manganin
(soils of $oo<l quality nuMiHuremeutH can be

mado to about I part in 25,000, if the coil

temperatures are known within 1 or 2", and
the indications of a mercury thermometer with
its bulb near tho coilH should give the coil

temperatures witbin thin limit.

1<W groat accuracy the bridge inuflt be
mounted in an oil bath and thormostatie

(Control employed. A con venient arrangement
in to havo tho motor for circulating tho oil

mounted on tho bridge top with its axis

vortical, and coupled a HOrow [>ropeller working
in a vortical tube, which also contains a heating
coil, Tho oil IH circulated through the tube,

along the bottom of tho box under a false

bottom, thence upward and pant the coils, and

through the tube again. A liquid
- in -glass

thonno-rogulator i mounted on the lower wide

of the falno botiotu,

Rc^HiHtarHu^ in<^aiHuroit\entH on a copper coil

mounted in tho bridge nimilar to the Healed

coiln ufood for the ,10-ohm and 1-ohm deeadeH,

and arranged HO that itw rcHiHtance could be

Moamirod with tho bridge, have nhown that

in Huch ooilH the lluctuationH in the tempera
ture, aw tho regulator operated, . avo almost

coraplotoly damj>od out,

(9) HTSATING EFFECT OF THE CURRENT
PASSING THROUGH THE TttERMOMETIfiR COIL.

In order that tho thermometer bulb may bo of

small dimensions and the thermomotric lag re

duced to a minimum, tho coil must bo made of

wire of about mils in diameter, consequently
tho heating oiTcct of the measuring current on
tho value of tho resistance

is_ <iuito appreciable.
Tho bridge coils are sufficiently heavy and well

cooled to make the effect on them negligible,
hence the limiting value of tho current is

determined solely by considerations of tho

thermometer coil.

At any given temperature tho increase in

rosiatan.ee is proportional to the square of tho

current.

The same expenditure of watts at different

temperatures does not, however, produce tho

same heating elTect, wince tho rato of cooling
of a surface by convection and radiation is a
function of its ab.soluto temperature.
Tho proeine laws governing the phenomenon

have not yet boon investigated, and it is only
poHHible to approximate to a constant heating
oilect Cor all temperatures by keeping the
mrrant through the thermometer constant.

(/allendar Htates : "The cooling effect of

conduction and convection currents in air in

tho thermometer tube increases nearly in pro

portion to the absolute temperature. Tho
offoot of radiation also becomes important at

high temperatures, und the cooling is then
more rapid. If, therefore, tho watts are kept
constant, tho heating olleet will diminish as

tho temperature risen, and a small systematic
error will bo produced. Assuming that tho

rate of cooling increases as tho absolute tem

perature 0, and that tho watts are kept con

stant, tho heating effect at any temperature
is 273/i/fl, where h in the heating effect in

degrees of temperature at 0."

Thib train of reasoning led (/allendar to

conclude that a bettor rule in to keep the

c,'U.rren>t through the thermometer tho same at

all temperatures, as in that case tho heating
effect also is nearly constant, if tho current

flows Bulticiontly long for tho steady state to

be attained,

Tho table below shows the heating effect of

tho measuring current on two thermometers,

using a current of 0-1 amp. a current ten

times larger than that customary in precision
work.

Temperature,
"0.

100

'144-5

Increment of Temperature
above Surrouiicliu^H

(DUuuotor ol' Wire -J 5 nun.).

1-C8

i-8r>
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Hence, for the usual value of current -01

amp. the rise would be -OH) , -017 at and
100 respectively.
The above values are of course only strictly

applicable to the particular thermometers in

vestigated.
To eliminate the effect, the following rule

has been proposed by Callendar :

" Take

away one-third the difference in reading when
the battery consists of two secondary cells in

series and in parallel from the reading when
in parallel.

1"

(10) MODIFICATION OF A BEIDQE TO

OBTAIN CONSTANT CTJRRENT THROUGH THE
THERMOMETER. To satisfy the condition of

constant current through the thermometer at

all temperatures it is necessary cither to vary
the resistance in series with the battery accord

ing to a calculated table or arrange the bridge
so that the resistance of each arm remains

constant.

To effect this it is only necessary to make
the value of the arm R a fixed value greater
than the maximum ever attained by the ther

mometer coil, and then insert a variable re

sistance (plugs and dials) in series with the

thermometer to form the other arm of the

bridge. Under these conditions an increase in

resistance of the thermometer coil is counter
balanced by a decrease in the variable resist

ance. In such a case the arm R may be

composed of simply one coil of the required
value.

The system of coils shown in Fig. 14 is

arranged for this purpose.

(11) DETERMINATION OF THE BRIDGE
CENTRE. In thermometers of the compensated
lead type it is necessary to determine the bridge
centre from time to time, as this is the base

point from which the resistance is measured.
For this purpose the P

x >
P2 and C1} C2

ends
of the leads should be short-circuited at the

thermometer head. Any change with time
in the resistance of the flexible leads can
thus be detected. It is scarcely necessary
to point out that the leads from the bridge
to the thermometer should bo approximately
equal in resistance and the junctions well

made.

(12) ELIMINATION OF THERMOELECTRIC
EFFECTS. One of the troubles of precision
resistance measurements is the thermoelectric
effect in the circuits, particularly under condi
tions where there are big temperature gradients
in the thermometer head. The magnitude
of the effect is readily seen by closing the

galvanometer key with the battery circuit left

open. Tlio galvanometer spot under the
circumstances will generally take up a new
position, and the movement is a measure of

the thermoelectric, effects in the .system.
It is the practice, therefore, to work with

the galvanometer circuit always completed and

observe the dcilection when the battery circuit

ia made or reversed.

Reversal of the battery is preferable, HInee

this procedure permits the heating effect o

the current on the thermometer to become

settled, and thtiH eliminate tho initial drift

when the battery is first made, owing to tho

healing effect of the current on the rcHintaucc.

To eliminate induction effect Pi'ofoHSor E. 1L.

Griffiths devised a thermoelectric key. In this

key there is a aeries of spring ImiguoH HO

arranged that tho galvanometer oil-emit is

always made. When tho key ia depressed,
the galvanometer circuit ia broken moment

arily, the battery circuit completed, and them

the galvanometer circuit remade. By this

sequence the galvanometer circuit is open

during tho period the current is growing in

tho circuit, and consequently there i no in

ductive kick of the light spot. It ia cany to

arrange a battery reversal koy on tho name

principle.
The various junctions and connections in

tho keys are a> frequent source of thermal

E.M.F., so it is advisable to thoroughly box;

in the entire key including the tornxiuals ;

some observers have oven found it dowirable

to immerse tho key in oil with only tho handle

projecting.
With tho non-inductive windings of tho

resistance coils now used the induction effect)

is usually negligibly small, so it in Hullioient

to have a plain battery reversal koy with an
" oil

"
position.

(13) (lALIBUATJON OF B()X OoiUH AND
WIRE. For platinum thormomotry work tho relative

values only of the ooils ami bridge wire aro of import
ance. Tho method of calibration Is closely analogous
to that employed for tho standardisation of a not

of weights.
Instead of a thermometer a variable rheostat in

connected to tho JL*lf l*a terminals of tho bridge. This

resistance must bo capable of h'no adjustmont ; a
convenient typo which can readily be construetod

is shown ia Fig, Ifi. It consists of four dialw of 10

coils each, the coil values being () L ohm, 1 ohm, 10

ohms, and 100 ohms respectively. A trough of

mercury with a O-shapod piece of copper permits
of fine adjustments,
Tho method of construction 'will l>e readily under

stood from the diagram. IiJaoh coil terminates in

mercury cups, HO that a movement of the bar eutH

out any number. Tho ooils of course need not bo

accurately known.
As an alternative, ordinary !*.(). resistance boxes

may bo used, one box forming a shunt on tho other.

This method of successive shunts in, however,
rather laborious.

() (hilibratimi, of the, Jirntyn Wire.. To tho

terminals (J, (3 of the bridge m connected a short

longtb, of resistance wiro terminating in two massive

pieces of copper, which are drilled to contain mercury
oupn. Then by tho insertion oC a Pi -shaped piece of

copper the resistance wiro can bo short-oirouitod

without interfering with its connections to tho bridge.
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Tho resistance of tho wiro should bo about 1 unit

of tho bridge wiro.

Thd variable rheostat is adjusted to bring the

contact maker to one cud of the bridge wire ; to

oiled HUH it will generally bo necessary to withdraw

a plug from the box.

The bridge in balanced in tho usual manner. The

calibrator coil (connected to (1, 0) is then short-

circuited and balance again obtained at a distance

about 1 unit away on tho bridge wire. The operation
should bo repeated a few times.

The rheostat is readjusted so that a new position
is taken up on the bridge wire adjacent to tho second

balancing point and the operation repeated. By
a series of such steps tho entire length of the bridge
xvire may bo covered.

If we suppose r to bo the resistance of the calibrator

coil and
Z,, U tho lengths of wiro corresponding to it

at various points, then

~ ocr, cto.

'i

.llenoe, by plotting graphically the reciprocals of

Ji /a e^ M ordinates with the mean bridge wiro

Assuming coil J280 to bo the highest in the sot.

Then we obtain the following scries of equations :

(toil 1 280 -(coils 040 to 6)=a9

Coil 040 - (coils 320 to 5) =xs

Coil 320- (coils 100 to G)sr7 , etc.

By subtraction

Coil 1280 - 2 x coil 640 =a; -
a;8

Coil 040 - 2 x coil 320 = z8
- x7

to Coil 10-2xcoil

Now tho values of a^, a;2 , . . .
9
in terms of coil

5 arc already known from tho previous operations
in connection with tho bridge wiro calibration.

Hence tho values of coils 640 to 10 in terms of

coil 5 may be found.

Knowing the values of all the coils in terms of

coil 5, it is then easy to express thorn all in terms

of tho mean coil, and honco in terms of tho moan
box unit, a corresponding correction being made in

tho integrations of tho bridge wire.

It is preferable, however, to express tho coils

in terms of tho international ohm, and this, of

100 Ohms each tO Ohms each 1 Ohm each 0-1 Ohm each

*\ >

-:-V^

'"";()
^

Morourij trough

reading an abscissae, a ourvo win be obtained repre

senting tho variation in resistance per unit length

along tho bridge wiro,

Tho values can bo converted into those of tho
" mean box unit

"
referred to below, by obtaining

tho rosisUinoo of a lon^th of the bridge wiro in t(u
%ms

of one of tho box coils by tho usual substitution

method.

((>) ( V//MM/WM nf HM tiox(>o\U. Kor orwoniono

it in aHHuniod that the coils arc arranged on tho

binary system, mid that the nominal values are 5,

10, 20, 40, HO, cto,

Halanoo is obtained at any convenient place on

tho bridgd wire by adjustment of tho variable rheo

stat ; plug 5 IH MVU witlidrawn and the change^ of

bridge wire reading to restore balance observed, The

rhoostat IM nwljuHlxnl to bring tho balance point

back to approximately tho name position as when

plug 5 was in; plug 10 in then withdrawn, plug fi

iiiHcrtod, and the change in bridge wire reading

obMorvod as before.

Tho sanio procedure is followed until the difference

between tho highest coil in tho bridge and tho sum
of tho Monies below is obtained in terms of a length

of tho bridge \vin\

Lot the successive differences in bridge wire read

ings bo
afy, Xjp , . . & .

Shortoircuit bar

. 15.

course, can be done by ascertaining tho resistance of

a standard coil, say 10 ohms, on the bridge.

By expressing the coils in terms of an. absolute

standard it is possible to keep note of the variations

with time in tho coils.

Tho same procedure is followed in the calibration

of a bridge nt.te.tl with a sot of shunted coils instead

of a bridge wire. For tho shunted coil dials tho

changes of the shunted coils are of far less importance,

and there, is little difllculty in adjxisting them to tho

required degree of accuracy.

They possess tho advantage of not being subjected

to wear, as is the case with a bridge wire.

(14) STANDARDISATION CVF A RESISTANCE

TIIKKMOMWTMR. l<V>r tomporaturoH up to (100

a platinum roHiHtanco thermometer ifl goner-

ally standardised at tho temperature of melt

ing ice (0 (!.)>
'

tho vapour of water boiling

under normal prepare (100 0.), and of the

vapour of Bulphur boiling under normal pressure

(444-5).
For the ice-point tho thermometer should

}>o well immersed in finely
- crushed ice

moiBtened with water. Unless the thonno-

motor has boon carefully scaled or provided
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FIG. 16.

with a drying tube to prevent access of moist

air, prolonged exposure to the low temperature
will cause electrical leakage owing to the

deposition of moisture

_JL. on the mica.

The steam-point is de

termined in a standard

form of hypsometer
such as that shown in

Fig. 16. It is advis

able to take precautions
to prevent escape of

steam rising around the

head of the thermo

meter, as the thermal

effects produced are

apt to be troublesome.

Alternate readings of

the barometer and

bridge should be taken,
and correction made if

necessary for the differ

ence in level of the

mercury cistern of the barometer and

hypsometer, if the difference in level is

considerable.

(15) THE SULPHUR BOILING -POINT. Ex

periments with platinum resistance thermo

meters have shown that it is possible to

measure the temperature of the sulphur boiling-

poult with a precision of a few lOOths of a degree
without difficulty. Consequently it is advan

tageous to specify the conditions under which

the sulphur boiling-point is taken, so that the

point is reproducible to this degree of accuracy,
even although its absolute value may not, at

present, be known to a better than I of a

degree. During the past twenty-five years
an immense amount of study has been given
to the sulphur boiling-point apparatus so as

to ascertain the magnitude and effect of any
variations in conditions. The same precau
tions that have been found to be necessary
in taking the sulphur boiling - point are

applicable in a lesser degree to any other

boiling-point determination, but the sulphur

boiling-point, on account of the fact that

it serves as the third fixed point for de

fining the temperature scale between -40
and + 500 0., has received the most exhaustive

study.
Callendar and Griffiths, in the course of

their work on the development of the resistance

thermometer method, found that the tube

of a Meyer apparatus was well adapted for

boiling the sulphur. See Fig, 17.

They also found it necessary to fit the ther

mometer with an asbestos or aluminium cone
as shown in Fig. 17. This cone servos two

purposes: (1) It prevents the condensed

sulphur from running down over the bulb

and cooling it below the temperature of the

surrounding vapour ; and (2) it eliminates

direct radiation from the bulb to the colder

walls of the kirgo tube.

They made a careful investigation of these

effects; the error

due to the first

cause was found
to bo about
0-28, while that

duo to t h o.

second cauno
amounted to

0-49; conse
quently an un

protected ther

mometer would
road nearly a

degree low in

sulphur.

.Recently a

special study of

tho typo of radia

tion shield to bo

employed around tho thermometer has been made

by Mueller and Burgess.
Tho various forms of shields investigated arc shown

in Fig. 18. It was noted that tho iron shields, cither

with or without tho lower disc, gave practically tho

same valuo for tho temperature, It was, however,

found that when a polished shield of tho wimple
cone typo was used the readings were -12 tow with

a glass thermometer, and -0^ low with a porcelain

enclosed thermometer. This effect was Hrst ob

served by Moissnor, and shown to he dependent upon
the reflecting power of tho in tenor of the Hlueld.

When tho aluminium cylinder type was employed
with tho walls sharply corrugated to form a series

K 17.

Cone Umbrella Umbrella Complete Umbrella
Cylinder and Shield <*nd .

and Double Corrupted
Dlso Cylinder Shield

3THJ. 18.

of wedges, which is therefore a good radiator, it

was found to bo as olleotivo as the other shields.

Inadequate shielding is also usually accompanied

by considerable variations in temperature, some
times amounting to O-I

1

', when tho thermometer is

displaced vertically, but tho absence of such varia

tion is not necessarily proof of adequate shielding.

Nor does it prove that there is no superheating
of tho vapour, as in one instance constant tempera
tures were observed with a displacement of 4 cm.

whore, owing to insufficient depth of liquid sulphur
in the tube, the vapour was superheated about

0-5.

From their investigation Muollor anil

Burgess came to tho conclusion that a Himplo
Hhoot-iron cylinder from IJ to 2.J <mi. larger in

diameter than tho thermometer tube and about
4 cm. or more longer than tho coil, opoti below
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and with an umbrella above, was the most
Hatinfactory form of shield, which is practi

cally tho name as that originally devised by
Oallomlar and Griffiths. The umbrella should
lit tho thermometer tube closely and extend

beyond the end of tho cylinder, leaving a space
5 mm. to 1 em. high between tho umbrella
and cylinder for circulation of tho vapour.

(10) SPIWIKIOATIONS OF SuLT'jiua BOILING-
POINT APPARATUS. The following specifica
tion H proposed, by Mueller and Burgess as

the result of their experiments are primarily
directed to bo of anHintanec in obtaining
standard practice in resistance thermometer
calibration :

"
I. Boiling Apparatus Tho boiling tube iw of

glaBM, fused mliea, or similar material, and lias an
internal diameter of not IOHH than 4 nor more than
(5 cm. Tho length must bo mioli lluit tho length of

tho vapour column, measured from tho surface of tho

liquid sulphur to tho level of tho top of tho insulating
material surrounding tho tube, Hhall exceed the

length of tho thermometer coil by ivt least 20 cm. 1

flouting is by any suitable heater tit the bottom
of tho tube, and tho arrangement uuiHt bo finch

that tho heating element, and all conducting material

in contact \vidh it, terminate at leant 4 cm. below tho

level of the liquid milplnir. If a (lame in allowed to

impinge directly on the tube tho heat inmilation imiat

extend at leant 4 cm. below tho lovel of tho liquid

nulphur. Thorn nhould bo a ring of mutilating material

above tho healer, Hiding tho 1/nbo closely, to prevent
Nuporhoating of tho vapour by convection currents

outside t.ho tube*. Above tho heater the tube is sur

rounded with Simulating material, noli noeosHiirily in

contact with it, and of Huoh oharaoter a to provide
heat insulation, equivalent to u tluohnonB of not loss

than I cm. of aHbomtos. The lengtli of this insulated

part ha,H already boon specified. Any device used to

clone tho top of the boiling tube nniHt allow a free

opening for equitation of pressure,
*'

ii, Purity of tfitlphur.-o-Vlw sulphur should eon-

lain not/ over <MW per cent of impurities. It should

bo tended to determine! whether selenium IB present,
" & ftnttt'afton Mm:ft/.'""Tho radiation shield con-

Hindu of a cylinder <>|i<
xn ad both ondH, and provided

with a conieal umbrella above. The cylindrical

parfi is to be I -ft to 2-5 cm. largor in diameter than
tho protooding tubo of tho thertnonx^ter, and at Jt^awt

J (uu. smaller iiliiwi <!MI tiiHuio diameter of tlic boiling
i\ih\

f

V\w cylinder Hhouhl oxtond 1-5 oni, or more

beyond the ooil ad each (Mid. Tho umbrella Hhould

lit the thermometer tubo oloHoly, Hhould overhang
the cylinder, and bo Hoparadod from tho latter by a

npaoo 0-5 to 1 '() cm. high. Tho inner surface of the

cylinder tmiHt b(* a poor rolloulior, nuoh JIH shcot-iron,

blaoU(M)<Hl ahirniiunm, HHboHtow, or a deeply corru-

gadod Hurfaoe,
"

-f , ,rr<)M\d'ur?<,-~-Tho sulphur is brought to hoiluig,
2

1 TblH lengl^h wnw arrived at IVH followH : Tho
minimum dlM/siuco from th<^ liquid siirfaeo to tho
botdotn of tho shield \van talvi

vn m ft cm.; OXCOHH

l<"imt.U of nhlo.Ii I over Icincjt.li of thonnomoier coil,

cm.; d iHtanco available for displacing Irliorraoiuoter,

cm.; minimum dtetanoo from top of shield to level
oC toi> of Immlat.Ion, li on.

a If i,\w Hulphur IUIB been allowed to solidify In

tho bottom of tho tubo, it wuHt bo molted from tho

VOL. I

and tho heating is so regulated that the condensation
lino is sharply defined and is 1 cm. or more above
tho level of the top of the insulating material. The
thermometer, enclosed

in its shield, is inserted

into the vapour, taking
caro to have the thor-

momotor coil 'properly
located with respect to

tho shield, and tho

thermometer and shield

centred in tho boiling
tube. After putting the

thermometer into tho

vapour, time must bo

allowed for the lino of

condensation again to

roach its proper level.

Simultaneous readings
of tho tomperatxiro and
barometric pressure are

then made. In all case's

caro should bo taken to

prove that tho torn-

peraturo IB not affected

by displacing the thor-

momcter ii or U cm. up
or down from its usual

position.
"

5. ( '(nHp'ulations.

Temperatures
:l are cal

culated from tho press
ure by use of tho formula

Side view
of A

enlarged

> (;>-760)
-(M)0!H)49 (y>~700)

2
.

H noeoNSary, account

should be taken of any
difference in pressure
between tho levels at

which tho thermometer
bulb and the open end
of the barometer re

spectively arc located.

PreHNUros aro to be ex

pressed in tho equivalent
millimetres of mercury at 0" and under standard

gravity (0r* 080-005)."

Nxamyfa of Method of llcd'Hclwn of Obtuvrvatitmn

1akc,n in the* NtaHthmliMtlion of a Platinum 7 TAm/w-
w^^r.-r-Tho resistance observations were corrected

for the errors of tho coil values, tho temperature,
and tho value of tho bridgo centre deduced.

The resistance at tho temperature of melting ioo

was 257 -J) 10 units.

top downwanlH, to avoid brealting tho tubo. A
better procedure irt that recommended by Hot/he,
namely, on completing \vork with tlu^ ai)i>arutiUH, it

IB turned HO that the tubo maken an angle of liO"

or IOHH with the horizontal, HO that tho nulplnir
on floHdlfyinp; cxtondrt along the Hides of tho tubo,
in which position it may be melted down with ICBB

danger of breaking tho tube. Kvon when the pro-
coduro rccoinnumdcd IB followed, breakage of tuboB
may bo reduced by carefully melting the nulplmr
from the top downwaxdH over a Butmcn burner before
applying heat to it in tho apparatus.

8 International agreement has not yet "been
n rlived at as to tho value to be awrlbod to the sulphur
boiling-point.

27.
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In steam the resistance was 357-953.

The barometric height during the steam-point

observations was 766-20, and the temperature of the

mercury column and scale 17 -55 C.

The barometric height has to be reduced to that

corresponding to a column at in latitude 45.

Tables are available for this reduction in the case

of standard types of barometers possessing a brass

scale, such as the Fortin type.

The correction for temperature in this case is

-2-19 mm., while the latitude correction is approxi

mately 4-0-45 for places on the parallel through

London. Hence the corrected value of the pressure

is 764-52 at 0, latitude 45.

The boiling-point of water under a pressure of

764-52 mm. is 100-1654 C. according to Broch's

recalculation of Regnault's observations.

Hence increase in resistance for a temperature

change from to 100-1654 C. = 100-037 units.

To obtain the value of the F.I. the resistance at

100 C. is required.

5R for 0-

-

^^7 xO-1654x 0-985=0-163.
100-1654

[The coefficient 0-985 is the value of

near 100 C. for a thermometer of 5 = 1-50.

general formula is

Hence

so that

The

-
A(<) V 10,000

R100 =357-790,

B100
- B = F.L =99-874.

The resistance in sulphur was 679-165, and the

barometric height 766-23 at 17-5. Correcting for

temperature (-2-19 mm.), and latitude +0-45,
barometric height at and latitude 45 = 704-49

mm. For this pressure the boiling-point of sulphur
at this temperature is 444-94 C.

The platinum temperature (pt) corresponding to

the above value of the resistance is

so that

Now

Hence

(17) DETERMINATION 1

OF LOW TEMPERA
TURES BY MEANS OF R-ESISTANflK TlIEHMO-
METEES. Holborn and Wien in 1901 extended
their previous comparison between the gas
and platinum thermometers "between and
500 C., by making comparisons at -78 (!.

and 190 C1

., temperatures obtainable by
the use of solid C(X and liquid air. The coil

of the platinum thermometer was enclosed

within the bulb of the gas thermometer, so

as to minimise the error due to the slowly

varying temperature. They found that the

parabolic formula obtained by standardising

t- ^=444-94 -421 -78 =23-16.

23>16

in ice, steam, and sulphur vapour represented

the gas scale between - 78 and 500 0., but

below -78 C., deviated; the divergence

amounting to 2-3 at - 100 C., the platinum
thermometer reading too low.

Travcrs and Owyer, in 1905, made compari
sons at the same two temperatures with

improved apparatus of greater sensitivity.

They found tho departure of the platinum
thermometer at - 190 (1. to bo 2-2.T

1

,
a value

in close agreement with that of liolboru and

Wien.

Henning, in 1913, carried out a detailed

investigation over the range to - 200 (J.

The comparison was effected between the

hydrogen gas thermometer and a number of

platinum thermometers constructed of wire

of varying degrees of purity. Tho lowest

temperatures wore obtained by means of

liquid air baths, while tho intermediate

points were obtained in a bath of alcohol, or

petroleum ether cooled by liquid air.

His experiments showed that tho parabolic
formula was not valid below -400., and,

moreover, that platinum thormometerH con

structed of wires of varying purity were not

consistent, but gave results differing by as

much an half a degree when immersed in the

same bath, if tho observations wore reduced

by tho parabolic formula obtained from the

ice, steam, and sulphur points.
He found, however, that the scales of two

different thermometers could be connected

over this range by a formula involving only
one constant, and that the constant could bo

determined by a comparison of tho thermo
meters at a single temperature.

Thus, if platinum temperatures pi' and yt
are deduced from observations with two
thermometers compared at the same tempera
ture, tho following empirical relationship holds

good:
pt'-pt ~cpt(pl>- 100).

Tho constant c may bo obtained by a

comparison of the two thermometers nt one
low temperature, as, for example, in a liquid
air bath.

Although tho above formula would appear
to require for its evaluation tho uso of a
standard platinum thermometer whose scale

has been directly compared with the ga,s

thermometer, it is possible to utilise ilenning's
data by making the assumption that his

gas thermometer would give tho accepted
value - 182-{) 5 (1. for the boiling-point of

oxygen.
The curve in Viy, 20 is plotted from data

given by limining for his standard thor-

xnomotcr, whose a was a: :0-0(K$91I5() and
a -1-484.

Hence, if a platinum thermometer has to be

calibrated clown to low temperatures, it is

only necessary to determine the resistance
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in ice, steam, sulphur vapour, and boiling

oxygen.
Tho departure of the scale at the oxygon-

point can then be compared with Hcnning's

Jh'Ul. ii()."(Uirvo plotted from llomiiiiK'B 'Data Cor

tandard Th

lu the table below the values of ft, <J, and o

are given for tho various platinum thermo
meters tested, and it will bo observed that

there in no obvious connection between c, and
tho ft of the parabolic formula.

(18) MXTIIAI'OLATION Olf TH K WOAUfi <)|P TIIIO

Pl-ATINUM TllMUMOMMTlCH JCOH Til M I)MTMH-

MINATION 1 OK HltHI -TMMPMRATUUW MlOhTtNO-

roiNTS, Tho work of Ileyeoek awl Neville

immediately followed that of their colleagues
Callendar and ({ri filths, and wos primarily
tlirootod towards tho determination of the

frcMwing-poinliS of metals and their alloys.

To measure temperatures in the vicinity of

1000" (),, it was necessary to extrapolate tho

parabolic! formula over a range of 400" (I,

since at that time there were no reliable

determinations of the melting-points of metals

in terms of tho gas scale.

K*or example, gold, a metal obtainable in a

sfcato of high purity, had, according to Barus,

a freezing-point value of 1093 C. This was
determined by means of a platinum vs.

platinum-iridium couple calibrated in terms
of a gas thermometer. Holbom and Wien,
at the same time (1892) and employing an
almost identical method, obtained the value

1072 0., a discrepancy of 21.

Hoycock and Neville investigated the

freezing-point of gold among those of other

metals, and their work showed that it gave
a sharp, well-defined transition point which
renders it an excellent

"
fixed point

"
for

calibration purposes.

Employing thermometers constructed of

wire of various degrees of purity and reducing
tho observations by tho parabolic formula,

they obtained the values given below :

- POINT OF COLD. PURITY 99-05 PEE CENT

ThiH value for the freezing-point of gold is

in eloHo agreement with tho recent dotcrminu-
tion of Day and Bowman, l()()2-4" C.

A eompariHon of tho most reliable recent

determinations of tho freezing-points of the

metals, oxproHHod on the gas thermometer

Hc.alo, with tlioae obtained jjreviounly by
Ileyeoek and Neville proves conclusively that

the roHiHtanco thormomotor standardined at

0, 100, and 444-5 (J. will give tomporaturcB
identical with tho gaw scale up to 1080 (1.,

within the limits of experimental error to

which the gas thermometer ncalo i known.
Thin in further eoniirmcd by woveral direct

compariHoriH between the rosiHtanco thermo
meter and the gaw thennonutter over the name

range.
The appli(^ation of roHistanco tlicnuoni<t(^rH

to tho determination of high - ten) peratnro

frec^o-pointw iH an operation which requires
connitlerable eare if rewiltH of th(*i high<>Ht

order of acxnirac-y are denired.

The thermometer umially haH a bulb of IJ

to 4 (tin. in length and enelowed in a heavy
porcelain sheath. ConHoquently it is neceHnary
to allow for a depth of immersion of from to

8 cm. iu tho metal, further, the rate of

cooling should be slow, to diminish possible
error duo to lag. .H'oyoook and Neville stato

that the freosnin^-])(>int of gold could be read

to
,, J^ without diirieulty. ,ln n study of the

efTeet of high temperatures on tho constants

of j>latinum thermometers they found that
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s
a. 21.

the first few heatings to 1000 0. increased

both the E and the F.I. This effect they
ascribed to the thickening of the mica plates

after exposure to the high temperature and

the consequent straining of the fine wire

when the coil cools and the wire contracts

on to the larger frame.

They concluded that the constants should be

determined before each temperature measure

ment of importance, and, provided the leads

had been well annealed originally, that these

constants should be used in calculating the

temperature, regardless of what the values

of the constants might be after the experi
ments. A thermometer should of course be

thoroughly annealed before standardisation.

(19) KELVIN DOUBLE BRIDGE METHOD.
'

Tn order to overcome the difficulties associated

with the use of fine-wire thermometers at

x high tempera-

|

-
T
-

1 ^v tures Northrup

A- L (/} \ )

has proposed the

6 |
<J

| 6i J use of low-rosist-

'--IL^ ance, heavy-wire
thermometers
with the Kelvin

double bridge for measuring the resistance.

As is well known, the bridge connections,
due to Lord Kelvin, shown in Fig. 21, are the

best arrangement yet devised for measuring
a very low resistance The bridge is balanced,
when ^

The first two terms being made equal by
construction,

x=|s.

With these bridge connections it is stated

that 0-01 ohm can be measured to the same

precision as 100 ohms by the ordinary bridge

arrangements. By taking advantage of this

bridge as a reading device a high-temperature
thermometer of robust design can bo con

structed.

The resistance coil is in the form of a

small spiral supported by two mica washers.

The current and potential leads are of a cheaper

grade of platinum. In fact, it is a positive

advantage to have the potential leads of an

impure platinum, because of its low coefficient,

which may be about 0-C that of pure platinum.
The connections, as arranged for measuring
a number of thermometers, are shown in

JFiff. 22.

To measure a temperature with this arrange
ment. the terminals p, p' are moved by a

switch to the potential terminals of the

thermometers to *be measured, while the

thermometers to the right of the one being
measured are cut out of circuit by yt which

keeps the resistance of the
"
yoke

"
low, as

required by theory. A balance on the

galvanometer is obtained by moving tho

plug N and the slider S. Tho Hlicle wire on

which S moves would consist of a tml>Htantial

inanganin wire lying over a .scale, marked off in

degrees centigrade, if it in desired to mako tho

bridge direct-reading. Tho only uncertain

Extension Coils for Brldga Wlra

element in tho method is tho possibility of tho

ratio ct/6 and ajb^ Pig. 21, becoming variable

in an unknown way through a change in the

resistance of that portion of tho potential
leads which lie in the thermometer tube. Thin

uncertainty, however, is practically avoided

if the resistance a, is made suffioiontly high.

Calculation ahOWN that, if a is choHon an high
as 250 ohms, the maximum error from thin

cause will not exceed 0-1 0. Tho roni stance

a may, however, bo as high an 1000 or oven

5000 ohms, thus practically reducing the error

to zero.

Tho necessity of having a high rcwiHtanco

in tho ratio coilR requires that tho galvano
meter used shall have a higher aouHihility
than can be obtained in a portable pointer
instrument. Thero are, however, available

several very convenient forms of wmi-portablo
suspended-coil typos of galvanometers, having
an attached toloHcopo arid scale winch arc

amply sensitive for tho purpose.

(20) ft woo urn NO HMHIMTANOM PYUOMMTHR,
In industrial work it IN frequently noocHHary

to have a continuous record of tho (.ornporaturo
of a furnace or kiln during the (toWHO of a

complete run. To meet thono requiromentH
Oallondar deviled hin automatic rcHiHtanoo

bridge which gave a graphical record of tho

position of tho bridge-wire contact maker on
a clockwork driven drum.

In the design of the instrument innumerable
difficulties bad to be overcome, particularly in

connection* with the relay action operated by
tho galvanometer pointer. It in evident that
tho motion of the galvanometer pointer nniHt

close or open an electric circuit, and the

practical problem was to mako this contact
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a reliable ono with tho light pressures that
arc available.

tfifj. 23 is a general view of tho recorder,

whilst F'ly. iM< is a diagram of tho connections,

Tho movement of the slide-wire contact is

effected by clockwork pulling a string, the

operation o'f tho clock being controlled by two

relays.

According an the moving coil of thin galvano
meter (jO deflects in ono direction or the

other, a relay circuit is completed through
ono or other of two electromagnets MM. Kaoh
of those magnets JB mounted on a clock,

the movement of which in prevented by
a brake. When a current pannes through
tho magnet thin brake in lifted, allowing
tho clockwork to revolve. Those clocks

are connected by differential gearing with

a recording pen carriage PC, which w hauled

in one direction or tho other,' according
aH the brake is lifted from tho corresponding
block. The bridge slider moves with this

pen and tends to restore balance. As soon

an this is done the galvanometer coil returns

to its normal position, tho relay is cut out,

tho brake springs back, stopping the clock,

and, tho recording pen I* comes to rest, until

tho equilibrium of the circuitH is again
disturbed. Tho main difficulty in. devising a

satisfactory instrument on this general pliui

has been that of obtaining a delicate and

reliable relay. Tho total current available

for operating this is necessarily small, and in

such cases tho contacts arc very liable to

stick. This difficulty Callendar has over

come by mounting tho contact on one of

the arbors of a clock movement C. Metallic

springs, OF, press on tho contact surfaces,

polishing thorn as they care rotated by tho

clock. With this arrangement the raako-

and-brcak is effected sharply and certainly,

in spito of the very small force which is

available for pressing the two contacts

together. Tho contact piece consists of a

ring of platinum CW, forming the tyro of a

wheel mounted on ono of tho shafts of the

clock. A spring fork connected electrically

with ono terminal of a voltaic cell, or

secondary battery, grips thia metallic tyro on

either wide, and polishes the contact surfaces

as they move round. Cbntact is made by
ono or other of two pieces of stout platinum
or gold foil fixed at the end of the long hori

zontal rod, which, UH shown in jfy'f/. 2!$, is

carried by, and moves with, tho coil of the

Thormomoturbulb
orruoistanon io bo
mea.au rod

galvanometer GO. This rod

carries with it two inwulatod-coppor wires OF,
which arc connected at tho contact-making
end with ono or other o the two platinum
wires above mentioned. At the other end tho

wires connect with ono or tho other of tho

two magnets MM, controlling the clock brakes.

Those magnets are clearly shown in the
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figures, mounted above the cases containing
the clockwork.

The clockwork consists of two clocks

connected with, a simple differential gear, so

that the screw pulley PS, which drives the

silk cord PD connected to the pen slide, is

turned in one direction or the other according
to the deflection of the relay.

The carriage carrying both the recording

pen and the Wheatstone bridge slider, is

coupled at either end with a cord making
two complete turns round the hauling spindle,
as shown. A spring fastening at each end
of the cord keeps the tension properly adjusted.
Just below the guide-bar, on which this

carriage moves, are the bridge and galvano
meter wires over which the slider passes.
The two lie in the same horizontal plane, and
the slider consists of a platinum silver fork

bridging the space between them. The front

wire is connected at either end with the

battery, whilst at the back is connected to

the D'Arsonval galvanometer. The potential

along this battery wire of course falls from
end to end, and as the slider moves along the

potential of the galvanometer wire is raised

or lowered accordingly. A cut-off is arranged
at either end of the travel of the pen carriage,
which breaks the magnet circuits, and thus

prevents the pen overrunning its cylinder.
This latter consists of a light drum of very
thin brass, to which squared paper can be
fixed hi the usual way. The spindlo carrying
this drum is connected by means of toothed

gearing to a clock DC fixed to the frame of

the instrument.
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SHIP H'KSISTANOTQ AND PROPULSION

I. Siirr .RwHisTANcrfo

(1) HISTORICAL. -For all practical purposes
it may be Haul that the existing knowledge
of flhip resistance has boon acquired during
tho last century, It in true that about 3000

B.C. tho Egyptian had some knowledge of

this Bort, as even then, their vessels were

rounded in section, lined at tho ends, and

'given considerable sheer, *.f<- upward curvature

of the dock and form at tho ends. In Kngland
and Northern liurope tho advantages of round

ing oft tho fore end wore known some 700 to

] 100 B.O., as all tho largo
"
dug-outs

"
of

this period, which havo boon unearthed, have
this feature. At a later period (A,r>. 300 to

1000), the Vikings and the Knglislx gave their

vessels a form ominoutly suited for speed,
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indicating a good general knowledge of ship
resistance. But such, a knowledge as existed

then, both, in Northern waters and on the

Mediterranean, was swamped and slowly lost

in the effort to build heavy sailing-ships of

large burthen. Centuries passed, and despite

improvements in construction and in arrange
ments of sails, little improvement of form

took place until about 1800 A.D.

(2) EARLY EXPERIMENTS. Amongst those

who have worked at the problem of ship
resistance must be included Newton, but his

work has not stood the test of experiment.
1

He was followed by Euler, D'Alembert, the

Marquis de Condorcet, the Abbe Bossut, and
M. Romme (1778). Their experiments con

firmed the belief that resistance in general
varied with the area of the surface exposed,
and with the square of the velocity of move
ment, but the general theory of ship resist

ance in other respects advanced but very
little. The experiments of Bird in 1775, Gore
in 1792, and those carried out in Scandinavia

concurrently with Beaufoy's, contributed

nothing of any importance on the subject.

Up to about 1800 A.D. the accepted theory of

ship resistance was based on the idea that the

vessel had to 'overcome the inertia of the

water thrust away in front and drawn in

behind, and experienced a resistance due to

the inertia of the disturbed water.

(3) BEAUFOY. The first successful effort

to separate the resistance of a ship into

component parts, and to use model experi
ments for this purpose, was made by Bcaufoy.
He clearly discriminated between skin friction

and resistance due to **

dynamic pressures,"
and he was obviously aware of the added
resistance experienced by a body on the

surface of the water compared with its resist

ance when submerged. He attempted to

separate out the skin resistance of certain

surfaces,
2 and showed that, assuming such

resistance varied with the nth power of the

speed, n varied from 1-71 to 1-82. But
Beaufoy, like his predecessors, was handi

capped by a want of knowledge of how to

apply his experiment results to the estimation
of resistance of the full-size ship, and it was
left for the late William Froude to propound
a method for doing this, and to demonstrate
its accuracy. In all essentials the modern
treatment of ship resistance is based upon
the work of W. Froude. His theories and
methods, which are summarised in the follow

ing paragraph, have been tested by comparing
results obtained with a model and those
obtained by towing a ship at sea, and by sixty
years of steady application in ship design.

(4) W. FHOUDE'S INVESTIGATIONS. Apart
from the air-resistance of deck erections and of

1
Beaufoy's Jlydmttlfo Experiments, p. xxi

a rind. Table II;

tho hull above water, the resistance experienced

by any ship may bo regarded as consisting of

that duo to skin friction, eddy-making, awl
the formation of waves. From a number o{

experiments, W. Froudo concluded that tho
frictional resistance of a ship and HH model
were practically tho same as those of piano
sui-faces of the same respective lengths, areas,
and smoothness, moving at the flame velocities.

To deal with the remaining portion of the
resistance of ship and model, he proposed what
is generally known aa tho " law of corre

sponding speeds." This states that tho resist

ances of similar ships are in tho ratio of the
cube of their dimensions, when their speeds
are in the ratio of tho square root of their

dimensions*. Speeds connected by this rela

tion are generally known as **

eorroKpondinjjj

speeds."
3 Or to express the law in symbols,

4

it can bo shown that tho resistance R can be

expressed by tho formula

where p is the density of tho fluid, v tho speed,
and I a linear quantity, do fining tho scale

usually taken as tho length of tho ship.
Thus if tho resistance of the ship is to bo

accurately represented by that of the mode',
we must have

where Iv refer to the model, LV to tho whip.
Then

whilo, since v2 is proportional to I, K, which is

proportional to ZM, varies as Z
3

.

This law is true for resistances arising
from dynamic conditions which aro similar,

irrospoctivc of size, and is generally applied
to that duo to tho formation of wavoH and
eddies, which is assumed to constitute all

that resistance experienced by ship and
model over and above tho friction resistance.
To this rosistan.ee ,I<Youdo gave the name
"
residuary.

1 '

If, therefore, the total resist
ance of a model bo ascertained by experiment,
and its friction resistance calculated as above
bo deducted from it, the residuary rosistjineo
of tho ship at tho corresponding speed can be
inferred from the result, and when added to
tho calculated friction resistance given the
total for tho ship. This procedure has boon
tested by comparing estimates based on model
experiments with the measured resistance of
a similar full-size ship towed tinder the same
conditions. The first tests of this kind wore
made by W. Froudo on the (Jwylumml in

*
tf<*Q

"
Dynamical Similarity, IMndpU'B of,"

4
tfeo

"
Friction," (24) (11,).
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187,'?,
1 ami by Mr. Yarrow on a first-class

torpedo boat in 1882. 2 In both oases the

measured resistance exceeded that deduced
from the model tests, but the agreement was

su(u'cienbly close to justify llio use of this

method of estimating powers for ships, and
with some modifications in detail it is still

in use.

(f>). Of those modifications the most im-

|)ortani} in in the method of calculating fric-

tional resistance. Fronde assumed: (i.) That
for all lengths ^router than 50 ft, the resistance

eon Id bo obtained, for the first 50 ft. by
using the constants obtained for a 50-ft.

plmik, mid that Tor all the surface beyond
this length the resistance per square foot

would be the same an that of the last foot of

the r>()-ft. plank, this being determined by an

analysis of his results ; (ii.) that the resistance

of a clean plated ship could be calculated

from thai, of liin smooth planks without any
correction lor roughness or form cIToct. These

assumptions, although still in considerable use,

are not. now necessary, and arc not iuade

in the data and methods of calculation hero

given.
l<\r the Hake of clearness, each of the three

main factors in resistance is treated separately.

Although this IK the usual practice it; in not

strictly correct, an all three are to a small

and usually not important extent inter

dependent. Thoso cross effects are dealt with

under the separate headings.
The Hoction on stream -Hues is intended

mainly as an introduction to the subject of

ship wave formation, and its close ally, ship
form doHign. Tho data given, however, serve

to illustrate points raised in discussing fnotional

and eddy resist/a noc.

11, SKIN IfMOTION KMHIHTANUM

((5) NKIN MuoTioN. This is ono of the

most prolific, eausos of resistance to the move
ment of ships through water, ,Iu all well-

doHignod vessels it amounts to about 80 per

cent of the whole rosiKtuneo at low speeds,

and oven in a torpedo-bout; destroyer at its

maximum speed of about 40 knots, 40 per

ooi ti of the whole resistance is due to skin

Motion. In bull one type of vessel, vix, the

hydroplane ( (!W>)), is it a comparatively
uit important factor, and then only at high

spocdn.
It may be defined as the tangential force

between the twrCaoo of a moving body and

(.ho layer of water with which it is in contact.

The nature of this tangential force is little

known, Its oU'cet in the case of a smooth

surface is to Hot in motion a comparatively
thin layer of water in the immediate neigh

bourhood of the body, and this layer is usually

1 hint, Numl ArcMtwtK Trans, xv.
* MM. xxiv.

called the. fridional belt. Terzaglri's experi

ments 3 with thin iilms between glass plates

suggest that the innermost skin or iilm of the

water in contact with the body has shearing
and tensile strength as well as viscosity, and

that the properties of this film are different

from those of larger bodies of water. To

what- extent this may hold good for the

boundary of a ship form is, however, not

known.
*

Helc Shaw's 4
experiments suggest

that there is a thin iilm (much thicker than

Torzaghi's film) in contact with the body in

which the movement is purely straight line

or viscous, and that sinuous movement exists

in the remainder of the fnotional belt.

Stanton's experiments have confirmed this.

The layer is approximately one-tenth milli

metre in thickness, but gradually merges into

the surrounding sinuous flow streams. The
iluid in contact with the moving surface

moves with the velocity of the surface at the

point of contact.

(7).
- (lalvert's 5

experiments with long

pJanliH show that the forward motion of this

belt at the after end of a plank increases with

the length of the plank, and both Oalvert and

Ahlborn (J have found that, for a perfectly

piano surface, increase of velocity' of the

surface through the iluid did not materially

incrouHo the thieknoHH of the ffictional bolt,

but only increased the accelerations of the

particles inside it, a result in general accord

with the oq nations of motion, when viscosity

is the only external force acting. Ahlborn

also found that the thickness of the belt at

the after end of his planks increased but very

slowly with increase of length of surface,

particularly when this "was smooth.

(8) JtMHISTANOM OV SMOOTH PLANKS.

The amount of energy dissipated in this way,

by smooth bodies moving in water, has been

investigated by Beaufoy, Fronde, (*cbors,
7 and

Baker,8
etc. The results obtained for smooth

planks, by these experimented, are given in

tfig. 1. The ordinates are values of K//jV
a
,

and are plotted to a base of VL/v, where

K in the resistance in Ibs. per square foot>

V is the speed in ft. per second,

JL is the length of surface in feet,

v is the kinematic vwoosity of the water,

p is the density in Ibs. per cubic foot,

for iti this case we can show that

Provided that one is dealing with bodies

similar in form and nature of surface, the

/'//. /fc'f'., 1020.

J'HUL Nawl ArcMtwte !7VyM. xl.

Ibid, xxxiv.
i

.

NrhifflHtit'i ninth year, JSos. JiJ und 18.

N.ti.C. 1ml. Mng. and Mij). Trans, xxxii.
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value of R//)V
2 at any value of VL/i/ should

be the same, whatever the dimensions of the

bodies. 1
Although none of the planks whose

results are given were made "
similar

"
in all

their dimensions, the figure shows that except
at low VL/v this difference had little effect,

and the mean curve may be taken as defining
the resistance of a long smooth plank in water.

This curve passes well through the spots
obtained by Froude and Baker. Geber's

results lie a little below these. His experi
ments were made with the top of his planks
out of water, and the difference in result may
be due either to this or to the very great care

Skin Friction Resistance

Smooth planks &, models in water and in air

Values of -5-5
to a 6ase ~

For definitions of terms and units see. 8

HI
,002

The curus adopted for power estimates (11)
is based on the curve marked 1

Reference

3. Hatlanal Tanh 3 foot plank

5.' Gabors 60c,m. plank
7. 16 foot shin model 8. 3foot similar modat In atr

0. Froude'K 2 5 foot plonk
7-0.'s boards- in a/r

13. Strut of pood section, Ifoot In length

X109 2XI08 3X109 4X10 6X108 0X10

Scale' of nr

Reference

1. W.Froudo's SO. 25 ff 16 foot planks, and NatlonaHank
16 fy IS foot planhs

2 Gebars (!$2, 460, 360 ff 760 o.m, planks
. C,. Beaufoij'3 planks & 42 foot raft

10JO08 18X10 BOXIO" S6X10* 3QX10 8 36X10 40X10 4BX10
11

Scale of -JT

Fltt. L.

taken by Gobora to obtain a perfectly smooth
surface.

Beaufoy's experiments wore made from 1786
to 1798, his object being to determine the
friction of a surface following behind a tapered
fore end, whose resistance was separately
measured. This procedure, and other condi
tions of the experiments, lead to some small

inaccuracies, and the difference between his

results and the mean curve are attributed to

these.

The results for planks of short length differ

considerably, not only between tho work of

different experimenters, but between different

planks tested by the same individual. Carotid

experiments made in the National Tank have
shown that in this region of VL/v a groat deal

depends upon the accurate setting of the

experiment, and that with a perfectly uniform
speed of advance a much lower resistance is

1 "
Dynamical! Similarity, Principles of," (14).

obtained than is tho case oven with quite
small irregularities in speed. It iw believed

tiiat in this region, when the speed is steady,
the flow is more nearly viscous in character,

but is easily changed to sinuous with any
irregularity. This probably also explains tho

large difference (allowing for density) between

the friction of planks obtained in air and
in water at tho same VL/v. Jn an air channel

the iiuid is everywhere in sinuous and dis

turbed motion, but with water there is no
such motion to start with, and its develop
ment may sometimes bo avoided; tho ffictional

resistance will then bo smaller.

(9) CHARACTER OF SURKAOTQ. Experi
ments made by VV. Froude, Baker, and Taylor,
with ship models varying from 10 to 20 ft.

in length, show that no appreciable variation

of resistance is experienced with KiirfacoH

having a coating of shellac varnish, rod- load

paint, black-load varnish, paraflin wax, and a

number of ships'
u
compositions," and ii> can

be concluded that the data for smooth planks
hold good for any reasonably hard smooth
surface. It has sometimes been suggested
that skin friction might bo reduced by blowing
air into tho water at tho surface of the body.

Very complete experiments made on a largo

paddlo stoamor showed that the presence of

the air had very little effect on tho resistance

and sucli effect as wan detectable was not

good. Experiments with planks lubricated with

oil have boon made in tlie Washington Tank.
Tho presence of the oil increased the resistance

by 5 per cent, but tin's diminished as the oil

was washed oil.

A ship's surface is made up of a number of

strips of plates worked longitudinally HO that

the edges of the plates are exposed. The area
of wetted surface is inc.ceased slightly by this,

and in the case of a moderately line form the
resistance was also increased, 3-7 per cent.

If these longitudinal strakoH of plating are

imido up of a number of short lengths of plate,
tho after end of one lapping over the fore end
of the noxti, there is a considerable increase
in resistance. This is tho condition which
exists in all ordinary ships, and experiments
with models having similarly arranged surfaces,
with tho plating thickness correct to scale,

indicated a 10 per cent increase in resistance.

The increase varied with the thickness of

plates, tho above ligure being for a 400-ft, ship
with strakes of J-inch plat/ing 4 ft. wide, tin*

platos being 20 to 24 ft. Jong. Other experi
ments with these ship models wore made with
tho foremost eighth of the length perfectly
smooth, tho rest of the surface being coated
with platos as above. Those showed that 40

per cent of tho whole invrctifw in resistance
caused by tho plato edges and ends is duo
to those in tho foremost eighth of the length.

Experiments with a model having a "
calico

"
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i,oe support this result. The extra resist

ance due to 1 Hq. ft. of calico, placed any
where about amidships, on an otherwise

smooth model of about 1G ft. in length, varied

from one-half to one-third of that for the

same surface placed within 2 ft. of tho bow.

Tho effect of a uniform roughening of the

Rurface IH given in the accompanying table,

derived from W. Fronde's experiments with

planks. There ia a marked falling off in

elTeet of a given state of roughness as length
is iuc.rea-Hed, that is, as tho dimensions of tho

surface inoroaHod relative to the size of the

particles forming the roughness. In applying
such results to a ship it is essential that tho

roughness of the model nil all be
CL
similar" to

that of tho ship. Thus a growth of weed
about ,') in. in length on tho ship would bo

represented ou an average model by a very

rough calico surface, and not by wood of tho

samo length.

TAnua I

KKLATIVIO HHHIHTANOUJ OK UNurouMLV ROUGH AND
SMOOTH NITKIIVUIN

(10) Soui> BoniMH,
r

rhore are no direct

experimental data ou tho friction of solid

bodies in water, and very little guidance is

to bo obtained from theory, For very low

velocities La. with viscous How- Loo l haw

shown that tho diameter of tho circular section

of equal resistance to that of any elliptical

Hootion is (M|ual to tho sum of the serai-axes

of tho elliptical Hootion, and for a thin plank
will bo oiio-half tho width of tho plank. There

is no authority, however, for assuming the

Maine rule lo apply in ordinary turbulent llow.

If tho velocities in the theoretical stream-linos

for a iion-visooiiH fluid around any solid body
arc obtained by calculation it will be found

that tho moan value of the rubbing velocity

of the streams, taken over the whole form,

gon orally exceeds tho velocity of the form

itnolf, the OXOOMB varying with the fulness of

tho body. For flow in two dimensions only
MUM OXOOHH varies from 11 per cent for a full

form to por cent for a lino one. For a threo-

diinonision form of prismatic coefficient

1 1ml. Afunil Arc/Metis Trans. Ivill.

the mean velocity of tho streams in contact

with the form was 1-03 times the velocity of

the form. Such an increase in velocity must

carry with it a corresponding increase in

resistance. Experiments in a tank with many
ship models at low speed when the wave-

making was negligible showed that the resist

ance exceeded that calculated for a plank of

tho same wetted area and length. The excess

varied from 4 per cent for a long fine form such

as a torpedo-boat destroyer to 10 per cent

for a battleship or liner form, and 10 to 14

per cent for a full type of cargo vessel.

(11) POWER ABSORBED BY FRICTION RE
SISTANCE. This can be estimated from the

data already given or from the following
formula :

Effective horse-power= -000024SV2 -86
,

where S is tho wetted area in square feet, V
is tho ship speed in knots.

This contains no allowance for either the

roughness duo to the plate edges and ends,
which amounts to about 6 per cent on an

average, or for tho effect of form as given
above. An addition, amounting to 10 per cent

in long fine vessels and 1(5 por cent in short

full-cargo vessels, is required to allow for these

effects. The index iw based on a logarithmic

plotting of tho data of Fig. 1, and represents
the experiment results for planks at all high

speeds.

(12) DIMENSIONS AND WETTED STUUTAOE.

The smaller tho wotted surface of any ship
can bo kept, consistent with non-wave-making,
the better will be the result. Calculations have
shown that with fixed length the surface is

remarkably non-sensitive to such factors as

fulness of form, but depends mainly \ipon. tho

principal croHs-dimennions. Tho wetted sur

face por ton of displacement will decrease with

either increased draft, the beam being fixed,

or with increased beam, the draft being fixed,

and the best ratio of beam to draft is that

which gives the

same reduction

of skin per ton

displacement
for either beam
or draft varia

tion. If a simplified form of ship having all

horizontal sections of the shape shown in

Fig. 2 bo considered, the best ratio of beam

(26) to draft (a) is given by

&
(I + c) v />" 4- c <<J

For a ship form with rounded sections tho

ratio is about G per cent less than tho

formula indicates, and is about 2-8 for a form

having parallel body for about 30 per cent of

its length amidships, and somewhat less than

this for forms with 50 per cent of parallel body.
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When the displacement and length are kept

constant, if the ratio of beam to draft is near

that given, above it may be changed to a

quite fair extent without any noticeable effect

upon the wetted surface of the ship.

III. EDDV RESISTANCE

(13) EDDY-MAKING. In the strict sense

of the word eddy, all frictional resistance

might be classed under this heading, as the

frictional belt consists largely of eddies. But

by long usage it has come to mean that

resistance due to eddy formation or broken

stream - line now, produced by some cause

apart from skin friction or only indirectly

due to skin friction.

When water is made to flow along a pipe,

from a large to a small diameter, no matter

how rapid the change in diameter is effected,

no material break up of the iiow takes place,

but if the flow be reversed it is found that,

unless the increase in sectional area of the

pipe is very gradual, the steady flow will be

broken up, and there will be a tendency to

form a central stream surrounded by an eddy
ing annulus. This same phenomena is always
liable to occur around any solid body such

as a ship, at such parts where the flow may
be divergent in character. For the mainten
ance of the stream -line flow around such

forms, areas of high pressure are required at

the two ends, with regions of variable but

always low pressure between, and the particles
of water as they meet the after body have to

pass from low- to high-pressure areas, just as did

the water in the expanding pipe; and if the

rate of expansion of the stream-tubes necessary
to keep contact with the form exceeds a certain

amount they will not follow the form. More
over, the water particles moving into the high-

pressure area automatically render up what

speed they may have, bat if this is not
sufficient to maintain the necessary pressure

they tend to stop still. What will then happen
is not very clear, but there will be a break-down
in the general stream -line arrangements at

this part. In a perfect fluid of infinite extent
such break-downs will bo possible when the
total change of velocity head is equal to that/

corresponding to discharge into vacuum, and at

a free water surface, where the atmospheric
pressure must in any case bo maintained, tho

requisite velocity change will bo vory much
smaller. With a viscous fluid IloMnurig past a

ship the streams quite clone to the form will

have lowt a good deal of their speed before

reaching the after body, and tho liability
to form eddies will therefore bo increased.

When there is a, free surface to tho fluid an

is the case with all ships except submarines
tho chance of eddy formation is still further
increased as indicated above.

The pressures which would exist without

any free surface are different from thouc actually

existing, owing to tho formation of waves.

The energy dissipated in these waves is ex
tracted from tho stream-Know, and there in

less aggregate energy in these clone to tho

form at tho after end than at tho foro end.

In addition to this it muni bo remembered
that at the after end there is a considerable

upward flow of the particles cloning in around
the stern, and thia demand for great nr potential

energy is sometimes more than the particle

can satisfy, and a break-down occurs.

Eddy-making of this kind, therefore, in to

some extent dependent upon tho bulkinoss

and abruptness of feature of the whip, and to

a smaller extent upon tho wave-making (which
will vary with the speed) and tho akin friction.

The energy lout in the eddies thrown off will

vary with the .square of tho whirling velocity,
tho size of tho eddies formed, and the rate

at which they are shed. There in no experi
mental information on the latter point, but

provided that this factor can be assumed to

be relatively the same in model and whip, and
in so far as tho break-down in flow producing
tho eddies is dependent on form and How in

general, the resistance duo to it will vary in

accordance with Fronde's law of comparison.
But since the frictional resistance is known
not to vary as the square of the velocity,
from what has been said it is evident that the

accuracy of tho eddy - resistance estimates,
based upon the use of Krondc:\s law, will l>o

affected to the small extent to which any
break-down in flow defends upon this factor.

(14) ]<Ji>m- RIOSLSTANOK rCxporinicnts
with ship models have shown :

(i.) When eddy-making in produced by ab

ruptness or blnntncsH of form the consequent
resistance varies with the square of tho

velocity within the limits of the experiments.
(ii.) With increase of speed tho extent of

tho eddy formation increases wlightly, i.e., the
break up of the stream occurs at a position
which moves forward slightly with high speed.

(Hi.) To avoid eddy-making tho after Mid
of the form must bo so designed that tho
stream-lines if they arc to exist shall in no
case l)o inclined at an angle in OXOCHS of
1(> to 20 from tho lino of (notion of tho
form. Tho lower h'guro should, bo used with

high velocities (for example, for airships
and torpedoes Hi" in the maximum slant of
a longitudinal section ol! (ho tail) and the

upper ligurc for low velocities (an in cargo
vessels).

(iv.) !<\>r ordinary mercantile ships of low

Hpeed, hnving roast >nably good lines, tho
minimum length in foot of actual tapered
after end, measured from tho Motion at which
tho redueton of sectional area begins, to tho
atom post, is given by
Lw4'Wimmorwod midship section area insq. ft.
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Wave-making considerations may, of course,
demand a greater length than is given by tho

above formula.

(15) HKAO RESISTANCE. A second form
of eddy resistance developed by a ship, some
times called

" head resistance," is due to such

features as condenser scoops, bracket arms,
web supports to the propeller shafts, thick

stems, and stem posts. This resistance, how
ever, constitutes only a small portion of the

total. Thick stems, stern posts, and con
denser scoops present a flat face to tho

streams they moot. Their resistance is given
by the formula

11--1-12V3
,

whoro Hi is resistance in Ibs, per sq. ft. of area

of projected surface, V is tho velocity in ft.

per sec..

Jf the propeller shafts are carried in a case

supported by a deep web or
u
bossing

" from
the ship's side, tho resistance of this bossing
can bo reduced io almost its skin friction,

provided tho piano in which tho web i worked
is along tho natural lino

of flow of tho streams
in this part. If the pro
peller shaft is supported

by large bracket arms
noar tho propeller tho

resistance of those struts

tfi$ t 8. or arms is given by the

following formulae for

two types covering a rather bad and a normal
section.

Strut arms of section A, /'V</. ,'J,

'.,'"! -014 at ami above
J

-=Gx I0 r>

.

/)
V "

;/

Strut arum of HOC t ion B,

,,"004 at and abov<
VL

R is the resistance in U>H. per sq. ft. of the

product; length L of Heetion and length
of arm or strut.

/;
is tho density of the fluid -1-09 for salt

water.

v is the kinomaiio viscosity of the lluid, which
for salt, water varies from 1-98 x 10~ 5

at frw/Jmg - point to 1-29 x 10' 5 at

15 0.

In both cases it in assumed that tho piano of

the strut arms is in the line of flow. At lower

V\j/v values tho R//>V
a values steadily increases

and the rait 1

* of increase becomes abnormal

below VL/v H)x I0 fi
.

Tho velocities to be used in these calcula

tions arc those of tho streams panning tho

scoop, struts, etc., which, owing to the stream-

lino oft'oct and tho frictional belt, will vary
from (> to -5 tho velocity of the ship. Tin*

higher figure holds for lino Hliijm, tho lower

for full- bodied ocean trampfl.

IV. STREAM-LINES OF SHIP FORMS

(16) STREAM-LINE MOTION. The forces

and velocities produced in a fluid by the

motion of the body through it are usually
calculated on. the assumption that tho fluid

is non- viscous, perfectly homogeneous, and

incompressible. The motion of the particles
in such cases is fully determined by the well-

known equations of motion. Tho justifica

tion for applying the deductions from such

calculations to the flow around ship forms

lies in the fact that it is found experimentally
that the main body of water docs flow in much
tho same manner as tho mathematical solu

tions would lead one to expect.
In ship design a knowledge is required of

tho relative velocities of ship and fluid particles

at various positions along the ship, when it is

moving at a uniform speed. The problem
is more easily solved mathematically, and

pictured mentally, by adopting the standpoint
of an observer on the vessel, and considering
it as fixed arid the fluid moving past it. When
at every point in the fluid the velocity and
direction of flow remain constant in time, tho

motion is said to bo
"
steady." A number of

fluid particles, originally moving with uniform

velocity in a straight line, will then, continue

to follow one another, but along a deflected

path, as they approach and recede from the

body, and will constitute what is called a
" stream-tube." The oxtont and nature of

those displacements can sometimes bo deter

mined if tho shape of tho body can bo ex

pressed by certain algebraic formulae. 1

(17) TiimoRY. Tho motion, when ex

pressed as an equation, is not always easily

pictured, and a graphical interpretation of

the result is generally more convincing. As
is explained in the article on " Stream-lino

Motion," tho motion of tho particles can bo re

presented by tubes through which they movo ;

tho cross-section being constricted where tho

particles flow faster and expanded whoro they
are retarded, the actual velocity at any point

varying inversely as the cross-section of tho

tube. Tho calculations aro considerably sim

plified by assuming that tho How is
" two

dimensional
"

in character, i.6. takes place in

one piano only.
For example, tho flow around an oval of

length 2\^ B
-H2rt&) and breadth equal to 2ft

is given by tho equation

, TT tTfc x i Say
\b(Ji/-~^ . . ,, , , tan.-

1 -s -
s,Y J 2oot- l

(/V) ai^-rV-a
1*

\f> being the stream function., and U tho

velocity in tho uniform portion, of the stream.

This equation IB obtained by combining tho

motion of a Hinglo source and sink distant 2a

apart with a uniform flow of velocity U in

1 Sec
"
Stroam-Uuo Motion."
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the direction from source to sink. Tho. blunt

end of the body fur which the above deter

mines the stream-lines bears little resemblance

to ship lines, which are usually given a sharp

angular termination.

(18). Taylor
1 has developed a method of

obtaining ship-shape stream forms and their

stream-lines by combining an infinite number
of sources and sinks of varying strengths lying
on a straight line, with a uniform flow

parallel to the line of the sources and sinks.

The values of ^ due to the sources and sinks

are calculated at a number of points for a

series of abscissa values. For each abscissa

value a curve is plotted so that its horizontal

ordinate at any y value is the
i//

value for

that y and abscissa. Points on a stream

line are given by the equation ^=Uy+ con

stant. Such points can be picked out and
the stream-line drawn by joining them. An
infinite variety of forms can be obtained,

by varying the strengths of the sources

and sinks at different points, and the stream

form will be a closed one, provided the

total source and sink strengths are equal.
The length of the stream form will be the

length of the source-sink lino ; its breadth will

depend upon the relative strengths of the

sources and the uniform flow. A number of

forms obtained by this method are given in

Orcflnates are variations of Pressure >""*.

In terms of Initial Velocity Head {
'

\\

rl^^:;><r
The stream forms are symmetrical about amidships,

F'iy. 4, together with the distribution of

pressure along thorn.

This method has boon extended 2 to deter
mine the stream pressures around two-dimen
sional forms with pointed ends, symmetrically
placed midway between boundaries parallel to
the direction of motion. For this the stream
function i//~A tan- 1

?//^ for a source or sink
in an infinite fluid, is replaced by

fnst. Naml Arcfrihirts Trans, xxxv
2
Ibid. lv.

2d being the distance between the boundaries.

An infinite number of such sources and sinka

in a straight line, of varying strength deter

mined by tho constant A', are combined with

a uniform flow. The procedure i,s much the

same as for tho unrestricted llukl. One ox-

ainplo in which the source-wink strengths have

Port Boundary Wall _.........__

Tlio Ordinatcii <m) unrtnttonn

) in terms of Initial

2^^r^^\i--mh
=v- ""

'

J-';',

'" U
wn-ifnut unit Boundary

L ---"*'* .With Boundary Walls

\

"
Distance batiuten Boundary Walla
=: 6 Boarns a Length fi/ form

Stream Lines and Pressure Curves for angular
form with and without boundaries.

.Km. 5.

been HO adj anted as to give tlie Name form as

in open water us given in Pi<f. 5 to illustrate

the eifeot of boundary walls (for eltoot upon
rem'Htanec H(*O (.

4

J(>)).

It i poHHiblo l>y the Houroe-aml-Hiulv nu^-hod
to calculate tlu^ Jlow around Holidw of n volu

tion, moving along their a.\(H of revolution,
and tho case of nuch a Holid in a, concentric,

oylindrical boundary eau also bo treated in

thin way.
(19) Kxi'MIUMKNTMj M I'JTII'ODH. Suell ill-

vc^stigatiojiH nogleet many factors which may
be important, op(e.ially in tlic ejine of tho flow
around Hhipn, and for mich purponeH <*x|)eri-
inontal mea.ua of determining tho Hl.roam-lineH

have been developed. Taylor's tu<thod a

consiHtu of coating tho surface of a wooden
model with glue, which in painted over with
a strong solution of HOHqui-chlorido of iron

(Ko,j(\), Tho model w towod in fresh water
at a speed corresponding to the normal speed
of the ship it represents, and a strong solution
of pyrogallio acid is ejected through Hma.ll

holes bored through the bottom. Tho acid is

washed aft by tho water, and coining into
contact with the Koj(\ leaves a dark divergent
mark or pencil on tho surface of tho model
Such lines show that, broadly speaking, in

ships with orosH-sootionn approximating to
a rectangle amidships, tho ilow is divided
into two parts. Tho first, near tho surface,

3 American tiov. Warn I Architect^ Trunn, xv.
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approximates to two-dimensional flow in an
almost horizontal piano, and tho second passes
down in stoop diagonal pianos under tho
bottom at tho fore end, and rises again along
similar pianos at tho stern. Tho line of

division of those two main flows is approxi
mately along a diagonal piano at tho bilgo,
and recent work at the National Tank has
led to tho conclusion that, where those two
types of flow meet, the actual flow is fre

quently unstable, and there is probably some
di (Terence between tho velocity of flow along
the Hides and bottom. This method only
defines tho flow close to tho surface, and tho
fitream -lines HO obtained are to a certain extent
affected by the frictional belt. They arc,

therefore, not absolutely reliable as a guide
for the direction to bo given bilgo keels, shaft

webs, and other necessary undor-wator pro
jections from tho ship's surface. For this

purpose a number of small flags are used,
each of depth equal to that of tho proposed
projection, each carefully balanced in water, and
secured to a spindle passing through a gland
in the surface of the model, at tho point whom
tho How is to be determined. Tho inner end is

littod with a pointer moving over a graduated
soalo. The positions taken up by tho pointers
are recorded during each toHt, and the flag

positions aro afterwards transferred to the

model surface. These Hags have boon used

Huooossfully <>n several occasions to determine
the ilow at somo distance from tho hull, as

well as close up to tho form.

(20) PKMHMUUK DIHTUIBUTJON. Tho

general oharaetoriHtios of the pressure curves

for ship-sbapo stream forms are as follows:

l<Yom an iniinito distance in both directions

tho pressure slowly rises from jsoro until it

machos tho neighbourhood of the ends of tho

form. It then rises rapidly to a maximum
positive pressure, falls sharply to a maximum
negative pressure, and tho negative pressure

persists along tho oontro portion of tho form.

A close study of such pressure curves gives

a duo to the particular features of tho form

which produce largo pressure dilToronoos, and
in a valuable aid to tho ship designer in deter

mining tho Hhapo of tho water-lines near the

surface. Tho valuo of tho maximum pressure
I'M greater tho fuller tho form, and occurs

nearer tho end whon tho slope of tho form at

that ond is inoroaHod. (lonvorsoly, the liner

tho form tho lower tho maximum positive

pressure* but tho greater becomes the length
of the form ovor which tho positive pressure
occurs. Tho governing feature producing the

maximum negative pressure botwoon tho ends

and the centre of tho form is tho curvature,
or rate ot ohango of Hhapo from the entrance

to tho section of maximum beam. The quicker
this curvature, tho greater is tho maximum
negative pressure.

Kankinc has shown that for two-dimensional
flow round an oval whose length/breadth

equals ^3 (called a Hssoneoid) tho pressure

changes are more gradual than for any other

oval. If the ratio is leas than tj$ tho pressure
curve has its maximum negative pressure
between each end and tho centre of tho oval,

while if it is greater than ^/3 the greatest

negative pressure is at the middle of the oval.

This suggests that, ignoring wave-making, the

best proportion of length of entrance/half-boam
in a ship would bo ^3\ but many experiments
with ship models show that this ratio can bo

exceeded with good results.

Tho maximum pressures of the various

forms of Fig. 4 occur at different positions

along their length. If tho ship designer can
RO arrange his form in the immediate vicinity
of tho surface in such a way that the maximum
negative pressure of one water-line is partially
over tho positive pressure of a water-line

somo small distance below it, the not resultant

pressure will bo small, and tlxo surface move
ment will also bo small. This has been

achieved in certain low-speed cargo boats.

A full surface water-Hue is essential for

commercial reasons, and can bo associated

with liner lower water-linos stepped back

relative to the upper ones, so that, duo to

both their finer anglo and tho actual sot-back,

they tend to create their positive pressures in

tho samo section as tho fuller load water-line

is trying to create negative pressures. (See

(31)0

(21). A word of caution is necessary in

drawing deductions from theoretical stream

lines, and applying them to practice without

experimental confirmation. It must not bo

forgotten that in tho theory a "perfect"
fluid is assumed. With this there is ordinarily
no possibility of a break-down in tho flow, as

explained in the section on eddy-making, and
tho effect of tho freo surface and its movement
under any change of procure is ignored. Also

flow in throw dimensions is at present calculable

only on the assumption of the flow being

symmetrical about an axis, or, in other words,

by ignoring the effect of gravity upon tho

system as a wholo.

V. WAV ic RHSIHTAWIR

(USi) WAV KH. Tho nature of the stream-

lino pressures sot up around a moving form

has already boon described. If the fluid

woro a perfect one, and the body well below

tho surface, tho total fore-and-aft force on

the form would bo KOFO. This would also bo

the caso at tho surface if the surface is supposed

rigid, despite tho fact that the presence of

this boundary surface had caused considerable

differences in the fluid pressures. In such a

case tho surface would be subjected to press
ures varying in the systematic fashion already
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described, and if its hypothetical rigidity is

abandoned it will form into humps and hollows

under the influence of these pressures. This

alteration in pattern of surface effects another

modification in the stream pressures, and these

will therefore vary to some extent with the

waves formed. In the case of a ship travelling
on the water, the total weight is constant,

and, neglecting any vertical accelerations, the

immersion of the ship when in motion must

always automatically vary so that the verti

cal resultant pressure 011 it is equal to its

weight, and this alteration affects tbe whole

system to a small extent. The final pressure

system created is therefore the balance

achieved under these varying influences, con

sistent with the free surface being one of

constant pressure, and the upward force on
the hull remaining constant. Its general
characteristics remain the same as when the

form is submerged, but their relative magnitude
and importance change with form and speed.

(23) THEORY. The disturbance of the

surface produced by a point of pressure

travelling in a straight line over the surface

of the water has been considered by Kelvin 1

and Havelock. 2 This consists of a system of

transverse waves travelling with the originat

ing point, associated with divergent waves all

radiating from the point, the whole pattern

being contained within two straight lines

radiating from the point at an angle of 19-46

to the lino of motion. The height of suc

cessive transverse wave crests at the middle
line diminish in the inverse ratio of the square
root of their distance from the point. Near
the outer boundaries of the wave system,
the crest of each transverse wave is bent back
and joins a divergent wave in a cusp, and
these three waves form a sort of triangle with
curved sides, of which the cusps at the corners

are the highest points. The heights of these

cusps diminish with distance from the point
at a slower rate than do the transverse waves,
so that the divergent waves become relatively
more marked towards the rear.

There are, however, very serious differences

between such a point of pressure and the

pressure system of a ship, in fact the whole
science of ship form design has arisen largely
from the study of these differences. Have-
lock 3 has traced the effect of a travelling

pressure disturbance similar in character to

those of Fiff. 4, the work being confined to
two dimensions, and transverse waven only
being formed. If this pressure is independent
of the speed, there is a certain speed above
which the wave formation continually dimin
ishes. If the pressure varies as some power of

the speed less than two, the resistance tends
to a limiting finite value as speed increases

1 Matfi. miff Ph\t. 7Vwrs, ii. mul iv.
8

JRvy. Soc. Proc. A, Ixxxi. a IM<1. Ixxxix.

indefinitely, corresponding to diminished alti

tudes of waves at the higher speeds. The
interference between tho waves "not up by the

two ends, and other features, are similar to

those described later, but the supposition of

two-dimensional motion rules out any divergent
waves.

(24) WAVE TRAINS. The deformation of

tho water surface resulting from tho motion
of all ships, except hydroplanes or skimming
boats, has always the same general character

istics. Most noticeable arc two trains of

waves of short length along each crest line,

commencing with a hoapod-up wave at the

bow, and trailing away on each side along a

diagonal line, in such a way that each wave
is stopped behind its predecessor. These are

called tho bow divergent waves. .Between

the divergent waves on either side of the whip
other waves are formed, having their crest

lines near tho ship at right angles to tho direc

tion of motion, but bent back wards slightly

as they approach and coalesce with the

divergent waves. Those waves have a definite

length between consecutive crest linen, given
in feet by 2?rV 2

/<7, where V is tho ship's speed
in feet per second, and successive waves vary
in height in tho inverse ratio of the square root

of their distance from some point in tho bow.
These waves are known as the bow transverse

waves, and are most readily soon in profile

along tho side of full-ended ships, Hueh as

ocean cargo vessels having long lengths of

parallel body, when forced above their natural

or economieal speed. The outer end of each

transverse wave is associated with a divergent
wave, and remains associated with it at all

speeds, i.e. as the divergent wave moves out

along the diagonal line, tho trwiavorHo wave
drops aft and increases in length of orest- line,

These two sots of waves together eonHtitulo

tho principal wave features of the bow, and
are known as tho bow wavo Hyntom. Tho
middle portion of a whip, throughout whioh
tho section remains the same, does not give
rise to any additional waves, but at tho after

end another wavo system, oonHishing of

divergent and transverse waves, is formed.
The transverse waves, in this case, eommonoo
with a trough, which tondn to form \vhoro

tho sections of tho ship bogin to reduce in

area, and is followed by a croHt at tho stern

post, Tho divergent system commences at a

varying distance abaft the firafc trough, but
is hardly visible in a well-designed low-Hpcod
Hhip.

(25) OlIAHA<JTI<mSTIUH OH 1 DWWdHNT
WAVKH. Tho iirst wavo, at) tho bow of a

low-Bpocd ship, is generally called a "bow
breaker" when it extends across tho I>OWH

nearly at right angles to tho middle lino, with
the outboard ends curved back, frequently

foaming along tho front slope of tho crent.
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The rest of the waves following the bow
breaker arc different in character, thoir crests

being concave "outware Is, all of thorn making
a much smaller angle with tho direction of

motion. Each succeeding wave is longer and
smaller in height than tho one in front of it.

Tho perpendicular distance between the crest

linen of consecutive waves wlien clear of tho

whip, is given by (27rV
2
/V/) sin a

/-i,
their velocity

measured in the same way being V sin
/?,

whore V Is the ship speed in feet ])er second,
and

jrt
the angle between the (Tent line and tho

direction of moiion.

A straight lino drawn from the bow through
tho points of maximum height of all tho

divergent waves on one Hide of tho bow,
makes an angle with the middle line approxi
mately one-half that of the individual crest

linen, and thin relation holds good at all

speeds. Increase in speed decreases all tho

crest-lino angles, and in vessels of moderate

speed the bow breaker becomes similar in

character to tho other echelon waves.

At low speeds all the particles forming these

waves maintain thoir general position relative

to oaeli other, but with increase in speed tho

pa.rtielcs of tho surface levels near the stem
move out and in very rapidly, as well as up
and down, as the divergent wave crest passes.
At still higher speeds, only tho outward and

upward movement remains, and in such vessels

as destroyers and hydroplanes, the swrfaco

levels at the crest of the primary bow divergent
wave consist of water thrown out in a curling
broken stream from the ship's bow, and
tho energy in this water is irrecoverably
lost,

Tho angles between the crest lines and tho

middle line of tho ship vary from 10" in a de

stroyer travelling at JJfi knots, to 20 for a liner

at normal speed, and 1W for a full-ended ocean

cargo vessel at about 10 knots, Sharper angles
to all tho level linos of the fore end of tho ship

usually produce smaller angles of divergence,
and diminish tho height of the bow breaker

and tho amount of broken water along its

forward edge.
Tho divergent wavoB at tho storn in low-

spood ships are hardly noticeable, but when tho

form has rapid change in curvature as tho

linen approach the stern, a Bet of divergent
waves becomes apparent, commencing with its

primary crests a little abaft tho 11 rat hollow

of the stern transverse system. Tho angles

of tho crest lines and other characteristics arc

practically tho same as those of the bow

system. In high-speed ships the primary
crest of the divergent system starts from a

point near tho after end of the nhip, and is

noticeable at all speeds, but its importance
diminishes with, npeed.

(ti(>)
(<UARAOTl<mSTr<!N OK TlUNHVEUHK

WAVIW. "Kadi wave of! this system is of fmito

VOL. I

length measured along its crest. In contour

these waves depend to some extent upon the

ship's form, but they are usually much

steeper on the forward than on the after

slope. They aro not so well marked as the

divergent waves at ordinary speeds, but owing
to tho larger amount of water involved, the

energy they absorb is considerable.

If the bow is sufficiently removed from the

stern for tho motion set up by it to be negligible

there, then two complete wave systems are

formed. As a rule this is not tho case, and
tho waves seen at the stern are tho result of

tho two systems coalescing. They naturally

vary in height and position with the ship's

speed, length, etc. But for all moderate

speeds the positions of the bow and stern

pressure systems accompanying the ship do

not change materially as the speed varies,

and the primary bow crest and primary stern

hollow always tend to form at the same posi
tions along the ship's length. Observation and

analysis of many experiments have shown
that the distance between a point half-way
between the primary bow crest and hollow,

and the trough of the primary stern wave,
can be expressed in terms of tho ship's length
and fulness, and is given by c/~j>L, whore

Jj is the length of the ship ;

p is the prismatic coefficient, or tho ratio

of tho immersed volume to tho pro
duct of tho length and largest section

area ;

so that d is the displacement divided by tho

largest section area.

Tho height of tho rewultant crests will depend

upon the phase difference between the two

systems. 3f
7i7*j

is the depth of tho bow

system wave hollow at tho storn, and h^ tho

stem system hollow, assuming tho waves aro

troehoidal in contour, tho depth of the re

sultant wave formed "will bo given by

A2 ss
JfiJi^ + 7i2

2 + Zkhjit cos y B , . (1)

whereD^- J(27rV
2
)/(7,

or is a measure of tho

phase difference of tho two systems.
Tho fluctuations produced in tho height of

tho following waves when tho phaso difference

of tho bow and stern systems is varied, can

bo soon from, tho wave profiles given in ffitj. 6.

These results were obtained with a series of

ship models having identically tho saiuo bow
and stern, between wfiieh varying lengths of

perfectly parallel body woro introduced. The
dimensions of tho form are givon in tho figure ;

tho speed at which tho measurements were

taken was 340 ft. por minute. Tho positions

of tho primary bow and storn waves were

unaffected by tho amount of parallel body
between them. Tho actual stern system is

hidden in tho model, Imt careful analysis
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of the different combinations shows that the

primary stern waves are as dotted in the

figure, and the combination of these with the

actual bow system, gives the final set of waves

at the after part of the ship.

(27) J&NURO? ABSORB 181) IN WAVES.

Every wave created by any disturbance of

the water surface involves the expenditure of

an amount of energy, and if the wave con
tour is trochoidal, this is given in foot-pounds
by 8LA 2

(1 -7T 2
/i
2
/2L

2
) per foot run of wave

created, where L is its length and h its height
in feet.

Approximately one half of this is absorbed

in potential energy, the half height of the wave
from crest to hollow being T/ia

/4L ft. above

the still-water level, and the other half in

kinetic energy involved in tho rotary motion

set up in the water. Amount a group of

uniform waves, each particle re-

taints its energy of motion, but

its potential energy depends upon
its position. When a particle is

to tho rc.ar of its mean position,

it is always acquiring potential

energy as it rises to the crest,

and it gives thin up when it is

forward of its mean position as

tho batik slope of the wave passes.

In this way part of its energy
is transmitted through the water,
and the speed at which the whole

group can travel without a supply
of energy from external sourc.es

will depend upon the relation

between tho energy so trans

mitted and the whole energy in

tho waves. Jn trochoidal waves
this is one-half, and a group of

such waves if left to itself will

advance at one-half the velocity
of tho individual waves. At each

end of such a group there will be

two or three waves of diminish

ing height, but otherwise the

whole group will maintain, its

uniform height and character for

considerable distances.

If a travelling disturbance is

creating such a group of waves,
tho fore OIK! of tho group must
7Ho vo with the velocity '>f Mio

disturbance, i.e. the velocity of

the individual wavcw, but well

clear of the disturbance the group
will move as before with one-

half this velocity, and the length
of the group will inercaHO at

a rato equal to one-half thy?

velocity -of the disturbance.

Tho energy required in unit time
to enlarge the group in this wfcy,
divided by the velocity of tho

disturbance, is; the wave resist

ance encountered by.jtt). In a,

ship the waves formed are

not necessarily trochoidal or

uniform, but their general
characteristics are the Hame, and tho ship-
wave resistance is governed by the same
considerations as detailed above for a

regular group, and tho fluctuations in

wave height of the linnl group at the rear

of the ship should be reflected in tho ship
resistance.

Havelock has shown that a travelling

pressure disturbance similar to those of Jfig, i
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will create waves and experience resistance

which will vary with

A3 -
-e

V'1 -&)
where a is nearly but not quite the longi
tudinal distance between tho maximum and
minimum values of the pressure, and A is a

measure of tho magnitude of tho pressure.
If A be taken to vary with tho square of the

velocity, as would be the ease {or a submerged
body,, tho rosiHlanoo consists of an ex])onential
term and an oscillating factor. The combina
tion of two rtuch pressure disturbances, the

rear one of less magnitude than the forward

one, gives a number of termn containing the

Haine exponential function, addod to terms

with oscillating factors in them. ThoHo oscilla

tions roach a maximum when waves are formed

of length corresponding to the distance be

tween tho two pressure humps, or a pressure

hump and hollow at one end particularly
tho bow.

3 (i>8).~~Tho ofTeot of tho (luctuations in

waves height upon tho msintanoo en.ii be soon

from the lower part of JPiy. 0. Thin shows

the residuary resistance of the nmdoln at tho

same speed at which tho waves in the upper

part of tho liguro woro measured. The wave
contours marked A, >B, (>, etc., correspond to

abscissae marked A, B, (!, etc., in tho lower

part of the figure. When a trough of tho

bow system combines with, a primary stern

trough, it produces a large wave and a maxi
mum resistance. The aim of the designer is

therefore to choose such dimensions and form

that the resultant wavoH formed at tho usual

or service speed arc of minimum height, i.e.

that 1) of equation (1), (27), shall bo equal
to ii/H" 1/2 (wavo-longth corresponding to tho

upood) or (ii/H-l/iSXTVVf/). W ] CJU1 1>0 Pu*

in a somewhat dilToront an<l practical form by

writing

^
/

\
wave-length at spood V

prismatic coefficient x length
V

whoro V is tho wpoed in knots and L tho ship

longth in ftn^t.

I\M, minimum wave resistance

and for maximum wavo roHmtanoo

Tho highest speed for a maximum resistance

is given by ^P)=-alr>
to 1-0. This holds good

for all destroyers, motor boats, etc., and any

growth of wavo resistance beyond thin speed

will be continuous. When tho cosine term
in equation (1), (27), is zero, the resultant

wave resistance is that due to the bow and
stem added together, and is equal to that

which would bo obtained if the middle parallel

portion was long enough to enable the waves
of the bow system to spread, so as not to

interfere with tho stern system. The speed -

length values at which this occurs are given by

*= VI, \/^, \/i, etc.

(29). A second form of interference

amongst tho waves formed by a ship is due to

rapid change in sectional area of cither end, pro

ducing a maximum negative pressure close to

tho maximum positive pressure of the end.

When the speed is sufficient to form a wave
with crest and hollow approximating to these

maximums, the resistance will increase at a

greater rate. Jf this form is associated with

double curvature of tho load water-line, two
sots of divergent waves may bo formed, one

as usual near the stem, and the second near

the point of inflection of the water-line. The
first sot will have the smaller obliquity to tho

direction of motion because of tho finer angle
at the atom, and theso may cross tho second

set, giving rise to an interference effect similar

to that of tho transverse waves. The usual

result of such interference is to produce an

increase above tho normal resistance at some

particular speed. It is difficult to give any
accurate formula for tho speed when these

effects occur, but an increase in resistance at

a speed given in knots "by

V= l-08\/longth of tapering* fore part of ship

is usually found to bo duo to tho form of tho

bow being unsatisfactory in this respect.

(JJO) MlWKCJT OF TYPE AND FORM ON
KKHISTANCIS. To form, a correct estimate of

tho effect of any form characteristic, it is

best to reduce results to some standard form.

Ship - resistance values are therefore usually

plotted as@ ordinatcs to an abscissa of cither

V/ tJL, or
(1?),

where

'K) is tho ratio of tho ship's speed to tho

speed of a wavo whoso length is one-

half the side of a cube having contents

equal to tho ship's displacement,

=. C
834j

and

N _ resistance _ 4 <>7 . jlxorfie-pi
>wor .

'
IS

displacement x
(it)

8
~

A& x V3

(T>)
is as defined in (28),

V being speed in knots,

A displacement in tons,

L tho length of tho ship in feet.
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Typical curves of
(j3)

are given in Fig. 1.

A constant value of the
(jO)

ordinate means

that tlie resistance varies as the square of

the speed, and the absence of any serious

wave-making. If in such a case the fcT) value

is high, this usually means that the virtual

size of the ship is greater than the actual,

owing to dead-water or eddy formation, either

Typical values for Ships
A High speed Destroyer
B Atlantic Liner

voT
B(3)--^~, . _

I ^sy~\ ,. ,.-,
(g)

leruipe speed

7 -8 -9

ElG. 7.

at the upper levels at the stern, or due to a

too abrupt turn of the bilge lines.

At low speed the skin friction should

account for some 84 to 94 per cent of the whole

resistance, the former figure holding good for

cargo vessels and the latter for narrow and
fine-lined vessels. Since frictional resistance

varies with a power slightly less than the

square of the speed, the ordinate of the (CM
curve should diminish slightly as the speed
is increased, until wave-making makes itself

felt. Divergent waves show themselves by a

steady rise in the
(Jf)

value as speed is increased,

the rise commencing at quite low speeds.

(31) CARGO SHIPS. These are not intended

for more than 13 knots on a ship length of

400 ft. A single hump in the KM curve usually

denotes the presence of a marked entrance

wave, due to the bow lines being too fine or

hollow. Such vessels require full (and some
times convex) bow level lines near the surface,
associated with finer lines at the lower part
of the ship. This produces V-shaped bow
sections with considerable flare, a result which
can also be obtained by raking tho stem
forward and upward. In this way the positive

pressure produced by tho lower levels is under
neath and tends to counterbalance the negative
pressure of the upper ones, and the not result

is to reduce the bow breaker (see (25)) and
its succeeding hollow, and at tho same time
ensure that the second bow divergent crest

is well away from the form. In vessels of

this type, for simplicity of construction, a
considerable portion of the length amidships
has the same cross - section. This portion
requires to be shaped into the tapering
entrance by very gentle curvature, particu

larly at the bottom, so that there shall bo no

locality of high-pressure change.

The stern linos arc usually settled by the

considerations given in the section on eddy
resistance. A length somewhat greater than
that of the entrance is usually required, and
it follows that the bow waves arc always of

more importance than the stern ones.

(32) MOJDERATIO SPMKD VKHSKLM. This dawn
includes the intermediate passenger steamers,
fruit and meat steamers, and others working tit

speeds from 13 to 17 knots for a 400-1't. nhip,

or at MM values of -55 to -7. There, is a certain

length of both entrance and run necessary to

avoid abnormal wave-making. This should bo

a little greater than that given by the formula

V = 1-08\/L > -I J
o being the length of entrance

or run. The transverse waves depend largely

upon the longitudinal distribution of the dis

placement, and the shapo given to tho load

water-line. Tho former is usually shown by
a curve whoso abscissa represents the length
of tho ship, and ordinate at any point, the

area of tho immorycd cross- seed-ion at that

point. This curve requires a slight hollow in

it at both ends, tho points of intledion being
drawn as near amidships as possible HO as to

secure long ends. The stern water-lines should

bo as straight as possible. The bow lines

should bo either quite straight at the ends or

slightly hollow, according to tho features of

tho form and tho speed.

(33) LINERS, CiunsKus, A,NI> Ilnm-siMoNi)

MBKGANTILJJS VUMSMUS AND STMAM YAOIITK.

These have speeds in (.ho neighbourhood of

(F) values of -8 to M, or, roughly, 17 to 23

knots for a 400-ft. ship. It is essential in

those that the product (^L) shall bo so arranged
that tho service speed gives a MM value of the

right order for minimum wave-making (soo

(28)), which for these vessels means placing
the second crest of tho bow transverse waves
as near as possible along the beginning of

tho run, or somewhat aft of amidships, where
it frustrates tho formation of the stern system.
Mno forms are necessary, and tho curve of

areas should bo markedly hollow at both

onda, tho stern being somewlmt fuller than
tho bow, and the point of induction in the
curve should be kept well towards amidships,
there being no parallel middle body. The
load water-lino at tho fore cud should be
hollow to keep down the divergent waves,
and this with tho long entrance keeps the
bow wave system small. Killing out tho omlw,

particularly tho bow, is always bad, and it; is

bettor to use fino owls associated with, a large

midship section (which can be made almost

rectangular) than to cut away tho midship
section and fill out the ends.

(34) ClI'ANNHL AND M/Mh HTKAMKKH.'
When the speed is materially in excess of

unity (1?)
valno (which for most) vessels of this
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typo moans a Hpced in knots about equal to

tho square root of the length over all) the

hollowuoHB of tho ends of tho area curve must
bo eliminated. The lino angle of tho entrance
is ntill rotpiirod, but tho load lino should be

practically straight for somo distance from
tho bow, and its maximum ordinato should
bo well aft of amidships, A cruiser stern,
i.c,, a stern of \vhich tho surface wator-linos

extend Home distance aft of tho rudder and
tho lower lovely in of grout advantage to those

vessels, as it increases the virtual wave-making
length, and enables tho curvature of tho

Btorn linen to be kept much easier than is

possible with the vortical Htorupost and tho

usual overhanging mercantile stern well out
of water,

(115) T.B. DJOSTUOY.KRS AND HYDRO-
rLANKH.-- At very high speeds, two things may
happen, with any vessel. Tho hydrodynamio
pressures may bo Biiflioiont, and tho form may
bo adapted to make use of them, HO that tho

Hhip is lifted to and supported at tho surface,

and "
planes

"
at the top without serious

"wave-making. Alternatively it may continue

to cleave through tho water at all speeds.
In thin oano tho divergent waves at the bow

continually increase, but the primary hollow

of the bow system in now at or abaft tho

vessel's stern, and bow and (stem transverse

waves tend to cancel one another, A typieal

(\}\ curve (A) in shown in J&fy/.
7. Tho drop in

K?) value at lop speeds v/ill continue so long

as tho cancel mout of tho transverse waves
and tho general diminution of their height,

duo to (.heir hi^h .speed, exceeds tho growth
of the divergent waves. .Length of water-line

entrance and lino anglon forward are essential

if the bow divergent waves are to bo reasonable.

Afti, tbe water-linos may bo quite full with

an abrupt liuiHh. All tho stream-linen near

tho nlern now tend to form in planoH parallel

to tho central plane of tho ship, and to avoid

rapid pressure changes at tho stem, vortical

foro and aft Hoelionri of the form ((tailed

buttock lines) should bo fairly Jl<tl,
the slope

from tho water-lino at tho stern to tho keel

being an small an possible. Tho essential

factor in the attainment of high speed is

tho ratio (displaeomouiyt/longth. Tho more

thin in reduced, tho less is tho horse-power

per toll required do propel the VOHHO! at these

high speeds.
Jf tho vessel lifts to the surface it is called

a hi/drophtHfl. Such a vessel slumming on the

surface of tho \vator represents a singlo-pressuro

disturbance, and the energy involved in what

ever waves or stream-lino motion arc net up
IH not recoverable in any shape or form.

Tho linos along which tho water will How
must be given tho smallest possible curvature

and HimiU anglon to tho horizontal. Mat

cross-sections, meeting the sidos at a sharp

angle, give tho beat result, but are not suited

for meeting rough water, and in practice a

compromise between this and the ordinary

flaring ship bow must be adopted. The sharp
corners where the bottom meets tho sides

called tho
"
knuckle

"
at tho stem and tho

"
chine lino

"
forward is necessary to effec

tively beat down the water. Without them
water would cling to tho sides of the boat,

and as speed is increased' would mount up
and ultimately swamp it. The chine line

should bo quite full in plan, lifted above the

water at the fore end, and should be arranged
so that when skimming on the water it makes
about 3 to 4J to the horizontal. Below the

chine the bottom must bo arranged to prevent
the formation of divergent waves, i.e. tho

sections must bo given u flat form just under
tho chine. If for tho sake of longitudinal

stability, or to attain greater lifting power
and efficiency, tho planing bottom is broken
into two parts by working a step across it,

tho vossol will travel supported on this step
and the tip of the stern. Tho stop should bo

placed about amidships, and should bo such

that the longitudinal tangent to tho planing
bottom at tho foro side of the stop makes

only a small angle with tho lino joining tho

stop and the tip of the stern. Air must bo

admitted to tho "bottom abaft tho stop, other

wise considerable suction will bo developed in

this region, and the greater tho supply of

air, so long as there is no interference with

tho stream-lino flow, tho bettor is tho per
formance.

(3(>) SHOAL WATEJR, CANAL WALLS, AND
RKSISTANOM. When tho water in which a

ship works is of finite breadth or of small

depth, tho shape of tho stream-linos is neces

sarily different from those in. an inUnito fluid.

Tho general character of this alteration is

shown by Jfiy. 5. Its effect is to produce a

longer belt of reduced procure along tho

middle portion of the form, and a greater rate

of distortion, of the streams at tho ends.

These changes have a threefold effect upon
tho rowiBtanco of the ship. Tho former involves

greater moan relative velocity of tho water

past the ship, and, therefore, an increase in

the friolional roBiHtaueo of about tho samo

percentage at all speeds, HIUCO tho effect

depends only on tho boundary conditions.

Tho increased rate of distortion at tho ends

involves a lonn perfect replacement of tho

water behind tho ship, and this also meaim a

constant percentage increase in resistance at

all wpoodB as long aB eddy resistance varies

an tho speed squared. Moreover, any groat

distortion of tho streams at tho stern renders

thorn more or IOHB unstable, and is liable to

product) bad manoeuvring of tho ship. Ex

periments have shown that to avoid nil such
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boundary effects a width of channel equal t

eight beams is required in deep water, and c

depth of about six drafts for a cargo boat, an
7-5 drafts for a liner, with plenty of breadth
in the channel.

Both the above causes of resistance are

fully developed at low speeds. To them mus-
be added the larger waves formed due tc

the greater disturbance and rate of changi
of pressure. This effect is evident at speeds
given by

"V
2
knotfl=5'0 (depth of water in feet)

and increases continuously up to a critica

speed given by

V2
k U,,tH= 11'5 (depth of water in feet).

The constant is slightly lower when V is higli

compared with the natural wave-making speed
of the ship, i.e. when it is a little above that

giving a MEM for maximum wave-making. At

the critical speed the resistance is abnormally
large, exceeding the deep-water value in some
cases by 60 to 100 per cent. At still higher
speeds this increase rapidly dies out, as the
transverse waves are greatly diminished in

height, and ultimately becomes somewhat
less than in deep water.

The general effect of breadth of channel,

apart from that already mentioned, is to

augment whatever wave-making would nor

mally be present, and to produce these waves
at somewhat lower speeds than in open water.
If both depth and breadth are restricted, an
area of channel 200 times the largest immersed
section of the ship is required to entirely
avoid increase in resistance at low speeds.
With a channel of one-fourth this section the
increase at low speeds was about 8 per cent
in two cases tried, but increased very much
at speeds producing shallow-water waves.

VI. PEOPULSION OJT SHIPS

(37) THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS.
This can bo effected either by such mechanical
means as a tow rope, an endless chain, or by
poling methods only feasible in inland
waters or by means of either of the two
fluids in contact with the ship, i.e. the air and
the water. With either of those, a forward
thrust can only bo obtained by the production
of a change of momentum having a stcrnward

component. This sternward momentum may
bo produced in the air by the action of saila,
or in the water by oars, paddles fixed to

rotating wheels, a screw propeller, or tho
ejection of water from piping ; but whichever
propulsive agent is used, for efficiency tho
change of momentum must bo as nearly as

possible in the direction opposite to tho lino
of motion, and must bo effected with tho
least possible shock.

If U is the sternward velocity imparted to

tho fluid,

Q is tho quantity of fluid acted upon
per second,

Vis tho relative velocity of tho impeller
and tho undisturbed fluid,

w is tho weight of unit volume of the

fluid,

the thrunt T of tho impeller will bo given by

Tho useful work done equals

With no lows duo to shook, the \

energy in tho race duo to the
|

w
velocity CJ imparted to it is

L>{/
tho only and inevitable loss J

and tho efficiency therefore equals

V

This implies that one-half tho velocity U
is imparted to tho water by tho time it has
reached tho propeller, and tlio other half after

passing through it. If the race is rotational,
and tho angular and translntumal velocities

arc assumed to be the same throughout it,

the equations for thrust and ollioionoy beeomo

whore 3-U/(U-i- V), r is the external radius of
tho race column, and o> its angular velocity.
It should bo noticed that the IOSH duo to
rotation varies with rw/U, which is tho tangent
of tho inclination of tho spiral path of tho
race particles with tho lino of motion.

Tho quantity S is the ratio of tho stumward
velocity imparted to the fluid by tho impeller
to the resultant velocity relative to tho im-
poller of tho stemward flowing stream, and is

clearly connected with the Blip ratio, as
defined in (-11).

lA)r maximum olttcioncy two conditions
ust he satisfied :

(i.) The momentum must bo imparted only
in a sternward direction, and without any
loss of energy in shook during tlio acceleration
;)f tho water set in motion,

(ii.) The sternward velocity imparted to tho
water must bo a minimum, or tor constant
ilxrust tho propeller must act upon as largo a
>ody of water as possible.
If tho momentum is imparted ftinldtwly to

*ho water, tho moan, velocity of the water
>ast tho propeller becomes (U|<V). Tho
useful work remains tho same aa before, but
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the work put in is now T(U+ V), and the best

ollieionoy becomes V/(V-\-U). In this case

the wholo velocity U of the race is imparted
to tho water at the propeller.

There arc other IOWHCS in propulsion, differ

ing according to the mechanism used. Chief

among those arc those duo to friction of the

propeller surface and turbulent flow produced
in impelling the water, but these equations
servo to nhow broadly on what factors efficiency

depends.

(38) vSoiiMw I'uoi'KLLBR. ~ These equations
hold good irrespective of the form of propeller

producing the momentum, and may be applied
to propulsion by oars, by paddle wheels, jet or

screw propellers. Of those different mechan
isms For propulsion by far the most important
in actual practice in the serew propeller.
This consists of 11 sorics, usually three or four,
of fan-shaped blades which rotate at the stern

of a ship about an axis parallel to the keel,

and am so shaped as to produce by their

action on the water a thrust which propels the

ship. Owing to its largo diameter tho propeller
acts upon a largo, quantity of water which it

impels to the roar with a steady thrust, this

stern ward moving water forming a fairly well-

defined column at tho roar of tho propeller
called the

u
race/' or slip stream. It is this

steadiness of its thrust which, separates the

screw from the paddle and still more so from
tho oar (see (ftj)),

A somewhat better method of considering
the oHieioney of a ,w/vw; propeller than the

general one already given is due to Mallock. 1

A propeller is made up of a number of blades,
and (Mich blade may be considered as made
up of a number of annular strips whose
sections are known, If mioh an elementary
annular strip in moving along the axis OY,
and IH- rotating at the same time about an
ttxiH parallel to OY, its path then will be

along a lino OX, and we assume this is inclined

at n small angle do tho chord of tho element.

Its motion will bo resisted by a force Iit

acting in tho direction X() ; let I)M represent
thin force, It will also be subject to a force

L duo to the pressure of the water at right

angles to OX represented in 7'Vf/,
8 by AW;

A being a point on tho line of motion OY,
Now tho foreo AM in equivalent to KO and

OA, thus tho forces arc J)0 and OA, and of

those DO is equivalent to HO and 1)B. Thus,

resolving the forces parallel and perpendicu
lar to OY, wo havo for tho components in

theme two directions ,BA and DB
;

of these

BA represents the thrust duo to tho element

Mid DB a foreo at right angles to the direction

1 fnM. Nttwti Architects Trans, 1. ,1M. Kor other
thooiitw of screw propeller action reference Hhould
bo mado to the following : Theory of (lottcrlil, Inst.

Nnral Awhit,<vtti 7Vvwtf, xx. ;
It- M. l(1roudo, ibid, xix.,

xxx., xxxlli. ; (jrwmlull, ibid, xxlx, :

<

111. Iv. ; Itankluo, ibid, vi.

of rotation required to keep tho element in

rotation.

The efficiency of tho element as contribut

ing to the thrust is given by the ratio of tho

components of these forces

normal to OX, for tho

components in this direc

tion do no work on tho ele

ment. Thus tho efficiency
is FTC/FD.
Now let a be the angle

which the direction of

motion OX makes with
tho normal to OY, and p
the angle given by the

relation tan /S
= R/L. Then BAE=a, and

FAl)= /l Also BDO=a.
Again F.D-BI) cos <x~AB tan (a,+ft) cos a

and KE -perpendicularfromBonAE== ABsina.
.Hence

ro/v . l^K AB sin a
JblueioncyrrJ

8.

_ --.--
y I ) AB tan

(
a + /3) cos a

tana

Provided that H and L arc known, the

eftioiency and thrust of every element of

a blade can "be determined, and by integra
tion that of tho propeller is found. There
is a largo amount of data of this kind for

aerofoil sections, but when applied in this

way to propeller calculations groat caution

is required. Due allowance must bo made
in tho values of 3i and L for the interference

of ono blado with another, for tho effect of

shape of blade and its
"
aspect

"
ratio, and

the large variation of velocity and pressure
in tho fluid at different radii. As a rule tho

method is fairly good for efficiency calcula

tions, but is not accurate for quantitative
thrust data, for which recourse must bo mado
to experiments.

(39) SORMW PROPELLER EXPERIMENTS.
Those are necessarily mado on a small scale,

but experiments by Taylor
a and Gobora 8

havo shown that tho acalo effect for water

propellers in pawing from 3 to 12 in. dutmotor

and from 8 to 24 in. diameter is very small

less titan 2 per cent. Tests with air pro

pellers of (ft) 2 and 15-ft. diameters, and (ft)

(}-2 and 14-ft. diameters Ixavo agreed to

within 3 to 4 per cont. It is generally accepted
therefore that model oxporimonts can bo used

for estimating both thrust und efficiency of

fuil-Hissod ship scrowB.

(40) WATJCR AND AIR PnoFELLER Dnnrm-
MN"OM8. Although the underlying theory for

both types of propeller is precisely tho same,
tho propellers themselves differ in several

important rospoets. Those differences aro

brought about partly by tho conditions under

1 Am. tioc. Naval Architects and Mar, flng. (Trans.

xlv.'

Schiffbau-Qmllschaft Jahrbuch, 1910.
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which they have to work, partly by con-
|

siderations of material and construction of the

propellers themselves. In an air propeller

compared with a water propeller

(i.)
The total thrust for a given diameter

is relatively small.

(ii.) The volume of air dealt with in unit

time is large, but owing to its low specific

gravity its mass is relatively small, hence

(iii.) The attainment of high thrust per

unit area of blade, with reasonable efficiency,

requires high axial and rotational velocities

compared with those of a water propeller.

(iv.) Cavitation can only take place in the

air at excessively high velocities, whereas an

the water there is a limiting change of pressure,

or thrust per unit area of blade, which can be

produced at any part of the screw disc without

a breakdown in the flow. To avoid this in

high-speed ships the propeller blades are given

wide tips with thick roots, and these represent

a considerable departure from an air screw,

although reasonably good efficiencies are

obtained with them.

(v.) The air propeller is much more flexible.

At and above normal speed of advance, at

thrusts involving a slip of about 30 per cent,

the blade bends and the pitch may change.

With a water propeller there is very little move

ment, owing to the rigidity of the material

from which it is made.

(41) ELEMENTS OF PBOPTJLSION. Defini

tions of terms used :

The driving face or front of a screw blade

is the surface seen when looking from aft to

forward.

The driving face is usually holicoidal in

form, and a blade of uniform pitch is one

whose face is a portion of a true holicoidal

surface. 1

The face, pitch of a 'propeller is the distance

parallel to the axis of rotation through which

a point on the face would advance in ono

complete rotation of the generating line oJ

the holicoid.

If a propeller, considered as a thin sheet, be

1 A hclicoid is the surface traced out l>y a straight

line one end of which UIOVC-N uniformly along a

straight lino the axis of the screw or hclicoid

while the line itself rotates uniformly about that

Jf we imagine a dreulur cylinder described about th<

axis of rotation, the rotating lino will cut the cylimlci
in a helix or spiral curve which is inclined evcrywhen
at the name anglo to a plane at right anglew to tin

axis, HO that, if the cylinder were cut open by a

line parallel to the axis and developed into a plane,

the trace xvould develop into a straight line indine<

jit a constant angle to the base of the cylinder ;
lei

this angle be a and let the diameter of the eylindei
be (I.

The distance, measured parallel to the axis ol

rotation, through which the rotating line movcn
during one complete rotation, is known as the pir.eli

of the helix or screw ;
if y> bo the pitch then clearly

from a consideration of the developed cylinder wo
have p-ird tan a. The ratio of /) to d which is equal
to Trtana is Known aw the pitch ratio or pitcli

diameter ratio of tho helix.

nado to move through tho witter HO Uiat its

advance for each complete rotation w equal

to its pitch, every point on its mirfaeo will

move parallel to tho surface. At no point

will any blade have a component of velocity

normal to its surface, and tho propeller will

oxort no thrust on tho water. Wo might

define tho pitch of the face as tho advance por

complete rotation at which tho blade exerts

no thrust.

In practice, even if tho face of tho blade

be of constant pitch, tho back and edges of

the propeller will have some on'oct on tho

water, but in all cases a speed of advance

can bo found for which tho thrust vanishes.

Tho effective mean pitch of a, propeller ia

tho distance through which
thc^ propeller;

advances in one complete rotation whon

producing no thruHt.

The pitch' ratio or pilch diameter ratio is

tho ratio of tho pitch to tho diameter of tho

propeller ;
if effective mean pitch be used in

tho numerator of the ratio, it becomes tho

effective pitch ratio.

tilip and MU$ ttaiio. If I* bo the pitch of

tho propeller as just defined, and N tho number

of revolutions per second, then. I'N will bo

tho distance traversed per second when pro

ducing no thrust ;
now V is tho distance

actually traversed, and it is found both by
observation and experiment that tho thrust

depends on PNT-V. This quantity is known

as tho slip, and its ratio to I'M or tho expression

I -V/PN if* called tho slip ratio and denoted

by ft.
'

Tho developed area is tho Hum of tho

actual areas of tho blades irrespective of

shape.
Zfe area ratio is the ratio of tho developed

area to the area swept out by tho tips <>C tho

blades.

Made-width ratio is the ratio of tho maxi

mum width of blade along HH surface, to I/he

radius of propeller.
Rake, A blade is said to bo raked forward

or aft according as tho centre lino of tho blado

at the tip is forward or aft of tho ocjii.ro line

at tho root.

/S'/MM bach is tho displacement of tho oontro

lino of a blado from tho normal to the axis

when viewed from a/ft. It usually increases

towards tho tip, and is measured by tho

movement of the tip, oiroumforontially from

the normal.

When a ship is propelled by a screw tho

velocity and pressure changes which tho HOrow

produces in tho water in front of itself, alToets

tho ship resistance. AJuo tho forward motion

produced in tho water by the passage of tho

ship, gives rise to a following current of water

called the ship's
u
wake,

1 '

in which tho pro

pellers have to work. Tho not efficiency ol:

a acrow as a propelling agent will therefore
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depend upon those otlcctH of screw upon ship,
0.11d whip on sorow. Let

V ho the speed of the ship in knots,
N the revolutions of the screw,
T the thrust of the screw behind the ship,

which equals the resistance of the ship
with screw working,

R. the resistance of the ship with no screw,
S the shaft h.p. delivered to the screw.

Let the screw be sot working without the

whip being present, the same revolutions being
maintained, with the speed of advance adjusted
to Vj_ HO that the thrust is still T, but the

Hhat't h.p. absorbed by it is now S^ If the

conditions behind the ship were uniform over

the whole disc area of the screw, this speed,
V

19 would be equal to the mean speed of the

propeller through, the water in the wake of

tho ship, and generally this is assumed to bo

tho case. The propulsive efficiency ol the

screw behind tho ship can now ho written

/V

The last term is the screw edicioncy in tho

open water. Tho other three terms express tho

oiToot of tho whip and screw UJKUI each other.

Writing ,R/T~-(l
-

tf),
t is a measure of the

fractional OXOOBH of tho screw thrust over tho

tow-ropo roHistanoo at tho same speed, V,

atul is c.allod tho
"
thrust doduclion fraction."

Writing V/V JL --(l-l-w), w is a measure of

l.ho fractional OXOOHH of tho whip speed over

tho velocity, V
t , which represents tho moan.

Hpood of tho water at the acrow, and ia called

the
"

waken fraction."

Tho torm M
t/S iw known as tho

"
relative

rotative oflicionoy," and is a measure of tho

relative powers required for the development
of a given thrust at given revolutions in open
undisturbed water and behind the whip.

Tho propulsive ofueumey can therefore bo

wriUou

(screw

oflioioiuty \ / relative

For umlinlurbod
j(l -j!)(l I ?y)f rotat.ivo

^waUT ooiulttionH I \oflicuouoy

Tle product (!-/<) (l-i-w) IB called tho
*'

hull efficiency," since it reprosontn tho ratio

of RV, the tow-ropo h.p. of the ship, to TV^
the Umist h.p. of tho ncrow, when developing
in open water at the oorrecl/ revolutions, tho

thrust noecNsary for the propulsion of the ship.

The net propulsive odtcumcy of tht #Mp
will bo tiluiit of tho screw, multiplied by tho

mechanical oIKioieriey of the engine and tho

transmission gear between it and the screw.

(42) SORMW PROPMLLKKH IN OIMON WATIOH.
"The general conclusions to ho drawn from
both theory and experiment arc :

(i.) That the thrust of a given screw at a

given slip varies as the square of the speed
of advance through the water, and at a given

speed and slip ratio will vary as the square
of the diameter, D.

(ii.) The thrust and efficiency of any given
screw will depend upon the slip ratio (<$)

corresponding to its revolutions and speed of

advance at any given moment. Of the experi
ment results published, Froude's,

1
Taylor's,

2

Durand's,
3 and Geber's 4 are the most im

portant. To a large extent they cover the
same ground and generally corroborate each
other in defining the effect of pitch, width of

blade, etc., upon the result obtained. For all

practical purposes Froude's data may be used,
and his method of presenting results has been
followed. It should be noted that whereas both

Taylor and Gebec use the face pitch of the

screw in defining slip and true pitch, Froude
uses a pitch calculated from the revolutions and

speed of advance, so that slip shall be zero

when thrust is zero. This is more in accord

with sound theory, but the pitches obtained in

this way require to he multiplied by a factor

to get tho face pitch of the ship's screw.

Froude gives tho face pitch as 1/1-02 times the
nominal pitch for ordinary screws, but it has
boon found that for small pitch ratios and

large disc area ratios 1/1-04 gives better agree
ment between estimate and ship-trial result.

Froude's experiments were made with
screws of uniform pitch, having a diameter
of -8 foot, mounted on the fore end of a

horizontal driving shaft clear of all obstruc

tions, tho centre of tho screw being immersed
8 of its diameter. AH the screws were given
a small bos -91 inch in diameter. The thick

ness of each blade varied from a quite small

amount at the tip to -27 inch at the root

whore it joined tho boss. Tho thickest section

was always at tho centre of the blade, and at

right angles to tho axis of the screw. Pro-

pcilors with three and four blades were tried.

Tho outlines of tho blades were generally

ellipses, but for some of the threo-bladcd pro

pellers tho tips wore made specially wide. Tho
width of blade was varied so as to cover a disc

area ratio ( (41)) from -3 to -75, ami the pitch
ratios covered a range from -8 to 1-4. Tho
thrusts obtained wore expressed in a formula :

where T is tho thnmt in Ibs.,

V in the speorl of advance in units of 100

ft. por niin.,

P is the olTootivo or analysis pitch,

p is the effective or analysis pitch ratio,

which is equal to P/l),

B is a blade factor depending upon the

number and typo of blades, and
the disc area ratio,

s IB tho slip ratio.

1
T'itfit. Naval Architect* Trans. 1.

4 Am. ftor,. Nawl A rchileclxand I\1<tr. tiny. Trans, xll.
!l Rvxewrchw on tlu

1 /.SVrw Propeller.
m'llxthtiJtJMmch, 1010.
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This formula is based in part upon theoretical

considerations. If it be assumed that T for

unit diameter varies as the slip arid as the

square of the speed of rotation of the pro

peller, then

The area, and for given revolutions the

velocity of the blades, both vary as the square
of the diameter, hence

Analysis of the experiments showed that a

varied as p(p + 2l), and with constant pitch
ratio a small correction for slip was required.
B denotes the thrust capacity of the propeller
as dependent on type, i.e. number, area, and

shape of blades.

The efficiencies for screws having throe

elliptical blades and a disc area ratio of -45

are given in Fig. 9, each curve being for a

particular pitch ratio. All the curves possess
the same general characteristics. The maxi
mum efficiency is reached between 20 and 25

per cent slip, and falls off slowly at higher

slips. High pitch ratios give best efficiency
at normal slip ratios, but their advantage

surface of both the former gives a higher
thrust value B, and in sonic eases this can
be utilised to improve the eflioienoy, an, all

other conditions being the name, a smaller slip

is required for a given thrust, and for slips

above about 24 per cent this menus better

efficiency. In practice, therefore, there is very
little difference to be obtained on this seore.

To facilitate the use of the data for ship

calculation, the results are bettor expressed in

terms of horse-power, etc.

If H = thc thrust horse-power of the screw,

i.e. the power it delivers in thrust,

N~ revolutions in units of lot) per

minute,

VJL speed of screw through wake water
in knots,

T H

II
or

D'V/

and since
' v^

Thrust Factor B
and efficiency corrections lor disc nre ratio

and type of blade

The upper figure In tl>a table IB tlm H, factor.
The control flyurQ Is tlia offlclenoy tiarrmotion far
flia loiuar figure Is tka affiolewy aorroo lion fo

The Efficiency curves ai-a oorruc

for scraws having 3 atllpttoal blades

of '45 dlso area ratio.

Corrections for other tj/pus and area
\
.A

ratios ara gluon In th* attaehad table.

Jb'ia. 9. Curves of Screw Efficiency and X~X.

decreases as slip increases and is gone at 40

per cent slip. For any other disc area ratio,
a small correction is required, the efficiencies

decreasing as blade area increases. I^or

wide-tipped blades a constant deduction of

024 ia to be made, and for four-bladed screws
a deduction of -0125 in addition to the above
disc area ratio correction.

Although a four-bladcd, or throe-bladed

wido-tippod propeller, working at the same
slip as a throe-bladod elliptical propeller, has

slightly smaller efficiency, the more effective

Both X and Z aro functions of slip, and a curve
of Z to a base of X is given in /'%, 0. The
term V

i
is given by V/(i-\-w), where V is the

ship's speed (wee Table IJ. for w values), and
in estimating ship powers H, is usually taken
some 7 per cent more than the tow rope
power, to allow for air resistance of upper
workH, rudder resistance, etc.

It should be understood that; Uiesc results

arc for screws having clean smooth surfaces ;

the effect of a rough surface is dealt with
m (46).
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(!;*) VARIATIONS OF PROPELLER BLADES.

(1.) Hake, and $kew Sack. Model experiments
show that raking tho blades forward or aft

up to 15 has no effect upon either efficiency
or thrust in open water. But rake aft is of

considerable advantage in both single and
twin screw whips, in keeping tho blade tips

away from tho hull surface, whore, owing to

tho fnotional drag, tho feed of water to the
blado tip is very poor. Skew back or bending
tho blades in a transverse plane carries no

propulsive advantages, but where there is

any considerable amount of weed in tho water,
it helps tho blades to clear themselves.

(ii.) Dine Area Ratio. For all practical

purposes Uio oiHoioncy of a propeller is un-
affoctod by its disc, area ratio, ))rovidod that
it is IOHH than -5, i.e. provided that tho total

area of tho blades is IOSH than one-half tho area

Hwoj)t out by tho tipB. With large disc area

ratios tho efficiency drops, particularly with
small pitch ratios. Kroiulo found that this

loss was practically indopcndcnt of Blip, and
gave correction curvon for Hovoral pitch ratios,
f o bo applied to the wtandard ofliclonc'y curves
of t^'uj. ^- This IOHH is chiefly duo to tho
reduction of tho ratio (blado width )/(gap bo-

twoen blados) with inoroasoof aroa. .It i,s well

known, from tonts with Hat blades in water and
in air, that moroaso in this ratio reduces tho

thniHt por unit aroa and tho efficiency. Tho
ratio can bo written in tho form nb/(2irr sift a),

whoro l> in tho width of tho blades at radius r,

n is tho number of blades, and a in tho pitch

anglo. Jtu'.roawo op n or ft, and docroaso in a

(or pitch), will therefore have an adverse

oIToot.

Tho thruHt of tho serow drops with aroa as

shown by tho B curve of AVr/, 0, but tho thrust

por unit aroa, ineroaHCH, as the disc area ratio

decreases, Kxcossivoly wide blades do not

inoi.'oaso tho thrust value of a HOrow materially.
ThiM can bo improved somewhat by moving
tho aroa out towards tho tips of tho blades,

but such wido blades are only used for 'the

avoidance of oavitation.

(iii.) Variable Pitch ttatio. Froudo'n results

arc for screws of uniform pitch ratio. Tho

general effect of this factor can be soon from

a study of Wig. 0. It is not uncommon for tho

pitch of screws to increase from tho loading to

the trailing edgo a change which produces

slight hollow of tho driving face. Thomy-
oroft tested this on some model screws, and
his results showed a slight improvement in

efficiency. Taylor has tried tho reverse, viz.

a slight decrease of pitch at tho loading edge.
With a small pitch ratio (-8) a little improve
ment is effected at moderate slips, but, with

a pitch ratio of 1-2 on tho face, there was a

general IOSH of about 7 por cent at all high

slips, Taylor's experiments with blades having
roimdcd i'acos showed that to produce tho

same thrust as with flat faces, the revolutions

had to be increased in some cases 10 to 15

por cent, but there is not sufficient data to

clearly define the effect of gaining or decreas

ing pitch (i.e. hollow or rounded face) on thrust.

(44) ROUGHNESS OF SURFACE OF BLADES.
All the results given in (42) are for screws

with smooth surfaces. If these are made
rough tho efficiency drops. Thus, with a

propeller of 6 feet diameter fitted to a pin
nace of 18-5 tons weight, giving the propeller
a surface equivalent to that of coarse sand,
involved an increase of 8 per cent in the

revolutions for the same speed as before, and
an increase of the power at all normal speeds
from 12 to 20 per cent. With small pro

pellers
x 1*3 feet in diameter, the same kind

of roughness reduced tho maximum efficiency
from 72 to 30 per cent. The relatively greater
effect produced here was duo to tho size of

tho particles on the surface being much
greater compared with tho dimensions of the

propeller than in tho former case. The
same small propeller with a surface as cast

showed 9 per cent less efficiency at small

slips and 4 por ccmb at high slips, than when

polished. Allowing for increase in size, the

lows on a 10-ft. diameter propeller with such

a surface would bo of tho order of 2 per cent.

(45) SCREW PROPELLERS BEHIND SHITS.

Tho propulsive efficiency has boon shown to

bo o(j[ual to tho product of tho screw efficiency
in tho open water and three other terms,
viz. (1+w) (1~) (rotative efficiency), which

vary as tho wake velocity and the interaction

between tho screw and ship. It has been

found by many experiments that these terms

aro not independent of each other. If tho

wake fraction, w is high, t is also usually high.
Provided there is streaming water at the stern

(or no actual break-down of tho stream-line

flow), experience shows that these three terms

together approach unity. For t\vin-eero\v

vessels of moderate fineness, their total value

is about -90 to -98 at low speeds, and for single-

screw vessels tho value rises to 1-0 and

occasionally 1-OG. With full sterns carrying

any dead-water (i.e. eddy water at those parts

where, owing to tho fulness, there is no steady

flow), particularly with single-screw vessels,

their total value falls off, owing to tho poor
conditions under which tho propeller has to

work. There is littlo data on this at present,
but values down to -85 have boon obtained in

practice.
But although these factors tend to cancel

each other as regards total efficiency apart from
tho screw itself, a proper valuation of the wake
fraction is necessary, as tho velocity of the

screw through the water, and therefore its

slip and efficiency, depend upon it.

1 Am. tioc. Naval Architects and Alar. JSng. Trans.
xxiv.
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Wake is the water at the stern of a ship
to which the latter has imparted forward

motion. The absolute velocity of this water

is called the
" wake velocity," but it is usually

only measured for that portion of the wake
in which the propellers work. In the nomen
clature already used this velocity is (wV/1 + w).

This forward velocity is due to three causes,

the relative effect of which varies in different

types of ship :

(i.) The frictional belt increases in thickness

continuously towards the stern, and, where
the lines are closing in around the stern,

tends to intermingle with the surrounding
water an. effect which increases with the

fulness of the after-body.

of the surface in a ship of 400 foot length, it in

very high in some canes as inuoli an ouo-luilf

the ship's velocity and since fcho action of the

screw is improved by working it in a stream of

which the velocity is the same at all parts, tho

screws are so placed on a ship lhat tho 1)ladOH

are well clear of tho hull. .Experience and

experiment show that tho wako fraction in

practically independent of the form and fulness

of tho fore part of a ship. Fulness of tho after

end increases tho wake of single-screw ships, but

in twin-screw ships its eilcct is vory small for

good forms, provided that tho clearance between
the blade tips and the hull remains about tho

same. Small clearance gives high wako frac

tions, but somewhat lower hull oilicionoy.

TABLE II

SHIP WAKE AND HULL EFFICIENCY

(ii.) When the stern is too full and rounded
for proper stream -line flow, eddies form and
constitute a mass of water called "dead-water,"
which is dragged along at the same velocity
as the ship. This occurs at tho surface level

linos of all ocean cargo boats.

(iii.) If the ship is moving fast enough to

form marked waves, the orbital velocity of

the particles forming the waves will add to

tho forward movement of the water whcro a
wave crest is formed, and tend to cancel it

where there is a wave hollow. In torpedo-
boat destroyers this effect is very marked at

all high speeds when tho stern is riding in a

marked wave hollow, and is sufficiently groat
in some cases to more than cancel any forward
wako due to friction (see Table II.).

The intensity of the wako velocity varies
at different points, decreasing both towards
tho keel and outwards from tho middle line.

Quito close to tho form, i.e. within 2 or ,'J foot

1-02

97

1-08

1-0

1-09

1-07

9(1

98

97

97

98

1-0

95

Since tho passage of a ship through tho

water inevitably sots up a forward moving
wake, and it is equally inevitable that for the

production of thrust tho screw muHt wot up
a rearward moving column, in HO far as those

two can bo made to cancel <>no another,
there will bo losa velocity in tho water left

behind by tho whip, and the energy roquirod
for propulsion will bo decreased. JJy placing
tho propeller well aft this in partially aoliiovod,
and the energy thtw saved is HomotimoB called

tho wako again. This constitutes a distinct

advantage of screws placed at tho stern, and

gives a single HOrow a Blight advantage over

any other, provided that no portion of tho
screw is required to work with water in violent

eddy formation ; the extent of thin advantage
is shown by tho hull ofn'oioiuuos of Tablo TL

(46) OAVITATION.--This in the namo given
to tho formation of cavities in the water on
tho blade surface of a screw pro pollor- -usually
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near its loading edge. Jt wan first noticed

in 1894, on the I/rials of the Daring. The
formation of such cavities shows itself by
absence of proper increase in thrust with

increase iu revolutions of the propeller shaft.

When it is present it is believed that cureless

vortlooH arc continually formed, close up, and

collapse on the surface, and the concentration

of the energy of collapse on a small portion
of the surface produces a hammering action

which erodes the blade and sets up vibration

in the propollor,
( 'avitation may be produced by several

dilTeront causes, A propollor produces its

thrust partially by increased pressure on its

rear face, and partly by suction on the leading
face. When the unction at any point has

roaehod tho still water pressure-, increase of

spool I of rotation cannot produce more suction,

and Iho water supply to the screw will there

fore nun ail) tho same although the revolutions

havo boon increased., and will not bo equal to

tho demands of the screw. This results in a

break up of the ilow, and the momentary
Formation of cavities. T!UH break up will

Jirst show itself whore tho auction and thrust

are greatest, which occurs at about one-seventh

of tho radius from the blade tips, towards tho

loading odgo. Tho suction IH always on the

back of tho blade, but if this is very full near

the loading edge, it tends to produce at small

slipH suction on tho driving face close up to

this edge. Tho avoidance of cavitation

therefore requires that good suction must bo

obtained without any high local value. For
this tho leading edge must be sharp, the

back havo no sudden change of shape, and
tho contour of the blade tips must bo well

rounded.

If tho propollor does not rotate uniformly,
tho maximum thrunt (on which cavitation

doponds) exceeds tho moan (on which pro

pulsion depends) by an amount depending
on tho variation in rale of rotation during a

revolution. With turbine drive tho rate of

revolution, is fairly constant, but with recipro

cating engines
l tho departure from mean rate

varies from some 4-0 per cent with a four-

crank balanced engine in a high-speed

passenger ship to 12 per cent with a two-

crank com pound engine in a cargo boat. The

limiting thrust at any point, above which

cavitation will occur, will diminish in sympathy
with such variation in the rate of revolution.

A third caimo of cavitation is tho difference

in tho water supply to tho tips of tho blades

when thoso arc closo to tho hull surface, In

this region tho water is being drawn forward

with tho ship, and the slip angle of the screw

blade is thereby greatly incroaHcd, and the

thrust becomes correspondingly groat. Tho

higher tho tip velocity, the greater should

1 Inst. tfaral Architects Trans, xlvii.

bo tho clearance between the hull and the

screw tip. Oavitation due to this cause

usually produces emphatic local vibration of

tho hull plating in the immediate neighbour
hood of the screw tip.

The maximum pressure per square inch of

the blade surface which a propeller can exert

will depend upon many practical details.

The maximum suction at any point which

can bo produced is that equivalent to the

atmospheric pressure (14-G Ibs. per sq. in.)

plus tho depth of water. But taken over the

whole blade surface the pressure will bo

considerably lower than this, as tho actual

thrust is always much greater towards tho

tip than at the root. With deep immersion,

directly driven turbine screws having good
clearance from tho hull, on a fine lined ship,

have given pressures up to 13-5 Ibs. por sq. in.

< f blade surface. On tho other hand, Barnaby
2

gives pressures of only 8 to 9 Ibs. per sq. in.

for propellers driven by four-cycle internal com
bustion engines, in which tho turning moment
varies considerably during a revolution.

(47) Mm/rrpLK SCREWS. When a ship
is propelled by a number of screws, each on a

separate shaft, each may bo considered by
itself, and its thrust and efficiency be obtained

as already detailed. The screw discs, when

projected on a transverse plane, should if

possible clear each other, as the race column
of tho forward one does not have a good
effect on the after one, Luke's 3

experiments
show that for a reasonably fine vessel, having
a block coefficient of -0, the after screws havo

no effect on tho forward ones, but the forward

screws decrease tho wake fraction of the after

ones (in this particular case from -2 to -14)

so that their hull efficiency was 5-5 por cent

less than it was with no forward screws.

Generally it can be said that tho best result

is obtained with the smallest number of screws

consistent with tho development of the re

quired thrust for propulsion at a reasonable

slip ratio.

(i.) Tandem /Sfrreww. These consist of two

screws placed on tho same shaft, necessarily

turning in tho same direction with the same
revolutions. They arc inefficient in working,
and tho thrust developed by thorn is little

more than that developed with a single screw

of the same diameter. This result appears
from Luke's and Uurand's experiments to be

'

independent, broadly speaking, of tho relative

pitches of tho forward and after screws. A
fast passenger steamer, tho Xing Jtidwa.rd,

originally iittcd with live screws, two each

on two wing shafts and one at the middle line,

did better when tho outer ones wore removed

and only one screw working at lower revolutions

was Iittcd on each shaft.

8 Marine rropellm (1920V
a Inst. Naval Architects Tram. Ivi.
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(ii.) Contrary Turning Screws. In small

ships, two propellers can be placed on the

same shaft line and bo turned in opposite
directions. Rota has tried this on a pinnace
and in models, and the results give a reputed

gain of 20 to 25 per cent in efficiency. Such

propellers are used for the propulsion of

torpedoes, the diameter of the after one

being reduced so that the opposed torques
on their shafts shall balance each other, and

a good efficiency is obtained.

Luke x has tested the efficiency of such a

combination in open water. His screws were

all three-bladed, 6 in. in diameter, placed
close together, the leading one being of 1-2

pitch ratio. The best efficiency was obtained

with an after screw of 1-6 pitch ratio, and
was -86 that of a single screw. The thrust

was roughly twice the thrust of a single screw

of the same diameter. When placed behind

a model, the contrary turning screws showed
a larger wake and a consequently greater hull

efficiency, representing a total improvement
of 15 per cent on a full model, and just suffi

cient to cancel its lower
"
open

"
efficiency on

a fine one comparisons being made with
twin screws in each case. This arrangement
has not been tried on any large ship, and since

it is not clear to what extent the rotative

efficiency of the screws were affected behind
the ship, the total effect may be less advantage
ous than the above result suggests.

(48) PROPELLERS WITH GTTIDE BLADES.
The action in contrary turning screws is some
what allied to that between a screw propeller
with fixed guide blades placed immediately
at its rear so that the water in the race leaves

the guide blades without whirl of any kind.

This arrangement was first tried by Thorny-
croft in his

"
turbine

"
propeller. This con

sisted of a screw propeller worked inside a

cylindrical casing, the blades being secured to

a boss which increased in sectional area from
the leading to the trailing edge of the screw,
the section of the channel between the con

taining cylinder and the boss being pro
portioned to suit the acceleration of the water

produced by the blades. The pitch of tho
blades increased towards the after edge, aft

of which were numerous guide blades fixed

to the containing cylinder and to the long
tapering after part of the boss. The rotation
of the water set up by the blades is converted
into fore-and-aft motion by the guide blades,
and utilised except for loss in friction of

guides. Barnaby states that the thrust
delivered by the blades amounts to about
ono-third of the whole. Wagner

2 has adopted
similar guide blades, but without any contain

ing cylinder or tapered boss, and obtained an
increase in propulsive efficiency of about 8 per

1 In &,. Nawt ArtfiittrtN Tran?., Ivi.
2

Schiffbau-OpsellscJMjt Jahrbuch, 1911.

cent on a cargo vessel at 12-5 knots, and 11 per
cent on a lirst-class torpedo boat at i2 knots,

(49) HYDRAULIC OK JUT PROIMOLLIOU. In

this propeller, water from tho fore end or

bottom of tho ship is drawn into a centrifugal

pump, and discharged through pipes in a

sternward direction. Compared with a screw

propeller the quantity of wator acted on by
the pump is necessarily small, unless ab

normally heavy machinery is used, and to

obtain tho necessary reaction tho velocity

imparted to tho water must, therefore, be

high, and this militates seriously against

efficiency. In addition to this defect there is

considerable loss of energy duo to friction of

tho piping and its bonds, and Homo loss by
shock at the water inlet unless this is shaped
as a scoop, so that tho water retains its velocity
relative to tho ship on entering it. Tho

efficiency of tho jet alone, with an ofliciont

scoop at tho entrance, is approximately "7,

and that of tho pump action is > to (>, giving
a total efficiency of -35 to -42 against (> to

75 in a screw propeller. Its only sphere of

usefulness is in cases where an external water

propeller would be dangerous, and a modern
air propeller cannot bo used.

(50) PADDLE WHEELS, A paddle wheel

consists of a wheel rotating about a transverse

horizontal axis, having paddle blades (or

"floats" as they arc termed), also in trans

verse planes at its periphery. Tho wheel is

placed cither over the stem (whon the vessel

is called a stem-whcolcr), or on ouch Hide at

about the middle of tho ship, so that the

blades send a stream of water aft when the

wheel is rotated. The wheel requires to bo

so arranged that at tho working spood of tho

ship, the apparent slip, measured at tho outer

odgo of the blades, shall bo of tho order of

20 to 25 per cent, and tho paddles shall be

just immersed, due regard being paid to the

change of water level near tho wheels whon
under way. In small fast passenger vessels,

at service speed, tho water level usually drops
relative to the ship at tho wheel position.
The maximum theoretical efficiency is

determined by the equations already given

( (^7)). To avoid loss by shock, tho paddles
of modern wheels are pivoted on a transverse

axiy at their centre, and rocked about; this

axis by an eccentric, so arranged that on

entering and leaving tho wator tho motion of

the blades relative to tho water shall bo

parallel to their surface, but when in the
water they shall faoo as near sternward an

possible. Tho breadth of a wheel varies from
ono-third to one-half tho breadth of tho ship,
so that a largo quantity of water can bo dealt

with, and only small velocities need bo im

parted to it, to obtain tho nocoRsary thrust.
This propeller js only of use in vessels of
which tho draft is fairly constant. It is some-
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times preferred to screws in shallow water, as

tho banks and bottom arc not eroded so much
by its wash.

(51) OARS. Tlio action of an oar is very
similar to that of a paddle-wheel blade, and
its oflioLonoy is determined by the same factors.

In a rowing eight the average speed may bo

taken as ton miles per hour, and the speed of

slip of oar blade through the water as about
5 ft. per second (corresponding to a pull on
tho end of the oar of about 50 Ibs.). Neglect

ing all motion other than sternward in the

slip stream, the efficiency of a blado will be

7-1- per cent. The lateral and eddy motion
sot up in considerable, but even allowing for

this, the hlado eflicieney is greater than that

of a jot propeller.

(52) SAILS. The general principles of

propulsion by Hails are the same for all ships,

whether they have square or fore-and-aft rig.

The propulsive effect will depend upon the

change in momentum in a fore-and-aft direc

tion of the air impinging on the Hails, which

varies with tho speed and direction of the wind

rcL'tlivo to the sails, and tho inclination of the

latter to the desired course. When a flailing

ship has attained uniform speed under certain

conditions of wind and Hail area, its actual

course will be inclined at a small angle (known
as tho leeway angle) to her keel line. This

angle is generally small, aoldoiu exceeding

10", and its tangent gives the ratio of tho

lateral to the ahead speed. Tho angle must
bo so adjusted by the rudder or by shifting

sail, until balance between air and water forces

ha,s boon obtained. In reckoning wind pressure,

duo account must bo taken of the motion of

tho ship relative to the wind. If tho ship's

course whon sailing on a wind is along the

lino AH, and its keel lino is AO, and YY is

tho position of tho

>/wi Hails, lot WA bo tho

wind force in mag-
nitudo and direction.

Crr"

'

,form speed of tho

R* vessel, W t
A is tho

Km. jo. true wind, Tho re

sultant force, AR, on

any plain urea such as YY, will act at a small

angle ft aft of tho normal to YY, varying
from nil whon running before tho wind with

YY square to AC, to about 10 to 15 in

square rig and somewhat IOBH than this in

yachts, whon sailing as close to tho wind as

possible. .It should be observed that to make

headway at all, the angle between the yardn and

tho course must never bo less than this angle.

Tho sail force, AK, munt be balanced by
tho water forces. When a ship form in towed

through tho water at small angles of yaw,
tho angle between tho tow lino and tho keel

imtroasoH very rapidly with yaw, attains a

maximum of about 70 for ordinary ships
at aboufc 30 yaw, and remains there for a

considerable further increase in leeway angle.
The water force along the koo] lino of tho

ship does not vary much for small angles
of yaw, but it grows rapidly with angles

beyond 10. For this reason it is never

efficient to sail a ship at largo leeway angles.
Since tho angle between tho water force AK
and tho ship's course cannot exceed about

70, and taking tho angle 8 to be 10 to 15

when close hauled to the wind, there is no

purpose served in bracing the plane of the sail

nearer than 30 or 35 from the ship's course,

or with an angle of yaw of 10, 20 to 25 to

the keel lino. If it be assumed that the sails

will
" draw "

with the yards braced to within

15 of the apparent wind, the vessel can

maintain a course not nearer than 45 to 50

degrees to this wind. Tho above figures are

approximately correct for large square-rigged

ships, and arc independent of speed ; fine-

lined fore-and-aft-rigged vessels, with largo
central (ins or dropped keels, would have

larger a values and sail somewhat closer to

the wind. The closer the plane of the sails

is brought to tho keel line of the ship, for a

given wind, tho greater i the angle W AAY
between tho relative wind and tho sails.

Ill is increases tho magnitude of the force

AH, and is an advantage so long as the

increase in leeway angle resulting from tho

greater lateral wind force docs not increase

the water resistance to ahead motion more
than, tho propulsive air force has increased

from tho greater value of AK a matter which

depends upon the area of sails used and many
other seamanship items. . a. s. B.

L- WAT Mil AND SlllT RESISTANCE. SCO
"
Ship Resistance and Propulsion," (36).

HITCMKNH, SIR WJLTL.LTAM, maker in 1871 of a

practical form of pyrometer based on tho

change of resistance of platinum with

change of temperature. See
"
Resistance

Thermometers," (1).

HILTOA :

Coefficient of Apparent ^Expansion of

Mercury in, determined by Harlow. Hoc

"Thermal KxparxHion," (11) (ii.).

Fused, used in tube form as protection for

thermoelements up to 1000 (-. in an

oxidising atmosphere free from alkalis,

8ee
"
Thermocouples," (4) (ii.).

Sir/toATMS :

"
Interval

" and Instantaneous Moan Atomic,

Hoats of, White's tabulated values. Soo
"
Calorimotry, Method of Mixtures,"

(10), Tables I, 31.

Specific Heats of, at High Temperatures.
See

"
Calorimotry, Method of Mixtures,"

(10).
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Atomic Heat of, at low temperatures,
Nernst's values for, tabulated. See
"
Calorimotry, Electrical Methods of,"

(11), Table VI.

Solid and Molten, Emissivity of, determined

by optical pyrometer. See
"
Pyrometry,

Optical," (21).

Specific Heat of, at various temperatures,

tabulated, with the Atomic Heat. Sec
"
Calorimetry, Electrical Methods of,"

(10), Table V.

SIMILITUDE, APPLICATION OF PRINCIPLE TO

CONVECTION CURRENTS. Sec
"
Heat, Oon-

vection of," (2) (iii.) (iv.) and (4) (iv.).

SIMPLE HARMONIC MOTION

Tins may be defined as the orthogonal

projection of uniform circular motion. Thus if

a point Q (Fig. 1) be supposed to describe a

circle with constant velocity, and if its position
at each instant be projected orthogonally on a

fixed diameter AOA', the particular typo of

rectilinear oscillation which the projection P
executes between its extreme

positions A, A' is called a
"
simple harmonic,

1"
or some

times merely a "
simple

"

vibration.

If w be the angular velocity
of Q, in the circle the inter

val between two successive
transits of P in the same direction through
any given position will bo 27r/w. This is

called the .

"
period

"
of the vibration; its

reciprocal to/2ir which gives the number of

complete vibrations per unit time is called

the
"
frequency.

" The distance (a say) of

the extreme positions A, A' from the moan
position is called the

"
amplitude." Tho

angle AOQ is called the
"
phase."

The velocity of Q is at right angles to OQ
and equal to wa. It is therefore represented

by the vector w . 0V, where 0V is the radius
drawn 90 ahead of OQ. The component in

AA' is represented by w . OCT, which is there
fore the velocity of P. Again, the acceleration

of Q is represented by w2
. QO, and the com

ponent of this in AA' is w2
. PO, which is

accordingly the acceleration of P.

It is this property, that the acceleration
is directed always towards a fixed point, and
is proportional to the distance from that

point, which gives simple harmonic motion
its special importance in Mechanics. A body,
or (more generally) any system having one
degree of freedom, which is *%&% displaced
from a position of stable equilibrium is urged
back towards this by a force approximately

FIG. 1.

proportional to the displacement. This is

the case, for instance, with a pendulum, or a

galvanometer neodlo. It tho body be loft

to itself its motion will (so far as tho approxima
tion holds) bo Him pi (i harmonic ; for we can

always construct a typo of simple harmonic:

vibration which obeys the required law of

acceleration, and also satisfies prescribed initial

conditions of displacement and velocity.
If Q bo the initial position of Q in tfiy. 1,

the angle AOQ, is the initial phase. Denoting
this by e, we have AOQ-=w-|-r. "Hence if x
denotes the displacement OP, with tho usual

convention as to sign, we havo

ai tf <!os(H-e). . . . (I)

Tf wo represent this function graphically, with

as abscissa, and x as ordinate, we g;et a curve

of sines, as in Fig. 2.

For this reason simple harmonic vibrations

are sometimes
as A A

V V
2.

described
"
sinusoidal."

Tho preced

ing statement
is equivalent to

this, that (1)

constitutes tho

general solution of the typical equation of tho
small motion oC a body about a position of

stable equilibrium, viz.

provided tho value of o> bn suitably chosen.
We find, in fact, on substitution, that (J2) is

satisfied provided w2
=K/M, and since tho

constants a- and c are at our disposal they
can l)o adjusted so as to fulfil proscribed
initial conditions of displacement (x) and

velocity (dx/dt], A form of solution 'which
is equivalent to (1) is

the arbitrary constants being now A and B,

Since the values of ;c and dx/dt recur whenever
ait increases by STT, the period IH STT/W, or

27rs/(M/K). It is to bo noted that this

depends only on the nature of tho dynamical
system considered, and is independent of tho
initial conditions, and therefore of tho

amplitude. Tho oscillations are accordingly
said to be u

isochronous "
; hut it must be

remembered that tho equation (2) is usually
obtained as an approximation, in which

powers of x higher than tho fin-it are neglected,
and that it therefore ceases to be practi

cally valid when tho amplitude exceeds a cer

tain limit. The structure of tho formula

2irv(M/K) for the period should bn noticed
on account of its wide applications and still

wider analogies. The period varies as tho

square root of tho ratio of two quantities,
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ono of which (M) represents tho inertia, and
the other (K) tho elasticity or "spring"
of tho system. For instance, in the case of

a body vibrating under tho torsion of a sus

pending wire, M is the moment of inertia of

tho body, and K tho torsional rigidity of tho

wire.

In all practical cases vibrations are affected

more or less by friction. This may bo allowed

for in many cases by introducing into the

equation a retarding force proportional to tho

velocity, thus

Writing

wo obtain

jvr

(0)

which is tho typical equation, of
"
damped

"

oscillatioiiH. This is satisfied by $ Ae^
j>ro vielod

X2 H-2jWH-w a
---0. . . (7)

When the friction is Hullioicntly small, more

precisely when ka, wo have

X--AH vV, ... (8)

whore w'~ *J(u*-h*). ... (9)

Honeo a ^fl-^Afl^ + Jte* *''), - . (10)

or, it i real form,

x.*(>~ kt
'(tfvMw'l+Qmnu't). (11)

This may be described as a simple harmonic
vibration whoso amplitude diminishes ex

ponentially according to the law fi~. Tho
ratio of one elongation to tho next (on tho

opposite Hide) is e/'
'

; the logarithm of this

to base K), vi r

/. TT/'/W' xlog ]0 , is called tho
"
logarithmic! decrement." The formula (9)

shown that tho period 2ir/&/ IB lengthened

by the friction, but if tho ratio A/w is small

tho effect is only of the second order and may
often bo neglected.
When k -w the roots of tho auxiliary

equation (7) arc real and negative. Denoting
thorn by -a, -/:?, wo have

aj-.-sAfl'^ + Be-^. . . (12)

There is now no true oscillation 1

,
tho body

passes once (at most) through its moan position,

towards which it finally creeps asymptotically.
This typo of motion is described as

"
aperi

odic," or
"
dead-beat." In tho intermediate

case whore k ~w the solution is

as. -(A |-BO^
K 03)

and tho same remarks apply.
When in addition to the restoring force

represented by - a>
2# there is an extraneous

VOL, I

disturbing force whose accolerative effect is X
wo have, if friction bo neglected,

dt?
-w'a^X. . , . (H)

Tho most important case is where X is a

simple-harmonic function of , say

The solution then is

x - - cos pt 4- A cos ut -{ B sin ut. (16)

The first term represents the
"
forced os

cillation
" duo to tho disturbing force ; it

has the same period 2-ir/p as the latter,

and its phase is the same or the opposite,

according as 'p'Z.u, t'.e. according as tho

imposed period is longer or shorter than tho

natural period STT/OJ. The remaining terms

represent a
"
frco

"
vibration superposed on

tho former ; tho constants A, B depend as

before on the initial conditions. The ampli
tude of tho forced oscillation becomes very

great when tho forced and natural periods
are nearly coincident. This ia exemplified by
tho phenomenon of "resonance" in Acoustics,

but for a complete discussion it is necessary
to take into consideration tho effect of dissipa
tion forces.

When friction is taken into account tho

equation to bo solved is

Ono method is to examine what extraneous

force would bo required to maintain a

proscribed oscillation

x^Ccospt. . . . (18)

Wo find

X = G{(u
2

j^
2
)
cos 'pb -2Jcp sin pt\

= CHcos (p + a), .... (19)

whore H and a have boon chosen so as to

make
H cos a - w 2 - p 2

,
H sin a = 2kp. (20)

Changing the origin of t, it appears that a

disturbing force

would give riso to tho forced oscillation

*. </><- a). . . (22)

On this may bo superposed a froo oscillation

of tho typo (11) or (12) or (13) as tho case

may bo. Tho froo oscillation, however, and

therefore the influence of the initial conditions,

gradually decays until the forced oscillation is

alone sensible.

An alternative way of obtaining tho above

result is to put, in (17), X - /^', and to

3B
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discard in the end the imaginary part of the

result. The solution then is

the real part of which is as in (22).

It appears from (22) and (20) that the

phase of the displacement lags behind that of

the force by an angle a determined by

tan a = (24)

This angle lies in tho first or second quadrant

according as p $ o>. If the ratio A/w bo small

the angle approximates as a rule to or 180

respectively, which are tho values whon there,

is no friction, but if p is sufficiently nearly

equal to to the angle approximates to 90

on one side or the other. Since

H 2 = (w
2 -> 2

)

a
4-4/j

2
)
2
,

, . (25)

the amplitude of the forced oscillation ia

greatest when p is in the neighbourhood of w,

provided kjta be small. In any case, the

maximum amplitude is //2&w', and is therefore

greater the smaller the fractional coefficient 2/c,

as was to be expected. A more important
matter is the influence of the period on the

absorption of energy. The rate at which
the extraneous force does work is

-57
= *r cos pt sin (pt

-
a)

(MI si

~a)j., (20)

the mean value of which is

^ij
sin a or *

, sin 2 a. . . (27)

This attains its maximum value /
2
/4& when

a =90, or # = w exactly. It is to bo noticed

that although the resonance is moro intense

the smaller the value of k it is concentrated

on a narrower range of frequency. To show
the effect of a slight deviation from the

critical value of p, put 73/0)
= 1 -Ks, where z

is small, and #/w=/9. We lind tan a = -p/s,
or a ~ .}T + 2//3, approximately, in circular

measure. The formula (27) becomes

-/+ (28)

The graph of the second factor is shown in

Fig. 3 for various values of p. Tlio principle
hero established has many applications in

Acoustics. Ifor instance, tho vibrations of a

piano wire are only slowly given up to tho

air, and a close coincidence of pitch is

therefore nooeH.sary in order that it may
respond audibly to a note sounded in its

neighbourhood. On tho other hand the
column of air in an organ pipe, which has little

inertia and readily given up its vibrations to

the outer air, will respond with only a slight

variation of intensity to a much wider range
of frequencies. ___ JTt ^

SKKW-BAOK IN A SORUW PROP MLurn in

defined as the displacement of the centre

line of a blade from the normal to the axis

when viewed from aft, See
"
Ship Resistance

and Propulsion," (41).

SKIN FRICTION. Soo
"
Ship "Resistance and

Propulsion," (G).

SLIDE - VALVTC FOR STEAM ENCUNH. Soo
" Steam Engine, Reciprocating," (2) (u.).

SLIPPING 03? BELTS Elastic stretching of

leather belts passing over pulleys. Soo
"
Friction," (30).

SLIPPING HKTWKKN SuiiRAdioa IN ROLLINO
CONTACT. $00

a
Ifyietton," (*J7).

SMITH, A. \V. ; measurement of latent heat
of water. Soo

u
Latent Heat," (4).

SODIUM, SiMflciKio HIOAT ov, IN Tim ANNNAUM)
AND MOLTKN STATKH, at various tempera
tures, tabulated, with tho Atomic Heat.

Roe
"
Oalorimotry, Kloe-trioal Meihods of,

1 '

(10), Table V.

SOLID ANOUC sirnTwm)ifli) BY A Hunt^AdM AT A
POINT. Describe a oonc with its vc-rtox at

the point by radii drawn from tho point to

all points o{ tho boundary of the Hurfaee,

and lot A be tho area of a sphere of radius K
which is inton^optcxl by this cone. Then tlo
ratio A/R 2

is known as the solid angle
subtended at the point/ by tho surface

; it

is clearly equal to tho area intercepted by
tho cone on a sphere of unit radius.

SOLID VLSTON AIK-VXJMPH. Hco "Air-pumps,"
1

S(H).
SOLID STATM, (J

PANNING TO.

(1).

SOLIDS :

Methods of measuring Thonnal Conductivity
of. See "

Hoat, Conduction of," (IJ)-().

Specific Float of, by Klootrioal 'Methods.

See
cc

C/alorimetry Klectrical Methods
of," (8).

i^ tSpiooiKKi VOIAIMM IN

See
"
Thermal Expansion,"
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SCOSOLUTIONS, Til MKMO DYNAMICS Ob1

.

"
Thermodynamics," (03).

SOUND, VELOCITY OF, USED TO DETERMINE y.

See *'

Thermodynamics," (58). 800 also

Vol. IV.

SOUNDING AiM'AEATUs. Ono typo consists of

a compressed air gauge iittcd with a non
return valve. The pressure attained is

Hhown by the quantity of water which
enters the tubo. The second typo consists

of a tubo closed at one end and coated

inside with a chemical which will he coloured

by tho acdion o the wea water. This is

dropped in a winker with the open end

downwards, and again the pressure can be
calculated from the amount of water which
haw eiitorod, shown by tho discoloration

produced. See
"
Pressure, Measurement

of,
1 '

(15).

NOUNIHNCI TUB w OF M. BMROKT. See
"
Press

ure, Measurement of," (10).

8lMilOlKt(J 1 1, WAT :

The ratio of the amount of heat required to

raise the temperature of a substance one

degree to thati required to raise the tem

perature of an equal mass of water one

degree -usually from M l1

-5 (1. to 15 -5 (1.

- is called its specific, heat. In some cases

tile range 17 (1. to 18 C. is selected.

Tho conditions tinder which the heating is

to oeuur may be limited in various waya,
the two most important being (<) constant

volume and
(/->)

constant pressure. Sec
u
Thermodynamics," (13). See also

"Specific Heat of Saturated Vapour,"

(5U) ;

u
Specific Heat, Katio of, in

Gases," (58) ;

"
Spoeiiic Heat, Various

repressions for," (4K).

Application to the Non-Metals of Dobyo's
and Kinstein's Formulae for, deduced

from the (Quantum Theory. See
"

Oalori-

mctry, the (Quantum Theory," (4(J).

.Kormuln.0 of Nornst and Lindomann and of

Dobyo, tested by Nernst on the data for

diamond, and results summarised in

tabular form. Sec ibid. (4(5), Table IV.

Tabulated Comparison o,f Experimental
Values for, with Formulae deduced from

the Quantum Theory. Soo ibid. (45),

Table I.

SpKunno 1 1 HATH :

Of Moments at about 50 aba., measured

by the liquid hydrogen calorimeter and

tabulated. Seo
"
Calorimetrio Methods

based on the Change of State," (8),

Table V.

Of ( janes, tables of. See
"

Knginos, Thermo

dynamics of Internal Combustion," (70),

Tables VL-X1.A; "Specific .Heat of

Gases at High Temperatures."
At Low Temperatures, Appliances for the

Measurement of, by the Method of

Mixtures. Seo
"
Calorimetry, Method of

Mixtures," (11).

Variable. See
"
Engines, Thermodyna

mics of Internal Combustion," (78) ;

"
Specih'c Heat of Gases at High Tem

peratures."
SPECIFIC WEICUIT AND VOLUME OF GASES,

table of. Seo
"
Engines, Thermodynamics

of Internal Combustion," (68), Table 1.

ENUEL PUMP. See
"
Air-pumps," (18).

SPUR GEAR AND DRIVING CHAIN TESTING
MACHINE (National Physical Laboratory).
See

"
Dynamometers," (6) (ii.).

'URQE HlGir - PRESSURE MANOMETER. See
"
Pressure, Measurement of," (12).

SQUIRREL CAGE SPEED INDICATOR. See
tc

Meters," (9), Vol. III.

STATES OF AGGREGATION. Sec
" Thermo

dynamics," (28).

STEAM :

Latent Heat of, Comparison of Data for, by
Callendar. Seo

" Latent Heat," (5).

Latent Heat of, Formulae for Variation of,

with Temperature. See ibid. (0).

Specilic Heat of, at atmospheric pressure,

investigated by Hoiborn and Kenning.
Sec

"
Calorimetry, Method of Mixtures,"

(17).

Specilic Heat of, determined by Brinkworth

by tho continuous flow electrical method
at atmospheric pressure between 104 C.

and 115 C. Seo
"
Calorimotry, Electrical

Methods of," (14).

Specific Heat of, determined by Callendar's

continuous electrical method, tho variation

of tho specilic heat with pressure being
found by subsidiary experiments, uaing
tho throttling calorimeter method, by
Callendar and Professor Nicholson. Seo
"
Calorimetry, Method of Mixtures," (17).

Specific Heat of, Rognault's Value for. See

ibid. (17).

STBAM CHARTS AND TABLES. Soo
" Thermo

dynamics," (42) and (Gl).

STEAM ENGINE, RECIPROCATING

(1) DESCRIPTION. Tho reciprocating steam

engine is so named because of tho working
substance used and the motion of one of its

fundamental parts. Tho cylinder, piston, and

some moans of controlling the working sub

stance arc essentials. The motion of tho piston

within tho cylinder is one of reciprocation,

hence tho term
"
reciprocating." Tho piston

is a movable division plate constrained to move

axially within tho bore of the cylinder. The

piston must be of adequate strength to with

stand without appreciable deformation the

steam loads to which it is subjected, and its

circumference must lie wnch a good lit in the

bore of the cylinder that steam cannot readily

pass from the one to the other side of the
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piston. Tlic friction between the piston and the

cylinder must be a minimum. The limits of re

ciprocation of the piston are usually definitely

defined, and the distance between the limits is

called the
"
stroke of the piston." Difference

in magnitude of the loads acting on the two
sides of the piston causes motion of the piston.

Difference of purpose in view has led to

variation in. detail and general appearance,
and some unusual feature, or perhaps special
service for which tho engine is suited, lias

provided a class name for engines of similar

outline or special service. A list of the

classes to which engines are assigned in

cludes marine, locomotive, stationary, port
able, vertical, horizontal, diagonal, oscillating,

drop-valve, Corliss, winding, pumping, high-
revolution. All, however, are alike in one
fundamental respect all have a cylinder
within which a piston reciprocates, and all

have some means of controlling the steam

entering and leaving the engine cylinder.
In this article a very commonplace simple

engine is considered first, and afterwards

various departures from this simple . engine,
which have resulted in establisliing special
classes of engines, are noted.

Fig. I shows diagrammatically the cylinder
and piston of a "

double-acting
"

engine. In
this figure the ends or

"
covers

"
of the cylinder

are shown containing the necessary control

valves for regulating tho steam entering or

leaving the cylinder. When the piston is

moving towards the right tho left steam valve
8 is open, allowing live steam to flow into the

gradually increasing space duo to the piston

moving away from the left cylinder cover ;

and the right exhaust valve E is open to

allow the steam used during the previous
stroke to escape (or exhaust) from the cylinder.
The return stroke of the piston is caused by
closing these two valves and opening tho
alternative pair- of valves. Tho engine is

called "double-acting" to differentiate it

from the
"
single-acting

"
engine in which but

one stroke of each two strokes is a power
stroke. Tho single-acting engine is rarely UBccl,
and then only for some very specialised duty.
Tho double-acting engine has tho advantage in

that each stroke is a power stroke, and, there

fore, for a given izo and correspondingly
almost ccpwl weight of engine, the double-

acting engine hap an output approximately
double that of the single-acting engine.

Whilst the motion of tho piston is oue
of reciprocation, the motion usually desired,

for case in transmission, is rotary. Hovoral

7nocha,niBtnH havo boon, devised and used to

transform from tho one to tho other motion,
and out of those tho crank and connecting-rod
mechanism holds tho premier position because

of its compactness, small number of wearing
parts, and reliability.

(2) SiMPLK DOUBLUS-ACTING "KNfllNM. (L)

Description, In ffjy. 2 is shown in sectional

plan view and elevation a simple double-acting
horizontal steam engine. One end of tho

"piston rod" K is attached to the "piston"
P. Tho piston rod passes through a suitable

steam-tight
"
stuffing-box with gland

"
M, and

terminates in a "
cross-head

"
A. A "

con

necting rod
" B couples together tho cross-head

and the
"
crank "

JT) of tho
"
crank shaft

"
H.

The cross-head end of tho connecting rod moves
in a straight lino ; tho crank end of tho rod
moves in a circle. To allow for tho resulting

angular displacement of tho connecting rod,
the connections at the cross-head and crank
ends are not rigidly fixed as are tho connections

between tho piston, or cross-head, and piston
rod, but are pin connections. Tho pin (J at

the cross-head end is called tho "gudgeon,"
or

"
cross-head pin," and that in the crank

tho
"
crank pin,

"
Y. The crank shaft is

constrained in its motion by
"
crank

shaft bearings
"

Q, integral with tho

"engine frame," or
"
bedplate," L. The

bedplate is anchored to a (suitable heavy
foundation. At any instant tho load

causing reciprocation is transmitted along
tho piston rod and through the connect

ing rod to tho crank pin, and produces
rotation of tho crank shaft, Twice in each

revolution the piston rod, connecting rod, and
crank are in lino. Tho engine in such position
is said to bo on tbo "dead centre." At all

other times tho linos of action oE the forces

along tbo piston rod and connecting rod are

not coincident, and hence bending of both
rods would occur if a support attached to the
cross-head wore not provided. -The support
consists of the

"
shoos

"
S, secured to and

reciprocating with thooross-hoad whilst bearing

against the
"
guide surfaces."

As the piston rod, connecting rod, and crank
are in lino twice in each revolution of I/ho

crank shaft, tho turning moment twice in each
revolution is correspondingly y.oro.' Jf a

diagram bo drawn as in Pig. \\ (a), the base
lino representing tho oircuinforomio of tho
circle described in one revolution by the (Tank

pin and the ordinntos representing tho resolved
values of the forces transmitted along tho

connecting rod acting normally to tho crank
I.) and at tho crank pin Y, it will bo noticed
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that tlioro in a cyclical variation of eouMidcrable

range. The resistance offered by whatsoever

tho engine may ho driving is usually nearly
ooiiHtaut.

r

r<) absorb tlio excess of energy

supplied during one part of each, half revolu

tion and to make up tho deficiency during the

remainder of the half revolution a
"
flywheel

"

y*uni of the energy supplied by the two or three

engines respectively.

(ii.) Values. The means used for controlling
the steam to and from tho engine cylinder are

numerous. Should cither rocking or drop
valves be used, tho valves may bo arranged
in tho cylinder ends as shown diagrammatically

A, (IroHH-lioad.

U. (!ounci',tintf ,Rod,
0, Cylinder.
J). OiunlcWeb.
K!, Mwflulirlo Hhoftvo,
K, Mywiuwl.
U, dludtfoon. I'ln.

11. drank Huaft.
,). JUJcctmbriti Htrap.

K.
L. Bedplate.
M, HtumnK-box and Gland.
JST. ( lylindcf Oovor.
1>, .Plntou,

(^, (Ira-nk-Hlmft lUuvrinK.

H, PiHtou.RoU.
H, ( IroHH-lnwl Sho<\
T. lil(!C(intri<i Hod.

U. Eccontrio Rod Pin.

V. Slide Valve.
W. Vnlvo Spincllc Guide.
X. Valvo Spindle,
y. drunk Pin.
Z. Ooiublncd Stop Valve and

Throttle Valve.
(Ut. (governor.
VO. Valve UhoHt.

KlO, 2.

l^ in fitted to tho orank (shaft. Tho range of

the cyclical variation in crank effort may bo

oouHulorably reduec^d, an at (6), by coupling

togothor tlie erank wliaftB of two engines so

that in end view the cranks are 1)0 apart ;

tho addition of a third engine would farther

reduce tho range, an at (c), provided that tho

cranks in end view are about 120 apart. In

(6) and (c) tho heavy wolid lino marks tho

in IHg. 1. Considerable modification in the

design of tho cylinder is necessary should

tho more common sliding valve bo used. AH

commonly arranged, ono sliding valve controls

both tho supply of wtoam to and tho removal

of tho stoatii from both ends of tho cylinder
of a double-acting engine.
Tho simplest sliding valve, called tho

" D
slide valve

"
bocauso of its resemblance to the
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letter D in its longitudinal section, consists in

180 360

la)
fgms

/' N/ -

A A A\ A
/ v \
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tbl
'sm

'

\iV V vV \
60 120 180 240 300 360

(O C9ree

FIG. 3.

its elementary form of an open-top metal box.

Lfue Steam

Longitudinal Section.

If the open top of the metal box be placed
on a suitable surface and the box be caused
to reciprocate, the end walls of the box would
cover and uncover suitable openings provided
in the surface upon which reciprocation takes

place. In Fig. 4 a common D slide valve is

shown at the middle of its travel and in its

relation to the cylinder passages, The live-

steam space is outside the slide valve, and the
exhaust space is within the slide valve. Even
though relieving devices are xised (there is no
provision for such a device in Fig. 4) the load

acting on the back of the valve and pressing
the valve on to the cylinder face is consider
able. It is therefore desirable to make the
area subject to steam load as small as possible
and to have the amount of reciprocation a
minimum. Tho length of the steam ports or

passages cannot exceed the diameter of the
cylinder, and the area of each of the ports
must allow tho steam to pans through the
port at a reasonable velocity. In .Fig. 4- tho
valve of the simple engine of Fig. 2 is shown
to a larger scale.

The usual method of securing the slide valve

to its
"
spindle

"
is by meant* of nutw, MO that

a slight adjustment of tho valve upon its

spindle is an easy matter. The valve spindle-

passes through the end of tho
u
valve chest"

VC as shown in Fig. 2, a stuffing- box and gland
M being used to prevent tho escape of steam
from the valve chest to the atmosphere, and
ends with a pin connection to which tho

"eccentric rod" T is attached. A "valve

spindle guide" W is necessary to give support
to the valve spindle because of tho angular

displacement of tho eccentric rod relative to

the valve spindle during each stroke of tho

piston. The valve spindle is enlarged where
the guide is provided, tho enlargement re

ciprocating within tho guide secured to tho

engine frame. In comparison with tho engine
piston the amount of reciprocation of the slide

valve is small, and the load taken by tho valve

spindle guide is not great.
A pictorial view of tho slide valve, with

a portion of its spindle, raised bodily above
the valve face of the cylinder upon which
it reciprocates, is shown in Fig. 5. One
corner of the slide valve is broken to

show the general distribution of metal in

the valve. In the actual valve there is of

course no such break.

The valve is guided
in its reciprocation

by tho machined slid

ing surfaces A and B
moving upon similar

HiirfaccH machined in

and forming part of

tho valve cliotit ;

those are marked C
and D in Fi(j. 4.

(iii. The Eccentric.. Tho motion of the nlido

Tnuwvorao Section.

valve is provided by a virtual crank and con

necting rod called an "
ocooutric nhcavo" and
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"eccentric Htntj) and rod" respectively. The
eccentric shoavo is a crank whorcin tho crank

pin is HulKoiontly large to embrace the crank

shaft, although for manufacturing or other con
venience it is usually ncparato from the shaft.

In the three sketches of Fig. (\ it will bo noticed

I had tho saino eccentricity lias boon maintained,
and that at (a) tho strength of tho shaft is much
impaired by forming tho valve crank, whilst

fa)

at
(f.) tho full strength of tho shaft is main

tained. To prevent longitudinal motion of tho

eccentric strap, llangos or their equivalent are

provided on the eccentric Hhoavo. Wig. 7

shows an eccentric sheave with its strap and
eccentric, rod suitable for a high-power marine

engine. Tho eccentric sheavo is driven by a

key littod partly into the crank shaft and

partly into tho shoavo. The Hhoavo is made
of cast iron and revolves within a white-metal

bearing secured to tho eccentric strap, Tho

mild -stool eccentric rod is provided with

bron/,o hcaringH for tho pin connection.

Whilst tho throw of tho eccentric must be

mush as to give tho necessary amount of re

ciprocation to tho slide valvo which it driven,

tho angular position of tho shoavo relative

to tho engine crank must bo such that tho

valvo functions at tho correct times, In

most engines it is highly desirable to admit

steam only during a portion of tho stroke

of tho pintou rather than during tho whole

of tho stroke. This can readily bo effected by

increasing tho thickness of tho end walls of

tho (Momentary metal box or slide valve, i.e.

by adding
u
steam lap

"
to tho valve, and

altering correspondingly the angular position
of the eccentric sheave. The la]) of a valve

is defined as tho amount by which the edge
of the valve overlaps the corresponding edge
of tho corresponding port when the valve

is in its middle position with regard to its

travel. Should the lap be over the steam edge
of the port, L of Fig. 4, the lap is

u
steam

lap
"

;
should tho lap be over the ex

haust edge of tho port, EL of Fig. 4,

the lap is
"
exhaust la})." The steam

laps at both ends of the valve are

not necessarily equal ; the exhaust

laps also are not necessarily equal,
and sometimes one or both are nega
tive.

(iv.) Ciit-off. The admission of steam

during a portion of tho stroke of tho piston
instead of during tho complete stroke is known
as

"
cutting off" tho stoam supply, and the point

)f tho stroke at which tho steam supply actually
ceases is called the

"
point of cut-off." It may

bo of interest to note that if the cut-off is at

one-half of tho stroke and tho engine is running
sit 300 revolutions per minute, tho period

during which the stoam may enter the engine

cylinder is but one-twentieth of a second.

l)ui;iiig this short interval of time the slide

valve from the closed position opens tho steam

port to tho full and closes it again. Throttling,
and consequent reduction in pressure of the

steam entering the cylinder, occurs whon the

port has just been opened by the slide valve

and also whon the valvo has almost closed

the port. In the cycle of events tho opening
of tho port to admit steam to tho cylinder is

termed "
admission

"
; the closing of tho port

is termed "cut-oil." Tho opening of tho port
to allow the used stoam to leave tho engine

cylinder is termed
u
release"; tho closing of tho

port against tho passage of the exhaust steam is

called
"
compression," because a small amount

of steam is trapped in the engine , cylinder
between tho moving piston and the fixed

cylinder cover. The admission of stoam whon,

say, about 00 to 95 per cent of tho previous
stroke has been accomplished aids in bringing
the moving parts of tho engine to rest ready
for tho now stroke. Tho amount by which the

slide valvo is open, to steam whon the piston
is at tho commencement of a stroke is called

the
"
load

"
of tho valvo. The leads for both

ends of tho valvo aro not necessarily equal.
In vortical engines the load for the stroke in

which tho reciprocating mass is lifted against

gravity is usually greater than for the reverse

ntroko. Tho load of a slide valvo is dependent

upon tho angular position of tho eccentric

shoavo in relation to tho engine orank. Load
is necessary in order that admission may take

placo before tho commencement of a new

power stroke.
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(v.) Cylinder. The cylinder, including the

valve chest with steam passages, and often one

of the cylinder covers, forms one casting. A
high-duality cast iron is used to withstand the

wearing action of the reciprocating piston and
valve. The piston packing usually consists of

spring rings, i.e. rings turned a little larger than

the cylinder bore and sufficiently cut out to

allow the rings to close to a little less than the

cylinder bore. The tendency to open out to

their original diameter produces pressure on

the bore of the cylinder and forms a moving
steam-tight joint. To lubricate the piston a

sight-feed displacement lubricator is provided
to pass a small amount of mineral oil per
revolution into the engine cylinder. Necessary
bosses for drain and other connections, and

flanges to which the steam and exhaust con

nections may be made, are integral with the

cylinder casting. A steam * e

stop valve
" must

be provided adjoining the engine. If the steam
be not superheated it is well to fit a

"
separ

ator
"

to the steam mam close to the engine.
The separator, either by setting the steam in

rotation or by means of baffle plates, removes
a large percentage of the entrained water due
to condensation in the steam mains or to other
causes. The drainage of the valve chest and
the engine cylinder should be accomplished by
leading pipes to a

"
steam trap," i.e. an

automatic device which whilst allowing water
to escape will not permit steam to pass. On
small engines in particular the drainage pro
vision is frequently very crude and wasteful.

Every precaution should be taken to prevent
radiation loss by adequately covering with
asbestos or other non-conducting material all

parts subjected to high temperature. For

appearance the non-conducting material used
on engine cylinders is often covered with thin

planished steel ; on steam and exhaust mains
canvas is frequently used to give a substantial

yet neat finish. The monetary loss due to

radiation from inadequately clothed hot sur
faces is considerable and continues so long as

the plant is running.
The steam load acting on the moving engine

piston at any instant also acts upon the fixed

cylinder cover. These two loads, being action
and reaction, are of equal magnitude. If the

cyUnder be not integral with the engine frame
it is secured by bolts thereto. The frame also

carries theguide surfaces for the cross-head shoe,
and the crank-shaft bearings. Considerable
stiffness of the frame is necessary to contend
with the rapidly altering loads. Even at the

comparatively slow speed of GO revolutions per
minute the loads change twice per second.
Heavier loads than those due to steam thrust,
however, are imposed upon the frame. In
the single-cylinder engine of Fig. 2 it is not

possible to balance 7 the reciprocating masses
1 See "

Engines and Prime Movers, Balancing of," (G).

oven if the revolving weights be halanced,
which in many engines is not done, so

that vibratory forces are sot up as soon as

the engine runs. These forces are quite in

dependent of Ihe work being done by the

engine. If the engine does no work, but is

motored round by some external agent, the

forces still act. The forces are dependent
upon the weights and velocities of the moving
parts. Vibration ensues even though the

engine bo anchored to a heavy brickwork or

concrete foundation. The desirability of de

signing the moving parts BO that they shall be
of a minimum weight consistent with necessary

strength is apparent. Multi-crank engines can
bo designed so thai, the collective effect of the

separate moving parts is to balance.

(vi.) The Governor. If the load against which
the engine is working bo suddenly removed, the

speed of the engine will increase. To prevent
undue increase in speed a revolution regulator
or

"
governor

"
is provided. The action of the

governor is due to centrifugal force. When
the speed increases, certain weights driven by
the engine itself change position and, by re

ducing or modifying the steam supply, bring
about a reduction of the speed of the engine
to the normal. The function of the flywheel
is to act as an energy store and regulator ;

the function of the governor is to regulate the
number of revolutions made per minute by
the engine.

J?ig. 8 shows a typical form of governor.
The vertical spindle S is driven by gearing

Kio. 8.

"from the engine shaft. Two arms terminating
in balls li are pivoted to the upper end of

the vortical spiixUe. To each arm is pin-

jointed a link L. The lower end of each of

the two links is pin-jointed to a sleeve A which
is free to slide on the vortical spindle. The
vortical position of the sleeve depends upon
the position of the governor balls, which in
turn depends upon the speed of rotation of
the vertical spindle and therefore upon that
of the engine shaft. The position of the
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sloovo determines the quality or the quantity
of tho ntcam supplied to the engine cylinder.

There are two distinct methods by which
the governor may control the engine revolu

tions. Through such levers and links as arc

necessary the governor may either operate a

throttle valve or it may alter tho point of

cut-oil in tho engine cylinder. Tho position
of the valve of tho throttle valve deter

mines tho quantity of steam passing to tho

engine valve chest. If the quantity pass

ing through the throttle valve be curtailed,

expansion occurs (without any work being

done) immediately the steam passes through
the valvo and before entry into the cylinder.

By throttling, therefore, the initial pressure of

through the perforations and therefore throt

tling of the steam. The governors for small

throttle valves are usually belt driven, but as

tho belt drive is not a positive drive it is not
suited for a close control of the engine speed.
A safety device is sometines provided to pre
vent excessive engine speed in case of break

age of the governor bolt. The steam main is

connected to the flange E ; flange F is connected
to the cylinder valve chest. The arrows in

dicate tho direction of flow of tho steam when,

tho stop valvo is open. The governor base

piece fits into the machined portion marked G.

The combined stop and throttle valve complete
with a pendulum governor are shown in position
on the engine, Ififf. 2, at Z and GR respectively.

the steam entering tho cylinder depends upon
the engine speed. In the alternative method
the governor may bo arranged to alter cither

or both the valve travel and tho angular

position of the eccentric sheave whilst the

engine is running. Tho initial pressure of the

steam entering the engine cylinder is con

stant but) the quantity admitted por stroke

in variable and '

depends upon tho engine

Hpood.
The throttling method of control is common

for onginoH developing no great power. A
simple throttle valve combined with a Hteam

stop valve arranged within the one casing IB

shown by /'Vf/.
9. One end of tho link L is

connected to the nloovo of a centrifugal

governor, and the other end to the lover A for

rotating a cylindrical throttle valve. Tho

position of the governor balls and sleeve as

before depends upon tho speed of the engine.

Any vertical displacement of tho sleeve is

communicated by the link to tho lover and

produeoH slight rotary movement of the

throttle valvo B within its casing 0. As the

perforations of tho throttle valvo and tho

throttle valvo caning are coincident at normal

speed engine, slight rotation of tho throttle

valvo moans reduction in available area

10 shows a shaft governor arranged to

alter the angular setting of tho eccentric

sheave and BO control tho cut-oil. Tho gear
is symmetrical in outline. Pivoted at P to

a wheel mounted on tho engine crank shaft

is a pendulum weight and arm W. Between

10.

tho pivot and the weight is attached a spring

ft. Tho other end of tho spring is secured

to tho wheel. Tho eccentric; shoavo Ifl in

integral with a plato bored an easy fit for tho

crank shaft RO that rotation of the sheave

may readily be accomplished. A connecting

link L is secured to the plato and the pendulum
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weight arm by pins. On the engine revolu

tions increasing beyond the normal, the

weights under centrifugal action movo out

wards despite the resistance offered by the

springs, and by means of the links slight

rotation of the eccentric sheave ensues. An

adaptation of this governor permits of simul

taneous variation of the angular position and

of the throw of the eccentric sheave.

Governing by altering the cut-off is some
times performed by the gear shown in Fig. 11.

Pivoted at P to the governor stand is a

slotted link SL, to which is attached by a

pin the eccentric rod ER. The angular

position and throw of the eccentric is in

variable. The end of the valve rod VR

S.L

FIG. 11.

terminates in. a pivoted block B capable of

sliding within the slot of the link. The
lever L is fulcrumed at A to the governor
stand. Being attached to the governor sleeve

at 0, its angular displacement depends upon
the speed of the governor. At D a supporting
rod R is jointed to the other end of the

lever L. The lower end of JR is attached to

the valve rod by a pin and carries the weight
of the valve rod end. The angular displace
ment of the slotted link does not depend
upon tho speed of the engine j the longitudinal
travel of the slide valve depends upon the

position of the block within the slotted link,

and as the position of the block is deter

mined by that of the governor sleeve, the

governor control is by varying the cut-off.

(vii.) Eeversiny Oear. Tho most common
form of gear for reversing the direction of

rotation of an engine is the StopheiiKou Link
Motion Reverse ({ear. /'Yf/. 12 illustrates

this gear. Two eccentric sheaves keyed to

tho engine crank shaft are unod, ono being
for ahead running and the other for run

ning in tho reverse direction. Tho eccentric

rods ER are coupled to opposite eudH of a

slotted link S. A block B capable of sliding

within the slot is pin-jointed to tho valve

spindlo end VS. The slotted link is placed
in any desired position with respect to the

block by means of tho pull rods R and the

reversing shaft and lever L. The requisite
motion for tho reversing shaft njay be provided

by a screw or other convenient form of control.

When tho block is immediately in front of

tho ono eccentric rod connection, the valve

travel is due to that one eccentric sheave ;

and when placed immediately in front of tho

other eccentric rod connection the valve

travel is clue to tho reverse direction eccentric

sheave, and the engine runs in tho reverse

Fiu. 12.

direction. At any intermediate position the

valvo travel is duo to the Bum of the effective

motions of tho two eccentrics. In addition

to permitting of reversing, this gear allows of

"linking up," i.e. altering tho cut-oil; (whilst
the engine is running) to cope with tho condi

tions under which the engine is working.
The Allan and Glooch Link Motions, modifica
tions of tho Stephenson, are not very fre

quently used ; other gears, requiring but one
eccentric sheave, or perhaps none, are Home-
times employed.

(viii.) Clearance,.- -The limit of the piHton'ft

stroke is some small distance from the cylinder
cover nearest tho piston. This small dimen

sion, ranging from about one-quarter inch for

small pistons to one inch for piHtonsono hundred
or more inches in diameter, is called the

"
clear

ance," or the
"
mechanical clearance," of tho

piston. Clearance allowH for slight irregularities
in manufacture of the various parts of the

engine as well as for subsequent slight varia

tions in the relative positions of the various

parts due to wear and readjustment, and tem

perature changes. The "clearance volume" is

the volume duo to the mechanical clearance

plus the volume of tho atoam passage or
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passages iii association with that particular
end of the engine cylinder. The working
volume of the cylinder is tho volume swept per
Htroko by tho piston, i.e. tho cross-sectional

area of the cylinder multiplied by tho stroke

of the piston. Tho clearance volume is

usually somewhere between 7 and 15 per cent

of the working volume.

(ix.) Htipan.wve Working. Tf steam bo used

expansively, i.e.. if the cut-oil' bo at some
fraction of tho stroke instead of at tho com
pletion of the stroke, tho terminal volume
of the steam in larger than the volume of

the steam admitted, and correspondingly tho

terminal pressure of the steam is lower than
the initial admission pressure. The actual

volume of steam expanding in tho engine

cylinder is tho volume admitted plus tho

volume of tho residual steam in tho clearance

space, and the
u
actual ratio of expansion

"

is the volume swept by the piston tho

working volume plus tho clearance volume,
divided by the expanding volume at tho

point of cut-oft. liYom the point of cut-oil

to tho completion of tho stroke tho volume
of tho expanding steam gradually increases

whilst correspondingly tho pressure falls. Tho

pressure of tho steam leaving tho cylinder
is usually at a few pounds por square
inch below tho terminal pressure duo to

expansion.

By using steam expansively a greater
amount of work is performed per pound of

stotun used than if the steam wore admitted

during the whole of tho stroke. If a diagram
bo drawn giving tho pressure of tho Btoam
ai any instant during tho stroke of tho piston,

tho area of tho diagram represents to some
scale tho work done por stroke of tho piston.

Much a diagram may bo obtained from tho

actua.l engine cylinder by moans of an
"

indicator," and the diagram is called an
u
indicator diagram.'

1 '

If tho indicator and

tho gear for driving tho indicator be in good
condition and well designed, tho resulting

indicator diagrams faithfully record tho con

ditions existing within tho engine cylinder.

Finality in steam-engine design has not boon

reached, and tho constant endeavour of

designers is to increase tho output por unit

of working volume of tho cylinder. Assum

ing tho length of tho engine stroke and tho

diameter of tho engine cylinder to bo fixed,

and saturated Btoam to bo used, any increase

in output must bo due to some change

resulting in an increase of tho area of tho

indicator diagram or an increase of tho

number of revolutions por minute. Should

increase of tho latter be not allowable, for

increased output tho area of tho indicator

diagram must bo inoroanod, and this can bo

aooom plished (if tho cut-off remain unaltered)

by increasing the initial pressure and lowering

the back pressure. The lowering of tho ex
haust pressure is accomplished by causing tho

engine to exhaust into a vacuum. It must
bo remembered that to provide plant to

create a vacuum is initially costly and also

expensive in upkeep. Inercasing tho initial

pressure introduces operating troubles in

separable from the use of high -
pressure

steam.

(3) COMPOUND ENGINES. To use steam
as efficiently as possible tho heat content of

tho steam at entry to tho engine cylinder
must be high, and at the exit from tho

cylinder it must be low. The initial pressure
tliorcforo being high, since it is desired that

tho exhaust and terminal pressures should
be nearly equal, tho ratio of expansion is

high. In a single
- cylinder engine of usual

donign tho early cut-oif thus necessitated is

very undesirable, but if tho same ratio of

expansion bo performed by steps or stages in

two or more cylinders many of tho objections

disappear. Such step or stage expansion is

termed u
compounding." The first step is

performed in a
u
high -pressure cylinder," and

tho last step in a
"
low-pressure cylinder." If

the engine bo a two-stago engine it is called

a
u
compound engine

"
; if three stages are

used tho engine is called a-
"
triple expansion

engine
" and tho intermediate stao is per

formed in an "
intermediate pressure cylin

der
"

; if four stages are used tho engine
is called a

"
quadruple expansion engine

"

and tho intermediate stages are performed
in

"
first intermediate pressure

" and "
second

intermediate pressure
"

cylinders respectively.
Sometimes it is considered advantageous to

perform the work of tho high-pressure cylinder

(or perhaps tho low-pressure cylinder) in two

cylinders. In marine service four - cylinder

triplo expansion engines are not uncommon.
In such engines there are two low-pressure

cylinders collectively doing tho work which

ordinarily one low- pressure cylinder would do

in the more common throe -cylinder engine.

Compound locomotives sometimes have two

high - pressure cylinders exhausting into one

low-prosHxiro cylinder, and although there are

throe cylinders tho engine is not a triplo

expansion but a three - cylinder compound
locomotive. Sometimes tho cylinders are

arranged
"
tandem," i.e. tho piston rod of one

cylinder is directly connected to tho piston
of tho adjoining cylinder, so that only one

crank and connecting rod is required for tho

two pistons and piston rods. Tho ordinary

single -cylinder engine is called a "simple"
engine, and if two such engines are arranged
on the same frame and drive a common shaft

tho arrangement ia said to bo
a
twin simple

engines
"

or a
" twin engine."

(4) Tim CONDWNKICK. Tn compound,
triplo, and quadruple expansion engines
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the terminal pressure in the low -
pressure

cylinder is usually between six and four

pounds per square inch absolute. A lower

pressure than this is not usually desired

because of the increase in size of the low-

pressure cylinder due to the rapid increase

in volume of the steam at the higher vacuum.
The steam is condensed in a

"
condenser,"

and the pressure in the condenser is slightly
less than in the engine cylinder. The type
of condenser used is determined largely by
the amount of water available for condensing
the steam. In marine service, where there

is unlimited water to be had, the surface

condenser naturally is used. In essence, the

surface condenser consists of a battery of

small-bore tubes, usually about three-quarters
of an inch in bore, arranged within a casing
so that on one side of each tube the exhaust

steam circulates whilst the cooling water

passes on the other side. The condensing
water and the condensed steam are thus

kept separate and distinct from one another.

For land service where the amount of water
for condensation of the exhaust steam is

strictly limited, an evaporative form of

surface condenser is sometimes used. In this

condenser the steam is condensed within the

tubes by a small quantity of water flowing
across their exterior surfaces. In the class

of condenser commonly used for land purposes
the steam and condensing water mingle, and
the condenser is called a "jet condenser."

There are two distinct varieties of jet
condensers the "parallel flow" and the
"
counter flow." In the parallel flow the

steam and the condensing water both enter

at the same end of the condenser, whilst in

the counter flow the steam enters at the

bottom and the condensing water at the top
of the condenser. The counter flow is the more
efficient of the two arrangements.
The air leakage past the gland where the

low -pressure piston rod enters its cylinder
is considerable, and, together with the air

passed over from the boiler with the steam,
necessitates the continual use of an

"
air-

pump
"

in order that a vacuum may be
obtained and maintained. .Generally, in addi
tion to removing the air from the condenser
the air-pump removes the water of condensa
tion from the surface condenser, or the water
of condensation plus the injection water from
the jot condenser. Usually the air-pump is

driven through the medium of lovers and links

from the engine cross - head or piston rod.

In horizontal engines the condenser (with its

pumps) is generally arranged under the engine
in order that the exhaust pipe may be of

minimum length. Long exhaust pipes are
inefficient and undesirable. For the same
reason the condenser in vertical engines (HO
common in marine service) is mounted on tho

engine framework as close as possible to the

low-pressure cylinder. Tho condensing water
IK circulated by a

"
circulating pump

" some
times driven by tho engine or sometimes in

dependently.

(5) VALVES. With tho simple J) slide valve
of Figs. 4 and 5, independent control of tho

cycle of events is not possible. Should the valve

be set to give an oarly cut-off, an early rolcaae

and compression also occur. To permit the

timing of the admission portion of the cycle
to bo altered without affecting tho timing
of the exhaust has been tho object of many
schemes. The arrangement shown in Fig. 13,

called the "
Meyer expansion valve," has

been much used to this end. Two complete
sots of eccentrics with rods and valve spindles
are necessary. The main valve is driven by
its spindle 1) and reciprocates in the usual
manner over the three passages of the cylinder
valve face. The main valve is in cssonco a

simple slide valvo with tho addition at each

FIG. UJ.

end of a steam port 8. AH in tho simple slide

valvo the steam lap is the amount L. Tho
lap L controls the passage leading to tho left

end of tho engine cylinder, but tho separately
reciprocated expansion valvo A controls the
steam supply to the corresponding main valvo

port. Hence the steam supply to the engine
cylinder is determined by A and B, and the
exhaust from tho cylinder IH determined by tho
main valve exhaust odgoH F and (u Varying
tho exit-off whilst the engine in running ,w

readily achieved by providing right- and left-

hand scrow threads on the valvo spindle (J,

and arranging that C may bo rotated slightly
without alTeeting its reciprocation. Partial

rotation of C either eloHOH or separates some
what tho parts A and B, and therefore alters

tho period of opening of the ports S to Htoam.
Tho Hcrow threads are of the name pitch, /.,

rotation of C produces equal longitudinal
movement of A and B, but iu opposite
directions.

It is eommon practice in large stationary
engine design to discard the slide valvo and
substitute in its place four valves, two valves
for controlling the steam supply to tho

cylinder and two valves for regulating tho
oxhaTiBt from tho cylinder. A groat advantage
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of such Jin arrangomont lies in the curtailing
of the waste clearance volume duo to long
steam passages. Whether the four valves

are arranged in the cylinder covora or in the

cylinder barrel itself, the length of the pass

age from tho valves to the cylinder barrel is

short. In horizontal engines it is usual to

place tho stcarn valves on tho top and the

exhaiiHt valves underneath the cylinder barrel.

.If reasonable care is taken in tho design of

thoHo valves, very efficient drainage for any
steam condensed within the cylinder and its

passages is possible. Tt is preferable to use

separate valves for tho high- and low-tempera
ture Htoa-iu rather than one valve for alternat

ing temperatures. Kor tho four-valve scheme
two distinct forms of valves and gears have
been dovisod, and each has given ita name to

reciprocating engines using that special form.

KnginoH littetl with rooking valves are named
after tho originator of such valves in their

application to steam engines, and are called
" Oorliss ongines," Engines employing tho

other form are known as
"
Drop - valvo

onginos
"
because a drop valvo in used.

(i.) (W.itM \>

f

(t,tr<\H. -A typical cylinder
burrol with covers for a Oorliss engine is

shown in AVf/. M. Part of thin figure in in

longitudinal section and part in outBido view.

Tho elosonoBH of the valvoH to tho working
volume of tho cylinder is vory marked.

At A tho Hlen.m on to I*H a steam belt run

ning longitudinally above tho cylinder barrel.

This bolt terminates at oaoh on<l in a caning
H containing tho steam valvo for that end of

tho oylindor, Tho oxluuwt valves arc arranged
to work within Huiiilai'-Hliapod casings (1, and
tho two exhaust casings arc connor.tod by a

longitudinal bolt uwlornoath tho cylinder.

Tho oxhaufit pipo is connected to a suitable

facing I) on tho exhaust bolt. At Iti drainage

provision in rnado. (<ross sections of tho

vnlvoH aro shown iin AV<y. IT>, The steam

valvo at the point of admission is shown at

(a), and full opon to stoam at (6). Tho oxlmtwt

valvo is shown at point* of rolonso at (r),

and full opon to oxhauHt at (d). Tho valvo

Hpindlo attached to oaoh of tho valvoH protrudes

through a Htoam-tight Htufllng-box with gland.

and is fitted with a lever, as shown dotted in

tho four sketches.

Each of the two sets of rocking valves is

worked by an eccentric. This permits of ready
variation in both steam and exhaust cycles.
In one arrangement of the valve gear the ex
haust valve levers are connected by links to a
circular plate mounted on a spindle fixed to

the cylinder about midway between the valves.

Tho exhaust eccentric rod is also coupled to

this circular plate and gives to it a vibra

tory motion which is transmitted through
tho connecting links to the rocking exhaust
valves. For the steam valves a similar plate
is used, and the eccentric for the steam valves

is coupled to the plate to provide the desired

motion. The steam valves work under the

joint influence of the steam valve eccentric

(<*)

and a governor. The mocha-nism is com
plicated, and is such that tho cut-off is always
rapid. (Governing is by variation in cut-off.

Largo vortical engines have boon constructed

in addition to tho more common horizontal

pattern for driving millH, factories, electric-

light plant, etc., and have proved successful

in normal working. Given that the design
is Hatisfactory, swcot and efficient running of

the Corliss ongino dopcndw upon the care with

which tho numerous adjustments aro made
and maintained. If not given adequate atten

tion tho working in noisy,

(ii.) J)rop Valvw. Tlio valves and valvo

operating mechanism of tho drop-valve form
of ongino differ in principle?) from those already
described. To allow ntoam to pass, the valves

arc raised bodily from their seats, closing

being effected by dropping the valves on to

thoir soats. Four valves are required per

cylinder -two stoam and two exhaust valves.

The operation of those four valves 19 through
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the agency of a
"
lay shaft." The axes of

the lay shaft and tho engine cylinder are

parallel, and the lay shaft extends almost tho

whole length of the engine. The motion of

the lay shaft is one of rotation, and tho speed
of rotation is usually the same as that of the

engine crank shaft. As the lay shaft is

arranged at right angles to the crank shaft,

rotation is transmitted either by bevel wheels

or skew gearing.
The commonest form of lift valve is that

shown at D, Fig. 9. The surface of tho valve

actually in contact with the valve seat when
the valve is closed is small, in order to ob
tain steam -tightness. Tho angle of the valve

seat is 45. If

tho pressures
above and bo-

low tho valve

when tho valve

is closed are

not eq ual ,

some form of

gear is required
cither to keep
the valve in

position or to

opon the valve

when desired.

In Fig. 9 a

screwed spindle
S is provided
for both pur
poses. The un
balanced steam
lead on the

valve may be,

and iu fact

usually is, con

siderable. For

some purposes
the hick of

balance of such

steam loads is

not of great

moment, but in valves controlling tho steam

distribution of an engine making perhaps 200

revolutions per minute any considerable lack of

balance is prohibitive, since the operating gear
would be subjected to unnecessarily largo loads.

Tho balanced double-seated valves of Fiy. 10

has boon designed to overcome these operating
difficulties. Tho seats aro at "D and E, and
tho valve is shown full opon. Tho cover

securing in position tho valve cage also oarrioH

the gear for imparting tho requisite motions
to tho valve at tho correct intervain. Tho
nearness of tho valve to the cylinder boro A
and tho cylinder cover iu noticeable, and
tho waste clearance space is correspondingly
small. Difficulty has been experienced in

keeping steam-tight the valve faces of double-

beat valves, and as a result modifications to

tho design shown have been introduced, but

tho balancing of tho steam leads is always

kept in view. AH in the Corliss engine, steam

to tho valve comes by way of a longitudinal

bolt B. Jn an engine running at 180 revolu

tions per minuto tho period for steam admis

sion, if tho cut-oil be at one-quarter stroke, i,s

one twenty-fourth of a second. .During thin

short interval the valve must both open and
close. A positive mechanism is imperative,
therefore, for operating tho valves. Usually
tho valves aro pressed opon by some form of

cam gear and forcibly closed by a strong

spring. The operating forces are clearly in

tlie nature of a hammer blow and the gear

might readily be described as percussive.
Tho necessity for tho elimination as far aw

possible of all unbalanced loads is clear. If

the design of tho gear is not theoretically
sound no amount of care and attention by
engine attendants can prevent noisy working,
severe wear and tear, and unreliability in ser

vice. Tho hammer blow of tho closing valve

is softened considerably by trapping air under
tho piston P working within tho spring cylinder
0. Sometimes oil is used instead of air. The
amount of cushioning effect may readily bo
controlled by a small valve not shown in the

illustration. Tho end of tho lever for pressing

opon tho valve is lettered L. The valve gear
is not shown. An eccentric complete with

its strap and rod is necessary for operating
each valve. Tho four eccentric sheaves aro

mounted on the lay shaft. Governing w
accomplished by varying tho point of <mt-o(T.

Either a shaft governor or tho more common
pendulum governor may bo usod for control

ling the admission period. Tho oxhawt
valves are not governor - controlled. The
remainder of tho engine presents no uuunual
features other than that tho crank and con

necting rod are enclosed and that lubrication

of tho bearings in forced instead of the custom

ary oil -box and cotton -wick method being
used. The oil in the wimple common method
is transferred from tho oil-box to the bearing

by capillary action. (Iroovos cut in the bear

ing allow the oil to come into contact with

tho journal within the bearing.
Some manufacturers prefer to substitute

gridiron slide valves for the exhaust drop
valves. Kssontially a gridiron slide valve

is a metal plate perforated with perhaps
three slots. This plate slides upon a valvo

face perforated with similar slots, thus allowing
communication with the exhaust to be estab

lished when desired, .By tho use of several

slots a considerable opening to exhaust in

poHsiblo with but a short valve travel. Tho
gridiron valves aro driven by eccentrics from

tho lay shaft, one valve being provided at

each end of the engine cylinder. With thin

arrangement also tho waste clearance volumo
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is Hinall and tho cylinder drainage is auto

matic.

((>)
UNA- VLOW .KNUINR. Tho general

appearance of the drop-valvo engine is not

very dissimilar to that of tho umi-now engine
illustrated by fiig. 17. Tho cylinder of the

Km. 17. Una-ilow
Messrs, kobcy &

KiiH'mo. DcnitfiUMl awl built. by
(<o., Ltd., Lincoln, Kn^hind.

Una-flow engine is almost twice tho length of

the cylinder of tho corresponding drop-valvo

engine.
In the engines HO far described, each ond of

tho cylinder is alternately
Invited by incoming Htoam
and cooled by outgoing
Htcam. The four - valve

scheme is preferable to

tbe I) slide valve in this

respect. A further modi-

lication of tho four-valve

arrangement in to elimi

nate the mechanically

operated exhaust valve

and HO make the cylinder
that the Hteain How is

always in one direction,

BooauHO of tho steam (low

being always in the one

direction Much enginoH are

called
" una-dow" (somo-

tirneH
"
uni-ilow") engines.

Tho general appearance of

a una-flow engine is illuB-

tratod in AVr/. 17 - r|1 "

engine w a Hingle-cylitHler engine of about

KK) horHO-powor at about ISO revolutionn per

minute. Nearly all the working parts arc

completely onoloHod. Steam admission is con

trolled by drop valvon worked by ec-centricw

from a lay shaft, as in the drop-valv( engine.

Tlu^ drop' valves are arranged, in the cylinder

covers, an may be seen from Fifr IB, Tho

waste clearance volume is very small, and the

total clearance volume is about 2 per cent
of tho working volume. There arc no exhaust
valves in the usual sense of tho expression.
The cylinder barrel and piston are unusually
long. Tho length of the piston is about 90

per cent of the length of the piston stroke. At
the centre of length of the cylinder barrel

is an exhaust belt. Access to this belt from
tho cylinder barrel is obtained through a

number of slots cut in tho circumference of

tho cylinder barrel. The length of each of

these slots is about 10 per cent of the length
of tho piston stroke.

In a single-cylinder una-now engine the

ratio of expansion is as high as in a quadruple

expansion engine. Consequently tho cut-off

is very early, being rarely later than one-

tenth of the stroke. When the piston has

nearly reached tho end of its stroke it uncovers
tho exhaust slots and allows an almost un
restricted escape for the used steam. On
completing about 10 per cent of the reverse

stroke the piston closes tho exhaust slots and
such steam as is trapped is compressed.

Compression continues until the end of the

stroke is nearly reached and the admission

valve is ready to open again. The compression

period Is very long and tho maximum com

pression pressure correspondingly very high.
The indicator diagram obtained from the

una-How engine cylinder is strikingly different

from that usually associated with stearn-

KIO. ,18.

engine practice. In the normal design of

una-ilow engine a high vacuum is necessary
to prevent excessive compression pressure.

A jot condenser IH usually provided and is

placed immediately under the engine cylinder.

The exhaust slots are HO largo in area an to

offer practically a negligible resistance to the

exhaiiHt steam, and the vacuum in tho engine
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cylinder is practically that in the condenser.

To provide against damage duo to excessive

rise in compression pressure, should there be

leakage past the admission valve or a fall

in vacuum, spring
- loaded relief valvos are

provided. Provision is made for running the

engine temporarily non-condensing by throw

ing into communication with the bore of the

cylinder an additional clearance space in each

cylinder cover. These additional clearance

spaces are controlled by valves.

Superheated steam is generally used for Una-

flow engines. The piston under the action

of high temperature needs lubrication. A
mechanical sight-feed lubricator is provided
for the purpose. Lubrication of the main

bearings, connecting rod, and cross-head is

forced, the oil being circulated by an oil pump
driven by the engine itself.

In Fig. 17 a large cylindrical casing around
a portion of the lay shaft and almost touching
the front eccentric will be noticed. This

casing encloses a shaft governor capable of

fine speed regulation. It moves the eccentrics

and so varies the cut-off to suit the load on
the engine. The handwheel at the extreme
end of the lay shaft is for speed adjustment

by altering the governor conditions whilst

the engine is in motion.

Uniformity of turning moment is usually
a requisite in engineering practice. As has

been shown by Fig. 3, a single-cylinder engine

gives a maximum cyclical variation and range.
The flywheel therefore must be much heavier

than would be necessary for a multicrattk

engine developing in the aggregate the same

power as the single-cylinder engine. Although
the flywheel of the una-flow single-cylinder

engine is extraordinarily heavy, the una-flow

engine is cheaper to build and operate than
the multicylinder engine. Una-flow single-

cylinder engines have been used for driving
alternators direct-coupled to the engine crank
shaft to run in parallel where the permissible

cyclical variation of turning is extremely
small.

(7) HIGH-SPEED ENGINES. The so-called
"
high-speed engine

"
is due to the demand

of electrical engineers for an engine to drive

when coupled direct to electric generators. Its

correct designation is
"
quick revolution," as

the mean piston speed duo to the short stroke

employed is comparatively slow. Its great
success for this exacting service led to its

application elsewhere, and although the steam
turbine has practically superseded the quick-
revolution engine for electrical purposes, the

engine, nevertheless, is in demand as a con

venient, reliable, and moderately economical

prime mover. It is usually vertical, and there

fore possesses the advantage of requiring but
little floor-spaeo. It is very compact, of no

groat weight per unit of power developed, and

is made cither an a wimple, compound, or

triple expansion online, using either saturated

or suporhc'atod steam. This form of engine
is conducive to high efficiency, but if high

efficiency in to be maintained the engine must
be kept in good running condition. Quick-
revolution engines will not work satisfactorily

under conditions of neglect such aw aro asso

ciated too frequently with the running of the

slow-revolution engine.

The difficulties of adequately lubricating the

moving parts of the high-revolution engine
were not satisfactorily solved until the enclosed

form of engine was designed. This typo of

engino is illustrated by J%. 10. All the

working parts arc enclosed in an oil-tight

case, and usually all that is in sight outside

the case is a small piece of the piston rod and
of tho valve rod. Lubrication of the various

bearings is effected under pressure. Tho
maximum oil pressure used is about thirty

pounds per square inch. A small plunger-

pattern oil pump driven from tho end of tho

crank shaft circulates tho oil through passages
and pipes. Tho bearings are flooded with oil.

The oil escapes at the ends of tho bearings and,

dropping into the well formed by tho crank

case, passes through some form of cooler and
is strained before entering tho oil pump to con
tinue its journey once more to the bearings. Jf

each bearing is to receive its fair share of lubri

cant, all the bearings must bo (inoly and uni

formly adjusted. When tho engine in running,

nothing of the oiling provision is visible- except
an oil-pressure gauge, Tho quantity of oil in

the oiling syKtom in usually suck that tho crunk
and the lower ond of the connecting rod pass

through the store of oil in about one-sixth

of a revolution. Thin materially aids Iho
lubrication of the crank pin. There is an
inevitable leakage of condenHato whore tho

piston and valvo rods outer tho caning, and
the water iinds its way into tho crank case.

Provision should bo made (if it lias not boon
done by tho engine builders) for periodically

removing this water and also tho wator of

separation from tho lubricating oil placed in

the crank case. If such bo not made, tho
crank churns the oil and wator into a VIHOOUH

mixture of about tho consistency of croam and
of little value as a lubricant, and tho proHwiro
in the oiling system drops to an unsafe figure,
about live pounds por square inch. If tho
water be removed periodically, tho name oil

may be used in tho crank cane for many weeks

running. A valvolona oil pump is preferable.
If a quick-revolution engine vunn at, Hay,

seven times the speed of an ordinary engine of

equal power and thin in not unusual- the
time for heat exchange between tho steam and
tho cylinder walls is one-seventh that of tho

ordinary ongirio. When running at 420
revolutions per ntinuto tho period of exhaust
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occupies leas than one-fourteenth of a second.

As tho timo for hoat flow is so short the

cylinder condensation due to hoat How is

correspondingly small.

Because of tho high number of revolutions

tho size of the engine cylinder is relatively

small. This contributes to a minimum heat

loss clue to radiation por pound of steam

entering tho engine, and therefore tho high-
revolution engine is again preferable. Addi

tionally, tho amount of covering provided on

the hot surfaces in high-revolution engines is

in marked contrast to the almost unclothed

cylinders HO common in slow - revolution

engine practice. The cylinders, pistons, and

required to set it for running in the reverse

direction.

Usually a governor is arranged with its

axis horizontal, and is placed at the free end

of the crank shaft, The governor presents no

special features other than that it works in a

horizontal position. The hinged weights under

the control of the powerful springs occupy
definite positions at definite engine speeds.

The position of tho weights is communi
cated to the sleeve and through the medium
of a lever and rod to a y u

double-beat governor con-
J

I

trol valve placed at the

steam entrance to the valve

FIG. 10, KuclOH(Ml Steam Engine. Built l>y Messrs. Alley & MaoLellan, Ltd., GIUHROW, Wcotlnnd.

valves arc arranged to ho self-draining and

water pookotH arc eliminated. When arranged

for using saturated steam a
"
separator

"
is

provided to drain as much an possible of the

moisture hold in suspension in tho steam

boforo tho steam on tors tho valvo chest.

HUiam distribution is usually controlled

by a
"

pinion valvo." A piston valvo is a D
Hl'ido valvo in which tho Hat valvo face is

hont into a cylinder. Piston valvow tiro froo

from friction duo to steam load and occupy
smalt wpaoo. The valvo gear is of an unusually

substantial construction because of the rapidly

alternating loads to which it -is subjected.

KnoloHod engines aro not arranged for reversing

whou running, but often, especially in single-

cylindor onii'ines, tho oooontrie sheave JH HO

arranged that only a few minutes' work is

chest. Tho position of tho valvo determines tho

qiianlity of steam passing tho valve, and control

of the engine speed is therefore by throttling.

With thin form of governor control it IH possible

to work with a maximum momentary variation

in speed of but 2 por cent and a permanent
variation of IOHB than 1 per cent when full load

is suddenly removed from tho engine. With tho

exception of tho weights and springs tho moving

parts of tho governor gear arc very light and

easily operated. A heavy flywheel IH oBsentinl,

particularly for tho single
- cylinder engines.

A tachometer or revolution indicator is pro

vided, driven from tho engine shaft by a belt.

(8) Tine LoooMOTiVK. Tho present-day

locomotive engine in a compact self-contained

steam plant remarkably powerful for tho space

occupied, whilst possessing exceptional floxi-
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bility in operation. The form of steam

generator used and the general disposition of

the engine parts still bears the stamp of

Stephenson's genius. Whilst in other branches

of steam engineering the compound engine has

proved its right to the first place, in locomotive

practice generally the simple engine prevails.

The conditions imder which locomotives must

work are unusual and severe. Minute by
minute almost, the conditions change as

different gradients are encountered, and often

extreme acceleration or retardation occurs at

short intervals. The conditions of service

debar the use of a condensing provision.

Therefore for locomotive service the simple

engine has survived.

The steam boiler is secured at one end to

the frame plates ; at the other end it is

supported, so allowing freedom for the change
of length due to temperature variation. The

engine cylinders are secured to the same
frame plates at the anchored end of the

boiler. This avoids racking the steam pipe
between the boiler and the engine cylinders.

If the cylinders be placed within the frame

plates the locomotive is called an "
inside

cyUnder engine
"

;
if placed outside the

frame plates the locomotive is called an
"
outside cylinder engine." The exhaust

from the cylinders is used to augment the

draught and therefore promotes rapid steam

generation. If the exhaust were not used

for draught acceleration, a much larger and
heavier boiler would be required. The

pistons, piston rods, cross-heads, and connecting
rods are similar to those used in simple la.nd

engines, although, owing to restricted space,
the detail is different. The locomotive engine
is not provided with a governor. By an

intelligent use of the reversing gear and
the steam admission valve or

"
regulator

"

the engine power can be easily adjusted by
either or both throttling and varying the

cut-off to suit the constantly altering running
conditions. The double - eccentric reversing

gear, as illustrated in Fig, 12, together with

a simple D-slide valve is commonly used, but

many variations in valve gear are to be found.

Keyed to the crank shaft, or
"
crank axle,"

are the two
"
driving wheels." The driving

wheels take the place of the flywheel or

flywheels of the stationary engine. The rim
of each wheel is provided with a tyre having
a cross-section suitable for the rails on which
the wheels roll. Adhesion between a tyre
and a rail depends upon, amongst other

factors, the weight pressing the two together.
In order to take advantage of the weight of

the locomotive, and in view of the weight
upon any one axle being restricted to somo
certain amount depending upon the construc
tion of the track, etc., the wheels of two or

more axles are usually coupled together.

The coupled wheels act aw supplementary
driver wheels. To enable the wheels to be

coupled, they are provided with crank pins,

and the coupling rods connect these crank

pins and cause all the wheels to revolve

together. In the common, two - cylinder
locomotive tho engine cranks arc arranged
at right angles to otic another. This is

beneficial, not only because it reduces tho

fluctuation of the twisting moment, but

because it enables the engine to start from
almost any position in which it may have
come to rest. The axles of tho coupled wheels

other than tho crank axle arc plain axles.

A marked di (Terence between the stationary
and the locomotive engine is that in the

locomotive tho crank-shaft bearings "axle
boxes

" and the bearings for the other axles

are not rigidly fixed to tho engine frame.

Each bearing is spring supported. Whilst

constrained horizontally tho spring support
allows the axlo box a certain limited movement
vertically. A typical axlo box with its spring
support is shown in >%. 20. Tho axle box
slides vertically within tho guide bolted to
the engine frame. Tho spring absorbs shocks
due to inequalities in tho track.

Although an engine speed of about 2(50

revolutions per minute in quite common, and
although the conditionM respecting (hint, and
grit arc anything but ideal, the simple means
used for lubricating the axle within the axle
box is effective. In marked contrast is the
care and elaboration of detail found necessary
for stationary engines running at similnr

speeds. Only tho upper portion of tho axle
box comes in contact with tho axle. The
lower portion of the axle box is provided with
a hollow "

keep
" which actH as an oil

container. A felt lubricating pad is lightly
pressed against the axlo by slender springs,
and as the pad is partly immersed in the oil

in the keep tho surface in contact with the
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axlo is well supplied with lubricant. Addi

tionally, oil is conveyed from an oil box formed
in the top part of the axle box to suitable

oiling grooves cut in the bearing surface in

contact with the axle.

A six-coupled, wimple, inside-cylinder, side-

tank locomotive is shown in Fig. 21. An
unusual degree of flexibility is given to the

axlo boxes for the trailing axlo (under the

coal bunker) to permit the locomotive to nego
tiate curves readily. Whilst but a moderate

sized engine, this locomotive is typical of a

class in great demand, under certain condi

tions, For homo railway service.

(9) MARINE ENGINES. The modern marine

reciprocating steam engine at first view does

not appear to have much in common with the

simple engine already described. Its difference

in form and detail Is solely duo to the endeavour

very common ; an engine of this size for land

service is rare. Whilst for certain marine

services the reciprocating steam engine has

given place to the geared steam turbine,

this is not because of mechanical defect or

inability to perform exacting duty. The

average engine is remarkably reliable and

frequently works under the most adverse

conditions. For
"
tramp

" steamers the re

ciprocating steam engine holds the premier

position.

Triple expansion engines are customarily

used, although quadruple expansion engines
with higher steam pressures and superheated
steam are not uncommon. The engines are

vertical with the cylinders arranged immedi

ately above the crank shaft. A typical engine
is shown in Fig. 22. The rear columns for

supporting the cylinders are of cast iron and

Six-eouplod Tank Iflntfluo for the Brown and Morthyr Railway. Built by
MoHHrH. Jlobort Htoiihenson <fe Co., Ltd., Darlington,

to satisfy the requirements peculiar to the

use of reciprocating engines for the propulsion
of ships. The form of cross-section of the

vessel, the necessity of having the crank

shaft relatively close to the keel of the VOSBO!

in order to secure immersion of the propeller

when tbo vessel is running without cargo, the

desirability of being able to run continuously
for many days without impairing the ability

of the engine to reverse instantaneously on

demand, the ability to obtain unlimited sup

plies of cooling water for use in condensers, and

tho inability to obtain, other than to a very
limited extent, fresh water for IIHO in, steam

boilers -all these, as well as other factors,

have influenced tho moulding of tho Him pie

form of reciprocating engine into the marine

engine of to-day. The largest reciprocating

Hlcam engines over built have boon For marine

service, and the average si/,0 of engine in use

at present on board ship is much larger than

used elsewhere. A "
tramp

n
steamer equipped

with a two thousand horse-power engine is

tho front columns aro of wrought stool. Tho

engine is therefore more open for inspection
when running, and is IOHS massive in appearance
than when tho front columns aro of cast

iron also. Tho condenser is at tho back of

tho engine, and is carried upon brackets

forming part of the roar columns. Tho sea

water tisod for condensing tho exhaust steam

passes through tho nests of small -bore tubes

forming tho condensing surface, and tho

steam is condensed on the exterior surfaces

of these tubes. Kor circulating tho condensing
water a plunger pump is usually provided.
This pump, together with tho air pump and

sometimes also food and bilge pumps, is driven,

from one of tho crow-heads by moans of a

lover and links. Tho pumps aro arranged
under and at ono sido of the condenser.

Tho duty of tho air pump is to remove from

tho condenser such air an inevitably finds its

way in amongst the exhaust steam through
tho piston rod and perhaps valve rod

boxcH, and also tho condensed steam.
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The left end of the crank shaft of Fig. 22

is coupled to the line shafting terminating in

the propeller shaft. The propeller screws its

way through the water and, in doing so,

transmits a considerable thrust to the ship.

Adjoining the engine is a thrust-block bearing

in which a number of collars formed on the

thrust shaft, the shaft directly coupled to the

crank shaft, bear against an equal number of

fixed bearing surfaces, so transmitting the

A special inertia governor is sometimes em

ployed to check the
"
racing

"
of the engines,

which occurs if the propeller bo momentarily
lifted out of the water by the pitching of the

vessel during rough weather. This governor

operates a disc throttle valve placed in the

main steam pipe close to the engine. Many
engineers prefer hand control of the throttle

valve and do not lit a governor. In the illus

tration the vertical rod to the right of the

a. 22. Triple Expansion Marine Engine. Designed and built by MofWH. The Norlh-.KaHi.oru Marino

Engineering Co., Ltd., Wallscnd-on-Tyno, Kngluud.

thrust of the collars to the thrust block and

thence to the ship itself. The crank shaft is

in three sections. To facilitate overhauling of

the engines when in port, a small simple engine
is provided at the left end of the main engine.

The small engine drives a worm which, by

gearing into a suitable wheel secured to the

crank-shaft coupling, is able to slowly rotate

the main engines to any desired position for

inspection.
The ordinary forms of governor used for

land engines are imsuited for marine service.

right column in connected at tho upper end

to tho small lever of tho throttle valve. At
the lower end of the vortical rod IB a hand

lever. No governor IB provided.
The Stophenson pattern link motion w fitted

for reversing, Tho detail is slightly different

from that of Fig. 12. Tho rcvoming nliaft is

at tho back of the engine. It receives vibra

tory motion from a small steam engine placed
on* the main engine bod -plate and midway
between tho middle and right front columns.

Tho handwheel of the engine IB specially
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prominent. This simple engine, through a

worm, drives a wheel to which is fixed a crank

pin. A rod connects this crank pin with the

arm fixed to the reversing shaft. The arrange
ment is such that whilst the crank pin de

scribes a circle the end of the lever of the

reversing shaft vibrates through about 90.
As there are no stops for the reversing links

to strike against, this gear is very convenient.

It is called the ." all round "
reversing gear.

The engine as a whole can he linked up by
the reversing gear, as in the locomotive.

Sometimes it is considered advisable to alter

independently the cut -oils in the three

cylinders, and a simple provision is made for

this to be done without interfering with tho

FIG. 23

possibility of immediately reversing the engine
as a whole."

Tho high-pressure cylinder is litted with a

piston vulvo. A typical piston valvo is illus

trated in Fig. 23. Tho steam supply enters

at S. Tho exhaust odgon of tho valve arc the

outside odgos in this instance. Tho arrange
ment shown keeps tho high-temperature steam

away from tho valvo rod stuffing-box. Tho
valvo works within a liner which is fitted for

ease of renewal in case of wear. A partial

development of tho linor is shown, from which

the slope of tho connecting bars botwcon tho

p< >rt HlotH will be noticed. Tho angle IH arranged
HO that ridges will not be formed on tho surface

of tho reciprocating valvo. Tho separate steam

and exhaust openings out in each ond of the

valvo linor allow for a long guiding Hurfaoo to

Ibo given, to tho valvo. In principle tho valvo

is a simple D-Hlido valvo. Tho valves for tho

intermediate and low-pressure cylinders aro

double-ported, Hat - slide valvos, i.e. valves

arranged to give a large opening for a small

travel.

(10) NEWCOMERS ENOIKE. The first

successful and practical reciprocating steam

engine was invented and constructed early
in the eighteenth century by Thomas New-
comen. The steam pressure was low rarely,

in fact, did it exceed that of the atmosphere,

ftapid development was delayed because of

inability to obtain steam generators capable
of working at pressures above that of the

atmosphere. In the early days of tho Ncw-
comen engine an attendant was required to

operate the control valves, but eventually the

engine was made self-acting by introducing
valve-operating rods attached to the overhead

beam. About the

year 1711 the New-
comen engine began
to be used for the

pumping of water

from mines, and for

about three - quarters
of a century it was
tho best prime mover
in this country.
F i g . 24 shows

schematically tho
Newcomcn engine.
The piston is shown
at the top of its

stroke. Steam is

gonoratod in the boiler

A, whence it passes

through tho control

valve V, when re

quired, into tho cylin
der C. When tho

cylinder is full, tho

control valvo V is

closed and a jet of

cold water is sprayed into tho cylinder

through tho spray pipo S. The steam in

consequence is condensed and a slight vacuum

(dependent upon tho lit of tho piston in

the cylinder) is formed under tho piston P.

Tho pressure of tho atmosphere, acting directly

on the exposed surface of the piston, forces

tho piston to tho bottom of tho cylinder. Tho
condensed steam and tho injection water escape
from tho cylinder by tho escape valvo E and

pass into the food-water tank !R At opposite

ends of tho oscillating beam .B aro attached

by chains tho weighted mine pump rods M
and the piston. Tho weights of tho parts
attached to tho beam aro so arranged that on

completion of tho down stroke, when steam is

admitted again to tho cylinder, tho piston is

readily taken to tho top of its stroke.

No attempt is mado in tho Nowcomon engine
to use tho expansive properties of stoam, the

function of the stoam usocl being merely to

facilitate tho formation of a vacuum. Leak-
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age of air into the cylinder is prevented by
sealing the upper surface of the piston with a

FIG. 24-.

layer of water. The heat wastage due to the
alternate use of the cylinder as a stearn re

ceptacle and as a condenser is enormous, and
the thermal efficiency of the engine is corre

spondingly small. The Newcomen engine is a

single-acting atmospheric engine.

(11) WATT'S ENGINE. James Watt dis

cerned its inherent defect when repairing a
model of the Newcomen engine for Glasgow
University. In 1769 he patented his improve
ments, and in his specification laid down basic

principles which to the present time have
determined the development of the steam

engine. Although his patent was of far-

reaching importance, for a few years it re

sulted in nothing more than an improvement
of the Newcomon type of engine still single

acting, with steam carried the full stroke,

only suitable for pumping, but able to make
an increased number of strokes per minute
and Jess wasteful of heat than formerly. His

separate condenser was generally worked by
injection, although he saw the potentialities of

the surface condenser and even made a model
condenser similar in essentials to those used
with modern marine engines.

Fig. 25 shows the Nowoomon engine as

improved by Watt in 1709. The engine is

single acting, but tho top of the cylinder is

closed. Tho cloning o the cylinder top and
tho providing of a steam jacket surrounding
the cylinder body keeps both piston and

cylinder warm. The stoam acting on the*

upper surface of tho piston takes the place o

the atmosphere in tho Newcomen engine. ( >nly
the lower end of tho cylinder is allowed to

come into communication with the condenser.

Three valves are uaecl to control tho steam,
V15 Va and V3 . Vl

is tho steam valve, V2 is

the equilibrium valve, and V
:>

is tho exhaust

valve. All three valves are operated by a

plug rod P and tappet lovers (not shown).
The plug rod receives its motion from tho

overhead beam B. The method of operating
the engine is as follows, commencing with tho

piston at the top of its stroke and ready to

start on the down stroke : the equilibrium
valve V2 is closed, tho exhaust valve Va is

opened to allow tho under side of the piHtoii
to be subjected to the vacuum of the eon-

denser into which the escaping stoam from
the under side of the piston flows. The steam
valve Vj is opened, and the stoam passing on
to the upper side of tho piston forces tho

piston down to the bottom of tho stroke,

Here the two open valves are closed and tho

equilibrium valve V2 is opened, so allowing

gravity acting through the weighted pump
rods M to bring the piston to tho top of its

stroke. For removing the condensed water
and condensed steam, and any air that may
have entered into the cylinder and conderiNor,

Km. 25,

an air pump A is provided. Tho discharge
from this pump is into the hot well II, from
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tho

which the food pump F draws its supply of

hot water for fcoding the boiler.

Watt saw a multitude of uses for his engines
if the reciprocating motion of his piston
rod could be changed to the rotary motion

of a shaft. To achieve this end ho devised

the crank and connecting - rod mechanism,

although retaining tho overhead beam, but

on some one patenting Watt's device ho pro
duced the sun and planet wheel mechanism
ami patented the detail in 1 781. On tho expiry
of the patent relating to the crank and con

necting rod, tho sun and planet mechanism
wan discarded and the crank and connecting
rod came into practically universal use as a

reciprocating engine mechanism.
Watt's next object was to eliminate

wasted stroke of his single-

acting engines of 17(59, and in

1782 ho patented his double-

acting engine. At this time he

also patented the idea of using
steam expansively, i.e. of

admitting live steam only for

a portion of the stroke of tho

piston and allow

ing tho quantity
admitted to con

tinue doing work

by expansion until

the piston roaches

tho end of its

stroke. In view

of each stroke now
being a power
stroke tho original

chain form of con

nection between
tho piston rod

and tho oscillating

beam was no longer feasible.

To take its place ho devised

tho Ho-oallod parallel motion.

Tho function of tho parallel

motion is to guide tho upper
otid of tho piston rod so that,

whatever the angle tho beam

may make (within tho designed

limits) tho end of tho piston rod is not

deflected from tho vortical. Tho pressures
at which his engines worked rarely exceeded

HOvon potmds per square inch above the

atmosphere, although ho was well aware of

tho advantages of using stoam expansively.
Further patents wore tho throttle valvo for

regulating I/he admission of steam to the

engine cylinder, and tho centrifugal double

pendulum governor for controlling the engine

speed by operating the throttle valvo. Ho
also devised tho first indicator for recording

graphically tho state of afTairs existing within

I/ho engine cylinder at any part of the stroke.

To Watt in duo tho present method of rating

tho duty of engines the horse-power. He
defined one horse power to be the raising of

33,000 pounds through one foot in one minute.

In partnership with Matthew Boulton he

carried on as a commercial venture the manu
facture and sale of his engines at works in

Birmingham.
Watt's double - acting engine of 1782 is

shown diagrammatical ly in Fig. 20. In addi

tion to the then customary arrangements for

pumping, a continuous rotary motion of a

shaft is provided through tho medium of his

KlU. 2(5.

sun and planet wheel mechanism. Valves Vj
and V n are steam valves

;
V2 and V4

are

exhaust valves. Commencing with tho piston
at tho top of its stroke tho cycle of events is

as follows exhaust valve V2 and stoam valvo

V;j arc closed, and steam valvo Vx and exhaust

valvo V,, arc opened. Stoam may now enter

tho cylinder above tho piston and press down
tho piston, tho steam from tho previous stroke

moanwhile exhausting into tho condenser C

through tho exhaust valve V4
. Tho purpose of:

the injection jot J is to condense tho stoam.

Tho steam valvo V
t may bo closed before tho

completion of the piston stroke and tho expan
sive properties of tho steam UHOC! to complete
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the stroke. For the return stroke the steam
valve V3 and the exhaust valve V2 are opened
and valves V

a
and V4

are closed. When the

engine has heen thoroughly warmed up and is

under way, the opening and closing of the valves

Is performed automatically by a plug rod P
driven by the oscillating beam B. The plug
rod moves levers connected to the valves and
so operates the valves. The engine speed is

controlled by a centrifugal pendulum governor
G driven from the engine shaft by a belt.

The governor actuates a throttle valve T

Steam
Pipe leading to

top of Cylinder

Pipe leading to

bottom of Cyfinder

FIG. 27. Cross-section of Steam and Exhaust
Passages of "Watt's Double-acting Engine.

placed in the steam pipe S, near the cylinder.
The throttle valve consists of a disc mounted
on a spindle working within the steam pipe.
The angular displacement of the disc from the

closed to the open position is about ninety

(12) HORNBLOWER'S ENGINE. To
Jonathan C. Hornhlower belongs the honour
of making the first compound engine. His

engine, patented in 1781, consisted of two

cylinders of different diameters placed side by
side, the steam doing work successively on the
two pistons. Both pistons were coupled to

the same end of an overhead oscillating beam.

Owing to an infringement of Watt's patents
the expansive condensing engine introduced

by Hornblower was abandoned for many years.
About the commencement of tho nineteenth

century the idea was revived. To what extent
Homblower appreciated the advantages of tho

compound engine is uncertain, but nevertheless
his work marks the greatest advance made in

reciprocating steam-engine construction since
Watt applied his genius to improving the
Newcomen engine.
The revival of tho compound engine did not

pass unchallenged, and its competitor proved
itaelf to bo so satisfactory under tho prevail
ing conditions that compounding again fell

into disuse. Its competitor was the single-

cylinder high-pressure engine, which, at this

time, had the advantage of simplicity coupled
with unusual economy. Introduced originally

by Richard Trovithick for propelling vehicles

along roads, it eventually, when modified

somewhat, took tho form of a pumping engine
and for many ycara held sway under tho name
of the Cornish pumping engine.

(13) THE CORNISH ENUINM. -Tn the

Cornish pumping engine, as was customary
at that time, tho cylinder was placed to

work on to one end of an overhead beam.

At the other end of the beam was attached

the usual heavy pump rod working a pump
placed at the foot of tho mine shaft. Tho
down stroke of tho piston was duo to steam

being admitted above the piston ; on the

stroke being completed the two sides of tho

piston were placed in equilibrium by opening
an equilibrium valve similar to that used

in Watt's single-acting engine. Tho heavy
pump rods, under the action of gravity,

descended, doing work in their descent and

bringing the piaton again to the top of tho

cylinder ready for another power stroke. The
valuable expansive properties of the steam
were used by cutting off the supply of steam

early in the stroke. This, combined with tho

relatively high initial pressure used, and tho

beneficent effects in the present engine of the

inertia of the large moving masses employed,
resulted in unusual economy. A small plunger

pump was used for controlling the frequency
of the engine strokes. The plunger of the

control pump was raised by tho engine beam ;

the descent of tho plunger was controlled by
the rapidity with which the fluid under the

plunger was allowed to escape through an

adjustable orifice. The steam and exhaust
valves were controlled by levorH and catohoH
which tho plunger in descending operated.
The plunger control pump was called a
cataract. A similar pump was used for work

ing the equilibrium valve, and was sot 80 that
a decided pause occurred when tho pump rods
were at the top of their Htroko, thus allowing
time for tho pump cylinder to fill with water.

Whilst tho oftieiencioH of these engines wore

undoubtedly very good, sorno of tho claimed
results of tests arc of HO startling a character
as to cause tho trial data to bo regarded with

suspicion. Theses engines played a prominent
part in tho development of the Hbourn online
as a reliable prime mover, and oHpeoially
drew attention to the advantages accruing by
tho use of high-pressure steam expansively,

(14) M'NAu<ai,T\s KNUINHS." About tho
middle of tho nineteenth century the second
revival of tho compound engine took place.
Facilities for generating stoam at higher
pressures than hud been common hitherto,
tho need for augmenting tho power developed
by existing machinery, and the cry for

greater economy in steam consumption-
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thoab, and other factors, led M'lsTaught in 1.845

to improve the existing Watt beam engine by
adding a high-prcssuro cylinder. The piston
rod of this cylinder was connected to the

engine beam at some convenient position, the

stroke of the now cylinder being made to

suit the position chosen. After working ex

pansively in the high-pressure cylinder the

steam passed into the original cylinder, now
the low-pressure cylinder, to do further work
before exhausting into a condenser. As might
be expected it was found that the many engines
so treated had their total power greatly in

creased and showed a material gain in thermal

efficiency. (Compound engines now came into

general use, and their advantages became more

pronounced with the advent of still higher
boiler pressures. (3 onorally, with the exception
of locomotives, the majority of large engines
are now stage expansion engines. In the loco

motive factors exist which render the stage

expansion idea difficult to apply. The largest

development of the reciprocating compound
engine haw been in the marine service. The

oscillating beam is no longer used ; through
the medium of Watt's crank and connecting-
rod mechanism rotary motion is produced
without i.ho intervention of the beam. Modem
engines are very different iix appearance from

those of the early clays, occupy loss space,

weigh loss per unit of power developed, and
are much more economical in steam con

sumption, but let it be remembered that the

debt wo owe to those idealists and engineers
of tbo past two centuries IB groat.

The development since the middle of the

nineteenth century has boon more in the

direction of size of unit rather than in the

application of hitherto unconsidered principles.

With increase in skill in boiler-making and the

ability to obtain boiler material of a quality
and reliability unknown to the earlier boiler-

makers, stoam pressures gradually increased

until now pressures of 200 pounds per square
inch arc common. The two-stage expansion

engine has given place to tho throe- and some
times the four-stage expansion engine, with,

naturally, increased hoat efficiency, Tho ad

vantages of superheating tho stoam, i.e. heat

ing the stoam above tho temperature duo to

formation, have boon investigated, and despite

much discouragement tho designing and

operating of superheated uteam plants has

received considerable attention. Tho results

an regards beat eilicioncy have been encourag

ing, and rapid development is assured.

Tho bulk of steam-engine development has

boon due to the activities of tho British. In

relatively recent years others, however, have

, entered the iiold to aid in tho advancement of

applied science. In 1B85 L. ,). Todcl, realising

the almost thermal instability existing in the

ordinary form of reciprocating engine cylinder,

attempted to overcome the inherent defect by
inventing and making the one-directional-flow

engine, usually called the una-flow (or some
times tho uni-flow) engine. In the ordinary
form of engine there is frequent and con

tinuous reversal of steam flow so long as tho

engine is running. This materially affects the

heat efficiency of the engine. In his engine
he has arranged the steara flow so that it is

always in the same direction. The results of

his researches during the few succeeding years
were unheeded, and it was left to German

engineers to continue his labours and by care

ful and precise effort to bring his ideas to

practical achievement. Continental engineers
have shown remarkable perseverance and in

genuity in perfecting this important form of

engine, Tho unusual features are that the

steam ends of the cylinder are always hot and
tho exhaust portion of tho cylinder always
cold, and that the ratio of expansion in a

single cylinder is as great as that usually
found over the cylinders of a triple or quadruple

expansion engine of the ordinary alternating-
flow pattern. Only recently have British en

gineers turned their attention to tho design
and manufacture of tho una-iiow engine, and
in 1920 there was in process of manufacture

a larger una-ilow engine than had hitherto

been constructed. It is said that up to the

end of 1911 una-flow engines aggregating over

one half-million horse-power had boon made
or were in process of manufacture.

(15) STEPHEN-SON'S "ROCKET." As has

already been mentioned, Trevithiek applied
the reciprocating stoam engine to the pro

pulsion of road vehicles. It was not, how
ever, until 1829, twenty-live years after Trevi

thiek had shown the possibility of steam-

driven vehicles, that tho question of horse

versus steam traction for railways was de

finitely settled. In this year locomotive trials

wore conducted, and tho engine, "Rocket,"
made by Goorgo Stophcmaon, proved itself

vastly superior to all competitors and gave a

general outline to tho locomotive which persists
oven yet. Tho cylinders of tho early loco

motives were placed vertically ; in the Rocket

they wereinclined and afterwards placed almost

horizontally. The exhaust from the engine

cylinders was used to accelerate the draught,
so giving a ready combustion of the fuel, even,

with a small boiler, Stepheuson's boiler was
a multi-tubular one. Tho products of com
bustion passed through those tubes on the

way to the chimney. Tho tubes provided a

large heating surface, and in this respect his

boilor was in advance of contemporary boilers.

A crude arrangement of gabs was provided
to facilitate reversing tho direction of motion
of tho engine. This arrangement eventually

developed into the now common link-motion

reversing gear. Tho link motion also has the
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advantage of allowing variation in the ratio

of expansion to bo made without stopping the

engine. The manufacture of locomotives was

taken up by his son Robert Stephenaon
^

at

Newcastlc-on-Tyne, and had a far-reaching

effect upon the commercial expansion of Groat

Britain. Restrictions in loading gauge have

cramped the development of the locomotive

in Great Britain, but where the restrictions

have not been so severe the steam locomotive

has become extraordinarily powerful and of

considerable bulk and weight.

for certain marine services it has boon super

seded by the steam turbine and tho internal

combustion engine. Us days ar<\ however,

by no means over, and for several classes of

work it will not readily bo replaced.

Although locomotive and marine engines

may justly claim tho bulk of tho power of tho

reciprocating engines manufactured, the other

services to which this form of engine ban boon

applied are legion, and in tho aggregate tho

power developed is enormous. Each well-

defined branch of industry has its own peculiar

FIG. 28. George Stephenson's
ki Rocket."

(16) THE FIRST MARINE ENGINE.

Another natural application of the steam

engine was to the propulsion of ships, The
first practical application was to a tug, Char

lotte Dundas, which was tried in the Forth and

Clyde Canal in 1802. A Watt double-acting

condensing engine was installed. It was placed

horizontally, and by means of a connecting
rod drove the crank of a shaft carrying a

paddle wheel placed at the stem of the vessel .

Tho trial was successful, but outside interests

prevailed, and Htoani towing was abandoned.
In 1807 an American, Robert Kulton, prepared
a vessel on tho Hudson River for engines made
to his design by Boulton and Watt. His
venture was a success, and for the first time

steam navigation wan commercially feasible.

Since then improvements have been in design
rather than in principle. The modern marine

reciprocating steam engine is wonderfully
reliable, and compares very favourably in

economy with tho best of land engines, yet

requirements to be satisfied, and honoo it is

that there is so much variation in tho detail

of land engines. Unquestionably, many of the

smaller size engines are inherently wasteful, and
the wastage is frequently amplified by lack of

knowledge and sheer indi (Terence on tho part
of owners and attendants, yet they retain

their position as prime movers hooaiiHo of their

freedom from break-down and their Uoxilulity
in operation. A< ()<

STEAM BNCUNHl, THttOKY <W

(1) INTKODIKITCON. - Tho theory of tho

steam engine considered as a boat engine,
that is to say, considered as an appliance

by which work is done through the agency
of boat, is a development of "Thermo
dynamics" (</./'.). Tho engine may be of

the pintoti and cylinder typo, whore work
is done during the expansion of tho working
substance and as a direct result of that
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expansion, in consequence of tho pressure
which tho substance exerts on its containing

envelope, part of which moves MO as to increase

tho volume of tho contents. Or it may be of

the turbine typo, where a stream of the

working substance acquires kinetic energy by
pawning from a region of comparatively high

pressure to a region of lower pressure, and
work is done by the impulse or reaction of

tho Btroam on moving vanes. In either case

tho action is governed by the First and Second
Laws of Thermodynamics. A fraction of the

heat which is sup plied to the working sub-

tvlanoc disappears as heat, by being converted
into the mechanical form of energy which it

is the function of the engine to produce ; and
the principles which determine how large that

fraction may be arc those laid clown by Carnot
in his discussion of tho conditions under which
an engine will moat efficiently perform work

by the agency of heat. In either case it has

to be recognised that the fraction convertible

into work is limited by tho temperature at

which the working substance takes in heat

from the source, and the lower temperature
at which it rejects the unconverted remainder,
and also that the ideal limit of efficiency which
these temperatures impose will be more and
more closely approached tho more nearly the

actions that occur within the engine are

rovonuble. If all tho heat which the working
subHtanoo takes in were taken in at an absolute

temperature
r

l\ and all the heat which it

rejects were rejected at an absolute temperature
T

a the ideal limit of efficiency would bo

an is shown in "Thermodynamics," (20).

in
jj (40) of that article an imaginary re

versible stoam engine iB described, in which

heat in taken in by evaporation of tho work

ing substance at a temperature
r

l\ and is

rejected by condensation of tho working
substance at a temperature Ta . Within that

imaginary engine there is no irreversible

feature j
tho Hubstanoo changes its tem

perature from r

i\ to T3 by adiabatic ex

pansion, and from T2 back to
r

i\ by adiabatic

compression.
No real engine works in a strictly rover-

Bible manner, and the ideal efficiency which

corresponds to reversible working is to be

regarded as a standard by comparison with

which tho actual performance should bo

judged. Tho actual efficiency, namely the

actual ratio of work done to heat supplied,

may bo measured by observing tho indicated

horse-power, tho quantity of Btoam supplied,
and tho conditions aa to temperature and

pressure of tho supply. Tho actual efficiency

will necessarily bo loss than the ideal olh'cieney

which corresponds to reversible working under

the assigned conditions ns to supply and

rejection of heat. Its ratio to the ideal efficiency
is called the

' l

Efficiency Batio.'
1

The efficiency
ratio is an important criterion of performance,
but it must be borne in mind that when one

engine is compared with another, we are

concerned not only with the efficiency ratio

of each, but also with the ideal standards,
which, may differ widely owing to differences in

the conditions under which the engines receive

heat or reject it.

(2) CYCLE ov OPERATIONS (CARNOT). If

the heat which the working substance of a

steam engine takes in were exclusively the

heat of evaporation of the steam, which is

received at the temperature of the boiler, it

would bo proper to take the efficiency of the

Carnot Cycle, namely (T!
- Ta)/Tj, as the

ideal standard with which the actual efficiency

should be compared. But this would require
tho feed-water to bo already at the temperature
T\ before it begins to receive heat, a condition

which requires all the operations to occur in

a single vessel, as in the imaginary engine of

Carnot. When tho organs are separated into

boiler, cylinder, condenser, and feed-pump,
adiabatic compression from Ta to Tl becomes

impracticable, and in lieu of it we have, as

an essential part of tho cyclic* process, the

heating of the food-water from T2 to 1\ by
direct application of heat. Thus the cycle to

bo considered is one in which part of the heat

JH necessarily received at temperatures lower

than T
A , namely that part of tho heat which

serves to warm the feed-water up to the

temperature of tho boiler. It is easy to imagine
an ideal cycle of operations in which the

working substance takes in heat in this manner
but in which the internal actions are com

pletely reversible.

Taking the Carnot cycle with its four opera
tions, as described in "

Thermodynamics,"
(40), let it bo modified as follows. Let tho

first and second operations occur as they do

there, namely tho vaporisation of tho water

at T1? and the expansion of the steam from

TJL to T2 ; but let the third operation, namely
tho condensation at T

8 , bo continued until tho

steam is wholly condemned. Tho substance

then consists of water at X2 , and the cycle is

completed by heating it, in tho condition of

water, from Ta to 1\. In an engine where all

tho operations occur in a single vessel this

could bo done by increasing the pressure
exerted by tho piston from 1\ to l\ before

applying the hot body ; this prevents steam

from forming during tho boating of tho water.

Tho indicator diagram of the cycle modified

in this manner is shown in Fig. 1. There ab

is tho operation of forming steam, from water,

at TJL and P
t ;

be is adiabatic expansion from

1\ and I\ to To and P
a

. During this operation

part of the steam becomes condensed. Then
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ce completes the condensation at T2 and P2.

In the fourth operation the pressure of the

condensed water is raised from P
2 to and

its temperature from T2 to Tx . During that

operation the change of volume is negligible
in comparison with that which takes place
in the other operations.
The entropy-temperature diagram (see

"
Thermodynamics/'

J (26)) for this modified

cycle is shown by abce,

Fig. 2, where the same
letters as in Fig. 1 are

used for corresponding

FIG. 1. Indicator Diagram of Ideal Steam Engine
with complete Adiabatic Expansion.

operations. As in the Carnot cycle, ab repre
sents the conversion of a pound of water at

T! into dry saturated steam at Ta , and 6c

represents its adiabatic expansion to T2 ,

resulting in a wet mixture at c, the dryness
of which (that is to say, the fraction that

is present as vapour) is measured by the ratio

a

Q.

I

m
Entropy

n

FIG. 2. Entropy -temperature Diagram for Ideal
Steam Engine with Complete Adiabatic Expan
sion.

ec/es. Then ce represents the complete con
densation at T2 of the steam in this wet
mixture, and ea, which practically coincides
with the boundary curve, represents the re

heating of the condensed water from Ta to T
x

.

The working substance behaves rovorsibly
throughout all these' operations, and therefore

the work done in the cycle is represented by

the closed area abce in the entropy-temperature

diagram of Fig. 2. The diagram further

exhibits the heat taken in and the hoat

rejected. The whole hoat taken in is measured

by the area leabn, the base lino In being drawn
at the absolute zero of temperature, and of

this the area learn measures the heat taken

in during the last operation, while the water

is being reheated, and the area mabn measures

the heat taken in during the lirst operation,
while the water is turning into steam. The
area ncel measures tho heat rejected, namely
during the condensing process ce.

An important algebraical expression for the

work done in the cycle is obtained by making
use of the

"
total-heat

"
function I, explained in

"
Thermodynamics," (31), (38). In tho indi

cator diagram of Fig. 1, let the lines ba and ce

be produced to meet the lino of no volume in j
and Tc. Then by (38) the area jbck is an

amount of work equivalent to the difference

of total heats of the working fluid at b and c,

Ib -If, namely the "heat-drop" of a pound
of steam in expanding adiabatically from tho

condition at 6 to the condition at c, Tho
small areajaek (the size of which is exaggerated
in the sketch) is (P3

- P2)V,/t2 , where Vw ,2 is

the volume of a pound of water at T2 . (We
may take the volume of water to bo practically
constant for the purposes of this calculation.)

Hence the thermal equivalent of the work
done in the cycle, per pound of steam, is

A being the factor for converting from units

of work to units of heat. The same quantity
of heat is represented in tho entropy-tem
perature diagram, 'Fig. 2, by the area cabc,a.

(3) RAKKINE CYCLE'. This modified

cycle is practically important because it iw

the nearest approach to a Carnot cycle that
can be aimed at when the operations of boiling,

expanding, and condensing are conducted in

separate vessels. Tho ideal engine already
considered had ono organ only a cylinder
which also served as boiler and aw condenser.

Wo come nearer to tho conditionH that hold
in practice if wo think of an engine with

separate organs, nhowu diagram malic-ally in

Fig. 3, namely a boiler A kept at
r

[\, a non

conducting cylinder and pinton B, and a
surface condenser kept at Ta

. To those
must bo added a food-pump I), which rolimiH

tho condensed -water to tho boiler. Proviwon
is made by which tho cylinder can bo put into

connoction with tho boiler or ooudouttor at will.

With this engine tho cycle of Fig. 2 cum bo

performed. An indicator diagram for tho

cylinder B is Rkotehod in Fig. 4.

Steam is admitted from tho boiler, giving tho

linojft. At b
u
cut-olT

"
ocourn, that in to Hay

tho valve which admits atoam from tho boiler
to tho cylinder is closed. Tho steam in tho
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cylinder is then expanded adiabatically to

tho pressure of tho condenser, giving the line

be. At c tho
"
exhaust "

valve is opened
which connects tho cylinder with the con
denser. Tho piston then returns, discharging
tho steam to tho condenser and giving the
lino ck. Tho area jbc/c represents the work
done in tho cylinder B. The condensed water
is then returned to the boiler by
tho feed-pump, and the indicator

diagram showing the work ex

pended upon the pump during
this operation is sketched in Pig.
T>. It is tho rectangle kcaj, whore
X:c represents tho up - stroke in

which tho pump rills with water
at the pressure P2 ,

and aj repre
sents tho down-
stroke in which
it discharges
water to the

boiler against
tho pressure Pr
If wo superpose
tho diagram of

the pump on

that of tho
cylinder \vo got
their diltorenco,

namely abcc (Fit?. I), to represent tho not

amount of work done by tho fluid in tho cycle.

It is tho oxcofls of tho work dono by tho fluid

in tho cylinder over that spent upon the fluid

in tho pump.
This cycle is commonly called the Rankino

Oyolo. Like the Oarnot cycle it represents an

ideal that is not practically attainable, for

it postulates a complete absence of any loss

through transfer of heat between the steam

and the surfaces of

tho cylinder and piston
or through irrevcrsi-

bility in the motion of

tho working fluid. But

it affords a very valu-

Fiu. 4.

ablo criterion of performance by furnishing a

standard with which, the efficiency of any real

engine may bo compared a standard which
is loss exacting than tho cycle of Oarnot, but
fairer for comparison, inasmuch as tho fourth

fltagc of tho Oarnot cycle is necessarily omitted
when the stoam is removed from tho cylinder
before condensation. A separate condenser is

indispensable in any real engine that protends
to ofttcionoy.
Tho UHC of a Hoparato condenser was in

fact one of the great improvements which

distinguished the steam engine of Watt from
the earlier engine of Newcomen, where the
steam was condensed in the working cylinder
itself. The introduction of a separate con
denser enabled the cylinder to bo kept com
paratively hot, and thereby reduced immensely
the loss that had occurred in earlier engines

through tho action of chilled

cylinder surfaces upon the enter

ing steam. But a separate con

denser, greatly though it adds to

efficiency in practice, excludes the

compression stage of tho Carnot

cycle, and consequently makes
the Rankine cycle the proper
theoretical ideal with which the

performance of

a real engine
should be com
pared.
Tho efficiency

of the Rankino

cycle is less

than that of a
(larnot cycle
with tho same
limits of tem

perature. This
is because, in tho Rankine cycle, tho heat is

not all taken in at tho top of tho range. In
tho Rankine cycle, as in Oarnot' s, all tho
internal actions of the working substances are,

by assumption, reversible, and consequently
each element of tho whole heat-supply pro
duces tho greatest possible mechanical effect

when regard is had to tho temperature at

which that element is taken in. But part of

tho heat is taken in at temperatures lower
than T

x , namely that quantity of

heat which is required to warm the
water up to tho temperature of the
boiler. Hence tho average efficiency
is lower than if all had been taken
in at Tj, as it would bo in the cycle
of Oarnot.

Each pound of steam that passes
through the engine docs a larger
amount of work in tho Rankino

cycle than it does in tho Oarnot

cycle. This will bo apparent when
tho areas are compared which represent the
work in tho corresponding entropy diagrams-
tho area (tbc.fi with tho area abed in Fig. 2.

But tho quantity of heat that has to bo supplied
for each pound in tho Rankino cycle is also

greater, and in a greater ratio : it is measured

by tho area leabn in Piy. 2, as against matin.

lionco tho efficiency is loss in the Rankino

cyclo. In tho Rankino cycle, of the whole

heat-supply tho part learn does only tho com
paratively small amount of work Gad, and tho
remainder of tho heat-supply, namely tnabn,

KIQ. 5.
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does the same amount of work as it would do

in a Carnot cycle.

To express the efficiency of a Rankine cycle

we may take in the first instance one in which

the steam supplied to the cylinder is dry and

saturated. The whole amount of heat taken

in is the quantity required to convert water

at P! and T2 into saturated steam at Pv This

quantity is^ -
[IW2 + A(PX -P 2)V Z( ,2],

for the

total heat of the water at Pa and T2
is greater

than IW3 by the quantity A(Pj - P3)Vwa . Isl

is the total heat of the steam as supplied
from the hoiler.

The work done is, as we have seen, equal to

the heat-drop minus the work spent in the

feed-pump, or I
8l
- I

fi

- A(PX
- P2)Vw ,a , where

I c
is the total heat of the wet mixture after

adiabatie expansion.
The efficiency in the cycle as a whole is

therefore

which is approximately equal to

In -I.

I/n
~

IM<&

The feed-pump term A(PX
- P2)V1f ,2 , which

occurs in both the numerator and the do-

nominator of this expression, is relatively so

small that it is often omitted in calculations

relating to ideal efficiency, just as it is omitted

in stating the results of tests of the performance
of real engines. In such tests it is customary
to speak of the work done per pound of steam,
without making any deduction for the work
that has to be spent per pound in returning the

feed-water to the boiler. But to make the

analysis of a Rankine cycle complete, the

feed-pump term has to be taken into account,

and it is only then that the area of the entropy-

temperature diagram gives a true measure of

the work done. The heat-drop, by itself, is

not an accurate measure of the work done in

the Rankine cycle as a whole, nor is the

heat-drop equal to the enclosed area of the

entropy-temperature diagram, but to that

area minus the thermal equivalent of the work

spent in the feed-pump.
If, however, we are concerned only with the

work done in the c,ylinde.r of the ideal engine,
then the heat-drop alone has to be reckoned.

It is the exact measure of that work. The
ratio of the heat-drop to the heat supplied
shows what proportion of the supply is con

verted into work in the cylinder, under the

ideal conditions of adiabatie action : it is a

ratio nearly identical with the efficiency of

the Rankine cycle, and oven more useful an

a standard with which to compare tho per
formance of a real engine. In tho actual

performance of any real engine tho amount
of work done in the cylinder nccoHSarily falls

short of the adiabatie. heat-drop, booauHO the

working substance IOSOH somo heat to tho

cylinder walls. The extent to which it falls

short is a matter for trial, and onoo that has

boon ascertained by trials of engines of given

types, estimates may bo made of tho per

formance of an engine under design, uning
the adiabatie heat-drop as the bams of the

calculation, with a suitable allowance for

probable waste.

(4) TOTAL HEAT : WET STEAM. To deter

mine tho ideal performance it is essential

to calculate tho adiabatio heat-drop under

any assigned initial and final conditions. Kor

this purpose wo have to find I,.,
the total

heat of wet steam after adiabatie expansion.
To bring tho mixture at c (Fig. 2) into tho

condition of water at e would require the

removal of a quantity of heat equal to the

area under ec, namely T(</> -</>,), where
</>

is

tho entropy at r, and
</>,

is the entropy of

water (at e).
On tho other hand, to bring

it to the condition of saturated steam would

require the addition of a quantity of heat

equal to the area under cs, namely T(</>8
-

0).

Hence the total heat of tho mixture at c is

Or I^Ia-T^-c/)).

Of those two expressions the second is tho

more convenient, because steam tables generally

give more complete sets of values of
</>H than

of </V
The entropy </>

of the wet mixture is the

constant entropy under which adiabatie ex

pansion has taken place : it w to be calculated

from the initial conditions. This method of

finding the total heat, after adiabatio ex

pansion, makes no assumption as to what
the state of the steam was before expansion :

it is equally valid whether tho wtoam was

dry, wot, or superheated to begin with.

What is assumed is that after expansion tho

steam is wet, and that will in general he

true oven if there bo a largo amount of initial

superheat. It is also assumed that the vapour
and liquid in the wet mixture are in thermal

equilibrium.
If the steam is dry and Maturated a.l tho

beginning of the adiabatie. expansion, its

initial total heat I'M 1^, and the entropy through
out expansion is equal to

t/>n . Under those

conditions tho total heat after adiabatie ex

pansion is

and the heat-drop is

To take a numerical example, let the steam
he supplied in a dry' saturated ntate at a

procure- \\ of ISO pounds per square inch

(absolute), and lot it expand adiahatioally to
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a pressure P,> of 1 pound por square inch,
at which it Is condensed. With those data
wo iind from Oallontlar's 8toam Tables
that T,--4()2 -58, T, = 311-84, a1

= 1-5620,

0^ 1-9724, rn ^(5(J8-r>3, I
H8 =612-46.

Hen co the total hoat after adiabatic ex

pansion to tho assumed pressure of condensa
tion is

I,,-612-5--311-8(l-9724- 1-5620) =484-5,

and the heat-drop

In -
1, = 068-5 - 484-5 = 184-0.

If we consider the Rankine cycle as a whole
tho food-pump term A(PX

-
fyV",,,, is

80 -l)144_x 0-0161 __
1400""

"

Deducting this from the heat-drop we have
l8,'J-7 pound-calories as tho thermal equivalent
of tho riot amount of work done in the Rankine

cycle.

Tho heat supplied is

Tu -I,,2 -A(I>1 ~P i!)V, / ,2

-.-(>< )8-f> - 38-6 -0-30-629-6,

and therefore the otticioncy of the Rankine
cycle is

r
riiiH figure would be scarcely altered if the

feed-pump term were left oxit of account. A
Carnot cycle with tho same limits of tempera
ture would have the efficiency 0-32(>. The
difference between thin and 0-292 shows tho

IOHH which results in tho Rankine cycle from
not supplying all the heat to the boat possible

thermodynamic advantage, namely at the

top of tho temperature range.

(5) RANKINE Orcus: WITH WIST STEAM.
Ju tho llankino cycle cloHcribod above the

Htoam was Huppliod to tho cylinder in the

dry-natumtod Htate. But tho term
"
Rankine

cycle" in equally applicable whatever bo the

condition of the working substance on ad

mission, whether wet, dry-naturatod, or supor-
hoated. AH regards the action in tho cylinder,
all that iw assumed in trhat tho subwtanoo m
admitted at a constant pressure 1\, in expanded
adiabatieally to a pressure \\ and is discharged
at that pressure, and that in the process there

is no transfer of heat to or from tho metal,
nor any other irreversible action, fn thewo

conditioiiB th<" heat-drop in adiabatio expanwion
from \\ to P.. IH lihe tlu^rrual ecjuivalont of the

ar<i jhck in Pig. l,and therefore moaHuroH the

work done in, the cylinder, no matter what
tho condition of the Hiibntance on admiwunn

may be.

A R.ankine cycle for Htoam that in wot on

admiHRion to tho cylinder in shown on tho

ontropy-tomporaturo diagram by the figure

a//cv. in /''/[/.
0. Tho point // is placed so

that the ratio of the length ab
f
to ab is equal

to qit the assumed dryness on admission. Tho
line b'c represents adiabatic expansion from
P

x to P2 , ce represents condensation at Po,
and ea represents, as before, the heating of the
condensed water. The area with the shaded

boundary is the thermal equivalent of the work
done in the cycle.
The total heat before adiabatic expansion

m
Entropy

n '

FIG. 0.- Jtankino Cycle with Steam initially wet.

is
IJ/.J

+ ^L! or I
fll -(l -<7i)ki, and the heat

supplied is tho excess of this quantity above

The entropy </> during adiabatic expansion

and the total heat after adiabatic expansion is

Tho heat-drop is got by subtracting this from
the total boat before adiabatic expansion.
Tho efficiency (which, as before, is practically

equal to tho heat-drop divided by the hoat

supplied) is slightly less than when tho steam
is saturated before expansion ; tho reason

being that tho 'proportion of heat supplied at

tho upper limit of temperature is now rather

less, because part- of the wator remains uncon
verted into Htoam.

AH a numerical example let the steam have
tho name limits of pressure aw before, but
contain 10 per cent of wator on admission.

Then q L
is 0*9 and the total hoat per pound

of the mixture before expansion, which is

,J
rt1 ~0-lJL,, is 620-9, Tho hoat supplied is

(520-9 - 38-9 -582-0. Tho entropy is

</>n"'/WrlY '1*4501.
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The total heat after expansion I
a;J

- T.2 (< a2
-

<)

is 452-4 ; the heat-drop is therefore 168-5.

Allowing for the feed-pump term, the efficiency

in the complete Rankine cycle is 0-289, as

against 0-292 when there was no initial

wetness.

In practice the steam supplied to an engine
would be wet only if there were condensation in

the steam-pipe, such as would occur if the pipe
were long or insufficiently covered with non

conducting material, or if the boiler
"
primed."

Priming is a defective boiler action which
causes unevaporated water to pass into the

steam-pipe along with the vapour. The above

example will show that a moderate amount
of wetness has no more than a small effect

on the efficiency of the Rankine cycle. But
its practical effect in reducing the efficiency

of an actual engine is much greater, because

the presence of water in steam increases the

exchanges of heat between it and the metal

of the cylinder, and consequently makes the

real action depart more widely from the

adiabatic conditions which are assumed in

the ideal operations of the Rankine cycle.

(6) RANKINE CYCLE : SUPERHEATED STEAM.
On the other hand, if the steam be super

heated before it enters the engine, the ex

changes of heat between it and the metal
are reduced ; the action becomes more nearly
adiabatic, and the performance of the real

engine approaches more closely the ideal of

the Rankine cycle. This is the chief reason

why superheating improves the efficiency of

a real engine of the cylinder and piston type.
In steam turbines also it is beneficial, partly
for the same reason, and partly because it

reduces internal friction in the working fluid

by keeping the fluid drier than it would
otherwise be during its expansion through
the successive rings of blades. Superheating
is now very generally employed in steam

engineering. It is therefore important to

consider the Rankine cycle for steam that is

initially superheated.
In the entropy-temperature diagram, Fig. 7,

the line bb' represents the process of super
heating steam that was dry-saturated at b.

During this process its entropy and its tem
perature both increase, and when the pressure
and temperature at any stage in the super
heating are known the corresponding entropy
is found from the tables relating to super
heated steam. If we assume that the pressure

during superheating is constant, and equal
to the boiler pressure, the line W is an exten

sion, into the region of superheat, of the

constant-pressure line ab. During the process
of superheating the steam takes in a supple
mentary quantity of heat equal to the area
under the curve 66', measured down to the
base line, namely nbb'n'. This quantity of

heat may also bo found from the tables, being

equal to the excess of tho total heat I// over

that of saturated steam of the name pressure.
Caliendar's Tables give values of the total

heat of superheated steam, aa well as its

entropy, for a wide range of pressures and

temperatures. During the subsequent process
of adiabatic expansion b'<:' the Htoatn loses

superheat, and if the process is carried HO far

that the adiabatic line through b' creases the

boundary curve, it becomes saturated and
then wet, and the final condition is that of a

wet mixture at c'. The total hoat of this wot

Entropy
n n'

FIG. 7. .Rankine Cycle with Steam Initially

superheated.

mixture may be found by tho method already
described.

The work done in the Han kino cvyxilo RH a
whole is tho area eabl/c/, and tho hoat taken
in is the area leabb'n'. Both thoHo quantituiH
arc readily calculated without tho help of

the diagram. To iind tho work done in tho

cycle we have only to calculate the heat-drop
during adiabatic expansion, namely t//

- V,
and subtract from that the small tonn which
IB tho thermal equivalent of tho work dono in

tho food -pump, namoiy A(l\ ~
P.j)V,,,2 . Tho

hoat supplied m

As a numerical example wo may again take

j^lSQ and P% -I, and assume that nupor-
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heating is carried so far as to raise the tempera
ture of tho steam to 400 0., which is a limit

very rarely exceeded in practice. As a rule the

temperature after superheating is considerably
lower than this. With these data the steam
tables show that the total heat of the super
heated steam is 780-8 and its entropy is 1-7633.
The heat supply is 780-8 - 38-9 = 741-9. After
adiabatic expansion the steam is wet, and
its total heat, which is I

H2
- T

2(<^2
-

0), is

547-2. Tho adiabatic heat-drop "is therefore
233-0.

If we deduct the small feed-pump term
(0-3) tho efficiency of the cycle as a whole is

233-3/741-9 = 0-3]4. This is rather better than
tho figure for saturated steam (0-292), because
a portion of tho heat is now supplied at a

higher temperature. Even with the extreme
amount of superheating, however, which is

assumed in this example, tho main part of

the heat is still supplied at the temperature of

saturation, and therefore there is no great
gain in theoretical efficiency as expressed by
the ideal figure for tho Rankinc cycle. Tho
practical advantage of superheating is much
more considerable, for reawons which have

already boon indicated, than might bo expected
from this comparison, of tho two ideal cycles.
Whatever tho initial state bo, whether

dry - Maturated, wot, or superheated, tho
internal action of tho working substance in

tho Raukino cycle in reversible.

(7) RANKINE CYCLE RKVIMSIBLE. An
idoal engine performing a Rankino cycle may bo

regarded as a strictly reversible engine taking
in hoat at various temperatures and con

sequently extracting the greatest possible
amount of work out of each element of the
hoat supplied, having regard to tho tempera
ture at which tho element of hoat was supplied.
In the heating of tho food-water a part of tho
hoat supply in taken in at temperatures ranging
from Ta to T,. But any element of heat,
taken in at a temperature T, acts as efficiently
an it would do in a Oarnot cycle : the efficiency
of conversion of that element is equal to

T-T,
T '

Consequently tho general efficiency of an idoal

engine working on tho Kankino cycle is tho

highest poHtublo efficiency that is compatible
with tho condition that tho substance is to

bo completely condensed at tho lowor limit

of temperature and returned to tho boiler

by a separate pump, instead of having its

cycle- completed by adiabatic compression as
in tho engine of Carnot. In other words,
tho work which tho steam docs in tho cylinder
of an ideal Hankino engine i tho greatest
amount of work that can conceivably bo done

by the Hteam in paHHing through any engine,
of whatever typo, having regard to tho

temperature at which the working substance

has taken in its heat, and to the temperature
at which it rejects heat during its complete
condensation before being returned to the
boiler. But we know that this work is

measured by the adiabatic heat-drop. Con

sequently tho adiabatic heat-drop measures
the greatest conceivable performance of the

steam in passing through any engine (includ

ing any engine of the turbine type) when the
conditions of supply and of condensation are

assigned.

Whatever, therefore, be tho nature of the

engine, the adiabatic heat-drop serves as

an ideal standard with which to compare the

actual performance. Thus a steam turbine,

equally with an engine of tho cylinder and

piston typo, cannot exceed and necessarily
falls short of the ideal performance as measured

by that heat-drop. In the design of steam
turbines tho calculated value of tho adiabatie

hoat - drop, after making a deduction which
is determined by experience with similar

machines, accordingly forms the basis on

which the designer estimates the performance
to 1)0 expected. Tests of good engines show
that in favourable cases about 70 per cent of

the adiabatic heat-drop is actually converted

into work.

To secure high efficiency there aro obviously
two separate conditions to bo aimed at : (1)

that there shall bo a largo heat-drop in com

parison with tho heat of formation of tho steam ;

in other words, a high ideal efficiency ; (2) that

there shall be a largo Efficiency Ratio. As

regards the ideal efficiency, it is important to

notice that while some advantage is obtained

by increasing tho admission pressure, a far

greater advantage is obtained by lowering
tho exhaust pressure.
That this is so will bo clear from the follow

ing tabulated results which relate to saturated

steam. The first table shows how tho adia

batic heat-drop and tho efficiency of the

Hankino cycle aro affected by taking different

initial pressures, ranging from 100 to 300

pounds per square inch, but with tho same

pressure of exhaust throughout.

IlANKINIfl CyOLK VOX, SATURATED STEAM.

EFFECT oio VARYINO TIUO INITIAL PJBMSSXJRK
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From these results it will bo apparent that

when the admission pressure is high very
little improvement in the efficiency is brought
about by even a large increase of pressure.

(8) HIGH VACUUM. On the other hand,
it is of great advantage to have what engineers
call a

"
high vacuum "

that is to say, to

make the pressure of condensation as low as

possible. If a high vacuum can be effectively
utilised we obtain from the

steam the work which it is

capable of doing, during the

last stages of the expansion,
when its

pressure is

low and its

volume is

very large.
The following

JIG. 8. Indicator Diagram for Ideal table illus-

Engine with Incomplete Expansion, trates the

gain in heat-

drop and in efficiency that results, in the

Rankine cycle, from reducing the lower limit

of pressure. In this example the admission

pressure Px is assumed to be 180 pounds per

square inch, and only P2 is altered.

RANKINE CYCLE FOR SATURATED STEAM.
EFFECT OF VARYING THE FINAL PRESSURE

The last figure corresponds to a vacuum of

nearly 29 inches of mercury with the barometer
at 30 inches.

To secure in a real engine the full benefit

of a high vacuum the steam must con
tinue to do useful work in expanding
down to the pressure at which condensa
tion is to take place. In engines of the

cylinder and piston type this is impracti
cable for two reasons : the volume of

the steam becomes excessive, and the
mechanical friction of the piston against
the cylinder becomes relatively so great
as to absorb all the work clone in the final

stages. .But with the steam turbine these
considerations do not apply ; there is

'

then nothing to prevent the steam from
continuing to do useful work as it expands
right down to the pressure of the condenser,
and special pains are accordingly taken to
maintain a good vacuum in the condenser of

a steam turbine. It is largely for this

reason that good steam turbines achieve
in practice a greater oflioiency than even
the best engines of the cylinder and piston
type.
When steam is released from the cylinder

at a pressure substantially higher than tho

pressure in tho condenser its expansion is

said to bo incomplete. Tho effect is to lose

available work represented by tho toe thai is

cut off the pressure-volume diagram, as in

Fig. 8, and to make a corresponding reduction
in the efficiency. Release takes place at r.

and tho pressure falls to / while the piston is

stationary.
To exhibit incomplete expansion on the

entropy-temperature diagram, imagine that
instead of lotting part of tho steam escape
from the cylinder by opening the exhaust

valve, we produce the same effect within the

cylinder itself by applying a receiver of heat
which will bring tho pressure down to the lower
limit P2 , by causing part of the contents
to condense before the piston begins its return
stroke. The piston being stationary, the
volume of tho working substance does not
alter during this process. If we imagine tho
receiver of heat to have a temperature which
falls progressively from that of tho steam
at c to tho final temperature (Ta ) at /, this

removal of heat takes place rovormbly. Tho
work done by tho steam is not alTected by
substituting this reversible process for the
action of tho condenser, because the pressure
in the cylinder is in no way altered by tho

substitution, but we are now able to draw a
curve that will represent the process on tho

entropy-temperature cl iagram.
This is done in Fig. 9, where the curve

cf represents tho condensation of part of tho
steam at constant volume, while the piston
is at rest before beginning its return stroke.
The constant volume in this process is to be
reckoned per Ib. of steam : it is the volume
of tho cylinder divided by tho quantity of
the working substance in it : in other words,

Fia. 9. Entropy-temperature Diagram for Ideal
Engine with Incomplete JflxpatiHion.

it is the volume per Ib. of the wot steam at r.

Call that volume Vr Than at any level of

temperature such as gih, a point'*" on tho
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constant-volume curve which represents the

proceaa IB found by taking

where V/r4 is the volume of 1 Ib. of saturated
steam at that temperature. The area of the

figure within the shaded lines represents the
thermal equivalent of the work done in the

complete cycle. The corner cut off by the

curve cf shows what is lost by incomplete
expansion as compared with the work done in

a Rankino cycle.

800

mental importance not only in judging ho'w

far the ideal standard of efficiency of an

engine under design will be affected by changes
in the boiler pressure, in the temperature of

superheat, or in the condenser pressure, but
also in comparing the actual with the ideal

performance of an engine under test. When
steam tables such as Callendar's are available

the adiabatic heat-drop between given initial

and terminal conditions is readily calculated ;

but it may also be very conveniently found by
direct measurement from the Mollier chart of

Total Heat and Entropy, briefly described in

1-2 1-4 1-5 1-6 1-7 1-8 1-9

FIG. 10.- Mollier's Chart of Total Hcut and Entropy.

2-2

(0) TOTAL HEAT. JSnbropy Chart. -It
has boon pointed out above that the adia

batic hoat-drop, that is to say, the loss of

total heat which the Hteam would undergo
if it were to expand adiabatioally from the

condition, at which it enters the engine to

the temperature at which it leaves the engine,
measures the greatest amount of work that is

ideally obtainable from it in passing through
the engine when these conditions as to entry
and exit are assigned. This is true of an

engine of any typo : it applies to the steam

turbine no loss than to the reciprocating

engine. To determine the adiabatie heat-drop
l
t

Ta , for any assigned conditions of entry
and exit, in accordingly a matter of funda-

"
Thermodynamics," (42). The useful part of

that chart for steam is given (on a small

Hcalo and in skeleton form only) in 1?ig. 10.

There the adiabatic heat-drop is simply
measured by the length of the vertical lino

which represents a proeeMH of adiabatic ex

pansion (0= constant) from the condition

of the steam as it outers tho engine to the

condition under which it is condensed. The

advantage of a high vacuum is apparent from

the eiToot which a low lino/1 pressure has on

tho length of such a lino. Any process of

throttlhig, such as steam undergoes when it

passes to a region of lower pressure through a

reducing valve or other constricted orifice, by
wliich eddying motions arc set up, tho energy
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of which takes the form of heat as the eddies

subside, may be shown on the Mollier chart

by a horizontal line (Inconstant). The
effect of such a process is slightly to dry
steam that is wet, and to superheat steam

that is initially dry. At the same time the

steam, if initially dry-saturated or super

heated, becomes slightly cooled. These effects

of throttling will be apparent when a hori

zontal line is drawn in the figure, from a

point representing any condition of the steam,

wet or dry-saturated or superheated, in

the direction to the right, which corresponds
to increase of entropy. The effects of a

throttling process or of any dissipation of

energy through friction in the movement of

a fluid are to increase the entropy. They are

thermodynamically disadvantageous because

they involve irreversible changes of state.

Such effects occur to a greater or less

degree in the action of any real engine or

turbine and constitute one reason why the

actual performance falls short of the ideal.

In the steam turbine they form a chief source

of thermodynamic loss : in the reciprocating

engine they are less important. But even in

the simplest form of reciprocating engine
there is some fractional loss in the steam-

pipes and passages (including leakage through

imperfectly working valves), and in the com

pound engine, where the expansion of the

steam takes place in two or more stages, the

transfer of the partially expanded steam from
one cylinder to the next of the series involves

a further loss of the same kind.

(10) MULTIPLE EXPANSION-. There are,

however, good reasons why, notwithstanding
this fact, engines which divide the whole

expansion into three or four stages (called

triple
- expansion and quadruple - expansion

engines) are practically more efficient in the

sense of coming nearer to the adiabatic ideal.

The main reason is that a division into stages
reduces another source of loss, namely the
loss that arises from exchange of heat between
the working steam and tho metal surfaces

with which it comes in contact. In any
reciprocating engine the losses due to this

cause are substantial. Steam entering the

cylinder comes in contact with surfaces which
have been chilled during the later stages of

the previous stroke when tho cylinder was
full of wet steam at a lower pressure. Some
of the entering steam accordingly condenses
on the exposed surfaces, forming a layer of

water which is at least partially evaporated
later when tho pressure has been reduced

by expansion. This action, which goes on
in every stroke after a uniform regime has
been attained, makes the exchange of heat
between the working fluid and the metal
surfaces greater than if tho fluid were a dry
gas. Tims the action differs largely from

the ideal action, which is a4iaMic.rma} 9 and as

the exchanges of heat take placid irreversibly

they involve thermodynamic loss. Initial

superheating does a good cloal to roiluoo thin

loss and consequently improves tho eOioioney
ratio. By limiting tho amount of the expan
sion in any one cylinder and HO avoiding
extreme variation of temperature on the part
of each metal surface, the IOHH ean be kept
within bounds : honco tho practical advan

tage of dividing tho expansion into stages.

The number of suclx stages will depend on tho

boiler pressure : with tho highest pressures
that aro used in marine practice quadruple
expansion is more economical than triple

expansion, and triple expansion greatly more
economical than expansion in two stages.
In this connection reference should be made
to an elaborate investigation by Professors

Oaliendar and JSfioolsou of tho exchanges of

heat between tho steam and the cylinder wall

(Min. Proc. lust. C.E., 1897, cxxxi).
In tho steam turbine losses from this source

aro comparatively small, although tho ex

pansion is continued to lower temperatures,
for no part of tho internal surface is subject
to periodic fluctuations of temperature sucli

as occur in tho working of a cylinder and

piston. There is, of course, some loss by
conduction to tho outside ; but the main
loss is that which may bo comprehensively
described as due to fluid friction. Omitting
the (small) loss oC heat by conduction, at any
stage in tho passage of the fluid through the

turbine, when expansion has occurred down to

any given pressure, tho fluid has suffered lens

drop of total heat than it would have suffered

had there been no friction. There is lews

useful mechanical effect; hut there is more
internal energy left in tho fluid, and the
volume is greater, than if there had boon no

friction, for tho heat developed by friction

goes to increase tho

stock of internal energy.
In a turbine sueh as Par

sons', whore the stages
are very numerous, tho

^B

l?m. li.

whole process is made up of a series of small

stops which may bo approximately represented
by a continuous curve on the pressure-volume
diagram or on other diagrams. A diagram such
as J?iff. 11 then represents the complete action.

Tho outer curve BO' is a continuous line drawn
through points which represent tho volume
of tho fltoam at the beginning of each stago.
The difference between it and the adiabatic
curve 130 shows how tho volume is increased
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l9
'

the

in consequence of the internal losses. The area
AB(!I) represents the ideal output of work
which would be obtained if the adiabatic heat-

drop I^-lg wore fully utilised. The greater
area ABO'JD docs not measure an actual

output of work, but an artificial quantity
which may he called the

"
gross apparent

work." Of this gross apparent work a part
in being continuously reconverted into heat
as the expansion proceeds, namely a quantity
sufficient to supply enough heat to bring the

expansion curve out from BC to BC'. At the

end of the operation the not amount of

work done by the steam is less than the

adiabatic area ABCD by the equi
valent of l'a

- la , where F2 is the
total heat at C' and I2 is the total

lioat at C, if we assume
that there is no escape
of heat by conduction,
aad also no

appreciable
kinetic energy
in, the stream
of steam which
is i in ally dis

charged from
the turbine.
In that case the whole actual heat-drop is

converted into work, and the fraction

expresses the theoretical efficiency ratio of

the turbine an a whole, namely the ratio of

the work done on the rotor to the work

ideally obtainable by adiabatic expansion

through the same range.

^ (11) TURBINES.* The successive steps in

the action of any compound turbine are most

clearly shown by using the Mollier diagram
of entropy and total heat, in the manner
illustrated above in Pig. 12, where some of

the early Htugcs arc shown for a turbine sup

plied with superheated steam. In. the first

Htago the pressure drops from pL
to pz ,

in

the second stage from p% to p$ t and so on.

In tho firwt stage, adiabatic expansion from

'/),
to ^a would bo represented by a^, and

tho length of that line would bo a measure

of the adiabatic heat-drop, but the actual

heal'i-drop is a smaller quantity equal to the

length j6|. Assuming no IOHH of heat

by conduction, the length aj)^ measures tho

heat converted into work while tho steam

paHHOH through tho fuvst stage. The condition

of the stoain at the end of the first stage and

beginning of the second in represented by
tho point fltg,

which is found by drawing a

lino of constant total heat through b
l to

1 Hoo ulsoartloloH "Steam Turbine, Tho PhyHlcH of

tho
"

;

"
Turbine, Development of the Stoam,"

meet the constant-pressure curve pz . In
tho second stage, adiabatic expansion would

give the line aznz . Tho actual heat-drop,
which is a measure of the work done, is &

2 ,

and the condition of the steam as it passes on
to tho third stage is represented by a3 .

Similarly in tho third stage tho work done is

aj>3 , the steam passes to the fourth stage in

the condition a, l9
and so on. The diagram

shows tho process of expansion by stages
down to tho boundary curve ; it is readily
extended into tho wet region. In each stage

the fraction ab/ac measures the ratio

of the work done to the adiabatic heat-

drop for that stage. The points
a-i, fl'2, %, etc., lie on. what is called

"
curve of condition," a curve

showing what tho state

of the steam would bo as

it passes from stage to

stage on the

assumption that
no heat is lout

to the outside.

The curve of

condition con

sequently corre

sponds to the

outer curve BO' of Jfig. 11. The total work
done on the rotor is tho sum of the amounts of

work done in tho successive stages, namely 2ab.

Taking any stage of a compound turbine,
the ratio of the work done, to tho adiabatic

heat-drop in that stage, may bo called tho

stage efficiency and denoted by ?; s ; thus

ab

The total work done on tho rotor

^ab~^7]N (ac),

and if -^ can bo treated as constant from

stage to stage,

In a compound turbine the quantity *Sac is

greater than the whole adiabatic heat-drop
between the initial and final pressures l x

- I a

to an extent that depends upon tho stage

cfficiwicy. Tho ratio

IB called tho Keliaat Factor. Tho reheat factor

irt relatively high when the stage-efficiency is

low, or, in other words, when there is much
loss through irreversible action within each

stage. Referring to Wig. 11, the reheat

factor is equal to tho ratio of tho area ABOM)
to tho area ABC I).

If wo may treat ??w
as constant, we have

.p vj^ac __work done on rotor ^^ ~
I I
- I a

""
adiabatic boat-drop

""
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under the conditions postulated, which make

the actual heat-drop a measure of the work

done on the rotor.

From the equation ^ t f]^
it will "bo

seen that in a compound turbine i\ t
is greater

than the stage-efficiency 77,,
since ft is greater

than unity.
The foregoing expressions involve the pro

viso that there is no leakage of heat. But

when there is leakage of heat, or appreciable

kinetic energy in the steam at its exit from the

turbine, the 'actual heat-drop Ij-I^ includes

a quantity representing the loss due to these

causes, in addition to the work done on the

rotor. Let that loss be expressed as a fraction

of the adiabatic heat-drop, namely

Then Ix
- F8

- x (Ix
- 12)

is that part of the actual heat-drop which is

converted into work on the rotor.

Hence, allowing for this loss, tho net or real

efficiency-ratio of the turbine becomes

The amount of work obtained from the steam

is therefore

Writing yr for the real efficiency-ratio,

its relation to the other quantities is given

by the equation

In the process of designing a turbine a

value is estimated for the stage-efficiency

% ; then the curve of condition is deduced,
which allows the reheat factor to be found,

and also the probable volume and velocity of

the steam at each stage.

These considerations apply to the complete
action of the steam in passing through the

turbine, from the point of admission to the

point of exhaust. Considered in detail, the

action takes place in a scries of stops, in each

of which the steam expands in such a manner
as to form a jet, or more usually a group
of many jets, in which the stream acquires
kinetic energy as a consequence of its oxpan-
flion, and this kinetic energy is subsequently

given up to rapidly moving blades which are

carried by the rotor. An account of the action

will be found in the article on Stoa/m Tur
bines ;

all that need bo added hero on this

point is to sketch the thermodynamic theory
of the formation of a jot when steam or any
gaseous iluid expands through a nozzle, or

a channel between guide-blades, forming a

passage which is completely filled by the

gaseous stream.

(Ii2) TuKOR\
r oi1

1 MTH. 1

SuppoHO Hloam or

any other gas to bo flowing through a nowdo

from a region where the pi-ensure w 1\ to a

region, where it has the lower value IV To

simplify matters wo shall iiHHiimo that tho

process is adiathermal, that in to Hay, thai no

heat is taken in or given out by conduction

during the flow. In consequence of tho fall of

pressure each clement of tho stream expandw
while it advances, and tho work which it

does in expanding gives energy of motion

to tho element in front of it. Tho Hloam

therefore acquires velocity aa it proceeds

through tho channel and also ineronHOH in

volume. Imagine two partitions A and B
across tho channel, taken perpendicular to

tho direction of tho atroam -lines, A being

in tho region of higher pressure, Let ]*,

wn ,
Vw ,

and E
rt represent respectively the

pressure, tho velocity, tho volume of unit

mass, and tho internal energy of tho fluid,

at A, and lot P
ft ,

vb , Vh and E& represent

the corresponding quantities at B. In flowing

from A to B each unit of mass gains kinetic

energy by the amount

It loses internal energy by tho amount E
tt

-
Ej}

.

As it enters tho space between A and B it

has work done upon it by the fluid behind,

equal to PaV<(
. In panning out at B it does

work on the fluid in front, equal to lyV^.

Hence by tho conservation o energy

But E
rt
+PaVrt

is Ia , the total hoat of tho

fluid at A, and E
ft
H-P

ft
Vh is

J/,,
tho total

heat at B ; consequently

or tho gain of kinetic energy, in adiathormal

flow through a noz/lo, is moanurod by the

heat-drop. This applies an between any two

points in tho flow; and for the whole puHHago
from the region of pressure l\ to the region of

pressure Pa wo have

When, as frequently happeun, the initial

velocity is sensibly Hero, we accordingly have

as tho fundamental equation for finding the

velocity v which an expanding fluid aoquiren
in a jot, starling from rent.

1 Sec alHO article "Stoum Turbine, Tho !IMiyntort of

tho"; "Turbine, Development of tho Steam."
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So Car there has boon no assumption as to

absence of losses through friction or eddy
currents. If wo now assume that thoro is

no such lows, the heat-drop It-I^ is to ho

interpreted as the adiabatic heat-drop which
tho fluid undergoes in expanding without

change of entropy from I\ to P2 . ~JV>r steam
this heat-drop may bo determined from the

tables or measured from the Mollier diagram.
It has been shown (" Thermodynamics,"
(38)) that the adiabatic heat-drop is equal to

the area of the ideal indicator diagram ABOD

(/'Vj/. 13), or 'VWP, which represents the

largest amount of work obtainable in expan
sion between these

limits. In the assumed
case the whole of that

work takes the form of kinetic energy on the

part of the stream as it issues under the

final pressure .Pa . Wo therefore have, in the

ideal case,
. 2

,,,
2 /'T?i

?'*
ft

^
- VdL>.

*J Jp,

Mxpansion along the adiabatic curve BC
may generally be expressed by a formula of

the typo PV^ss constant, where X is a

constant index. Then

Hence when an expanding fluid starts from

rest, at the initial pressure 1\, to form a jot,

we obtain

as an equation from which to (ind the velocity

v when 'tho pressure has fallen from \\ to any
lower pressure I*, undor the assumed condition

of frictionloBS How and no conduction of heat.

H is convenient to "write % for the ratio in

which the 'pressure has fallen, P/Pj.. This

gives, for the velocity at any stage,

and for tho volume of tho steam (per unit of

mans) at any stage

u-opor form for tho nozzle depends on the

relation of V to v. Writing A for the cross-

section of the nozzle at any point, the volume

passing per second is vA an'd the mass Q
passing per second is ?>A/V. This is tho same
at all sections : hence A is equal to QV/w,
and its value may accordingly bo calculated

for any assigned value of Z, when the index

X is known. .For air the value of X is approxi

mately 14, for dry steam 1-3.

On making this calculation with values of

Z gradually decreasing from unity, to corre

spond with successive stages in the expan
sion of steam or air through a nozzle, starting

from rest, it will be found that A, which is

proportional to V/?;, at first diminishes, then

passes a minimum at a certain value of Z,

and then increases as the pressure continues

to fall. Hence when tho total drop in pressure
is large, the proper form for a channel for

adiabatic flow is at first convergent and
afterwards divergent : in other words, tho form
that will allow tho heat-drop to be applied
to tho best advantage in giving kinetic energy
to tho stream is one in which tho nozzle

at first contracts to a narrowest section or
"
throat

" and afterwards expands to an

extent that depends on tho ratio of tho initial

pressure to the pressure against which tho

stream is to bo discharged.
If that ratio is not largo tho convergent

portion of tho nozzle only is required. When
tho whole drop of pressure is divided into

many successive stages, this is the case : each

of tho blade-channels in a Parsons' turbine,

for example, is convergent throughout its

course. But in De Laval's turbine, where tho

whole available drop of pressure may bo

utilised in a single stop, tho nozzle takes

the convergent-divergent form. The throat,

where A is a minimum, is approached by a

rounded entrance which allows the stream-

linos to converge, and from tho throat to tho

dischargo-ond tho nozzle gradually expands,

generally as a simple cone, until an area of

section is reached which is appropriate to

tho iinal value of tho pressure-ratio Z. Tho

divergent taper from tho throat onwards is

made sufficiently gradual to preserve stream-

lino motion as completely as is practicable.
.From tho foregoing oq nations wo have

AH tho flow along the nozzle proceeds %

becomes loss, and v and V both increase. The

which may bo applied to calculate tho jjropor

section A for a given discharge Q, at any

place where tho pressure has fallen from the

initial value P
t

to the value 7A\. For tho

purpose of designing a nozzle there arc two

places where this calculation lias to bo made,

namely tho throat and the end whore dis

charge occurs. At tho disehargc-cnd Z is
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known, being the ratio of the back-pressure,

against which the stream is to be discharged,

to the initial pressure, We have to liud Z
i?

namely the ratio at the throat, and this ia

determined from the consideration that at

the throat Q/A is a maximum. The above

equation may be written

Q 2y\ Pl^

Hence (by differentiating) the condition for

a maximum is found to be that

which gives

\

7 (
2 V- 1

Z<=
lx+IJ

'

This is sometimes called the critical ratio of

pressures in the expansion of a jet.

When X is 1-4, as it is in air and other

nearly perfect gases, wo have Zt
= 0-528.

When X is 1-3, as it is in dry steam, Z is

0-545.

It follows that for a dry steam jet the

channel should be entirely convergent so long
as the back-pressure is not loss than 0-545 PI}

but when the back-pressure is less than this

there should be a throat and a divergent
extension beyond the throat.

Substituting the above expression for Z
t

in the expressions already given, we obtain,

for the pressure, volume, velocity, and section

at the throat,

.=
A, v, Vx+i/ V(\+l)vi"

The proper area A at any place where the

pressure-ratio is Z is related to tho throat-

area A
t and the throat pressure-ratio Z

t by
the following expression, which is readily
found from the foregoing :

2 A + l 2 1-A
*
A
IL?*

A _(Zfy/i~zf
A \

2" ""AA""\Z/ (
L ~ A

A_Z A \l-Z A /ZA
This is convenient in determining tho final

area of section that should be provided when
the back-pressure is assigned.

It follows from these equations that the

discharge through a given orifice under a

given initial pressure I\ depends only on tho

cross-section at the narrowest part of tho

orifice, and is independent of tho back- pressure,

provided the hack- pressure in not greater than

Z^IY By continuing tho expansion in a

divergent nozzle after tho throat in passed,
the amount of the discharge is not inc.reJiHod,

but the fluid acquires a greater velocity before

it leaves tho nozzle, because the range of

pressure which is effective for producing

velocity is increased. Tho Kent-drop down
to the pressure at the throat determines the

amount of tho discharge, -and tho remainder of

the heat-drop, which would bo wasted if there

wore no divergent extension of tho nozzle,

is utilised in tho divergent portion to give-

additional velocity to the escaping stream.

This velocity is given in a definite and useful

direction, whereas if there were no divergent
extension of tho nozzle the fluid, after leaving
tho nozzle, would expand laterally, and its

parts would acquire velocity in directions

such that no use could bo made of the kinetic

energy so acquired.

Imagine steam, or any gas to bo expanding
through a nozzle which has no divergent exten

sion, into a chamber whore tho back-prcssuro
P2 is less than, the value of Pt as calculated

above. In that case the pressure in tho jot.,

where it leaves tho nozzle, will bo P
t ,
and the-

further drop of pressure to P
a

will occur

through scattering of tho stream. The dis

charge in that case is not increased by any
lowering of tho back-pressure Pa , because?

any lowering of P3 does not alTeut tho linal 1

pressure in the nozzle, which remains equal!
to Pj. Osborne Reynolds explained the

apparent anomaly by pointing out that th<*

stream is then leaving the nozzle with a velocity

equal to that with which sound (or any wave
of expansion and compression) in propagated
in tho fluid, und consequently any reduction

of tho pressure P2 cannot bo communicated
back against tho stream : its effects are not
folt at any point within tho nozzle. The press
ure in tho stream at the orifice therefore can
not become lows, however low the back

pressure Po may bo. But if P., is increased

so as to exceed P
f , the lateral scattering close

to tho orilicc rouses, the velocity is reduced,
tho presaure at the orifice then becomes equal
to P

2 , and the dincharge is red need.

In applying these results to a nozzle of

any form, tho least section is to be regarded
as tho throat: if there is a divergent exten
sion beyond the least section, the amount of

tho discharge in not affected, though the final

velocity of tho Mtroam is increased. Taking
a nozzle of any form, and a constant initial

pressure 1\, if wo reduce the back-pressure
Pa from a value which, to begin with, is just-
less than Pj, tho discharge increases until

PJJ roaches Z
t
r
lt whoro Z

t has tho value given
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above. After that, any further reduction op

I*
a does not moroaHO tho discharge. But the

velocity which the fluid acquires before it

loaves the iioxxle may then bo augmented by
lowering P., and adding to tho divergent portion
of tlie nozzle. Tho nozzle will bo rightly

designed when it provides for just enough
expansion, to make tho linal pressure equal to

the back-pressure ; the jet then escapes as a
smooth stream, and tho energy of expansion is

utilised to tho full. Ff the nozzle does not

carry expansion far enough if, in other words,
the iinal pressure in tho nozzle exceeds the

back-pressure < energy will bo wasted by
scattering. If, on tho other hand, the back

pressure is too high for the nozzle, so that

the nozzle provides for more expansion than
can properly take place,' vibrations are set up
in the fluid stream which cause some waste.

It has been pointed out by Callondar that

in tho formation of a steam -jet expansion
occurs too fast to allow a condition of equili

brium to be attained aw regards condensation.

Steam that is superheated or dry at entry
remains more or less completely dry during tho

first stages of its passage through the nozzle,

oven when it has expanded so considerably
that its equilibrium condition would bo that of

a wet mixture. If the steam is superheated
to begin with, it behaves like a gas in the

initial stage of the expansion, and its equili

brium in stable until its condition crosses tho

boundary or saturation line, that is to say
until its tomporatuio falls to the value corre

sponding to saturation at the pressure then

reached. AH expansion proceeds beyond that

stage a motastablo state is temporarily sot up
in which tho steam in Hupoimturated. Jf tho

steam is saturated to begin with, a motastablo

state is produced as soon as expansion begins.

.It is because of this superHatu ration that

the index A for a steam -jet is to be taken

as KJ instead of a value such as 1*135, which

would approximately correspond to adiabatic

expansion under conditions of equilibrium.
When tho latter index wan xinod, as was gener

ally done before Oallondar drew attention to

the true character of the action, the calculated

discharge for a given size of throat was too

small, with the result that the calculated

discharge under ideal frictionless conditions

fell short) of the discharge which Ilatcau

and other observers observed with actual

nozzles, although, the olToot of friction in to

reduce tho real discharge below its ideal

value. Whoa account iw taken of super-

Haturatiou, by using 1-3 as the index, tho

calculated d'lHohargo becomes, as it should bo,

slightly greater than tho actual discharge.

Tho experimentally measured discharge is

about 3 or 4 per cent less than the calculated

discharge under the ideal conditions which

the calculation assumes. If, as is probable,

tho steam remains almost wholly dry up to the

throat, this difference is to be ascribed mainly
to friction.

(13) TESTS 01? TJIKRMODYNAMICJ PHRFORM-
ANOE. In testing tho efficiency of an engine
considered as a heat-engine we must measure
tho work done during a given time and compare
that with the heat supplied. The work done

may bo determined, in an engine of the piston
and cylinder type, by taking indicator dia

grams from which the mean effective press
ure of the steam is found by measurement,
so that tho horse-power developed within the

cylinder or cylinders is readily calculated.

The indicated horse-power, important as it

is thermodynamically, is not a fair criterion

of useful performance. That is found by
measuring tho brake horse - power, or its

equivalent, which is less than the indicated

power by the amount that the engine expends
in overcoming the friction of its parts and
in driving any necessary auxiliary mechanism
essential to its own running. In turbine
and other engines which are employed to

generate electricity, it is usual to measure
the electrical horse-power, thereby determin

ing a net effective output which is less than
tho (hypothetical) brake horse - power by
electrical and mechanical losses which occur
in the dynamo. It is obvious that any figures
for efficiency must be interpreted with refer

ence to tho stage at which tho power developed
is measured, whether in the cylinder (by moans
of an indicator), or on the shaft (by means of

a dynamometer), or after conversion into

some other form, as by a dynamo or by a

pump.
Tho heat supplied to the engine may be

found by direct measurement, or it may be

inferred by measuring the rejected heat.

Tho latter is a less usual procedure in engine
testa. In any case, however, a measurement
of the rejected heat furnishes a useful check
on the accuracy of the other method : the
moat satisfactory trials are made by measuring
the heat rejected as well as tho heat supplied
and the work done. A balance - sheet can
then bo drawn up in which the heat given to

the engine may be more or ICHH completely
accounted for and the margin of error can
be ween.

To find tho heat supplied, wo must observe
the quantity of steam which passes through
the engine, and its conditions of supply, aw

to pressure and (if thero is superheating) as

to temperature. Tho quantity passing through

may bo found by observing either (1) the boiler

feed, or (2) tho air-pump discharge, provided
the engine uses a surface condenser.

To infer tho steam supply from the boiler

food requires a prolonged run, for tho level

of water in the boiler cannot be read very

accurately, and tho whole consumption of
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feed-water should be great in. order that

possible errors due to that may become

negligible. A single trial by this method

may require to be continued for some ho lira,

during which the conditions of working of

the engine must be kept as nearly uniform as

possible. On the other hand, a very short

time suffices for an accurate measurement of

the rate at which condensed water is dis

charged by the air-pump, once uniform work

ing is established, and it is easy to get satis

factory trials under various conditions in

comparatively quick succession, by varying
the amount of the external

"
load," from zero

up to the largest load that the engine can

properly undertake.

The results of a series of trials are often,

exhibited by drawing a curve of total steam

consumption per hour, or per mimite, in

relation to load, the load being expressed
in indicated horse-power, or in brake horso-

500 1000

Output in Kilowatts

PIG. 14.

power, or in kilowatts if the not output is

measured as electrical energy. Such a curve

is called a Willans Line. It is in general

nearly straight : an example is shown in

Fig. 14, which relates to tests of a Parsons
Turbine at various loads, made under nearly
uniform conditions as to the pressure and

temperature of the steam throughout the

series. The (nearly) straight line shows the

consumption of steam per hour in relation to

the output of power, in kilowatts. On the

wame diagram is a curve, showing the number
of pounds of steam used per kilowatt-hour,
which tends towards a minimum. When the

engine is overloaded the Willans Lino tends to

bend upwards, with the result that the other
curve passes a minimum, and the steam con

sumption per horse-power increases slightly at

the highest loads. When the Willana Line is

straight the whole consumption of steam at any
load may be regarded as made up of two parts

the constant unproductive consumption that
takes place without any effective output, and
a further consumption that is simply propor

tional to tho output. rOvou when tlio VVillauH

Lino is drawn to exhibit the relation of in

dicated work to Btcam (umnumptiou, this

remark holds good. When extended back
wards rb dooH not JHIHH through tho origin,

but above it. The consumption IB approxi

mately a(?t~l~6), whoro n in tho numbor of

horso-powor, and a is tho quantity of atoam
which is required prvr horse-power after tho

unproductive supply ab has boon furniHhed.

XUfiKJWTUCNOE!:!

Rankiuo's Fltcnm KngiM was for long tho most
authoritative work on tho subject., but- itw interest
is now mainly historical. Perry, The tftt>am K)iffinc ;

Dalby, Steani Power ; tttodola, The tfteam Turbine
;

Callcnclar, Steam Tablet* ; EwhiK, The Hteam ttnuine,
and other Ifeat Jtin(fines ; also T/iernwdjoirtMicis for
Engineers, Tho writer hart used tho two last-nami'd
bookn (with tho permission of tho publishers, the

Cambridge Univorwity Press) m tho foundation oC
this article. Sec also the article

'*
Thermodynamics,"

STEAM TABLES, USB OF. Soo
" Steam Engine,

Theory of," (9).

STEAM TURBINE, PHYSICS Q'tf THE
THE following symbols, constants, and tables

are used throughout this article, except where
otherwise stated :

Units; IbH., F., ft., in. ; hours, minutoH, seconds.

A= area in Rquurc feet.

a^area in square inches.

a =velocity ratio '///.

eZ moan diameter of blado ring in inches.

?;=oiTi(iioncy.

j7= acceleration duci to gravity^ 32 '2 f<t per
second.

7=>ratio of tho Hpeeific^ heats of Hteatn,

sl*ltt5 for adiabatio expansion <>{ dry Maturated

atoam,
1-30 for adiabatio expansion of superheated
stoani.

H=homogeneous head 144pV.
/i.=bludo height in inchos.

IBritiHh thermal units per pound of steam.

KSNd2
Il

a xlO-.
X;=blado opening --Hin in l^g, 14.

Xindox in law of expansion pV^- 'txtnsiiant.

N=nlimbor of rowH of blades on cylinder or

uphulle.

n=rovolutionK per see-ond.

(^ un^Tm-i angular vc'loeity.

jo= pressure in His. per s<j. in. (absolute).

Pv JPa Vo' pr<
vHsur( ks along turbines.

0=aentropy.
jpo^pressure at the oxlnmst end of turbines,

Q=~5poimds of wtoani per hour,

(/^pounds of steam per seoond.

Rswrevolutionw p<T ininut.e.

T^teruporaturo R absolute,

f s=atoiuj)oraturo F.

WSM blado velocity in feet per second.

V=spooiiic volume ot
: steam in cubic feet jpec

pound.
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'/; steam voloc.ily in feet per nccoud.

w -work (lone in foot-pounds per pound of steam.

X- 'oxpaiwionn by prcHmirc*^^/^.'

(dallc.nddr's fllctm Tables, 1915, and
Sfc.am avid 'rciupnaturc-ltinfropy Tables, 8th Edition,

1914.)

I. THE APPLICATION ov THERMODYNAMICS
TO TILW STEAM: TURBINE

(1) HoMOU'KNMOirs HEAD. Tho quantity

pV is not so variable in the case of saturated

steam as either p or V, and its use simplifies

many of the equations which follow. Tho value

o 144;>V is defined aw the homogeneous lioad

and demoted by JI. Thus H = 144#V.
!Kor saturated sto,am the following empirical

formula may bo used :

H = 8000 (6 + logjp).

For superheated stoarn, which has nearly
the properties of a perfect gas, the homo

geneous head may bo taken as proportional
to the absolute temperature ; so that if T ia

the temperature of saturated, steam and T, the

temperature of superheated steam,

(2) Tina QUANTITY oic STKAM FLOWING
TriHomni NOSHSLMS. The theory of the steam

turbine is based on adiabatic expansion,

although in praetiee. radiation and other

factors affect the result. If one pound of

steam enters a nozzle at a pressure of # x and
with a velocity i\ and loaves with a velocity

v at a lower pressure #, we have

If the initial velocity v is negligible

(2)

and
rs2x 32-2x778x1

(more correctly ?;~223Wl). (3)

.In tho case of o, perfect gas working

adiabatically it is proved
l that tho relation

between pressure and volume is given by the

equation

y>V
y == constant,

where 7 is tho ratio of the specidc heats and

has the value 1-408 for air.

.If the gas bo not perfect an equation of

similar fornmlill holds, but the exponent will

no longer be cupial to 7. We may, however,

write for wteam expanding adiabatically

y;V
A - constant.

The value of X will depend oti the condition

of tho Htcatn.

It is shown in tho article on tho "Steam

* (Sco
" Thermodynamics" (15).

Engine, Theory of,"
2

that, aw tho amount of

expansion in a nozzle is increased beyond a

certain point, tho flow of tho steam does not

increase but roaches a maximum ; this is

called tho critical expansion for the nozzle.

The point is attained when tho expression

2 \ 4-1

Z^ 7*
^

has such a value of Z as to make it a maximum ;

this is found by differentiating tho expression
and equating tho result to zero. Wo then

get for tho critical value

\ ^1 /JN
' *

and for this the flow has a maximum value.
rA t is tho ratio of expansion fit/Pi at tho throat

of a nozzle. It has tho following values for

different values of X.

X. Zt.

1-1

1-135

1-2

1-3

14

0-585

0-577

0-504

0-54G

0-528

Tho formula for tho maximum discharge of

steam, when tho drop in pressure is more than

the critical, may bo written

^r ~ma H

2 are constants.

# =V nt
Ajpl

'

or

whoro WJL and

Honco

Lot

Then <[t
= mhfpi Ib. of steam per second

or Q* = Mttp! Ib. of stoa.ni per hour, . (5a)

whore a in in square inches and ^ x
IB in Ibs.

por sq. in. abs. and M is another constant-

Hatoau's empirical formula for tho discharge
of saturated steam beyond the critical expan
sion is based on this formula, and may bo

written,
8
employing English units,

Qt*= 3-6(10-57- log pi)apv . (6)

In this expression M has boon made equal to

3-5 (ltt-57-loff^)'
For a long time a difficulty arose in recon

ciling experimental results for saturated steam

with tho above theory, tho actual discharge of

Hoo
" Htoam Engine, Theory of," (12).

a Hco IL M. Martin, titeam Turbines, 1913, p. 17.
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a nozzle proving greater than the theoretical

discharge as calculated by a formula similar

to (5). The value for X was taken as 1-135,

on the assumption that the steam was in

stable equilibrium throughout ;
but H. L.

Callendar 1 shows that the rapidity of flow

through a nozzle is such that condensation is

not instantaneous when the pressure drops,
and that consequently the steam is behaving
as a gas, and a more correct value of X to

take is 1-3. The steam is in a metastablo

condition, and is said to be supersaturated.
The following table shows values of the con

stant M for different pressures of saturated

steam :

quantity of steam Ilowing through a un/</<l<\

That is,'

from which Q -"' '

lb. per hour. . . (7)

The number of heat units corresponding to

one brake horse-power por hour would bo

^rza"*
x G0 ^ 2r>4r>

' K-Th.U. ;

or to one kilowatt-hour

2545-0

0-740
-3411-0 B.Tb.U.

These values, divided by the adiabatic boat

drop (1) give the number of

pounds of steam required for

an ideal turbine working oil the

Rankme cycle. The ratio be
tween such an ideal consumption
and the actual ooHHiimpt;ion. of

any particular turbine in known
as the coefficient of iwrfwHUWce.
or efficiency ratio of that turbine.

This factor may, of course, bo

equally well calculated on
efficiencies or boat units.

If the initial velocity is

negligible,

It is thus seen that for pressures above

atmospheric pressure Rateau's experimental
results are about 2J per cent above that ex

pected for saturated steam with X = 1-135,

but are about 3 per cent below that which
would be given if there were no condensation
and X = l-3. Part of this difference is due to

the friction ol the steam in the nozzle and part

may be due to partial condensation taking
place.

Superheated steam behaves so nearly as a

perfect gas that the relation H/T= constant

may be used.

Since Moc
1 = VT saturated

\'H \/T superheated

it may therefore be corrected for superheated
steam in the proportion of

N/T saturated

-N/T superheated

e.g. at 250 lb. per sq.. in. (aba.), with 200 F.

superheat,

, -5 1-01 / 8G2
~

^V 1062
"^ 90.

It should bo noted that if the critical ex
pansion has not been reached, the equation
of continuity may be used to determine the

1 " On tho Stauly Flow of Steam through n Nozzle
or Throttle," / lw. Inttt. Mceh. Miff., Jan. 1015, pp. 53

or, substituting
2 for w

t

A
A ~ 1

^ =20144^^(1-3
*

)

A 1

=2^-^(1 -X A
).

. . (8)

When tho discharge is a maximum, tho

value for JZ
t
from equation (4) may be sub

stituted in (8). Then

or

By definition,

But

\

i-< 1

at tho thront for maximum diwohargo ; there
fore

substituting thin value in (Hjuntion (K), given

vt* --Wit* - ()
8 See " Sttuuu EuKinc, Theory of," (12),
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which is the velocity of sound in the steam x

considered as a perfect gas.
This roHiiIt ean bo explained by considering

that the greatest velocity at which any re

duction of pressure on the exit side of the

throat ean he carried back through the throat
is the velocity of sound

;
and therefore any

drop of pressure beyond the critical will not
alTcot the How of steam at the throat. 2

31. N0755LES AND BLADINO

(Ii) TllIC "DlVKtlUKNOH AND EFFICIENCY OF
HTMAM NOKZLKR. Denoting by the suffixes t

and the conditions in the throat and at tho

exit of a steam nozzle, the equation for con

tinuity gives

so that

V

so that

Vft

a

From equations (8) and (0)

- %v!v (
10>

A

2 \A-1
x+ij

'

A~l

Substituting these values in equation (10),

a

.:o

A-l-1

X-l / 2 \A-i 1

"2" "A-I T

giving an equation for tho Hare of a iioKsslo

that contains only X and Z. As 7* is fractional,

a more convenient form for calculation is ob

tained by writing, X -"!/% -"^j/^o, or tho ratio

1 Nowlon'H PriMiltiu, 'Hook ii. Hccijon 8, rofornul

to In Dcscham^'K Natural PMlowphu, Evoroti'H

inuwlul.Ion, 1875, p. ().

Htui Osborno Roynoldw,
" On tho Flow of GawMj,"

Phi/. Mitff., March 188(J, n^printcnl In his Scientific.

Papers, il. 318,

of expansion, by pressure,
becomes

Then equation (

M-l
A-H

v- A
~

X A -1

F?</. 1 shows tho theoretical divergence of

nozzles (A fl/A t )
for various ratios of expansion

10 15
p
20 25

/?crf/"o o/ Expansion, X=~

b'lG. 1.

(X) as obtained from equation (106). It will

be noted that for steam tho curves are prac

tically straight lines.

There is not as yet BulFieicnt experimental
evidence available to establish tho best angle
for tho cone of tho divergence. In practice
it is found to vary between 4 and 30. Ex

perience shows that 12 gives very satisfactory
results. In a similar way, there is a diversity
of opinion as to tho best anglo between, tho

axis of a nozzle and tho direction of rotation

of tho moving blades. For a diverging noxzlo

this angle is usually made between 18 and

5 -0 -7 -8 -0 VO M 1'2 V3 1-4 1-5

/?at/o o/ Aotua! to Theoretical Dluergoiwu

20, but for non-diverging ixoaKlos it is found
to vary between 12 and 20.

tfiy. 2 is a combination of two curves

obtained by W. J. (loudio 8 from an analysis
of data published by Dr. Rtcinmettt, and
ahows the percentage loss (if velocity for

various ratios of actual to theoretical diverg
ence, Tho advantages of under-cxpansion

compared with over-expansion are clearly

Been, a reduction of 20 per cent from tho

theoretical flare showing a loss of only 1 per
8 Meam Turto'nn, 1017, pp. l&MJM.
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cent in the exit velocity, where an excess of

20 per cent gives a corresponding loss of

4 per cent. In practice, therefore, nosszlcs

are generally given about 10 per cent loss

divergence than theory would indicate. The

effect of friction in the nozzle tends to in

crease the flare slightly, but in practice this

correction is negligible.
If pV

x=K for a

frictionless nozzle, and ^V
X
'^IC', if friction is

accounted for, H. M. Martin points out x that

X'-V%-A^I o^-v-n 1 -

holds good, where 77= tho efficiency, which in

practice is always above 90 per cent. Honco

V is very nearly equal to A.

In considering the efficiency of diverging

nozzles it is necessary to distinguish between

the loss of velocity of tho steam and that of

the kinetic energy. Equation (2) (ante) gives

2 __ j) /2\

and from this we obtain by differentiation tho

result (dv and dw both being small),

dv dw /n \

2^~=~, . . . (2a)

which shows that the percentage velocity loss

is one-half the percentage energy loss.

JFor diverging nozzles, in which the heat

drop (I) is well beyond the critical, H. M.

Martin z
gives the following empirical formula

for the percentage loss due to kinetic energy :

Percentage loss =0-06(1
-

45). . (11)

The corresponding efficiency is then given by
the expression

T?
= 102-7 -O'OG I. . . (lla)

For example, with a heat drop of 125 B.Th.U.

the loss of kinetic energywould be 0-00(125
~
45)

or 4-8 per cent, and by equation (2a) the loss

due to velocity would bo half this amount or

2-4 per cent.

(4) BLADE FORMS AND THE EFFECT OF

BACK RADIUS. In reaction Wading, expansion
of the steam takes place in both the lixed

blades or nozzles and tho moving blades. A
combination of one row of lixed blades and
one row of moving blades forms one stage of

a reaction turbine, and tho heat drop per

stage is generally less than tho critical. In
the case of impulse blading, all or nearly all

the expansion takes place in the nozzles before

the steam reaches tho blades, and each set of

expanding nozzles, together with their wheel,
which may have one or more rowa of revolving

blttdon, is known, as one stage of an impulse
turbine. The heat drop through tho nozzle of

a multiple row wheel often exceeds tho critical.

1
finpittfrn'Mff, 1918, cvi. 58.

a W. J. CJoiidto, titeam Turbines, 1917, p. 128

In drawing tho mwR-Hootion of blading,

the standard taken is tho axial width of tho

blade. If a and ft
arc tho inlet and exit

angles of tho steam, tho angle of tho blade

=
a+|tt. ThiH blade angle may vary very

considerably in different typew o bladoH. Tho

curvoH of reaction blatlow do not loud them

selves to any geometrical coiintniction, but

arc based on practical experience. An ox-

ample of reaction blading is shown in Fig. 'J,

from which it will bo noted that the curves

are made to sweep round gradually and evenly.
It is safe to remember that an artistic blade IB

a good blade.

Tho shape of impulse blades is controlled

to a largo extent by tho back radius (/). A
large back radiuw given a thin blade and a

close pitch. A small radiun give.s a thick and

stronger blade with a wide pitch. An example
of impulse blading is shown in ]?ig t <1, The

steam paHHagc .should converge without any
irregularity. Tho small diagram H!U>WH a

method of finding the nlopo of tho chord V rA
if the entrance and exit an^lon, a and

(1,

are known. Krom thiH figure </H-I//' -OO",

The point X may he ohiairu^l hy
two right angles PYX and P/X, and the

innido of tho blade drawn with rarlitin l!( ;X%)
from X.

r

.Phe back ra<liiiH may tlien be put
in from a con lire lying on tho line joining the

point X to the apex of the blade,

(5) CARRY ovwit. In the foregoing theory
it wan aHHumod that the Htoutn entorM the
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nozzlo ill zero velocity ; Ibut in an actual

turbine, in most eases, it enters at a velocity
that is Homo fraction of the leaving velocity of

the previous stage. The amount of energy
that is duo to this fraction of the leaving

velocity in known, as the u
carry over." The

ffictional IOHHOS an the steam passes through
the novudo must bo set against the extra

energy clue to this carry over, ln.it the net
result may he an alteration in the exit velocity
of tho steam as it leaves the nozzle. Let the

proportion of the. energy of the carry over

that passes through the nozzle bo denoted by
'in,, and the proportion of the acliabatio heat

drop utilised in the nozzle bo denoted by M ;

then if ^ is the velocity of earry over, v the

velocity due to the heat drop, and u the exit

velocity,

^a-m^a+Mv 2
. . . (12)

Writing z= vjv0f

whoro

Tho value of s can. bo obtained from the

velocity diagram. The values of m and M are

very difficult to determine ;
but Goxidie sug

gests
2 for impulse turbines that w 0-8 and

M-jj(HK) to 0-1)3, the higher iiguro being taken

when there is superheat, As z is generally of

the order of (K5, this gives values of 8 from
0-07 to 1-00, showing that the velocity of exit

is practically e^ual to that duo to adiabatic

drop or v, as far as impulse turbines are

concerned.

In the case of reaction turbines where the

(ixod and moving blades are the same, and
tUei'o is an approximately equal heat drop,
11. M. Martin" from an analysis of a marine

turbino derived values of m ~O52 and M 0*90

for this type of turbine ; and Uoudio p\ib-

linhos a curve 4 which shows that the eo-

oiUeiont 5 varies from 1-02 to 0-07 as the

velocity ratio (a) of tho reaction turbino in

creases from (MJ to 0-9. As these values of a

may bo considered the extreme limits in general

use, tho value of 5 is so nearly unity that for

all practical purposes of design tho velocity of

discharge may bo taken as that due to the

adiabatio heat drop through tho stage of the

reaction turbine.

ThiB moans that in the light of our present

knowlodgo tho friction and IOHHCS in the no'/./.lc

appear to bo approximately oqual to the energy

supplied by tho carry over, so that tho steam
ontors tho next wtago with zero velocity ;

but

1
<H'. W. ,). Uoudio, Mwflt VurtyincSi 1017, 1>. 4 '1 7.

a Ibid. |>. 127.
8

II. M. MarU n, The. Mw'f/i <m<l OonstructiMi (tf

titctr,M VurbinM, 101 tt, p. IK).
* W. J. <lou<Uo, tfteam Turbine*, 1017, p. 4JH,

tho point cannot bo said to be fully established,

partly because of the doubt as to the exact

values of m and M and partly because of another

factor, namely tho exact angle of tho stoarn

issuing from a nozzle. It has always hitherto

been assumed that this angle corresponds with

the exit angle of tho nozzle or blade, but the

point has never been properly investigated,
and should it prove otherwise it will affect tho

value of 3 and therefore of the coefficient 5.

(C) VELOCITY DIAGRAMS AND EFFICIENCY,

CTJRVIOS. The inlet angle a, of a blade can bo

determined by vector diagrams, which also

form a graphical method of obtaining the

various velocity components of tho steam at

different stages of the turbine. The work done

per pound of steam, and hence tho theoretical

efficiency of tho blading, can also be deter

mined. The accompaifying figure shows suck

a diagram for a one-row impulse wheel. Steam
loaves a nozzle with a velocity v and enters

tho moving blade in tho direction of the axis

of tho nozzle inclined at an angle e to tho

direction of rotation of tho wheel. The mean
peripheral velocity of tho Wading at a radius

r is represented by w. The lino v completing
the triangle gives both tho magnitude and the

direction of the inlet steam velocity relative

to tho blade and tho inlet angle a. The exit

steam velocity ?;a relative to tho blade will

bo less than v
t owing to fnotional losses,

which may cause from 10 to 15 per cent Ions

of velocity. The exit angle fi
is either assumed

or obtained from tho blade angle 0, and tho

closing lino VQ gives the magnitude and direc

tion of tho velocity of exit from tho blade.

In practice it appears that tho energy the

steam should PONHOSH in cioiiHoqnonco of this

velocity is utilised in overcoming the friction

and in eddy-making.
The ratio of tho components of the relative

velocities at right angles to tho direction of

motion of tho blade, namely Aj//*,,, forms a
measure of the ratio of the exit blade height
to the no'/zlc height if the possible eltects of

reheat and drop of prowHuro in tho blade are

neglected. Tho change of tho tnornont of

momentum between inlet and exit gives tho

torque (T) on tho shaft.

T'r
ft. -Urn.,

V

where r is tho moan radius of tho blades and
v is tho vector Bum of tho transverse com-
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ponents (vx and v*} of the relative velocities.

The work done per pound of steam

but w = u/r, so that

urr uv
,

..

w = = ft.-lbs. per pound of steam. (13)

Again, from equation (2) the velocity energy
available in the steam as it enters the blade

is v 2
/2g. Hence the theoretical thermal effi

ciency of the blade

g = 2ufi

v~l%g v 2
' '

If there is more than one row of moving
blades in one stage, the values of v must be

obtained for each row and added together ;

,,
tnen

,w - and T?=

The relation between the blade speed and the

steam speed, or the value u/v, is known as

the velocity ratio of the turbine and plays
an important part in the design of any
particular machine. The mean peripheral

velocity of the blades u may be calculated

from the dimensions of the turbine :

"60xl2
,A=^ ft. per sec. (15)

The velocity of the steam v in this relation is

usually calculated on the adiabatic heat drop
obtained from formula (3) (ante) : v 224>/2j
where I is the adiabatic heat drop between
the steam pressures in Ibs. per sq. in. absolute
at the inlet and the exit of the stage.

Fig. 6 shows the relation usually obtained
in practice between the actual thermal effi-

Turpine Efficiency Curyes

ciency of the blading and the velocity ratio,

for different types of turbine stages. It

should be noted that the efficiencies upon
which these curves are based, whilst not in

cluding mechanical friction, windage, or

leakage losses in the turbine itself, do allow
for the frictional effect and the spilling of the
steam whilst passing through the nozzles and

blading. In Parsons blading the carry over

is included, but not in the case of impulse
blading. It is advisable in practice to keep
the velocity ratio of any particular type
below the maximum efficiency shown by these

curves, partly because the higher velocity
ratio generally means a larger and more costly
turbine, and partly because high velocity
ratio and consequently increased size mean
larger losses, due (for example) to the skin

friction of the discs and other revolving parts
of the turbine. As a result, the best efficiency
is actually obtained with a velocity ratio

somewhat below that shown by the maximum
efficiency in the curves given in Fig. 6. The

following range of values is found in modern
practice for large turbines :

u
a==

v'

Reaction turbines .... 0-75-Q-90
One-row impulse wheels . . . 045-0-52
Two-row impulse wheels . , . . 0-22-0-28

Three-row impulse wheels . . . 0-13-0-15

(7) THE PARSONS DESIGN COEFFICIENT
K. Prom equation (3) the average steam

velocity per stage (N) in the case of an
impulse turbine is given by

= 22S/s'
while in the case of a reaction turbine, where
there are two rows of blades with a pressure

drop in each stage, ^= 224\ 7

2I/N, but

u .. Rd5= - and w= oon (from equation (15)).

Therefore for impulse turbines

T

. (16)

and

xlO~ 9 =K. then

_u_ /~K~a~v~V 2W1

1 ~
'V 1-321

f r reaction turbines.
(
1 6a)

The quantity K, first employed by Parsons,
:orms a convenient coefficient for use in tur-

3ine design. For turbines in which the blade

rings are not all the same diameter, K is

computed separately for each diameter and
added together to obtain the design coefficient

and from this the mean velocity ratio can be
btained. N is equal to the number of stages.

In the reaction turbine this is taken to mean
either the rows of blades on the spindle or
n the casing, but not both.

Impulse turbines often consist of a multiple-
%ow wheel followed by single -row wheels.
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In that case, since N varies as the square of

the velocity ratio, a two-row wheel is approxi
mately equivalent to (O45/O26)

2 = 3 one-row
wheels. Similarly, a three-row wheel corre

sponds approximately to (O45/O15)
2 9 one-

row wheels.

Similar turbines may be said to be those
of different sizes and output but of the same

design ; that is to say, with the same velocity
ratio, stresses, and design coefficient and the
same number of stages.

In such a case, from the definition of the

design coefficient K, the diameter varies

inversely as the speed, and the area of the
steam passages through the blades as the

square of the diameter. The total quantity
of steam passing through, and therefore

approximately the output, varies directly as

the square of the diameter or inversely as the

square of the speed. For example, taking
as a normal machine 3000 kw. at 3000 r.p.m.,
then a similar machine running at half the

speed would give 2 2 = 4 times tho output, or

12,000 kw., and one running at 1000 r.p.m.

27,000 kw.

(8) RBIIKAT FACTOR. As the steam passes

through a turbine, there is always a certain

amount of leakage over tho tips of the blades

in a reaction typo, and through the diaphragm
glands in an impulse typo. In both cases,

also, heat is generated by tho friction and

eddying of the moving stoam, some of which

undoubtedly becomes reabsorbod, with the

result that tho stoam in the exhaust tends to

bo drier than would bo accounted for by
pure adiabatic expansion. For both these

reasons tho specific volume of tho stoam may
bo larger, and tho total hoat drop available

may bo greater than that calculated by tho

use of adiabatic hoat tables. Tho steam is

said to be reheated, and the ratio of the hoat

drop available to tho adiabatic heat drop is

known as tho reheat factor.

The effect of reheating may bo seen on tho

accompanying Mollier diagram (Fig. 7). If

tho initial state of the steam is represented
by the point a^ on the lino of constant pressure

jp!, tho adiabatic heat drop available in tho
first stage of a turbine in which the steam

expands to a prossuro tp$ is shown by tho
vortical lino a^. If fnotional and spilling
losses arc taken into account, tho adiabatic

hoat drop will bo

whore rja is tho stage efficiency based on such
losses. Tho reheating effect causes tho point ca
to move at constant prossuro to 62 on the press-
tiro lino pjj, and this represents tho condition
of tho steam at tho end of the first stage.
If tho |)rocess is repeated for a multi-stage
turbine working between <p and ?? a series

of stops is obtained ; and since tho Unofj of

VOL. i

constant pressure diverge on a Mollier diagram
it is evident that the available heat drop,

a^ + V^s + ^4 + V*o *s slightly more
than the adiabatic heat drop as represented

by the line a^. As already stated, the ratio

between these heat drops gives the reheat
factor. Provided the stage efficiencies are

known or assumed, this method can be

applied whether the steam is originally super
heated or whether the steps cross the saturation

line or not. In the latter case, it is probable
that a more accurate forecast of the reheat
factor would be obtained if the pressure curves
below the saturation line represented a super
saturated condition of the steam rather than
a state of thermal equilibrium.
Such an I $ chart, based on p,
Calendar's tables, has been

computed and drawn by H. W.

FIG. 7.

Martin. 1 This effect of supersaturation is

indicated on Fig. 7 by the dotted line.

III. TYPES OF STEAM TURBINES

(9) All steam turbines rocoivo their

steam at a higher pressure, extract work
from it by passing tho stoam through various

arrangements of nozzles (or fixed blading)
and moving blades, and reject tho stoam at a

lower prossuro and consequently at a larger
volume.

If all, or nearly all, this drop in stoam

pressure takes place in the stationary nozzles,
tho design is known as tho Impidkie Turbine,

When, on tho other hand, there is nearly

equal drop of pressure in both tho fixed and
tho moving blades as tho stoam is passing

through thorn, the design is generally referred

to as .ReacMon Turbine.*

These names, impulse and reaction, have
J " A ISTow Theory of the Steam Turbine,"

Jtinflineerwff, ovl. 1.
8 Hco ulnp

"
Turhmo, Development of tho Steam,"

(2).
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been adopted from the analogy of the water

turbine, though, like a number of other terms

current in engineering practice, they cannot

be said to be a logical definition of what

actually takes place in either type. To a

less extent, the same objection holds good to

the alternative definitions of velocity type

and pressure type that occur in a number of

text-books, but which are not commonly used

in practice.

(10) THE IMPULSE TYPE. In the impulse

turbine, by suitably proportioning the cross-

sectional areas of the nozzles the increase in

volume or expansion due

to the pressure drop
causes the steam to issue

with a comparatively

high velocity. The mov

ing blades are so curved

that as much as is practi

cable of this high velocity

through each stage, hut romahiH the
aamo^or

nearly the same on each Hide of tho moving
blades.

(i.) Zodly Turbine. A longitudinal section

through a modern typo of impulHo turbine, is

shown in Fiy. 8. It represents a Zoclly

turbine as made by tho linn of Rsohor Wyss
& Company at Zurich. Tho size illustratod is

designed to develop 15,000 borne-power when

running at 3000 r.p.m. There are woven

stages, each consisting of a row of nozzles

followed by a single row of moving bladoH.

The nozzles are formed by a number of nickel

stool blades east into

split diaphragms, or in

the ease of tho first

stage, into a ring bolted

to tho steam chest.

Tho cross -sectional area

of tho steam passage
is rectilinear. In tho

FIG. 8.

is absorbed in causing the wheel to revolve,

and the steam loaves with considerably
less velocity, but the pressure on both sides

of the moving blades remains practically
unaltered. Each set of expanding nozzles,

together with their wheel, which may have

one or more rows of revolving blades, is

known as one stage of the turbine. If tho

impulse turbine has only one stage, as in tho

case of the single wheel with multiple rows

or of the De Laval type with ono row, the

pressure drops in tho expanding nozzles to

that of tho exhaust, or nearly so. The moving
blade passages are so shaped that tho exit

velocity of the steam is just sufnciont to clear

the wheel. If thoro are two or more stages,

such as arc found in tho Ratoau, Zoolly, and
Curtis types, the pressure drops in stops

earliest stages tho nozzle arc does not extend

completely round tho circumference, but is

arranged symmetrically in segments. This

is known as partial admission. After full

peripheral admission, is reached, the blade

heights arc inereaped to correspond with, tho

increasing volume of the steam. The revolving
blades are also frequently in ado of nickel steel

or phosphor bronze, and are fixed to tho

periphery of steel discs or wheels. Tho
wheclB arc mounted on expanding rings,

which are keyed on to the shaft and kept iu

position by nuts at each end. The nuts and
sloevos tighten up against tho collar, which,

can bo soon on the shaft. Kor turbines

running at 1500 r.p.m, or under this shaft is

inado rigid arid LH runt considerably below

tho first critical or whirling speed ; but in
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this case, at 8000 r.p.m., a flexible shaft

is used, which runs through the critical

speed under no-load during the process of

warming up the turbine. Experience shows
that this procedure can bo followed, pro
viding that the working speed is kept at not
less than 30 per cent above or below the

critical speed of the rotor. The flexible shaft

has not entailed the use of spherical

scatings for the shaft bearings. These are

two in number, and are lined with white
metal. They are lubricated by oil under

pressure. As there is little or no change in

pressure whilst the steam is passing through
the moving blades, there is, theoretically, no
axial thrust along the shaft of an impulse
turbine. It is, however, customary to fit a

thrust block, shown as an extension of tho shaft

at tho high-pressure end; tho thrust block is

usually made adjustable so as to register and

keep tho correct position of the rotor relative

to tho casing. Such blocks can then take

up any slight axial thrust in either direction.

It will bo noted that the casing as a whole
is not rigidly fixed to tho two main bearings,
but that these latter are mounted in separate

housings on two cross girders embedded in

tho foundation. Tho casing is carried on

sliding HiipportH, which allow for any expansion
duo to heating effects. Tho bearing housings
can also move axialiy, so that provision is

mado for the turbine to adjust itself relative

to tho contro lino of tho exhaust, which is

fixed by tho condenser.

Tho main inlet of tho steam is not shown.

Tho steam is admitted through a throttle

governor operated by an oil relay into one

side of the annular space to which tho first

row of nozzles is bolted, Tho ntoam passes

through strainers to tho nozzle segments
arranged Hymmetrically in front of tho first

row of moving blades. A supplementary
steam inlot is provided for overloads, in this

CJIHO botwoon tho first and tho second stage.

Tho steam then passes through tho remaining

Htagos into tho exhaust branch that surrounds

tho last row of blades, and from there to tho

condenser underneath tho turbine. Tho shaft

as it enters and leaves tho turbine casing

paHHOH through carbon packed glands, which

olfoctivcly prevent any steam from escaping
on tho livo Hide and maintain tho required
vacuum at tho exhaust end. In order to

prevent leakage from stage to st/ago at tho

shaft, it JH necessary to keep down tho clear

ance between the Axed, diaphragms and the

revolving wheel hubs as much as possible.

At the same time a certain amount of latitude

must be allowed for any .slight deflection of

tho shaft. If the pressure drop is consider

able Homo form of flexible gland is occasion

ally used, such as carbon segments hold in

position by springs ; but in most casos tho

difficulty is surmounted by leaving a space
between the diaphragm and the hub and

inserting a number of wedge - shaped soft

metal rings on the inner circumference of the

diaphragm, with their apex towards the shaft,

so that should touching occur no material

damage will be done.

(ii.) Metropolitan-Viewers Turbine. Another

example of a modern impulse turbine is shown
in Fifj. 9. It is designed by the Mctropolitan-
Vickers Company of Manchester, and shows
one two-row wheel followed by thirteen single-

row wheels. The normal output is 12,500

kilowatts, and tho speed is 3000 revolutions per
minute. Instead of allowing the steam to till

the annular space in front of the first stage, it is

admitted into one, two, or three separate nozzle

boxes, according to whether half-load, full

load, or overload is required. These boxes,
which are made of cast steel, are so shaped as

to be free to expand without affecting the

alignment of the nozzles that form part of

the first stage. AH in tho Zoelly turbine,

provision is made to allow for any expansion
or distortion of tho materials of tho turbine

under tho heating effects of the steam. An
arrangement of multi-oxhaust bidding is shown,
which is embodied in most of the largo

impulse turbines made by this Company.
It is designed to obviate

(

tho difficulty of

dealing with largo quantities ol steam at very
low pressures, which would otherwise entail a

largo diameter of blado ring or tho use of

excessive lengths for the exhaust blades.

Tho moving blade in the last stage but two
is divided into two portions. The outer half

is shaped to allow the steam passing through ,

it to expand to the pressure of tho exhaust.

Tho remainder of tho steam is by-passed
through tho inner half without expansion,
and is again divided up by moans of a specially

shaped fixed no/zlo to repeat the process

through tho next row of moving blades. In
tho last stage all tho remaining steam expands
to tho last row of moving blades and passes

through to tho exhaust. Tho effect produced
may bo taken as tho equivalent of a blade

height equal to the sum of tho two outer

portions of tho divided blades plus the length
oE tho moving blade in tho linal stages, and
thus tho loss duo to tho velocity of tho steam

leaving tho last row of blades can be

reduced.

(11) Tirw AXIAL-FLOW RKACTTOH TYPJO,

PARSONS TURBINES. In axial-flow reaction

turbines, introduced by Parsons, tho high-

pressure stoam first enters a row of fixed

blades, in which it is caused to expand
slightly and at tho same time to increase in

velocity. Tho stoam is then passed through a

row of moving blados so proportioned that

whilst the increase of velocity is absorbed tho

pressure also diminishes as much as it did in tho
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previous row of fixed blades. This combination
of ono row of fixed blading and one row of

moving blades forms one stage, of a reaction

turbine, and thero arc always a large number
of such stages as compared with the impulse
typo. Tho pressarc falls gradually throughout
the length of the turbine

; and as the specific
volume of the steam is correspondingly in

creasing, the diameter of the drum carrying
the blades is stepped up to prevent the blade

heights from becoming excessive. Each dia
meter is referred to as a drum, so that a
reaction turbine often consists of a liigfi-

pre#nu.r(i drum, an intermediate-pressure drum,
and a low-pram ure drum., on each of which
thero is an appropriate number of stages.
In very largo turbines the low-pressure drum

is sometimes made as a separate machine,
in which the steam generally enters at the
middle and divides right and left to exhaust
at each end. In this way the blade heights
are halved. Such a machine is known as
a doubk-jlow turbine. In a few cases the
double-flow low-pressure drum is included in

one cawing or cylinder.
For mechanical reasons of construction

the hoighlH of the blades are kept the same
Cor a number of stages ; but they may be

ntoppod up on each drum to approximate
more cloHoly to tho conical reaction turbine,
which iu tho ideal shape for this type not yet

completely achieved in practice.

(i.) Parsons Turbine.'1 Fig. 10 shows a
modern example of a 10,000-kilowatt high-

prowmro tandem turbine, as made by the firm of

0. A. Parsons & Company at Nowoastle-upon-
Tyno. It is designed to run at 2400 revolutions

per minute. The live steam, after passing

through the main inlet valve (not shown.) enters

the annular space surrounding tho first stage
from underneath. Overloads are automatically
taken up by the action of the by-pass valve

nhown above this space, which admits the

full-proHHure Mtoam to a second annular space

Hummnding the second section of stages.
Tho wteam then pannes through tho remaining
rows of bladoH on the high -pressure drum,
and IH carried by a Htoampipo connected to

tho largo Uango shown below tho second main

boaring to tho centre of the second turbine,
whoro it (UvidoiH to pass through more stages
to oxhaiiHt at both cndw into condensers con

nected to tho two oxhaiiHt branches. Tho

low-proHHuro drum IH therefore* balanced, but

tho lii'Ht turbine requires baldnc.e pitttons

or d'wnMni&i to counteract the axial thrust

on tho moving blades. Those dummies are

fihown to tho loft of the first stage. They are

throe iu number, ono for each diameter of

tho turbine drum ; connecting pipes (not

shown) maintain an equal pressure between tho

dummy and, tho corresponding section of the
1 Boo alao "Turbine, Development oil tho Steam."
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turbine. It will bo noted that cacli turbine

has an. end-thrust bearing fitted in front of

the left - hand main bearing in each case.

This ensures a correct register of tho fixed, to

moving blades, as in the impulse type.

(12) COMBINATION REACTION AND IM

PULSE TURBINE. In the impulse turbine

the wheels carrying the moving blades are

frequently referred to as discs, whilst tho

cylindrical spindle on which tho moving blades

of the reaction turbine are mounted is called

the drum. Many modern turbines that form

a combination of the two are therefore known
as the disc and tirwm type. In such a case a

number of stages of reaction blading at tho

high-pressure end of the turbine are replaced

by one or more impulse stages, with a consider

able saving in the over- all length of tho turbine".

Richardson Weslyarttis Turbine. A disc

and drum turbine as made by the firm of

Richardson, Westgarth, & Company of Hartle-

pool is ilhistrated in Fig. 11. It has an

output of 15,000 kilowatts when running at

1500 revolutions per minute. It consists of

a two-row impulse wheel followed by two
sections of reaction blading. The reaction

stages approximate more closely to the conical

type. The axial thrust is balanced by one

dummy piston, seen just, to tho left of the

impulse wheel ; its diameter is approximately
the mean of that of the two reaction sections.

Other features, already referred to under the

impulse and reaction types, are embodied in

this design.

(13) THE RADIAL-FLOW REACTION TUR
BINE. Nearly all successful tux-bines of tho

present day work with the steam flowing

axially that is to say, parallel with the shaft

or spindle. There is, however, one notable

exception, the Ljungstrom turbine, in which
the steam enters the first stage near the spindle
and flows radially outwards at right angles to

the main axia of tho turbine. In this turbine

there are two discs, each carrying reaction

blades, which project from them axially and
which are connected to them by specially

shaped expansion rings. The two discs re

volve in opposite ways, so that tho speed of

the rings of blades relatively to one another
is doubled, which enables tho whole of the

expansion to bo carried out in a single pair
of discs.

(i.) Ljnnr/fttrom T'whine. A diagram of a
1500- kilowatt JLjungstrom turbine designed to

run at 3000 revolutions per minute is shown in

Pig. 12. It is made in England by tho Brush
Electrical Engineering Company of Lough-
borough. High-pressure stoam enters through
a pipe that IB brought into tho oxhaunt and

passed by two expansion joints to annular
steam cheats surrounding the labyrinth pack
ing gland on the end of each sliaft. From
those annular spaces tho atoam has direct

to the centre of the turbine, where it

en tern the first stage and flown radially to

tho periphery of the turbine. Arrangements
arc tnadc for by- pas-wing live Hteam into the

turbine after the lirHt few stages to eope with

overloads. In order to avoid excessive blade

length, tho last few stages are arranged for

parallel flow, hi the larger machines tho last

stage may be fitted with the Parsons axial-

flow reaction blading. Such an arrange
ment can be soon in /'Vf/. 13, which is a com

pounded section of half the turbine as far an

tho Bhaft. Tho right half of this drawing
shows the upper part of the turbine and
details of the by-pans for overloads, the left

half showing tho underneath part with the

main steam inlet.

Elaborate precautions are taken to allow

for an expansion of ail parts subject to high

tomporaturo without affecting their relative

positions. This in satisfactorily achieved by
the use of a number of expansion rings, whose
cross - section somewhat resembles that of a

dumb-boll. Tho metal in tho disc or blade

ring, as tho case may bo, is closed round the

head of this dumb-boll by rolling to form a

circular socket joint that is lirm but flexible.

It will bo noted that all parts exposed to

high-temperature steam, including tho radial

labyrinth packing and the nteam cheHt itself,

are linked up to the outer ('.awing by means of

these expansion rings. The radial labyrinth

glands are so proportioned that they balance

any axial thrust of the Hteam tending to force

the blade discs apart.
Each shaft ia direct-coupled to an alternator,

and tho stator windings of the two alternators

arc permanently connected in parallel, HO that

electrically tho two machines form a single

unit, though mechanically they are revolving
in opposite directions at half the speed of tho

relative velocity of tho bladcw to ono another.

Tho Ljungstrom turbino belongs to the re

action typo, since there is a drop in pressure
in each of the two rings of blades forming one

stage. The heat drop through each stage will be;

less than tho critical value, and the blade areas

may therefore be determined from tho o<| nation

of continuity. K<] nation (7) may be written

a
'\}fa'--vM,

whore k is the blade opening.

But

, j JMOaQV
nonce ;> -

u H

V '35

or /iuoV/(#
a as long an the velocity ratio (a) re

mains constant from ntago to sta^e. Thin
in approxiruatoly true in tho larger HJ/X VH of

Ljungstrom turbines. The solution of thw
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equation accounts for the convergence and

divergence of tho steam passage in this typo

of tuibine.

(14) TURBINES FOR SPECIAL PURPOSES.

The requirements of a number of industries for

steam other than for powor generation have

resulted in the design of modified types of

steam turbines, both impulse and reaction,

which have gradually come to be known by

distinguishing names. For instance, a tur

bine may be made to work non-condensing

to exhaust either at atmospheric pressure or

above it. This enables a constant supply of

low-pressure steam to be available for manu

facturing purposes. Such a turbine is often

called a back -
pressure, turbine. More com

monly, the demand for low-pressure steam is

not regular, hut varies from time to time, as in

heating the factory, which is a winter demand,

or in a number of manufacturing processes that

are intermittent. In that case the turbine is

so arranged that steam may be drawn off as

required from a point just above atmospheric

pressure, whilst the remainder of the steam

passes through the low-pressure end of the

turbine to the condenser in the usual way.

The name reduciny turbine is applied to such

a design, though in the "United States of

America they are often called bleeder or ex

traction turbines.

In a reciprocating engine, on account of

fluid friction and the size of low-pressure

cylinder that would be required, it is rarely

possible to carry the expansion down to the

vacuum in the condenser, and release generally

takes place at 2 or 3 Ibs. per square inch above

the pressure in the condenser. Thus tho whole

of the energy in the last part of tho expansion

is lost in such an engine, and the extra heat

drop due to high vacua is not available. As a

result, vacua for reciprocating engines are

generally between 25" and 27", and are rarely

higher. In the case of a steam turbine, how

ever, by suitably proportioning the exhaust

blades the very highest vacuum possible in

practice can as a rule be made use of, and

therefore vacua from 28 J* or 29", or even more,

are common. The great advantage that a

steam turbine has in being able to utilise tho

highest vacuum possible is at once seen if tho

heat drop available by Pcabody's tables from

(say) saturated steam at 215 Ibs. absolute to

various vacua is considered.

To 26* vacuum 294 B.Tli.U. available.

20" 30(5

27" 320

28" ,> 343

29" 370

Here it is seen that between 21" and 29" thero

is a difference of 50 B.Th.U., or, say, 15 per

cent.

This capacity of tho steam turbine for

utilising high vacua/ has led to tho introduction

of V/xlui'imt Turbines, where the steam from

a reciprocating engine exhausting at about

atmospheric pressure in furthor utilised ; and as

a rule tho power derived from such a turbine

is about tho same as from tho reciprocating

engine. Thus tho powor obtained with a given

amount of steam is doubled. In many canon

tho reciprocating engine and the Hteaiu turbine

form one unit ;
but if the reciprocating engine

works intermittently, as in the case of a rolling-

mill engine or a winding engine, a thermal

accumulator is fitted between tho two to give

an approximately constant supply of steam to

the steam turbino. Ixx some <UIBOH, however,

the supply of exhaust steam is at certain limes

liable to fail or to bo insufficient to supply the

turbine, and then a high-pressure Hiago is

often fitted, to which high-pressure steam is

automatically turned on when tho low-pressure

supply fails or is not sufiieiorit. Tho turbine

is then called a Mixed-pressure Turbine.

IV. PRINCIPLES off STJUM Tumuo DMHICW

(15) THE IMPTJLSH TYPJB. (i.) Conditions

of Service. In designing any particular tur

bine the following conditions would bo known,
or should be assumed : type, output, speed,

initial steam pressure on the boiler aide of the

stop valve, superheat, and vacuum.

The mean blade speed (</) is limited by
rotational stresses, a common Kuropoan prac

tice being GOO feet per second, though in

America speeds of 800 feet per second have been

used.

Tho mean diameter of the blade ring (d)

follows directly from equation (15),

138,000

when tho blade speed is 000 foot per second,

To estimate tho number of stagoB, tho available

heat drop per pound of steam through the tur

bino is required. This can be considered in a

variety of ways (sec (8)) ; but, an a rule, it

is sufficiently accurate for this particular pur

pose to assume simple ,<Uabatio expansion from

tho initial pressure on tho boiler Hide of tho

atop valve. Unless a very largo scale Mollior

diagram in available, h(\'i1rdrop<>t'^m l'
onil ' uni -

entropy tables should be used. In this con

nection ik is worth noticing that Poabody's

temperature-entropy tables only go down to

0-f>94 Ih- per square inch. If a lower pressure is

required, it is necessary to extrapolate ; hut

tho ratio of the heat drop to tho temperature
curve may bo taken us a straight line in this

region, which makes it possible for the required

figures to 1)0 easily obtained.

Velocity ratios (a) should he chosen with

tho aid of tho curves or table in (0), Then

v^ - foot nor second
1
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for the first stage ; and the adiabatic heat drop
(l l ) for tliis stage is obtained from formula (3),

224' (3a)

If tho turbine is of the impulse type and
consists of a two-row wheel followed by a
number of one-row wheels, I

x may vary
between 20 and 30 per cent of I, the total

adiabatic heat drop through the turbine.

Similarly, for tho one-row wheels,

vz ~ - feet per second,

and the adiabatic heat drop (L>) in each one-

row wheel

2 "224'r " '
( *

Since, neglecting the reheat factor, which is

generally small, tho B.Th.U. available in all

tho one-row wheels is I-Ij, the number of

one-row wheels required (N2) will bo equal
to (l-lj)/I a to the nearest whole number.
Tho velocity ratio (a 2 ) provisionally assumed
for tho one-row wheels can bo chocked by
formula (l(i)

a~/>/- 'VOSI
~"

In this formula N equals tho equivalent
number of one-row stages, or

for a two-row wheel followed by single rows,
on the assumption already made, that a two-
row wheel is equivalent to three one - row
wheels.

(ii.) Proportions of Nozzles, If it is desired

to proceed further with the design and to

calculate the proportions of the various

nozzles, it "IH advinablo to modify the abovo-

desurihod method of arriving at the heat drops,
HO as to conform more to conditions pertaining
to actual practice.
Tho initial steam pressure and temperature

are measured on the boiler side of the stop
valve. AH the Hteam passes through the valve

and governor gear, there will be a drop in

pressure before it reaches the first stage of the

turbino. Thin IB frequently assumed to bo ono

atmosphere, or, say, 15 Ibs. per square inch.

The temperature, on tho other hand, will

romain tho Hame, oxcopt for one or two degrees
radiation IONS.

Tho adiabatic heat drop will therefore bo

measured on a slightly higher entropy due to

tho increased superheat ; but as tho range of

pressure is 15 Ibs. lean, tho total heat available

will bo from 0-5 to 1-0 per cent less, Tho heat

drop in tho two-row wheel will bo tho same as

before (I,), so that there will bo slightly less

boat available for tho one-row wheels. Sup
posing that instead of 1 heat units it is found

that only I' heat units are available (where

!'=(! -0-01)1). Then the heat drop in the

two-row wheel remaining the same leaves

or I'2/N2 B.Th.U. available per stage in the

one-row wheels.

Owing to causes pointed out in the para

graph on the reheat factor, the actual B.Th.U.

through the turbine will be higher than I' ;

but as values of the reheat factor are difficult

to estimate correctly, this adjustment is better

left to the discretion of the individual designer.
It will be found near enough for the purpose of

deriving the nozzle areas if the reheat factor

is omitted in estimating the pressure drop,
and an approximation made in the probable
increase in the volume of the exhaust steam
due to reheating. If there had been no reheat

ing, and therefore no increase in entropy (<p) t

the spcciiic volume (V )
of the steam at the

exhaust pressure (^ ) corresponding to the

adiabatic heat drop (I') can be found direct

from the tables. If now an internal efficiency

(r)i) for the whole turbino is estimated from the

curves shown in (0), then the actual heat

drop through tho turbino would equal i^I'.

(In tho example such an efficiency would lie

somewhere between tho two-row and the one-

row wheels, say 82 per cent.) The heat thrown

away in the exhaust would be

where B.Th.U. represents the total heat at the

beginning of the first stage' of the turbine.

From tho tomporature-entropy table, 1' and

#> corresponds to an increased entropy and an
increased specific volume V' . In tho absence

of more definite information the percentage
increase in volume,

may be distributed gradually over tho one-

row wheels of the turbino. (i^or instance, if

there is an estimated increase in specific

volume of 9 per cent to be spread over 9 one-

row wheels, then tho adiabatic specific volume
for tho first one-row wheel should bo increased

1 por cont ; for tho second, 2 per cent ; and so

on up to 9 por cent for tho ninth or last ono-

row wheel,)
To estimate tho nozzle areas it is necessary

to know tho output (kw. or h.p.) of tho turbino

and the over- all efficiency (77), Then, since

1 kilowatt-hour = 3412 B.Th.U., or 1 horse

power-hour = 2540 B.Th.U.,

3412
xkw.

or 2546 ,~
r xh.p.

(17)

. (17a)
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If tho drop in pressure through tho nozzle is

beyond the critical, the theoretical area (a] in

square inches follows directly from equation

(5a). a =Q t/M>p 1 sq. in. for saturated steam, or

Q.JM.spj sq. in. lor steam initially superheated.
In practice this area would be increased about

3 per cent to allow for nozzle loss.

If the drop in pressure through the nozzle

is less than the critical, equation (7) should be

used:

=
!;'*. in., - - (7)

where V is the corrected specific volume in

cubic feet at the exit from the nozzle.

Each row of nozzles should be set out to

scale, to see that tho above areas come out

correctly. On the assumption that the whole
of the expansion takes place in the nozzles,

the approximate face area of each arc can be

determined from the nozzle angle (<9). From
Fig. 14 it will be seen that the distance o is equal

FIG. 14.

to I sin 8. With duo allowance for divergence
and thickness, o' ld sin 6 where Jc is a con
stant embodying the ratio o'/o and the thickness

of the nozzle plate. It is most conveniently
determined from the drawing board. The
face area of the nozzle arc or segment (2ZA)

--r -.
k sin

Since the cross-sectional area of each nozzle
is o'ht the theoretical number of nozzles in tho
arc for normal full load is a/o'/i.

In practice, overload valves are generally
fitted, making it possible for this number to bo
increased by about 50 per cent, to allow over
loads to bo taken, and to allow full output to

bo obtained in emergency under reduced steam
conditions. When the length of the arc 21
exceeds ird, the mean circumference of the
blade ring, the height h must be increased ;

but as it is not generally advisable to have

k/d metre than a certain ratio, it may bo

necessary to increase the blade angle towards
tho exhaust end of the turbine, to obtain
sufficient area.

(16) THE AXIAL - KLOW REACTION TYPW
(PAHSONS).

1 The reaction turbine haw a largo
number of stages compared with tho impulse
type, and expansion of the ntoam takow pi 110.0

partly in the fixed and partly in tho moving
blades, instead of practically nil in tho fixed

blades or nozzles, as is tho caso with tho

impulse typo. For tho purposes of dowi^ii

equal expansion in tho fixed and moving blades
is assumed ; and tho largo number of stages
ensures that the pressure drop through oaoh

stage is always loss than tho critical, and since

it is not advisable generally to have a greater
blade height than rf/G except at tho exhaust
end, the spindle diameter ia stepped tip as

occasion requires, a common practice being
to have throe stages, which are then called

the high-pressure, intermediate-pressure, and

low-pressure drums respectively, ftpindlo
diameters are arbitrarily fixed, usual propor
tions being in tho ratio 1 : N/!i or 1 : */:*'.

Tho ideal turbine would have successively
increasing blade heights in oaoh cylinder
to form what may bo called a

"
conical

"

turbine ; but in order to make machining
practicable it is often arranged for tho blades
to form a series of parallel steps, though there

may be several such steps on each drum. The
fact that expansion takes place in both lixod
and moving blades and tho large number of

stages makes it tedious to use tho heat-dro])
method outlined for the impulse turbine. It
is better to calculate the pressure throughout
the turbine in tho following way :

(i.) T1& Pressure alowj an Axial-flow lie-

action Turbine. For the Bake of simplicity
this is calculated for saturated stcatn. For an
elemental difference of pressure dp with an
adiabatic heat drop

^H*. . , . (IB)

Since the pressure drop in each, reaction

stage is always losa than tho critical, tho

equation of continuity gives tho relation
c =r QV/3000A, but V ^ !H/M4p,

so that
~;J()OOx 144

QIl
""51 -84 x W>t

and ?'
a
'"jr

Equating (18) and (1.0),

Integrating between the limitn of p t
and

yja ,

and including N tho number of stages -that
is, tho number of rows on cither tho spindle or

* Hco "Turbine, Development oJC tho Nteum,"
89 \*0) ''/
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the casing that have the same mean diameter

and height,

64-4 _ _ 2NQ 2H
" "

which on reduction gives

^i -J'a -4-33 x 1012A 2
'

For a turbine worldiig between the limits of

Pi and p tliis becomes

j) is always small compared with p lt and p ()

z

may bo neglected. Equation (20) may then

bo written

J 208 x 104

which is the formula for tho pressure along an

axial-flow reaction turbine.

1'n practice it is more, convenient to work with

tho moan ring diameter d and tho blade height h

than with tho area in square feet A. The opening

o' (nee Fig. M (i)itc) of a normal reaction blade may
bo taken an 0-3.ri/ ; and wnco there in alwayw full

peripheral admiHtdon,

A==a
144

~
' '

^u ma)
130-9

Substituting for A in equation (20a.) gives

When allowance IH made for carry-over in tho

oxhaiiHt, Htoam UHCX! to operate tho governor (if used),

leakage over the tips of tho bladoH and in tho dummies,

and the Htoam Twod for packing tho glandtt, the value

for p would be about 80 per cent for small and 87^ per

e.tiiit for large turbimiH of tho theoretical value given

by UUH expreHHion. It may alno bo taken to increae

in the ratio of tho Hquaro root of the absolute tempera
ture if Hiiporhoatod Htoam. is used. This formula may
bo lined either for one drum of uniform diameter or

for a Morion of inoroaRing Btopn in which each drum

in of uniform diameter.

In Homo turbmoH, iuHtoad of the bladoH being on a

HorloB of HtepH, an approximation tiO tho theoretical

heightn iw oi)tained by making tho whole or part

of tho turbine with inoronHing blado hoightH if) ap

pi-oxiinato to a cono
;
for tho conical partH of wuch

a turbine ^(N//i
a^ a

) may bo evaluated an follown :

(Joimulor it Hpiudlo of uniform diameter S with JS

HtagoH of lixed and moving bladcw increaning evenly

from a mean diameter d t to a mean diameter dz

and lot 7i t and A9 bo tho blado hoightn at inlet ai

exit. Then

hen the average height 74=7^+^2;, and the average
Lean diameter d

Hence
dx

2_ f (_J L_ . *i-*i

a(d1 -h1 )
z
j \ax+dl ax+h^ 2(a + ^1 )

a

^)j
2 r,

fr-l r <22 )

The log term is negative and small compared with

,ho second term within the bracket. l/di/2 ig &180

imall compared with l/7tj7j,a . Tho omission of these

iwo terms, which to a large extent compensate one

tho other, would reduce equation (22a) to

N .... (22&)

as an approximation. Tho exproHHiou for the

pressure along a conical turbine then becomes

Equation (206) may bo written

. (20c)

whore 22 ropresontu an imaginary roHintanco of tho

turbine if the Htcain were expanded down to zero

proHuro from tho oxhauwt prosaure (^ ). By evaluat

ing this exproHsion for pQ
and then working back

wards from tho exhaust end it is posfiiblo to calculate

tho pressure drop (p) through each stage when tho

blade heights and diameters are known or aHHumed.

(ii.) Relation between the Pressure and Parsons

Design OoeJJlcient K. For a conical turbine

the design coefficient may be evaluated as

follows, using tho notation of tho previous

paragraph :

\^'A A 2
)
x ~

(23)

| d^
z x 10- nearly. (230)

For tho ordinary axial-flow reaction turbines

with stopped spindloH and bladoa, tho design

coefficient becomes

whore tho nuiuxeH roi>rcHcnt tho threw cylinders.

An arbitrary but convenient diviHion itj to

assume that there in JK on the low-prewHure

cylinder and JK in each of the other two
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cylinders. I! a velocity ratio (a) is chonon

from the curves or table in. (0) and assumed

to bo constant for the whole turbine, K can bo

obtained from formula (Uw),

when tho total heat drop (1) is known from tho

steam conditions.

This enables tho number of stages on each

drum to bo obtained when once tho diameters

arc assumed.

Again,
2(7"

where i and dp are the heat drop and difference

in pressure per stage. By integration

778 1 = log X,

whence T ~
778

Hence the velocity ratio may bo written

a
"~V l

:3x2 :

3H'logX

"v sriogic
(24)

If an average value of 65,000 is inserted

for the homogeneous head H, equation (24)

becomes

x=s V2g
K

250 log X
1 . (24a)

which means that if log p is plotted against K,
assuming a constant H, the result will bo a

straight lino. This forms a convenient check
on a tabulated design, to see how near the

velocity ratio remains constant through the

turbine.

(iii.) Proportions of Bidding. The volume of

steam flowing per second may be written

QV
3000

cubic foot per second ;

and the steam velocity

Since

QV
""3600A

f Ct P r HWMmd '

A~ from equation (21,),

144QV -
,

,

#~.>/>;v/^ t i
^^ P r flocoml.

MOOkirhd l

Again, the blade speed u from formula (l>) is

it, = ^- feet per second,
A\)\J

so that the velocity ratio (a) may bo written

293CJSV

For H normal reaction blade tho opening /:

may be taken as 0-35 ;
but in order to prevent

the blade heights from becoming expensive

towards the exhaust end /*' may equal 05

(Homi-wing hlades) or 0-7 (wing blades). Thus

is a convenient expression for determining the

liciglitH of tho blades, particularly at tho

exhaust end, when duo allowance luws boon

made for reheating in the linal Hpeeilio volume.

STMKAN'-.BOl/r/.MANN" LAW Oil
1 H.ADIAT1ON : a

law whic^U HtatoH that tho total iwliation, of

all fre<j[iieuoioH, in unit volume, IH a funotiou

of tho absolute tomporaiiuro
r

r only, an<l IH

proportional to tho fourth power of T.

Hew
"
Radiation Theory,

11

(5) (i.) ;

u
l^yro-

jnotry, Total Radiation," ("2).

STMPIIIQNHON'S
u Roc KMT." Heo

u
Htoain

OK BKAMH. H<w

Strength of," (0).

STIRUNU 1

8 OVOLM. Sco
"
ThornuxlynamioH,"

(27).

STOKTCH' FORMCTT^A Fon THE .RtaHiHTANOWH TO
THlfl MOTION OP A HVTTMttM IN" A

LiQXTin. Bee
"

Friction,'
1

(8), (21).

STONIO, BHFOK, ANP OONOHKTM
OoNt)ITrON FOR TKSTIN(J. >S<iO

u
KlaHti(t

OonstantH, Dotorrnination of," (Kltf).

STONK AND BIUOK- TAIUM^ATKD H.Ksiu/rs OK

(JuusuiNci, TKANHVIOHHK AND ASOHITION
TKHTH. Soo

u
KjlaHtic! ('OnwtantH, Dotonnina-

tionof," (UJfi), Table 5U
STRAIN : a term uwod to dt^noto a <lov<*lo])mont

of tho purely lunomatw conooption of rola-

tivo diHpla(HUTru
knt ;

two kindH of Ht<rain

must bo (liHtin^xiiHlicd :

(rt)

"
Stretch

*'
or

"
KxtonHion," defined

as tho limit, wJien AB w indolhvitoly de-

croaaod, of the quantity

AB

where AB IH an element of length alorijcj Uie

axiw <)ii\ and A', B' l\\^ poHitioim of Uie

poinliH A aiul B vvh< vn Uie madorial in

(!>)

ll
Whoar- Htrain

"
or

"
Slido," dciliiu^l

aw the value of 7, in tho expression

7 Vd'A/K/ ../.(1AM,

when the original /(!AU in a ri.^ht itiu?l<s

/OAK being one of tho an/jloH <>f th(^

ol(it)Ufl'itiary parall<Iopip(l of LhoolaHl.io Ht>lid,

and ('', A', W idle tunv poHiiJonn of the

poitiirM (-, A t 1^] when the HohM IH Htn^tc.lu^l.

Hoe
"

Ehwi-icity, Vlmwy of," S (U).
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STKEAM-LINE MOTION

A "LINE OF MOTION," in Hydrodynamics, is a
lino drawn from point to point always in the
direction of tho velocity. A system of such

lines, if drawn sufficiently close, gives an
instantaneous picture of tho whole state of

motion of the fluid so far as direction only is

concerned. In the case of an incompressible
fluid the representation can be made to in

clude tho magnitude of the velocity as well.

In two-dimensional motion, for instance, tho

velocity is indicated by the greater or less

degree of closeness of the lines, if these are

suitably spaced, being everywhere inversely

proportional to tho distance between adjacent
linen. In throe - dimensional cases we must

imagine tho fluid to bo made up of filaments,
or

"
tubes of How," each containing the lines

of motion which traverse a small area. If

the flisaes arc adjusted so that the flux, i.e. the

product of tho velocity into the cross-section,

is tho same for each tube, tho velocity will be

everywhere inversely proportional to the area

O'f tho ei'OHH-Heetion.

Jn general tho configuration o the lines of

How iw continually changing, so that the lines

of mot-ion may differ widely from the actual

pathH of tho particles, it may happen,

lunvovor, thai; tho configuration is persistent,

whether absolutely h\ space, or relatively to

a moving solid. Tho lattor case -is reduced

to the former by impressing on everything a

velocity equal and opposite to that of the

Holul, The motion of the fluid is then said

to bo
"
steady," and tho linos of motion are

appropriately described as
"
stream-lines,"

since they are now the actual paths followed

by the fluid particles.
The (low of a real fluid relation to an im-

merHed solid is, however, seldom entirely
a
steady." Under tho influence of friction

eddies arc formed which are continually
detaehod from the surface, and drift away
until they are finally extinguished by viscosity.

To diminish the loss of energy and consequent
increased rofURtanoe, due to this cause, it is

important, in such questions as the design of

aeroplanes, airships, and oven aeroplane struts

and wires, to choose such forms or sections

aw are found (empirically) to reduce tho forma

tion of eddies to a minimum. Such

<jjjjjjjp>
nhapOH arc known as

"
stream-line

"
,

M - forms, Hinee the flow past them can
1 ' *

be represented to some extent by
a permanent system of stream -lines. They
aro not unlike the contour of a fwh, in that

they are rather blunt in front and taper

towards the rear.

Tho tracing of the stream-lines in various

typical oases of motion of an incompressible

liuid is an important problem of theoretical

hydrodynamics. In two dimensions this is

facilitated by the use of Lagrange's
"
stream-

function
"

^, -which may be denned as follows.

The mobion being supposed everywhere parallel
to the planeA#?/, we draw in this plane a line

from a fixed point A to a variable point P.
The quantity of fluid which in unit time
crosses any two such lines (say from right to
left as regards the direction from A to P) will be
the same, provided the space between them is

wholly occupied by fluid. It may therefore be

regarded as a function of the position of P
;

we denote it by i^p,
or simply by if/.

If P
describes a stream-line, no change ensues in

the value of ^, and the equation of the family
of stream-lines is therefore

^= constant. . . . (1)

If 6s be a line-element drawn in any direction,
and 5^ the corresponding variation of

\j/,
we

have
6\f; qds> where q is the component

velocity at right angles to 5,?, reckoned positive
when from right to left. Hence q = "d\j/lds.

As particular cases, the component velocities

at P parallel to tho co-ordinate axes are

Those satisfy, as they ought, the equation of

continuity ~

^> =0 . ... (3)
(]x (ly

v *

Any form (free from singularities) which wo

may choose to assign to
\j/ gives a state of

motion which is geometrically possible as an

instantaneous condition ; but it does not
follow that this can persist dynamically, even

in a frictionless liquid subject only to the

mutual pressure of its parts.
If tho motion has been generated from

rest, cither by pressure only, or under the

action of ordinary forces such as gravity, it

may bo shown that the component velocities

can be expressed also in the forms

whore
</>

is a function called tho
"
velocity-

potential
" from its analogy with the gravita

tional and electric potentials. The curves

= const, aro accordingly called
"
cqui-

potontial
"

lines. If 5s bo a linear element

drawn in any direction, the velocity along ds is

dx dii dfi

ds
x-,
ds

(5)

from (4). It follows that the component

velocity along an equipotontial line is zero,

and therefore that the curves <
= const.,

i//
= const, intersect at right angles. If these

curves be drawn for a scries of equal infinitesi

mal increments of
</>
and ^ they will, moreover,

divide the plane into infinitesimal squares.

For if 5,s bo the distance between two consccu-
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tive stream-lines, and $n that between two

consecutive equipotential lines, the velocity

may be expressed (as regards magnitude)

cither by 8^/83', or by S4>j8n. Hence if 5^ = 50

we have 8s <5n.

A solution of the combined system of equa
tions (2) and (4) is obtained by any assumption
of the form

where i \'( -I). For this makes

whence, equating separately the real and

imaginary parts,

The particular case

gives a uniform now with velocity V in the

direction of ^-negative.

Again, the assumption

where r, 6 are polar co-ordinates, gives

= Clogr, ^ = CB. . (11)

The stream-lines 6 const, are straight lines

radiating from the origin, which may be

regarded as a fictitious
"
source

"
of fluid.

Since the velocity is -
30/3r = -

C//, the out

put of this source, as measured by the flux

across any circle of radius r, is - 27rC.

If in (10) we put C = C', we have

The stream-lines are now circles about the

origin. We have the case of a
c

free vortex,"
but the region immediately about the origin
must be excluded from the domain of the

formulae, since the velocity there would be

infinite.

Again, the assumption

+ *Y =
x+iy"

. (13)

Cx C cos $

gives two systems of circles touching the axes
of y and x, respectively. The circles

\j/
const,

are the lines of flow due to the motion of a

cylinder parallel to the axis of x. This may
be seen by superposing a uniform flow parallel
to x, thus if

. . (15)

the line ^=0 consists partly of the axis of

x (y
=

0), and partly of the circle r a. The

formula therefore represents the flow with the

general velocity V past a stationary cylinder.

FIG. 2.

There is a similar theory for the case of

symmetry about an axis. The motion being

supposed to take place in a series of planes

through 0#, and to be the same in each such

plane, a lino AP in the plane xy will represent
an annular surface about Osr. If A is fixed

the amount of fluid which in unit time crosses

this annulus will depend only on the position
of P ; we denote it by STTT//. If P be displaced

parallel to Qy, we have 2v8\j/
= - u . 2irySy,

where u is the velocity parallel to Ox. Again,

considering a displacement parallel to Ox, we

get 2ir8\l/
= v.2-jrySx, where v is the velocity

at right angles to Ox. Thus

~
-,

y oy

1
;=-

y

/im
(16)

In the same way the velocities along and
at right angles to the radius vector OP are

found to be, in polar co-ordinates,

When a velocity-potential exists we have also

fa
9

dy

(19)

In the case of a uniform flow parallel to rr

we have obviously

= Vz, ^=iVV 2
. . . (20)

The next simplest case is that of radial flow

from a source at the origin, viz.

whence
C-
#

. . (21)

. . (22)

. . (23)

The case of a
"
double source," i.e. of a positive

source and an
'

equal negative source (or

Comparing with (16) we have
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"sink'
1

) close together at the origin, is

deduced by differentiation with respect to x.

Thus

, (24)

This represents the case of a sphere moving
through a liquid which is otherwise at rest.

For, superposing a uniform flow parallel to #,

we may write

. . (25)

The line ^ = consists partly of the axis of x

and partly of the circle r=a.
The variation of pressure along a stream

line, in the steady motion of a Motionless

liquid, in given by a simple formula due to

I). Bernoulli (1738). Consider two cross-

sections 5S 15 5S 2 of a tube of flow. Let p
denote pressure, v velocity, p the density,

V the potential energy per unit mass relative

to the field of force, if any. In the time dt

a mass pVjfS^t crosses the first section, and

an equal mass pVj8ftzot crosses the other.

Hence the portion of fluid which was initially

included between the two sections has gained

energy to the amount

An amount of work p ioS l
~ v^t has been done

on it at the first section, whilst it has done

work on the adjacent fluid at the second, to

tho amount pzS^v^St. The excess of work

done on it is therefore (p 1
-

'p2)M8t, Equating
thia to tho increment of energy, we find

Tho quantity

is eallod the
"
total head

"
; it is hero

proved to bo constant along each stream-line,

but not necessarily when we pass from one

Htronm-liuo to another. This theorem is the

basin of tho method of measuring tho velocity

at any point of a stream by moans of a
"
Pitot

tube," Tho abovo proof assumes that friction

may be neglected, but not that a velocity-

potential exists. In tho latter case the state

ment nuiy bo extended ; the "total head is

then cvcri/wlieM tho same.

A simple proof of this statement may be

given for tho fane of two dimensions* Lot

PQ bo an element of a stream -

lino, and lot PP', QQ' bo normals

drawn to an adjacent stream -lime.

Ultimately Plv and QQ' will be

elements of two connective

oquipotential lines, so that tho

fall of potential (0) from P to Q will bo tho

namo aw from P' to Q'. Hence, if v and

bo tho corresponding velocities,

But, writing R for the radius of curvature of

the stream-line at P, and 5n for PP', we have

PQ R , 8n

. (28)

. (27)

ultimately. Hence

Again the normal force per unit volume at P
is p"

2
/R> whence, resolving the forces on a

small element,

v* dp 9v .

Having regard to (28), this may be written

=Q, . . (30)

showing that the total head does not vary
when we pass from one stream-line to another.

Tho above proof could be extended to three

dimensions with tho help of elementary prin

ciples of the theory of curvature. H . L.

STREAM-LINE MOTION. See
"
Ship Resistance

and Propulsion," (16).

STRESS :

A term used, in the theory of elasticity, to

denote tho limit to which the quantity

p, denned by

tends, as the area is indefinitely reduced,

where ABDC is one face of a small

parallelepiped of the elastic solid under

consideration, and P is the resultant force

duo to tho total action across the face

ABDC exerted upon the material con

tained in the parallelepiped. See
"
Elasti

city, Theory of," (3).

Alternating Stress Tests on Mild Steel. See
"
Elastic Constants, Determination of,"

(68), Table 27.

Analysis of. See
te
Structures, Strength of,"

(2).

Bairstow's Experiments on Elastic Ranges
of Stress. See " Elastic Constants, Deter

mination of," (69).

Bauschmger's Theory of Failure under

Repeated Stresses. Sec ibid. (09).

Tho Criterion of Failure under Combined

Stress. See ibid. (75).

Effect of Rapid Changes of Section and

Surface Condition on the Limiting Range
of Stress. See ibid. (73).

Effect of Speed of Testing on the Limiting

Range of Stress. See ibid. (72).

Experiments on Metals under Combined

Stress. See ibid. (76).

Experiments on the Repetition of Stresses,

See ibid. (08).

VOL. t
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Formulae for Repeated Stress Tests. See

ibid. (70).

la a Structure due to External Loads. See
"
Structures, Strength of," (4).

Intensity of. See ibid. (5).

Maximum Shear Theory of Failure under

Combined Stress. See " Elastic Con

stants, Determination of," (75) (iii.).

Maximum Strain Theory of Failure under

Combined Stress. See ibid. (75) (ii.).

Maximum Stress Theory of Failure in Com
bined Stress. See ibid. (75) (i.).

Repeated Applications of Combined Stress.

See ibid. (77).

Resistance of Materials to Combined Stresses.

See ibid. (74).

Tests on Rolled Aluminium Alloys, at

varying temperatures, under alternating
stresses. See ibid. (121), Table 44.

Tests on Steel, at varying temperatures,
under alternating stress. See ibid. (121),

Table 43.

STRESS, INTENSITY OF. See "
Structures,

Strength of," (5).

STRESS AND STRAIN, RELATIONS BETWEEN.
See

"
Elasticity, Theory of," (5).

STROBOSCOPIO METHOD OF MEASURING SPEED
BY FORK AND INTERMITTENT ILLUMINATION.
See

"
Meters," (13) (i.), Vol. III.

STRO&OSCOPIC METHOD OF MEASURING- SPEED
WITH SLIT FORK. See

"
Meters," (13) (i.),

Vol. III.

STRUCTURE, HEAVY, LIMITING SIZE OF A. See
"
Dynamical Similarity, The Principles of,"

(43).

STRUCTURES, THE STRENGTH OF
I

(1) FACTOR OF SAFETY. The estimation

of the strength of a structure, or the prediction
whether a structure will be able to fulfil satis

factorily the purpose for which it is designed,
is in many cases a matter of no small difficulty.

Firstly, an estimation has to be made of the

loads, moving and stationary, which the struc

ture has to carry. Secondly, the strength and
behaviour of the materials to be used have to

be determined. Thirdly, the magnitudes of

the actual internal stresses l and strains in the
structure due to the applied loads have to bo

found, in order to see that the allowable

amount, as determined from a tost of the

material, is not exceeded. With all throe of

these, in most cases there is considerable un
certainty, and to allow for this the engineer
uses what is called a factor of safely.
The factor of safety is usually defined as

tlio ratio of the stress which will juHt cause

complete failure in a sample of the material
divided by the maximum estimated stress of

1 For definitions HOG article
"

JfllaaWcity, Theory of,"
(2), (3).

the same Mud occurring in the structure. -Kor

example, a factor of safety frequently employed
in stool bridges is about 4, but thin niUHt not

be taken to moan that the structure is really

four times stronger than required. To start

with, the steel will bo strained beyond its

elastic limit if the tensile stress in it ia only
some 50 per cent of tho tensile stress required

to cause failure. If this occurs there will bo

permanent act, and tho strain will bo a function

of tho time during which tho stress acts. Kor

most purposes the structure will bo useless,

even if not completely broken. This reduces

the so-called factor of safety to 2 instead

of 4.

Again, tho material is usually tented by
applying a dead load to it, whereas, in many
cases, part of tho load on tho structure is a

moving ono. In the case of a bridge, for

example, allowance must ho made for tho dead

weight of tho structure itself, the moving load,

and tho force oxortod on the bridge by this due
to it coming on unsmoothly and thereby pro

ducing impacts ;
also the effect of wind on the

structure has to bo taken into account. The
estimation of tho value of all those ean only bo

an approximate one, and tho final estimate in

liable to a fairly large error. Tho methods

employed for estimating the applied loads

hardly come into the scope of this article.

For information on thin subject tho roador

should refer to practical books on design.
The strength of tho material used in not

accurately known. It may vary somewhat from
that of the tent specimens experimented with,
and whereas in the tost the stress was of a

simple char-actor, in the actual structure tho

stress may bo a compound one. Also various

approximations have to bo made in our estima

tion of tho stresses induced by tho external

forces, and in certain parts of the design thoHo

may be considerably in error.

Lastly, allowance has to be made for errors

of workmanship, effect of corrosion, and so on,

Taking all these points into, consideration it

is easy to see that our so-called faetor of safety
is largely a factor of ignorance, hi most woli-

dosigned modern largo structures it is probable
that the margin of safety is not large, (.hough
sufficient. Thin is to be attributed as mtioh to

practical experience as to theory.
It has already been noted that in nioHt

cases a structure is useless if the material is

strained beyond ids elastic limit, and it is

obviously of very groat importance to know
what actually is the factor which oausos elnntte

breakdown in the different materials used iu

construction. Various and numerous attempts
have boon made to determine this.

The three main theories of elastic, break
down are that it oocurH :

(i.) When the grtnvtost tensile or oomjwwdvo.
stress exceeds a eoHain amount.
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(ii.) Wlion Uio greatest stretch exceeds a
certain amount.

(iii.) When the greatest alido exceeds a
certain amount,

Since the greatest sKdo is a function of the

greatest ahearing stress, in the third theory
wo may road shear in place of slide. More
over, since, as ahown in (2), the maximum
shear is measured by half tho difforonco of the

principal stresses, this theory may also bo
described as a stress-difference theory.

Experiments HO far have established the
fact that, no one of these theories is true
for all materials. For ductile materials there
if considerable experimental evidence that the

governing factor is the greatest slide or shear,

in tho case of some brittle materials tho greatest
atrotoh theory appears to be fairly correct.

Another theory which ban boon suggested is

that elastic breakdown occurs when tho resili

ence, i.e. tho energy per unit volume stored

in tho material due to strain, exceeds a

certain amount.
Due to the uncertainty of tho cause of elastic

breakdown, the English and American method
of design is generally to follow Kankino in

assuming that the strength, of a structure

depends upon the greatest tensile or com-

prcssive HtroHs to which tho material is wnb-

jectcd. The ultimate strength of the material
in simple tension or compression in found

experimentally, and in the structure the

greatest tensile or compreasive Htross is not
allowed to exceed some fraction of the ultimate.

in certain eases the greatest estimated Hhoaring
stress i& kept to some fraction of the ultimate

shearing ntroHs found for tho material.

(2) ANTA^VHIS OF STUM88, 1 Tn order to

analyse the state of stress existing at any
point of a material it is usual to consider the

equilibrium of a rectangular parallelepiped, of

it follows that &xv=Sva: , and

indefinitely small HIHO, and containing the point
considered. In general, the stress on each face

may bo resolved into a normal stress
( U) and two

tangential stresses (S), these stresses being par
allel to the axofl of tho parallelepiped. Soo /'%. I.

J<Yom the equilibrium of the parallelepiped

1 Woo urlMo
"
JUliiBiMty, Theory of," (4).

By rotating the parallelepiped about tho

point we find that for one angular position
of it tho normal stresses on tho faces are
a maximum or a minimum. The planes
of the faces are called tho principal plant*
and tho normal stresses on thorn arc called
tho principal stresses Jt is readily shown
that on tho principal planes there are no
tangential stresses. Similarly it may bo

proved that if tho faces of tho parallelepiped
bo arranged at 45 to the principal planes the

shearing stresses on tho faces will bo a maxi
mum or minimum. Further, tho intensity of

greatest shearing stress at any point is equal
in value to one-half the algebraic difference
of tho greatest and least principal stresses.

Wo will examine tho case of a two-dimen
sional state of

stress, i.e. one y ftf

in which thoro

is no variation

of stress in the

direction per
pendicular to

tho two di

mensions con
sidered.

Let ABCD bo
a rectangular

parallelepiped of unit dimension in a direction

along which there is no variation of stress. To
find tho normal and tangential stress on a piano
inclined at an angle to tho # axis, consider
the equilibrium of tho triangular wedge BUD.
Involving normally and tangontially to DB

wo have

n ssfla sin 2
-\- pv cos 2 - S sin 26>, . (1)

. ,

t = (pv
- . sin 20 f. ftrt

- --- S cos 29. (2)

=0. This

+ f7r
}.

For tho principal pianos,

gives

I
aU

2

where r~*Qj 1, 2, etc., i.e. there arc two pianos
mutually at right angles.

Substituting the values of given by this

equation in equation (.1) wo get

The principal stresses

Substituting in (2) we ace that thoro is no
shear stress on the principal planes.

Similarly we may show that the maximum
shearing stress occurs on, plan OH inclined at

4'5 to the 'principal phuicw and in of intensity

'>,. | (the difference of tho principal stresses;.
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(8) STRAINS DUI? TO PRINCIPAL STKEHRKS.

Let RK , R^ H.J he tho principal stresses.

Let ey, ev ,
G
Z
be tho stretches in tho directions

x, y, and z.

Let I/HI 1)c Poisaon'a ratio, ?'.e. tho ratio of

the lateral contraction per unit breadth to tho

longitudinal extension per unit length, duo to

a single tensile stress.

Let E equal tho modulus of elasticity. Then

J-^UJ -t"V jfrg
\

e*
~~T5 ?nE mE I

?7lJii Iti ?/iJL
^

Raj Ivj/ I\z I

Those arc the principal stretches.

As an example of tho different dimonwions

which the theories of clastic breakdown load

g to in design, wo
2 f will take the caso

of a thin circular

tube subjected to

\ an axial twisting
5 v s \ moment of magni-
\\ J

tudo K inch-tons,

Tho figure
shows a cross-

section. perpen
dicular to tho
axis, it is obvious
that tho shearing

stress on the section has to provide a couplo
to balance the twisting moment.

Since tho thickness s in. is small compared
with tho mean radius r in. wo may consider
tho shearing strosH practically uniform. If S
is the intensity of shearing stress in tons per
sq. in. wo havo

3?IG. 4.

or 8 = tons per sq. in.
27T'/""S

The throo ))rincipal pianos at any poinf. will

bo two pianos making angloH Atf* and llJr>

with tho axis, and a piano perpendicular to
the radius.

The principal strmsoB will bo

S, -S, 0.

Oreatosl principal stress

-S

Ciroatest princ-ipal strotch

(1)

Greatest shearing si-rtiss (stu^ (2))

-S...... (:*)

Suppose a sample of the material when sub

jected to a simple tensile stress has an clastic

limit
'/>

tons per s<{. in.

Tho greatest principal stress rr<p.

Tho greatest principal stretch u

-y)/K.

Tho greatest shearing stroBH"--jr)/2.

With tho same factor of safety k on the

elastic limit, iu tho cases (1), (iJ),
and

(,'J)
the

thickness will be, respectively,

K(>r tttool we may take m -10/JK and wo
then got the thicknesses as

1 i 1 -It : 2,

(4) TOTAL STKKSH INDXTOTCD nv

NALLV APPUKD JJOADH, tn any loaded strue-

turo we have certain loads applied at definite

points, and those are balanced by reactions

usually acting at different points of the

structure. This causes the material of the

structure to be subjected to certain internal

stresses induced by the external forces. Tho

strength of any part of a structure will be

some function of the resultant internal stress

which the part has to curry, and also the

ditnenHionH of the part itKolf.

In order to estimate the resultant internal

stress which occurs at any cross-section of a

member of a structure, wo imagine the member
cut at the section considered, arid wo then see

that the resultant of the internal stresses at

the section rmist balance exactly tho external

forces acting on one portion of the member.
Tho sense, of this resultant will of course

depend upon which part of the member we
consider.

If wo consider a member such as shown in

flit}. 5 and take a plane section A.li(ll), say*

it JH obvious that, so far as the ofl'oot of the
forces to Uio left of (.lie section are concerned,
wo may replace them by a single force acting
through any selected point () in the cross-

HOC lion, and u couple. This is cnsily seen
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without, any mathematical proof, since wo

may obviously prevent motion of the portion
to the loft by a ball and socket joint at 0,

combined with a couple to prevent any rota-

lion about ().

Tho internal stresses at the section have

to balance then a single force and a couple.

Kor convenience wo usually take to bo tho

centre of gravity of tho area of cross-section,

and wo take three axes 0:, ()//, Os, mutually
at right angles, Ox being perpendicular to tho

cross-section and Oy and Os being along tho

principal axes of inertia of tho cross-section.

We resolve the single force at into its com

ponents X, Y, and Z along 0;*:, Oy, and Os,

and the couples into tho three components

M,,,, M,,, M s , about the axo Oa;, (>>/, Os.

X : the algebraic sum of the components of

all the external forces to tho left of the section

along tlie axis (), and similarly V and Z.

M
t,,
-the algebraic sum of the moments of

tho external forces to the left of the section

about the axis (),i
f

, and similarly M,,, and Ma .

At the cross-section we HOC that tho internal

stroHHOH have to balance, a normal forco X, a

shearing force Y, a, shearing force ft, and tho

throe couples M,,,, M,,, and M a .

Tho couples M w and M, are usually called

bonding moments,
the couple MM a

twisting moment.
As noted above,

wo usually con

sider tho resultant

ofloot of external

forces at any cross-

section to consist

of a single normal
forco passing

through tho centre of gravity of tho sec

tion, two tangential forties and throo couples.

Wo assume the normal forco produces a uni

form normal stress and strain over the eross-

soction, and we Jiavo then to consider tho

shearing stresses and slides due to tho tan

gential forces, and also the stresses and strains

duo to tho bending moments and twisting

moment.
Tho problem then resolves itself into de

signing members to carry pulls, pushes, bonding

moments, and twisting moments.

In the case of a beam on which all tho loads

are vortical and lie in one plane wo see im

mediately that at any crosH-Hootion the internal

stresses have to balanoo a single vortical force,

which in called the shearing force, at tho section,

and a single couple, which is called the bonding
moment.

(loiiHi< loring all tho external forcon on one

Bide of the cross-section wo have :

Tho 8hmrln\j 7'Vr-fl is equal to tho algebraic

sum of all tho external forces on ono side of

tho section of tho boam.

WIG. 0.

w.Sx

The Bending Momenti* equal to the algebraic

sum of the moments of all the external forces

on ono side of the section about a horizontal

axis in tho section.

Wo can establish a connection between the

shearing forco and bonding moment at any
scctit >n.

Consider a length 5x of tho boam.

Let L^ and M bo the shearing force and the

bending moment
at tho section AD,
and (l/' + SF) and

(M + 5M) bo tho

shearing force and
tho bonding
moment at tho

section BO.
Lot w8x bo tho

distributed load on

tho length 8v. For

the equilibrium of ABGT), taking moments
about a horizontal axis through 0, wo havo

Fox +M -
(
M H- 5M )

- W - = 0.

Now w&e 2
/2 is a term of tho second order,

and wo may neglect it in tho limit. Hence

W ^ot
'

. rfM

dx'

This is often very useful in finding tho

position of tho maximum bending moment,
sinco tho hitter occurs where the shearing forco

changes sign.

(5) XNTIWHITY oic INTICHNAT, STRESS.

Having investigated tho resultant effects of

the external forces which have to be balanced

at oach cross-section by tho internal stress at

tho cross-section, we havo next to investigate

how tho internal strokes are distributed over

tho cross-section and what iw the inteiiHity at

each point.
At this stage we find that the principles of

pure fltatios cannot supply us with sufficient

information, since there may bo an infinite

variety of distributions of internal stresses

which will givo the required resultant forces

and couples.
We havo now to call in the aid of tho mathe

matical theory of elasticity and also tho aid

of experiment'. Mven with the aid of both of

these, we frequently find that wo havo to be

content with an approximate solution of tho

problem, which is a mixture of theory and

inexact experimental data. Tho engineer is

at a disadvantage compared with the mathe

matician, since he IH frequently obliged to find

some solution of a problem in design which

tho mathematician can give 'up if it appears
insolvable.

It may be unit! generally that the practical clomgri

of HtructurcH haw alwayn been ahead of tho theory

of dowign. If tho engineer had waited for tho theory
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of elasticity to be developed before building struc

tures the strength of which he could not satisfactorily

estimate, development would have been very slow

indeed. To a large extent it may be said that

designs have been made and the structures con

structed, and subsequently these have been more or

less subjected to theoretical analysis. The theory

of elasticity has mainly "been helpful in effecting

economy of material, but in itself it has not, until

quite recent times, had the effect of producing new

designs. An article like the present one runs the

risk of giving a quite false impression as to the way
in which the true strength of a structure can be

estimated. It emphasises the paits which are based

on theory and omits the parts of the design which

are based entirely on judgment, or past designs

which have been successful. The engineer, apart

from using all the help the mathematician and

physicist can give him, has to employ what may
be called Ms engineering instinct. Many of the

parts of the design for which he has got no theory

to help him are as important, from the point of view

of the strength of the structure as a whole, as the

parts which he can design with the aid of theory.

The subject of theory of structures, or

strength of structures, differs from the pure

theory of elasticity in so far as the solutions

obtained are often only a rough approximation.

The difference is similar to that between

hydrodynamics and hydraulics. The one is

the rigid mathematical theory dealing with an

ideal fluid, the other is the engineers' treat

ment of practical problems based on mathe

matical theory so far as this agrees with

practical results and also largely upon experi

ment.

In the theory of elasticity there are certain

cases of bending, twisting, etc., which have

been solved by the mathematician. These the

engineer uses very largely. He also makes

great use of the principle of superposition
1

This assumes that the effects produced by the

separate forces and couples are independent of

one another, and that the resultant strain at

any point is merely the resultant of the

separate strains produced.

II

(6) MEMBEES SUBJECTED TO BENDING.

Consider the case of a beam of homogeneous
and isotropic material subjected to pure

couples applied at the ends tending to bend it

in the plane of its longitudinal axis. In this

case the internal stresses of any cross-section

have only to produce a couple equal in magni
tude to the bending moment.
We shall make an assumption, first made by

Bernouilli, viz. that plane, sections perpendi
cular to the plane of bending remain plane.-

Probably the best justification of this lies

in the fact that results deduced from it are

in agreement with practical experience. It

can also be verified mathematically on certain

1 See "Elasticity, Theory of," (4).

assumptions as to the way the bending

moment is applied.

Fig. 8 represents a small piece of the beam

bounded at the ends by plane sections. Let

C and C be the centres of curvature before

and after the bending moment is applied.

It is clear that there will be one layer of

the material dagn which will not change in

IPiG. 8.

length during bending, the material above

will be stretched, the material below this layer

will be shortened. This layer is called the

neutral layer. Let R and R be the radii of

curvature of this layer before and after

bending.
For a layer at a distance y above the neutral

layer the stretch (e) is given by

- R)ab-a bQ =

If R is large compared with y, we may
write with sufficient accuracy for practical

purposes,

If the beam is initially straight R = or, and

4
In both these cases we get the stretch

varying as the distance from the neutral layer.

Assuming that the material obeys Hooke's

Law, and that each filament of the beam is*

free to expand and contract independently
of the surrounding filaments, and also that the

value of Young's modulus (E) is the same for

tension and compression, we then have the

normal stress varying as the distance from the

neutral layer. For a beam initially straight

we may write

E
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Tho trace of tho neutral layer on a cross-

see.Uon IB called the neutral axw.

Taking moments about the neutral axis

for the normal stress on tho cross-section,

Fig. 9, wo get for tho resisting moment

f E r E

J
~ ^v & "

whore I is tho moment of inertia of the cross-

section about the

neutral axis.

The rotating
moment must
balance tho bond

ing moment M,
and wo may write

y>_M E

For tho posi
tion of tho neutral

axis wo note that

tho normal stress

over tho eross-

section must have &oro resultant, i.e.

9.

Tho neutral axis, therefore, passes through
tho centre of gravity of tho cross-flection.

Wo have, further, the fact that there can bo
no resultant couple about an axis oy porpon-
clioular to the axis of bonding oz, i.e. tho

neutral axis.

ThiBgiVOB

Jfzydydz-0.

Tho product of inertia of tho cross-section

must bo Hero, and therefore tho neutral axis

muHt bo a principal axis of inertia of tho

orosH-Hootion.

If /t
and /a are the maximum tensile and

oomproHHivo stresses roHpoctivcly, at any
croHH-Hootion, and y^ and yz are the distances

from tho neutral axis to the top and bottom
of tho beam, then

Tho values l/?^ and 'l'/ya depend only upon
the nhapo and HMO of the cross-section, and
are called the moduli of the- ttecAion (7^ and

7^). ,If
jft and /a represent the maximum

tensile and oomproHsivo stresses allowed in

tho material, then tho greatest bending
moment tho section may oarry is given by
whichever of tho values f^ or /2%a is

least.

Kor ntandard rolled stool Rootioiw tho values

of
r/
tl and #2 nave been calculated and tabu

lated, thus simplifying tho process of design.

In the oaBO of Tbuili-up girdcra in which the flango

area ia largo compared with tho web aroa it will bo

found that tho moment of rewHtanco to bending
contributed by tho web IH only a very small percentage
of the whole, and in such cases we may asHumo that

the flanges provide the whole resisting moment.

If A =s tho area of each flange,

/the mean longitudinal stress in each flange,

A** tho diHtanee between tho centres of gravity
of tho flangoH,

tho moment of resistance =/A/i.

This ia the usual formula employed in designing

built-up I or box girders and alao lattice-work

girders.

(7) UNSYMMETHICAL BENDINQ. When
tho piano of loading docs not include a prin-

eipal axis of inertia of tho cross-section we
resolve the bending moment into two com

ponents, each component bonding tho beam
about a principal axis. In order to estimate

tho stress at any point wo find tho stress due
to each component
separately.

In Fig. 10 let M
bo the bonding mo-

moat, Ox and Oy
tho principal axes

of inertia of tho sec

tion, 1^ and I
v tho

moments of inertia

about these axes,

and tho centre of

gravity of the crosa-

eoction.

Tho bonding mo
ments about Ore and

Oy will bo M cos and M sin respectively.
If x, y bo tho co-orclinatoR of a point 1?,

tho stress at 1? will bo given by

M cos . y M Hin . x
~ '

for tho neutral axis 7;-- 1), and tho equation

representing tho neutral axis is

Piano of Bonding

10.

7/jjosJ?
x si ,.

This generally will not bo perpendicular to

tho piano of loading.

(8) SlUOAlUNU fciTRMHH DOW.N THK CROSS-

Hioc'TiON OF A BKAM." In most practical CUSOH

of beams not only do we got a bonding

moment, but wo also have a shearing force at

tho different orowfl-sections of the beam. Tho
resultant strains will not bo of the simple
character wo have awmtnod in pure bonding,
ninco the shearing force will cause slides to

occur. In general, piano sections do not

remain plane if there in a shearing force. Tho
untial method, of design is to assume tho

formulae w/y- M/l; JHJ/ii still hold, in spite of

tho existence of shear and a varying bonding
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moment. St. Venant's investigations liavo

shown that it is true when the shear is uni

form. Having provisionally decided on. a

suitable beam by means of this formula, an

investigation in then made of tho shearing

stress induced by shearing force. To investi

gate the distribution of shearing stress down
the cross - section of a beam the following

method is usually employed :

Consider a small slice, ABCD, of tho beam,
of length dx, and bounded by two planes

perpendicular to

the axis.

Let M and F re

present the bond

ing moment and

shearing force at

the section AD.
Take tho case of

a beam of rectan

gular cross-section.

Assume the shear

ing stress on the cross-section uniform along a

line parallel to the neutral axis, and also that

it is vertical at each point. If S is the in

tensity of shearing stress at a height KG above

the neutral axis, considering the equilibrium of

the piece AEGB, we have, by resolving hori

zontally and remembering that the horizontal

and vertical shearing stress at every point
will be the same,

. 11.

fKB /-K

/ (p+$p)bdy~ I

'KG ./K'KG ./KG

where 6 is the breadth of tho cross-section, i.e.

/"K

I

/K

"KB
= I Sp . bdy.

/KG

But i. r

5M/"K5M/
KC

,
,=

~T
"

/ ^2W>
J- A".

where A is the area AEGB, and ?/ is tho

height of its centre of gravity above tho
neutral axis.

yj*.But

.
a -

..b- -
(1)

The maximum shearing stress occurs at

tho neutral axis, and for a rectangular erosH-

section is given by 3/2 . tf/M, where k is the

height of the beam, i.e. 1J times the moan
shearing stress for the cross-section.

It is obvious that this investigation cannot hold
for accUoiiH oilier than rectangular, sinoo tho shearing
stross at tho boundary of tho cross-section must bo

taugontial to tho boundary and tl

lie vortical us assumed. Thin follows

from tho equality of tho tangont'u

and
,
elo. Tho formula in not, ox

rofoi'o cannot

IH a doduotion

sti'OHHOH S
lt

.

tf

etly true even

ax'orago stressfor rectangular sootionn. It gives the

across tho breadth of tho Heel-ion, whioh in a clone

approximation to the notual stress when the breadth

is small compared with tho depth.

Formula (1) is generally employed to

estimate tho Hlxoar at any point in the web
of a rolled wtecl beam or built-up I girder.

In most practical OIIHOH it will be found thai

the total variation of whearing wtroHN down
tho web is small, and no great error iw made in

assuming that the web carrion tho whole of

tho shearing force and that it IB uniformly
distributed over the web area.

In auch cases tho area of the web in often

much larger than required to carry the nboar,

and the determining factor for its thickness in

tho tendency of the web to buckle, dim to the

principal compressivo strewn introduced by tho

shear stross and the horizontal wtroHH.

The tendency to buckle in such a cane cannot

be determined Hatisfaetorily by theory, and tho

required thicknewH of web and the

stilfonerB have to bo designed

by empirical rules which are

based on past experience.

Take, as an example, a

standard rolled stool joist of tho

climeuHioiis shown in fiig. Ii2.

Tho total area of section, is

04 sq. in,, and tho moment of

inertia oE this seetion about the

neutral axis NA=J() in.
4

Let F bo tho shearing force.

This will produeo tho maximum
shearing stross at tho neutral

axis. To deter rriino the moment
of area above the neutral axis we may, with

su0iciont accuracy, assume the flange as a rcetanglo
6* x 0-5(5", and tho web of height (lii

- M)* und

Maximum shearing stress

'

5 x 0-55 x 5-725 -
'3B X rHr><J

)

uniform ov(r the

0-55

0-35"

Vlti. 112,

If wo aHHinne the (shearing Ht

whole Hootion the magnitude

a uniformAH will bo HOOD, tho error in

distribution IH less than -1 pi^r cent,

ru:

S (9) l>KKLlO(,'TtON AND HTIK^NKHH OK
BHAMH. r

rho HtiiTnenH of a btuun IH unually
measured by the maximum dcllcctiou, when
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loaded, divided by tho span. Thin frequently

has to bo considered in designing strncturoH,

particularly if the structure in subjected to a

livo load.
'

Lack of stiffness may inc.roarto, by
vibration, tho stress produced by tbo load.

Again in buildings with plastered ceilings, if

tbo deflection produced by tho changing load

in not very small compared with tbo span,

tbo planter, being brittle, will bo crackod and

finally drop off. Stiffness haw also to bo

considered \vhon machinery is carried, on

boams or girders in order to niako sure that a

forced vibration will not be Hot up which

synchronises with tbo periodicity of tbo

maohiuo.

To investigate the deflection of beams

initially straight, or in which tbo curvature

in very largo, wo make use of the formula

M M

J

"

K'

Now
1

R

and if ibe above condition in fulfilled dy/dx

will everywhere bo small. Wo may then

write
*

and wo got*

H

rfa;"

M

In this oq nation, if at in measured along tho

neutral layer to tho right, and y IB measured

W

\

1

doWJiwards nay, M, iu a hogging bonding

tnotnent.

I
1

akt^ tb<^ simple case of a beam of uniform

oroSM-sootion supported at tho ends and loaded

with a concentrated load W at tho middle.

Lot tho origin bo at tho loft -baud end

(/<%. 1IJ) and tho axis of to tho right.

Tho bonding moment at a distance x from

Integrating

which have to bo determined by tho end

conditions.

Wo note that when rc--0, ?/"-0, and when
%s-:?l$ 9 dyldx~().

W/ 2

This gives B -0, and A-
](

, ,

f
2 F/2

I- 16
'

aud MIy/
-.

I AOJ-I B.

(1)

(2)

.

and ^ r
War*

my- -

The maximum slope occurs when x~Q, and
is equal to

1 W2

id
'

"Ei"

Tho maximum deflection occurs when,

a; ~Z/2, and ia o(^ual to

1 WZ5

48
'

"El"

Kor a load W uniformly distributed along
tho length, tho maximum doiloction is

Wo will tako a simple example of a timber

bridge, which will illuBtrato how atillnoes

altoetH the design.

Strictly speaking, none of tho formulae wo
have derived will hold for timber, sinco it is

not isotropio. .It is utmal, however, to employ
the formulae, and oxporimont shows that tho

orrorw introduced by so doing arc not large.

Tho dogroo of accuracy in estimating the

stresses is probably greater than our knowledge
of tho strength of the actual pioco of timber

we may "bo employing.
A bridge has an effective span of 20 foot

and has to curry a concentrated axle load

of 14 tons. Tho
road bearers are

to bo seasoned

Whoro A and B are constants, tho value of

pitch jriuo with a t m . J0
f
^ J^ ^ f

f
_ _ . j

csross-soction 10
|

^

in. by 10 in. As- pia 14.,

Burning tho load

evenly distributed between tho road bearers,

how many will be required ?

Allowable fibre HtroHH for tho timber 1 ton per q. in.

Allowable Hhoaring nln^HH along the gram j\ ton

por wq. in.

Allowable doflooUoii aJo^ 1 f tho H})iin.

TmjMW'li
' factor J.

Tho weight ol tliiH tyji of bridge will be about

\
ton per foot run.

l^rom /'Vj/,
14 wo HOO that tlx^ maximum bonding

moment

Tlu^ nuixiiaum slioaring forc.o will occur when tho

1 Tho Impact factor IH tho factor by which the load

IH vmittiplltHl to allow for lt motion.
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axlo load is just ou the bridge, therefore Uic maximum

shearing f rc

=23-5 ions.

The moment of roHiatauoo o ono road boaror

.

G

= 13 -9 foot-tons.

'

For &endv0, the number of road boaters required

117JS^
13-9

9.

The shearing force per road bearer

23-5

9

=2-6 tons.

The maximum shearing stress

3
2j>*

2*100

=0-039 ton per sq. in.

This is less than the allowable stress of -fa ton per

sq. in.

The deflection

__
1 WZ3

J3_
W'Z3

"48" "ET
+
384' El

'

We may take

E= 1-5 x 10 Ibs. per sq. in.

The deflection

/21 5 x 5\ 203 x 123 x
_12

x 2240
^

V48
+

384 J
X

Hi x 10* xTo* X 9

= 1-4 in.

The allowable deflection= 1 -2 in.

In order to attain the necessary HtiiliiOHB the

number of road bearers must be increased to

9x14/1-2, i.e. 11.

It will be observed that in dealing with

stiffness we merely calculated the deflection

due to the bending alone. In addition to

this, except in the case of pure bending, there

will also bo a deflection produced by the

shearing stress. This additional deflection

may bo calculated in certain simple cases

by consideration of the potential energy of

deformation which must be ecjual to tho work

done by the external forces in producing tho

deformation.

It is extremely rarely that this additional

deflection is of importance in practical struc

tures and it is usually neglected in considering
stiffness.

(10) SEVERAL LOADS. If wo have several

concentrated loads at different pointfi along
tho beam, or a series of discontinuous dis

tributed loads, wo shall not bo able to determine

tho constants of integration in the simple way
we have above, since wo do not know where

tho slope is zero, and tho equations (1) and

(2) only hold for tho portion of tho beam
from up to tho first load.

In gonoral, wo got two equation Hirnilar

to (1) arid (2), each pair with il own eoimtantH,

for tho different npuuH into wliiuli tho loads

divide tho beam. Wo can, by luting tho two

end conditions, eventually do(.ormiuo all tho

consttints, and tho curve of Uio loaded beam.

Thin method is, however, long and weariBomo,

and tho labour may bo avoided by adopting a

method due to W. II. Maoaulay.
1

To illiiHtrato the method wo will take an

example of a beam loaded an shown below,

with two concentrate<l loadn and a uniformly
distributed load extending over a length (<*. 6).

Imagine the distributed load, extending to

the end of tho beam, and the part added to

bo neutralised by a load, aotmg upwardw, of

tho same amount por unit length.

Lot tho origin be at A and tho axin of x to the right.

Tako a point K boyond fcho land appliod loud.

Tho nagging bonding momont at K

?p t/ 1

This oxpnwuon will giv<i tho bonding niomont for

any valuta of a-, if tho toriUH iiiHido Lho braok( v tH Ixt

omitted for valuon of x which mako thoni lu^galivo,

Wo havo thoix

Tntograting each bracket twice, with roHpoot to

tho term iunidc, w<^ havo

|-{r- Cj.~
a

{
a
-

(
/j

;1 IA.MU.

Thin (stiuation will hold for all valucn of .t! I)t4.vv<
v(^x

and Z, if thci tonim hiHtde tJio brmikotH he oinjiUid

whonov^r they Ixuionu 1

; nogativcs and wo nolo that

wo havo only two oonBtantH whioh can bo found by
tho owl oondiiioiiH. l,n HUH OHHO //

>() whon ;' 0,

and ;y0 when a:-'->L

,\ B >()<

and

"From thin oquatloti wo can find A.

1 Mmeww tf MatkematbM, No, 57U, Jan. U)U).
xlvlli,
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(U) CONTINUOUS BIUMS. A beam is

Haid to be coHliHHoun when it is eanied on
more than two supports. In Bueh a beam
we cannot, by the aid of station, determine
tho reaetionn at the supports, or the shearing
forc.e and bonding moment at different woo
UOIIH of the beam, since these depend upon
tho Ilexibility of the girder and the height
of the supports, and are not merely a function

of tho applied loads.

In order to olloot a solution, wo may make
use of the Maeaulay method previously referred

to, treating tho reactions as loads.

Another method frequently employed is to

make use of (Uapoyron's theorem of three

moments.
This may be established as follows :

Suppose tho girder of tho same cross-section

throughout.

M
1

M 2
M a M 3

h ^---r----^-- H

KKJ. 1 C.

Consider span Zta . Take the origin at

support (I) and to the right and y downward*!,

t*
a

,
Mi**

8

Mr^-.Maj- ^ -i.?"
1^

.f A, .

(4)

B 0, '-' y when &-().

Also y *0 when x- -liz .

Lot fl-jthe slope at support ($J). .From (JJ)

atid (5) wo have

Similarly taking tho origin at support (,'J),

and axis of x to the loft, wo got for the Hlopo
at support (2)

Mom (0) and (7),

_*8a ,_A /m
o *"" u- \v)

Now from (1),

and for span l^,

From these and (ft) we have

J

l-
H-

{j

1- +
iJ^

+
'-'o'"" 24"

or

(MTL-l-aMaAa-I^Mg-l-S

This is for the particular loading taken.

will bo observed, tho

formula Comic-Ota tllO ^ per unit Jongth

momentn at the sup- f" "T~ j
f" -*(* -/

>{

As

R
2

Fro. 17.

]>ort of any two ad

jacent spans.

AH an example of its

tine tako tho Himplc eaHO

of a beam uniformly loaded throughout and supported
at tho emln and middle, the tops of the supports
all being at tho Hame level.

Hero M! '--(), M 3 0, Hn 19&"-1,

'"'ra "'an--"
1

*

M
2

Taking monionlw about the itxiddlo support wo

and U2 -aw/-2M^^5wi!.

(12) KlflLATlONH HWTWJBEN LOAD, SllMAtt,

BMNDINO MOMMNT, SLOIMC, AND .DWKLKOTION.

Taking tho axiw of se along the beam and tho

ax IB of y in the direction of tho collection, lot

w ! tho load por unit length at any dintanco

% from the origin.

tf'-jtho shearing force at distanoo x from

tho origin.

M.-tho bonding moment at diatanoe x from

tho origin.

i-rtho wlo^o at diHtance x from tbo origin.

?/ -^tbe deflection at diHtanoe % from tho

origin.

Wo have

M=

'

dx

dM

i.e.

M

and
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If El is constant, wo got

&y } cZ
2M

da*
1

"
El* dx*

nr^V
r Klv-T^w.dxtl

If El is constant, wo have the following :

F= Iwdx,

M= /JFc

y = I idx.

Suppose we aro given the distribution of

load on a beam we may derive any of the

quantities If, M, i, and y by integrating, tho

constants of integration being fixed by the

end conditions of the beam.

Even in cases where w cannot be expressed

mathematically as a known function of x we

may still obtain results sufficiently accurate

for practical purposes by graphical integration.
If I varies along the beam, in tho graphical

treatment, we may still proceed thus.

Having obtained the bending moment curve

for the beam we divide oach of the ordinates

by the value of I corresponding, and then

plot a curve M/I and x. By graphically

integrating this curve we obtain E'i and

integrating again y.

Frequently we are not interested in the

slope, and in such cases, to obtain the deflec

tion diagram, we may perform tho double

integration by treating tho bending inomont

diagram as a load curve, and by drawing the

funicular polygon for this load curve. Tho

depth of the funicular polygon will then give
the deflection.

(13) WHIRLING OF SHAFTS. As an ex

ample of the use of tho above equation wo
will consider tho effect of ,centrifugal foroo

on a rotating circular shaft. Duo to tho

weight, vibration, or other cauwoH, thci centre

of gravity of the cress-section of tho whafl)

will not necessarily lie on tho axin of

rotation.

Let the distance between tho centre of

gravity and the axiw of the boaringH bo
?/.

Lot p bo tho mans of tho shaft per unit length.
Tlie centrifugal force por unit length will bo

p(u"ylfj)> whore u is tho angular velocity of

the shaft.

We shall liavo then

whore E is tho modulus of elasticity and I

is the moment of inertia of a oroHH-HOotion of

tho shaft about a diameter.

Lot ,M
Kllf/

Tho Notation of the equation in

?/~A coal) aaH- B Hi nh euH ( OOH ctaH 1) Hin air.

Lot /tho length of tho Nhaft botwoou tho

bearing, and let UH take tho oawo whoro tho

bearing^ simply nupnort tho shaft and do not

prevent it bonding,
Now tho slope of tho nhaft in given by dy/dx.,

and tho bonding moment by KI (d^y/dx*).
Wo dotormino the constantH as followB:

When &:(), y -0,

.-. A -I- (1-0,

When aj:r-0, C^(\

i.e. A-()and(1 0.

From the furtluir oouditioiiH that when a/-:/,

y=0, and alwo d-y/tl^ -
-

0, we got

B ainh ol H- 1) win al -

and B sinh al D sin &l --. 0,

.-. B HinhaZ-0

or B.---0.

Also I) Bin al^ 0,

.-. .1) (), or HIIL a/ 0.

If Dnr-Q, there in no doilcction of tho nhnft

a-nywlicre.

Taking Hina^-(),

wo get ai( = rir,

whoro rssO, 1, 2, ,% <
vtc.

Taking r -1, we woo that tho nhaft will

whirl in a single loop, the maximum dellec^tion

being at the middle.

The speed for this is given by

7T
2

/Kl f/W ~:
... X A / IVKlUMlN I)(M'

/- V
/>

'

If r -2, tho nhaft will whirl in two loopm
with a iiodo nt l-ho iniddlo, and wo can calculate

the corresponding Hpee<l.

In tho Hanto way wo can find tho whirling

wpeodn for r J$, *< c^io.

,lt wlioiild bo noted that for ouch of tho

whirling Hpocdn tho maximum dollootion IH

not lixod. Any maxiuuim (lollodtiou which

may ooour accidc^ntaJly or bo improHHod upon
the nhaft will be mainta.huul, provido<l it dooH
not occur at a node, bid* it Hliould alHo ho

roniomborod that by aHHiuning tho ourvaturo
to ho given by d z

)//tlM*, \\
r
(\ aro really only

conBidoritig thc^ <jatJ(M whoro (f////f^')
a may he

negleetod. Thiw eovern all practical eawew.
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IV

(14) MKMIJMRS IN TUNSION. Tho design
of tension members is quite simple and direct,
and we need only consider two eases: (1) in

which the resultant of tho applied loads at
the ends passes through tho centre of gravity of

the cross-section of the member and is parallel
to the axis, and (2) in which the resultant load
is parallel to the axis but does not pass through
tho centre of gravity of the cross-section.

In the first ease the intensity of stress induced
will bo uniform over the cross-suction. If / is

tho allowable tensile stress in tons per sq. in. and
1* tho applied load in tons, then tho area of

cross-section required will be ecpial to P//sq. in.

In the second case wo treat tho applied
force as equivalent to a single axial force

passing through tho

contro of gravity of

tho cross -section and
two couples tending to

rotate tho cross-sec

tion about the two

principal axes of

inertia.

In /'%. (IS) let () be

the centre of gravity
of the cross - section,

and lot the axes Ox and ()// bo the principal
axes of the section.

Suppose the lino of action of tho applied
load I.* is parallel to tho axis of the member,
and intersects the cross-section at a point
whose co-ordinates arc (ft, ft). Wo shall tako

the equivalent system as consisting of

(I) a force parallel and equal to 1* acting at

tho centre of gravity (). This will produce- a

uniform tensile stress P/A, A being tho area

of oross-sootion.

(ii) \ bending moment about ()# equal to

IV;, and a bonding moment about ();// equal to 1V/.

To find tho resultant stress at any point 0,

co-ordinates (jj, y),f
wo superpose the stroHHOH

produced, by (I) and (ii).

Wo got for the resultant tensile stress (p) at

P
'

A l- U
' H

lw
'

where I
(li(1
and \

I)V
arc the moments of inertia of

tho cross-section about ().ft and
();?/ respectively.

Wo may write those as Ak
iK

* and A/;^, where

/i^,
and

ft,,
are the radii of gyration about the

axes (),# and
();//,

Wo got then

Fitt. IS.

' A
Suppose (H* v>) are tho co-ordinates of tho

point on the boundary which gives tho maxi
mum value of

'/>.
ThiH value of

y> must not

exceed /. I f tho member is perfectly designed,

-i

It is scon immediately that the ncu i ral axis

of the section is given by 2^0, and has the

equation ^ (
. ax

If the nontral axis cuts tho cross -section,
it follows that thoro will bo compression over

part of tho area.

In tho abovo investigation wo have omitted
tho eii'ect of tho doilection of tho member
duo to tho bending moments. Tn most cases

this will bo small and not seriously affect tho
distribution of stress, in tho caso of tension
tho doilection will bo such as to displace the
centre of gravity of tho cross-section nearer
to the line of action,

thereby making tho stress

more uniformly distri

buted. This will not bo

tho caso when tho member
is a strut.

It. should bo carefully noted

that thin formula w only

Htrietly applicable to oanos

where tho axin of tho

member is straight. It will

hold approximately it' tho

radius of curvature IH largo

compared with tho dimoiiHioiw

of tho eroHH-Hcotion, In tho

CUHO of a crane hook, for

example, an shown in fiiy.

li), tho Hootiou AB may bo coiiHidoi'cd aH sub

jected to a pull I* applied throng] i tho centre of

gravity of tho Hootiou, and a bonding moment o

magnitude PM.

Mince, the radius of curvature may oven bo less

than the depth of the noetioti, tho ordinary formula
for bonding will not hold,

(15) MWMBKUS IN OoMinmssroN. Tho
estimation of tho true strength of momborw
which arc Bubjoctod to a eomprossivo force

in the direction of their length in, in all but 'the

simplest oasos, a matter of difliculty, and tho

results when arrived at can hardly be relied on
to tho same extent as those of the strength of

ties, beams, and shafts. Tho chief reason for

this will 1)0 understood if wo refer back to

tho oaso of a tension member subjected to a

load, the line of action of which did not pas

through tho centre of gravity of tho crown-

Boetion. In such a ease we noted that duo to

the eccentricity the mom her would be subjected
to a bonding moment, and further that this

bonding moment would cause a delloction

tending to reduce tho eccentricity and thereby
making the stress more uniformly distributed.

In tho oaso of a member subjected to compres
sion the reverse action occurs, and tho bending
momont tendH to increase tho eccentricity
and thereby to increase the maximum stress

induced. In actual practice it is impossible
to obtain a perfectly straight strut or to

obtain absolute axial loading, and oven if this
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were the case at fin-it, when the load was

beginning to bo applied, it would soon cease

to bo so, duo to tho fact that no material in

perfectly homogeneous. The Young'B modulus
for compression at one part of tho oross-noction

will vary slightly from that at another part,

with tho result that tho strains will not bo

uniform, and some bending therefore is almost

certain to occur. If tho member is short in

length relatively to its croBH-dimonsioiw tho

resistance to bonding will bo ^roat, and tho

actual deflection, produced by accidental

eccentricity of loading or lack of homogeneity
will have no appreciable effect. In such

cases we may design tho member in tho same

way as a tension member, by assuming that

the stress is uniformly distributed. Also tho

crushing load of the member will bo equal to

A/, whereA is equal to the area of cross-section

and / the compressivo stress required to cause

crushing of the material.

If we take the opposite extreme, namely,
that of a strut which is very long compared
with its cross-dimensions, wo got an entirely
different phenomenon at failure. As tho

axially applied load is gradually increased,
at first the member undergoes a shortening

proportional to the load, and even if tho strut

is bowed out slightly it will return to its

original straight condition if the load bo

removed. As we increase tho load beyond a

perfectly definite value, however, wo find tho

member suddenly buckles out sideways and

completely collapses if the load

is continued. In other words, a

condition of instabiUty occurs,

and this while the actual com

pressivo stress in tho material ia

well below the compressive stress

required to crush the material.

Tho material is either finally
crushed or torn, but this is duo
to tho stresHcs set up by the

bending. This phenomenon wan
first theoretically investigated by
.Kulor.

Consider a prismatic Html,

perfectly hinged at tho onc'ln, and
a load P applied axially.

If the strut is bowed slightly , then at any
point (x, y) there will be a bonding moment
of magnitude Py ;

'

tto*~~t
where K i tho linear modulus of 'elasticity
and 1 is fcho moment of inertia for bonding.

Wrifco =

Tho Holution of this iH

1} -A COM ax KB Hin ax,

where A and B are constants depending upon
tho end conditions.

Wo have ?/ 0, when ,r 0, and there-

foro A; 0. AJHO y 0, when y J>, therefore

DHiuaZ -

0. Thin makes B 0, or a/ w,
whoro r--<), 1, 2, etc. If B .0, tho dolloetion

everywhere in aero.

Taking rr^l, wo got

"*?'
We noto that P in independent of tho

amount of bowing.
Tho load 7rEl/P in tho load which will

just keep the strut bowed and produce a
state of neutral equilibrium. Kor a Hinn.ller

load tho ntrut would bo in Htablo equilibrium,
and for a greater load the deflection would
ineroario without limit.

if we aHHumo that tho ntrut doon not bond,
but merely contracts under tho load, it can be
shown by conHidering tho Htrain energy, that
for a load greater than 7r

tt

Kl//
a tho equilibrium

in unstable, (See LOVO'H Mtwlimty, tft(ihili*y

Tho load ir^A/l* is called tho buckling load
of the strut.

For values of r equal to 15, 'J, etc., wo got
the loads required to maintain the ,stnit

when it in bent into HogmontH of length //,

Writing I equal to AP, whoro A in tho area
of eroHH-Hootion

and k IH tho

radiuH of gyra
tion, we gob

_TMM*P-
ja

>

whoro j) is tho

load per nnit

area.

The ratio l/k
IH called tho
ft I c, a d <i r w < s # ,s-

ratio. We will ji
1

^. ^>/ t

denote it by ?'.

l^or the dilToront owl conditions i

in /'%, (21,) we get tho following buckling loadn;

A ' A
'

and (d)

>

A approximately.

If oare in taken to onauro axial loading
and alno that thn end conditions are an mourned
irx tho theory, experiment Hhowtt that thono
rcsultH are very olonely true hi thfl o&vw of
HtrutH of homogeneous and iHotrople material

A 7rw/frMW'rw Uw MtttJuinat'iMl Thw
by A. K. ,1). Love, K.H.S.
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and -with a largo nlondornesH ratio, Hay greater
than 150, but for struts of medium slondornoss

ratio, Much aw arc met with in bridge work
and building construction, the "Ruler formula

given altogether too high values.

It is immediately obvious that the formula
does not hold for short struts, as it given a

buckling load ,itx excess of the crushing load

of the material, and as I approaches zero the

value of the buckling load approaches infinity.

The formulae which are actually used in

the design of struts in building construction

and bridgowork are based on experiment.
Soino, Much aw Rankings, have a more or loss

rational basis,* but the constants in them

ultimately have to bo found by experiments
on aotiutl struts, and are not merely dependent
upon the elastic constants of the material or

the ultimate strength or yield stress in

compression.
The Rankino formula is

where/ and r. are two constants for the material,

the constant c, also depending upon the end

conditions, p is the stress which will produce
failure,

The values of / and r, adopted by different

authorities, vary considerably, even for the

same material.

Kor both ends hinged for mild steel many
authorities tako / 21 tons per sq, in. and
<*''- 7 r/o fl

it will be observed that if ?> is small tlio

formula becomes p /, / being the crushing
stress of the material,

1 and if t is very large

we may neglect the I ii\ the denominator,
and we get p //n>

a
,
which is of the same

form as the Ruler formula.

Actually with the most suitable values of

/ and c for struts of normal values of v, we
(md that for very largo values of v the value

of p exceeds that given by the Kuler formula.

The formula, therefore, should only be em-

ployod within the range of slendernoBH ratio

of the experimental struts used for deter

mining/and fl.

In adjusting the formula for different end

conditions the constant c is varied in exactly
the same way as in the Kuler formula. ,l?or

example, For mild steel we should have:

Both ends hinged . . . C

Both ends fixed . . c

One etui lixod and one end

hinged but free to move

laterally .... c ^oo-
One jond (ixed and one end

hinged but kept in position c -?.
t n ft o-

1 In tho cane of mild stool thorn IH no dellnlto

cnmhlnK stroHH, Hlnco tUo material boeomos plastic.

and Hows. All wo can measure IH tho sh'OHH at tho

yield point, and If/lniH to be llxcd by comproHHlon
IcntH of Hhoi't lengths this yiold stress Hhoulil bo taken,

Many other strut formulae have boon

suggested, and used, amongst which should

be mentioned (Jlaxton Midler's Formula, which
is used by many British engineers.

a

(10) STHAIO-IIT LINK FORMULAE. If tho

various experimental values and the formulae

values of the buckling load of struts of tho

range of v usual in praotioo be plotted against

v, it will be seou that the curve is not very
far from a straight line. Many authorities,

particularly in America, at the present time

design by means of a straight lino formula.

As an example, tho American Bailway
Engineering Association formula is

#~( 10,000 -70*0 Ibs. per sq. in., whore p
is tho working stress.

Tho formula is for mild stool, ultimate

tensile strength 55,000-05,000 Iba. per sq. in.,

and tho strut is supposed to have hinged ends.

Tho value of p is in no case to exceed 14,000 Ibs.

per q. in. This gives a lower limit to tho

value of v. For smaller values of v than this

lower limit p is kept equal to 14,000 Ibs. per

aq. in.

The formula is intended to apply to atruts

sueh as are normally used in Htructurea and
which are fastened at tho ends, probably by
bolts or rivets, but which cannot be considered

Jixc,d* ,Kor ends which are really lixotl tho

formula

p --' 10,000 - 50?; may be used.

In British practice, structural steel has

usually an ultimate strength in tension of

30 tons per sq. in., and we may use the formula

per aq. in.

for tho working stress, for struts in which tho

ends cannot be considered lixod.

(17) STRUTS KOOWNTHT.OALLY LOADED.

Very frequently a strut is intentionally loaded

eccentrically, and tho amount of eccentricity,

apart from that caused by bonding, is known.
In such cases the common practice is to use

tho formula given above for mombcra in

tension, viz.

I?/' bv
, au\

and to obtain from this tho maximum value

of
'/). Usually either a or 6 is swro.

ThiB neglects tho extra deileetion due to

bending, which in a well-designed strut will

usually bo small compared with the known

eccentricity.
Thin maximum valuo of p lias to bo not

greater than that obtained from the strut

formula used on tho assumption that p is

axially applied.
In mont practical cawes this probably leads

to a greater factor of safety than is required,

s No,o A Pnu'to'rttl Trcatixp. on Jtridfffi

"by
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since in the strut formula with axial loading

the greatest stress is assumed to occur at

the middle, whereas iu many eases it will

occur at the lixcd end.

Allowing for tho deflection due to bonding, it may
bo shown, that the end load I* required to stroBB tho

material up to the yield stress at some point in tho

strut is given by

__________ /A . ...

whore a is tho eccentricity assumed in tlio lino

of the principal axis about which the radiiiH of

gyration in a maximum, k ia tho least radiuH of

gyration, and yc the distance from the centre of

gravity to tho edge of tho section moamirod in the

direction of rt.

(18) BUILT-UP STRUTS. When struts arc

built up of separate members connected

together by bolts or rivets, tho strength, will

depend very largely upon whether tho various

members, are so connected that they behave

like a single piece, i.e. thero will bo no yield
at tho joints, or whether there may be an

appreciable yield at tho joints. In steel

struts tho joints are usually riveted, and arc

such that we may neglect tho slip at tho

joint. The ordinary formula may bo employed,
tho radius of gyration of tho whole section

being used. In bnilt-up timber struts, of

such soft timber as is usually employed in

construction, where tho connections of the

various members are usually made with bolts,

there is considerable yield and slip at the

joints, due to tho relatively small comprossivo

strength of tho timber and tho bonding of tho

bolts. Experiment shows .that such HtrutH

do not start to fail as a whole, but failure

occurs in tho individual members, Tho

strength of such struts is merely the sum of

strengths of the individual members in tho

cross-section.

In riveted joints in stool structures tho

members are really held together by friction,

the necessary pressure between tho members

being produced by tho tension in the rivets.

In timber, although a bolted joint may tem

porarily bo made to hold by friction 'by using

largo washers and tightening tho nutn to givo
tho required procure, yet this cannot bo
relied on permanently. The oxpanHion and
contraction duo to climatic changes in relatively

large, and though a considerable tension may
exist in the bolts one day, on another day thero

may be no appreciable tension at all.

If a composite Htrut, axial ly loaded, in free to

buckle in any direction, the strength in deter
mined by the least radius of gyration, and for

economy in material the radii of gyration
about tho two principal axes should bo as

nearly equal an possible.
AH will have been realised already, the

design of HtrutH cannot bo direct as in the case

in the design of UOH, where the required area

can bo estimated. In dealing with HtrutH tho

bent wo can do in to design the member, and
then oHtimato tho strength. If the latter is

IOHH or considerably more than required wo
have to alter our design, in the one euso

increasing the Htrcngth by additional material,

and in tho other reducing it HO an to ed'oct

economy of material. The labour entailed

in this process is considerably reduced by tho

standardwainm of rolled stool sootionH, tho

geometrical proportion of \vhieh, nueb as area,

posit/ion of the principal axes, and the radii

of gyration about UIOHO, have been calculated

and tabulated.

NumeroiiH experiments have also been made
oil Htrutw cotiHiHting of standard rolled sections,

and also HtrutH built up of standard rolled

section. Tho data of thono experiments are to

a very largo extent unod in selecting a suitable

design for a Htrut, and also for estimating tho

Htrcngth of HtrutH and column of different

doHigiiH from those to which tho exporimentH
apply,

V

(10) JOINTS. -The strength of a composite
structure, consisting of a number of mom born

joined together, will depend as much upon
the strength of the joints as upon the strength
of the members themselves, (lonorally speak
ing, the stroHHos in the members can bo more

accurately determined than the stresses at the

joints, and for thin reason it in good praeUoo
to employ a somewhat greater factor of safety
in designing tho joints themselves than iu the

design of the members.
Three types of joints are commonly em

ployed in which the members are connected

by (1) rivets, (2) pins, (3) bolts. In ordinary
structural work, as distinguished from machin

ery, tho joints are almost entirely made by
rivets, bolts being used only for temporary
work, and pins in cases where a hinged joint
is required.
To be satisfactory, a riveted joint should

really be a friction joint, the members joined

being pressed together by the tension in the
rivets. This tension is produced by closing tho

rivotw while at a rod heat, tho subsequent cool-

ing causing a tension in the pivot, since the
contraction is largely prevented by (-ho members
joined. K a riveted joint such as is shown
below is tested by gradually increasing tho

pull, the joint will be found to bo olastio at

first, tho actual extension being small n.nd

increasing uniformly with tho load. At a
certain load slip will odour, indicating j^lial. tho
frictional force has boon overcome, and the
actual amount of slip will depend upon bow
accurately tho rivets filled tho holes, After
this initial slip the extension will vary some
what irregularly until all tho rivets are hearing
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against the plates, and have all reached their

yield 'point, or uni.il the Htims in. the plates
has reached the yield point. It will readily
be realised that tho joint is not satisfactory if

loaded beyond the load roqtu'red to overcome
the friction, since there would bo backlash for

reversal of stress ; also tho joint would leak.

for example if used in a boiler; or, further, in

ordinary structural work moisture would find

its way in, with the result that rust would
form.

Owing to the dillieulty of estimating the

frictionul force in a joint due to possible
defooti'vo workmanship, etc., it is usual to

design the joint simply on the assumption
that there is no friction, and that the rivets

transmit liho stress from one member to the

other by their shearing stress. This would

appear to be a wholly illogical procedure, but

iii luis this (.o Ixi HaJd in its favour, vi/,. that

it/ produces a joint which, even if slip does

occur, will still hold, and complete failure will

not ensue.

Klven when treating the riveted joint merely
UN a pin joint, as is usually done, the design

depends more upon empirical rules, based on

past experience, than upon theory, although
there arc a few theoretical considerations which

art 1
) useful as a guido.

(20) WAYH IN WHICH A 8iMmj KIVKTWD
do i NT MAV KAIL. Lot P be tlio load carried

by one rivet.

Lot pt and ^ bo the ultimate shearing stress

of tho rivets and plates respectively, pa bo the

P-C
JI

ultimate tensile stress of tho plates, -;>4 bo tho

ultimate com press! vc strens of the rivot H and

platen, d be the diameter of tho rivets, i bo tho

thickness of the plates joined.

(1) Tho rivets may shear,

P" > x
71

"^.

(2) Tho plate or rivot may bo crashed at

(3) The portion of the plato baed may shear

out.

(4) Tho plate may tear across ga and eh,

(/>) The plate may split along fc..
Tho load

cannot/ be calculated.

((>) Kivot may fail by bending. Tho load

in this case cannot be calculated.

Tho diameter of the rivets is estimated by
consideration of (1) and (2). tn the ease of

the joint shown, for equality of strength we get

Tho sizes commonly adopted arc :

single sko is -selected and used

throughout, and the nafo load per rivot is

estimated by the shear or compression.
When there are more than two rows of

rivets on either side of the joint, the distribu

tion of load between the rivets has to bo

considered.

Tako for example tho joint shown below.

jj.-ri'! <i 1 i fr; i'"i ..."

,
t

\ \
<*a

; !
^ !

I i

If wo assume that the rivets are rigid in

comparison with tho plates, then tho stretch

between the rivets must bo tho same for tho

members joined and for Mie cover plates. .Lot

I'u 1*2 J*3 'w tho load carried by tho rivets.

JA>r % and 2 we hnvo

I' -\\ :l'r ... (1)

Kor hi and /; a we have

AISO I *!_!
P

a I P;| P. . (#)

Thtwo give P
2

-

and PI
: P ".l'/2.

If wo take tho oppowto extreme case and

assume that the plates are rigid in comparison
with tho rivets, wo seo that we shall get equal

distortion of tho throe rivets, i.e. each rivot

will carry one -third tho load. Tho true

condition of things must bo somewhere be

tween those extremes and wo shall get tho

middle rivot carrying loss than one-third tho
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load. For this joint, assuming the rivets

rigid, the loads on them might bo equalised

by varying the breadth of the cover plates

and the joined members, as shown below.

Tho above does not apply after the yield

point of the rivets or plates has boon reached.

It is clear that if ultimately tho joint fails by
the shearing of tho rivets the load will bo evenly

distributed.

Another factor which affects tho distribution

of load between tho rivets is the arrangement
of rivets with reference to the resultant lino

of action of the pull.

In the figure two T members are joined by
two cover plates, one on each side of the

T?IG. 26.

vertical part of the T. Tho resultant pull will

pass through the centre of gravity of tho cross-

section of tho T, and it is obvious that the

rivets will have to resist not only a pull P but

also a couple of magnitude Pa. In order to

secure uniform loading of the rivots tho centre

of gravity of the rivet holes should lio on tho

resultant lino of tho action of tho pull.

(21) ECCENTRICALLY LOAD ran JK.IVBTKD

JOINT. In many cases it is impoHHiblo to

attain the condition that tho resultant pull

passes through tho

centre of gravity of tho

rivet holos, and in Huoh

caaoa it is important
to estimate tho load

carried by tho most

severely strewed rivet.

Consider tho joint shown
below in which the plate
is supported riveted to a

largo rigid member.
Lot P bo tho resultant pull on tho plato,

Wo shall assume that tho deformation of the

plato is negligibly email compared with tho

yield of the rivots. This will generally bo the

case, ninco in joint** of this type tho BtroHHOH

in tho plato will usually bo small Wo shall

further assume that tho rosiHtanoo of any
rivet is proportional to the displacement of

the portion of tho plate around tho rivet

relative to tho member.
.Lot there bo n rivots and lot) G bo tho centre

of gravity of the rivot hoJefl. Draw GM. per
pendicular to the lino of action of P.

Wo way consider tho plato aubjoeted to a

FIG. 27.

pull P acting through (} and parallel to the

lino of action of the pull on the plato, and

also to a couple Ptf, where a <IM.

Tho wtroHs in eaeh rivot duo to pull 1* at <*

is equal to P/w- Tho displacement duo to tints

in direction perpendicular to <JM will bo k
( P///),

whoro k is some constant.

Lot p be tho load on any one rived siduatod

at a distance x from (< duo to the couple.

Then for the couple wo have

2;>tf^P. . . . (1)

Tho displacement of each rivet; will bo pro

portional to ids distance from G.

kp*--0sc9
whore is the angle of rotation of

tho plato relatively do tho momhor.

Therefore, from (I),

Any rivet A, flay, will have a (liHplaooment

k(H?/n) in a direction perpendicular to UM and

a displacement . AU pwpondioular to AO,

Produce M,0 to 0, then tho displacement
of (J

Make 00 Ictf/nO, then (3 will have no din-

placement,* '.. it will l>o the hiHdnndnneoiiH

oentro of rotation of the plate.

From (ii), V >"

(,< .

Hit

The resultant displacement of A \vill bo

equal to . A(J.

Tho load on rivet A will be (0 , A<!)/

The im>Ht severely stressed rivet will ob

viously bo the rived most

distant from (!.

As an (ixantph* take tho {*.

joint shown holow, /'Vf/. ~&
Krom sytuniotry we H<(^

that _dlu^ (jcutro of gravity
of tho pivots in al rivet (!.

108

1) X 8
' Vm, aK.

Tho irnowd sov(M'<4y HtnMH(id Hvotw will ho A juul It.

Load onrriod by rivt^t A
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VI

(22) FRAMES. In designing framed struc

tures such as roof trusses, lattice girders, etc.,

which are to be loaded at the joints, a deter

mination of the total stress in each member
has first to be made. The method of doing
this depends upon whether the structure has

just sufficient members to prevent it collapsing
or has more than sufficient. In the former
case the principles of pure statics enable us to

estimate the total stress in each member,
whereas in the latter case we have to employ
tKe principles of the Theory of Elasticity.

In a frame in which all the members lie

in one plane we have a triangle as the simplest
form of a perfect frame, i.e. a frame which
has just sufficient members to prevent a change
in shape when loads are applied at the joints,

except the slight deformation caused by the

small change in length of each member due to

the stress in it.

We note that the triangular frame has 3

joints and 3 members. If we add another

joint to the frame we shall have to add two
more members, and this will be the case for

every joint added in building up a complex
perfect frame. It follows that in a perfect
frame of j joints the number of members will

be 3 for the original triangle, and 2(j
-
3) for

the added portion. This provides us with a
useful test of a perfect frame. In the perfect
frame in which all the members are in one

plane, if j is the number of joints, the number
of members must be 3+2(^-3), i.e. 2/-3
members. If the number of members is

greater than (2j -3), the excess are redundant
members.
For frames in which the members do not lie

in one plane the simplest perfect frame is the

tetrahedron, and in this case in any perfect
frame the number of members must equal

3/-6.
There are two methods commonly employed

in estimating the total stresses of a perfect
frame : (1) Reciprocal figures ; (2) Method of

sections. We will briefly illustrate these by
a simple example of a roof truss.

The truss with its loads is shown in Fig. 29.

In such cases it is usual to assumethat the joints

are all Motionless pin joints, although in reality

they are by no means so. Most of the joints

will be riveted joints. It will be found, how
ever, that the error introduced by this assump
tion in estimating the total stresses is usually
small. As will be seen, Bow's system of nota

tion has been adopted. This consists in in

dicating the spaces between the forces and the

members by a single letter. In Fig. 29 the

line f'g'a'b'c'd'e'f represents the force polygon
for the external forces fy, ga, ab, etc.

To find the total stress in each member we
draw a force polygon for each of the joints,

going round the joint in the same direction,
viz. clockwise, as in dealing with the external
forces. Starting at the joint fgah we have
the polygon j'g'a'h'f, and similarly for the
other joints. The length of a'h', for example,
gives the total stress in member ah. The
results are tabulated in the figure. This is the

reciprocal figure method.
An alternative way of graphically finding

the total stresses is to use the method of

sections. Suppose we wish to find the total

stress in the member bJc. Call it a thrust T.

Take a section AE and consider the equi
librium of the part of the truss to the left of

the section. By taking moments about the

mf

joint U the only unknown force will be T, and
we have

TxUV+l8xUW+(9-36)xUX=0.

Substituting the distances measured from

the diagram,

73T+ 18 x 0-34-27 x 1-59 =0,

.-. T = 50-4 cwt.

(23) EFFECT OF STIFF JOINTS. As illus

trating the effect of estimating the total stress

in the members of a frame by assuming |;he

joints hinged, we will take the following simple

.example.
The roof truss shown below has a single

concentrated load applied at the top. The

sloping members are each of standard T section,

2 in. by 2 in. by J in., and have an area of cross-

section 0-947 sq* in. and a radius of gyration^
about the axis of bending 0*597 in. The tie

is a round rod of diameter J in. and length
10 ft. We will find the error in estimating the
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stress in the tie rod due to assuming
members rigid and the top joint hinged.

the

(1) Assume the members rigid and the joints free.

Let P be the thrust in BA, and T the pull in BC.

For the equilibrium of the pin at B we have

W
P sin 30 = -,

Pcos30=T,

(2) Assume that the joint at A is rigid.

Let ?' and Q' be the forces, along and perpendicular
to BA at B, and let T' be the pull in BC.

For the pin at B we have

W
P/=-sin30+T/

cos30

and cos 30 -T sin 30

For the deflection of a beam such as AB, fixed at

one end and loaded at the other, we have

5=
3EI

(T-TQx 103 xI728

~6x3x ^/Sx 0-947 xO-5972 xE

= (T ~ T)
xl-64xlQ5

.

For the shortening of BA due to the compression
P', neglecting the shortening due to bending, we have

P' x 120

0-947 x

x73.

The extension of the rod BC

__T'x 16x120

TrE

=2 {5 cos 60 -a cos 30},
l-64xl05

(T-T')

(1-64 x 10 5 -
36-5)(T - T')= 756T',

T-T'
T - =4-67 xlO- 3

.

The error is about 5 in 1000.

The error in this simple case is extremely small,

but the secondary stress induced due to stiff joints

and the bending of the members may in many bridge
trusses amount to as much as 20 per cent of the

primary stress, and in certain cases to consider

ably higher values. In very large structures these

secondary stresses are calculated and allowed for,

but for small structures they are not directly esti

mated, but are provided for by keeping the working
stress a small fraction of the breaking stress.

(24) DEFLECTION OF FRAMED TRUSSES.

(i.) The Deflection Diagram. In the case of

framework in general, built-up lattice girders,

and roof trusses, the deflection and deforma

tion is most conveniently found graphically

by drawing what is called a deflection diagram.
We will illustrate the method by taking the

simple frame shown in Fig. 31 and loaded

with a load at a. The member dc may be

considered rigid, and the joints pin joints.

Assuming the members rigid and the joints

free, estimate the total stresses in each of the

FIG. 31.

members. If P is the total stress in a member,
A its area of cross-section, and I its length,
then the total stretch will be equal to PZ/AE,
and will be positive or negative according to
whether P is a tension or a compression.

JSTow the relative motion of one end of a
member to the other may be considered as

consisting of two components, one along the
member and the other perpendicular to the
member. The component along the member
may be found as shown above. We now draw
the deflection diagram as follows :

From some point o draw obp to represent
the movement of b towards the fixed point c

along be. Draw b^m perpendicular to ob^
Then the displacement of b is given by ob',
where b' lies on b^m.

Similarly find the displacement of b by
considering it as a point in the member db.

Draw o6
2 parallel to db to represent the move

ment of b away from the fixed point d along
db. Draw bzn perpendicular to bd. Then b'

is given by the intersection of b^m and b2n.

Similarly we find the displacement of a
relative to b by drawing b

/a
l parallel to ba

and to represent the shortening of the.member
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ba. Draw ajc perpendicular to ab. Lastly,
draw oaz parallel to da to represent the length
ening of da. Draw aj, perpendicular to da.

The point of intersection of ajc and aj gives a'.

The total displacement of a is given by oa',

and the vertical and horizontal components by
or and ra'.

In Fig. 31 we will assume that the areas of

cross -sections of the members are so selected

that all members in tension are stressed to

6 tons per sq. in. and all members in com
pression to 4 tons per sq. in. Take E = 12,000
tons per sq. in., then we get the following :

From Fig. 31 we find :

The vertical deflection of a =0-16 in,

The horizontal deflection of a = 0-07 in.

(ii.) Maxwell's Method. Principle of Work.

The deflection of any joint of a loaded

frame may also be determined by the principle

of work as follows :

Let F = the total stress in any member

required to produce unit stretch in that

member.
Let P=the actual total stress in the member

due to the loads on the frame.

Let Z=the length of the member.
Let &=the total stress in any member due

to a unit pull in any specified direction applied
at the joint considered.

Let 5= the displacement of the joint in the

specified direction due to the loads on the

frame.

Let 2= the displacement of the joint in the

specified direction due to a total stress k in

the member.

Assuming all the members quite rigid except
the member considered, we have, by the prin

ciple of work,
k kl

since H/F is the extension of the member
considered due to the total stress k in it.

An extension of the member considered pro
duces a displacement of the joint in the speci

fied direction equal to k x extension of the

member.
Therefore stress P in the member considered

produces a displacement of the joint in the

specified direction equal to k x PZ/F.
Due to the stresses in all the members of

the frame, the displacement of the joint in

the specified direction is given by

Applying a unit load horizontally at a the

value of k for member (1) will be 1 and for

members (2), (3), (4) will be zero.

The deflection of a in a horizontal direction

=0-069 in.

(25) FEAME WITH REDUNDANT MEMBERS.
Let the redundant members be denoted by

a, 6, c, etc., and the Bother members by 1,

2, 3, etc.

Let P represent the true total stress in

member a when the frame is loaded, and

similarly P3 will represent the total stress in

member 3 due to the loads.

Let Q!, Q2> Q3 , etc., represent the total

stresses due to the loads which would exist in

members 1, 2, 3, etc., if all the redundant
members were absent.

Let kLa represent the total stress in member
1 due to unit pull in member a, all the other

redundant members being supposed removed.

Let F
3 represent the total stress in any

member 3 required to produce unit stretch

in that member, and so on,

Let Z3 represent the length of member 3,

and so on.

We have
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and similar equations for all the mom bora

which are not redundant.

Now let us confine our attention to mem
ber a, say, and employ the method of the last

article. If 5a is the shortening of the member
a, we have

But Sa is also equal to - Pa/F .

. Pa^PaVi , Pa**A,~

H- , etc.

We shall obtain a similar equation for each

of the other redundant members. If there are

n redundant members we shall obtain n equa
tions containing only the unknowns Pu,

P
& ,

P
c , etc.

From these equations wo may find Pa, P 6 ,

P
c, etc., and therefore Px , P2 , Pa , etc.

As an example, take tho frame used in tho previous

example, but with an ad
ditional member (5), as

shown in JPig. 32.

y\ LotWl ton, then from

^4-
tho previous example thoW areas of mombcw (1), (2),

(3), (4) arc 1/0^/3, 1/2 v%
1/9, 1/3 aq. in. respectively.
Lot tho area of tho croHH-

boction of (fi) bo | sq. in.
L d~"

s Take tho member (5) as

tho redundant member and
consider tho stress of tho other members duo to

a unit pull in member (5). Draw bq parallel to da.

Then

= _' =-0-388
ay

0-427

-0-854:

tf.

--

P;r-yltM27Pr)

4

Tho Hhortoninjr of member (5), i.e. tho du

of a in direction rrr., c> Ixnnfjr fixed,

_ V P^_ ((I/ x/3)-0-3HPfi )"0-388x(li.= ^-
jp,

B=s ~
I2,00()/(J v/3

I :() 74 x

12,000/0

(
-

(4/8)
- - O-HM Ph )

\ 0-854 X 120

12,000/8

.-

1(>-74P.|.fi>.

But duo to ])ull 1*5
ilw HlioH(ning of inotubor (fi)

_ l^xl -525x1 20 a -05
$"*""

12,000/2

"

100
r> '

.'. 0-741V, |
5 - ;i'05P

n ,

i-c. P
flf

-0-512 toiiH.

Having obtained the thruHt in moinbor (5) wo
can now obtain the HtroHH in each of the <>Uur
nxenxbora.

VII

(26) STTVENOTir OP A (JO -FOOT 'RoAl>-

BHiTxra. Wo will ilhiHtrtito in dottiil tho
method of owtimating tho Htron^th of a
structure by taking an actual oxamplo of a

)'ia 33. A Skeleton JMlovivllon of u (Ui'dor.

j, /r
,r yo'o".._ M ,,,

&3^V*?^^^^
1 /o/t

'

7i> x Q\ 44 /hit.

"
I^J:

^o/fA, M
R'-^v.-^v ,,..,J M , t ', ( ,

i' <-iX.*Xl 'M,"'"^'
,j^t"M

I. .'Jr>." "A Portion of a (Mrdcr In detail

)Hginally forlattice-work bridge,

military pur[x>H(H.
Tho bridge in not Hol(Htt(Ml IIH

prosontinK nuxlorn highway brid^w, but on
nocx)imt of tU fact that

'

tho luUeulatumH
Involved arc relatively Himnlo and short, and
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at the same time illustrate the essential points
which have to be considered in all steel bridges
of this character. For a permanent structure
the bolts used at the junctions in the flanges
would be replaced by rivets.

The clear span is 60 ft., and the over-all

length of the girders 64 ft. The bridge is

designed to carry a continuous train of 16-ton

tractors, with axle loads 5 tons and 11 tons,
the axles being 10 ft. distant apart. The

weight of the bridge is 32-6 tons. The
distance between the centre lines of the

girders is 12 ft. 6 in. The breadth of the

roadway is 10 ft. The breadth of the wheel
base of the tractors is 7 ft.

(i.) Estimation of the Maximum Bending
Moment. In this bridge the chords of the

girders are the same throughout their length,
so we need only consider the maximum bend

ing moment produced by the loading.
We will allow 10 ft. between the rear axle

of one tractor and the front axle of the tractor

immediately behind. This leaves only some
3 ft. actual clearance. If the tractors close

up more than this they will be going dead

slow, and in that case the impact factor might
be reduced.

We adopt an impact factor f.

The maximum live load which can be on
the bridge is shown in Fig. 36, where the

effective span is taken as 62 ft.

To estimate the maximum bending moment
we may draw a series of bending moment

k-70- ia< -70' ,;<-7o'-H<- 70- *K-Wf

*1< -W ' w

5 11

62' 3
FIG. 36.

diagrams for different positions of the train

of tractors on the bridge and select from these

the maximum value, or we may make use of

the following facts :

(1) The maximum bending moment for the

bridge will occur under one or other of the
loads.

A glance at the bending moment diagram
for one position of the loads will show this

to be true.

(2) The maximum bending moment for the

bridge will occur near the middle of the

bridge. This is found from experience to be

the case.

(3) With a definite system of loads on the

bridge the maximum bending moment under

any one load occurs when that load and the

centre of gravity of all the loads on the bridge
are equidistant from the supports.
Assume the loads on the bridge are as

shown in Fig. 36. The centre of gravity of

the loads will be at load B. The maximum
bending moment under B will be when it is

at the centre of the bridge. Taking moments
for the loads on the left-hand side about B,
we have

MB =29-5 x 31 - 11 x 30 - 5 x 20- 11 x 10

= 374-5 ft. -tons.

For the maximum bending moment under
A we find that, by fulfilling condition (3)

above, the system of loads on the bridge
changes and we get the system shown in

Fig. 37.

The centre of gravity of the load on the

bridge is now at A. For maximum bending

FIG. 37.

moment under A it will have to be placed at
the centre of the bridge. Taking moments
about A for the loads on the left, we have

MA = 26-5x 31-5x30- 11x20-5x10

=401-5 ft. -tons.

This is greater than the maximum under B,
and therefore we must design for 401-5
ft. -tons. Suppose W is the load which, if

uniformly distributed, would give the same
maximum bending moment, then

JWx 62= 401-5,

i.e. W = 51 -8 tons.

We must now see how much of this load may
have to be carried by one girder. The whole
train may be on one side of the bridge, and
we have the condition shown in Fig. 38.

~V<-*
K- -8 6-*\ i

]

n I n

F]
'~
-------- '.......

H
fh

[<

--------- rfe". -------^
FIG. 38.

We get for the maximum moving load (F)
carried by one girder

12-5 xF= 7-75 W,
.-. F=0-62 W.

Allowing for an impact factor of f , and for

the weight of the bridge, each girder should
be capable of withstanding a bending moment

=J(0-62 x 51-8 xj + 16-3)62

=438 ft. -tons.

(ii) Longitudinal Stress in the Chords of the

Girders. Each chord consists of two standard

channels, each. 10 in. x 4 in., weighing 30*16

Ibs. per foot, and of area of cross-section
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8-871 sq. in. To get the effective area we

must consider a joint where it will be seen

that there are two bolt-holes in a vertical

cross-section. The bolts are 1J in. diameter,

and the thickness of the web of the channel

is 0-475 in.

Therefore the effective area

= 2(8-871 -2 xjx 0-475)

= 15-36 sq. in.

If p is the mean stress in the chord, then

px 15-36x4-67 =438,

/. ^3
= 6-12 tons per sq. in.

Now we have to bear in mind that in this

bridge the roadway is supported on joists

which rest on the bottom chord. There will

therefore be an additional stress due to the

fact that the portion of the chord between

two panel points has to act as a beam. Since

the chord is continuous through the panel

points, and the load is carried on decking,
which is also continuous over more than two

joists, it is impossible
i

,
to estimate exactly

, 1
i

1

1

the maximum bend-

iji
ill -. ing moment in the

L- - sV- - >i
chord. We shall
rather overestimate

44- H ^e maximum bend-

FIG. 39. ing moment if we
assume the chord

merely supported at the panel points and a

heavy axle midway between the panel points,
as shown in Fig. 39.

The maximum bending moment

W 13

Now W may be 0-62 x 11 x tons.

Therefore the maximum bending moment

^0-62x11x5x13
2x12x4

= 4-62 ft. -tons.

For the chord the moment of inertia about
the axis of bending is 2 x 130-7 in. 4

The maximum longitudinal stress

=4-62xl2x5
261-4

= 1-06 tons per sq. in.

Adding this to the stress previously found
we get the maximum longitudinal stress in

the chord equal to 7-18 tons per sq. in. This
is satisfactory, since the allowable stress may
be 7-5 tons per sq. in.

We have not considered the possibility of

buckling in the top chord. The chord itself

has very little resistance to buckling in a
horizontal direction, particularly at the joints.
It will be seen in Fig. 34 that buckling has

been prevented by means of side struts at

frequent intervals, every 2 ft. 2 in. at the

middle of the girder.

(iii.) Joints in the Chord. At a joint in the

chord only one channel has to be joined at

one section. The most heavily stressed joint

will be the one nearest the middle. This

occurs at 2 ft. 2 in. from the middle, and the

bending moment at this point will be practi

cally the same as that at the middle.

The pull to be transmitted by the bolts

of the joint is 438/2 x 4-67, i.e. 47 tons.

There are seven IJ-in. bolts on either side

of the joint.

Therefore the bearing pressure

47

7x1-25x0-475

= 11-3 tons per sq. in.

The shearing stress

47x4
~7x7rxl-25 2

= 5-5 tons per sq. in.

These are satisfactory since, with an allow

able tensile stress of 7-5 tons per sq. in., we

may allow J x 7-5, i.e. 5-7 tons per sq. in. in

shear, and 1J x 7-5, i.e. 11-25 tons per sq. in.

in bearing,

(iv.) Diagonal Members. The first four of

these at either end consist of two 4 in. x 3 in.

x | in. standard angles, and the intermediate

ones of two 3 in. x 3 in. x | in. standard angles.
We need only examine the end one, which will

have to carry the greatest load, and the fifth

one from the end.

It is easy to see that the maximum shearing
force will occur at one end of the bridge when
an 11-ton axle has just got on to the bridge.
From Fig. 36 we have the maximum shearing
force F due to the moving load given by

Fx 62 = 59x32,

.-. F = 30-4 tons.

The maximum shearing force which may
have to be carried by one girder

= 30-4x0-62x^ + 8-15

= 31-8 tons.

Let P=the maximum thrust in the end

diagonal, and 6 the angle of inclination of the

diagonal to the horizontal, then the maximum
end reaction will be equal to P sin 0,

i.e. P sin 0=31-8,

The length = -??_
sin &

66x1-8
1 ;72

= 58-6 in.
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The diagonal is made of two 4 in. x 3 in.

x
jj

in. angles, arranged as shown in Jfi(j. 40,

(a) ami (/>).

/'*</. -to (rt) nhovvH tho singlo nnglo. The
aroa of rross-Moolion is 2-485

H<|. in. Tho
moments of inertia al)out axon XX. ami YV

Kid. 40.

through tho oontro of gravity arc 3-80 in. 4

and 1-87 in, 4
respectively.

I^or th<! compound member wo shall have
for the moments o{ inertia about tho axes
XX and YY through tho ccntro of gravity

I.,.,, 2 x ;j-89 7-78 in.'
1

,

[ ttu -ax 1-87 I
a .s ^185(0-771-1

. 10-2,'} in. 4 .

Tho loast radius of gyration is

I -25 in.
3-89

2-485

ratio

58-0

KM).

Q

Uniug tho formula (8 0-()!J5<') toim per in.

For tho working wtt'OHH, wo got tho valuo

(8 0-OI15 x.4<H)), i.<\. (Mt8 toim por H(f. in.

Tho aotual niaxinvuin Htr<*HH IH
!J.'J-ii/!2

x a-485,

/./!. 0*7 toiH pc.r H((. in.

Tho notual HiiixwH IH high, ovoii allowing for

tho fac^l) tliat wi^ Jutvo takon th(^ longth a,H

inoaHtircKl IVoin tho ooutro of tho cthordH, an iw

oominonly dono, whoroaH tho aotual longth iw

(H)UHidorably UWH than thin.

\V<^ will now oxamino tho iiffcli diagonal
from tho loft-hand owl. With Hullioiont

a,oouraoy wo may takt^ th(^ maximum
jionitivo

in thin mombor to ooour whon a train

f-f H1

of traotorn in iti tho poBitiou nhown in ,/'Vf/.

41, tho Ih'Ht load ooc.urring at tlu^ joint botwooii

th< v tliird and fourth panoL

Tho positive shear in tho third panel of

tho two girders is equal to the end reaction fc>.

33x30-5 + 15x20-5

(52

= 21-2 tony.

Of this, ()-()2 S may come on one girder.
Duo to the dead weight tho positive shear

in the lirst half of the third panel of one girder

J2(> 2 ](i-3 100 1 1G-3
-8-.U

12
x.

}

x
(J4 12

x
3
x

j

.-5-7 tons.

In this we have made tho usual assumption,
viz. that one-third of tho weight is carried

on the top chord and two-thirds on tho bottom
chord,

The maximum shear in the third panel

=21-2 x0-(>2xj + 5-7

~-22 tons.

The length of the diagonal

--OH) in.

Tho thrust in tho diagonal

_22 x ()!(>

:~24-2 tons.

The diagonal consists of two 3 in. x 3 in.

x
jj

in. standard anglcH, Total area of crons-

sootiou, 4-222 sq. in., and least radius of

gyration, 0-9 in.

Tho allowable sti

tt
0-35x01-0" 8 ~

9

-5-0 toiw per aq. in.

Tlie actual maximum Htrons

24-2

4-222

5 5 -7 toiiB por Hq. in.

(v.) Joints. -In thcs cuul diagonal there arc

live J -in. livotB at each oiul.

The bearing proHHure

"3 10-1 toim por Hq. in.

Hhoaring HtroHH in tho rivets

5-5 totiH por H([. in.

In the fifth diagonal wo have four J-in. iu

place of Jivo.

Tho bearing procure

24-2
r

""4xjxj
:^9 (2 tonw por H(|.

in.
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Tho shearing stress in tho rivets

_ ___
24-2 x 4

"~4x~2x7rx(|)
2

= 5-05 tons per sq. in.

These are satisfactory, since the allowable

bearing pressure is 11J tons per sq. in. and

the allowable shearing stress 5-7 tons per sq. in.

We have assumed the effective area for

double shear equal to twice that for single

shear. Engineers frequently only take 1J in

place of 2 in estimating the strength in double

shear. There appears no reason for so doing

in a case such as this.

We must now examine the joints between

the gusset plates and the chords, and we will

consider the first from the left-hand end on

the bottom chord.

The maximum stress duo to the moving
load will occur when there is no load to the

left of the joint, an 11-ton axle at tho joint,

, f
2

'

10
",

f

T i ti ft t

'

n s n 5 11 s
- 62!

and the rest of the span covered by the train

of tractors, as shown in Fig. 42.

Taking moments about the right-hand end,

we have for the bridge

33x39^.7 + 15x29-17
b _

e
_..

=27-8 tons.

Due to the dead weight of tho girder,

assuming one-third distributed at tho joints

of the top boom, and two-thirds at tho joints

of the bottom boom, wo have for the shear

per girder

= 7-(J7 tons.

The total vertical shearing force

= 0-02 x 27*8 x-J + 7-67

=29-3 tons.

The tension in tho diagonal

s_29-3x()l-6

50

= 32-2 tons.

By an exactly similar calculation wo find

for the third diagonal tho maximum tlmwt
is oc^ual to 22 tonw.

Kosolving those vertically and horizontally

wo have for the resultant pull on the guHHot

plate

//(S2-2I-22) 2<

/\
'

!\
~24'(J toiiH.

Thoro arc eleven J-in. rivets connecting the

J-in. gusset plate to tho boom.

The bearing strews

--M toiiH per Hq. in.

The shearing ntroHH

_ 24"(>x04x4

r=l-8i> tonn per H<|. in.

ThoHo are conniderably IOHH than tho allow

able atrosBoB and fewer rivotn would have

Bufliood. It can readily bo neon that tho HMO

of tho guHBot plato IB more than Buflioiont HO

far as Htross IB concerned. It is determined

by tho space required by tho joints at the

onds of tho diagonals.

(vi.) Floor tfytitem. Tho roadway consiBtH

of 9 in. x 4 in. selected pitch pino planks

running longitudinally, and mipportod on

12 in. x 6 in. x 44 Ibw. standard nteel jomta

These rest on tho bottom chords of tho girderH

and aro spaced 2 ft. 2 in. apart.

Tho greatest bending moment and Hhoaring

force in a joint will occur when a heavy axle

is immediately over the joint*.

Tho roadway occupies the middle 10 ft.

of -the dintanco bolwoon the gmloi'H, Tho

distance apart of the wheels, oonl.ro to centre,

is 08 in,, and the breadth of (Mich wheel 10 in.

ffiy. 43 BhowB the position of traoior

for maximum bonding moment whioh OCCUTB

under whool A.

Reaetioit

4-02

The maximum bom Imp; moment, allowing an

impact factor of 2

:
- 4-92 x 1x40
-301 in.-tonH.

The (load load carried by a joint; in itH own

weight and tho weight of 2 ft* 2 in, length
of tho timber roadway Thin latter weight*
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0-12 ion por foot run, and the joints weigh 44
ll)H. por foot length.

Toial (load load por jowl

.44x112-5 0-12x520

2240
'

12

0-50(> ton.

The bonding moment at A, Wig. 43, duo to

this

0-253 x49 a

^0-253x49 ~-

150

-8-35 in.-tonH.

Tho maximum bonding moment for the

joint -1509 in.-tonH.

Tho momont of inertia of the joint for

bonding III 5-1$ in.
4

.

Therefore the maximum longitudinal stress

309 x

315-3

5-9 toiiB por sq. in.

Thirt is woll within the limit of 7-5 tons ]>er

sq. in., and the joist eould carry a heavier

axlo load.

Tbo maximum shear will he equal to

(II
-
4-02)2 -I '0-253

:'.7'85 tOllH.

K"or this joint the shear may be as high as

20 toiw, HO it in quite safe to out away part) of

the joints at the ends aH it in clone in this

design,

We must now examine the timber docking.
Hineo the breadth of the tractor wheel iB 10 in.

we HOC that this may rotit on only two 9 in,

x ! in, boards. Tho maximum bowling momont
will bo produced when a wheel is midway
between the stool joists.

Tho maximum bending momont

} x 5'5 x J x 20

;44-0 in. -tons.

The iibro stress in the timber

44-0x2

"""'", 'a
x 18x43

,- 0-93 ton per sq. in.

2080 ll)H. per w\, in.

Tho maximum Hh(utring force in tho timber

-,.r>-5xi

M.O-88 tonw.

p

rho maximum nhoaring HtroHH e<(ualH one

and a half limoH tho mean ahoaring atroHH.

Therefore tho maximum Hhoaiiug HtrowB

3 0-88

"2
X
18x4

i" 0-143 ton per M\. in,

S3 320 Ibs. por HCJ[.
in.

Tho strokes in tho timber are high for

permanent structures. For pitch pine of tho

bowt quality tho iibro stroaw should not exceed
some 1800 Ibs. por Hq. in., and tho shoaling
stroas along the grain sonio 225 Ibw. per sq. in.

Tho high strewHos wore justified in this case,
since the timber docking could bo easily and

quickly repaired if any serious wear occurred,
which would reduce tho thickness of the

docking and thus unduly increase tho stresses.

vnr

(27) Alton KH. In order to estimate the
internal stress in arches we require iirst of all

to determine for each normal cross-section tho

bonding momont, tho shearing force, and tho
normal thrust, produced by the externally

applied loads, Tho methods employed to

oJIoot this analysis will depend upon the typo
of arch.

Lot V
f)
and \\

(t
ho tho vortical and horizontal

components of tho reaction at tho abutment A,

Fia, 44.

Fig. 44, and M tho bonding momont at tho
abutment.
Lot .R, S, M bo tho normal thrust, tho

shearing force, and tlio bonding moment
produced by tho internal Btross at section 0.

For the equilibrium of tho portion AC wo
have

( ;

Supposing tho loadH W lT Wa , etc., known, wo
BOO that wo have only throo equations from

, 45.

which to determine six unknown quantities.
In tho general caao then wo shall have to
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obtain three more equations by considering
the strains produced.
We will consider three cases : (i.) Arch

hinged at the abutments and at the crown ;

(ii.) Arch hinged only at the abutments
;

(iii.) Arch with no hinges.

(i.) Arch hinged at the Abutments and at the

Crown. The equations for the equilibrium
of AC become

Rcos0-Ssin0=
R sin -|- S cos 8 (2)

where F and M' are the shearing force and
the bending moment for a straight beam loaded

with the same loads as the arch. Considering
the equilibrium of the whole arch, and taking
moments about B, we can find the value of V .

By considering the equilibrium of half the

arch AD, and taking moments about D, wo
can find the value of H .

We then have the throe equations above
from which R, S, and M can be found.

For finding M, a graphical solution is

usually the simplest. For the arch at D,

since M=o, we have M" = H,,xDE, whore
M" is the bending moment at E of a similarly
loaded beam AB.

Let ADB be the centre lino of the arch,

On AB draw a bending moment diagram,
assuming the loads Wlt W-j, etc., to net on a

straight beam AB, and make the sonic such
that DE represents M".

At any point C of the arch draw KCN
perpendicular to AB

;
then

The vortical distance between the arch
and the bonding moment diagram for tho

similarly loaded beam represents the bonding
moment in tho arch.

(ii.) Deformation of an Arch due to Itending.
Suppose a small element ds of tho arch

situated at C is bent through an angle di.

If the position of the arch to tho loft of the
element remained fixed, and the portion to
tho right of tho element rigid, then, duo to
the bending of ds at (J, B would bo displaced
to some position such as B', whore

Draw ON and B'E perpendicular to AB.

Tho horizontal diHpIaoomont of 15

--IW

r-BB'.Hin Mft'B

--WI.Hin OtfN.rf/

-- y . di.

The vortical displacement of 15

~B'U

-BB'Hin MftB'

w.di.

Now
tf'f'/rf.s'

tho change of oiirvaturo at

duo to tho loading, i.e. M/Kl, if tho radius of

curvature is always large compared with tho
thickness of the arch in tho direction of tho
normal.

If tho end B is fixed, there being no rotation
or translation there, then, relative to B,

tho horizontal displaoomonli of (J

tho vortical diHpLaootuoiit of (

tho change of nlopo of

/'

M
ri

~./ H UL
r "'

ThoHo arc tho fundamental oquatiotm oin-

ployod in tho analysis of arohos.

If tho onds aro fixod oaoh of tlu^ tliroo

integrals, tak<Mi botvvoon Ui< two cuds of
tho aroli,, will bo ysoro.

In tho <!as(^ of n^7 'irch with hiutfos ai. tho
iiii! thos<* do not niov<i

whoro I XH tho longtli of tlu iiwh.

Note in liiH oaw
/ ^dx <!OOH not pjjvo tho

rolativo vcn'tical diH[)la(un(Mit of tlu^ two <MH!H,
Hitico it <locw not allow for tho rotation of tlu^

arch at tho ond A, Similarly, / J^f /^ a <H
JQ hi

not rcproHcnit tho chango of Hlopo of tho
two ends.
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(iii.) Deformation- due, to IKrwt Thrift and
Af///w.

r

riio previous formulae do not allow
either for tho deformation produced l>y the

Bhortoning duo to the direct thnmt R, or for

tho deformation produced by nhoar. Ju

practical canon thono extra deformations will

1)0 quite small compared with the doforma-
liion duo to bonding, and thoy arc usually
omitted.

(iv.) Arch hinged at ike Abutman It*. In Ibis

oano, an iu tho last, wo can determine V,,,

but* tho ntatioal conditions of equilibrium will

not enable UH to lind II . Wo have to make
Homo further aHHumption. Tho assumption
uHually made iw that there is no diHplacomont
of the abutments duo to tho application of tho
loadH to tho arch. By aHHuming this, we cum
determine U an follows :

( 'Onnidor tho oftoet of bonding in tho arch.

We have

the integration being performed for tho whole

length / of tho arch.

Now M Hv M,',

he integrationn (tannot bo performed
dirooUy, Hinee M' and

;/ cannot be oxproHHod aH

a function of .v, but tho vahuiH of tho numerator
and denominator may bo obtained graphically
with Hunieiont accuracy by dividing tho arch
into a large number of equal Hinall nogrnontH,
and by (hiding tho value of M'y/\%l an<l y/

a
/l<31

for each nogmont, M' and y being taken at tho
middle of tho Hogmont,

Having obtained tho value of ll w we proceed,
aH in th<^ eaHo of the throo-hingod arch, making
UHO of a graphical construction to detonnine
tho luuiding moment in tlu^ arch at each point.

Now

and if di//div iH Htmdl ov<M i

ywhcro we tna/y, aw a
clone enough approximation, write <lu equal to

(fjt
1

,.

(v.) Areh wilhtmt l/inypjt,
- In thin cane

wo cannot, an in tho previous caw, write

(V,,j^"il7Rtt) <M|ual to the bending moment in

a Himilarly loaded beam, Hinco V w
- may have a

(lilTeront value from that of a Himilarly loaded
beam merely Hupnortod at A and ,B. Wo may,

however, write V =(V/ + V/), where V,/ is

tho vortical reaction at A of a similarly loaded
beam.

Equations (1) bocorno

R cos -Sain 0-H -0
R sin + S coa + F

M - Mo + V t,'x

From tho fundamental ecpiations of tho
arch, if I the length, assuming no yielding at
the abutments, we have

-0
)

- V/ = > .

=
J

( &*-.= (>,

.'o
ui

f
l M

L BL^ '

From thoBO wo may find M , V'0> H , and
from oquationw (1) 11, IS, and M,

Horo again wo may now construct a

bonding moment diagram for tho external

forooB and coupler, with tbo exception of 11^,

on a Himilatiy loaded beam AB. By choosing
suitable Hcalow, the vei'tioal dintanee between
tho areh and the bending moment diagram
for tho Himilarly loaded beam will give tho

bonding moment in tho arch itnolf.

(v,i.) JNtffwtH of
r

f(>,)Hpw<t.tnre Chawf/fift. In
tho oano of tho areh with, hinges only at tho

abutmontH, and tho arch with no hinges, a

change of temperature will alTcct tho HtroBHOB.

Lot a bo tho eoofliciont of linear expansion,
t the rise in tho tompciraturo, and \j tho

diHtanee between the abiitnioutH.

,lf tli(^ abutmentH were free to expand
outwanU, duo to tho inorejMo of tempera
ture, L would incroaHo by a/.Ij. If tho abut
montH do not yield, thin amount of expansion
ban to bo prevented by an additional horizontal

thrunt H' at tho abntmont and, in tho CHHO
of an arch without hingoH, by an additional
moment M', and may be an additional forceV
at the abutment.
The bonding moment (M) at a nootion of

the arch, tho conko of gravity of whie.h is at
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a height y above the abutments,, duo to tho

change of temperature, will be given, by

For an arch without liingcs, assuming no

yielding at the abutments, wo shall have

atL :<&,'- 0,

'Mr, = 0,

and

From these throe equations wo may
calculate

V

M', H', and V, and hence tho

stresses induced by the change in temperature.
If the arch is symmetrical about a vortical

line through the centre of the span, V becomes

zero and the second and third equations become
the same.

For an arch with hinges only at tho abut

ments the second and third equations do not

hold. M' and V are zero, and M equals H'?/,

The first equation becomes

As illustrating the application of theory to practico
we will take a simple example.
One span of a railway bridge built of circular

arched ribs of cast iron is 62 foot in length, with a

vertical rise of 8 foot. Tho

^.k^7% ribs are of uniform cros-
-

section, with the dimcnBions

shown in Fig. 48, and are

hinged at the abutments

After erection it was found that in

consequence of uneven settlement

tho span had increased by 1 in.

It was required to find tho additional

normal stress induced due to this.

Tho modulus of olaaticity for cast

iron may bo taken as 15 x 10 Ibs.

per sq. in.

Tho area of croHB-Hoetion will

bo found 71-7 q. in. Tho centre

of gravity is 14-59 in. from the bottom of tho

section. Tho moment of inertia of tho oroHH-

Hoction about a horizontal axin through the centre of

gravity=8850 in.
4

.

Fig. 40 represents tho centre lino of tho rib.

FIG. 40.

Let Has tho horizontal thrust at the abutments,
and M tho bending moment in the arch duo to tho

settlement, then M%.

The deoreaBo iu npan

M//

ft I

cfo

To fmd this wo divide tho span into \(\ equal
intervals and inoamiro tho value of // at the middle

point of each interval. J<W tho hall'-Hpnn tho valuon

of
>j and //

a arc given in tho table below :

01 M

With Mudioiont accuracy we may take d# to

equal </,:.

l

-3 1-42-3 |
814 l-10-fi |

7-3
|

. in no foot 3
,

_
15xlO tt x88r>0^

ir>xlOc x8850

The Bip;n ia negative, HIUCC tho inoroaRo of ttpan will

cause n deorcanc in the total thnwii at tho abutmcntm
The maximum fltreHH due to thin will occur at Mm

middle, where the normal pull will w\\\\\\ lf>-0 torw

and the Ha^gin^ bonding moment will bo UrOxH
ft. "tons.

The normal tcMtnion will produce a uniform tonHilo

HtroHH equal do irrO/71-7 or 0-li^ ton pop nq. in.

The maximum HttvHs diu* to the bonding will bo

mrp M ,
Ifi-OxH < 12 x M-fii)

(1) IciiHileHtroHH'

(2) ComproBHtvo

i '2-51 tonH por H(|. in.

ir>'9\8\ 12 x ir>'41

8850'"
""

f ""2'(5(l tonH JXT M(j. in.

The Hottloment produooH a comj)toNHivo Htr<*HH of

244 tonH per Hq. itu at tho top of the rib, and a
tension of 2-73 tonH por q, in. at the bottom of

the rib.

With the data available wo may oxamiuo tho

effect of a oluuige of temperature. Wo \\ill take tho

total change of lomporatwo 100" K Tho ooofl'K'iont.

of linear oxpaiiHlon for eiu4 iron (i-2 ^ 10 (l

p<H* I" K*

AHHuminft tho abutmontH do not yinld, the abut-
meat thruHt IUIH got do noutmliHo an oxpiutHlou of

0-2x l(Hx 100X02X 12 in., t>. 04(5 in.

Tlio change of Htr("HH iruhicod will bo about ono-half
tho change <lue to the Hottlomotifc.

(28) SuHj>WN8toN BarnowH.'" Tho ordinary
aimplo HUHpcnHion bridge, with a ilcxihlo

roadway Huflpondtul from tho cabloH, pnwnitH
no Bpocdal difltcnltioH, as tho slroHHOH irv tho
HtrnoturoH can readily bo obtauiod by tlw UHO
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of pure statics. With such bridges, however,
vibration is relatively largo, and they arc not
suitable For heavy moving loads. To attain

tho necessary stiffness the roadway in usually
carried on girders which are suspended from
the cables. Tho girders may bo continuous
over tho whole span, or they may bo hinged
in the middle.

(i.) (Urdwtt Jn'-nflfld in, the Middle and at the

7(7 Mr/it,- In this case it LH usual to assume that
the cables retain tboir parabolic shape when
the bridge in loaded.

Lot H bo the horizontal component of the

pull in the cables, V tho vortical
V component at A, and T bo tho pull

in tho suspension rods. Consider any sootiou

KN. For tho equilibrium of tho portion of tho

cibain AK, by taking moments about K wo have

11, x K R V . i
- T . #

,

- T . tta
- T . x,

lt

V/y . T >y ,- rP ^ ~ rP >f

. |VK
, vtf I , ^--,1 . ,&j

-
I .

.P.^

The numerator of tho right-hand side in tho

bonding moment, at distance x> from tho orxd,

of a Htraight beam similarly loaded to tho
oabloH. Honoe tho curve of tho cables in a

bonding-moment diagram for a Htraight beam

Himilarly loaded.

In order to estimate tho bonding moment in

the girders, we draw two bonding-moment
(HagraniH, one due to the pulls in the suspending
links between the cables and tho girders, and
the other duo to the loads on tho bridge,

including the weight of tho bridge itself.

By graphically adding the two diagrams wo
obtain the bending moment in tho girders,
Tho Hoalo to which tho cubic represent?) tho

bonding moment diagram for tho pulls T
t ,

Tj, etc., is fixed by tho fact that there in no

bending moment at the centre.

Let ADB roproHont tho oahloH, and lot

A(!KH DLIJ roproHont the bending momoitt duo

to the loadrt. The pulls in tho

links will produce a hogging bending moment,
whereas the loadu will jproduoo a Bagging

bonding moment. The scale of ACKH.DLB is

adjusted so that it pasnos through the mid

point 1) of tho cables.

At any point F in tho girders the bonding
moment ia represented by tho vertical distance

OH.
Tho shearing force is easily found, since we

know r

l\, T-i, Ta , etc., and tho loads.

The stresses in tho gird-or-s may thoroforo bo
found.

(ii.) Gird&rn hinged only at the Ejidtf, The
full treatment of this case is beyond tho acopo
of this article, It will bo readily scon that

tho proportion of tho load carried by the

cables and girders respectively will depend
upon tho stiffness of tho girders. Ono approxi
mate method, which is employed, is to assume
that the cables still remain parabolic in shape.
Tho deflection, in the cables at tho centre is

then calculated in terms of tho pull in the

suspension rods. The deflection of the girders
at tho middle, due to the applied loads and tho

pull of tho suspension rods, is next calculated.

By equating these two deflections tho pull in

tho suspension rods may bo found, and honco
tho external forces for tho girders are known.

X. TORSION

(20) OmotTr.AR SHAFT. In considering
tho stresses induced in a prismatic member
by pure twisting couples applied about tho

axis, wo shall deal only with the simplest,
but tho most commonly required case, viz.

that of a circular shaft. In this case wo
can, with a minimum of mathematics,
determine tho stresses. Corudder a circular

shaft fixed at one end and subjected to an
axial couple of magnitude T applied at

tho other ond. Tho couple at the fixed ond
will also bo equal to T. It follows, by
symmetry, that piano sections perpendicular
to tho axis must remain piano. Suppose wo
view any particle first from ono ond and then
from tho other, it is obvious that there is no
reason why tho

particle should bo

displaced towards
one end more than
towards tho other

end, Again it

follows that a row
of particles on a

radius of a cross-section before twisting "will

also bo on a radius after twisting.
View tho shaft from tho right-hand ond, say.

Wo might possibly axpoot that a row of

particles along a radius would be displaced
into a position such as oba in fiiy. 52. .If wo
view tho same particles from the left-hand

ond we should, for tho same reason, expect
thorn to move into a curve, ohV in Jfiy. r>2.

Since thoro is no reason why tho particles
should bo displaced into a curved path, with

KiO. 52.
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tho curvature ono way rather than the other,

wo assume that thoy remain along a radius,

This being HO, it in ohvioiw that thoro can be

no slide botwoon tho surfaces of cylindrical

tubes of which wo may imagine the Bhaft

huilt up. If there is no slide thoro will be no

shearing stress, and therefore a shaft built up
of perfectly fitting tubes will have tho samo

strength as the solid shaft.

Consider an indefinitely thin tube of radius

r, and suppose that all tho twist occurs at

one end, tho other end being fixed.

FIG. 53.

Since each elementary slice of the tube is

subjected to the same twisting moment, it

is obvious that the shearing stress acting

horizontally will be the same at all points,

and a line ab on the tube parallel to tho axis

will, after twisting, form a helix ab'. The angle

bab' will be the angle of shear (0). Now,

remembering that is small, we get

where 6 is the angle of twist for a length /.

To determine the total

resisting moment, which

has to be equal to tho

twisting moment T, wo
divide tho cross - section

into an infinite number
of elementary rings and

integrate.
If S is tho shearing stress

at radius r, wo have

S= C.0,

where C is the modulus of rigidity,

If d is the diamotor of tho shaft,

d

ird'
1

r 32

Now 7r^4/32~tho polar moment of inertia of

the cross-section. (Ml it J ; then wo got

T S

j
r -rV

are tho formulae which are usually

employed in, the design of circular shafts,

It will be Boon that the formulae apply both

to solid and hollow circular shafts.

In designing a shaft to transmit, a given

axial couple wo have to find a suitublo

diameter such that tho maximum shearing

stress which occurs on tho outsido Hha.ll not

exceed a certain amount, tho amount allow

able being determined by an experiment on

the material to bo uHod.

SuppOHo a sluift hiiH to transmit 11 horno-powcr at

a speed of N nwolutionH per minute. Thin menus a

twisting couple T given by

iiTrKT- 33,000 H.

If / is tho maximum allowable Clearing stress,

/ JOT

'

r> V Nf

In many canes tho question of tonuonal HUlIttosH

haw also to bo considered in addition to tlio ntrengt.h.

Thin is measured by tho angle of twiwt per unit

lomrth, $]l.

T,

(30) HOLLOW SHAKTH.-- Boaring in mind

the fact that it is only tho outsido of tlio Holid

shaft which can be strewed up to tho allowable

amount, it is easily noon that economy of

material will bo effected by making tlio nhaft

hollow instead of solid, and thereby raising

the moan stress in tho material. Kor slutftH

to transmit large couples, and wlur<^ economy
of weight is important, thin is UHually dono,

It can easily bo shown that maximum saving
is mado when the shaft in of infinite radiim

and infinitely thin. Practical considerations

of space available and increased nize of boar-

Ln^ required, etc., fix the outside diamotnr.

Another factor which has to be borno in inind

in the case of very thin tubes Hubjootod to

torsion is that there will exist in l<bo tubo

a oomprossive stress inolinod at -15" to Mm
axis and (wjtnil in intensity to tho shearing
stress. This oornprossivo sti'i^ss nuiy <?aiiHo

instability and wrinkling of tho tuba

la tlio case of shaftsHubjeekMl to (Mid thniHl,

and possibly to bonding as well as twisting,

the method of superposition in employed, uiid

finally the maximum principal ntrosses nn<l

greatest Hhoaring stress are (l<tonnino(l.

XL SiTK'HNUTH Olf OntOUIjAU (JYMNI)MKH

AND

(IU) TniK

cylinder which ia

I internal fluid procure p.

Consider a thin

to a uniform

If the cuds ivro fixed
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directly to the cylindrical body, and are not
otherwise supported, the body of the cylinder
is subjected to a circumferential, or hoop,
tensile stress, and also to a longitudinal tensile

stress. To determine the magnitudes of these

stresses, which we may treat as being practi

cally uniform throughout the thickness, we
consider a longitudinal section passing through
the axis, and also a cross-section.

If t is the thickness, /x and /2 the circum
ferential and longitudinal stresses respectively,
I the length, and d the diameter, for the

longitudinal section the total push due to

the pressure on one half equals pld. This must
be balanced by the circumferential stress over

the section of the metal, i.e. 2/jtl.

For the cross-section we have the total

pressure on the ends equal to >(7rc
2
/4), and this

has to be balanced by the total longitudinal
stress equal to 7rdtf2 .

The same method gives for the stress (/)

in a thin spherical shell, due to an internal

pressure, fpdl^t, where d is the diameter
and t the thickness. Steam boilers are usually

designed by means of these formulae, due
allowance being made for riveted joints.

In the case of the cylindrical shell, in which
the pressure on the ends is carried by the

cylindrical body, we see that the material at

every point is subjected to three principal
stresses fit /a , /3 , the third stress being radial

in direction. On the inside this stress must

obviously be equal to p, the internal pressure,
and on the outside it must be zero. Since,

in general, p will be small compared with

/! and /2 , by neglecting the radial stress

altogether we are only making an error of

the same order as we make by assuming /x

and /2 uniform throughout the thickness.

The greatest shearing stress, which is equal
to one-half the difference of the greatest and
least principal stresses, will be equal to fJ2
In tliis case we shall obtain the same result

whether we design for

the greatest principal

stress, or whether we

design for the greatest

,

shear stress.

(32) THICK CYLIN
DER. When the thick

ness is not small com

pared with the radius,

the variation of stresses

with the radius must
be allowed for. Con

sider a small element of unit length parallel

to the axis of the cylinder situated at a

FIG. 55.

radius r, and subtending an angle dd at the

centre.

Let p and q be the hoop and the radial tensile

stresses. For the equilibrium of the element
we have

pde '. dr-(q + dq)(r + dr}dS
-

q . rd6,

p = i

dr' (1)

We have now to make some assumptions,
and firstly we shall assume that plane cross-

sections perpendicular to the axis remain

plane. This must be the case in long cylinders,

except near the ends. Secondly, we will

assume that there is no longitudinal stress.

We have then the fact that the axial strain

must be constant, i.e.

2A, ... (2)

where A is a constant for the particular cylinder.
From (1) and (2) we get

i j r &\i ^-"-i
dr * '

^* = 2Ar,

. B
or 2=A+-o,

T

where B is another constant.

And from (2) we get

The constants A and B are determined by
the fact that q= p } , the internal pressure,
forr=rly and q o when r=r2 . Substituting
the values of A and B obtained for these

conditions, we get

---

and

It is obvious that q is negative everywhere,
and therefore p and q are the greatest and
least principal stresses

The greatest shearing stress

This is a maximum when r is least, i.e. at the

inside of the cylinder.

Assuming the criterion of elastic breakdown
is that the maximum shearing stress must not

exceed a certain amount /, say, then

It is interesting to note that for a given
value of / there is a limiting pressure for which

a simple cylinder can be designed. This is
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given by making r^ equal to in Unity, which

makos
'/?, equal to/.

If it is desired to make a tube for an internal

pressure greater than/, the method of shrinking

on one tube over another, or winding the tubo

with wire under tension, is employed. By
both these means the inside portions of the

tubo are initially thrown into a state of stress

of the opposite kind from that produced by
the internal pressure. Space will not permit
of the detailed calculations required in those

methods of construction. .1. w. u

STRUCTURES, STUBNdTir OK, discussed by the

Method of Dimensions. See
"
.Dynamical

Similarity, The Principles of," (40).

STRUTS, FORMULAE FOB HTRBNOTII OF. See
"
Structures, Strength of," (15)-(18).

StroTioN TUBES. See
"
Hydraulics," III.

(48) (iv.).

SULPHUR, BOILING-POINT OF :

Determined since 1890 by a gas-thermo
meter and tabulated. See

u
Tempera

ture, Realisation of Absolute Scale of,"

(34), Table ;

"
Resistance Thermo

meters," (3).

Used as third fixed point for dolining the

temperature scale between -40 and

I
50()'

J

(. and therefore studied ox-

haustivoly. See
"

Resistance Thermo
motors,

11

(l
r
>).

SULPHUR, VARIATION WITH PKKSHUKK OK THUS

BoiLiNd-i'oiNT OK. See
u
Resistance Ther

mometers,"" ('
r>

)

SUUMIUR ItoUiiNd-roiNT APPARATUS, (specifi

cations of, proposed by Mueller and Burgoss,
to assist in obtaining standard practice in

resistance thermometer calibration, Soo
u
Resistance Thermometers," (W)

SiriilMIlTH DlOXllMfl, lyATKNT H MAT OK VAPOIt-

IHATION OK, determined by MathiaH, Hoo
u
Latent Mc^at,

11

(8).

SUPUKHATUHATION OI^ A VAI*OUK. Soo

ON, AlM'TJdATION OK DYNAMKIAtj
O. See

u
Dynamical Similarity,

The Principlew of," (if).

StJRFAOR TWNHION" OK (UlRVMI) SlTRKAClKM,

10 KF MOT ON (lONOKNHATION AND KlHILl.lTlON.

Sec
u
Therinodynamic.H," (5'!),

SuRajffl TANK. St^e
"
JlydraulioH," (!(>) (viii.),

SlTaiMflNSION 'BKIlXUQHk See

Strength of," g (28).

Swiss STATE RAILWAY DYNAMOMMTMK OAU,

Soo
"
DynamometerH," (5) (vii.).

rp

TACHEOMBTURS. See
"
Motors," (L) to (12),

Vol. ill.

Centrifugal Pump and PrewHiu'e Clause
Pattern. (5).

Electrical : Magneto generator type. (8).

Magneto Generator. (8).

Methods of Calibration of. (13).

Resonance Instruments,
(

1 1
).

TANDEM HORIZONTAL ({AH - KNOINK. See
tk

Engines, Internal Combustion," (8).

TEMPKUATURK :

Absolute Con.stant-pre.sHure Scale of : de-

fined by the relation T' "lO()r/(/ loo /'),

where 77 is the volume of a given HWHH of

gaa at given pressure at tomporaturo
r

l

v
,

v, 00 and ?(,
the volumoH of the Haine HUWH

at tlie Maine jireHsure at the
u

Hteain-

})oiut
"

and "
ice-])oinfc

"
nHpective!y,

See "Temperature, .RealiHation of Abso
lute Scale of," (II).

Absolute Constant-volume Scale of: defined

by the relationT -lOOyVO'ino ~^ ),
where p

is the pressure of a givc^n nmH.s of pts in a

given volume at temperature T, y;, 00 and p (}

the |)i'(vsHur<\M of tho Hanu* inann in the name
volunio at the

fcl

Htoam-ixmit
" and "ice-

point
"
renpectively. See

4t

Toinperatuixv
of Absolute Scale of," (10).

Abnoluto (j}an S(^al<^ of, on which iilu^

ticmperature T is defined by tlic relation

T.-i'/w/H. Hcio
u
T(nnperaturc, Idealisation

of Absolute Scale of," (9) ;

u Thermo

dynamics," (4), (22).

Absolute or Kelvin Th<^rmo<lynamic Scale

of: doliiunl generally by the equation
T/JY^/Qa, where t

v>,, Q 4 ar<^ (\w

(piantitics of heat absorbed and heat

rejected respectively at temperatures T,
and T.J by a perfectly reversible ongmo
working through a Carnot's cycle con-

msting of two isotherm als at temperatures
T, and

r

l\ and two adiabatir.s. See

"Thermodynamics," (21), (22); "Tom
poraturo, Practical Scale of," Dolinod
also by tho two lixed and ixqiroducibJo

temperatures of: (I) Tho one component
Hystcm, water. Pressure : one stfuulard

atntOHpluu'o. Phases in equilibrium :

liquid arid crystalline. (2) Tho one-

component system, water. Pressure :

one standard atmosphere, Plianon in

equilibrium : li<juid and vapour. Tho
(lifToronco Ix^twetni tho

u
ieo-pomt

"
and

the "
steam-point," tho tomporaturoH of

(I) and (2) respectively, is called 100".

Hoc "Tomporaturo, Realisation of Abso
lute Scale of," (,')).
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Centigrade Gas Scales of : scales derived
from the absolute gas scales of tem
perature in the interest of experimental
precision and conveniences, since the
ice - point has an independent value
on each one of the absolute gas scales.

The centigrade scales are denned by the
relation ^=T-T or ^ = T' -^T ', thus

making the ice-point by definition.

See
"
Temperature, Realisation of Abso

lute Scale of," (12) ;
"
Thermodynamics,"

W-
Centigrade Thermodynamic Scale of, ex

perimental realisation of. See " Tem
perature, Realisation of Absolute Scale

of," (4).

Coefficient. The ratio of the change per
unit of any physical quantity to the

change of temperature to which it is due.

Thus coefficient of linear expansion
= increase in length per unit length per

Cylinders, Pistons, and Valves, in Inter

nal Combustion Engines. See "Engines,
Thermodynamics of Internal Combustion,"

(59) and (60).

Entropy Diagrams for Internal Combustion

Engines. See
"
Engine, Thermodynamics

of Internal Combustion," (11) and

(38) ;

"
Thermodynamics," (24).

Errors in Measurement of the Mechanical

Equivalent. See
"
Heat, Mechanical

Equivalent of," (3).

Filament, Determination of, by the Colour

Match Method in pyrometry. See
"
Pyro-

metry, Optical," (25).

Gas Scales of, Comparison of the Different,

for ranges to 100, - 273 to Ou
, 100 to

500, and above 500. See "Tempera
ture, Realisation of Absolute Scale of,"

(19), (20).

Gas Scales of, Differences from Centigrade

Thermodynamic Scale. See ibid. (20).

Gas Scales of, in Common Use. See ibid.

(13).

Hydrogen Scale of. See "
Temperature,

Practical Scale of," (a).

Introduced as a dimension in the discussion,

by the method of dynamical similarity, of

properties of bodies which depend on

temperature. See
"
Dynamical Similarity,

The Principles of," (27).

Measurement for Strength Tests. See
"
Elastic Constants, Determination of,"

Measurement of, in Industrial Work, by
thermocouples equipped with moving-coil

indicators, forming instruments identical

in construction with millivoltmeters. See
"
Thermocouples," (7).

Measurement of, in terms of Total Intrinsic

Brilliancy. See
"
Pyrometry, Optical,"

(26).

Measurement of, in Thermal Conductivity
Determinations. See "Heat, Conduction

of," (9) (ii.).

Scales of, tabulated. See
"
Temperature,

Realisation of Absolute Scale of," (14),
Table 1.

TEMPERATURE, PRACTICAL SCALE OF
PRACTICALLY all measurements in heat involve
a knowledge of temperature, and to that end
the precise scale of temperature is of the first

importance.
In the early part of the year 1914 an attempt

was made to arrive at international agreement
as to the adoption of a standard or funda
mental temperature scale by the three national

standardising laboratories viz. the National

Physical Laboratory, the Bureau of Standards,

Washington, and the Reichsanstalt. The out
break of war prevented formal acceptance of

the Centigrade Thermodynamic Scale as the
"
international

"
scale of temperature. This

scale has been adopted hi the meantime at the

National Physical Laboratory.
Lord Kelvin showed long ago the theoretical

advantages of the thermodynamic (or absolute)

scale, and also that a perfect gas (i.e. one which

obeys Boyle's law and suffers no temperature
change when subjected to free expansion with
no external work) would give a scale identical

with the thermodynamic. The practical advan

tage of the thermodynamic scale is that the

high-temperature scale evaluated on the basis

of the laws of radiation is consistent with that of

the gas-thermometer at lower temperatures.
To promote the general use of the same

temperature scale in both scientific and in

dustrial circles, the following alternative

methods have been agreed to as a means of

attaining a "
Practical Scale

"
of temperature

which approximates to the thermodynamic
scale. A statement of the exact relationship
between the two scales is deferred until a

sufficient degree of concordance has been

reached in the measurements. There is, how
ever, every reason to believe that the Practical

Scale over the range C. to 100 C. agrees
within the limits of experimental error with

the hydrogen scale of the International Bureau
of Weights and Measures.

(a) The Hydrogen Scale. In the interval

between C. and 100 C. the Practical Scale

is realised with the exactness required for

work of the highest precision in the scale of

the constant-volume hydrogen thermometer,

having for fixed points the temperature of pure
ice melting under normal atmospheric pressure

(0 C.) and that of the vapour of distilled water

in ebullition under normal atmospheric pressure

(100 C.).

(6) The Platinum - resistance Thermometer

Scale- In the interval between the freezing-
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point of mercury and the boiling-point of

sulphur the Practical Scale is realised with

sufficient exactness by the platinum-resistance

thermometer standardised at the temperatures
of melting ice (0 C.}, of the vapour of water

boiling under normal atmospheric pressure

(100 C.), and of tho vapour of sulphur boil

ing under normal atmospheric pressure in a

specified form of apparatus and under specified

conditions. The temperature of tho vapour
under these conditions is to he taken as 444 -5 0.

The temperature t on tho International Scale

is deduced from tho resistance of tho platinum
thermometer by the formula

whore tft
= 100 x (R - R )/(B100

-R )>
An(1 "R"

R
,
and R 100 are tho observed resistances of

the thermometer at temperatures i, 0, and

100 respectively. The platinum of which

tho thermometer is made shall bo of such a

degree of purity that the value of 8 in this

equation shall not be greater than 1-52, and

R100/R shall not bo less than 1-380.

The boiling-point of sulphur ts at pressure p
millimetres is connected with that at standard

pressure, 760 millimetres, by the formula

fo= 4-14- 0,1 +0-09080; - 760)
- 0-0000 i7(p

-
TOO)'.

A similar practical scale has been adopted

by the Bureau of Standards, Washington, and

the Reichsanstalt.

(c) The Fixed Point /?wfr. Tho Practical

Scale is also realised with suflicienl oxaetnoKH

by the use of the following (ixod points, hi

addition to tho three fundamental points above

specified :

Tmiipomiuro on the Omttl-

grado Tlutnumlyuiuulti Hcuilo,

lioiling-point of

Oxygen . . -182.05 +0"-012fi8 0>~7()0)
-On

-000007lK2)- 700)*

Boiling-point oi'

Carbon Dioxide -78"*5 +0-01fi95 (j>-70)
-0".000()Ul(2'-760)

a

Freestlntf-iKriiili of

Mm-ciiry . . -38"-88
Transformation

point of Sodium
Hulphato . 32"-88 4

Boiling-point of

NapHthahmo . 2J7
n
-i>8 -H"'OflH(/

-
7(K))

Boiling-point of

Bonssoplumone
(pure) . . !J06"-0 -|-0"'0<J8(j>

-
700)

Molting or freezing point of

Antimony
Hilvor (in a rnd
Gol<l

(Joppor (in a i'<iduo,iii{j;' u

atmoHphoro)

<50"

0(51"

10811"

Fixed pointH of the nooond order arc pro
vided by tho molting or froo/-in# pointH of

(/ttdiaium...... Hl!0'M

tfinc....... -I MM
Common Mail) (purr) , . , 8(l'l"

According to tho official notice of tho

-Zcite.', InslrnwvHtc.Hk.* 19 1 <>, xxxvi.

20, K, 00/K. niUHl) uotl bo loHH llia 'n l '' lSS mi<l ^

muat not bo t?r(itor than 1 -52 when tho boiling-

point of Hulphur in tak(Mi JIH

4-14.55 +O.OD08( j>
-

7C.O)
- 0-(H)0047(2>

- 7W.

HATURK 1 RKAMHATION" OK

ABSO1AJTH SCALK OK

1. TWMPIOUATURK SdALMM

(l) DEFINITION Oli
1 TwMrKIlATiniK. -~ Nofc-

tho faot that {<Mii]>cM
<

n,(.ur(^ iH

ono of tho oldcnt and nioHt familiar <ionc,opt.n

of phyRicH, it in only within oompanil.iv(*ly

recent timon that tliin oouwpt haw boon

subjected to carofnl analyHW and doliintion.

Kelvin and othorw havo Hhown 9 how toin-

poraturo may bo (l(^iinod in tormn of tlu^

availability of onorgy, and tho <lo(inition

made wholly independent of any property of

any subHtanoo.

This delinition may bo pnt in tho form

,

0, Q,

in which O
l and 0% aro two diiTorcnl; tompera-

turca botwoou which <ui ideal engine ha,M

operated (an, for example, with a < 'arnot eyt-Io)

in converting tlio (inautity of heat Q, <A>a m(o

mechanical work.

(2) MUAHiriUOMKNT OK Tl'lMlMWATWlH"

MAdNlTUDKW,- It JuiH l)(UMl HU/J(g<
kM(i((l (III)

that the

whore IH toinporaturo and f/S i,s llu^

in(htifc(^imal change in entropy
a
oorreHpondin^

to tho abHorptton of tho heat energy d(l in a

rovorniblo procsewH, bo made to dolino tem[)era-

turo aH a (Urwcd or Hooondury (pianlily, in

tormn of energy and (nitropy an the funda

mental ooncoptH. The unual tnotlnxl, how-

over, and the ono we nhall follow hove, in

to (umHicU^r entropy an a derived quantity,
and temperature m one of tho funthtntcMtttf,

concepts

Toiuporttiitiro dillorn from energy, length,

niaHH, etc., in IxMtij^an
u
int(MiHiv(^ magnitude,

whoroaH eii(rgy l(Migth, and HWHH ar<^
u
oxl.u

nivo
""

maj^uitudoH, i.e. }lr'(^ additive. To put
our energy-definition of temperature into

liable form, therefore, it IMMMIMOH noeoHNary
to aHHociato it with a, coutinuouH eiKU'gy-ehange
in Home form of matter when that form of

matter m mibjooted to change of temperature
from ono arbitrary wtandard value to another

1 Tho aniblo uuinlMMx In nan'fHIicHlH hi tho text
rol'or to tho HibUt>Ki'a|)liy at. tho ond <H' tho urtlclo,

I
('or full (linouKHloii MOO tlu' urtlclo ou "TJjoriuo"

lk

(('or a definition and dluciiHHlou of otilropy HOC

"TliorruodynainlcH," S (si.|),
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arbitrary standard value. The measurement
is not influenced by the form of matter chosen.

(,'t) ADOPTION OK NUMIOHIOAL UNIT. TJIM

TiiMUMooyNAivno WCALM. The first problem
is the finding of standard reproducible tem-

pomturos for adoption as standard values.

A fixed and reproducible temperature is

determined only it wo have equilibrium
l

among n\-2 phases in a system of n

components ; or among w -\ .1 phases if tho

pressure is fixed
;

or among n phases if

tho pressure and one concentration are fixed,

etc. From the immense number of such

possible systems, each having a fixed tempera
ture, there have boon selected, by common
consent, two systems for use in the definition

of the unit of temperature; they are as

follows :

(i.) The one - component system, water.

ProHHuro : I standard atmosphere. Phases
in equilibrium : liquid and crystalline.

(ii.) The one - component system, water.

Pressure; 1 standard atmosphere. Phases in

equilibrium : liquid and vapour.
Tho fixed temperature of system (i.) is

usually culled
kfc

the ice-point," and that of

system (ii.)

"
the steam-point."

Tho difference, between the temperatures

(i.) and (ii,) is, by general agreement, called

100", and the magnitude of a degree of

temperature is thereby defined.

It should be noted at this point that tho

arbitrary assignment of any number, Buoh as

0", to temperature (i,) is not within the scope
of the definition. Tho temperature of point

(i.) IN a
u
constant of nature

"
to be experiment

ally determined. If this temperature be called

tf , then the temperature (ii,) is ^
()
-|-30().

This scale of temperature may be called tho

(t(tM)lt(h] thermodytHtttnC' wale or the Kelvin

t/iwMMlyiutMic. wale. Temperatures expressed
in terms of this scale are frequently indicated

by tho letter K or the abbreviation Ab#.

Meteorologists use a.

(*() lOxiMQItlMIQNTAL KlOALlHATtOK. TlIM

('MNTJtUUDU TlIMWMODYNAMUJ HOAIjM.lIltV"

ing our concept of a scale of temperature thus

satisfactorily defined in terms of the laws of

energy, and our unit of measurement defined

by tho adoption of the melting- and boiling-

points of water at atmospheric pressure as

arbitrary standard temperatures differing by
100" (but without numerical values), wo are

face to face with the fundamental practical

problem of the experimental realisation of tho

soalo. This problem evidently consists in

determining (i.) the value of tho temperature
#

(> ; (ii.) tho variation with temperature of

Hor.no property of some substance or object
which may then bo adopted as a working
standard.

The determination of the numerical value
i

fcitso article eu "JWiaao Itule," Vol. IV.

of
(t

is a matter of some experimental diffi

culty. Fortunately, tho progress of exact

therniometry need not wait for this determina

tion, for wo can deline another scale thus :

This derived scale is called the centigrade

tlwrnwdyntrinic- xcale. Temperatures thereon
are indicated u

by the letter C. Tho ice-

point becomes on this scale exactly by
definition.

Tho experimental determination of tho true

value of will be considered elsewhere.

Tho second part of our experimental prob
lem, as has boon said, consists in selecting a

particular property of a particular substance
or object as a working standard, and determin

ing the variation of that property with

temperature. Logically, it makes no differ

ence what property or what substance is

studied, provided tho quantities of energy
involved are determinable.

(5) TlIM ll) HAL (iJAS-THUKMQMETICIt. IVaC-

tically, however, the substance chosen has

been, almost of necessity, one of the so-called
"
permanent gaHos," and the property chosen

has boon either tho pressure or the specific

volume of the gan. The experimental appa
ratus for measuring this pressure or specific

volume constitute what is generally known as

the
tc

gas-thermometer."
Tho reason why we turn to these particular

substances and properties is found in the

simple relation which holds very 'nearly between
tho pressure, specific volume, and temperature
of a

"
permanent

"
gas when the temperature

is that already defined (Kelvin scale). This

relation is expressed iu tho equation

in which p is pressure ; ?', specific volume ;

()
t temperature ;

and k a constant. An
u
ideal gas

"
may be defined, for thermomotric

purposes (J5), as one which obeys this law at

all values of ;;, v, and (L

It is important at thin point to recall that

our initial measurements with the gas-thormo-
meter toll us nothing about whether tho gas
in question obeys the law pr-'kt) or not.

Only measurements of the energy-relations of

the gas can give UH that information. ,But

since such measurements involve the measure

ment of temperature, it IB evident that tho

realisation of tho temperature scale is logic

ally a process of successive approximations.

Practically, tho first approximation is suffi

cient, HO nearly do the gases commonly used

in gas-thermo meters conform to the
u
ideal

"

behaviour expressed in tho law '/;?;"&(/.

9 AH ordinarily employed tho Irttor (1 may indicate

almost any Hcule" -mercurial, normal hydrogen,
eonBtanlrproHHuni nitnwn, etc.- which approxi
mates to lilui oontltfrado thmnodyiwmU' scale. Its

current UBO i iu>t UB i)rt',iHe as it MhcmlU. be.
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Let us suppose that a scries of energy and

pressure measurements have enabled us to

iind a ga which, within our working range
and within the limits of aecumcy of oxir

observations, conforms exactly to the relation

pv=?k9. This gas may then be used, within

that working range, as the standard substance

of our fundamental thermometer, and wo shall

have what may be called an u
ideal-gun

thermometer."

(7) THE " PERFECT " QAS-THERMOMBTMR.
Let us suppose, on the other hand, that no

ideal gas has been found as the result of our

series of approximations, but that we have

succeeded in, determining, within our working

range, all the deviations of one particular gas
from the relation 'pv=k,0. This gas may then

be used, within this range, as the standard

substance to define the temperature scale, and

our pressure or specific-volume measuring

apparatus together with a table of these

pressure or volume deviations will constitute

what may bo called a
"
perfect gas-thermo

meter."

(8) THE ACTUAL GAS-THERMOMETER.-

Historically, neither of the above-mentioned

thermometers has been available at any
given era in a form possessing the desired

precision. Either the margin of error within

which a gas could be considered
"
ideal

"

was too large, or the margin of possible error

in denning a temperature with our imaginary
"
perfect gas-thermometer

" was too large, to

be in accord with the known precision of

various secondary thermometers.

It 1ms been found expedient, therefore, not-

only to make the first compromise, already

mentioned, of adopting a
"
centigrade thornio-

dynamic scale
"

(with ice-point at 0) in place
of the

"
Kelvin , thermodynamic scale," but

also to make a second compromise with

experimental expediency, and redefine tempera
ture, in terms of an arbitrarily selected property
of some arbitrarily selected gaw at an arbitrarily
selected initial pressure. This compromise in

the more satisfactory the nearer the gas in

question comes to being an
tl
ideal gas."

This compromise, it may bo noted, is of

exactly the .same character as thowo made in

(lolining any working standard or unit (for

instance, the electrical units) where experi-
vtcntal prwiMon- is the primary consideration

and logical theoretical exactness is made
secondary.

(0) Tnw ABSOLUTE UAH &OALIOS. Accord

ingly, we will doiiuo a new temperature, T, by
means of tlio relation

It is obvious that thin definition,, unlike those
that have preceded, involves three further

T p ,

Pp-
= - and

J^o Po

choices, necessarily arbitrary in character

and dictated by expediency or experience:

(i.) what gas .shall bo used ; (ii.) whether p or '/>

shall bo the variable; (iii.) what shall bo tho

initial value of p. Evidently wo may have

several times as many scales as wo have

gases.

Certain further assumptions arc noooNsary
to give numerical values to any one of those

acaloH ; in other words, it is necessary to

assign a value to //. As before (MOO (tt)),

the temperature interval between the ice-point
and tho steam-point will bo called 100", This

will ho adopted for all of the gas scales.

(10) ABSOUTTM OONHTANT-VOMIMK SOAI,K.

Lot a certain gas be selected, at an initial

pressure (i.e.. pressure at tho ice-point) repre
sented by p l}

, and lot ;/>wMms be tho property
to be measured.

Lot j> loo represent the pressure of the same
mass of the gas in the same volume at tho

steam- point. Let
'/) represent its pressure in

the same volume at any other temperature T.

Call tho ice-point and steam-point on the new
scale T and T100 respectively.

Then, by I/ho doihiitions above, v and //

being constant,

T _ p

. ... T
IOO"> IO(;

whence

r /m r,M '/>
,

'<><>/>
* "

\
l 100

"
*
0|"

'" "'" " "

Another similar
u
consl-ant-volume

"
scale

may be defined with the same gas, but at some
other initial pressure. Hl-ill other similar scales

may bo obtained by substituting other gases,
Tho scales wo defined arc called, according to

the gas used ant I accord ing to its in idial pressure:

AbBoluto constant-volume hydrogen scale

at initial pressure #.

Absolute constant-volume nitrogen scale at

initial pressure #.

Absolute constant-volume air scale at initial

pressure x. l-Ctc., etc,

(1,1) AftSOMITM roN.STANT-lMtl'lHSltlM'l iSdAljM,

Again, let a ccn'tain gns be Holect<Ml, a(, an
initial pressure (at the ice-point) of p {}

, but
lot ttfiwijfa roliwic Ix^ taken as tins variable

property to bo measured.
Lot ;JOO ix^present the s|>C()ii(t volumo of tlni

gas at tho steam- point. Lot v> ropronont its

specific volunio at any other temperature T',

Call the ice-point and tho steam-point on tho
now scale T ' and T, 0()

'

respectively.

Then, by tho definitions, p and // being
constant,

rr o
,
T v

m t and
rp / '

' o '''o
' 100 '''too

whence

r,v
/rp

/ T M *'

( 1(l
' ''

i

'^100
'

'''l
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Similar "constant-pressure" scales may bo
defined with tho same gas at Homo other

pressure, or with other gases.
Those scales are called, according to tho

gas used and according to its pressure :

Absolute constant- pressure hydrogen scale

aii pressure u?.

Absolute constant-pressure nitrogen scale

ai. pressure u\

Absolute constant-pressure air scale at

pressure #. Kto., oti',.

It vvill bo observed that tlio value of T
(or T ') is not tho same on any two of those

scales, being dependent ou the properties of

the gas. On one of the constant-volume
scales, Tor instance, the value of T is given
by 100y> () /(/> 100 *y> ) ; while on a constant-

prossuro soalo the value of T 'in L00? /(r, 00
- v

).
r

riie value of T (or T,/) does not depart by
mo po than 1", in moHt cases, from 27U

n
.

(12)TlIM CUNTKWADIC <AM RdAIiKH. A
sub-compromise Mimilar to that in paragraph
(*1)

is now in order, again in the interest of ex

perimental provision and convenience, since,
an we have just neon, T (or 'I

1

,,'),
the ice-

point, has an independent value on eaeh one
of the absolute gas scales. Thin compromise
eonnistH in doiinin^ a derived noalo by tbe
relation

/, ^T T
() or/,, -r-- r

lV,

thiiH making the iee-point (>
n

by definition.

The HoaleH HO (l(^(iri(wl are called, according
to (I) the variable, (12) the gas, and

(.'})
tbe

initial pressure :

(VnUgnule eonHtant-volumo hydrogen ucalo

at initial pressure M.

('(nd/igrade eonstant- pressure hydrogen scale

at pressure ,it.

(^ent'igt'iuh* (Constant-volume nitrogen scsalo

at initial pressure x.

( 'entigrnde consl-aiit-proHMuro air ncalo at

pressure ,r. l^te., ete.

'JMicHc Heales dider among tboniHelvc^s by
amounts which, arc never of importance

industrially, but which arc approximately
dotorminablc and of considerable signiiiuanco
in exact Hcientilic work, as we shall sec later.

(lit) GAN SOAIJCM JN COMMON UHIG, -Tbe

state of international agreement on tempera
ture Hcalos is not so far advanced as is

agreement on Htandards of length, electrical

quantities, etc. A conference between repre
sentatives of various national standardising
laboratories, to draft; an international agree
ment on temperature scales, had hewn called

for September 101 4, but wan prevented by the

outbreak of war. 1

The only officially rceogniBcd international

scale is the cmtlyntdft conukiMil-votunw hy<lnmt\n
wile, (tt an- initial /WMMM oj 1000 MM.

1 Sec "
Tuiupomturc, Practical Scale of."

adopted by the Jnternational Committee on

Weights and Measures <m October 15, 1887,
and known as the

u normal hydrogen wcalo
"

At temperatures below tho normal

hydrogen scale and the centigrade, constant-

volume hd'nun- wale at initial prawnre of 1000
tn.ni. have been most used. For very low

temperatures it becomes necessary to uso a

constant-volume helium wcalc at a much lower
initial pressure. For temperatures above 100
the aealo which lias been in widest uwe is

the contikdnt-rolnine nitrogen scale at an initial

jums'.svmi of about 500 IHIH.. <>nerniri/.

(14) I NTHUdOMrAHIHOJ^ OK TI1E ({AS SOALIOS.

"".Phoi'o arc two ways of comparing tho

diil'oront gas ncales with each other, and

determining tho corrections to bo used in

translating experimental data from one scalo

to another. *

Ono way \vould bo to put tho two gaw-
thormomoters side by Hide into a thermostat
at uniform temperature and compare their

readings, setting the thermostat at various

temporuturos. Suppose a constant - volume

hydrogen thermometer at initial pressure
1000 mm. placed in a thermoHtat side by side

with a constant-volume nitrogen thermometer
at initial preSHuro 500 mm. The pressures

might read, say UB.TKJii mm. and 591-700 mm.
respectively. Tho temperature of tho thermo
stat is therefore; deiined by tho first thermo
meter as 50-0012" and by the second as

5()'0027 k The correction for translating data
from the Hrst scale to tho second would bo,

therefore, -|- 0-001 5 at fiO".

This method of direct comparison has been
UNod more frequently at temperatures below

than at temperatures above <J

.

The Booond 'method is indirect. "It consists

in determining tho departure of eaeh gas,
under the given conditions, from tho ideal gas
relation pv kO. It is obvious that from such
a set of data tho dilToronees between the

tttintigrado-thormodynamie temperature of the

thermostat, to, and its various centigrade

gas-soalo temperatures, t
n ^ ^ 100() , t^ p ^ 700 ,

*M, v, 5(H)>
ctc"' could r(adily be tabulated,

and tho di (Terence l>etw<wn any two of the

gas scales could be found by subtraction of

their centigrade thonuodyuanuo corrections.

This is the method of comparison upon
which dependence IH now very generally
placed, hut tho data thus far published are in

many oases unduly divergent, awl afford little

ground for confidence that) a final solution is

within reach until considerably more experi
mental work has been done. *

intercom parison of tbe gafl scales will bo
more fully considered in Part III. if (17).

l^or convenience of reference there is added,
in Table I, a list of the more commonly used
acaloH.
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1L FORMS OF GAS-THERMOMETER

(15) Wo have scon that either pressure or

specific volume of a given gas may be taken

as the property to bo used in defining a

temperature scale. Three limiting forms of

the gas-thermometer for carrying out such

measurements may be distinguished, depending

upon which of the three quantities mass,

volume, pressure IB permitted to vary.

These forms arc :

(i.) The thermometer with fixed mass of gas,

fixed volume, and variable pressure ;
com

monly known as the
"
constant-volume gas-

thermometer."

frequently called the
u

(load wpace
"

or
u
uu

boated spaw."
1

The oHMential parts of a gas-thermometer of

typo (ii.) aro: (a) the bulb; (h) the mano

meter ; (r) the, arrangements for measuring

the amount of gas withdrawn from (-ho bulk

Any actual gas-thermometer is to a cot tain

degree a combination of two or nioro of tho

limiting typos. Tho volume of tbo containing

vessel is never constant with changing tem

perature, but varies on account of th(M'inal

and elastic? expansion. Tho IIUIHH of gas

which M at tho tomporaturo is not. always

constant, for. changing pressure forces i-iome

of it into or out of tho tube that connects tho

1(1 Experimentally doto.rminod,

(ii.) The thermometer with (ixod prcwsuro

and Axed volume, but variable mass of gan ;

commonly known as tho
"

(H)tistant-prosHuro

gaa-therinoineter.
1 '

(iii.) The thermometer with iixed inasw of

gan, fixed prcsHuro, and variable volume,

The property meaHurod in typo (i.) in

tho proasuro of the gas ; in typos (ii,) and

(iii.) the Hpooiiie volume of the gas. AH

already mentioned, wlightly different HoaloH

from using the gun at different initial

l^or rennoiiH of experimental

type (iii.) haw never beou uned, bt^caunt^ of

tlxe diflioulty of moaBuring'a variable volume
at totnporaturcM eonHi<lerably dilTerent from

atmoHplierie,
The oHH< k ntial r>arts of a gaB-thermometer of

type (i.) arc : (a) tho (H)ntuining vcsHcl or

"bulb"; (6) the manometer
; (c) the tube

connecting the bulb and the manometer,

containing VCHHC! with the manomotor. Tbc

preHHure JH novor conntjini. with cbnn^in/^

tomptM'aturci, on account of tho nceeiHHity of

adjuHtmont, and imiHt- alwayn be, meaHured

to aHccrtain it. doviathmH from conntuncy.
AIlthoHO variatiouM, however, aw of the tiaturo

oC correctionn wcldom oxc<HMling I per cent,

HO that it remahm true that nny actual giiH

thoi'mom<^t(M' <unfonnH fairly dlowly to one or

other of tbo limiting typoH,

SJ(W) RlCl.ATlVK AnVANTAUKH OK THM TWO
INumiiPAL TVIMOH. - If we were dealing with

un id(Mil gaH there would bo no theoretical

advantage in any one of thcne throe limiting

typcH of gaH-thorrnometer ovor MHH other two,

and tho choice would become nolcly n matttT of

experimental convenience and preciiHion,

1^,'om thin t/tndpo5nt type (i,) f
tlu*

u con

ntatit-volumo thermoiiK^ttu4

,'

1

in g<*nera!ly ad

mitted to have the advantage, and ban been
1 "

KHpaco
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preferred by most investigators. Its manipula
tion is simple, requiring no transfer of gas or

measurement of t.ho amount transferred.

hi dealing with a gas which is not u
ideal

""

wo have to consider not only experimental
convenience and prociMton tu tho gas-thermo
meter itself, hut tho state of tho science as

regards the accuracy of our knowledge of tho

deviations of tho gas from tho law pv~ k0 9 for

our goal in lirst the centigrade thormodynamio
Healo and ultimately the Kelvin thormo-

dynamie scale, and our compromise on tho

various centigrade gas scales for roasoiiH of

experimental precision m to he regarded as

only a pansing stage in thermoiuotrie progress.
I'Yom this standpoint type (ii.), tho

"
constant-

pressure thermometer," has boon shown hy
Buckingham (l-t) to have a Blight advantage
at the moment, for tho corrootioiiH necessary
to translate readings on any o{ tlie constant-

proHSuro gas scales into temperatures on tho

centigrade thormodynamio scale are a little

more aeouratoly known than the corresponding
corrections for tho constant-volume HealeH.

,111. BASIO MXPUIUMKNTAI, Riwm/rs WITH
({ AH-Tlll'SltlVIOMIOTKRH

(17) ICxpKHiMioNTAh RANdios.Iu dealing
with the roHultn of <*xiH^rimotjil invontigation
in HUH thermonu^try iti will frequently he con
venient to roeognino that tho Huhjeet naturally
dividoH itnolf, both luBtorically and practically,

aeeording to tho kind and extent of experi
mental faeilitioH arid experience noecBsary to

roaliHo diilereixt portiotm of tho teruporatnro
Hon,lo. Tho nxmt eonveni(Mit range for experi
mental work IH that from ()

()

to 1,00 0., and
thiH rang(

v wan th(^ lirnt to ho svtndiod in detail,

l^rom downward a npecial kind of technique
at id experience IH required, while from 1(K)

U

upward a rather different, hut again Hpooial,

kind of technique and oxporiencso haH had to

lu^ dcveloptul. Tho rango above l(K)
n

may
again ho divided, on nimilar groundH, into tho

rang<^ l()() -50()
u

, within which nioHt of the ordi

nary matorialw of conHtTuetion are available for

experimental work ; and the rango above 500,
whore available oonHtruetion matoriulu begin,
one by one, to fail aw the temporaturo HHOH,

either through oxidation, mechanical weak-
n< iHH or actual fuw'on.

V()LUM W (JOWKFK'TMNTH

\vo have weon
( (1'2)), tho

(5entigra<le gaw Htuilen arc defined in Htioh a

way that the temperature in arbitrarily

a'MHiguod to tJteieo-point under ono atrtioHpht^ro

pitiHHtiro, whenc.e the temperature 100 bo-

oomoH aMHigncd to tho ntoam-poiut under ono

atmoHphoro, by virtue of tho definition of tho

unit of meaNuromont in (li).

ThoHO two lixed teinporaturoH therefore

become fundamental reference points for any
ty ne of gas thonnoinotor, aiul all of its tompora-

ture indicatioiiH arc ba^od uj)on measureinenta
of pressure or volume at these two points.
We have seen that for each of tho absolute

constant-volume gas scales there is a value of

T , the ice-point, given by the relation

T *
;"

"

Moo ~^o
'

also that any other temperature, T, is defined

by
T-T,AV

and that the corresponding centigrade tempora
turo i defined by

The constant (^>100 -^J/lOO^^l/T,) is called

tho
"
preaHU re-coefficient

"
of the gas at the

initial pressure stated, and is usually repre
sented by the symbol ft.

Correspondingly, for each of tho absolute
"
constant-pressure

"
gas scales there is a

value of TQ', the ice-point, given by tho re

lation

T ,_
"loo-o

also, any other temperature, T', is defined by

and tho corresponding centigrade temperature
is defined by

/ _riv _rri /

I'p J. J o .

Tho constant ( 10o
fc

-flo)AMwo
=

l/
r
- l'V iB called

tho
"
volume-oocllioiont

"
of tho gas at the

pressure stated, and iw represented by the

symbol a.

Obviously, although it is necessary in a given

gas-thermometer to measure p (]
or v

, it is not

necessary to measure with it p or a, since

these are constants of tho ga# and not of tho

thermometer. 1

Measurements of
ji
and a for particular gases

are listed in Tables 2 and 3.

(10) COMPARISON OK THM OTFIM<]HENT (Us
SOALKM. DIRECT METHOD. Since necessity
or convenience has brought about tho use of

several different gas Hcalos, it bccomcH of

importance to know the corrections by which

readings in any one of those can bo reduced

to a common standard, such as tho normal

hydrogen scale.

The direct method of determining these

corrections, as has boon said, is to put the two
thermometers side by side into a thermostat,
and compare tho temperatures as defined by
each of the two thormomoterH ;

or to measure

a given temperature (controlled by a secondary
thermomoter or reproduced by a melting-point,
for example) first with tho ono gas-thormo-
inotor and then with the other.

1 For a fuller dtacuHHion the reader is referred to

the article cm " Thermodynamics."
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(i.) Ritni/e 0" to 100". - In the range 0"-100"

Chappuis(2I) made in '1888 a direct comparison
of the kind indicated, between coustant-

volumo hydrogen, nitrogen, and carbon

dioxide gas-thermometers. In 1907 (22) ho

extended the comparison to constant-pressure
thermometers of tho name three gases, Ho
Found the following differences (shown. in

Table- 4) between the normal hydrogen scale

(/ii)
and the other scales,

TAMLW 4

VAUIKS on1

t

"ll '('O-j, *', UHIO

V WJlM ,,>u

^11" 't!Oi/. HHK)

* (lomjmrod with 1HHH renultB ut couHttint-volumo

through motvury thonuomuttTH.

Sinoe tho limit of reprodueihility of Ohappuis'
results wan about 0-005", differences of ICHS

than thaii amount are of little wigniiicance.

To thw d(^r(H*i of exaetneHH, therefore, tho

eonntant-volume and eonHtatit-preHHiire hydro-

^<^n H<ni]<^H are WHUI to be in exaet agreement
at S30" and 40", while tho other gan Bealea

Hhow nunHiirablo deviationn from the normal

hydrogen Heale at thone temperatureH.

*(ii.)

'

Knni/t,
- 27IV to 0, Olnx-eWHld (80) in

IH9(i corn pared eonntnut - vohutvo hydrogen
and helium UiomiomoterH at W to -211,
and found that they agreed within (M in that

range,
fn the name yc^ar Jlolborn and Wien (08)

compared oortHtant-volumo hydrogen and air

thonnoinotot'H, and found that tho air thermo

meter indicated a temperature 0-5" to 0*7

lower than the hydrogen at liquid air tom-

poraturoH, 'Hoi born eondrmed thin olmervation

in 1001, finding a difference of 0-50 I 0-00

between nitrogen and hydrogen thermometers

at initial proHHtiro ,1000 mm,
TravorH and Kox (lli^) obHerved a large

<lTeot. of the value of the initial pi-ensure on

the deviUitiouH of tho ooiiHtaut-volumo oxygen
tlxM'inometer, whieh reads lower than helium

by an amount whieb varies with y> , and w of

the ordor of magnitude of 04U
to 1-5",

Weuter, and fj'iujucrod (114) in

1903 eomparod conBtant-volume hydrogen and

lie.lium thermometers at initial prowauren of

845-075 mm.,through the intermediary measure

ment of the vapour pressures of oxygon and

hydrogen. They found the hydrogen tempera
tures to be 0-10 lower than the helium in the

neighbourhood of - 190, and 0*1 9 lower at

- 253,

Kamerlingh Onues and Hoist (00) also

made a careful comparison between the eon-

stant-volume hydrogen and helium thermo

meters, using a platinum -resistance- control,

at temperatures from to - 258. The
differences between the two did not exceed

0-0(5 down to - 100, and they may bo con

sidered as defining the same temperature
within that range to an accuracy of 0-02.

At -258 the hydrogen thermometer yielded
a temperature 0-12 to 0-15 lower than tho

helium,

(iii.) Itan<jQ 100 to 500. HoVborn and
1 leaning's investigations (04) in 3911 con

stitute a comparison of the constant-volume

hydrogen, helium, and nitrogen, scales at initial

pi-ensures of 020-030 mm., using two platinum-
resistance thermometers as intermediaries.

In terms of one of these two the hydrogen and

helium scales agreed exactly, to 0-01, at 450 ;

in terms of the other, the helium-scale tempera
ture was 0-07 lower than the hydrogen.
The nitrogen scale was 0-1 1 to 0-12 lower than

the hydrogen at 450. The results indicate

that the hydrogen and helium scales arc in

agreement at 450 within ()-05 or less, while

tho constant-volume nitrogen scale at initial

pressure of about 000 mm. requires a correction

of about 0-1 to convert its readings to tho

normal hydrogen scale.

JWumoriopoulos
1

determinations of tho boil

ing-point of sulphur (48) in 1914, likewise,

constitute a comparison of the constant-

pressure nitrogen scale at pressure 792 mm.
with the similar scale at 415 mm. Tho differ-

once between tho two was found to be 0-23

at 444-5. Hence, on the fairly exact assump
tion that the correction in proportional to the

pressure, the correction to convert the con

stant- pressure nitrogen scale at 1000 mm.
to the thormodynamie scale is -I- 0-00 I 0-05.

(iv.) KaMjc. \dxrn 500. The only exact

comparison of gas-thermometers in this range

is that by Jaquerod and Porrot (72). Using

a bulb of fused silica, they determined tho

melting-point of gold on the constant-volume

nitrogen, oxygen, air, carbon dioxide., and

carbon monoxide scales at initial pressures of

182-252 mm.
Although some of thoir errors, particularly

that duo to non-uniformity of temperature,
were abnormally largo, nevertheless the fact

that all of the gases were used under identical

conditions makes the work a fairly reliable

comparison between scales, oven though their
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absolute value for tho melting-point of gold is

open to question.

Impressed in terms of corrections to convert

readings on one of the gas scales to readings

on the constant-volume nitrogen scale at

initial pressure of about 250 mm., their results

wore :

*K, v, 250
"" f

alr, v, afil)
r" ^"

*N, v
t
1250 ""*(), it, 250

~
"^ ^'

%, ',
250 "~^CO, n, 250

^ "f"^'^'-

(20) (JOMPAttLSON 0V OAS fi(3ALMS BY TIl'M

INDIRROT METHOD, AND DIKKWHRNOKH BK-

TWKKN GAS SCALES AND TUW OMNTHIRADM
TUMRMO.DYNAMKJ SaALic. The indirect method
of comparison consists, as liafl boon naid, in

calculating from existing energy-data of the

thormometric gases tho corrections necessary
to reduce temperatures on oao of tho conti-

ions in the intonwMlinlo

from 'Pablo f>, which ooinpaivH

.ure, ^>, an jjjaM-sc-ao tcnij

c-ahuilatod for th( ti(
k

mp(ratun^ 50"
l>y Home <iT

tho authors (jnod(
kd.

It will bo noon that tho nortntd hydroijcn

soalo, botvvtuMi (V and 1(H)
(1

, in oxj>oriin<Mtally

very iKNirly indiHtmguiHhablo from the eenli-

thermodynamie He-ale, To a leMHer

of e.ortainty ihe Hamo in true of tho

MHNtttnt-'ftrcMitn' hydrogen, ncalc from 0" to

100, an in (wident from both Tablo -1 and

Tablo 5. Tho eorrootioim for th<i cottftiatit"

fin'Mim
1

, nilroycn Ho.alo in thin niug<^ ar<^ in

fairly natiHfaotory agixM^nu^nt with (MiappuiM'

diroe.tly determined dilTor(Mo^H (Ht
k
(^ Tablo -1).

Tho (
t

()nNti((n('rolnttic> 'tiilt'oycn oorrooXion w
more uneortiiin ; Uuekin^l\aui*rt [\#\m* in much
Hiuallor than tho oth<u-H and Hituillor than i\\u

of direct eornpariHon ; on tho other

TAHLIQ T>

COMMEISON OK GAB-ROALM OORRISCTIONH AT 50, IN TWWBANI>TUH oir A

- 18-0

l for air.

graclo gas Hcalca to tomporatnroB on another

centigrade gas scale or on tho centigrade

tlionnodynamio wcalo.
r

J?abloH of Huch oorreo"

tions havo boon compiled by RoHo-lnnoH (100),

(Jalleudar (17), I). Bortholot (13), and Bucking-
ham (14). KamerUngh Ornxos (87) and .Braak

(89, 90, 91) oalcmlatod tho corroctionH to tho

constant-volume helium and hydrogen HoalcH

at temperatures below 0, Iloxton (<H))

calculated corroctioas for tho constant-volume
air Hcalo from hus cxporimontH on tho *!o\ilo-

ThompHou odoc.b, Koyos (75) rocomputod the

nitrogen corrootionB on tho IWHIH of IUH now
<),
nation of Htato, whieli reeoivcH ooiiHiderahle

support from experimental data,

UmitatiotiH of HpacHi forbid any extended
dinou-SHion in tliiw article of the derivation of

theHo (jomuitioiiH. 1 Wo will confine our
attention to a brief indication of tho proHont
wtatuH o(: our knowledge of thono corroctionH

in relation to experimental gaH-thormomotry.
(i.) ftawjttO" to 1,00". Tho ncaloH all coincido,

by definition, at 0" and 100, Some idea of

tho Htate of our knowledg<^ of tho inter-ncale

Kor fullor dlHC'iiHHiou HOC l/lio article oa "
Tlienno-

band, according to Keyon
1

<
s

(juution, tlus

(intiHtani-volume nit^rogtui eon't^etion IH f/tro.

(ii.) ttantjr, i27!l" lo 0". Table <5 giv<^H a

I'.ompariHon, nimilar to that in a preceding

paragraph, at th<^ i^mptu'ature 100",

Tho agreement among tho different oHttmatoM
tt -JOO" !H very por, <)im<*n nnd liraak'n

value for tho normal hytlrwjcH ncale M \\\\>

doubtodly the bent, being hawed on experiment"
ally determined tMothorwH at low tempera I urcn,

OIUIOH'H data on the rM\ulnul<p(*l\\tnc hvllinn

Hdah* Hhow that it ooincidoH with the thrmo-
dynainio noah* within O-OT

1

at 100", and has
a poHitivo correction of not over O-OIl" at

1 1550", Tho difTeronooM between hydrogen
aud holiurn are Hatrnfaetorily ohoekcd' ly tho
tlircH'.t eompariHonH (nto an oarli<M' paragraph),

(HI) Itttnffr. lOtr/oWM) 11

, AM before, Uioonti-
inatoH of vantuiH atithot-H are compared at a.

Mingle t<inporn.ttiro in thin OUHO 400". (S<o
bl<^ 7.) Krom Tablo 7 it w ovi<ltnt. that we

know very little mom of tho magnitude of the
mttMt-vnluwv hydrogen and nitrogen eorrco-

tionn than wo did Hovonty yearn 11^0, \vh(n

Uognanlt concluded from bin comparinonH
that tho oontatitvolume air ncalo lunuled no
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correction. Kvcn Holborn ami JHcnmng's
direct comparison (HOC a preceding paragraph)
leaves tho matter somewhat in doubt.

much better known than the constant-volume
corrections. Jaqucrod and Pcrrot's direct

comparisons (sec a preceding paragraph) are

TAULW 6

('OMPAUISON OK1 (US-M(!ALM OORTWCTrONS AT -100, IN THOUSANDTHS 03T A

!7Vw-

Hubj(
k
('.(i to a ponitivo correction of about 0-1,

c> hydrogen w-alo is

while tho conNhnit-'fWWHU.re, Hilrotje.H e.orn^ iiion

in rc^lativ( v

ly Iho bent known of all, amounting
to about -I 0-I5" at !()()" for a thermometer

of no assistance as regards corrections to the

thermodynamie wcuile.

(21 ) l)MT'KKMiNATio.N OP ^ . The numorical
valuta for O

n , the ieo-point on the Kelvin

1'hermoclynamic BcaAc, in ono <_> tlic basic data

TA HI <u 7

(COMPARISON OK (UH-rt<]Aiai (\)UHI50TIONH AT 4()()
n

,
IN THOUSANDTHS OF A

at preHMure KKM) mm. KumorfopouloB"

(,'lt^ diree-ti det(M'miniation of HUH correction

IIH O'OO I ()'()r>
u

at 45()
u

ftirnisheH coufirmation

that the oHtimateH are corr(*ct within (Kl.

(iv.) llmye* alww 500V- in. this range no

ono ban ventured to calculate the differences

of thertnoinetry. While its determination is

a fundamental thennomotric problem, and
Forms logically a part of the prcseixt article,

the problem will be found fully discunsod

elsewhere in thin dictionary.
1 Tho tnont

reliable estimates vary from 273-08 to 273-14

TAUUO 8

OOMPAIUSON Olf (lAH-SOALK ( 'oHIUfldTIONS AT 1000

, 'it,
1000

, }> t
1000

Callowlar (II,).

|
2-047

Bortlwlot,

|
0-77"

I
] -054

] 0-734

i 1-700 -lr-721 4-1-72

Ui iho H<m.loH for any except tho

and convlanl-ynmuM nitroyan thormo-

nwiM'ti at initial pressure 1000 mm. These

are shown in Table 8.

In this nin^S as in the ran go 100-r>00
rt

,

th< constant- pressure nitrogen corrections are

and it may bo conservatively placed at the

value 273-1 -I 0-05.

(22) SUMMARY FOH S MOTION I IT.- (i?Mi-

grade. IhwinodyMiMto tomperat\ires can now
b(b measured with novcral different tyj>es of

1 Hoe article on **

ThcnnodynamicH."
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gas-thermometer, with an accuracy which is

conservatively estimated, to bo as follows :

At -ano 3

At -KM) 1

At
At no

At 100"

0-05

0-02

0-003'
1

0-()()0
U

0-01

At 200 0-05

At -100 o-i"

At 1000' 1

At 1000" 2

TV. MEANS OT COMPARISON on 1 OAS-
TIIBRMOMETER8 WrPII SECONDARY STANDARDS

Jj (2,'i) SECONDARY STANDARDS. A gas-ther-
momoter occupies so much space that it is

seldom convenient for use in the direct

measurement of temperature. For this reason

the experimental realisation of the temperature
scale and ita translation into tonun and
measures of convenient application requires a

further step, namely, the comparison of gas.

thermometers with secondary standards avail

able for general uwc.

Secondary standards may be clawed as of

three kinds :

(i.) Reproducible fixed temperatures (molt
ing-points, boiling-points, etc.).

(ii.) Independent thermal properties of

substances (vapour-pressure, index of refrac

tion, etc.).

(iii.) Combination of fixed temperatures
with a thermal property (resistance thermo
meter combined with ice, steam, and sulphur
point's, etc.).

Tho expression
"
thermal property

"
in used

here in a broad sense to include any property
which varies with temperature and at the

same time can be measured with precision.

(24) FIXED TBBTP WRATH RMH. Tn accordance
with the Phase Rule,

1 tho temperature of a

system is fixed if the pressure and tho necessary
number of concentrations are spcciiiod so thiit

in a system of n components

where P is tho number of phases present and
F tho number of variables that have boon

specified.

Kor instance, tako a one-component system
such as pure water ; the specifications that tho

pressure shall be one atmosphere and that tho
two phases, liquid water and ice, shall bo

present, determines that this system shall

have a (ixed and roprodueiblo temperature.
Or take the ^-component system- ~ water and
sodium chloride ; tho spooUications that ioo

and Holulion shall bo present, that tho pressure
shall bo one atmosphere, and that tho soluiiou
shall have a concentration of 10 partn salt to 00

parts water, again lixos a roprodueiblo tompora-
turo. So also dooH tho specification of tho throe

phases, ioo, salt, and solution, and a pressure
of ono atmosphere ; or the specification of
tho t/hrco phases, snJt, Holntion, and vapour,

1 Seo "
I'hnso Rule," {), Vol. ,1 V,

|

and a pressure of one atmosphere (boiling-

point of tbo saturated solution).

Tho tomporaturo of any such system may
bo measured with a ^aw-thermometer, and

this fixed-tempera lure syntom (hen Ix'comoH

availablo either for tho direot indi<'aiiou of

temperature or for tho standardisation of any
kind of secondary thermometer,

Customary praotieo in j^asthormomotrie
work has (jtiito no<Hll( v

Hsly rent rioted tluy-o

iixod-tomporaturo points to ouo-oomponont
systems -to t.he m< k

ltin^- and boiling-points
of jniro HubstaiUH^s, usually elements.

Tho pis-thermomotor uood not bo diroetly

imtuoi'Hod in th<^ lixod-tomporaturn system.

Many kinds of transferring devieoH may b( y

tiscnL suoh, ft>r example, as a thcTino-oloiutMtt.

Tho thormo-elemont is iiutuorsocl in tho

fixod-tomporaturo nystom, say a molting uu^taU

and its K.M.R. is road. Tbonno-olotuont. and

gaS"thennoinoto!r aro thon phuuul sido by nido

in a thermostat whose tomporai-uro is rogulatc^t

until tho thormo-elomout again gives th<^ sumo
W.M.F. A ^as-thormomott^r roadin^ then

gives tho desired tomporaturo of tho (ixed

point. Thoro necul bo uo saerifioo of aeeuraoy
iu making tho e.omparison in this way, for

tho Honaitivoiioss of tho therm o-elontcut can

easily bo made equal to or groator than that of

the gas-thormomotor by multiplying junctions,
Thoro are two considerations, either of wlneh

may dictate tho choice of an indirect or t raitMfcr

method, snob as that dosoribod above, rather

than tho direo.l. immersion method. In (ho

lirst pla.oe, uniformity of tompoiutnro tuusd

lx^ Hcuuirod ovor tho outiro voluino of MH^ gas-
tJiornionH^Un' bulb, and t-his 1'roquonily <"nllH

for the \ise of a secondary or auxiliary thonno-
motrio dovioo of small volume, with which to

explore tbo distribution of temperature,

Ohappuw' bulb, for example, was over a metro

long. In a comparison of thin character in

which tho dimensions of tho two moamtring
instrument's differ so extremely a eouHidorablo

burden in placed on tho thermostat to guarantee ,

tho constancy of temperature ovor MO largo an
area \vit.h I ho full precision expected.

Or, to view the problem from a somewhat
different angle, tho tbormonlai. mny fnllil all

cxpoctat'ions, but t.lu v mei'til baih or other
lixod ion^KM'iituro syst<Mn be too small or too

uncertain in its performance to on.uiro i\\^

oxiK'e.tt^l oonHtancy <f (.emperai-nre over l.h<

(nitiw* volume of n hirgo gas<thermonu^ier
bulb. lt MUM ease obviously tho transfer

mot-hod will yield hoi (or romtlfM Minn tho
direct method.

(25) Til MUM A i, I'uoi'KimKM, Any property
of a substance which varieM with (oniponituro
in Hindi a way that it can be nieaaurod with

nocmuoy and precision may be imulo th<^

subject of comparison with a w-lhormomelop,
The moaHuronuMitM of tlu^ pniperty HO obtiuncd
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may thon ho ntatod in terms of a centigrade
gas soalo or OHO of tho thormodynamie scales,

oithor hy moans of a tablo of data, or a graph,
of a maihomatical formula, and may thus
hooomo a secondary Mian < Ian I for iho direct

moanurcmont of tomporaturo.
Thin mothod presupposes ihai ilio substance

in question can ho obtained of such constant

and roproduoiblo composition and structure

that tho thermal property in question is

roproduriblo with a precision equal to that

with which iho comparison \viih tho gaw-

thonnomotor \vaw mado, Thitf is a requirement
which in didio.uli to moot in iho ease of some

proportion, hut is easily m< vi in others.

Somo of tho proportion that have boon

compared with gaH-thorinoinotors wiili a vio\v

to MUMP indopondcnt use in secondary thormo-

metry aro : tbo vapour pressure of a puro

liquid, iho index of refraction of a gan, ibo

spoeilto. boat- capacity of a nolid, and (most

important of all) iho vvavo-longth and in tenuity

of tho radiation from solid bodies.

(2(1) ('(miHlNATlONOKKlXMhTKMIM'lKATUHMS
\\IT1I A TlIKKMAL PuOI'WRTY.

r

rilis inoibod

hat* boon iho ono mowt oonnnonly unod for ib<

ronliMaiion of i';nnthonnoin<*t<M' nc-aU^H in iho

form of Hooondivry Htandardw. Wo may
oon.sidor ibai whn,t IH rtvilly wwiMirod and

t'tM'Uliod io in ihiK oaw k by tbopw-thorittomolor

(in addition io iho iixod l^mpontiuroM ihom-

Ht^lvt^H) in tho nuttinw of wwtilion of iho

prop(t'ty In (juoHiiou. It IH ihiH manner of

variation thai in roproduoiblo, not tho abnoluto

inofiHiiro of tho property itnolf.

Talv(\ for oxamplo, iho (^locirioal cum-

hiotivtty of a part'ituilar niotal. Mlootrioal

louduotiviiy in HO HonHitivo io nmall amounts

if hnpuriiioH in ibo moial that it cannot bo

MMiHulorod Hutlioionily roproduoiblo to ho an

uilop(Midt*nt Hooondiu-y ntandard. Bui con-

bu'.iivity (or ron'iHtanoo) 'moaHurotuontw on a

pa,rtitndar namplo, in oonjtmoiiou with gan-

thonnomotor nuiaMiiromoiitH of iornporaturo,

may nhovv that iho roHiHianoo of that rtamplo

vjiritw cottUnnoHtfti/ and rc.prwluMhly, an<l that

it oati 1)(^ n^proHonUxl within tbo limiiH o{

prtuMHioti of ilu^ gaHihormomotor by moaiw

of a mathtMnat'ioaJ formula oontaining an

ooMHl-autH ih(^ roHiHtanoo o tho namplo, Hay,

at throo llxiul t<nnp<M*aturoH, vvlumo vahio in

indoptMKhmtly known by othor L?aH-iho,rmo-

If this result is ropoatodly obtained on

various namploH, it is rouHonablo io aHsnino

thai any other sample, \vhoso resistance doos

not vary groatly from ihono invoHtigatod, will

likowiHo bavo a resistance which varies

oontinuoiiHly and ropwduclhly and can bo

roproHontcd by a similar formula containing

an ooiiMtantH t'lu^ r<ssistano.o at tho w^lootod

It will ho rooognisod that moaauroinentH of

this kind form tho basis of tho widespread
and auocosHful use of the platinum- resistance
the rmomotor and tho metal-alloy thermocouple

two very common kinds of secondary
thermometer.

V. COMPARISON OF GAS-TUEHMOMETEES WITH
ftuooNPARY STANDARDS IN THE

TO 100

(27) KiXEDTEMPiHiATUKJflH. The numerical
values of tho temperature of tho melting-point
of ice and tho boiling-point of water aro fixed

Iby doihution. The question of their repro-

<bioibility and precision aro considered else

where. 1

No lixed temperature within tho range
to 100" has been made the subject of direct

gAN-thormomotor ovalnation.

Tho temperature of tho system [Na;jS04 :

NajjSO.j . LOlIgO : Bolution], under one atmo-

Hphoro proHHuro, in tho two-component system
JHodium HU! phate : water], has been proposed
hy Hiohardrt (105) as a, fixed point in this

part of tho Hoalo. Its tomporature was

a<!ouraiioly determined by Rioliards and
VVollH (100) by moaim of inereury thermometers
calibrated a^ainsb tho HiaiulardB o{ the Inter

national Bureau, and tho determination may
therefore be taken ay an indirect determination

in terms of iho normal hydrogen scale. Tho

temperature thus determined wan 32-38#, A
similar comparinon waB made by Dickinson

and M.ueller (43), uniug platinum-resistance
thermometers which had been compared with

mercurial standards checked by tho Inter

national Bureau, and which were believed

to represent the hydrogen scale within 0-002 ,

their figure for the point is 32-384-. Tho
close agreement of these two i good evidence

of the roprooluoibility of tho point.

Similar dotorminationH of tho temperature
of [Mridla . 4H,

J1
() : Mn01a . 211

2
: solution], at

r>8-l)8i), have been made by Richards and

Wrodo (JOS); and of iho temperature of

|NaBr : NaBr . 211 a() : Bolution], at 50-074, by
Richards and Wcllfi (107). The NaBr point

has the diHadvantago that the salt is not easily

obtained in a Hunleiently pure state for exact

work.

(28) THWKMAL PuonsRTtKH. No indopon-
dont thermal property, which could be depended

upon for tho measurement of temperature
without tho aid of standardisation at fixed

points, has boon made tho subject of gas-

thormo motor comparison in tho range O
fl

to

JOO",

(21)) (loMnWWriTHKItMALPuoPHKTIKH AND

Fmw TiflMiMflKATtTRMH. (i.) Mx'pitmion, of

nwmwy in ^/rt^.Tho differential cubical

expansion of moroury in a partio-ular type of

hard glass is a property capable of fairly

exact reproduction, witlt tho aid of two fixed

1 Hoc artfrlo on
" Thermomotry."
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temperatures. The use of this property in

"
mcrciirial thermoniotry

"
is made the

subject of a special article in this dictionary

and need not bo referred to at length hero.

The comparison, of this property with the

constant-volume hydrogen thermometer has

beon tho subject of some of tho most exact

work on record in gas-thermometry, namely,
that of Chapping (21).

Ohappuis used a bulb of platinum-indium

alloy, having a capacity of about J litre,

and filled with pure hydrogen at tin initial

pressure at of about 1000 mm. mercury.
This was immersed in a thermostat with four

standard morcuiy-in-hard -glass thermometers

of tlio International Bureau, NOH. 4428, 4429,

4430, and 4431. Tho true temperatures of

those thermometers wore then determined by
the pressure of the hydrogen at about 5", 10,

15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50", <U, and

78, and the corrections necessary to convert

their scale-readings into true temperatures
were tabulated.

These four thermometers thus became tho

custodians, so to speak, of tho international

temperature scale from to 100, and all

other standard thermometers in tho world's

various national bureaus of standards have

been calibrated by comparison with those four.

(ii.) Mectrical lletiwtance of Platinum Wire.

In 1871 Siemens suggested tho use of the

electrical resistance of platinum wire as a

secondary thormomotric standard, but it was

not put on a really exact basis until dallondar

investigated it and revived the suggestion in

188C. 1 Jn 1891 ho and K Tl. (h'iffiths (10)

published a direct comparison between a

platinum-resistance thermometer and a con

stant presHuro air thermometer at intervals of

5 over tho range 0-1()0 0. The two thermo
meters were placed side by Hide iu an iron

tank containing some 7f> litres of water

which was carefully stirred. Tho differences

between the temperatures, as calculated by
flallcndar's quadratic formula with 5-* 1-474

and as given by the constant pressure air

thermometer, wore of the order of 0-0 1"; this

value of 5 was not, however, obtained by
direct calibration at the sulphur point.

The Kow Observatory authorities then took

up the matter, and after a study of sonic of

the characteristics of platinum - resistance

thermometers had been made by (<rifliths and

others, requested tho International Bureau of

Weights and Measures to compare several

such thermometers with the normal hydrogen
scale, then on deposit at the Bureau in tho

form of eight mercury thermometers, as

mentioned in preceding paragraphs oC thin

1 Kor further ilH.nllM soo the urtlclo on
"
JUnls|.im<'

lu'rmoiuHiOi'N
"

; alHo t'liil, 7V?M. Jtoj/, tiw\ A, IHH7,

Tho plan was agreed to, and comparisons
made by (<happuis and llurUer (iM) wcro

published in 1902. (Comparisons were made in

the range 23" to 100" between two platinum-
resistance thermometers and tho Hlandard

moroury thermometers. It was found that

temperatures interpolated by moans of

Oallondar's quad ratio, formula bn.Mcd on

calibrationH at (Ju^ io<s nttMini, and sulphur

points deviated from the true tempera turn

by about 0-02" or 0-03" at most (depending

upon tho value assumed for the sulphur

boiling-point). The deviations wore not,

however, haphazard and accidental ; the

agreement was not wholly satisfactory* and
wan evidently not HO regarded by the

authors.

Kxoept for tho investigations of rnllcndar

and (friflithH in 1801, and this comparison by

Ohappuis jind Uarktu*, no exact comparison
of the platinum-resistance thermometer at

temperatures between 0" and 100" has over

beon made either directly with a gas-thermo
meter or indirectly through a single inter

mediary. The secondary indirect comparisons
made by (Mfllllw (50) In, I8t)li, Waidnor and

Mallory (124.) in 181)8, and by Dickinson,

Waidnor, and Mueller (4Ji, 121) iu 1007, how
ever, gave what are probably more precise
rosnUs than tho primary indirect compansou
by Ohappuis and Hacker, or tho original direct

work of ( 'allondar and (irillitliH, and must ho

considered tho real basis for confidence in tho

platimirn-roHindanco scale between 0" and 100".

Yet none of those comparisons warrants tho

statement that the resistance thermometer
calibrated at ioo, Htoa.in, and sulphur points
is known with certainty to reproduce tho

normal hydrogen scale within (MM",

(,W) NUMMARY KORTHIO I{AN(IHO
U TO 100.

(L) Menupint and Rwitttattct*, 77/er/www//7/.

Although the normal hydrogen scale, an

roproHontod by a set of rrm 1 dttr thermometers
at tho International Bureau, is still tho only
intornational standard of temperature, it haw

in reocnt years boon loss generally employed in

consequence of tho increasing use of and oon-

(idonoe in tho plat.innm-rosisdanoo tliormonu'^M*

and ( Ii<^ <leinonstntio<l variability of mercury in-

glass seailoH (Hii). Thus tho KoiHiMfUislalt ( IU(>)

has ollioinlly juniouno<^( ils abandonment, of

tho pLH-Miormoim i-cr n,s a fnndiinientnl expert-
iiKMilnl stajidard, and its adop(>ion of (In*5 ro>'

siHi'iMKH^ tJxn'inonK'ttM' (cnlibraioil at- iee, Hl<Mun,

and sulphur pointH, and having oodnin limiHn^
values" for its constants) a;< 5tM fundamental

temperature walo for pnrpoNOM of eertiiieation,

from ;*!)" to I -M5".

(lonlidoiKM^ in <ho resistance thermometer

*
lt,im/lt niiiHt b< i tmt |(HM Hum J'JIHH inxi A miinf.

h<^ not- Kroatcr Minn l-M, when iln* linlllai', point ol'

Hiiljiliur IH (.alvcn MM () !% |
(MWDH ()i V0(i>
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1ms been bred by ils MN,WMV/MVI and ;/>m'/-svVm
rather than by U-H demonstrated agreement
with tho normal hydrogen scale, for the
demonstration in tho range O'

3

to 100 really
ro.sts upon two or throe relatively indirect

comparisons with tho aid of mercury ther
mometers. Tho second-decree (Munition for

platinum resistance departs HO radically from
truo temperatures below that Homo dopart-
ur<\ oven though Hinall, is rather to bo

expected above (V. To out loose completely
from the gas-thermometer, therefore, seems to

tho writers a stop backward toward tho clays
of empirical and arbitiury thermometers and
thonnoinotrto Health, Tor HO Kttlo is known
either about tho fundamental lawn of electrical

conduction in motalB and tho effect of

impurities thereon, or about tho purilioation
and analysis of platinum, that a new and

unoxpootod impurity in platinum supplies
could easily introduce much confusion into

tho thormomotrio situation. No objection,

however, could bo made to the adoption of

particular platinum -resistance thermometers,

deposited at a national standardising labora

tory* us secondary standards to replace

secondary mercurial sta.udards.

(ii.) 77/<v/mro///;/r.s'. No general equation
for any thermocouple, comparable with that

for the resistance therm omo tor, ban boon

developed, IloHanoo is placed rather upon
tables of KI.M.K

1

. and tomporaturo (as iw done
in tho case of resistance thorwomotry below

40"), and tho deviations of any particular
thormo-olomont from the standard table arc

determined by calibration at fixed points.

(Hi,) AV;mi5 l*oinkH, For those who do not

wish to place full reliance either upon tho

roproduci bility of platinum - resistance ther

mometers calibrated only at ice, steam, and

sulphur points, or upon the reproduclhility of

thermocouples calibrated at ice, steam, and
some other higher point, tho following fixed

points arc available OH fundamental repro
ducible standards (though tho lomporaturos
attended (-hereto may he changed by further

investigation) :

Transition temperature Naa iS()4 : N%S() d .

10tI aO: solution, BrMW-t" ('!. I (H>()5".

Transition, tomporaturo Mn(1l a . 4H 4
:

MndL . 211 ,<> : solution, 58-089" (!. I 0-005".

VI, (loiVTl'ARlHON Olf (^AH-TirWIfcMOMMTMUH WITH

SMCIONDAUV STANDAUDH IN TMIO KANCHI

U7I*" TO ()"(!,

At t<nnperatui'(s above ()
n

('. tho gan-

thorwomotor has H(4<lom Ixuin UHC<! for the

direct measurement of temperature, and its

rAlo has boon confined to that of an ultimate

standard against which secondary Htandards

wore compared. Below ()", on the other

ltan<l especially in the pioneer work on

tho liquefaction of gaacs, the use of gas-
thermometers for the direct measurement
of temperature hns been the rule rather than

tho exceptit m.

Wo shall not undertake hero a discussion

of all tho researches in which gas-thermometers
have been used us measuring instruments,
but shall confine our attention to a few
research ea which have a direct bearing on

thermomotry.
(31) L^IXKT) POFKTS. The following fixed

points have been made tho subject of investi

gation with gas-thermometers with a view

particularly to their use a8 standard thermo-

metrio points : melting-point of mercury ;

sublimation-point of carbon dioxide ; boiling-

points of oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, and
helium.

(i.) J\J citing
- point of JMervury. Ohappuis

(t25) in 1804 extended his comparisons of

mercury thermometers with tho normal

hydrogen thermometer down to the freezing-

point of mercury, which he thus determined
to bo - ;}H'80. I leaning (55) placed it at

-,'J8'89", using platinum - resistance thermo
meters as intermediaries between tho mercury
and a constant- volume hydrogen thermo
meter.

(ii.) ft'itbliniution-poitit of Carbon J)ioxide.

The temperature of equilibrium between the

solid and gaseous pbawcs of carbon dioxide

under a pressure of one atmosphere constitutes

a fixed point that has been much used in low-

tern porature research.

.Its temperature was placed by Rognault in

18(53 at -78-2; by Pictot in 1878 at -80;
by Villard and Jarry iu 1895 at -79; by
Ladouburg and Kriigel in 1809 (hydrogen

thermometer) at - 78-(5.

A more exact determination, with a conatant-

volume hydrogen thermometer, was made in

1901 by llolboru (00), who placed the tempera
ture at -78'tJ4 for a mixture of alcohol and

solid carbon dioxide.

A.H usually employed, the solid carbon

dioxide is mixed with ether or with alcohol

in order to obtain uniformity and good
contact with tho object to be cooled. If no

alcohol or ether wero dissolved in tho solid

(!(), o/nd if tho vapour pressures of these

liquids were inappreciable in comparison with

one atmosphere, the equilibrium temperature
would bo unaiTocted by their presence.

Holborn looked into this question particularly,

and found that tho tomporaturo of pure, dry,

solid (l() a in equilibrium with the gas at one

atmosphere is 78-44, or <H() lower than

that of the alcohol mixture. This difference

was oonlirmod by Kaspnr (7i) in 1913.

II turning (55) found by the static method,

using platinum - resistance as intermediary
between puro (K) a and tho constant-volume

hydrogen thermometer, tko value - 78*52.

3 1
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(iii.) JEtoilimj-poiHt of Oxygen. Tho early
determinations (before 1000) by Wroblowski

(127), Olazowski, Katrciolior (40)', Hoiborn and

Wicn, and Ladenburg and Kriigol gave re

sults, referred to tho hydrogen thermometer,
which ranged from - 18*1 (> to - 182-5(>.

Holborn\s determination (<>()) in 1901, using
a platinum-resistance thermometer tut inter

mediary from a hydrogen thermometer, gave
-182-7.

Baly's scries of experiments (4) on the

composition of tho gaseous and liquid phases
in the system oxygen-nitrogen gave - 182-0

on tho constant -
pressure hydrogen thermo

meter. Travers believes the results to have
been affected by a constant error canning the

boiling-point to appear high.
Dewar (41) in 1901 placed the boiling-point

at -182-5, based on direct measurements
with constant-volume hydrogen, oxygon, and
helium thermometers.

Travers and Fox (112) in 1903 found - 18,'Jsi

on the scale of a constant-volume oxygen
thermometer filled at various initial pressures
from 659 to 336 mm. and extrapolated to

zero pressure. Travers, Sontor, and Jaquci'od
(114) found that liquid oxygon easily super
heats as much as 1, and a reliable boiling-point
is obtained only if gas is bubbled through the

liquid, or if tho point is determined by the
static method. Previous measurements might
therefore be expected to prove too high.
Their final boiling-point (calculated from the

published data, which are given directly
in absolute gas scale temperatures) is

182-93 by the constant-volume hydrogen
thermometer, and - 182-83 by tho constant-
volume helium thermometer, at initial press
ures of 845-975 mm. Their determinations
were much more exact than any that had

preceded.
Another exact determination was made by

Kamerlingh Onnos and Braak (92) in 1908,

using a platinum -resistance thermometer aw

intermediary between the boiling oxygon and
two constant-volume hydrogen thermometers,
which agreed to within 0-04". Tho boiling-

point is placed at - 183-04 I 0-03 on tho
normal hydrogen scale, or - 182-99 on tho

centigrade thormodynamio scale.

Tho most recent determination wan by
Kenning (55) in 1914. Using platinum-
resistance thermometers previously compared
with a constant- volume hydrogen thermometer,
ho found the value - 183-01, or -1 82-97 (!.

This is in excellent agreement with the

preceding value.

(iv.) Other Fiml POM to. While a discussion
of thci boiling-points of nitrogen, hydrogen,
and helium, as well an of other low-tom'porature
points which have been suggested an thonno-
motrio standards, might properly form a part
of this section, tiny have boon' fully covered

elsewhere,
1 HO thai there IH no need of duplicat-

ing the discussion here, \Vo could only

urge
1

! that, when those data are being considered

from the standpoint of fundamental thcrino-

nietry, earo be taken to distinguish those

determinations which are made by duvet, or

indirect comparison with a gas-thermometer
from those which are based on secondary
standards or secondary lixod points ; they
should not be indiscriminately lumped together
without any indication as to their degree of

independence, as is too often done in tables

of physical constants.

(32) TlIlOllMAL I'KOPMKTIKS. (i,) J'ff/JOW

./Vfww/v. of Otft/ynt. Stock and Nielsen (110)
in 190(5 described a hnv-tomporaturo thermo
meter using tho vapour pressure of liquid

oxygon. The fundamental data for such a

thermometer luwo boon provided by tho

vapour procure measurements of Onncs and

Braak, and Hcnning, in which temperatures
were measured with hydrogen or helium gas-
thermometers.

PoHBCHsing some of tho disadvantages of the

gas-thermometer, this vapour- pressure ther

mometer has not boon widely used as a

secondary standard, since investigators have

usually preferred a secondary thermometer of

smaller volume and easier manipulation.

(,'$) COMBINATION OK Tu MUM Ah PKOPKKTIKM
AND I^IXKD POINTS, (i.) IfapanxfaunJ Mwcury
in GhMtt.' The work of ('Imppuis on tho

comparison of mercury thermometers with the

hydrogen thermometer, already referred to iu

tho pro-coding section, covered tho range down
to -~24"(1. Kotir standard thermometers of

tho .International Bureau, Nos, 4179, '1-180,

4481, and 4482, aro tho depositories, so to

speak, of this part of the international hydrogen
scale. OhappmV comparisons indicato that
other moron ry thermometers, made of glass
similar to tho **vcrro dur "

standards and cali

brated at 0" and 100", can reproduce (bo
normal hydrogen ncalo between 0" and 2*1"

within 0-01".

(ii.) /fo/Mtntiion ufOrynnic A//V/wV/,v /// ^//r/,v,v.

Uolborn (00) compared tho petroleum-other
in-glass thermometer with the nitrogen
thermometer to 190" and showed that it

could bo used for measurements with an

accuracy of 1", but diflioultios with the
meniscus and the adherence of liquid to the
walls have prevented the use of this and
similar thermometers (pontano, toluene, alro.

hoi) for accurate thcrmomctry.
(iii.) Klwlriral IhwHtanw nf rititiuum If'/Vv,

-
-Marly investigations by Dowar and Fleming

and by Olsxowski fjavo I'at.luM' VM.riabh d<vin-
tions between tho temperature extrapolated
by moans of tho resistance of platinum mid tho
true temperature. This variability \VMS prob
ably duo to impure metal.

1

H<-o article on "
Liquefaction ol' HUMPH,"
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llolborn find \Vion (OS) in 181HJ made tlio

first real comparison of the modern piatinum-
rcrtiHtanco thermometer with a gas - thermo
meter. Their resistance thermometers wore in

Nome cancM Healed directly into tho glass bulb
of tho hydrogen thermometer, and, in others,

placed alongside tho bulb. Comparisons at

various temperatures between - 18 and
15)0 indicated that tho resistance of the

wire couhl bo represented in terms of t by a

Moeond-dogroo equation, with an accuracy
of I".

(out inning HUH work in 1001, Holborn
nhowod that the Calendar quadratic formula
for a platinum -resistance thermometer, cali

brated at the ieo, steam, und sulphur point's

in the usual manner, gives the hydrogon-
Ihormomotor temperature at --78 within

IH5", but is 2n
oil at -100.

A similar comparison wan made in 1902 1004

by Moilink (HI, 82) at Leiden, who showed, by
measurement M at various points between -51"

and - 5210" that) the representation of the

resistance by a quadratic formula (based only
on points below 0") is only permiHsiblo when
the desired acouiuey in lows than 0-2'\ and tlien

only down to 197". Kor an accuracy of

0'0f>" do\Mi to 197" a eubie, fonmda in

required, with ealibratioitH reeointiUMtded at

a.t lotvHt M\ points

Kituiinjj; tho gaH-thorttiotiu^UM* vathor cum-

btxiUH for their low-temperature work, Travorn

and ({\vy<M' (I Hi) in 1005 tindortook a ro-

<^\aniination <f the dependence of platinum
rcHiHi-aiuu^ on toinporaturo below 0. AH

lxfore, the Callendar <{uadratio formula

(\\trn.polM.tion proved to bo low both at * 78

and 100". In order to obtain a formula

which would yield bydrogen-Hoalo tempera-
tureH, th term R in CalUuular'H formula*

which IUIH a value of about JhfiO abovo 0,
luul to be made I -HI to 1-00, Thin variability

in the vnluo of fi ((^(uivalent lo conwiderable

d<'via,tionH from a <piadrati<> formula) lod them

to conclude that the platinum - rcHiHtaneo

thermometer could only bo unod for iuterpola*

lion between fixed pointrt, and not for extra

polation or for the independent definition of a

Healo,

An in ventilation of bitfhw accuracy than

had yet been made on the- platinum -rcHintanet

thermometer at low tomperaturoH wan carried

out by Kamerlinp;h OIUIOH and ('lay (04) it

1000.
'

M<aHiin^ tho l^tup<uutur<^ at tliirtcen

pointH bctwc<Mi JiO" and iJ50" with n

couHtiint-volume hydro^<
vn thermometer whom

accuracy wan cHtimatod at 0'02", th<\y fount'

tluit the rcHiHtitncc^ of the platinum wire UHCK.

could be Ha.tiHfactorily n^prowMitod only by t

(Mjbic formula to which wan added

reciprocal powerH of tho abHoluto tempera
turo k

AH tht^ UHO of HO cumbrouH a formula i

mpractical, rcsistancc-tliermomctric ]>ractice

loon settled down to the UHO of a standard

lablo of rewiHtancea and temperatures, dcvia-

iona from which might be determined for

my partic.idav plal-imim
- resistance thcrmo-

nt^ter. Kamorlingh Onnos, Braak, and Clay

0,'J) comsidered in 1907 that tho definition of

i low temperature by a win^lo determination

m a standardised platinum -resistance thormo-

U(^ter lias about the same probable error

IH a (letormmation oix tho constant-volume

nydrogon thermometer, namely, 0-02 or less.

Tho most recent: exact determination of the

relation is that by Henning (53, 5-1) in 1913.

lie used a constant-volume hydrogen thermo
meter with glass bulb, at initial pressures

740 and 822 mm. Tho Oallendar quadratic
formula was found to hold down to -40,
but gave temperatures which were 0-08 low

at - 78", and rapidly increased its deviation

below that temperature. Different platinum
thermometers were found to give

"
platinum

temperatures" which differed by as much as

O'f>0". Their tabulated indications could,

however, ho reduced to those of one standard

platinum thermometer by means of a "dif

ference formula
"

(similar to ono originally

suggested by Nornst), of the form

/V-fo elvttv -100),

in which ^ in the
u
platinum temperature

"

of the standard, and c n constant of tho now
thermometer. According to Henmng's data,

comparison of a new thermometer with the

standard at one low temperature, such as that

of liquid air, determines <; with sufficient

accuracy.
Tho difficulty of dolhung a low-temperature

scale based on resistance of platinum is

recognised in the RoiohsanHtalt\s tlicrmomctric

definitions adopted in 1010 (125), in which tho

temperature scale below -30 is "defined by
tlio platinum -roHiHtanco thermometer which

llenning has compared with tho hydrogen
thermometer." This is tho only one of tho

dofinitiouB which in based on a particular

existing instrument.

(iv.) ttlwiriwl ttmnhinw of Odd Wire.

Tho gol< I resistance thermometer haw char

acteristics very much, like those of tho

platinum thermometer. It has, furthermore,

certain ad vantages over platinum for low-

tomporaturo work; it in obtainable commer

cially in much higher purity than platinum,

has *a resistance-torn pomturo curve which is

better adapted to interpolation than platinum,
and has a lower inflection point in the rosistanco

curve.

Kamcrlingh Onues and (Hay (05) marie in

190(5 a very exact comparison of the resistance

of pure gold wire with that of a standard

platinum thermometer, and continued the

work in 1007 (00) by studying the cITeet of
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small amounts of impurities on tho char

actoristic constants of the \viro.

(v.) Klcctric.al Resistance of other ft[c,t<tls.

Tho electrical reaistance of mercury, wilvei

bismuth, lead, and tin has been meiiHuret

at various low temperatures determined b;

gas-thermometers, and \virow of thoHo metal;

liavo then been used as secondary thorino

meters. 1

(vi.) The Thermocouple flomfanfom : Iron

This couple was lirsfc compared with the

hydrogen thermometer by Uolborn and Wioi

(68), who found from measurements at -78'
and -190 that the MM,I<\ could bo nati*

factorily represented by a quadratic formuh
if the constantan wan homogeneous. Lnhomo

gonoons wire varied as much as 2 from the
normal. Laclcnburg and ECriigol (7t>) in 1809
from measurements at four points with

hydrogen thermometer, found a third-degree

equation necessary to represent the roaultn

within 1 from to - 190.
The couple was further studied by Kamor

Hugh Onnes and Grommolin (98) in 190G
who compared it with a constant - volumi

hydrogen thermometer at various points
between -30 and -259. Down to -217'
the B.M.F. could be represented by a four-term

formula, which could be established for a new
element by calibration at four fixed points
No formula was devised which would represent
the entire range accurately.

(vii.) Other Thermocouples. Dewar in 190,r

showed that tho couple platinum : silver was
suitable for measurements of tomporatur<
below -250, where the resistance thermo
meter becomes relatively insensitive.

The couple gold : silver, though not sensitive

at 0, increases rapidly in sensitiveness at
low temperatures, and is better than either

constantan : iron or platinum : Gennaii-Hilvor

(42) below 200. Tho gold : silver eouple was

investigated by Kameiiingh Oniuvs and Clay
(97) in 1908.

(34) SUMMARY irou TUB RANU K - 1273
n
TO 0".

(i.) Fixed Points. The following fixod points
have been determined by measurement with

gas-thonnometers and form a reliable basin

for the 'establishment and maintenance of tho
low -temperature centigrade thorrnodynamio
scale :

Moltin^-iynnl; of uuu'muy -
Sublimation point of)
carbon dioxide ( -

Boiling-point of oxygen - IHil-O-hO-OIUH (y
~

7<IO).-l,,0'OJ'i"

Boiling-point; ol'hydro^m -IMU'7 l-O-OOft (j- 7ilO)'HM)fi"

(ii,) Resistance T/icnimmdtint and Thenno-
el(wic;)tl#. Tho platinum -resistance thermo
meter oalibratnd at ice, steam, and .sulphur
points will give tomporaturoH accurate to
0-03 down to ~10". Below that tompow,-
turo additional calibrations are nooo.MHarv and

1 See article on
"

lio,

n^eourHe nuiHt be had io a ntandard tab Id of

resistance and tdinptM-aturo, with tho aid of

whioh it i,s poHHiblo to mcjiHure teinpemhiro
at -200 within 0-05" or lim (jold in

])i'(^f<M'able to platiuuiu below 200". H(*low

-250" both arc relatively inMeiiHitivo ; man-

gaum or coimtautan may b<^ UH<H! in thin

region,

Thermo-olemontH of ooiiMtaittan : iron, plaU-
num : HilvcM

1

, gold : Hilvor, and oUuM* eombina,-

tioiiH, may b<^ used over various partw of tlio

ranges with tho aid of standardised tubloN,

Thoir HciimtiviMK^HH vari(*H gr(
v

a1-ly and tho

data cannot bo brielly

VU, ('OM^ARWON OF ({AH-TIIKUMOMMTMHH
WITH SECONDARY STANDARUH IN TI1M

KANOK 100" TO r>00

(35) KixKt>TMMiMHATURMH."<- \Vo ttlutll ooti-

auler horo tho fixed tomporaturcn which have
been tho subject ot oompariHoii with gaH-
thermometorH, either ciiroetly or through tho

intermediary of some tomporaturo-indioating
device whereby the temperature wan directly
transferred without reference to the dtwic<^

as an independently operating thermometer.

(i.) Melting-point of
r
/Am\. - No m< k

lting-

points oC motaln have been determined directly

by inoasnroment with a gaH-thcnnomot.or.
Tho nearoHt to a direct determination Mint
has been made is Day and HoHtnaif N determina
tion of the melting-point* of r/inc by what might
be called a>

"
MiihMtitutinn

"
moiJiod

(.'ii")), Tlx^

tempcrnturo of a Hlirrod nitnito bath \\nw lirst

meaHiir< vd noar 419" with a c<tnHtjintvfohunc
nitro^^ri thermometer a.t initial proMHur<^
500 mm., to tho bulb of which thrco thormo-

bulb WUH then n^phwxMl by a Htt<l vessel of tho
Hitme Hhapo, containing a charge of y.iuo in a

graphit.c crucJbl<\ with one of the thrco t hormo-

couploM immoi'rtod in th<^ motid (thin >n< huving
boon pnwioimly at tho centre of tho bulb in

a re-ontrant tube). Tho moltin/';- point thtm
ci(

k
t>(

ii riniiio<I WUH -1 1J)'UH".

An indinict d< k

t'<M'rninalion, unin^ platiniun :

l>latinrbodium Mu ii

rmooo(tpl(
kHttHititot'ttio<iuiH< i>M v

waw inatUn by Day an<l iSomnan (37) in HMO,
in connection with a HOHOM fn>rrj -100" t< l/jftO",

ind ga,vc tho valuo 'tlH-tf" on the coimtimU
volume nit.rogcn Hoalo. SnbmMjtKMit invoMti^n*
iotiH, howoviuv Hho\v<Ml tliitt tho lack of uni

;>rmity in tho air-bath designed nnd uncd for

it 400", although tho difference dmapponroil
ibove (\\\(r. No weight IK jHtaoh*tl, fluM-eforc,
o tho limt valuer of ! IH-U,

(ii.) tti)ith\{iiHUttt# of \it
,

/iMitHU 1

. Tho only direct doto
nn of thoNo pointn arc (htw by .hujiuM'od
(1 WaHrtmor (7K) in H)0-J t and <VnftM (,'tlt) in

1 IK iluquonxl and \VaHnnu*r nuMi^ured tbc
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boiling-points under various pressures by
means of a constant-volume hydrogen thermo
meter with glass bulb, obtaining the following
boiling- points under atmospheric pressure :

. 2 1 7 -08
'

|
0-057 (/)- 700)

. JJfrW
I
0-0(51 (ft -7(50)

BoiMophcuone . , ,'105-44"
| 0-00,'J &- 700)

A later determination on naphthalene by
.laquerod and Perrot (72), with a eonstant-
volume hydrogen thermometer with fused
silica bulb, gave 217-84" at 7(50.

(Vai'tH determined the boiling-point of

naphthalene directly on the constant-volume

nitrogen thermometer at initial pressure
7.">7 mm., obtaining the value 218-0(>".

l>ay and SoHinau (3f>) tnade an indiroet

determination of the bonMophenonc point in

1012, by transfer with thermocouples The
boiling. point on the constant-volume nitrogen.
Moalo at initial pressure r>00 mm. was found
to be ,W>-M7".

(iv.) /toiihi<t*i)<>int o/ M///J/W/V The boiling-

point of sulphur has been a rallying- point for

all gas -thermometer investigators working in

the range 100" to 500". The determinations
ho fore 1800 were not sufficiently aeeurato to

require discussion here. In 1800 (<allendar

and ({rillithH (10) determined the point in-

dircetly, with the platinum-resistance ther

mometer as intermediary. Chappuis and
Darker ("24) determined it in the same manner
in 1002, Kumorfopoulos (47) tiuule a direct

determination in 1008, Another indirect

determination with a platinum -resistance

intermediary waH made by Ilolborn and

Homing ((M) in 1011. finally, dirce.t (lotor-

minalionH wtu'e niado by Day and SoBman
(,'Jf))

in 1012, by Kumorfopoulos ('IB) in 1014, and

by ( 'happuis (2,'i) in 1017; and an indirect

determination by Dickiimon and Mueller in

1012 in co-operation with Day and Sowman,
using Day and Sosman's nitrogen thermometer

Both oonstant- pressure and eoustant-volume
thermometers have been used in determining
the point. The gases employed and their

initial pressures, together with the (inal results

in terms of several scales with, the
>f Buckingham's corrections, arc shown
iblo S).

The value by Chappuis and Harkcr was

subsequently corrected by the authors them
selves in view of new and more accurate

dcterminaitions of the expansion eoelHeicnt of

their porcelain bulb. The value by Kumorfo-

pouloH in 100H was eorrccted by (Vdlcndar and
MOHS (20) in 14)10 with the aid of new deter

minations of the expansion of mercury, used

by Kumorfopoulos to obtain the expansion
of his glass hulh, The determinations by
rOurnorfopoulos in, 10M were made with the

eouHtant-pressure nitrogen thermometer at

aid

in T
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two pressures, 792 and 415 mm., and thus

permitted a direct calculation of the thermo-

dynamie temperature, which the author places
at 444-<>r. However, to avoid confusion

in tho comparisons in tho table, we have used

a uniform set of corrections for thcBO as well

as tho other determinations.

It is now fairly certain that the first three

determinations in the table are too high.

By an unexpected coincidence the original
Callendar value on the cotiAtant-pMtwwrc air

scale is practically the same as the value on

tho tkermodyuaniic scale now most widely uwcd,

but it should be emphasised, in order to avoid

possible confusion, that this i a coincidence

and not an agreement.

(36) COMBINATION OF THERMAL PUOPKHTIMM
AND FIXED POIKTS. (i.) Electrical Rmtdncc,

of Platinum, Wire. The experiments of

Callendar (16) in 1880 showed that the

platinum-resistance thermometer could be

made a very precise and convenient secondary
thermometer. Ho used a constant-volume
air thermometer, at an initial pressure of

about 1 atmosphere, with soft glaHS, hard

glass, and porcelain bulbs, and detormined
the resistance of platinum wires, which were

sealed into the glass bulbs, at various tempera
tures from 207 to 624 (071 with porcelain

bulb), together with a few chock results in a

preliminary series at lower temperatures. The
results as a whole showed that the resistance

could be expressed by tho quadratic formula :

R

which was put into the form, more convenient

for calculation and use, of the two equations :

The comparison made in 1801 by Oallenclar

and Griffiths (19) has been referred to in (29)
ii. Except in three oases the agreemont with
the constant pressure air thermometer wan
within 0-012.
A further exact test of the platinum -rosist-

ance formula wan made by Chappuis and
Harkcr (24) in ,1902. Having found that the

pressure of hydrogen in a glass bull) decreased

progressively at 180 nud higher, the authors
abandoned hydrogen and used nitrogen at
initial pressures of ,'{92 to 79,'i mm. Ono
series was also made with a porcelain bulb.

Throe resistances thermometers wore used. AH
a result of comparisons at a large number of

points, it appeared thai, the Callendar formula
would represent the true temperature within
0-1 between 100 and 250, and within <K*

between 250 and 450. The authors con

servatively stated that
^
rigorous conclusions

cannot be drawn concerning the application
of the Callendar method to the calibration of

platinum thermometers. Kurt-hop comparisons
are needed with the gas thermometer and of

various resistance thermometers with oaeh

other."
r

,rhe desired recomparison wan not com

pletely forthcoming until 1911, when llolboru

and llenniug (($!) published their work on

nitrogen, hydrogen, and helium thermometers
from 200" to 150", although comparisons at

150" and 200" wore published by these authors

(IKJ) in LOOS.

The 1008 comparisons showed that, when
the sulphur point was taken as '145-0", tempera
tures near 150" and 200", interpolated by tho

resistance thermometer, agreed with tho

centigrade thcrmodynamic scale within 0-05",

Recalculation on tho basis of 4<14-55" for tho

sulphur point, however, makes the deviations
0-04" to ()-07

u

larger, but still loaves the avomgo
agreement within 0-l

u
.

In the 1911 comparisons differences of O-Ofi"

to 0-11 were found between bulbs of tlcna

glass and fused silica containing nitrogen, but
these difTerenees wero ascribed to uncertainty
in tho expansion of the Jena glass. Tho nitro-

gon-in-silica temperatures differed from thoso
with helium and hydrogen by about tho

amount to bo expected from Berthclot's and

Buckingham's gas-thermometer corrections,

Taking the temperatures obtained with

hydrogen and helium in glass and siliea as

standard, therefore, it appeared that these

temperatures could bo interpolated with an

accuracy within O-O.T at 200" and 0-05" at
400 with the aid of the (lallondar formula
and calibration at ice, steam, and sulphur
pointy.

(ii.) Platinum -metal Thurmwotiplw.-*" Hoi-
born and Day (01) made in 1809 the lirst

thorough-going comparison of the platinum :

90 platinum, JO rhodium couple with a gas-
thermometer. They continued the work in

1900, revising tho earlier data with tho aid of

now values for tho expansion of tho bulbs.
Their comparisons with tho constant-volume

nitrogen thermometer extended from 195" up,
It was found possible to represent the IO.M.K.
in terms of temperature by an equation of (ho
form

c. a I bt
I
r/ >J

over tho rango 250" to 1 100", with mi accuracy
of 1" or bettor. A similar formula hold fo'r

oouploH of platinum: 00 platinum, 10 nil,ho-
nium and platinum ; rhodium over tho same
range. Tho couple platinum : iridium, how
ever, deviated from this formula below 400"

by several degrees,
Tho nitrogen-thermometer comparisons by

Day, (lloment, and Sosman (M) (190S 1012)
showed that a quadratic equation would ropro-
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sent- tho K.M.K. of tho platinum ; platin-
rhodium couple from HIM)" to 1100 within'
0-,'V.

(iii.) CoMH'i'-conxluntan '/'/?<www
/>/<!. Al-

though Ibis couple hat* not. boon directly com
pared with a gaM-thcrmometer at a series of

temperatures between 100" and 500", Adams
antl Johnston (It) wore able, by utilising the

measurements of Day and Sosman in 1911* at

300", and by measuring tho W.M.K at fixed

[joints which had boon otherwise interpolated,
t.o show iihat the couple will reproduce tempera
tures between 100" and JWO" with an accuracy
of 0-02

1

'.

(iv.) Interpointed /<V,m/ /V>wto.~- Day and
tSnsmim determined the molting- point; of

wtihniunt by interpolation with thermocouples
calibrated against tho nitrogen thermometer.

II ol born and Day, after calibrating plati-

nnin : platinrhodhnu thermocouples against tho

nitrogen thermometer and obtaining their law

of variation, lined those couples a.s secondary
thermometers to determine tho melting-points
of wtilnihnn, lead, an<l ,:///<'.

llolborn and Uonning, after satisfying thom-

Molvos that, their ivs'iHta.neo thermometers,

with the Callondar formula, gave constant -

volume hydrofoil and helium temperatures
with an accuracy of O-Oll" to 0-05", interpolated
tho melting-points of //>/, cadmimn^ and ;j///r,

an<l the boiling- points of MiphUmfanu and

(HMznirfuwnm
1

, with their roMHtaneo thermo-

MK^torH.

(Vaftrt (Itti) d<^ermin(ul tho boiling-pointH of

ntipMhnhw, and /;r,M,!o/>//ft/K)W by means of

mercury MicnnonioiorH HtandardiHinl against

a tionHtianti-volnme hydrogtMi thormoinotor,

obtaining th<^ valuon !i 18-08" and ttOO-l." ro-

Hpeetiv<^ly.
In a.ddition to tho foix^oin^ data, which

may be eallod
kk

primary
"

intorpolationn,

thoi'o havo boon various
"

stu'.oiulary
"

intior-

polatioim of llxod points not directly connected

with any tfaH'Uiormomotor observations, but

bn.sed Hol<ly upon other fixed points which

had boon determined by moans of gas-thermo-

me(.(M'H, tak(Mi in coujuncUon with a law of

variation made probable by still other gas-

thermometer observations, Such interpola

tions, including those by lloycoek and Neville

(57), Callcndar and (Iriliitlm (10), Wai<ln(M- and

Burgess (l^ti),
f

rnvv<M'H an<l (Jwyor (llii), and

Adams and Johnston (3), an*, Ht.rio.tiy speaking,

outside tho scope of this article, but a.ro in

cluded hero for tho sake of comparison. All

of tho interpolated data, together with tho

direct and indirect gas-thermometer determina

tions, are collected in Table 10.

(37) Til MUM Ah PHOl'MllTIMH. (1.) InfttW of

ttrfnri-fan <\f MM<W, In 1805 D. Bcrtholot (10)

sugg(wtcd tiiat t.h(i density of a gas at a known

pressure (a.trnosphorie), and honoo its tempera

ture, could bo determined by measuring its

index of refraction. Tests of tho method at

the boiling-points of alcohol (78), water, and
aniline (L84

n
) gave deviations of 0-05 to 0-12

at 78", 0-O.r to 0-12 at 100, and 0-08 to

0-33 at 184, from tho known boiling-points
of these nulwtanooH on. the normal hydrogen
scale. The method was therefore considered

promising enough to he extended to tempera
tures above 500. A fuller discussion of it will

he found in Part V
T

1LI. of this article. From
tho results given above it appears that in the

range just above 100 the method is not as

precise, as mercurial or resistance thermometry.
(ii.) Total Radiation, of a Black Body.

Valoutinor (ll
r
>) has obtained values of cr, tho

constant of tho Stefan -Bolt/mann law, from

measuromontM at the boiling-points of water

and of Hulpluir. Those aro fully discussed

elsewhere. 1

(38) SUMMAUY K)R THE RANG Ii 100 -500.

(i.) RcAisttinc-e. 7VienM>Mef.ri/,---Tho Callcndar

formula applied to a platinum-resistance ther

mometer mooting the wpocifications of the

Roiehsanstalt,
15 calibrated at ice, steam, and

sulphur points, will give either normal hydrogen
soalo temperatures or centigrade thormo-

dynamio temperaturcM, depending upon tho

scale in which tho sulphur point is taken,

within 0-05 at 200" and within 0-1 at 400.

(ii,) T/wrnMH'ou-pltw, A cubic formula for e

in terms of
/,, applied to tho copper-constantan

couple calibrated at throe fixed points such as

tho boiling- points of water, naphthalene, and

bon/ophcnono, will give normal hydrogen or

thormodynamie soalo tomporatnr.es within

0*05 in 'the range JOO" to 350. A platinum:

plattnrhodiuni couple calibrated at two points
to determine its deviation curve will, when
used with Adams 1

table (1), give temperatures
within 0'2 at 200

rj and (K* at 500.

(iii.) Fiwd Pohite.~~
rr\w following fixed

points are suitable for tho establishment and

maintenance of a temperature scale with tho

aid of secondary thermometers, and arc known
on tho thormodynamic scale with the accuracy

indicated, assuming tho materials to bo tho

purest now obtainable :

UolliiiK-polut of naphtha- / yiT-lV) -I O-OfiKOj-TGO),
lotto \

rl-CVOfi

MolUMK-nointofUn . . HIM -Ml 0-1

NoUlnK-point of bonxo- f MM! -I <HHWO-700)
pluuiono I

"' ()>l

Moltintf-pohito!' wulniiuni HUO-1) -I 0-1"

iVIdtinK-pointorxhie. . 'HH-'.Ml-il'

MolllnK-pointofHulphuv {
'''''^

Some of thoHc substances aro now obtainable

as oortiliod samples from the national standard

ising bureaus (for example, tin and /inc. from

tho National Bureau of Standards of the

United States).

1 Soo article on M
Radiation, Determination of

< '(mutants," Vol. IV,; also Part VI II. of the prtwmt.
article.

u Woo Hinumary ol' Part, V. of thin article.
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VIII. COMPARISON OK < <AH Til HKMOM KTWRS
WITH Sl'X'ONDARY STANDARDS IM THM
HANOI'! 500 TO 1000"

$ (M) 1 1 INTORY, (i.) /Vmw/), lNi>8.. - The first

high-torn pontturo thermometer based on tho

expansion of gases, HO far HH wo now know, wan
made by 'Prinsop (10:2) and described by him
in 182S, llo used a bulb of gold, connected

wilh a sensitive manometer with which to

maintain tho gan (air) at constant pressure

within, aud eonnootod also with a reservoir

of olivo oil ; tho expansion of tho air in tho

bulb displaced a proportionate amount of oil,

which was caught and weighed. With thin

apparatus Prinsop made excellent temperature
measurements, chiolly of tho melting-points
of tho nlloyn of gold, silver, and platinum,
which hoar his name, and arc still sometimes

USod.

(ii.) hwttht, ls;H5. Prinsop wan quickly
followo<l by Sir Iliuuphry Oavy and several

others, all employing tho expansion of air at

constant pressure, but none contributing;

materially to tho improvement of Prinsop's

apparatus ntit.il Pouillet (101) constructed

bin instrument in IM(>. Pouillot
1

M Indh was of

platinum, which enabled him to roac.h tho

liij^hoHt UMnptM'aturoH, vnd hiH oxporiinontal

proc(ulurt% with but Hli^ht modilicatioiiH, in

tihat employed in later yearn by Callondar

and IUH aHHooiatoH, It wan Pouillot alwo who
made aiul oalibrated tho llrwt praoti<ntl

th(M'mo-(^lomont (platinum-iron), who antici

pated tho method of ittoammng temperature

through determinations of tho Hpecilio heaii of

platinum mibHe<i\iently developed by Viollo,

an<l who made Homo Htudy of the radiant onor^y
Hont out by glowing Holidn. In varying

degree, and with many of the inevitable

limitatinnH of the pioneer, Pouillot not only
oHtablinhod gaH-thornwmotry u])on a Hound

baHin, l/ut introdtieed weveral of the important

praotioal methodrt of pyronu^try winch have

bH kn in UHO Hino.e bin tinu^.

Following Pouilh^t, tht*reft)re, the advance

ment of pyromolr'm moaHiiron\ont l*<'.ftnie to

a oonnidorablo degrot^ a question of j>erfe(5tion

of (experimental detail rather than of tho

development of now principle^ and HO, with

one or two exceptions which will bo noted

proHontly, it han HI nee nutiaitted. Uognunlt
in particular mado in 1847 a number of im

provements in the Pouillot inHtnunont (10JJ).

Tho lirnt gaH-tlxu'rtiomotor which nuMiHunHl

tho oxpanmon of the gaH under oonntant-

volume ai>p(ai'H to luivo been built by Wilber-

mann and ilaequelin in 18HJI, but it wan only

indilTerently HueooHHful, KITec.tivo UHO wan

llrnt made of tho method in tho work of

Hoc<|uorcK deHcribed below.

(ill) M, Utairc-Dcvniv and 'Promt (!)), I57.

It WUH noon after th'm that a real catawtrouho

occurred in tho development of tho gas-ther
mometer. Deville and Trooat (1857), desiring
to UHO a heavier gas in plaoo of air, introduced
iodine into a bull) of porcelain and made
detorminationH of a number of constant

temperatures, mowt eoixHpieuouH among which,
in the dincuHHion which followed, was tho

boiling-point of zinc, which they ascertained

to bo 1040.

(iv.) JUdmond Rwqiwrd (0), 1803. JJocquorol
followed in J 8(515, using the Pouillot apparatuH
with platinum bulb and air an the expanding
gaH, and reached tho concluRion that Bine

boiled at OtJii , more than 100 lower. In the

controversy which, followed, and which was
maintained from both siden with connidorablo

bittornoHH, thono ol)Horvation were repeated

by both obHcrvem witli substantial confirma

tion of tho first reaultH, Bcvillo and QVoowt

maintaining from experiments of their own
that BeequcrorH platinum bulb wan permeable
to hot gaHOH, and that hia roHiiltn nniHt of

neooHHity be too low. To thin contention

lieequorel ropliod convincingly by lining u

poi'c,<
vlain bulb himself (.still retaining air as

the expanding gaH), with both the conutnnt-

volumo and conHtant-proHBuro methods of

measurement, and announced a result (891)
even lower than his previous dotxu'mination.

Notwithstanding this, Dcvillo mul Troost

wc^re unwilling to regard tho result as con

clusive, and looked 111)011 the discrepancy
botwoou Bcoquerol's earlier and later results

(i)32 and 81)1") with unconcealed suspicion.

They reiterated their belief that the platinum
bulb wan permoahlo and that BccqucreTH
rcHults with porcelain bulbs were still too low

through failure to expose tho bulb directly to

tho mo vapour. BccquQrel'H bulb had been

shielded from the direct action of the Kino by
a 'protecting tube. Poville and Troost then

repeated their own measurements and again
obtained their earlier roHult. Booquorol, follow

ing., insisted that Inn measurements with the

platinum bulb were not Horiotisly affected by
])ermeability to hot gason, a property with

which ho appeared to be familiar, and ex

plicitly criticised the UNO of iodine by Deville

and Troont.

Tho discussion ended hero for tho moment
without a decisive issues but subsequent ex

perience has substantially confirmed Boequorel
in his contention and Ins numerical results.

Tho high value obtained by Dovillo and Troost

was undoubtedly duo chiefly to the dissociation

of tho iodine at high temperatures.
Tho real catastrophe in tho development

of tho gas -thermometer, however, does not

lio in tho uncertainty of the results obtained

with it by these distinguished observers, nor

yet. in the subsequent discovery that iodine

is an inappropriate expanding medium with

which to measure temperature ; but rather
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in tho discredit in which tho platinum bull)

came to be held and the universal substitution

therefor of porcelain a material of wholly
uncertain chemical composition and physical
characteristics. This was a backward stop
which was not retrieved for more than thirty

years,
Devillc and Troost (40) then entered upon a

long series o experiments with porcelain glared
inside and outside with feldspar, in the course

of which it appeared that the expansion of tho

hulb, a factor of great import'ince both then

and now in gas - thormomotry, wan variable

with tho temperatures to which it had previ

ously been exposed. These irregularities

diminished with continued use, and wore

thought to "become negligible in bulbs of

Bayoux porcelain after a few heatings to a

very high temperature.

(v.) RognoMlt (104), 1801. During the pro
gress of the above investigation Kegnault was
at work upon u displacement method (boiling

mercury in an iron flask and estimating tho

temperature from tho (Quantity remaining in

the flask after cooling), which, did not prove
satisfactory. Schinx, Bortholot, and Woin-
hold suggested some modifications of this

and other contemporary methods, but none
of them proved of permanent value,

(vi.) Erhcird and Schertcl (45), 1879,

Erhard and Schertel redotermmed tho melting
temperatures of the Prinncp alloys in 1879,

using a bulb of Meissen porcelain and air as

expanding gas with considerable success. Their
work contributed little of novelty, but was

carefully done, and the results have since

been extensively used.

In 1880 Deville and Troost reappeared in

the iield, after a long silence, and also pro
posed a displacement scheme containing
some improvements over tho apparatus
proposed by Begnault. .Nitrogen was hero
used in place of air, hut otherwiwo the method
possessed insufficient accuracy to secure for
it general approval. In tho same year they
published a summary of all their work on

boiling zinc, giving 942" as the moan of 27

determinations, which was (for thai, time) in

good agreement with Bocquorors first value,

(vii.) Violh (120), 1882. In tho Name year
(1882) Violle, using Deville and Troost's
methods and apparatus, found xiue to boil

at 930", and thus added a further degree of

probability to tho determination of Booquorol.
Viollo continued his researchon by determining
with tho gan-thonnomoter tho specific heat of

platinum for a number of temperatures up to
1200".

hi the decade between 1882 and 1892 con-
tribution.H to gas-thcrmomotry and tho
moasuromont of high temperatures are few
and unimportant, but investigations wore

begun in tliowo yours on both sides of the

Atlantic, namely, those of Barun at tho U.S.

(Zoological Survey in Washington and of Hol-

born and his colleagues nt the ItiucliMan^talt

in (lliarlottenburg.

(viii.) Jinrun (5, 7), 1881), recognised, JIM no
observer who preceded him had done, the

superlative importance of u uniform tempera
ture distribution about the gas-thermometer
bull) for purposes of high-temperature measure
ment. Ho sought to avoid irregularities duo
to tho shape of tho apparatus and tho use of

gas JtlamoH by a method of great ingenuity, but

also of great toc.hnical diiliculty. lie oneloHed

his bulb within a rapidly revolving mullle

(5, 0), which by itw motion proteotod every
portion of the bulb from direct exposure to a

particularly hot or a particularly cold portion
of tho adjacent furnace. Thin complicated
furnaoo Htructuro and consequently hmocoMH-

iblo position oC the bull) made it noooHHary
to UBO> thormo -elements which wore ih'Ht cali

brated by exposure in the furnace with tho

bulb and then used independently to measure
other desired temperatures. Tho thermo
element has continued in general UHC in thin

intermediary r6le wince that time.

(ix.) Itollwrn and \Vien, 1892. --In the same

year in which Barns published his final memoir
on the gas - thermometer and tho thermo
element (1892), llolborn and Wieu publiMhod
a paper (W>) covering nearly the sa.mo ground
in tho same general way, but with somewhat
different results. .Both usod air an the ex

panding gas, both used thornio-olomcntH to

transfer tho standard gas temperatures over
to thei substance to bo measured ; but llolborn

and Wion attained to higher tompoiuturen
(above 1,!U)0"), while Barus took much greater

precautions than his Oorman contemporaries
to secure a uniform temperature about bin

bulb, The arrangement adopted by llolborn

and Wion possessed tho further advantage
that tho thormo-elomont was entirely enclosed

within tho bulb itself and so was well pro
tected against) tho contaminating influence

of furnace gases, besides giving tt truer record of

the actual iemporaturo of tho expanding gun.
Over against this it should bo Htatod thai' tho

volume of the indicated portions of (.heir

bulb and manometer connections, which ihon
constituted the chief noureo of error in all

gas-thermometer uuiasuromcntH, wan danger
ously larg(

v
.

After I8i)2 Barus turned his attention (<>

other things, but. llolborn and Wion published
a second article ((17) in 1895 confirming and
extending their oiu'lior results, By employing
a specially refractory porcelain bulb they wore
able to continue the gas measurementM
nearly to tho melting-point of niekol.

(x.) Uolborn and Dtty ((H), I HOI). Wilh
i/ho advancing domandn of Hcicnco for trust-
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worthy high temperature measurements, the

existing differences in tho absolute temperature
of the molting-poiut of gold, which is an ideal

substance for a temperature constant, soon

came to be regardod as unsatisfactory, and the

whole problem was again taken up at the

IvoiolwauHtalt by llolborn and Day, with a

view to clearing up these differences. At. that'

time the gas - thermometer wan in serious

danger of falling into disrepute as a physical
instrument of precision, llolborn and Day
began by using bulbs of Royal Berlin porce
lain, but', after the investigation had proceeded
for a year or more, abandoned them definitely
and permanently to return to tho old platinum
bulb of Pouillct, with an appropriate gas

(nitrogen) which could not penetrate the bulb

wall. A further improvement of inestimable

value in attaining constant and reproducible
conditions was made when electric heating-coils
wore HubHtitutod for ga.s, With this change
the contamination of the thermo- elements

through tho action of combustion, gases, tho

danger of one or other of these gases pene
trating tho bulb uall itself, irregularities of

temperature about, the bulb, and inadequate
control of tho heal, supply, wore all eliminated

or much reduced in magnitude at a single

stroke. Several metal moiling - points wore

established as points of reference for tho

high 'temperature scale, which noon found

general acceptance and wore almost universally
used until within a few years.

Since tho beginning of the present century,
but four attempts have boon made to reach

I (MM)" (I. with the gas-thermometer. TheHe

may bo taken up in tho order of their publica

tion as follows : (1) J. A. darker (1904), using

a porcelain bulb and nitrogen; (2) Jaquorod
and Porrot (1905), using a bull) of "quark
glass'

1

and various gases; (It) llolborn and

Valontincr (190(1), using one bull) of platinum

containing 20 per cent of iridium and one of

pure iridium, both with nitrogen as the

expanding gas; and finally (<!) .Day and

Clement (I90H) > and Day and Sosman (191,0),

using bulbs of platinum containing 1,0 per

cent of iridium and ^0 per oont of rhodium

respectively.

(xi.) Htirkcr (fil). The work of .1, A,

darker at the National PhyHioal Laboratory

(ICtiglatui) docs not differ in any important

parlieular from tho work of llolborn and

Da.y which immediately preceded it at the

Hoiohsa.nstalt. His instrument was an exact

duplicate of tho Koiohsanstalt instrument by

the same maker, except that tho bulb was of

porcelain instead of platiniridium.

(xii.) thiqitcrod and J'wrnt (7ii), 11)05.-

Jaqucrod and Porrot sought to oHtablish a

high-temperature scale from which two of the

important, sources of uncertainty in previous

work should be- eliminated : (I) the unoor-

tainty due to di (Tercinc.cs in the expansion of

the various available gawH ; (2) any uncer

tainty which might enter tho problem through
the expansion of the containing vessel (bulb).
Their results toward the accomplishment of

their first object have been discussed in

Part lir. To accomplish the Becoml they
selected for the material of their bulb a sub
stance whoHO expansion coefficient was less

than one-tenth as groat as any which had
been employed for the purpono up to that time.

.Both improvements afforded most valuable

information.

(xiii.) llolborn and ValcMiner ((55), 190(5.

The experiments of Kolborn and Valentinor

contemplated another deiimto and important
step in advance. Theirs was the iirat scriou.s

effort to extend the gas acale ityelf from 1150"

0., where all previous invcHtigatioiiH had been

halted, to 1000" (-. The diiu'culties confront

ing Huch an undertaking arc obvious and of

an insistent kind. Of the limited number of

substances available for UHO as bulbs none
is without serious limitatioiiHiit these extremely
high temperatures. Porcelain becomes soft

and its walls both absorb and generate gas
in prohibitive! (juantiticH ; silica fjlass devitri-

fics ; pure platinum is very HO ft and is per
meable to hydrogen ; when stiffened with

iridium or rhodium it is the best material

available but the iridium is destructive to

the thormo-elementB, and tho bulb is likely

to develop leaks and in permeable always to

hydrogen if but a traoo of the gas or of water-

vapour is about. Furthermore, the diiliculty

of maintaining a constant tomperalufe about

a bulb of 800 c.c. capacity increases at these

temperatures, and tho diflioulty of measuring
with thermo-elements within tho furnace iw

greatly increased by tho conductivity of all

insulating material, It is alno a matter of

no inconsiderable dilliculty to generate and to

regulate accurately tho quantity of heat

required for a bulb of thin NIKO under con

ditions whore all electrical insulation begins
to break down, and to protect the mercury
manometer from so hot a furnace without

removing it to an impracticable distance.

Their oJttort dcmoiiMtratod beyond per-

adventure that the extension of tho gas scale

to 1(500 wan practicable.

(xiv.) />//, Clammy and Nowum (1908-

1912).
* Having in mind the diminution of

errors duo to lack of uniformity of tempera
ture in an air-bath, Day and Olemeut (IM) in

1908 constructed a gas-thermometer with a

platinum-wirc-wound furnace especially de

signed to produce uniformity, and with a bulb

made of an alloy of 00 pnrtH platinum and

10 parts iridium! They alno prevented both

variable and constant errors caused by the

difference in procure between the inside and

outride of the bulb, by enclosing it in a funmeo
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jacket containing nitrogen or air at tho same

pressure as that within tho bulb. They further

roducocl tho magnitude of the constant oorroo-

tion duo to tho "unheatod space
"
to a much

arnailor value than had boon attained before.

By moans of a cap lutvuig tho nhapo of the

mercury meniscus, tho unheatod space ratio

was reduced to 0-0015.

To avoid tho errors duo to contamination

of tho intermediary thermocouple by iridium

volatilising out of tho bulb, this gas-ther-
momotor way then further improved by tho

substitution of a hull) made of an alloy of

80 parts platinum and 20 rhodium in place
of tho platiniridium bulb. With this apparatus

Day, Bosnian, and Allon (37, 38, 30) mado in

1908-1910 an oxtondod series of gas-thor-
momotor observations, using nitrogen at

initial pressures of 217-347 mm., and platinum-

platinrhodium thermocouples to transfer the

temperatures to a series of melting-points
of metals and silicates &B fixod temperatures.
All of the materials used wore analysed to

determine their purity.

(40) FIXED TTSMPTDRATtrutas. (i) Melting-

points of Metals, Several of tho earlier in

vestigations of tho high-temperature scale

made comparisons between tho gas-ther
mometer and the melting-points of metals.

KM.I'\, and radiation, and tho lixed tempera-
tureH determined in connection thoroxvith wore,
HO to speak, tertiary standards. A discussion

of those measurements belongs prnp<rly in

tho third part of thin section.

Tho only exception was the Horios of measure-

monts of tho melting-point of gold by daquerod
and Porrot (72) in MMtfi, They determined tho

temperature of tho molting metal directly
in terms of constant-volume thermometers

containing air, nitrogen, oxygen, carbon

monoxide, and carbon dioxides obtaining as

a mean value for tho molUng-point 1007-I

I l-8.

Tho most accurate dotorminatinnH of metal

inelting-pointH above 500 in terms of a. gas-
thermometer are those of Pay, tSosman*

and Allen (37) in 1910. Tlu\v iirst m<Misured

the JW.M.K. of several platinum-platinrhodium

couples at a lixed tempt^ratuns then placed
these couples together with the thermometer
bulb in an electric resistance furnace and

brought the temperature an nearly us possihlo
to the same point, Tho dotoriniuatioiiH aro

thus nearly independent of the law of variation

of tho thermocouples with temperature.
Their melting-points, in tho scale of tho

constant-volume nitrogen thermometer at

initial pressure 350 mm., arc given in Table 1 1.

TABLE U
MELTING-POINTS OF MKTALS AH DBTIBIIMINKI) BY DAY, SOSMAN; ANI> AU-ION

wia and magnesium

0-005

0-OOH

Erhard and Soliertol's measurom<Mits in 1870
on gold and silver wore direct compariHouH,
made by placing tho melting metal and the
air-thermometer bull) Hide by Hide in the,

furnace. Boctjuerers determination of the
silver point in 18(5,'} was an indirect comparison,
using a platinum-ruthenium thermocouple
an intermediary. Thoso earlier nKMvsuroiucnts
woro admittedly of tho order of accuracy of

-,J'5
U
, and therefore need not be considered in

comparison with the more exact measurements
mado since 1800.

Between 1800 an<l J910 most of the high-
temperature gas- thermometer observations
woro directed towan I determining tho law of

variation of secondary thonnomotrio pro-
portion, such as electrical resistance, thermal

(ii.) /toUini/'"jHtinl,ti of Miiultf. Ha.rns, in

beginning IUH work in IHS^, ren.liH<Ml <.!K

iinpordanc.o of H0(uiring uniformity of tempera
ture 'about the gas-thermometer bulb, and
was impressed by the advantages of employ
ing vapours of boiling lujuidn for this pnrpoMo,
Ho accordingly devoted connidorahlo (iux* to

th<^ Htudy of vapour batliH <'ontninin^ boil

ing mercury, sulphur, cadnuunt, /Jnc, and
hiHinuth,

Of tho higher boiling melals only /Jnc ban
l)o<Mi stiuliod diivclJy with a gau thermometer,
llolbont and Day in IH1H) madtn utonHitromontH
with one of their porcelain bulbs inn)et'Mod
in the. vapour of boiling /<ine, and obtained
OHJ"-i)U()" a,s the boiling-point.
The dHKculttcH of handling an apparatus
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containing a considerable volume of boiling
metal led to its abandonment for work above
500", and no high-temperature metal boiling-

pointH have boon determined with the gas-
thcrmomotor Hineo 18SM), either dircetly or with
a transfer device,

(iii.) H/vlthitf-iMriHtA of Inoryamc. dompownds.
Tho work of Day, ('lenient, Sosman, and

Allen at the (<oophyHical Laboratory was

inspired by tho need of a more exact thermo-
motrio sealo abovo 1 100" for UHO in investi

gations on il no silicates, and several silicates

wore accordingly used an (ixed temperatures
of reference. Thome are contained in Table 12,

together with the melting-points of two Malta

determined by White with thermocouples
intereomparod with the gas-thermometer
couples.

MlOl/riNU-l'OlNTH Oil
1 INOHUANK! COMPOUNDS

AH UlilTMKMINMJ) MY DAY AND HOSMAN

(41) TUMKMAL I'KopMUTJitiH.-- -The following

reproducible thermal properties have been
studied with the aid of gas-thormomotorB in

the range abovo CM" (!. :

Tho specific heat of platinum ; the index of

rofraetion of air
; the total radiation from a

black body ; the radiated energy correspond

ing to a given \vavo-lontfth in the radiation

from a black body.

(i.) /fym/fY, llcal of IHtttininti,-*Tim depend
ence upon t(Mnp(n'atiure of the mean Hpocilio

hcn.t of platinum from 0" wan found by
Violle (117) with the aid of Dovillo'n conntaat-

volume air-thermometer with porcelain bulb,
to be given by the equation

Crow 100 to 1177". The Hpccilie heat of

platinum wan then UHod, by Violle an a He< i.otid-

ary thermonK^l'nci proj)orty for the determina

tion of the melting-pointH of Hilv(U', gold, and

copper (Hi)); alao, by extrapolation, for the

molting-pointH of palladium (118), platinum

(117), and iridhun. Tho valuen are now only
of hiHtoricn-l inttux^t.

ThtH meaHnromont of heat (energy in logically
one of the Hiwplont of phynical meaHureni<^ntH.

Practi^ially, it IH OIKI of the mont diflieult,

HO obiHivo and unconlinablci in the 1
! idiiug which

it iw d<Hir<Ml to nuMiHiiro. For thin reason, and
a-lno beoati^ 1

! of didTicultioH in the manipulation,

thormometry by oalorimotri<i methodn haw

never become popular.

(ii.) Jndfix of Refraction of Air. Experi
ments at preHMuroH of 1 to 19 atmospheres and
at temperatures of to 80 0. had shown
that within the limits of error of tho measure
ments the refraction n - 1 of air and of

cyanogen gas waH proportional to tho specific
volumo of the gas whether the change in

(specific volume was produced by pressure or

by heat. The measurement of refractive

index thus oiTered a incans of realising a

secondary coiiHtant-presHuro gas-thermometer.
J). Bertholot in 1898 utilised this fact in a

"
gats-thermometer

"
(10, 11), with which ho

measured tho melting-points of silver and

gold by direct comparison (12).

Strictly speaking, tho method is not only

secondary, hut aw used by Bo rthclot* constituted

a wide extrapolation of a law established

experimentally only at low temperatures.
Investigations made siuco the date of

.Borthelot\s experiments indicate that gases
follow the Lorontf-Lorentz formula for the

relation of refractive index to density at

constant temperature; when the temperature
is changed, an effect independent of tho

diminution in density with rising temperature
is indicated, but its amount and magnitude
are by no means certain. 1

Tho results obtained by .Berthelot seem to

have had a precision of about j 1-5 at 10(50.

Tho u
end corrections" of the furnace tube

constitute the most serious source of error.

The method has not been further used since

tho time of his experimental,

(iii,) Total liadialion of a mark Body.!?,,
tho total energy radiated by a black body
per second per unit of surface, and 0, tho

absolute temperature, are related according
to the Stofan-BoltEinann law ;

in which <r is a constant.

Although originally discovered by Stefan
as an empirical relation, this law is from ono

point of view not in need of confirmation by
comparison with a gas-thormomotcr, for

Bolt/mann subsequently nhowod that this

relation between temperature and radiated

energy depends only upon the principles of

thermodynamics and tho electromagnetic

theory. .If those bo taken as fundamental,
tho Stofaii-Boltxmann law might therefore

itself be used as an independent clelinition of 0.

I^or this purpose it is necessary only to

go back to Part L and, starting with tho

definition of tho absolute thermodynamio
scale and tho arbitrary numerical dilTerenco

of 100 hotween molting iee and boiling

water, to make measurements of radiation

at those temperatures. Tho scale is then

completely determined.

1 Soo <liHc.unHlon hi Lorla, l)w lAchtbrcchuno in

(fasen, pp, iiO-itl) (Brammt'Uwi'iij;, 1014),
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The experimental precision attainable in

radiation measurements at and 100 is,

however, too low to permit of a successful

independent definition of a temperature scale

by this means. It is necessary, in order to

obtain an accurate value for <r or an accurate

ratio of 6* a, to make absolute energy measure

ments at higher temperatures, or relative

energy measurements at temperatures widely

separated, such as 1500 and 1000. The

total radiation scale thereupon becomes, in

effect, a secondary scale, dependent upon the

gas-thermometer for the definition of its basic

temperatures.
But the radiation scale is not dependent

upon the gas-thermometer to the extent that

the platinum-resistance thermometer is de

pendent. It has a sufficiently sound and

well-established theoretical basis to have

attained a practically independent status.

If the gas-thermometer ventures too far into

the high-temperature region where it is losing

its precision, but where the total radiation

thermometer is gaining precision or at least

holding its own, the gas-thermometer will

reach a point where it can no longer compete
with its rival. Part of the present disagree

ment over the temperature scale above 1200

can be reduced to this simple question : Is

the gas-thermometer or the radiation thermo

meter ahead in this race at the 1500 level ?

It is generally admitted that the gas-thermo

meter scale has no competitors at 1000 and

the radiation-thermometer scale none at

2000. In the intervening range the favour

of the experimental physicist will turn toward

the scale which possesses the greater experi
mental precision.

In answer to this question, an examination

of the experimental data shows that the gas-
thermometer still has the advantage at 1500.

Its indications certainly are capable of an

accuracy at that temperature of better than

2. To obtain this accuracy on the radiation

scale calls for measurements equivalent to the

determination of a- to within 0-45 per cent,

or to within 0-026 x 10~ 12
, taking the value of

<r as 5-70 xlO- 12
. The value of a- or the

measurements of intensity-ratios are hardly

yet certain to that degree of accuracy.
As for the constant itself, no direct deter

mination of a- at high temperatures with direct

reference to a gas-thermometer has ever been
made. Valentiner's determinations (115) are

perhaps the most closely related to gas-
thermometer temperatures, being in terms
of platinum - platinrhodium thermocouples
standardised by comparison with Holborn
and Valentiner's constant-volume nitrogen
thermometer up to 1600. Valentiner's first

result was admittedly inaccurate by 4 per
cent (116), and Coblentz believes that "a
conservative estimate of the total correction

to Valentiner's original data is 5 to 6 per

cent."

A discussion of the twelve or more other

determinations of a need hardly be undertaken

here, as the subject is more fully considered

in the article on Radiation Laws. Reference

need only be made to Coblentz's detailed

summary (30) of the status of the constant.

The original determinations of 10 12
<r quoted

by Coblentz range from 5-30 to 6-51. These

data he has
% recalculated, using corrections

obtained from his own extensive experiments

(26, 29), thereby reducing the range to

5-48-5-9, leaving several uncertain. The mean,

5-7, of so motley a collection would have very
little authority did it not happily coincide

with the much more accurate value, 5-722

0-012, determined by Coblentz I
(31) ;

this is,

again, in excellent agreement with several

fundamental physical constants, as shown by
Millikan (84).

(iv.) The Energy corresponding to a given

Wave-length in the "Radiation from a Black

Body. From the Wien-Planck law, as revised

by Planck (100), for the distribution of energy
in the spectrum of a black body, it follows

that if E! represents the energy intensity,

corresponding to the wave-length X, radiated

from a black body at absolute temperature
6
lt

and E2 the corresponding energy for the

same wave-length, but at temperature Z ,

then

For values of X in the visible portion of the

spectrum and temperatures attainable in the

laboratory, the effect of neglecting the term
- 1 is less than 1 per cent in the ratio, corre

sponding to less than 1 at 1500 ; this

simplification is therefore usually made, and
the relation put into the form

1 1 X E,
__ -- - __ ]f)Q- _-1
n a r\ -*v&g TTI >

a &! O2 &2

which is the usual equation for the optical

pyrometer.
To what extent is the Planck radiation law

a direct deduction from the Stefan-Boltzmann
radiation law ? Both Wien and Planck
derived their original law from purely theo

retical grounds, but experimental results at

long wave-lengths showed that the
"
constant

"

C2 in the original form was not a constant

(
78

).
Planck then revised the derivation, again

on a purely theoretical basis, but not without

assumptions which may or may not be true.

The conservative view that should be taken
in defining a temperature scale must therefore

consider the Planck radiation law to be

strictly experimental, valid over the range

1 See article "Radiation, "Determination of the
Constants," Table I. and (10), Vol. IV.
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and to the degree of accuracy for which it has

been experimentally proved.

From this standpoint any temperature scale

based on the law is a purely secondary scale,

no more accurate and entitled to no greater

validity than the gas-thermometer tempera
tures upon which the value of the constant C2

is based. It is evident, furthermore, that

when they are viewed as secondary scales the

optical scale (with constant C2 ) is logically in

a much less favourable position than the total

radiation scale (with constant <r), since ratios

of total radiation can be determined with a

temperature range of say 100 to 1200,
whereas the corresponding range for C

1

2 must

begin within the region of visible radiation

due to temperature, or at about. 700, and

must be further handicapped by the rapid

fall in sensitivity of the optical measurement

when the temperature is lowered from 1200

to 700.
There has been no determination of C2

accompanied by direct measurement of the

temperature by a gas -thermometer, but

several determinations have been closely

related to gas-thermometer temperatures by
the transfer of temperature with thermo

couples.
The first of these was by Lummer and

Pringsheim in 1900 at the Reichsanstalt (79),

using temperatures transferred by platinum-

platinrhodium couples from Holborn and

Day's nitrogen thermometer. They obtained

values of 2 for different wave-lengths, from

measurements at 790 to 1430 C., varying from

1450 to 1409, with a moan of 1458.

Holborn and Valentiner (05) in 1907

likewise, transferred their temperatures thermo-

electrically from their nitrogen thermometer

to the black body. Their temperatures

ranged from 1 100 to' 1685, and the values of

Co obtained ranged from about 1-38 to about

140; mean, 1420 0-014.

Another step removed from the gas-thermo
meter are those determinations based upon
fixed temperatures, such as melting-points,

which have been previously determined by a

gas-thermometer.
Nernst and von Wartenberg's photometric

measurements (85) in 1900, at wave-length

0-590 ju and at the melting-points of gold and

palladium (1003 and 1550 C., respectively,

by the nitrogen thermometer), correspond to

a value of 1438 for (\.

Hoffmann and Mcissner (58, 59) in 1012 and

1913 made spcctrophotometric observations

in various wave-lengths of light at tho

melting-points of gold and palladium. On
the same temperature basis as above, their

data correspond to values of O
fl
from 1440 to

1-447.

Hyde, C'ady, and Korsythe, (70, 71), likewise,

have measured with a Holborn - Kurlbaum

pyrometer the ratio of intensities at the gold
and palladium points, at an effective wave

length of 0-666 jU. The result corresponds to

C2
= 1447.

Similar measurements by Mendenhall (83)

correspond to a value of 1-439. Another

series, based upon the gas-thermometer
temperature of 1330 C., and a second

temperature 2460 C. based upon total radia

tion, also gave the value 1-439.

Mendenhall's second series is a step further

removed from direct dependence on the

gas-thermometer, being based on only one
fixed temperature. The same is true of

the series of measurements by Warburg,
Leithaeuser, Hupka, and Mueller (126) at the

Reiehsanstalt in 1913. Their basic point
was the gold melting-point, but higher

temperatures (1400 and 1970 C.) were

obtained through tho use of Wien's
"
displace

ment law," in the form

These measurements, at wave-lengths of

0-056 to 2-172 /A, gave a value for (\ of

1437 0-004.

Coblentsi's determinations (26) in 1913 were

based essentially on 1550 an the melting-

point of palladium, although the original

temperature determinations were made with

thermocouples standardised at 1083 and lower,

and used for higher temperatures by extra

polation with assumed corrections. Subse

quent standardisation at the palladium point
furnished a sound temperature basis. The

original value for C2 , 1-447, has been modified

by more recently determined corrections for

refractive index and bolometer setting and is

now 1
(28) placed at 1-432.

The mean of all the above determinations is

about 1438 + 0-008; or 1439 0-003 omitting
the abnormally high value of Lummer and

Pringsheim and the abnormally low value of

Holborn and Valentiner. An accuracy of 2

at 1550 (melting-point of palladium) corre

sponds to 0-0049 in C2 ,
or 0-34 per cent.

The average deviation of the more recent

values from their mean is somewhat less

than this.

The possibilities for error in C2 when

determined on the basis of fixed temperatures

already standardised by tho gas-thermometer
are of two kinds: (1) those due to tho fixed

temperature reproduction, (2) those due to the

intensity measurements.

Gold and palladium arc the metals

commonly used for the fixed melting-points.

Gold is easily obtained pure, and accumulated

experience has shown that its temperature
is readily reproducible within the limits of

error of the measurements. The same is not

1 See article
"

."Radiation, Determination of the

Constants*," (11), (12), Vol. IV.
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true of palladium. It is difficult to purify,

and samples of high chemical purity are not

readily obtainable.

Impure palladium usually melts higher than

pure, as pointed out by Adams. (2), and the

tendency of impure samples is therefore

toward lower values for C2 . In none of the

determinations cited above was the palladium

analysed. Only in connection with Day and

Sosman's nitrogen-thermometer measurement

of the melting-point was its purity determined.

This disadvantage can to a certain extent

be overcome by actual comparison of the

samples of palladium used with the nitrogen-
thermometer sample. This has been done

in the cases of Warburg's and Forsythe' s

measurements. Anew platinum-platinrhodium
thermocouple, calibrated at the palladium

point at the Geophysical Laboratory, agreed

satisfactorily with Warburg's temperature
scale.

A sample of the nitrogen-thermometer

palladium, sent to Dr. Forsythe, proves to

have a melting-point averaging within 1 of

Forsythe's sample, the range of 15 determina

tions on each being about 5. The two samples
are therefore identical, as nearly as can be

told by this comparison.
1

The other class of errors, those arising from
the intensity measurements, includes many
small uncertainties that must be taken account
of in fundamental work, though often over

looked in past determinations of the constant.

An excellent discussion of these errors,

particularly with reference to the disappearing-
filament type of pyrometer, has been given by
Forsythe (49).

We have seen that the average deviation

of recent measurements of C2 from the mean
value is of an order of magnitude equivalent
to about 2 at 1550, and that the uncertainties

due to the normal variability of the palladium
melting-point and to the various sources of

error in the optical observations are more than
sufficient to account for such a deviation in

any one measurement. There appears to be
no reason from the thermometric standpoint
for adopting any other value for C2 than the

. mean value given above, namely, 1-439, nor
for adopting any other value for the palladium
point than that derived from the nitrogen
thermometer,

2
namely, 1550 C.

The real pressure toward adopting a lower
value of

C;j (1-420 to 1-435) arises from the
better theoretical agreement between the
lower value and the accepted values for
Planck's

"
Quantum "

h, the charge of an
electron e, the Stefan-Boltzmann radiation
constant <r, and other related constants.

1 Private communication.
The actual determination is 1549, but the pro

babilities favour the existence of a small positive
correction of the order of 1 or less to convert constant-
volume nitrogen temperatures to thermodynamics.

Whether this is a valid reason for changing
the value of C2 depends to a large extent

upon the point of view.

The difference is not large far too small

to be of any industrial importance as yet
but is important enough to deserve consider

able further investigation from all points of

view, thermometric, theoretical, and radio -

metric. The investigations of the past few

years have been too exclusively occupied with

the latter two.

As to the best choice of C2 in the meanwhile,
the history of research furnishes little guidance,
for instances can be brought forward in

about equal number, on the one hand of good
theoretical judgment which disregarded exist

ing data and was afterwards justified by the

results of more exact measurement, and on

the other hand of apparent discrepancies in

experimental results which, though carefully

explained away by the experimenter himself,

subsequently proved his experimental accuracy
to have been better than his judgment.

(42) COMBINED THERMAL PEOPEETIES AND
FIXED TEMPERATURES. There are two thermal

properties which, while not independently

reproducible with the accuracy desired for

thermometry, are nevertheless, when com
bined with standard fixed temperatures, the

main reliance of investigators in the range
above 500. These are (1) the thermal

E.M.F. of platinum-group metal thermo

couples, among which the Le Chatelier

couple, platinum against an alloy of 90 parts

platinum and 10 parts rhodium, is pre
eminent; the thermocouples are limited in

working range mainly by the melting-tempera
ture of the wires, but also by the contamina
tion of the wires with impurities due to

reduction or volatilisation of neighbouring
materials ; (2) the electrical resistance of

pure platinum, limited in its working range
to a maximum temperature of 1100 0.

(i.) Platinum-metal Thermocouples. In the

preparation and use of thermo-elements Barus
made much more extensive and elaborate

studies than any one who has followed him.
He first investigated a great number of sub

stances, both pure metals and alloys, and
measured and tabulated their electromotive
forces for different absolute temperatures.
From these a couple made from pure platinum
and an alloy containing 90 parts platinum
and 10 parts of iridium was finally selected
for his standard work with the gas-
thermometer (5, 8).

It is an unfortunate accident that history
has failed to record Barus' s name along with
that of Le Chatelier (77) in the develop
ment of the thermo-element for purposes of

high - temperature measurement. There is

no question that Barus contributed enor

mously to our knowledge 'of the therm o-
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electric proportion of the dill'oront metals and
their use, hut. tho 10 per (tout iridium alloy
which ho finally selected proved to bo loss

serviceable than tho 10 per cent rhodium

alloy developed by Lo (>hatolier, probably by
reason of tho greater volatility of tho iridium
and a oonHoquont slow change in it,s readings.
And NO wo (in<l tho Lo (lhatolior platiurhotlimn
Mionno-olotnonti in use to-day tho world ovor,
while tho magnificent pioneer work of liarus

remains but little known.
Tho (irst calibration of tho platinum-

platinrbodiuin couple wan made by Jlolborn

and Wion ((Hi, (57) in 1892. They found that

tho K,M,b\ could be roproHonted in torms of

temperature by a cubic formula, and that tho
Hoalo could bo reproduced with tho aid of

melting-points of metals, with an accuracy
of 5", ovor; tho range -100 to 1440.

Hoi horn and Day (02), though thoir

maximum temperature (1100") wan not an

high aw that of Ilolborn and Wicn, consider-

ably improved tho accuracy of tho oomptirisoii,

and wore ablo to show that tho formula

c, a I hi |
cl," holds within 1" ovor tho

entire range from '100" to UOOU
. Similar

comparisons by Marker (51) in 1904 confirmed

this empirical relation for tho range 400 to

1000".

Day und (!Jomont"
>

N moamiromontH (JH) Htill

further improved tho accuracy of tho mcaMtiro-

montM in whowing that/ tho quadratic formula

14 followed from 400" to 1100, within 0-I5
U

. A
eertaiu clrifd of tho doviatioiiw was alwo

ohHerved which may indicate that a more

oomplox formula iw luxnlod to ropronout tho

rotation of and t ovon more clonoly than to

O-.'V, Data are not yet available for touting

thin quontion to a higher degree of accuracy.
The moaHuromoiitH of Day and Sonman

wore devoted primarily to determining the

valuoM of choHon <ixe<i pointn, iiHing tho thormo-

eouple only an a traimfor device. Tho large

number of point-H at Hnndl iritorvalrt of tonipora-

ture, which art^ ealhul for to really toHt the

poHHible deviation (within (KJ") from tho

quadratic formula, in lacking in tho data of

Day and Sownan booauHO of thin concentration

of mont of d\w moaHuromentrt at fixed poiutn,

With thin limitation (which in wjually true of

mont of th( other experimental contirmatiouB

of <*mpirieal lawn in thormomotry) tho data

of Day and Sonman furninh a good tent of tho

quadi'at.io equation, wince the Hubntitution of

a plutinrhodium alloy in plaee of platiniridiurn

IIH th<^ bulb mat<rial ooiwidorably irmrcviHod

l-ho attainable pnuunion with thormooouploH,

removing an it did the HOHOUH wonroo of error

duo to contamination of the eouploH with

iridium. The data nhow that tlu^
(juadratio

formula roproHontN the mode of variation of

t\ with t over the range from U()0'
J

to 1100 with

an twuntrftey of (K**
1

, while a wmilar formula

with dilforent constants will cover tho range
1000" to 1550 within 1. A cubic equation
etui bo made to lit all tho points from 300
to 1550 with a deviation of a little over 1.

(ii.) JUle.r-tric'.al JHeaititame of Platinum Wire,-

The only direct calibration of a platmum-
roHlstanco thermometer by reference to a gas-
thormometor that han ovor been made in tho

range above 500 is tho comparison by .Marker

(51) in 1904. Using a constant-volume

nitrogen thermometer with porcelain bulbs,

JIarkor nhoweci that between 400" and 1000

the quadratic formula for tho platinum
roHWtanco yielded tcinporaturcs that were
within 1 of tho gas-thermometer at tho lower

temperatures, but deviated by more than the

probable error in the upper part of tho range,
the diileroneo reaching a maximum of 6-3.

In tho ultimate analyyin, then, confidence in

tho platinum -resistance thermometer above
500 dopendH on tho degree of accuracy with

which it can interpolate the melting-points
of antimony and silver between tho two

bano-pointH, 444-55" (sulphur) and 1003

(gold), A re-ally exact utandardifcuition, having
a prooiHion comparable with that of which
both tho gas - thermometer and platinum-
resistance thermometer arc now capable, has

yet to bo made.

(iii.) Jntarpolatcd leased Points. As already

pointed out in preceding Hections, determina

tions of fixed temperatures may be roughly
divided into four classcH : (1) those deter

mined directly by immersion of tho gas-

thcrmomotcr in tho constant - temperature

aystonx (sulphur vapour, for example) ; (2)

those determined indirectly by transferring

tho temperature from gas-thermometer to

fixed point by moans of an intermediary
transfer device ; (3) those determined by
u'rnt establishing the law of variation of a

secondary thermometer (thcrmo-element, for

example) and then using this thermometer

to interpolate the iixcd points; (4) those
a
secondary interpolations

" made by calibrat

ing a secondary thermometer at several known
fixed points determined by methods (1), (2), or

(3), and then using it for further interpolation.
"
Primary interpolations

"
of class (3) were

made by Ilolborn and Wien, Holbom and

!Day, and .Day, Clement, ami Hosman by means

of thermocouples.
Several

"
secondary interpolations

"
of class

(4) (Iloyoook and Neville, Waidnor and

Burgess)' have boon made "with platinum-
rosiHtanoo thermometers. These were origin

ally made as tijtlmpoltttionN of the Oallondar

formula ovor the range from 000 to 1100,
an extrapolation more than equal to tho range

for which the law had been established. The

melting-point data HO obtained are often quoted
as independent determinations of the points,

side by side with gas-thermometer determina-
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tions. Strictly speaking they arc not. deter-

urinations at all, but merely hopcftd cwtimatoH.

Such an extrapolation of au empirical law to

cover an additional rango more than equal

to that for which it haw boon. cHtablinhed in

justifiable only an a temporary mcMwmro.

That it does sometimes succeed IH Bhown by

tho unexpectedly clone agreement between

tho melting -
pointH extrapolated with the

platinum
- resistance thermometer ami the

actual determinations made later with the

gas
- thermometer. Usually the attempt ban

failed, aa in the ease of platinum renwtanee

below 0, and of the thcnno-elon\cnt above

1100, but tho erroneous rcBultn have been

quickly forgotten, and have done harm only

by producing temporary confusion, Tho

original comparisons have permanent value,

furthermore, when tho extension of tho ga-
thcnnomctcr acalo establishes tho true law

of variation.

A number of primary and secondary inter

polated melting-points are shown in Table 13,

compared witlx direct or indirect gas-thermo
meter determinations of tho aamo points.

calibration at throe points (Much JVH tho moUing-

pointH of '//me, gold, and palladium), and the

UHO of a Htandard table Hitch JVM that of Adanw

(1), nitrogen Hcalo toinpenvturoM can lo

meanurod within O-It" at r>00" and IV
'

at

1500".

(ii.) I'hitin KM - rrMw/n'. Thmnoniclrjf.

Nitrogen Hoalo temperatures between 50(V
1 and

UOO" dan, 1)0 measured with a plutinum-

reHiHtanee thermometer made of pure platinum
and NtandardiHod at tho milphur boiling-point

and the gold melting-point within (KV at

500 and I" at 1000".

(iii.) Optwal (tnd ttddlation, Thcmmtictry* -

By ealilH'ation at \\\v melting-pointH of gold

and palladium, nitrogen Hotdo tetnjuraturoH

can be meanured optically (r by total radiation,

when tho varioun eorrec.tion fat^toi'H for

almorption, etc., are taken into account,

within 2 at 1000" and 5 at 1000".

(iv.) Fixed Pwinfa. The following fixed

pointn may be nnod to cntablmh and maintain

the temperature Heale from 500" to KHKV',

and are known on, the centigrade thermo-

dynamic scale with the accuracy indicated.

TABLM 13

INTERPOLATED VALUMS off TIXKD POINTS IN TUB BA:NQM 500" TO 1600 COMPANION WITH

OA-S-TIIICRMOMICTKB .DKTMHMI'NATIONH

(-13) SUMMARV I'oit THIS HANCIK HOO" to

]fj(K)
a

. (i.) (P/wrinocfac.triti
/
/7/w///j///r^v/.>"~The

beat (jcon<lary thermometer For UHO in the

range 500 to 1(500 in tho platinum : platin-
rhodium tbermo-clemcnt. Tl\H K.M.F. of the

oouplo can bo rx^prcNeuted in terniK of the

couHtant-volurno nitrogen Hcalc l>y a ({uadrai-ic

equation over limited parts of the rtrngu (,'iOO

to U0()
rl and 1000 to 1550) with an accuracy

of within 0-,'J'
J

in tho lower part of the range
and wltliin 25 at 1500. A cubic, equation
will ronroHont all tomponitmroM from UOO" to

1550 with somewhat ICBH accuracy. Jiy

Hi IH assumed thai, the Hubsiiiui('<'H umnl are

puri'rtd obtainabh^ c.ommcrciaJly,

Melting- point of ani-iinony , . . (i.'JO

M ,, nlummimii . . , (ioil

Ni!v(M' .... i)00

lOH.'l

1,'MH

1MO

coppor ,

dioxide (Cn,MgSi a
()

(1 ) .

'pallndiuni , . .

Hnin<^ of i.heHo Hul>Htni)e(H ar<^ now
aH (uM'tilicd Hi.andardH for tihonuotn( k

calibration (for example, aluminium from
.Bureau of StandardH of the United Staton)

0-5"

0-5"

o-r/'

I"

k trio

tho
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(v.)
f
I

1

fwn)n>i{i/n.iiniiC' Mwfy. Tho corrections

to oonvort readings on 11 10 conHtaul-volumo

PIH HoaloH to tho thermodynamio scale at 1000

and hi^hor aro vory uncertain. Tho correction

l.o the constant- volume nitrogen scale at

initial proHHuro fiOO nun. i probably of the

order of magnitude of H~0-5 or loan at 1200.

IX. TUN SouiMiws on 1 'Kuuou JN UAH
TUNKMOMMTRV

(-M) OoNHTANT-IMlUHSUHU TjlIORMOM KTBK.
- -Tho development of tho coiiHtant-proHBuro

gaMthermotnotor haw remained almoHt wholly
in tho hatulH of Oallondar and IIIM awHoeiatos.

l<Yom i(>H inception in IKHO to the last imi)ortant

publioatiou in 1014 no HoriouH attempt haw

boon made to ox.tend the HBO of the instrument

to Mio lu'ghor tomporaturoH (above the Hulphur

boiling-point), l^or thin roaHon, porhapu, the

HourooH of orror in thin BVHtom o{ procedure
havo I'omainod undeveloped and onnnot be

permanent change in the volume of tho bulb

after each exposure al the higher temperatures ;

(2) changes and uncertainty in the expansion
coefficient of tho bulb material (18) (chiefly

glass and porcelain) ; (3) inexact knowledge
of the expansion coefficient of mercury through
an adequate temperature range. These errors

are of a kind which can ho greatly reduced
in magnitude by a judicious selection of bulb

material and careful study, and tho constant-

pressure gas -thermometer may yet prove
to be a most valuable instrument for the

determination of standard high temperatures.
At the moment, however, one must regard it

as an untried instrument in the region where
further work is mainly needed (above 1200)
and no experience is available through which
to forecast its behaviour there.

(45) CONSTANT-VOLUME THERMOMETER.
The sources of error in tho constant-volume

gas-thermometer, on the contrary, are now

'PAUL 10 14

('ONHTAN'P (loillll'UrriONN TO TIIW OoNHTANT-A OMfMM (}A,S-THMUliT()MKTHJR (DEGREES)

examined with tho namo nharp Horutiuy which

inny now IH> appliod to the notircow of error in

tlu-i oonHtaiit-volunio iiiHti'iuncnt. in principle

tho apparatuH in Hound, and whou judged from

tl)(M>rotical eotiHidwatiouM alono IUIH boon

nccordod tho proforonco by Hcvera.1 writorn

on tho mibjoot, It haw alno IHHMI ntotitly

(h^foiulod by Oallondar on novoral oxplicit

^roundH : (1) loth tho apparatuH and tho

calculation aro Htinplo; (2) tho internal

proHHtiro upon tho bulb doon not inc,roaHO

with tho tomporaturo to bo nuwwrod ; (3)

tho luunu^ioy IH limited only by tho j>rooiHion

with which vvtii^hin^H oan bo mado.

(u- againHt thin may bo Hot tho fact that

'H obtained with the inHtrurnout havo

not boon HzttiHfaotorily concordant, ovon though
olmorvationH with it havo boon condnod to a

nhort ranp!<^ of oanily aoooNHiblo t(rn])oraturoH.
fVho Houi-ooH of orror tluiH far rooognwcd

by (lallondar and hin aolivo coadjutor

KumorfopouloH aro iniuuly three: (1) a

RO well known that no more than a brief

review of them iu needed hero. In the com-

proJienHivo treatment of gau thermomctry by
Homring (5(1) three primary correction factors

in which Ho aourcoH of orror havo boon

ornphamHod and their magnitude tabulated

for various temperatures. Tho data aro

contained in Table 14, which will sorvo to

Hhow tho magnitude to which those csorroction

faotorn attain in common practice; tho errors

arising thorofronx aro in uumt caBCB naturally

a Hinall fraction of the correction stated. Tho
corrections markotl A in tho table aro on tho

aHHiimption that the proHHuro-coeilioiont of

tho #an, ft t
in indopoadoutly known; thoBo

marked A' aro on the afcwunvption that ft
has

boon dotorminod in the name apparatus.
Of thoflo ma^nitudoB it Mhould bo stated

that tho first, ?'/V , the ratio of tho volume

of tho connecting tube between bulb and

manometer to that of tho bulb, was reduced

by .Day and SoBman to about one -sixth
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of tho value assumed by Homring in tho

above computation, and it temperature ami

volume arc doterminable with such accuracy
that this can. hardly bo accounted a major
source of error now.

The expansion coefficient of tho bulb material

will always bo a factor requiring precise

determination. To determine tho expansion
coefficient of a stable and wcll-dotinod solid

to a few parts in a thousand even over a very

great temperature range otters no diilioulty

to-day, but the solids which are chosen for

their refractory quality or for their imper

meability to certain gases may ho neither

stable nor woll-dolined. Witness, for example,
tho materials cited in the above table which

aro those now most commonly usod for high-

tomperature gas-thormomotry. Silica glass,

and indeed all glasses, aro in unstable equili

brium in which normal molecular forces are

held in chock by extreme viscosity. Diminish

this viscosity by exposure to a sufficiently

high temperature and the instability will

appear as a more or less complete change of

physical state. Silica glass, for example,

begins to crystallise at an appreciable xato

at about 1100, while at higher temperatures
the change becomes rapid. More compli

cated glasses such as Jena 59m develop
various crystalline compounds when heated.

Platiniridium is a stable alloy at low 'tempera
tures but in tho higher ranges loses indium
and may take on iron or silicon if present in

a reducing atmosphere. With adequate pro
tection against these contingencies, that is to

say, in an appropriate atmosphere and tempera
ture range, each of these substances has a

determinate expansion coefficient through
which no error of appreciable magnitude need
enter tho temperature determination. Tho
effort to stretch tho range of measurements
with a particular bulb to temperatures within

tho region whore the material becomes

measurably weak or incipient crystallisation
occurs (in glasses) or a finely crystalline alloy
becomes coarsely crystalline, brings uncertain

expansion, permanent changes of tho ice- point,

deformation, and liko uncortaintioH imposHiblo
to measure and difficult to appraise.
Tho clastic expansion of tho bull) under

change of internal pressure need give no further

concern. Theoretically it does nob arise in

tho constant - pressure thermometer, though
Oallcndar's observations (with glass bulbs)

appear not to have boon entirely free from
tho effects of volume-changes at any time.

Practically it may bo completely avoided in

tho constant-volume thermometer by enclosing
the bulb in a bomb in which the pressure out-

'

side the bull) is regulated to correspond to tbo

prOBHiire within, an was done by Day and
Sosman. Tho principal uncertainties mot
with in constant-volume gas thormomotry

to-day, assuming that the hull) has boon

chosen appropriately for tho temperature

range to he measured and lull ad vantage is

taken of existing experience, a,ro not sources

of error properly inherent in the gas- thermo

meter system. They are (1) tho tempera
ture distribution about the bulb, /.<'. tho

un.iforiwity of tMn-pwdtitw in tho space to bo

measured ;
and (li) the uniformity of tempera

ture distribution about/ tho mercury muno-
metorH. After a long experience with high-

temperature measurement; it is our impression
that a space sufficient to enclose a 200 e.c. bulb,

nil of which has a temperature of 1500 (t.

I- 5, has perhaps never been available to a

student of gas-thermomotry, Uow then shall

wo measure such a temperature with this

precision '/ Ilolborn aud Valcntinor reeord

tho fact that in their attempt to roach UU)0

with a bulb of pure indium, differences of

temperature were observed on the bulb surface

amounting to a much its (JO
11

, How much

greater than this tho temperature variations

in tho jcono of measurement might have been

without the integrating olToot of the bulb wall

of metallic iridium it is impossible to nay, Tho
iirst necessity in tho attainment of precise tem

perature definition at 1500, which happens to

bo tho temperature region in which most of Mio

recent gas-tborinomotry has boon earned out,

is a mutable space unifortnh/ heated to 1500.

Given this, and the errors discussed above
l)ooome relatively insignificant magnitudes.

In tho same sense, future gasthenuomotry
must place the long columns of mercury
forming the manometer in a thermostat where
tho temperature can bo properly controlled.

Tt is no longer necessary at the highest tem-

peraturoB that tho gas pressure within tho

bulb should not exceed one atmosphere leHt

tho bulb become strained and the
"
con

stant volume "
be jeopardised. Two or three

timoB thin pressure may be usod equally well

and a corresponding increase of sensitiveness

attained, but the increased length of Uio

measuring column of mercury muni, not

intrudueo errors through uncertainties in the

mercury temperature. A further advantage iu

simplified technique would alno ho attained if a
closed-tube manometer \vore substituted for tho

more usual opon-tuho manometer ; in many
oaHcs this luis not been done hitherto, chiefly
because it would have added the. barometric

height tit) the already long mercury column
and the difficulty of temperature control of

tho column would have been iMc.rcu.HetK

Tho relative magnitude of tho accidental

sources of error in a typical Hot of mea.Hure

montn with the constant-volume gas-thermo-
motor are shown in Table 15, compiled by
Duy and Sosman in connection with then*

work on tho nitrogen thermometer iu tho

range 500" to 1550",
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TANLTC \T>

HHOWINO AdCUUIWTAL KttHOUH IN (Us-TIIKWMOMBTUY. KSTIMATBD ERRORS OF A CONSTANT-
VOMJRIM NlTUOdMN-THMIlMOMKTMH AT INITIAL PliBSSURlfi OF ABOUT 200 MM. MERCURY (37)

.Hull) material : 80 platinum, 20 rhodium.

Volume of bulb: V(r 20(5 e.e.

Volume of unboatod Hpaoo : ^-" OsJL c.c.

Ratio
7'jL/V,,

0-0015.

.Kurnaoo : olootrioally heated air-bath,

Manometer : open typo. Barometer road separately.
ProHHuro-oooflioiont of gaH and expanHion-cooflicient o{ bulb assumed knovim.

Tomperaturo transferred to fixed points by platinum : platinrlioclium thermocouples.

Quantity Aireotod.

( A) Temperature of gas

Fixed pointw

la oomiluHion, wo winh to record our in

dobtodtlOHH 1.0 MOHHI'H. L II. AdaiUH, K
Buokingluun, VV, W. (Joblontz, E, K. Mueller,

(1, W. Waulnor, and W. P. White for HUKOS-
tioiiH (umoorumtf variouw parts of thin article.

RlWKUMNOMH

1, it. H, AclamH, J. Am. (Ihm. tiw.
t 1014, xxxvi.

05-7ii,

ii, I/, II, Adamn, Am. TmL Min. Met. Muff., 1020,

IVroiuotry Vol., Pt> W\ 00.

!i, b. II, AtlaitiH autl .J, .lolmHton, Am. ./. ATO.,

11) 1 2, xxxill. ftJU-5'15
;

,/. Wtwh. Ami. SVi, 1012,11,

**lt K. (!. Haly, Wi'il. Mngn 1000, xllx, 517-520,

5. 0. HaniH,' ^.V. M'o/, W/f/vv/ /*?<// IHHO, llv.

0, <!, Hat'UM, /Vw*. /^r,, 1H02, II, 205-31(1

7. (!, HaritH, JHe ^)ti)/nU'u.l'Mift IMumtUuiig und
dto AtMMtMi/ fio/icr Ti'mwrttturnii belp/lK. 1802,

8, 0, HaniH, Am. ./. >SVi. (3), 1HO-I, xlvlli. M2-!m.
, Md. H(M'(|u<^oI, /Inn. (mm. ct /'/*//. (3), IHOtJ,

Jxvlll, 40- M!J.

10, 1). Hordliolot, donwt. R<>n,<l.i 1805, e.xx. 8IH-8JM.

11. i), Uorthe.lot. Cornet. Mend., 1898, cxxvi, 410-

1 2. T). Jiertholot, (!omptJt<>nd., 1808, e-xxvi. 473-476.
13. 1), Berthelot, Trai\ cl Mfan. tiur. InL, 1007, xiii.

113pp. .

14. M. Bue.kingham, Jlmcan of Standards JiuU.,

1007, III 237-203 (Sei. I^IIKT, 57).
,15. K Huekingham, Jiitrcau of titawlards Mull,

1010, vl. 400-^120.

10, II. ,L Hallcndar, Mill. Tram., 1887, A, clxxvlii.

101-230, PL 11-13.
17. H. ,b. Cullondar, TMl M(/. t 1003, v. 48.

18. II. L. (lallendar, rrvc. Ron. Woe., ,1008, A, Ixxxi.
303-3(W.

10. II'. L. Oallondar and ,K. II. Orlinths, Witt.

Trans,, 1801, A, elxxxll. IH)-157.
20. ,11. L, dallendar and II, MOHH, Proc, Jloy. Hoc.,

1010, A, Ixxxiii. !()- 108.

21. I>. (HmpinilH, Tmr. ct Jtlftm. Jtur. hit., 1888, vi.

125'
|
187 pp., VI 1.

22. P. Ohappulri, fl'wr. et M<fm, Jtur, Int., 1007,
xlii, 0(J pj),

23. P. (JhappulH, Trav. cl l\f< !m. Jhw. Int., 1017, xvj.
44 pp.

24. P. (UiappulH and J'. A. Ilarker, Trav. et M&m.
Jtur. /??*., 1002, xli. 80 pp,

25. P. ChappuiB, Tnw. ft RTton. Jiur, Int., 1002, xii,

(donfbronco (U'uu'iraU^, 1805, p, 20).
20, W. W. (Joblontss, Mrcau of Standards XulL*

1013, ix. 283-325.
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27. W. W. Ooblontjs, ttnmui, of Mumhmdt Hull.,

1914, x. i-77 ; 1010, xiii. 450-477.
28. W. W. Coblenta, Jturcan <>J' titawttmlti tici. Pay.*

1021, xvii. 7-48; No, 400.
20. W. W. Coblcute and W. B. Emcrrton, bureau

of Rtawlanti MIL, 1010, xii. 503-551.
30. W. W. Coblcntz, Jlurcau of Standards

1010, xii. 553-582.
31. W. W. Coblcntz, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sei. t 1017,

iii. 504-505.
32. J. M. Crafts, Nature, 1882, xxvi. 400.
33. J. M. Crafta, ,/. Chin. Phim., 1013, XL. 420-477.
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TWMPMUATUHW, SwdONDAHV STANDARDS (1OM-

I
'A H K I ) WITH ( } A M - T 1 1 10HM < > M IOT M US K< ) H

VAUIOUH RANUUH. S( v
<^

u
Tcinponitum,

lt<i(iliHal'i(>M of Absolute S<^al<i of,
1 '

("7),

i:, WTANDAHDS OK:

Primary : mercury IhermwnotierH of rcrre

dut^ <'oustiMi< i

.li(
y
<l by Baudiu of PariH for

Mio Int(M'iuitiional Buremu of WtMghtH and

M(iaHttr(>H at StNvroH, tho eorroetionH to

wblcli over thc v range to 100 C. have

hoou carefully aHcortamod, HO that t.h(\y

may nerve an fuudameutal iioinpcrrtiiuro

or tliin rango. S<ui
u r

l

1

herino-

ry, available for ^Mieral UHO and

compared with ^jtH-tbermomoterH. Seo

"Temperature, RoaliBation of Almoluto

K<ml<^ of/
1

S (23).
r

P<Ht of, by CompatiHon, with Standards,

S< k
<^
^
Tliorniometry,

11

(I I).

TlflNMION M MM WO UN IN STIUM1TUIU'J8. Seo
**
StruetureH, Strength of," (M),

TMNHION TIGHT, S(M^
"

ICIaHtic, OormtantH,

IhiUM'iuitiittion of.'
1

Data ordinarily olmerved, (20).

Definition of the Yield Point. (21).

The Maximum Load, (22).

Method of reporting ItemdtH. (SSfi).

Quality hictorH. (2S).

H<HultH of Tents on Alloy Wt^oln at High

TiMnpcM'adureH. (117), Table. II.

U,eHultH of T(wtH on Mild Stool at Varying

of T(^Ht.H at Varying 'IV

(117) and (IIS).

TMHT BAHH :

I^orniH of 'Bar for Toimion TtwtH. Seo
' v

KlaHtio OoimtantH, DekHrminatiou of,"

(8).
KonuH of Iflnlarged KIJ<!H for TOUHIOU

r

l\^Ht.

TlOST PlKdKH PKKPAUATION 1 AND SlOLFA'TJON"

OK. See tk
I
H]laatic Constants, Dotorminatiou

<V'S (!))-

T'BHT RWHtlljTS :

Apparatus for dotormining the Effect of

Temperature on Teat Results. Soo
**
Klastic

Constants, Determination of," (113).

Influence of Form of Test Piece on Results.

Soo ibid. (41).

Influence of Time of Testing on Results.

See ibid. (42).

TBHTIN<I MA (ii UN us. Seo
"
Elastic Constants,

Determination of."

AniHler Testing Machine. (9) (L).

Arnold Machine for Alternate Bending Tests.

(78) (i.).

Arrangement of the Lover for Lever

Testing Machines. (5).

Avery 700,000 11>H. Horizontal Machine.

S (7) (vi.).

Brinoll Hardness. (81)-(84).

(Calibration by Means of a "Standardising
Box." (K*)(v.).

(Calibration by th<^ UHO of a Series of Tost

Pieoew. (III) (iii.).

(Calibration by the Use of Crushers. (13)

(ii.).

Calibration by a Standard Tost Bar. (13)

(i.).

Methods of Calibration. O^)-
The (lharpy Pendulum Impact Machine.

(M>) (ii.).

Compression Shackles. (12) (viii.).

Dead Load Calibration of the Emory
Machine. (8) (v.).

Dynamic Hardness. (80).

Ki'nery Testing Machine. (8) (i.).

Cenoral Methods of Testing. (2).

Crips for holding Tost 'Bars. (12).

(1 rips for testing Chain, in Tension. (12)

(vii.).

Crips for testing Rope. (12) (vi.).

Gmllcry I in pact Machine. (100) (iii.).

Horizontal Compound, Lever Machines. (7)

(iv.).

llori'/ontal and Vortical Arrangement of.

().
i'/od Impact Tester. (100) (L).

Landgraf-Turner Alternating Bending Im

pact Machine. (7) (ii.).

Machines using Muid Pressure for estimat

ing the Load. (9).

Modern Types of Machines. (4).

Olsen's 200,000 Ib. Tenting Machine. (7)

(ii.).

Sankoy Hand .Bending Testing Machine.

(78) (iii.).

Self-aligning Grips for. (12) (iii.).

Shackles for Torsion Tests in. (12) (xiv.).

Shear Shackles for Tents on 'Bar and Plato.

Torsion Tests. (10).

Transverse Tests. (11).
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Transverse Test Tools. ( 12) (ix.).

Using a Diaphragm as a Moans of Record.

(8).

Vertical Compound Lover Machines. (7).

Vertical Single Lover Machines. (6).

Werder Single Lover Horizontal Machine.

S () (v.)-

TESTING MACHINES FOR ft UP HATED STREHS

TESTS. See
"
Elastic Constants, Deter

mination of."

Direct Stress Machines employing an Alter

nating Current. (71) (iv.).

Direct Stress Machines employing an Un
balanced Weight. (71) (iii.).

General Methods. (71).

Rotating Cantilever (Wohler) Typo. (71)

(I).

THERMAL CAPACITY OP A SUBSTANCE. The

quantity of heat required to raise the tem

perature of unit mass of the substance I".

It depends to some extent on the range
selected.

THERMAL EXPANSION

MOST properties of material bodies vary with

temperature. Amongst fchoso must ho in

cluded the size of a body. In the majority of

cases this increases with rise in temperature.
Notable exceptions are found, however, in the

case of water and some aqueous solutions

which undergo contraction in bhe range from
0-4 C. (approximately) ; and in that of

iodide of silver (resolidified) which has a

minimum volume at about 142 C.

In making those statements we are tacitly

taking for granted that wo possess a satis

factory way of measuring temperature. The
methods in use are described in the article on
"
Therrnometry."
Each dimension of the expanding body

changes. In the case of isotropic solids

(which, as their name implies, havo tho same

properties in all directions) tho expansion of

a line of unit length drawn in the body
is independent of the direction iti which it

is drawn. Bodies which havo this property
are either amorphous (e.g. glass) or belong to

tho regular syntom of crystals (a.f/, rock-salt,

diamond). Motals may usually ho treated as

isotropic, because although they arc partly

crystalline tlio crystals arc not arranged in

any selective way and tho avamgu properties
are independent of direction.

I. IsOTltOHO $OUDH

(1) LINEAR EXPANSION. Lot tho distance
between two points in the body at (I bo
1Q and at t C. be l

t
. If wo write

It 'k(l i M),

then X is usually a ponitivo quantity arid IH

called tlxe mean cooHioiont of linear expansion

botwoon and T ( It in not a constant, but

varies with tho range- of temperature selected.

Tho value of X in quite small, and UHually

special devices must bo adopted to enable

it to bo determined. It in most easily dotcr-

minod in tho case of a long rod or wiro or .strip

of tbo material. Tho change of length of an

iron rod one metro long when rainod from iJO" (!.

to 100" (1. in about 1 mm. Tho proportional

accuracy with whioh X can bo obtained in

about tiio Hamo as that with whioh tho ohango

equal to 1 mm. can bo measured. Many
methods (onoo regarded aH standard ones)

havo now become historic, having boon super
seded (methods of Lavoisier and Laplace,

Ramndon, etc.). Tho most sat.isfact.ory direct

methods aro tho two following.

(2) MATERIAL IN Tin*: FORM on 1 A LONO ROD
OR WIRW OR STHU*. COMPARATOR M union.

Ff the body is a rod it may bo supported

horizontally in such a way that its expansion
is not resisted. If a wire or strip, it should bo

suspended vertically (so as to avoid Hagging),
a small load boing allixed to keep it taut.

In each case two liduoial marks aro made on

tho body and tho distance apart measured at

an observed temperature f
i?

either by
cathotomoter or by rougher moans, ao

to tho accuracy required.
In order that the temperature may bo

adjusted the body must bo surrounded by a

jacket through winch steam or other vapour
may bo passed. This jacket must bo provided
with windows of plane parallel glass or mica

placed so that tho liduoial linos may bo observed

through thorn. Klaoh such line in observed

through a separate microscope, provided with

an oyopiooo micromotor or capable of a
small parallel motion in tbo direction of the

expansion, this motion being indicated by a

micromotor screw. If c/
t

and f// are the

micromotor readings at a temperature /,, and

fl% and (1%
aro tho readings at L (reduced if

necessary to tho units in which
/,

is measured),
then the distance between the fiducial linen at

J
a

is /!_!((//' (//) (r/u
</

{ ).
< -ailing this/,,, wo

havo

/!
/ (1 I MI), /

a /(! I ,Va ),

/ JiMxI* /,d INW( 'AM.cto,).

-niH \/.a and A/, aro UMun,lly MO Htnall

that this (win bo writton approxhna(<<
i>

ly

This IH an of>tioal mol.hod d<^p<^ndin^ upon tho

colours of thin platoH and having i-ho ad vantajy;o
that only Htnall cutantitit^H of nuU^ria.1 aro

nnu'rcd. It IH onpoomlly unoful th<*r<*for<^ for

tho invoHtigation of cryHt.i,lH, Tho wibHtanuo

* Am, <((> Wtim, <'t <
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which

c r: :

to bo investigated is cut, into a plato with

parallel faces, from 1 to 10 mm. thick. This

plate I* (AYf/. 1) rests on a plane metal disc

Alt, which is supported on throo metal screws

pass through it, and in their turn

support a second plato

(of glass) (11), which
can be brought very
near the test plato
I* by adjusting tho

screws. A bourn of

light falls perpen
dicularly on tho glass

plate, at the second surface of which it

is partially reflected ; the remainder passing
into the air-gap suiTcrs successive roileotions

backwards and forwards within it, part of

it escaping upwards at each incidence upon
tho glass plate. Interference between tlioso

emerging rays produces interference bands
formed iu the same general way as Newton's

rings, Kixoau used white light, and deter

mined tho position of tho fringes with respect to

lines drawn on the under side of tho glass plato.
Their positions depend upon the thickness of

the air-gap between V mid 01). In later forms
of the device, duo to Abbe, the distance screws
are replaced by a hollow cylinder (or ring) of

quart'/ out with its generating linos parallel to

tho optic axis, Tho specimen
is placed inside this cylinder,.

H aro replaced by quarts plates.

Tho emerging light is examined

through a telescope and prism.

(/'*/(/, il).
Tho light from a Uoisslor

dii bo is used. It enters the tolo-

Hcopo tube at right angles, is

deviated down tho tube by moans
of a small right-angle prism, and

passes through the sot of prisms
before incidence upon the plato.

Tho fringes are now formed in tho

focal plane of tho objective. They
would be circular if the air-gap had

precisely parallel faces ; in practice
the plates are slightly inclined and
then the fringes become more nearly

parallel straight lines.

If this arrangement is placed in a

chamber which can be boated tho wo. 2.

fringes are displaced, because the air-

gap changes in thickness owing to tho differ

ential expansion of tho screws and tost piece.

By this moans very small changes of thick

ness can be observed. Thus, if the centre of

one band is displaced through the distance

between two bright bands, the air-gap has

changed through half a wavo-longth of tho

light employed ; i.e. for sodium light about
000029 cm. If tho specimen is transparent
its lower face should bo blackened to prevent
roilootiou at that faoo.

Tho expansion of tho screws is determined

by making observations without the plate of

crystal in between. Tho use of tho quartz

ring instoad of tho screws requires a previous
careful Rtucly of tho expansion of quartz.
Tutton has modified tho apparatus by placing
the specimen on a plato of aluminium, the

thickness of which is maclo such that the

expansions of tho quartz and aluminium just
cancel each other. It- is not likely, however,
that this compensation will bo complete at all

temperatures.
(4) TBMPKRATURK VARIATIONS OF TUB Co-

isTOOHUNT. The moan coefficient, as has boon

said, varies according to tho temperature range
to which it rolatoa ; that ia to say, it is itself

a function of tho temperature ; or, in other

words, tho relation between length and tem

perature is not a linear ono. A more complete

representation can bo made by writing

/ -J (l-tXlM-Xa
a + , etc.),

when X 1?
X

2 , etc., aro constants to bo determined

from experiment. If no powers of t higher
than tho second aro retained tho relation is

parabolic, corresponding to concave or convex

curvature upwards according as X2 ia positive
or negative. In most cases it is positive ; a

body becoming more expansible as the tem

perature rises,

To llud Z , Xj,, Xa from experiment the length I

at each of throo tomporatures ^, t
z ,

/3 , munt bo

mcoHurocl. Thus throo equations aro obtained,

which jrxuHt bo waived Himultancously for Z , ^o^i> and
Z X 2

.

r

riioy oan ho reduced to two by subtraction,

whowjo

wlunioo

and

(/a

The value of / IK next found by innorting thoac

values in any our. of tho initial equations and thus

X x
and Xa eau ultimately bo found. Such an equa

tion to quite empirical ;
molecular theory IB not

Hullioiontly advanced to indicate n satisfactory

theoretical formula. Varioun other empirical formula

may bo employed ; e..g. instead of tho Himplo formula

I 7 (I \-\t), it IH iwually more Hattofaotory to write

I 2 /0""M> where X must be ohoHon to fit experi

mental observations boHtr.

(5) AlUCA AND VOLXTMB EXPANSION. Tho

change of aroa of any cross-section or of tho
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surface of the body can easily be deduced. If

we take a rectangle, as typical, the sides of

which are Z 6 and change to I and 6, where

then
orA=A (l+A*)

2
,

where A and A are the original and new
areas. Since in practice \t is usually a small

quantity, we can write

A =A (1 +X0 2 =:A (1 + 2M) approximately.

The change of area follows approximately the

same law as the change of length, but with

double the coefficient. In the same way the

change of volume of a parallelepiped is given

or approximately

V =V (1+3X*).

The value 3X is called the coefficient of volume

expansion (or cubical expansion). These

formulae are only approximate. When the

required precision justifies the use of more
exact expressions for the linear expansion
they must be modified accordingly. Thus,

adding a term containing the square of the

change of temperature,

Such formulae are easily worked out when

required. We will be content with pointing
out that the terms of higher powers become

increasingly important at higher temperatures.
It should be mentioned that the expansion

of a hollow vessel is the same as if it were
solid throughout. For the expansion of any
part of the material is in a fixed proportion

independent of the other parts ; hence the

whole of the central part may be removed
without altering the change in the peripheral

part. This assumes that the shell is perfectly

homogeneous.
(6) EXPANSION OF SILICA GLASS. The im

portance of silica glass (i.e. quartz which has
been decrystallised by fusion and subsequent
solidification) in thermometric work has caused
considerable attention to be paid to it. The
extreme smallness of its expansion-coefficient
makes the optical method (Fizeau) the most
feasible one. This has been employed by
Chappuis,

1 Scheel and Heuse,
2
Randall,

3 and

Dorsey.* Callendar 5 obtained the value
59 x 10- 6 for the mean coefficient of expansion
(linear) between room temperature and 1000 C.

1
Chappuis, Proc&s Verbaux Inter. Comm. des

Poids et Mesures, 1903, p. 75.

ix.Vi^iirwHxvi."^*
* D - phvs- Ges" 190T>

3
Eandalf, Physical Review, 1910, xxx. 216.

4
Dorsey, Physical Review, 1907, xxv. 88 : 1910,

xxx. 271.
5 Chemical News, 1901, Ixxxiii. 151.

of a silica rod 40 cm. long. He stated that

the expansion is uniform up to 1000 C., in

creases rapidly from 1000 to 1400 and changes
to a contraction beyond that point. The

length was measured by a micrometer micro

scope, and the temperature was measured by
the expansion of a surrounding platinum

cylinder which was heated by passing an

electric current through it, and thus heated

the silica in turn.

Holborn and Henning used a rod of silica

52 cm. long and, by a microscopic method, 6

measured thelength f ^
at room

ture, 250, 500,

750, and 1000,

using electrical

heating inside a

porcelain jacket.

The temperatures
at different points
of the rod were

measured by
thermocouples.
The results of all these investigators have

been co-ordinated by G. W. C. Kaye,
7 and are

shown on the subjoined curve.

This curve was drawn out on a large scale,

and from it the following mean coefficients

were derived by him :

The negative coefficient below - 80 C. is of

great interest.

An investigation by Callendar on a silica rod,

using a Newton's ring method, gave results

between 20 and 300 C., which he represents

by the formula

where X is the mean coefficient between
and t C.

Some experiments by Callendar 8
appear to

show that silica glass, when drawn into tubular

form, is not isotropic. Further investigations
are required under this head.

(7) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS. We give
next some experimental values for different

substances obtained by various methods.

Writing

the values of A and B are as follows : X100 is

the mean coefficient between and 100 C.

6 H. and H., Ann. der Phys., 1903, x. 44-7.
7
Kaye, Phil. Mag., 1910, cxv. 723.

8
Callendar, Phil. Mag., 1912, xxiii. 998.
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Measurements of the linear coefficient

\ = l/J '(#/iZT) at very low temperatures have
been made by many investigators.

1

These determinations are of great interest,

because E. Gruneisen 2 has shown that there

is almost strict proportionality in the case

of metals between the coefficient of expansion
and the specific heat of constant pressure Cp ,

Data are given below, together with the value
of the ratio X/C,,

1 JL I). AyrcH, Phys. Rev., 1905, xx. 38 ; F. Hcn-
nfoff, Ann. d Phj/s., 1907, xxii. 631 ; K. Scheel,
Verb, d, Deutech. Phj/tik. to., 1007, ix. 3 ; K. Bchoel
and Heuse, Verh. d. Deutttch. PhysiJc. Qes. p. 449 ;

J, S. Hhcaror, Phys. Rei\, 1005, xx. 52.
2 Ann. der Ph)/fi., 1908, xxvi. 211.

It will be seen that the linear coefficient

diminishes with fall in temperature. It is

certain now that the specific heat falls at an

increasing rate until near the absolute zero,

but finally varies as the cube of the absolute

temperature. It may be expected therefore

that the coefficient of expansion will do like

wise, becoming zero at the absolute zero itself.

II. EXPANSION OF NON-ISOTROPIC CRYSTALS

(8) THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION. When
the crystal is non-isotropic, its expansion
with temperature is different in different

directions. This was first shown to be the

case by Mitscherlich, who discovered that the

angles between the faces of a cleave of Iceland

spar vary with a change in temperature. Let

us assume that three mutually perpendicular
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(lirootions in tho eryntal can ho Holeetod, wick

that if two partioloH lie at one temperature
on any one of thono axes they will continue

to do HO if tho tomporaturo is altered. To

each of those diroctionH, #, //, s, eorroHpondH

a coofliciiont of linear expansion, A^, X
VF

X s

respectively. Theso arc called tho principal

oooilioiontH. A cube, each odgo of which in

l
() ,

at zero tomporaturo with itn odgoB parallel

to one or other of thoHo diroetioim will, on

change of tomporaturo, become a parallelepiped
whoso edges arc given by

and tho volume becomes

Let us now tako any Htraight line of length r,

making angles 6?, 0, and ^ with tho nxen a:, ?/, 3,

and lot it change in temperature HO an to boeomo

of length p at t whoro

Then since tho nquaro on p IB etpial to tho Rum of

tho squares of its projections on a, v/ ,

p
s =r2 cot

2
(H-Xa/O

2 K2 con2
<j> (1 'IV)

2

cos2 -hX* cos
2
f)

whence

^Xo, COH2
-l-Xy OOH2 -I X, OOH2 ^.

Now take any three mutually perpendicular diroottoiw

of which that of p in one. Then

fa Xa con 15

(? |-XV cow2
(f> | X, cow8 f,

?
2 ^Xa, COS2 -|-Xv COH2

\f> ~\*\g
OOH2 0,

(3S =\X COH2 ^ |
Xv OOH2

<? -}"XjB OOH
2

</>.

Uut HIIK^O COS2 (9-hCOH
2
</H-0()B

2
'/'rS 1,

it followH that

Hiwice thin uni in an invariant For all Much lU^dN of

mutually porpondicnlar IIXOH. We liavo H<'<MI thai-

thirt Hum in equal approximately to the oooflieiont

of volume oxpanHion.

Jf \vo Holoot a diretttion whioh malcoH the

name angle & with oa<?h of tho oliiof UXOH HO

that

coH a w eoH 2 'eon"
</)

eon 2
^ /,,

and for xvluoh o> I'M tlxiroforo ^4" -M', thon for

thin direction

lOVr I A v I- A.),

HO that the linear (ux^lteient for thin dinuition

JH tbo arithmoUo moan of tho thn^<^ ehief

ooonioient.H,

(9) KXIM'IIUMKNTAI* ItHSUl.TS. TIl(^ bent

vahu^H of th<^ cooiruiMMitM have* U'ou dettM-iniiu^l

by M/eau'n method. In Homo canon linoar con.

trnoUon t-akrrt plaon (in partirular ditvot.iouH)

inHt<Nul of <^xpa.nHion ; but UIIH eoutradtion in

alwayH vory Hinall. Tho vobmu^ oooUi<ii<Mi<. in

alwayw poHitivo. In tlu^ hexagonal HyHl(m
Pfalf found that in optically negative cryntulH

the CiXpaiiHton along tho axw in al\v.yn gr<Mit(r

than at right angh^H thereto ; while Mi<* r(v<M'm^

holdrt for optically ponitive cryntalH.
r

rho

vuliu^H for <|uarlK and Iceland Mpar havo IXUMI

very earc^'ully d<U.(^rmin(Hl by BcMioit, uwing

PulfrioirH rnoditication of Fiw!urn ap|>aratuH.

Kor quart/- tho length along tho axw between

(5. and 80" (I i given by

It f
()(H"7-KH4xl<) H I

-(M)8()l xl<'/ a
) t

and per[>ondi(udar to the ax in by

It / (1 ! 13-2540 x \()'H I -01m x 10 (V a
).

For Iceland spar the oorroBponding valuoM

between 0" (-. and 80" (!. are :

Along tho axiH

l t ^( L -I 525-1353 x 10- 8M- -01180 x 10
).

Porpondieular to tho axin

Zr ^/ (1 .5-5782x 10- flM- -00138 x 10 /,

a
).

The lant oqnation indioatoH a

with iuoroaHo in temperature.
l^odorow ! ban oni]>loyod a \w\\ mot'ho<I for

the examination of crynta-lM. T\M\ Htirfaco

of a Hooi'ion of tho oryntal (out. in nny (hvdnMl

plane) IB ooati^l with a thin layer of a noblo

metal and a dilTraotion grating in rnlod

tliereon. I th< grating npaeo ebang< \vil-h

tom[)oratiiro tho dollootioiiH of tho nptnitra

change in about tho name proportion, ThoHO

sluftH onablo tho tluu-mal <^xpanHion to bo

stucliod.

JOvon an apparently homog(noouH nuiHH lik<^

(Jarraivt niarbU^ oxhibitn cryHtallitu
1
* proportion,

i.c,. tho oxpM'iiHion in diiToront in <li(T<rcnit

(UrootiouH. Very careful moaHiiromontM hn-vo

be<ni m.'Khi on a Npocimon ohtaiixvl from tlc

.JnpjuicHo ImixM'ial MiiMtMim by II, Mini, by
moaiiH of tho I

|1
i

r/<auI )

ulfrich nuMliod. Hollow

<wlin<lricn,l ringH \vcro cuf. in <IiHVrouti a'/imuthn,
and fornuMl i,}\c\ <liMlanco piocon of t-ho (AVO

platc'H between which interference UgurcH w<M'e

ohtaiiHMl. At iiO" tho co(4ricieni.M for throe

mutually porpondictilar <lir(M*tinuH woroj

.i4M'. lO- H-Oil '* 10"*

, MM-I *' Ur*

(Ht Hpnolmon , H'QfiX 10"

',in<l Hpivluuni ,(),' x 10"

ValucH W(MX^ alno obi^iined for<tth< itra'/,imuthH;

tboHo iu-tlm jfi t t/ plane Ho Hennibly upon an

(^lli[Ht^ Near 0" ('. (iKM^xpannion wan negative
in and near tho jr. direction. In connection

1001),
(St,
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with this crystalline property it may bo added
that marble exhibits definite cleavage plan OH.

111. Kxi'ANHroN OK LujiUDB

(10) MlOAHU ItKM 10 NT OK TUlfl Rl5LATIVB

Kxi'ANHioN. hi the case o liquids tho

volume expansion alone has any significance,

for a liquid has no intrinsic shape, but takes

tho Hhapo of that part of a vessel which it

occupies* We e.an again express the volume
in powers of the temperature, writing

V V
()(l fa,/- I a,/

2
4- . .

.),

or approximately

V iV (l-|.a,).

In mtmt of the methods of determining a^

ox peri men tally the expansion of tho vessel

(in which tho liquid in necessarily contained)

enters aw a eom]>lieation, and it is therefore

necessary, in such canes, to have a previous

knowledge of the coefficient of the solid of

which the veHHel irt made. rrwo methods will

bo described which fall into thin class.

(i.) n<i<\nni nation. of a, by Jin din y the

Aj^Htrcnl, \\ci\jht of a tfolid wimyMndctl in, the.

Ln/nid al Various '/Vw/wMfomw. -Uy Archi-

modcH
1

principle tho apparent weight of tho

solid W a in equal to the real weight W ininuH

the weight w of an equal volume of tho Hq_uid,

or

w - VV T W ; vol. x denwity of litjuid

VI).

L<^t w be determined at two temperatures, then

<>r
w

a
v

tt D;

Now <4i<^ ratio of tho donniileH of the liquid

muHt be invernely an the ratio of tho voIumoH

<>f a, yiwii muM o'f liquid, i.e.

I)a J l-aJi"

MHO oonHidering tlu^ Holid,

V8 .1-1.7^

V t
M- 1-7*1'

wh<M-(^ 7 in (loelliouuit ol: volume cxpmisiou of

the Holid. Hence

1, 1

HO that a knowledge of 7 onabloH a to be

calculated from the obHorvod valuow of w; and

t. Approximately, in uHual canon thin can bo

written

', , I 'l'tt(^s "^l)

t ',1-1 7^-!i "-*j)

BO that tlio alteration of apparent weight is

tho same as if tho volume of the solid Jiad

remained unaltered and tho coefficient of

expansion of tho liquid had been a - 7. Tho
value of a - 7 is called tho coefficient of

apparent expansion, When the difference of

temperature is too groat to justify the last

approximation, wo can write

As a rule tho last term is very nearly equal to

7. If amorphous ailica is uaod as tho solid

tho correction for 7 IB exceedingly small, and
it may often bo neglected entirely.

"(ii.) T/LG Weight - thermometer Method.

A voHHel IH taken of the shape shown, usually
of glass or silica. This can bo completely
iillod with the liquid under examination by
alternately heating and cooling it while the

open end dips under tho liquid

in a porcelain crucible. There

IH often a difficulty in remov

ing the last trace of air which

sticks in the nock. Thiw can

only be done by boiling the

liquid which has entered until

half (or more) is evaporated
and then lotting it cool, re

peating tho operation if it

does not succeed tho first

timo. Tho course of tho experiment consists

in lotting tho filled thermometer attain two

temperatures in succession, the open end

being kept immersed in the liquid in the

crucible, and weighing, it after each adjust
ment. If tho weight of tho empty thermo

meter has boon determined onoo for all, tho

woighingH give the weight of liquid contained

at the respective temperatures. Tho calcula

tion of tho coefficient follows tho same lines

an in case (i.); in fact no further change is

necessary, if iv
lt w$ are taken as tho weights

of liquid contained at the two temperatures,
and V^, V<j arts tho corresponding volumes of

the containing vessel. Honco, finally,

Tho necessity of knowing 7 before a can bo

calculated is a defect of both those methods.

It is practically impossible to determine 7

directly for the actual vessel employed.
Moreover, there is often doubt as to whether

tho material oC tho voflaol can bo treated as

isotropio, oven when very well annealed.

Owing to tho introduction of silica that has

boon fused and resolidified in tho non-

orystallirio form tho importance of 7 is much
diminished. Its value for glass is about
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3 x -000009 or -000027 ; while for silica it is only
0000005 x 3 or -0000015. The value of 7 for

mercury is about -000182, so that the apparent
coefficient in glass is about -000155, while in

silica it is -0001805. It is evident that even

an approximate value in the case of silica will

be sufficiently good except in investigations
of the highest precision.
The introduction* of silica has the additional

advantage that the manipulation is much
simplified. With glass it is necessary to heat

the vessel and incoming liquid nearly to the

same temperature in the process of filling in

order to prevent fracture from a sudden change
in temperature. In the case of a silica

thermometer no such precaution is required.
This method is of great use for determin

ing the coefficient for a solid indirectly. In
this case the coefficient for the liquid must
first be known. We describe in (11) the

only known method by which it can be
determined. It is not usually possible to

make the thermometer out of the material

under test. A thermometer of glass (or

silica) can be made containing a weighed
block of the test specimen. The volume

occupied by the liquid, v
if is now the difference

between the volumes of the vessel V and of its

solid contents (t>'). As before, we have for

the liquid, at two temperatures,

w-. V-, "D, v,,-
' 1 *

or 2 2
-

2 _ 2=
,
= (1 -fat).-

Now if

and

this becomes

Vl Vl Wl

The volumes v^ and V
x
can be calculated from

the weights of the solid and of the liquid at

tL if their densities at that temperature are

known. Hence a further previous knowledge
of a and 7 enables the coefficient s for the
solid to be determined.

Any form of specific gravity bottle is essenti

ally a weight thermometer. The removable

stopper facilitates the introduction of any
liquid or solid.

(iii.) Volume Thermometer Method. The
principle of this method is very similar to that
of the weight thermometer, but volumes are

observed instead of weights. A bulb is taken
with a stem of uniform bore attached. A scale
can be graduated upon the stem, or alterna

tively a single fiducial mark can be made
thereon, and by means of a cathetometer the
distance of the level of the liquid from this
mark can be read. It is necessary first to

find the volume of the bulb up to the zero of the

scale; this is done by weighing the thermometer

empty and containing mercury up to the zero

when in melting ice. If now an additional

amount of mercury is admitted, so

that the surface at C. is at the

level a, and the whole is reweighed,
the extra weight gives the volume of

a divisions of scale in the same
units as the weight of the original

mercury gives the volume of the

bulb ; and from these data the volume

corresponding to one scale division

when at C. can be calculated ; let

it be V
Q

.

Now expel the mercury and replace
it by the liquid under test. Observe the

positions XQ
X

T of the surface at C. and at

t C. Then the volumes occupied by the

liquid are

FIG. 5.

(7
= vol. coefficient for vessel), so that

whence, if 7 is known, a is calculable.

If the alternative method is employed, i.e.

the lengths are read by means of an independ
ent scale (e.g. the scale of a cathetometer)
at the temperature ta, and if X

s
is the linear

coefficient of expansion of the scale and \
g

that of the material of the bulb, the volume
of a true centimetric length of stem at a

temperature tisv
t
= v (l + 2\

g t). Hence if the
scale readings are in every case reduced to
true centimetres by multiplying by 1 4- A^ ,

the formula becomes

V (l + 3
)
=

(
V

where o^ and X
Q
are the scale readings after

reduction to zero.

(11) ABSOLUTE EXPANSION OF A LIQUID._
There is only one method of determining a
which does not require a knowledge of the

expansion of the containing vessel. This was
devised by Dulong et Petit
and employed by them and,
with various modifications, by
Regnault, Callendar, and others.

It is a hydrostatic method,
use being made of the fact

that the increase of pressure
with depth in a liquid is pro
portional to its density as

well as to the difference in

depth. If two liquids (which do not mix)
are placed in the two limbs of a U-tube
the interface A between them adjusts itself

so that the hydrostatic pressure thereat is

the same as that at the same level in the
other limb. If the heights of liquid in the
two limbs (measured from the level of the
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interface) am //
t
and // a and tho dcnsitioH of tho

liquidH are I), iuid IX,, then

I V*,- 1 )a/ia .

Now, instead of

A
"A

Ml

*,

(joluinnH he Aa Mid

taking two liquidH, lot a

Mingle liquid bo con
tained in both limbs so

that tho free surface in

both comes to tho samo
lovol when both limbs

are at one temperature;
they will fail to do so

when a difference of tem
perature exists botwoon
them, for thoy will then
ho of different densities.

Lot) tho lengths of tho

hoatod and unhoatod

,. Then

IV
and HUM equals

an in tho previous

/V./jf, If i)i stopcock had boon innortod in tho

hori'/ontal connecting piece, and at uniform

temperature the ntopoook vvoro turnod olT,

tho height on tho riglit would remain unvaried
while the lu k

igh(i on tlui left would inoreawo by
an atnouul'n dopetuling upon tho oxpannion
of both the liquid and tho VOHHO!. .Infaci)^ the

volume occupied would ho changed according
to the o<| nation V V

( H- a(fl tt

- $
t )) ; tho

<u'oHH-H(Mitional area according to the otpiation
A A (l l'^7(/-is" ^i^) ; und therefore tle height

(HuppoH(d to b<^ read on an independent true

Hcalo) aceonling to

r

PbiH JH IOHH than in the aetual oxperiineutM ;

in other wordH, iti the aetual cane a little

li<juid down through tho

oonneeting tube from tho

eold to tb(^ hot Hide dur

ing the attainment of tho

equilibrium ntato.

(i.) Key
n wilt? tt fflxpwi-

nwn.to. In Dulong et

Pc^til/'n original, ex peri
-

inontH the heated and
un heated oolunniH were
a|; HOmo diHtanoe apart.
r^w (UHitmlty of moaHur-

ing tbe di (Terence of lovol

KegtiauU improved

InM
for

tittilWl

in thereby i

th<^ method by bringing tho columnH together
at tho top aH indioatod in the nketch.

To obtain, accurate values tho temperatures
of all parts of tho liquid columns must bo
observed. If those temperatures are re-

proHontod by letters of tho samo type as tho

columns themselves tho final equation becomes

H' lh
I H- aft' I 4- aj,

B
*

Regnault dotorminod tho value of aT by moans
of tho formula by tho method of successive

approximations ; that is, by first assuming
a to bo constant, and limilly inserting in each
term tho approximate value

found for tho respective

temperature rango.

lleguault also devised

another modification, tho

general nature of which
is shown in Fig. 0. Tho

pressure is equalised at tho

upper lovol by a connecting
tube AB ; at tho lower end
the connection is by an in

verted U-tube, tho upper
part of which is connected
to a reservoir and pump, and contains air at

high pressure. Tho pressure is the samo at

tho surface of both tho nurfacos of mercury in

tho limbs of this U-tubo. We have therefore

It IV
I +

"

1 -h 1 +

Eognault rcmrosontocl his results for mercury
by tho empirical formula

aT 0-000 17005 -(-2-52 x l()-
ft

T, ,

whore aT is tho mean coefficient between

and T C). Tho moan coeflieiont botwoon
and 100 IH accordingly 0-00018157.

Those values which liognault deduced from
his experiments have boon nubjoctod to con
siderable criticism, Hocknagol

* showed that a

parabolic formula was necessary adequately to

represent tho experimental results. Bosscha 2

assumed that if a', tho coofltciont at a tempera
ture t, is doiined as I/?', dv/dt, thon its value

IH constant. Hence by integration v~~v^
fL

't

\

and ho deduced the value of =0001 8077.

WTdlnor, Levy, and Brooh also fitted throe-

oonstant formulae to tho observations. Broch's

formula is

v -v (l -1-rtM ^ 2
-l-r-^),

whore : = 0-00()1 81702,

c. -o-oooooooooounuo,

which gives, for tho mean coefficient between
and 100" 0., tho value

0-00018210.

ThioHflon, School, and Soil, from tho ox-

1 KoriknaRel, Fogy, Aim., IRfl-t, ('.xxiii. ,1 15.
a
BoHBcha, fcoffff. Ann,, 187 J, ErKUnxuiifisband v.
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pansion of mercury in glass vessels, found

the value
0-00018245.

More recently Ohappuis by the woight-

thormomotor method finds for tho ratine from

-20 to the equation

v t
=

?o(l -t- 1-815405 x 1

-h 1-00917 x 10- 10
*
3 - 2-03802 x 1<)-

13
*

1

),

and from tho range to 100 0. tho equation

n =t; (l + 1-810904 x IQ-H - 2-95l2()() xl

4-

This last gives as a moan cot>fiiciont between

and 100 0. tho value

0-000182541.

(ii.) Callendfir's Experiments. Those values

show differences which are considerable when

the importance of this coefficient is borne in

mind.

Rognault's results
"
though as perfect as the

methods and apparatus available in his time

would permit, and obtained with all tho care

he used to secure accuracy, loft a much

greater margin of uncertainty than is admiss

ible at the present time in many cases to which

they have been applied. Tho order of un

certainty may bo illustrated by comparing the

value of tho fundamental coefficient of ex

pansion given by Hegnault himself with tho

values since deduced from his observations

by Wiilmer and Broch. The discrepancy

amounts to 1 in 180, . . . and would bo

equivalent to an uncertainty of about 4

per cent in tho expansion of a glass bulb

determined with mercury by the weight-

thermometer method. The uncertainty of

the mean coefficient is naturally greater at

higher temperatures. If in placo of the mean
coefficient we take the actual coefficient at

any temperature tho various reductions of

Regnault's work are still moro discordant,

and the rate of variation of tho coefficient

with temperature, which is noarly as im

portant as tho value of the mean eooflioumt

itself in certain physical problems, bocomoH

so uncertain that tho discrepancies ofton.

exceed tho value of tho correction nought.

It is only fair to Kegnault to Hay that these

discrepancies arise to some extent from the

various assumptions made in reducing his

roan Its, and arc not altogether inherent in

the observations themselves. With regard
to tho weight-thermometer method, although
the accuracy of weighing permits an accuracy
in tho (inal roHult of 1 in 20,000 of tho weight
of moroury ox polled corroHpomling to the

fundamental interval, yet it loavoH the absolute

value of the fundamental interval uncertain,

because it is rather gratuitoim to aHHurne that

tho expansion of tho containing bulb i the

Hamo in all directions, however carefully it

nuiy have been annealed, ('happuis
1

results

with the weight thermometer nearly agree

with Wiillnor's reduction of Hognault's by
tho hydrostatic method, but (.hoy can )>o

brought into lino with Broch by assuming
that the expansion of tl>e bulb along a, dia

meter wan about 2 per ooni. lens than in tho

direction of its length." Those considerations

led (Ullondar awl Moss to repeal. KegnaulfH

investigation on a larger scale with modern

appliances, tho whole experiment being HO

designed an to give, if possible, the same ordor

of accuracy in tho absolute expansion that is

)btuinablo in the relative expansion by the

weight-thermometer method.

Instead of the single pair of hot ami cold

columns, each 1-5 metres long, employed by
Ilogiiault, six pairs of hot and cold columns,

each nearly 2 metres long, were connected

cross-tube cf was doubled back so as to he

behind be, ; similarly for tho others, All the

hot columns wore placed together in one

limb of a rectangle of iron tube, 5 cnu in bore,

filled with circulating oil and lagged with

asbestos. All tho cold columns wore placed
in one limb of a similar rectangle. The.

second limbs of the rectangles were utilised

for the oleotrio heating coils and tho ioo-

cooling bath respectively. (lontrifugaJ circu-

1 Similar Increased cxp.'tiiMion could ho obtained
by using n slnutlo pair of Ki'cut loiutl-li. lint Iti tills

c:ji,s<* I'.lu* av<M'ji^<^ i>rcsKiirci of Mu* mercury would l>o

very dlUVrcid,, mid ninee <,he eot^lleh'ni. ntny bo
expected (,<> vary with the prcHHurc mi additional
Hourre o!' vurluHon would tnendty be Introduced.
10von lu tin* actual experiment an curried out by
('allondur the ineiui pressure was about \\\ atjno-
Hi)heren. A(*<

i

ordln^ to Urldpiman the change of
tho compressibility of mercury per decree IK about
7x !()"*( I /atiuort," <!,) b(tw(Mn 0" and i!'.5" C. VV<^ may
(Uiducci from this Mint the clian^e of per atmo-
Hjibt^rci slioidd be about 7 I0" u alKo, |i'or IJ, atiuo-

Hphei'es <xc(HH this makes about. I

[

10"" ; that Is,

only tho fifth significant figure should bo affected,
But with ton times this pressure tho fourth would
begin to be jill'ootod. Values of the cooindent are

iiHuully tflvon to at least 11 vo sbruUleanlt lljmreH,
WluMi i.iie <l(*tormlna(1on of t.lu* oo(Mtlclerd. comes
to bo perfected so as (.o Justify a retention of
tho fifth llwuro It will bo ?ec<nHM,ry to specify
the pressure of tho mercury to which tho values
refer. Tim theory oH tho Inlhu^iieo of pressure IH

n In S (liJ>.
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latorH continuously driven by an electric motor
wore provided for maintaining Mio oil in

rapid oiroulation ih rough tho rectangles, so

thafc tho temperatures of tho hot and cold

columns wore each nearly uniform. Tho
moan temperatures of those columns wore

observed by moans of a pair of platinum
thermometers contained in tubes similar in

si'/o to tho tuboH containing the mercury
columns. Tho lengths of the loops of platinum
wiro forming tho " bulbs

"
of the thermometer

wore mado aH nearly as possible equal to the

lengths of tho columns, and were fixed at

tho name lovol in tho tubes, HO an to give the

true moan temperature, in ease there wore any
appreciable variation throughout its length.

Measurements were made xip to 300 0., and
tho total assemblage of tho results obtained

won^i lidtod to a parabolio formula

t

Oa [ 1 80555;* I- L2444
1(

"

K)
-I- 2539

L -GUT

to which corresponds as value of tho funda

mental < i oolitic,ion t

Ort 100 0-OOOlH20r>:W,

which they considered to bo accurate to about*

I part in' 10,000. Tho vnluo

is, howovor, 1 part in 1HOO

IOHM than Brooh's value baned

on llegnauIt'H experiments,
and 5 parts in 1800 less than

(HiivppuiH' value deduced from

weight-thermometer measure-

(both cylindrical), a value at 100 with a

spherical bulb, and values at 100 and 184 C.

taken previously. Tho percentage accuracy
is not so great afc tho lower temperatures
as at the higher, owing to the smallness

of tho overflow, but above 50 they are

regarded as being accurate to 1 part in

18,000. Tho closo correspondence which
ho obtained when ho employed both, a

cylindrical bulb and a spherical ono seomed
to justify tho conclusion that the silica was

iflotropic.

If thoae values bo combined with the

values for silica obtained by Callendar on a

rod of silica procured from tho same firm,

which are given by tho formula

f '-

for the mean linear coefficient, the coefficient

of absolute expansion of mercury takes the

values given under tho head. Harlow (Cal-

leudar) in tho table below. If, on the other

band, the values for Hilica deduced by Kaye
from Randall and Ohappuis, etc., bo employed,
those given under tho heading Harlow (Kaye)
are calculated.

Thin diHoordanoo lo<i

Ilarlow (un<lor

guitlanc.e) to make a

of weight - thermometer do-

t^rminatioiiH, uning a siliea

woight thermometer. TheHO

appoar to have been made * -

with gr(ati oar<^, and the valuew they give for

i,\\v ooodioiont of nyiMMnl cxptmmon in Mm
may he taken an amougnt the bent moiwmro-

niontw rnado, Sinoo tho diHouHmon that haw

taken phico tumH on the deduc.tion o the

co(^fT(ieient of alwolute expanHion from these it

IH important to giv<^ the rowu Its obtained.

Finally, in column 4, are values calculated

by Soars from a quartic formula made to fit

exactly fcho four values enclosed in brackets.

Tho values up to 100 0. were calculated by

taking a moan of tho Harlow-Oallendar and

the Harlow-Kayo values and then a mean of

this and Ohappuis' value. Above 100 (X

tho mean of the throe quoted values was taken.

It is probable that column 4 represents tho

best tiwt is known at present concerning tho

absolute expansion of mercury. The formula

from which the intermediate values in column

4 have boon calculated is

V-V

1-0-009205^ y
+0.000000007320^

x '

Tho rooNon of tho very considerable di'JTerences

between tho valuew of Callendar and MOHH at low

3L
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temperatures and the conHouHun of thoHo obtained

by othori* has not yet been cleared up, Tho fact

that hard glann and Hilioa bulhn give concordant

roHiiltH iw a^ainwt the awHumption of the bulbs being

nou-isotropio ; HO alno in tho fact that very fair

agreement is obtained at higher temperatures, IE

we proceed oonverwely and calculate tho expansion
of silica from Harlow's values for the apparent

expansion and C-allondar and MOHB'B abnoluiio values

impoNfublo values for it arc obtained unloMB cotiHidor-

ablo non-inotropy is called in aH an explanation.
Tho suggestion lias alwo been made that the weight-

thermometer method in lenw accurate than the

hydrostatic method on account; of tho fllmn of air

which cling obstinately to tho VCHNC!. IdxporimonbH,

however, made with weight thermometers containing
blocks of silica presenting A large surface do not

support the suggestion.

(iii.) Expansion of Water. Wator irt

anomalous in its behaviour in tho region be

tween C. and 4 C. Tbo following arc rolativo

'For moderate proHHurow this course IH oortainly

justifiable hocaiiHO of the very small com
pressibility. But, in reality, all NolidH and

liquids diminish in volumo with weroaKo of

pressure, and if tho diminution IH not* tho
atimo at different temperatures (.lie eooltieient

oE thermal dilatation must also change,
Consider unit volume of thin substance. Any

small change in it. brought about, jointly by
change of temperature and change of pressure

n, be written,
(IV ttffV -ft^/>,

wboro a in tho oocltuuent of volume oxpanmon
and b (wbioli obviouwly ntandH for (^V/T^)).,,

ia tbo oomproHHibility. Now, aHHiuynng that

tho volume alwayn nituvitH to Mui Hame value

whon T and p do HO, it folio VVH that rfV mimt f)e

a perfect dilTercntial, and therefore
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Tho temperature of maximum density of

water decreases an the pressure increases.

Kor p = 1000 kg./cm.
a
, tho maximum

donsity of water in at about (X ; for p 2000
id in below - 20" (1.

In a similar way for tho cane of the stretch

ing of a wire or tie-rod for unit length

dl ,V/T i-MF,

where b is the reciprocal of Young's modulus
and K in tho Htrotohing force per unit cross-

Hootional area, whence d\/(Wt~()b/tfS. "The

following values are calculated by means of

this equation :

,, I()
B

(1
>'
no

(

HV
om. a

/

Aluminium . ttxl()- rt

Stool . . . .0-11

(Copper , . (Kt Platinum . . . 0-05

(}ohl . , , 0-0 Silvor .... !()

Iron . . . (M Ht'aHN .... 0-1J7

Since 10 (;

dynes/cm.
2

in approximately one

kilogram wt./om.
a

, 1000 kilograms xvd./om.
2

must increaHO the linear expansion of copper

by '$ x 10 <l

, that in, it must increase it from

000017 do -0000 17,'i.

IV. KjXPANHlON OK (UH10H

(l.'J)
Tn 10 (UHi'joiiH IMWH. (i.) (l/Mrl,?^

lian\ In the expansion of li<{uids and solids

which are only slightly compressible, tho

influence of pressure has been treated an of

quite secondary iniportanoe. It in quite

otherwise in tho cane of gason, The volume

varies HO fast with pressure aw well aH with

temperature that unless tho pressure varia

tion in carefully specified tho results have no

significance, It is obviously Htm pleat to

consider canon in which the procure keeps

MMhinl and for which, therefore, any changes
of volume may be attributed to the iniluonee

of temperature alone, In such a case it is

found that it in valid to write

a IH approximately conntant (at leant

for the more permanent gaHOH), and in called

the coefficient of ex])atiHion at conHtant

pwHwuro. Thin IH known as tlie law of Oharlon

or (jay-LuHHao. The value of a JH nearly

the name for all the more permanent gaHOH
- a fact which han great theoretical import

ance. It nniHt be pointed out that, nineo the

volume ohangoH with temperature much more

rapidly than for liquidn and nolidn, it IB not

poHHih'^ to employ the approximate ex-

proHHioNH aj)plicable to them.

(ii.) Iloi/ttffi Law, -In practice it is not

UHtially poHHihle to maintain the procure
conntant during an invcHtigation, and it in

n<H5(WHary, therefore, to take itw elToot into

acdonnt.

ThiH ean, be done by invcHtigading how the

volume changcH with change in proHHuro when

the temperature keeps constant. Tho law

obeyed in this case was first of all investigated

by tho Honourable Robert Boyle
* in 1(>(>2.

Taking a
"
goodly tube "

of tho shape
shown in fig. 11, with its short limb closed

and itn long ono open to tho air, he

poured mercury into it so as to fill tho

lower part and thereby enclose amass of

air which kept constant throughout
the experiment. The pressure of this

enclosed air is the barometric pressure

plus that due to a column of mer

cury of height equal to the differ

ence of levels of tho mercury in

tho two limbs. If the short limb

in cylindrical the volume of tho

enclosed air is proportional to tho

length I which it occupies. Thus
both the pressure and the volume aro measur

able. If more mercury is now poured into

the open limb the height li will change ;
so

also docs tho volume L

In this way a series of corresponding
values of pressure and volume aro obtained.

Boyle found that when the temperature
remains constant the product of tho pressure
and volume for a, conMa:nt wm.svs of gas in itself

a constant ; or, in symbols,

?w
- constant (at const, tern]).).

This is known as Boyle'B Law.

(iii.) Perfect MM<w.-Wo can obtain a single

oxproflwiou which includes both of those laws

by writing

'j)'i)-*~
con stand (I ~l-a),

for if tho temperature ia constant tho right

hand is HO also, and we have Boyle
1 Law ;

while if the pressure in constant

constant

and thiH new constant is obviously tho volume

(at p) when the tomporatxire i 0. This

etiuation shown us that if the volume bo kept
constant then the pressure must bo

and this new constant is clearly tho value of

p (at the volume v) when the temperature t

in zero, or
jp

= -'2>o(JL+aO.

Hence, under constant volume, tho pressure

varies in the same way aH tho volume does

under constant proHHuro. Tho coefficient a

may therefore bo regarded as a pressure

coefficient. This IB only true if Boyle's law

and the law of Oharles aro both exactly followed.

In reality they are only approximate laws,

and the prcnsuro coefficient iw found not to bo

identical with tho volume coefficient. When it

m
1

Boyle, Nova experiments de
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is intended to emphasise the difference wo
denote the pressure coefficient by /-i.

Tho equa
tion can bo written in the alternative form

whoro H is a constant, and is called the

characteristic constant of the gas. Tho value

of I/a is about 273. Honoo if wo measure

temperature in centigrade degroow from a zero

which, is 273 such degrees below 0., and

represent it by the symbol T, then

and the equation becomes

|j?;
= RT.

The temperature so measured is known art

absolute temperature. Tho utility of thin

change is due to the fact that a, and therefore?

I/a, is practically the same for all the more

permanent gases. The value of 11 is different

for different gases ; its value is ^w/T. If wo
take v as referring to unit mass so that it is the

specific volume or the reciprocal of the density
at C.,it is clear that at a given temperature
and pressure B for different gases is inversely
as the density ; its value can bo calculated

when the density of the gas under any pressure
and temperature is known. The state usually
taken as a standard is 0. and 1 atmosphere
pressure. Tho value of K for hydrogen ex

pressed in various units ia given below.

fro between l.\vo opposite walls with a,

velocity // has HH velocity reversed at each

impact, i.e. its momentum is changed by the

amount' "2nnt. Tho time taken for it to travel

from a face and back again is U///, and therefore

the utiinbor of Impacts in unit. time in ///&

The total change f ^ <H momentum at the

face in unit time is therefore nn<". If all

lihci molecules in the unit cube (// per unit

volume) wore moving similarly in parallel

lines the change per unit time would bo Hnnt\
and since the facet ha.H tinit area. this would

equal the preHHuro '}> upon it. In reality
the molecules a.re moving in all directions ;

but their velocity V can bo resolved into

throe mutually perpendicular component^
u, 'i\ w, whore

ya ,

Nfow, Jtt th(^ Hurface winch w<i have eonnidered

it IH only the normal component of velocity

(say u) which IH rovt^rsed at an impact* and
the time between two impacts in dotenninod

by the samo component, Wo that, taking throe

faces at right angles to each other,

CONSTANTS OF HYDUOUKN

where wo only nood to consider avoratfo valttoH

booauflo it iw only an average proHHuro that

can be observed experiuxMitally.
But from hydrostatics we know Mutt for

a very small cube the pressure IH the H.uno

on (Mich of its HurfaeoH. Hence

whence
ures is

.\
n in V a

,

For other gases it is inversely proportional
to the relative density, i.e. to the molecular

weight compared with that of hydrogen. If

vm is the volume of gas containing one gram-
molecule/ then M rn

^.-jyr,
whore K

()
is a universal gas doiiHtanti,

83-14 x l() !i

ergn per gram-molecule per degree
0., or about 1-1)80 caloruw per gram-molccuh 1

!

per degree (>., if thermal units be employed.
(14) KiNJflTio TUWOKV. ThdHo laws are

readily accounted for by the kinetic theory
of matter. .If a gas consists of a largo as"-

Homhlago of massive points moving at random
in all directions, and impinging upon the, walls
of the vessel from which they rebound elastic-

a'Uy, they must oxort a pressure upon Uie
walls. Let the vonsol bo a cub(^ of unit side.

A single moloculo of mass m moving to and
1 Tho Knim-inolwulo IH tht^ ((iianlilty of \>\\(\ ns which

JIUK
a ninHH (Mjnal to tilio mol^c.ular wolj?hli cxnroHHcd

in ruiH.

The density I) of the gan
the nuiHH per, unit

volume 1

*)
is 'it)n>,

j;
? iiv

a
.

r

fo yield Boyh^H l,\v V s' jmint^ l coiiMtant

at ooiiHtand ti(Mnp(M'u.tur(. To yield Cluu'l'M\s

law it< ruust> le propoiiionnJ t.o tJie n<bHolu(<<^

t(Mn|u^ratur(^.

(15) lOxriiSUIMI'JNTAh Ul'lTKItMINATlON <>K

THM (!()KK[N(!iioNT oii
4 IN<IUMAHH OK PUMMHIIHK

AT (loNHTANT VoUlfMI-J KOU, A 0,\H. To
di^onnino

/^, the f)r<HHiir( cocniciont of n*

gas, it is cNHontml that, the volum*^ be kept
practically coiwtmit during the in ventilation.
A simf)lo appanitim due to ,J, ,|o|y \vill

illustrate ULO tuothod. A bulb about. 10 cm,
diaiuotor in connected to a stem bent twice
at right angles. This, in turn, in competed
with a long straight ghtHH tuho by MWIIH
of a lloxibio tubo, TIu^ bulb Vontainn
dry air (or other gas) which in enclosed by
moans of mercury, Tho mercury can he,
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up to it fiducial mark A on the

horizontal limb by raining the straight tube;
tho air will thon have a definite volume. Tho

PPOHHUPO in tho bulb is given by the baro

metric height I- tho diftoronco of levels of the

mercury // ; i.e.. ft
H

I
A. The bulb w heated

in a water bath, and at HUOOOHHIVO

temperatures the original volume
in restored, and the fresh pressure
determined. Putting y) ^ ()(1 -\' ftt),

any two temperatures with tho

co rrosponding pressures enable ft

to be calculated. In reality tho

volume changes slightly

owing to the expansion
of tho ghiHH (volume co-

oflioiout' ;

7), and the

true oooflieiont is given

\-yt) 'Mf! !/#)

or p /> (l I (/*- 7)0

nearly for moderate temperatures.
When tho temperature range is

groat Hi may be necessary to UHO the more

exact formula (tho last but one). When pro-

CIHO values are sought for, attention must be

given to several HOUPOOH of error. Tho stern

between A and tho bulb, being outsido tho water

bath, dooH not got heated to tho same extent

an tho bulb. To oorroet for thin it w necessary

beforehand to determine the relative value of

tho volume * of this portion oornpared with

that of tho bulb V, and in the course of the

experiment to observe HH mean temperature r.

Tho true pressure recjuiroM the heights of tho

mercury columns and of the barometer to be
* l

corrected for temperature," Two tempera
tures and proHBuroH then give the equations

V (l \yt { )
,

v\,(l i-7T
i r

v
(

'1, i

o 'I 'o)

front wlueh ft
(uvn be ealmdatod.

The following valuoH W(^re obtained

Rognanlt lor air at various

o

(10) DKTBRMINATION OF THE COEFFICIENT?

:>K EXPANSION AT CONSTANT PKESSUKB. The
methods of tho determination of this coollicioiit

;uin bo illustrated in various ways. Tho

ipparatus consists essentially of a volume

thermometer, but with special provision for

keeping the pressure constant. Kegnault

employed tho apparatus shown in fiiy. 13.

Tho bulb was well dried and tilled with dry
air (or other gas) at tho pressure of

tho atmosphere. Tho adjustment
of pressure was
made by alter

ing tho amount
of mercury until

it camo up to

tho level a in both limbs, while a

sido tube p was open to tho atmo

sphere, tho bulb being meanwhile in

molting iec. This lateral tube was
thon scaled off. Lot V bo the

volume of tho bulb at 0., v tho

volume of tho atom as far as a at

0, and II tho initial pressure. The
bulb is then placed in a steam jacket

KKJ i;i
ail( ^ nl ' HO< l t* 1^0 0. Duo to the

rise the proBBuro changes, but it can

be onco more brought back to atmospheric

(or near it) by running mercury out through
the stop-cock. Lot it reach tho lovol 6. If

the level in rather higher on tho loft tho differ

ence is measured and the pressure calculated ;

lot it be 11'. If tho Btcm has been previously
calibrated the extra volume '// of tho stem

between a and b can bo found. If tho tem

perature of this part IB
,
wo have

1 -I- ar' 1 -j- atH-alOO

wlu^ro r and r
f

arc tho initial and fmal

volumoB of tho portion v of the stem, and 7
tho oooiTieiont of volume expansion of glass.

.Kronj thin (Hpiation a is calculatcKi ; lirst, tho

nmall terms containing v and v' are neglected,

and then tlxe approximate value IN inserted in

the Mtuall terms, which are now taken into

account, and a more aecurate value calculated.

Tho values obtained by Rcgnault are given

below ; they apply to the case when tho

pressure is one atmosphere :

Air 0-OO.WOO

Hydrogen -0()13
Ourlxm dioxide .... -OO.'JTOOO

Nulplmr dioxido .... .(K)39()28

(Jut-boil monoxide. * . . -003(5(588

NitrouH oxulo .... '0037105

(lyni logon
'0038707

For the more porniatieut gasoa nearly tho

Hatno value in obtained for
ft,

and it in also

nearly the same an a. Tho simple theory of
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gases requires (as wo have noon) a constant,

identical in value iu tho two cases.

Another method was used by Rognault.

A bulb, capable of holding 800 to 1000 grams
of mercury, was taken empty and connected

through drying tubea with a pump. While

the bulb itself was immersed in a steam. bath

it was evacuated and rolilled with dry air

several times. Finally it contains dry air at

atmospheric pressure (B) and temperature ().

Tho tip of tho stem is now sealed hy being

melted in. a blowpipe ilamc. It ia taken out

of the hath and allowed to cool. It is then

placed inverted with its tip dipping in a vessel

of mercury, tho bulb itself being surrounded

with melting ice. In this position the tip is

broken off with pincers and tho mercury rises

and partly fills tho bulb. After standing thus

for sufficient time to ensure equilibrium of

temperature the height of mercury inside

above that outside (h) is road. A small metal

cap containing soft wax is slid over tho tip

so as to close it, and tho bulb with its contents

is taken and weighed (w;x ). It iw then com

pletely filled with mercury and weighed again

(w2 )> Let the weight empty bo w . Then
the volume occupied at 0. by air that iills

tho bulb at t
()

is (w%
-
w^l(w%

- w ) of tho

volume at 100. Allowing for the small

difference of pressure, we have

If h is only small tho value of a should be

nearly the same as for constant pressure.

Regnault found that when tho mercury
rushed in on opening tho tip it was apt to

carry air in with it. lie attributed this to tho

fact that mercury does not wot glass and a

film of air onclosod between tho mercury and
tho glass is carried in along tho stream. In

order to avoid this ho surrounded the stem

with small brass collars which amalgamated
and made perfect contact with the mercury.

Jb\ill details as to modern work connected

with tho expansion of gases will bo found in

the article
"
Temperature, KoaliHatinn o! tho

Absolute Scale of.
1 '

FLUIDS UNDKH Hum PK'MHHUKMH

(17) EXPUIUMUNTAL HlOHMAUdUMH. --

Although Ihiicis follow approximately tho
"

|)orfo(!t
"

law uudor low PPWHUPOH, uudor

high pressures this is markedly not) the eano ;

neither Boyle's nor (JhadoH'H law is then even

roughly followed. AH a particular ease may
be cited tho distinction between a liquid and
its gaHooun vapour. They oxint in equilibrium

together uudor the HJUIIO temperature and

pressure ; but Lho donHitioH of tho two partH

(or p/ia<wti) aro very (li/TeroitC. Nothing of

thin kind in indicated by the perfect #IIH

law,

(i.) M/WWT and CaUtcM. Tho firnt invoHti-

gatiotm for high proHHtWH wore mudo by

Natterer,
1 who forced Hueeenwvo quantities of

hydrogen, oxygen, or nitrogen into a closed

vcHHel and moasurod the PIVHHUIVH by nunum

of a weighted valve. 1 1 in object, wan to produce

U<iucvfaction by pressure alone, an Karaday
had liquefied 'chlorine and Thilorier oarbon

dioxide, but he did not wieeee<i f although the

pressure was increased iu tho eaHe of nitrogen

to 2790 atmospheres. Ue found from lOOatmo-

BphoroB upwardw the volume became greater

than given by Boyle's law ;
that in. that at

constant tomporatu re pv inereaned. ( 'aillotot a

in 1870 showod that in the cane of hydrogen

pv regularly iiioreanoH (for unit masK), while

for air there in lirwt a decrease, then ,n

with a ininiuiiiiu at about 80 attno-

,ii.) And'MWti.'Lii 18(Kt AndrewH 8 olmorved

thftt on liquefying carbon dioxide by procure
and gradually raising the temperature to

88 If. (;U C1.) the surface of demarcation

between the liquid and gaH became fainter,

lost its curvature, and at last disappeared.
Tho space was then occupied by a homo

geneous fluid, which became cloudy when
tho pressure was suddenly dimininhwl or

tho temperature
slightly lowered.

Above 88 Jj
1

. ho 10fi

could got no 100

li(t uo fact ion.
. r ..

A
. , oo

JNitrouH oxide

gave analogous* oo

r c H u 1 1 s. 11 o 00
tJion procecKled
to extend his in-

uo

vcstigationH HO ?B

as to detennino 70
a set of corre-

sponding valuen 5

of p, v, T, which oo
he plotted an

JHothermalH on fis

a y;, v diagram. 50

The PJHH WOH
(H)ntainod in a

thiek-\v all od
taUxi th(^ upp<ir Miinl of whic.h hu<l a

born, and WUH kepi. <'incloH(Hl by monniry iillin^

i\\o lower part, and placed in a watdr rcHorvoir,

A Himihir tube containing air wan in com
munication with it. ProHHure wan applied by
moaiiH of a plunger tihrough the wat*M' and itn

valud ixuwl by the eluui^e of voiunui of tlu^

air, wliieh waHHUpponi^tl to follow Boylo'H law.

The <'O,j tubt^ ha<l h(H*n (nux^fully eulibrato<l

beforehand, and from the upper tovol of the

Ann.) \M<{, \\ll KM)
j

ijsftfn
\<'-lv,' 'UJ(J,

11 MlMor'H t'hmiwt, /'////<>/ Uni <
(

(UI,, (, i|H
; /'A'iY,

'/'rnwt,, IH(H), Ptu-l, 11, ft7ft.
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mercury tho volume of tho gas was deter

mined. Tho valucH obtained aro skotchod in

AVr/. I'l. A Himtll quantity of air was mixed
with his ('O at HO Uml the roNulls roquiro Homo
modification on thin account. But they con-

Htituto tho lirsl determinations of tho conditions

under which (H)
a can bo liquefied by procure

alone and of tho deviations from tho gas
laws. While at '1-8 (>. it bohavos somewhat as

an ideal gas, yet. at 35 U the isothermal

already assumes a different character
; at

31" (\ it becomes horizontal at one point,

and bolow thin temperature tho thiid divides

into two partH, liquid and vapour. While

liquid and vapour oooxist at a given tempera
ture, tho pressure keeps constant (at tho
u
Maturation

"
pressure) whatever the relative

proportions of the liquid and vapour. At a

certain volume, v2 , tho fluid in all gas, while

at a ooplain smaller volumo, ^, it in all liquid.

Further comproHHion of tho liquid roquircH

^rtiatly inoroaHLnfj; preHHiiro, i.c<. the liquid in

noarly inoomprcHHiblo. A dotted curvo (the
"
border

"
cuvve) can be drawn connecting all

tho poiutiH 'i\
for liho li<|uid, and another

for ilu^ pointH TO for Iho ^aw. Thene dottetl

curvew niooli at about IU" (-., where tho iwo-

thtM'inal IxtootuoH Iiori/i0i\ial, HO that tho border

curve IH tlonio-Hhapod. Tho mimmit iw called

tho critical point booauHo abovo it the hotoro-

getvcouH ro^ioii cannot oxiHt, ThcBe are tho

main foaturoH of tho reHiiltn obtained. It is

ouHtomary to regard an gaw any state of tho

fluid above the critical temperature, and as

liquid any Htato below the critical temperature,
which iw also on Iho IOHH oomproHHiblo Bide.

Tlun'e in, however, no diHContinuity, no way
of dc.Uctiny Utc> 'ixtMayv from f/<w to liquid so

dejlnud) except when tbo path of trans

formation paHMOH through the hotorotfonoouH

t'(giou, and the (luid tbou wplitH into two

partH which have different properties and

can therefore be diHlintfuiHlnid one from the

nil i or.

ThoHo propertu^H are not peculiar to carbon

dioxide ; they are poHHOHHod by all fluids.

JJul* the valucH of
'/), '/', atul T at iihe critical

point aro dilTercutt for <li(Toronti fluids.

(iii.) /ItfWf/rtk In 1878 Ama^at began a

H(M'i(^K of (^lal)oraU^ in ventilations in the high-

pn^HHiiro region, Mis apparatus wan inntalled

at Iho bottom of a shaft J127 motroH deep,

It comprwod a glycerine pump which could

force mercury up a tube extending up the

shaft and at the name time into ttu air mano
meter made of stool, Tho working tube was

of glaHH 1 mm, internal diameter and 1 cm.

external. It was surrounded by a jacket

of -glasH through which water was circulated,

and this in turn was surrounded by a copper

jaokot (for safety) which had narrow windows

extending down opposite generating lines,

Thermometers woro placed every iJO metres,

With, such apparatus measurements woro
made up to 430 atmospheres on nitrogen.

In 189,'J investigations wcro extended in

some cases to 3000 atmospheres. For these

it was necessary to enclose tho working tube
in a metallic ono and to produce tho same

pressure outside as inside the glass tube so

as to prevent tlio latter from bursting. It

became necessary to road tho height of the

mercury by an indirect method, cither using
electric contacts (devised by Tait) or tho
method of

u
regards

"
devised by Amagat

himself. He applied tho method of electric

contacts to oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, and
air up to 3000 atmospheres at temperatures of

0, 15, and 45 0., and that of
"
regards

"
to

oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, and air from 1 to

1000 atmospheres (by stops of 50 atmospheres)
at temperatures of 0, 15, 100, and 200 C.

Carbon dioxide and ethyleno were examined,
at closer intervals, up to 1000 atmospheres
every 10 from to 100, then at 137 C.

and (in the case of C0 2 ) even 258 C. A
great number of observations besides wore
made on (10., in tho neighbourhood of tho

minimum value of #??. The general character

of tho results ia exhibited in Fig. 15 for

120 100 200 240 280 320 A tm

l^IO. 15.

hydrogen and Wig. 10 for carbon dioxide

In thoHo diagrams tho value of $v is plotted

agaitist p. Tho chief point of distinction is that

tho curvo for hydrogen awends from tho start,

whereas for

carbon dioxide

it first d o-

sconds, roaches

a minimum,
and then as

cends. Hydro
gen came to bo

known thence

as a
"
pluper

fect
"

gas, (0
a

being called an
u
imporfoot

"
gas. A perfect gan would of

course havo given a horizontal straight lino

at each temperature. At tho minimum point
tho real curves aro horizontal, and it will bo

observed that uUiwaldy, as the temperature
rises, tho minimum approaches p 0. At

high<
kr tompcraturcH (1()

a might bo expected to

100 aoo also p

a 10.
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behave liko II 2 at ordinary temperature, so

that there is no essential distinction between

the two gases. Wo return to this point later.

Amagat's investigations arc all related to

temperatures of 0. and

upwards.
A table of relative values

of tho volunxo for various

gasos is given on p. 889.

(iv.) Witkowki. In 1891

Witkowski l
published an

account of an investigation
on air comprising tempera
tures below 0, Those experiments wore of

two kinds : in one tho quantity of gas was

kept constant (as in Andrews
1

and Amagat's

cases) ; in tho other tho volume was kept
constant (as in Nattoror's investigations). His

results are given on p. 880.

From those ho calculator tho pressures at

which pv is a minimum for air :

nucs an . Braak n have also mado an

extensive in ventilation on hydrogen at lo\v

temperatures 'They u'nd for the minima, of

;;M.hc following positions and valuen:

Onucs and (1.

exte

In 1904 A. W. Witkowski 2
published the

corresponding results for hydrogen. These
wore obtained with tho most scrupulous
care

The relative values of pv are given on

p. 889.

The minima of pv occur at the following
pressures (approximate for hydrogen) :

ToiUlHllUtUlT. I'l't'HHllW Ailtl.

-1830...... 32
-190 ...... 43-5

-205 ...... 55
-212 ...... 54-8

Tho value at about - 1H,'J 0. docH not corre

spond with what would bo required by the
law of corresponding states (even approxi
mately), to which reference in made later in

this article. Witkowski corwidorn it to be
not too risky to conclude that before hydrogen
roaches its critical temperature u polymerisa
tion taken place. What takes place would be

explained if for temperatures above ,190" (!.

the gas bohavod as though its critical

pressure wore about double that which results
from experiments on liquid hydrogen.

(v.) Kmmlluyh Omuix. Kii

liull. < I'Amti. ({t> *Vfl, dc w'i\ Juno 1005.

(18) TllUOUUTKIAIj ClONHIDMHATIONH. Tll(^

departure of the behaviour of real lluidw from
tlio laws of porfoet gastw indieatcis that other

properties require to be taken into account.

In tho first place, it in inHuflicimiti to regard
the particles oE the Ihn'd as merely moving
points each mnnfc have a certain volume.

In tho second place, it is necessary to allow

for tho effect of attractive forces between
thorn. The exintonco of such forces is made
very obvious in the CIXHO oE aolidn. They
are overcome whenever a Bolid is broken.

Work is done against them whenever it is

stretched or twisted. Similarly in a liquid
the particloH are kept from flying apart (an
in a gas) by tho presence of such forecs. Tho
fact that in a gas at moderate pressurcH they
are not HO conspicuous in their effects is

explained by the assumption that tho forces

diminish with mcrousod distance hodWOOD tho

particles. The rate of diminution with

alteration of thoir separation, must indeed be

very groat : for if after a solid I'M hrokon tho

two parts are placed in close juxtaponition
with moderate pressure they do not reunite ;

great pressures are necessary for tho ap
proximation of the surfaces to become Hu(ii

oiontly near for reunion to occur. Rtieh

reunion takes place when powders arc formed
into blockH tinder pressure, as in load pencils,

crayons, etc. Any attractions assumed to be

present must therefore become practically .

insensible at oven very small dintanceM Hay
.10

<( cm. ; though it can bo shown that at
eloHer approach they become vnry large
indeed, giving rise to an ofl'ectivo pressure
innido a liquid of tho order of 1 0,000 atmo.
spheres, The molecules are prevented from

approaching into permanent ahsolutc contact
with each other by their thermal agitation in

much tho same way as planctn are kept from

fulling into H.he mm by their inotionM round it.

In other words, a state of thermal equilibrium
in set up.

(i.) C>/fmv/'vM, The r/V/<//, Home advance
can bo mu.de toward allowing for theno addi
tional complications by means of a theorem
luo to (HaiiHiuH, Let .r, //,

z

positions of a single particle. If

ttt')^ No ion, hi

be
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KMLATIVM VOMTMMH (AMAUAT) (Volume at (A ami 1 Aim. ~= 1,000,000)

VAIiUMH OJT pV 1POK AlR (WlTKOWHKt)

*
( lorroHpontlH to 29 atm.

VAI.UWH on 1

'/N'
urn UYDKOUIQN (WrrKOWHKi) (Value at. 0. and 1 Atm.-^l)
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differentiated twice with respect to the time I,

we got

Now if w is tho mass, m(d
a
a:/eft

a
) is the com

ponent force X in tho direction of a;, whence

If similar equations be written down for tho
other two co-ordinate directions and all throo
bo added,

where v is the resultant velocity and r tho
distance of the particle from the origin. By
adding together such equations for all tho

particles an expression for tho total kinetic

energy E = 2(i>wy
2
) is obtained. Now in tho

kind of motion with which we have to deal it

is only mean values that have any significance,
The mean value of tho last term in any period t

is defined by

Now this moan value fluctuates, but, provided
the velocities are always confined between
definite limits, it will always vanish if a
sufficient time elapses because t occurs in tho
denominator. The steady average value of

the kinetic energy E is therefore given by

where the barred quantities on tho right-
hand side indicate average valuoH.

Let the forces bo purely external forces

(as in the simple kinetic theory of gases)
and consist of a uniform pressure p acting
normally to the surface. Lot bo tho angle
between tho direction of p and tho axis of x, dA.
an element of tho surface. Thon

X= -pdA cos - Xo;= pxdA. COM

px clement of volume,

as shown by dotted linos (/<% 17), and -2'Xa?
is equal to $ x total

volume. Similarly for

tho ?/and 2 components,
J lonco

IjF Total kinotio energy
:||# X Vol.,

which is tho equation,
obtained from tho

Jb'iu. JL7> nimplo theory.

(ii.) V(in (far WwtW
Equation. - Whoa foroos operative between
tho moloculoH are to bo included they can
be divided into two pfroujm: (i.) Attractive
forces acting sensibly over wliort raugoH, and

|

(ii.) ropulMivo forooH vvln'oh only aft during
contact/, Tho olToot of tho former in to in-

oronHO the proHHurc^ itiHi<lo ov< v r that at the

Hurfiuie. Noglooting a thin layer at tho

mirfaco (whoso llii<^uuHH may he taken aw

O([ual to the diMianoo of HonHihhi nu>loo\ilar

attraction), the proHmin^ will he nnifonn of

value I*--p I K, wluM-o K in eallnd the intrhiMio

proHBitre. Van dor Waaln Hhowe<l <ni eei'tain

iH that K varioH <Ureetly aks tho
of the deiiHity (/>. lnv<irH<ly an tlu^

Hquare of the Hpooilio volnino)* and further
that the foreoH due to contact eould be takc^ti

into account by nubtraotiug ji constant b

from the Mpooiiio volume. Uouoe finally, if

1C fa written /w
a
, whore a in a coimtaul, the

equation

RT

was obtained aw tho form hohling ttndor

wider raugow than tho perfect gaH o<| nation.

This is known aa varx dor Waal' equation.
Sinoo it only profoHHod to be a Hooond

apj)roxirnation, it m not HurprtNing that it

is insufficient to represent oomj)lotcly the
behaviour of a fluid at various tomporaturon
and prosHuros. It in rather a matter of

surprise that any such Himplo equation can

represent tho general proportion ol; a fluid

as well as it does. When fairly prooino
numorioal values are conwidered it in,' howovei\
found that it munt be unocl with eouHidorahlo
caution, in any oano it doew not #iv(\ the
constant procure iiiHido tho hotorogonooiw
region, but ro]>hiooH ill by an S-nhapod enrve.
TJiiw will b<^ dealt with lai<u\

Tho nignUioauoo of th(^ o(|uation eau Ix^nt

bo soon by writing it

Any isothermal (T eonwtant) M tluu'ofore

given by a eubie <><|tiation in ?% aitd luMieo for

a given proHHiiro there will !x^ poHHiblo (*iMu^r

ono volnmo or throe aooonliiijL; l.o (rlu^

of (t, b,
r

\\ <}>.

Any ouluo etjua^tion <UM b<^ written

whore v,, v
a , v., ainn tho throe roots. ( '

thin with van dor VVaalH
1

<u{ nation,

ah

f'he critical point in r<^proHtm(,<nl by (\\(\ eano
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in wlmih tho throo roots coalesce into one ;

in this ease

,..-=

where tho critical values are distinguished

by tho sullix c. Whence from (iii.) and (ii.)

r .-,'$;

whence (ii.) gives
tt (i

and then (L) gives

rp _ Nfl
""

27611"

Tho coincidenco of tho throo values of v is

equivalent to making (V/(V-() and ?)
a
j[>/?)v

a ~0;
those conditions can still be applied for

oqnationn of state for which the above method

cannot be used. Tho isothermals have tho

same general oharaotoristies as those iti

Andrews
1

diagram for carbon dioxide. One

way of nhowing that considerable numerical

discrepancy exists, however, is to calculate the

expression* RT
f,//w and compare with tho

experimental values. The expressions for

tho critical values give tho value 2-00 for this

fraction, whereas the experimental values

give usually about 3-7 or still greater. Tho

following table is abridged from one collated

by S. Young, who taken tho moan value for a

largo number of substances as 3-75 :

Cn-fbon

WUior

.^'(574

3-HJ1

,

Aootit? mild .

Mthyl ,i<ioh<l .

Mol'hyl aloohol

. 4-98(1

. 4-024

. 4-H40

Kamcrlingh -OunoH, 1 however, (indrt tho

value ,"HiM for argon, ^-419 for o.xygen, and

for nitrogen ;HliI. PatiKM'Mon, (VippH and

(Iray
* (hid tho value IMW5 for xenon. Tluwe

valm^H tnal^ it impoKsiblo to connect the

atonuoitiy and the magnitude of the ratio ;

though 'the large valuoH are for tho more

complicated moloouloH. A further dinoropanoy

in in the value of the critical volume. ,lf 6

bo taken an the leant volume into which unit

maHH ean bo oomproHHod by an indellnitcly

larg< itXM'oaHO of proBHUro, van dor Waaln

makcH H< ono"Uiird of tho eritieal volume.

1 Cw,/, /'//,//, h<tt>. litMwii No, 145.

tt

Jlojj. Mo, /Vr. A., I DJ 'A Isxxvl. 570,

Now Irho leaat volume cannot differ much
from the volume of the liquid under ordinary
condition.** (especially when tho ordinary state

is far below tho critical), but will bo slightly

loss ; yot tho ox perimentally dotcrminod
critical volume IH, by experiment, about four
times the liquid volume. Again, Clausius

showed that tho
"
constant

" a is really a

function of tho absolute temperature ; ho

wrote tf./T instead of a. Others have sub

stituted etc
"~ aT instead of a. In either of these

ways a bettor fit with experiment is obtained,

(19) LAW Olf CORRKSPONDTNG STATES.

If van dor Waals' equation is taken, it is

convenient to measure p, v, and T, not in

absolute measure, but as fractions of tho

corresponding critical data for the particular
substance under consideration ; i.e. to write

P~&Po> vzspve9
T 7T . Inserting these

values and cancelling common factors, tho

equation becomes

which contains no constants peculiar to the

particular substance. The values a, p, y are

(sailed
"
reduced values

"
; tho equation is

known an tho
te
reduced equation of state."

Bo far as it ia true it implies that all substances

should behave alike for tho same values of

a, p, 7. This is the law of corresponding
states a law which is at least approximately
true. Tho validity of this law is not peculiar
to van dor Waala* equation, howovor; it

can bo shown that it must also bo true if tho

equation of state only contains throo constants

(such as a, b, K), and at the same time indicates

a critical stato ; for tho three constants can be

eliminated by moans of tho values for tho

ihrac critical data. .For example, if a is

replaced by a/T
n

, whore n is any power, tho

reduced equation is

Olausius took n~-l (Olausius I.).

Another teat of tho equation is to find tho

value of (?)a/Z)y)o at tho oritieal point, i.e.

the pressure coefficient at constant volume.

Taking tho last more general equation, tho

value of the pressure cootticiont is found to bo

fla 8 3w

or at the critical point (a =

fi*\

Went."

Now, experimental results givo a value 7 or

thereabouts ; so that n is near unity as Clausius
t

supposed.
A still further tout is to examine the slope
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on an Amagat diagram (pv against p or tho

corresponding reduced diagram, aft against a).

Multiplying tho equation by ft wo got

Now

whence

5T

f)a

'

3a'

Considering specially tho rogion of very low

pressures for which ft
is vory largo, this is

approximately

TET 24

Tho isothermal should therefore start out

horizontally (a =0) when y
n+ *

=27/8. Now it

is found that for nitrogen this horizontality
occurs when 7= 2-56, which would require
n to bo 0-29. Moreover, for helium, it occurs

at ordinary temperatures, i.e. for 7=50 or

thereabouts, which would require n - -7.

These results indicate that the properties
of gases are more complicated than implied

by van dor Waals' equation, or simple modi
fications thereof. Bortholot has made use of

the following modification for low prwaurw
only :

(*&>-*
It clearly does not fit at tho critical point.

(20) Tim GENMRAL EQUATION OK STATK.

Tho imperfections of van dor Waals
1

equation
have led to inmimorablo other attempts.

(i.) JDicterici. Diotoriei has discussed the

more general equation

and finds that. w
fl
~?4& (as roqnirod) if k -5/li

(Dictcrici I.).

One objection to thin otjuation I'M that d(pr)/(\p
cannot bo xcro at

|->

-
() unlosa T in infinite.

(ii.) Cltt'HMHti. (UauHiiiH ban (^xamhKul in

detail tlio equation

Thin contains a fourth conwtant r> HO that
it I'M oapahlo of roproHonting deviatioiiH from
tho law of eorroHpondiag HtatoH,

(ii,i,) /)tttt(>H..<l. \\ Dalton vvritoH i,\w ru

ducccl equation

(J. \\ Dalton)

and calculates very satisfactory values for

vapour pressures from id, although it Hufl'orn

from many of tho defects of the original

equation.

(iv.) Dicto'icTx Second Method. Diotorici

approached the question also by a different

method. Regarding tbo Hurfaoe (Urn of a

fluid as being a layer of transition in which

tho 'pressure changes (jradualltf from the

external pressure to that inside, and assuming
that the density in this layer follows tho law of

perfect gases, ho linds tho equation

A
licit *""

,.m,,iv i. \\i \ r,

(J)iederiei II.)

( <!*= base of natural logarithms), whieh in tbo

reduced form becomes

X-i)

This can bo made more general by taking
Tw instead of T in tho index of c. Tho value
of HT

c/'p ^ at tho critical point becomes
c a

/2^-,'J'(J9, which IB a groat improvement on

van dor Waals*. But ?>
c 526, which in hopelessly

wrong, Diotorici then takon b aw bolng a
function of tho volume instead of a constant ;

and is thoroby ablo to got a donor oorro*

npondonco with facts ; bull thin in olToedod

only by making tho equation too complicated
to bo convenient. With constant b it fits

very much boUor than van d(^r Waaln 1

o(juation in the region of low prOHHuroH, but
iw hopcloHH for high proHHiiroH a faeti that
is illuMtrat< k

(l by the accompanying dabh* of

valuoH for tho e.ritieal iHoth< Knn for isop(Mi('aiie t

I, IHOTIIIOUM oi' IHOI'
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region of moderate pressures for gases UH

diverse a nitrogen, inonent/ane, and hydro
chloric acid.

That v should occur to tho first power in

the denominator of the index was not

absolutely determined by the theory. By
calculating, from Young's experimental data
for JHoptmtano, tho numerical . values of

T/y> . ((V/<Y,P)
-

1, I find that it i approximately
a parabolic function of I/?'. Dietoriui's equa
tion requires tho valuo wA/(KT"?>).

(21) (-OMPAKKSON" OIO K.IQ.STTIjTS. A BU1U-

mary of the results of tho tests above given
for various equations of state IB exhibited in

the accompanying table:

far bettor correspondence with experiments
than van dor Waals'. Tho value of n taken

1234307081)
FIG. 18.

in tho calculation is 8/2 ; bettor agreement
still is obtained if ?i~=l. Tho test made in

(22) Tmo Jouijifl-TiioMHON I^FKHXIT. - An
tuldiiiioiuiL (nodliod of touting a gn>H equation
IH providtul by the thormoo'ynamic CMjuation

for tli<^ iIoulo-'PhoiUHon effect.
1 ThiH oltect

will lx^ dindUHHod in detail in the article on
* l

TlionnodyitamioH.*
1 Tho invorwon pointH

for thiH (dlcct can be calculated from any

experimental data, for /), 7, T, and can thon

f)o compared with tho theoretical ptmitionH

(for which T(riv/r)T) ((W

'-f m xoro). (lurveH are

givon (/%. 18) of reduced tcmperaturcH

j>lot*tcd agaiiiHt roduood pronnuroB for inversion

pointH, while the pointw determined from

experimental data are nhown an Hrnall circlcH

(for (H)jj) juul croHHCH (for nitrogen). It will

bo Hccn that Diclxu-icrH (Mjuation ill. gives
1 Hoc IN>rLor,7V*&Mr</., 1000, xl. 554 ; J010,xix,tt88.

thin way involvoH a largo range of

and of temperature It in not coniinecl to ono

Hinall region, aw in many of the other tests

that wo have dcHcribod.

(23) CAIXHN OAR'S EQUATION. STEAM.
BoHidcB the ocjuatiouH already given, which

attempt to roprcHont the behaviour of fluids

over long rangcw, equations have alao been

developed which are of more limited applic

ability. Most important of thono ia tlio

equation of (Jallondar, which iw

. RT
?; 6 - -

o,

P

whoro c iw taken aw varying according to the

inverse 7?-
ti11 power of the abnolute temperature,

i.e. c - c T **/T
n

. Tho equation, it is claimed,
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holds good for moderate, yyrwmrot* ; for higher

pressures it in necessary to regard c as being

also a function of the procure. The equation

has been applied by him particularly to the

capo of steam; and* sinao, from its simplicity,

tho various properties of steam can bo co

ordinated by manageable expressions when line

is made of the thormodynamic equations

which connect those properties, it is rapidly

coming into general use. Tho general nature

of Calendar's equation can be bout described

by pointing out that the iaothormals on a

p\ v diagram given by it will be rectangular

hyperbolas as for a perfect gas, but shifted

sideways by amounts, c-6, depending upon
the temperatures. It maken no attempt to

represent the critical data, nor does its

applicability extend to tho liquid fttato at all ;

for that reason it would 'bo hotter described

as applying to moderate densities rather than

to moderate pressures. For steam tho valuo

of n, between 100 and 150 C., in about 10/3.

At 160 0. tho valuo of Q is 16 cm, !J

, and since

it increases with fall in temperature it is

always, through tho range in which the equation

is used, greater than 6, which is taken as 1 cmA
The existence of c is taken to imply coaggroga-

tion of single molecules into double and treble

molecules ;
but it may equally well represent

the effect of tho attractions between mole

cules which may bo regarded as a potential

coaggregation. It is safer so to interpret it ;

for whatever may happen in the caso of steam

there is no evidence that molecular associa

tion takes place whon a substance liko iso-

pentane liquefies ; yet a term liko c is

necessary in this case also.

Its relation to van der Waaln
5

expression
is shown by first neglecting the product of

small quantities in tho latter, whonco

. UT a
w 1>==

If, noxt, pv in tho small term is replaced

by its approximate equivalent HT and a IH

taken as a function of temperature alone,

Calendar's equation is obtained.

(24) METHODS OH 1 I'JXJ'KMHHlNtl 'R-KHUUTH.--

Doviations from .Boyle's and Charles' Lawn
are usually represented by a diagram of pv

against j). Kamorlingh-OrmoH lias also made
UHO of a pv against density diagram. Another

very useful way, for Home purposes, in

to plot against temperature the discrepancy
A '- v T?J /T ,

whore v in the actual specific

volume at temperature T, /'
()
the specific volume

at any standard temperature T ; each curve

obtained boing a constant proHHtiro lino. AH

examples, tho curves for hydrogen at (JO and #0

atmoHj)horca respeotivoly are drawn in Wig. 19,

Thowe curves n^ptxw^nt Witkowski'w (U^tcnnina-

tiotiH, which wore obtained with tho mont

HcnipuloUH oan\ Throughout tho whole range

of his observations thesis curves cuu Ixs lil,t<d

with hyperbolas with ouo aHymptote nearly

vertical. It should bo noted that if tho

product term alt in van dor Waalw' equation is

ncgloctod one obtainH

> '

i.e. a hyperbola with a vertical asymptote.
Ouo use to which nueh a diagram can bo

put is to an examination of specific hoatu,

(See article "Thermodynamics,") It is

shown tliermodynamically that

whore ((
t)

is i\w Hpociiic h<a( ad constant

procure ?>, ?' is tho specific voluino. An
examination of th< discrcpauoy A H!IOWH

that the right-liand Hide can also bo wnUon

Nitrogen

rT 15

) j whence it follows Uial- whon the

proHHiir<*i IIIKI H conv<x upwardn tho

value of (!;; ineix^ases with proHHiuxs and it
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when the eurvc IH concave upwards.
Since tho discrepancy is equal to 6 /.r.. the leant

volume of the liquid -when T is Koro, curves
Htich as those shown for hydrogen must turn
back somewhere between tho lowest tempera
ture nhown and absolute zero HO as to cross

over to tho positive side
;

this can only take

place by the curvature reversing in sign
the ourves becoming concave upward'n at low

temperatures. In thin latter region the value
of () must diminish with increase in pressure.

Discrepancy curves are also shown (A
7

/V/. 20,

iil) for nitrogen and carbon -dioxide based

on Amagat's investigations.
1

'the ourvoH for 0() aro coitoavo upwards in

tju^ region nhown ; in tlurt region (J,,
dinunmhoH

with iiK^reaHe In preiwure.

S (iiH) Tnw QUANTUM Tuwouv. -Tn roeont

y<MU'H initial attempts - liave been made to

introduce the eonneciueiuu^ of the quantum
theory ; that JH, tho theory tbat in the inter-

of en<M %

gy that take plaee between

H certain integral rolatioiw aro always
etwtHMi th< amounts trauflforred.

There in no doubt that if HUH theory i true

modifications will be n^juired even in. tho

(Miuatii)n for a
u

p<M'feet
"

gas ; for the ordi

nary theory allows energy to be transferred in

any proportion whatever, while according to

the quantum theory it may not be transferred

because (for example) it is smaller than the

unitary amount (tho quantum) which is trans

ferable. 'Phis unitary amount is proportional
to the frequency of tho atom, nay hv, whore

// is a universal constant. a If we write

ft (AN/R), where N in tho number of atoms

per gram atom, and R is tho ordinary gas

'
Porter, Writ, Mtttt.o 1 010, xlx. 8t)0.

11 Hoc article "Quantum Thoory," Vol. ,1V.

constant, then Ncrnst has shown that tho

gas equation becomes

Kor hydrogen gas /^~0-]417, \vhoro V is the

normal molecular volume. 3

Again, Planck has started from considera
tions of entropy and energy, the entropy being
defined as S /o log WH- const., W being tho

probability of any one state of a given mon-
atomic gas, and h it* tho gas constant per atom.
lie deduces finally tho equation

K.T. /. o\ a
p -.-

- -
log 1

) -,J
c h

\ v) v 2 '

where c is theoretically equal to eight times
tho volume of an atom regarded as spherical,
i.&. 26 a calculated by van der Waals. This

equation could only be applicable throughout
a limited range booauwc tho least volume is

clearly <j itself ; so that it ia reolly c which
takes tho place of 6 in vati der Waals' equation,
but the value calculated for it from theory
IB greater than van der Waal's value. This

equation yields critical values

c
--

(log,, 2
-

J) ;

w 2-0 nearly.
lHT

The value of T'/p .dpflT at tho critical point
is 3'0. The probability is that a should be

taken aa varying inversely aa tho temperature,
and then thin number becomes 0, which is

much dower to the experimental value. But
it fails also at low pressures to give yv constant

at any temperature.

(20) JKXJKTIIJflll TlllCORETIcfAL DjffiVMLOL*-

MICNTH. Wo have quoted some of tho chief

equations of state that have boon proposed.
The following may also bo selected for mention

out of tho very large numbers that have boon

proposed:

(This was given in 18(55.)

Him II. and 0. Schmidt :

2W-=BT-Cv
lOunorlingh-OtmoH :

where ^(b/v) ia u sorics of powers of b/v.

Amagat :

Tait :

v 7 v a.

a Other (HiuatlonH aro'projxwtul by W. H. Kcosom.
'owm. Phys. Jjab. Lddun {Supplement 30.
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Rankino, Thomnon, and Joule :

I)u[)r6 :

p(*H-r,)-rRT.

(If o is a function of tho temperature this may
become Galiondar's equation,)

Sarrau :

^ KT ^ (jrt-f_
P~v-T> (tH-c)

a

Boltzrnann and Maclio :

Reinganum :

where is a function of temperature,

Koso-Innes and Young :

This equation was based upon S. Youngs

experimental values for isopontano. It con

tains five constants. It fits exceedingly well.

Each term was introduced as it was found

to bo required. Tt is probable that tho term

with g as a factor could bo replaced by a

term involving tho pressure.
Thomson and

Joule also put forward an equation Iwnod

upon tho Joule-Thomson ofl'ect (porous plug

experiments). If K is the cooling per atmo

sphere

where i;=s specific volume, and Oj,
the specific

heat at constant pressure. K was found to

bo given by n/T
3
, whoro a is a constant. If

C
a)

be taken as a constant tho equation when

integrated gives
-

whore /(p) imwt bo identified with K//) in

ordor that tho equation may reduce to (hat

for a perfect gas whom tho temperature IH

groat. If v be replaced by v -
b, and tho

power of T in tho Hinall tonn bo altered

to Huit rcquiroinontH, (Jalloudar'H equation iw

obtained.

(ii7) Taio 'RELATION HICTWWWN PRKHHURW
AND TlOMIUilItATtJRIO IN

1 TM II KTKIWX1MNKOUH

RK(UON. MAxwwuAs TirwouwM. VAPOUR
PRIOSHHKM8.-AII HUoll (XjUatioriH aB WO h/lV(i

^ivon arc continuous funotiourt of tho variabl(*H,

Now oxarninatioti of Andrown' diagram nhown
that in tbo tnixod rogiou wluvro both ^JIH and

li<|uid (^xiHti in oquiUbdtun with oaoh ol.hor iho

pit'Huuro Uo<^pH constant at ooriHtant tompora-
turo whatever tlio proi)ortiou botwoon tho two

phases may -be. Thi is not indicated by any
of tho suggested equations. If a gs below

its critical temperature IH compressed, a point

in reached at which it no longer romainH

homogeneous but breaks up into two parts

of different density -gas and liquid respect-

ivcly, It in in this region that Iho pressure

is a function. of tho temperature alone. Thin

pressure in tho saturation, ^;v.w/m',. AH to

what tbo pressure will bo, at any particular

temperature, wo have no theoretical guide

except a somewhat doubtful theorem duo

to Maxwell. Maxwell imagines a cycle of

operations performed throughout at one

temperature; in tho forward part of the cycle

tho tranH'formation from liquid to gas takes

place in accordance with an equation of stale

Hay van dor Waalw' equation (shown by
dotted lino) the return path hoing along
tho constant saturation

pressure lino. If this cyclo
is performed rovo'rsibly at

constant temperature it

should bo impossible to

gain work by moans of it

or, in other words, tho

work done in tho forward

part must bo oattooUod by j^u, $a.

tho negative work in the

return tiunsfon tuition. Doubt art to tho

validity of this theorem arisen from (<ho fact

that transformation in accordance with van

dor Wauls' equation in the heterogeneous region

UIUH(. bo unstable, otherwise (he fluid would

not so regularly take another path (the hetero

geneous one) instead, lit fact, in one part of

tho homogeneous path tho pressure fwmwcrf
with M-r./WM in volume ; which IH a completely
uuwtablo state of things, Attonipis have boon

ma/do to get over this diflioulty, and not with

out some success* 1

Hence, since tho theorem

appears to bo, in practice, a reliable guide In

spito of misgivings concerning its validity,
it iw worth while to givo examples of tin

application. Let ?j, va
bo volume's of liquid

and vapour respectively ai temperature T,

and lot T bo Uio saturation proNHiiro. We
will, in the first placo, assume van dor Waaln*

e({UMiliou. Along tin* dntU'd enrve the woi'k

douo is / 'fxh\ whtire

IfcT n,

J)
v It '^ f

while backwards along l.lto sai-uration lino t

in TT(^ ''i). Hence the total work is

by Maxwell'fl theonim. Moreover, Nineo th

1 Hoo Bryan, V/u'nttwfjftHrnihM (B, (i, T*ubit(^r
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points -/'i
and r

a aro both on the van dor Waals
isotherm,

j,
f

p

, tv f{/

also TT .
,,.

?i
8
-ft '/^

If we had (employed tho reduced equation tho
throe equations would have been

87

whore the Hymbol TT is retuinod for tho

vapour proMHuro. Ifroin thci lanb two equations
wo can olitninaio (*iihor 7 01* TT, giving

\vlioro A," (I //*!), A,j nro tho reduced

I^rotu tlx^Hi^, to^othor with lilu^ (irHt e<j nation,

/4,, /^at
TT c.an all bo oKproBBod in t<riw of 7

(tho roduood tottiporaturo). Tho elimination

of tho vuriablon iw a soniowliat muuImmH
pro(HWH s a method for offootiiitf it haw hoou

^ivt^n by Max .Platwk, 1 who applied it to

('lauHiuH' equation t. J. t*. Dalton haw applied
a Himilar nu^thod of roduoiion,

2
starting from

hiw own

which
write

moHt oxtu^llont roHultft. If wo

where r and a: aro auxiliary variables, and

apply Maxwell's theorem, wo llnd

, Hinh &tf -2,n
12/

1
-

,
-

i# eosh ; Hinh ^

Ntai'tiug from arbitrary values of # tho

vahieH of r are calculated ; thoiioo the oorro-

Hponding vallum of
/-I,

and fa ; the remaining

procedure IH straightforward but oumbrouH.
HoMultn eal(uilat(ul from van d(w Wiialn'

(Mjuniion and from Dalton'H'4 are given in

AVj/. ii'l, and compared with exporimeiital
vahi(W for mopentano (a non-aHHooiatod stib-

Htatico) and rncthylaleohol (aHHoclated). If

the law of corresponding Htatow wore rigorously

obeyed thono (experimental curves would b(5

coinoidont ; an Jong an Htich difTorenoes as

1 H'W, Ami,, IHH1, xlll, 5!15.

Dnll-on, 7'rw, ^f, Mr, o/
THirt; IS, I SiH.

OfT, 1014, Iv.

those occur it is obviously impossible to re

present tho thermal behaviour of different

HiihHbanoofl by
a single equa
tion, and all

that ono can
do is to con
st r u e t a n

oq tuition for a

fictitious Hub-

stance to nerve

an a type from
whicli particu
lar substances

deviate more
or loaa accord

ing to their

molecularcom

plexity.
Jt 'will be

Been that Dal-

ton's equation
given practi- .

c.ally the samo slope near tho critical point
as both experimental curves. Van der Waals

put forward an empirical equation

connecting saturation |)rcBHuro audtomporaturo
for n^lue.od vapour jjrcHHuroa, whoro / is 2-97

for (/()a and iM)5 for isopontane. Dalton's

o<mation gives 3-04 down to a reduced tem

perature 0-83, after which it gradually in-

oroasoB. When natural logarithms aro used

Dalton's factor is 3-04 x 2-303 - 7-00.

(28) LAW OK HMOTTUNKAH .DIAMETERS.

If the denttitiefi of vapour and of tho liquid at

the border curve are both plotted against the

temperature tho two curves meet at tho

critical point, thus jointly forming a curve

roughly parabolic in shape. A curve drawn
on the flame diagram, \vhoHo ordinato is the

arithmetic moan of theno donRitioH, i nearly
a straight lino also passing through the

critical point. This fact, discovered hy
Mathias, is known aa tho law of rectilinear

diameters. It leads to one of tho most

aoeurate methods of cU^tormining the critical

volume which is tho huint 'easily measurod of

all tho critical data, owing to the rapid change
of volume at that point with change in pressure.
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For if the doiiHitioN have boon determined at

temperatures not loo remote from the critical

point the diameter can. ho drawn and extra

polated to the critical temperature.
Tu dotermirio those densities a tube, such

as Andrews', i UHCU! and iilled with the gats :

tho masH of the gaw hocomoB Unowu from an

observation of it pressure, volume, and

temperature. This gas in then. eomprosHod
till condensation begins ;

the volume in then

noted, and from tints the density of the

saturated gas ia calculated. The mercury in

then caused to rise in the tube till the whole

gas is liquefied ; again, tho observation oC tho

now volume enables the density of tho liquid
to Ibo calculated. To determine the critical

temperature and pressure tho temperature IH

adjusted until tho mouisciiH separating tho

liquid and gas disappears or reappears due
to a minute change. Tho temperature and

pressure can then bo road oil'. If tho sub

stance attacks glass, and thereby makes the

observation of the moniscuM impossible, a

Hteol tube is taken (platinised inside, if

necessary, to prevent attack of the vapour
on tho steel), and observations of pressure
and temperature are taken until tho critical

temperature han boon passed. Tho experi
ment IH then repeated wifh <t different <ft(ttnfiti/

of MitMhtncc, pi'twnt. Tho proHHuro-towpoiu-
turo cui'vo will bo the name HH before (vi/.

tho Maturation pressure curve) until tho critical

temperature is reached ; after this point) tho

pressure will change differently from the pre
vious oaHO, Tho point of separation of tho

two eurvoH gives the critical valuon,

(SJO) Klxi'NKlMI'JNTAh KlfiHUl/rM. ValuOH

are given in tho subjoined table. Tins critical

volume IH only given when it wan experi

mentally determined. Tho unit of volume is

the volume of the gas under one atmosphere
proHSure at IV C. The critical density is also

givon taking the density <>C water at !" 0,

as unit.

Olwcrvcr,

Young

Kninwny an

\'<HIIt^

lltunHny an<

Tnivern

Younpj

Nmh^'dino
Dcwar

I)< i\\ar

TmvorM

Voting

Yotitipt

MS

0-Mi

Motulclojmv

OrtnoM, r(',

Allncliul

(
(

iiillt*(r(, (M,

< 'ollunlcjtu

Itanum-y HIM I

Tmvorn
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II, DavioH ' has shown that tho eooiVioiont

of expansion of liquids air any temperature
HuHioioutly remote from the critical can ho

calculated from tho formula a 1/(iiT (! ~-T),

Tho following values at 0" (. illustrate Iho

application of this rule which is bawd upon
tho law of rectilinear diameters:

Thorpo and Ruokor *

tluit

had previously shown

"

A(l), l) a )

f

wht^rci Dj and l>a a,re the dcntsities of a liquid
ait tomporaiuros T, and T.^ rc^sptH'.tively, and
A in a constant which they take to he 1-905.

Tho two expressions are equivalent to one

(JiO) Mix MI> ({AHMM. "-"Tlio o(iuaiioixH of

Mtato \vliicli havci IXUHI tuniHidorcd aro all

intondod to apply only to pure (luidrt. Tho

question of mixed p;aH(w in in a much more

imporfoct Htato, On tho oxj)crimontal Hide

tho mixtuixi whidh haH Ju^on imwt wtudiod IH

that of aii
1

, Ama^at'n
{l iiW( k

HtigationH (^xlotid

up to ItOOO atmoKph(
v
r(

v

H, and throughout thiw

rati^<^ he lindH tho following law to bo truo :

f

riu^ volumo of a ^awootm mixturo w (Mjual

to thoi Htnn of th(t volumoB that tho oom-

pon<
vntn would occupy if thoy vvoro Hoparato

and (Mich at tho pi'OHHurci of tho mixturo.

Haturdt)tc l found the law to bo Honnibly
oxjict in the neighbourhood of atmoHphoric

prc'HHiiro for a mixturo of carbon dioxide and

nitipotfon proto,\ido. On thu contrary, it IH in

dofaiilt for a mixture of (1Ojj and HO 2 ,
6 of

oxygon uixl hydro^tMi, and in KOUIO other

canon. 7
Kxp(M'imtMitally it in, of coui'Ho, much

l)(>(.|.(^r not to ntudy i/lu^ law directly (by

making various mixliurcH at a givtni prcHHuro

and lindiu^ lh<^ proBHuro of tho mixturo when
tho total volume in pronorvod <M mutant) l>ut

to ttikc (Muili <C wwonil mixturoH and iti-

ventilate tlu^ />

1
/V/,/7. ;Uw., I1

T rolatioiw for it,

,

*
,Sn,(MM'<lol,(\ (intu

-

27, IHOO,

Uraim,

xxlll. 057.

,< 188-1, xlv.

Ili'mlHN, I HUH, cxxvll.
( nutting 181)0, cxxvlll. 001.

///;*/< ttwtititNi *!IM>. 17, 1881); Mmwdoto,
uK* Jiin. li-l, 181)8,

ntul Haccrdotc, (toMytfit Jtcntlu8 t
March

/VW, Ann. xxxlv. 048.

On tho theoretic side it is natural to

endeavour to represent tho results by an

e({ nation of which van derWaals' is the typo:

relative numbers

species present,

H x and l~a; aro tho

of moloculcH of the two
theoretical considerations led van dor Waals
to write

A -
</.,(

1
-

#)
2 + rt

a
a?

a + 2
12a;( 1

-
a?),

B ft
t(l -)a-h6 aaj

a + 26 iaa:(l -a:),

where a v̂ and /;Aa aro new constants. Kuonen
has vorilied this by direct experiment on
mixtures of carbon dioxide and methyl
chloride, Vornchaitolt on carbon dioxide and

hydrogen, and Quint on ethane and hydro
chloric acid. Bertholot has concluded from
IUB experiments, in tho neighbourhood of

atmospheric pressure, that

an fjatft^ and B ~
b^(l + x) + 6aa?.

Those conclunions must, however, bo accepted
with reserve.

.During; the liquefaction of a gaseous mixture
the pressure does not keep constant during
tho co-existence of the two phases, but pro

gressively changes with increase in tho

quantity of liquid formed. Tho isothormals

in this region are not only inclined (instead
of horizontal as for a pure substance), but

they are curved. Tho composition of tho

liquid phase is in general different from that

of the gaseous.
A commonly occurring case is illustrated by

mixtures of ace-

Portor, Tram, Farad *S'oc,, iOiiO, xv.
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where tho suffixes a and b refer to tho tw<

constituents ;
v is partial vapour proHWiro

II tho vapour prcvsnuro of a constituent whoi

tho other is absent ; /jLa ia the molar fraotior

of a, and J in a characteviHtici constant. JTo'

the particular mixture <) 741 4.

It will bo aeon that for the ratio ir/ll there ii

only one charactorwtic constant. The form
of tho eurvo for various values of pin whowt

in Fig. 20. For methyl-alcohol and glyccro

Molar Fraction

Fia. 20.

j8
= l ; for acetone and oloio acid /*s=(.

for ether and oleic acid == -0-2; for othoi

and sulphuric acid p~ ~0.

(31) Tina SOLTD STATE. There IH n<

satisfactory equation yet available for tho
solid state. The trannition from liquid to
solid implies mucli more radical changes than
from gas to liquid, in a true aolid the
atoms become practically fixed in position
(except for slight thermal ngitaiion) under
tho action of cryutaUiue forccn HO an to bo
distributed upon an imaginary framework or
lattice. An arnorphouB body like ordinary
gliiHH or Hilioa glaww IH in reality a Hnbcoolod

liquid of very high vineonity of tho name
general character an (only much more VIHOOUH

than) water which at ordinary preHHure may
have boon cooled down to -*iJO" (!. without

cryHtalliHation into the nolid form taking place,
Solidification

(i.<\. cryHtallination) in marked
by taking place at a 'definite temperature for
a definite proHHiiro. At nuch temperature
and prcwHuro tlie Holid and liquid can cxiwt

together in (tny proportion jimt HH for a liquid
and vapour. Thero in a change in specific
volume in the act oC (solidification or in tho
rovorHo proems of melting; HH a rulo the

spctdiic volume IH greater for the liquid,

though tlriH rule IIUH notable
<^xce))l.i,(>nH

(u.g. water). The following aro cxamploH of
,

tho denniti(^H of tho liquid and that of tho

solid :

r

.rhe change of HpoeHio volume in j>aHHing

either from nolid to lupiid or from liquid to

vapour IB important in Thor

(which HOO).

,
A gan way paHH directly into the nolid

(or tho Holid may form vapour) hiHtond of

into tho liquid Btate. Tho conditiouH which
determine the phanoH that can be in equili
brium with one another at a given proHHuro
and temperature form a chapter in Chemical

Dynamics. At Wi 2 t

TllIOHMAb PllOPIOUTlWH, UHO<1 U.H H(HioIl<lary

Htiandardn of iiomperai-urt*! and <M>tnparo<l
with a gaH-tlKH'niomcdcr in (.he range 57,T

to (!. {See
u r

rcinpc
i ratur< v

, llt^aliHai'ion of

Absolute Hcalo of," (:&).

ij PuorHRTiMiS which can be n^pro-
and lined an secondary Htamhirdw of

tcm p(M*ature above r()0" <!, (I) The Hpocifio
bcsat of platinum ; (2) Tho iu<lex of n^frniC-

tion of air ; (IJ) The total radiation from
u black body; (4) Tho radiated energy
corresponding to a givon wave-length in i,ho

radiation from a black body. Soo * k Tom-
poraturo, Kt^alination of Almoluf^ S<'alo of,"

TlIMItMAl. PlKU'KltTIMH AND I^IKKII Tl'lMI'KHA-

TUUMH, (!()MI NATION OK, UHO(I UN il. HOondar,V
Htandard of temperature in tho range above
fiOO"<!. and eotnpare<l with a gaH-thornio-
nu v iior. Sc(*

u
Tofnpcrat(ir<, ItcfUiHa-tiou of

AbHolute S<-aIe of," ('liJ),

IIMltMAri I*IU)|WIITIKM OIO SHUiMTANOKH, UM((1

UH Hoooridary Hf'aiHlardH of temperature^ by
('oitipju'inon with a gaMth(*rtU(un<tor, S*o i

"
T<Mnp<rafiur(\ RoaltHation of AlmolnU^

M(di< of," (26).

UKitMAh UNIT, BuiTiHn, (hu IHdth part of

tilu^ heat required to WI'HO out* pound of

M'at(M' from tho melting point to the boiling-

point at a proHHuro of one atmoHphoro, See
*'

ThcnnodynamicH," (iJ).
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THERMOCOUPLES

(I) INTRODUCTION. -The thermoelectric

pyrometer IH tho most generally used of all

appliances for the measurement of moderately
high temperatures, and in the ooitrHO of tiino

it has boon developed into an instrument
of preo.ision.

Htartiug from the basic discovery of Scobock
in 18128 that at tlio junction of two dissimilar

metals when heated an electromotive force was

generated, innumerable attempts wore made
during tho subsequent half-century to con-

Htnmt a practical form of pyrometer upon this

principle.

Those attempts generally ended in failure,

not on account of any inherent dofoot in the

methods, but because tho extreme suscopti-

bilit-y of tho thermoelectric properties of metals

to slight chemical and physical changes wan
not at that timo fully realised. L'ouillct,

for example, adopted tho combination of a

platinum wire enclosed in an iron gun-barrel
It I'M now known that the platinum IH rapidly
deteriorated at -high temperatures by reducing

gases and metallic vapour, HO that tho choice

of an iron barrel by Pouillot was very un
fortunate,

Another serious diHa)>ility that tho early

investigators laboured under was inadcxiuato
electrical instruments for measuring tho

small RM,l<\ genera to< I ; it in only within

comparatively recent yearn that thcnnooloctrio

potentiometers and high resistance moving
coil imlieatorH of tho pivoted typo have been

evolved,

At the present day tho thermoelectric

method of measuring temperature haw attained

a degree of precision second only to tho

resistance thermometer, and for tomporatnroH

exceeding IKMV'O. it in the only convenient

and HoiiHitivo electrical method available.

It nuiHt ho omphaHiHod, however, that tho

th<M'inoelement in only a Huhnidiary inHtrnment

wbowi Hcalo will not ntand extrapolation, over

extended temperature rangon, and each in

dividual pyrometer ro<[uiroB calibration.

A thermoelectric pyrometer outfit in made

up of the following olomoutB :

1. Tho two motalH conHtituting tho thermo

element,

ii, Tho electrical iimulatiou of thcHO wireH

and the protecting tnboH.

,'i. 'I^ho indicator or potentiometer for

meaHuring tlm^ tlKM'inal M.M.K'.

4,
r

riic! provinion for controlling tho cold

junction ((ini|Kn'ature,

T>.
r

Ph<^ wiring nyHtom, Hwitchon, ot. when
th<^ tiiHtallation oonwHi/H of more than one

pyroniettu'.
The choice of pure tnotalw and alloys for

uae in the construction of thormocouplcw

IH primarily determined by tho temperature
which haw to bo measured.
Bnt for tho question of cowt platinum and

its alloys would be universally iuaod, as their

uou-oxidiHability and liigh melting -}>oint make
them ideally suitable for thermoelectric work.

The ncce-HHity of wubatituting some less cx-

poiivsivo material for those rare metals has led

to an extended study of other motala and

alloys, with tho result that it ia now possible
to measure tomperaturen up to 1200 0. with

base motal couples with a moderate degree
of accuracy, but for scientific work at high

temperatures there is no alternative to the

rare metal thermoelement.

(2) BASK MRTAL TniflftMO'rcU'JMENTs. For
low-torn poraturo work up to about 300 C.

copper, iron, or silver versus constantan 1 are

quito satisfactory, possessing a largo T5.M.F.

per degree of tho order of 40 to CO microvolts.

(i.) Copper UoHNla-Htan. Both copper and
constantan arc obtainable in any size wires and
tho thermocouples maintain their calibration

if not overheated. At temperatures above
JJO() C. rapid deterioration occurs unless tho

couple is made of heavy section wires, and

experience has shown that a precision of only
5 to 10 0. can bo expected in measuring

temperatures in tho neighbourhood of 500 C.

(ii.) Iron. Cotwhintan. Tho E.M.R tempera
ture relationship of iron constantan is a closer

approximation to a straight line than is the

case with copper constantan. For work at

low temperatures tho combination has tho

practical drawback that tho iron is liable to

rust in a humid atmosphere.
Iron eonstantau thermocouples are omployod

in technical work up to 800 C. and arc them

made of very heavy section wires. After

prolonged exposure to high temperatures iron

is subject to tho development of parasitic
currents, These may have their origin in a

variety of sources. It is believed that

segregation and cavities of occluded gas in the

canting can give rise to a want of homogeneity,
whilst changes of crystal structure on prolonged

heating aro also a frequent source of trouble.

(iii.) Iron JMicM.T\m combination of two

common metals was onco extensively used in

industrial work, but has sinoo boon largely

displaced by alloys more rosiwtant to oxidation

and fco change at high temperatures.
Nickel undergoes a molecular transformation

between 230 0. and 300 (1 which renders tho

pyrometer unsuitable for use over this range,

but it gives fairly satisfactory results between

400 and 800 ('.

Tho RM.K. temperature relationship of tho

couple is nearly linear over the working range.

A peculiar fact has boon observed about

nickel : tho pure metal is oxidised and

1 An Alloy containing 00 per cent copper, 40 per
cent nickel,
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rendered brittle by heating in air, whilst its

alloys with chromium and aluminium resist

oxidisation fairly well and do not deteriorate

rapidly.

(iv. j Nickel-ChromiuM, NwM-A Iwniini'itM.

Nickel-chromium : 00 per cent Ni, 10 per cent

Or; nickel-aluminium: 98 per cent Al,

about 2 per cent Ni, with Ri and Mn.

This combination was introduced by lloskitm

and is sometimes known by the trade name of

chromol-alnmol thermoelement. Jt originated

in a search for a metal to replace the iron

element in the iron - nickel thermoelement.

Tho alloy
"
chrome!

'"

proved HO successful

that a substitute for nickel was found in the
"
alurnel

"
alloy. Tho presence of small

quantities of silicon and manganese appears

essential, for it was found that although tho

pure nickel aluminium alloy stood up well at

higlx temperatures it became brittle with xtso

at lower temperatures.
Tho chromol-alumel couple can be used up

to 11000. continuously, and will Htand for

short periods a temperature 200 0. higher.

The K.M.JF. temperature curve above 100 0.

is nearly a straight line.

It should bo remembered that the E.M.P. of

base metal couples decrease with prolonged

exposure to high tern peratu res, BO frequent
ro-calibration is necessary.
Tho fact that base metal thermocouples

generate about four times the M.JVO\ per

degree of a platinum-rhodium couple is an

advantage from tho point of view of the

construction of robust pivoted
indicators for portable outfits,

but since they are

less stable than tho

platinum couples
they cannot bo em

ployed for work
whore permanency
of calibration is

essential .

(3) PLATINUM
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awl MM-
. This

thermoelement was introduced by Lo Chatelier

in 188(5, and has since remained the most
reliable of all eombinationH tested.

Jt is generally employed in, aciontidc work
at liigh temperatures and in a groat many

induHtrial installaiionn. Hueli cotiplrH will

Hdand lf>0(r(<., bnl caro numt l
i taken do

shield tJiem from redwing louses, silicon, <ir

mctlallio vaponrH. Plaiinnm conplew munt bn

thoroughly protected from tho vnponrs
dinlilled from ^raphilo or carbon at high

temperatures,

(ii.) l*tatui,'inn<*I
>

lttl.ini(ni< h'idinni. The phvt-

innm-iridinni alloy, lirHti un(d by HariiK, \vorkn

satisfactorily up to about 1000" U, but n-t

highcn' tetnporattirt^H l.ho indium volatiliHOH a,n<l

|)rolong(Ml C'XpoHiiro eaiiHt^H ooniaminutiou of

the pum platinum limb of the element.

The relative volatility of the lure mctalM IK

shown hy the curves in AVf/. K whieli an* bawd
on Homo experiments made by Mir William
( VookeM. The motalM were lu^pt at a t-omiHM'a-

tni'o of JBOO" (
(

.

(!) IMioTi'XiTiN*! TriiKH."
r

Pho ohoioc of

protecting sheath for a thermoelement isdetor-

mincid [>rimarily }>y ih( > conditions under which
the pyrometer iw to be used, For experimental
work where there is no danger of contamina
tion it in possible to use a thermoelement
without a pro

tecting tube
and thna di

minish "
lag

"

enormously.
A convenient

method of

mounting for

laboratory UHO

is whown in

Jf'Vflr. 2. The

partH to bo in-

Hertod in the

hot region are insulated with capillaries of

liroclay, while the junctions with the copper
leadn are itiHortod in glass tnhoH which are

maintained at On (1. by immersion in powdered
ice, Tho wido-noekod form of commercial
vacuum Hank is a useful receptacle for the

ice. The two loads on t!;o right of AYr/. ^

arc of thin guttaporoha-ooverod eopper an<l

an 1

! coniHH^tKul to the indicator or potentio
meter. Whoro there is rink of contimmiadioii

of the elenunit it in advisable do protect it; by

Qutta
jt)

QQUtiriHi

to Pottntfontefar

B

enoloHing in a hard glass, fused Hilioa, or

gla'/ed porcelain tube.

Kor tomp(^ratur(
kH up do 500" (', hard ji(laHN

C5af)illari(s and sheaths can bo employed,
Similarly, fused HiUea is availahlo for tempera-
tun^H uj) to 1000" (!. for prolonged poriodn.
A compact typo of covering in nltown In

/'Yf/' II. Two silica capillariiw arc fiiH(d into a
sheath terminating in a bulb ad the bottom.

Tho wiroH are threaded through tho otul B,
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which is then scaled up with the junction
enclosed in tho hull), as shown, Since the

outside diameter in only about 5 millimetres

tho couple cjin bo inserted into a small

space.
When necessary tho tube can bo bent wit/1),

tho wire y'/t #i'tu< by meant 1

- of tho oxy-eoal gas

blow-pipe.
I<W work at comparatively low temperatures

cotton or silk insulation in quite satisfactory,

provided it in paraffined or shellac-varnished.

Twin wires of iron constant/an, aro obtainable

with tho two wires separately insulated and
enclosed in a donblo covering of cotton or

silk. In thin form tho wires can bo laid in

grooves a fow millimetres d( v

op.

(i.) /'omi^/m Tutwti, Kor industrial use it

is generally necessary i<> enclose tho thermo

couple iu a t'.u bo of glazed porcelain homi-

sphorically closed at one end. Tho best

grades of refractory porcelain have a molting-

point above tbat of platinum, but since tbo

material in porous to ^anon it oannot- bo iwod

witbout a ooat.ii\K of tfla/.o. Tho t,ub(^s ar<^

then Norviooablo t. about* J-I(H)
(1

(1, only. Tbo
torm potvolaiu oompriHt'H a variety of inai-orialH

from vitriliod poroolaiiiH to highly n^fractory

por<'<*ln.inH.

Vitrilied poro<ilaiu will not Htatid rapid

chanson of tomporatuns but can bo unod

oontimiouHly U]> to liSOO" U Suoh ttiboH arc

uHually ^aH-ti^ht without b(Mn^ glared, but

aro fro(|U(Mitly gla/,tul aH an addod precaution*

Ivofiuotory porce-laiu tubon will Htau<l up
t,o MOO"(!M but prolonged oxponuro (UUIHOB

aJn^orptiou of t^lu^ Hoft(iu<Hl ^hv/,o into tho body
of tho tube.

(ii.) A'v/w/ Mitica, Vnbcu, - l^inod mlic-a tubeH

can bo unod up t-o 1000" (J. in an oxidimng

a.tmoHphin'ci fi'(*o from alUalin.

I*rolon^od ox[)OHuro to tomporaturoH above

M)(K)"(-. oaiiMOH dovitrilioation of Iho quart/.:

tho material booomoM oryHtalliHod, IOHOH itn

nuuihanieal Htrongth, and IH tluni p<
vrmoablo

to #HMOM, It ap[)(^am that Hilioa in nli^htly

ptM'moaibh^ to hydrogen at liigli tonip(^utur(^,

\vlu'ih In a HOIMOUH drawback, Hinco tho proHonoo

of bydroijjon, within tho protecting tube of a

plati'num thermoelement roHiiHw in the reduc

tion of nilioa to Hilieon, whi<'li attacks the

plad'ninn.
Tho principal advantage of quarts aH a

thermoelement protection lion in HH extremely

low eoonieiont of thermal expansion, which

onabloH iii to witlmtaiul violont tomporatun^

chanson without frn,e,t.ur(\

(iii,) At'Uudunt*' Thin in tho trade name for

a tubing eompoHod of funod alumina (Ala ()j,)

witb DnMilay an binder, Tho alumina in nhrunk

into a doiwo mann in an electric furnace and

then ground and made into tubon by tho

addition of a littlo clay,

Tho ungliwiod tubing will stand 1550 C?.,

but in porous, c<)nHO({ucnily the tubes a/rc

fro(]|ii(
k

nt.ly ^iven a gltiKO coating and this

again covered with a layer of alumina.

Thin method pormltn tbo tubcH to bo used
to temperatures exceeding the softening point
of tho glaze. The limiting temperature of

the glazed tubes appears to bo about the

name as that of porcelain tubes.

(r>) OUTEH JPUOTKC.TINO TuiJES. In indus

trial installations further mechanical protec
tion, is required by the porcelain or quartz
sheath, and for this purpose carborundum,

graphite, and a variety of metallic tubes are

employed.
(i.) (Carborundum. Carborundum is an

electric furnace product primarily composed
of carbon and silicon. It iw highly refractory
and possesses many of tho physical properties
desirable iu a protecting tube for tho porcelain
sheath.

When heated in an oxidising atmosphere
tho oxidisation of tho silicon to silica begins at

li>00 (.1. At 1500 (X the silica formed on the

surface of the tube fuwea and protects tho tube

from further oxidation. Very finely crystalline

carborundum made into tubing known as
u

silfrax
"

is extensively uwed for furnace work.

OiU'hornndum tubes aro permeable to gaaes

and aro readily attacked by basic slag. Since

carborundum reacts at high temperatures with

practically all metals it is essential to employ
an inner protecting tube around tho thermo

couple,

(ii.) Graphite. In reducing atmosphoros

graphite tubes form an excellent protection to

porcelain and quart/* sheaths. They arc parti

cularly useful in tho case of molten aluminium,

which readily attacks porcelain,

Plumbago tubes, which aro maclo of graphite

and lircclay, will withstand much higher

temperatures than lireclay alone, and aro

frequently used in permanent installations.

(iii.) Jron and /SteZ. -The UHO oE wrought
iron or Htoel tubing as moehanical protection

is very common in tho industries. They aro

satisfactory up to about 000 (i., and tho cost

of replacement in not a serious item,

Oalorising tho surface, which consists in

impregnating tho surface with aluminium,

increases tho resistance to oxidation and

so prolongs the life of tho tube two- or

threefold,

(iv.) JWr/ww/c. AH a substitute for iron

and steel tubes cant nichromo tubes aro

used to Home extent. These tubes withstand

oxidation remarkably well, so that their

greater eoat IH more than balanced by their

longer life. Up to the present it has
^not

been found possible to draw mchrome into

tubes, so eastings havo to bo employed, and

with those extreme care has to be exercised

to avoid pinholos.

(v.) Molybdenum. This element has a
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melting-point of about 2500 d. Kxperimonts

havo proved that it can bo dipped into molten

brass, copper, etc., without being attacked,

houoo there arc possibilities for this material

when it becomes available on a commercial

basis.

(vi.) Zirconia. loused xiroonia IH an excellent

refractory and will probably be extensively

used when the difficulties of manufacture have

been overcome.

(0) ELECTRICAL INSULATION OF TIIM

WIRRH. Tho electrical insulation of the wires

constituting a thermoelement can bo effected

by the use of porcelain or fireclay capillary

tubing in the case of platinum thermo

couples.
Base motal couples of heavy wire are

sometimes insulated with fireclay tubing, A
slight fluxing of the oxides with the fireclay

is noticeable on the corvstantan wire when
hoatod to 1000 (1, but the nickel-chromium

alloys soem to bo free from this trouble.

Tho alternative method of innulutinfg base

metal thermocouples is to employ asbestos

string or tubing painted with a solution of

carborundum, firosand, and sodium silicate

mixed to a thick paste. When heated aboVe

600 C. this insulation rapidly disintegrates.

If tho iron clement of a thermocouple is

protected this way and heated for somo time

to about 1000 C., it will bo found that tho

wire grows to nearly twice its original diameter

and can bo easily broken by tho fingers. In

fact tho iron, asbestos, and carborundum will

combine chemically, and no free iron will bo

left. Carborundum, of course, attacks metals

vigorously at high temperatures.

(7) TEMPERATURE! INDICATORS ov THM
MILLIVOLTMETER TYPE. The majority of the

thermocouples used in industrial work are

equipped with moving coil indicators. The
instruments are identical in construction with

millivolt-meters, while the scales arc generally

graduated to read temperatures directly.

Tho calibration of such an instrument is

correct so long as the total resistance of the

circuit remains unaltered,

When the indicator lias a resistance of

from 100 to 500 ohms, small variations in the

resistance of tho loads or of tho couple are of

no consequence.
An idea of tho high sensitivity necessary in

tho indicator maybo formed when a comparison
is made with ordinary voltmeters. With a

thermocouple outfit it is often desirable to

have a full scale deflection for 10 millivolts,
which is only one ten-thousandth of the

voltage which tho switch -board instrument
has to measure on a 100- volt system.

In order to obtain a robust rnoving-ooil

system tho indicators fitted to bane metal

couples sometimes have a roniHtanco as low as

2 ohms, and if the couples are of heavy

section wire, protected from oxidation, the

outlitn work Fairly satisfactorily.

KlHpoeial euro must be takou vvitb Hneh

installations not to cause any alteration of

tho total roHwtatU'.o of tho eireuit'.

It must be borne in mind that the indications

of such an outiit will also bo alToeted by
changes o resistance of tho leads caused by
variations of temperature of the furnaee

room. It was observed in I ho ease of a 5ohm
resistance indicator that changes of tempera
ture from to "J5

U
0. along 50ft. of wiring

from tho thermocouple to tho instrument

canned tho indicator to read 10(-, low at

050 U. Ho apart from difficulties due to

oxidation and varying depths of immersion

high accuracy cannot bo obtained with a low-

resistance millivoltmctor. With platinum

thermocouples the cost of tho material

prohibits tho use of thick win*, and it. in

therefore necessary to employ high-rowistance

indicators,

Millivoltmoters arc now obtainable of 500

ohms rosiHtaneo, giving a full scalo deflection

for 40 millivolts, and tho indications of such

an outfit can generally bo relied upon within

I- 5 0. When higher, aeonracy is desired it IB

necessary to use a potentiometer.

(8) OOMIWSATION FOR VAttYTNO OlRdUlT

RBHISTANOM. Harrison, and Kooio have

described a scheme of circuits by moans
of which it is possible to arrange Unit tho

total resistance of galvanometer, loads, and

thermoelement in periodically adjusted to a
iixed value, Tho principle of the method
will be understood from jf'Vj/. *1. Thoro is

an adjustable resistance r
it

. in Morion with <>ho

moving coil and swamping roNisianoo of the

millivolt-meter or temperature indicator.

On depressing a key, part./*,, of the Hvvnmpmg
resistance is NhoH-oircuitod and Mio nnnaining
part tog(^h<M- with tho moving coil

/,, w
nhunticd by tho roHiHtao<^ r, t

. Tho iiml.nunont

is calibrat<Ml in terms of tlic pol-ontijU drop
across its torminaJM for a maximum vnluo of

^=5^. In tho construction t.lio n*MiHtanct\s

are proportioned according |.o t-b<* relation

?yY'"' r
i
?V ^ ^'H ' fOHintanci^ r^ in HO atljUK(<Ml

that tho (It'tltH'tion of the* pointer JH nncJutttgcd

by <loproHHin^ the key K it can readily b<^ provocl
that tho total roHiHtanoo of tlu* circuit in that
for which tbo iiiHtrumoat/ in calibrat<Hl t tho
sum of /, and all <*xt(rnal r(HiHtano<^ ixing
tlrnn made equal to

r,. Hence it follows that
tho instrument moasuroH the truo KJVJ.F. In
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A Himplo circuit, or if connoedod acroHH a ronist-

aneo or network through which a currend flown

id indicates tho potential drop which would
have oxiwdod had tho inndrutnont not boon

connected. In HUH respect it functtonH aw a

potentiometer, yet it doeH not operate oix the

polontioinctric principle, Miueo it doon not

require a Hdandard coll or an auxiliary battery,
the only W.M.K. employed hi tho adjuHtmeiit

being that of the Hourco nieaHnrod.

By conndnicding tho apparatus HO that the

ratio
'/';t//' (l

IH equal, to from 5 to JO it in

poHHiblo to adjust r# with 5 to 10 timen tho

precision nooonHary. TlniH if tlie galvano
meter oan bo road to

,'
of a nealo divinion

the lino ro.si^taneo may bo adjunded with
a precision e<|nivalent to

j,\ fl

. of a noalo

division, vvhieh is at least 10 times tho

a.eeuraey poHHihlo with an indicating instru

ment, Thin principle of magnification of

omvH greatly facilitates th<^ proper adjuBd-
tn.int of rw . By varying the copper to

manganin radio in r
t

it in poHHihlo to produce
a compenHaded itiHtrumontof'/oro dernperaturo-
eoeHieiend from a millivoltmetei1

having an
e\e<Mwivr

( copjx^r content,

Such an instrument HhouhL bo H(M'viceal>lo

in dhennocoupUi work. Tho componHated
itiiilivoli-niot^r may alno be unod in multiple
iuMtallatiottM of dhormoeonploH having di(t(".rcnt

lino rowBtanocH, a^H many ivHintawcuw r^ being

employed an tluM'ti are couples. These tnay
h<^ inexp<uiHive rhoowtatu, one located in (inch

line between dho oouplo and Holootivn switch,

and wi ill tilie a.coura(\y of adjiiHtnunit will bo

an high UK dhough pixMiinion rheontatH wore

JJ (0) I'OTKNTIOMI'ITKKM KOlt Till*;

MWNT OK Til MUM Ah K,M,K,\S. -HilK^O the

elect romodivo forc.eM lio \H\ moat-mred arc* of

millivoll or<l(M' tho podonliomodor IUIH alwo do

bo Hpoeially dt^Higned for th<^ work.

With a low - roMiMtanoo poteMdiotuotor and
a Hennidivo moving <M>il galvanomi^ter, it in

poHMiblo do nu^tHure to 1 miorovoH with ctsr-

i,aintiy, and xvith grt^ater precaution incaHtiro-

inofitH to 0-1 microvolt arc poHHiblo, but rarely

noeoHHary,
a potontiomodor irt a row of

in Htuic'H dhrough which Hdoady
currcnd in paHH(d, Thin current in kept eon-

Mtn.nd by occasionally atljtiHding it HO that tho

fall of potential througb a (ixcd rcHiHdamx^

balanccM tho M.M.K 1

. of a Htandard (<iadmium)
celh

Thou, ninoo in a Himplo circuit the fall of

potential in proportional to the rcBiHtanoo,

any M.M.I<\ within tho range of! tho i twt.ru -

inenli c^ui h<^ mcaHured by halanoing it

drop over the appropriate known

,ln A
1

/V/, 5 the rliooHtat; H in adjuntcd until

tbo diltcu'otice in potential uoroHM K iw

balanced agahmt the MM.F. of tho {standard

cadmium cell (L-0185 volts 1

)- Tho E.M.K.
of tho thermocouple iw balanced on tho rownt-

auce /', tihowu hero for airnpHcity a a uniform
wire.

Tbo potentiometer can bo made direct-

reading in microvolts, by BO conHtrncting that

the fall in potential per ohm resistance is

some cloimido value, For example, t volt per,

Standard Coll , ,

Circuit 'VV

JTbormoeiemant

Jh
1

I<. 5.

100 olimw. llonco to inoawuro in atcps of

millivolts ro<|uir(is nubdivi.sion of tho rcHistanccs

into ()! olnn <!oil. A bridge wire in soricw

(of the name roHiHtanoo), having a scale divklod

into a/ hundred partn, would onablo readings
to bo taken to 10 micro voldn or by estimation

to 2. Jn such a CUHC tho point P could move
over tho wtudn of the coiln, while Q, would
travcrnc the bridge wire.

Since ])otontial contacts only arc noccHHary,
thcix^ in no objection to the UHC of low rcHistanccH

in tho eircuidH.

(10) HlMlM.W (ilKOUIT .POTKNTrOMJflTMtt. A
])racdical form of the diagram above w shown
in tfifj. (I,

Tlu^ current through tho ])otentionietcr is

adjuHted to be 0-01 amp, by balancing the

cadmium coll RM.F. 1-0185 volte at 15 0.

acroHH 101-85 ohtws (circuit shown dotted in

diagram).
Tho working rango of tho potentiometer

couHwtH of 100 equal ooils arranged in four diala

of 25 coiln each.

Tho roHiHdanco of each coil IH 0-01 olnn, henoo

tho dotal fall of potential across the hundred

ooiln XH 10 micro vollH, and ac.rows each coil 100

microvolts

TJio bridge wire in Horion with the coils in of

0-01 ohm, and the scale is nuhdividcd into

100 parts, conHcquently the value of 1 diviwion

IH 1 microvolt.

By inserting a plug which nhort-circuitR half

tho roHiHtanco acronn which tho Htandard cell

JH balanced, tho range of the inHtrument is

doubled.

An alternate way of obtaining higher ranges
IB to employ two or throe Hccondary cellH in

HorioB and balance againnt 2, 3, or 4 cadmium
celln.

* K.M.K of Btandard cadmium coll at 15" 0,

L-Oiyo international volts, or 1-0183 at 20" C k
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Thermoelement

(11) VEENIEU Jb'oRMs

The above-described potentiometer, which
is representative of a largo class, has the dis

advantage of only pornaibting yteps of equal
value. The decade principle common in P.O.

resistance "boxes is not possible with the simple
circuit of series coils.

This difficulty was Hurmountod in a very

ingenious manner by Thomson and Varloy in

their vernier typo of potentiometer, which was

designed for resistance and cell eompaiiaon

TOO Qoils of 20 Ohma ano/i

i/v-AMr-\w\r'vwv\n^vv\, ww

IE.M.F. to 6c balanced

work. la this type the slido wire of tho

ordinary Clark potentiometer is replaced by
a ^subdivided resistance coil, which can bo

placed in parallel with any two coils in series

of tho main circuit, as shown in /'%. 7.

Tho storage battery is connected through a
rheostat with a dial consisting of 101 coilH of

,1000 ohms, each in series. A second dial of

100 ooiln of 2i) ohms each can bo placed in

parallel with, any two adjacent (soils of tho
main dial by a movable contact-maker.

Now, the effect of the second dial as si \tinb

on tho two coilH of the main dial IN to maUo
the cil'ectivo resistance between Mio poiutw
of coutiw.t (icpial to 1000 ohms, /,r, tliat* of

the individual MlctpM. UOIKIO i-lio fall in

potential over tho ,100 coils in thn nhunl dial

is iiho sadne a^s tli.d over a single coil of ilu^

main dial, so Miat the ofTod. of Ihc Mluitid dial

coils is to givo 100 intermediate nlt^ps htiUvotMi

any two points on the main dial.

It will bo observed that tho fondant rosin!

anecs at tho points whoro (ho nhuut dial in

connected to tlu^ main dial are awnmod (o bo

Tho <lrawl>ack to tho application of I ho

vernier principle to thormooloftrio po((Milio-

moiiorn IH tbat tho <'.oils of tho la tin- bav< v

to be of low rosista.n<'<! in ordor to obtain

sensitivity, llonoo fond'td rcniNtanceM rcquiro
c.areful oliinination when tlK* principln in

applied to low-nssistanco potent iniuoLoiu

IIa,rk(M' (ll)OH) dos<'.rib( vd a winiplo form of

V( irni(M' [K)t("iitiutuot>or in which (he second
dial above roforred to was nplaffd by a plain

bridge wire.

Tho connections arc shown in
/''/(/,

8, Tho
standard ooll is balanced an'<MM IOI'S

r
> obmn,

honco l\w (Mirnuit is 0-01 amp.
Tho -0 coils Al each have a ivjuMtwifo of

(),! oJun, so that <h<i potential drop per coil

is 1 millivolt, or 1000 miorovoltM. Mucb of tho

1 1 coils in tho row CD ban a roHiMlamv of O-Ol

olun, consequently the po(cn(ial (lilleronco

per coil is 100 microvolts, Tho bridge \viro

Eb1

can bo placod in parallel with any two
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coils CD, and is 0-02 ohm in. resistance. The
scale is subdivided into 100 parts, each of

which corresponds to 1 microvolt. All con

tacts to the coils AB and CD are made by
means of mercury cups. Manganin bars are

laid alongside the cups and drilled with a

corresponding series of holes, so that the

connection at any point may be effected by a

n-shaped copper bar.

Tinsley has devised a form of vernier

potentiometer in which the slide wire is

replaced by a dial with 100 stud contacts,
between each of which there is a resistance

of one-thousandth of an ohm. The potentio
meter consists essentially of 1 main dial of

20 coils of 10 ohm. each, across which is

inserted the shunt dial, consisting of 100 coils

of 0-2 ohms each, see Fig. 9. This dial is

arranged so that it is always shunted across

two coils of the main dial in the usual manner.
Thus with a current of one milliampere through

Variable Rheostat

VWWW

777-00 Ohms

Battery

FIG. 9.

the circuit the main dial reads -01 volt per stud-

The vernier dial reads -0001 volt per stud,

whilst the fine adjustment dial reads -000001

or 1 microvolt per stop. Hence the range
of the potentiometer lies between -1901 volt

and 1 microvolt. A range of 10 times this value

is obtained by moving the plug from B to A.

The current through the potentiometer is set

by balancing a cadmium standard cell against
101*85 ohms on the dials and with the plug in

position A. When the plug is placed in the B
current through the potentiometer is reduced
to one -tenth its original value, whilst the

total resistance in the battery circuit remains
unaltered.

The design would be improved if the

standard cadmium cell was balanced against a

separate resistance, as then the adjustments of

the dials would not have to be altered when it

was desired to check the current in the circuit.

Mr. R. Paul has also designed a vernier

potentiometer with two ranges ; on the lower

range E.M.F.'s from 1 microvolt to 17 milli

volts can be measured, while the second range
is 10 times that of the lower.

Fig. 10 shows the connections diagrammatic -

ally : in the actual instrument the coils are

carried on a series of drums set alongside each
other. The standard cell is balanced by

V Thermoelement

a. 10.

varying X 1 with the plug inserted in A, the

position corresponding to the higher range.
Tt will be seen that the values of the various

resistances are so adjusted that the effect of

transferring the plug from A to B is to reduce

the E.M.F. on the working portion of the

potentiometer to one-tenth the original value,

while leaving the resistance of the complete
circuit in series with the storage cell un

changed. The plug in the position B gives the

lower range.
The current through the potentiometer coils

is 0-001 amp. for the higher range, and 0-0001

amp. for the lower range. The high resistance

of this potentiometer necessitates the use of a

galvanometer of high resistance (of the order

of 1000 ohms) and high sensitivity. In fact.

for working on the lower range the best class

of moving coil galvanometer is required. Also

attention must be paid to the elimination of

1 The adjustable resistance X brings the potentio
meter resistance up to 1850 ohms when the E.M.F.
of the storage cell is 1-85 volt.
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contact resistances at tho double hmsheB of

tho shunt duils.

(12) KWKOT OB 1 CONTACT UlflSIHTANOM ON' TlIOM-

SON VAJ.ILISV SHUNT. Since tho shunt dial of tho

Thomson Varloy arrange
ment m connected to the

main circuit by two movable

contact*! it JH necessary to

consider the oll'eet on the

readings of contact resist-

aiice at these HwitohoN.

Taking tho elementary
circuit Hhown in AV

t</,
1 1,

and assuming the HtopH in

tho main circuit to bo one

ohm each and the shunt cir

cuit two ohms divided into

any number of steps, then

if c is the current in tho battery circuit, when there

ia no contact resistance the current in the Hhunt in c/%,

If tho rouistanoe between A and N bo 2/w- the

potential difference between A ami N Is o/$ X U//i
v

MC//I.

Let us suppose now that there is a contact re

sistance of wagmtwfa r at A, Tho resistance of tho

main circuit between A and B is still 2 ohms whilst

that of the ahunt circuit is % |-r. Assuming tho

current in tho battery circuit unaltered, then the

current between A and B in the main circuit is

c{(24-r)/(4-fr)} and tho current between A and B
in the shunt circuit ia cx2/(4-|--r), which may bo

eloHo to A, the WHiHtaiuM* hodwmi A and N in unuill.

<i.<\ n in largo, IUMHIO the eri'or wouhl l
k

crj^. \Vhn
t.Iu k

point N IN <iloH<^ to It tlui ivniHtnw bclwrcn A
and N I'M pnui(i(!ally Si, HO tlu^ error would b< ('//(.

VVhiMi tluMv (H a <'<>n(('( rrNitihinw. r ttt /> (,!< curn-nt

in tin* Hhunt em-nit un before !H

r

riu^ poUuttial <lilT(M'(Miee between A mid M in

So the terror will bo -crjAn, whioh luirt itw gnvU<ntt

value \vb<Mi tho eontn.et N in luvir II (i<\ n I), (hon

tho error in rr/'l.

Kroin i.lw above it will bo noon that when (ho

contact roHiHtaneo in at A tin* error produced varioH

from omvhalf to ono.quartor thud whieh would bo

canned by t.lu^ HIUIU^ reHiHtauoct m the tnain eireuit.

When the contact. rowiHt.aneo JH at- H tlio orror pro-

duootl IH ]<^HH, nnd alli'.etH tlu? obHorvalionn in (h<^

oppoHite direotion.

(13) Tuifl llAUSHATIl, WlIlTM, DlKHMKUlOUHT
TVTK 'PoTMNTfOMMTMR. -

r

PhlH pot(nt.i()TUtt.(M'

hn booii doHi^nod with a view to tho reduction

of tliormooiootrio (vffoetH at bniHh coutactH (o

a minimum, Tho potontiomotom proviouwly
dcHoribccl havo IXMUI Hcrit^H arrnnp;inoutH t that

IB, tho potential difference which balancoB tho

noso6' -i 01 a 3 4 at o 7 o o 10

approximately oxproHnod IIH c(l-r/4)/2 if r in flinall.

Then potential dUToronoo betwo(^n A and K JH

1" :>-*>-"']
JI(mco tho error IB

since the r'
1 term in nogligiblo,

Now in the case when the point of contact N is

'RM. !^. of thci thcrmncilnnont <lt
'

1 thts HUIH <f

tlio potential (lifl'(Mx ii iu'.< tH oxmliit^ lM'(AV<H>n tho
tormiualH of VJUHOUH /croupH of roiln of wlucb
the cironit IH eornpoH(Ml, lu this po<oiH'iunolot'
a divulod cii'c.tiit taktw (ho pbuus of <MM!H n\

HCTIOH, In which <'..H<^ t.bo potential diDVronco
for balanoin^ i,\w thonm>olomonl. in <hio to tho
diltoronoo ol! tbo pot^Mitial <lropH Uon# Uio
two branoh(^ uuH\u'o(l from Mm point whoro
tho current on torn tbo pol,cuiUninol,<M' <-ir(Hjit,

/%, 12 HhowHdiagraiumatically tbo contuu'.UonH
of tho circuits,
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The potentiometer current is adjusted to

01 amp. when the last dial is to read in

microvolt steps, and generally provision is

made for working with a current of one-tenth
this amount if desired. The current enters

the potentiometer at T
x
and leaves at T

x
'. On

entering it divides into the two branches,
the resistances of which are so arranged
that ten-elevenths of the total current flows

to the left and one-eleventh to the right,
and the design is such that these relative

values are maintained for all positions of the

switches.

Each coil in the decade I. and in the group
of compensating coils F. has a resistance of

1 ohm, the coil contacts are arranged on the

circumference of a circle, and the sliding
brushes T

I
and Tj' are so linked that if T

:
is

shifted to the right, T
z

'
is shifted an equal

number of coils to the left. The resistances

of both paths between the terminals T
t
and

Tj' are thus kept constant.

As all the coils in decades II. and III. and all

the compensating coils in IT', and III', are

alike, the resistances of both the left-hand

and tho right-hand branches of the circuit are

independent, of tho positions of Tn and Tm .

The coils are grouped in dials so that the single
movement of the brush contacts suffices to

bring in the coil and its compensator. The
resistances of the coils are 0-11 ohm each.

The group of coils IV. consists of a 1-ohm coil

(i.e. the 1-ohm coil between - 1 and of

decade I.), shunted by a variable resistance

which consists of a fixed portion 81*64 ohm
and a variable part included between - 1 and
the position of tho sliding contact. The coils

in tho variable portion of IV. are :

In the group IV. the order is reversed, for

example, the resistance coil of 8-264 ohms is

between contacts 9 and 10 instead of between
- 1 and 0. The resistances are given these

particular values in order that, when the con

tact in IV. is moved one step, the resistance

between Tj and Tn may always be altered by
a definite amount, 0-0011 ohm, which is

-j J0

of the alteration which would be obtained by
moving Tn one number. For instance, if the

decade contact is on number 4, tho resistance

of group IV. is

_lx 150-51 _
KIV "1 +150-51

"

When it 5s on number 5, this becomes

The difference of these two values is 0-0011
ohm, while the value of a single step in II. is

0-11 ohm.
The minimum value of Rjy is

1x89-904
^iv 1+89-904 '

so the general value is

RIV =0*9890 + 0-0011 x n^,

where n^ is the number of the contact on
dial IV.

Similarly, the general value of R^/ is

RIV
, = 0-9989 - 0-0011 x n^.

In decade V. the coil of 8-264 ohms is

between contacts 9 and 10: in the group
of compensating coils V'. it is between - 1 and
0, so in general

Ry,= 0-9890 + 0-001bv
The coils b, o, d have such values that, taken
in conjunction with the other resistances, they
divide the current flowing in at T

z
in the

ratio 10 to 1. The resistance of b is 0-11089.

The voltage between Tn and Tin is the

difference of the ohmic drops measured from
T

I? so for any setting

(1) P.D. =~ Ojxl-H 0-9890 -j- 0-0011^
+ 0-11089 +0-11(^ + 1)]

- ~ x J[(10
-
7*01 +0-9989 - 0-001 In

+ 0-11(10 -

nui
^KTHXr 1000 10,000.

where J is the current in the potentiometer
circuit.

Therefore, when the dials are properly gradu
ated, the unknown P.D. is measured by the

sum of the dial readings in the customary
manner.
A study of the network shows that if the

battery circuit is open the resistance between
the galvanometer terminals ( 4- X and - X) is,

to a good degree of approximation, 14-35 ohms,
and when the battery circuit is closed through
a series resistance B, which is external to the

potentiometer, the resistance becomes, using
a second approximation,

14.tt-.jgg.

"where R is the resistance of the potentiometer
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between T
t
and T/ with the galvanometer

circuit open.
The resistance of tho right-hand path be

tween Tj and
r

i\'
in 990 ohms: that of tho

loft-hand path 00 ohms : the resistance of the

whole apparatus iw therefore ll~~90 ohms.

If a storage oell in used and tho potentio

meter current is 0-001 amp., IVt- B must ho

approximately 2000 ohms: therefore, tho

maximum variation in tho resistance of tho

galvanometer circuit will bo only 0-05 ohm, or

about 0-3 per cent, tfor a current of -01

amp. tho variation will bo 3 per cent. This

approximate constancy of the resistance allows

one to obtain the last Jiguro in the JLM). under

measurement, by tho deflection method, tho

reading of tho last decade, Wy, being kopt at

zero. By properly sotting up the apparatus,
tho full reading of the Last decade, w/v"10,

may bo made to correspond to 1, 10, or 100

divisions on tho galvanometer scale, and tho

necessity for oxaet balancing may bo thus

obviated. Where the P.T). to bo measured is

fluctuating slightly, this is a decided advan

tage.
Another advantage if a moving coil gal

vanometer is used is that tho damping remains

constant, irrespective of the sotting of tho

potentiometer.

(14) EFFECT ov THEEMOKLECTROMOTIVU FORCES.

The magnitude of the E.M.F. sot up by mani

pulating any switch is leas than one

microvolt.

Any K.M.'F.'fl arising from manipu
lating I. and I. aro added to iho

battery E.M.F. (ii volts) and will

bo negligible. The c'lTeot of a

thermoelectromotive force of magni
tude e duo to moving contact II.

will bo very small.

Referring to /%. 13 by KirchhofTs

laws tho current in tho loft-hand

branch, if .1 is the total battery
current coming to the potentiometer, is

and in the right-hand branch

Therefore, the change in tho ,1M). between tho

terminals |-X nnd - X duo to -J- <F will l>o

Tho maximum value of 7 and 8 in 14-43 ohms and tho

value of a-l-jft [-7 |-5 is 108f) ohms, HO

therefore tho error introduced i only ]!$ per cent

of r.

Similar considerations show that ('bo error intro

duced by manipulaiiiuj; IV. mul V. in only about

1'2 per cent of t. ThoHo errors having been ivdueod

to negligible amountH, tho apparatus IH Hiud to bo

'free from tlKirnioolootromol'ivc1 forcien.

Id (sun alno bo nbovvn that eotitaot reHiHtantieH of

the bruHhoH only prodiu'o n< v

glijj;iblo <
krrotu Tluw

contact reHintaiuioH at 'I
1

!
and Tj' ni( v

roly add on to

tho total re-wintanoo in Uui batiiory eireutt, whilo nuoh

roHintauooH in tho deonid( kH IV., IV'., V. and \". n,r(^

obvi wly Ic'HH important tliait in tlu\ oano of doeadoH

II. j IK! III. Of thoHo II. in tlu^ inoro important
ainoc it iw the low-rewiHtanoo arm 5)4) ohtuH an ooin-

JMIWI with tho <>ih<r arm 090 oltmn. A good brunh

has ivHirtt.aiuH" of l<h<^ order of Ux 10' >l ohm, nnd If

thin roniHtanoo i aHHum< kd at II. tlvo ourrtMit pmpor-
tion iu iho two arum inHtea<l of being i' tl

\vill bo

i

1

^ (1 I
i!x 10"). lining dluMMiiiaiioin (l)abovo itcutn

easily bo nhown that tho error in tho lO.M.l'
1

. value

is 2-2 X 10 *, or 0-022 of one utop o[ iho wnulIoHi dial.

Tho contact n^HiHtniujo in II, would havo to bei as

great as I(\ fl
ohm to mako a dilTerene<5 of one wtop

on tho smallest dial.

Nearly J20 roHiHtaiiooH aro required in tho con

struction of the potentiometer described above, and

somo of them rocjuiro very accurate adjuNlmont.
Tims the 1-ohm coils of decade I. should b<i corr( y(U.

to one part in 50,000 at tho very leant. Tho coils

r. and JL should not depart by moro than
-j d.Aon

for the coils H'. and III. m.^oo & ample and for

tho rest
l fa K ,

(15) I)WHTjKOT10N POTTO NTTOMICTMHH. A

typo of instrument, wlii<',h oooupioH a poMiiion
intermediate hoinvoon the null |><)ioni.ioin((.(

k r

on tho one hand and (ho moving (n>il <loll<M-,<ion

iiiHtruinent on tho othor band, is tlio portable
deflection potentiometer.

In one of thin ela.HH of inM(<niin<MiiiH (-ho

thermal W.M.K IH halantxMl to ilu^ nisir< k Hi.

two inillivoItM find (he (h^Il^otion of ilu pointer
obworved. T\w galvnnom<*t<M* IHIM a contral
r/(x

ro, and 10 nealo divinionH (MirroHpond to

ono millivolt.

To maintain a eonHtant HcniHitivity <f MHI

indi<!;itor for all p()t("ntionH
v (ior rondittj^H, it m

to kw\i i.ho dol-nJ ivMiHtaitro in iJui

<Mrouit to a o.onHtanl- valius T)HH
i <t(Ttt!UMl by iirranginjj; tiluit ilui nwitrb on
tho millivolt, studs also CII(H uut fntin (lie

ju;alvaiion)(it(
h r <'inuiit a iVHiHl^uHv o<|uivalnit

to that addocl in tho potontionie'tor circuit.

.Hof^rrinjj; ba<:k to /''/)/ 5, h(

(j bo tho reNintaneo of tin* ^alvannmotor and
thai of ii Morion reHiHta.n<i<.

T bt^ tho ix^iHtaiuu* of th<^ (.b(nno(^l(Mn<nl..

r tlio roHwtanoo in th<i po(<^n(,iojn(
v t<u

f

circuit,

ac.roHH \vhich tho th< knual KM.K. I'M

r

/j I
r JH iho lioial rc^HiHtatioo of (,ho main
oiivaiit of iho potentiometer.

Lot Art l)o Uio msidual unbalanced K.M.K,
of tho thermoelement which prodncon iho

galvanometer deflection, Now, iho dollootion

of ilw galvanomot.(M' in proportional In (-ho

current through Ji and to obtain iho nm^ni-
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tude of this current we require the total re

sistance in the circuit P to Q.
The resistance between the points P and

Q is that of the resistance r shunted by the
main circuit of the potentiometer outside these

points, viz. Z.

Hence the effective resistance is rZ/(r+Z) ;

so the deflection of the galvanometer is pro
portional to

Ae

For the small E.M.F. generated by the

couple r is small compared with Z. Hence r in

the denominator of rZ/(r+ Z) may be neglected.

So the deflection is proportional to e/(r + T -f G).
From this it follows that to obtain deflections

proportional to e and independent of r it is

necessary to diminish the resistance in series

with the. galvanometer by an amount r, and
this can be automatically effected by a simple
brush arrangement.

Portable potentiometers are also made work

ing on the "null
"
principle, and with a sensitive

pivoted galvanometer it is possible to read to

within 10 microvolts.

(16) RECORDING PYROMETERS. In manu
facturing processes where it is desirable to

keep a continuous record of the temperature
of the furnace, it is either necessary to fill

up charts at periodic intervals, or arrange
that the instrument gives a permanent record.

Frequently when a recording indicator is in

stalled, a direct reading indicator is situated

near the furnace to aid the operator, both being
connected to the same thermoelement. The
fundamental feature necessary in such recorders

is reliability, and this has only obtained after

lengthy experiments, in which many practical
difficulties had to be surmounted. The usual

form of record desired is that in which tem

perature appeals as one co-ordinate, and time
as the other. Recorders may be divided into

two classes ; the one operating on the same

principle as a deflection galvanometer, and
the other as a potentiometer. The second class

of recorders, which belong to the category of
"
null

"
instruments, are considerably more

complicated than the first, but they have the

advantage that variations in the resistance of

the circuit are of no importance.

(17) DEFLECTION INSTRUMENTS. It has

not been found practicable to construct a re

cording millivoltmeter operating a pen in con

tact with the paper, as in the case of the

ordinary switchboard voltmeter. The forces

are so much smaller that the friction between

pen and paper would introduce serious errors.

Hence the usual practice is to employ an

arrangement which periodically depresses a

pointer into contact with a chart.

(i.) Method? of marking the Chart. The
earliest successful mechanism was the

"
chopper

bar," which is now widely used. In this record

ing arrangement the paper is unwound by
clockwork at a uniform speed from the roll.

An inked ribbon lies on the metal table beneath
the paper. At periodic intervals of 10 to 30
seconds the chopper bar falls, pressing a point
on the end of the galvanometer boom into

contact with the paper and against the ribbon
and plate underneath. This produces a small
dot on the under side of the thin paper which
shows through. The record obtained is a
series of dots.

A modification of this device is shown in

Fig. 14. In this an inked thread is stretched

between the pointer and the paper. At
periodic intervals the pointer is depressed and
strikes the thread against the paper, so pro

ducing a dot. The thread is slowly carried"

around inked rollers, so as to expose fresh

portions to the pointer and to replenish the
ink.

The above recorders are usually operated

by powerful clockwork mechanism, but small

Drum rotating
in 25 fiours

FIG. 14.

electric motors are also employed for this

purpose. This is a considerable advantage
when it is desired to work switches in a

multiple unit installation with one recorder.

The usual plan is to provide the motor with
a centrifugal governor, which keeps the speed
constant within narrow limits. The motor
tends to run too fast, this tendency being
controlled by the governor, which, flying out,
closes a shunt circuit across the armature.
Power is transmitted from the motor to the

recording mechanism through a reducing worm
gear.
A diagrammatic view of a recording mech

anism in which a typewriter ribbon is employed
instead of an inked thread is shown in Fig. 15.

A shaft will be observed carrying the two

cams, this shaft being driven by the governed
motor. The left-hand or front cam causes a

light frame to be intermittently lifted and
then dropped upon the pointer, below which
is a typewriter ribbon ; under the ribbon lies

a fixed bar having a narrow straight edge,
over which the chart is continuously driven.

The intersection of the pointer and straight
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edge represents the point at wliicli the mark
is made. A swinging frame carries the ribbon

bobbins, and the ribbon is fed intermittently
from the left-hand to the right-hand bobbin

at a very slow rate, so as to present always a

fresh surface of ribbon for use. The swinging
frame is actuated from the right-hand or near

cam, and the ribbon feed is driven from a

racket and worm wheel.
'

The to - and - fro

movement of the swinging frame serves also

another purpose, since when two records or

Fia. 15.

more are to be made on one chart the type
writer ribbon has two colours ; in the case,

for example, of the two records a two-way
switch is added to the mechanism, so that

when the switch is on one couple the record

is in black, and when on the other couple in

red.

Ari alternate arrangement for recording is

to have an inked roller at the side of the

chart, and a mechanical device which deflects

the pointer so that its tip strikes the pad at

intervals. It then swings back and attains

its equilibrium position over the scale, and
the chopper bar comes down in the usual

manner. The inked roller rotates slowly on
its axis so as to expose a fresh surface to the

pointer.
A totally different recording arrangement is

employed in some instruments. With these

the pointer is not periodically depressed, but

swings free with its tip close to the record. At
half-minute intervals an electric spark passes
from the pointer to the chart, puncturing the

paper. The record is a series of holes with
seared edges, which are easily seen. There is

a tendency of the spark to jump at an angle,

causing a slight error, which, however, is not
serious.

(18) RECORDING POTENTIOMETER. The
first instrument to work on the

"
null prin

ciple
" was the Callendar Recorder. This was

originally designed, about twenty-five years
ago, for use with, recording resistance thermo
meters, and is practically an automatic Wheat-
stone's bridge, but the same mechanical devices
will operate a recording potentiometer. A
description of this recorder will be found in
the section on Resistance Thermometry. In
recent years the Leeds & Northrup Co. of

Philadelphia have developed a potentiometer

recorder which is used extensively in America.
In this instrument a number of thermocouples
can also be recorded 011 the same chart, a

print wheel being then used in place of a pen
and the couples switched in by an automatic

commutator. The essential part of the re

corder is the mechanical device for auto

matically moving the slide-wire contact, and

moving the pen across the chart (Fig. 16).

The mechanism of this device may be briefly
described as follows :

The essential point, of course, is that tho

deflection of a galvanometer results in a

movement of the slide-wire contact maker and

pen without requiring the galvanometer to do

any work.

The disc A is mounted on a shaft and

operates the slide-wire contact by a cord

wound on its circumference, visible in Fig. 16.

The power, supplied by a small continuously

running electric motor, enters the mechanical

system through the shaft B carrying the

large cams C and the small cams D and E.

At each revolution of the shaft B, the cams
C straighten out the arm F, which perchance
has been tilted a moment before, 'and in

doing this rotates the disc A, arm F being
pressed at this time against the disc A by the

spring G. The arm F is pivoted on the

spring G, which is fast to the frame of the
instrument. When the cams C have rotated
until their longest radii are passing the
extensions of arm F, the cam E begins to

raise G, lifting F away from the disc. When
F is free the cam D raises the rocker-arm H,
which, in case the galvanometer is unbalanced,
catches the pointer under one of the right-

angle levers J pivoted at K. One lever is

thus made to swing the arm F by pressing
against one of the eccentrically located lugs L.

The rocker-arm H is then immediately lowered
to allow the galvanometer to swing freely.
Cam E is so shaped and fixed on the shaft B
that it will recede from the spring G-, allowing
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G to press F against the disc just before the

cams begin once more to straighten F.

This mechanism, in its cycle of operations,
moves the contact on the slide wire whenever
the potentiometer is out of balance with the

thermocouple, and in so doing operates to

obtain or restore the balance. The shaft B
rotates once in about 2 seconds, which is slow

enough to allow the galvanometer time to

come to rest or nearly so. This design is

such that the amount of rotation of the

arm F increases with the extent of the

galvanometer deflection, since the pointer

approaches the fulcrum of the levers J as the

deflection increases. The motion of H is

adjusted so that the rotation of F will cor

respond to a rebalancing step of the pen, of

^ inch (19 mm.) when the deflection is a

maximum, and decreases uniformly to about

7,^ inch when the deflection is just sufficient

to catch the boom under one of the right-

angle levers. This gives sufficient rapidity
of the various actions to take the pen the

width of the scale in somewhat less than

1 minute. A record is made once a minute on
the multiple-point recorders of standard design.
The position of the pen, when a balance has

been obtained just before each record, corre

sponds to a definite point on the slide wire,

for the pen is fixed to the slide-wire contact.

Once during a revolution of the commutator,
the thermocouple is disconnected and the

standard-cell connection made. At the same
time the potentiometer slide wire is let loose

from its shaft and the clutch engages a

second resistance. Movements of the disc

then result in changing the resistance of the

battery circuit and the current is thus set to

its proper value. The pen does not follow

this adjustment and no record is made of

variations in the current. With batteries in

fair condition, the current is easily maintained

constant ; but if there arises any doubt of

this constancy, the recorder may be watched

for a few minutes and, when the standard-cell

is made, the first deflection of the galvanometer
is an indication of the change in the current

since the last adjustment. A short-circuiting

contact on the slide wire carries the pen to

zero on this chart when the battery has run

down, thus providing ample warning under

most circumstances.

The scale of this recorder is uniform when

graduated in millivolts, and departs from

uniformity for a temperature graduation

according to the temperature electromotive

force relation of the thermocouple. The

standard galvanometer is sufficiently sensitive

to work satisfactorily with a full-scale range
of 10 millivolts, which gives a very open

scale, particularly for base -metal couples,

when
i ff

inch (2-5 mm.) of scale corresponds

to 2J U

(19) COLD JUNCTION CORRECTION. For
accurate work the cold junctions should be
maintained at C. by inserting the junctions
with the copper leads into two tubes standing
in ice.

The recent development of the
"

all steel
"

Dewar vacuum vessel is likely to remove many
of the troubles encountered with varying cold

junction temperatures.
When these vacuum vessels are employed

the platinum-rhodium thermoelement is made
with leads sufficiently long to reach from the

couple down into the steel bottle and connec
tions made from this point by means of copper
leads. In the vicinity of a hot furnace the

bottles will preserve crushed ice for periods

up to twenty-four hours, but it is advisable

to use tubes of low thermal conductivity for

protecting the junctions in the ice, otherwise

the heat conduction along the tube melts it

rapidly.
If it is not feasible to have the cold junc

tion at a correction must be applied. This

cold junction correction in general is not

equal to the temperature of the cold junction,
but depends on the temperatures of both hot

and cold junctions.

(a) If the temperature of the cold junction
is determined by the aid of a mercury
thermometer, then the E.M.F. correspond

ing to this temperature is to be added

directly to the observed E.M.F. of the hot

junction.

(6) With a pyrometer provided with a

direct reading instrument this correction may
be accomplished mechanically by changing the

zero of the instrument so that when short-

circuited it indicates the temperature of the

cold junction. An alternate plan which is

convenient when it is desirable not to alter

the zero of the indicator is to correct the

observed reading as follows :

When the cold junction is at a tempera
ture of (i )

the true temperature may be

obtained by adding to the observed tempera
ture ($t )

the quantity obtained by multiplying
the value of the temperature of the cold

junction (* ) by a factor which is the ratio

of the slopes of the calibration curve (E.M.F.

against temperature) at the origin and at the

temperature (trf ; or putting it into symbols :

Correction=
(deldt)<y> t= 4

-

(c) The third method of fixing the cold

junction correction is a graphical one. By
means of a series of curves such as those

shown in Fig. 17, the correction may be deter

mined by inspection. In this diagram the

number of degrees to be added to the hot

junction temperature are plotted as ordinates

and the cold junction temperature as abscissae.

In tho diagram curves are drawn for several
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temperatures (unoorroetod) of the hot junotiou,

between 4()()
n and 1700 (X

In industrial installations it IH inconvenient

to have to apply cold junction corrections or

to adjust the zero of the indicator, and H

variety of dcvicoB have "boon evolved to

10 20 30 40 &0 CO 70 00 00 TOO
Temperature of Fixed-junction, Oogrooa Centigrade

FIG. 17.

minimise the trouble to variations of cold

junction temperature.
It is now customary to remove the cold

junction from the head of tho pyrometer,
which may vary a Ivundr6cl degrees or HO if

near the furnace wall, to a distant point by
means of compensating leadw.

(20) COMPENSATING LEADS. For baso-

metal couples those load wires are of the same
materials as those employed in tho couple,
small-stranded wires being used for flexibility.

Thus the cold junction is transferred to a

point where tho temperature is reasonably
constant, and from this point copper wires load

to the indicator. The compensating wiros

may terminate in a cold junction box fitted

with a thermostat, or may bo buried under

ground. At a depth of 10 foot beneath tho floor

of a largo building, the temperature remaiun

constant to within 2
n
0, throughout tho year ;

usually this mean temperature in about 12 0.

for temperate climates, but may differ Homo-
what in tho immediate vicinity of a largo
furnace. To apply this method of control, an
iron pipe of tho proper length, closed at tho

bottom, in driven into the ground, and the

two cold junctions, well HO Idorod and oaro-

fully insulated, arc threaded to the bottom of

the pipe in such manner an to bo conveniently
removable whoa wxmsary. Tho top of the

pipe may bo plugged with asbestos or waste,
and covered with pitch to keep water away
from the insulation. Tho scale of tho indicator
is Hot to road tho moan temperature of the
bottom of tho tube. It is convenient to

have an extra pair of compensating leads or
an extra thermocouple with itn junction at
tho bottom of tho pipe, to measure thin

temperature occasionally. A disadvantage of

tho buried pipe is that the moiHturo or water

may accumulate in the pipe, When thin

occura it generally given riwo to galvanic*

offootH which result in greater error than UIOHO

caused by ehangen of eold junction tempera
ture. So tho thermoHtivt box arrangement IB

preferable when ponHibte,

Usually tho eompoiiNaling leads of a IWHO-

inetal couple are marked, or an* equipped with

one-way terminals, HO that (.hey are easily
connected properly to tho brad of I he oouplo.
If reversed at the eonple, tho leadrt will cause
an error double the amount of tho compensa
tion. When eomponHating loadn of a haw-
metal couple are properly oonnoetod to the

couple no deflection of tho indicator in regis
tered by heating the head of tho couple.
Tho high cost of platinum prevents tho UNO

of compensating leadn of that- modal, but in

expensive wires of copper and nickel-copper

alloy arc now available for use with tho

platinum and platinum -rhodium couples,
Thciflo lead wires do not compensate individu

ally, but taken together they oompoiiHato to

within r> (1, for a variation of 200" (1. at the

junction, of tho oouplo and lead wireH. Both
torminalH on tho head of tho oouplo Hhould bo

kept an nearly aw poHHible at the wuno tent-

porature. Tho copper oomponHating load is

connected to tho platinum-rhodium wire of

tho couple, and tho copper-nickel wire is

oonnootod to tho platinum wire of tho couple,
i.e. alloy wire to pure metal in each caw.
The cold junction in then located at. tho

indicator end of the oomponHating leadw ; tho

temperature n,t thin end may be oontrollod by
one of the methods doHoribod.

in the majority of canon tho oomponHating
leadn terminate in tho indicator box, ami Mini

it in merely necessary to correct for tho

changes of tompomturo at tho indicator, \vhieh

in usually favourably Hitualod an rogn.rdM

uniformity of temperature.

(UI) AlfTOMATK! <IOMIM'1NHATHN HM>lt Coi.U

JUNCTION TMMI'WUA'IMIUMM OKTKMHM(H'OUI'I.KH.
One Himple method of automatically correct-

ing for eold jtmction taMnp(r.
titur( > in that

doviHod by Darling, in which the control Hpring
of tho moving coil in coupled to a compound
Htrip which coiln or un^oitn when <'0dled or

hoatod, tluipoby moving t.he pointer over the
Hcalc.

rrho l<Mij;t.li of tlic Hpiral in nuch that- an
alteration of a ^ivon number of dogronH in itn

tcmpcrat.urc IUOVOH (>\w poititer tho muno
mimiuir of tl(^gr<

veH on (.ho wale, or, in other

wordn, the temperature ncalo of tho pyrometer
Ls identical with that of the npirnl,

NiunorouH other mothodn for autotufiticully

oomponHating for eold junction temperature
changes of thonwmouplcB huvt* be<n pro-

poHcd an<I uH( k
<l in connection with millivolt-

nu^l(M'H. One of th(^ oarlicvt wan a, baro rc*-

HiHtaiure wire immcmcd in a column of mercury
located near tho eold junetion of tho thermo

couple. An inorcaHo iu temperature war Mm
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cold junction resulted in a rise of the mercury
column, which short-circuited more of the

resistance wire, causing an increase in the

potential difference across the millivoltmeter,
and this compensated for the decreased electro

motive force of the thermocouple.
The method is open to the objection that

the compensation is accurate at only one

temperature of the hot junction, for the voltage

change across the compensating resistance is

a function not only of the compensating re

sistance, but also of the current passing through
it.

' As the current changes with the hot

junction temperature, it is obvious that accu

rate compensation for cold junction tempera
ture can bo obtained only for one temperature
of the hot junction.
Another device operating on the same prin

ciple consists of thin carbon discs tightly

packed in a porcelain cylinder which has a

small coefficient of expansion. These are

pressed together by a metal rod (zinc) possess

ing a large coefficient of expansion. As the

temperature rises the rod expands and in

creases the pressure between the carbon discs,

thus decreasing the resistance. The device

is connected in series with the thermocouple
and indicator. This method of compensation
suffers from the same defect as the previous
one in giving exact compensation at only one

hot junction temperature.

Fig. 18 shows another scheme of automatic
cold junction compensation. The resistors a,

Gold Junctions

JUG. 18.

Thermocouple

6, c, and d are connected in the form of a

Wheatstono bridge, as shown, and placed near

the cold junction of the thermocouple. Three

arms of this bridge are made of resistances

having a zero temperature coefficient, such as

manganin. The fourth arm is made of a metal

having a high temperature coefficient, such as

nickel These resistances are adjusted so that

they have equal resistances at some reference

temperature, such as C. The bridge con

sequently is balanced at this temperature, and
no difference of potential due to the battery
Ba appears at the terminals e and /. If the

temperature of the cold junction changes, the

resistance of the nickel changes and throws

the bridge out of balance. This changes the

E.M. F. across the terminals e and /, and if the

coils are properly adjusted will exactly neu

tralise the change in E.M.F. at the cold

junction of the thermocouple. The nickel re

sistance c is made low in comparison to the

total resistance in the millivolt circuit, so that

resistance changes of the nickel coil do not

materially change the total resistance in the

millivoltmeter circuit. Consequently the com
pensation is practically correct for all tempera
tures of the hot junction, provided the voltage
at the terminals of the bridge is kept constant.

Changes in the voltage of the battery can be
corrected for by means of a rheostat in the

battery circuit.
*

The value of the resistance is so chosen
that the scale starts at or at any other

desired temperature.

(22) STANDARDISATION or THERMOCOUPLES.
For low temperature work up to 450 C,

the following fixed points are available for

standardisation purposes :

In this table p. is the pressure in mm. of mercury.

When great accuracy is not desired, the

boiling-point of diphenylamine (302 C.) may
replace that of benzophenone, which is costly
and difficult to obtain pure.
For temperatures above 450 C., the refer

ence temperatures are freezing-points of metals

or melting-points of salts.

Most of the commoner metals can be melted

in small gas-fired crucible furnaces, the material

of the crucible depending on the particular
metal which is to be melted.

The value obtained for the melting-point
should be in agreement with the freezing-

point, and both should be independent of the

rate of heating and the depth of immersion

(within limits) of the thermoelement.

As a general rule, the end of the sheath

protecting the thermoelement should be im
mersed to within about J-inch of the bottom

of the crucible.

The chemical action of the surrounding

atmosphere on the heated metal is an im

portant factor, since the solution of the oxide

or a gas in the molten metal lowers its freezing-

point quite considerably.
For example, the solution of cuprous oxide

to form an eutectic (3-5 per cent of Cu2O) in

copper lowers the freezing-point by 20, while

the absorption of oxygen by silver has a

similar influence on its freezing-point.
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(i.)
Mtilalft which require, a> Reducing Atmo*

sphere,, Antimony, aluminium, Hilver, and

copper muwt ho molted in a reducing atmo

sphere. The thermoelement requires careful

protection, and this can ho roadily effected hy
moans of a glazed porcelain tuho. In the oano

of antimony .Day and KoHmati recommend tho

addition of a thin wheath of graphito over tho

porcelain.
With aluminium it in nooosfiary to protect

tho metal from the pyromotor sheath aH hi

tho ease of antimony.
When an electric, furnace is employed for

heating, it is possible to maintain an atmo

sphere of carbon monoxide inside an a reducing

agent.
Tho ontootiofl of

Aluminium copper . . 542

Aluminium iron . . . (Ml)

Nickel carbon . . . 1,W
arc sometimes uHod for standardising purposes.
Those should ho molted in a reducing atrno-

sphere. It is aw well not to attempt to make

up the alloy of ouloctic composition, afi, just

failing to do this, tho liquid UH would not bo

distinguishable from tho outoctic. By making
tho alloy so as to contain a few per conti more
of one of the metals than tho outeetie alloy,
tho liquidus is easily distinguished from the

lower point, which in the one required,

(ii.) Me.taU which, require a Nentntl Atmo-

ttphwQ. Tho metals nickel and cobalt require
a neutral or reducing atmosphere froo from

carbon com[>oun<l8.
For nickel frco/ang-point determinations, tho

writer has found a refractory clay crucible

satisfactory with fused borax aw flux to prevent
oxidation, Tho thermoelement should bo pro
tected by a hard porcelain sheath.

Tt is advisahlo to beat the crucible with a

layer of borax glass in, tho bottom up pant the

melting-point of nickel, then slowly pour in.

tho niolcol in the form of shot.

A largo-witfed crucible of metal in desirable,
and do diminish tho rate of fall of temperature,
the blow-pipe (should not bo tunuul comph^tcly
olif when tlio cooling curvo IH taken,

( lovoring the exterior Htirfaoo of i.hc orticiblo

vvitli a laytM- of oarboniuduin powd(^r, admixed
with a porcontage of lireclay, gr(^i<ily iiu^roaHOH

it.H r<wiHtan<!o to tho (Hitting action of Mio hlant

Ilaino,

Day and Sonman, in thoir meeting (letter-

minationM, omp(oy(Mi an oloctii'io furnac^i with
an atmoMphoro of Iiydrojuou, which wan re-

pla<io<l by nitrogen proviouH to iiiHtHing the

(liormooloiwmt., Mino<^ (.ho bydrogtMt would bo
<)ohi<l(ul hy tho ])latinum at high temperatures
T\w ui<tkcl vwin contaiiuul in mi ungla'/(Hl

porcelain ({riidblo IIIKH! with 00 per cent AlyOj,
and 10 per uoud Mg().

Thoy found (/lutt, in ta,king th

point of nickel, with oxide prowent, a fairly

sharp halt wan ohta.inod 10" below fivr/tn^

point, which may represent tho cutectie <>f

nickel and nickel oxide. The hreak din-

appoared when tho nitrogen wan replaced by

hydrogen for a. few minulcM,

Kor cobalt,
a
puro magnewia.

"
erueihloa had

to bo employed, otherwise tho metal uonhl ha vo

penetrated througji the lining and attacked tho

poroohun beneath.

(Ua'/cd ma.rquardt or pure* mugnoma, was
usod to protect tho thermoelement, but. it. wan
found practically impossible to prevent HOMO
contamination of tho thermocouple.
Tho diflioultios in tho determination of tho

froe/ing- points of nickel and cobalt n.ro vory
umsidorablo, owing to tho high temperature

(iii.) M'cktU which can h<] incited in /hV. Tin,

Kino, und gold require no special atmosphere*
graphite cruoiblcs nhould ho uMod and (ho

oouplo protected by a hard paste porcelain
tube gla/xxL Tho oxides of tin and '/,iue are

practically insoluble in their motalu, to havo
little if any effect on tho froo/.ing part- of UIOMO

metals.

."Hut for its cost gold would bo an excellent

lixod point to employ For standardising pur-

poses, on account of its non-o\idisahlo nature
and purity. It has, however, a. tendency to

volatilise.

If moderate accuracy in Hulticicnt., the wire

method may bo used. In thin method tho

junction hetwoon the couple \\ircu ia etl'celrd

by a short length of gold \\m\ and the M.M.R
ol>scrv<*<! an the furnace ri?ien nlovvly in tem

perature. Tho hreaJv in the circuit correapnudM
to tho moltmg"])o5nt of t-hc hrid^irt^ metal.

Kor thoHtandard ination of ha MO metal omtplon
in tho vicinity of N00"(!,, th<^ frc< k

/,inj'( point- of

common Ha.lt> is vory convenient,

Tho Halt in contained in a, lat^o pot \\inVh

is heated in a gan furnace,

Tho frco/.ing' point of Na<1 '

In HOI" (',. while
the ordinary domestic mat.erial han a free/in;.^

point from I" to :V lower, The null JM very
volatile at thono ti^niporut-nrcM,
Tho HtitphtiicH and carbonatcn of nndtujn

and potuHMhun an* not entirely rmltufiti'tory an

fixed pointn, Tho,v i\w rapitlly acted on by
the water vapour and reducing JMMCU of the
furnaco. (^UM<M( HuiphuioH an* wlii'Jttly reduced
to sulphides, and carbonatcn to hulVate:^ th*

magmit^udt^ >f tho change being dependent <n
tho duration of tho heating.

lloyoockand Neville found thai the freo/Jn^

point of Hodium oiu'1)onat<( b{canu Inucr th*

long(U' it was boated. The deterioration of

tho Halt could IK* watched by looking Into the
oruoihlo ; tho (Irnl. two or thVee thncn th^ Halt

1 Puro Halt KuarnntoHlto ht* WH>H pr cnt putlty IH

lumiweturcd ou iv Itu-u*
1 ncnlc for dairy puj

t ti- t
rt ty

!, Mooro cfe (!o, l/yimn, iuivr VVuri'ln^loti, Clumhtre.
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was fused it remained quite transparent, but

afterwards it became opaque, in consequence
of some chemical change. I

They found that the sulphates were more

stable, and no progressive change coxild be

observed in the freezing-points.

For high temperature salt-points platinum
crucibles must be employed, with the thermo

couple directly immersed in the salt, or if

sheathed with glazed porcelain, this should be

protected with a thin-walled platinum tube

fitting it closely. This procedure was em

ployed by Neville and Heycock in their re

sistance-thermometer work.

Since there is no metal freezing-point avail

able in the region between copper (1083.C.)

and nickel (1452 C.), attention has been

directed towards the silicates to find some

with melting-points in this gap. Jaeger has

suggested the melting-point of lithium silicate

(1201 0.) as a transition point for calibration

purposes. The other two silicates, diopside

(13W
r

C.) and anthorite (1549-5 C.), have

afro been proposed.
The foil owing method was employed by

White in ilthc determination of the melting-

points of silicates
:

Ybojit 3 grams of the salt was contained in

a platinum crucible, 10 mm. in diameter and

18 mm. deep, which was suspended by a

platinum sleeve from the open end of a porce

lain tube (unglazed).
The supporting tube was surrounded with

pure platinum foil, to prevent contamination of

the thermoelement by indium vapour volatil

ised from the heating coil of the furnace.

The thermocouple dipped directly into the

molten silicate.

It was found that the values of the melting-

point were reproducible to about 1. Freezing-

points could not be determined, since the fused

Hilicates under-cooled considerably, sometimes

to a glass, in which case of course no melting-

point would be observed on reheating.

The writer has found that the nickel carbon

cutectic (1330 0.) is a very convenient stand

ardising point in the region between copper
and nickel, and it has the practical advantage

that the usual apparatus for metal freezing-

points can be used.

(iv.) Palladium. The melting-point of this

metal (1549 C.) represents the upper limit

of the gas thermometer at the present time.

Owing to the cost of the metal the melting-

point is generally obtained by the wire method

as above described. The writer has employed
a vertical graphite furnace with a liner-tube of

hard porcelain. The couple was symmetrically

placed in the centre of the furnace, with a

small connecting piece of palladium between

the junctions.

It is also possible to carry out the same

experiment with a platinum -foil -wound fur

nace, provided with two heaters in cascade.

Two concentric tubes are used ; the outer

heating element brings the temperature up to

about 1350 C., while the inner one takes it

beyond 1550 C. The space between the two
heater tubes is packed with shrunk alumina.

Alternating current is employed for heating to

avoid trouble due to leakage.

Day and Sosman employed a charge of

120 to 200 grams of the metal contained in a

crucible of pure shrunk magnesia bound with

magnesium chloride. The thermocouple was

protected by a pure magnesia tube. The

heating was effected in the internally wire-

wound furnace.

The extreme temperature involved imposed
a severe strain on platinum-wound furnaces.

They found that the danger of contamination

by the vapour of the palladium was very
considerable.

(v.) Melting and Freezing Points of Salts.

The melting and freezing-points of salts present

greater practical difficulties to accurate deter

mination than those of metals at medium

temperatures.
The latent of fusion of most salts is small,

and as the solid salt is deposited on the

pyrometer tube, it forms a poorly conducting

layer, which renders the freezing-point less

well defined than is the case with metals.

(23) FORMULAE FOR THE REPRESENTATION
OF THE TEMPERATURE E.M.F. RELATIONSHIP.

When a large number of temperature ob

servations have to be taken by means of a

thermoelement, it is advisable to draw up a

table on some such scheme as that below,

by means of which the observed E.M.F. may
be readily converted to temperatures.
The first step towards the construction of

a table is to interpolate between the fixed

points by means of an empirical equation.

Experience has shown that certain classes

of equations represent closely, the actual form of

the curve characteristic of the thermoelement.

For example, Adams found that the rela

tionship

E = 74-672* - 13892(1
-

where E is the E.M.F. in microvolts,

t temperature C.,

e base of the natural logarithms,

represented the temperature E.M.F. curve of a

batch of copper-constantan correctly to a

fraction of a microvolt over the range to

350 C., whilst above 350 the equation

E =92-20* - 29770(1 - e-Q'0018*)

was applicable. It must be remembered that

the couple deteriorates rapidly above 300.

By a slight variation in the numerical

coefficients the same equation could be

employed for any other copper-constantan

thermoelement,
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hi the etiso of Pt-1't'Rh coupleH no

equation, with a reasonable number of

constant^ han boon found that will represent
the curve over the whole range from to

1750 C.

Honco reoourno has to bo inaclo to throo

equations covering overlapping

int, o to 400 a,

2nd, 300 to 1200 0.,

3rd, 1100 to 1750 0.,

It should bo ascertained, in a particular cane,

that thoro arc no diHOontinuitioB in tho Hlopo
of tho curve at tho points of transition from
ono section to another, and any nlight in

equalities should bo evened out by adjustment
of the suoeossivo differences.

Tho formula proponed by Holman,

E = BiA or log E =A log I -|- log B,

whore E = E.M.F. in microvolts,
t ~ temperature 0.,

A and B constants,
is occasionally used but does not represent
the curve as accurately as tho above.

From such equations a table can bo calcu

lated giving the temperature corresponding
to every 100 microvolts or the B.M.R corre

sponding to every 10.

Typical specimens of such tables are shown
below :

(i.) Copper-Constantan.

EVEN HUNDREDS oif JB S

In connection with tho difference column
it in of intcrcHt to study tho curvcn givon

by Adamu and reproduced in AYr/. 10 lor tho

HOUHitivity of three kinds of eouplon at variouH

tomperatureH.
The lino for tho HoHkinn alloyH in broken in

tho region whoro tho couple in not particularly
miitablo for temperature ineaNuremcntM.

Once a table haM bt(Mi <
i alt i ula.liod out it

enn Hervo an a IWHIH of othtM 1

titblcH for thorrno-

olomcntH of the mamo group by tho aid of a

-300 100 400 000 11001000 120QUOO UiOO

via. to.

"
difference curve." It will bo found that

but little labour it* involved in tho oonntnio-

tion of a Heoond, table, taking the first an bawiH

and amending it in accordance with the re-

quirementH whown by th<^
u

(lilTn!xno(> curve.'
11

Typical tahlcH Tor j)latinuin, rhodium, eopper-
aiul lloMkiiiH alloyH have been

by AdaniH in 7W/<vf and durwH for
(Asvi in> ttMMtwfiHt/ Tcnrftcrttlnrtw with Thermo*

ctiufllw (SympoHi'urn on l*yroin((.ry, Ani<*rican

TiiHliit. of Mining and Moiall. lOn^itK^irH), Sept.
191 i), p. 1(tt>,

(24) OAUUUATION uv (^OMPAIUHON WITH A

STANDARD TUUUMOIOIIMMIONT, * Tlut nu^thod
of HtandardiMinij; by fnM'/Jn^-point dt^tcrmina-

tion H above 1

; referred to Hhoiild only ho roNortcd

to in tho oano of primary Ht.anda,rdH or an a

chook-poiiit in ca.no of doubt, Tho ca.lihra-

tion of one, couphn by direct comparmon wH.h
another IH hoth nimplo and (*xp<ditioUH.

In tlw* o.iiw^ of platinum alloy (umph^H tho
UHual prooc^luro in a.H folio WH ;

f

Ph(i hoavy por<u
k laiu nhcath "m r<Muovo<l and

tho wii'OH inHiihit(Ml by on-pilltiry liroolay
tubing or <{nart-x, Tho jnnctionH of tho two

oouploH arc^ tied together hy a piooo of pure
platinum wire and inMorfcd at tho midpoint
of an electric furnace.

The oouploM an* cfirritul in a lint^r-t.nbe

supported from th<^ oold ondn of tho furnace
to avoid leakage from tho heating ein'.uit

into that of tho potentiometer, A I. Loin pom-
turcN exce<HUn^ 1000" <i. the electric roHJHtivity
of poroolaiii (juiirtK, etc,, falls olT rapidly with

temperature, and quite minute electric leaka^oH
are noticeable with apparatun denignod to
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*inoaHuro H.M.I'Yn of the order of one hundrod-
millionMi that of (,ho heating circuit (i.e. 100
voltiM io I microvolt).

(U5) CONTAMINATION Tl'lHTH Otf TlIWHMO-

<'omU'!H.~-l)oHpito nil the wire taken in the uso
of platinum thermoelements at high tcmpora-
tureH, contamination troubles occur m the
ciout-Ho of time. Kvon if the couple in carefully
protected from external influences by sheath

ing in glared tubing it in impossible to elimi
nate completely an internal source of trouble,

namely, the volatilisation of rhodium or

indium from the alloy limb on to the pure
platinum limb.

It nniHt be remembered that recalibration
of ti HUHpootod thermocouple will not show
whether the portion iiiHortod in tho furnace
in contaminated or not. (Should the affected

loui/th bo within the uniformly heated region,
it JH immaterial what the composition of tho
wire may be.

A variety of methods have been dovimxl
for detecting tho contaminated region of a

thermoelement. * Tho HimploMt IH to stretch

the win* between Hupportu, connect the ends
to Ji galvanometer, and run a Hinall BunHcn
llanto along beneath. In tho contaminated

region the galvanometer will show marked
deflection from the normal position, Kach
limb of thermoelement should be tested

Hopmutoly,
There is no known method of restoring a

contaminated couple to its original state,

and tho only solution in to cut oil: tho

contaminated portions,
Base-metal thormooouploH arc particularly

liable to develop heterogeneity after prolonged

oxpoHiiro to high temporaturon, thin being

usually due to structural ehangoH in tho alloy.

When thin occurs {.bo readings obtained will

depend upon tho depth of immerHion if tho

alTootod part happens to be in a region whoro

there are temperature gradients, Uonco it is

advisable to hoop a chock on tho pyrometers

permanently installed by inserting a standard

tuHipIo into tho furnace alongside it with the

hot junctions in close proximity. Obaorva-

tions should bo taken at a Hoilos of

temperatures. If tho conditions prevailing

in tho furnace are fairly definite and tho

heterogeneity olToot small, consistent values

nhould bo obtained for tho difference between

tho two couples, .If, however, tho dHtoronooH

are of variable magnitude and not reproducible
it would bo advisable to discard the suspected,

couple,
It is, of OOWBO, useless to expect tho same

accuracy in a tost of this character, as would

he obtained under laboratory conditions.

But the data should prove tho accuracy of

the temperature observations, It is advisable

to UHO as check couple one of small cross-

iBootiou and protected by a thin tubo. It

would then servo to show whether the depth
of immersion of the working couple is

sufficient. When heavy iron protecting tubes
arc employed it may happen that tho
conduction along the tubo is so considerable
as to keep tho temperature of the hot junction
below that of tho region in which it is placed.

(20) TILE INSTALLATION OF A POTENTIO
METER OUTFIT. In tho installation of a

potentiometer for thermoelectric work two

points require attention :

(1) The elimination of parasitic E.M.F.'s,

(2) The prevention of leakage into the

potentiometer circuit from neighbour
ing lighting or furnace circuits.

Parasitic "rlM.R's can bo largely eliminated

by a suitable choice of metals for tho resistance-

coils, binding-screws, and leads.

Mangauin has a comparatively small thermal
K.M.F. against copper, and copper terminals

are now obtainable. All keys should be pro
tected from temperature fluctuations.

It is obvious that a leakage current must
enter the circuit at one point and leave at

another, after passing through the galvano
meter, if it is to produce errors in the

observations.

Leakage into tho potentiometer can be
dotooted by observing the deflection, when the

thermoelement is short-ctrcuitod.

When a thermocouple is used in connection

with an electric furnace, tho heating circuit

should bo provided with a reversal switch,
and tho deflection of the galvanometer spot,
on quickly changing over, noted from time to

time.

It is a difficult matter to provide an effective

insulation of tho thermocouple from tho high-

voltage heating circuit of a furnace at

temperatures exceeding 1400 0., since the

ionised atmoHphoro conducts slightly.

White recommends a system of shielding,

by which a good conductor is interposed at all

points between tho potentiometer system and
the source from which tho leakage occurs.

For details of the method of application
of tho oquipotcntial shields, reference should

bo made to the original papers, a list of which

is given in the bibliography.
Good electrical insulation of tho apparatus

should be the first consideration, when leakage
troubles occur.

(27) APPLICATION OF THERMOELEMENTS
TO THIS MlCAWtrRJflMTCNT Off EXTREMELY LOW
TuMPJNRATUiticH. The uso of thermoelements

in practical work at low temperatures has

boon studied by Otmos and Dewar. Onnos

favours oonstantan and stool on account of tho

largo RM.F. developed. Dowar found cupro-
niokol and gold to bo satisfactory clown to

liquid hydrogen, temperatures.

'During tho course of his work he observed

some curiouB changes after exposure of the
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couples to low temperature. If the junction
had boon soft-soldered Iho MM.l^, would not

bo reproducible after exposure to liquid

hydrogen temperatures. I lard-soldering was
found to 1)0 quite Balisfactory. Mo found it

advisable to cool ilio cou[>lo repeatedly to the

lowest temperature before calibration in order

to ensure that it had settled to an equilibrium
state.

For low-temperature work tbo couplet* are

generally calibrated by a direct compariNon
with a hydrogen or helium gaB thermometer.
A study of the curves in AVV/. 19 shows that

the thermoelectric method lacks sensitivity at

low temperatures,, and for any work requiring
accurate measurements of temperature the

resistance method should he employed.
(28) WlttTNU TIIIO TlJKUMOKLKMMNTH TO

TUB INIHOATOR. (i.) I'F'iVwi/ and Hwih-hw.
Tho wiring of a thermocouple installation

demands more care than is usually bestowed
on ordinary lighting installations.

Indicators, (Specially of the low resistance

typo, arc calibrated For a definite lead resistance

and the MKO of wire for the connection*) Hhould

bo chosen with thia fact in mind, The switches

should be selected to have a low thermoelectric

effect at the contacts and alao low contact
roHistance.

Tho situation of the loads Hhould be chosen
so aB to avoid localities subject to large
fluctxiations of temperature, such as the vicinity
of furnaces, etc., otherwise the temperature
coefficient of resistance of the loads, especially
if of copper, may introduce appreciable errors.

In order to obtain mechanical protection it

in advisable to enclose the loads in metal
conduits. These conduits Hhould be

tl
earthed

"

ao aw to prevent leakages from the power
circuits in the vicinity affecting the sensitive

indicators of the thermoelectric installation.

Tho uso of the common return for a multiple
clement installation is not to bo recommended,
as it is a frequent source of trouble due to

leakages. It is impossible to insulate base-

metal thermocouples at high temperatures
from the ironwork of the furnace, and fre

quently the hot junction is actually welded
to the end of its iron protecting tube in order

'

to reduce thermal lag. The consequence of

this is that when the tubes are in contact with
the casing of the furnace the limb of the element
which is attached to the common lead is

shunted by a di/Terontial eouplo composed of

the oorreHponding limb of the other couple
and the ironwork. Thin shunt effects the

readings of both thermocouples whenever the

linmporaturos of the hot junctions differ.

(ii.) (\
rM of a "

dnniMrttt," (h>ld J'xnetion.

When a number of couples aro road on the
mil no motor it is inconvenient to bury each
cold junction, HO the praotioo is frequently
followed ol' employing a " common "

cold end

for the installation. In this ca-se one couple
extension circuit is run into the well, an sho\vn

in Fitj. "20. All the thermocouple extensions

terminate atone point called a.
kt

junction box,"

ensuring the name temperature to all eon -

nectionn within. Tho couples are connected

by compensating loads to the junction box,

und loads of the same alloy also connect the

junction box to the well, Tho eonnoetions

from the junction box through the multi

point Hwitch to the indicator are made of

copper.

(UL) Jndicntor and /sVro/W^'. It is some*

times desirable to have an indicator situated

in the neighbourhood of the furnace and a

recorder connected in parallel situated in an

oil ice,

In such installations duo regard must' be

given to the fact that the recorder is a shunt

across the indicator. If the indicator or the

recorder has been calibrated to road correctly

'tihmtlny f

(3a g
T

}
. ,

M(~M W .)<*
-

|

4 Point Switch

\vhon alone connected to (lie couple, then
when the other is added both inHtruwonlH \\ill

rend low. On the other hand, if the two
inHtrumontH are calibrated to road correctly
in parallel they will both read high uben
connected to different couplon in a multiple
inMtallation willt commtitndin/? nwilolioM,

Consequently, tlie practice of iiuilaHiw; in*

<lioators and recorders in parallel can only ho

wifely adopted when tlio m?(rumontH are, of

the high-resistance type,

(tiJ)) NOT KM ON IMmWt'iNTtM, < 'ot!I'I,l'!.H,

When Hnuill diff(^ren<ieH of (("mpi'rnltii'e bave to

bo measured, a battery of tlionnneletncntrt

may bo employed n-ud oonneotod to^^thei
1

in

Wh<n the battery IH componed of a largo
iiuuibtM' of (^hnnents, it may conveniently bo

divided into two equal groitpn of oouplon.
Then, by connecting the two groups in opposi
tion and inserting one end of cacsh in ice,
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while the other is at room temperature, the

E.M.F. should be zero, provided the two

groups are exactly symmetrical and there are

no internal short circuits or leaks.

Generally in differential work the battery
of thermoelements has to be made as com

pactly as possible and with the minimum of

insulation consistent with safety. The copper
wire, owing to its greater specific conductivity,

may be of less diameter than the constantan

wire without loss of sensitivity, a combina
tion of 0-15 mm. diameter copper wire with
0-25 mm. diameter constantan being quite

satisfactory. The junctions should be soldered

with silver solder, using a little anhydrous
borax as nux. This operation is facilitated

by using a minute gas-jet rather than an

ordinary blow-pipe.
Insulation of the bared parts is effected by

repeatedly dipping into a solution of celluloid

in acetone (freed from water) ; this coating
is suitable for work at room temperatures.
The following method of insulating by means

of hard rubber has been recommended by
Adams : Enough precipitated sulphur, or still

better, insoluble sulphur, is stirred with rather

thick rubber cement (pure gum rubber dis

solved in benzene or C02 ) to equal 20 to 25

per cent of the solid rubber. The junctions
are dipped in the mixture, and after drying
in the air are maintained at a temperature of

140 C. for fifteen hours.

[The writer desires to acknowledge his in

debtedness to Messrs. Charles Griffin for per
mission to utilise in the preparation of the

articles on pyrometry some of the material con

tained in Methods of Measuring Temperature.']
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THTCRMODYNAMIOR

(1) INTUODUOTOHY. Thermodynamics is

primarily that branch of science which deals

with the relation of heat to mechanical work,
but in a more extended aenwo it deals with the

relation of heat to other forma of energy.
An important part of it is the theory of Heat-

Engines, which are devices for getting work
done through the agency of heat. It is alno

concerned with the theory of Refrigerating

Machines, which are devices for removing
heat from bodies that are colder than their

surroundings. Such devices may also bo

called Heat-Pumps, for their function is to

take in heat at a relatively low temperature
and discharge heat at a higher temperature.
A Hoat-Engino, on the other .hand, takes

in heat, which IB generally supplied by the

combustion of a fuel, at a high temperature,
and discharges heat at a lower tomporaturo.
A condensing steam-engine, for example,
takes in heat at the temperature of the boiler

and discharges heat to the cooling water of

the condenser. In any heat-engine the heat

is let down, within the engine, from a high
level of temperature to a lower level of tempera
ture, and it is by so lotting heat down that

the engine is able to do work, as a water-wheel

is able to do work by letting water down
from a high level of position to a lower level.

But there is this important difference, that

some of the heat disappears in the proooHH of

being let down ;
it is converted into the work

which the engine does. From tho point of

view of practical thermodynamics, tho object
of a heat- engine is to get work done with

the least possible expenditure of fuel. It is

desired, subject to other confederations of

economy or convenience, that tho ratio of tho

work done to the heat taken in whould bo an

largo as is practicable. Thin ratio in (tailed

the Efficiency of tho engine as a heat-engine.
Tho theory of heat-engines UIHCUHHOH the con
ditions that affect efficiency, and nhowH what
is tho limit of efficiency that can be approached
when the conditions are most favourable.

In a mechanically driven refrigerating
machine or heat-pump tho action in oHHontially
tho reverse- of that of a hoat-ongine. Tho
object IB to remove heat from tho cold body
and raise it to tho higher level of temperature
at which it can be discharged, with the leawt

posHihle expenditure of work. Tho ratio of tho
heat that in taken in from tho eolcl body to

tho work that in spent in driving tho machine,
which in called tho Oooflieiont of Performance,
Hhould bo nH large an in practicable, and tho

theory of refrigeration discusHOM tho conditiouH
that; will make it HO.

(2) UNITS OK II MAT. A convenient and
precise unit in, which quantities of heat may

bo reckoned in the quantity that iH required
to warm a unit mawH of water from the tem

perature of molting ice to the temperature
at which water boilH under a procure of

ono atmoHphcro. ThoHo two poindH nerve to

determine two definite HdadoH of temperature
that can easily bo reproduced. A unit, of

heat which is obtained by taking a certain

fraction of HUH quantity of heat in described

as a mean- thermal 'unit. The moan thermal

unit called tho (Jratnme- calory in one-

hundredth part of the heat which will Horvo to

warm one gramme of water from the melting-

point to tho boiling-point at a pressure of ono

atmoHphoro. One- hundredth part IH taken

booaiiHo on the ( -entigrade wcale of temperature
tho interval between those (ixod poinlH in

divided into 100 degrees : consequently the

gramme-calory iw tho average amount of head

required to warm a gramme of water through
ono degree Centigrade, between the melting-

point and the boiling-point aw HmidH. The
actual amount required per degree need nod
be the Hitmo for each degree of the woalo, and
in fact is not the same, for tho npeeilie heat
of water IB not quite constant,

What is commonly called tho BridiHh

Thermal Unit (when the Fahrenheit scale in

employed) is ii a of tho quantity of head

required to warm one pound of water from
tho melting-point to the boiling-point, boeaune

on the Fahrenheit wale there are ISO degreen
between dho two iixod pointn.
A much preferable unid of head for ItritiMlt

moamiroH in tho moan Pound-calory* which in

one-hundredth of tho amount of heat required
to warm OIK* pound of wader from tho melting-

point to dho boiling-point,
IiiHtoad of tho mean calory a unit of head IH

often taken called the 15" calory.
1 which JH the

quantity of heat required to raino ono gramme
of water through l"

(
(l ad 15", or from MA"

to ir>J. The moan calory i groador dhan
the 15" calory in the radio of 1 -000*2 to 1.

(U) Ml'inUANK'Ah rXU'lVAM'lNT OK 1 1 MVP.

The experiment.** of Joule, begun in IK-IIl and
continued for novoral yearn, domonHdradod
that when work JH expended iu producing heat
a definite relation holdn between the amount
of bead produced and the amount of work

npeuti. By canning tho potential energy of

a rained weight- do bo timed up in turning a

paddle which generated head by ndirring wader
in, a VOHHO|, and obHorving the rino of tempera
ture HO produced, Joule determined dho number
of utiidH of work that are Hpond in producing
a twit of head, Thin number in called the

mechanical equivalent of heat,. In early

oxpomnontH Joulo found that 77# foot-poundH
wore required to mine tho temperature of ono

1 In Homo CUHOH the wean for the ruiwc I ft" (', do
20" 0. IH taken, jrlvlnw a viiluo (it J7"'&, Nee "

II oat,
Mechanical JKlqulvaloiil."
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pound of water through one degree Fahren
heit <> tho thermometer ho employed, at a

particular part of tho scale.

Many later and nioro exact determinations
wore made by Joule himself and by other

ohHorvorH, using various mothods of experi
ment. They agree in showing that ,'foiuVs

original figure was rather low. The general
roHiilt is to (ijc MOO as the number of foot

pounds (in the latitude of London) that are

equivalent to ouo moan, pound-calory. The

corresponding value of the mechanical equiva
lent of the

"
British Thermal Unit

"
is 777-8

foot-pounds, and that of tho grammo-calory
is -rJKl'7 gram-motros. In absolute ((I.G.S.)
units tho gramme-calory JH equivalent to

MHOS Joules or .'KSOSxlO7
orgn, tho Joulo

being 107
OrgS,

The meehanicuil equivalent of heat enters

into many of the fommhiH of thermodynamics.
It IB often called Joulo' H Kquivalent, and
JH generally represented by tho Hymbol J.

Tho Hymbol A is used for tho reciprocal of

Joule's equivalent, or 1/J.

(-1) SdAM'iM OK TKMIMIJKATURM. In the

construction of an ordinary thermometer a

linn dii be of uniform bore is choHon, and a

bulb I'M romiod on it to contain tho mercury
or other liquid \vhoHe expansion in to bo imod

as nn indieadion of temperature. When it

H filled tho two (ixod points are determined

by placing the instrument (tt) in molting ice,

and
(/;)

in the steam coming from water boiling
under a procure of one atmoHphero, The

position taken by tho ond of tho column of

liquid in the tube in marked for each of thoHo

two pointH. Tho distance between thorn in

then divided into equal parts which arc

called degrees, 100 parts for tho Centigrade
Hoalo and 180 for tho Kahronhoit; Noalo. By
thin construction (Hjtial HtopH in temporaturo
Hri <l((iu<ul by equal amountH of oxptuiHiou
on tin? part of the selected liquid, or rather

by equal amountH of difference between the

oxpivuMion of the liquid itwolf and that of the

^laMH in which it I'M contained, for it iw the

difference of oxf>atiHiou that dotertninoH tho

HMO of (rlu^ column in tho tube. Thin eommon
ittoUiod of meaHtiring tomporatun^givoH ixwdtH

that vary for different liquidH and for different

Mortn of glaHH. Kae.h of two irioroury thormo-

nu^'tu'K, fotM\xani|)Us tnny havo tho lixod points

<iorroo(tly marked, and bo of uniform boro,

and yel. if (/hey are niado of difl'oront HortH of

glaHH they may givo roadingH that differ "by

an much an half a dogrco at tho middle of the

range between tho (ixod pointH, and may nhow
Htill more HoriouM diHoropauoioH when they arc

applied to rnoaHuro higher tcmporaturoB, Thin

illurttraUw tho fact that tho moaHuromont of

t<nnporatur(^ by an ordinary thermometer given

an arbitrary Hoalo, which cannot oven bo roliod

on to bo tho amo in ditToront inatrumontH,

MoaHuremontfl of temperature arc nnich
I(\SH oa])rioiou if wo solect for tho expanding
HubHtaneo any one of tho so-called permanent
gawoH Huch aw air, or nitrogen, or hydrogen,
taking care to keep the pressure of the gas
conwtant whilo it is employed to measure

temperature hy its changes of volume. Such
an iiiHtrument IN called a constant-pressure
gan thei-mometer. It would bo inconvenient
for ordinary XIHO

;
but it serves to supply a

scale with which tho readings of an ordinary
thermometer can bo compared. Thus the

readings of any thermometer can ho corrected
to bring them into agreement with the scale

of a gas thermometer if that scale bo adopted
aw the standard scale in stating temperatures.

Experiments on tho expansion of various

gases by heat havo shown that all gases
which are far from the conditions that would
cause liquefaction expand very nearly alikc

If we compare an air thermometer with a

nitrogen or a hydrogen thermometer we
get practically the same scale except at

extremely low temperatures such as those at

which the gan is approaching tho liquid state,

(liases expand by almost exactly the same
amount between the two iixetl points, and at

intermediate points, or at points beyond the

range, their agreement with one another is

aim out) perfect. Ilenco the scale of the gas
thermometer iw much to be preferred to that

of any mercury thermometer as a means of

stating temperature. But there is another

and oven stronger rcawon for this preference.
Wo shall sec later that it is possible to imagine
a scale of temperature, based on general

thermodynamics principles, which does not

depend on tho properties of any particular
substance : that scale is called the tkermo-

dynamic, w./fl of temperature, and much use

is made of it in thormodynamio reasoning.
Tho scale of a gas thermometer is practically
identical with tho thormodynamic scale.

This is true whether wo use a constant-

pressure gas thermometer, or what is called

a constant-volume gas thermometer, in which
increments of temperature arc measured by
the increments of prosnuro that are required
to keep tho volume of the gas constant while

it is heated.

Kixporimont shows that the amount by which

air or hydrogen or any other so-called per
manent gaw expands between tho two Axed

pointH is about 10()/iJ7tt of tho volume at the

lower fixed point, care being taken that tho

pressure does not change. Hence, if wo

adopt the scale of tho gas thermometer as

our scale of temperature, and use Centigrade

divisions, this result may bo expressed by

saying that when 27U cubit! inches of gas at

0. are heated under constant pressure to

1 0. tho volume alters to 274 cubic inches.

When the gas is heated to 2 (J. its volume
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becomes 275 cubic inches, at the upper fixed

point it becomes 373, and so on. Similarly,

if the* gas be cooled from C. to - 1 0. its

volume changes from the original 273 cubic

inches to 272, and so on. Hence the volume
would become zero at -273 C., if the same
law could be held to apply down to the lowest

temperatures.
This result may be concisely expressed by

saying that if temperature be reckoned not
from the ordinary zero but from a zero which
is about 273 Centigrade degrees below it

(more exactly' 273-1), the volume of a gas,
heated under constant pressure, is proportional
to the temperature reckoned from that zero.

The zero in question is spoken of as the Absolute
Zero of temperature. Denoting any tempera
ture on the ordinary scale by t and the corre

sponding temperature reckoned from the ab
solute zero by T, we have (using Centigrade

The absolute zero has been defined here

by reference to the expansion of a gas. But
it will be seen, later that the thermodynamic
scale of temperature starts from a zero which
is absolute in the sense that no lower tempera
ture can possibly exist, and that the zero of

the thermodynamic scale coincides with the
zero of the gas scale as defined above. 1

(5) PROPERTIES OF A GAS : CHARLES'S
LAW AND BOYLE'S LAW. The experimental
fact that all

"
permanent

"
gases expand by

very nearly the same fraction of their volume
for a given increase of temperature, the

pressure being kept constant, is known as
Charles's Law. Another fundamental property
of gases, discovered by the experiments of

Boyle, is that when the volume of a gas is

altered by altering the pressure, the tempera
ture being kept constant, the volume varies

inversely as the pressure.
Thus if V be the volume of a given quantity

of any gas, and P the pressure, then so long
as the temperature remains unchanged V
varies inversely as P, or PV= constant. This
is Boyle's Law. It is very nearly though
not exactly true in gases such as air or oxygen,
or nitrogen or hydrogen, at ordinary tempera
tures and pressures ; the deviations from it

become serious at high pressure or when the
gas approaches conditions that would produce
liquefaction.

(6) NOTION OF A "PERFECT" GAS. In
formulating the principles of thermodynamics
it is convenient to imagine a gas which exactly
conforms to laws that are only very nearly
true of real gases. Such a gas is called a"
perfect

"
gas. The properties of real gases

1 The exact position of the absolute zero is un
certain to the extent of about one-tenth of a degree.~8m' c- and that

are most easily treated as involving small

deviations from those of imaginary
"
perfect

"

gases obeying simple laws. Among real gases

hydrogen probably comes nearest to the ideal

of a perfect gas, but no real gas is in this sense

strictly perfect.
In a gas which is perfect in the sense of

conforming exactly to Boyle's Law we should

find PV strictly constant, so long as the

temperature is constant. If we define the

temperature scale by reference to the expansion
of the gas we should also have V varying
as the temperature T (reckoned from the

absolute zero) under any constant pressure.

Combining these two statements we should

have PV=RT
where R is a constant. For the present it

is to be understood that the symbol T stands
for temperature measured on the scale of a

gas thermometer, from a zero which is 273-1 C.

below the melting-point of ice.

When a gas satisfying this equation is

heated under constant pressure and conse

quently expands, R is a measure of the
amount of work done by the gas for each

degree through which the temperature rises.

Let the original temperature of the gas be

T! and its volume V
1? and let it be heated

under constant pressure P till the temperature
is T2 and the volume V*. Then we have
ET1=PV1 and RTa

=PV8 , from which

which is the work done by the gas in expand
ing from VT to V2 . Let the interval of

temperature be 1, then R is equal to the work
done.

(7) WORKING SUBSTANCE. In the action
of any heat-engine or refrigerating machine
there is always a working substance which
in consequence of its capacity for heat forms
the vehicle by which heat passes through the
machine. In the course of its action the

working substance takes in heat and gives
out heat, and thereby conveys heat from one
level of temperature to another. Its volume
also changes, and it is through changes of
volume on the part of the working substance
that the engine does work, if it be a heat-
engine, or has work spent upon it if it be a
refrigerating machine. Accordingly an im
portant part of the science of thermodynamics
deals with the properties of substances in
relation to heat, and the connection between
such properties in any substance, especially
in the fluid state, whether gaseous or liquid.
Any fluid has its individual characteristics,
but between its various properties, pressure,
volume, temperature, internal energy, specific
heat, and so forth, certain general relations
hold which are true of all fluids, and are
deduced from the fundamental laws of thermo-
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dynamic. Those relations will ho oouHidored
in a later part of thin article.

In general tho working subMtanoo iw a ilttid,

but it is easy to imagine a heat-engine whoso
working substance is a solid body, Hay a long
rod of metal arranged to act an the pawl
of a ratchet-wheel with closely pitched teeth.

Lot tho rod bo hoatod HO that it lengthens

HuflitMontly to drive iho wheel forward through
tho Hpaeo of ono tooth. Thou lot tho rod bo

cooled, nay by applying oold water, fho

ratchet-wheel being meanwhile hold from

returning by a detent. Tho rod on cooling
will retract HO an to engage itself with tho next

succeeding tooth, which may tlion bo driven
forward by heating tho rod again, and so on.

To HOC that. Huob an engine oould do work
wo bavo only to Hnppono that tho ratchet-

wheel carrion round with it a drum by wliic.li

a weight IH wound up.
r

Pho device forms a

complete boat engine, in which tho working
HubHtanoo is a solid rod, doing work in this case

not through changes of vohnno but through
elmngoM of longth. \Vhilo its length in in-

oroa.Ming it in exerting foroo in tho direction

of KM length, It receives heat by being

brought into contact with Homo Nonroo of

boat at. a comparatively high temperature;
it tnnwformH a Hina.ll pn.rt of thin boat into

work ; and it rojoetH tho remainder to what
AVO may call a receiver of heat, which in kept
tit a comparatively low temperature, Tho

greater pn.rt of tho heat may bo Maid nimply
to f)HMH through tho engine, from tho won roe to

tho receiver, turn)winy degraded an regards

nwitwMt'iiw. in the. ppopwtt. Thin IB typical
of tho ac-tiou of all hoat-ongtnoH : they con

vert Homo heat into work only hy lotting

down a much larger quantity of hoat from a

high temperature to a relatively low tempera
ture. Tho engine wo have junt imagined
would not be at all oinoiont in tho thormo-

dymunio HOUHO ; tho fraction of tho heat

Mtippliod to iii which it could convert into

work would ho very amall. Much greater

ollieionoy can ho obtained by untng a fluid for

working mibHtanoo and by making it act HO

that idH own oxpanHion of volume not only
dooH work but alno cauHOH it to fall in tompcra-
lairo hoforo it* boginn to roj^ust heat to tho cold

receiver.

(H) tlvdtjM OK Oi'MiurroNH OIP TMM WOHK-
iNd SUIWTANOM. Iii tho action of many
hoat-onginoH and refrigerating machinoH the

working nulmtanoo rotnnw jxTiodioally to

tho Hanu^ Htato of t(unp(^rature, proHHur<\

vohutio, and phywoal conditiion, Wadh timo

thin ban oootii'rod tho HubntandK^ in naid to

have paHmnl through a complete cycle of

oporat.ionn, Kor example, in a eondonfdng

Ht( k

ain-<Migin(^ wator tak<^n from tho hot-well

in pumped into tho boiler; it then piwwon

into tho cylinder art ntoam, then from tho

cylinder into the condonsor, and finally from
tho condonsor hack to tho hot-well

; it com
pletes tho cycle by returning to the same
condition in all rowpoots as at first, and is

ready to go through tho cycle again.
In the theory of heat-engines it is convenient

to consider tho cycle of operations as a whole.

If the cycle is complete we know that whatever

quantity of heat or other energy the substance
contains within itself is equal to the quantity
that wras there to begin with, for tho state of

the substance in tho same in all respects, and

consequently any work that it has clone must
have boon done at tho expense of heat which
it has taken in during the cycle. Wo can
at once apply the principle of the Conservation

of Energy and say that for the cyclic process
as a whole the work done must ho equivalent
to the difference between tho heat taken in

and tho heat discharged.

(9) Tina KWHT LA.W OF THERMODYNAMICS.
--The principle of the Conservation of Energy
in relation to heat and work may bo expressed
in the following statement, which constitutes

tho KirHt Law of Thermodynamics. When
work in done by the expenditure of heat a

definite quantity of heat goes out of existence

for every unit of work done ; and, conversely,
when heat is produced by tho expenditure of

work tho same definite quantity of heat

com oft into existence for every unit of work

spent. Tho word " work " w to be understood

here in a oomprohonwvo sense : it includes

electrical work as well aa work done against
a mechanism or in raining weights. Electrical

work may he done directly by the expendi
ture of heat in a thermoelectric circuit, which

in a true hoat-ongino though it acts without

exhibiting any mechanical movement.

(10) INTERNAL KNMHUY. -No means exist

by which tho whole ntook of energy that a

substance eontainn can bo measured. But
we are concerned only with changes in that

Htoek, changes which may arise from the

substance taking in or giving out heat, or

doing work, or having work spent upon it.

If a HubHtance takes in heat without doing

work, itH Htook of internal energy increases

by an amount equal to tho heat taken in.

It it (loos work without taking in heat, it does

the work at tho oxpeiiHo of its stock of internal

energy, and tho stock in diminished by an

amount equal to the work done. In all cases,

when heat is being taken in and the nubfltanco

is at the Hamo timo doing work, we have

.Moat taken in -Thermal equivalent of work
done -|- Increase of Internal Energy.

For any infinitosimally small step in tho

process, this equation may bo written in tho

form

d(J-.:A<2W + <ZE, . . . (1)

whore dQ is the heat taken in during tho
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stop, AfAV in tho Ihonnal equivalent of work

done, and (IN tho ineroaso of internal energy.
A is tlio reciprocal of Joule's equivalent.

In a complete cycle there in, at tho end, no

change of the internal energy M, juitl conse

quently for the cyclo as a whole,

0^-0,=AW,

whore Q! is tho hoat taken in ; Q.> IB the heat

rejected, arid AW is tho thermal equivalent
of tho work done.

(11) WORK DONE IN OIUNGWH or VOUTMM
OF A FLUID. In an engine of the usual cylinder
and piston typo tho working fluid does

mechanical work by changes of its volume.
Tho amount of work done depends only on the

relation of tho pressure to the volume in those

changes, and not on tho form of tho vessel or

vessels in which the changes of volume take

place. Lot tlio intensity of pressure of tho

fluid (that is to say the pressure on unit of i

area) ho P while tlio piston moves forward

through a small distance Sx. I f the area of tlio

piston is S tho total force on it in PS and tho

work done is lASfce. But ScJ# - 3V, tlio change
of volume : hence tho work done is PcW for

the small change of volume 5V, or / *P$V
/v,

for a finite change of volume from a volume Vi
to a volume V

2 during which tho pressure may
vary.

In any complete oyclo of operations tho
volume at tho finish is the same as at the start,

and tho work done isyiW taken round tho

cyclo as a whole.

It is vory useful to represent graphically
the work which a fluid docs in changing its

S

I

volume ON, and lot tho curve AB represent
tho intermediate states of pressure and volume.

Then tho work done by the substance in this

/ON

expansion, which is / IWV, is represented
.'OM

by the urea MA UN under the curve AB.

Again, if tho substance undergoes any,

complete cyclo of change (/''/'</. -} by expand
ing from A through B to and by being

oomproHsod back through I) to A, work is

done by it while it is expanding from A to (\

equal to the area MABCJN, and work is spent

upon it while it is being compressed from

B

M

M
Volume

Jtta, 1.

volume. Let a diagram bo drawn in which
tho relation of tho pressure of any supposed
working substance to its volume is shown by
rectangular co-ordinates as in ,/<%. 1.

Beginning with tho state represented by
tho point; A, where tlio pressure i AM, and
volume OM, suppose the substance to expand
to a state B, where the pressure is BN and tho

Volume

FIU. a.

through 1) to A, equal to tho area NX -DAM,
The not amount of work which the substance
does during the cyclo is equal to tho differ

ence between those areas : in other words,
it is equal to the area of tho closed figure
ABODA representing the complete cyclic

operation, which area is /Vt/V.

If, on tho other hand, the operation wore
such an to traco tho figure in the oppotu'to
direction, tho substance being expanded from
A to through I) and compressed from (! to
A through, B, tho enclosed area would be a
measure of tho work expended upon the
substance in tho cyclo.

This method of representing the work done
during the operation of an engine was used

by James Watt, who invented an instrument
called the Indicator, by means of whieb the

engine might automatically draw a diagram
representing tho changes (if pressure in' rela
tion to changes of volume. Such a diagram
in accordingly called an Indicator I Marram.

Watt's Indicator consists of a Hrnn.ll cylinder
containing a pinton which can move in if,

without sensible friction but is controlled by
a stiff spring. This is put in free onrmmmieiv.
tion with one end of the working cylinder of
tho engine, HO that the working substance
presses on the indicator piston and dmplm'OH
it, against the spring, through distances that
aro proportional to the pressure at every
instant. Connected with the indicator piston
JH a pencil which riscm or falls with it, tho
connection being made, in modern instmmentH,
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through a lever thai given tho movements of

the indicator pinton a convenient magnifica
tion, A nheot of paper on which tint pencil

murks it,N nmvemenlH in canned lo move through
diMtaneeH proportional to the motion of the

engine pinton, an<l at right anglon to tho path
of the peneil. Thun a diagram IM drawn like

that of /''/{/* 2, exhibiting a cloned eurvo

for eaeh double ntroko of tho engine pinton,

and with co-ordinates whieh ropronont the

changon of pronnuro and ehangon of volume.

The endowed ami, when interpreted by refer

ence to the appropriate ncalon of pronHuro

and volume, mcanurcn tho net amount of

work d<me> in the engine cylinder during the

doublet Htroke, no far an one Hide of tho pinton

in concerned. If (ho engine in doublo-aoting"

that, in to nay, if tho working nubntaneo aetn

Hueeenttively on tho two nidon of tho engine

piston during HueooHH'ivo ntrokon - a nhnilar

indicator diagram in taken for tho other end

of tho cylinder an well.

In Homo modern indieatorn the mot.ion

which wcaHuron tho variation of prenBuro

eauHCH a, Hinall mirror to be tilted, from which

a beam of light in rolloetcd on to a photo

graphic, plate carried in a. frame whieh oopioH

tho motion of tho engine pinton. Tins optical

method of magnifying and recording the

motion haw tho advantage of avoiding thoHo

orrorn which in mechanical indieatorn urine

front tho inertia of tho magnifying lover and

from the friction of tho pencil point.

(12) INTKIUNAL KNKIKIY on1 A (JAM: Jom/u\s

LAW, Tlio Internal Mnorgy of a given quan

tity of a gan dopendn only on tho temperature.

Thin in UM inference from tho fact cHtabliHhed

by experiments of .loulo, that when a gnu

ekpandii without doing external work and

without, taking in or giving out boat, and there

fore without changing itw ntock of internal

energy, iln temperature doon not change.

.Joul^H Law in to bo regarded an Htrietly

true only of imaginary perfect ganon : in

any actual gun there in a nlight departure

from it, which IH very Hinall indeed in a nearly

perfect gM mich an hydrogen, Tho law wan

originally cHtablinhod by IMMUIH of an oxpori-

ment in* whlcli J<mlo oonneeted a VOHHO! A

(A'/'fA

*

{
) Containing e-omprcHHed gas with

anothor vowel H whio-h wan (*mpiy by moann

of a pipe with a ohmed Ht.op-cock (!. Both

vonHolM woro imnun'Hed in a bath of water and

woi'o allowed to n-HHumo a nniform Unuperattire.

Thon t'lx^ Htop'cock wan opened, and tho gaH

dtwM'ibutod itrtolf b(^twe<M the two VOHHO!H,

expanding without doing external work.

A ft or thin i\w t(n\t]xn'atnro of tho watt^r la

Mu^ bath wan found to have undergone, no

appreciable ohango, Tho temperature of tho

gaH appeared unaltered, and no heat had boon

taken in or given out by it, and no worl^bad
boon dono by it. S'moo tho gaH had neither

gained nor IOH! boat, and had dono no work,
its internal energy was tho same at tho end
an at tho beginning of tho experiment. The

procure, and volume had changed, but tho

temperature had not. The concluaiou follows

that the internal energy of a given quantity
of gaH depends only on itw temperature, and
not upon its pressure or volume ;

in other

wordn, a change of proBtmre and volume not
aBHociatod with a change of temperature does

not niter the internal energy. Hence in any
change of temperature tho change of internal

energy JH independent of the relation of pressure
to volume during the operation : it depends
only on tho amount by which tho temperature
haw boon changed.

It ia now, however, known that a very slight

ehango of temperature does in fact take place
when a real gas expands without doing work.

I'n later experiments by Joulo and W. Thomson.

(Lord Kelvin) a more delicate method was

adopted of detecting whether thoro is any

W-JI

Joule's Apparatus

change of internal energy when tho prosstiro

and volume change tmdor conditioiiH such that

external work IH not dono- Tho gas was

forced to pasw through a porous plug by
maintaining a constant high ]>rcflsuro on one

Hide of tihe plug and a constant low pressure
on tho other. Care was taken to prevent

any heat being gained or lont by conduction

From outt-udo. In this operation work wa
dono upon the gaH in forcing it up to tho plug,

and work waw dono by it when it pasHOcl tho

plug, by cliHplaeing gaH under tho lower proswuro

on tho'sido beyond tho plug. If no change of

temperature took place, and if the gaw con

formed to Boyle's Law, theHO two quantities

of work would bo exactly equal, and conse

quently no external work would be dono on

tho whole. Kor let l\ ho tho pressure and V
x

tho volume before panning tho ping, and 1*2

tho procure and V2 tho volume after pawing
tho plug, tho volumoH being in both canon

Htated per unit quantity of the gaH. Then

tho work dono upon the gaH na it approaches

tho plug is ]>, and tho work done by it as

it loavoB the plug w 1\V*. If the temperature

IH the name on both Hidon these quantities

aro e((,ual in a ga for which 1*V i constant
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at any ono temperature. Thus a gas which

is
"
perfect

"
in tho sonso that it conforms

strictly both to Boyle's Law and to Joule's

would in its passage of tho plug have expanded
without (on tho whole) doing any work, and

therefore without changing its internal energy,

no heat being gained or lost, In such a gas
no change of temperature should accordingly
be found, as it passes the plug, and if a change
of temperature is observed in any real gas
it is due to tho fact that real gases arc not

strictly
"
perfect."

In the experiments of Joule and Thomson
small changes of temperature were in fact

detected and measured in air and other real

gases, on passing tho. porous plug. This

Joule-Thomson effect, as it is called, is in

general a cooling. Observations of tho Joule-

Thomson effect are of great value in deter

mining exactly the properties of gases and

vapours which are not perfect ; and certain

practical methods of liquefying gases under

extreme cold depend upon tho existence of

this effect.

In tho imaginary perfect gas, however, tho

Joule-Thomson effect is entirely absent.

There is no change of temperature in passing
the plug, and there is also no change of

internal energy, for no work is done and (by

assumption) no heat is taken in or given
out.

It is important to notice that we assume
tho imaginary perfect gas to satisfy two
conditions : it obeys Boyle's Law exactly and
also Joule's Law exactly. Those character

istics are independent of ono another : it

would be possible to have a gas satisfy one
and not the other, but a gas is said to bo

perfect in tho thcrmodynamic sonso only
when it satisfies both, and in that case certain

other properties follow which, will now bo

pointed out.

(13) SPECIFIC HEATS. Tho Specific Heat
of any substance moans tho amount of heat

required per degree to raise tho temperature
of unit quantity of tho substance, under any
assumed mode of heating. Thus when a

substanco is heated through a small interval

of temperature dT tho heat taken in (per
unit quantity) is Kr/T, whore K is the specific
heat for tho particular conditions and mode
of heating. In dealing with gases or other

fluids two important modes of heating must
be distinguished : wo may heat thorn under
conditions of constant pressure or of constant
volume. We shall use tho symbol K,, to

represent specific heat at constant pressure,
and K, (

to represent specific hoat at constant
volume.

Suppose any fluid to bo heated through
a smalt interval of temperature dT. If tho

heating is at constant volume, tho heat
taken in is K//T and all of it goes to increase

tho stock of internal energy. 'Hence in boating
at constant volume the increase of internal

energy t/K K,,</T. If tho Inviting is at

constant pressure 1*, through the name interval

of temperature, the boat taken in is K^t/T.

Only part of this heat goes to increase tho

stock of internal energy, for part of it in u^od

in doing external work, since, to koop tho

pressure constant, the fluid has to expand
through Homo amount (IV, The external work
done is WV and its thermal equivalent iH

A1W. Hence in heating at constant pressure
tho ineroaHO of internal energy IB given by

Apply these results to a perfect gas. .By
Joule's Law the internal energy of a perfect

gas depends only on the temperature, and
therefore dl$ IH the same in. both modes of

heating. Further, wince in nueh a gas PV -- IVI\

PrfV'-RflFT when P is constant. Hence in

a perfect gas

K,d
r

\: MT AIWT

or K,, K,,~ AR.

Thus fora perfect gaH we have the important
relation between the two spocilie heats

!<-& 'AH, . . , (2)

which follows from the Laws of Boyle ami of

Joule.

It follows also that in a perfect gas both
tho specific heats are constant if one of thorn

its constant. To Ixi constant* tho spoeitto hoat
has to l)o independent both of tho pressure
and of the temperature. By,Ionic's Law the

change of internal energy in a perfect gas
for a given change of temperature, in the same
whatever bo the pressure : honco in such a

gas the specific heats are the same at all press
ures. Thcro is, however, nothing in the Laws
of Boylo or of Joule to determine whether the

specific heats are the same at all temperatures.
Experiment shows that in some gases there is

much variation of specific heat with tempera
ture (although the gas may bo nearly perfect)
and in others there is practically none. I<W
the purpose of thonnodyiiamio reasoning it

is very useful to think of a gas which is

not only perfect in tho sense of con form ing

oxaetly to the Lawn of Boylo an<l of Joule
but also has constant specific heats, Much
an imaginary gas forms a convenient soiifTold-

ing by the help of which wo may most easily
build up tho theory of thermodynamics, hut-

it Is nothing more than a convenient sen Hold-

ing, which has nothing to do with tho stability
of the completed work. In what follows we
shall make this temporary use of an ideal

gas, as the supposed working substance of an
ideal heat-engine, in order to arrive at con
clusions which, as will be shown, have a quite
general application.
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(14) REVERSIBLE ACTIONS, The next step
is to consider particular modes in which a

working substance may be expanded or com
pressed and may take in or give out heat, and
at the outset it is important to distinguish
between actions that are reversible and those
that are irreversible.

An expansion or compression is reversible

if it is carried out in such a manner that the

operation can be reversed, with the result

that the substance will pass back through
all the stages through which it has passed
during the expansion or compression and be
in the same condition in all respects at each

corresponding stage in both processes.
This implies that the substance must

expand smoothly, without setting up any
motions within itself of a kind such that

their kinetic energy is frittered down into

heat through internal friction. The whirls

and eddies which occur in the cylinder of an

engine are irreversible, and in ideal revers

ible expansion we must suppose them absent.

Reversible expansion implies that there are

no losses of mechanical effect from any sort

of internal friction. It excludes throttling,
such as occurs when a substance expands
through a valve or other constricted opening
into a region of lower pressure where the

kinetic energy of the stream and eddies is

dissipated. In such cases the motion of the

stream and eddies cannot be reversed. To

get the substance back to the region of higher

pressure would require an expenditure of

more work than was done by the substance

during its expansion, and if we were to force

it back wo should find it had gained heat

through the subsidence of the internal eddying
motions, though no heat had come in from
outside.

A transfer of heat to or from any substance

is reversible only if the substance is at the

same temperature as the body from which
it \A taking heat or to which it is giving heat.

Suppose, for instance, that a substance is

taking in heat from a hot source and is expand
ing an it does so. The expansion may be

reversible in itself, that is to say, it may
involve no internal friction, but unless the

temperature of the substance be the same
as that of the source, the operation as a

whole considered in its relation to the source

cannot bo reversed. So considered it is

reversible only when the further condition is

fulfilled that compression of the substance

will reverse the transfer of heat, giving back
to the source tho heat that was taken from
it. Any thermal contact between bodies at

different temperatures involves an irreversible

transfer of heat.

The expansions and compressions and the

transfers of heat that occur in a real engine
are never strictly reversible, some of them

VOL.1

indeed are far from being reversible. But
the study of an ideal engine, in which all the

operations are reversible, is of fundamental

importance in the science of thermodynamics,
and it furnishes a basis for the critical analysis
of actions in a real engine.

(15) ADIABATIC EXPANSION. There are

two specially important kinds of reversible

expansion; (1) Adiabatic and (2) Isothermal.
Adiabatic expansion or compression means

expansion or compression, carried out revers-

ibly, in which no heat is allowed to enter or

leave the substance. A curve drawn to show
the relation of pressure to volume during the

process is called an adiabatic line. Adiabatic
action would be realised if we had a substance

expanding, or being compressed, without

change of chemical constitution, and without

any eddying motions, in a cylinder which

(along with the piston) was totally impervious
to heat. From this definition it follows that

the work which a substance does while it is

expanding adiabatically is all done at the

expense of its stock of internal energy ; and
the work which is spent upon a substance

while it is being compressed adiabatically all

goes to increase its stock of internal energy.
In actual heat-engines the action is never

strictly adiabatic, for there are always some

exchanges of heat between the working sub
stance and the surface of the cylinder and

piston. Very rapid compression or expansion
may come near to being adiabatic by giving
little time for any transfer of heat to occur.

Expansion through a throttle-valve is not

adiabatic, because it is not reversible, though
it may occur .in such a way that no heat

enters or leaves the substance.

In the adiabatic expansion of any substance

work is done, and since no heat is taken in or

given out, there must be a decrease of internal

energy equivalent to the amount of the work
done by the substance.

Accordingly, in the adiabatic expansion of

any fluid

Here, as before, dW is the work done, and
A is the factor required to convert an expres
sion for work units into heat units. When
this is applied to a perfect gas, in which
rfE =K/T and PV =RT, we obtain the

equation
dV cZT

vm =0.AR
V

If we assume the specific heat to be constant,

this gives on integration

AR log, V +KU log,, T = constant.

Writing Kp-K, for AR
( (13)) and dividing

by Ky this becomes

_ i\ ioge V +logfl T ^constant,
v /

So
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or, using 7 to represent tho ratio of the Hpccitio

heats K^/K,,,

(7 -1) log,, V-r log,, T --constant. . (IJ)

Further, since PV/T is constant wo havo

log, P-f log,, V -logc T constant,

and adding the two equations

log, V -H7 log,. V -constant,

which gives
l>Vy ~ constant . . . (4)

as tho equation connecting pressure and

volume in the adiabatic expansion of a perfect

gas with oonatant specific heat. In other

words, this is tho equation of an adiabatio

lino, for such a gas, on tho pressure-volume

diagram.
In adiabatic expansion tho temperature of

tho gas falls and in adiabatio compression it

rises. By integrating equation* (3),

TV^"
1
- 2 constant, . .

(5)

and by combining that with equation (4), and

eliminating V,

T/PT = constant. . .
(ft)

The work done in expanding from an initial

volume Vx to a volume V2 ,
which for any

fluid is /
2IW, becomes, for the adiabatic

expansion of a perfect gas,

It follows also that this expression, multiplied

by A, measures tho decrease of internal

energy that results from the expansion. In

adiabatio compression from volume V2 t<

volume Vj. this measures tho work spent it

compressing the gas.

(10) ISOTHERMAL KXPANSI;ON,- Isothermal

expansion or compression moans expansion
or compression carried out rovornibly (a*

regards internal action) and without change
of temperature. A curve drawn to show tin

relation of pressure to volume during iso

thermal expansion or compression is called

an isothermal lino.

When a substance is expanding isother-

mally it takes in heat to maintain its tem

perature constant ;
it therefore must bo in

contact with a sourco of hoat. When it in

being compressed isothermally it given out

hoat, and muni ho in contact with a receiver

which can take heat from it.

When a perfect gas expands inothormally
PV Is constant, and hcnco its isothermal lino

on tho proHSuro- volume diagram, for any

issignod temperature, in a rectangular hyper-

>ola. The work done in the expansion in

W I
VrfV l\V t

'V,

which may also be written

W RT log, X*, . ()

where T is tho constant temperature at which

the process taken place. If wo denote tho

ratio of isothermal expansion by r, thin may
ho written

VV .RT1 KVA

Thin alno measures the work clone in isothermal

compression from volume Va
to volume V,.

There in no change of internal energy* and

consequently during isothermal oxpannion tho

gas must take in a quantity of hoat equivalent

to tho work it doow : and during isothermal

compression tho gas must give out a. quantity
of hoat equivalent to tho work spent, upon it.

(17) Tuw Sio(K)Ni) LAW OK THMKMO-
DYNAMUJH.- Wo arc now in a position to deal

with the following fundamental quentionn of

heat-engine efficiency :

(1) Having given a hot source from which

hoat may be taken, and a cold sink or receiver

to which hoat may bo rejected, how may
tho greatest amount of mechanical work be*

done by each unit of hoat that in taken from

the hot Houreo ?

(2) What fraction of tho heat taken from

the hot source in it theoretically possible to

convert into work V

So far an tho Kirst I jaw of ThormodynamicH
goes, it is not obvious that there In anything
to prevent all the beat which the noureo

can supply from being converted into work.

But a limit in imposed an a consequence of

the following principle, which in known an thci

tf&wtid tjtw of ThwmodymuHwn :

Iff in im/KHMihlfi for a. w//"W'/u/f/ wwhhw*
unaided by any external flf/*wc// to COHWI/ heat

from (me. body to another at a higher fan^crattnr,

Tho Second Law says, in effect, t.bat heat

will not pass up automatic-ally from a cold

body to a warmer one* We can force it do

pass up, as in tho action of a refrigerating

machine, but only by applying an "external

agency" to drive the machine. A heat,

engine acts by letting heat pass down from

a hot body to a colder body, by making the*

working substance alternately take in boat

from tho hot body and reject heat to the cold

body, and thereby undergo cxpaitsinim ami

contractions in which its pressure IH on tho

whole greater during expansion Hum during
contraction, with the result t'ha,tr a part of

the heat, that in panning down through tho

engine is converted into work. In conse

quence of the Second Law it* in only a certain

fraction of the whole hoat nuppHod by the hot
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body that can be converted into work by any
such, process.

(18) REVERSIBLE HEAT-ENGINE. Carnot's

Cycle of Operations. To the first of the above
two questions a correct answer was given by
Sadi Carnot in a remarkable essay, published
in 1824, entitled

"
Reflexions sur la puissance

motrice du feu et sur les machines propres a

developper cette puissance," which may be

said to have laid the foundation of thermo

dynamics. Carnot pointed out that the

greatest possible amount of work was to be

obtained by letting the heat pass from the

source to the receiver through an engine

working in a strictly reversible manner, not

only as regards its own internal actions but

also as regards the transfer of heat to it

from the source and from it to the receiver.

The engine conceived by Carnot is an ideal

engine every one of whose operations is

reversible. Its cycle consists of these four

reversible operations :

(1) Isothermal expansion during which the

working substance is at the temperature of

the hot source (TJ. During this operation
heat is taken in reversibly from the hot

source.

(2) Adiabatic expansion, during which the

temperature of the working substance falls

from Tx to T2 (the temperature of the re

ceiver).

(3) Isothermal compression at the tempera
ture of the receiver. During this operation
heat is rejected reversibly to the receiver.

(4) Adiabatic compression by which the

temperature of the working substance is

raised from T2
to Tr This completes the

cycle by bringing the substance back to the

condition in which it was assumed to be at

the beginning of the first operation.

In the cycle as a whole work is done by
the substance, the average pressure in (1) and

(2) being greater than in (3) and (4).

This cycle of operations, which is known
as Carnot

1

8 Clyde, is entirely reversible. The

working substance might be forced to go

through it iu the reversed direction, taking

iu heat from the cold body and giving out

heat to the hot body. The transfers of heat

would bo exactly reversed, and at every

stage the pressure and volume and tempera
ture of the substance would be the same as

when working direct. The work spent upon
it would be equal to the work got from it

in the direct action. Carnot's ideal engine

accordingly affords a strictly reversible moans

of letting heat down from the hot source to

the cold receiver. The reasoning by which

he showed that no heat-engine can utilise

heat more completely is substantially as

follows.

To prove that no other heat-engine, working

between the same source and receiver of heat,

can do the same amount of mechanical work
as a reversible engine by taking in a smaller

quantity of heat, suppose there are two heat-

engines R and S, one of which (R) is reversible,

working between the same hot body or source

of heat and cold body or receiver of heat,

and each producing the same amount of

mechanical work. Let Q be the quantity of

heat which R takes in from the hot body.
Now if R be reversed it will, by the expenditure
on it of the same amount of work, give to the

hot body the amount of heat it formerly
took from it, namely Q. For this purpose
set the engine S to drive R reversed. The
work which S produces is just sufficient to

drive R, and the two machines (S driving R)
form together a self-acting machine unaided

by any external agency. One of the two,

namely S, takes heat from the hot body, and
the other, R, which is reversible, gives back

to the hot body the amount of heat Q. Now
if S could do its work by taking less heat than

Q from the hot body the hot body would on

the whole gain heat. No work is being done

on the system from outside, nor is any heat

supplied from other sources, so whatever heat

the hot body gains must come from the cold

body. Therefore, if S could do as much work
as the reversible engine R, with a smaller

supply of heat, we should be able to arrange
a purely self-acting machine through which

heat would continuously pass up from a cold

body 'to a hot body. This would be a viola

tion of the Second Law of Thermodynamics.
The conclusion is that S cannot do the same

amount of work with a smaller supply of heat

than a reversible engine ; or, in modern lan

guage, that no other engine can be more

efficient than a reversible engine, when they
both work between the same two tempera
tures in source and receiver.

Further, let both engines be reversible.

Then the same argument shows that each

cannot bo more efficient than the other.

Hence all reversible engines taking in and

rejecting' heat at the same two temperatures
are equally efficient.

(19) REVERSIBILITY THE CRITERION OF

PERFECTION IN A HEAT-ENGINE. These results

imply that, in the thermodynamic sense,

reversibility is the criterion of what may be

called perfection in a heat-engine. A revers

ible heat-engine is perfect in the sense that it

cannot be improved on as regards efficiency :

no other engine taking in and rejecting heat

at the same two temperatures can obtain from

the heat taken in a greater proportion of

mechanical effect. Moreover, if this criterion

be satisfied, it is, as regards efficiency, a

matter of complete indifference what is the

nature of the working substance or what,

in other respects, is the mode of the engine's

action.
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ft is therefore a complete answer to the

lirat question in (17) to Hay that the greatest
amount of work that is theoretically obtain

able from each unit of heat will bo got by
supplying the heat to an engine which worky
in such a way that every one of its operations
ia reversible.

(20) EFFIOTENDY oif A RiwimsruLw MKAT-
KNGINE. The second question could not bo

answered by Oarnot beeauao in his time the

doctrine of the Conservation of Energy was

unknown, and it was not recognised that part
of the heat disappears, as heat, ia passing

through the engine. Carnot realised that

work is done by an engine through the agency
of heat, but he did not know that it is done

by the conversion of heat. T,t is remarkable
that he was nevertheless able to conceive

the idea of a

reversible en

gine and to see

that it is the

4. Carnot's Oyclo, with a Gan for

most effective possible means of get

ting work done through tho agency of

heat. His argument as to this is perfectly
valid though it makes no use of tho First

Law of Thermodynamics. Tt is, moreover,
quite general. There is no assumption in

it as to tho properties of any substance, nor
as to the nature of heat, nor as to tho way
in which temperature is to be measured.
All that he assumes about tho temperatures
of the, source and tho receiver is that one
is hotter than the other.

But for tho purpose of answering tho
second question wo shall in tho first place
deal with one particular reversible heat-

engine, namely a reversible engine which has
for working substance a perfect gas with
constant specific heat, and shall calculate
its oHicionoy with tho help of tho results

already obtained for such a gas.

Wuppoao that the cycle is performed in

an ideal engine with a cylinder and piston

composed of perfectly non-conducting material,

except as regards the bottom of the cylinder,
which is a conductor. Imagine also a hot

body or indefinitely eapaciouH source of heal

A, kept always at a temperature T,> also

a perfectly non-conducting cover .B, and a

cold body or indefinitely eapaeious receiver of

heat (>., kept always at Home temperature T.>

which is lower than T
t

. H in supposed that A
or B or (I can be applied at will to the bottom

of tho cylinder. Lot tho cylinder contain

unit quantity of tho gas at temperature T
t ,

volume V,,,, and pressure '!*, to begin with.

The suffixes refer to the points (t
t ft, c, and d

on tho indicator diagram, /'

T

?V/.
4. There are

four successive operations :

(1) Apply A, and allow the piston to advance

slowly through any convenient distance. The

gas expands isothermuJly at T,, talking in heat

from tho hot source A and doing work. Tho

pressure changes to P/, and the volume to

V/,. This operation is represented by the

line ah.

(2) Remove A and apply B. Allow tho

piston to go on advancing. Tho gun expands
adiabatically, doing work at tho expense of

its internal energy, and tho temperature
falls. Let this go on until tho temperature

is To. The pressure is then

1*,,,
and tho volume V,,. This

operation is represented by tho

,<j lino (H\

fi, (tt) Remove B and apply (-.

Pel Koreo tho piston hack slowly.
Tho gas is compressed isotherm-

3 ally at Ta since tho snuUlost

increase of temperature above

Tjj causes heat to pass into 0,

Working
Work in wpont upon tho gas,
and heat is rejected to tho cold

receiver 0. Lot thin bo con
tinued until a certain point d IR roaohod,
such that tho fourth operation will complete
the cycle,

(4) Eemovo (/ nd apply B. Continue the

compression, which is now adiahatic. Tho
pressure and temperature rise, and if tho

point d has boon properly chosen, when tho

pressure is restored to its original value

I*,,,
tho temperature will also have risen to

it original value Tj. This completes tho

cycle.
To find the proper place at which to atop

tho third operation, \vo have, by equation (fi)*

for tho cooling during adiabatio expansion
in the second operation,

and also, for the healing during the fourth

operation,
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Uom-o V /V ft
.

and therefore alwo

v,/v,

That I'M to Hay, tho ratio of isothermal
oomproHHion in tho third operation of tho
cyelo IK to l)o made equal to tho ratio of
isothermal expansion in tho first operation,
in order that an adiabatio lino through r/ shall

complete tho oyole, For brevity "wo shall
denote tho ratio of Isothermal expansion or

compression by r.

Tho following am tho transfers of heat to
and from (,ho working gan, in tho four
1'ions of tho oyolo :

opera -

(1) Hoat taken in from A -ARTj lo#,, /.

(2) No bout taken 5n or rejected.

(I*) II oat rojootod to (1 AUTalog, r.

(-1) No boat taken in or rejootod.

UOMOO ('ho not amount of hoat converted
into work, hoin^ tho OXCOHH of tho boat taken

beat rejoe led, in tho oompletoiu above tho

oolo, in

Ta) l

of theand tho ollioionoy
fraot ion

U'eat eon verted into work
1 1 eat taken in

:

IK nooordhiM'ly

AR(Tr
ART,

cyclo, namely tho

1
1 log,, r

Hut by (.arnot'H priiujifjlo all reversible

taking in and rojoelinpf hoat at
i.lu> name two t(sniporaturoH are equally
olUoiont. UOHOO tho exproHHion

I1

,

tho (inieiouey of any reversible

hetti- - online ai\<( therefore^ alwo exproHHOH
tho largoHl fraetiou of lho boat Hiipptiod that
onn poHHibly bo oonvertod into work by any
<'u#mo whaiov(*r, operating beiivvoon those

iimit-M of t(nnporatun\ \vlatevor bo the work
ing HubHtftuieo.

ThiH in the m(MiH(ir<^ of [xu'fcot e/rtcienoy:
i(^ in \\\^ theoretical limit beyond which tho

olHrtouoy of a. heat -engine oannot go. No
online eat! eonooivahly wirpaHH thin wtandard,
and aw a mutter of fact any real engine Falls

nhort of it, booauNO no real engine J'H ntriotly

rovei'Htblo.

may alno bo ulatod, with
for any rovoi'Hiblc engine,

The oonebiHion

<i((iial generality,
in the form

Q,
r

l\' 'IV

whore (
v), "IH I/he boat taken, iu by the engine

front at Ti, and Q,a
IH tho boat

The efficiency of any heat-engine may be
written ~

QT
! orl- Q2

whether tho engine be reversiblo or not. In
a reversible engine, or as we may call it a

thormodynamically perfect engine, this be-

rejooted by it to tho receiver at T^.

In an cngino which falls short of reversi

bility a smaller Iractioii of the heat supplied
m converted into work, arid the heat rejected
is relatively larger; Q2/T is greater than

QI/TI-

(21) ABSOLUTE ZERO OF TEMPERATURE.
The zero from which 1\ and T2 are measured
is the zero of the gas thermometer, which was
dolinod an tho temperature at which the volume
of tho #as would vanish if the same law of

expansion continued to apply. But we can
now #ive it another meaning. Taking the
above expression for the eiliciency of a
reversible heat-engine, l-Ta/Tls we see that
if the cold receiver were at the temperature
of tho absolute zero (KO that T

2 =0) the

oiUoioney would be equal to 1 ; in other words,
all tho heat supplied to the engine would be
oonvertod into work. It is clearly impossible
to imagine a receiver colder than that, for it

would make tho oln'eicnoy greater than 1 and

thereby violate tho First Law of Thermo
dynamics by making tho amount of work done

greater than tho heat supplied. Hence the
ssoro of tho perfect gas scale is also an absolute

thormodynamic aero, a temperature so low
that it IH inconceivable on thermodynamic
grounds that there can be any lower tempera
ture (compare (4)).

(22) TlIEHMOBYNAMIO ScAUfl OF T.EMI?ERA-
fnnviQ.~ -It was fir^t pointed out by Lord Kelvin
that thormodynamic principles allow a scale

of temperature to bo defined which is indepen
dent of the properties of any particular sub-

Htanoe, real or imaginary. In tho foregoing

argument wo have hawed tho measurement of

temperature on the properties of a perfect

gas, taking a scale in which tho degrees, that
IH to say the intervals of temperature which
are called equal, correspond to equal amounts
of oxpatuuou on tho part of a perfect gas

kept at constant pressure. Using this scale

we haves HCOIX that a reversible engine which
works between tho limits

r
.Yl and Ta ,

and takes

in any quantity of heat ty^ at T
x , rejects at

T2 a quantity (},2 cq\ial to Q/iyTj, and has an

efficiency equal to (Tt
- T^/T^

Now imagine that the heat Q2
which is

rejected by this engine forms the supply of

a second reversible engine taking in heat at T2

and rejecting heat at a lower temperature T3 ,

such that tho interval of temperature through
which it works {T2 -T3)

is the same as the

interval through which the first engine works
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(Ti-Ta). Call each of these intervals AT.

Let the hoat Q3 rejected by this second

engine paws on to form Iho supply of a third

reversible online, working through an equal

interval AT and rejecting heat Q (l
to a fourth

reversible engine, and HO on. Wo. imagine

a scries of engines, every one of which is

reversible, each pausing on its rejected heat

to form the supply of the next engine in

the Boricn, and each working through the

same number oE degrees on the perfect gas

thermometer, AT. The efficiencies of the

successive engines are

AT/T!, AT/T2 , AT/IV etc.,

The amounts of heat supplied to thorn are

Multiply in each ease the hoat taken in by the

efficiency to find the amount of work (lone by

each engine in the series, and wo lind that the

amount of work done w the Barno for all the

engines, namely

Accordingly, wo might define the interval

of temperature for each engine, without

reference to a perfect gaa or to any other

thennomotrio substance, as that interval

which makes every engine in the series do the

same amount of work ;
and if we do BO we get

a scale of temperature which is identical with

the scale of tho pcrfect gas thermometer. Th us

wo not only get a thermodynamics scale of

temperature, but wo lind that its divisions

agree exactly with those which correspond to

equal amounts of expansion on the part of a

perfect gas.

Tho above method of obtaining a thormo*

dynamic scale of temperature may be put thus :

Starting from any arbitrary condition of

temperature at which wo may imagine heat to

be supplied, lot a series of intervals bo taken,

such that equal amounts of work will bo done

by every one of a series of reversible engines,

each working with one of those intervals for

its range, and each handing on to the engine

below it the hoat which it rejects, HO that the

heat rejected by tho lirst forum tho supply of

the second, and HO on. Then call those

intervals of temperature equal. What the

above proof shows is that tho intervals HO

defined to ho equal arc also equal when
measured on tho soitlo of tho perfect gas-

thormoinolor ; in other won In, the thormo-

dynamic Hoalo and the perfect gas scale co

incide at every stop. Tho symbol T, which

up to this point has stood for temperature
measured on tho soalo of a porfoot gas thormo-

motor, may now bo interpreted an representing

absolute temperature on tho thcrmodyruimic

ilo, and is to bo HO understood in A\ hat

follows.

(*) RUVl'lRSlKU'l (>Y(U,1<) IN WHICH H MAT

IS'TAKKN IN AT VARIOUS TKIHIMMATUKMH.

lu Cannot's cycle it wan asnumod that then 4

was only ono source and one receiver of heal-

All tho 'boat that was taken in WHK taken in

at TI ; all tho heat that was rejected was

rejected a,t T,,, But an engine may take in

heat in stages, at more temperatures than ono,

and may also reject hoat in stages. With

regard to every quantity of heat HO taken in

the result still applies that, tho greatest

fraction of it that can be converted into work

in represented by tho difference between its

temperatures of reception and rejection,

divided by tho absolute temperature of

reception,

'

Awl this is tho fraction that will

ho converted into work provided the pro-

OOHHOH within tho engine are rovorsiblo.

Thus let Q! represent that part, of tho

whole supply of hoat. which in taken in at

1\ and lot*Ql8 represent what is taken in

at some other tomporaturo T,,, Q. what is

taken in at T,,, and HO on; and lot T
( ,

bo

tho tomporaturo at which the engine rejects

hoat; then tho whole work done, if tho

engine be reversible, in

Q,('J
I, ^V'''' I

<^.

Wo have takon hero, for simplicity of stale-

rucnt, a, single tomporaturo of rejection T
()

.

Another way of putting the matter has a

widor application. Lot. tho engine as before

take in quantities of hoat roprow ntod by (J p

Qs, <J < h^- < T P ''V r|V Mn<l loi ji ' lv
J
<Hli '

heat at T\ T", T'", etc., t.lu^ (jtuuitit-ioH r(j<M
i (.ed

luMug ixispo(^iv<*ly Q', ()"- Q"\ ok'- Thou by

th(^ prino.iplo that in a rovemible <'yel(^
tho

hoat rejected in to tho hoat taken in an tho

nbsoluto tomporaturo of rejection in to the

absolute tomporaturo of reception, wo havo

T ,

from which 2
r .,'

<*

when tihe Huinnnition is olToctod all round

tho rcvewible cycle. In thin Humiliation

hoat taken in in reckoned MM positive and

hoat rejected as negative, If tho cycle ho

not reversible, tho hoat rejected will ho

relatively groa.tor, and therefore, for a non

reversible oyolo, (Q/T) will bo a negative
i.

Some of tho proooHs<
kH may be nueh that

changes of temperature aro going on eon

tinuoiiHly whiles hoat is being taken in or given

out, and if HO tho reception or rejection of

boat cannot bo dividod into a limited number
of wtops, as has boon douo above, But. tho
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equation for a. revomible cycle may be adapted
to the imwt general cane by writing it

integration being performed round tho whole

cycle.

Thin liol<lH for any internally reversible

cycle, H moans that when a substance has

paMHod through any ncrics of reversible changes
which cause it to return to its initial state,

tho quantities of heat winch it haH taken in

an<l jjjivon ont are HO related to tho tempera
ture of the Hiihstanco at each stage an to make
this integral vanish for tho cycle aw a whole.

\Vhea tho eyele in not reversible, fdQ/'E in a

nopvt
ivo <|uantity, because the amount of heat

rejected in relatively larger than when tho

cycle in reversible.

(*2<() MNVHorv, The Entropy of a Hub-

Mtanoo in a function of its ntato whieh in most

conveniently defined by reference to the

heat taken in or given out while tho state

of tho Hiihstanco undergoes change in a rovorH-

iblo wanner. In any such change tho heat

taken in or given out, divided by t,he abHolute

temperature of tho Hiilmtaiico, measures tho

change of entropy, ThuH if a substance

which in either expanding rovci'Hibly or not

expanding a,t all ta.keH in boat 5Q whtMi itH

t(nnpcratttre IH
f

\\ its entropy ineroaHOH hy tlie

amount tfQ,/T, \Ve nhall nee that tho entropy
of any HU Instance in a definite Htate IH a definite

quantity, whieh haw the name value when the

HubMtnnco eotnon back tt#um to the name
ntate nft(M" undergoing; any ohangoH.

r

[\> ^iv<^

tho entropy a numerical value wo mimt Htart

frotu Homo arbitrary point whore, for con

venience of roekoninjLj; tho entropy IH taken an

v.<>ro, \\'t^ are> concerned only with (*h(n)(i(\ft

of entropy* and conH<M|u<uitly it do<w nob

matter, except for convenience, what v.oro

Hta.to in ehoHett for tho purpoHo of e,al<uilating

tho entropy.

Starling t-hen from any nuitablo ^ero,

lot llw Hulwtanco utuh^r^o any revomiblo

cban^j^ of Htate, Lot <meh elenu^nt fiQ, of tho

heat taktui in bo divided by T, which w tho

aliHolute ttMnpentture of the nubHtaneo when

ftQ, WHH Ixung taken in, Thou tho HUM

mea.HiiroH tho <^ntropy of tho Hul)Ht<anoe, on

tho HHHumption thut no irrovorHiblo change
of Htat-e ban occurred during the |>rocoKH.

\V(\ Hindi denote tho entropy of any HtibHtanoo

by </>
If tho temperature in ('hanging con-

timuniHly while lu va,t in l>eitg taken in, tho

change of (entropy from any Htat<i d to any
other Htalo b in

,.

-/, /?,-
- - (ID

provided there I'M no irreversible action within
the sul)Htane;o during its change of state.

Thus, if wo write
</>

for tho increment of

entropy, we lutvo

whence T = ^

ultimately, an expression which has been sug-
geHtcd as a definition of temperature.
Tho definition of the entropy of a substance

as a qxiantity which changes by the amount

/
-' while the substance passes, by a revers

ible process, from any state a to any other
state b, is consistent with tho fact that the

entropy iH a definite function of tho state of

the substance, which moans that it has only
one poHHiblo value so long as the substance is

in tho same state. To prove this wo must
show that the same value is obtained for tho

entropy no matter what reversible operation
bo followed in passing from one state to the

is the same[" dq .

I, T
*other : in other words, that

for all revernible operations by whieh a

substance might paws from state a to state b.

(loMHider any two rovomiblo ways of passing
from state (t to state b. If wo suppose one

of thorn to bo reversed, the two together will

font) a complete cycle which i completely
reversible, and for which consequently the

oyolio integral/ ,-'==
0. Hence /

*
b
for one

of them must have the same value as for the

other. It is therefore a matter of indifference,

in tho reckoning of entropy, by what "path"
or sequence of changes tho substance passes
from a to b provided it bo a reversible path :

starting from any zero state the reckoning of

tho entropy in a given state will always give
the Hame value, which shown that tho entropy
is simply a function of tho actual state and does

not depend on previous conditions.

It in chielly because tho entropy of a suh-

Htanco is a definite function of tho state, like

the temperature, or tho proasuro, or tho volume,
or tho internal energy, that tho notion of

entropy is important in thorrnodynamic theory.

Tho entropy of a substance in usually reckoned

per unit of maHH, and numerical values of it

reckoned in thin sense arc given in tables of

the proportion of steam and of the other

substances which are used in heat-engines
and refrigerating machines.

.But wo may also reckon tho entropy of a

body an a whole when tho state of the body is

fully known, or tho change of entropy which a

body undergoes as a whole when it taken in

or gives out heat. And wo may also reckon

tho total entropy of a system of bodies hy
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adding together Iho entropies of tho several

bodies that make up the system.
As a Muuplo illustration of tho uses to which

the idea, of entropy may bo put, consider the

changes of entropy which a substance under-

goes when at is taken through (larnoftt cycle

( (18)), All four operations are reversible,

hi the tirst, which iw isothermal expansion, at

Tj_, tho entropy of the substance increases by
tho amount QJTj., where Q t ia tho amount of

heat taken in from the hot source. In the

second operation, no heat is taken in or given
out and there is no change of entropy. In

the third operation a quantity of heat Q,, IB

rejected at Ta ; the entropy of tho substance

accordingly falls by the amount Qa/Ta
. In

tho fourth operation there ia again no transfer

of heat and no change of entropy. It i,s only
in tho first and third operations that changes of

entropy occur. Moreover, they are equal, for

Q1/T l=Q8/Ta , which shows that the substance

has the same entropy as at imt, when it hart

returned to tho original state.

During tho first operation, while it wan

taking in heat its entropy rose from the initial

value, which wo may call
<j!> rt ,

to a value
</>/

such that ^as^i-l-QJTj,. During the third

operation, while tho substance was rejecting

heat, its entropy fell again from
<f>h to

rt ,

and 0f, -QaAV Talcing the cycle UH a
1

whole, the thermal equivalent of the work
done by tho substance is Q(l

- Q a , and is

accordingly equal to (T1 --Ta)(0j)"~0 < ().

Further, the source of heat has lost an

amount of entropy equal to Q,J
r

\\, and the

receiver has gained au e(jual amount of ontropy,

namely Q2/Ta . We may therefore regard the

reversible engine of Oarnot an a device which
transfers entropy from tho hot source to the

cold receiver without altering the amount of

tho entropy so transferred. The amount of

heat alters in tho process of transfer, for an
amount of heat, Q(I Q, fi> disappears, which w
tho thermal equivalent of the work done;
but tho amount of entropy in the system an a
whole docs not change.

It is instructive to represent the changes
of entropy in a Oarnot cycle by means of a

diagram, the two co-ordinates of which are

tho entropy of tho working substance and its

temperature (,/%. 5).

Tho first operation (isothermal expansion)
is represented by ab, a straight line drawn at
the level of temperature T

t
: during this

operation the entropy of the substance rises

from
</>, r

to
</>/,.

This is followed by adiabatio

expansion br, during which the temperature
falls, hut the entropy does not change. Them
comes isothermal compression cd at tomponi-
ture T2 , during which the entropy return H to
the initial value. Finally adiabatie, compres
sion da completes tho cycle.
The area of the closed figure abed measures

(in hoat units) tho work dono during; tho cycle.

Tho arm wnbn* measured to tho base lino,

which is tho absolute y-oro of tompomturo, i:

tho heal- taken in from tin* source. The area,

mdC'ti irt tho heat rejootod to the reeeiver.

All tlus is truo whatever bo the work in/-;

substanoo, Tho diagram applies to any online

going through tho reversible cycle of Caniot.

whether it use a gas or any other sulmtanoo.

It follows from the definition of entropy

given above that when a substance is expanded
or compressed in an adiabatio manner its

ontropy doos not change. An adiabatie lino

is consequently a line of constant entropy,

or, aw it is sometimes called, an iwntrufiH' lino.

We might accordingly define tho ontropy of a

substance an that characteristic of tho sub

stance which does not change iiv adiahntio

expansion or compression, and thin definition

m
En tropy

in I'o I*

would bo consistent with tho method of reckon

ing ontropy already described,

It is only in a reversible process that tho

change of entropy of a substance is to bo dotcr^

mined by reference to tho heat it takes in or

gives out. VVlion a tsubstanoo expands in an
irrovopHible manner, us by panning through a

throttlo-valvojrom n< region of lii^h pn-HMure
to a region of lower pressure,, it gainti onlropy
although no hoat is taken in, Work is I hen
dono on each port-ion of the Muhstanoo, by the

substance behind, in jtfivhttf it energy of motion
as it PJISHOS through the valve, and tho energy
of motion then acquired iw friltorod down
into hoat as tho mot,ion su I widen through
internal friction. M<cpansinn (britugh a-

dhroUJo-valvo may ho regarded as conniHtin/
1

;

of two stages. The first- stage is M. nioro or
loss adiabatio expansion during which tho
substance docs work in sotting a portion of

itself in motion : tho sooornl stage IN tho IOHM

of this motion and tho consequent generation
within the substance itself of an equivalent*
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amount of heat. There is accordingly a gain
of entropy, which occurs because the process
as a whole is not reversible.

'When a substance undergoes any change,
and the final state is known, it is in general

easy to calculate the entropy corresponding
to that state, by considering the amount by
which the entropy would have changed if the

substance had come to that state by a rever

sible operation, for whichy^Q/T measures the

change.
When a substance has passed through any

complete cycle of operations its entropy is the

same at the end as at the beginning, for the

original state has been restored in all respects.
This is true of an irreversible cycle as well as

of a reversible cycle. But for an irreversible

cycley^Q/T does not vanish. It has a negative

value and it does not measure change of en

tropy, for it is only in an internally reversible

action that the change of entropy is dQ/T.
If any step in the action of a substance, during
which it takes in a quantity of heat dQ, is

irreversible, the increase of entropy during
that step is greater than c/Q/T.

(25) SUM OF THE ENTROPIES IN A SYSTEM.
It is instructive to inquire how the sum of

the entropies of all parts of a thermodynamic

system is affected when we include not only
the working substance but also the source of

heat and the sink or receiver to which heat is

rejected. Consider a cyclic action in which

the working substance takes in a quantity of

heat Q! from a source at T, and rejects a

quantity Q a
to a sink at Ta , When the cycle

is completed the source has lost entropy to

the amount Qi/Tj. : the working substance

has returned to the initial state, and therefore

has neither gained nor lost entropy : the

sink has gained entropy to the amount Q2/T2 .

If the cycle is a reversible one, Qi/T^Qa/Tjj,
and therefore the system, taken as a whole,

consisting of source, substance, and sink,

has suffered no change in the sum of the

entropies of its parts. But if the cycle is

not reversible, the action is leas efficient, Q2

beam a larger proportion to Q 3
and Q2/T2 is

greater than Qi/Tr Hence in an irreversible

action the sum of the entropies of the system
as a whole becomes increased. This conclu

sion has a very wide application : it is true

of any system of bodies in which thermal

actions may occur. It may be expressed in

general terms by saying that when a system

undergoes any change, the sum of the entro

pies of the bodies which take part in the

action remains unaltered if the action is re

versible, but becomes increased if the action

is not reversible. No real action is strictly

reversible, and hence any real action occurring

within a system of bodies has the effect of

increasing the sum of the entropies of the

bodies which make up the system. This is a
statement, in terms of entropy, of the prin

ciple that in all actual transformations of

energy there is what Lord Kelvin called a
universal tendency towards the dissipation
of energy.

1 Any system, left to itself, tends
to change in such a manner as to increase the

aggregate entropy, which is calculated by
summing up the entropies of all the parts.
The sum of the entropies in any system,
considered as a whole, tends towards a

maximum, which would be reached if all the

energy of the system were to take the form of

uniformly diffused heat ; and if this state were
reached no further transformations would be

possible. Any action within the system, by
increasing the aggregate entropy, brings the

system a step nearer to this state, and to

that extent diminishes the availability of

the energy in the system for further trans

formations.

This is true of any limited system. Applied
to the universe as a whole, the doctrine

suggests that it is in the condition of a clock

once wound up and now running down. As
Clausius, to whom the name entropy is due,
has remarked,

"
the energy of the universe is

constant : the entropy of the universe tends

towards a maximum."
An extreme case of thermodynamic waste

occurs in. the direct conduction of a quantity
of heat Q from a hot part of the system, at

Tj, to a colder part at T2 ,
no work being done

in the process. The hot part loses entropy
by the amount Q/TX : the cold part gains

entropy by the amount Q/T2 , and as the

latter is greater there is an increase in the

aggregate quantity of entropy in the system
as a whole.

(26) ENTROPY-TEMPERATURE DIAGRAMS.
We shall now consider, in a more general
manner, diagrams in -which the action of a

substance is exhibited by showing the changes
of its entropy in relation to its temperature.
Such a diagram forms an interesting and
often useful alternative to the pressure-
volume or indicator diagram. One example,

namely the entropy-temperature diagram for

a Carnot cycle, has already been sketched hi

Fig. 5.

Let d<f> be the small change of entropy
which a substance undergoes when it takes

in the small quantity of heat dQ, at any
temperature T, it being assumed that in the

process the substance undergoes only a rever

sible change of state. Then, by the definition

of entropy ,n

whence

and

1 Mathematical and Physwal Papers, i. 511.
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the integration being performed between any

assigned limits. Now if the cxirvo bo drawn

with T and $ for co-ordinates, fidfi is the

area under the curve. Thin by the above

equation is equal ioJdQ, which is the whole

amount of heat taken in while the substance

passes through the states which that portion
of the curve represents. Let ab, Fig. ft, be

any portion of the curve of
<j>

and T. Th
area of the cross-hatched strip, whose breadth

is 50 and height T, is T8<f> which is equal to

5Q, the heat taken in during the small change

5<f>.

The whole area niabn, orj^d<f>
between the

limits a and 6, is the whole heat taken in

while the substance changed in a reversible

manner from the state represented by a to

the state represented by b. Similarly, in

changing rcversibly from states b to state a by
the line ba the substance rejects an amount of

returns to

FIG. 6. Entropy-temperature Curve, its initial

state. To
find the area of the figure we have to integrate
throughout the complete cycle, and provided
there has been no irreversible action within the
substance

Q! being the heat taken in and Q,% the heat

rejected, But the difference between those

quantities of heat is the heat converted into

work, hence

when the integration extends round a complete
cycle. Thus-an entropy-temperature diagram,
so long as it represents changes of state all of

which are reversible, but not otherwise, has
tho important property, in, common with a

pressure-volume diagram, that the enclosed
area measures tho work done in a complete
cycle.

But tho entropy-torn porattiro diagram has
an advantage not possessed by tho pressure-
volume diagram, in that it exhibits not only
tho work done, but also tho heat taken in and
tho heat rejected, by moans of areas under tho
curves. An illustration of this ban boon given
in speaking of tho Oarnot cycle ( (24)). i

(27) "PBBF.KOT K.NUINM XFHINU KIM RN.ua*

ATOH. Besides tho cycle of (Wuot there is

(theoretically) ono other way iu which an

engine can work between a source and receiver,

HO as to make the whole action reversible, and

thereby transform into work the greatest

possible proportion of the heal that IH supplied,

Suppose there "IH, j\.s part, of tho engine, a body
(called a

"
regenerator "") into which the

working substance can temporarily deposit

heat, while tho suhstaneo fallH in temperature
from tho upper limit T

t
to the lower limit.

T2 ,
and HuppoHc further that thin IH done hi

such a uuumer that the transfer of heut From

the Huhstiuico to the regenerator in reversible.

Thin condition implies that them iH to be no

sensible difference in temperature between the

working substance and the material of Ihe

regenerator at any place where they are in

thermal contact. Then when we -wish (he

substance to pass back from Ta to T, we umy
reverse thin transfer, and HO recover the hent

which was deposited in th<i regenerator,

This alternate storing mid restoring of heai.

HerveH instead of adiabatie expansion and

compression to make the temperature! of the

working substance pass reversihly from T
t
to

T2 and from Ta to 1\ respectively. It enables

tho temperature of the substance to fall to T,

before heat in rejected to the receiver, and to

rise to
r

l\ before head in taken in from the

source.

Thin idea in due to the Rev, Robert Stirling,

who in 1827 designed an engine 1o give it

effect. For the present purpose it will Htiflieo

to describe the regenerator an a passage (sueh
M a group of tubes) through which the working
fluid can travel m either direction, whose walls

have a very large capacity for heat* so thai
tho amount alternately given to or taken from
them by tho working fluid causes no more than
an insensible rise or fall in their temperature.
Tho temperature of the walls at one end of

tho passage is T
t , and this falls continuously

down to T2 at the other end. When the

working fluid at temperature T, enters the

hot end and passes through, it. eninos out at

the* cold end at temperature
r

l\,. having stored

in the walls of tho regenerator a quantity of

heat which it. will pick up again when passing

through m the opposite direction, I Miring the
return journey of tho working fluid through
the regenerator from the cold to the hot. end
itH temperature rises from T

a
to T, by picking

up the heat which wan deposited when the

working fluid passed through from the hot-

cm! to the cold, The process is strictly
reversible, or rather would be HO if the

regenerator had an unlimited capacity for

heat, if no conduction of heat took plnee
along itw walls front the hotter parts towards
the cold end, and if there were no lows by
conduction or radiation from itn external
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surface. A regenerator satisfying these condi
tions is of course an ideal impossible to realise

in practice.

Using air as the working substance, and

employing his regenerator, Stirling made an

engine which, allowing for practical imper
fections, is the earliest example of a reversible

engine. The cycle of operations in Stirling's

engine was substantially this (in describing
it we shall treat air as a perfect gas) :

(1) Air, which had been heated to Tx by
passing through the regenerator, was allowed
to expand isothermally through a volume-
ratio r, taking in heat from a furnace and

raising a piston. Heat taken in (per unit

quantity of air)
=RTX loge r.

(2) The air was caused to pass through the

regenerator from the hot to the cold end,

depositing heat and having its temperature
lowered to T2 , without change of volume.
Heat stored in regenerator =K^(T1

- T2). The
pressure of course fell in proportion to the

fall in temperature.

(3) The air was then compressed isotherm-

ally at T2 , through the same ratio r to its

original volume, in contact with a receiver

of heat. Heat rejected =RT2 logt>
r.

(4) The air was again passed through the

regenerator from the cold to the hot end,

taking up heat and. having its temperature
raised to Tx . Heat restored by the regener
ator- K^Tj. -

T>). This completed the cycle.
The eiriciency of this ideal cycle is

The indicator diagram of the action is

shown in Fig. 7. Stirling's regenerative

engine is theoretically

important because it

is typical of the only
mode, other than Car-

not's plan of adiabatic

expansion and
adiabatic com

pression, by
which the
action of a

heat-engine
can be made
reversible.

A modified

form of re-

~~~".
"-'

generative en-
Volume

gino was de_

Kia. 7. Ideal Indicator Diagram vised later by
of Air-engine with JRegenerator & . wt/i
(Stirling). Ericsson, who

kept the press
ure instead of tho volume constant while

the working substance passed through the

regenerator, and so got an indicator diagram
made up of two isothermal lines and two lines

of constant pressure.

The entropy-temperature diagram of any
regenerative engine is of the type shown in

Fig. 8.

The isothermal operation of taking in heat
at T! is represented by ab ; be is the cooling
of the substance from Tj. to T2 in its passage
through the regenerator, where it deposits
heat : cd is the isothermal rejection of heat
at T2 ; and da is the restoration of heat by

of the figure is then equal to the area of the

rectangle which would represent the ordinary
Carnot cycle (Fig. 5). The equal areas pbcq
and ndam measure the heat stored and restored

by the regenerator.

(28) STATES OF AGGREGATION OR PHASES. 1

In the foregoing sketch of general prin

ciples the only substances whose properties
were discussed were imaginary ones, namely
perfect gases. We have now to treat of real

substances, such as may exist in three states

of aggregation, solid, liquid, and gaseous.
These states are now generally called phases.
Some substances, such as sulphur or iron, have
more than one solid phase. We are mainly
concerned with the liquid and gaseous phases,
in either of which the substance is spoken
of as a fluid. The working fluid in an engine
is often a mixture of the same substance

in the two phases of liquid and vapour ; but

in some stages of the action, it may consist

entirely of liquid, in others entirely of vapour.
The vapour of a substance may be either

saturated or superheated. A vapour mixed
with its liquid, and in equilibrium with it,

must be saturated. Any attempt to heat the

mixture would result in more of the liquid

turning into saturated vapour. But when a

vapour has been removed from its liquid it

may be heated to any extent, thereby becoming

superheated. Thus when steam is formed in a

boiler it is saturated as it leaves the water, but

it may be superheated on its way to the engine

by passing through hot pipes which cause its

temperature to rise above that of the boiler,

1 See article
" Phase Rule."
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A gas such as hydrogen, or oxygen, or

nitrogen, is a superheated vapour which can

be reduced to the saturated condition by
greatly lowering its temperature. At any
one pressure the saturated vapour of a sub
stance can have but one temperature : the

superheated vapour at the same pressure may
have any temperature higher than that.

In the change of phase from solid to liquid,
and again in the change from liquid to vapour,
heat is taken in, though the substance does
not rise in temperature while the change is

going on. The heat so taken in was said in

the phraseology of old writers to become
latent, and the name Latent Heat is still

applied to it. Thus the heat taken in by
unit mass of a substance in passing, without

change of pressure, from the solid to the

liquid phase is called the latent heat of the

liquid, and the heat taken in by unit mass
in passing, without change of pressure, from

liquid to vapour is called the latent heat of

the vapour. The latent heat of water, for

example, is 80 thermal units, which means
that unit mass of ice takes in 80 thermal units

while it melts. If we assume the pressure to
be one atmosphere, this happens at the tem
perature which is taken for the lower fixed

point (0 C.) in graduating a thermometer.

Changes of phase from solid to liquid or

from liquid to vapour, in pure substances, are
reversible. Under the same condition as to

pressure, for example, water vaporises, and
steam is condensed, at the same temperature,
and the same quantity of heat is taken in in

the one process as is given out in the other.

The temperature at which a solid melts
is only slightly affected by the pressure, and
this is also true of the latent heat of melting.
At a pressure of one atmosphere water boils

at the temperature which is taken for the

upper fixed point of the thermometer (namely
100 C.), and the latent heat of the vapour is

539-3 thermal
1

units. We shall see immedi
ately that the temperature at which any fluid

changes from liquid to vapour, and also the
amount of heat taken in during the change,
depend greatly on the pressure. At high
pressures the temperature of boiling is higher
and the amount of latent heat is less.

(29) FORMATION OF A VAPOUR UNDER CON
STANT PRESSURE. The properties of a vapour
are most conveniently stated by referring in
the first instance to what happens when it is

formed under constant pressure. This is sub
stantially the process which occurs in the
boiler of a steam-engine when the engine is
at work. To fix the ideas we may suppose
that the vessel in which vapour is to be formed
is a long upright cylinder fitted with a fna
tionless piston which may be loaded so that
it exerts a constant pressure on the fluid
below. Let there be, to begin with, at the

foot of the cylinder, a quantity of the liquid

(which for convenience of statement we
shall take as one unit of mass), and let the

piston rest on the surface of the liquid with

a pressure P, expressed per unit of area. Let

heat now be applied to the bottom of the

cylinder. As heat enters it produces the

following effects in three stages :

(1) The temperature of the liquid rises

until a certain temperature Ts is reached, at

which vapour begins to be formed. The
value of T8 depends on the particular pressure
P which the piston exerts. Until the tem

perature T8 is reached there is nothing but

liquid below the piston.

(2) Vapour is formed, more heat being taken
in. The piston, which is supposed to continue
to exert the same constant pressure, rises.

No further increase of temperature occurs

during this stage, which continues until all

the liquid is converted into vapour. During
this stage the vapour which is formed is

saturated. The volume which the piston
encloses at the end of this stage the volume,
namely, of unit mass of saturated vapour at

pressure P and consequently at temperature
Tg will be denoted by V5.

(3) If more heat be allowed to enter after

all the liquid has been converted into steam,
the volume will increase and the temperature
will rise. The vapour is then superheated :

its temperature is above the temperature of

saturation.

The difference between saturated and super
heated vapour may be expressed by saying
that if some of the liquid (at the temperature
of the vapour) be mixed with the vapour,
part of that liquid will be evaporated if the

vapour is superheated, but none will be evapor
ated if the vapour is saturated. A vapour
in contact with its liquid, and in thermal
equilibrium with it, is saturated. When
saturated its properties differ considerably;
as a rule, from those of a perfect gas, but
when superheated they approach those of a

perfect gas more and more closely the farther
the process of superheating is carried, that is

to say, the more the temperature is raised
above T8, the temperature of saturation corre

sponding to the given pressure P.
In the first stage of this process the sub

stance is wholly in the condition of liquid
which is being heated from the initial tem
perature to TS, the temperature at which the
second stage begins. If, for example, the fluid
is water, during this first stage the heat taken
in (per unit quantity of the water) is approxi
mately equal to one thermal unit for each
degree by which the temperature of the water
rises. It would be exactly equal to that if

the specific heat of water were constant and
equal to unity, but this is not the case. At
about 30 C. the specific heat of water is less
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than unity: it passes a minimum value

thereabout of <M)J)07, and then increases,

becoming appreciably Creator than unity at

such temperatures as arc found in steam boilors,

During this iirnt stage, wliilo tho substance
in Htill liquid, nearly all the boat that is

taken in goes to increase tho stock of internal

energy. There IH scarcely any external work

done, for the volume is only slightly increased.

Tints, for example, in heating water from On
(-.

{(} 200 ('. (under a pressure of 2^5*24- pounds
per square inch) tho volume of tho water

ohangcH from O-OIOO cubic foot per pound
1 to

O'OIHft. The external work. done (hiring tin's

heating is therefore i^M-l x 144- x 0-0025 or 81

foot-pounda, This is equivalent to barely <)()(>

thermal unit (pound-calory), and is negligible
in comparison with tho quantity of licat

that- IN taken in, which amounts to i2(Ki-2

units, 1

In the neeond stage, 1-he liquid changes into

saturated vapour \vithont change of tempera
ture, Tho heat that in taken in during this

stage oonNlitutos what is called \\\v lat(Mit

lunit of tho vapour. We Hhall (h^notc it/ by
1 4. \<- the end of dho Hc<'on<l Hda#o tlu^ nub-

H(-nii(*e conlainH n<> liquid ; it. is Hpokcn of an

<lr
tV Maiurat(Ml vapour : at any earlier point

tho Nulwlunoo in a wot mixture conn'mtin^

partly of Maturated vapour and partly of

liquid.

The latt^nt Iwial of a vapour may be defined

IIH t'he arnounli of heat which in taken in. hy
unit maHM of the liquid while it all changen
into saturated vapour under ooimtant prcHHure,

the liquid having IHMUI prcviounly heated up
do the temperature at which the vapour JH

formed,

A eoiwiderable part of the heat taken in

durin} 1

;
thin proooMM in npent in doinjJi external

work, nin<'<^ tho Hulmtanee oxpandH apiiimt

(he eonntant procure I*, It in only the

remainder of the Hocallcd latent heat L that

can bo naid to rennain in the fluid and to

oouMditnto an addition to itH Htock of internal

energy. Tlu^ amount npont iu (loin/ij c.xt(n
(nal

work during the necond ntago !H

whore V
w

in tho volume of tho saturated

vapour and V,,, in the volume of the liquid

ad the Hamo temperature and pressure. As

previously, A is the factor for converting units

of work into thermal units. The excess of I

above this quantity moa>Muros the amount by
which the internal energy increases during dh<

ThtiH, for instance, whoa water at iiOO"

and a pressure of jr>-iM pounds per square

M>r iunn*rl(ijil valuciM of the thcrmodynamlctt
tdU.lcH rcltliiK to Hdcuiu, r<^(^ronoc Hhould b

d to T/n 1 (Wfrtuhtr tftwim Tallin (M, Amolii

), or d( l*wiH'Hh'8 uftittwtH (Mtwl-Mitdh AfiioUl

i is converted into steam, tho volume

vhangcs from 0-01 85 cubic feet to 2-0738 ;

'()7--ll theruittl ti.iit.s arc taken in, of which
17'(>I units are ej)ent in doing external work
ind 4 1 0-8 units go to increase tho stock of

ntornal energy.
lu the two stages together tho whole

amount of external work done is to be found

>y taking tho whole increase of volume and
nulti plying it by tho pressure. The whole
ncrease of internal energy is equal to the

vhole amount of heat taken in less tho oq[ui-

'alent of the external woi'k done. This is

>nly a particular example of the general

>rinoiplo that when any Kubstanco expands in

uiy manner, taking in heat and doing work,
'.ho heat taken in is equal to tho work done
>hiH the increase of internal energy. In tho

UI-HO hero conHidorod the action is going on
i rider constant pressure, but the statement

lios to any change of state whatever,
whether or no tho substance changes in phaso
luring tho operation.

(30) Till'! iNTMRNA'L KNKROY 01? A FlTTTD.

No matter what changes a substance may
undergo, its internal energy will return to tho

same value when the aulwtanoc returns to tho

name condition in all respects. In other

words, the internal energy is a function of

the actual state of the substance and is inde

pendent of tho way in which, that state has

been reached.

We have no means of measuring tho total

stock of internal energy in a substance, and
can deal only with changes in tho stock.

But by taking some arbitrary starting-point
as a /oro from which tho internal energy R
is reckoned wo can give K a numerical value

for any other state of tho substance. That
value really expresses tho di (Terence from
the internal energy in the- aoro state. Tho
usual convention is to write TC---0 when tho

substance is in the liquid condition at a

temperature of 0" (/., u.n<l at a pressure equal
to the vapour-pressure corresponding to that

temperature. Wo may call thiy, for brevity,

tho tforo state of the substance.

Following this convention we take TUr-0

for water at ( '. The value of K for saturated

water-vapour at O
n

(1. will then bo 5(>4-21

thermal units.

Values of M for saturated steam at various

temperatures are given in the Steam Tables.

It will be won that they increase slowly with

the temperature.

(,'J1)
TIIM

*' TOTAL II WAT" cw A FLUID.

We come now to another function of the state

of any substance, a function which is of very

great use in thormodyuumic calculations. It i

generally called the "Total Heat," and is

represented
2 hero by the letter I.

* Callomlar in his titcam Tables und iu hit) book XWOB

II to represent this function,
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The tc
total heat

"
1 is defined for any state

of the substance by the

That m to sa.y, I is equal to the sum of tho

internal energy and tho (external work which

would be done if the substance eould be

imagined to atart from no volume at all and to

expand to its actual volume, under a constant

pressure equal to its actual pressure. 8inee

the pressure, volume, and intorual energy
arc all functions of the actual alate, 1 is also

a function of tho actual state : it.H value is

independent of how the state haw been reached.

In Hteam, for example, although the heat taken

in during formation depends on how tho steam

in formed, tho
"
total heat*' I depends only on

tho final condition. The total heat can be

calculated for any condition of a substance,

whether in the state of liquid or of Hai-uratod or

Hupcrhoatod vapour. It is measured in thermal

units per pound. Values of tho total heat

of saturated steam, and also of \vater under

saturation -pressure at various temperatures,
are given in Steam Tables. The total heat

of steam increases progressively with tho

temperature rather more rapidly than (Iocs

tho internal energy.
It follows from the definition of L that in

the xcro state of any substance, at which h]

is reckoned to bo zero, I is not equal to ssero,

but lias a small positive value depending on
the volume of the liquid and its pressure at that

state. Hinee K is then zero 1 is equal to AI^V,,
where P is the pressure at the Hero state,

namely, the vapour-pressure ut 0" (., and V
is the volume of the liquid at (1. and

pressure P . J<\>r water tins quantity AP V
is quite negligible, amounting aw it docs to

(KK)014(> thermal unit. l<\>r carbonic acid

it is about 1 thermal unit, for ammonia and

sulphurous acid it is much less.

An important property of tho function

1 is that when any substance is heated .under

eonstant pressure tho change of I is equal
to the amount of heat taken in. To prove
this, let Q, he tho amount of heat taken in

while the substance expands under constant

pressure 1* from a state in which the volume
is V\ and the internal energy is K, to another
utato in which tho volume is

V,j and the

internal energy is I<]
B . .Then the amount, of

^xtornal work done is l^V-j Vj) and, by the

conservation of energy,

Q .Ka-fli I Al>(V a V
t ),

whieh may be written

Q :E
a I APV a (M, ! Al%)

or
CJ| I, I p

where I, is the total heat, in tho (irst state

and 1
3 is tho total heat in the second state,

It follows ihat while a li(|uid in being
converted into vapour, under constant press

ure, the total heat I in creases in proportion
to tho amount of vapour that is formed.

At any intermediate stage in the proems,
let </ represent the fraction that is vaporised
and I

<[
tlio fraction that, is still liquid, Mien

tho total heat of the mixture in

</, i (1 </)U

which may l>c written

Similarly, while a vapour is being condensed
under constant pressure I becomes less by an
amount whieh iw measured by the heat given
out. This is proportional, at any intermediate

stage, to the fraction then condensed,

It follows also that the total heat of n super*
heated vapour exceeds that of the saturated

vapour at the same pressure by an amount
which is equal to the heat that would l.o

taken in if tho process of superheating were

carried out at. constant pressure, It- is,

however, important to recognise that tho

total boat of a superheated vapour at any
assigned state of the fluid, as to pressure
and temperatures is a definite quantity
whieh depends simply on the actual Htato and
is independent of how the process of super*

heating may have been e (Tec ted, or of what

statos the substance may have paused through
before tho aetual sta.te in reached, Thin
is also true of the internal energy and tho

out-ropy, both of which, like the total Iien<<

are functions of tho aetual stato,

(Itii) (loNHTANov OK *ri IK TOTAL II KAT IN A

TuuoTTLiNU hiodKHH. An important pro

perty of tlu^ funet-ion I, in any Hubstnncc, in

that it docs not change when the Mubstnncp

passes iihrotigh a valv(^ (r other iMttiHtrictcd

opening, such as the porous j)lug of tho Joule
Thomson experiment* by wbi<*h it hceomcn
throttih^d or

*"

wire-drawn," HO that its prcnn-
ure drops. A pnvcticn.1 instance of thin

kind of aet.ion oectirs when sieani PJIMMCM

through a. partially Hosed oriliro or
u

rrducin/ 1

.

valvo." Mddi( kH arc formed in the fluid an

it' rushes throtigh (ho count rirlcd opcruuj'',
and the <*n<*rgy expended in forniinj', thrin \n

frittered down into heat. a;i they r.uhuidt'.

To provo tlutt I in <Mnn<ant in ,'sucb an

operation we tihall eonMidrr what happciw
whih^ a tmit. quantity of the nub:itancn panncn
through a cotwlHHed openiiu

1

, (jut in /*/*/, i>)

and, to mal^ tJic matter Hcnr, iinafu'ttr HUM
unit, quantity to bo noparated from tho ivst

of the substance by two t'ri<'tionl':in pititonn.
OIKH of whieh (A) ulidcH in the pipe tluH leadu
to the conntrict inn, ami the other {Bjulidet* in

the pipe thud leadt< a\\ay from it. On <>nc wd<%
as the Huhstuncc eomcs up, let itii

I*,, vohune \'
{f

and internal energy
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On the other Hide, after passing tho constriction,
lot U.K proHMiiro bo IV volume V

a , and internal

energy W
a . AH each portion approaches tho

coiiKtriction work is done upon it by tho snb-
tan <*o behind pushing in tho imaginary piHton
A, and tho atnount of that work done while
nntt quantity in pawing is \\V {

. After e-aoh

portion IHVH passed the constriction it does
work upon the substance in front by pushing
out tho imaginary piston B, and the amount
of that work in I^Vjj for the whole unit

quantity. Any oxeoas of the work dono by the

Hulwlaneo on piston B over tho work done upon
it- by pinion A must be supplied by a reduc
tion in its ntoek of intormd energy, lleiieo

Al'.V, M\V l IV K a ,

from which

W
a I APaV, U, | M\V l

or |
a 1,.

TluM tho total boat does not change in con-

Moquonco of tho throttling. Tho imaginary
pi.stotiM wore introdueod only to make the

roaMoning more intelligible ; the argument
holdrt good whether they are there or not.

It applies to any fluid, and to any action in

which there in a friotional fall of proHHuro.
Wo might accordingly describe tho quantity

I a,M that property of a nubHtanoo which
docs not change in a throttling process In

thia argument it is assumed thai/ no heal/ LH

taken in or given out, and also that, tho

velocity in the pipes is HO small that no account
need be taken of any dUToronoo in tho kinetic

energy of tho Htroam in tho pipes before and
nftor jmtiHinj',

1 tho constriction, once tho eddies

have tmhnidcd, If tho Htroam has acquired
an appreciable amount of kinetic energy after

Mio proooHH, thoro will bo a. corresponding
reduction in I.

(Hit) KNTUOI'V UK A I^Mfii). In reckoning
tho entropy of i. fluid tho name convention is

followed an in reckoning internal energy :

the outropy of tho liquid at 0" (I IH taken

iu '/orn, Consider, an b<ifort% a prooosH in

which t-b(^ liquid in first* boated under constant

pressure and then vaporised at that pressure.

During tho boating of tho liquid from an

initial temperature T to any temperature T
(on the abnoluto ncalo) tlu^ (Mitropy incixuiHOH

by Mio amount

whoro a in tho specific, hcjit- ati constant proMMuro,

[f cr could ho treated as constant this

would give on integration

cr(logt T-log,,T ).

Tn the, case of water cr is not far from con
stant and equal to unity.

During vaporisation an additional amount
of heat L is taken in at constant temperature
T

fl> namely, tho temperature at which vapour
in formed under tho given pressure. Hence
the entropy increases by the amount L/Ta , and
wo have, for the entropy of any saturated

vapour,

fc= w +J;
. . (13)

Baring superheating there is a further
increase' of entropy as tho substance takes in

more heat.

(34) MIXKD LIQUID AND VAPOUR: WET
VAIHHTII. In many of the actions that occur
in Hteam-enginos and refrigerating machines
wo have to do, not with dry saturated vapour
but with a mixture of saturated vapour and
liquid. In tho cylinder of a steam-engine,
for example, tho steam LH generally wet

; it

contains a proportion of water which varies
an tho stroke proceeds. When any such
mixture of two phases of tho same substance
iw in a state of thermal equilibrium the liquid
and vapour have the same temperature, and
the vapour is Maturated. What is called tho

drynoHB of a vapour is measured by tho fraction

q of vapour which is 'present in unit mass of

the mixture. When the dryiicss is known
it IH easy to determine other quantities. Thus,
reckoning in every case per unit mass of the

mixture, wo have :

Latent heat of wet vapour

Total heat of wot vapour.,

Volume of wet vapour,

which is very nearly equal to gVay unless the

mixture in HO wet as to consist mainly of

liquid,

JMntropy of wet vapour,

/
$J

i (I 7)T-

J.JI J.,1

I<Yom (1H) it follows that when tho total

heat I
(/

of a wet vapour is known, tho drynoBS

may bo found by tho equation

(i+)

- (15)

.

I.--17
(18)

Combining (Jf>) and (17), and eliminating q,

wo have

V-^ +T^-^), (19 >



whieh is a convenient expression for finding

tho total heat of a wet vapour when tho data

are tho temperature and the entropy. An

alternative form is

In these expressions l w ,
is the total hoat of the

liquid and T
H
that of the dry saturated vapour

at the temperature of the wet mixture.

(35) SpisniFrciATiON OP TIIM STATW OF ANY

FLTTLD. Wo have now spoken of tho follow

ing quantities whieh are functions of tho

stato of tho substance. They all depend on

tho actual state, not on how that state has

been reached :

Tho temperature, T.

Tho pressure, V.

The volume, V.
]

Those four are to

Tho internal energy, K.
|

bo reckoned per unit

Tho total heat, I. "quantity of tho sub-

Tho entropy, </>.
J
stance.

A substance may change its state in many
different ways : it may, for instance, lake in

heat at constant volume or while expanding;
it may expand or bo compressed with or

without taking in heat ; expansion may tako

place through a throttle-valve or under a

piston ; thoro may or may not be a change of

phase. But in any change of state what

ever, tho amount by which each of these

quantities is altered depends only on what

tho initial and final states are, and not at all

on the particular process by which the change

of stato has been effected.

There are other quantities, such as the

hoat taken in, or the work done, which depend

on how the change of stato has taken place.

In dealing with them we have to distinguish

between one process of change and another,

even when both processes bring tho substance

from tho aanio initial to the same final con

dition.

Any two of these six quantities will servo

as data for completely specifying tho state

of a fluid, HO long as it is homogeneous, that

is to say, HO long as it is not only the same

chemically but all in tho same phase, either

all liquid* or all gas. When it is a mixtwo
of two phasoH, namely, of liquid and saturated

vapour, tho pressure and temperature do not

sufh'co without some other particular, Much as

the drynesH </.

(tt(i)
ISOTIIKIUVTAL KXPANHION OK A Fl.UTt) :

ISOTIIMItMAIj LINKS ON TIIM I'UMHHUKII-VOMTMW

,[)IAWUM'. It is instructive to consider tho

general form of the isothermal lines on tho

diagram whoso co-ordinates arc tho pressure
and tho volume, when tho fluid passes success

ively through tho wtagos of being (1) entirely

liquid, (2) a mixture of vapour and liquid,

(,*t) entirely vaporous, by having iis pressure

reduced tinder conditions such that

the temperature remains constant through-

tho proooss. Imagine, for instance* a

cylinder to contain a. quantity of the liquid

under pressure applied by a loaded piston,

and let tlio cylinder stand on a body at a

lolinito constant temperature, \\hieh \\ill

supply enough hoat to it to maintain tho

temperature unchanged when tho prcsmiro

of tho pinion is gradually relaxed and tho

volume consequently increases, Starling

from a condition of very high pressure,

say at A, (/'Vr/. 10), when tho contents of

tho oylindor are wholly liquid, lot the

load on tho piston be slowly reduced, ,

so that the pressure gradually falls. Tho

uontonts at first remain liquid, until tho

pressure falls to the Maturation

value for thogivon temperature,

namely tho pressure at which

vapour begins to form. ThuH
wo have in tho

pressure - volume

diagram a, lino

A,B t
to represent

what happens
while the pnwuro
is falling during

Kia. 10. Isothermal UDCH oil the Priwuro-voluwo
Dln^rniu.

tho ootitout'H ar<i thon still liquid, Tho volume

of tho litjuid increases, but only very slightly,

in consequence of tho pressure boing rola.xod,

and IKMKU^ A,r>, in the diagram i,s noa.rly,

but not (iuit<\ V( k rtical. At H, vaj)our b<gins

to form, and eontinuos forming until nil tho

liquid becomes vapour. Thin in represented

by IV V n ' H < if>^ <luring which tbt^ro in no

ohungo of pn^sHuro. At (', UKM-O in nothing

but satiuratt^d vapour. Thon, if tlu^ fall of

pressure continues, a- lino (',!>, in tweed, (ho

progressive fall of pressure being aHMocialod

with a progressive increase of volume, The

tomporaturo, by assumption* in kept oonstant

throughout. At 1),, or at any point beyond

(Jj,
th<^ vapour luis booonun Miip<rhoatcsl,

hooanHo its pressure is lower than the proHMuro

corresponding to saturation, and hence its

temperature in higher than tho temperature
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oorroMponding to Hatu ration at the actual

pi-ensure. Any Huoh lino AB(M) in an ino-
thormal for tho mibHtanco in the BUOOOHHIVO
Htatow of liquid (A to ,B), liquid and vapour
imxoxl (B to (!), Halurated vapour (at C),
Htiporhoatod vapour (0 to D). Now take a
muoh higher temperature. VVo get a similar
isothermal A.jB^ljDjj; and at a atill higher
temperature anothor iHolhormal A

;,B8Oal>3,
and HO on. Tho higher tho temperature 'the
nearer do B and approach each other, and if

tho lomporaturo bo niado high enough tho hori
zontal portion of tho, isothermal lino vaniahoH.

(,'J7) Tin-] (iiuTKUij POINT: OIUTIOAL
Tl-JMlMiJHVniKK AND OlUTItiAL PRUHSUKK. A
eurvo (shown by

tho broken lino) drawn through
IMBJ^, etc., in continuoiiH with one passing
through O^y^.,, and it i only within tho

region of which thin onrvo in tho uppor bound
ary thai any ohango from H<|ui<L to vapour
taken place. Tho branch l^B^B^, which
HUOWH tho volunio of; tho liquid, meets tho
branch (VV'a> vvhich H!IOWH tho volume of

tho Maturated vapour, in a rounded top,
Tho summit of thin ourvo represents a Htato

which in called the Critical Point. Tho tern-

pcrntnrc for an isothermal lino V] that would

juHt, tourh tho lop of thin curve iH called tho
( Vitical Temperature, Wo might define tho
critical tomporaturo in anothor way by nay-
iup! that if t'h(^ t(nnpoi'aturo of a vapour is

ahovo th<> oritioal t(>inp<n
<attu >o no proHHuro,

howovor grtat, will oauHO it to liquefy. Tho
proHHuro nil tho oritioal point IH oallod tho

tVHioal PfOHHuro ; at any highor ]>roHHuro
tlu 1

* Hnlmtanoc^ oannot oxiBli an a non-honio-

goiu
vonH nn'xtui'o of two plianoH, partly li(jnid

and partly va[>onr. At tho critical point
tho diHtinction b<^tw(HMi liquid and vapour
dinappoarH.

Hl-arting from Dand in<'.r<aH"ing tho |'(*HH-

ur<% tho tomporaturo IXMDL*; Ktipt <u>i\Htiant,

\vo may traco any of tho iHothormaln ha<^k-

\viirdtu Thtntiititt.) Htato IB thon that of a gaH

(a Kup<M'luNtt>(*d vapour), If tho toinporaturo
IH low (Miongh wo luvvo a diHoontinuouH pioctiHH
I)( !BA i an UMH pr<*HHiiro inoixviwiH (! IH roaohod

whon tho vapour IH watiuratodaiul cnndotiHaliou

bobbin ; ati B oond< knHn,l'ion in coiuploto, and
from B upwards tovvardH A w< k aro cornproHHing

li((uid. Ati any point botwoon (! and B tho

MitbHtaiH'o ovintiH in two phamw or Htaton of

j^^'.ro^atinn ; part IH
li(jtiid and jmrt IH vapour.

Bui> if tho tomporaturo in above tho critical

tomporaturo tho iHothonual IH ono that KOH

alt.ogothor outnltlo of tho boundary curve\

Hhown by tho broken, lino ; in that cano tho

Hubnliaiioo do< kH not Muffor any nharp change of

phano an the pr<^HM\ire HMOH* It JMVHHOH from

a Htato thai* would bo called ganooun to ono

llmd would bo called liquid, in a eontinuouH

miiiineis following a (IOUCHO Huch an IH iudicat'cxl

by tho linen l^ or (i, and at no ntago in tho

process ia it othor than homogeneous. The
continuity of the liquid and gaseous states,
in any aubatanco, may be more clearly realised
if ono thinks of a process by which the sub-
atanoo may pass from it state* that is obviously
liquid, to anothor that is obviously gaseous,
without any abrupt change, such as that
which occurs in tho boiling of a liquid. Start
ing from B (Fiff 11), where the substance is

a liquid, it might be heated ttt constant
volume to a temperature equal tr. the critical

temperature. This brings it to H. Then it

might expand isotherrnally along the line

HI, and thon be cooled at constant volume
from 1 to (I At C it is a saturated vapour.
During each of these steps the substance has
remained homogeneous ; the passage from

liquid to vapour has taken place in

a continuous manner, and it would
be impossible to point to any stage
of tho process as the stage of transi

tion from one phase to tho other,

In thiw procoaHany iHOthermal higher
than the critical isothermal E would
serve equally well for the step in

which tho substance expands.

Volume

l''IG. 1 1 .

Tho critical tomporaturo of water vapour
in about 374 0., a temperature much higher
than IH reached in tho action of an ordinary
Htoarn engine. But with carbonic acid, whoso
critical temperature in only about 31 (X, tho

behaviour in tho neighbourhood of the critical

point, and above it, w of groat practical

importance in connection, with refrigerating

maehinen which employ carbonic acid as

working Hiibtttanoo.

Tho Ho-ealled permanent gaHOR, nucli aw air,

hydrogen, oxygen, and HO forth, are vapours
which under ordinary conditions arc very

highly Huperheatcd. Their critical tompora-
turoH are HO low that it JH only by extreme*

cooling that they can bo brought into a con

dition which makes Hq uefaction possible. The

critical temperature of hydrogen IH -241 C.

or \\T absolute. Kvon helium, the most re

fractory of the gawtw, haB been liquefied, but
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only by cooling it to a temperature IOHH than

5 dogrcoH above tho abnolulo zero.

g (38) ADIABATTO KXPANHION oic A FUIID:

HKA.T-DROP. Whon a lluid oxpandn adiabatic-

ally it dooH work at the expense of itw slock

of intonial energy, and its total heat I COIIHO-

qucntly booomofl reduced, To calculate tho

amount of tliia reduction wo have, by doiinition

,
of tho total heat,

Honco by differentiation

But by the conservation of energy tho inoroaHo

of internal onorgy piun tho work dono by tho

fluid is equal to tho hoat taken in. Applying
this principle to a small ohango of wtato, wo
havo

whoro dQ, in tho hoat; takon in during tho

ohango. Huiico in any small change of stato

In an adiabatic operation $Q (), and

consequently tZt=AV^I >
. Therefore* if the

fluid expands adiabatically front any state a
to any stato 6, the resulting doorcase in ita

total hoat, namely,

This integral is the area eabf of tho pressure-
volume diagram (Fig. 12). It is tho whole

m
Volume

work dono in a oyliudor when the llui<l !H

admitted at tho prem-mro eorrenponding to

Htale cr, thon expanded adiabalioally to H(.at.<^

/>, and thon diHohargod at tho proHsuro corro-

H[)onding to HtaLo b.

Tho dooreaHo of total heat in oxpaumon
I'

rt l/t
m called tli<^

u
H<Mit-drop.

n
It JH a

(juanfcity of muoh importaneo in tlu^ iJieory
of hoat-onginoH. The above oq nation wbown
that under adiabatie eonditionH th<^ whole
work dono in tho oylmdor, namely tho area

enbf, when exfU'ewned in IUMI.I unitH, I'M moaHurod

by tlx^ heat-drop.
ThiH (piantii.y inuHt not be oonfuHod wil.h

tho work whieh tho lluid dooB during oxf>an*

HIOIU namely tho ai*oa wttbti* Under adiahaiio

conditionH that HIXMI IH o(|uivahn<. to the IOHH

of internal onorgy during expannioiu or

in the adiabatio oxpannion of any lluid

itn tompei
f

atur(\ pr(HHnre f <tiergy, and totn-l

heat Fall, but tho entropy remainM constant

siu<'<i the op<Tattoii IH I'overHible and no heni

IH coininnnitnited to or tak(M) from the nub<

Htaiuu*. Thin ooiiHidoration enabh'H t.lu* form

of the proHHuro-volumo otirve to b<> de1-ermin<Hl

when tlu 1
! rolatioTi of tho entropy to other

properlioH of tho lluid i known. A o5>Ho

whieh IH important in praetieo in that (f a wot

vapour, Hueh a tho mixture of nteam nd
water whioh oxpandH in l.h< eylmdor of un

ongino, Umtally, though not alvvayn, a wc^t

vapour be(H)iueH wotitor an oxpaiiHion proooodn.
Tho ourvo of itH oxpatinion may bo tratHMl a,H

follows, If wo aHHiimo that th<^ lujuid and tho

vapour whieh oonntituto tho tnixttiro iu\\ in

thermal equilibrium throughout tho procum
For greater generality wo nhall HtippoHO

tho vapour to bo wt^t to begin with, Lot tho

initial temperature bo
r

l\ and the initial

v In thiH ntalo tho entropy IH

L, being the latent heat of (-ho vapour and

0, f1l
the entropy of the liquid, both a,t (-he

temperature T,. Led the HuhMtmioo expand
adiahatioally to any lower temperature T

a ,

at whioh tho latent hoat in L
a and tho entropy

of the liquid IH
</>,,,a

: \vo have to (ind tho

rcHulting value of tho drynoHH </a
. 'I'lio

entropy may now bo CiXpreHHtul an

and Hin(?o thero haw boon no ohange
thin tw (qital to tlu^ initial value 0, llone

ThiH (Mjua,l'ion H<U'V<H li<> <l<(.<nnin<s the drvnow
afi<n' <^.\patiiHlon Y a,nd onoo it in known tho
volunu^ V

(/
IH readily found. The exaet valuo

of V. Is ^.,V N5,
I (1 Va)V M .8

whiHi I'M pm<'(i<'itlly

(^lual in ordinary <'amM t< 7;
A' M

,

r.,
\'

Hft being
the volume of Maturated vapour nt Uto

tothp("ratur<i '1^. Tho pnwuu'o in (be untiira-

tioti pnwHun^ oorroHpouding to
T,,, TbuH \\\<\

ealeulation lix<^H a point in (ho adialmtio lino

of tho pn^Hure-voliutM^ diagratn for <^pniiHicn
from the initial eotidilionn, A M(rie:i of poititM

may be found in (ho name \\uy eoiTOHpomliiu,^
to HuocoHHivo uMHUiued ionpemturen whirh
ar<^ nwhed in tb<^ tuntme of tho expnnwoit,
if \l is deHJr<Ml tt tracts th( lino,

In tho Hpoeinl eaw^ when the vapour in dry
and Maturated to begin with, (ho eonHtnul
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out-ropy </>
is equal to

</>,, and the expression
r,r Mm wetness alter expansion to any
lOl* vile \

i iii\"nn <iiiuv,"i

iponituro
r

,I'
a be(^omeH

</a

a
'

"'/V2).

Similarly, if tho substance is ontiroly liquid
in the initial state, tho pressure being suttioicnt

to prevent vapour from forming, adiabatic

expansion will cause Homo of it to vaporise.
KM initial entropy in

</>,,a , and winoo this docs
not change,

T
</a '^O/M-'/Va)

after expansion to a temperature T,;,,

When a homogeneous gas expands adia-

baiioally, without liquefaction, the relation

of pressure to vohuuo is approximately ex

pressed by the equation PV^- constant,
where 7 is (aw before) the ratio of the Hpooiiie
heats Kj,/K,,. This expression is, aw wo Haw
in (U>) rigorously true of a perfect gas,
where isothermal expansion makes; 1,'V con

stant, and a.diabatio expansion makes PV^
constant. In a.uy homogeneous iluid, aw will

bo sho\M later, t*he slope of the prossuro-
volume curve, namely </P/ fW, IH 7 timeH as

j*roat in adiahatio expansion aw in wothermal

expansion. In water vapour tho value of 7
in found to Ix^ I'U, and accordingly that value

of the index nerven to dettnnnine the expansion
enrve for nupc^rheadod nteam down to tho

point at which liquefaction begins, after

which the curve may be traced in the manner
deHcribed above, by determining the drynenn
at HueecHHive nta^oM.

In the a.dlabatio (expansion of an initially

Mnperhoated vapour the point at which

liquefaction may be expected to bogin in

d<*UM'tnine<l from tho fact that tho entropy
i:t constant, by liinlinp; at what temperature,
or proHMuro, th<i entropy of tho saturated

vapour in equal to that of superheated vapour
in tho jjjivon initial state. This oompariHon
in readily made when tables or charts giving
tho proportion of tho mibHtanoe are available,

as they are for Htoam, ammonia, carbon

dioxide, and certain other thuds. With a

suitable chart the progresHivo olTeot of any
adiahatic oxfrn-nmon or oomprowmou in readily

(moot I throughout its whole oourMO,

(!U)) Sui'Mus^'i'uiiATioN. In the above din-

cnMMion of adiabatio expa (t\Hion it ban been

MHMtunotl thai at <w<My st^p in the expansion
there in it condition of equilibrium botwoon tho

part that is vapour and tho part that is liquid,

But it in known, as a result of experiment,
that when a vapour w suddenly cooled by
adiahattc expansion tho condition of equi

librium is not reached at once, Suppose a

vapour Much as Htoam to bo initially dry and

uatuntlod ; on expansion a part of it must

condense if equilibrium is to be established.
This condensation takes an appreciable time ;

it is a surface phenomenon, taking place partly
on the inner surfaces of the containing vessel
and partly by the growth of drops throughout
tho volume. Consequently tho sudden expan
sion of a vapour may produce temporarily
what is called mip&mituration, a state in which
tho substance continues for a time to exist
as a homogeneous vapour, although its

pressure and temperature are such that the
condition of equilibrium would require a

part of it to bo condensed. Such a state is

often described as a mctastable state. In the

supersaturated state the density of the vapour
is abnormally high, higher than the density
of saturated vapour at tho actual pressure.
Tho temperature is also abnormally low,
lower than the temperature of saturation at
tho actual pressure ; for this reason a super-
Haturated vapour might he called supercooled.
Tho supersaturated condition is not stable ;

it disappears through tho condensation of a

part of the vapour, and tho resulting mixture
of vapour and liquid luia its temperature raised

by the latent heat which is given out in this

condensation. An important practical ex

ample of this kind of action is found when a

jet of Htoam is formed by Hiidden expansion
in a no/silo such as that of a De Laval steam
turbine. There tho expansion is nearly
adiabatic and the work done during expansion
is employed in giving kinetic energy to the

isHuing stream. It is found that in. the early

stages of thifl expansion there is no condensa
tion oven if tho steam is saturated when it

enters the no&zle. In those stages tho steam
becomes supersaturated, and, as Callendar

has pointed out (Proc. Inst. Mech. Eng, 9

Kob. 1,015), tho relation of its volume to its

pressure during those stages is that which
holds for a dry vapour, not for a wot
mixture.

Tho supercooling of a vapour withoiit

condensation is analogous to the supercooling
of a liquid without crystallisation another

example of a motaatable state. In both

procoHHos there is a departure from tho state

of equilibrium, and in both the restoration

of equilibrium involves an irreversible action

within the Hulmtanco. Tho adiabatic expan
sion of a vapour under conditions of thermal

equilibrium throughout is reversible, but if

there ha boon supercooling there is an irre

versible development of Jioat within the

Iluid when tho supercooled vapour passes
from tho motastablo state into tho stable

state of a mixture of liquid and saturated

vapour.

(40) OARNOT'S CYCLE WITH A WKT VArotm
FOII WOUKTNO SmwTAiNOK. Returning now
to processes in which tho adiabatic expansion
or compression of a vapour is imagined to bo
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carried out under conditions of thermal

equilibrium, wo may think of an ideal engine,
tmeh an was shown in Fiy, 4, but with a

liquid and its vapour for working wubstanoo,

Ournot's reversible cycle of four operations
can then bo performed aw follows Suppose

that tlio cylinder
contains unit rnasa

of tho substance,
in the liquid state,

at tho upper limit

of temperature
r

l\

and at tho corre

sponding pressure
of saturation 1\.

(1) Apply tho

in in lj
t , and therefore the thermal equivalent

of the work dono in

T,

Inntead of nupponinfj; t.lu^ working Huhsl-jineo

to c.onHiBt wholly of liquid nt a and wholly of

Maturated vapour at- ft, tho operation ah initflil,

for greater generality bo. tak< yn t-o r<pro,seu(.

the partial evaporation of an initially w< k
l

mixtum. Tho head t^ikeu in would (lieu b(^

(<h -'/fi)^i an( ^ aH ^ 10 <;V<'k^ would Hi-ill be

rovorHiblo, the e(Uei( v

ne,y in wtill (T,
f

l\^)Tn atul

the thermal equivalent of tho work dono would
be L^f//, ~r/,,)(T,

- r

\\)l'\\. Thiw given the

ahovo <ix])reHHUi for 1/h(*> Hp*eial ease when

<y rt
i -0 and

c//,
1. l^xpreHned in t<M*ms of

entropy, tho heat taken in during tho limt

operation in T,(</ty-r/>,,), and tho boat rejected

r
-

(f)> whieb in e(|ual to %(</>/, </>tt ),

f/)t
, -<f>tt

an<l 0,^ 0,,. The entropy-

temperature diagram for l-ho complete cycle
in a reetattgulur

(igure (HH in /'
f

/^.

5) whoHo width in

0/,
-

(f>, t
and vvhtmo

height SH T
t
- Ta .

In tho artielo
** Steam Engine,

Theory of/' roanouH

will b<^ found why
any roal vapour

G. 13, Carnofc's Cycle wita a Vauorteod JU<uild for Working Sulwtunw.

hot body A and allow tho piston to

move out against tho constant pressure
Pr Tho liquid will take in heat and

be converted into vapoutr, expanding isotherm-

ally at tho temperature
r

J\. Tina operation
ia shown by the line ab (tfig. 13),

(2) Remove A and apply tho nou-comluotiug
cover B. Allow tho expansion to continue

adiabatically (be), with falling procure, until

tho temperature- falls to that of tho cold body,
To. Tho prosHuro will then bo 1^, which is

tho pressure of saturation at T2 ,

(3) Remove B, apply tho cold body (1, and

compress. Vapour is condensed by rejecting
heat to (/. The action is isothermal and tho

pressure remains P
a

. .Lot this operation (r.d)

bo continued until a certain point <l is reached,
which is chosen so that adiabatic compression
will complete tho eyelo.

(4) Remove (! and apply B. Continue the

compression, which is now adiabatio. If the

point d has boon rightly chosen, this operation
(t/n) will complete tho cycle by restoring tho

working fluid to its original completely liquid
statci at temperature T^.

Since tho cycle is reversible, and sinco head
is taken in only at T, and rejected only at Tat

it follows from the argument, of (20) that
tho clHoioucy is ('J\ T

il )/T l
. This "boat, taken

between assigned
of tomporaturo necessarily converts IOSM

of the heat supplied to f(, into work than tho
fraction which is represented by tho ideal

C-aruot onicionoy, namely (T, Ta)T,,

(41) OhAi*MYHoN'H EQUATION. Thw nnwo
is given to an important relation between tho
latent heat of any vapour, tho change of

volume which it undergoes in being vaporised.

I''I<1, M.

and tho rato at which the saturation prcMMuro
varies with tho tomporaturo, Imajuue a
(arnot engine, with complete vaporitiaUon
from liquid at (t to saturated vapour at* f>*

(A
1

///- M). and suppuw* the <*iutfu(* to work
b( k (iw<^eu tetup<raturoH wki'h ditter by only
a small amount <V1\ Oall th<* upp<r tentpera
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lure T mid tho lower temperature T -5T,
The heat taken iti is L, the otticioney is 3T/T,
and tho work done in JUT/T, tho factor J
bcin^ introduced to convert from heat units
1o work units. The indicator diagram, whoso
area, mmHuroH tho work done, is now a long
narrow strip, Its length is VM

~
V,,,, VH being

tho volume of the saturated vapour and V,,,
that of tho liquid. Its height is

(71*, the fall

in .saturation prossuro corresponding to tho
fall in temperature from T to T-tfT. When
ctl

1

in made very Htmtll, by taking the two
temperatures very near together, tho area of
the diagram becomes more and more nearly
equal to tho product of tho length by the

height., or (V, VjcSK Hence, in tho limit,

Vi) \j (Of L\
/ i

'

t'Uv,' (24)

moans tho rate at which the

temperature of tho Maturated vapour changes
relatively to tho prossuro. 'This is ( 'lapoyron's

equation. Tho reasoning by which it is

OMtahliHliod would ho valid for any reversible

<'hnnf;o of plume which oeeurs isothermally
ut constant pressure, nueh as that which
oeeurn whtMi a Holid inoltH, as well as that
\vhih oeeurn W!UM\ a liquid in vaporised. It

muy accordingly ho written iu tho more
general form

T
'

dV*

where V is tho volume of tho nubstanoo in

it'H lirnt HtaU^ V*' is its volume jn the Hocond

Ntato, X IH tho lunvti absorbed in tho trans

formation, and ttW/dl* is the rate at which tho

tomporaturo of the transformation (say tho

tnoltmg-point or tho boiling-point) altorw with

Appliod to tho molting of iee where there w
eontnvction of volnn\o on molting, ( 'lapeyrou's

equation accordingly shows that tho melting-

point would bo lowered by applying pressure.
Krom i^he known amount by which TOO con-

tractM when it melts, Jamon Thomson ]>ro-

die(,o<l tluit tho melting-point of ice would bo

lowered about (HH)74" 0, for each atmosphere
of proHHuro, a result which afterwards wan
verified experimentally by his brother, Lord
Kelvin ((InlMfiit AI/MW, t, 15(1, 1(15).

The lower of tho two listed points tm(^d in

^riuluating a thermort>eter w Lhc temporatnro
at whit^b iee melts under a pressure of one

atmosphere. If thin pressure wore removed -

an it might bo by putting the ioo in a jar

o\luuiNto<l of air by moans of an air-pump
the temperature of molting would bo raised,

Tho water-vapour given oil at tho melting-

point hi.H a proMMuro of only 0-09 pound per

Hquaro inoU, and oonHoquontly if no air wore

present,
and if tho only pressure were that

of itw own vapour, ice would molt at approxi
mately 0-0074 (!., for tho pressure would be
reduced by nearly one atmosphere. The
temperature at which ice melts under these
condition H is called tho Triple, Point, because
(in tho abHouco of air) water-stuff can exist
at that particular temperature in three phases,
an ice, aa water, and as vapour, in contact with
one another and in equilibrium.

(42) CHARTS EXHIBITING! THE PROPERTIES
<w A

^Funn. -Charts for exhibiting the

proportion of a lluid are drawn by selecting
two functions of tho state (such as pressure
and volume, or entropy and temperature, or

entropy and total heat) as co-ordinates, and
drawing a family of lines each of which shows
tho relation between these co-ordinates when
Home third function of tho state is kept
conHtant. One example of auch a chart has
been illustrated in Mg. 10, whore lines of

constant temperature were drawn with the

prcNHuro and the volume as the two co
ordinates. In the engineering applications
of thermodynamics two other types of chart
are specially useful : iu one of 'these the co
ordinates are tho temperature and tho entropy ;

in tho other (a chart introduced by E. Mollier)
tho co-ordinates are the total heat and the

entropy.
Tho entropy-temperature chart has the

valuable propertyr already pointed out, that
tho area under any lino which represents a
reversible process measures the heat taken
in or tfivon out during that process (since

Q~yrrf0), tho area being measured down
to a baso lino drawn at tho absolute zero

1

KIG. U>,

of temperature. Any reversible cycle ia

represented on tho chart by a closed system
of lines, and tho area enclosed by them is

tho thermal equivalent of tho work done in the

cycle. For tho purpose of exhibiting tho

pro pert ioH of a substance on an ontropy-

tomporaturo chart, linos of constant pressure

arc drawn an iu ,Hf/. 15. There A.B represents
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the process of lulling a liquid under constant

pressure up to tho temperature at which

vaporisation begins. BO represents tlxo pro
cess of vaporisation, and 01) represents tho

process of superheating, Htill at the Hamo

pressure. The boat absorbed in tho three

Htagoa ia represented by tho areas under AB,
BO, and 01) respectively. When a group
of Buoli linos is drawn for variouH constant

pressures, tko locus of B forms a curve called

450*O.

state. Kxamplos of tho two of tho outropy-

teinporaturo chart will be found in tho articlo

"Steam I^nghuv Theory of."

"Klven tnoro uneful for prju'lical purpoHcs
in Mollior'n chart of entropy and total heat,

which allovvH the
u
heat-drop

"
to h<^ diroc.t.ly

ineaHured. A ehart of t^hiH kind (for water

and Hteam) JH nketc.hed in outline^ in
/''/(/- 17,

Hhowing HneH of constant pnwwure, lim kH of

consttuit toiuperaturo (in tho region of HUJMT-

0-25 '0-75 1-501-0 1-25

Entropy

Kutropy-tompcratm-o CJluirti (or Wnt<r nj

176 2-0

tho liquid boundary and that of (3 fornm a
curve called tho vapour boundary. Thcno
curves moot in a rounded top at the critical

point, JIB will bo scon in >%. 10, \vluoh B!JOWH
the gonorul (Character of an entropy-tempera
ture chart for wator and Hteam. In that figure
linos of ooimtant pnwun^ are drawn for varioim

proHNuroH, also (in the region of supertieat)
linen of coriHiant total heat. .In the wet region,
between tho two boundary curven, UUOH of

ooMHtant dryneHH are alwo shown, which
allow tlu^ wetiKW roHiiItiug from any wiiatc^l

amount of adiabatic oxpanmon to be readily
<le<xrrined by drawing a vortical Htraighl; lino

through a point which roproHonta tlw initial

heat), and linen of eonntant drynoiHH (in Idie

w<U I'ogion). The slope of any line of eonntant

proHHuro is 11 moa.Muro <if the jthMolulo ((Mnpera.-

ture, for at conntand pixHsui'c <{\ d(), 'IV/*/>,

and eoHeju<Mitly </!/</</> T, IIe?ie< in th<i

wot region (Mich c(MiHtn,nt pnwun^ lino IH

ntraight, 1 1

1

. CI'OHH(H the vapour boundary
without change of slope, but gnMluntly hiMuln

upwardn UH Hup<M'h(
k

n,ting protHH^ln, The
liquid and vapour boundary wirves an* eon-
neoted by a broken line pausing throui'Jt
tho critical point. The eritum.1 point in not
at tho summit of that line, but considerably
lower, between the summit and the point of

inllootiou.
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In tho Hkotch thti lino W illuntrates Iho

proooHH of HUporhoating Htoain, al a constant

proHHuro of 200 pounds por Hijutu'e inch, to a

tornporaturo of 400 (I. Tho lino h'c, illuH-

tratoH adiabatio oxpanHion, from that initial

Htato
f

i.<> a proHHuro of 1 pound por square
inoh. Tho longth of ftV. (moannrod on the
Hoalo of I) in the adiabatio boat-drop, which
in tho thermal equivalent of tho work obtain
able from Htoain, under adiabatio conditions,
when supplied to an engine in tho state b

f

and discharged in the Htato r. From tho posi-
tion of r, Iwlnw tho Hloani boundary curve,

800

"
reducing valve

51

or other constricted orifice

Hueh as the porous ])lug of the Joule-Thomson

experiment.
tn a perfect gas throttling produces no

change of temperature, but in steam and other

vapours it produces a cooling effect which is

measured as the fall of temperature per unit fall

of pressure under tho condition that I is con

st-ant, or

Cooling effect=5 -

This is called tho Joule - Thomson cooling
effect. Under certain conditions (which will

2-0

o, 17, -"Molllor Chart for "Water and Steam.

on thai) tlm Htoam in thon wot, tho

bohig about 0-HH. Tho iwwt uHoful

part of tho ohart IH tho part immediately
itbuvo and ht^lovv tho Htoam boundary curve;

H(uil<^ drawingH of tho ohart in thin

JU'o obtainable aw aidH in ongineoring

(!'{) M
TIIOMMON OooLiNd MicuMfldT.- W(^ have already

MOOM tlutt vvhon a throttling procoHH in oarricid

out undor <u>nditioiiH that provont hoat from

(mtoring or hvvving tho HubHtanoo the total

luvit I (loon not obango, Linon of oomtatit

total hoat oti any of tho diagniniH aocordingly

nbovv tho ohangoH in othor (juantttioH which

aro brought about by throttling, It JH tho pro-

OOMN that ociourH vvhon a fluid JWHHOH through a

bo dinciiHSod later) it may be negative, that is

to Hay a gas may ho slightly heated by throt

tling, but in general the effect of throttling

a fluid JH to cool it. Thi.s cooling effect has

boon applied by Linda to bring about the

liquefaction of air and other not easily lique-

iiablo giiHcs, the apparatus being arranged
in Huoh a way that the escaping gas, which

haH boon nlightly cooled by passing the throt

tling orilioo, takos up hoat from the warmer

gas that is entering, with the result that a

c-unuilativo cooling takes place and the

temperature at tho orifice is reduced below

tho critical point. (Soo tho article "Lique
faction of Gases.")

When a vapour which is initially saturated

haw itH pressure lowered by throttling, it
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becomes superheated, for tho saturation

temperature IK reduced by a greater amount
than tho actual fall of tompcM'aturo. Similarly
a wot vapour tends to boeomo drier, Tho

process of throttling in very Him ply shown

by drawing horizontal HUOH (I
= constant)

ou tho Mollior chart of entropy and total

heat. 11 in cany in this way to trace tho

extent to which a vapour may bo super-
hoatod by throttling, or tho extent to which
a wot mixture, or tho liquid itself, will bo

vaporised.

(44) H'l'JAT-AOOOUNr KOR A KlUh I'UOOKttH.

With tho help of tho total-hoat function 1,

wo may now write out, hi general terms, a

thormodynamic balance-sheet which will

express tho giving and taking of heat in

any real process, during which the working
(hud pa>sHos through any apparatus, such as

a pipe, or an engine or a turbine, considered

as a whole. Tho processes hitherto eon-

Biderod have boon (idhdhc,rm<it, in tho sense

that thoro waa no transmission of lioat to or

from tho working substantjo in tho course of

its passage through tho apparatus, "but we
may now discard this limitation, and include

thermal losses to the space outside and also

irreversible actions within the apparatus
Whatever tho nature of tho apparatus,

wo may imagine a steady flow of the working
fluid through it, and compare tho state of tho

fluid (1) at entry and (2) at ox it, as for example
in (1) tho admission, pipe of an engine, and (2)
tho exhaust pipe. 'At entry let its pressure
bo PJ, its volume (per unit of mass) V,, and
its internal energy M

t
. At exit lot its pressure

bo P
2 , its volume V 2, and its internal energy 'JWa .

To make the comparison, complete wo may
write K^ for tho kinetic energy (in thermal

units) of tho stream as it enters, mid K a for its

kiaotio energy' as it leavers. In passing through
tho apparatus tho Uuid will, in general, do
external work, and also lose by conduction
some heat to external space. Lot W repre
sent, in thermal units, this output of work,
and lot Qj represent tho heat lost by con
duction, to external space, all of those

quantities being reckoned per unit of mass
of the Uuid that passes through.

Wach unit that enters the apparatus repre
sents a Hupply of energy whioh is equal to

K, ( K! -I AI,\Vi, for M, is tho internal energy it

carries, and \
>

1
V

1
i tho work done by tho (hud

behind in pushing it in. But
I<3, | AP, V, is equal

to l
t , tho total boat per unit of the Uuid in its

actual state at entry. Similarly, each unit
that loaves the apparatus represents a rejec
tion of energy amounting to Kyi' IV Al^V.,,
for Rj IH tlu< int(rnal (nxM'gy whiuh the
fluid carries out, and \\\'^ is tlu^ work spent
upon it by the fluid behind in pushing it out.

K I Al^Vyis o<jual to I,,, th<^ totu.1 heat per unit
uf the Uuid in its ac.tual state at exit. Hence,

by tho conservation of energy, for the action

as a whole,

K^ I
t

K a i I, I VV I <fc.

r

rhe terms on the loft of this equation repre
sent tho onorgy that- outers tho apparatus ; the

terms on tho right show how it iw disposed
of in tho issuing stream, in output of useful

\vork, and in leakages of heat-. Thin equation

may be written

The terms K, and K
a aw usually very

Hiuu.ll, except when tho apparatus is <mo for

forming a Ht.oa.tn jot, in which CUMO K a IH th<^

useful t<n'in. When the change of kinetic

energy in tho Htroain in pract-icidly negligible,

us it is between the admission pipe ami
exhaust pipe of an ordinary engine, wo have

J, -lg ^WlQ/. . . (:*)

When the apparatus <!OOH not allow any
appreciable amount of beat to escape to tho

outside (Qj --;()), wo have

l x l a W I K, K
t

. . (^7)

Tliis moans that when there w a steady
How of a working substance through any
thonnodynainic apparatus, l-ho output of

work together with any gain of kinetic ouorgy
is measured by tho actual healdrop, whether
tho internal act.ion in or is not- rov< v

tTubl<\

provided there IH no loss of boat to the outside

by conduction through tho walls,

Tho actual boat-drop must not bo confuned

with the adiabntic heat-drop, which is tho

difference bot\v(>on li and that value which
the total heat would roach if thoro \\oro

adiabatio expansion to the exit pressure I',,.
r

rhe aotuaj heat-drop l t I a is itl<ntical with
tho adiabatio heat-drop only when thoro in

no loss of heat to the outside and when,
in addition, the internal action is wholly
rovorsiblo.

Any irreversible feature in tho internal

action will increase L above tho valuo which
would be reached by adiabntic cvpamiioiu
and will consequently diminmh the output
of work.

In the extreme case of a throttling proccnn
there is no out.put of work, and therefor^

In -In provided thcu'ti in no (OHM of heat to tho
outside. Any IOHM of hca.l. to tho outaidt* in

a throttling pi'oct^HH will tnak<i I w oomwpnnd"
ingly lcss, for w< v th< vn ha/vc

I,, I, t^/,

The louses of thormodynarnic (*tfccl- in a real

engine, which make \V !(*HH than th< ideal

output, that is the value cnrrenpowlintf to

tho adia.ba-t.ic heat drop, anno partly from
IONS of heat to tho outside and partly I'ww
two kinds of irrovorsiblo interim! acUon,
One of these two kiudn is mc<'hatncal ; tl+
other is thermal. In the mechanical kind.
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the action involves fluid friction within the

working sulwtanoe. Jt is of tho same nature
as that \vhicli occurs in throttling: there
in irreversible pansa^o of the working mib-
Htanoo from one part of the engine to another
whore the pressure in lower, as for instance
tho paHHago of steam through somewhat con
stricted openings Into the cylinder, or its pans-
ftjj[o, on release after ineomplete expansion,
into the exhaust pipe, with a sudden drop of

TproMHuro : or again, there in the same kind
of irrovorsibility in a turbine in the frietional

losses that attend the formation of steam

jetrt or in tho friction of the jots on the turbine
bladnn. Those a,re all instances of mechanical

irrevei'Mibility. In the second kind of irrever-

nible action tluM'e is exchange of heat between
tho working substance and tho internal surface
of the online WU.UH. The hot steam, on admis-
Hion to a cylinder which has just been vacated

'by it less hot mixture of Hteam and water,
11 win the surfaces eolder than itHolf. A part
of iti IK accordingly condensed on them,
which ro-cvaporates after the pressure luvs

fallen through expansion.
r

riiis alternate

condensation and re-evaporation involves a

considerable deposit and recovery of heat
in a manner that is not rovcrsiblo, for it

takes places by contact between fluid and
i net-ill at dilTerenb temperatures The action

may oeeur without !<>HS of heat to the out-

mdo: it would occur, for itiHtanee, in an

engine with a conducting cylinder covered

externally with non-conducting material.

HH effect, like that of throttling or fluid

friction generally, in to reduce the output
of work below the limit that is attainable

only in a reversible process, and it does this

by making the actual heat-drop lx ~l a ICHB

than tho adiabatie heat-drop,
The full statement of the heat-account in

a real process may accordingly be expressed
an follows: When there is a steady ilow

of a working substance through any thermo-

dynamio apparatus, the output of work is

measured by tho actual heat-drop from

entrance to exit, less any heat that escapes

by conduction to the outside, and lens any

gain of kinetic energy of the issuing stream

over the entering utream.

Thin statement applies to any type of

heat on;<;ino ami also to reversed heat-engines,

or heat pumps, but in them the quantity W
in negative : work is expended on the machine

instead of being produced by tlw machine.

In finch machincM Q/ in also generally negative,

for as a rule the apparatus is colder than its

HtirronndingH and the leakage of heat is

inwards,

In an apparatus such an the convergent-

divergent no'///lo of '.Do Laval l the heat-drop is

ulilined in giving kinetic energy to the stream,

1 Sec M
Turhluc, .Development of the HUuuu."

No other work is clone. Let the fluid enter
Hiich an apparatus with the velocity vx and
leave it with the velocity ?;

2
. Jf we assume that

the loss of heat by conduction is negligible,
then the gain of kinetic energy is equal to

the actual heat-drop, or

Jffi-Iz). (28)
~v

With given initial conditions, and a given
fall of pressure, this quantity reaches its

highest value when Ij-lo is equal to the
adiabatic heat -

drop. Any dissipation of

energy through friction or eddies within the

apparatus reduces the actual heat-drop, by
increasing the value of I

2 .

(45) KN WRAii THERMODYNAMIC RELATIONS
BKTWTCMK FUNCTIONS OF THE STATE IN ANY
FLUID.-Wo have now to consider, from a
more mathematical standpoint, the thermo-

dynaniic relations which hold, in any fluid,

between tho various functions of its state.

By a function of the state is meant a quantity
which depends only on the actual state and
not on any changes through which the fluid

may have passed in reaching the actual state.

Mix such quantities have already been men
tioned, namely 1*, V, T, .!, 1, and </>.

When a
llnid passes in any manner from one state to

another, each of those quantities is altered

by a definite amount which does not depend
on tho nature of tho operation, but only on.

what tho state was before the operation and
what tho state is at the end of the operation. In

mathematical language this fact is expressed

by Baying that tho differential of any of these

quantities is a
"
perfect

"
differential. It is

convenient to include two other quantities
in this list, both of which are also functions

of tho state, namely a quantity , which is

defined by tho equation

fal-W, . . . (29)

and a quantity ^, which is defined by tho

equation

Wo defined tho entropy </> by the equation

d<f>r-dQ,/
TV in a reversible operation; and the

fact that
</)

is a function of tho state was

proved as a consequence of tho result that

/J/Q/T- -0 for a reversible cycle, a result which

follows from tho Second Law of Thermo

dynamics. Thin is expressed mathematically

by the statement that dQ/T or d<f> is a perfect

differential. Tho Second Law is therefore in

volve* I in treating </
as a function of the state.

illonco tho fact that d<f>
is a perfect differential

in sometimes apokon of as a mathematical

expression of tho Nooond Law. It is important
to notice that while rfQ/T, which ia d<j>, is a

perfect differential, d(), itself is not a perfect

differential, for tho amount of heat involved

in a change ia not a function of tho state
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alone. When a substance changes from one

state to another, tho amount) of heat taken

in depends not. simply on what tho two states

arc, but also on the nature of the operation

by which tho change ooomu For the name

reason, if W represent the work done during a

change of state, dW is not a perfect differential.

Since K, P, and V are all functions of the

state, it follows that the total heat I, which

is equal to M \ APV, IB also a Hunution of the

state. And since T and
</>

are alH<> functions

o{ tho state, it follows that thin is alHo true

o
,(",

which is I -Tr/>, and of ^, whioh in

E-T</>. Hence dl, d^ and tlfy aw well an d/>,

dK, dl*, dV, ami dT, are perfect differentials.

(40) RELATION OK ANY ONJfl I?U NOTION OH 1

Tino STATE TO TWO OTIIKHH. - The state of

the fluid (assumed to bo homogeneous) in

completely specified when any two of the

functions of the state are known. Any third

funetiou is then determinate ;
that in to way,

it can have only one value in any particular

substance. Thus if any two functions (swell,

for example, an tho pressure and the volume)
be selected as

u
independent variables," by

roforonco to which, the state is to bo specified,

then any third function (such, for example, as

the temperature, or the total heat) may bo

represented in relation to them by tho familiar

device of drawing a liguro in which the two
functions soloeted aw independent variables

arc represented by rectangular co-ordinates

X and Y, and the third function is represented

by a third co-ordinate X, perpendicular to tho

piano of X and Y. This given a solid figure,

the height of which shows, for any given state

of tho substance, the value of the function

2 in relation to the values of tho functions

X and Y whioh serve to specify that Btato.

Tho surface of such a tiguro may be called a

thormodynamic surface.

Suppose now that the substance undergoes
an infinitesimal change of state, HO that tho

independent variables change by dX and dY
respectively. That JM to say, we Hiippowe X
to change to X MX *tnd Y to cliango to

YH-dY. ThtMi tho third function changes
from % i>o % \ dtt> f>y an amount dX which may
l>e expressed thus

d% MdX-l NdV, . . (31)

where M and N are (juantitioB depending on
tlu rolatiotiM of the functions to one another,
and are therefore also funotionn of tho state.

This oxpiVMMion a[)pli<iH wluil.hcr hoi/h func
tions X and Y vary, or only one of them. If X
varies but. not Y

y then dY ami d r

/> MdX :

similarly if Y varies but. not. X,, dX and
dX -NdY. Hon<!<^

_

In this notation, (dX/dX)y UUMUIS tlu^ ra(.o of

variation of % with respect to X when Y is

constant. In the language of tho

(dX/dX)y is tho partial diflVivntial ciK^nieionl.

of
f

/i with rewp(
<et to X when Y is constant, and

(dX/dY)x in tho pai'tial dilT<nntijtl cooflioiont

of A with rosiM*c,(. t.o \' whon X is constant.

We might regard the change of X JIM occurring
in two stops. In the first stop suppose X to

change and Y to keep constant. Tho OOITO-

Hponding part of tho change of 'A in MdX, and
\1 is tho slope of the thormodynainii* surface in

a Moot.ion-plano XX. In the second nicp X
in constant and Y change's. Tho corresponding

part of tins change of X! IH NdY, and N in th(^

slo]>o of the thormodynainio nurfaeo in a

section-plane XY. Tho whole cluingn of X
is the sum of those two parts, as expressed
in (Hj nation (31). The slopes along tho two

section-planes are expressed in equation ("tii).

Combining those equations wo have

Those equations apply when X, Y, and X
are interpreted as any throe functions of the

state of a fluid. Thus, for instance, if wo
think of a small change of state in which tho

temperature changes from T to T I dT and
the pressure from I* to ,1* I dP, the consequent
change of volume will bo

Similarly, if tho volume and proMsuro change,
the consequent Change of temperature SH

Or again, the ehat\ge of entropy consequent
on a change of temperature and pressure in

and so on. It. will bo obvious that a very largo
number of similar equations might bo written

out, each using one pair of functions of the
state as independent variables, and oxprcHiting
in terms of their variation tho variation of

Home third function of tho fitate. Theno nre

merely forum of tho general equation (*W).

Returning now to the general form in X, Y,
and '/, MiippoMo a nniall elum^o of Mtato to

occur of such a character that the function
X undergoes no ehan^e. In (hat special cane
dX 0; tho stops MdX and NdY cancel one
another, ('onuoquontly

when dX and dV are HO related that, thoro in

no variation of X,

lloneo tho jjononil conelunion followH that
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Tins relation between three partial
differential eoellioientH holdH, in all oircum-

Mtanees, for any three functions of the Htato
of any fluid. It nmy bo expressed in thowo
alternative form.s :

(346)

r now to equation (31),

(17, MrfX -I- NrfY,

the prmeiplew
' of tins ealouhiH show that when

d'A itt (t perfect differential, but not olherwJHe,

In doalitttf with funotiotiH whic.h depend
only otv thd netual ntato of the* fluid, the con
dition that' <i'/i in a p(irf<M*ii <li(Torciii'ial in

li<
4

<l, an<l <'onH(Mju<"ntily (^((nation (155) ji

\V<^ Hludl HO<" immediately HOIIKI of tbe

of itn appliciaiion.

(17) KNI'JIKIY K<J.UATtONH AND HiMI(A'riONH

l>i''.|)(i<*Mh MIOM Til MM, ('OiiHider now the hoat

taken in when a Hinall elmn^e of nta-to ocuuirn

in any llunl. Calling tlui beat (/Q wo have,

by the Kirnt, Kaw T

^Q c^M i <W, . . . (JW)

wlu^re M in tho p;ain of internal energy and

r/W in the work which tho fluid doon through
increawe of UH volume. Hiuoc dW-=\?dV tho

e<inaliion may bt 1

) vvrittetn

rfM -rfCi -PrfV. . . . (37)

H<^re an<l in what follown we nhall aHBimio

that quantitien of b(Mit are (^xpreHHod in work

unitw. Thin Hini|)li(ioH the e(|uatiotiH by allow-

in};; the faetor <F or A to be omitted.

We a,!-** eoneernod for tbe preaont only "with

reverwhle np<^rati(>tiiH. Iti any Huol) operation

d(b
p

IW/ ;
henoo

rfW Td^"VdV. . . (38)

A^ain, I K I 1*V, by defmition of 1,

itenee rff </M I ^(PV)
r

lU/ l^V | I^V-l-VdP

'1W0 I Vr/P (30)

I' 1 T0 by deliniUon of f.

VVVlmvoXart a ftuu-tlou <>' X imd V only, Wo
UKMVI'OIV \vrlU 1

/ K(XY),

O 1
('(X Y) nioaitH Home I'uncilou of X and V.

A/M\ '/"K A/N
V/v A 'f/Yr/x

'

V/X.

Uenoo

Again,

Houco

(40)

//=Ji3-T</>, l>y dofinition of \p.

^ - IW-^dT..... ,(41)

But (/R, <^r, rf^, and cH^ are all perfect
differential*}. Hence, applying equation (35)
in turn to equations (38), (39), (40), and (41)
wo obtain at onco tho following four relations

between partial dinferential coefficients :

From (38),

.Krorn (30), dV

(dV\
UT;I>-

(43)

r

rh<H(^ are known as Maxwell's four thermo-

dynamic relationH.

The following further relations are immedi
ately deducible from equations (38) to (41).

Taking equation (38), imagine the fluid to "be

heated at conntant volume. Then dV=0 and

rfMr-iTe^; hence

| -T'-~ r-

Ap;ain, imagine tho fluid toexpandadiabatically.
Tlwn d^-0 and dE=P<ZV ; hcnco

(**] --PWA~
Similarly from (upiation (39) we obtain

, , /<ZI\ xr
^;T, and (-,-5) =V;

\dP/^
from e(|uation (40)

,-
- <),"*

from e({tiation (41)

Collcoting thcHo results,

r '-,- <">
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(48) WXPUWHHTONH FOR TI1M SrWOlFIO II MATS

IC
(

'

AND K,,.
In general tho ftpooifie

hoatH of

a Iluid aro not oouHtaut ; they arc functions

of the Htato of the fluid. Wo shall proceed to

find differential oxprossioiiH connecting thorn

with tho temperature, volume, aiwl procure-

Such oxproHsionH enable other proportion to

be calculated when tho relation between

T, V, and 1? IB known.

Consider, as before, a small change of Htato

during which tho Iluid taken in an amount of

heat dQ, while it expands in a reversible

manner. Ita entropy accordingly inorcaHew

by an amount d<f>
sueh that T<J0 -cZQ. Itt*

temperature change* from T to T + rfT and itn

volume from V to V + dV* Tako, in tho first

place, tho temperature and volume an tho two

independent variables by meauH of which

tho state of tho fluid is specified. Tho change

in any third quantity may bo Btated with

reference to tho changow in T and in V. Thus

the heat taken in may be written

tZQ-K,4T-l-ZdV. . . (50)

Here TC, (,
which is the flpooilio heat at constant

volume, is (<l!Q/<ZT)v and I ia a symbol for

Since cZQ =

But by equation (4-5)

Hence

and d(;

Dividing both nidca by T, we have

. , (61)

1/dKA

(52)

This is a perfect differential, and, therefore,

by equation (it5),

JIllIKlO

Thin in an important property of K
(t

.

To obtain a corresponding property of K
/(

,

1,ako the temperature and proMMitre IIH l,h<^

two irulependent variables and expreHH tho
heat taken in witli referenoe to them, Th<^

h(Mit tak<bn in, r/( v),, in the Hame an Ix^fon*, b(M*ng
Htill <u(ual to Tr/0. We may write

</<i K,//,T i t'd\\ , , (54)

ll<u'o K
;)>

which IH the H|>ceiUc heat at ootiHtant

pressure, is (r/l>>,/^T),,
and /' in a symbol for

Hhteo ^C^, Trf

Hut by (Mjuataon (-

dl'

Ilenee

and <*/(),
K

'Dividing both have,

And by e<[UjUiion (U5) f
nintx* tbm in n.

clifferont'ial,

wlu<h in tho property of K
/( cort'OHpondln/t

that of K,, in equation (.

r
>H),

further, from (HpiatioiiH (*

r
>(>) and (l>4)

K//r i/wr MT i/(/v

Hy writing r/l* i! follown that

Or by writing tlV 0,

K,, .K,,
*'(*;,

By equation (51) or(fi5), eithei

thin important expression for

between tho two npooifio boats,

And wruoo by (M(tiatiou (*M)

"r/V

. (58)

thiH remilt may bo written

I<Vom thiH it will bo ween Uu,<- \\ v ejui nover
l>o leHH than K,,, for

(f/V/r/l*),,,
in oHrtcntinlly ne>/a

tiv(% inor<arte of prHHure oniming dcicreatie of

volume in any fluid, and therefore tin* \vhle

exproHHiou on tho right in punitivo, Arcord*
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inu;l.v alwayn greater than K,,, except in

Hporial cane when one of the factors on
Iho ri#ht-hand nido in equal to zero, in wliich

ease
Kj,

in equal to K, t
. Thin in possible in

a fluid xvhieh ban a temperature of maximum
donwty (an water ban at about 4 0.). At tho

temperature of maximum density (^V/ffJP),,
= Q>

and cniiHe<|iicntly at; that, point K ; ,

- K
()

0.

Return now to equation;* (52) and (50). In

heating at conntant volume dV^-O; honoo by
equation (fiS)

In heating at constant proHSXxrc dl*~-(

by equation (">(>)

K, -.T(

Honco by equation (54)

Tn heating at constant pressure dl? = ; hence

. . (67)

[*
= (); hence,1 n isothermal compression

using equation (55),

In an adiabatio operation

K|i /u
r

U\

TVAVc/,"'"

and by equation (HO)

\\ by <s{ nation

. (69)

hence

- (CO)

honco by

(02)

We may therefore write

/rfi>\

UlVv T

K,.

rfV
(03)

Thin in Uui ratio umially called %
Tlum in tho adiabatio oxpannion of any

fluid (bo Hlopo of tho proHfliiro-volnmo lino is

y timoM itn Hltpo in mothonnal oxpanwon, for

(49) OTUWU

equation (-V7)

By

rfW rf(J

ou (fiO)

K/ri

PrfV.

lu htM.t.h\m a( nonHtaixt volume ^V <); honco

V/KA

/flVv
(04)

In irttttltornial oxpaumon f/T 0; homw, xiwing

'' lTQv V " '

V/.V/T

We may therefore write

,/w MTi(>Q v
r'lrfv- (oo)

Again, by equation (1!

CD.-
*

(68)

(69)

A few other general relations may be men
tioned which are easily derived from those

already given :
l

i TTNk f JWnv

p
; (70)

; (71)

,;
(72)

<p

. (73)

r
(
74

>

COOLING

, (75)

This is tho
u
cooling effect

"
in tho Joulc-

ThomBon porous plug experiment of (12);

tho cooling effect which the working fluid of a

refrigerating machine undergoes in passing

tho expansion valve ;
tho cooling effect used

cumulatively by Lindo for the liquefaction of

gaHOR. It expresses the fall of temperature

per unit fall of pressure when any fluid suffers

a throttling operation, during which it receives

no heat from outside, nor taken in any.

From equation (75) it follows that tho cool-

iug effect vanishes when

'dV

(50) TIIM JOTTLTD - THOMSON
KKFIBCT. In a throttling process

honce, from octuation ((JO),

This OCCUFH in any ideal "perfect" gas

under all condition^ that is to say, in a gas

which exactly satwiiefi tho equation FV^BT,
for then

Q-.
B V

p-L^T
1 Hce Mwlug'H Thennotlynamic* for ttnyinem, vii,
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But it also occurs in real gases under particular
conditions of temperature and pmssurc. A
gas tested for the Joule-Thomson effect at

moderate pressure, and at/various temperatures,
will bo found to booomo warmer instead of

colder on passing the plug if tho temperature
excoodw a certain, value. At that temperature,
which is called the temperature of inversion

of the TRuilo-Thomson olToet, throttling pro
duces no change of temperature. Above the

temperature of inversion the oiTeet of passing
the plug is to heat the gas ; (rfV/rHUJp ia tlien lews

than V/T and the expression for the
"
cooling

effect" is negative. .Below the temperature
of inversion the. cooling effect is positive. The

temperature of inversion depends to Home
extent on the pressure, in anyone gas. It differs

widely in different gases. In air, oxygon, car-

bonio acid, steam, and most other gases it in so

high that the normal offeet of throttling is to

make the gas colder ; in hydrogen, on the other

hand, tho normal effect of throttling is to

make tho gas warmer, for tho temperature of

inversion is exceptionally low, about - 80 (1

In the Lindo process of liquefaction it ia

esaential that tho gas to bo liquefied should
enter tho apparatus at a temperature below
its temperature of inversion : tho process can
bo applied to hydrogen only by cooling the

gas beforehand to a suitably low temperature.

Taking equations ((>8) and (75) together we
have

This product, K^eJT/dPJj, iu the quantity of

heat that would just suffice to neutralise the

Joule-Thomson cooling effect por unit drop
in pressure, if it were supplied to the fluid in

tho process of throttling. It may conveniently
be represented by the single symbol p. It

measures tho cooling effect, per unit drop in

pressure by -throttling, iw a quantity of heat

(expressed in work units), while
'

(dT/dV) 1

measures that effect as a change in tem

perature.
Ft follows that if the range through which

tho pressure falls in a throttling process is

from PA to !*, the whole quantity of boat
that would have to be supplied to neutralise
tho cooling effect is

Minoo J ,. : Kl |- FV, wo may write equation (7(1)
in the form

ThiH IH instructive JIM showing the analysis
of tho Joule-Thomson effect into two parts.
When an Imperfect gan or vapour in throttled,

that part of tho effect which is measured by
the first term arises from tin 1

* fact thai, tho

internal energy is not constant at any one

temperature but depends to Homo extent on

the pressure. In other words, tho Ih'Ht term

is duo to departuro from Joules Law. There

is in general an additional part, of tho elTeel,

measured by the second term* It in duo to

departure from Boyle's Law, according to

which PV should be constant for constant

temperature, A gas may conform to Boyle's

Law at a particular temperature and si ill bo

imporfoet : in Iliad caw it will show a. cooling
effect due to the lirst "term alone, It- is only
when both terms vanish that tho gaw in perfect
in the thcrmodynatnic HenHc.

Kxperimentn on tho compressibility of gases

by Amagat and others, which will ho further

referred to later ( (50)), show that in an im

perfect ga,s tho term (f/(J
>

V)/f/l
v
)T nmy be either

negative or positive according to tho condi

tions oE pressure and tcmporaturo. Hence
that part of the .loule-Thomson effect which
is due to deviation from Boyle's Law will

under Home conditions assist, and under other
conditions oppose, that part of tho effect which
is due to deviation from Joule's Law, Tho
latter part IH always a cooling effect. ; tho
former may be either a cooling or a h<uling
offoot. At tho temperature of inversion the
two parts cancel one another.

(,

r
>I) Till') TUMUMODVNAMKt 1NTMNTJ ,U,H.

IlioTMiuxj'i'JNKotiH SYHTKMH. We Maw in (2i>)

that (be entropy of a Hyutem of hodieM ini^;ht
be ttxMited aH a whole by nnmunng up tho

entropies of the variouw patiH, Thin IH alwo

true of the total heat, tho energy, and the

functions ^ and
,('.

In phynical ohcMniHlry it

!H important to connidor the fuuotioun
\f/
and

% not only for a single wubNtanee, or a mixture
of phancH of a single sulmtance, but for a

hotorogenoouH HyKt<n made up of different

subHtancoH that may bo forming Holutionn or

reacting chemically on one another, Much, for

example, as (.he HubHtanccw in a galvanic
cell. Tho action of a. galvanic cell will ho
eoiiMtdcirod more particularly in a later para
graph ( (M)) f but certain propertieH of t-hene

fimotioim may ho mentioned here. It in

omential do notice, in dealing with a hefero-

g(Mi<M)UH HyH(om f thitt it itM.y do work oUierwinn
than by <*hang<^ of vohune, dhnn/ieti may take

place within tho H.yntem which do work a^ainat
gravity, by raining P'^'t l' tlie wytnn t-o a

higher level ; or they may do worU'eloHru-nlly
by producing a current in an eslenwl circuiL
It will l>o obviouH (Jiat in any mich cMe /W
miiHt not lu^ Uketk an e<jua,l to I'</V, Thn
may <iv<ni h* no change of volume. Httt in

whatever way work in done the energy rquatmn
I "'MH

./w ./a <IK,

where ^VV in tho work done by the H,VMiem,
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</Q in tho boat it takon in, and rfK is its

IOHH of intornal energy.

Sinoci
<(

-

1 T,

ThiH in trno of any change, rovonsiblo or not.

Lot tho impound conditions bo Hue.li that the

tomporaturo is kept eonntant during tho change,
thon </></T

. 0. This condition would bo realised

if tho HyHtom wore mil-rounded by a oapacious
roHorvoir of boat, and tho change wore to take

plaeo vory slowly. If tho pressure also bo

kept constant d\ IH equal to rfQ, tbo heat
taken in. Hcnco undor those conditions wo
havo

rff <rfQ-Tdty.

Now
(f<f>

is oqua.l to tltyj'V in any reversible

(rfiango, but in greater than (KbjT in an, irro-

vcrniblo ohan^o ( ('!)) It follows that in

<v ohango undor tho pronoribod conditions of

coiiHtant tomporatwo and c.onHtant proanuro
r/

({' vaninboH only if tb<i obango bo rovomiblo,

nn<l in a nopitivo (jnantity if tbo change bo

irrovorwblo,
f

IV/</> Ixunp; thoii groator than
f/(

v
). H<nu'0 if tho nyHtotn W(^r<^ to bo a littlo

diHturhod from thormal oquilibrium, with tho

roHult t'bali for a timo tboro in irreversible

tu'i-ioti, k in <liinituHbinjj; whilo tho flyfltom

fidjuHtH itwolf HO that wtablo equilibrium is

nHtor< yd, Acoordin^ly tbo fa<^t that d IB

yioro in tbo condition of equilibrium IH to bo

inttH'prcdiod an moaning that f is then a

tnhiimum. Tlum uiulor tho fltatod conditions

of uoiiHtant tt^inporaturo and constant pressure
tho oritorion of Htablo equilibrium is that tho

ftmotion I' for tlui Hyntom an a whole whall bo

minimum*
Koturnitur to i/bo equation

</,.<
d\

T

\\l</> -'/i^T,

in a rovorwblo clian^o att oonHtajit proHWU'O
r

!V/i/>
d\ and, by equation ('10), (dl'/d'X!)*- *.^.

iuK thin in tho (^xproHHiou for ft wo

. (77)

U(Muu^ in a rovemibh^ ohanpt<^ at coiiHtant

(.eiijp(*raturo

<t\f>'
M dQ,

or >d^ /rfW. , . . (78)

Thoroforo, if a. Hyntcnn (ilian^oH rovorwibly by
a flnito M mount, at oonntant totnporatnn\
from ntat<^ (ft)

to Ht.ato (6),

^'-^"Wf . - . (78a)

whore VV I'M th( work dono (in any manner)

during tlu^ o.hango. In, other wordH, tbo

of ^ moanuroH tho wuount of

energy actually converted into external work
by a system, whether by expansion of

volume, or by generating electricity, or

otherwise, during any isothermal reversible

proeoss. If tho process w'ere not reversible
tho work done would bo less. Thus the
decrement of

\f/
measures how much of the

energy of tho system can, in the most favour
able case, bo converted into work while the

system undergoes a change at constant

temperature. It consequently also measures
how nvueh tho energy of the system has lost

of availability for further conversion into

work undor isothermal conditions. For this

reason Holmholtz (IVied. Ann., 1879, vii. 337)
called the function,

\}/
tho Free Energy of

the Bystom, regarding the whole energy E as

made up of two parts, namely the
"
free

"

or available energy ^ and the
" bound "

energy Tr/>. It should, however, be Tborne in

mind that during tho conversion some heat

may bo taken in from or given out to the iso-

thonual envelope, in keeping the temperature
ot tho nyHtom constant. Following Helmholtz,
many writers on the thermodynamics of

chemical processes speak of
\f/

as the
"
free

energy.
n

Krom tho above equation it also follows

that in a system which is maintained at con
stant temperature &\jj is zero for a change that

does not involve the doing of any external

work, when the change is reversible, but is

negative when the change is irreversible.

Hence if tho system bo such that work can
be done only by expansion of volume, its

criterion of stable equilibrium at constant

temperature and constant volume is that the

function ^ for tbo system as a whole shall be

a minimum.
To thoHo functions Willarcl Gibbs (Collected

Worku, i. OH) gave the name of "
Potentials,"

from their analogy to tho Potential function

in statics, On account of the properties which
have boon indicated above, <["

is called tho

Thermodynamio Potential at constant press

ure, ant I
\//

is called tho Thermodynamic
Potential at constant volume,

Returning to the equation

Hinoo in a rovorwiblo change

dtt - Trty dti - <ZQ = - c2W,

Honco if tho c.haugo is such that no external

work (of any kind) is done,

wliero tho 'sullix unplioH that the ))artial

differential cooflioiont d\//[dT, in tho rate at
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which
\//

increases with the temperature
whoa no work is being done. Substituting
this in the expression ^= K ~T</>, wo havo

(79)

In applying this equation, or the foregoing

ono for fc to a system which undergoes any
reversible transformation at eonntant tompera-
turo as, for instance, to a galvanic coll ( (CM))

wo are concerned only with changes in Ifl

and in
\ft

or f, not with the absolute values

of those quantities. In such applications tho

symbols E, \f>
and may accordingly bo

taken as standing for corresponding Unite

changes in tho quantities they name.

(52)
CHANGE OF PnASH. Tho function

<[

has tho important property of remaining

unchanged during any change of phase wliich

a substance may undergo at constant tempera
ture and constant pressure, an for instance

during the melting of a solid or tho vaporisa

tion of a liquid under constant pressure. This

follows from equation (40), according to which,

in a reversible operation,

In a change of phase at constant pressure and

temperature tho operation is reversible and

dP and rfT are both Hero, therefore df ia

zero. Thus the function has the same
value for unit mays of a saturated vapour as

for unit mass of tho liquid at tho name pressure

and temperature, or for unit tnasH of a wet

mixture made up of the liquid and tho

vapour in equilibrium. Comparing the states

before and after vaporisation \ve have ,=- <(,.

Hence if the condition as to prcsHiiro ami

temperature under which the fluid is vaporised
be slightly altered, the prcswuro changing from
P to P + rfP and tho saturation temperature

accordingly changing from T to T-h^T, we
have

cfc-fc.

By equation (*(<))
thin gives

or V.-V^^-tfJ;. . . (80)

.But fa -</> the change of entropy during

vaporisation under constant pressure, in equal
to I'j/T. Wo thus obtain (lapoyron's I^j na

tion, already given in (41 ),

Hero the differential oooflicicnt (/T/r/P in to

be understood as meaning tho rate at which
the saturation temperature changes with tho

prcHMtiro, or more generally, tho rai-o at which
the temperature, in any isothermal change
of phase, varies with tho pronsuro under
which that change of phase occurs, V* and

Vw , being tho spociiio volumes in the two

pliasoH.

(5IJ) Sl'I'HtlKHl II WAT OKSATUHATKl) VAI'Ot'H.

Hiuikiue, in lNf>0, introduced a quantity

K,, which ho named the spccilic heat- of

saturated, vapour. Thin iw the quantity of

heat required to raise tho temperature of

unit/ mass of tho saturated vapour by one

degree while the pressure and tho volume
alter HO that tho vapour w maintained m a

state of saturation. Usually K* in it negative

quantity* that is to say* heat ban to be removed
to keep tho vapour Halu rated an tho tempera*
turo rises, but in certain fluids it may ho

positive ovor a limited range of temperatures,
its character will be most readily understood

by re I erring to the boundary curve of the

ontropy-tiomporattiro diagram (snob an Fhj,

10). Imagine a saturated vapour, tho state of

which is represented by a point on the Hatura

tiou curve forming tho right-hand limb of the

boundary curve, to have its temperature raised

by tho small ntop f/T but. to remain saturated,

HO that the stop occurs along tho Haiti ration line,

By dellnition of the speeilic heat of saturated

stoatu, the quantity of heat taken in is K^/T.
That this is usually negative will be obvious

from the fact that in general tbo lino for satu

rated vapour slopes back to tho loft us it

ascends. When that in tho cane tho entropy
of tho saturated vapour becomes IOMH aw (ho

temperature risen, a,nd tho area under the

stop represents removal, not supply, of heat,

The stop being reversible the heal communi
cated is TV/0, which in thin cane is 'IW/^. llcnoo

we nave K
rt
r/T--!

r

lW(/>w , from which

K.,.'L*'. . . . (HI)

The specific heat oF Maturated vapour in there

fore negative under alt conditions that, make
the out/ropy of tho saturated vapour decrease

with increasing temperature. In many sub

stances, such as water, as tho form of tho

entropy-temperature diagram in /'*/// "0 shows*
this is true at all temperatures from the critical

point downwards. K w becomes positive only
when the sat.unit-ion lin<^ of I lie entropy-
tioi nperaiu re diagram Hlop<M tip (>o (lie rij'.lit,

making th<s (Mil-ropy of the snt.nrated vapour
incMMtwi with rising t.emperaturs In Mim<^

otihcr liuidM the naturaiion line hcndH in nueh a
manncir as to make K

N poHitiv<i throughout a

part of i(.s course, This in ex(^n()lilied in the

critropy-tcitipern.t'tin'
1 <ltMgrnmH (AVf/j*. 1H mid

10) for ben/.eno and acetic acid (/'////, Mttt/ ,

Juno lOiSO). In all fluidH the rounded top of

tho diagram shown that. K
rt

in negative an (ht^

c-ritioal point IH nppnuu'lwwl j \(< inercaMe in

tho negative sense an Uu* temperature rweti,

and l)<MnneH etpial to minus infinity at the

critical temperature.

liy drawing adiabatic lines
(</ count,) on
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(ho entropy temperature diagram, Htartmg
iVmn point M on tho Hatu ration curve, il will
bo obvioiiH that when K, m negative (U,H in

Ntoam at any temperature) a vapour booomon
HuporHaturatod or partially condoimed vvhon
it. milTors* ndiahatio oxpan.sion, and booomoH

O O'l 0-3 O-!l 0-4 0-G

L'tttrofitj

KlU, 1H. Knlropy-lnuixTaitiini Diagram Tor

Huporhoatod when it HulTom adiahatio oomproH-
nion ; cuiiYorMoly when K

fl
in negative (aH for

example in hen/ent^ vapour at abotit 1(50)
ie expaiiMion <MIUHOH Huporlu'iaLing, and
ie comproMMion miporHaturo.tott the

t'titrOfljl

liy-h'iupei'al.n
A<rt!< ( Add,

o-fl

un for

Kx-nur or makon piu't <>f li omido

iiiHMil-M by <!a/,in (<lw, ^ ^ '//////, r/- ( ///.y.,

S, siv. W) nhow that in vapotirH nmili aw

t>ri/(MH^ Miin ill fiutli (XKUiPM witliiti H lirniio<l

rnn^o of tompoiul.im*.

AnI<^UH (-< tho <|nanl.ity K
ff

for Hitttiratml

vnpour tiun-o in a quantity K
<( ,

vvhi^h may bo

called tlu^ .v/>fr///r /tntt of twturalt'd liquid. It

\t\ \\w <piautity <>f boat tvquwMl to raino tho

of unit maw of Uu^ liquid by

one dogreo while tho [jrossuro and the volume
altor HO that tho liquid is maintained on the

point of boiling throughout tho operation,
though uo vapour i formed, In other words,
it w thai, specific hoat whi^h would correspond
lo it Htop up along the liquid boundary curve
of tho entropy-temperature diagram. In any
Hiieh Htop tho quantity of hoat taken in would
by definition bo K,,,</T and would be equal to
r

,M ,

. (82)

K
1<(

JH poHitive in all liquids at all temperatures.
"When tho temperature is much lower than the
critical temperature the numerical value of

Kw dooH not differ greatly from that of tho

wpoeific heat of the liquid at constant pressure,

K,^,
: aw the critical point IK approached Kw

inoreaBCH, and at the critical temperature it

JH infmito. A relation between K
5 and Kw ,

originally given by Clauaius, may bo obtained

vory directly as follows. In any fluid the

entropy incroosos during vaporisation at con-

ntn.nt t(^m])erutare by the amount L/T. Thus

On differentiating this with resj>oct to T and

multiplying by 'V wo have

or K H --K (f) 4^--^ . . (83)

To obtain relations between the saturation

Hpecilio hoatw K u,
and K

6
and tho specific

hoatri at conntant preHHure and at constant

volume, for liquid and vapour respectively, wo

may proceed thus. In any heating operation,

tho' heat taken in (by oquatioiiB (T4) and (55)) is

UtuHH^ in a Htop up along tho boundary curve,

whether on the liquid or vapour branch,

giving for the liquid

K K TK "'-
' K"" JL

and for the vapour

*.-V *

Va luung, aH before, tho volume of tho saturated

vapour awl V
? ,,
that of tho liquid.

Again, in any heating operation (by equa-

tioMH (50) and (51))

:JQ
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IHfonco in a stop up along cither branch of tiio

boundary curve

CZQ /*p\ dv

whore dVjdT is tho rate of change of tho

saturation volume (o liquid or vapour) with

the temperature.
This* gives, for tho liquid,

and for tho vapour

ll). Mathias (Gouiples ltendu$, vol. exix.) has
described a calorimetric method of dotormin-

ing in any fluid tho moan value of both
and Kw over a given range of temperature,

by partially iilling a closed vessel of constant
volume with tho liquid, and then heating the

resulting mixture of liquid and vapour in

the vessel through the given range, observing
tho heat that is taken in. On repeating tho

experiment after varying the quantity of the

mixture in tho cloaod vessel, data are obtained
for evaluating both of these specific heats.

He has applied his method to sulphur dioxide
and has found that in the vapour of that
substance Ks is positive throughout a certain

short range of temperature, as it is in benzene,
ether, chloroform, carbon totraohloride, and
various other iluids.

(54) INFLUENCE OF SUEFAOM TKNHION ON
CONDENSATION AND Knm,LmoN. In oonneo-
tion with the subject of change of phase,
reference should bo made to certain thormo-

dynamic effects of surface tension. In

consequence of surface torsion, tho Hkin of a

liquid at any surface which separates liquid
from vapour is the seat of a dolinito amount
of potential energy, and this affects tho forma
tion of drops in the process of condemning a

vapour, or of bubbles in the proecHH of boiling
a liquid. One result of surface tension I'M to

make tho conditions of equilibrium between
tho liquid and the vapour dopond on tho
curvature of the liquid Hurfaoo. It is only
when tho surfaco is Hat that tho normal
conditions of equilibrium between the vapour
and the liquid apply, namely that when both
arc at tho name temperature tho vapour
should have what we arc awwtomod to call

tho saturation prosHiiro corresponding to that

temperature. In consequence of surface
tension a small drop will evaporate into an
atmosphere that would bo Maturated or even
wuporaaturatod with ronpoet to largo dropH or

largo quantities of the liquid, booauHo the

vapour proHHiiro which is required to prevent
evaporation from tho curved surface of a
small drop is greater than tho vapour proHHiiro

which will prevent evaporation from H Hat

surface of the name liquid at tho name tempera
ture. In other wordn, (.ho equilibrium vapour
pressure for a Hmall drop in higher than the

normal Maturation pressure.
The cohesive foroos which tho molecules

of any liquid exert upon one another nmUe
the free Hurfaee of the liquid behave UH if it

were a stretched elastic Hkin. It in to thin

that the phenomena of capillarity are duo
the rise of a liquid column in a tube when the

liquid is one that wots it, and the depression
of the column when the liquid does not wet
tho tube. To thin also are due the forum
assumed by liquid 111 inn and by drops, It IH

the tension oE the surface layer that makoH a

drop take u fvphorieal Hhapc^ whetj tlu*ro are

no diHturbing foroon : tlui dnmn of molten
metal in a shot-tower, for example, become

sphoroH as they fall freely, and nolidify into

spherical shot before they roach tho bottom.
A drop of mercury on a plate, or of dew on a
leaf which it does not wot, would bo Hplierieal
were it not for the upward proHHiiro of the

support on which the drop rents ; the Hmallcr
the drop is the nearer does it eomo to bom/;
a sphere, for tho disturbing foreon due to

gravity arc relatively unimportant in a Hinnll

drop. AH a result of Hiirfaeo tension, the

energy contained in a drop of liquid IH greater
than the energy contained in an equal quantity
when that forms part of a bi<; IUUMH of the
Maine liquid at tho name tern porn ttuv, for

energy in stored in the Hurfiioo layer hi mueh
tho name way an it would bo ntorod by tho

stretching of an elastic Hkin, 1<W I ho 'name
reawoti a Hmall drop eontaiiim more energy
per unit of maw than a hirge ono (of the
same lu|uid at the name temperature), for the
surface of the Hmall drop ban a relatively
larger area. The energy ntored in (,h<^ mirfnee

layer in diixu^tly proportional to Mio arvt of
the layer. To see that thin m HO, eonnider the
amount of work that ban to bo npettt in

forming a thin film of a liquid. The (Urn that
is formed when a bubble in blown, or when a.

Hoapy solution is wmoared over a.
rill/-; or hoop

of wire, ooiiHJHtH of two Hurfaco Intern, hivek (o

batik, with Homo of th(^ liquid hetvvoon. When
the film in very thin, JIH, for iiiMtimee. \\\wn if,

looks blaek in r<H(H-te<l lijh(, junt befor<^ it.

breaks, it may lx> Maid io eomiint of (,\vo

nurfaoo laycM'H only ; hut it emi bo miult^ a
hundred or more timoM Ihieker than that and
have i\u\ name toimion, for tho nialo of tonnion
exintn in (.he Hurfa,<^o la,v<M'M only. Tho tennion
of Htteh a, lilm, whether thick* or Jhin, in th<i

t(MHion of two Hurfaeo l.yer j in other vvordu,
it in twi<u^ Mio HurfiwK^ tennion, It docn not
change when the lilm contract;* or in ntrotchod.
and it ban noooHMarily the nanu^ value in all

:liree.|,ionH along th<^ Hiirfnee.

Ix^t a liquid film bo formed on t U-nhttped
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frame (Fig. 20) by wetting a wire AB with
the liquid, placing it over C, and then draw

ing it away in the direction of the arrow.

The force that will have to be applied to

draw it away or to hold it from coming back
is 2S, where Z is the length AB and S is the

tension of the surface layer on each side of

the film per unit of length. The quantity
S so defined measures the surface tension of

the liquid. In drawing the rod away through
any distance x in the direction of the arrow
the work done in forming the film is 2Sfo, and
this work is stored in the two surface layers
of the film, for it is recoverable by letting the

rod slip back. Hence the energy stored in a

single surface layer, in consequence of sur

face tension, is numerically equal to S per
unit area of surface. It follows that the

surface energy of a spherical drop of radius

r is 47rr2S. S is a quantity to be determined

by experiment in any liquid ; it is a function

B

FIG. 20.

of the temperature, becoming smaller when the

temperature is raised.

The spherical form which a free drop assumes

is the form which will make the surface

energy (for a given volume) a minimum. A
drop resting on a support takes such a form

as will make its total potential energy a

minimum, namely the sum of the energy of

surface tension and the energy of position

which the drop possesses in consequence of

the height of its centre of gravity above the

level of the support.

Imagine now a drop to be evaporating under

conditions that keep its temperature constant.

Energy has to be supplied in proportion

to its loss of mass to provide for the latent

heat of the vapour that is formed. But the

drop IH losing surface energy because its

surface is getting less, and to some extent

this reduction of surface energy supplies

the latent heat that is required ; only the

remainder has to bo supplied from outside

the drop. Consequently a drop will continue

to evaporate into an atmosphere which

would be saturated with respect to the same

liquid in bulk. There can be no equilibrium
between a drop and a surrounding atmosphere
of saturated vapour. As the drop gets smaller,

a stage is reached when the loss of potential

energy due to contraction of the surface is

sufficient to supply all the latent heat of the

vapour that is passing off. After that the

evaporation of the drop would complete itself

without any further supply of heat, if surface

tension continued to operate in the same

way.
Tor the same reason a drop cannot form

except around a nucleus, and the larger the

nucleus the more readily it forms. To make

drops form, the surrounding vapour must be

supersaturated to an extent which depends
on the smallness of the nuclei. When particles
of dust are present in expanding vapour,
the first drops to be formed use them for nuclei,

as was shown by Aitken (Trans. E.S.E. vol.

xxx.), and only a small amount of super-
saturation is required before such drops

begin to form.

Experiments by C. T. B. Wilson (Phil

Trans., 1887, 1889) show that when dust-

free air containing water-vapour is suddenly

expanded clouds are formed, but only when
there is much supersaturation of the vapour.
The water particles composing these clouds

are formed around nuclei which may consist

of accidental coaggregations of the mole
cules of the gas itself, or of electrically charged
molecules, such as are always present in small

numbers. The presence of an electric charge

greatly favours condensation of the vapour

upon any nucleus. As an electrified drop

evaporates, the charge remains behind ; the

potential energy due to electrification there

fore increases as the drop becomes smaller,

for the energy due to a constant electric

charge varies inversely as the radius of the

sphere that carries it. In this respect the

effect of an electric charge is opposite to

that of surface tension. Hence when a drop
is charged more energy has to be supplied from

outside to make it evaporate than would be

required if it were uncharged. An electrically

charged drop will therefore evaporate less

readily than an uncharged drop of the same

size, and may grow larger in an atmosphere
that is but little supersaturated or even not

supersaturated at all. In vapour which is

slightly supersaturated it is found that any

ionising action, such as that of an electric

spark, or of Rontgen rays, or of ultraviolet

light, brings about a cloud of condensation,

by creating fresh nuclei, or by stimulating

the powers of existing nuclei through causing

them to acquire an electric charge.

Confining ourselves, however, to cases in

which there is no electrification, we may
consider how, as a consequence of surface

tension, the equilibrium of liquid and vapour
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B

depends on tho curvatures of the surface

between them. Assume the liquid and the

vapour to be at tho name temperature.

Liquid with a Hat surface is in equilibrium
with the vapour above it when tho vapour
is at the pressure of saturation : there in then

no tendency on the whole for the liquid to

evaporate or for tho vapour to condense, any
evaporation that occurs being exactly balanced

by an equal amount of condensation. Liquid
with a convex curved surface is in equilibrium
with the vapour only when tho pressure of

the vapour exceeds tho normal saturation

pressure by a definite amount ; in other words,

only when the vapour is sufficiently supor-
saturated. The degree of suporsatu ration

^= =a, necessary for equi
librium depends on
the curvature of

tho surface, in a

manner lirst estab

lished by Kelvin

(Proc. JK.&&,
1870). Lot P

s
bo

the normal press
ure of saturation

(namely, tho satu

ration, pressure for

any assigned tem

perature as given
in tables of the

properties of satu

rated steam, which
is tho equilibrium

vapour pressure
over the flat sur

face of a liquid)
and let P' bo tho

equilibrium vapour
pressure over a

curved surface.
Take for this pur
pose the curved
surface at A, Fly,

21, which is formed

by holding in the liquid a capillary tube of a

material such that tho liquid does not wot it.

The column of liquid in the tube is accordingly
depressed through some distance A, and if

the bore is small enough tho froo surface- at

A is sensibly part of a sphere. Imagine tho

liquid to be contained in, a closed vessel,
and that tho space above it eontahiB nothing
but fcho vapour of the liquid. Lot all be at

one temperature T, and in equilibrium. Over
tho Hat surface at B there is vapour whoso

pressure is l\ : over the curved surface at

A there is vapour of a higher pressure P'.

Tho dilToronoo P'-P, is equal to tho weight
o the column of vapour in tho tube (por unit

area of CTOHH Hoot-ion) from the level of A to

the Icvol of 1$. Lot a- bo tho weight of unit;

volumo of the vapour. If thin worn constant,

21 .

the weight of tho column of vapour in tho tube

(per unit area of section) would bo simply
<rh. But a- depends upon the pnwsuro I*;

it is equal to 1/V and may tluToforo bo

written

P

if we take tho equation PV HT to a-pply,

as it approximately doow. Tho difl'oronco in

tho two vapour jmvimiroH is

P' -P, f<rdh,

integrated between tho lovol at B nnd tho

Icvol at A.

Compare noxti tho hydrostatic pressures
within tho liquid just under tho Htirfaoo at* B
and just under tho surface at A, <hwt titidor

tho Jlat surface at B tho hydrostatic pronsuro
in tho liquid is equal to tho pressure of tho

vapour ovor tho surface ; it in thoroforo

equal to P a . AH wo go down through tho

liquid to tho lovol of A, tho hydrostatic

pressure inoroasow by tho amount
/>//,

whoro

/)
is tho wight of unit volumo of tho liquid.

Thoroforo just xmdor the curved surface at

A its value is V
a -\- ph. But tho hydrostatic

pressure under the curved surface at A may
also be calculated in another way. Tho top
of the liquid column at A, which has a- Hurfaoo

layer in tension, may bo treated as a wogmont
of a Hphore of radius r. HH nurfaoc 1

layor fornin

a caf) whoso surface tcnwion H cauH<\s iti to

press down upon tho liquid bolow with a

pressure p such that, irr'^p 'Sirrti. That thin

is so will bo scon by considering tho oquilibrium,
of a complotoh(UT)iHpluu'o of tho .siuno curva<-ur( k

and with the name surfaco tension. Kound
the circumference (2wr) of ilio horixontal

plane forming tho bast^ of such a hoimnphero
there would bo a vortical force 2?rrS balancing
tho resultant force, duo to tho baso proHHiiro p
acting on the area of trr*. lionoo

<p

and tho hydrostatic, pr(<>HHuro junt- un<lor

curved surfaco is therefore <
v

<|ual to

tbo two oxproHHinriH For t-his hydro
static [M'OSBUW, \V(^ hllVO

Monco, wtnoo P' -P,, /adh,
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And nineo (/P or///.

oo /'*'' /''*'-^
/ /' < r M* /' Ji> i

I

' aP I >P very nearly,

boeauMo (i is small compared with
/>.

On substituting P/IIT for <r this approxima
tion jjjivoH

tJS UT /'

l>

'

d\>
prr I

v

V 'Hi/. I

p 'lu/notf

Applied to a Hphorieal drop of radius r this

(approximately) expresses how bitf must
be (ho pressure P' in the supersaturated

va.pour around the drop in relation to tho

normal proHsuro of Maturation P
B
for the name

temperature, if tho drop is just to escape

shrinking by evaporation. Any increase of

P' above the value HO oaleulatod would oauno

tho drop to #ro\v. The expression also shown

what in tho leant si/-o of drop that can exist

in an atinoHphoro with a pvon dogroo of sup<M'-

HJttura.iion : any drop for which r in Hiuallor

w<uild diMappisir by evaporation ; on tho other

hand any drop for which )' "IH latxor would |j;row,

It !N only when t-lu" drop is vory small that

(ho OMVHH of P' over P
H

is coiisidiMuble. With

walvr-vuipour at 10" ('. K/I
1

(which is treated

UH (H|iial to PV) I'M Js'iO x .K^ in (Ui.S, unitH.

Tilt* Hurfa<H (

i t(M)Hion of water at that tempera
ture in about 7(i dynoH per linear centimetre,

and p in 1 gramme per cubic eenthnotro.,

Honeo
(>/ j g<)l

l^Kioi^ 1)
*

where 1) in tho diameter of the drop in millionths

of a millimetre. Tho form u la accordingly ^ives

thoMo r<'MuHiH, for dropH of water :

Dluetor of l>rop
in MIlllontliM of u

Millltuetro,

Ratio of P' to

I

Thin nienim. for iiMtfinc<s that a drop of water

two .miUionl.hu of a millimetre in diamotoi

will p;row if tho ratio of Huporwturalion in

tho vapour around it in ^renter than J'ii bul

will ovaporato if that ratio IH ICHH. Ihnico

when tho rn,tio in JMi, dropM will not form

imloMM then* aro nuch^i proHonfc which arc at

|OH.H(. IMK enough to be e<iuivalent io Hphoren

with a diameter of two-millionthH of a milli-

motrc,

Himilar tionHideratiotiM govern tho forma

tion of ImbbloH in a boiling liquid. Any

wmall bubble may be treated as a spherical

npaoo of radhus r, containing gas, bounded

(>y a Hpherical envelope in which there ia

surface tension. Outside of that is the liquid
it a pirnsuro P. In consequence of the surface

toiiHion in tho envelope, the pressure P^ inside

the bubble muwt exceed P by tho amount
/% \vhore S in the surface, tension in tho

boundary surface of tho bubble, making

1V-P-".

When r in very small this implies a great
OXCOHH of prcsauro within the bubble. If

no particles of air or other nuclei were present
to Htart the formation of bubbles, boiling
would not begin until tho temperature wore
raised much above tho point corresponding
to the external pressure, and then would occur

with almost explosive violence. Once formed
a bubble would be highly unstable, for as the

radius ineroasoH the tension of tho envelope
becomes less and loss able to balance tho

excess of pressure within it. This happens,
to Home oxtent, when water is boiled after

being freed of air in solution : it is then

said to boil with humping.
It follows that a pure liquid may bo super

heated, that is to nay, raised above the

temperature of saturation corresponding to

the actual pressure. This is an example of

a niotastablo state liko the state that ia

produced when a vapour is suporr.oolod without

condensing, or when a liquid is supercooled
without solidifying. Water at atmospheric

pressure may bo heated to 180 (J. or more
when, it has been froecl of air and when it is

kept from contact with tho sides of tho vessel

by supporting it in oil of- its own density,

so that the water takes the form of a largo

globule immersed in oil,

In the ordinary proccns of boiling, a bubble

contains in general some air or other gas
besides the vapour of tho liquid itself. With
out guH in it, tho bubble could not exist in

stable equilibrium. With gas in it, tho bubble

will l>o in stable equilibrium when the partial

proHMuro duo to tho gas provides the necessary

OXOOHH of tho whole internal pressure. 1^ over

tho external pressure P. Any reduction of tho

bubble's si/-o would then raise tho pronsuro of

the gas more than enough to balance tho

increase of &S/r. "Let Pw bo tho vapour

procure inside tho bubblo. If wo assume that

the external prewmro and temperature remain

constant, the partial pressure duo to tho gas

maybe expressed as a/r* whoro a in a constant.

Thou Pj "IVl-tt/r
8

, and tho equation

1>,. |
-:,1> +

2
,0I 1>,- 1> =

2

)

S
-^

determines the value of r at which the bubblo

is in equilibrium. Tho quantity P,,~P is
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the excess of tho vapour pressure In tho bubble

over the pressure in tho liquid. Diitorontiat-

iug this with respect to r, we liavo

and therefore when
*

P,,I?-1f-3r

Hence if a liquid containing bubbles of radius

r is heated, the temperature will rise until

tho vapour pressure within tho bubbles

exceeds the pressure in tho liquid by the

amount 4S/3r, but when that point is reached

the bubbles will become unstable and ebulli

tion will begin. (Jallondar ( Mnc.]j. Brit., article

"Vaporisation") calculates on this basis

that with bubbles one millimot.ro in diameter,
water (under one atmosphere) will boil at a

temperature of 100-05 0., and that to produce
10 of superheat tho diameter of tho bubbles

must not bo more than about 1/200 mm.
(55) COMPRESSIBILITY AND ELASTICITY or

A FLUID. Lot any homogeneous fluid bo

subjected to an increase of pressure dP, with

the result that the volume is reduced from V
to V - dV. Then - dVjV nieasxires the volume

strain, and tho ratio of this strain to cZI*

measures tho compressibility.
The reciprocal of tho compressibility or

-V(dPjd\
7
)
measures what is called the elas

ticity of the fluid. Its value will obviously

depend on the circumstances under which tho

compression takes place. Suppose for instance

that the temperature is kept constant during
the compression. In that case the expression
for the elasticity becomes -

V(dP/dV),r This

is called the isothermal elasticity of a fluid,

and will be denoted hero by ]&
t

. Suppose
on the other hand that no heat is allowed to

leave or to enter the fluid during the com
pression. In that case tho expression becomes
-
V(dP/dV),. This, which is called tho adia-

batic elasticity of a fluid, will bo denoted hero

by E0. We have accordingly the two
elasticities

(89)

Hence E,/> \dV<i> K,,~ " "

dV

(00)

by equation ((53). That in to nay, tho ratio of

tho adiabatk; to tho .isothermal elasticity is

cq ual to 7, the ratio of tho specific heats. Sinew
Kp is greater than K

(1 , Ify
in Creator than tt

fi

.

"(5(>) AiM'UOATIONH TO J*Aim<WI,All IfUUDH !

CllAHAOTKRIHTKJ AQUATION. Tho

dynamic rotations given in equations (UD) to

(90) are general in tho HCHIHO 1'ha.t they HI'( V tnu

of any fluid. They can bo appliod to dotor-

mine variouw proper!. ion of any individual lluid

when an equation connoeling one of tho pro.

portion of tbo fluid with two others w known.
SiKth an cupiation IH called a,

u
( 'h-'irax-.l^riHtic.

Equation
"

or ts

Initiation of S(.ai.o." Tli<^

moHli UHiial typo of chanietoriMtio c<(iia>iioti

in one commoting tho volume (of a given maH)
with tho pPOHHuni and <1\o tciin|HM\'itnrc. VVh<tt

thin in known, a,nd when, in addition, tlioma.ro

data a io tho variation of the internal energy
with tho temperature, numerical values of

tho thormodynamio. proportion of the given
lluid in various states may bo calculated by
help of tho general relations wliioh have
boon detailed.

(f>7) PllOl'MUTlMH OK A Pl'JHKWdT (lAH. -

The Hirnplcflt example of a. oharaett-riHtic

equation is that of an ideal gas, namely ( ((!))

TV ivr,

whore R is constant. Wo may illustrate the

use of Homo of tho general thormodynamio
relations by applying them to this ideal Hub-

stance, On differentiating tho oharaotoriNtio

equation of an ideal gas, wo have

Hence in such a gas

dP\ R P dV

By equations (5!)) and (57), it\ any lluid,

,

fd

Jlonoc iu tho ideal

n ,and

r

riius it follows from tiln^ characteiistic <(|uii-

tion (.hat both K
{ ,
a.nd K

/(
arc constant a.ti any

one temperature : in other words, they are

independent of tho pressure. They may,
however, vary with temperature : tho charac
teristic equation gives no information on that

point.

.By equation (58), in any fluid,

llonco in tho ideal gas

in agreement with equation (ii). The fat-top A
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is omitted because quantities of heat are here

expressed in work units.

Byequation (75), in any fluid the cooling efiect

in the Joule-Thomson porous plug experiment is

In the ideal gas (dV/dT)p
= V/T ; hence the

quantity in square brackets vanishes and there
is no cooling effect.

By equation (66), in any fluid,

Iii the ideal gas T((A
7

/6ZT)V = P, hence

and since K
(,

is independent of the pressure
it follows that the internal energy of the
ideal gas depends upon the temperature alone.

The ideal gas exactly obeys Joule's Law.

By equation (69), in any fluid,

In the ideal gas T(dV/dT)p=V, hence

and since K^ is independent of the pressure
it follows that the total heat of the ideal

gas also depends upon the temperature alone.

These results show that a gas which conforms

exactly to the characteristic equation PV=RT
(T being the temperature on the thermodynamic
scale) conforms exactly both to Boyle's Law
(PV constant for any one temperature) and
to Joule's Law (K a function of the tempera
ture alone). It is therefore

"
perfect

"
in the

sense of (12).

When the equation PV=RT was intro

duced in (6) the symbol T denoted temperature
on the scale of the g.H thermometer, that is

to say, a scale defined by the expansion of the

gas itself, and the gas was assumed to conform

exactly to Boyle's Law. But if it also con

forms exactly to Joule's Law, the scale of

the gas thermometer coincides with the

thermodynamio. scale ( (22)).

By equation (G3ft) for the adiabatic expansion
of any fluid,

dP

Hence in the ideal gas

dl>

So that in the adiabatic expansion of an

If now we make the further assumption

that 7 is constant, which is equivalent to

assuming that the specific heat does not

vary with temperature, this gives on integra

tion PVY= const, as in equation (4), (15).

For the entropy, energy, and total heat

of the ideal gas we have, by equations (38)

and (39), in any fluid,

In the ideal gas

and d! =

and since PV=RT,

If, as before, we assume that the specific
heat does not vary with the temperature,
these results give on integration

E= K,,T + const.,

#=K 8 log, T +R loge V + const.

=Kp log . T -R loge P + const.

The values of the constants of course

depend on what initial state is chosen as the

starting-point of the reckoning. When we
are concerned only with changes of E, I, or

the integration is between limits and the

constants disappear.
As an example, consider the change of

entropy which occurs in Joule's experiment

( (12)) when a gas, originally contained in one

vessel, expands without doing work and with

out taking in or giving out heat, so as to

distribute itself between that vessel and

another. Let V be the original volume and
V' the greater volume after expansion. With
an ideal gas there is no change in T or in E
or in I. But the above expression for

shows that, as a result of the irreversible

expansion, the entropy has increased by the

amount

or B(logfl P-log,F).

Though the system has lost no energy it has

lost availability for conversion into work.

A quantity of energy has been dissipated which

is equal to the work that might have been done

had the gas expanded reversibly from the

same initial to the same final state without

change of temperature, namely,

We may regard that amount of work as done

internally, in giving kinetic energy to the
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gas as it streams from one vessel to the

other, and then an converted into heat \viUiiu

the gas. From this point of view the olToot

on the entropy is the samo as if tho gas
wore to take in, at temperature T and with

out irreversible action, a quantity of heat

equivalent to that amount of work. Tho

entropy would thereby bo inorcaHod by
RlXlog^V'-log,, V)/T, which is equal to the

above expression for
<-//

-

<p. The lows of

availability on tho part of the energy of the

system for conversion into work is measured

byT(f-0).
Similarly when an ideal gas streams con

tinuously through a porous plug or other

constricted orifice from a region of pressure
P to a region of pressure I?', without taking
in or giving out heat, as in tho Joule-Thomson

experiment, there in again no change in T
or in E or in I, hut tho entropy increases by
bho amount

Hero also, as a result of tho irreversible

process, tho energy of tho gas loses avail

ability for conversion into work to an extent

which is measured by tho product of that

quantity into T.

It should bo noted that thoRo conclusions

are in agreement with (51), where it was shown
that tho decrement of the function

\// 9 namely
\j/ ^/, measures tho amount by which the

energy of any yatom loses availability for

conversion into work in an isothermal proems.
For since

i//
=E

T<r/>, rf^/=r/H! Ttl(/> <f>d'\\

In either the Joule experiment or the Joule-

Thomson experiment dK and dT arc tforo for

an ideal gas, hcnco
di//
= r

I>/</>, making tho

loss of availabil ity ^ -
^'= T( <j>' </>),

a.H

above.

(58) RATIO ov THE SLM<XII IIu/vrH IN

GASES. Wo saw ( (55)) that in any fluid tho
ratio 7 of the two specific! heats K

7I
and K,,

is equal to tho ratio of tho adiubutio (elas

ticity JE0 to tho isothermal elasticity l<!
;

and also that I^= -
V(r/;P/r/V)T . Honoo in a

gas for which PV= BT,

> and J^
This relation ban been UHO<! an a moans

of finding 7 experimentally in air and o their

gases which at ordinary temperatures <uid

pressures very nearly conform to tho equation
PV RT. The method in based on Nowtoifs

theory of tho tranHiniHHion of waves of Hound.
Nowton showed that waves of compression
and dilatation, such as those of sound, travel

through any homogeneous fluid with a velocity
which may bo expressed as */KV, where V
ifi as usual tho volume of tho fluid per unit
mass (tho reciprocal of tho average density)
and K is th,o elasticity, in kinetic utu'ts. K

was afterwards pointed out l>y Lapliwx^ thai

in applying thin result do tho [Missa^c of sound

through air or othor gasos K should (H^ dikcn

as tho adiabai.it 1
- olastieity l^/,

fr tho com

pressions and dilatations follow one anol.hor

so fast aw to leave no timo for any substaut.ini

transfor of heat from the portions that are

momentarily heated by oompivswon to thoso

that aro momentarily cooled by expansion,
llonoo hi air under atmospheric conditions*

or in any other nearly perfect gas, wound

travels at a rato equal to ^Ayl'V. This fart

is used aw a moans of determining by moat-wr

ing tho velocity of sound or (what, comes to

tho same thing) by measuring tho wave-length
in sound of a known pitch.

In air at 0. and a pressure of one atmo-

vHphoro tho values given by various observers

for tho velocity of sound range from '{,'{,0(10

to 33,240 ccMiti metres per stH-.ond. llnd(M' (h(so

conditions tho volume of one gramme of air

is 773-1 cubic em., and l is HUM > 10 dynes

per H(|.
cm. Hence, talking an average of

IJIMtfOftn- the v<^ocity,

:i:i,i5o
-

N/7 x i-oi:i:j x io x 77,'M,

which inaU<iH 7 1-10,'J.

Another experimental method of deter

mining like valuo of 7 in a gas is that of ( 'lomont

and Dosormos, A quantity of the gan in

contained in a large vessel at a pressure some
what higher than that of tho atmosphere,
and at) atmospheric tomporatuio. There is a

prossuro-gango attached, and a tup which

may he opened to allow HOMO of tho ga.M in

escape (illicitly. On opening tho tap* tho

prossuro falls suddenly to that of tho atmo

sphere : when this has happened the. tap is at

onoo closed. Then the pressure of tho gas
that remains in the vessel slowly rises, boeanHo
tho temperature, which had boon reduced by
the sudden expansion of tho gas in the vessel

while the tap wan open, rises gradually to
the value which it had at first, namely tho

temperature of the surrounding atmonphoro.
When this process is com plcto tin* final pressure
is noted. hot tho original pressuro ho P

(
,

the pressure of tho atmosphere P,,, and tho
final pressure I*.,. Tho change from P, in P.,

is approximately adiabaliV on account of ifn

suddenness : tho eha.ngo from P., to Pn oerun<i

at count/an t volume. Let V,, \'., and V,, bt^

iilu^ volum< kH of tho gas //' unit tuatM^ at tho
throe eorr<*H))ondi?g sta^^s. Then V-

5 \'.,,

Id is assumed iihad the gas eonfonus, very
nearly, to tho equation PV HT, \Yo areord-

ingly have, in tho udiahatic oxpanwion,

and Hinc(^ ibt^ initial and I'maJ

ar<^ tho Maine,

1
>

,V 1 .I'.V,- I'.V,.
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prw ~\P:

_logP1 -logP2
or 7

"log P\- log Pa-

Values of 7 are accordingly found by observ

ing these three pressures. Experiments by
Lummer and Pringsheim, using this method
in an improved form, give 1-4025 as the value

of 7 for normal air.

Similar methods of experiment applied to

other gases have shown, that in all the light

diatomic cases, such as hydrogen, oxygen,

nitrogen, carbonic oxide, nitrous oxide, the

value of 7 is approximately 1-4 at ordinary

temperatures. It becomes somewhat less

when the gas is strongly heated. They have
also shown that in monatomic gases, such as

helium or argon or mercury-vapour, the value

of 7 is very nearly 1 H- and does not change when
the gas is heated. In triatomic and poly
atomic gases, on the other hand, the experi

mentally found values of 7 do not exceed 1-J

and are generally less, especially when the

gas is heated. In water-vapour, for example,
and in carbonic acid gas, both of which are

triatomic, 7 is about 1-3.

Those experimental results agree with what

i* to be expected from the molecular theory
of gases. According to that theory the

energy K in a gas is due to movements on the

part of the molecules. In a monatomic gas

substantially all the energy consists of the

kinetic energy which the molecules have in

consequence of their movements of trans

lation. In any gas the molecules have three

degrees of freedom of translation and each of

these degrees of freedom contributes to the

whole energy K a quantity equal to JRT
(sec (()(>)). Consequently in a monatomic gas
the whole energy is equal to !IRT. This makes

K,, equal to flR, with the result that (since

Kv
~ K

IF
|- R) K is pi and 7 is lg. In a diatomic

gas the. molecules still have energy of trans

lation equal to fjRT, but in addition they
have energy of rotation about axes transverse

to the line joining the two atoms of the

molecule. There are two effective degrees of

freedom about such axes, and it follows

from the theory that each effective degree
of freedom of rotation takes up the same

amount of energy as each degree of freedom

of translation. This brings the value of

K up to *RT, making K
? , equal to SR, Kp

to JR, and 7 to IV. If the molecules have

any appreciable energy of vibration the effect

of that is to increase K y
and K^ and to reduce 7.

This is found to occur when the gas is strongly

heated, but at ordinary temperatures the

observed values of the specific heats and of

7 show that vibration does not contribute

any substantial part of the whole energy.

In heavy diatomic gases, on the other hand,

such as chlorine or the vapours of the other

halogen elements, there is considerable energy
of vibration even at moderate temperatures,
which increases both of the specific heats

and makes 7 less than 14. The energy of

vibration that affects the specific heat consists

of to and fro movements on the part of the

atoms that make up the molecule. In a

monatomic gas there is no possibility of this

kind of movement. In most diatomic gases
it is negligible until the gas is strongly heated,
but with heavy atoms like those of chlorine,

vibrating with a comparatively long period,
it forms a sensible part of the whole energy
even when the gas is cold. In gases that

have more than two atoms in the molecule

there are three effective freedoms of rotation.

The energy due to translation and rotation

together is therefore equal to 3RT, which, if

there were no vibration to be taken account

of, would make Kw equal to 3R, K^ equal to

4R, and 7 equal to 1J. The effect of vibration,

even at ordinary temperatures, is to make

7 less, especially in gases with complex mole
cules where there may be many kinds of to

and fro movements, with various periods, on
the part of the atoms within the molecule.

The general principle holds that those vibra

tions which have a long period are excited at

comparatively low temperatures, contributing
to the energy and augmenting the specific

heat, whereas those of short period are not

excited and do not contribute appreciably
until the temperature is high.

This principle finds expression in a formula x

devised by Planck to connect the energy which

is contributed by vibrations of any particular

frequency with the temperature, when a

state of equilibrium has been reached through
the mutual encounters of the molecules.

According to Planck's theory the vibratory

energy per gramme-molecule of any gas,

corresponding to any given frequency v, is

whore N is the number of molecules in a

gramme-molecule, h is a constant known as

Planck's constant, which is the same for all

gases and is approximately equal to 6-55 x ICh27

in C.G.S. units. R, as usual, is the gas-

constant, whose value per gramme-molecule is

1-985 thermal units or 83-1 x 10 ergs, and e is

the base of the Napierian logarithms. In a

gas whose molecules are capable of more than

one mode of vibration the whole vibrational

energy would be the sum of as many separate

terms, in this form, as there are modes. At

any one frequency let the quantity Nfo/RT
be represented by x. Then Planck's formula

becomes

1 See article
" Quantum Theory," Vol. IV.
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The factor a:/(^
!

--1) tends towards the value

I as T is indeluutcly inereased, for 111011 x

Temperature

rto. 22.

becomes indefinitely small, but ia insignifi

cantly small when T is low. Plotted in relation

oules may vibrate with a particular frequency,

the amount of energy which they take up in

respect of that vibration I'M nearly nil at first,

then mereasos rapidly, and finally approaches
a limiting valuo equal to RT when tho tcmpiM'a-

ture in itulo(iint( v

ly raiHod. Tho UMUporat.uro

at whu'.h the rapid rtno bo^iim IH relatively

high for vibrations of short period.

(50) iMiMMi'Hwr ( IASWH. AM AOAT'H ( 'UKVMS.

VAN THOU WAAI-H' EQUATION. * No ren.1 ga.B

strictly conforms to tbo Him pie ehanictenstio

equation J*V=.-j R r

l\ rOxporhuents by Andix^wrt,

Amagat, and others a show that at any ono

tomp(M'jituro the product) ,I*V is not <juito

constant. It generally varios with the press

ure in the manm^r of the curves in A'vV/. U.'J,

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 "200 220 240 200 280 300^320

"Fu*. 23. Amatfnt'Hlrtothormalfl oU*Vau(l I* for OarbonU- A<'Ul,

to T it gives a curve (tfiy. 22) with a scarciely

preccptiblo rise at the beginning, then a steep
ascent, and finally an asymptotic approach
to the limit, at which its value is L Accord

ingly, in the heating of the gas whoso mole-

first decreasing and then increasing us the

pressure in raised to high values,

1 Hoe nrtloliiolii "Thermal Kxi>nnnton," (IH) li.
"

Hi'o jMU'tlrtilnrly
'*
Thorniodynntnlr l'roft(*rM<H of

Air," also Wltkowald, 1'ML Mw, 1H, xll, aH,
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This is true even at temperatures much
above the critical temperature, and the

deviation from Boyle's Law becomes more
and more marked as the critical point is

approached. At any constant temperature
below the critical temperature the product
PV diminishes with increasing pressure until

the pressure of saturation is reached, at which
the gas liquefies. Above the critical tempera
ture an isothermal generally has a minimum
of PV at a particular pressure, the value of

which depends on the temperature T for which

the isothermal is drawn. This will be seen in

the figure, which gives Amagafs isothermals

for carbonic acid at various temperatures
above the critical temperature. With rising

values of T in any gas the position of the

46

The volume of the molecules constitutes an

appreciable part of the whole volume V
occupied by the gas, and it is only after making
a deduction for it that we have the volume
that can be reduced by applying more pressure.
There is some attraction between the molecules.,

which causes a small part of the energy of the

gas, to be due to their mutual attractions and
assists the external pressure P in preventing
the gas from expanding. Van der Waals has
endeavoured to frame a characteristic equation
which will take account of these two effects.

If the first effect stood alone we should have

P(V-6) = RT where 6, which is called the

co-volume, represents the deduction due to

the volume of the molecules. The attraction

between molecules will depend on the number

44

42

40

38

36

34

32

30

28

26

Pressure in atm,
i

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320

FIG. 24. Amagat's Isothermals for Hydrogen.

minimum of PV on the isothermal shifts

first to the right, and then (as the temperature
is further raised) to the left. Accordingly,
when T is much above the critical temperature
the whole isothermal may consist of a line

sloping upwards with increasing P. This is

the ease with hydrogen at ordinary tempera
tures (Fig. 24), though at much lower

temperatures the isothermals would at first

slope down towards a minimum, and conse

quently (see (50)) the Joule-Thomson effect,

which depends in part on the value of

(^(PV)/dP)T, suffers inversion.

The molecular theory shows that a gas
cannot be expected to conform to the equation
PV= RT unless (1) the size of the molecules

is indefinitely small compared with the

distances traversed by them between their

encounters, and (2) no appreciable part of

the energy of the gas is due to the mutual

attraction of the molecules for one another.

In a real gas neither of these conditions holds.

which are at any moment so near as to be

exercising mutual forces : on any unit plane
within the gas this will be proportional to

the square of the density. Accordingly Van
der Waals takes a/V

2 as the term to be added

to P. He treats a and b as constants for any
particular fluid, and so obtains the equation

(91)

as a characteristic equation applicable to any

homogeneous state, gaseous or liquid. It does

in fact represent comprehensively the chief

phenomena of both states, and also those of

the critical point, but when examined in

detail it fails to give exact results. If the

constants are adjusted to bring the formula

into close agreement with one set of observed

phenomena, such as the relation of volume

to pressure along an isothermal, there are

quantitative discrepancies in other phenomena
such as the Joule-Thomson cooling effect,
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between the calculated and observed figures.

The apparent reason of this failure is that the
"
constants

"
of the formula are not strictly

constant : they are functions of the tempera
ture or the density or both. Attempts by
Clausius, Dieterici, and others to modify the

Van der Waals equation have been only parti

ally successful. Though characteristic equa
tions of the Van der Waals type serve well as a

broad guide to the behaviour of fluids, none
of them can be accepted as strictly accurate.

It appears that the properties of a fluid arc

too complex to bo expressed by means of a
formula containing so small a number of

adjustable constants.

Before any equation of the kind had been
framed James Thomson had suggested that
in drawing the separate isothermal curves
of P and V for a liquid and its vapour, at any
temperature below the critical temperature,
as in Fig. 10, we might think of an imaginary
connection between them such as is sketched
in Fig. 25, where AB, which relates to the

liquid, and CD, which relates to the

I

vapour, are regarded as forming
parts of a continuous curve AJLD.
The connecting curve JL is a mathe
matical abstraction, but it allows a

continuous algebraic expression for P
in relation to V (such as that of Van

I

Volume

FIG. 23. James Thomson's Ideal Isothermal.

der Waals) to be interpreted for isothermals
below the critical temperature as well as for

isothermals above that temperature. The
straight line BC, which represents the actual

change from liquid to vapour by vaporisation at
constant pressure, stands at such a level that
the area BJK is equal to the area K LC : f < >r

we may conceive the fluid to bo taken through
a complete cycle from B through JKL to C
and then back to B by the straight line OB.

During this imaginary cycle its temperature
does not change, and therefore, by Oarnot's

principle, the work done in the cycle as a

whole is zero,

A characteristic equation such as that of
Van der Waals expresses in algebraic form
this imaginary continuity between tho iso-

thormal curves for tho liquid and for tho

vapour, at temperatures below the critical

temperature, art well as the roal continuity
in isothermal curves above it. Van dor Waals'

equation may ho written thus, as a cubic, in V,'

For any one isothermal, thin given three roots,

real or imaginary, for V, corresponding to

any assigned value of I*. When the tempera
ture for which this isothermal is drawn "IH

higher than tho critical temperature only one

of the throe rootH is real : that is to say, there

is only one value of V for each value 1
! of I*

on any isothermal that passes through tho

critical point. At any temperature below tho

critical temperature all three roots are real

in tho mathematical sense. The isothermal

curve calculated from tho equation then, taken

tho continuous form conceived by James
Thomson and illustrator! in .Fig. 25. One of tho

throe roots corresponds to a point on tho curve

AJ, another to a point on DL, and the third

to a point (not realisable- experimentally) on
JL.

Van der Waals' equation makes the product
PV, for constant T, vary in the manner
indicated Iby Amagat's isothermals, showing
a minimum at a particular value of the

pressure that depends on tho temperature for

which the isothermal is drawn. Writing the

equation in tho form

*- v ~v~irv 9

and differentiating with respect to P, keeping
T constant, we have

/d(j?v)\ r-
\ <# /T~~L(V"--6)

2 ' v a

Since on any isothermal rf(PV)/rfP is zero at
the minimum of 3?V, tho quantity within tho

square brackets must vanish at that point.
Hence, on any isothermal, the minimum of

1?V is found when tho volume is such that

h

This shows that the volume at which, tho
minimum of PV occurs on any isothermal
becomes greater as tho temperature is raised.

When the temperature is so high thai (ho
minimum occurs at) Hero procure, V IN in

definitely large; I (/>/ V) then becomes equal to

1, and T is given by the equation T = = /&R.
Hence in a fluid which satiHfios Van der
Waals' equation an Arnagal/ isothermal for
a temperature equal to or greater than

a/b'R will slope tip along its whole course,
with increasing P, but an isothermal for

any temperature lower than this will lirnt

dip towards a minimum of PV and then
rise.

To find tho critical point of a fluid which
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natiHliort Van tin- VVajihV equation, write tlio

equation in tho form

from which

and

v A

"

v a
'

UT 2<

(V 6)
a>'V

(V ft)
3

V' 1

'

At tho critical point, in any (In id,

/<H>\ . /d*l>\

U)T
!()ftml UX"'a

Uonro, writing T,,, 1',,,
<in( l V

<(
for tho oritieal

temperature, prcHHure, and volume, wo nhould

have, in a Van dor Wualn lluid,

RT<,

TluH given

from whioh

It folioWH aU

,

a a
V/*

H (t

"537 R6

ThuH if tho eotiHtantrt ft aiul b an well as R
wore known for a gaw whioh Htriotly HatKsiiod

Van dor Waalw
1

otj nation, tho criticutl volume,

(iotnpovaturo, and prcHHuro might bo calculated :

or <
<

,onv(irHoiy tho donHtantn nught bo inferred

from known valuoH ot T
(1 , 1^ and Vr

(<M))
(1<>IUtlOHPONI>lN(l STATICS. 1 if WoliaVO

two or more dilToixMU
1

. lluidH to whic-.h Van dor

VVitalK* cMpiatioii applies, with diltoront oon-

Htivntn for (W\\ lluid, an important relation

between them oan be oHtabliHhed by Helc.eting

wuleM of tiMnpoi'atitiro, |>n
kWH\iris and volume

wioh thn.1. (-lie eritiesd t(
v

inp(M'aturoH of th<^

dilT(U'<Mtt (luidH are oxpreNHod l>y tho Hanie

number, tho critical prewaron by tho name

number, and tho oriUeal volumon by the Hanvo

number, iMothormal (MirveH drawn to thoHo

HealeH for tho (lillVront lluidH will then ooineido :

in other wordu, a mnglo diagran\ will show tho

n^lntmn of I* to V in all tho (UiidH, when it is

road by roforoneo (o tint appropriate neal

Similarly v \w\$" diagram will nhow the

Aimifiivl' ourvoH for all Any point taken in

Mitch !\. <lin^ram, interpreted on tho proper

HOIV^, markH <v (loPmito Htate for eaeh lluid
;

an<l (<r tho different fluuln it markn what are

railed
"
eorroHpotidmg HtatoH," TlniH (luidH

are Haiti to be at oorroHponding proHHuron when

their proHHurow h<*ar tho namo ratio to the

roHp(il.ivo eriticud proHHiiroH
: tlioy arc naid

to be t\,i, (M>rroH|)m<ling volumes wlum t.hcir

voIun)OH IKMH' tho wirno ratio to tho ronpoetivo

* Hei.lHi> n," 8 (10).

critical volumes, and at corresponding tempera
tures when their temperatures bear the same
ratio to the respective critical temperatures.
tf substances conform to a characteristic

oqnation of the Van der Waals type all three

quantities P, V, and T, simultaneously have

corresponding values in the sense here defined.
To put this statement in another form, let

tho unit of temperature chosen for each fluid

bo its (absolute) critical temperature, the
unit of volume its critical volume, and the
unit of pressure its critical pressure. Then
one family of curves, either on the pressure-
volume diagram or the Amagat diagram, will

Horvo to represent the isothennals for all

iluids that conform to a characteristic equation
of tho Van der Waals type.
That this ia true of any fluid to which the

Van dor Waala equation applies will be
ween by reducing the equation to a more

general form. Take any such fluid, in any
given state, and write its pressure P as p^Pc

where *pr is the number by which the pressure
is stated when wo use the critical pressure Pc

as tho unit of pressure. Similarly for V write

?'rVfl
whore vr is tho number by which the

volume is stated when wo use the critical

volume V
f

as the unit of volume
;

and for

T write irTfi
where tr is the number that

expresses tho (absolute) temperature when
wo UHO the critical temperature Tc as unit

of temperature. Tho quantities pr> v^ and

,,
arc called the

"
reduced

"
pressure, volume,

and temperature respectively.

TllOTl P= 3>rPr= flrsft,

T= i,T,. = *,,

8 a
.

On HU Instituting those values in. Van der Waals'

equation,

it will bo Hcon that tlio conHtants a, b, and B
cancel out, and tho equation becomes

(*-!)=*. (92)

The constants that characterised a particular

lluid hnvo disappeared. Accordingly this

"
reduced

"
characteristic equation, as it

IH called, JH true of any substance that satisfies

a Van (lor Wauls equation, and consequently

tho forniB of the curves connecting $ft vr>
and tr

aro tho same for all Huch substances.

This is tho theorem of corresponding states,

firat) enunciated by Van der Waala. It was

touted by Amagat and found by him
^

to be

nearly fcnio of a number of fluids which he

examined through a wide range of conditions,
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and it has been shown by Young to hold

approximately in many substances. The

validity of the principle does not depend on

the precise form of the characteristic equation :

Van der Waals' equation is by no means the

only one that would lead to the same conclu

sion. Any characteristic equation connecting

P, V, and T with no more than three in

dependent constants (two adjustable constants

in addition to R), and giving a critical point,
can be brought in like manner to the form of

a "
reduced

"
equation in which the constants

peculiar to the fluid have disappeared. Hence

any such equation serves equally well as a

basis for the theorem of corresponding states.

(61) CALLENDAB'S EQUATION iron STEAM. 1

One of the uses of a characteristic equation is

to give, in conjunction with the general

thermodynamic relations, a set of numerical

values of the properties of the fluid which
will be thermodynamically consistent with

one another. For the practical purpose of

enabling tables to be calculated which will

show the properties of a fluid throughout a

limited range of variation of state, it is not

impossible to frame a characteristic equation
which, by empirical adjustment of the con

stants, will serve well within that range,

though it may fail entirely outside the range.
A conspicuous example is the equation which
Professor H. L. Callendar has devised as a

characteristic equation, applicable to any
substance in the gaseous state at low or

moderate pressures, and has used in calculating
his Tables of the properties of Steam.
Callendar' a equation gives results which

agree well with the experimental data for

water vapour throughout the range of tem

peratures and pressures which arc met with
in engineering practice, but it does not apply
at higher pressures, and it makes no attempt
to express the continuity of tho gaseous and

liquid states. The Callendar equation is

V=-c + 6, . . . (93)

where RT/P is, as usual, the ideal volume of a

perfect gas ; b is a constant representing tho
co-volume, as in the equation of Van dcr

Waals, and c is a term which is not constant
but is a function of tho temperature. Callendar
takes c C/T

A
, where C is a constant and n is a

number which depends on the nature of the

gas and is taken as Y for steam, Tho quantity
c is called the

"
coaggrcgation volume "

: it

represents the effect of intor-molccular forces
in reducing the volume below its ideal vaJuo
in consequence of a temporary interlinking
of some of tho molecules during their en
counters. The equation is treated as applying
to dry steam in any state (saturated or Hiiper-

1 Soo Properties of fiteam, IT. L. Callondar (E. Arnold,
1920). Also Ewing'H Thermodynamics for JSnginccru,
chap. viii.

heated) provided tho procure iw IOHH than

say GOO poumlH per H<piare inch and tho

temperature lower than 500 (1. When appro

priate values are aligned to the constants,
the equation, within thoao limits of Jipj>Hca-

bility, takoa for water vapour tho form

T

where V is tho volume of 1 U>. of water vapour
in cxibic feet, P is tho procure in poutuln per

square foot, and T is tho absolute tomponituro
in Centigrade degrees. Callendar further

assumes that the specific heat of water-vapour
at an indefinitely low pressure is independent
of tho temperature, within tho rango of

temperature in which tho equation is applied.
On this basis, and by making xise of tho general

thermodynamic relations that have boon given
above, ho obtains working formulas by moans
of which tho values of tho various proportion
are calculated which will he found in his

Tables. Tho fact that tho Callendar equation
applies only at comparatively lo\v pressures
is apparent whon one considers the form of

any isothermal line given by it iu the Amagat
diagram whoso co-ordinates arc E'V and P.

The equation may bo written

(94)

Since c is a function of T only, this gives

\d\>

Hence in a gas which obeys (Wlondar's equa
tion the isothermal linos on the, Amagat
diagram would bo straight iincH each with a
constant slope, inclined downwards (as P
increases) when a is greater than h, ami
inclined upwards when r> in ICHS than, b. There
would bo no minimum of I'V nor change of
inclination along any isothermal. Tlio equa
tion therefore applies only at pressures for
which those iwothormals arc substantially
straight. The Joule-Thomson cooling olToef,
which by equation (70) in T(^V/Wr) f>

V, bo-

comoaby Callcndar's equation (n | I,)r. b. It in

positive in steam under all conditions to
which tho equation applies, (n< \ I)r. being
considerably groator than /!

; thai/ in to nay
tho oflout of throttling in to coo! tho vapour.
Callondar rolioH largoly on tho observed
amount of tho .Joule-Thomson cooling effect
in assigning valuer to tho constants of IMH
characteriHtic equation (See Phi!, /l/w/.,
Jan. J90.'J). Tho (lallomlar formula provides
for tho inversion of tho cooling ofTeot which
is known to occur in real gases, smeo in any

B c is reduced by raining tho temperature.
So long OB (;M-l)r. is greater than b tho gas
is cooled by throttling, but when (n< -\ l)c is

fl than b tho gon is warmed by throttling,
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art hydrofoil is at ordinary temperatures, and
an .'Miy gaH will bo when T is sufliciontly high.
At- tho temperature of inversion tho slope
of tho Amagat isothermal becomes equal to

///, In I ho visual ease, when tho gas in cooled

by throttling, tho isothermal slopes up IOHS

Htoeply iihan this, or slopes down,

((Hi) MlXTUKW OK <<AHI'K When a VOHHOi

of constant volume contains a mixture of two
or more gases in equilibrium, tho pressure
on tho containing walls iw equal to tho mini

ot what aro called tho partial pressures of tho

constituents, Tho partial pressure of each

constituent gas in tho pressure which it would
exert on tho walls if all othor gas wore absent.

This wan osporimon tally discovered by Dalton

and in known as Dallon'M Law. Jt) is very

nearly true ol' real gases and vapours at

moderate pressures, and is exactly true of tho

ideal porl'o^t jy;aH<iH ol thormodynamio theory,
Dall.on'H Law nerveH to determine tho amount

oC water-vapour that will bo present in air,

at any ans'i^ned temperature, when tho

atmoMphoro is
"
Hatiuuted/

1

that in to Hay
when IrluM'ti w (i(|uilibi'iutn in respect of c^vapora-
tion

p
between the atmoHphore and a ilat

HinTa<'-e of wn.tiM 1

jit the Hame teutpenituro.
Tlu^ partial pro.MHuro of the \vat(M*-vapour in

Mm air will bo equal very nearly to the proHt-mro

of Maturated waters-vapour at tho wuno tcunpera-

t.iu'(H, and UJCN quantity of vapour preHent, ]>er

unit volume of Uio air, will be oqual to the

<l<HiHtty of HftturaUxl wntor-va|)oiu' at that

Uwiporaturo,
Tlie priudipl<\ of wluoh I)altou

1

H Law i otic

manifeNtation, may b<^ ooitjprolioimivoly Htated

by Maying tbad in a mixture of perfect gitHen

otwih oonHtituont behaiVOH an if l<lte othorn

W<M'<I not tlure, Kor any jijfivon volume and

ttMUperatun^ of tho mixture, each oouHtitucnt

quantity that iw prownit e.outrihutoH to tho

pnwiur(\ to tlni energy, to tho total heat,

and to the entropy, juHt what it would con

tribute if it alone occupied tho given volume

at tins given temperature.

Ifnagino two voHHoln A and H of connta-nt

vohimo, containing two diltoront giiHCH a and

/4,
both at th<^ wune (.(MUperattirt^ and prcwuix^

with a partitinn betw(MM) thtnn through which

an opening can bo made, Hay by having a Hlido-

valvo in the partition. When communication

w open<*d it proooHH of dilTuHion Ix^gitm wht<jh,

after a HulVioiont Unto, oauH<^H both voHwelH to

contain one homogouoouH mixturo, !lt IH

iuuiume<l that tho gaHOH do not oxort any
<-hemical action ou one another. If no boat

oritofH or leaver Mio appanttuH during tho

proooHH, Uio t(nup<^ratur(^ and tho prowuro aro

found to luwo undergoiio no change. From

(.bin it may be inferred that tho gaw a originally

in A oxpandw into 1^ an if the othor gtiH ft
wer<

not theiHs and the gun fi oxpandn into A a if

tlu^ gart a wc^'<^ iuvt thor-c, Each gan

!iko the gas in .Joule's experiment ( (12)) ;

t expands without doing work and neither

it tc^mpcraturo nor its internal energy is

thanged : conscqtieiitly tho mixture keeps the

same temperature, and the energy of tho

nixture in equal to the sum of the energies
which tho constituents had at fmst. Tho
>artial proHHtiro Pa, of one constituent lias

[by Boyle's Law) changed from the original
rcvsHuro J> to 1^/V

7
,
where V /=VA l- VB, and

tho partial proHsnro P/3 of tho other constituent

"UH changed from P to PVB/V. Hence
>= l>rt -|- p^ as Dalton'a Law aflsorts. Thus the

'hworvod fact that when gayew become mixed

by diffusion there is no ehango of temj>cratnre,

provided no hotit ia taken in or given out and
no external work IB done, allows Dalton's Law
to bo anticipated from tho other properties
;>f perfect gases.

Though the process of diltusion does not

niter tho energy of the system it is an irrevers

ible process, and therefore must ho expected
to increase the entropy. That it docs so is

clear from a comparison of the entropy before

and after mixture, uning the expression for

</>
in (57). Hay that there aro M ft units of a

and
Mjfj

units of
fi

in tho mixture. Tho

specific volume of the a constituent changes
from VA/M a to V'/Ma . Before mixture took

place its entropy, per unit of mass, was

VA
</>a= K,, logtf T +R log,, ... + const,

After"mixture it is

V7

<//a=K,, log,, T ~hR leg,, ,, + censt.
Mfx,

llenee tho increase of entropy for tho whole

constituent a

Ma(///
- ^) ^ MalMloK,, V -

log, VA).

Similarly for the c.onstitueut
/-J,

,,
V -

log, VB ),

and adding those terms wo have the increase

of entropy that results from mixture, for

tho system as a whole. The calculation may
obvio\mly bo extended to a mixture of more

than two gaHOH.

This increase of entropy implies that energy
is dissipated when gases mix by diffusion

or otherwise* When the gases are separate,

in A and 1? respectively, the availability of

tho system for doing work is greater than when

they* are mixed, though there is no change
in 'temperature or pressure or energy. To

realise thin wo have to think of aomo way
by which tho system, with separate gases,

can be made to do work. Imagine the

partition to be made of some porous material

but to include what ehomiHts call a wmi*

<}>(Tmabla nicMbmm, nuch as will allow one

of tho gauea to puss but will hold tlio othor
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gas from passing. Membranes that have the

property of being permeable to one substance

and not to another are well known, and their

action involves no breach of thermodynamic
laws. Assume then, that the partition allows

the gas a to pass but not the gas p. The
result is some of the gas a passes into B and a

difference of pressure is set up in the two

vessels. The gas a will continue to diffuse

into the gas |3 against this difference of pressure,

until its partial pressure hi vessel B is equal
to the pressure of what is left of that gas in

vessel A. The total pressure in B will then be

P + Pa, and the pressure hi A will be Pa,
where

Pa is, as before, PVA/V'. From the system
in this state it is obvious that work could

be obtained, by allowing the pressures to

become equalised through an engine. The

change from the original condition of the

system took place without any interference

from outside : it was thermodynamically
"

self-

acting." Hence the system, in its original

condition, had an availability for doing work
which is not possessed when the gases are

completely mixed. If a semi-permeable
membrane were fixed between the vessels

after complete mixture had taken place it

would be without effect, for the partial

pressure of the gas capable of passing it

would then be the same on both sides, and any
diffusion through it would go on equally in

both directions.

Planck (Thermodynamics, Trans, p. 211) has

described an imaginary device for separating
the constituents of a mixture of two gases
without taking in heat or doing work and
without change of temperature. There are

two semi-permeable partitions, one fixed

and one in the form of a moving piston which
traverses the mixed gases while another

piston enlarges the capacity of the containing
vessel. One of the membranes is permeable
to gas a and the other to gas /3. When the

mixed gases have been separated by this

device each of them occupies a volume equal
to that of the original mixture. The process
is reversible : there is no change of entropy,
and therefore the system recovers no avail

ability for doing work. The extent to which
the aggregate volume has been increased

neutralises the thermodynamic advantage
of the separation. Planck uses the action

of this device to establish the proposition
that the entropy of a mixture of (perfect)

gases at a given temperature is equal to the

sum of the entropies which the constituents

would have, if, at the same temperature,
each of them separately occupied a volume

equal to the volume of the mixture.

By (51) the loss of availability on mixing
the gases is Ma(^a -i//a ) + M^i/^ -i//^).
In each constituent, since there is no change in

E, i/'-i/'
/

==T(0
/

-^). Hence this expression

for the loss of availability is equal to the

gain of entropy multiplied by T :

= M<*T(0'
-

(C3) SOLUTIONS. The application of

thermodynamic reasoning to the study of

solutions is now an important part of the

science of Physical Chemistry. Only a few

of the salient points can bo noticed here. In

the theory of solutions much use is made of

the notion of hypothetical senii-pcrmcablo

membranes, and on the experimental sido

real semi-permeable membranes servo to

exhibit fundamental facts and to furnish

necessary data. Chemists can cause partitions,
otherwise porous, to contain and support a
" membrane " which will, for example,
allow water to pass freely but will not allow

a substance dissolved in the water to pass ;

and such semi-permeable partitions can

be made strong enough to stand, without

damage, a large difference of hydrostatic

pressure on tlie two sides. Thus it is mechanic

ally possible to have such a partition separate
a quantity of the solution at one pressure
from a quantity of the solvent, or pure liquid,
at a lower pressure. The constituents of a
solution may be present in various proportions,
but in what follows we shall confine ourselves

to considering solutions with two constituents,

one of which makes up nearly all the mass and
is called the solvent.

Imagine now two vessels W and S (Fig, 26)

separated by a fixed scmi-pcrmcablc partition.
The vessel S con
tains a quantity |P
of a solution,

- *

and W contains

a quantity of the

pure solvent, at

the same tem

perature. The

partition is per
meable by the

solvent, but not

by the dissolved substance. Tt is found Uuiu

some of the solvent tends to paws through the

partition from W into N, weakening the

solution. This can only bo prevented by
increasing the pressure in S by a certain

definite amount P . Wo may think of the

two vessels as having pistons by means of

which pressure may bo applied to the liquid
in each. Whatever be the fluid pressure P
on the sido of the membrane that fae.es the

pure solvent, there must bo a greater I hi id

pressure P + I? on the other sido if equilibrium
is to be maintained. The exce-Hs fluid pressure
P on the sido that faces the solution, when
the solution is in equilibrium with the pure
solvent on the other side, is called tho

Pressure,

Jb'io. i
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The amount of the osmotic pressure depends,
for a given dissolved substance and a given
solvent, on the

"
concentration "

or quantity
of the dissolved substance that is present
per unit of volume of the solution. It is

increased by increasing the concentration :

it is also increased by raising the temperature
of the system. We may think of it as a
"
partial pressure

"
due to the presence, in

that volume, of the particles of the dissolved
substance. This partial pressure is to be added
to the partial pressure due to the other com
ponent of the solution, namely, the solvent,
in determining the total pressure. From this

point of view the semi-permeable membrane
is exposed on one side to the pressure of the
solvent alone, and on the other side to the sum
of two partial pressures, one due to the dis

solved substance and the other due to the
solvent. Hence if the total pressure P were
made the same on both sides, that part of it

which is due to the solvent would be less on
the solution side, and consequently the solvent
would tend to flow from W to S in the effort

to bring its partial pressure in S up to equality
with its pressure in W. This explains why
under equilibrium conditions the total pressure
in S must be greater, by the amount of the

partial pressure of the dissolved substance,
which excess constitutes the osmotic pressure.

If the excess pressure actually applied
to the solution in the vessel S is less than the
osmotic pressure P some of the solvent will

flow from W to S. On the other hand, if an
excess pressure greater than P be applied,
some of the solvent will pass out of the
solution into W. These changes will go on
until the solution becomes sufficiently less or

more concentrated to allow equilibrium to be

again attained.

It was pointed out by Van't Hoff (Phil.

Mag., Aug. 1888) that in dilute solutions

the molecules of the dissolved substance act,
in solution, like the molecules of a gas in this

senHo that the partial pressure which they
exert is the same as would be exerted by an

equal quantity of the same substance in the

gaseous state, occupying the same volume,

namely, the volume of the solution, at the

same temperature. Thus the osmotic pressure
in a dilute solution may be approximately
calculated at any temperature and for any
(small) concentration by inference from the

gan equation PV=RT, on the basis that the

dlsHolved substance contributes pressure like

a gas whose density is the quantity of dissolved

substance divided by the volume of the

solution. This applies whether the dissolved

substance is itself a gas, a liquid, or a solid ;

it may, for instance, be a substance that is

non-volatile at the given temperature. It

follows that the osmotic pressure in weak
solutions varies in direct proportion to the

absolute temperature. Also that, at any one

temperature, the osmotic pressure varies in

direct proportion to the quantity of dissolved

substance in the solution. Also that when
solutions of different substances have the

same osmotic pressure at the same temperature
they contain the same number of molecules
of dissolved substance per unit of volume.
These remarkable conclusions of Van't Hoff
are found to be true of very weak solutions,
in which the osmotic pressure is not so great
as to make the deviation from the gas law

considerable, provided the molecules of the

dissolved substance do not undergo dis

sociation but retain their chemical character.

They are closely true, for example, in dilute

solutions of sugar. In solutions of electrolytic
salts or other electrolytes, however, there

is, as was shown by Arrhenius, much separa
tion of the dissolved molecules into their

constituent ions, with the result that the salt

contributes more than one partial pressure,'
and the osmotic pressure is consequently
greater than it would be if there were no
such chemical change.

It may naturally be asked why, if a substance

dissolved in water behaves there like a gas,
it does not escape into the atmosphere when
the solution lies in an open vessel. The
answer is that at the free surface of the

solution the effects of surface tension make the

free surface virtually act as a semi-permeable
membrane, through which molecules of the

water may pass while those of the dissolved

substance are held back. Similarly, a gas may
be absorbed into solution by
a non-volatile liquid through
a free surface which is exposed
to contact with the gas, be

cause the surface is equivalent
to a membrane permeable

by the gas, and not by the

liquid.
The vapour given off by a

solution of a non-volatile sub

stance is composed entirely

of the solvent. At any given

temperature its pressure is

lower than the vapour-pressure
of the pure solvent, to an

extent that depends as follows

on the osmotic pressure and
the relative density of the

vapour and the liquid. Let a

tall vertical column of homo-
FIG. 27.

geneous solution with a free surface (Fig. 27)

be in equilibrium, through a semi-permeable

partition at its base, with a quantity of the

pure solvent, the whole being enclosed in a vessel

in which the only atmosphere is the vapour of

the solvent. The whole system is at a uniform

temperature T. Since it is in equilibrium
the height h of the column of solution must
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bo such that the hydrostatic pressure on the

upper side of the partition, exceeds the hydro
static pressure on the under side by an amount

equal to tho osmotic pressure P : also the

vapour pressure P' at the level of the top of

tho column must ho tho saturation vapour

pressure of tho solution, mid tho vapour

pressure P at tho free surface of the solvent

must bo tho saturation vapour pressure of

the solvent. Since tho vapour has weight,
P exceeds P', Writing cr for tho weight of

tho vapour per unit of volume, wo have
P P'=o7i if tho column is HO short that

may bo treated as constant, or P~P'==yW//.
if tho variation of density with level is taken

into account. Tho pressure on the upper
side of tho somi-permeable bano is P'

-!/>//,

where p is tho weight of tho solution per unit

of volume, and on the under side it IB equal to

P, if (as is shown in tho sketch) the column
is hold with, its haso just level with tho free

surface of tho solvent. Honeo

Taking P -P':=<r/i, this gives hs= P /(p <r),
and

P-P'= P <r/(/>-(r), or P <r/p nearly, ninco cr is

small compared with p. This may also be
written P /pVa , where Vs is tho specific volume
of tho saturated vapour. But unless the solu

tion is exceedingly dilute li> is largo and P - P'

should be taken as
J"<rdh.

An approximate
relation is then obtained, exactly as in (54),

P P, P

^'p'/niT'ppv' (05)

Since the vapour pressure of tho solution

is less than that of the pure solvent at the
same temperature, its boiling-point must bo

higher, that is to say, a higher temperature is

required in the solution than in tho solvent to
make it give off vapour at tho same pressure.
To find a relation between tho rise of the

boiling-point and tho osmotic pressure in a
weak solution, lot the curves and C" of Fig. 28

Solvent

Solution

r

represent curves of vapour pressure in relation
to temperature for solvent and solution

respectively. l,f the pure solvent were boiling
alono under a vapour pressure I." its tempera
ture would be T. .But when tho solution is

boiling under tho name vapour pressure P'

its temperature in T', a temperature which
would correspond to a higher pressure I* in

vapour, coming From tho pure solvent. Hence
from the geometry of tho figure, when dho

change of boiling-point IH smalt, as it is in a.

very weak solution.

P P' /rfl>\

T'-T V/T/H'

whore (<if,P/f/T)H
is the slope of tho saturation

eurvodfor tho pure solvent. Hut, bv< 'lapoyroirn

(Ml nation ( (41)), (f/l/f/T)M
-

(i;/(V, VW))T.
llonco (P -P')/(T'- T) L/TV, nearly, since

Vw IN small compared with Vr But, as wo
have soon above, in a very weak solution

p - p'ss: P //>V> llonco in such a solution

T'--T ^y, , . . (Ott)

or tho boiling-point is rained from 1? do

T(l I-(PO//>^)) by tho presence
1

! of the dissolved
substance.

It may readily bo shown that the 'fre<v/4ng-

point is lowered by a corresponding amount,
namely, P T/pA, whom \ is tho latent heat of

tho fretting solvent.

Wo are here dealing with a solution which
when it is cooled begins to freeze by forming
crystals of the pure solvent, and when it IH

headed (under constant! pressure) begins do

vaporise by giving oft vapour of dho pure
solvent. Tho vapour is given ofTadadolinitoly
higher temperature, and the crystals begin
to form ad a definitely lower dcmpoiuturn,
than if tho liquid wore pun*. In either oaso
tho difference T' * T depends on Uui concen
tration. Tho vapour of dho boiling solution
is superheated to that extent, ad dho moment,
it oomoB off. The oflieaoy of a

u
frooming

mixture/' such as a mixture of ice and said,

depends on this lowering of dho freezing-
point: equilibrium is reached only whon
some of tho ice has molted to form a solution,
and tho temperature of tho whole, including
tho unmelted ice, has assumed dho lower
value which corresponds do the freezing- point
of (.ho Holudion. Conversely, when nadurado<l
steam ad temperature T is 'passed into a solu
tion of Halt in water id will condense until

equilibrium is reached, namely, undil dho

temperature of tho soludion Vises do dho

higher value T', for sdoam can only bo ^ivou
oil" by the soludion at that higher tempera-
turn The apparent anomaly of sdoam being
condensed in a liquid wanner dhan idsolf

is no more remarkable than what occurs
during iho approach to equilibrium on dho

part of a freezing mixduro, when ice melts
in a liquid dhad is colder than itself : bodh
are o/Toods of osmotic pressure.
To iJlundrato the thormodynamio r<a.Noning

by which Van'd HolFH principle Is c.sdablishod,
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we may consider the solution of a gas in

a liquid. According to that principle the

osmotic pressure, at any temperature, should

be equal to the pressure which the gas would

have, at the same temperature, if it alone

occupied a space equal to the volume of the

solution. To prove that the osmotic pressure

actually has that value, imagine a very long

cylinder (Fig. 29) with a fixed partition a

and two movable pistons b and c. Both a

and c are semi-permeable : a is permeable

only to the gas, and c only to the solvent.

Behind c there is pure solvent ; in the space
between a and b there is gas ; in the space
between c and a is the liquid which dissolves

the gas as the operation proceeds. Suppose
the whole system to be at one temperature T
and to be kept at that temperature (say by
a water-jacket). At the beginning suppose
c to be fixed and /> to have been drawn so far

away to the right that the pressure of the

gas is negligibly small. Then equilibrium

requires that the liquid in the space A
shall contain no gas, or, to be exact, a

negligible quantity of gas, for it is known
as an experimental result (called Henry's

Law) that the quantity of gas which a

liquid will dissolve is directly proportional
to the pressure. We begin therefore with

practically pure solvent in the space A,

whose volume we shall call VA Now imagine
b to be slowly pressed in, compressing the gas

isothermally and causing it to be gradually
absorbed by the liquid in A, This is a

reversible process : if, at any stage, b were

stopped and slowly moved dut again the

action would be exactly reversed. When 6

reaches a all the gas is dissolved. The work

spent in forcing the piston home is /

1

P<ZV,

whore Pa
is the pressure that has to be applied

at the finish, under which the last part of

the gas passes the partition a into the liquid.

Now, keeping 6 with an external pressure Px

at ill applied to it, suppose c to be forced slowly

towards a. To do this will require that a

pressure equal to the osmotic pressure P
bo applied to c. The solution will thereby

be separated into its components, the solvent

passing behind c, and the gas passing through

a and pushing out the piston b with the

constant pressure Pt
. P

t
does not change,

for, as c advances, there is no change in the

concentration of the remaining part of the

solution. When o reaches a ail the gas has

left the solution, and is now behind the

piston 6, still at pressure Px and occupying

a volume which we shall call Vr The work
done by the gas on 6 is P^, and the work

that has been spent in forcing in the semi-

permeable piston c is P VA . Now let the gas

expand isothermally till the pressure of the

gas is again negligibly small : the work done

in that expansion is the same as was origin-

ally spent, namely, I PdV. To complete a
^0

cycle of operations we have only to withdraw

<Tto its original position, which requires no

work to be done, for it now has pure solvent

on both sides. Since the cycle is isothermal

the work done must be equal to the work

spent ; hence

P,VA=PiV1 ,

which proves the osmotic pressure P to be

equal to the pressure the gas would have if

it alone occupied the space VA, as Van't

HofE's principle requires.

The consideration of solutions which are

not dilute, but in which the constituents may
be present in any proportions, and of solid

solutions, such as are found in metallic alloys,

is beyond the scope of this article.

(64) ELECTROLYTIC TRANSFORMATIONS. 1

It was pointed out in (51) that when the

fundamental equation of energy

<ZW= cZQ-E
is applied to a complex system, cZQ being the

heat taken in from outside, and -cZE the

decrease of internal energy, the external work

dW may be done in other ways than by
expansion of volume. In an electrolytic

system, such as a galvanic cell, the trans

formation which goes on within the system
results in the doing of electric external work,

the measure of which (in a small transformation)

is We, where F is the electromotive' force

and de is the quantity of electricity generated.

In many electrolytic actions the amount of

mechanical work due to change of volume, or

to alterations of level of substances within

the cell, is negligibly small. This is the case

when electric energy is produced by a battery

such as Daniell's, or when it is stored and

restored by the chemical action on the lead

plates of a storage battery. In what follows

regarding electrolytic action we shall confine

our attention to those cases in which sensibly

all the external work is electrical. The

action may take place under reversible condi

tions : the deposit of copper from a copper

sulphate solution, for example, such as occurs

in a Daniell cell, is exactly reversed when a

reversed current is caused to pass through

the cell. The energy equation for a reversible

electrolytic action, involving no appreciable

change of volume, may accordingly be written

Fde^eZQ-tfE.
1 See also article "Batteries, Primary," Vol. II.
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Here cQ represents heat taken in revorsibly
from outside of the cell, and ^E, tho change
of internal energy, represent3 what chemists

call the heat of reaction in the chemical

changes which are associated with tho passage
of the current. The heat of reaction is the

quantity of heat that would bo generated

(say in a calorimeter) if the same chemical

action were to take place without giving out

electrical energy. If tho electrical energy

given out by a galvanic cell were dissipated
within the cell itself, instead of being employed
to do work outside of it, cZE is the quantity
of heat which would appear. In a Daniell

cell, for example, dE> is the quantity of heat

which would appear if zinc were consumed to

form zinc sulphate in solution, less tho quantity
of heat which would appear if an equivalent
amount of copper were consumed to form

copper sulphate in solution, without the

production of any external electrical effect.

It is the difference between these quantities
that measures the

"
heat of reaction

"
in tho

Daniell cell as a whole, and this is numerically

equal to the loss of internal energy that

occurs when the cell is employed to do

external work by producing electrical energy

reversibly.
In this action heat may or may not be taken

hi from outside. Suppose a galvanic cell to

be placed in a bath of water or other iso

thermal enclosure so that its temperature is

kept uniform. Experiment shows that tho

quantity of heat taken in during its action,

namely cZQ, may be either positive or negative.
In other words, tho reversible chemical action

which goes on within tho cell may tend cither

to make it colder or to make it warmer. In
the former case some heat, dQ, will bo taken
in from the isothermal enclosure in which wo
have imagined the coll to be placed ; in tho

latter case some lioat will be given out to the

enclosure.

A Daniell cell working roversibly, and
therefore with an internal resistance so low
that no sensible amount of tho electric energy
which it produces is dissipated within tho

cell by the heating effect of the current, munt
take in a small quantity of heat from outside

if its temperature is not to fall. In tho

Daniell cell dQ, has a positive value amounting
to rather less than one per cent of tho output
of electrical energy. The ordinary storage

battery also requires a small addition of heat
to maintain its temperature constant while it

discharges. In the Clark cell, on the other

hand, dQ, is negative and its numerical amount
is greater. If dQ, \vcre zero, which is nearly
true of the Daniell cell, wo should have
l<Y/0 = -

dl$, which would furnish a very simple
means of calculating the electromotive force

when the heat of reaction is known. By
Faraday's Laws one and tho same quantity

of electricity (about 00,540 coulombs) is

required for tho deposition of ono grammc
equivalent of any substance. J<Yom tho

known heats of reaction of tho active sub

stances in a given coll it is therefore easy to

calculate tho change of the internal energy
KJ which oocura in the passage of ono unit of

electricity, at constant temperature, and tho

value so obtained would bo numerically equal
to b

1

if no heat were taken in. On thin basin

Kelvin in 1851 calculated the electromotive

force of a .Daniell coll, obtaining a number
which is a little .short of the actual value

as determined by experiment. When account

is taken of tho dQ term a correct value is

deduced.

Direct measurements of tho quantity ot

heat which is rovorsibly taken in or given
out during the action of a cell arc dhTicult,

for tho oJTocfc in inevitably mixed up in any
experiment, with tho irreversible development
of heat within the eell that annos from it,H

electrical resistance. But the quantitativo
influence of the dQ, term may bo inferred,

without direct measurement of tho heat
taken in or given out, from observations of

tho extent to which tho electromotive foreo

of the cell is affected by changing tho constant

temperature at which the cell works. Tliiw

was shown independently by Willard Gibbs
and Kolmholtz, who thereby applied tlio

necessary correction to the original calculation

of Kelvin.

l^or this purpose it ia convenient to make imc

of tho function
\j/9

or K-T0, for tho system
aw a whole. Wo saw

( (51 )) that in any system
undergoing a reversible transformation at

constant temperature the decrement of y>

measures the external work done. Let the
amount by which ^ is diminished while

ono unit of electricity in generated bo repre
sented by i^t

: for e units the amount will bo

c$lf and thiw is equal to the external work,
The amount of electrical work done while
xmits'of electricity are generated in c\*\ 1 lonoo

if all tho external work in electrical (a condition

substantially .satisfied in a coll whore volu

metric or gravitational work is negligible),

(j|^
'^'Y'i,

or W '^i.

Then from equation (70) ( (fil))

^ -I

wo have at once

K-r

where 10
t
in tho

"
heat of reaction

"
e.orreBpond-

ing to the passage of one unit of electricity,
and dl?ld

r

V is the rato of change of the electro

motive force with temperature as olmorvod
when the cell w on 4<

open circuit," doing no
work. The tortn T(//,K/rfT) corresponds to Q,lf
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the amount of hoat that is taken in, roversibly,

during the passage of one unit of electricity,
when the cell works at constant temperature
T. Tins important expression for the electro

motive force of a cell is known an tho (Ubbs-
Holmholty, equation. Wo may illustrate it l>y
numerical values for tho Daniell noil. When
'/iiu 1

replaces copper in a (moderately strong)
solution of tho sulphate tho

"
boat of reaction

"

in found, by measurements in a calorimeter,
to bo KM-,000 joules por gramme-equivalent
of either metal. Tho corresponding quantity
of electricity is 0(v

r
>'10 coulombs. Tlitm K

t
is

Viu.W or l'<MW jonlos pop coulomb. Tho
electromotive force of a Daniel! cell would
therefore bo equal to l-OS(H) volts if tho

temperature oooflioiont wore KOTO. Bud dW/dW
is observed to be positive, and cijiial to

OOOOU'I volts per degree. Hence at, Hay,
15" (!. the term T(<W/^T) or Q, nanioly tho heat
which the coll takes in to koop itw lompora-
turn from falling in iJSH x (MKMWKM or 0-OOOS

jonloN IXM* (U)u(otnl). Wiib theno data tho

calculated electromotive force of tho Danioll

coll is accordingly

I'

1

l-OK(W I 0-009H l-09(>-t volts.

r

l

1

lu k
( iiblH Holmholt/. <MpuU-ion may obvi

ously bo applied in the converse manner,
to calculate tho aj^ro^ato boat of reaction

for tho ohomioal ohan^os which go on in a

rovorMtbto coll, from observations of tho eloc.tro-

niotive force and its temperature ooodiciont.

Headers unfamiliar with tho UHO of the

function
\(> may find it more satisfying to

have MtMMbbM-lIolmholU 1

! equation established

b,v anoUp m(*Miod namdy, by eonsidering u

nyelie. proc(^s of four operations in which tho

coll doon electrical work during ono part of

tho cycle and has olootrieal work spent upon
it during another part, We shall asi-mmo, as

b( k
foi'<\ l.hat tho action of tho coll is reversible,

and that it in surrounded by an isothermal

jacket containing a fluid which will serve as

Hountc or receiver of heat. Wo shall further

imagine that tho temperature of tho jacket,

and therefore of the system as a \vholo, can

bo rovorsibly altortMl through HOMO small

amount oT, say by moans of adiabatic^ expan
sion, no that a part of tho cycle of the eolTs

action can ho performed at temperature T
and another part at temperature T- (VI

1

, the

heat taken from tho system in lowering its

temperature from T to T--<VI? being returnable

to the system without loss, with the effect of

restoring the temperature of the system to T.

Suppose that tho coll first produces electric

energy at temperature T ; then has its

temperature lowered to T-'fiT; then has

enough electric energy Mpent upon it at that

lower temperature to cause the chemical

chanson which took place in the tat operation

to bo exactly reversed in this third operation ;

and finally haw its temperature restored to T.

By Karaday's Laws tho same quantity of

electricity .must pass through tho cell in the

third operation as in tho (irat, in the reverse

direction.. But tho electromotive force de

pends on tho temperature: call it F in tho

limt operation and F-3I*
1

in tho third. Wo
assume that each of tho four operations is

reversible in the thermodynamie, sense, and
also that no appreciable amount of work is

done by or upon the coll except tho electric

work. There is no chemical action, and no

passage of electricity, in the second operation
or in the fourth. Let represent tho quantity
of electricity that passes in each of the lirst

and third operations, and as before let TC
t

represent tho
"
hoat of reaction

"
for tho

chemical changes that aro associated with the

passage of ono ttnit of electricity. Let Q
1)0 tho heat taken in (reversibly) from tho

jacket during tho lirst operation, per unit of

electric.! by that pasnos, and let Qt 5Q be

tho quantity of boat returned to the jacket

during the third operation, also per unit of

electricity. Then the onorgy equation for the

(irst operation is

and for tho third operation it is

Tho quantity of hoat rovorsibly abstracted

from the jacket in lowering its temperature
in tho second operation is returned to it in

tho fourth, and may therefore bo omitted in

summing the energies for tho cycle as a whole.

Tho coll is now restored exactly to its original

state, and for tho cycle as a whole, by adding

tho above expressions, wo have

cStf .ft5Q,

where 8K is tho net amount of electrical

work done by the coll, and e5Q is tho not

amount of heat taken ia from the isothermal

jacket. Tho energy of the cell is the same as

at lirst. Tho result of the cycle as a whole

is to convert an amount of hoat oQ into

electrical work cdK, and this conversion has

boon effected in a reversible process, by taking

in heat Q at temperature T and rejecting

hoat at tho lower temperature T- ST. Ilenco

by tho Second Law the work done is equal to

fiT/T times the boat taken in, or

from which

Substituting this in tho energy equation

Fs E! 'I Q, wo have tho < ttbbH- Holmholt/. rcsxilt
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It should be added that to simplify this

argument no account was taken (1) of any
difference there may be in the heat of re

action E at T and at T - 5T, also (2) of any
difference there may be in the thermal capacity
of the substances in the cell before and after

the reaction. These two small quantities in

fact cancel out. For in a calorimetric experi
ment in which the reaction was allowed to

develop heat, it would be a matter of in

difference whether the reaction took place
at a temperature T and the products were

then cooled to T - T, or whether the sub

stances were first cooled to T - 5T and the

reaction were then to take place. In both

cases the same total quantity of heat would
be given out. Thus in ignoring both (1)

and (2) we ignored quantities whose sum
amounts to zero in the cyclic operation as a

whole, and the validity of the argument was
not affected.

(65) THERMO-ELECTRIC CIRCUITS. When a

circuit is made up of two different metallic

conductors joined at their ends, and the

junctions are kept at different temperatures,

electricity is continuously generated. The
circuit is a heat-engine which converts heat

into electrical energy. Its thermodynamic
action depends on the following facts :

(1) When two metals are in contact and

electricity passes from one to the other, the

junction being kept at any constant tempera
ture, heat is taken in or given out at the

junction. This action, which was discovered

by Peltier soon after thermo-electric pheno
mena were first observed, and is called the

Pettier Effect, is thermodynamically reversible.

If a quantity of electricity passes through the

junction in one direction heat is taken in ;

if the same quantity of electricity passes in

the opposite direction, an equal quantity of

heat is given out. The reversible character
of the Peltier effect distinguishes it at once
from any generation of heat through imperfect
electric conductivity. The quantity of heat
taken in or given out depends on the nature
of the metals in contact and on the tempera
ture : for a given junction at a given tempera
ture it is directly proportional to the quantity
of electricity that passes. The Peltier co

efficient, which is represented by II, may
accordingly be expressed in joules per coulomb,
and the quantity of heat that is reversibly
taken in or given out at a junction when e

units of electricity pass is ell.

(2) When electricity passes along a metallic
conductor of uniform quality along which a

gradient of temperature is maintained, heat
is taken in or given out. This a,gain is

a reversible action, quite distinct from any
heating of the conductor through imper
fect conductivity. It- was predicted by W.
Thomson (Lord Kelvin) in 1854 as a thormo-

|

dynamic consequence of the observed pro

perties of circuits in which electric currents

flowed from hot parts to eold parts of a

conductor, and is called the V/iontwn, KJj'wt.

In a given metal, electricity passing from hob

to cold will cause heat to be given out in any

part along which there is a gradient of tempera
ture

; the same quantity of electricity passing
in the reverse direction will cause an equal
amount of heat to be absorbed, in the same

part of the conductor. Tho Thomson effect

is proportional to the quantity of electricity

that passes : it may be expressed as eo-ST

for any length of a conductor between points
whose temperatures differ by 5T, cr being a

coefficient which depends on the nature of

the conductor and differs in amount and
even in sign in different metals. In. the

conductor as a whole the Thomson effect

per coulomb is therefore equal to / crd
r

i\

where Tj, and Ta
are the temperatures ot

!

the ends.

Imagine now an ideal circuit of two metallic,

conductors a and b ideal in tho sense that

the conductors have no appreciable electrical

resistance, so that wo may omit considera

tion of irreversible heating effects. Lot one

junction be kept at a temperature Tj and the

other at a lower temperature Ta
. If tho

metals are different, there will in general bo

a Peltier effect, UH well as a Thomson effect,,

and a current will pans. Assume that in tho

circuit there is a perfectly efficient electric

motor by which tho electrical energy which,

is produced by the agency of heat is utilised

as external work. Calling F the electro

motive force produced in the circuit and

employed to drive the motor, the work done

by e units of electricity is cl<\ and tho energy

equation is

/Tr /i't

ov/ZT.
fTi /"!'*

5 1 o-nd' -el
~'T, -%

Heroelljistho Peltier olToot at tho hot junction,

namely, the heat taken in there, clf, is tho Jioat

given out at tho cold junction ; and Uio two
other terms are tho Thomson oIToctw in tho
two conductors, a taking in of head in con
ductor a and a giving out of hoat in conductor

On dividing by e wo havo

(OH)

Tho whole system forms a reversible heat-

engine in which the hoat taken in does work
as in a Carnot engine, }>y boing lot down hi

temperature. Hence by tho Second Law~ ""'
ss() fop the action as a \vholo, and

l'!~T.
i+i"

(
'r

"T'
r' )*c "0-

( !)!
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Differentiating this with respect to T,

T.-T^-g. . . (100)

On substituting this expression for <r cr
b

in equation (98) we obtain

= TiUT. . (101)

Apply these equations to a circuit in which

the temperatures of the junctions differ by
only an infinitesimal quantity 5T, and write

5F for the corresponding electromotive force,

and 511 for the difference between the two

Peltier coefficients. Then equation (98) becomes

or, since

i All
5T.

By equation (100) this gives

from which (102)

a result which might have been got .
more

shortly by differentiating equation (101). On

substituting this expression for 11 in equation

(100) we have

dF

Equation (102) allows the Peltier effect for any

given pair of metals to be calculated from the

observed value of what is called the
" thermo

electric power
"

of the pair, namely dF/dT or

the ratio of c?F,'the observed electromotive

force for a small difference of temperature
between the junctions, to oT the amount of

that difference. Equation (103) allows the

difference of Thomson effects for the two metals

to be calculated when the relation of the thermo

electric power to the temperature is ascertained.

The Thomson effect is positive in some metals

and negative in others ; it is believed to be

sensibly nil in lead at all temperatures.
( \mHequently, in tabulating values of the

Pdticr and 'Thomson effects, lead is usually

takon as one metal of the pair.

The thermo-electric power dF/dT of any pair

IH a function of the temperature : in most

metals its rate of variation with temperature
is constant or nearly constant,

1 so that a

line drawn on what is called a thermo-electric

1 Unless the metal like iron or nickel under

flow allotropio modification (change of phase), in

which ease thero in a sharp bend in the region of

temperature where the change occurs.

diagram to exhibit the values of the thermo
electric power of a given metal with respect
to lead, in relation to the temperature, is

straight or nearly straight. The line for lead

is taken as a horizontal straight line. When
the lines for two metals cross one another, it

means that the thermo-electric power of that

pair vanishes at the corresponding temperature,
and has opposite signs at temperatures above
and below that

"
neutral point." The thermo

electric power of a given pair was in fact

discovered very early by Gumming to suffer

inversion of sign at a particular temperature.
Thus when the temperature of one junction
is fixed a maximum of electromotive - force

is obtained by bringing the temperature of

the other junction to the temperature of in

version. With a copper-iron pair, for example,
when the hot junction is raised to about

275 C. the thermo-electric power vanishes

and the electromotive-force of the circuit is

a maximum. It was this fact of inversion

that led W. Thomson to the discovery of the

Thomson effect. If the Peltier effect were the

only reversible thermal phenomenon in the

action of a thermo-electric circuit no inversion

could occur. The circuit would then be a

very simple reversible heat-engine taking in

heat only at Tx and rejecting heat only at T2 .

With any assigned value of Tx the amount of

heat converted into electrical work would

necessarily, by the Second Law, be proportional
to Tx

- T2 . Hence the electromotive - force

would also be proportional to TX -T2 , for

all values of T2 , and there would be no in

version. Thomson inferred that the passage
of the current must cause, in addition, some
other kind of reversible thermal effect, and that

it could only occur in the conductors as a

consequence of the fact that along each of

them there was a temperature gradient.

(66) MOLECULAR THEORY. The principles
of thermodynamics are not based on any
assumption as to the structure of matter:

their validity is independent of molecular

theory. The action of ideal gases, for

example, through which it is convenient

to approach the thermodynamic scale of'

temperature and other fundamental notions,

can be sufficiently described without mention

of the fact that a gas is made up of moving
molecules whose movements furnish a key to

its properties. But though there is no need

to rely on the theory of molecules and their

movements a theory which is well established

not only for gases but for all fluids there are

few thermodynamic phenomena on which it

does not throw light. In the course of this

article it has already been referred to from

time to time, as, for instance, in speaking of

Van der Waals' equation ( (59)), and of the

specific heats of gases ( (58)).

According to the molecular theory any
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substance that is chemically homogeneous

(not a mixture) is made up of molecules of

equal mass. They are particles which cannot

bo broken up without changing the chemical

nature of the substance. Tho number of them
in. a gramme of any substance is equal to a

constant Na divided by the
"
molecular

weight
"

10. Thus if wo take a quantity of any
substance equal to to grammes what chemists

call a "
gramme-molecule

"
or

" mol "
of the

substance it contains the same number of

molecules N
fl

whatever be the substance.

The number N of molecules in a gramme-
molecule is called Avogadro's constant. It

has been determined in various ways with

results that agree fairly well. Wo may take

it provisionally as G-10 x 1()
2:J

, which makes
the mass of an oxygen molecule 5i3 x 10 a<l

grammes, of a hydrogen molecule about

3-3 x 10" 2 '1

grammes, and of a water molecule

29-3 x 10- 21
grammes. When substances are

in a gaseous state it is found, by experiment,
that the volume of a gramme-molecule is

nearly the same for all, under the same
conditions as to temperature and pressure.
This equality of volumes becomes more and
more exact the lower the pressure, at which

the comparison is made, for the gases then

become more nearly
"
perfect." At any one

temperature and pressure equal volumes of

different perfect gases contain the same
number of molecules. This is known as

Avogadro's law, and it is approximately
true of real gases.

In a gas each molecule moves freely, wil.Ii

uniform velocity in a straight line, except
when it encounters another molecule or the

wall of the containing vessel. In an encounter
the velocity changes in direction, and generally
in amount, but there is no dissipation of

energy ; the molecules behave like perfectly
clastic bodies. As a result of many encounters,
a stable distribution of speed among the mole
cules is established, but the speed of any one
molecule is being constantly changed, by its

encounters, within very wide limits. The

length of the free path, which it traverses

between one encounter and the next;, is also

quite irregular. The average of that length,
or what is called the

a moan froo path,"
is very long compared with the dimensions
of the molecule itself. This characteristic

distinguishes a gas from a liquid, but the

distinction is entirely one of degree. In any
fluid, whether gaseous or liquid* mechanical
effects oi! the molecular blows can bo HOOH

in their producing what arc called Brownian
movements on the part of small bodies HUH-

ponded in the fluid, if those are big enough
to bo individually visible. Observations of

such movements have in fact been one
moans of determining N (MOO JPorrin's LM
AloiWM)* In a gas the average, thno during

which a molecule is moving in its five path
is very largo compared with the time of an
encounter. By the ** time of an encounter

1"

is meant the time during \vhioh UK* molecule is

HO near another molooulo Unit there is a. sensible

force aoting between thorn. When n ga.s i,s com

pressed the moan froo path is roditood, and
the encounters become more frequent between
one moloonlo and another, and also between
the, molcculoH and the walls of the, vonsol.

When a gas in hoatod the speed with \vhieh

the molocnloH move is ineroa.sod ; wo shall

see immediately that their average kinetic

energy in proportional to the absolute tem

perature.
The pressure of the gas, that is to Hay, the

pressure which the gas exerts on every unit

of surface of the containing vessel, in duo

entirely to the blows of the molecules upon
the surface : the momentum given to the

surface by their blows, per unit of area and

por unit of timo, measures the proHHuro in

kinetic units.

Taking a gas that is chemically homo
geneous, in which all the molecules havo
the same mass, call that mass w. ,Let N bo
the number of molecules present in unit of

volume of the gas in any actual state an to

pressure and temperature. Then wN repre
sents the density, namely, the whole mass por
unit of volume, and V, the volume por unit

of maHH, is equal to 1/wN.
Before proceeding to consider Mio pressure

caused by molecular blows, \vo shall make
the following populates :

(1) That the molecules are perfectly froo

except during onooimtors, and therefore move
in straight linos with uniform velocity, from
one encounter to the next.

(2) That the time (luring which an encounter
lasts is negligibly small in comparison with
the timo during which tho molecule is froo,

(!J) That tho dimensions of a molooulo aro

negligibly small in comparison with Mm froo

path.
ThoHo throe postulates aro equivalent to

assuming thai* tho gas is perfect in tho HOMHO
of

(Ii2). They aro not striotly true of any
real gaw ; hut wo shall assume thorn to bo truo

in what immediately follows, and shall thereby
deduce from tho molecular theory a result

which corresponds to the formula of an ideal

gas, IV RT.

SuppoHo tho gns to bo in equilibrium in

a vessel at rest, and lot tho velocity /> of

any molecule bo rosolvod into rectangular

components v
tf ,

r
tl

, and y^ along Ihroo lixed

axes.

OonNidor tho proHsuro duo to moloeular
blows upon a containing wall, of area, S,

forming a piano surfnoo at right angles to tho
direction of ;r. Tho contribution which uny
molecule nmkon to tho pressure on that wall
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is due entirely to the component velocity
vx ; nothing is contributed by the com
ponents Vy or vz. Any molecule which
strikes the wall has the normal component
of its velocity reversed by the collision.

Hence the momentum due to the blow is

2mvx where vx is the normal component of

the velocity and m is the mass of the molecule.

Consider next how to express the sum of the
effects of such blows in a given time. For
this purpose we may think of the molecules

as divided into groups according to their

velocities at any instant. Let n be the

number, in unit volume of the gas, whose
x - component of velocity, vx9 has the same
numerical value, or does not differ from it by
more than some assigned very small quantity.
Since the number of molecules is very great,
we may take the number to be the same in one
cubic centimetre (say) as in another. There
will of course be very many such groups, each
with a different value of vx. Think, in the
first place, only of those in the group n. Half
of the whole number of molecules in the

group are moving towards S ; the other half

are moving away from it. At any instant of

time there will therefore be within a small

distance 5x of the surface S, and moving
towards it with component velocity vx, a

number of molecules of that group equal to

,WiS&c. A molecule distant dx from S, and

having a component velocity vx towards S,

would reach S in a time dt = 6x/vx , provided
it did not encounter any other molecule on
its way. Hence the number of blows delivered

to S by molecules of that group, in the time

at, "would (on the same proviso) be equal to

the number of such molecules as originally

lay within a distance x, namely, the number

^uSax.
Hence also the momentum due to the

blows on the area S in the time 5t would be

equal to In$8xx2nivx, which becomes, per
unit of area and per unit of time,

j. s
- ~ j.,

ot

Sx
since Vx=s

~st'

This is the momentum contributed by
one group only. The pressure P is made up
of the sum of the quantities of momentum
contributed by all the groups ; hence

P= ^

where N is as before the whole number of

molecules per unit of volume, and vx
2

is

the average of w/
2 ^or a^ ^no molecules.

Now the velocity v of any molecule is

related to its components by the equation

Hence, if we write V* for the average value

of v 2 for all the molecules,

since the motions take place equally in all

directions.

The square root of v 2
is called the

"
velocity

of mean square." It is not the same thing
as the average velocity, but is the velocity
a molecule would have whose kinetic energy
is equal to the average kinetic energy of all

the molecules. Maxwell has shown (Collected

Papers, i. 381) that in consequence of the

encounters the distribution of velocity among
the molecules is such that their average

velocity is <s/8/37r or 0*921 times the velocity
of mean square. In calculating the pressure
we are only concerned with the velocity of

mean square.
The above expression for P may be written

P = wNv 2
". . . . (104)

Further, since mN is the quantity of gas
in unit volume, or 1/V, where V is (as usual)
the volume of unit mass, this gives

PV=X. . . . (105)

In obtaining this result we made (in order

to simplify the argument) a proviso that each

molecule of a particular group, lying initially

within the distance ex of the wall, struck the

wall without encountering other molecules on

the way. This is not true, but any encounter.
on the way does not affect the final result in

a gas to which the three postulates apply.
For in any encounter, occurring in a gas that

satisfies these postulates, some momentum,

perpendicular to the wall, is simply transferred

to another molecule, and reaches the wall

without loss. The molecule which takes it

up has to travel the full remainder of the

distance in the direction of x, neither more
nor less, since the dimensions of the molecules

are negligibly small (Postulate 3), and no

time is lost in the encounter (Postulate 2).

Hence the general result of the encounters is

not to alter the amount of momentum which

reaches the wall in any given time, and the

conclusion remains valid that

Comparing this with the perfect-gas equation

we see that vz
is proportional to the absolute

temperature ; and consequently the average
kinetic energy which the molecules possess
in virtue of their velocity of translation is

proportional to the absolute temperature.
We shall call their energy of translation E' ;

they may, in addition, have energy of other

kinds, as was pointed out in (58).

The energy of translation of the molecules
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E' is equal to |-v
2
per unit mass of -the gas.

Hence by the molecular theory

PV = fE', . . . (1015)

and the pressure is equal to two-thirds of the

energy of translation per unit volume of the

gas. Further, since PV= RT, this result may
be written in the form

E'=RT. . . . (107)

It may be noted in passing that the mole
cular theory explains why a gas is heated by
compression. Think of the gas as contained

in a cylinder, and being compressed by the

pushing in of a piston in the direction of x.

Then any molecule which strikes the piston
recoils with an increased velocity because it

has struck a body that is advancing towards
it. The component velocity vf normal to the

piston is not simply reversed by the blow,
but is increased by an amount 2y', where v' is

the velocity with which the piston is moving
when the molecule strikes it, for the quantity
which is reversed is the relative velocity
vx +v'. The result is that the motion of the

piston in compressing the gas augments the

average velocity of the molecules, and conse

quently increases v2 , on which the temperature

depends.
The laws of Boyle, Avogadro, and Dalton

follow immediately from the molecular theory,
for gases which obey the three postulates.

Keeping v* constant, which implies constant

temperature, we at once have Boyle's Law
PV= constant, since PV= Jo*.

If there are two gases at the same pressure,

since P= fyriNv* in each,

WjNuUi
2= mj^fls?- . . (108)

Maxwell has shown that if two gases are at

the same temperature, the average kinetic

energy of a molecule is the same in both, or

m^=m^. . . (109)

Hence if they are at the same pressure and the

same temperature
N^N* . . . (no)

that is to say, the number of molecules in

unit volume is the same for both, which is

Avogadro's Law. It follows that the density,
or mass of unit volume, differs in the two

gases in the ratio of the masses of their

molecules ; in other words, the density is

proportional to the molecular weight.

Again, the molecular theory shows that in

a mixture of two or more gases, each of

which obeys the three postulates,

P= etc. (Ill)

Iri other words, the partial pressure due 'to

each constituent of the mixture is the same
as it would be if the other constituents were

not there. This is Dayton's Law
( (00)).

Thus the molecular theory, for gases which

satisfy the three postulates, gives results

identical with thoso we already know as laws

of ideal perfect gases.

In a real gas the postulates do not strictly

hold. The size of the molecules is not

negligible, and in any encounter there is an

appreciable time during which the molecules

concerned exert forces on one another. There

may even be temporary pairing or co-aggrega
tion on the part of some molecules. It is

interesting to inquire, in a general way, how
these departures from the ideal conditions

affect the calculation of the pressure.
Por this purpose, consider the simple case in

which one of a group of molecules, advancing
towards the wall, meets another molecule,

initially at rest, to which it passes on the

whole of its momentum, and the other molecule

then completes the journey and delivers the

blow. If there were no loss of time in the

encounter, and if the second molecule could

be regarded as travelling over exactly tho

remainder of the distance, tbc rate at which
the wall receives momentum would be exactly
the same as if the encounter had not taken

place. But if there were loss of time in tho

encounter, such, for example, as would occur

if the two colliding molecules moved together
for any appreciable time, with a common
velocity, then the rate at which the wall

receives momentum would bo reduced, with

the result of reducing P. On tho other hand,
if the molecules have a finite WKO, HO that

the one which waa initially tit rest had IOHH

distance to travel in completing the journey,
the rate at which the impacts succeed one
another on the wall would bo incroaHod,
with the result of increasing P. Thin indicates

that the pressure in a real gas will differ from
the ideal pressure, which is given by tho

equation PV=Ji>
2

, by two small terms, ono

positive, depending on the size of tho moIcculoH,
and one negative, depending on their cohesion.

Ruch, in effect, is the kind of modification which
finds expression in clxaractcriHtic equations like

thoso of Van dor Waalw, ClauHiuH, or (hllowlar.

From tho equation P JwNv/-
2

, which may
be taken as very nearly true of real gaNOH
at moderate pressures, it is cany to calculate

the molecular velocity when tho proHHuro and

density are known. The product wN is the

density, and there in no need to know m or

N separately to find v. Jn oxygon, Tor example,
at C., tho density IH ()()() 1420 grammes per
cubic crn. when tho pressure IH ono atmonphoro
or 1-0133 x 10 dynca por sq. cm. Hence v in

461 metres per second ; in hydrogen at tho same
pressure and temperature it is 18,'JO metres per
second.

In the ideal gas tho onergy of translation of
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the molmiloH, K/, is PV or [}RT. Conse

quently each of tlicir three degrees of freedom
of translation accounts for an amount of

internal energy equal to JRT. By the dy-
na.inical principle of equi partition each effective

dogroo of freedom of rotation must take up
an equal amount, and we thereby obtain the
results which were .stated in (58), as to the

energy and specific heats of monatomic,
diatomic, and polyatomic gases. So long as

there Is no appreciable energy of vibration

within the molecule the whole energy, of a

gaw which obeys the three postulates is made
up of terniH each of which is equal to RT ;

the Hum therefore depends only on T. Hence
nuch a ga.H HatiHfieH Joule's Law

( (12)). Since
the Hum in Him ply proportional to T, it follows

alno that the Hpcoilic heat is constant. It is

only when account i.s taken of energy of vibra

tion, which in not directly proportional to

TS, that the JncreaHO of specific heat is explained
which in known to occur at high temperatures
in gastvs that have more than one atom in the

molecule. J. A. E.
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THERMO-ELECTRIC EFFECT. The passage of

electricity round a circuit consisting of two
dissimilar raetals when the junctions are

maintained at different temperatures. See
"
Thermodynamics," (65).

THERMOELEMENT :

Calibration of, by comparison with a
standard thermoelement. See

" Thermo

couples," (24).

Copper-constantan, for temperatures up to

300 C. See ibid. (2) (i.).

Iron - constantan, for temperatures up to

800 C. See ibid. (2) (ii.).

Iron - nickel, for temperatures between
400 C. and 800 C. See ibid. (2) (iii).

Nickel-chromium, Nickel-aluminium, for

temperatures up to 1100 C. See ibid.

(2) (iv.).

Platinum - Platinum 10 per cent rhodium,
introduced by Le Chatelier in 1886, the

most reliable of all combinations tested
;

generally employed in high - tempera
ture work up to 1500 C. See ibid.

(3) (iO.

Platmum-Platmum iridhim, introduced by
Barus in 1889, reliable for temperatures

up to 1000 C. See ibid. (3) (ii.).

Temperaturo-E.M.F., Relationship of, repre
sented by formulae. See ibid. (23).

THERMOELEMENTS :

Base Metal, for low-temperature work up
to about 300 C. Sec "

Thermocouples,"

(2).

Differential. See ibid. (29).

Temperature-E.M.F., Relationships of, for

every 100 microvolts or every 10, tabu

lated. See ibid. (23).

Wiring of, to Indicator. See ibid. (28).

THERMOMETEH :

Calorimetric and Beckmann : instruments

of short range capable of being read to a

high degree of accuracy. See
" Thermo-

metry," (8) (viii.).

Chemical. See ibid. (8) (iii.).

Clinical : a mercury thermometer of short

range, of the maximum type, used for the

determination of the temperature of the

human body or of animals. See ibid.

(8) (ix.)-

Comparison of, above 100 C. See ibid.

(11) (iiO-

Constant-pressure, sources of error in. See

"Temperature, Realisation of Absolute

Scale of," (44).

Constant-volume, sources of error in. See

ibid. (45).

Constant-volume Gas, constant corrections

to (degrees), tabulated. See ibid. (45),

Table 14.

Construction of Comparison Baths for. See
" Thermometry," (11) (i.).

Corrections, applicable to mercury-in-glass

thermometers, to reduce their readings to
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those of the hydrogen gas-thermometer,
tabulated. Sec ibid (5), Tables IV., V.

Deep-sea, used in the determination of the

temperature of the sea at varying depths.
See ibid (8) (vi.).

Determination of Upper Fixed Point of.

See ibid (3) (v.).

Earth, used in the determinations of the

temperature of the soil. See ibid (8)

(v.).

High-range. See ibid. (8) (il).

Liquid-in-glass Types of. See ibid (8).

Maximum. See ibid. (8) (iv.a).

Mercury in Glass, used as a secondary
standard of temperature and compared
with a gas-thermometer in the range
0-100Q

. See
"
Temperature, Eoalisation

of Absolute Sca,le of," (29).

Mercury in Glass and Organic Liquids in

Glass, used as secondary standards of

temperature and compared with a gas-
thermometer in the range

- 273 to C.

See ibid (33).
'

Meteorological. See
"
Thermometry," (8)

(iv.).

Minimum. See ibid (8) (iv.6).

Pentane : a useful instrument for work at

low temperatures. See ibid (8) (vii.).

Platinum, used as a secondary standard of

temperature and compared with a gas-
therrnometer in various ranges. See
"
Temperature, Realisation of Absolute

Scale of," (29), (33) (iii.), (42) (ii.). See
also "Resistance Thermometers."

Sodium-potassium. See
"
Thermometry,"

(8) (x.).

Transmitting. See ibid. (8) (xiii.).

Zero Changes of. See ibid. (7).

THERMOMETRY

(1) INTRODUCTION. The determination of

temperature is one of the most frequently
occurring operations in pure or applied science,
and a very simple and convenient method of

carrying out this observation is afforded by
the expansion of a liquid contained in a closed

receptacle. In the first place the mercury-
in-glass thermometer will be dealt with. This
instrument consists of a glass tube, generally
referred to as the stem, closed at one end,
while the other end terminates in a spherical
or cylindrical enlargement, known as the bulb.
The bulb and a portion of the stem are filled

with mercury, the remaining part of the stem
being vacuous or filled with gas. The stem
is graduated, and readings of the temperature
are obtained by noting the position of the end
of the mercury column when the instrument
is immersed in the medium the temperature
of which is required.

Mercury offers many advantages over other

liquids in tho construction of a. thermometer ;

those may bo summarised briolly JIM follows :

(a) .Mercury exists in a liquid state over a

wide range of temponituro ;
its froo'/,ing-point

is -40 (1., while tho boiling-point, is lif>(>" (!.

under normal pressure*. Under higher pressure
tho boiling-point may bo raised considerably,
and tho HBO of mercury in thormomotorH is

extended by an application of HUH to tem

peratures up to 550 (I. Thin point will bo

dealt with in connection with high -range
thermometers.

(6) Tho expansion of meroury in regular,

that is to say, mercury does not exhibit any
anomaly as in tho ease of water, which has

a maximum density at 4n
0. ; thin would load

to ambiguity if tho latter substance wore used

in a thermometer. Tho expansion of inoroury
is not, however, accurately proportional to

tho temperature measured on tho absolute

scale, although it is approximately HO ; hcnoo
the normal scale of a mercury thermometer

departs from tho gas or absolute Hoalo ' aH

dealt with in a later paragraph.

(c) Mercury docs not "wot" the glaws, and

consequently can bo employed in lino capil
laries.

(d) Mercury is opaque, and therefore oau
be easily seen in a fine-bore tube.

(e) Mercury may readily bo obtained in a

high state of purity by distillation.

The glass employed for the construction of

a thermometer must bo chosen with regard to

several characteriHticH. Tho main considora-

tion ia that the glass shall rapidly roturn to

its normal state after being exposed to an
increase in temperature, and furthermore that
it shall be stable. The first condition in never

exactly realised in practice, for if tho Hero

of a thermometer bo accurately determined
before and after exposure to a higher tempera
ture it will be noticed that the original reading
is not exactly reproduced. Furthermore, if

a thermometer bo kept at a coiiHtant tem
perature over a long period its reading will

bo found to have changed slightly ; (.his

matter is dealt with in tho section on y.oro

changes of thermometers. It in, of courses

necessary that tho glass used for (-ho construc
tion of thermometers, particularly UIOHO of

higher range, shall have a high softening-

point; the glass must bo Huoh that ii. can bo
worked in the blowpipe (lame in the process
of construction of the instrument without

dovitrifying and becoming cloudy, The glasses
used in tho construction of high-range thermo-
motors oiTor greater difliculty in working than
those employed for the ordinary types of
instrument. The glass used for tlto stem of a,

thermometer (which need not necessarily bo
of the same material of which tho hull) is

1
fctoo "Temperature, JLtoHHuuUon of Absolute Scale

of," (5).
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constructed) should give clean-cut divisions
when etched by hydrofluoric acid in order
that an accurate scale may be obtainable. The
glass, further, should be homogeneous and free
from striae or inclusions which would lead to
distortion of the position of the mercury
column, besides rendering the bore of the

capillary irregular.
Two classes of thermometers may be dis

tinguished : firstly, standard instruments
which are provided with both fixed points
(viz. C. and 100 C.), and for which the
corrections may be determined by direct

calibration ; and secondly, those of restricted

range which do not embrace both fixed points,
and which are calibrated by comparison with
standard instruments.

The use of other liquids may be mentioned
here, although detailed descriptions of the
thermometers will be given later. For tem
peratures lower than -40 C. it is necessary
to replace mercury by liquids of lower freezing-

point. Alcohol is employed to a large extent
and enables thermometers to be constructed
for temperatures as low as - 80 C. Petroleum
ether may be employed for still lower ranges,
but a more satisfactory substance is pentane,
which can be used down to the temperature
of liquid air. For higher temperatures various

metals, such as tin or a mixture of sodium
and potassium, have been suggested ; so far,

however, these have not been found very
satisfactory, and for temperatures above
500 C. recourse should be had to electrical

pyrometers and radiation instruments.

(2) HISTORICAL. The thermometer ap
pears to have been first used at the beginning
of the seventeenth century, but it is not
known for certain who invented the instru

ment. D'Alence, in his book on Barometers,

Thermometers, and Hygrometers, published in

1688, probably the first separate treatise

written on this subject, attributes the inven
tion to the Dutch scientist Drebbel, about the

year 1008 ; but it would appear that Galileo

constructed similar instruments a few years
earlier. Such a thermometer should more

correctly be called a thermoscope; it consisted

of a glass vessel provided with a long neck
inverted in a basin of coloured liquid ; by
warming the vessel some of the air was

expelled, and on subsequently cooling it the

liquid rose in the tube ; changes of tempera
ture were made manifest by the rise and fall

of the liquid. An arbitrary scale attached to

the tube served to give a rough indication of

the changes of temperature to which the instru

ment was subjected. In all these early instru

ments the expansion and contraction of air

was relied on to give the indications. The

employment of a liquid receives first mention

some sixty to seventy years later in the

Proceedings of the Florentine Academy, pub

lished in 1667, in which are described thermo
meters l

consisting of a long tube with a

spherical bulb filled with spirit, thereby render

ing the instrument independent of changes of

atmospheric pressure. Scales were attached
to the thermometers, and an effort was made
to secure uniformity between different instru

ments by figuring the scales in accordance
with a definite scheme ; the values chosen
were 20 for the coldest temperature ex

perienced in winter, and 80 for the hottest

at midsummer. The resulting scale is, of

course, very rough, but it affords evidence of

an attempt to construct instruments whose

readings would be comparable. Both Boyle
and Hooke realised the deficiencies of these

scales and independently suggested the em
ployment of more definite reference points ;

Boyle used as his datum mark the height of

the column of liquid at the freezing-point of

oil of aniseed. Hooke, on the other hand,
used the freezing-point of distilled water as

a zero and, further, marked his degree-scale
as proportional parts of the volume at the

zero point. Sir Isaac Newton constructed a

thermometer of linseed oil in glass,
2 his scale

being based upon the melting-point of ice as

zero and the temperature of the human body
as 12 ; on this scale he found that the

boiling-point of water was 34 and the melting-

point of tin 71 ; the extended use of a

liquid-in-glass thermometer to higher ranges
is worthy of note.

A few years later considerable advances
were made by Fahrenheit, who introduced

mercury as a thermometric liquid, thereby

constructing the forerunner of the mercury-

in-glass thermometer. Fahrenheit introduced

cylindrical bulbs in order to increase the

sensitivity of his instruments, and also laid

the foundations for the employment of a

rational scale of temperature. His scale was
based on three fixed points : the temperature
of a mixture of ice, water, and salt was taken

as zero, that of a mixture of ice and water as

32, and the normal temperature of the human
body as 96. Fahrenheit observed that on
his scale the boiling-point of water was 212%

although he did not take this as a reference

point. The origin of the numbers appears
to have been quite arbitrary. The numbers
32 and 212 arc retained to the present day
for the freezing- and boiling-points of water

on the
"
Fahrenheit scale," although the

modern Fahrenheit scale is not exactly the

same as the original. More accurate observa

tions show the temperature of the human

body to be 984 instead of the value 96

assigned to it by Fahrenheit himself.

Mention must be made of the work of

1 One of those instruments is in the Museum at the
Cavendish F afooratory, Cambridge.

2 Phil. Trans., 1701.
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Reaumur, wlio studied the alcohol thermo

meter. He found that a certain mixture of

alcohol and water expanded from 1000 parts
to 1080 between the freezing- and boiling-points
of water ;

he consequently divided his scale

into 80 divisions, taking zero as the freezing-

point of water and SO for the boiling-point.
His nomenclature survives to the present day,
but the later scale does not agree with the

original owing to the fact that Reaumur
overlooked the serious error introduced by
the assumption that the alcohol thermo
meter could be used up to the temperature
of boiling water. His scale was, however,

applied to mercury thermometers by other

workers, giving the modern scale which is still

extensively used in parts of Central Europe
and Russia.

The centigrade scale was derived from a
scale suggested by Celsius, who divided the
interval between the boiling- and freezing-

points of water into 100. He, however,
inverted the usual order, and designated the

freezing-point by 100 and the boiling-point

by 0. Shortly afterwards this scale was
reversed, producing the modern centigrade
scale.

Much of the above information is given in
a series of essays by Dr. Martine on the
Construction and Graduation of (Thermometers,

published in 1792. Martine calls attention
to the following points :

(a) The variation of boiling-point of water
with pressure.

(6) The calibration of a thermometer tube

by means of a detached thread of mercury.
(c) The difference in scales resulting from

the use of different kinds of glass.

(d) The disadvantages attached to the use
of a liquid which wets the glass tube, parti
cularly if the liquid in question is very viscous*

(e) The sluggishness of thermometers pro
vided with large bulbs, in which connection
he advocates the use of a small bulb combined
with a tine capillary to secure a reasonably
open scale.

Martine appears to have had a very clear

idea as to the desirability of introducing
standard scales for thermometers, and strongly
advocates the employment of the freezing-
and boiling-points of water as the two funda
mental fixed points. In one of his essays he
studies very fully the various scales that had
been suggested from the earliest dates, and
derives a diagram by means of w,hich these
scales can be compared.

(3) STAKDARD THERMOMETEKS. The de
termination of temperature by the mercury-
in-glass thermometer is based upon the change
in volume of mercury in a glass container,
and the magnitude of a degree is indicated by
a definite proportion of the apparent expansion
between two fixed points. The fixed points

chosen are the freezing- and boiling- points of

water under special conditions, and on tho

centigrade scale, to which attention may bo

confined at the moment, tho degree in re

presented by tho hundredth part of the

expansion, between these limits. Thus in tho

thermometer indicated in /'V<y. I the teinnora-

turo is defined as the ratio of tho

volume of the capillary between the,

points and to that between ()

and 100, HO that if V , V0, and V100

bo tho volumes of tho hull) and

capillary measured to (), ()
9 and

100 respectively, tho temperature in

given by

0=~ xIOO.

I

The dimensions of a standard ther

mometer must therefore, be Hiieh

that tho mercury is visible in the

capillary tube both when tho lem-

poraturo is lowered to tho freezing-

point of water and when it is raised

to the boiling-point, Tho expansion
of tho mercury is manifested by
tho position of tho column in tho

capillary tube forming tho stem of

the thermometer, and if the volume
of this tube between tho two lixed

points be divided into one hundred

equal parts each of thcBo divisions

will represent a degree on this par
ticular scale. In a perfect instrument
the internal diameter of tho capillary
tube would be constant through- l (1 io. 1.

out its length, and in consequence
the division of this volume into one hundred
equal parts would be attained by tho division
of the length between tho two fixed points into
this number of equal intervals of length. In
actual practice the perfect instrument is never
attained, and in consequence it becomes
necessary to investigate the departure from
the ideal conditions and to determine the

necessary corrections which may bo applied
to the readings of the instrument to allow
for these accidental variations. The points
to which attention must bo drawn arc as
follows :

(a) Calibration Corrections. The capillary
will not be such that it IK possible- to assume
that equal intervals of volume will be given
by dividing the length of tho tube into equal
parts ; tho volume between any two dhasionH
will depend upon tho mean cross-sectional
area between the two divisions. It would
appear, therefore, that the divisions on a
thermometer stem should bo placed at points
corresponding to equal intervals of volume
rather than to divide the tube linearly. Such
a process would bo exceedingly tedious in
order to provide a sufficient number of sub-
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cliviNioiiH, and therefore the method adopted
IB to divide tho tube by means of an accurate
dividing machine and then obtain the neces-

Hary corrections to convert the readings to
volume increments. The process by which
ihoHo eorrecttions are determined is termed the
calibration of the tube, and is performed by
moaHuring the length of a mercury thread in
terms of tho divisions of the tube when in
different positions in the capillary. If the

temperature at which the calibration is done
IH maintained constant the volume of the

mercury contained in the thread will also be

constant, and the length of thread in differ

ent parts of tho tube will consequently give
a measure of the variation in cross-section

corresponding to these positions.

(ft) and
(r.) Pressure Corrections. In an

ideal thermometer the glass envelope should
bo incompressible, so that changes of pressure
either inside the thermometer or exterior to it

will have no effect on tho position of the

mercury column. In actual practice it is

neccHsary to apply corrections to allow for

thin. Internal pressure arises from differences

in tho length of the mercury column at

dilTorent temperatures, thereby producing a

hydrostatic
1

, procure within the bulb tending
l.<> inmvino the ni/e <> the bulb as the tempera
ture riwciH, provided the thermometer is used
in a position, other than the horizontal ; the

correction iw determined by noting tho change
of reading when tho instrument is used in

the horizontal and vortical positions at con-

ntant temperature. The external pressure

upon the instrument depends upon changes
in, tho barometric pressure, together with any
additional pressure produced by the immersion

of tho thermometer below the surface of the

liquid whoso temperature is being measured.

The total external pressure to which the

iuHlrumont is subjected is the barometric

prcBHure plus the hydrostatic head measured
from tho level of the liquid in the bath to the

centre of the bulb of the thermometer.

(d) Zero Correction. The position of the

ssero of the thermometer may not be accurately

determined in tho first instance, and in any
COHO tho zero is liable to change in course of

time, and also according to the temperature
to which tho instrument has previously been

exposed.
1 It therefore becomes necessary to

apply a correction to allow for the departure

of tho freezing-point from the zero of the scale

engraved upon tho tube.

((>,)
'Fundamental Interval. One hundred

diviwionfl of the scale will not in general

correspond to the difference between the

position of tho mercury column corresponding

to tho boiling- and freezing-points of water.

Thin is corrected for by application of the

fundamental interval correction.

1 See (7).

(i.) Calibration of Thermometers. As previ
ously mentioned, a standard thermometer is

constructed by dividing the difference between
the fixed points into a definite number of
intervals. Owing to the difficulty of making
the divisions correspond to equal intervals
of volume it is customary to divide the tube
into equal intervals of length ; it then becomes
necessary to evaluate these divisions in terms
of volumes. The process is known as calibra
tion of the tube and is performed by the
introduction of a thread of mercury which is

moved into a series of positions along the tube.
In the construction of thermometers of preci
sion it is necessary to make a preliminary
calibration of the tube to ascertain whether
the bore is uniform, and only those tubes
which are satisfactory in this respect should
be employed for high -class instruments. The
correction at any point should not exceed 0-1,
or at the most 0-2 C., for a thermometer of
50 C. range. It is particularly necessary
that there should be no abrupt changes in
diameter in passing along the tube, as at these

points the value of the correction to be applied
to the observed reading will change rapidly,
and consequently the accuracy with which
it can be determined will be reduced unless
a very large series of observations is made.
The complete calibration of the tube is in

general carried out after the thermometer has
been constructed, although it is possible for

this to be done prior to making the thermo
meter. The work of calibrating the highest
class of standard thermometer is very consider

able, so much so that it is worth putting a

new bulb to such a thermometer should the

original bulb be broken. A highly skilled

glass-blower can affix a new bulb and ad

just its size so that the original scale is

made use of. It is of course necessary to

rcdetermine the fundamental interval, the

pressure corrections and the zero of the

thermometer, but the work of recalibrating
the tube need not be performed. In the

ordinary calibration of the tube by the

mercury thread process it suffices to use a

thread which will occupy about -^Vth of

the length, of the tube it is desired to investi

gate ;
but for the highest class of work it is

necessary to make use of a series of threads of

various lengths.
Eeference may first be made to the separa

tion of a- thread of mercury from the main
column. This may be carried out by heating
the tube with a small fiame at a point below

the end of the mercury column equal to the

length of the thread required. Such a method

is, however, dangerous, and in consequence
should not be used for thermometers of any
value. Recourse should be had to a method

which, though somewhat tedious, does not

involve risk of damage to the thermometer.
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The thermometer is held in a vertical position
with the bulb upwards ; by lightly tapping
the tube the mercury can be caused to run

down from the bulb. The tube is then

rapidly reversed and is sharply struck with

the finger, causing the mercury to break away
from the main bulk at the neck of the bulb.

The thermometer is then held in a horizontal

position and the separated thread of mer

cury allowed to move along the tube until its

end is in a suitable position for observation.

The column is then allowed to rejoin by
warming the bulb. At the point of junction
a very small bubble of residual gas will have

accumulated, and this serves to break the

column at this point when desired. Hence
to break off a definite length of mercury the

bulb is allowed to cool slowly until the mer

cury contained between this point and the

end of the mercury column is equal to the

desired length. Immediately this is the case

a sharp tap will again break the thread,

leaving a suitable column for the purposes of

calibration.

For convenience in moving the column
from point to point along the thermometer

tube, in making a calibration, it is desirable

to support the thermometer in a horizontal

position on a table which may be tilted about
a horizontal axis at right angles to the length
of the thermometer. By suitably placing

stops to limit the amount of tilt, it is possible
to move the mercury thread slowly backwards
and forwards in the capillary. The table also

serves to support reading
-
microscopes, by

means of which the positions of the ends of

the thread of mercury are accurately deter

mined in terms of the scale of the thermo
meter. Successive readings are taken along
the tube, and the operation is repeated in

the reverse direction, partly to reduce risk

of errors of observation, but also to compen
sate for the small changes hi volume of the

mercury thread due to slight variations in the

temperature.
As an example of the simplest method of

calibration by the mercury-thread method the
case of a thermometer ranging from to

100 C. will be considered. A thread about
10 in length is first separated off and its

lower end (i.e. the end nearer to the bulb) is

brought to the zero of the scale. The position
of the other end is then read in scale divisions

by means of a low-power microscope. The
thread is then moved along the tube so that
its lower end now coincides with the division

10, and the reading of- the other end is again
observed. Proceeding in this way a series

of ten readings will be obtained before the

upper end of the thread is in the neighbour
hood of the 100 division. Tho operation is

then repented in the reverse order, the upper
end of the thread being brought to the

divisions 100, 00, 80, etc., and the corrospond-

ing positions of the lower end no tod. Tho
mean of each pair of reading** is taken, giving

a series of values of the length of tlio thrcwl

for each 10 interval along tho tubo. Tho
differences of thcso lengths from tho moan

length of the thread are thon calculated.

Let these differences bo dlf d%, d
{} , etc., thon d

l

is tho correction to bo applied at tho end of

the first interval, i.e. at tho 10 division; dA

is the correction to bo applied for tho second

interval, i.e. it would bo the correction to bo

applied at the 20 division if tho 10 division

were not in error ; tho correction hero is,

however, d
l9 HO that the actual correction

at the 20 division is tho sum of those correc

tions, i.e. d^ + d^. In tho samo way tho

correction at the 30 division is d\ + d$ -I- d f

and so on. Duo attention must of course

be paid to tho sign of d
l9 d, (7

;) , etc..,, and it

will be noted that 3
2lo d will bo zero, i.e. tho

correction at 100 JH zero.

The above method haw the disadvantage
that errors of observation are cumulative,
so that no real increase in accuracy in at

tained by deoroasing the length of the thread

and increasing the number of Intervals over

which the thread in measured. To overcome
this difficulty a number of more complicated
methods have boon devised in which the

total length of tube calibrated Is divided

into a number of Hcutions at points termed

"principal points," and each of these sootionH

arc in turn investigated. Thcno methods are

dealt with by diuillaumo l and lial Four-

Stewart, Eucker and Thorpe,
8 and reference

should bo maclo to cither of those accounts
for details of a full calibration.

(ii.) Internal Pr&tnure Correction,. Wlw in

ternal pressure correction to a thermometer
is generally determined from observations :t

at the boiling-point of water, whon the thermo
meter is road in the vertical and horizontal

positions respectively. Tho internal procure
correction at tho boiling-point of water is

given by tho difference between the readings
in these two positions, while the correction
at intermediate portions is taken as propor
tional to the distance of the end of tho

mercury column from the centre of tho bull).

A table is then calculated so that the magnitude
of tho correction at each degree of tho sealo

(or other suitable interval) may bo readily
ascertained.

In the case of thermometers in which tho

space above the mercury is filled with gas,
allowance must be made for its prcHHUro ;

this has to ho calculated from the knowledge
of the initial pressure and volume of the gas,

1 TrnM dr hi Uu'rmomftri?, 1HHO, pp. Itt-'.M).
2 "Mothodu employed in Calibration of Moron ry
iormomcst'OrH," ItHi, Axxoc, Jtcjmrtft, IHHU,
* See "

Determination of Upper JWxod X*olnt,"'

(v.)
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together with the change in volume according
to the position of the mercury column and
of the change of temperature to which the
thermometer is submitted. In general this

latter correction will not be required, as

primary standards cannot be gas-filled if a
calibration of the tube is to be carried out by
the ordinary method.

(iii.) External Pressure Correction. To deter
mine the external pressure correction for a
thermometer the change in the position of the

mercury column at definite temperatures is

measured when the thermometer is submitted
to different external pressures. It is most
convenient to choose atmospheric pressure as

one of these values and a pressure of a few
millimetres of mercury for the other. The
apparatus employed is a glass tube into which
the thermometer may be inserted, and which

may be connected by means of a two-way
stopcock to the atmosphere or to an exhausted
reservoir. A mercury gauge serves to meas
ure the pressure to which the thermometer
is exposed. The glass tube enclosing the
thermometer should contain some mercury
at its lower end, in which the bulb of the

thermometer is immersed, to enable it readily
to pick up the surrounding temperature, and
above this glycerine should be introduced
to facilitate the reading of the thermometer

through the glass tube. The whole of the
tube should be enclosed in a bath of water,
the temperature of which can be controlled.

A bath such as is described later for the

comparison of thermometers serves admirably
for the purpose. Readings of the thermometer
are taken with the glass tube alternately open
to the atmosphere and connected to the

exhausted vessel.

If ^ and 3 are successive readings of the
thermometer when exposed to the atmo

spheric pressure, p and 2 is an intermediate

reading of the thermometer under reduced

pressure #2 , then the external pressure co

efficient is given by the relation

The value of
fi can then be calculated.

This formula holds if the temperature of the
bath be slowly changing during the observa

tions, provided the rate of change is uniform
and that the successive rea'dings are taken at

regular intervals ; in fact the most accurate
values of

/3
are derived from observations made

with the temperature rising at such a rate that
the value of 3 is slightly in excess of tl9 say
0-01 C., as otherwise the reading corresponding
to the lower pressure will be taken on a falling
meniscus and may therefore be affected by
capillarity. A number of observations should
be made and the most probable value of the

coefficient calculated by the method of least

VOL. I

squares. From a knowledge of the coefficient

of external pressure as above determined
and of the coefficient of elasticity of the glass,
it is possible to calculate the mean thick
ness of the walls of the bulb on the assump
tion that this bulb is a uniform cylinder.
Considerations of the sensitivity of thermo
meters lead to a reduction of this thickness ;

the advantage, however, is counterbalanced

by the resulting increase in the external

pressure correction, which becomes more

important the thinner the walls of the bulb.

For standard thermometers the thickness

may conveniently be from 0*5 mm. to O7 mm.,
and in such a case the external pressure
correction is of the order of 0-0001 C. per mm.
change in pressure.
For convenience in applying the pressure

correction to thermometers it is desirable to

calculate a table giving values of the correction

for each millimetre change in the external

pressure to which the thermometer is likely
to be subjected. The external pressure in any
observation will be the barometric pressure
plus the hydrostatic head corresponding to

the difference in level of the centre of the
thermometer bulb and the surface of the

liquid in which it is immersed.

(iv.) Determination of the Zero of a Thermo
meter. The zero of a thermometer on the

centigrade scale is defined as the temperature
of pure ice melting under a pressure of 760 mm.
of mercury ; in actual

practice it is not neces

sary to make any cor

rection for the changes
in barometric pressure,
since the lowering of

the temperature of

fusion is only of the

order of 0-008 C. per

atmosphere increase of

pressure.
1 The de

termination is most

easily carried out in the

simple apparatus indi

cated in Fig. 2 ; a glass

bell-jar, of diameter
5-6 in. and depth from 12-15 in., is supported
in a suitable case in an inverted position and
surrounded by non-conducting material. The
bell-jar is provided with an exit tube fitted

with a tap. A vacuum vessel of large size,

particularly of the type provided with an

opening at the lower end, can with advantage
be used in place of the lagged bell-jar. The
vessel is packed with ice in the form of fine

shavings, and is moistened with distilled

water ; excess of water may be run off through
the exit tube, but the ice must not be drained

so that it appears white ; it must remain

thoroughly saturated with water during

Spring

Tammann, 1900.

3s
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observations. For the most accurate deter

minations it is necessary to make the ice

from distilled water, very special precautions

being taken, to prevent contamination with

any saline matter. For most practical work,

however, natural ice may be used, as the

purity of this is very high. The use of

ordinary commercial ice is to be deprecated,

as this frequently contains salt from the brine

circulation employed in its manufacture. The

absence of soluble chlorides should be tested

for by means of silver - nitrate solution ;

sulphates sh'ould also be looked for by means

of barium-chloride solution. Prior to prepar

ing the ice shavings the block of ice should be

carefully washed in distilled water. To insert

the thermometer under test a hole is made in

the tightly packed ice by means of a glass rod

of diameter about that of the thermometer

under investigation ; this is pressed into the

ice vertically to a suitable distance ; the

thermometer is then inserted into the hole so

formed and supported by means of the clip

shown and its height adjusted so that the

mercury column is just visible above the ice.

Care must of course be taken that the

thermometer does not reach the bottom of

the vesseL For thermometers in which the

zero point ia some distance from the bulb a

longer ice-bath may be required. In the other

case, in. which the ice point is very close to the

bulb, it is desirable to pile the ice round the

stem above the level of the zero point ; a small
"

amount of ice is then removed from in front

of the thermometer to permit of observations

being made. Readings are made with the

aid of a telescope with a micrometer eyepiece ;

a magnifying power of about 10 is sufficient

for most purposes. It may be pointed out

here that, in taking a zero reading after

exposure to a higher temperature, recovery of

the depression begins almost immediately ;

readings should be taken corresponding to

the lowest reached or, alternatively, after a

definite interval of time has elapsed since the

thermometer was removed from the higher

temperature. In making observations of the

zero it is often desirable, especially in the case

of thermometers of fine bore, to subject the

instrument to vibration by sharply striking
the table on which the apparatus is standing,
before taking a reading. This prevents the

holding up of the mercury column by capil

larity. It is obviously not possible to over

come this difficulty by taking the ice-point
on a rising temperature as in most other

thermometric comparisons.
The zero reading, if not coincident with the

division on the thermometer, requires
correction for the calibration error of the

tube, and the internal pressure, while a

correction for the external pressure may also

(v.) Determination of the Upper Fixed Point

of a Thermometer. The upper fixed point of

a thermometer, namely 100 C. (or its equi-

valent 212 F.), is defined as the temperature

of the steam issuing from boiling water under

a pressure of 760 inm. of mercury corrected to

zero temperature, to a latitude of 4-5, and to

the sea -level. The apparatus in which the

boiling-point is usually determined is essen

tially that used by Regnault, and consists of

a cylindrical tube in communication with the

vessel in which the water is boiled. The tube

is surrounded by a second tube of somewhat

larger diameter in such a way that the stoam

from the boiler passes up the inner tube and

then down the outer tube, thence it is conveyed
to a condenser open to the atmosphere or is

merely allowed to escape ; the inner tube is

thus provided with a steam-jacket which

prevents partial condensation and local

variations of temperature. The thermometer

is supported so that the bulb and most of

the mercury column are within the inner

tube j the mercury being just visible above

the top of the apparatus. Care must bo taken

to ensure that the bulb of the thermometer

does not reach the level of the water in the

boiler and that drops of water cannot fall on

it if the ebullition is somewhat vigorous.

Two modifications of this apparatus are cm-

ployed at the National Physical Laboratory
and may be referred to here tho iirwt is

due to Chappuis, and is such as is usod

at the International Bureau at Sevres, while

the second is an electrically heated bath

for dealing with six thormomotors at a

time.

(a) The apparatus designed by Ghappuis
1

is indicated in Fig. 3. In HUH apparatus tho

jacketed tube in which
the thermometer is wup-

ported can be turned

about a horizontal a/xis

while still in communica
tion with the boiler and
the condenser so that

the thermometer may bo
read at tho boiling-point
of water in tho vortical

and horizontal positions.
This enables tho internal

pressure correction to be

determined (aeo section

on "Internal Pressure

Correction ").

(b) Fig. 4 shows the

construction of the boiling-point apparatus
designed at the National Physical Laboratory.
Points to which attention may bo drawn arc
the following. A sheet of gauze is supported
within tho inner tube of tho apparatus to

prevent any water being splashed on to tho
1 See Chappuis, Trap, ct l\ft*m., IHHH, vt.

*--r
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hull) of tho thermometers. The condensed
Htonm IH returned to ilui boiler, which is

further provided with a constant level device.
Tho heating of tho water is earned out electric-

ally*
r

r\vo heater unitM are provided. These
are eontrolled by a two-way switch with a
eentral

k "

oil'
"

position, the connections being
made HO that the two units are amused in

parallel or in Morion. In tho (irst jxwition the

temperature of tho water w rabidly rained to
tlio boiling-point, while in the second orHorics

position, tho amount of energy ^supplied is

Buflioiont to keep the water just boiling so

that the bath in maintained full of steam for

any length of tiiuo.

Both typoH of baths are provided with
vvator gauges to give iudioatkm of tho OXCCHH

4.

of tho Hteani above that of the

atmoHphero,
r

l'ho tluirmoiuo.tor in oxpowod to the nteam

until the reading rtMnainn eonwtanli. Thin will

take Hoveral ininuUw in, mont <!JLH(VM, or even an

loiiju;
H.H an hour, owing to tho ehan^e of KOPO

jp(nultiu^ from tho hcMitin^ of tho thermometer.

Prior to tho reading boinjj 1/aken it in dosirablo

that tho thonnoin<*top bo i in momod to above

tho end of tho moreury column, tho inHtrumout

bo'w/,1 nli^htly raiw^l l'o' purpow^s of reading

HO that tho mercury column JM junt vwible

abovo tho oud of tho tube.

At the name time that tho thermometer

IH voad an ol>H(U'vation of tho barometric

lu^i^ht in imidt^ ; tho barometer wading
in

(mrn^cU^d for UMnponitiiro, latitudo, and height

abov< Moa'lov(l aH dt^dt with in tho article

on * BaromotorH,
n

l Tho temperature of

tho boiling-point of water at a 'partieulnr

baromotii'ie pivwui'e In <lorivc(l from the

1 S<Mi Vol. Ill,

tables calculated by Broch 2 from Begnault's
results given in Table I.

(vi.) Fundamental Interval Correction. To
obtain the fundamental interval correction
to a thermometer tho upper fixed point is

determined as described in the preceding
section and is followed by an immediate
determination of the zero point. The differ

ence of these two readings for a perfect
thermometer would be 100 divisions, but in

practice a value differing slightly from this

will be obtained. Let this be represented by
(100 + 5) scale divisions. Then each, scale

division of the thermometer will correspond
to (100 + 5)/100 degrees, and the number of

degrees corresponding to 6 divisions will be

(] 00 + 5)0/100, i.e. 6+8.6/100; hence the

correction for fundamental interval to be

applied to a reading is 8 . 0/100 (5 may of

course- be negative). The correction is applied
after the reading has been corrected for errors

of calibration and pressure.

(4) PRIMARY STANDARDS. To secure uni

formity in tho practical measurement of

temperature in different countries the Inter

national Bureau of Weights and Measures
at Sevres carries out the determination of tlie

corrections to mercury thermometers intended

to servo as fundamental temperature standards

over the range to 100? C. These instru

ments are constructed by Baudin of Paris

(formerly Tonnelot), and are made of "verre

dur." The scale to 100 C. is generally
covered by two instruments ranging from

to 50 C. and CO to 100 0. The tubes are

carefully chosen for uniformity of cross-section,

and are divided to 0-1; the division lines are

very fine and can only be read with the aid

of a toloHCopo, Tho tubes are not provided
with enamel backs, so that readings may be

taken from behind as well as in front to avoid

errors of parallax.
With such instruments readings may be

taken to 0-005 or 0-002 by estimation, and

after tho appropriate "corrections are applied
to tho mean of a series of readings on very

slowly rwing temperatures agreement between

Kovoral thermometers is obtained to an accur

acy of 0-002, or in some cases to 0-001.

To give a clear idea of the method of applying

tho corroetionH the following example of an

actual HoricH of readings with a pair of Baudin

thermometers in given. The zero readings

arc made immediately after the observations,

and tho various corrections are obtained from

the tables sent out by the International Bureau

for tho thermometers in question.

Two thermometers, No. 10377 and No.

10378, of range to 50 C. and divided to

0-1 0., were immersed in a bath of water

(HOC (11)), tho temperature of which was

very alowly rising, and the readings noted in

a
Brocli, Trai>. et Mdm. t 1881, i.
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TABLM t

100

137

2S8

325

3(53

400

437

475
512

541)

58(5

624

601

(51)8

735

772

809

S4(5

S82

1)19

1)5(5

1)93

020

0(5(5

103

131)

17(5

212

241)

iiHfi

32 1

394

430
4611

r>03

WH)

H75

(511

(547

(583

71!)

1),

104

141

175)

II Hi

254

3(5(5

4(14

44 1

479

fiKt

f>f>3

WO
(527

(564

70)

738

771)

SI 2

H41)

K8I1

1)23

1X50

1HK5

070
10(5

-143

171)

21(5

252

2K1)

32I

3(51

31)8

4,'M

470

578

614
(150

08(5

722

Table II. wore obtained to the noarowt 0-005*

by estimation. The instruments were im-
morsod so that the columns wcro junt visible
above the toj) of tho bath ; tho tlojutlw of

immersion to tho eontcen of tho bulbs being
27-9 and 27-8 cm. respectively. The order in
which the readings wore taken IB indicated

by tho letters (a), (6), etc., after the reading.
Thin in in accordance with tho
described in. (II).
In accordance with tho Htanda.nl procedure

of tho International Bureau tho xoro oorroe.
tiouH given iu tho above table wcro obtained
by making obHorvatioiiH of the
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* External i>reHHiire-- barometric prcHBiiro (7*52

tuni.) I 27-8 em. of wilder,

of water immediately after the readings at ,'U)

wore obtained. Table III. gives the recorded

observations and thoir reduction. The read

ings were obtained using a telescope with

micrometer eyepiece awl two settings woro

mado in. oac.h oawo.

TAHI-M 1U

netry and the relationships of the hydrogen
ind absolute scales of temperature are dealt

with elsewhere,
1 so that in this section it is

>nly necessary to deal with the connection

between tho indication of a mercury thermo-

neter and the gas scale.

At the Fifth Conference of Weights and

Measures, held at Paris in 1013, it was agreed
that the centigrade thermodynamic scale-

should be adopted as tho fundamental scale

of temperature, For the practical realisation

of this scale it was further agreed that over

the range to 100 C. the ncuile of the constant-

volumo hydrogen thermometer coincides with

the thcrmodynamic scale to the accuracy
attained by precision mercury thermometers,
and that outside this range between the

freezing - point of mercury and the boiling-

point of sulphur tho thermodynamic scale is

realised by moans of the platinum thermometer

under specified conditions 2 to a sufficiently

high order of aceuraey for practical purposes.
In order to investigate the relationship be

tween the readings of a mercury thermometer

and the corresponding temperature on the

gas scale, consider tho cane of a thermometer

the volume of whoso bulb and that portion
of the stem up to tho ssoro division is V
measured at a temperature of 0. ; assume
also that the volume of the capillary between

successive degree divuuonH IH TO also measured

at (,-. A knowledge of the absolute co-

cfliclentH of expansion o mercury and of tho

glass of which the thermometer is constructed,

both referred to tho gas scale of temperature,
is also req uirod. Suppose those are represented

by F(T) and /(T) respectively, where T is the

temperature measured on tho gas scale, then

at temperature T the volume of mercury

originally filling the bulb at 0. will he

given by V 'F(T), while the volume of the bulb

will have changed from V to V
0if(T). Now

V
() l^(T) will be greater than V /(T) as the

expansion of mercury is greater than that

of glass, so that aome mercury will overflow

from tho bulb into the stem of the thermometer

and this volume will bo

V K(T)-VJ(T).

Assume tho mercury overflowing will fill

degrees of the scales and, wince each division

originally occupied a volume ?' , tho volume

of mercury overflowing is also given by the

expression

thoHo two oxpn-twionH given

x Sec "TewiHM'atui'c, Rca.Usation of Absolute Wwilc

>a See
"
UoHlntaww ThermorueterB" and "Tempera

ture, I'rueUcal Healo of."
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The functions F(T) and /(T) may bo expressed
in the form (I + cxT + C2T 2 + c3T* . .

.)
so that

if wx ,
ma ,

w3
. . . and gv </a , <7

arc

taken for the constants for mercury and glass

respectively the above expression reduces to

V /v is dependent solely upon the dimensions

of the thermometer under consideration, and

its value is determined by putting '0 and T
each equal to 100 C. as at this point both

scales are coincident by definition. Hence

1 Aft __ M) I V'1<1_ J/i;
x _ _

^o

'

(H-7i-100Hh(72rOO
!

. . .
) (K

Thus the relationship between the mercury
and gas scales is given in terms of the co

efficients of expansion of mercury and glass.

A considerable simplification of the above

formula would result if the expansion of glass

and mercury were both linear, for in this case

the value of wa , mzt
m4 . . ., 0ra , g^, g , . .,etc. ?

would be zero, and the expression given above

reduces to

. _, T(IOO-T)-T- J.

The values of 8 and T are therefore not

coincident, as might at first bo supposed,
but are dependent upon the coefficient of

expansion of g-lass. Coincidence between the

mercury and gas scales of temperature would

only be attained if the glass used in the con
struction of the thermometer did not expand
or contract with change of temperature. In
this connection it is of interest to note that

owing to the much smaller cooflielont of

expansion of fused silica than that of tho

usual thormomctric glasses a thermometer
constructed with this material should give a

scale more closely approximating to tho gas
, scale than in the ca.se of a glass thermometer.
This lias not received experimental verification,
as sufficiently accurate thermometers have not

yet boon coiwtructed of fused silica.

Tho formula

tions. and from a review of the published datti

Seal's
l
given tho formula

where a = 181450 x !()-,

j8=0-(H)2()5xlO-,

7 =0-0000015008 xlO- (t

,

5-0-000(XHX)7320xl()-.

The expansion of glass is usually represented

by a formula of the typo Vy - V
(
I -l-j/tT I f/a

T a
),

but tho mimerical values of tho coefficients

are not known to a high enough order oE

accuracy to give values of in tormw of T
which agree well with

JL ;.:_( tlioso obtained by experi-

}

*

mental methods. Tim
general form of the ro-

'w. J7->)T
2 + . . . } lationship is, however, in

jTH-^T
1^ . . . ) agreement, for the full

expression given above

may bo written in tho form

6 -T-T(100 -
T)(A-|- BT -KIT 3

),

where A, .B, and (J arc constants depending
only on tho coefficients in tho expansion
formulae for glass and mercury. It will' bo

noted that (0 -T) vanishes if T' or T- 100,

since at these points the mercury and gas
scales arc coincident by definition of the

respective scales.

The differences botvvoon the mercury and
tho gas scale luive boon tho subject of extended
researches in the case of several of the special

glasses used in tho construction of mercury
thermometers. Reference may be made to

tho work of Ohappuis,
2 who investigated the

case of thermometers constructed of
*' verm

dnr," tho Ifroneh hard glass used in tho

construction of tho primary standards dis

tributed by tho International Bureau at

Sevres. Tho tests wore made by comparison
of several mercury thermometers in a hori

zontal water bath with a constant- volumo

hydrogen gas thermometer. The results of

these tests showed that tho difference between

temperatures on a
u
vorro dur

"
mercury

thermometer and tho hydrogen gas thermo
meter (u)uld Ixi represented by tho formula

docs not represent practical results, as it was
obtained on tho assumption that the expansion
of mercury in linear

; this is, of course, noli

tho case. Various formulae have been pro

posed. to represent oxperiniontal determina

i
o-oo I irwp) ,10 n

,

over tho rango ,*tf>" lo 100" (*. The second
form is more convenient for application of tho

correction in practical work. Table IV, givrH
the value of these eorrertionH over the rango
0" to 100"

Hears, li)l!{M, xsvl. IH),

,, 1HHH, vL
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TABLK TV

10

20

30

'10

50

(10

70

80

00

100

Thermometers constructed of Jena Kiin
and Jona r>()nr glasses have boon studied at
tho lloioliHaiiHtalt by Thowon, School, and
Holl,

1 who coin pared thermometers of those

tflassos with
u
vorro dur "

thermometers in
both tho horizontal and vortical positions ;

thoir results wcro reduced to tho hydrogen
Hcalo by Shod,- by application of tho formula
dorivod from (HiiippuiM abovo roforrod to, and
load (.o tho expressions

ti - T ,i

0( 1 00 -
0} (07-OM .- 0-4735 1

H ()()() 1 1577/; B
)
x 10-,

Joua 59 1"
:

+ 0-00 Ufi77tf a
)
x 10".

Tablo V. HhovvH for purpoHOH of compariaon
tho tuagnitudo of tho corrections computed
from tho abovo formidao to

u
vorro dur,'

1

J<uia KMir, and Jona 5()t thermoniotors over
tho wngo -,*J()

U
to J(K)

11

0* at intorvalw of 10.

(5) Til KRMOMETHIC GLASSES. If tllO ZCl'O

point of a thermometer, aa ordinarily deter
mined by immersion in pure melting ice, is

taken periodically it will bo noted that varia
tions occur. This m equivalent to stating that
the volume of tho bulb is not always tho same
when tho temperature of the instrument is

brought to a dolinito value. Although referred
to as the zero change, tho variations in the
indications of tho thermometer are manifest
at any point in the scale, but readings are

usually taken at tho zero owing to the greater
OUHO with which observations may bo made
at thin point. In the case of high-range
thormomotoi-H not divided as low as C.

tho change may be investigated by observa
tions carried out at the boiling-point of water.
ThiH in Homowhat loss satisfactory owing to the

oorrootion which has to bo applied for changes
in atmospheric pressure.
Tho change in zero IH dependent upon tho

nature of tho glass employed in tho construc

tion of tho thermometer, and many attempts
have boon made to introduce special glass to

reduce those changes to a minimum. Before

dealing with tho zero changes in detail, reference

may bo made to some of tho thermometric

glasses which have boon in use in recent

years,
3

(a) 'English crystal glass and also
" Kow "

glass, which wore in UHO in this country for

many years, wore load-potash glasses which
contained a small proportion of soda. These

glasses have since boon superseded for accurate
work by later typos, but load glasses arc

still employed for tho cheaper class of

thormomotoi'H at tho present time, mainly
owing to their softer nature and good working
proportion.

(/;)

u
Vorro dur "

in essentially a soda-limo

tflasH, and is of especial importance, as it has
boon tho subject of much investigation by
Guillaumo and others in connection with its

employment for tho primary mercury standards
a Sue article

"
GlaH," Vol. IV.
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of the International Bureau to which reference

has- already been made.

(c) Jena IGin. In 1883 Schott began

experiments at Jena on the production of

glasses for thermometric work, and soon

produced the glass numbered 16"*, which waa

designated
"
normal thermometer glass

"
;

it

is a soda-lime glass containing zinc oxide and

alumina. This glass has had very widespread
use in the construction of thermometers of

ordinary and medium range. Tubes made of

this glass may be recognised by a thin purple
line throughout their length.

(d) Jena 59in. For work at higher tempera
tures Schott further developed a harder glass

known as Jena 59m , or borosilicate glass,

the principal ingredients of which are soda,

boric oxide, and alumina.

(e) More recently developed glasses to which

reference may be made include Powell's normal

glass, which is distinguished by a broad deep
blue line running through the tubes, Powell's

borosilicate glass, and the Corning normal glass

which is extensively employed in America.

ABC D E

Although of Hoeomlary importance compared
with the afterworking eiTeetH, Homo attention

must ho paid to the suitability ' the tflasK

to give good division linos by etching with

hydrofluoric acid. Tho load ghiNHOH appear
to oiler advantages in thin respect, HO that

English cryntal ghiHH in frequently lined for

the wtoni of a thermometer in conjunction

with the normal glaHH for tho bulb. 2

(7) ZlSRO (UlANUKH OlO TllUUMOMMTHItM. -

For the experimental invcHtigation of tho

changes which take place in the zero of a

thonno motor any thermometer may bo

employed, but it ia preferable to construct a

special thermometer of tho particular glaHH

under test, to NCCWO a Huttioiontly open Moalo

in tho neighbourhood of the ssero to permit
of the changes being accurately determined.

Such a thermometer is indicated in /'%. f>.

A range of 5 C. on cither Hide of tho Hxod

point suffices, and a chamber Bhould bo blown

between those two parts of: tho ncalo to avoid

having an unnecessarily long tube.

If it is desired to carry out tho teats over

G K

FIG. 5.

The compositions of the latter glasses are not

yet available for publication.
Correlation of the analyses of the glasses

given hi Table VI. with the thermal properties
dealt with later shows that the joint presence
of soda and potash has a deleterious eifect

upon the value of the glass from the thermo

metric point of view, and this was confirmed

by Schott -1 in his early work on the subject.

The borosilicate glasses give the best results

at high temperatures, while the presence of

alumina conduces to ease of working and the

absence of devitrification.

TABLE VI

APPROXIMATE PERCENTAGE CloMPoarnoN

os VAEIOUS GLASSES

Tho figures in the above table muHt only bo regarded
as approximate, as individual wimples of glaan vary
considerably; traces of other oxides arc found on

Ann. d. Phytt. mid1 Winkolmium and tichott.

Chem., 1804, li. 097.

oftho complete range of powHiblo

mercury -
glass thormometer, tho i

must be designed to witliHtand oxpoHiiro to a

temperature of from 500 to 550 0. for ti

prolonged period. A chamber muni C.OUHO-

quontly bo provided at/ tho uppor cud of the

tube to allow KuiUcioiiti room for tho fctfo

expansion of tho mercury up to UIOHO

temperatures.
To avoid distillation oC niorc-ury and th<^

splitting up of tho column jit tho higher

temperaturoH, tho tuboH luuwt bo nitmjjjou"
lillod to a prosHuro of about i(\ to iJ() atnio-

aphorow. For thorinomotorM which aro <lo(iuitoly
to bo iiHwl only over a Iow( v r I'ango of

torn poraturc, Hay up to 100" (1., I ill ing with

nitrogen Is IOHH iiocoHHary.

Tho bulb Al-J should bo oylindrical JUH! of

approximately tlu name (lianiel-er an the

Htorn, with the zero point I) at. a diHlanoo of

from 80 to KM) nun. above the upper end B
of the bulb. Thin length in of HOIUO importance,
as if tho 7,oro in olono to the bnlb it in nod

pf>HBiblo to ouHiire that tlie latter !H wiilioiently
immorsod iu th<^ iee when, taking reading* ;

on, the other hand, if thin dmtanoo !H rnueh
exceeded the instrument IH found to he

inconvenient for UHO in the ordinary type of

ap paratiiH em] )1< >yod.

Tho scale muHt bo choHon, HO that JO mm.

2
TuvoHtitfationH of tho thormomotrlc propcrdlow

of tho Joua tfluHHCH KJ" 1 and 5U IH an^ fully Kumiuat'-
iH(Ml in

"
,1'omt (UnHH

"
by HovoHdmlt, of wlilch an

Engliwh traualatlou by Evouott WJIH publlKlusd lt^ 1DU2,
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corresponds to approximately I" (1., and the

graduations should extend about fiO mm. (Le.
about f>"(',) on cither side of the fixed points

(()" and. 100" (I,)- Thus <!K and CM< in tho

diagram should each bo 1 00 in in. The tube
should be graduated in millimetres. (<on-

sidorahlo caro should bo exorcised in the

production of tho divisions, an their Huitability
in tho controlling factor in obtaining high

accuracy of reading. The graduations should
bo lino, HO an to be suitable for reading with a

fairly high-power telescope, and each Hot of

divisions should bo numbered from to 10
at each 10 nun. an indicated. The froozing-
an<l boiling-points will thuH bo near the

division 5 on each ncale respectively. It is

unnecessary to obtain exact coincidence, as

under the treatment the tube IB intended to

undergo the position of those points will

continually change.

Analysis of the observations will show that

throe typos of variation of zero may occur, and
those will ho referred to aH

"
Secular Change,

11

u
Depression," an<l "Anneal Infects."

(i.) tiwular dhant/ft. ,lf the f/ero of a

thermometer be determined periodically it

will ho found that the readingH arc*, successively

higher, and the olToot in noted even after a

period of many yearn. Joule kept two thermo
meters under observation for a period of over

forty yearn, and found that oven at the cud

oil thin time their zeros continued to rise. lie

showed that the roHidtH could bo roproHontod

by an expression of the form

where
</>

in the reading of the thermometer,
l> in the time, and a<, 6, and r> are constants,
which will of course depend on tho nature of

tlie glass employed. Thin change of zero does

not; result from variations in the temperature
to which the thermometer may bo oxpoBod
hoi Moil observations of tho zero, Tho oitec-t

will bo found even when tho instrument in

kept continually in molting ice.

AM in the cawo of the thermometer in-

vontigatod by Joule it IH found that a thermo

meter nhowH a comparatively rapid riHo of

Koro when lirnt in ado, and that thin riwe

(locroaHt^H in amount with COUI-HO of tinu^. In

u general way thonnomotcm poHHeHHing a Hmall

K(ii'o (leprx^HHion (HOO next paragraph) have a

Hinall Hocnlar c.luinge. Kor Jona H>in glaBB

Allihn l ban Bhown that tho Bocular c,hang<^

aft(M ( tho initial period 'IB about 0-01 (I per

year. A niinilar value han nn'-ently boon found

for thonnoiuotcu'H oonHtruc-tod of PowelPB

nontud glanB aH tlu^ ronult of ex])erim<nitB

(Carried out over a period of nearly two yearn.

Tho eiuiBo of thtB riBO of y^ro w the gradual

Bhrinkingof Mio glaBB in coin-no oC time, thereby

1 #n7,,/. jinal. <!/um., 1HOO, xxvlll. 435.

rotlueing the volume of the bulb. Although
due to another cause, it in interesting in thiw

connection to record obHcrvations in which
the zero of certain thermometers falls with

xiHo. This on investigation waw found to be

due to the slow dissolving away of the glass
of the bulb, owing to the thermometers being

employed continuously in a well-stirred water
bath. AB the walls gradually become thinner

the preBBuro duo to the mercury in the inHt.ru-

ment enlarges the bulb, thereby causing the

zero to fall. Similar instruments constructed

at the same time, and of the same glass, but
not in continuous uso, showed tho usual rise

of zero. Tho magnitude of this fall of zero

was not sufficiently constant for its rate to

be accurately determined, but it was of tho

order of three or four times the usual secular

change.

(ii.) J)et>re$sion of Zero after Heating. If

the zoro of a thermometer bo determined

immediately after the instrument IUIB been

heated it will bo found to be lower than its

value recorded prior to heating. This reduction

w usually termed the depression of zero, and
its value depends on the temperature to which
tho thermometer has been exposed. For

comparison it is usual to determine the

depression after tho exposure of tho thermo
meter to a temperature of 100 0. for a definite

period, e,g. thirty minutes. Tho zero must bo

taken immediately after exposure to the higher

temperature to Bocwrc ace;u rate results, for

recovery boginw to take place almost im

mediately, and the original value of the zero

i again obtained after tho lapse of several

days. To secure uniformity in the observa

tions tho thermometer, after removal from

the steam bath, is allowed to cool in air until

the temperature IUIM fallen to about T>0 0. ;

tho instrument is then immersed fax ice and

the lowest zero value reached is observed.

Table VII. shows tho value of the depression
of zero after exposure to 10(K

J

('., and various

other temperatures for several of tho glasses.

TAHLN VIE

The value of tho depression is not constant

until after the thermometer has been con

structed for some time. When tho thermo

meter is now tho value of tho depression is
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smaller than that which will be subsequently
obtained. The increase in the depression
becomes smaller and smaller in course of time

until the permanent value is reached.

The depression of a thermometer is duo to

what may he termed a hysteresis effect in

the expansion and contraction of the glass on

alternate heating and cooling ; that is to say,

on cooling the glass after previous heating
the contraction is less than the expansion,
the volume of the glass being temporarily

greater than its original value.

It may be remarked here that the depression
for fused silica is negligible.

With regard to the recovery from depression
it is found that as a general rule low-depression
values are associated with quick recovery.

Thus Jena 161*1
glass recovers in two or three

days, while English crystal glass requires from

ten to fourteen days.

(iii.) Anneal Effects. The first time a thermo

meter is heated after construction it will bo

found that a considerable rise of zero takes

place. This is due to the release of the

strain which is set up in the glass when it has

been allowed to cool fairly rapidly after being
in a plastic state. In a well - constructed

instrument the change is greatly reduced by
carefully annealing the instrument before it

is divided. The process of annealing consists

in raising the thermometer to a higher tem

perature than that at which it is intended to

be used. The instrument is maintained at

the temperature for some hours (up to two

days) and is then allowed to cool slowly and

uniformly over a long period, preferably some

days. The anneal is much more effective the

higher the temperature to which the glass
can be raised, and the best effects can only be
attained when the glass is brought to just
below the' softening point. Maintaining the

glass at such a temperature for an hour is

much more effective in removing after effects

than if it is only taken up to a moderate

temperature for much longer periods. In a

high-range thermometer which is not satis

factorily annealed it is not unusual to obtain
a rise of 15 to 20 C. on the first occasion

the instrument is heated.

(S) TYPES OF LIQUID-IN-GLASS THERMO
METERS. A brief description of each of the

various types of liquid-in-glass thermometers
will now Tbe given, together with the special

points to which attention must be paid in

their use.

(L) Standard Th&rmo-met&rs. The highest
class of standard thermometer has already
been dealt with under the section dealing with

primary standards, but in addition to these

the term "standard" is applied to slightly
less accurate instruments which are employed
in work of high precision and in the pointing
and testing of other instruments. Standard

thermometers resemble primary ntandards in

that the scale must include one at leant of tho

fixed points for use in determining tho change
of sscn) which takes place in tho courso of time.

It is usual for the zero point, to bo ohown,
but for higher- range instruments tho boiling-

point is sometimes employed instead. Tho

range of these thermometers depends on tho

uso to which tho instrument in to ben put.

Ordinary standards will comprise a range of

to 50 0., 50 to 100 C,, etc., as in tho cane

of primary standards ; but for Hpoeial purposes
for example, the pointing and, testing of

clinical thermometers a much more restricted

scale suffices. Standard thermometers are

generally divided to 0-1 0,, or in Homo eases

to 0-2 C., and this to a certain oxtont

determines the length of tho instrument, since

it serves no useful purpose to phico divisions

closer than 0-5 mm. It is preferable that tho

smallest interval should bo 0-8 to 1 mm. in

order that accurate subdivision of tho readings

may be readily effected. A very close division

of the scale gives rise to what is generally
known as tho palisading effect, in consequence
of which confusion is caused by the closeness

of the lines, and the accuracy of tho reading
is thereby reduced. Again, attention must be

given to tho fineness of tho divisions, since it

becomes impossible to estimate a fraction of

a division to any degree of accuracy if the

thickness of tho division line is too largo a

fraction of tho distance between two con

secutive linos. Tho thickness of the division

lino should not exceed one-tenth of the dis

tance between linos. Tho method of use of a

thermometer must, however, bo considered,
for if the thermometer is to bo road with the
naked eye a coarser division is necessary than
if a telescope is employed. Tho reading of tho

mercury column is always estimated from
centre to centre of tho division linos, and to

assist in doing this it is useful to turn the
instrument so that tho mercury column

appears against tho ends of the division linos.

These ends should therefore fall upon a line

parallel to tho axis of tho thermometer. In

the other direction every fifth line should ho
allowed to project to mark either half-degree
or degree .intervals, while tho iiguriitg of tho

degree linos should bo suflioiontl.v frequent to

avoid unnecessary labour: in taking a muling.
Tims open -scale thermometers divided to
0-1 of n degree should bo figured at each degree,

particularly if employed with a telescope in

which tho ilold of vision is necessarily not

very largo. Loss open scale instruments
should bo figured at every live degrees, Tho
length of the division lino also contributes to

tho ease with which a thonnomotor may bo
read. The length of the smallest division lino

should bo one to one and a half times tho dis
tance between tho linos. Wig. G shows a scale
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whieh HatinlioH thoHo conditions. Tho bulb of

a standard thermometer is almost invariably

cylindrical, and Hhould bo of diameter not

greater tlin.il tho stom. Internally the junction
of tho bulb to tho stom Hhotild bo

gradual in order that no shoulder

may olTor lodgment for bubbles of

residual gas ; externally there should

bo no abrupt change of diameter.

AH already pointed out, tho bnlb of

tho Htandard thermometer must bo

of glans chosen for its thormomotrio

properties, Tho stem of tho ther

mometer need not bo made of

Kiu. (I.
t'ho name glass. Loss perfect thor-

niomotrio properties \vill have a

negligible ollVet ou tho indications of tho

instrument an tlio quantity of mercury con
tained in tho HUMU in Htnall compared with
that in tho bulb. Tho glass used in tho stem
Hhould bo of such a varioty that line and clear

divisions may bo etched upon it. English

crystal glass was at one timo frequently

Hpoeiliod for the stems of thermometers an

thin glass was susceptible of high polish and
clean sharp etching. This was especially
marked in comparison with .Jena UJm. Tho
more modern Knglinh thormometric ghtHHew
n.ro bettor in thin ronpeet than Iona Ui 1 ' 1

,
HO

that the tmo of KngltHh (iryntal glaHH for HtciUH

in of relatively IOHH imj)ortanee.
Tho glaHH (Mnployod for the ntom of a

nliandard thermometer IH g(nierally l)aek(xl

with white enamel. Thin cannot bo uwod,

however, for primary HtandardH, an tho latter

aw mid from tho back an well an from tho

front of tho iriHtrumont. Thono iiiHtrnmentH

aro Uien^fore made of e.lear glaHH, and in

ooiiHoq tuition nxpiiro illumination from beliind,

AH above pointed out, it in neooHHary that

all Htandard tbermomot(^rH Hhould bo provided
with (UviHiouH in tho neigh bourhood of tho

70 ro for the dotonninatioti of r/oro ohangoH,
A Hoalo oxtouding to 2" (!. on each Hide of thiH

point HtilliooH to determine tho nealo value of

the thermometer in thiH region. If it in not

doHirod that tho Hoalo nhonld extend con-

tinuouHly from the KOW u))\vardH a ohambor
in blown in the bore to accommodate tho

mercury between tho tforo and the lowont part
of tho doHired w-alo. All ntatidard thormo-
tnote M'M Hhould b<^ provided with a ohambor at

the upper end of tho Htom to permit of tho

temperature being rained above tho Inghent

point of tho Hoalo. Thin in noooHHary in tho

operation of annealing tbormomotoi'H, and in

aJHo a UHoful nafeguard agaiimt breakage of

the thorinnmotor Hhould tho inHtrumont bo

lunitod accidentally to a temperature higher
than that to which it in divided. Kor high-

rangei inntrumontH tlio chamlxw Hhould bo of

Huch a HI/-O that tho tluwmomotor may Tbo

hoatcd to 550 0. without risk of fracture.

Tho corrections to Htandard thermometer
are determined by comj>uriHon with primary
HtandardH. The corrections HO determined will

change "with Hiilmcquent changon of saero of

tho thermometer, and it Is couHoquontly useful

to tabulate tho corrections at various points
of tho Healo on tho assumption that there i

no error at the zero point of tho thermometer;
that in to Hay, the corrections arc reduced by
an amount equal to tho correction at tho

Hero point before the values aro tabulated.

Tho true correction for any point at a subse

quent timo in then given l>y adding (algebraic

ally) tho new correction at the zero point to

tho tabulated value.

Jn the coiiHtruction of standard thcrmo-
inetorH tho capillary tubes uHod should be of

xmiform croHa - section, care being especially
taken that there are no abrupt changcn. It is

preferable to employ a tube in which tlio bore

taporn regularly rather than ono in which

irregular changes of smaller extent occur.

Tho mercury employed muHt bo clean and

dry, and particular oaro muHt ho taken when

blowing tho bulb that no moisture is intro

duced. TJUCOH of moitituro lead to contamina
tion of the mercury mirfaco, with the rcault

that a Hharp meniscus will not bo obtained,
or in bad eanoH a trail of mercury will bo loft in

tho bore an tho column falls.

(ii.) ni(jh,*rawj6 Thwwomitf&rfi. For high-

range therm omotot'H of tho highont accuracy
tho procau tionH and remarks under tho heading
of t( Standard Themiomet^rB

"
apply, and in

addition several otlwir considoratioiiB have to

1)0 taken into account. Tho boiling-point of

mercury in about Il5(i 0. at iitmoHpheric

prcHHtire, and in lower than this at lower

proHHUi'CH ; oonnoquontly, if a mc^rcmy thermo

meter in c-otiHtructcd in the ordinary way,
with the npaco above tho mercury free from

gan, it will not be poHHible to UHO tho inntru-

ment at tcmij)oratur(w above 250 C., owing
to tho sj)litting up of tho column duo to tho

mercury boiling. In fact, at temperatures
above 150 (>., trouble in caused by dintillation

of mercury from tho top of tho column and

itH HubHoquont deposition in tho cooler parts
of tho tube. Thin in specially noticed when
the thermometer in HBOC! with tho wholo of

the column irnmerHod in tho medium whoso

temperature in being moaHurod. The difficulty

in overcome by filling the apaoo above tho

mercury with a gan at such a pronsuro that

. tho boiling-point of mercury ia raised to a

temperature higher than that which it is

doHirod to measure. Tho gas generally em

ployed for this purpoHO in nitrogen, The UHO

of air in uudowrablo, owing to tho slow oxida

tion of tho mercury which takes place. Carbon

dioxide may also bo employed. Tho presence

of moisture must bo guarded against. Tho

pressure of tho nitrogen required in a thormo-
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Fusible

'Metal

meter intended to read up to 450 (X is 15

atmospheres, and two methods arc available

{or constructing such instruments. In the

first, the thermometer is sealed oil' with the

spaee above the mercury filled with nitrogen

at atmospheric pressure, the dimensions of tho

chamber at tho upper end of the bore having

previously been adjusted so that tho desired

pressure of the gas is obtained by compression

as the mercury rises in the bore of the thermo

meter. To attain a pressure of 15 atmospheres
with an initial pressure of 1 atmosphere it

will thus bo seen that a comparatively small

chamber is required. Tho second method

involves the use of a much larger chamber,

which is initially tilled with gas at the maxi

mum pressure required. A difficulty at once

arises in sealing off such thermometers. This

is generally done by attaching a short length

n of capillary tube to tho instru

ment above tho chamber and

inserting in this tube a small

particle of shellac or fusible metal.

The instrument is connected to

a supply of nitrogen under press

ure through the capillary tube.

When the instrument has boon

filled with gas the portion of the

tube holding the shellac or fusiblo

metal is warmed, so that the

material melts. On cooling it

again solidifies, forming a tem

porary seal, enabling the thermo

meter to bo disconnected from

the gas-supply and to be properly
sealed off at a fow centimetres

above the temporary seal. Tho

presence of the shellac or fusible

metal has no subsequent effect

on the action of the instrument.

It is usual, however, to insert a partition

across the chamber, as shown in tho accom

panying diagram (Fig. 7), to prevent tho

sealing material coming in contact with tho

mercury or tho bore of the tube. Another

method which is employed is to seal off tho

thermometer electrically inside a space tilled

with gas at the desired pressure.
The first of these two types of construction

is less desirable for three reasons : firstly,

although tho volume of tho chamber may
be designed so that tho required gas pressure

may be obtained for the highest tempera
tures to which tho thermometer is subjected,
the amount of compression may not be sulH-

cient at inter-mediate points ; secondly/ tho

internal pressure on the bull) varies from

atmospheric to tho maximum value in the

first method of construction, thereby ('.hanging

the scale values in different parts of the tube ;

thirdly, if the thermometer be heated slightly

above tho maximum tomporaturo for which
it is designed a dangerous increase of pressure

FIG.

may result. Attention must also bo paid to

the shapo and thickness of the bulb in tho

construction of high -range thermometers lo

ouablo them l.o stand the high pressures

involved. Should mercury be separated from

the main column by distillation it can !>o

joined up by warming tho instrument to a

tomporaturo above the region in which tho

mercury has boon, deposited. On slowly

cooling the instrument tho column will bo

found to be rejoined.
in using a gas-filled thermometer it occa

sionally happens that the tnoreury column

becomes broken by a bubble of gas. If the

bubble cannot be removed by carefully

tapping tho instrument, it becomes necessary
to cool down tho thermometer so that all,

the mercury is contained in (.he bulb. This

may bo done by means of solid or liquid

carbon dioxide, care being taken to cool tho

instrument slowly at (irst. The instrument,

is then slowly vvannod up again, when tho

gas will be driven in front of the rising column.

It may be noted that a mercury thermometer

may bo cooled, without rink of fracture to

tho bulb, in solid carbon dioxide to a tempera
ture below tho frooK ing -

}
joint of mercury,

owing to tho fact that mercury contracts on

solidification.

For the construction of high-range thormo-

motors a suitable 1
! glass must bo chosen, Tho

glass must show no signs of softening at

temperatures up to 500" (1., and, further, must
be of satisfactory thormomotrio properties.

Tho type of glass employed is a hard boro-

silioato glass of which ,Jcna fiJMii affords a

satisfactory example. Kor work up to *ir>0" (-.

it is usual to construct the bulb and stem of

tho same material. If .lona 59m be used

an onamol backing cannot bo employed, mid
in its place it is customary to grind tho back

of tho thermometer in order to make tho

divisions more easily visible. With glass of

English manufacture (Powell's borosilioato

glass) it has been found possible to employ
an enamel hacking for use up to this tempera
ture, and the resulting instruments arc con

sequently easier to road. Tho black pigment)
rubbed into tho divisions should be burnt in

to secure a permanent olToct. All high-range
thermometers must bo thoroughly annealed

before being pointed, as tho change in 7,ero

may easily amount to iiO" or !JO" with Homo
instruments.

(iii.) ('/mtniC'al V/wrnionwtcM, Kor con

venience in chemical work thermometers are

frequently made in sets of seven insl rumen IM

to cover the range from 0" to <l.'>0" ( !. (Such

instruments an" often termed
tv

AiiHchuiy*
"

thermometers. They 'i.ro ^onenilly provided
with small bulbs, ami have (he Hero point (or

HomctimoH a short range in tho neighbourhood
of 15" 0.) on each instrument. ThoHO iuntru-
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mont.s arc particularly useful in the deter

mination of tho molting- and boiling-points
of organic. substances, Among tho numerous
instruments of special ranges may bo mentioned

tho bon/.ol and toluol thermometers, which

comprise a short ncalo in tho neighbourhood
of tho boiling- points of those substances, and

which aro used in controlling tho fractional

distillation of these liquids. These instruments

aro generally omployod partially immersed, and

tho tables of corrections supplied for uso with

those thermometers should in consequence bo

determined for thin special condition. 1

Jn industrial operations tho uso of very

long thonnomotorB is occasionally mot with.

Those thonnomotorH may havo tho scale

Htarting at a point Homo 100 to 150 cm.

from tho bulb. Jn tho case of such instruments

care must bo taken that dolinito conditions of

immersion are adhered to ; otherwise consider

able errors may result, owing to tho relatively

largo amount of mercury contained in tho

capillary stem. To reduce errors arising from

this source it is customary for Homo thermo

meter-makem to employ a (inor-boro capillary

for the undivided portion of tho stem than is

used for the- graduated part. Tim type of

thormomotor in also fre<|uently eucloHod in a

metal Hhcath, and the use of Huc.h a sheath

muHt be taken into account whon comparing
the unmounted thormomotor with standards.

Tho enclosure of a thermometer in a metal

Hhoath "IH in jtiany instances equivalent to

using Ibe instrument uuder conditions of full

immersion, owing to tho high conductivity
of tho metal. On tho other hand, tho employ
ment of a metal Hhoath tends to make a

thermometer move sluggishly in responding
to changes of temperature, owing to tho

increased heat capacity of the instrument.

Other typos of ehemicai thormomotor do

not c.all for Hpooial consideration. The remarks

given above in connection with Htandard

thermometers apply, having regard to the lower

accuracy with which ordinary chemical thermo

meters nee<l to bo road.

ologioal work a iiumluM' of Hp<wial typew of

thormomotor are employed, and tho main

foaturoH and eonHtruotion of thcno are dealt

with in tho following paragraph. Tho accur

acy with which temperatures are required
dooH not in general exceed 0-1, and tho

range of the thonnomotorH IH limited to thowo

tomporaturoH which occur in natural pheno
mena. Tho temperature of the air at any
time may bo determined by obnorvation of

tho reading of an ordinary typo of chemical

thormomotor ranging from about -30 K. to

JfiO" K. Such a thermometer, divided to

whole or half dogrooH, can bo road by entimation

to 0-1 R Kor meteorological purponoH, how-
1 Hoo "

Kuierjjjcut Kfcoiu dorroc-tion," (0).

over, tho value of the air temperatures at

any definite time IH not so important as tho

knowledge of the fluctuations which takes

place over a period, and hence various types
of maximum and minimum thermometer
hare boon, developed for recording the highest
and lowont temperatures attained during a

given period.

(a) JUd'jrimuni thermometers aro of tho

mercury type, and are provided with a device

which allows tho mercury to ruse in the stem
whon tho instrument is subjected to an

increasing temperature, but which prevents
tho mercury falling again when tho tempera
tures is lowered. Three devices to accomplish
thia end may bo mentioned. In the jirst tho
stem of tho thermometer is bent at a short

distance above tho bulb, and a small piece
of glass is (ixed in tho capillary at this bend.

As tho mercury in. tho bull) expands the

pressure enables it to pans the obstruction,
which (loon not completely fill tho bore of the

tube
; but on again contracting there is not

Huiiioiont pressure behind the mercury column
to force it pant the obstacle, consequently
tho column is broken at this point and a
thread of mercury is loft in tho bore of the

tube, of such a length that its farther end
indicates the highest temperature to which the

instrument has boon oxponcd. Such a thermo
meter must bo perfectly free from air, othcrwiHo
tho proHHiiro of this gas will drive tho mercury
back past the o instruction. Furthermore, the

instrument is used in the horizontal position
to prevent the weight of the mercury column

producing tho same effect. To reset tho

instrument for uso tho thermometer IB turned
into tho vortical position uml gently swung
with tho bulb downwards ;

the mercury then

UOWB past the obstruction and joins on to that

contained in tho bulb and lower part of the

tube.

In another typo of instrument, known as

tho
*'

air - speck
"

maximum, tho mercury
column is interrupted by a small bubble of

gas ; tho short length of mercury above this

bubble acts as an index. On rising tompera-
txiroH the index is pushed forward by the air

driven in, front of tho expanding column of

mercury ; but on cooling, Iho index remains

at tho highest position reached, the space
between tho index and tho main column

being occupied by tho small amount of air

originally introduced. This instrument is

also used in the horizontal position to avoid

tho weight of the mercury in tho index forcing
it back towards tho bulb. The instrument is

reset in the way above described.

A third typo of maximum thermometer is

similar in its action to the first typo above

mentioned; but in this case tho column is

broken on reduction of tho temperatures by a

constriction of tho boro of tho thermometer.
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The method of use is similar to that employed
with the instruments already dealt with.

"Clinical Thermometers "(#..) form an example
of this typo of maximum thermometer.

(b) Minimum Thermometers. For the deter

mination of the lowest temperature spirit

thermometers are generally used. These are

provided with an index of coloured glass,

consisting of a length of about 2-3 cm. of

very thin glass rod, fused at each end to form

a small knob. This type of thermometer is

used in a horizontal position, and is sot prior

to taking an observation by tilting the instru

ment with the bulb upwards. This allows

the index to move down the tubo until tho

end remote from the bulb of the thermometer

is in contact with the meniscus of tho spirit

contained in tho tube. When the temperature
falls the alcohol contracts and the light glass

index is drawn back with the contracting

liquid owing to the tension of its free surface.

When, however, the liquid expands on rise

of temperature it flows past the index, leaving
it in the lowest position occupied.
Another type of mininrum thermometer is

one containing mercury. It is of somewhat
more complicated design and works in the

following way. A small side tubo is attached

to the capillary about 1 in. from tho bulb.

This side tube, which is' sealed at its farther

end, contains a small platinum plug which

does not entirely fill the bore. Tho construc

tion of the instrument is indicated in tho

accompanying diagram (Fig. 8), in which

represents the platinum plug contained in tho

side tube B attached to tho capillary A.

The instrument is first held with tho bulb

downwards so that the tube B is filled with

mercury ; then, by raising
the bulb end of the tubo,

the mercury is allowed to

flow from B past
the plug C until

the surface of tho

mercury reaches

C. If tho opera
tion is carried out slowly, on further tilting tho

thermometer the mercury will remain in contact
with the plug C, and the instrument is then

ready for use when suspended in a horizontal

pos'ition. On cooling the instrument the mer
cury will contract and fall in tho tubo A, but
on subsequent increase of tho temperature mer
cury will expand into tho tube B past tho plug
C, leaving the end of the column of mercury in

tube A, indicating the lowest temperature to
which the instrument has been submitted.

(c) Combined Maximum and Minimum
Thermometer. Another type of thermometer
is frequently employed which combines both

purposes. This is known as Six's self-register

ing thermometer. The instrument ia not as
accurate as is generally required for many

o

meteorological purposes, but sullices in other

cases. Tho accompanying diagram (/'Vr/. 9)

illustrates tho construction of tho instrument.

A capillary tube bent into a U-tubo terminates

in a bulb at each end. The capillary contains

mercury, while one of tho bulbs is completely
filled with alcohol and the other partly filled.

A glass index is contained in each arm of the

tubo above the morc.ury and surrounded by
alcohol. Attached to

these glass indices are

fine iron wires, which
sorvo two purposes :

firstly, they act as light

springs which press

against tho walls of tho

tube and prevent tho

indices falling under
their own weight ;

secondly, they sorvo in

resetting the instru

ment, which is done

by moans of a magnet
brought up to tho out

side of tho tube, Tho

magnet is lowered when

opposite tho indices,

and draws thorn down "Fia, 0.

so that their lower ends
rost on tho surface of the mercury in tho

two arms of tho U-tube, On exposure of

tho instrument to an increasing temperature
tho spirit in tho bulb A expands and drives

the mercury in tho U-tube before it ; this

raises iudex B, while when the temperature
falls tho spirit contracts and pulls tho mercury
back, which in turn drives tho index (1 up
tho other arm of tho U-tube ; scales are

attached to each of those tubes and the

position of tho lower ends of tho indie.es gives
tho maximum and minimum temperatures
respectively to which tho instrument has
boon exposed. It is, of course, obvious that
tho scale attached to tho tube containing the

maximum.index will be figured upwards, while
that of tho other arm will be figured down
wards. In a variety of this thermometer,
known as the Dimonuon thermometer, the
U-tubo is kept in the horizontal position for

reading ; the iron .springs attached to the
indices then become unnecessary and the
instrument is reset by tilting it into a position

approaching the vortical.

(v.) Jtiurtfa Thv.nnonict(\rx, A special type
of thermometer is sometimes employed in

determinations of tho temperature of the

soil; the instrument is attached to it chain
and is lowered to the required depth within
a tubo of diameter slightly larger than that
of tho thermometer, the tubo alter insertion
of the thermometer being closed by a cover
from which the chain is supported. The
thermometer employed usually differs from
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an ordinary instrument in that it is niado

very sluggish in action
; this modification

enables tho temperature to bo road before
the instrument haw time to respond to any
change of temperature to which it may be

exposed on being withdrawn from the/ soil,
while tho sluggishness of tho thermometer
oilers no disadvantage in picking up the

temperature of tho noil, an tho latter changes
at a very slow rate. Tho sluggiHlmoss may bo
obtained in two vvayH : (a) tho walls of tho
bulb arc made of vory thick glass (JJ-4 mm.)
associated with a largo capacity j (b) a more

ordinary typo of thormomotor is endowed in

a sealed glass tube, the Hpaeo around tho bull)

being filled with paraflin wax.

(vi.) The- /)M.p-8(M Thermometer. In

oooanographieal surveys tho doterjnination of

tho temperature of tho Hea at varying depths
playn an important part in investigations of

the direction of currents. An oarly method
of carrying out HUOU an investigation was to

partially fdlod with mercury (E), access to tho
other portion of the tube being stopped by
means of a seal at D; the object of this

mercury is to increase the rapidity with which
the thermometer picks up tho surrounding
temperature. Tho details of the modifica
tion arc shown in the small diagram, Fig. 11.

When tho instrument is in its normal position

mercury {lows past the curved portion into or
out of tho enlargement G and the capillary ;

on inverting tho thermometer the column is

broken at the point F, and (Iowa out of the

enlargement G' into the chamber H at tho

upper end of tho stem, filling this together
with a portion of tho capillary. Now if, after

reversal, the temperature to which the instru

ment is exposed is increased, mercury will

expand from tho bulb and will flow past
tho bond (F), but will bo prevented from

joining the portion separated off until the

enlargement has been filled. The dimensions
of this enlargement are therefore adjusted so

FIG.

HOIK I down to tho required depth a sampling
bottle, and tho temperature of tho water

thereby noourod was taken by an ordinary
thermometer. Tho obvious objection to this

method in that tho temperature of tho sample
may change while tho latter is being drawn

up, owpocually if tho depth from which it is

taken is considerable. To overcome this

dilh'oulty a special typo of thermometer known
an tho

**

deep-sea reversing thermometer "

has boon evolved. This instrument consists

of a thermometer of special design endowed in

a stout-walled glass sheath capable of with

standing a pressure of threo or four tons per

square inch. In order to obtain a reading
of tho instrument it is mounted in a .special

carrier or frame, 1

by moans of which it may
bo turned upside down when at a depth at

which an observation of tho temperature is

required. On being reversed the mercury
column IH broken at a modification in tho

bow and is allowed to flow to the other end

of tho capillary tube, where it fills an enlarge
ment of the bore and a portion of the stem.

The scale of the instrument is arranged in tho

opposite direction to that of an ordinary
thermometer, HO that tho volume of morcnry
overflowing is road while tho instrument is

Htill in the inverted position. /%. .10 shows

the latent form of tho instrument : A in tho

Hpooial thermometer employed enclosed in tho

nhoath ; 0, the portion of tho sheath in which

tho bull) of tho thermometer is situated, is

* Hoo article on "
Oceanography," Vol. 111.

that in practice tho quantity of mercury
resulting from further heating of the instru

ment will bo insufficient to 13.11 this space. The
diagram shows a second thormo meter B en
closed within the sheath, tho bulb of which
is in clone proximity to tho chainborH; the

object of this is to enable a correction to bo
made for any change in volume of the mercury
which may result owing to the temperature
at which tho instrument is road being different

from that at which tho thermo
meter was inverted. This is neces

sary as tho mercury contained in

the chamber H will expand if its

temperature rises, and therefore

tho reading on tho scale will be

higher than that at which it was

separated olT. On each thermo
meter will be found the volume
of this chamber in scale divisions,

whilo the nature of the glass of

which tho thermometer is con

structed ia also noted. Suppose
tho auxiliary thermometer shows
a reading higher than that of tho deep-sou
thermometer by t, then tho reading of the

deep-sea thermometer is higher than its true

reading by an amount equal to t x volume of

chamber H x apparent coefficient of expansion
of mercury in tho glass of which tho thermo
meter in constructed.

(vii.) The, P(int(in.6 TJierwowcter. As previ

ously mentioned, tho uwo of pontane offers

considerable advantages in tho construction

*. n.
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of thermometers for work at low temperatures.

Its chief value lies in the fact that pcntano
remains fluid at temperatures as low as that

of liquid air, although in this neighbourhood
it is somewhat viscous. Care must bo exor

cised in cooling down the thermometer to

avoid the liquid sticking to the walls of the

capillary, especially at very low temperatures.

Commercial pcntane is used in the filling of

these thermometers.

In the manufacture of ordinary thermo

meters it is usual .to point the instruments

at a series of temperatures determined by

working standards. To carry this out in the

case of a pentane thermometer it would bo

necessary for a supply of liquid air to be

available. This is not always possible, but

an accurate instrument may, however, bo

obtained by making use of previously deter

mined values of the coefficient of expansion
of pentane. Rotho 1 has determined those

values for technical pentane, and he points
out that a low-range thermometer may bo

calibrated by obtaining the point corresponding
to - 78-2 C. by the immersion of the thermo

meter in a mixture of carbonic acid snow and
absolute alcohol, the former being in excess.

The point corresponding to 100 C. is then

obtained by measuring off a length equal to

one quarter of the distance between C.

and - 78-2 C., and marking this below the

latter point ; while the position of
t
the - 200 C.

point is given by marking off below the zero

point a length 2-23 times the length from C.

to -78-2C. The position of the -200

point may also be obtained by a weighing
method, since the volume of the bulb and

capillary up to the C. division is 4-47 times

the volume contained between the C. and
-200 C. divisions. The above method, of

course, depends upon the tubing chosen being of

uniform cross-section, and this must be verified

prior to the construction of the instrument.

(viii.) ColorLmetric and Beckmann Thermo
meters. For calorimetric and similar purposes
a thermometer of short range is required which

may be capable of being road to a high degree
of accuracy , these instruments are conse

quently divided to hundredths of a degree

centigrade, the length of one degree occupying
about 50 mm. Using a telescope of low power
it is thus possible to read the instrument to

0-002 or even 0-001 C. Many of those

instruments have a scale of about 10 or 12.
In order to overcome uncertainties duo to

capillary effects such instruments arc generally

provided with a relatively largo bulb so as to

avoid the use of an unnecessarily lino boro
in which the capillary effect would bo so

large as to reduce the accuracy with which
the readings arc taken. Trouble duo to tho

sticking of the mercury is greatly reduced by
1 Zeits, fiistrum&ntcnk., 1904, p. 47.

continuously tapping tho thermometer or

supporting it in Much a way that it* i.s Hubjoctcd

contiuuouHly to a small amount* of vibration ;

this, of eourHo, muHl not bo HO groat UN to

iutorforo with tho accurate muling of tho

instrument. ThormomotorH of UI"IH typo have

a largo lag, and it in neooHHary to make allow

ance- for thin in Homo eaHOH. In

calorimotrio work it iw alno UOCCH-

sary to allow for tho hoat capacity
of tho immorHod portion of tho

instrument.

In ordor to avoid inHtrumentH

of unwieldy longth it IH noooHHary
that tho rango should bo short to

provide tho required oponnoHH of

Boalo, and it frequently bocomoH

doHirablo to provide a HOIMOH ot Hiich

inntrumcntH of difforont rangOH.

Tho Jiockmanii thormomotor obvi

ates thin, aH it employs a device

by moans of which tho range may
bo adjusted aH required. Tho
scale in generally of a length

equivalent to 5 O.
f
and is figured Kru. lii,

from to 5. Tho dovico used is

shown in tho accompanying diagram, Wig. 12,

in which ib will bo soon that a chain bor in

provided at tho uppor ond of tho scale ; tho

object of this is to accommodate tho portion
of tho mercury not required ; and by expelling
tho excess mercury into tho chamber tho /oro

of tho scale may bo adjjiiHtod do corroMpnnd
to any value dasirod ovor a fairly wide range.
Tho value of each Hcalo divinioti ohangoH
according to tho quantity of moron ry filling

tho bulb and stem up to tho zero mark, and
allowance has to be made for thiu. A typical

a 4
Scalo Reading

Vu\. lit.

sot of ourvoH showing tho oorroctionH to any
part of tho Hoalo for dofinito values of tho

Koro iw given in tho accompanying diagram,

Fig. 13, in rnoHt work for which UHH typo
of thonnomotcr in iwod a knowledge of any
individual temperature to a high order of

accuracy in not required ; what, in required to

bo known, however, in the difference between
two tomporaturoH. Thun, a very exact dolor-
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urination of tho tomporatwo coITCHponding to

any particular swro Hotting is unnecessary,
Tho sotting <>f tho Beclmmnu thermometer

to uny dosirod range in accomplished by trial.

Tho instrmuont is wannod ])y immersion in
a bath until tho mercury begins to flow into
tho uppor chamber; tho instrument is* then
sharply tapped or jerked, with tho result that
Homo mercury bnwks oJT from tho main column
at tho junction of tho capillary and its enlarged
portion ; tho tornporaturo is then lowered and
a reading taken with an auxiliary thermo
meter when tho mercury stands at zero on
tho Hcalo of the Beekmann instrument. If
this temperature is higher than desired, it is

necessary to run tho mercury up tho tnbo
and break oil still more morcury from tho
main column. This proooss IH repeated until
tho desired Hero is attained. If at any point
in tho proeoduro more mercury than neoosHary
haw boon removed, the column ia rejoined by
running tho mercury to the top of tho tubo
and inverting tho inHtrumont. Tho mercury
in tho expansion chamber will then join on
to tho main column and bo drawn back into
tho capillary as the 'temperature falls; when
HuOiciont mercury ban boon carried over, the
column is again broken by returning the
thermometer to its normal position and
tapping tho instrument. In this way it is

possible, after a little experience, to adjust
tho thermometer to any required zero value
after two or throe trials. In some instruments
tho enlarged portion of tho capillary which
nerves as an expansion chamber is graduated
with a scale of degrees in order that an estimate

may bo made of tho amount of morcury to

bo separated oft ; this scalo is, however, HO

contracted that it is not of groat value in

obtaining an accurate sotting of the aero.

Referring to ./'%. 13, it will bo BOOH that all

tho correction curves are brought to a common
origin, but that at tho upper end of tho scale

tho curves separate by approximately equal
amounts for equal differences in zero sotting.
Correction curves for any other sotting of

tho sjoro may be drawn by taking proportional
amountB of the dillforonoos between two curvoa.

To obtain by calculation tho value of a division

of a lioolunann thermometer scale corresponding to

any given Hotting of the Horo it knowledge of tho

expansion of mercury and of tho glann of which tho

thermometer is constructed in noooHHary. AHHUIUO

that K(T) and /(T) represent tho volumes at T of

unit volumes of mercury and glaHH respectively

measured at <'. U v t V bo tho volume at 0.

of tho bull) of a Bookmann thermometer together
with that portion of tho capillary up to tho xoro

division of tho scale, aiulv^ tho volume, also measured

at ()
u

(!., of a length of capillary corresponding to one

scale division ; it is assumed that tho capillary is of

uniform bore and that tho divisions of tho scale arc

equidistant,

Lot T bo tho temperature at wluoli the mercury

column coincides with the zero of tho scalo for a
particular set-ting of the instrument ; the volume of

mercury contained in the bulb will therefore bo

Vo/(T), and this will correspond to an initial volume
of mercury meaHurecl at 0. of V /(T)/JF(T).
Now if the temperature bo raised to 6 so that the

scalo reading of tho thermometer ia XQ divisions, the
volume of mercury becomes

The volume of the bulb has changed to V /(<9) and
tho volume of %d Rcalo divisions is XgV f(ft). Hence,

equating tho volume of mercury and that of the

containing VOHHO!,

and by transponing,

This expression, gives the Rcale reading correspond*
ing to any temperature 6 for any setting T of the
zero, in torniH of tho ratio V /? .

To evaluate V /?>()
the reading of tho instrument

muHt be known corresponding to any value of # other
than 0=^T. (The value =T eorresponds to the Kero

setting of tho Hcale, when a!y=0.)

In tho construction of a Beekmann thermometer
it IH usual to point tho scale at tho upper cud under
the condition of the wro of the scale corresponding
to C., i.e. T=0, so that for tho usual typo of

instrument the division 5 will correspond to 5 C.

llonoo V /u for this particular case will be given by

(ix.) Clinical Thermometers. The ordinary
clinical thermometer used for the determina
tion of tho temperature of the human body
or of animals is a mercury thermometer of

short rttngo of the maximum type ; that ia

to say, the thermometer registers tho highest

temperature to which it has been exposed
since re-setting. Clinical thermometers em
ployed in this country, the Colonies, and
America are almost invariably divided on
tho .Fahrenheit scale ; on tho Continent the

centigrade scalo is generally used together
with the R6aumur scalo to a much smaller

extent. The range of temperature necessary
to such a thermometer is 95 to 110 JF. or

35 to 45 C. A special typo of thermometer,
known an tho

"
surface clinical thermometer,"

employed for tho determination of skin tem

peratures, is divided as low as 85 F. The
earliest typo of clinical thermometer was
known aw tho

"
hospital thermometer," and

was not solf-rogistoring ; it was of tho normal
clinical thermometer range, but was road while

in tho patient's mouth. An improvement on
this was tho

"
Phillip's index thermometer,"

in which a small thread of mercury was
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separated from the main column by an air

speck ; on a rising temperature the short

length of mercury advanced in front of the

main column, but on again, lowering the

temperature the main column foil while the

index column remained stationary. This

thermometer was liable to get out of order

when the instrument was re-aet by shaking,
as the index column frequently joined on to

the main column. A later development was
the introduction of a slightly narrowed bore

which to a certain extent prevents this join

ing up. This led to the introduction of the

modern constricted - bore maximum thermo

meter, in which the index thread separated
from the main column by an air speck is

dispensed with. The constriction is made by
blowing a small enlargement in the bore of

the capillary a short distance above the bulb
;

heating the tube on one side opposite the

enlargement with a very small flame causes

this to collapse and so produce a constriction

in the tube. The amount of constriction must
be such that while the mercury passes freely
on expanding when the instrument is raised

in temperature, it must be sufficient to prevent
the mercury running back when the tempera
ture falls. At the same time the bore must
not be so constricted that it is unreasonably
difficult to cause the mercury to join up when
the instrument is shaken or swung from the

end opposite the bulb. A skilled glass-blower
can frequently adjust the tightness of the

constriction either in the direction of closing
it by reheating and causing further collapse
of the glass, or opening it by forcing mercury
past while the glass is slightly softened in

the blowpipe flame. The shape of the con
striction has a considerable effect upon the
smooth working of a clinical thermometer

;

if it is not sufficiently sharp the mercury
column tends to draw back into the bulb
instead of parting cleanly immediately the

temperature begins to fall. Further, the mer
cury column may tend to

"
jump

"
as tho

temperature rises; in this case the column
does not rise in the capillary steadily with

gradual increase of temperature but proceeds
in a series of jerks. In a bad case this jump
may exceed a degree Fahrenheit although its

ordinary magnitude is of tho order of a few
tenths of a degree. Another device by means
of wliich mercury thermometers may bo
rendered self-registering is known as the
"
choke bore

"
; this method is employed for

thermometers of the enclosed scale typo,
principally made on tho Continent. In those
instruments the mercury column is prevented
from falling by the introduction of a splinter
of glass into tho end of the bore of tho thermo
meter at its junction with tho bulb ; the
thread of glass is kept in position by being
sealed into tho opposite end of tho bulb.

Those instruments arc apt lo got out of order

owing to tho line point of glass forming tho

choke being broken oil' in shaking down tho

mercury column.

AH previously mentioned, tho oporation of

resetting a maximum thermometer IH shaking
or swinging tho hiBtrumont HO that tho morourv
is forced towards the bulk Other mothodM

have boon introduced to accomplish HUM with

loss trouble than in Homotimon experienced in

shaking down a thermometer. In one doviee

two constrictions are lined at a Blight dmtiuioo

apart ; those constrictions are not BO tight an

in tho ordinary oaHo, thereby allowing the

mercury column to be rejoined with muoh
less effort ; tho double eonBtriotion, however,

prevents tho mercury being drawn back into

the bulb when tho mereury .contracts on fall

of temperature. Another method, known m
tho

"
Davidson patent," JH made by providing

a small tnotal plunger at tho upper end of tho

bore ; tins plunger works through a metal

cap on to a disc of rubber covering an enlarge
ment in. the bore of tho tube ;

tho onlargo-
mont is filled with mercury, which is separated
from tho main column in tho tube by a Hinall

quantity of air ; pushing in tho rubber d'wo

by moans of the plunger forces Homo mercury
down the bore, driving tho air before it ; this

in turn causes tho mercury column to flow

back past tho constriction. Tho instrument

is liable to got out of order owing to tho

perishing of tho rubber dine. Thin diHioulty
is overcome in another typo of inBtrumont
known as tho

" He polio thermometer," in

which tho movement of the mercury piston
is obtained by slight pressure upon a flattened

bulb of toughened glass sealed to the upper
end of tho boro ; as in tho previous case, tho

mercury contained in this bulb ia separated
from tho indicating column by moans of a
small quantity of air.

In taking a temperature by inserting a
clinical thermometer in the mouth it is noon
realised that tho final reading of the inBtru

mont is not reached as quickly JIB it) would
bo if tho thermometer were im mowed in a

bath of water. The reason for thin IB that

tho introduction of the thermometer causes

local cooling, boat being abstracted in order
to warm up tho mercury in the thermometer

;

and an interval of time is necessary before

tho circulation brings the surrounding tem
perature back to tho actual temperature of

the blood. It is obvious that this disturbance
will bo loss the smaller tho quantity of mercury
contained in iho bulb, and hence it is customary
to limit tho HMO of tho bulb to produce a

reasonably rapid instrument As a conse

quence of this, it is soon that tho boro of

tho capillary used must also bo very small,

especially when it is taken into account that
an open scale is desirable - the clinical range
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u.

of 1,T generally occupies a length of 2 to

iij in. With HO line a bore tho thermometer
becomes diflicult to road, and a device was
introduced by moans of whioh tho mercury
column could be magnified in width. This is

accomplished in tho
u

Ions front" clinical

thermometer by employing a capillary tube
of section shown in Pig. 1-i. If tho instrument

bo hold so that tho column is

Ioirwthn

viewed through tho sharp edge of
;or o ew no ^j^ pjl}^ ^ magnified imago of tho

thread is seen. Tho use of this

device is not restricted to clinical

thermometers, but is much moro

frequently employed hero on ac

count of the line bores usod. The
other dovioo usod for rendering a mercury
column moro easily visible is by moans of a
llattonod bore

; this, however, cannot be usod
with clinical thermometers as tho capillarity
(iftouts would bo too groat for the instrument
to ho reliable.

It is customary to designate clinical thermo
meters by terms \ min., 1 min., and 2 min.,

etc., to distinguish between the slower and
the moro rapid instruments. Tho terms are,

however, misleading, as the time takon by a
olinittal to pick up a temperature depends so

much on personal factors as well as on the

ohatuet eristics of the inHtrument itself. Tho

J-m'ui. instrument, for example, will have
attained its maximum reading in this period
of time when usod by Homo individuals, but
in other cases the final temperature will not
bo reached until after an interval five times aa

long has elapsod. It, however, may bo takon
that tho classification is dependent on the size

of tho bulb, and that for any given individual

a J-nrin. thermometer will l>o quicker than a

l-rnin. instrument, which in turn will be quicker
than a 2-min. As a result of a discussion

between, tho clinical thermometer trade and
the National Physical Laboratory and other

authorities, it lias boon, suggested that the bulb

of n. J-min. instrument shall not oxeood

24 mm. in diameter and i!0 mm. in length,

those designated 1 min., 2-0 mm. in diameter

and 20 mm. in length, while instruments

outside tho latter sitfos shall be designated
2 min. In general a 1-min. instrument is

easier to road than a y-min, instrument, and
is usually more reliable in construction, the

latter being rendered easier by tho larger bore

of tho instrument.

Veterinary thermometers are usually of a

much more robust type, and are conse

quently provided 'with a larger bulb ; they are

honco slower in action. The usually accepted
" normal points

"
for veterinary UBO are shown

in /'Vjy. ir>.

Tho widespread use of clinical thermo

meters has led to the introduction, of many
special patterns ; tho main types of instru-

have been dealt with in the preceding
paragraphs, but amongst others may be
mentioned tho several forms of aseptic ther
mometers in which special precautions are
taken to avoid infection being conveyed by
bacteria carried in the divisions on the surface
of tho tube. Tho u

insulated
"

thermometer
or ''Continental" pattern affords an example
of this typo, and this is probably its main
recommendation; the scale is completely en
closed in an outer sheath, and the thermo
meter may be immersed in an antiseptic
solution without damage to the marking. A
variation of this typo is afforded by a thermo
meter in which the

"
solid

"
stem is traversed

by a slot behind and parallel to tho bore ;

the scale is engraved on a thin strip of material
Huch as mica, and is inserted in tke slot ; tho
end of tho tube is then scaled. Another type
of inHtrument resembles an ordinary clinical

thermometer but carries no divisions
; for

purposes of reading, this undivided thermo
meter is placed inside an auxiliary glass tube
on tho surface of which tho divisions are

Man Horse Dog Ply S/ieep Fowl
Cat
Cow

engraved. Kxact registration is afforded by
a ground-glass joint between the two.

In other varieties of clinical thermometers
modifications of the scale are introduced to

render tho use of those instruments easier

to tho general public. For example, the

Sumner's patent has the scale figured with the

normal point 98*4 F, as zero, each degree
.Fahrenheit above or below this being marked
-M, H-2, . . . or -1, -2, . . ., etc.

Surface clinicala have been mentioned ;

thoHO are frequently made with a bulb designed
to give a larger area of contact than would bo

obtained with ordinary types of cylindrical
bulbs. In one pattern it is arranged in a

circular form.

It should bo mentioned that in several

countrioB clinical thermometers are required
to bo tested and approved before they are

wold for UHO.

(x.) fiodiuMi' potassium Thermometers. As

pointed out previously in connection with

high -range thermometers tho boiling-point of

mercury is about 350 0., but by tho intro

duction of gaa under pressure above tho

column it i& possible to extend the useful

range of a mercury thermometer up to about

f>0()
u
0. This raises tho question as to whether

alternative liquids are available as a thormo-

motric fluid. It has been found that a mix
ture of the metals sodium and potassium, in

the proportion 4:1, is fluid at a tempera-
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ture as low as -10 0., while the boiling-

point of this mixture is sufficiently high for

thermometers to be used up to the limit sot

by the glass envelope without introduction

of gas. The use of tin. for high ranges has

also been attempted, but satisfactory results

have not been obtained.

(xi.) Fused Silica Thermometers. Thermo
meters have been made replacing glass by the

transparent variety of fused quartz with a

view to increasing slightly the scale of the

instrument, and also to avoid the troublesome

changes of zero which are experienced with

glass thermometers. The depression of zero

with a mercury-in-fused-silica thermometer is

negligible. The difficulty, however, of making
uniform capillary tubes of this material has
not yet been overcome successfully for such

thermometers to be generally available.

(xii.) Miscellaneous Thermometers. The
electrical types of thermometers dealt with
elsewhere offer advantages over mercury
thermometers in that they can be made to

give a continuous record of temperature
without great difficulty. Under certain con

ditions, however, it is possible to obtain a
continuous record with a mercury thermo
meter by photographic means. This has been
used in connection with humidity records at

certain meteorological stations. A largo type
of thermometer is employed with a flattened

bore, or one where a comparatively v/ide

column of mercury is available. The instru

ment is supported vertically in front of a slit

behind which sensitised paper is carried on a
drum with its axis vertical ; a beam of light
is allowed to fall on the instrument ; the

mercury column stops part of the light, but
the latter is able to pass through the thermo
meter above the column and affect the sensi

tised paper ; a trace is thus obtained showing
the height of the mercury column.

Mercury thermometers may also be employed
to give warning of temperature fluctuations
outside certain limits. This is achieved by
introducing into the capillary platinum wires
at points corresponding to the special tem
peratures ; the rise and fall of the mercury
makes or breaks electric contact with thone
wires and gives the desired signals. Such
instruments suffer, however, from the dis

advantage that the temperatures at which a

signal is given cannot be varied at will. The
current employed with such instruments must
be very small to avoid contamination of the

mercury surface, and hence they should only
bo used in conjunction with relays.

(xiii.) Transmitting Thermometers. In in
dustrial use the ordinary mercury thermometer,
while having the great advantage of being a

very simple instrument to read, suffers from
the disadvantage that glass instruments are

very liable to fracture, and further must be

read in xitu. Those consideration!-! have led

to the introduction of mercury thermometers

employing a metal for the envelope instead

of glass, while such instruments are mado
"
distant reading

"
by the use of a metal

capillary of any dosirod length between tho

bulb and the indicator. The indicator in such

an instrument is a Bourdon pressure gauge
the flcalo of which us calibrated to give direct

readings of tho temperature to which tho

bulb is exposed. In a recent form of such au
instrument a number of tho difficulties pro-

viously mot with arc overcome in tho following

way. Tho bulb is of stool hermetically con
nected to a steel capillary terminating in a
flattened stool tube wound into a spiral which
constitutes tho gauge. Tho capillary may bo

of any dosirod length up to 80 or more foot,

thereby permitting tho indicator to bo removed
from tho point at which tho temperature is

being determined by a considerable distance.

The use of a long capillary at ouoo introduces
a potential source of error, as tho quantity
of mercury contained in tho capillary itself

may be a largo fraction of that contained in

tho bulb, thereby rendering tho instirumont

largely dependent upon tho temperature of

the capillary. Tn the particular form of tranM-

mitting thermometer referred to, thin objection,
is ovorcomo by introducing into the capillary
a number of lengths of

*'

invar," tho radio of

tho diameter of which to the internal diameter
of tho capillary ia adjusted HO that tho olToeUvo

change in tho volume of the capillary is just

equal to the corresponding change in the
volume of tho moron ry (illiug it, whatever be
tho temperature to which the capillary is

oxposod. Compensation is also made for

changes in temperature of tho indicator itself

by connecting tho pointer to the free end of

the Bourdon tubo through tho intermediary
of a bimetallic strip.

(9) KMBRGKNT ST/NM; COHRICOTION, Kor
accurate determinations a thermometer must
always bo UHod so that the whole of the

mercury contained in the bulb and in the
stem ia oxposod to tho temperature it is

dosirod to measure. In many eases, however,
thin in not convenient, and it then becomes
necessary to investigate tho effect produced
by emergence of a portion of the utem, It

will bo obvious that tho length of the column
not immersed in the medium will bo longer or
shorter according to whether the temperature
to which tho stem itself is oxposod is higher
or lower than that of tho medium in which the
bulb in immersed. Tho latter case is more
usual, but the following reasoning applies
equally to either condition, duo regard being
paid to tho sign of the resulting correction.
Consider the case in which a thermometer
is used HO that the mercury column extends
n degrees above the level to' which the lustra-
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mont is immersed, while L is tho moan tempera
ture of tho mercury occupying those n degrees
and is that of tho bath

;
if the whole of the

thermometer luul boon raised to the tempera
ture f/, tho column would have expanded by
an amount (Mjual to n(() /) x apparent coeffi

cient of expansion of mercury in tho glass of

which tho thermometer is constructed ; thin

amount in therefore tho correction which has
to bo added to tho reading of tho thermometer
to give tho true temperature of tho bath, that

is
</> (tho correction required) A x n x (0

-
1).

It will 1)0 noted that in. tho above expression
tho valno in the true temperature of tho

bath which is unknown, but as a ih'Ht approxi
mation it may be taken to be tho reading of

tho thermometer. To obtain a more accurate

value for tho correction it in then necessary
to HubHtituto for tho observed reading plus
tho approximate correction obtained in tho

first calculation. The resulting value will be

Hunioiontly accurate for all practical purposes

owing to the fact that tho value of /- is somo-

wluit indefinite as discussed later.

Tho value of the constant A varies with the

nature of tho ghiHS employed from 0-00015 to

0-000 10 if tho temperature is measured on

tho <uintigra.de sea.Ic, tho corresponding figures

for Mihronhoit thermometers arc 0-00008.'} to

0-OOOOi),

Tho main dillioulty in applying this correc

tion to tho readings of thermometers is tho

uncertainty of tho value of the mean tempera
ture of tho emergent column ; it is obvious

that thin is greater than tho temperature of tho

air owing to tho conduction, of heat along tho

mercury column itself ; the value in generally
obtained by placing an auxiliary thermometer

HO that its bulb in in contact with the

instrument under consideration at a point

half-way up the emergent column. Another

way of obtaining the temperature is to make
use of ii) special thermometer known as tho
"

leaden
"

or Thread Thermometer, in which

the UHtial typo of bulb is replaced by a capillary

tube of length from 10 to 15 cm, : this is

placed so that tho upper end of its bulb

coincides with tho upper end of the emergent
column whoso temperature is desired. For

a, full description of the methods in which

the MM Ion thermometer can bo used, refer

ence nhould bo made to tho original paper of

Mahlko * or a paper by Buckingham.
2

Cliree ;l

suggests a slightly different method :

instead of taking tho mean temperature of the

mercury column, the value of tho temperature
of the air of tho room is substituted for t

in the expression quoted above. Tho value

of tho constant A will therefore he different,

and its value has to bo determined ox peri
-

1 #///. tUKtmml(*Hk., IBM, xlll. 58.

ItullcttH' Mrww of tflaiuhmftt, lOlli, vHl. 2M.
/'/*//, A/rtf/., 1HOH, xlv. HI 'I.

mentally, the corrections being obtained by
measuring the reduction in the reading when
the instrument is immersed to various depths
in a steam bath.

Chreo points out that the value of this

constant varies with different thermometers
and with the conditions under which the test

is carried out ; it is therefore necessary to

arrange that these conditions shall approxi
mate as closely as possible to the conditions

under which tho thermometer is intended to

bo used.

For instruments intended for use in indus
trial operations and in certain classes of

chemical work, tho thermometers arc pointed
for a specified depth of immersion and the

corrections to tho thermometers obtained by
comparison with standards are tabulated for

corresponding conditions. In such cases it

is important that the thermometers shall be
used in a manner corresponding to the way in

which the tests were carried out, as otherwise

the corrections will not apply even to a low
order of accuracy.

It may be mentioned that for high-range
thermometers the correction for emergent
column may amount to as much as 20 to 30
II at 400 C<., so that it will be seen this

source of error cannot be neglected, even for

work in which high accuracy is not essential.

(10) TIIMUMOMJMTRIO LAG. It is a matter

of common knowledge that all thermometers
exhibit a time lag, that is to say, a thermometer
when plunged into a medium at a different

temperature docs not immediately register

tho value of that temperature ;
a certain

interval of time must
, elapse before a final

reading is obtained. Generally this is not a

matter of groat importance, as it is possible
to wait long enough for tho steady value to

bo reached. There are, however, some cases

where this does not hold, and a correction has

to bo applied to allow for tho lag of tho

instrument employed. The time taken by a

thermometer to acquire the temperature of

tho medium in which it is immersed is

dependent on several factors which include

the nature and condition of the medium as

well as tho typo and dimensions of the

thermometer.
If T be tho temperature of tho medium,

and be tho temperature indicated by tho

thermometer Immersed in it at any time t,

then by the application of Newton's Law of

Cooling

where X is a constant with respect to T,

and I, but which depends upon tho type of tho

thermometer and the nature and conditions of

the medium.
Two cases may bo considered ; tho lirst in
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which the medium is maintained at a constant

temperature, i.e. T = constant ;
and secondly

when the temperature of the medium is

changing uniformly, i.e. T is a linear function

of the time t.

Integration of the above equation for the

first case gives :

which is equivalent to stating that the differ

ence between the temperature indicated by
the thermometer and that of the medium do-

creases logarithmically with time, and further

that the difference is 1/e (i.e. 1/2-718) times

the original difference in X seconds.

In the second case, where the temperature
of the bath changes regularly with time,

integration of the equation gives approxi

mately, after steady conditions have been

attained,
Q JL = n\,

where n is the rate at which the temperature
of the medium is changing, derived from the

expression

In this case it is seen that when conditions

become steady the temperature indicated by

the. thermometer lags behind the temperature
of the medium by an amount equal to \n.

It may be noted that X has the dimensions of

time.

For the ordinary type of chemical thermo

meter the value of X is of the order of 5 seconds

for immersion in a well-stirred bath of water.

Considering the case of a thermometer which

initially indicates a temperature 10 C. below

that of the bath, application of the above

formula shows the difference will be reduced

to 0-01 C. in about 35 seconds, while in the

case of a thermometer being immersed in a

bath of well-stirred water whoso temperature
instead of being constant is rising at the rate

of 0-1 C. per minute, the thermometer will

lag behind the bath by nearly 0-01 0. when

steady conditions have been attained.

In air a similar result holds, but the values

for X are much larger, that is to say, a thermo

meter picks up temperatures at a slower rate.

The lag coefficient of a thermometer is

determined experimentally in the following

way. The thermometer is immersed in a

bath maintained at a constant temperature,
the liquid being stirred or at rest according
to the conditions under which the lag is

required. It is essential that the bath bo

maintained at a constant temperature through
out the observations, and for this purpono it

is better that the observations should be

carried out at about room temperature,

particularly where tho conditions do not
allow of stirring. Prior to immersion in the

bath the thermometer is cooled to a tempera

ture some 15 (!. below the bath. The times

at which tho mereury column erosses various

graduations are recorded until the tempera

ture indicated by the thermometer becomes

stationary. I^or slew thermometers a watch

may bo employed, but For rapid instruments

a chronograph is essential. A curve may
bo plotted giving the relation between tho

readings and time ; this curve will be found

to bo asymptotic to tho ordinato corresponding

to the linal temperature of the bath. It will

be noted that the equation above deducted

for tho condition of constant temperature Is

logarithmic, and it may bo written in tho form

*

tho valuo of X may bo obtained by plotting

a second curve connecting tho time /; with

log fl(0 ~T)/(fl-T). Any valuo for on the

above curve may bo chosen as tho starting-

point (] , provided that tho time t bo reckoned

from tho instant at which this valuo was

attained. The logarithmic curve will bo a

straight line, and its slope gives tho value of

X, the required lag coelliciont.

(11) TESTS OI'
1 TlIKHMOMHTIMH BY (1oM-

PATUSON WITH STANDARDS.- -The standardisa

tion of a thermometer from first principles has

been dealt with in a previous paragraph.
Tho method is, however, somewhat long and

tedious, and furthermore is not applicable to

tho many types of thermometers whose range
does not include tho fundamental lixod points,

namely and 100 0. Kor most practical

purposes it Hiillicos to compare tho instru

ment under consideration with a standard

thermometer tho values of whoso readings
are known in relation to tho International

Temperature Scale. Methods of carrying out

these comparisons have boon worked out in

detail at tho various national testing institu

tions, and a description of tho equipment
and methods employed at tho National

Physical Laboratory of tlus country will

servo to show how tho operation is performed.
Tho essential feature in the comparison of a

thermometer with a standard is that the two
instruments Hhall be immersed in a medium
tho tomporaluro of which may be readily

adjusted to any required valuo and maintained

at that value 'for a reasonable interval of

time. Furthermore tho medium in which tho

instruments are immersed must bo of uniform

toni poraluro throughout its bulk.

To achieve this end the fundamental prin

ciple in tiho construction of comparison baths

employed at the National Physical Laboratory
is tho provision of two vortical tubes cross-

connected at their upper and lower ends, tho

medium in which tho comparison is being
carried out boing circulated round tho vessel

BO formed. Tho thormomotor or thermometers
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under examination, together with the standard
inslrumonts with which they are being com
pared, are supported in one of tho tubes,
\vhilo in tho other devices n,ro arranged for the

boating and circulation of tho liquid in which
tho thermometers iv.ro immersed. For com
parisons between 0" and 100 (I. water is

used. (Hroulation of the water in effected

by a propeller, supported iu the left-hand tube
at itH upper end. .Below tho propeller electric

healer units arc provided. Tho heaters are

protected from contact; with the water by
being enclosed iu pockets contracted of very
thin copper wheel/. Those are of such a size

that tho heaters (it very oloHoly ;
tho object

being to ensure a very rapid transference of

heat, from tho heater itself to tho water of

the bath, for to a largo extent tho accuracy
and Hpoed with which a comparison can be
carried out, is dependent on this point, Rapid
traiiHt'orcnoe of heat from the heating units

ensures that tho temperature of the bath

will follow without serious lag the changes
made in the heating current, it thus becomes
an easy matter to adjust the temperature to

any desired value and to maintain it there

for iiny required time. This in a matter of

somo considerable diflioulty if there in appre
ciable lag between the alteration of tho heat

ing current and tho resultant change in tho

temperature of the water. Tho temperature
of tho baths is controlled directly by tho

operator', since tho employment of any
thommstatio device of suHieioiit sensitivity
would H!OW down tho operation to an un-

nceoHHary extent, and furthermore a simplo
dovioo would lack the flexibility required to

steady tho temperature to any desired point
over tho range over which such a bath is

normally used. Another consideration inllu-

onoing this method of working in that in

making comparisons it is desirable for the

temperature of tho bath to rise very slowly

during tho observations, rather than for tho

temperature to be maintained at a Htrictly

constant value. In carrying out tho compari
sons at least two standards should always bo

used ; agreement between tho readings of

those after tho application of tho necessary
corrections will largely tend, to chock tho

introduction of accidental errors in reading.

At tho .Laboratory it generally happens that

morn than ono thermometer is under examma
t/ion at ono time, and the usual procedure is to

placet ono of tho standards at the beginning
of tho net of instruments and the other at tho

ond ; if more than two standards are employed
the others are distributed uniformly among
tho thermometers being tested. Readings of

the instru monts in turn are taken at a uniform

rale from the first standard to tho last, then,

without interruption, tho readings arc con

tinued in tho reverse order, tho last standard

being read again, followed by the instruments
under tost and finally the first standard.
Jn making high precision comparisons the
double sot of readings will be repeated. The
moan values of the readings are then calculated,
tho necessary corrections to the standards

applied, and the moan value of the standard

readings is obtained. As previously pointed
out, tho corrected means for the standards
should bo in good accord, and if this is not
tho case tho sot should be discarded, after the
reason for tho discrepancy has been investi

gated, and a now set of observations made.
In order to avoid difficulty owing to capil

larity effects in the fine bore of the majority
of mercury thermometers, all comparisons are

carried out with tho temperature of the bath

very slowly rising ; consequently if a set of

thermometers bo read only once, the corrected

indication of tho last would be slightly in

excess of that of the first, while the others

will give intermediate values according to the

time at which they were read ; the object
of making a reverse sot of readings is now
apparent, for, if tho bath is rising in tempera
ture at a uniform rate, and if the instruments

are road at regular intervals, the moans of the

two aots of readings taken forward and then

backward will give strictly comparable values.

In practice tho rate of rise of temperature is

of course arranged to be very small, of the

order of a few hundrodths of a degree in the

time necessary for making the observations,
so that any small irregularities in the rate

in which the thermometers are read will be

of no importance.
Tho reading of thermometers of precision

in invariably oarried out by the aid of a

reading -telescope, which is mounted on a

substantial support at a suitable distance in

front of tho thermometers to bo observed.

Tho axis of tho telescope must be kept at

right angles to that of tho thermometer ; the

latter is usually vortical so that the axis of

tho toloscopo is made horizontal. With this

arrangement tho introduction of errors due to

parallax is practically eliminated. The tele

scope need not bo of high power for use with

ordinary instruments ; a magnification of 2

to 3 will bo found sufficient in most instances,

but for tho highest class of work with very

finely divided instruments it may be increased

to 8 or 10. Tho use of a micrometer eyepiece
is not generally desirable except for reading

lixed points ; with ordinary skill it is possible

to estimate to one-twentieth of a division,

whilo somo operators are able to estimate to

one-fiftieth. Tho majority of thermometers

will not, however, boar subdivision to this

order on account of tho width and irregularity

of tho division linos. In reading a thermo

meter it is desirable to place it in such a

position that tho mercury column just fails
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to cut the ends of the division lines, as in tin's

way the position of the end of the column is

not obscured by the division itself.

The illumination of the thermometer is

another point to which some attention should

be paid. Thermometers of the highest class

are not provided with enamel backs and must
therefore be illuminated from behind. Glare

from the source of illumination is prevented

by the interposition of a sheet of ground-glass.
Thermometers provided with enamelled backs

are best illuminated by a lamp placed in front

of the instruments in a direction of about 45
to the line of sight. In this case also it is

desirable that the light should be diffused,

and a convenient source of illumination is

provided by metallic-filament electric lamps
with, frosted bulbs. The lamps should be at a

sufficient distance to prevent heating of the

Overflow

i'

To Waste

thermometer; and for this reason metallic-
filament lamps are preferable to those with
carbon filaments. A 20-30 watt lamp at a
distance of 12-15" provides ample illumination,

(i.) Construction oj Thermometer Comparison
BatJis. The details of construction of the
thermometer comparison baths for water are
shown in Fig. 1C. A and B are the two
vertical brass tubes joined at the upper and
lower ends by means of the gun-metal castings
C and B respectively. Tube A contains the
heaterand stirrer, and is of uniform size, namely,
5 in. diameter, in. the various baths employed.
The diameter of tube B ranges from 5-12 in.

according to the nature of the instruments
under test and the num ber of such instruments

being dealt with at any one time. The length
of these tubes is also dependent on these
factors. The baths at tho Laboratory range
from 18 in. to about 4 ft. in length. The junc
tion between tho tubes and castings is made
by flanges soldered to tho tubes

; tho llangos
arc bolted to the castings with a packing-

ring of brown paper covered with a thin

layer of red load and gold si
r

/o, which producer
an efficient joint to withstand tho ehanges
of temperature. Jn Home baths, particularly

those used for testing clinical thermometers,
in which tho temperature range is smaller,

tho tubes arc soldered direct to tho castings,

In some of tho baths tho tube B is provided
with a rectangular window, through which

the readings of tho thenno motions may be

taken with tho instruments fully immersed.

Such baths are employed lor the lent of the

less accurate typos of thormomefcorH, the

readings of which arc generally obtained with

the naked eye or by moans of a reading-glass.

The window of plate glass is generally carried

in a recessed rectangular brass frame bolted or

soldered to tube B, and tho joint between glass

and brass frame is made with red lead and gold
size. Such a window will remain water-tight
for several years, notwithstanding the con

siderable fluctuations of temperature to which
it is subjected. Tho castings (J and ,1) are each

provided with four lugs, by means of which a

wooden top and base may bo bolted to tho

metal part of tho bath. Those wooden frames

servo to support the baths and also alTord

fixing for the outer wooden casing in which
the baths are enclosed. Tho space between
tho bath itself and tho casing is lillod with

granulated cork,' which servos as tin odieiont

thermal insulator for this ela.ss of work. A
thickness of 2 in. of cork suffices for most

purpoHos. A convenient casing is provided
by strips of wood, such an are employed for

covering steam cylinders. The cork lading
should not of course be allowed to become

wet, as in this condition its insulating properties
are impaired.
For convenience in repair, tho boater

pockets are carried by a plate bolted to the

casting D at tho lower end of the tube A,

In tho smaller baths throe or four pookotn are

provided. These arc soldered into slotH in the

brass plato K. The pockets are formed by
bonding No. 30 gauge copper shoe!/ over a

template very slightly largor than tho heaters

themselves
; the edges of tho copper sheet are

lapped and soldered, hi tho event of a boater
section failing, it sometimes happens dltat ono
or more of the pocketH arc destroyed. This
method of fixing makes replacement of a

pocket a relatively simple matter.

Tho stirrer consists of a throe-bladod pro-

peller, of diameter about 4J in., carried on tho
end of a shaft passing through tho Hupport
,F bolted to tho upper casting (1 ; hearings are

provided at(< and II
; rotation of tho propollor

is obtained by moans of a cord passing ovor
the

]
nil ley ,J and driven by a motor, A froo

pulley K on tho end of tho nhaft sorvon to
:

i

,arry the cord when tho hath is out of use,

At tho Laboratory it is the practice to drivo
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several baths from one motor by an endless
i

cord passing round the driving pulleys of
'

each. The tension of the cord is adjusted by
a weight carried 011 a free pulley. The baths
are supported on a framework of 2- or 2J-in.

piping, the weight of the bath being taken by
tie-rods fixed to the under side of the lower
wooden frame and provided with a right-
and left-handed screw connector for purposes
of adjustment. The framework referred to

serves also to support the water-supply pipes
and the necessary switch-gear for regulating
the heating current. Cold water is supplied
to the bath through the funnel at L, while a
waste pipe at M, provided with a stopcock,
allows the bath to be emptied when desired.

An overflow fitted at N serves to maintain the
water at a constant level. In some of the

baths this overflow is adjustable.
In baths in which the instruments are fully

immersed and are read through the window
the exact level of the water is immaterial,
but in those where the thermometers are

allowed to project above the top it is necessary
that the bath should be kept quite full, so that

the water laps the under surface of the plate
from which the thermometers are carried.

The method of support of the thermometers

depends on the type of instrument under
examination. Instruments read through the

window are carried in spring-clips (of phosphor
bronze) on a cage, details of which are shown
in Fig. 17. The cage consists of an upper plate
to which three vertical rods are attached;

sliding platforms holding the spring-clips move
on these rods. The position of these platforms
is adjustable according to the length of the

thermometers under test. A spider, provided
with curved guides, is employed to direct the

cage when it is lowered into the bath and
to protect the instruments from contact with

the sides of the bath during this process.

Simple hydraulic lifts carried on the supporting
framework are employed at the Laboratory
to raise and lower the cages, since a cage

carrying seventy - two thermometers is of

considerable weight. Baths with which this

type of cage is used are fitted with a ball-

race (with phosphor-bronze balls) at S, while

gearing, operated by a suitably placed handle,

serves to rotate the cage to bring each

thermometer in turn opposite the window for

purposes of observation.

A different system is employed for precision

thermometers. In reading these instruments

distortion is avoided by making the observa

tions with the instruments emerging from the

bath, instead of viewing them through a

window. In most instances the thermo

meters are compared with the whole of the

mercury at the temperature of the bulb, and

the instruments are consequently supported
in the bath so that the mercury column is

only just visible above the top of the bath.

For each reading it is thus necessary to re

adjust the thermometers - according to the

height of the mercury column, and a simple
means of doing this is necessary. This is

effected in the following way. A rubber ring

is slipped over the stem of the thermometer,

of such a size that it grips the stem securely,

but yet not so tightly that the thermometer

cannot be pushed through the ring to any
desired position. Suitable rings can be made

by cutting rubber pressure tubing of various

sizes into sections about 4 to 5 mm. in length.

A brass plate fitting the opening of the bath

is drilled with a number of holes and serves

FIG. 17. Thermometer Comparison Bath, showing
"
Spring Clip

"
Type of Cage.

to support the thermometer by the aid of

the rubber ring. To permit of thermometers

of various diameters being satisfactorily sup

ported by a given plate, a series of graded
sleeves is employed. The plates are drilled

with holes of 10-mm. diameter ; the sleeves

have an external diameter of slightly under

10 mm., while the internal diameter varies

from 4 mm. to 9 mm. The size of sleeve

chosen for any thermometer is such that the

instrument will just pass through it freely.

In addition to the plate carried on the top
of the bath, two other plates, drilled to corre

spond, are carried above and below the main

plate by vertical rods ; the plates are clamped
to the rods to permit of ready adjustment
to any desired position. The perforations in

these plates register with the holes in the

main plate, and their object is to hold the

thermometers steady in a vertical position.
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The rapid circulation of the water would

otherwise cause the instruments to swing if

supported by one point, thereby rendering

accurate observation impracticable. Mg. IB

will make the arrangement clear. A second

rubber ring at the upper end of each thermo

meter avoids risk of accident should the

instrument slip through the first ring. For

specially large thermometers auxiliary cages
arc provided with

larger holes. The
holes in the plates

are arranged either

in a circle or in

two parallel rows

across the centre of

the plate. In the

Plan of Upper and
Lower Plates

. 18.

former instance the

telescope used for

reading the ther

mometers is main
tained in a fixed

position, and the

plate carrying the

thermometers is

rotated by gearing
actuated by means

of an endless cord from the observing position.

In the second case the plate remains in a

definite position, and observations of the

different instruments in turn are made by
moving the telescope.

As previously mentioned, the circulation of

the water is effected by means of a propeller
carried in tube A (see Fig. 16). The direction

of rotation is such that the water is lifted in

the tube ; it then passes through a top cross-

connection and down the
'

main tube, back

through the lower casting, and then up past
the heaters. The speed of the propeller is

roughly 300 to 350 revolutions per minute,
which suffices to produce a vigorous circula

tion of the water. This is an essential feature

of this type of comparison bath in order that

the water through the main tube may bo

maintained at uniform temperature. Tests

carried out on these baths show that the

difference in temperature between the water

at the upper and lower ends of the tube on no
occasion exceeded 0-01 0. In practice, for

the highest precision work the bulbs of the

thermometers under comparison arc kopt aw

close as possible, thereby reducing any un

certainty in the uniformity of temperature to

Jess than 0-002 0. The direction of circula

tion of the water is important, for if this is

reversed much loss uniformity is obtained.

The heaters employed are of uniform sisso

for all the baths. In the smaller baths three.

or four double heaters tiro used, while in one

larger bath of approximately SO litres capacity
six double heaters are employed. Tbo boaters

arc in, two parts, each of which dissipates 400

watts whoa used on the .standard voltage of

100. TltUH the energy can ho supplied to tbo

smaller baths at the rate of about tt kilowatt**,

and to the larger one at nearly 5 kilowatts.

The heaters are constructed o(!
*' niohromo"

strip wound on. a mica, frame and protected
on each side by mica sheets. /'%. 10 shown
the construction of tho heaters. The ni/.e of

the strip used is approximately l*fi mm, by
0-2 mm. in section, and when in position in

tho bath these units carry a current of 4

amperes without overheating. Tho actual

temperature of tho wire is about 400 (1., and

the energy, of course, can only be dissipated
when the pockets in which the boaters are

inserted are in contact with water. Switch

ing on tho current in an empty bath im

mediately results in the destruction of the

heater and of tho pocket. The dissipation of

energy is materially assisted by making the

pockets of copper so thin that the pressure
of tho water in tho bath collapses tho poekot
on to tho heaters, and the life of the heaters

is prolonged by attention to this detail. In

ordinary use a carefully made heater will

last many months. In some eases heaters

have boon in continual use for over twelve

months. Lack of attention to the points
above mentioned, or carelessness in construc

tion, greatly reduces the life of a heater, since

those arc being run so close to tho safe limit.

Breaking clown of the heater, in general,
results from tbo slow oxidation of the wind

ing, causing hot patches to develop. Another
cause of failure) is due to the condensation of

moisture on the heaters, with consequent
short-circuiting of some of the windings if

the pockets are not perfectly water-tight,
or from tho air if the heater does not (it

tho pocket tightly. This is more especially

2 [Leads

noticeable if a hath is repeatedly cooled to

below the room temperature by the addition

of iee. Details of the size of tho healers

employed are shown in tho accompanying
figure, and each, half of tho heater should
have a resistance not less than i25 ohms for

use on a 100-volt circuit.

Two methods of control of the current

through these heaters are employed according
to the class of work for which the haths are

used, For ordinary cases it suHiecs to bo

able to switch on a full load in order to raise

the temperature of tho hath rapidly from
ouo point to tho next. On approaching tho
desired point tho rato of healing is reduced,

by cutting out six of tho eight healers. On
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reaching the temperature another heater is

cut out of circuit, leaving only one. This last

heater has a resistance in series with it so

that the current may be adjusted to such an
amount that the heat lost by radiation, etc.,

is just counterbalanced by that' supplied

electrically. The value of this current varies

of course with the temperature at which the
bath is being maintained, and with the sur

rounding temperature, and a small ammeter
is provided to assist the operator in adjusting

the current to the

requisite amount.
The value of the
current varies with
the capacity of

each bath, but it

will soon become

possible to esti

mate the current

required to hold
FIG. 20. the temperature

steady at any
point. Fig. 20 shows the electrical connec
tions for this case.

Each bath has a slightly different
"
lag

"
;

that is to say, the rise of temperature which
takes place when the second heater is cut

out of circuit is different for each bath. It

amounts to 0-02 to 0-04 C., and consequently
the second heater has to be switched off at a

temperature lower by this amount than that

at which it is desired to adjust the bath.

For the testing of precision thermometers a

rather finer adjustment of heating current is

necessary, and a method is employed by
means of which the heater units may be

connected to the supply circuit in series or in

parallel or in a combination of these two ways.
In this case also the external regulating re

sistance is employed in conjunction with one
of the heaters.

Use is made
of a par-
ticular type
of tumbler-
switch having

three positions. The central position is "off,"
while in the other two positions connection

may bo made to the positive -or negative side

of the supply mains as desired. Fig. 21 shows
the connections required. One or two typical

examples will be given to show how the

heaters may be connected.

(a) If the switches are connected alternately
to the positive and negative mains, all the

heaters will be in parallel on the 100 - volt

circuit.

(6) If the two end switches are connected
to the positive and negative mains respectively,
the intermediate switches being left in the
"

off
"

position, all the heaters will be con

nected in series across the mains.

21.

(c) If switch No, 1 be connected to one

pole, and switch No. 4 to the other, the remain

ing switches being "off," three heaters only
will be connected in series across the mains.

(d) As an example of the combination of

the two, if switches No. 1 and No. 7 are

connected to one pole, while switch No. 4 is

connected to the other pole, the remainder

again being
"

off," there will be two sets of

three heaters in series connected in parallel
across the mains.

Numerous other combinations at once

suggest themselves, and serve in conjunction
with the regulating resistance to obtain a

fine adjustment of current to enable the bath

to be kept steady at any point in the range
from air temperature to 100 C.

With regard to the regulating resistances

employed, these are of about 100 ohms resist

ance and are wound in steps with wire of

graded sizes ; the smallest wire is large

enough to carry a maximum load of 1 ampere,
since this is the maximum current obtainable

when most of the resistance is included in the

circuit. When, however, the resistance is

mainly cut out, a current of nearly 4 amperes
is being passed, and the coarser wire at this

end of the rheostat must, therefore, be capable
of carrying 4 amperes.
With regard to temperatures below the

temperature of the room the bath is cooled

by the addition of ice, and for most practical

purposes the rate of rise of temperature is so

slow that no special means are required to

cool the bath continuously, though this could

be done by means of a cold brine circulation.

Other tests below air temperature are carried

out in vacuum vessels such as will be dealt

with later.

(ii.) Comparison of Thermometers above,

100 C. For comparison of thermometers
above 100 C. water can no longer be used,
and recourse has to be had to other liquids.

For the range 100 to about 200 C. cotton

seed oil affords a suitable medium ; this oil

when now is rather viscous at air tempera
tures, but becomes fluid at temperatures above

100 0. Continued use of the oil causes it

to thicken very considerably, but the increase

of viscosity above 100 C. is not sufficiently

marked to interfere with the efficient circula

tion of the liquid until it has been in use for

a long period. Mineral oils of high flash-point

may also be used up to 300 C. Cotton-seed

oil cannot be employed as high as this, as

continual heating above 200 C. causes de

composition and charring of the oil.

The type of bath used is similar to those

used for water in that two vertical tubes are

joined top and bottom by cross-connections.

Copper tubes are employed, and the connecting
tubes are brazed. At the Laboratory gas-

heating is employed, although oil baths could
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be heated electrically if desired. Stirring, an '

before, is obtained by circulating the oil by
means of a propeller carried in the smaller

tube The bath itself is endowed in a slioot-

iron double box lagged on the outside with

magnesia lagging. Both the vertical tubes

are contained in the iron box through -which

the hot gases from the burners circulate, as

otherwise a temperature gradient will exist

in the tube in which the thermometers arc

supported. This tube is preferably lightly

insulated with a layer of asbestos cord to

prevent local variations of temperature. The

speed with which observations can be carried

out with gas-heated baths is lower than with

those heated electrically, and the accuracy

of adjustment of the temperature to any
desired value is not so great owing to the

larger amount of lagging on those baths.

With a bath of this type it is of course im

possible to provide a window through which

the instruments are viewed, so that all ob

servations are taken with the thermometers

so placed that the mercury column is just

visible over the cover of the bath. This

condition of full immersion is only attained

if the oil level in the bath is maintained so

that the oil touches the under surface of the

plate supporting the thermometers ; expan
sion of the oil is allowed for by the intro

duction of an overflow pipe just below this

level; the overflow pipe is carried to the

bottom of the bath through the heating
chamber ; surplus oil is discharged into a

suitably placed receptacle. If the overflow

pipe is carried outside the bath, difliculties

arise owing to the cooling of the oil and partial

stoppage of the flow. A stopcock at the

bottom of the bath serves to empty it periodic

ally for cleansing, etc. Comparisons of ther

mometers should always bo carried out a"!

successively higher temperatures, so that 11

suffices to fill the bath at the beginning of a

set of comparisons. The overflow device then

ensures that the oil level remains at the

desired position.
The thermometers are immersed directly

in the oil and supported in the manner pre

viously described for precision instruments.

For temperatures of the range 200 to 450 ( I

a salt bath is employed, the most satisfactory
medium being a mixture of equal parts oi

sodium and potassium nitrates. At a tempera
ture of 200 0. the salts provide a sufficiently

fluid medium for efficient circulation. Th<

bath holding this mixture is again of the type
above described, but is cast in one piece it:

iron in order to withstand the higher tempera
tures to which it Is submitted. Heating is

carried out by gas as in the case of the or

bath, and the bath itself is contained in ti

similar sheet-iron box by means of which i,1

is kept surrounded by hot gas. It is vor>

inportant that the boating of t'ho salts should

)0 started at the top of the bath, since tho

nixture expands on boating. If heating, and

ionsoquontly fusion, is begun ul. tho bottom

>f tho bath, fracture of tho vessel is inevitable;

nit by hoating at tho top in the lirst instance

usion commences at the exposed surface and

extends downwards. Stirring may bo started

n tho neighbourhood of 180 (. As in tho

case of tho oil bath, an overflow is pinvided

to allow for the expansion of tho liquid,

Bother with a tube by means of which tho

bath may be lilled at the beginning of a sot

of comparisons. Details are shown in tho

accompanying diagram, j&ty. 22.

Tho thermometers themselves are not im

mersed direct in the fused salts owing to tho

slow attack of tho glass which would result

if tho instruments were in contact with this

medium. It is therefore necessary to provide

tubes dipping into tho liquid and in which

tho thermometers may be placed. Tho tuboH

are thin solid - drawn steel, in tho lower

ends of which plugs are

welded. Tho tubes

carried by tho top plato
of tho bath, and are of

different sizes to accom
modate instruments

varied diameters,

thermometers arc

mersod in the small

est tube into which

they will con

veniently enter, and
a small dine o j^^ ^
asbestos card slipped
on to tho atom of tho thermometer prevents
undue circulation of air into tho tubo with

consequent local cooling. Tubes not in UHO

'are closed with a plug of asbestos wool for

tho same purpose.
In addition to the above baths for tho

comparison of thermometers over the range
above 100 0. it is frequently convenient to

determine tho correction at a limited mimhor
of points without carrying out tho above
routine. Recourse is then had to a very

simple typo of vapour bath, in which any of

tho following substanc.es are used : iinilino,

naphthalene, hoiiKophonono, or sulphur; oaol)

subntanoe requires a. separate piece of appa
ratus, tho oonstruc'-tiun of which in shown
in /''/!/. 23. Tho bath itself consists of a

length of iron tubing, 1 ,\ in. to 2 in. in diameter,

closed at tho lower ond by a cap which may
be welded on or merely scrowod, using asbostos

fibre packing. At tho upper end this tubo
is provided with a T-|>ioco and right-anglod
bend U-H shown ; tho bond earrioN a second

length of iron tubo about, 1 in. in diamotor
or a tube, of hard glass to norvo as a condenser,
while tho thermometers under observation
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are supported in the vapour through the

straight part of the T-piece by suitable means.
The thermometer itself may be immersed

directly in the vapour, or may be protected
from it by provision of a thin steel tube as

in the case of a nitrate bath. The main tube

is lagged throughout its length with steam-

pipe lagging, with the exception of about
6 in. at its lower end. The whole is supported
on a convenient stand above a gas burner.

The condenser tube is not provided with any
lagging, as it is cooled by exposure to the air,

thereby serving to prevent loss of vapour,
which condenses in the tube and runs back
into the main part of the apparatus. These

vapour baths are ordinarily about 3 ft. in

length, but owing to their simple construction

may easily be built of any size to take instru

ments of abnormal length. One set of tubes

at the Laboratory is over 6 ft. in length, and
is used for the examination of the very long

mercury thermometers sometimes employed in

industrial operations. In using
these baths, sufficient of the

material is introduced into

the tube to fill it with vapour
when heatod ; a glass con

denser tube is convenient, as

the height to which the vapour
rises may be readily seen, and
in consequence it is known
whether the main tube is com

pletely filled or not. Further

more, care must be taken that

sufficient material is avail

able, since if all the substance
be vaporised, superheating will

ensue. This, however, will not happen so

long as there is some unvaporised material

present.
The thermometer under observation must

bo supported in the tube, so that its bulb does

not reach the unvaporised material.

The temperature to which the thermometer
is exposed is given by the boiling-point of the

substance used, but in this type of apparatus
it is preferable to rely on the readings of a

standard thermometer interchanged with the

test thermometer, since with this simple type
of apparatus it is not always possible to

ensure that impurities may not bo introduced.

Accurate observations of the boiling-point of

such a substance require more elaborate appa
ratus. x

Table VIII. gives the accepted boiling-points
of the above substances, with the variation in

boiling-point with pressure.
For very small thermometers such as are

sometimes employed in chemical observations

another typo of vapour bath is of service.

This consists of a glass tube surrounded by

1 liefer to Sulphur Baths in article on "
Resistance

Thermometers," K>,

Ccndei

-Tube to

support
Thermometer

Substance to
be uapourl.sed

FIG. 23.

an outer tube through which vapour may be
circulated. The vapour is produced by heat

ing a liquid such as aniline by means of a
small electric heater at the base of the jacket.
The upper end of the vapour jacket is con
nected through a condenser to an air reservoir,

the pressure of which may be varied above
or below that of the atmosphere. In this

way the corresponding temperature of the

vapour may be varied over a fairly wide

range. A manometer attached to the air

reservoir enables the pressure to be read, and

gives an approximate indication of the tem

perature of the vapour. The temperature to

which the thermometer is exposed is given
by the reading of a standard thermometer
side by side with the thermometer under test.

The thermometers are supported in the inner

tube by means of a rod passing up this tube,
and the bulbs of the thermometers are pre

ferably inserted in a block of copper the high
conductivity of which ensures that both in

struments will be at the same temperature.
Condensation of the vapour in the jacket is

reduced by surrounding the jacket with thick

rings of felt ; these may be moved up and
down the outer tube to allow the readings
of the enclosed thermometers to bo seen.

(iii.) Low - range Thermometers. Thermo
meters may be compared below C. by im
mersion in a mixture of ice, salt, and water,
which may be contained in a lagged vessel

to prevent too rapid a rise in temperature of

the mixture, and this must be stirred continu

ously during the observations. For observa

tions of high precision it is desirable to uso a
bath the temperature of which may be more

accurately controlled ; this may be obtained

by the use of acetone or ether contained in a

vacuum vessel (not silvered) and cooled by
the introduction of carbonic acid snow ; by
this means temperatures as low as -80 G.

are obtainable. The liquid must be free from

moisture, as otherwise at these low tempera
tures the moisture would separate out as ice

crystals and render it difficult or impossible
to take readings of the thermometers immersed
in the bath. The liquid must be stirred con

tinuously during the observations ; this may
be done by bubbling air through the liquid,
but a more satisfactory method is to circu

late the liquid by a propeller enclosed in

a thin brass tube. This tube has openings
at the bottom and near the upper level of
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the liquid in which it is immersed. Rotation

of the propeller lifts the liquid in the brass

tube and discharges it at the upper orifices ;

frosh liquid is drawn in from below. Complete
circulation is thereby effected, with consequent

uniformity of temperature. The brass tube

serves as the support for the standard thermo
meter and the thermometers under observation,

while a small electric motor carried at the upper
end of the brass tube rotates the propeller.
The rate of change of temperature in a

well-exhausted vacuum vessel is quite small,

so that readings may be taken to a high

degree of accuracy with such a device. Cool

ing of the liquid is effected by adding carbonic

acid snow, while raising its temperature may
most easily be carried out by removing a

portion of the cold liquid and replacing it

by liquid which has been exposed to the

temperature of the air; for this purpose the

type of vacuum vessel provided with an outlet

at the lower end is useful. A small electric

heater immersed in the liquid would also servo

to raise the temperature.

THERMOSTATS

THERMOSTATS may be divided into three

classes : those for use at (1) low temperatures
(up to about 100 C.) ; (2) medium tempera
tures (100 C. to 350 C.) ; and (3) high tem

peratures (above 350 C.). These divisions arc,
of course, arbitrary, and in many cases the

same instrument can be used for any tempera
ture above that of the atmosphere, though, in

general, it will be specially suitable for one

particular range. In general, also, it is true
that instruments suitable for the higher tem
peratures are less accurate than those which
will only work at the lower temperatures.
The number of forms of thermostat is great :

it will not, therefore, bo possible in this article

to do more than refer to one or two pieces of

apparatus typical of each of the classes men
tioned above.
*

(1) Low TEMPERATURE THERMOSTATS.
The most important of these instruments is

the toluene thermostat. This consists, essen

tially, of
'

a glass bulb containing toludno,
which is immersed in a bath of water or oil.

Vessels containing the substance whoso tem

perature is to bo kept constant can bo sus

pended in the bath, which is heated either

electrically or by means of a gas Ilamo. The
expansion of the toluene with rise of tempera
ture is made use of in various ways, some of
which are described below, to reduce the gas
supply, or the current of electricity. This
causes the bath to cool slightly, which pro
duces a contraction of the toluene, with a

corresponding increase in the supply of lioat.

Tho vessel containing the toluene has a

large a surface as in eonvon ionMy possible, and

usually takes tho form of a long spiral, or of

a scries of bulbs joiuod together. AVr/. 1

ro.proHon.tiN a common form of regulator for

controlling u gas - heated thermosl-nt. (ins

en tors by the tube A and passes out. by tho

tube B loading to the burner. Tho expansion
of the toluene in tho bulbs ('(, which takes

place whon Mic temponitnro risen, foreoH the

mercury up ^'no ^ubo I), until the exit/ oC A is

closed. A by-pass or pilot jot pro.von is the

gas from being completely extinguished, but

is too small to maintain the temperature of

the bath, which therefore cools, causing tho

mercury to descend in tho tubo and admit

gas to tho burner again. A wide tube K,

furnished with a tap, enables tho height of tho

mercury in I)

to bo altered,

thus altering
Mio tompeni-

'

llUt
'

"<'' which

FIG. 1.

sensitive form
of adjustment can be made
by dispensing with tho tap
and closing the top of the

tubo III with an air-tight
rubber bung, through which
a. glass plunger passes and

dips into t;ho mercury, Tho
diameter of this plunger is

not much loss than the in

ternal diameter of Mie tube M
By raising or lowering the

plunger, the height of tho

mercury in both tubes can
be regulated. The space be

tween tho mercury and tho

bung in tho tubo in filled with a mixture of

water and glycerine, which serves to exclude
all air and to lubricate the plunger.

1

For use with an electrically boated bath
tho tubes A ami B are removed, a platinum
wire is sealed into I), in any convenient)

position, and a second platinum wires, carried
on the end of a screwed rod, replaces (.lie

tubo A. The wires lire in series widh a source
of electric current and a relay, the circuit

being completed whon tho mercury makes
contact with the rfooond wins whose position
is accurately adjusted by moans of the screw.
The relay switches on and off the heating
current for tho bath. In some cases, where

only a small current is being used for keeping
up I/he temperature of the bath, it is possible
to dispense with the relay and break Mie

heat-ing current directly.
A modification of this method of switching

of! tho current is aw follows. - On top of Mio

1
Slator, Hoc. Chew. fHtfuittrif ,/., H)|{, xxx. (11.

u
CummiagH, JPitrttduy Mw. Tmiitt,, .1011, vJI. iif>!{.
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mercury in I) floats a plunger, carrying a
vertical threaded rod. This rod pauses through
a flat Npring, and earrios a nut which depresses
tho spring when tho mercury niuks iu the
tube* This closes tho circuit through tho

relay, and, on tho mercury rising again, and
lifting tho lloat, tho spring reopens the cir

cuit. Thin apparatuH has the great advan
tage Uiati no current is broken on tho surface
of tho mercury, which, therefore, keeps clean
for an indefinite time. .Fouling of tho mercury
hy tho Hpark is a serious ))robletn in electrically
controlled apparatus, though the use of a

condenser, in parallel with tho contacts,
reduces the Hpark very considerably.
There are. many other types of regulator.

Tho reader interested will lind other examples
described in Thorpe's hh'.tloMiry of Applied
d/icniiMrifi 1011) edition, v. 402, and varioun
articles in the Tninttartinnn of the Farmluy
Nocicti/, tho Journal of I

f

liy,w.al (JhamiMri/,
and other periodicals.

When tho bath in electrically heated, thin in

frequently done by moanH of lamps immersed
ill the liquid, a convenient form of heater being
a lamp with a very long stem which is brought
above the level of the liquid, thus enabling
tho eonnectionH to be kept dry.

1 Bare wire

has also been UHod in the bath, while in some
oases tho wire JH wound round the containing
VOHHel,

It is of tho utmont importance that tho

bath Hhould bo kept well stirred ; tho most
suitable arrangement is one which produces a

circulation from the heater towards tho bulb

of tho regulator,
a

Various liquidB have boon, used in place of

toluene
j amongst others may l>o mentioned

boiwono, alcohol, and paraffin.

With tii toluene thermostat it is a matter

oE ease to keep tho temperature ot the bath

constant to 0-01
"

(!., while it has been claimed

that certain forms can be arranged to keep
a temperature steady to less than ()()()!" (. for

several days,

(Si) MionuiM TKMIMWATURM TIIKRMOHTATH.
;rhe toluenes type of thermostat can be

adapted for medium temperatures (say up to

350" (!,) by using, in the regulator, a liquid

having a Htillioiontly high, boiling-point. Mer

cury at oueo suggests itself for thiH purpose, but

it has Hoveral disadvantages, HH highnpoeUic

gravi(-y makes it TKU'.essary to use Htrong-

walhnl <u)titaining vessels, and, tins causes tho

temperature of the mercury to Jag behind the

temperature of, tho bath. In addition the

dilatation, of mercury is much loss than that of

toluene, the figures expressing tho increase in

volume of one litre for one degree rise of

temperature being 0-18 c.c. lor mercury and

H, e,o, for toluene. In spite of those draw-

1
/<Vrvw/rt>/ >SV, 7'w>/., 1011, vll. 240,

backs, mercury thermostats have been of con
siderable use, a very simple form, to be em
ployed with electric heating, consiating of a

mercury thermometer with a pair of wires
sealed into it at suitable points. Such a

regulator can, of course, only be used at a

single temperature, and is not very sensitive.

More satisfactory results arc obtained by tho
use of the dilatation of solids. It is possible
to construct a very sensitive differential ex

pansion regulator, by riveting together a

strip of invar and a strip of another metal,
such as brass, which has a high tempera
ture coefficient of expansion. Such a strip
will bend with change of temperature, and, if

clanvpod at one end, tho movement of the
other end (suitably magnified, if necessary)
can bo made to operate a relay for regulating
tho supply of gas or electricity to a furnace.
A description has boon published of such a

furnace, in which an air space of about a cubic

motor capacity, heated electrically, was kept
at a temperature of the order of 200 C. with
an accuracy of within 0-1 C. 3

A Himilar type of thermostat was devised

by Gumlieh/1
in. which, the bimetallic strip

was curled into a large spiral and actuated
an electro magnot which controlled the gas

supply. In this case the strip was not housed
in the space that was required to remain at a

constant temperature, but in a small vessel con

nected to tho samo gas supply. The electro

magnetic valve controlled tho gas supply both
to tho furnace and tho vessel containing the

strip. An accuracy of 0-5 C. at 100 C. is

claimed for this apparatus.
Another typo of thermostat, which is best

considered among those working at moderate

temperatures, is that depending on boiling-

points. There are examples of such apparatus
which can work at low temperatures, and
others which can bo used at high temperatures,
but the greater number work between 100 C.

and 400 ( 1. They depend upon the constancy
of the boiling-point of various liquids. This

constancy is made use of in two different

ways: (1) A bulb filled with, the liquid is

placed in the bath or furnace whose tempera
ture is to bo rogtdatod, and is connected with

a tube containing mercury, or with a cylinder
iti which a piston movow freely. When, the

temperature roaches tho boiling-point of the

liquid, the rapid rise of pressure, due to the

evolution of vapour, moven tho piston and cuts

off tho gas supply or tho current. With fall

of temperature, and consequent condensation

of the vapour', tho gaw or electricity is turned

on once more. (2) The* specimen, whoso tem

perature is to be controlled, is suspended in

the vapour arising from tho boiling liquid.

!l Knyner, fittmday Hoc.. Trans., 1011, vii. 2(W.
4

( i umllch, ttcils, /ii/ Imtrumnitcnkunde, J 898, xviii.
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This vapour is led to a condenser, and the

liquid is returned to the boiling vessel

Both these types of thermostat suffer from

the disadvantage that they arc slightly affected

by changes in barometric pressure, and by the

more serious disadvantage that, working at

atmospheric pressure, the number of tempera

tures attainable is very limited. "By an altera

tion of pressure it is possible to increase the

range of temperatures obtainable, "but this

introduces serious complications. An ingeni

ous apparatus, which avoids these difficulties,

makes use of the fact that, in boiling a mixture

of liquids, the concentration of the vapour is

different from that of the liquid, and, con

sequently, if the vapour is allowed to escape,

the boiling-point will change continuously.

The apparatus is shown diagrammatically in

Fig. 2, where A is the vessel in which the

continues to rise. When the required tem

perature has been reached, the tap D is closed,

with the result that the condensate is returned

to A, thus keeping the concentration, and

therefore the boiling
-
point, constant. Tho

specimens to be heat-treated are suspended in

the vapour in A.

(3) HIGH TEMPERATURE THERMOSTATS.
The problem of obtaining a steady high tem

perature is much more difficult than the one

of keeping a constant low or medium tempera
ture. In a few isolated cases it can be done

by the use of boiling-point methods, but the

number of temperatures which can bo got in

this way is very limited. The expansion oJ

molten tin has also been used in an apparatus
similar to that which employs the expansion
of mercury as the thcrmostatic medium, but
there are manifest inconveniences in using a

substance which is not liquid at ordinary

temperatures. An apparatus has also boon
devised in which the current from a thermo

couple is arranged to control tho temperature.
The current is led to a milliammoter, on tho

scale of which arc two metallic bJockn separated

by a sheet of mica. These blocks can bo moved
over tho scale o as to placo tho mica wtrip
below tho position occupied by tho pointer
at any desired temperature, At regular

ntcrvalu the pointer in depressed by clock

work, and, according an tho temperature in

ibovo or below that for which the instrument

wet, mnkeH contact wit.h one or other of

tho metallic, blocks ; UIOHO and the pointer

ire electrically connected with n. relay in Much

way that rowiHtjuico is cut into or out. of the

[urnaco circuit according to which of the eon*

tacts ia made. The temperature in UUIH eon-

.rolled at regular time intervals, and tho

amount it varioH will therefore depend on tho

rate of heating and cooling of the furnace. In

place of tho thermocouple, a platinum roHwti-

tinoo and Whoatstone bridge can, of eourHO, bo

used. This apparatuH han only recently been

described, and, as far aw the writer w aware,

has not yet been used to any groat extent,

but it appoarN to bo promising a a method

>f controlling large commercial furnaooH which

mly change slowly in temperature, and whore

variation of a few degrees in not of great

importance.
The use of the expansion of a gas in, a regu

lator of tho toluene typo was early tried.

D'Arsonval constructed a thermostat in which

tho expansion of air in a bulb in tho furnace

was communicated to a vessel similar to the

capsule of an aneroid barometer. Tho motion

of this capsule was used to work a relay foe

controlling tho gas supply to the furnace. A
similar arrangement is doHcribod by Mollor l

for use with an electric furnace, the expansion
of the air operating on a column of mercury
which iw arranged to work a relay. Thin

controls tho current to the furnace. With
Mcllor's apparatus, an accuracy in claimed of

10 0. at 400 0. and 30 0. at 700 (1.

Both those forms of instrument wilTer from

two disadvantages. Jn tho linst place, the

bulb, being inside tho furnace, rospondH
more slowly to changes of temperature
than does tho furnace itsolf. Thin per
mits of wider fluctuations in tompora-

turo of tho furnace than are dcMinU>lo.

Secondly, the appanittiH IH neriouHly nlTo.ctod

by changes in barometric prc.MHuro. A form of

gas thermostat which avoids thoHo disadvan

tages, and which han eort/ain other advant.agoM

peculiar to il-solf, is HhiHtrated in /'
f

n/. "J.

Tho furnace itself a oonHintN of a donblo-

1
(Way twit rotltri/ Jutfmttrit'H, p. I'M.

2
/nut,, of McUtte ,/., Ji)l5. xlv, 1-15, and 1017,

xviii. 173,
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wallod nilica vouwol, whowo iimor npaco JM to
bo maintained at. a constant temperature.
Tho volume between the l',\vo walls in filled

with air, and round the outer wall Is a winding
of

"
niohromo "

or odhor msiHtauco wire, Tho
whole in mutably lagged. Tho air-Hpace be
tween tho walln of the furnace communicates
with a U4ul>o containing mercury, and the

expansion and contraction of the air with

change of temperature causes a rise and fall

of the mercury. Thin makew and breads the
eircuili through a relay, which cuts resistance
into and out of the I'urnaee circuit. Since
the controlling medium (air) in between the

heating wire and the conwtant temperature
npaeo, tho (luotuaUoiiH of temperature of this

air will he Broader than those of 1,ho furnace ;

thiM ouableH the latter to run at a very steady
temperature. To protect the apparatus from

changes in barometric pressure, the limb of

the U-tubo not attached to the furnace bulb
in connected with the short side of a syphon
barometer. Tho expansion or contraction of

the mr in the bulb in tranHinittod through the

mercury in the control tube to the mercury
in the barometer, which thus rises or falls

with alt-oration of temperature
1 in the furnace.

WitliMUoh a Furnace, wound with niehromo wire,

it is possible to attain a temperature of 1000 C.

and to maintain it constant within I 1 (J.

Such a IhennoMtat functions by keeping the

moan vollago on tho furnace terminals at a

dolinito value. Thin value is wuch that the

heat input, due to the current produced in

the furnace by that' voltage, is just HufTieiont

to compensate for radiation and other heat

IOMSOM, It follows therefore that, given a

Heeond furnace which will be affected by
changes in room temperature to the Name
extent as tho thermostat furnace, and con

necting it in parallel with the terminals of tho

thermostat furnace, hid. in series with its relay,

romstanooM, etc., tho temperature of the second

furnace will bo regulated at the same time as

thai- of tho first. Nor is there any theoretical

limit' to the munhor of furnaces which can bo

run in thin way.
In certain invosh'gationK, particularly those

dealing with metallic, equilibria, it is advan

tageous to bo able to heat or cool specimens
at a, nteady -often very slow rate. With

tho apparatus just described thin is a matter

of eoiiHidorablc oase All that is necessary is

to provide moans for gradually lowering the

pressure in tho apparatus on the furnace side

of tho U-tubo for slow heating and on the

barometer side for H!O\V cooling. This is best

done by means of a, bulb immersed in hot

water or oil, contained in a thermos flask or

other vessel. Ky altering tho si/e of the bulb

or tho rato of cooling of tho liquid, it is possible

to obtain rates of hcadmg or cooling of the

furnace from 1" C. per day upwards, tfor

convenience two bulbs arc- sometimes fitted,
one of which, for slow heating or cooling, is

immersed in water in a thermos flask, while
the other, for quicker changes of temperature.

other Furnaces

is in oil in a vessel which carries a winding,

by means of which the oil can be heated

electrically. Fig. 4 illustrates such an ap
paratus diagrammatioally. The relay used is

the one described by Ban 1

.
1

Jt L . rr.
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Ball and Cone Hardness Method. (131),

Bending. (128).

Cleavability. (130).

Compression. (12(>).

Crushing Tests on Timber along the Grain.
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Density, Moisture, and General Conditions.

(122).
Determination of Toughness. (129).

Influence of Conditions of Tests upon
Results. (134).

Kosistanc-o to Abrasion and Wear. (132).

Ri/,0 of ToHt Pieces. (124).

Shear. (127).

Tension. (125).

TIMTO OF EXPLOSION IN INTERNAL COMBUSTION
ENGINES. See

"
Engines, Thermodynamics

of Internal Combustion," (66).
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" Kinematics of

Machinery," (9).

Toi'LWi 'Puivrp. See
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"
Air-pumps," (15).
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1

P/W.S'. Soc. Trans., 1921, xxxjii. 53.
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TORSIONAL STRAIN INDICATORS : description I

of various forms of apparatus. See
"
Elastic

Constants, Determination of," (55).
^

TORSKXNMETERS. Soo
"
Dynamometers," (3)

(i.) and (ii,).

Ayr-ton and Perry's. Roe ibid.
(H)^(ii.).

Hopkinson-Thring. See ibid. (3) (i.).

TOTAL HEAT. See
"
Thermodynamics."

Constant in Throttling Process. (32).

Definition. (31).

Value for Ideal Gas. (57).

Value for Mixture. (62).

Wet Steam. See
" Steam Engine, Theory

of," (U),
ToWEBS' EXPERIMENTS ON JOURNAL FRICTION.

See
"
Friction," (26).

TRACTION DYNAMOMETER. See
"
Dynamo

meters," (5).

TRACTOR DYNAMOMETER (National Physical

Laboratory). See
"
Dynamometers," (5)

(in.).

TRANSFORMERS, HYDRAULIC. See
"
Hy

draulics," (62).

TRANSMISSION DYNAMOMETERS. See
"
Dyna

mometers," (3).

TRANSMISSION OF POWER BY FLUID MOTION.

See
"
Hydraulics," (63).

TRANSMISSION OF POWER BY FRICTION :

THEORY OF BELT FRICTION. See
"
Fric

tion," (36).

TRIPLE POINT. The temperature at which

the three phases of a substance, solid, liquid,

and gas, can co-exist in contact with one

another and in equilibrium. See
" Thermo

dynamics," (41); "Phase Rule," (4).

TROUTON, formulation of the law connecting
the latent heat, L, of a substance with M,
its molecular weight, and T, its absolute

temperature, which states that

ML
-Tpf

= constant.

This law is true for members of the same

chemical group, such as the hydrocarbons,
but is not true for widely different substances.

See "Latent Heat," (11) (i.).

TROUTON'S CONSTANT, VALUES OP, for different

substances, tabulated. See
"
Latent Heat,"

(11) (i.), Table VII.

TUBES, PROTECTING, for use with thermo
elements. See

"
Thermocouples," (4), (5).

TURBINE, DEVELOPMENT OF THE
STEAM

THE following is a list of symbols used, some
of which are do fined in the t.oxt :

A= area of cross-section of a nozxlo or of a ring of

nozzles
( (0)). (Square inch

( 13).)

^coefficient ($ (13)).

a= "
velocity ratio

"
of a stage ( (I)).

d = mean over-all "velocity ratio" of a turbine

/;s- constant (equation (ii(i), (!!))

c-- ^gd.P/dp; (0), also coefficient (equation (35),

'("*)).

(/-mean diameter of blade-ring in inches (equation

(2), (i)).

5*- coefficient (equation (30), (10)).

K~" curve" binding efficiency ( (10)).

cefficicnoy ratio of a turbine, ( (15)).

77,
=

stage efficiency ( (0)).

f]d~ diagram efficiency ( (4)).

/= principal strew ( (15)) and periodicity ( (17)),

(7= gravity.

7 =s index in iaentropio law of expansion leading to

the result I >VY--- constant.

U = "
"Homogeneous head" of Hteam- 144 TV feet

(equation (24), (10)).

A= blade height or blade length in inoheB
( (13)).

]=- total heat of Hteam ( (14)).

IA
= total available heat (equation (20), (11)).

T
fl
= availal)le heat per stage of a turbine (equation

(4), (3)).

J=Joule\s mechanical equivalent of heat 778ft.-

Ibs. per B.Th.U.

K = the Parsons coefficient ( (II)).

Kj, = peci{ic heat at constant preBHiire ( ((>)).

K v
=

Hpeciiic hoat at constant volume (
(0)).^

k= coefficient of opening in nox/Jew or binding

throat width , ....

circumferential ])itch

L= latent heat (equation (10), (0)), also output
of turbine at coupling ( (10)).

Z ^losses
( (10)).

X==index in law of cxpaiiHion 1^^-- constant

(equation (8), (0)).

= safety factor
( (J5)) alno mechanical IOHBCH

((10)).
N number of pressure Htages in a turbine

( (II)).

n -number of velocity utageN in a turbinn ( (3)).

P=abH()lute Bteam prcHHitre.

^=number of j)aira of poles ( (17)).

Q total Hteam conHumption per unit time ( ($)))

(Ibs. per hour, (13)).

^a=a quality of Bteam or drynoss fraction ( (0)).

E1 =rcvolutionB per minute of turbine (equation

2, (!)).

^density of iluid ( (0))--- 1/V.

S= steam coiiBum[)tion per kilowatt hour
( (M-)).

tr ^--coefficient ( (15)).

Te=-aI)B()lute wtearn temperature ( (0)).

?/,- tangential veloe.ity of a blade ring at mean

diameter ( (I)).'

si)eoi(ic volume of Bteam ( (i))) cubic feot per

pound ((13)).
steam jet velocity ad any instant ( (1)).

change in velocity of steam jet, in any direction

(g ('<))

Mf/ gravitational uiu'tB of mjiss ( (4)).

P/I*i reciprocal of pressure ratio
( (0)).

angular velocity

V

(1) (IrMNKHAI/rilMOFiY. 1 - TllO

I'M an on^ino or
* l

prime* niovor
"

working on
the Hitmn p7'inc.iplo JIH i>\w familiar <:<mntry

1 Kor au aixumnt. of Uc theory of jctn ww "
Hteuiu

Knginc, Theory of," (II), (I'J!).
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side windmill. Instead of a current of air

Mag utilised do rotate a shaft by means of

"sails," a current or blast of steam issuing
from a number of lixod nozzles is employed
1iO rotate a Hlwft) by means of

"
vanes,"

"
buckets,'

1

or
u

blades."

lu the ease of windmills the relatively small

power obtainable from air, wit.li a reasonable

Hail area, and tbo discontinuity of tbo breeze,
render this type of prime mover of relatively
little eeonomie importance. With tibo steam

turbine, however, the ease is very different.

Not only in there the conveniences of uniform

rotary motion produced by a steady torque

applied to a Hlwft direct (in common with

the windmill), but alno the unfailing steam
blaHt generated witih coal or oil tired boilers,

and the enormous output obtainable from a

turbine of very moderate dimensions.

The economic value, therefore, of the steam -

driven rotary engine, or steam turbine, haw

been the incetitivo to its development to the

utmost, and its evolution has been Nuoeess-

fully carried out during the last thirty yearn
iti the face of all obstacles, mainly owing
to the efforts of Sir (>harles Parsons and his

associates, until to-day it is by far the

largest and most economical prime mover

yet devised. Its eflicicney is unrivalled by
any other form of steam engine. Units of

!JO,000 to '10,000 horse- power are becoming

commonplace in largo land power stations

for the generation of electricity, whilst marine

installations reach 150,000 shaft horse-power
in one vessel.

The dilTticulties encountered in the inception
of the steam turbine were mainly mechanical,

brought about by the physical properties of

steam. Water turbines had already been

worked out by several well-known nineteenth -

c-Mitury engineers, and brought) to a eon-

Hidorablo slate of perfection prior to 1880; it

was on the high oflieioncy of the water turbine

that the hope of a successful counterpart in

the steam turbine was based. The elastic

property mid relatively low density of steam,

however, in contrast to the incompossibility
and relatively high density of water, pro

foundly complicated the problem. The den

sity of dry saturated steam at 185 Ibs. per

sq, in. absolute pressure, is 1/2-29 Ibs, per
cub. ft., or about 1/140 of that of water. At

an absolute pressure of i Ib. per sq. in. it is

1/050 Ibs. per cub. ft., or about 1/40,000 of that

of water. Further, not only has steam turbine

design to deal with large variation in volume

of steam, but also with the fact i/hat low

density implies high velocity of ofllux from a

no///le. The velocity theoretically attainable

by a current or blast produced by allowing

steam to escape through an orifice or norale

to a plaoo at lower pressure, is prodigious, as

will bo seen by a reference to Table L.

TABLE I

THEORETICAL VELOCITY OF EFFLUX OF A STEAM JET

Further, simple mathematical theory shows,
and experiment confirms, that the proportion
of the available energy in the steam, which
can be converted into useful work on the

turbine shaft, depends mainly on the relation

which is made to exist between the linear

velocity of the buckets or
"
blades," and that

of the steam jets which impinge upon them.

In other words, the efficiency of a turbine

depends mainly upon tbo ratio

Tangential blade velocity_u ,..

Steam jet velocity u'

called the
"
Velocity Ratio

" and usually de

noted by tlio symbol a.

Pig, I shows a curve of the inherent efficiency

of the usual Parsons blading, plotted on a base

0-1 0-2 0-3 0'<] 0-15 0-0 0-7 0-8 0-0 1-0

Vulodiu- Ratio -y

Via i.

of "
velocity ratio," leakage and mechanical

losses having been eliminated.

From this diagram it will be seen that up
to a certain limit, the higher the velocity

ratio, or in other words the higher the blade

velocity for a given velocity of steam jot, the

higher 'is the oih'ciency of conversion of heat

energy into useful work.

In 'view of the data furnished in. Table I.,

showing that in the expansion of steam through

an orifice, a velocity of several thousand feet

per second is to bo expected, it becomes clear
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that to utilise Hiich a jot efficiently in a simple

turbine, . like a windmill, very high blade

velocity will be necessary if a suitable velocity

ratio is to be scoured.

The moan blade speed of a ling of blades of

mean diameter
"
d
"

inehoH, rotating at 11

revolutions per minute is given, by the relation

w =
090/

feet per second, . . (2)

"For the time of one revolution = 150/11 soeomln,

and the distance traversed in thin tinio by a

point on the eircumforonco .

7nZ/12 feet, lleucc

w = 7rdR/12 x (30 = R^/2^9 foot per second.

As in general the soundness and reliability

of a steel forging diminishes as the size is in

creased, it follows that a disc or wheel carry

ing the blades nuast be of moderate dimen
sions and therefore rotate at a largo number
of revolutions per minute.

This, then, was the initial problem en

countered in the development of the steam
turbine : to construct a shaft and bearings
which would render a speed of 15,000 to

30,000 r.p.m. possible and safe. This problem
may be subdivided into two parts :

(1) The attainment of continuous and per
fect lubrication of the bearings, including the

damping out of vibration due to any slight
want of running balance in the shaft.

(2) The investigation of the peculiar

phenomenon of
"

critical speeds
"

of shafts

rotating at high revolutions ; since at certain

speeds a shaft becomes unstable and is liable

to dangerous deflection and even fracture.

Although contimious research has been

necessary in these matters ever since the

commencement of steam turbine engineering,

yet at the very outset sufficient experience
had to be gained, in order to make this form
of prime mover even feasible. It will bo

realised, therefore, that the physical properties
of steam profoundly influenced the mechanical
side of the problem from the start, quite apart
from any therniodynamic considerations.

Once the practicability of running slender
shafts at high rotational speeds, however, had
been demonstrated by Parsons in his iinst

turbine of 1884, tho path was clear for an
attack on the problems of increased efficiency
and size of unit. Contemporarily with Par

sons, de Laval directed his energies to the

perfection of the simple
lt
steam windmill,

1 '

contesting of one Not of nozzles and one wheel

carrying blades. In de Laval's turbine, there

fore, tho steam expanded in one stage from
the initial pressure right down to the exhaust

pressure, and consequently tho inventor was
faced with the necessity for extremely high
blade speed in on lor to attain reasonable

efficiency. This problem ho adequately solved

by using a wheel of very small diameter- in

order to reduce "
windage

"
losses to a mini

mum, and make an perfect a forcing as posMible.

TluiH a r>-brako-horsopowor turbine having a

wheel about 4 in. menu diameter would bo

run at as many as IiO,000 r.p.m.
This solution was naturally incomplete in

itself, wineo tho speed of rotation wan far too

high for the direct driving of a dynamo or

other apparatus. Tho inventor surmounted
this difliculty by introducing a form of helical

reduction gearing which safely and oflieiciitly

reduced tho Hpeod of tho diivcn Hba.fl> to about
one-tenth of that of tho turbino. Thin method
of dealing with tho steam- turbine problem
has, however, its limits, inasmuch as no
material has yet been found to enable a snfli-

ciently high blado speed to be attained wbieh
will give the maximum elnelcney, that IK a

high enough velocity ratio, and fwtbermoro

outputs of in excess of 000 or 700 b.h, p.

cannot bo realised, since the passage of tho

nooosHary amount of steam would entail a

diameter of wheel such that the
"
windage

"

losses would prohibit high ellicionoy. A peri

pheral speed of over > 1800 fecit per second,

however, is said to be successfully attained in

some modern designs.
With these limitations, the de Laval turbine

forms an excellent prime mover lor small

electric generators, air compressors, etc., and
has boon made by tho perseverance ol' its

inventor a thoroughly practical solution of the

problem.
To enable tho steam turbine to enter tho

iiekl monopolised (at the time) by reciprocat

ing steam engines, however that is to nay,
to make it suitable 1

! for driving machinery at

moderate rotational speeds and to enable largo
b.h. p. to be developed, a radical departure
in design was necessary, and this fundamental
innovation was introduced by Larsons, who
approached the problem in a different way.
The high oilicionoy already attained by

water turbines l

operating under very moderate
"
heads "

of water, made it seem to him pos
sible that if a number of

l "

simple
"
one-wheel

steam turbines wore placod in series on tho
same shaft, one turbino exhausting into an
other, and so on, it would bo practicable to

divide up tho energy of expansion of the
steam over a number of such elementary
turbines, HO that tho ottVctivo

"
head

M
of

steam (iu other words, tho amount of expansion)
in each would bo small. Thus, since tho

velocity of eillu.x of tho wteani jets in each
unit turbino would bo correHpondin^ly reduced,
not only would the latter operate under con
ditions m ore analogous to the water turbine,
but moderate and practicable blade spcedn
would bo secured also, in conjunction, with

high
"
velocity ratio."

This fundamental concept \\'is subjected to

practical test by Parsons in IHB'l, and has
1 Hco

"
Uy<lruuU<V
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Mince proved to bo the only solution. In

fact, this principle of
v "

pressure, compound
ing

"
is the ono ewHeulial feature of all

modern steam turbines of large output and
liigh economy, because it permits reasonable
blade velocities to he adopted without sauritico

of oflieioiiey.

This gratifying result, nevertheless, wan only
finally established after years of patient en

deavour, on account of the leakages of steam
which take place when it is attempted to

divido up the pressure drop into stages. Tho

necessary surface speeds in successful steam
turbines are (as has been Hhovvn) HO high, that

leakage over the tipH of revolving blades or

round tin* periphery of a shaft where it passes

through diaphragms .separating one procure
Mla<,*;e or

kk
cell

"
from another, cannot ho

stanched by any form of packing which
involves actual rubbing contact, OR account
of tho great heal* that would he. ^enerated.
I<i followw, tlnin'for<i, tluit mioli l(>alcnjj;<, if it

(lannoti he alt(^(
vi'her HiippnHH(Ml, muHt ht^ re

duced to a minimum. Thus all (tom^ound
turhin< 4

H, of whatever dem^n, havo line cl(utr-

aneen in <
>(M'iaui partM, nuch lino clearances

boii)<!; <HH<Miiial to Htoam e<^onomy.
In bin early work ParHoun wan faced ,here.

with u. tnont forinidn.hl< v

din'umlty, tnaHinue.h

HH at UH X oomnK^HUMnout it wan only poHHiblo
to build Minall machnu kH. It will bo evident

that Himtll tnachinoH cannot bo> tuado ne.alo

moch^lH of largor CHK>H in the matter of olc^ar-

IUKVH, Thaii in to way, Hitiall niachiiw^ mmit
lta\'<^ working ol<arano(w nOativoly vory much

fjtrcal'(r 1-lian ani txujuirod iu largo OHOH, and

tho loakatfc in l-hd former b(*eomoH excoHHivo.

Tlu^i iuvt^iitor r< valiHed that an tho HI/O of the

llUrt)il\(^ wan iuoriMiHiwU thirt trouble would wimul-

l-aneoiiHly sul>Hid( s

, but (won HO, thci gix^atoHt

ingenuity waH re<|uin
v

<l, and in re(juired io-

day <'< rodiitM* loaka/.
1

;^ to tlu^ HitiallcHt poHHihlc!

aiuntint,

Pai-HotiH ori<,jina1'(Hl tho two principloH, now

miivtn'Hally a<lnut(.od, that whore tho relative

motion, between two HiirfaeoH in vcn-y groat,

and tt in donirod to limit lluid or gawoouH

U^akagti between them

(1) Ono of tbo Murfao(HH muHt bo provided
with thin od#oM or Ho-oallod

u
oontaotH.

11

(2) Both Hiii'faeoH must h(^ worratod or given

an interrupted contour in the direction of tho

proHHiii'o gradient.
Tho lirnt in n^coHHary in order to limit

leakage by reducing tho leakage area-, that is

to way, to enable tho two mirfaeoH to bo run

cloHo'up to OIKS another at nuitablo points,

without danger of irreparable damage in tho

event of accidental contact.

Tho Hooond in noooHHary in , order to limit

further tho leakage by compelling tho lluid to

(low in a tortuoiw path inducing eddies and

battling ofl'oot.

If one surface only is serrated, and the
other Hinooth, then the leakage is almost the

o as between two smooth surfaces of the
same dimensions and clearance.

Fig. 2 shows those principles applied to a
Parsons turbine, whore it is desired to make
the leakage of steain between the stationary

A Cylinder

B Turbine Shaft

FIG. 2.

cylinder (A) and the revolving shaft (B) as

small an possible.

By such means this great obstacle of leak-

ago IOHH waw gradually overcome, and the

principle of pressure- compounding established

as an essential feature of economical steam
turbine design.

(2) KVQLUTIOH INTO DISTINCT TYPES. De-

relopMent along Diverging Palhs. From this

Htago of development onwards, steam turhine

design fails into two distinct categories, viz. :

(i.) Prwti'ure Compounded "Reaction" Tur
bine Design^ originated by Parsons in 1884.

(ii.)

"
Impulse

"
Turbine Design

(a) Pure u
pressure compounding," adapted

by Curtis (1890) to the de Laval type, but

developed mainly by Rateau (1898).

(b)
"
Pressure, compounding

" and "
velocity

compounding,," introduced by Curtis (1896)
and dovolopod by him.

This divergence has ultimately evolved dif

ferences in design so marked that a single

glance is all that is necessary in order to

(lintinguiwh between tho two main types, which

with few exceptions are built as axial flow

turbines with horizontal shafts. #

Tho namoH
u
Reaction

"
turbine and " Im

pulse
"

turbine, mentioned above, are more

popular than scientific, and it is important to

POSHOHH a clear idea aw to the fundamental

difference in design which places a turbine in

one or other category.
Thin fundamental difference HCH in the shape

of tho Hteain paHHagen between the blades which

are mounted on the turbine wheels.

Tho " nobles
" uHod in steam turbines to

produce the propelling steam jots are fixed and

are always the name in principle, although they

may diltor considerably in proportions. That

JH to nay, there in alwayn a eonvergent passage

connecting a point of higher steam pressure

with a point
1

, of lower steam pressure, tho change
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(Fig. 3) in cross-section, being made gradual
in order to produce high efficiency of con

version of heat energy into kinetic energy.
The nozzle may have a divergent extension

or
"
mouthpiece

"
as in Fig. 3, b, and in turlrino

design has to be
" skewed

"
at an angle to

the plane of the wheel, as in Figs. 3, c, d, but

in every case the primary intent is to create

a drop in pressure over the two sides of the

boundary plate containing the nozzle, and to

FIG. 3.

xx=Throat diameter or width.

utilise that drop in pressure to produce a steam

jet.

Having obtained the requisite steam jets,

however, the buckets or blades on to which the

jets are to impinge are made with the funda
mental distinction (corresponding to "Impulse"
or

"
Reaction

"
design respectively)

(a) Impulse with
"
parallel

"
passages i.e.

passages of nearly constant sectional area.

(6) Reaction with
"
convergent

"
passages

i.e., passages of diminishing cross-sectional area

(similar to the nozzles).
The construction of the

blading, according to one

plan or the other, has a

profound effect on the be
haviour of the steam, and
is responsible for the great

divergence of design in the
two main types ("'Impulse

"

or
"
Reaction ").

If the passages are made
"
parallel," as in case (a), they will offer little

or no obstruction to the passage of the steam
jets through them, and consequently the steam
pressure will be practically the same on both

sides of the wheel i.e. it

will be equal to the outlet

pressure of the nozzles

(Fig. 4).

If, on the other hand,
case (6), the blade passages
are made "convergent,"
as in Fig. 5, they then
have the same property

as the "nozzles," and a definite drop in

pressure is necessary in order to make the
steam traverse them. This means that

(a) The steam will tend to leak over the

tips of the blades, and

FIG. 4. Impulse
blading (parallel

passages).

Fia. 5. Reaction
blading (convergent
passages).

(/;)
The expansion of tho steam in the blades

themselves, due i.o the fall in pressure, will

cause a speeding up or increase in velocity of

the jots panning between them, awl tho driving

torque will bo supplied almost entirely by tho

backward
"
reaction

"
of tho jols issuing from

the revolving blades. Hence tho name u Re
action" turbine.

(,'J)
TllMOR WTTOAL CONSUMMATIONS. - -

Simple mathematical theory shows, and ex

periment confirms, that if the blading be made
aw in case (a) i.c,. with *>

parallel
"

passages
so that no expansion, of stoam taken place

except in the nozzles, then tho bent oftteionoy
is realised when tho

"
velocity ratio

"
is about

one-half. This in tho case of tho cle Laval
turbine. If the blading be made an in cane

(6), however i.e. with u
convergent" passages,

then tho best velocity ratio in about unity. In

that case, tho jet velocity from the guide blades
will be about equal to tho mean velocity of tho

rotating blades.

It should be noted also that in the Reaction

type of turbine, since expansion of tho Hteaiu
is made to take place in both lixed and moving
blades, there is no reason why there should bo

any difference between the shapes of tho two.

They have in fact been made alike from tho
earliest days, although the profile of tho blading
has gone through a long process of evolution
in tho effort to obtain maximum oinoionov.

When the blade passages are made u
par

allel," as in the
"
Impulse

"
typo, I/ho driving

torque is produced by the steam jots from
the nozzles. If there wore no blades or
other obstructions in front of tho jotH of

steam, theao would travel forward in a

straight line. The curved surfaces of the

blades, however, forcibly deflect the jots from
the free path, and cause them to bo deviated.
The blades themselves, therefore, will tend to
move in the opposite direction to tho deviation
of tho jets, and tho wheel is thus driven by
tho ""reaction." The steam jets, in passing
through tho blado passages and doing work
on the wheel, will bo, continuously nlowod
down, and will leave tho moving blades with
a "leaving velocity" much less than, tho
initial.

It will thus bo noon that all turbines are
driven by

u
reaction

"
duo to tho adoration

of vclooity, in magnitude and direction, of tho

working fluid. Tho real distinction between
tho so-called

"
Impulse

"
and "

Reaction" typos
is that whilst in tho former tho reaction in

due to the steam jots being slowed down, in
tho latter (at unity velocity ratio) liho reaction
IH produced by the speeding up of the steam
jots in tho moving blades themselves, When a

eaction "turbine is worked at a velocity ratio
loas than unity (and in practice this is always
so), the (hiving torque is easily soon to bo duo
to a combination of tho above two principlew.
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A "
proHMuro compounded

"
wtoam turbine

(more often termed H u
(Compound ntcam

turbino ") may thuw belong either to the
**

Impugn" or to tho
u
Reaction

"
typo.

(tin-tin, who hi 1800 wan tho firnt to apply
tho ParHoiiH principle of

"
pressure compound

ing
"

to tho gt

Impulse'* typo, did not (at the

time) ootiHidor that this was the bent way to

solvo tho problem of reasonable mean blado-

HpoodH, and therefore introduced the further

prineiple of
<e

velocity eom pounding.'
1

Instead
of allowing the Htoam leaving a row of mov
ing

"
Impure

"
blades (an deHoribod above)

to enter a froHh Hot of no/./Jes, aH in the
te

pure
procure oompoundod

"
typo, a row of fixed

guide bladoH wan Tautened HO that the jets
were diverted into tho name direction that

they had when int-ming from the primary
no///,loH. They were then made to impinge
upon a Hoeond row of moving bladon, mounted
on tho Hiuno wheel, HO that their velocity
would ho Ht<ill Further reduced, and extra

driving torqtK^ obtained. ThiM piinciple natur

ally enabled much higher initial jet velocities

to bo oin ployed, without iner<MiHing the mean
l>lade Hpe(ul, beeauHo in ord(M % to almorb tho

additional energy, it \vaH only noooHHary to

follow lip the Hoeond moving row of bladcH

with anotiher pair of (fixed) gulden and (moving)

bhtdeH, aiK'l HO on (/'Vf/. '(}). Thw nrrangement/

eonHtltttt(HH tlu^ w<41 - known (HirtiH
"
voloeity

whool," vvlueh may luwo one, two, three, or

(won four rowH of moving bladow operated by
one row of primary notion.

MathenuUie-H and experiment again show

tliat if there are
u

///

"
moving rows in a

**

vc^lotuty who(^l," the
"
velocity ratio

"
at)

which maximum oHieioney IH attained, in given

approximately by the oxproHHion

ThuH, taking the cane of a wtoam jot. velocity

of about 4000 foot per nocond, if a "three-row"

velocity wheel bo unod, the moan blade wpeed

need only bo 4000/2 x !i or (507 feet/Hoe., wbertMiH

in a Hiuiplo do Jjaval turbine it ought to be

4000/2 x ] or 2000 feet/sec. The first mean blade

npoetl (0()7) is (juito normal in modem practice,
but the second (2000) quite unattainable.

Fig. 1 shows a diagram of inherent efficiency

0-1 0-2 0-3 0-4 O-S O-S O-7 O-8 O-9 1-O

Velocity Ratio y
Kia. 7.

for tho OurtiH velocity wheels on a velocity
ratio base wimilar to that in Fig. 1.

The curves A, B, 0, represent, for well-de-

Hignod single-, two-, and three-row velocity
wheels reapeetively, what is commercially ob

tainable, under favourable conditions, when
the IOHHOH duo to disc windage and idle-blade

"ventilation" are

a minimum. They
also include internal

friction and eddying
of the steam in the

passagoN of the
noswdeB and blading. PIG. 8.

Oi* the asfmmption.
that the curved surfaces of the blades deflect

the Hteam jets through 180 that is to say, on.

tho anHumption of zero inlet and outlet blade

angles (/'% 8), then at the velocity ratio given

by equation (3) tho efficiency would be thco-

retieally unity, and tho sfceam passing from the

outlet edges of tho

lat row of blades

w o 11 1 d be loft

stationary, that is

with Koro kinetie

energy.
In ))raetice, it i

n(H-,eHHary to demgn
the nozzles HO aw to

make a Unite angle
with the direction of motion of the blades in

order to direct tho steam into the. blade

paragon, and get rid of the spent steam

continuously, thus passing it on to the suc

ceeding fitagoa. It is therefore necessary to

adopt finite blade angles as indicated in

Wiy. 1).

In practice, too, the turbine has to make
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good its own internal losses as well as to supply
external power, and it is found that the, actual

efficiency curves, F'uj. 7, differ from the theo

retical curves from two causes :

(1) The greater tho number of moving rows,

the more serious is the loss in efficiency.

(2) The best efficiency is usually obtained

with a velocity ratio somewhat less than tho

theoretical value given by equation (3). The
following range of values, however, fairly repre
sents modern practice in large turbines :

TABLE II

By means of equation (3) a table can bo
drawn up for velocity wheels with varying
number of moving rows, showing their equi
valence as regards the utilisation of the avail

able heat derived from, the expansion of steam,
and with reference to similar points on their

respective efficiency curves.

TABLE III

EQUIVALENT WHEELS

If
"
I

fl

"
is the heat drop or

"
available

heat 51
in a given case, then JIa is tho

"
velocity

"

head in feet
;
so that x

hence it follows, aa will be seen from the above
table, that equivalent wheels of a given mean
diameter and speed of revolution are pro
portional to tho square of the velocity nitio.s

which give maximum efficiency.
Thus

One 3-row wheel
( J )

a
__

X single-row wheels
~

(}>)*

~
"'

so that one three-row velocity wheel in tho
equivalent of 9 single-row wheels, and so on.

1 Soc" Steam Engine, Thoory of," tj (li>). in this
section heat, w inoasurcd in Dymunic-al TTnitM, honcoJ docs not, appear.

In other words, if 9 single-row wheels (\vil.li

the. total heat drop equally divided between

them) are operating at a given point on the

onicioney curve ()A (AVf/. 7), then if they are

replaced by one throe-row wheel, utilising tho

same total heat drop, the latter wheel will

operate at a similar point on tho oilicioney
curve ()(-.

It should bo noted, however, that unfor

tunately this ingenious solution of tho steam
turbine problem (by means of

u
velocity com

pounding ") cannot be adopted without/ sacrifice

of efficiency.

The two -row and single -row wheels give
reasonable maximum oOicioncy, but tho neces

sary velocity ratios are relatively so high that
all tho available energy in high-proHsuro steam
cannot be efficiently used in one wheel, HO

that tho Parsons principle of
"
prcsmtro com

pounding
"

has also to bo employed in cases

where ellicioncy is of importance.
Thus a turbine may bo both

u
velocity

compounded
" and * c

pressure compounded.'*
Tho rctiHou lor the inferior eflioienoy attainable

from
"
velocity compounded

"
whoolH in that it has

not been found possible to deviate it Jiigh velocity
steam jet (in tho manner oHHontial to

"
velocity

compounding ") without very Norious IOHSOH duo to

shock, friction, and edifies.

The 1'arnons principle of
"
pure pressure com

pounding
1 '

therefore remains tho ciorroot Nolution;
and it is now univernal ly adopted,

l<'or -several years durtiH persevered with
"
velocity

compounding" on ae.oount of tho advantage it

would have iu dealing with large prom-mro-dropM and
so rendering a turhinc extremely Nhort, hut oven
when uned in conjunction with pro-wire Compounding
(*,<!. a ser^H of velocity wheels noparated by noiwloN)
tho eflioioncy IUIH proved no match for the' .Reaction

typo.

Ratoau (in 1898), on tho other hand, took up
(and HuhBoquontly developed) OnrtiH'B original
adaptation of tho Patwrns principle, niunoly puro
pressure compounding of tho do Laval typo. lite
o (Torts wore attended by great HUOOOHH, mioh that
tho typo of turbine now known uiiivornully an tlio"
Ratoau "

is tho only H(riouH competitor of the
pure

* ReiuUion" lype.

(4) TIIK ViCMHiiTY I)u<JKAM'..- The funda
mental (UiTcromu^ iu treatment of tlui Hi^am
in the two main typow of pure proHNuro com-
pounded turbines, namely the

u
lmpulH(^' and

tho
u
Reaction

11

typos, is clearly HOOII from the
n\Mpcctivo vclo(u< (ydiagram,4 (/'

T

/,Y,V.
10 and 1 I),

In the Hingl(^-ro\v lmpulw<^ v\
r

h<<*l, the boHt

velocity ratio is about 0-f>
T HO that y\ the jot

velocity from the notion, i.s ma<l<^ about twiee
.,
the moan blade velocity, Thim OA /i and

AH -H, HO that

r

rbo velocity raiio
AB
OA'

)B in the relative velocity with which tho
steam enters tho bladew, and is

theoretically
conwtant as tho stoain \nimw through tho
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curved blade paMsngoH. In practice it is

reduced by frictiona i IONHCM. (1), the relative

velocity at exit from tho blade passages, is

MIUH Howewluvt, IOHH tluvn ( ) K OK ropre-
HoutH the final ahuolute velocity of oxit of the
Hdoam from tho wheel. It will 'ho evident that
the oflioioiioy will bo hij'hoNt when tho value
of 'HJV and tho blade exit; an^lo are such that
<MO is a. minimum, which moanis thut the tri

angle (MOO will bo approximately right-angled.
hi reaction bladiritf tho bout velocity ratio

is about 0-0, HO that r, tho jot velocity from
tho guide hladoB, IH inado nearly equal to ((, tho
moan blade velocity. Than, an before, the

velocity ratio is Ali/OA, and it will ho HOOU
that tho Made inlet angle should bo about 00.

Th', rolativo velocity OB, however, instead

Ei/ D ,

Km. lo.-lmiwlw IthwUtiK.

Hluitlo-row' velocity wliool (one jtrcHNiuxu

1 1, "Rom'tlon
pnli

1

ol' MWH (two preHHuro u

of heiu^ lUMit'Iy eoiiHtunt whilHt the Hteam

through i'li<i hhwlon, iueroaHOH, duo to

ioti of (the Btoam in tho blade* paNHa^e.H,

and an (-h<^ (ixe<l ^uido blad^H and iihe nvolv-

ht^ bladoH are made alik<, (!(), the rolativo

vtlo(nty at (\\it, will Ix^ (
fc

((ual iio OA. (JK in

then the ahuoluto veloeil.v <>!' exits and, an be-

I'oiv* the. triangle (110 1) will be approximately

rijL
r
t ht-anv;leil,

The minimum value of tlu^ velocity of exit

(CIO) in determined by tho equation w
of con-

timiity nf flow, ',<!.' QV Ai\ It "will bo

<videut tha,t UUH equation determines tho

longitudinal veh>eity that inunt \w maintained

at any cronn Heetion of tJie turbine, in order

to olToot the (low of Htiiani from inlet to

tx haunt.,

Owinj^ to the Hiuall drop in proHHin-o over u

row of roa<^tion bladin^, a Himphi lurbiu<i cou-

HiMtiiux of one row of guide bladew and one row

of moving bladcn in luwcr uacd iu practice;

but a scries of such
"
pairs

"
is grouped

together. The carry- over of kinetic" energy
from one row to another throughout the group
(represented by (IE in Fig. 11) is thus utilised
in well-designed bladiug in every row until

tho final exhaust is readied, when it becomes
the

u
leaving loss

" and is a dead loss on the

ollicioncy. It should be noted here that in

badly designed bladiug the kinetic energy
carried over from stage to stage may be par
tially or completely lost, or rather reconverted
into heat energy, with consequent thermo
dynamics loss.

Tho samo is true of impulse Wading when
proHHiiro compounding is used ; and what
evidence there is available goes to show that
tho

u
carry in

"
of kinetic energy to any row

from the preceding row is about balanced by
tho frictional losses. That is to say, the jet
velocities arc very nearly in agreement with
tho theoretical velocities to be expected from
tho actual pressure drops.

1

In the reaction turbine, it will be evident
that the current or "blast of steam must fill

up and traverse every portion of the interior,
HO that tho best blade profile is one which
offers the least resistance (as regards shock,

friction, and eddying) to the passage of the
isteani.

Tho attain mcnt'of the best profile is therefore

a matter for experiment, and a geometrical
construction baaed on. the velocity diagram
will be of little assistance.

In tho impulse turbine, on the other hand,
whore there is no pressure drop over the moving
blades, the latter must be partially or only

just full of moving steam, otherwise either

spilling will take place, with consequent loss

in driving torque, or if the moving streams

of atoam do not sufficiently fill up the blade

pansagoH in front of tho nozzles there may bo

IOBHOH duo to eddying. In this case, therefore,

a geometrical construction for the blade profile

and blade passages is a necessity, and suitable

blades are chosen by reference to the velocity

diagram, the blade lengths being proportional
to tho longitudinal components ON, CM, etc.

(Fig, 12).

'

Thin velocity diagram is of use in impulse
turbine design, for tho further reason that from

it tho
u
diagram

"
elliciency can be readily

obtained. In the general case of a single-row

velocity wheel, not working at any particular

velocity ratio, tho diagram \vill be as indicated

in /'V0. 12.

Thw diagram may bo more conveniently

drawn
(especially when it is extended to

multiple-row velocity wheels) as in Fig. 13,

in which tho lettering corresponds to that in

Aty/. 12,

The fundamental relation, vi?. change of

momentum per second (in direction of motion)
1 Boo (10).
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is equal to the impressed force, may l>c written

(from the diagram)

(I ff

The
"
diagram efficiency

"
is therefore

In the case of multiple-row velocity wheels,

the diagram is extended by drawing the two

triangles OAB and CED for each moving

row of blades, and if i) l9
va ,

?;3 ,
. . etc.

represent the change in momentum per

second (in. the direction of motion,) per Ib. of

O

steam for each such row, the diagram efficiency
is

which can be compared with the experimental
efficiency curves (Fig. 7).

In reaction blading, however, experiment
has shown that the best blade profile is bent
at all velocity ratios up to unity, so that the
same profile is always used (increased in acalo
as required by considerations of strength) ex

cept in the last fow rows of a turbine, where an
increased discharge angle is generally necos-

sary to accommodate the low-density steam.
The velocity diagram ia therefore not used,

but the efficiency of a group is obtained from
the experimental curve shown in Ifig. 1.

(5) GENEBAL REMARKS ON ircm
" IM

PULSE " AND "
REACTION " T VIBS. Ift-om

the engineer's point of view9 steam is not an I

ideal iluid for use in a turbine, owing to tho

fact that at high pressures the specific vohnno
becomes very small, whilst at Low pressures it

becomes vory largo.

Thus at tiio high-pressure ond of a turbine

the difliculty is usually to make tho noswilo

passages small enough. Thin difficulty may
be got over in the oaHo of tho impulse turbine*

by tho use of
u
partial admission," because

as there is no drop in pressure oror the moving
blades, it becomes possible to admit the steam

through nozzles which only occupy a fraction

of tho periphery of tho wheel, but in the reaction

turbine, owing to the pressure drop over both

fixed and moving blades, thin method cannot

be applied. Tho alternative device of dimin

ishing tho diameter of tho blade rings at the

high-pressure end is therefore adopted* The

leakage over tho tips of the moving blades

is best limited by tho use of Parsons'
" End-

tightened
"

Reaction Blading incorporating
fine (adjustable) axial clearances, but very

large radial clearances, which ensure perfectly
safe operation (Pig. 14).

The impulse turbine has fewer
"
stages

"

or
"
simple turbines

"
in series than the

reaction turbine because

(a) For a given available heat per Ib. of

steam, in order to obtain tho best efficiency a

higher value of the
"
velocity ratio

" must be

maintained in the latter than in tho former

(^"17. 7), thus necessitating the splitting up of

a given total available boat into a greater
number of parts ;

(6) Tho reduction in mean blade ring dia

meter in tho early stages of a reaction turbine

involves reduced mean blade speed in these

stages and therefore slower rate of conversion
of heat energy into mechanical work', BO that
more stages aro required to expand the steam

efficiently.

On the other hand, partial admission in

the impulse turbine involves serious windage
and blade "ventilation" losses, owing to the
fact that tho blades aro only active in driving
the wheel when they are pausing the nozzles,
so that the remainder and the dine itself have
to be driven round in an atmosphere of idle

steam. Such losses as these are directly

proportional to the density of the steam in

which the wheel revolves.

In addition, high-velocity steam jots tend
to erocty tho surfaces upon which they im
pinge, HO that the moderate velocities employed
in reaction turbines are an advantage in this

respect.
The characteristic of the compound impulse

turbine (tfiff. 15) is the splitting up of tho

"cylinder" or "casing" into a number of

compartments, separated from each other by
means of diaphragms, through the centre of

which tho shaft passes (with tine clearances to
minimise leakage). Kach diaphragm contains
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no///<loH for tho impulse wheel immediately
lifter it.

Tho characteristics of tho
"
Reaction

"

turbino (A'f/. 10) aro tho stopped shaft, the

total absence of diaphragms, and tho provision
of

u
dummy" or balancing pinions at thohigh-

proHHUro end. Tho latter arc provided in order

to counterbalance the axial thrust (in the

direction of tho exhaust) due to tho difference

in the steam pressure over ihe faces of each

moving blade ring, and to the steam pressure
on the shoulders of tho shaft where it is stopped.
A balancing or

u
equalising

"
pipe connects

above. Thus reaction blading preceded at

the high -pressure end by a velocity wheel

finds considerable favour on the Continent,

whilst the velocity wheel has also been exten

sively used to precede impulse blading of the
" Rateau "

type (Fig. 15). The present-day

tendency, however, appears to be towards a

strict adherence to either the pure reaction

type as chiefly represented by the Parsons

and the Ljungstrom, or to the pure impulse

type as developed mainly by Rateau.

Having thus shortly reviewed the physical
considerations which have led to the evolution

vo view of cml-tightcncd reaction binding in cylinder and shaft, showing large

radial utul lino axial clearanwB.

each dummy pinion to the oorroHponding

shoulder on tho Khaft, HO that tho steam

pr'OHHuroH are automatically balanced at all

loadn on tho turbine.

Moro recently (15)12) tho Swedish engineer,

Birgor LjungHtrom, has developed a com-

pouud turbine on tho outward radial How

principle, and with double rotation in which

both notion and blades revolve, but in

oppoHito directions. This arrangement in

volves two driving shafts and two generators,

but tho oftioionoy attainable is remarkably

high, Tho turbine in of tho puro reaction type.

Owing to the groat complexity of the

(|uoHtionH involved in HuoooHHful steam turbine

manufacture,- many builders compromise by

combining tho leading principles described

of tho steam turbine into the main types

described above, a brief indication of the

mathematical treatment of the physical

problems involved will next be given.

(6) TIIKR.MODYNAMICS OF THE TURBINE.

A discussion of the thermodynamics of tho

turbine, with an account of the action of the

nozzles, will be found in the articles on
"
Thermodynamics

" and " Steam Engine,

Theory of." l

It is shown there that if y 8
be the stage effi

ciency in any stage of a compound turbine, dl a

tho energy available for external work, P the

pressure, and V the volume of the unit of mass

of steam, then
. . . (7)

See "gteam Engine, Theory ot," (12).
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(i.) Superheated Steam. It the steam be

superheated and wo treat it an a gas of

specific heat K
a)

at constant pressure and

K^ at constant volume, then for adiabatic

expansion

*
Kj,

- K
.

Hence from equation (7) with stage efficiency ?7 S ,

KJPdV + {Kj,
-
^(TCa - K)} VrfP = 0,

and therefore PVA = constant, . . . (8)

where ^ K:

If r)8 is unity then this expression reduces to

Kj,/K w or 7, and we arrive at the ordinary
isentropic law.

From the above an expression can cattily
bo found for the energy available for adiabatic

expansion.
1

(ii.) Saturated Steam. -In the case of

saturated steam, assuming the specific heat
of water as unity, then

dla -dT+d(qL), . . (10)

where L is the latent heat at temperature T
and q the dryness factor, and for adiabatic

expansion with stage efficiency ys

. (11)

or,

...

l^
+^x collstarll . (12)

From these equations can be found expres
sions for the energy available for work, which
is equal to the heat taken in minus the heat

rejected.

(7) THE KKITIEAT FACTOR. From thoao

expressions \vc can calculate the ratio of

the energy actually available to that which
would be available wore the inentropic law
followed.

This ratio haH been defined as tho rohoat
factor. 2 Calculated values have been tabulated

by 1-T. M. Martin in his article " A New Theory
of tho Stoain Turbino." 3

It appears front Tables TV, and V, that tho
ratio is greater than unity, and also that tho
values for superheated steam arc greater than
thoao for Haturatod steam.
The discussion in the article

u
Steam Engine,

Theory of," juwt referred to brings out the
reasons for this, and should be consulted for
further information.

* Sen
"
Thermodynamics," (5),

a "
Steam Muslim, Theory of," <ll).a Sec }>it/itun'ri.nfft ,July ,1018 d wv/M cvl.

TAULK IV

HKHMAT KAOTOU row. HTKAM
OUT TIIH Wuoi.io RANUK OK ITS MVPANMION

TAIILW V
REIITSAT FAOTOUH inm MTMAM iNiTiAta^v IN THR

I)uv HUT SATIUUTIOO CONDITION, AND KXi*ANt>w

imoM .DiFinHi5NT INITIAL PiinHHtmidH DOWN TO
1 LB. AimOUTTW, TlltlRMAt, KQIIII.1 BlUUM UHINO
MAINTAlNJfil) TUHOUOUOtJT Tlllfl Kx

_(B)
RTEAM TXTHMINK DKHIOK, In any

cugino design it IH nouoHHary so to i)roj)ort,ion
the Hchouio that it shall load to tho dt^irod

output at reasonable (^ITicioncy, Tho output
dopondH primarily on tho weight of (hud which
will pass in a given timo; Mo ofliciowy on
tho arrangoirxuits uiKhvr vvliic.h Ui<- ||<>ai, M
transruittotl through tho mauhiiio. Thus in

a turbirwi tho blading inuHl. Ix^ (a) of Hitch

(UmousionH as to tranHimt dho netfenHiM'y weight
of Htcani, and (h) of Htioh form and "arrn,n^.
mont as to oxpand tho Ht<*ani and do (,|UH

Wo n<od, then, (o oonHuh^r tlu^

and form of tho nobles or HHHMH^OH
whioli tho Hfcoain has do pass.

(0) WTFOAM Nox/1,1-5 (!APA< (

ITV. Th<^ Mi<>o
of tho noKxIo diHohar^o IIUH be<n doall- with
thoartiolo 4 on **Tho Sixain Kagiiu\" and
consi<lo,rmg tho capacity of tho bladiutf tJ

roHultH of that article sJiould l>o made UHO <

it is thoro sliovvn that if an expanding ihti
* Hco "Steam Mnitliu*, Theory of," tj (1~).
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Htart
(

from rent at a procure l\ and attain a
velocity r and a pimsuro P assuming friction-
IOHH flow and no IOHH of boat, then writing 7. for
the ratio P/P,, and awnming that under tho

eonditioim of How l
)VA is constant, V being

the volume of unit maw at prcsnuro P,

and

L, (13)

. (14)

decrcavsesAH the Hteam travel-won the mw/le,
and v aud V both iticreawe.

Again, roproHenting by A the area of tho
eroHH-Hoo.Uon of tho mWo and Q the quantity
of lluid c,roHHing that Mention |>er second this
at any time iw tho name for all the sections wo
have

QV volume crowning ."=vA.

i OV
llonoo A-~ -. (IK\

v \ /

It can bo nhown that a X decreases A at
lii'Ht doeroaMeH and then huM-eason.

r
rhe proper

form of no'/.'/lo dopondB, then, on the final value
of the pivNHuro ratio XI. If tliis l>e small the
noy,y.lo \vill havo a tliroat whone position i

determined by finding tho value oC Z which
makoH <^,/A a minim tun. The value of Q/A ia

given by tho equation

Q ^^ /tyA"'
A

'

y
t
V X - lO

"" ^(A
"
^^I'lVi (10)

i find for tho pressure ratioaiul frotn ttlu

at the throat

Xt

wo obtain

v,

'V A -hi

2 \V(X-i)

v |. 1

(17)

l*i, - (18)

(20)

(21)

while the area A at any )>laco whore the

proHMun'C! ratio IM % iw given by

Tho r(^aon for the contraction of the

no'/sdo followed by itH ("ixpanHion can be Heen

from the following. Kor the reanoim given in

(-1), ilw velo<iity .of entry to each ring of

notion may bo neglected for the purpoBO of

calculation of the HubHoquont exit velocity.

Thus wo have J

where p is tho density and is equal to 1/7.

vdv= ?~- d^ **B

P dp p

odV,= ~ r
'V'

if c2 =g(dPjdp)~ velocity of sound in the fluid.

~=-~
/

/-~

Rate of increase of volume

Thus

Thus

(23)
Rate of increase of velocity"

Honcc if v IB less than c the velocity increases faster

than the volume increases, and the nozzle must con
tract in order to maintain the continuity of the flow,
\vhilc if ?; becomes greater than c the reverse takes

place.

One very important result from these for

mulae is that the discharge through a given
orifice under an initial pressure P1 depends
only on the cross-section at the throat and is

independent of the back pressure, provided it

is not greater than Z^Pj ; by continuing the

orifice beyond the throat and lowering the back

pressure, tho velocity of the issuing fluid is

increased, but not the quantity which issues.

(10) STEAM CAPACITY OP "REACTION"
BLAIUNQ. If we remember that the velocity-

energy ab entry to the blading is practically

equivalent to the energy losses in the latter,

so that tlio jot velocity from one ring of blades

depends almost solely on the pressure drop
over it, an application of the above formulae,
or the direct use of tho fundamental equations

for a small drop in pressure and

Av = QV,

enables the steam capacity in "Reaction"
turbinoB, whore the pressure drop per stage is

Hinall, to be calculated in terms of the dimen
sions and initial pressures, regard being had, of

courno, to the nnits in which the quantities
are measured, for from the above we find

and Q is given by this equation, which
reduces to

. . (24)

H being the homogeneous head, for a small

but finite drop in pressure.
In practice a number of assumptions are

usually made which simplify the calculations,

e.g. PV is taken as constant over any one stage

1 Sec " Steam Engine, Theory of," (12).
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and equal to tho homogeneous head, while

l^P is written

l\ and Po being pressures at entrance and exit,

the difference being small in " Reaction
"

blacliiig.

(11) EQUIVALENT TUKBINKS AND 'KJFM-

(UEKCr PABSONS
1

COKKFIC-IMISIT. TllC pro-
vision of steam capacity in a turbine having
been briefly discussed, the second problem
that of efficiency must now bo considered.

Tho earliest Parsons compound turbines

which worked non-condensing were made with

almost parallel drums of a winkle diameter, so

that the mean diameter wan nearly constant

throughout. For the velocity ratio to be con

stant, therefore, a constant steam -jot velocity
was required at every row of blades. The
fundamental equation ?)

2
/2;/- VdP may b(5

written

and shows that for v to be constant at every
stage the blade discharge area of each stage
must be made (P + rfP)/P times that of the pre

ceding stage, assuming, as an approximation,
that H is constant. Since the blade discharge
area is directly proportional to the blade-

length, it follows that the curve of blade-

lengths from stage to stage will bo approxi
mately logarithmic, so that when low-pressure
steam is to be used the blade-lengths on the
assumed shaft diameter will soon become im

possible of realisation in practice. In other

words, it is not, in reaction turbine design,

possible to clioose a single diameter of shaft
which will allow of reasonably largo blade-

lengths at the high
- pressure end and at the

same time reasonably small blade-lengths at

the low-pressure end.

Parsons therefore introduced the device of

stepping the shaft, and placing the blading on

successively larger diameters (ABCI), Fig. 10),
so as to accommodate the ever- increasing
volume of the steam. Thin artifice very greatly
reduces the necessary blade-lengths, because

(1) Doubling the mean diameter doubles the

discharge area of a row of blades of given
length ;

(2) Doubling the mean diameter doubles the
mean blade speed, so that double the wtoam-

jet velocity is required in order to maintain
the same velocity ratio.

Thus the blade- lengths arcs inversely as the

squares of the mean diameters.
This departure from constant or nearly con

stant mean diameter, however, soon made it

evident that to facilitate calculation some
rapid method of comparison of the value of

groups of simple turbines on different dta-

meters must be devised* Parsons showed that

in a pure pressure Compounded turbine, if a

given amount of available heat l\ is divided

up equally over N pressure stages, then from
first principles the velocity ratio

n WR/liJx 00

a relation which ho afterwards extended to

the case of a pressure compounded turbine

,

which is also velocity compounded. It will

j

bo recalled ( (.'{)) thut in the ease of velocity
wheels, their equivalence as regards capacity for

utilising heat when operating at similar points
on their respective ellieioncy curves varies us

the square of the number of velocity stages, (n).

The velocity ratio is therefore given by the

general expression

<M>2 fd"

>i \ (27)

( using inchesand revolutions per minute), which
is the general relation connecting mean dia

meter, number of pressure stages, number of

velocity stages, and the revolutions of a
turbine, with the velocity ratio attainable

widh a given total heat drop.
Tho expression (f/^l'-^NJKH*, or more

simply, in the ease of pure
1

! pressure compounded
turbines, (r/-K'

J
N) 10 l)

,
has always been denoted

by
"
K," and is universally known as

u
dho

Parsons oooflicioiuV It enables instant

comparison to bo made between different

blading arrangements, For example, suppose
thut two ,'J-row Curtis velocity wheels, each
of ,'JO" mean diameter, aw operated at tho

theoretically correct velocity ratio for maxi
mum efficiency, '/.<?. I/O when the revolutions

per minute arc ,'JOOO. How many single-row

velocity wheels of 47" mean, diameter must
bo substituted, in oi-der that the latter may
operate (with the same total heat drop as

before) at their theoretical velocity ratio for

maximum efficiency, />. 1/2 \\hen i/ho revolu
tions per minute are SMOO V

If ; be the number of single-row velocity
wheels required, Mien

:t) <.r(-17x 2-

so that x 10.1 ; thai, is, about 10 wheels.

Again, suppose it/ is required do ascertain
how many

"
pairs

"
of reaction bladhi'j; on IM"

mean diameter rol.ai.ing ad .1000 r,p.nu are

equivalent to the above,
Id must/ here bo noted that in equation (ISO)

N refers to the number of pressure nt.agcs in

a turbine, which in the case of impulse dur-
biries is identical widh the number of rings of
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In reaction turbiuoH, however, since there is

a drop hi pressure over the moving rows of

bladoH a>s well as over the rows of fixed guide
hhudeH (the division of the heat drop per stage

being made about equal), it follows that if

there are N ro\vH of fixed guides (or
u
nozzles ")

there are 2N pressure stages in the turbine.

Relation ((J) therefore becomes

I''
<>-<*V2.N/'^ -.87.S/.K.

(28 )

In thin lant cane, therefore,

(47 x 2400 x 1) x 1(U .|(ii-l
x ,'J(K)0 x I)-?/} x J,

or // 5(> reaction "pairs" or 112 rows of

blades.

In the general cane, therefore, of a turbine

consisting of two or more shafts, rotating at

dilTcront revolutions, then, with any arrange
ment of blading eonHisting of a RorioB of wheels

of different diameters, velocity compounded
or not, if the oxproHHion

ban a certain value, then any other blading

arrangement giving the Hame value of K is

equivalent t.0 it'.

(In tl HI case of reaction blading, the above

Hpeeial modification muNt, of oourHc, be

olwerved.)

For (sample, Hiipposo in n pure nreHHUW coni-

pounded turbiiu^ tlw^ total K IN 180, and the Htoam

<H>mUt<5onH aro Much that 380 B.Th.UnitH/lb. arc

Mt<M)r(tloally available for conversion into work, fclic

ineau over-all velocity ratio in

which IH aboul. (h<* peak of the curve of eflioienoy for

Hin^le-rovv velocity vvhoelH.

KurMiet 1

, if a, velocity compounded turlmvo (alno

pix'HHurc cotupotuuled) \viiili IJ-row vvlx'elH IUIH a total

K of 180 and operatcH with (>\w Hanui heat drop,

0-02 /I HO
" ' ir> '

which in about the pciak of the curve of cflicucnoy

for .'{-row velocity wheolH.

Lant.ly, in a reaction turbine, if the total K in

(2 x 180) IJGO, then with the namo available licat

w, w v
/y/ ,^^

" "'

which iH about the peak of the cOieicnoy curve for

reaction blading.

The general ease, however, is not of (he same

importance in modern practice as the special case of

pure pressure compounding only, for two reasons :

(1) Although a group of It-row velocity wheels, for

instance, may bo operating at a point on the corre

sponding efficiency curve which is similarly situated

to the point at which a, group of single-row velocity

wheelK are operating on their efficiency curve, tlio

actual efUeicney will be very diiTerent (Fig. 7), so that

equivalent
" R 51

doeH not mean equal efficiency.

(2) If equivalent
" K "

were the condition of equal

eflieiiMioy, then there would be no field for any
turbine but the multiple-row single velocity-wheel

typo (i.e.. without pressure compounding at all),

heoatiHO three or four rows only would suffice to deal

with the entire heat drop, so that for simplicity and
shortness this design would be unrivalled.

(12) COMPARISON OF TURBINE PERFORM
ANCES. This method of comparison of the

value of different types of blading, or of

different arrangements of blading of any ono

type, by moans of the coefficient
" K "

enables

the data obtained from actual teats of turbines

designed for different conditions to bo mar
shalled in such a way that they can be com

pared on a rational baaia, and further that the

performance of a projected design can be

predicted with considerable accuracy without

a detailed knowledge of the losses.

l^rom actual test data, coefficients have
been arrived at giving the difference in steam

consumption obtained with different turbines

(icftif/Hcdfop, respectively, different steam press

ure, different initial superheat, and different

exhaust vacuum.
When the actual steam consumptions of

different turbines aro corrected to an arbi

trarily assumed standard set of steam con

ditions in this manner, the over-all efficiency

ratios calculated therefrom and plotted, on a

bane of total
u K "

will lie with reasonable

accuracy on a curve which is really of similar

character to those in fligs. 1 and 7.

The curve, having once been established for

a given set of steam conditions, can then be

tiHod, in conjunction with the correction curves

for pressure, superheat, andvacuum, to compare
actual performances of past turbines, and to

predict the performances of new turbines when

(twit/HCid for any other given set of steam

conditions and tested under these conditions.

Such a method of ooiwpariHon, whilst convenient

for rapid estimation, does not., of course, render

detailed analysis of the losses entirely unnecessary

when designing a turbine to meet a rigorous specifica

tion, on account of the fact that the steam conditions

and other requirements to be met in turbine, con

struction aro so widely different that special allow

ances have to he made itx many cases.

Kor example, it is not possible to compare accur

ately the performance of a very small turbine with

that of a large one by the coefficient method alone,

owing do the fact that the losses in a small machine

must necessarily be proportionately very much

greater Uwn in a large one. Again, in very large

turbines, where the maximum output attainable at a

given speed and with a given vacuum is required, the
"
leaving IOHH," or IOSH by kinetic energy of the steam

leaving the turbine and entering the exhausts may
be very abnormal, a circumstance which will con

siderably diminish the over-all efficiency of what

might otherwise have been a very efficient machine.
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(13) CALCULATION OF LEAVING Loss.

Suppose, for instance, that a wheel of moan

diameter d has a row of blades of effective

length h mounted round its periphery. Let

had or ~=fl = a constant.

Using the equation

where A = kh-n-d, the equation

. . . (30)

is obtained. A common value of a for the

last row of blades in a turbine is j[, so that

144

'atMT
Q,V feet

soc.

=the relative velocity of tho steam

through the last row of moving
blades.

From a diagram of velocities (as in Fig. 17)

the absolute velocity of tho steam V as it

enters tho exhaust

passages can be
determined. This

velocity energy is a

dead loss on the

available energy of

expansion for tho

whole turbine, and
is known as the
"
leaving loss." If

I is the heat drop measured in heat units

required to produce this velocity, then

v* B.Th.U.
Jia =

so that

I
=- x 100 = the percentage loss in efficiency

for the whole turbine.

It is not usual, in high-pressure condensing
turbines, to permit I

fl
to exceed 5 per cent of

IA, and this figure is only tolerated in extreme
cases when the exhaust vacuum is very high,
and tho maximum possible output from a

given frame is required.

(14) THE ADVANTAGES OBTAINABLE FROM
INCREASED VACUUM.- If I

io is the total heat
above vacuum temperature (or, more strictly,
above condensate temperature Zn ), and S 'is

the steam consumption in Ibs. per kilowatt-

hour, the thermodynamic efficiency of the
turbine is

341 <>

q r - x 100 per cent. . . (32)
OQ *

J-tQ

If the vacuum be increased, or, in other words,
if tho condensate temperature bo lowered to
t
lf tho improvement due to tho decrease in

steam consumption will be to a certain extent
discounted by tho increased total heat 'Ln ,

which haw HOW to bo HUppHed by tho boiler

plant. .In this oaHo tho thermodynamics olli-

ciency of tho turbine is

'Ml l>

.,
,

x 100 por coat. . . (33)
hx

x 1
ti

If, however (UN in modoru mothodn of feod-

walor hcat-iing now usually adopted), wteam

at proflHures conHiderably bolow atmoHphorio
IH led from tho turbine and tiaod for heating
tho food-water, it in possible to keep t eon-

nta.ul, in which case tho improvement in heat

consumption Is identical with the improvement
in steam consumption duo to higher vacuum.

AsHuming that there are about JOOO B.Th.

Units remaining in each Ib. of exhauwt Htotun,

it will bo eloar that if 1 por cent of tho total

steam entering a turbine in tapped off at an

advanced Btago of expansion (HO an to minimine

the work lout by tapping oil), this "will bo

sufficient to raise the temperature of tho

main condonaato by about 10 !K. Tho torn*

poiuturo of the exhaust steam can therefore

bo lowered by 10 tf. that IB, a higher
vacuum can be utilised without altering H t>

which has to be supplied by tho boiler plant.
If tho turbine has N stages of equal output,

and tho steam is tapped oil in front of Uu

(N-l)th stage, then tho loss of output will

be only (2/N) x 1 per cent, whilst tho gain duo

to the niiwing of the vacuum will bo neon from

Table VI.,
1 which has boon drawn up on tho

assumption of the following initial steam

conditions :

Gauge pressure .

Total temperature
Initial superheat

300
ll)tt./sij[.

itx.

088 ,R

205-8 Jj
1

.

TAW, H VI

EFFECT OF EXHAUST VACUUM AKJ> ECONOMY

This tublo shows, for example, that a drop
from 101-1 K to l)l-(J7 M, which <!orre-

flpondn to an increase iu vacuum from 28"

mercury to iiHJ" nuuxairy (barontoter IH)"),

improvoH tho Hteain conHumptiion of tlio turbino

by JM) ]>er cent.

Tho table also nhowH the groat importance
of high vnouum-'in otlicu' wordn, reducied

oxhatwt tomporaturo hi elttxttmg steam

1 Journal I. ti.W. cll. 580.
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economy, and especially if the feed- water be
heated by moans of low-pressure steam tapped
olT from tho turbine.

The extremely low density of steam at low

pressures, however, is a circumstance incon

sistent with the requirement of very largo

output from a given frame, on account of the

leaving loss. Compromise has therefore to be

resorted to in Nue.h eases, which are becoming

numerically greater and of increasing import
ance in modern, land Power Station work.

(lf>) MAXIMUM OUTPUT JWOM A GIVEN
Kit A MM. -Tho stresses / in a given disc, duo to

its own rotation, are proportional to the square
of tho product of the angular velocity w and

peripheral diameter, and if the blade height
hears a eoustant ratio to the mean diameter,

then/- wW.
The additional stresses caused by a peri

pheral load such as a row of blades of given

height-ratio are proportional to the same

product w a
(/

a
. Thus, if X is the factor of safety

allowed for tho material used, and K is the

ultimate strength of that material, then

tf -A(rwW, . . . (34)

or being a constant. Substituting for d z in

equation (30), It is seen that

Q (\/ I *
'< , for a L'iven case. (35)

\ V Xtr/ to w

The maximum output obtainable under any

given steam conditions, therefore, depends on

the ultimate strength of tho material iiaod,

and on the angular velocity or number of

revolutions per second.

It will l>o weou from equation (35) that, other

things being equal, the dominating factor

affecting output iw the exhaust vacuum,
because the

u
leaving loss" depends upon the

total volume of steam (QV) forced through

tho last row of blades per unit time. Since

tho total weight of steam passed per unit

lime is inversely as the density, it follows that

for a given leaving loss high vacuum reduces

total output, On the other hand, high vacuum

means greater available heat and therefore

up to a certain point- reduced Hteam con-

sumption. Kor a given turbine frame and

given vacuum, in other words, the output

should not bo made to exceed the limit where

tho benefit of that vacuum is wiped out by

the leaving IOHS, ,in which case the steam

consumption will bo practically no bettor than

that which would be obtained with a lower

vacuum.
When the exhaust Vacuum of a turbine

is progressively raised that is, when the

absolute exhaust pressure is progressively

lowered the steam consumption will fall as

long as tho leaving loss is not excessive, but

a point-is reached whore the gain due to further

reduction in oxhaunt pressure is inappreciable,

and the steam consumption curve becomes

asymptotic with regard to the x axis.

Assuming a given leaving loss, however, it

is a simple matter in any given case to work
backwards and find out approximately what
value of Q in other words, what output
gives this percentage loss on the efficiency ratio.

An approximation to the probable efficiency
ratio Q of the turbine will have been determined

by the coefficient method just described, so

that tho probable steam consumption in Ibs.

per kilowatt-hour will be known, and this

divided into Q gives the total output in

kilowatts.

Thus,

1 kilowatt-hour

= 3412B.Th. Units,

3412
- ~- =the theoretical steam consumption

A of the turbine in Ibs. per kilowatt,

hour,

3412

e.T
G probable actual steam con-

A
sumption,

whilst

' ~ the total output in kilowatts.
3412

(lf>) TTTRBTNE LOSSES. In calculating the

probable efficiency of a turbine at the coupling,

tho losses which reduce the inherent blading

efficiency or
"
curve

"
efficiency (Fig. 7) in a

given case, may be divided into three sections :

(a) (I) Losses in the steam chest due to

throttling and wire-drawing ; (2) leaving loss

from tho final stage of the blading ; (3) losses

in tho exhaust pipe between, the turbine and

tho condenser.

(b) (1) Leakage losses through diaphragms

(in impulse turbines) and over the blade and

dummy piston clearances (in reaction turbines) ;

(2) clitic friction and blade ventilation losses

(in impulse turbines) ; (3) losses due to the

fact that some of the stages are operated by
wet steam.

(o) (1) Bearing losses; (2) gland losses;

(3) power required to drive the governor and

oil pump.
The losses (a] vary as the square of the re

spective steam velocities, and may therefore be

expressed as a fraction of the total isentropic

boat-drop JA .

The IOHBOS (6) depend upon the steam

conditions for a given case, and render what

may bo termed the
"
indicated

"
blading

efficiency lower than the
" curve

" value

(Fiij. 7) for the particular over-all velocity

ratio at which the turbine is working. They

may be expressed as fractions of the
"
curve

"

efficiency JHJ.

Losses (r) are independent of the steam

conditions or the output of tho turbine and
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are constant

be termed

expressed as

coupling (L),

Thus if E
is a fraction

for losses (6)

then the
"

TURBINE, DEVELOPMENT OP THE STEAM

for a given frame. They may
the

"
mechanical

"
losses, and

a fraction of the output at the

is the "curve" efficiency and 8

representing the total correction

and the gain due to reheating/
indicated" efficiency may be

E 1 =E(l-5), . . . (36)

If there were no farther losses, the turbine

output in kilowatts would be

~
3412"

With losses (a) (designated by

. . (37)

the fraction

of the isentropic heat drop IA ) and with

mechanical losses (c) (designated by A=tho
fraction of the effective output L) the effective

output (L) at the coupling becomes

L=L (1-Z)-XL

*
I.Q.E (38)

= (a coefficient x total steam used

per unit time x "
curve

"

efficiency).

Conversely, taking actual test results of

different turbines, the calculation may be

reversed to determine E, the inherent blading

efficiency. Fig. 18 shows the result of some

O 0-1 O-2 0-3 0-4. 0-5 0-6 0-7 O-8 0-0 1-0

Velocity- Ratio

FlO. 18.

calculations of this land based on actual tost

data for reaction turbines.

(17) THE APPLICATION OF THE STEAM
TURBINE FOR LAND PURPOSES AND .FOR

MARINE PROPULSION. The steam turbine is

1 See (7).

widely used for driving blowers, compressors,

exhausters, and faun in. mines, collieries, iron

works, gas-works, etc. Tho similarity of

physical proportion oE tho steam driving

tho turbine and tho gas being compressed
enables tho turbine and generator to bo coupled

direct, whilst any speed suitable for the

generator us suitable for the turbine.

These two conditions, however, namely, (1)

free choice of speed, (2) compatibility of turbine

speed, are not Hinmltanoously fulfilled in other

very important applications of the turbine, an

will be realised from tho "following considera

tions :

The principal use of the steam turbine for
"
stationary

" work is in tho field of electric

power generation, whore it is now almost

universally adopted for driving alternating
current generators or continuous current

dynamos.
In tho former case tho plant is direct coupled

(except in small sixes), since turbines and
alternators vary in sr/o and speed together.
The periodicity or frequency of alternation

required for the electric supply, however,
dictates certain speeds and certain speeds

only at which the alternator can run, In this

country the periodicity varies in different

systems from 25 cycles to 100 cycles por
second ; the general tendency being to make
50 the standard. With any given periodicity
the possible alternator revolutions arc given

by the relation

periodicity_ No. of rwolutioim x No.of pairHof polos
sec.

~~
(50

" " ' """" ~~ "

Thus if tho periodicity is 50, the possible
revolutions for direct coupled sots are an itv

the table below :

Kevolutiimn tin 1

Mil),,
It.

1 500

JOOO

750

It will bo seen, therefore, thai, IJOOO r.p.rn.
is the upper limit of revolutions at which
tho alternator can run, to givo a periodicity
of 50.

If the over-all dimensions of a turbine be

doubled, and tho number of revolutions bo

halved, then the steam capacity will dearly
be quadrupled, whilst the rotational stresses
will remain unaltered. If, therefore, a turbine
has boon designed which will give the maximum
possible output (under given conditions) at
IJOOO r.p.ni., another turbine can he built to

develop four times tho output at 1500 r.p.m.
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Hial, IH, tho maximum output varies inversely
as tho square of tho spood. Since alternator
tf<> up m HISSO under tho Hamo law, it is always
possd>(o to construct a direct coupled turbine
driven alternator.

In the case of dynamos, on tho other hand,
the output, of the dynamo does not go up
inversely as tho H<|uaro of the speed, and
consequently there oomos a ])oint where tho
dynamo speed Is far too lo\v for the turbine
driving it,. !<\> r instance, a direct coupled
turbo-dynamo for 1000 kw. at ,'WOO r. p ,m .

can l>e built,, but at ,1500 r.p.m. at which
Hpood a turbine with the same rotational
stresses eau develop 4000 kw.a winkle
dynamo <-;tn only ho built for un output about
tvvieo tho previous value. If the turbine is

cut down in ni/o HO n,s to develop only 2000 kw.
at loOl) r.p.m., thon the value of the " K "

co-
eniciont will bo far too low to permit of {rood
economy.

This
incompatibility of speed of turbines

and direot current generators haw boon solved
(about !!)!;>) by I'ai-NouH, who gradually intro
duced uti accurate form of double' helieal

tfmriru* which Hafely and efficiently transmits
largo powers without, undue noise, thus por-
mH.Mii^; both turbimv and ^<^nerator to ho run
at respectively mutable MpoedH,

The^ devc^lopitUMit of nuuihanic-al Hpeed-
rodueljon gtutriiijii; haH alno opened up a new

Iield^
in laud work, enabling tho hi^h-Hpood

turbino to bo oouplod (Mther through gearing
al<iu^ or by inoariH of a rope drive to tho
driving nhaftH of textile milln, paper inilla,

.

A I'urtlKU' dtwclopmeiU, in tho eauo of milLs
and fnctorioH HMjuiring larg<^ and varying
quantitioM of udeam for heating mid proeeHH
work ban been tho introduction of tho

u
\\WH-

out" tiu-biiK*, from which Htoam in c.ontinu-

ounly dapped o(T a.rt n><|uired from a suitable

point on tlu^ turbine cylinder, whilHt tlio load
on

^ (,h<j
driven g(m<M-at (or in automatically

maintained by the governor,

8(M)Tmii HTIOAM TuituiNM foit MAIUNK
PltoiMii^sioN. -Tlu* steam turbine for marine

propulsion has tho same oharaotoriHtioH and tho
name main typos as for stationary work. The
wide dilToroneo, however, between a steam
turbine and a water turbine alluded to above,
arising from the dillerent density of tho

medium, made itself immediately* apparent
in Mio reconciliation that was noecHsary
between tho conditions needed for oflioionoy
of tho turbine on tho one baud and tho scrovv

propeller on tho other, Tho propeller imposes
serious limitations on tho revolutions of the

turbines, especially in tho cane of vessels of

low speed, whilst, with vessels of high speed tho

phenomenon of eavitation is encountered,
inimical to high oHicieney, and under eorta'm
circumstances the cause ol! erosion of tho

])ro pellcr blades. Provision has also to be
made for- reversing.
Mn* these reasons, in marine turbines the

full expansion of the steam is usually spread
over two or more units in separate cylinders,
frequently driving separate propeller shafts.
This multiplication of expansion stages in

separate turbines was further resorted to in
order to moot tho demands of widely varying
output in the ease of warship machinery. For
cruising purposes one or more additional
turbines has been provided through which, at

cruising speeds, the steam is partly expanded
before admission into the mam turbine.

Alternatively, additional stages can be pro
vided in the high -pressure turbine, which are

by-passed at full power. When such stages
consist of impulse wheels, the number of
nobles admitting steam can be varied by
means of control valves to maintain the
initial pressure.

Without such cruising turbines or stages,
at low powers the steam would be wire-drawn
at admission, and a considerable part of the
available energy would bo wasted.
On account of low propeller revolutions,

propulsion by means of steam turbines directly
coupled to screw propellers was found only
practicable for vessels of high speed, such as
channel steamers, fast liners, and warships,
tfor vessels of low speed and small power the

high-pressure portion of the turbine would
bo subject to considerable leakage loss, and
interior in efficiency to the high-pressure unit
of a rocsiproeating engine. Tlie low-pressure
portion of the turbine would, however, retain
its advantage as regards efficiency and
economical utilisation of the vacuum, and a
combination., therefore, of a high-pressure
reciprocating engine and low-pressure turbine
was adoptad in a few instances, the low-

pressure turbine driving a separate propeller.
I

1

ho necessity, however, for such compromises
has entirely disappeared with tho adoption
of mechanical gearing between propeller and
turbine, which has practically left the turbine
free to bo designed at its own best speed.

E. r>.
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system, then the sum of the products of
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VISCOMETER. Seo
""
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1 '

Barbot. (8).
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Flow Type of : PoiwouilKH thcoroticul

investigation of. (2),

Michell (10).

Redwood (Type No. 1
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lubricating oils ov(>>r the uorinal raugoH of
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UHcd to determine tho viscosity of fuel oils
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r
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(1) INTRODUCTION. Tlu^ (h^onninntion of

tho viHooHity of Ii<|ui<lM is an op(
k riition ol;

froqutuit occmrronco in, applied HCKMKM*, and
S(^voral typOH of viHc-onjoier of Hiniplo <leHi/j;u

have been cvolvtvl for UMO in lihiH c.oniKH'.tiiou.

Tho moro tluion^tie.al (Hw-uHHiouH of vw
and tho appUcatioiw to the (low of

through pipoH arc dealt with elsewhere., 11 and
in thin Hocl/iou attention will, be devoted to

those irwtrumentH, principally of commercial

application, whieh are employed for oils, <^te.

The iriHttunieutn having dlu^ tnoHli extended

1 "
Frlc-tlon," () (ii,),

" Klow of Klultl t.hrouKh a
Circular IMpo,"
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use are the Redwood, the Ktiglci> and the Say-
bolt viscometers, each of which is of the flow

type in which tho viscosity of the liquid is

determined by noting the time of outflow of a

definite volume of the liquid through a short

jet under specified conditions. Tho Redwood
instrument, of which there are two designs,
is used principally in (<roat Britain, the Knglor
viseomctor is used on the Continent and to a

certain extent in the United States of America,
while tho Kay holt instrument is used almost

exclusively in the U.S.A. The Barbot visco

meter, used to a limited extent in France, is

also of the flow typo.

(Si) TlIUOKY OK 1<Y()\V TYlMfl VlSCOMBTRRH.
--The (low of a viscous liquid through a

uniform capillary tube of circular cross-

soetion was investigated by Poisouillc, and

iu tho simplest cane may be represented by the

formula
TrPR 1

q
87; h

'

where q -volume of liquid (lowing in unit time,

P -fall in pressure of the liquid over a length

L of the capillary, H internal cross-section

of the capillary, and ?; the viscosity of the

liquid. Thin formula only holds if the (low

of the liquid is of the streamline type ; at

lughor velocities the How becomes turbulent

and other relationships apply. The investiga

tions of Osborno Reynolds in 1883 show that

the critical velocity at which the flow ceases

to be streamline in nature depends upon tho

viscosity of the liquid and the radius of tho

lube. 1 His expression is

V
'V

'

where V is the critical velocity, R tho radius of

the tube, and / is the relative lluidity of the

liquid. (The lluidity is the reciprocal of tho

viscosity, and iu this case the relative value

compared with water at 0<1. is employed.)

Tho constant iu the above expression refers

to values of V and R in (UI.S. units.

Kor viscous liquids such as oils the critical

velocity is not reached in the ordinary types

of (low viscometor, but if these instruments

are used for liquids as fluid as water the con-

slants given later will not hold.

PolseuUle's formula was derived on the

assumption that tho capillary tube was

indefinitely long iu comparison with its

diameter, 'and further, that the liquid does

not emerge with any kinetic energy due to

the pressure with which it is forced through

the tube. Both those conditions are violated

In the case of the short jot viscomclors under

consideration, and modi lications have to be

made iu tho formula to represent tho actual

conditions of working.

* <

Friction," (U) (I,),

A more complete formula which takes

account of those conditions is

Tho value q in Poiscuille's formula, has been

replaced by V/T, whore V is the volume

outflowing in time T, while for the pressure P,

gd t
h has been written to correspond with

tho condition obtaining in now viscometers in

which the pressure under which the liquid
Hows through tho capillary is due to a hydro
static head h of the liquid under consideration.

(</ ia the gravitational constant and 5t is the

density of the liquid at the temperature t

at which tho observation is being made.)
PoiscuihVs expression holds for a tube of

indefinite length, so that the pressure P may
be measured over a length L in which the

How is quite uniform, i.e. the streamlines are

parallel to the axis of the tube. With the

ease of short jets this condition is not im

mediately established, and the end effect has

to be allowed for. Calculation shows that

the length of the tube has in effect to be in

creased by an amount proportional to the

radius of tho tube, and hence the length L in

Poisouillo's expression becomes (L + nR); the

constant n has a value 1-64 if the ends of the

tube arc plane and at right angles to the

axis. In practice this is not the case, and

experimental determinations of this and of the

other constants arc made as described later.

Tho second part of the expression is the

correction for the kinetic energy of the out

flowing liquid, and numerous investigations of

the value of tho constant /;?-, both theoretical

and experimental, have been made. If the

second term bo kept small in comparison
with tho first it generally suffices to assume that

m. = I in accordance with the result of Couette's

solution of tho problem, but in the case of flow

vittcometcrs the second term becomes promi
nent, especially for liquids of lower viscosity,

no that an experimental evaluation of the

term is necessary.
Tho general expression above may bo

written in a simplified form for use in the

case of industrial ilow viscometers, since the

time, of outflow is always dcterminod for a

definite volume (e.g. 50 o.c. or 100 c.o.) for any

typo of instrument. Tho expression becomes

where T^ and d
t
are tho viscosity and density

at the temperature t, T is the time of outflow

of the specified volume of liquid, and A and B
arc constants depending only on the dimensions

of the apparatus and numerical factors. In

obtaining this simplified expression it is, of

course, assumed that the initial head is

adjusted to a specified value, and in conse-
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quence the mean value of h during outflow

is constant for tlio type of instrument under

consideration.

For liquids of high viscosity the value of T
ia fairly large for the usual typos of industrial

viscometer, so that the term B/T becomes

small in comparison with the term AT. Thus
for these casea the ratio of the viscosity to tho

density becomes proportional to the time of

outflow, HO that it has been the practice

generally to assume that the viscosity number
for a liquid is merely its time of outflow

compared with the time of outflow for a

standard liquid. Reference to this will bo

made when considering the individual typos
of flow visco meter.

The more satisfactory procedure is, however,
to deal with the absolute values of the vis

cosity as given by tho formula

"-AT-!*
<r

AL r
and it consequently becomes necessary to

evaluate the constants A and B. This in

done experimentally by determination of tho

time of outflow for a series of liquids whoso

viscosities cover a large range, tho viscosities

also being determined by means of a visco -

meter of such a type that the absolute values

may be calculated.

(3) TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT OF VIS

COSITY. The viscosity of a liquid is dependent
to a very marked extent upon its temperature.,

particularly for the first 40-50 0. above tho

setting point of the oil. A typical case is

shown in Fig. 1, which shows tho variation

20 SO 40

Temperature C,

PIG. l.

of tho viscosity of a Texas fuel oil over a

range of about (JO (!. The viscosity will be

seen to have dropped from 0-007 units to

about ()()( K)3 over this range of temperature.
The rate of olmngo in tho steeper part of the

curve corresponds to about 10 per cent per

degree centigrade, HO that in order to secure

an accuracy of 1 per- cent at this point of

the curve it is necessary to know the tem

perature of tho oil to tho nearest 0-1
(J

<>.,

and further, the temperature of tho oil must
bo maintained constant to this degree of

accuracy during the course of an observation.

It will thus be seen that attention must he

paid to temperature control iu the design of

viseomctorH. At temperature:-; more distant

from the netting point of tho oil the effect w
lens marked, and eventually the viscosity
tends to become much loss dependent on Mie

temperature.
The relationship between viscosity and

temperature has been, investigated on many
occasions, but no satisfactory simple formula

has boon, derived to express this relationship
to any reasonable degree of accuracy. Slotto

put forward the formula

^o

"J i -Ay i /*/>'

where L\ and /:3 arc constants depending on

the nature of the liquid, and t] t
and ?/ are tho

viscosities at the temperatures /," and

respectively. A modification of this formula

which has boon found to suit pure liquids is

where A, B, and c. are constants. 'Hie

formula is, however, cumbersome to work
with, and even such a formula does not

represent satisfactorily the experimental results

obtained for oils, mainly owing to the fact

that the oils met with in commerce are not

definite chemical compounds, but consist of

mixtures of a largo number of components
not readily separated by ordinary chemical
means. To represent adequately tho rela

tionship between tho viscosity and tompora-
turo would involve tho use of many more
constants.

Further reference to the question of tempera
ture will be made when discussing the indi

vidual types of viscometer.

(4) RMDWOOD VIHOOMMTHH l
(Typo No.

I).
- The Rodwood vise-o meter, winch was

designed and introduced by the late Sir

Boverton Redwood in ISSfi, consists of a cylin
drical oil cup provided with a thermometer
and a filling mark, surrounded by a \vator-

bath by moans of which the oil vessel may bo

maintained at any desired temperature, In

the bottom of tho oil cup an agate jet is fixed,

The agate JH> is concave on the tipper side

to allow a mo(.al ball earned on a stilt wire
to servo jis a vnlve for stju'tirig or stopping
the How of oil from the oil vessel. The oil

cup is silver-plated internally to avoid ohomioal
reaction botwoon tin* metal parts of tho instru

ment and tho acids present in many of the
oils which may bo tested in it, The essential

1
I<\>r a full description of the bint niment referenee

Hhotild be made to (a) IWrnh'ttni ttnU // /'w/^w,
Kir Hoverton Kedwood, lird edition; or (/<) "On
Vlscowotry," Mir Boverton Redwood, C/n'tn, lint.
tfw, ,/., I MHO, v, liil-lM.
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dimcnHioiiH in accordance \vitK the official

Npoei(ieatioi) arc shown in AVf/. 2 and 3.

^

In the construction of the instrument
(HtticuN.y i experienced iu drilling t} 10 hole

through tlio agate jot to oxact dimensions,
wo that id I'M (Jic practice for the filling point
oC the iuHtnimont to bo adjusted, after the

jot. has been fixed, Hiieh that the time- of out,.

How of f>0 e,c, of rape oil at (10 K. Hhall be

equal to f>,'lf> Hoeoudn. If in order to do thin

it in noooHHary do place the iiliing mark at a
dJHtanocof more than (KJ mm, from the normal

poHi'tion whowix ou the diagram, the jet is

rejected and a more accurately drilled jet Is

ehoHen. The une of Hteel or other metal for

the jet would obviate this difficulty, but such

jetw would be more

U-7#'7/H/.~> liable to damage
i Ufl'fi"n.'>l ' (mechanically or

j, _<-- ^ by eorroHion), and
heuee the nwe of

agate iH considered
TO'&mn. advantageous. In

working with this

..

(

,

(

.
. - inntnunenti it i

I

^^/
""(" () j; pjy(,i(m Ij\,|- if^\.

'

portance that the

,Kiu. Ji. jet Hhould only be

eleaned with soft

material to avoid chipping at the sharp

cdgen or seratehing of the internal surface.

An invoHliigatloti of the Redwood vifwoinotor

(No, I Typo) WUH made at the National

IMiywUial 'Laboratory
{ in ,1912 and 1U1IJ.

Preliminary work nhowed that in the use of

the jnHtrument it waw imporUnt that the

viHoomoter nboidd be carefully levelled before

adjuwUng the oil nurfaeo to the fixed mark in

the oil cnp ; and further that the oil Hurfaco

1 " ModhodH an<l A|puratuH UHIX! in Petroleum
T<wliln, I*url. H., ViHeoinctry," W. I'\ IHKKinH, (-W-

Irrtett, Itiwttwfu'H, N.T.h, xl. I, or (Vwjw. Jntl. tio(\ J.

(Alwtract), U)Ui xxxii.

ahoulcl he carefully adjusted to the level of
the mark before making observations. An
error of 1 mm. in setting resulted in a change
in the time of outflow, and consequently of the

viscosity, of about 1-3 per cent.
A number of oils were examined in instru

ments of normal dimensions, and the times
of flow were compared with the viscosities
of these oils determined in absolute units by a
method similar to that employed by Thorpe
and Roger.

2 These tests were made over a
wide range of temperature.
To evaluate the constants of the formula

curves were plotted between T (time of out-
How on tho Redwood instrument) and 77/5 in

absolute units. Such curves are found to be

sensibly straight for values of T greater than
about 200 sees., indicating that the value of

B/T is small compared with AT for such
values of T ; the slope of this straight line

consequently gives the value of the constant A.
To obtain the value of B by a simple

graphical method, it may be noted that the

general formula may be written

^~A_^
To T 2

'

If now tho values of ?;/Td and 1/T
2 arc plotted

a straight line should result. This was found
to bo tho ease, and the slope of this straight
lino gives the value of the constant B. This

leads to the following values, A = 0-00260 and
B 1-715 in O.U.R. units. The corresponding
values for foot-pound-second units are

A ^2-80 x iO- 6 and B = l-85 x 10- 3
.

The importance of maintaining the oil at a

constant and uniform temperature during
obworvntionH haw already been pointed out.

Tho No. 1 typo Kedwood visco meter, offers

(Ulliciilty in UHO on this account if the tem

perature at which the viscosity is desired is

not in the neighbourhood of the air tem

perature, largely owing to the upper surface

of tho oil being unprotected and open to

the air, while tho under side of the jot is also

exposed.
Kor accurate determinations it is necessary

for the complete instrument to be enclosed in

a constant-temperature chamber. This offers

dilHoulties at the higher temperatures, and

reanonably accurate results may be obtained

without a constant-temperature enclosure by
careful attention to procedure, in view of the

fact that tho time of outflow for many of the

oils of industrial interest is short above
r>0-()0 C. In such cases the temperature of

tho water in tho bath surrounding the oil cup
is taken to a value a few degrees higher than

a Hoy, ,SVjc. Phil. Trans,, 1894, clxxxv. 430.
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that at whioh the observation is to bo made,
and the oil is allowed to pick up t.ho tompora
turo of the water- bath, being Htirred thoroughly

during this period. Tho tomporaturo of tho

water-bath is then allowed to drop very slowly
to the required value, the stirring of tho oil

being continued until its temperature reaction

that of the water. Stirring is then stopped
and the oil is allowed to now out into the

graduated flask beneath tho instrument and
the time of outflow is noted. During tho time

of outflow the temperature of the oil as indi

cated by the oil-cup thermometer should bo

fairly steady, a drop of tomporaturo of a

fraction of a degree being generally obtained.

The mean value of tho tomporaturo during tho

time of outflow is recorded. It is also import
ant that the flask into which tho oil llovvs

should be warmed to tho tomporaturo at which
the observation is being conducted, and that

the flask should be protected by some suit

able material such as cotton wool during tho

course of the experiment, in order that tho

temperature of the oil in the flask may bo

approximately the same as that in tho oil

cup, otherwise the volume of oil outflowing
will vary according to the temperature instead

of being the standard quantity, i,e, 50 c.c.

(5) REDWOOD VISOOMJSTER (No. 2 TYPE).
For the determination of tho viscosity of

lubricating oils over tho normal ranges of

temperature for which these oils are used, the

No. 1 type of Redwood viscomctor described

above is convenient, but for fuel oils for which
a knowledge of the viscosity is required at

comparatively low temperatures tho determina
tions with the No. 1 type of instrument occupy
an unreasonably long time. In connection
with the pumping of fuel oils through pipe
lines or from storage tanks in tho open tho
value of theso viscosities at (X is frequently
desirable. Accordingly Sir Bovorton Redwood
designed a second typo of viscometcr known as

the Admiralty Fuel Oil Viscometcr or the No.
2 type, to enable this determination to bo
carried out more readily (sco Fig. 4). Tho
size of the oil cup remains unchanged, but tho
dimensions of the jot are increased HO that the
time of outflow is approximately one-tenth of

that for the No, 1 typo viscometcr for tho same
oils. In addition tho bath surrounding tho
oil cup has been considerably increased in size,
and is lagged so that it may bo filled with ieo

for making measurements at 0. The oil

cup itself is raised in tho bath and the jot JM

placed within a tube so that tho under sido of
tho oil cup is also exposed to tho temperature
of tho bath. This is an improvement on tho

design of tho No. 1 typo. Tho upper surface of
tho oil is, however, exposed to tho air, which
makes it difficult to ensure that tho whole of
tho oil is at ti uniform tomporaturo. In tho
uwo of tho instrument attention may also bo

called to tho possibility of tho oondonsation of

water on tho surface of the oil and on tho

under sido of tho jot vvhon using tho instrumont
at- low tomporaturos, oHpociaHy on a. damp day.
This condonsod water may nin into tho moasur-

ing flask if tho nocossary prooa.ui.ionH aro not
observed. Tho quantity of oil allowed to flow

into tho measuring ilask is tho samo, vi/-. <

r
>0 o.e,,

as in tho case of the standard instrumont.

Tho normal mothod of indicating rosulls for

a viscosity determination is to quote the time
of outflow iu seconds of fiO o.o. of oil. JKor

purposos of subsequent calculation, however,

Support for Water-bath
Tharmomator

Support /or 0/V"c?/>

Thermometer

AV ok

ifc is more usoful to know tho absolute vn-Iuo of
this viscosity. An investigation was oarriod
out at tho National Physical Laboratory on
tho lines of that roforrod to in uonnootion with
tho No. I typo instrumont to dotormino tho
new values of tho constants A and B in Iho

general expression

2 -AT B
5~

AI
T'

For tho No. 2 typo tho values arc as follows ;

A-.-0-0270,

tt-Jl-2,

when the results aro oxprossod in (U.H. units.

The corresponding values for foot-pound
second units aro

A 2-01 x IO-,

B I -20 x,10- a
.

((>) TlIlO tiNUM'Ht VlHdOMKTNK. 1 TllO

Knglor visoomotor was indroduood about tho
same timo as tho No, J typo of Rodwood
instrumont and, as in tho ouso of tho laUor,
consists of an oil cup provided with a jot at Iho

1 "
IMlfuMKHboHl.lmmwitfou filr XubU?kH,Hin<HKor

naoh KnKlor," Xvilx. ry/rw, /w/., 1007, xxx, No.
;"

lOiii Apparnl
1

. ssur HoHtimmunw dor HOtfonanntoJ",,
, .

IHH5, ix. 180-100; Mwiwm
xnehmiff, A. Kuuklcr, IHHiM,

, .

lout Mire
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lower oud, but tho whole is enclosed in a water-
bath tho general design of which more closely
riHombles that of tho No. % type of Redwood
yiHOomotor.

Tho dimensions' of tho Engler
instrument are .shown in Fig. 5

; they differ
From those of tho Redwood inatrumont in that

5wwJ

Platinum t
Llnlna . 3C'Omm.

FIG. 5.

tho oil oup iHwidoraud shallower, while the jot

is longer and of larger diameter. The levelling

of the Englor visoometor is carried out hy
bringing tho oil surface into coincidence

HimultianeouHly with each of three filling points.

Tho volume ot oil dealt with is larger, a> flask

of 200 e.c. capacity being employed instead of

tho 50 o.o. for the Hodwood instrument. In

view of tho Huallow nature of tho oil cup

greater oaro has to bo paid to tho levelling of

1/hiH apparatus An error of 1 mm. in Betting

tho initial level given an error of 2-5 per cent

in the results.

In tho olVieial Hpooifioation for tho Engler

apparatus it in Htatod that tho timo of outflow

for 200 e.e. of distilled water at 20 0. must lie

between 50 and 52 seconds. This variation

haw to bo allowed, as it in impracticable to

Hoouro an aoounioy of more than I per cent in

tho internal diamotor of tho jet ;
this variation

taken tho plaoo <>E tho variation in height of tho

lilling point which is permitted in tho case of

tho Ritulwood iiXHtrumont to oomponnato for

I/ho Nlitfhtly varying dtanuvt^rH of the j(^tH. It

may IH^ pointed out here that tho jet of tho

Knglor apparatus Utporn slightly, probably for

oonvoni(MM'.o in inanufaoturo ; the taper being

approximately 1 in SO, Thin oonvergoneo

involveH it nlight modification in tho ordinary

PoiMouillo formula for tho now of a liquid

through a tube; tho effect, however, duo to

this IH of tho ord(^r of 0-2 per cent, HO need not

bo taken into account, Tho How of a VIHGOUH

fluid through a circular tube with uniformly

con verging boundaries has boon theoretically

investigated by Gibson. 1

ViHOosil/ies (U^tormiiK^d on tho Knglor visco-

inot<^r arc expressed in termw of tho timo of

outdow of water, and Ubbelohtlo has oon-

1 Phil. M<w, t 1000, xvlll. !ir>.

structed tables to convert times of outflow to

absolute viscosities. 2 His formula is

z=-

where T is tho time of outflow from the Engler
viscometer of 200 c.c. of the liquid under con
sideration and TW is the corresponding time
of outflow for water at 20 C. for the instrument.

The product Z5 is known as the
"

specific

viscosity," and is connected with the absolute

viscosity by tho expression

77=25x0-01797.

Z is in effect the relative viscosity of the liquid

compared with that of water, allowance being
made for the density (5) of the liquid.

For a viscometer of normal dimensions Tw
should be 51 sees., so that the above expressions

may be combined giving

-:= 0-001435T- 3J22
T

'

It will be noted that this expression is very
similar to that derived for the Redwood visco-

mctor, the values of the constants necessarily

being different on account of the different

dimensions. The ratio of B to A is greater for

tho Engler apparatus than for the Redwood,

indicating that the kinetic energy effect is of

greater importance in the Engler viscometer ;

this is, of course, due to the larger diameter of

tho jot.

From the two formulae previously quoted,
for tho Redwood and Engler viscometers

respectively, a comparison of the times of out

flow can at once be made. The ratio of these

times becomes sensibly constant for values of

150 sees, and upwards for the Redwood
viscometer ; the constant value of the ratio for

instruments of standard dimensions is 1-81, the

timo of outflow from the Engler viscometer

being greater than the corresponding time from

tho Redwood instrument.

One point to which attention may be drawn

in connection with the Engler instrument is the

provifdon of a double cover to the oil cup, which

is a marked improvement on the Redwood
instrument. Of course, in the case of the

Knglcr viscomoter provision of this nature is

quite essential in view of the large surface of

oil otherwise exposed.
For oils of high viscosity there is no modified

form of tho Knglcr viscometer corresponding

to tho No. 2 typo of Redwood instrument, but

L. Edelcanu and Mile. Bulugea havo suggested

that the timo of outflow for thick oils should be

determined for quantities of 25, 50, or 100 c.c.

instead of for tho normal quantity of 200 c.c. ;

in this way observations can be obtained in com

paratively short times. Tho timo of outflow is

L. llbbolohde, Tabellen zum Englerschen Viskosi-

meter, 1907.
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not directly proportional to the quantity, as tho

head under winch the oil ilows through tho jot

is greater at the commencement of an observa

tion than at the end ; consequently tin* above

investigators have determined a series of

factors by which the times for tho small

quantities must be multiplied to give corre

sponding times for the standard quantity of

outflow, namely 200 c.o.

(7) THE SAVBOLT VISOOMETHR. The Say-
bolt viscometer is used largely in America and

was designed by the Standard Oil Company of

America for commercial use in that country.
Several forms of this instrument have been

made, but there appears to bo no official

specification published dealing with tho instru

ment. This viscomoter is similar in construc

tion to the instruments already described in

that a short jet is attached to the lower end of:

an oil cup surrounded by a water-bath. The
initial setting of tho oil level is accomplished

by completely filling the oil cup so that the

oil just overflows into a channel surrounding
its upper edge. The relationship between tho

time of outflow and tho absolute viscosity
of the oil has been investigated recently
at the Bureau of Standards by "W. H.

Herschel. 1

For a Sayboit Universal viscometer of normal
dimensions the constants A and B in O.G.S.

units in the formula

are A- 0-00220,

B^l-80.

(8) THE BARBET YISCOMETER. Barbot's

viscometer is of very restricted use, and a

brief mention only will be made here. The
instrument is of tho flow type, but is distin

guished from those already dealt with in that

the jet is annular instead of cylindrical ; the

jot consists of an iron rod 4 mm. in diameter

supported centrally in a cylindrical hole 5 mm.
in diameter in a brass block. This method
offers obvious disadvantages in that the

accurate centring of the rod within tho hole

is difficult of attainment.

(9) TORSION VTSCOMETERS. The instru

ments dealt with up to the present have all been
of the flow type. A number of other instru

ments, however, have been devised from time
to time, but these are of very limited applica
tion and have not met with general UHO in

industrial work. The torsion type of visco

meter depends upon tho drag exerted by a

viscous medium upon the motion of a cylinder

rotating within a cylindrical vessel. Thus* in

the Doolittle viseometer the cylinder in sup
ported by a torsion wire from a torsion head

1 Murnttt, ufMtttiuldrtf.it, Tedm. paper No. 100, 1017,
and No. 112, 1918,

which may ho rotated through a, definite angle ;

attached to the cylinder at the. lower end of the

wire is a pointer moving over a circular scale.

Tho upper end of tho wire in rotated through
3(>0 degrees, but owing to tho viscosity of tho

liquid in, which tho cylinder is immersed tho

lower end of the wire will not move to tho samo
extent. The cylinder rotates for part of a

revolution and then swings buck in the opposite
direction to a Htill smaller extent. Tho
retardation between tho lirst and second

swings may bo taken as an approximate
measure of tho viscosity. Roforonoo should bo

made to the article on u KYiction
" a for a

complete account- of tho method of determina

tion of the absolute viscosity by tho logarithmic
decrement of an OHOJHating dine.

In the viHC-omotor introduced by Soarlo ;J for

UHC with very viscous liquids, tho torque

required to rotate one cylinder within another

cylinder where the intervening space is filled

with tho liquid under tost is measured for

dofmito velocities of rotation. Tho method is

especially applicable for use with very viscous

substances such as tar, thick syrup, and tho

heavier crude oils. Tho ordinary doHign of

thin apparatus does not provide for control

of temperature, which is of tho greatest import
ance in thcao determinations.

(10) MlCUIOLL VlSOOMKTMH. A VOiy
simple typo of viacometer for commercial work
has recently been put upon tho market, which
consists of a stool ball fitting into a stool cup.

Complete contact is prevented by throe small

projections on tho inner Hin'l'aoo of iho cup,
which maintain the ball at a definite distance

from this surface. In operation a few drops of

oil aw placed in tho cup mid tho ball in put into

position, air being carefully excluded from
between tho two. The cup is them inverted

and tho ball is pressed upon a hard surface to

ensure close contact with, tho projections.
Tho cup with ball is thon lifted vertically and a

stop-watch simultaneously started
;

after a

period haa elapsed tho ball will detach itHol

from the cup, and tho moment it becomes free

tho watch is stopped. The period required for

tho releaHe of tho ball is a measure of the

viscosity of the oil filling tho space, and tho

action of tho instrument depends on the slow

creeping of the oil through tho semi-spherical
shell between cup and ball. The temperature
of the oil i,s indicated by a thermometer in

serted in a hole in tho handle attached to tho

cup and the relatively largo amount of metal

employed in tho construction of tho instrument

compared with tho small quantity of oil under
examination onHiiros that tho temperature of

tho oil remains Honsibly constant at tho value

indicated by tho thormontotor during tho
tent, For more accurate determinations tho

8 "
friction," (5), (0).

idt/rt PML /S'w. JTVw., 1012, xvl. (100.
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Hollow Hctndl? to

learn/ Thermometer

operation is carried out with the cup and ball

completely immersed in oil throughout the

observation. In this

way surface tension

effects at the edge of

the oil film in the

ordinary method of

procedure are elimin

ated, and the time

taken for the ball to

detach itself from the

cup is solely dependent

-Steel Qup

projection wi Cup
(0- 00}"- 0-002")

Steal Ball,^"diameter

PIG. 0. upon the viscosity and

density of the medium.

Fig. (5 gives dimensions of the standard

instrument. -,v. F. H.

VISCOSITY :

Defined by Maxwell. See
"
Friction," (1).

Of Fluids, Mechanical: the shearing stress

which may exist in fluids which are in

turbulent motion. See
"
Friction," (11).

Of Gases, Experimental Determination.

See ibid. (5).

Kinematic*!, Effect on Heat Convection.

Sec
"
Heat, Convection of," (2) (iii.)

and (4) (v.).

Of Liquids, Effect of Pressure on. See
"
Friction," (8).

Of Liquids, Poiseuille's Experiments. See

ibid. (5).

Mechanical Method of Determination of

Coefficient. See ibid. (12).

Of Solids. See ibid. (10).

Temperature Coefficient of. See
"
Vis-

cometry," (8).

Theory. See "
Friction," (2).

Of Thick Oils, Experiments at the National

Physical Laboratory. See ibid. (7).

VISCOSITY TACHEOMKTKR : Air type. See

"Mot ore," (10) (ii.),
Vol. III.

Mercury type. See ibid. (10) (i.), Vol. III.

Viscous FLUID :

Dynamical Similarity in the Motion of : the

principle that, if a series of bodies, all of

the same geometrical shape, be moving in

a system of fluids, viscosities v
lf

v
z

. . .
,

with velocities V1? V2 . . . , then, provided

VZ/V is maintained constant, photographs
of the flow pattern taken on cinemato

graph films of the same size will all "be

identical as far as the consecutive geo
metrical configuration of the stream lines

and eddying systems are concerned ; the

rates at which the processes unfold them
selves will, however, be different. See
"
Dynamical Similarity, The Principles

of," (17).

Motion of a : Relation between Experi
ments on Model and on Full Scale,

considered by the principle of Dynamical
Similarity. See ibid. (18).

Motion of a Body in a, considered by the

principle of Homogeneity of Dimensions.

See ibid. (14).

VOLUME-COEFFICIENT OF EXPANSION OF A GAS,
EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF, at con

stant pressure. See
" Thermal Expansion,"

(16).

VOLUME-COEFFICIENTS OF VARIOUS THERMO-
METRIC GASES, tabulated. See "Tempera
ture, Realisation of Absolute Scale of,"

(18), Table 3.

VOLUMES, RELATIVE, OF VARIOUS GASES AT

HIGH PRESSURES ; Amagat's values, tabu

lated. See "Thermal Expansion," (18)

(iii.).

VOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCY. See
"
Petrol Engine,

The Water-cooled," (3).

VOLUMETRIC HEATS : Tables of, for Nitrogen,
Carbon Dioxide, and Water Vapour. See
"
Specific Heat of Gases at High Tempera

tures," (3), (6).

w
WAKE AND HULL EFFICIENCIES. See "Ship

Resistance and Propulsion," (45).

WATER :

Boiling-point of, on Centigrade Scale, at

different barometric pressures, tabulated.

Sec
"
Thorxnomotry," (3) (v.), Table I.

Expansion of, at various temperatures. See

"Thermal Expansion," (11).

Influence of Pressure on Thermal Expansion

of, tabulated results of P. W. Bridgman.

See ibid. (12).

Latent Heat of Evaporation of, experi

mental values for, compared with those

given by theoretical formulae and tabu

lated. SOP, "Latent Heat," (P>),

Table IV.

Latent Heat of Evaporation of, Griffiths

values fox temperatures 30 and 40 C.,

tabulated. See ibid. (2), Table II.

Latent Heat of Evaporation of, A. W.

Smith's values for, tabulated. See

ibid. (4), Table III.

Latent Heat of Evaporation of, Begnault's

values for, tabulated. See ibid. (1)

(i), Table I.

Specific Heat of, at various temperatures. See

"Heat, Mechanical Equivalent of," (7).

Specific Heat of, Rcgnault's value and

application of. See ibid. (7).

WATER-POWER :

Industrial Applications of. See
"
Hy

draulics," 1IL, (46), (54).

Supply available for, and list of largest

installations. See ibid. (29).
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WATER WAVES, SPEED OF. In shallow water,

in which the depth h is small compared with

A, the wave-length,

vW<^.
In deep water, whore h is large compared

with X,

Seo

and

WATER-WHEELS. See
"
Hydraulics," (47).

WATT'S ENGINE. Soe "Steam Engine, Re

ciprocating," (11).

WAVE-LENGTH, "EFFECTIVE," determination

of, for various temperature ranges. See
"
Pyrometry, Optical," (12).

WAVE-MOTION POWER TRANSMISSION.
"
Hydraulics," (66),

WAVES :

Theory of. Seo "Ship Besistanco
*

Propulsion," (22) and (23).

Velocity of, Application of Dynamical

Similarity to. See
"
Dynamical Similar

ity, The Principles of," (13).

WHIRLING ARM DYNAMOMETER FOR TESTING

AIR-SCREWS. See
"
Dynamometers," (8).

WHITE, determination of melting-points of sili

cates, using a thermocouple. See
" Thermo

couples," (22) (iii.).

WIEN'S DISPLACEMENT LAW : the law govern

ing the distrihution of energy of radiation in

various parts of the spectrum. It states that

EA =X-5
/(Xr),

where r is the absolute temperature,
X is the wave-length of radiation

considered,

E\is the density of isotropic energy

per unit wave-length,

and / an unknown function, determined by

other conditions than thone of thermo-

dynamic. tfec
u
Radiation Theory," (.

r
>)

(ii.),
Vol. IV.

\VnoN\s KOHMULA : a formula giving
an

approximation to the curve of diHtributiou

of radiant energy along the Hpcetrum, on

the side of the nhort wave-lengths, It

hay the form

and was the earliest radiation formula to

be suggested. Soe
" Radiation Theory,"

((>), Vol. IV.

WIRN'S LAW AND STEFAN- BOLTZMAKN LAW,

CompariHon of, to 2800 0. Seo
"
Pyro

metry, Optical," (2) (iii.).

WILLABD GIBBS' TIIERMODYNAMIO POTENTIALS.

See
"
Thermodynamics," (51).

WITKOWSKI : Investigations! on the expansion
of air and hydrogen at high proHmircH,

comprising temperatures below C. See
" Thermal Expansion," (18) (iv.).

Values of pv for air at high pressures and

various temperatures, tabulated. Heo

ibid. (18) (iv.).

Values of pv for hydrogen at high pressures

and various temperatures, tabulated. Soo

ibid. (18) (iv.).

WOOD, STRENGTH TKSTS ON. 8eo "."Elawl.io

Constants, Detonnination of," (122)-(i;M).

WOOD, THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OK tfeo

u
Heat, Condnetion of," (4) and Table II.

WORM GEAR. Seo
*' Mechanical Powew," (>1).

Y
YIELD POINT definition of the yield point

and distinction between it and the elastic

limit. See
"
Elastic Constants, Determina

tion of," (21), (62).

YOUNG'S MODULUS : a term used, in the theory

of elasticity, to denote the constant E in

the strain system

T>

E and tr being constants of the material, e.m ,

ew> ezs ^^ fltrotohofl in the directions of the

axes 0#, Ov/, 0^ roBpectively, the material

being under a simple tcrusile streHH of amount
Tr See

u
Elasticity, Theory of," (4).

Z
ZERO, ABSOLUTE. See "Thermodynamics,"

(4), (21).

ZERO OF A THERMOMETER, DETERMINATION or.

Seo
"
Thermometry," (3) (iv.).

ZINO :

Atomic Heat of, at low temperatures,

Nernst's values for, tabulated. See

"
Oalorimetry, Kleetrical MethodH of,"

(11), Table VI.

Specific Heat of, at varioim tioinporiliuroH,

tabulated, with the Atomic .Heat, Stun

ibid. (10), Table V.

ZIROONTA, FuHHi), a very refractory Hubntanco

twitable for UHO aw the outer protecting
ahoath of a thermoelement. Seo

u Thermo

couples," (5) (vi.).
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Abakanowiez : Adbunk-Abakanowioz integrating
roller," Dyimmometcrs," 10(5

Abbe :

" Thermal Expansion," 873
Abbott : recorder,

"
Klastic Constants," 1(50

Abel, Sir lfyederlc.lv : apparatus,
"
^lash-point

Determination," 334, 335, 330, 337, 338 ; Abel-
Pensky apparatus, ibid. 334, 335, 330, 337, 338

Abranw : vibration test on concrete,
"

Klastio

Constants," 228 ; ilmmess of cement and strength
of concrete, ibid. 23(5, 237

j
storage of cement

and strength of concrete, ib'id. 2-10

Adams, b. 11. : shape factor,
"
Heat, Conduction of,"

4(51, 403; melting-point of palladium,
" Tem

perature, Realisation of Absolute Scale of," 8(54 ;

thcnuoeouplcH, 'ilnd. 855, 85(5,
" Thermo

couples," 017, 018, 021
Adbank : -AbakanowlcK integrating roller,

"
Dynamo

meters/' 10(5

Ahlborn : "Ship ReHiHtaiiicc and Propulsion," 713
Aitehisoa ; tensile tents at high temperatures,"

Elastic, Constants," 215, 217; hardness tests,

Aitken :

"
Thermodynamics/' 003

AUroyd : Uonmby-Akroyd oil engine, "Engines,
Homo Typical Internal Combustion/' 812, 320

Alombort, 1)' ;

"
Whip Jtolntaneo and Propulsion,"

AhuHuOl)' :

"
Thermometry/' 080

Alexander :

*'

Engines, Thermodynamics of Internal

Combustion," 208, 200, 300
Allan ;

" Steam ttnglno, Keelprocating," 7-10

Allen, K. T. : (Day, Clement, Sonman and) gas-

thermorneter observations,
"
Temperature,

Realisation of Absolute Scale of," 8(50, 801, 800

Alllhn ;
*

Thermometry/' 1001
A liner, 'Dr. :

"
Mngincn, Some Typical Internal

Combustion," 320
Altschul :

" Thermal Expansion," 808
Amagat: lluldH under high pressures,

' Thermal

Uxpaiwlon," 887, 8SH
, conation of state, ibid. 805.

and for mixed gases, ibid. 800 ; compressibility
o!" gases,

"
Thermodynamics," 058 ; imi>erl'ect

ga,s<>H, Isothernuils for, ibid. 070, 071, 072, 073,

07-1, 075, 1)7(5 ; corresponding states theorem
tented by, ibid. 073

Ames, Prof.: '*
II out, Mechanical ll(iuivalent of,"

485, -180, '!H7, -102, 403
Amontons: law of, "Lubrication, Boundary

Conditions In," 573, 574

Amslcr, A. ,). : testing machine,
"

Klastlc Const.a,nts,"

1 30, I.'if

Atxlniwrt ; conductivity of gases,
"
Heat, Conduction

of/' '150
;

tluldH under high procures,
" Thermal

Kxpannlon
" 8HO. 887, 888, 800, and imperfectV " Tbermrxfynamlcs/' 1)70

"
Iteati, Conduction of," *)47, 458. 400

na : periodic, (low methods,
"

TToat, < -on-

uuH'Jort of," 440, 450; temperature waves in

soil, ibid. <105
; unit, "Measurement, Units of,"

580
Appold : brake,

"
T)ynamomoterH," 07, i)8

Archbutt;
"

Friction," 382

Arcy, D' ; "friction/' 358, 302; "Hydraulics/'

Armstrong, Sir W, (3. :

"
Uydraullcs," 531

ArnoUL : testing machine,
"

Klastic ('onntants, 187

Arrhcnius :
*'

Thermodynamics," 977
Arsonval, D* :

"
Hoat, Mechanical Equivalent of/'

480 ;

"
TUermoatata/' 1024

Anhcroft : horizontal extcnKOiucter,
"'
Elastic Oon-

Htante," 102
; Kennedy-Ashcroft recorder, ibid.

170O. . *]

Artptlin, Joseph :

"
Elantic Constanta," 23511 '

EhiHtio Constanta," 103v\u . .rjiunuiii v uj.irn.'tm 10, as?i>

Atwater :

" Bomb CalorimcterH/' 20
AnbuirtHon, D' :

"
Hydraulics," 504

AiiHtin : (Hoiborn and)
"
Calorimetry, Method oi

Mixture^/' (50; "(iaseH, Specific Heats of" 410 ;"
En^ineH, Thermodynamics of Internal Com

bustion," 304, 305
A very, Messrs. W. & T.: testing machines, ''Elastic

Constants," 110, 125
Avopcadro : law of,

"
Avogadro's Law," 25,

" Num
ber of Molecules in a given Volume of Gas," 503 ;

44

ThermodynmuicK," 084
;

constant of,
" Thcr-

modynainicH/' T84

Bach :

" Klatic C'onHtants/' 174
; testing machine,

iMd. 211

TJacon, Francis :

"
Heat, Mechanical Equivalent of,"

478
liailey, Messrs. W. H., <fc Co. : testing machine,

"
Elastic C'onstants," 127 ; Bailey and Ileid

cement tester, ibid. 238
liairstow : (Stanton and) stress tests, Elastic

,

'llalccr : stress tests,
"

Elastic Constants," 177
;

"
Ship Resistance and J'ropnlsion," 71 ;J, 714

Balfonr-Stcwirt :

"
Thormometry/' 002

Balk :

"
DynaiuoiueterH," 08

Baly, E. (. (
(

. :

"
Liquefaction of Gases, 5^0;

' "
Temperature, Realisation of Absolute Scale

Banks': {('loodale and) "Elastic Constants," 105

Barba J. : law of, "Elastic, Constants," 140, 145;

notched bar test, ibid. 201
Barhct :

"
Viseometry," 1045, 1052

Barlow, Prof. :

" Elastic Constants," 110
_

Barnahy :

"
Hhip KcHiBtanec and Propulsion, 733,

Barnes' Dr.: (Callemlar and), "Calorimetry,
Klectriral Methods of," 83, 34 ; "Heat,
M(*e,hanical >2axiivale.nt of," 480, 481, 488, 480,

400 401, 402. 403; specific heat or water,
"
Calorimetry, Method of MixtureR," 67, Heat,

Mechanical Equivalent of," 401,
;

Latent

Heat," 552
; clenaity determination, Latent

Barsanti :'

"
EnRinefl, Thermodynamics of Internal

Comlmstion," 283
Bartoli : (Stracciati and)

"
Culorimetry, Electrical

Methods of," 42 ;

"
Calorimetry, Method of

Mixtures/' 07 ;

"
Heat, Mechanical Equivalent

of," 401
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BaruH, 0. :

"
Heat, Conduction of," 454 ; thermo

electric temperature measurement,
"

Jlesist'ince

Thermometers," OtKJ, 707,
"
Temperature,

llcalisation of Absolute Scale of," 858, 804,
*'

Thermocouples," 902,
"
Thermoelement,"

987
; apparatus,

"
Temperature, Realisation of

Absolute Scale of," 858
; boiling-points of

metals, ibid. 850
Batson, Jl. Cl, : (Stanton and)

"
Elastic Constants,"

187, 200
Battclli :

" Thermal Expansion," 808
JBaudin :

"
Temperature, Stand irds of," 87 L ;"

Thormometry," 995
Baiter :

"
Elastic Constants," 199

Bauschinger : time anil test results, "Elastic Con
stants," 15(>; mirror exte.nsomete.r, ibid. 102;
elastic limit, ibid, 173 ; modulus of rigidity,
ibid. 175 ; theory of failure, ibid. 178

;
abrasion

test, ibid. 22tt

Bazin :

"
Hydraulics," 505

Beale : blower,
"
Air-pumps," 11, 12

Beaufoy : "Ship llcsistanoe ami Propulsion," 712,
713

Becker:
'

Elastic Constants," 18(5, 187
Beckmann : thermometer,

"
Thermometry," 1008,

1009
Beccmerel, Edmond: "

Temperature, Idealisation of

Absolute Scale of," 857, 85S, 8(50

Betle :

"
Calorimctry, Electrical Methods of," 42

Behn :

"
Calorimetry, Electrical Methods of," 42 ;

" Latent Heat," 562, 503, 504
Behrens : wear tests, "Elastic Constants," 199

Beilby :

"
Lubrication, Boundary (Jonditions in," 578

Belariger :

"
Elastic Constants," 207

Bell: Coleman air machine,
"
Refrigeration," 088

Benedick, C. :

"
Elastic Constants," 192

Bennett, G-. T. :

"
Engines and Prime Movers,

Balancing of," 255, 205
Benoit :

"
Measurement, Units of," 580

;

"
Thermal

Expansion," 875, 876
Berard :

"
Calorimetry, Method of Mixtures/' 08

Berget : guard-ring method,
"
Heat, Conduction of,"

445, 452 ; sounding tube,
"
Pressure, Measure

ment of," 036

Bernouilli, D. :

"
Stream-lino Motion," 801

;

"
Struc

tures, the Strength of," 800
Berry: strain gauge, "Elastic. Constants," 101;

conductivity of gases,
"
Heat, Conduction of,"

400
Berthelot, T>. :

" Bomb Calorimeters," 29 ;

"
Fuel

Calorimetry," 401) ; explosion experiments,
"Engines, Thermodynamics of Internal Com
bustion," 298, 304 ; apparatus for latent heat
determination,

"
Latent Heat/' 558

; hydrogen
scale, "Measurement, Units of," 585; gas-sculo
corrections,

"
Temperature, Realisation of

Absolute Scale of," 844, 854 ; index of refraction
of gas^s, ibid. 855, 801 ; comparison of gan-
thermometcrs with secondary standards, 'ibid.

858
; equations,

"
Thermal Expansion," 892,

899
Binnic, Sir Alexander R. :

"
Hydraulics," 490

Bird :

"
Ship Resistance ami Propulsion," 712

Bjerrurn : explosion experiments,
"
Gasps, Specific

Heats of," UO ; volumetric heat figures, ibid.

417, 418, 410
Black: "

Latent Heat," 502, 5(51

Blackstone : engine,
"

Engines, Thermodynamics
of Internal Coiulmstion," 2S2

Blourit :

"
Elastic Constants/" 15(5, 209

Bogojawlcnsky :

"
Latent. Heat," 503, 5(54

Boitznvinn : "Calorimetry, (Quantum Theory," 72;"
Pyrometry, Optical," 043

; equation of slute," Thermal Expansion," 890. SVr below Stcfan-
Boltzmann

Borda : wheel,
"

Hydraulics," 525
; metre,"

Measurement, Units of," 580
Bonistein:

"
Latent Heat," 550

Bosseha :

"
Heat, Mechanical Kquivalent of," 'ISO,

490; "Thermal Expansion," 879
Bosstit, Abbe : "Ship Resistance and Propulsion"

712
Bottomloy :

"
Elastic Constants," 15(5

Bottonc, S. :

"
Mlasfie Constants," 199

Boudoiiard :

"
KUstio Constants," 190

JtouH-on, Matthew: " Steam MriKino, Rcciprocai'ing,"
759, 702

Bourdon : tube gauge,
"

I't'cssun 1
. Moa,surtTnont of,"

(532, 033, (534

Boussinosci : "Friction," 392;
"

H'out, Convoetion

of," 471, 472, 473
Bow: notation,

"
Structures, The Strength of," 819

Hoyden : diifuser,
"

Hydraulics," 525

Boyle, Itobort : law of,
"

Kngines, Thcnnodynaiuit'H
of Iiitornal (U.mbxistion," 273,

"
TlHU'innl

Expansion," S83,
"
ThennodynaiuicH," 924,

928, 980; thermometer,
"
Thonuomctry," 989

Boys, C. V. :

"
Caloriiuet.ry, Methods based on the

Change of State," -19 ;

"
Kuel Cahjrlmotry,"

410; formula,
"
Measurement, Units of," 587

Braak, C. : (and Onnes) gjis-scale corrections,

"Temperature, Realisation of Absolute, Scale

of," 841; boiling-point of oxygen, ilml. 850;
vapour- pn\sHuro measurements, ibi<i. S50

;

platinum-rcisistaiUHi tbermomet^er, Unit. 851 ;

hy<lrogen ad low temperatures, ?V/W, 844,
"'Thormal Itlxpansiou," 888

Braco : (Lynch and) extensometer,
"

Elastic (lon-

Htants," 1(55

Bramah :

"
Elastic; Constants," 11(5

Brayton : engine,
"

Engines, ThermodynnmicH of

'internal Combustion," 279, 287, 288, 290, 291,
292

Bregowsky :

"
Klasti<i Constants," 2CJ

Breuil:
"'

I-il-wtle. Constants," 1l), 209
Bi'itlgciuau :

"
Khistie, Constants," 187; gaugt^H,

"
I'n^ssure, Measurement, of," (Ml, (W5 ; oxpan-

sion of witer,
" Thermal ,1'jXpaiiision," H82

;

expansion of water and mercury under1

pressure,
ibid. 880, 882

BriiK^ll, .J. A.: hardness test, "Elastic Constiints,"

191, 192, 19U ; machines for, ibid, HKMOO
Brinkwortb :

"
Calorimet.ry, Electrical Metdiods of,"

44 ;

"
Calorimetry, Method of Mixtures," 71

Brix :

"
friction," Ii(52

Broch: units of mass, "Measurement, Units of,"
580 ;

"
Resistance Thermometers," 70(5 ; for

mula,
" Thermal Expansion," 879, 880

;

"
Thor-

mome.try," 995
]irodhun : (Lununer and), si)ectro-j)hotomct(^r,"

Pyrometry, Optical," 044
Brown, Captain : cable-tenting machine,

"
Elastlt^

Constiants," 1 10

Brown, J. C. :

"
L:vtent ITeat," 5(52

Bruruie : (uti I Sclmlc) copper-crushers,
"
Elastic

('Onst^uids/' 1,'itS

Buckingham : hydrogen scale,
"
Measurement,

Units of," 585
; c<>nstant-preHHim> t.hcnuoiueter,"

TemiK'ratiiire, RealisatJon of Absolute Sealo

of," H4 1
; gas-senlc eorreclJoiiH, ibid. H-M, H-15,

85:?, 854
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Kadon thermometer,

"
Thennometry,"

101:1

Bue.kton, Messrs. .1,, <t Co.: f^estang mnchiiu^s,"
Elastic (!ouHt.antw,

M
120, 121, 125
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"
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"
Latent

Heat," 5(5!$, 5(54' explosion experiments,"
Engines, ThormotlynamlcH of Internal Com-

buKtion," 298
Burgess :

"
Lubri(^atlon, Boundary Conditions In,"

574
; niie.ropyromete.r,

"
Pyrometry, Optical,"

047; emissivity investigations (with Vooto or

Waidner), ibid. (555, 05(5, 058, (559, 000, 001,"
Pyromt^.try, Total Radiation," (574, 075, 070

;

table for Kery pyrometer (with "Kooto).
"
Pyro-

inetry, Total lUdiatJon," 008, (570 ; boiling-

point of sulphur (vvllh Mueller),
"

R.esiHt/ane.c

ThennoineterH," (595, 70-1, 705 ; interpolated
fixed points (with Wahlner),

"
Teinpenvtiun^,

R( v!ili,sat.ion of Absolute Scale of/
1

S55, 85(5,

8(55, SOO

C;uly, V. 10. : (Hyde, l^orsythe, and)
"
Pyrometry,

"Optical," 050, 051, 0(51;
"
Temperature,

Realiwition of Absolute Scale of," .HOH

Caille(;et, : "NaUererand Cailletel," 59,"{
;

" Tbennal
Expansion," ,MM(5, 80S

('all<Midar, If. L. : (and Barnes) mechanical equiva
lent of heat,

'

Ca.lorimetry, Klectrlcal Met.hods
of," JiJi,

"
Iffut, Meeha.nlcjil IO<|Uivalent( of/

1

^181, 'IKH-490, -192, ({):*; Hpecille heat, of ll<|ui(lH,

"Cnlorlmelry, I^lectrical Mellindu of," ;{:t, ;M ;

it'(
v

<
<

a.lorim< >

ler,
"

Calorimeliry, Mel.lmdn based
on Change of Sf.aif*/

1

-I',); Bpceille heat- of \vai( v

r,

?7m/. (57, "Latent, Heat," 55!t ; Hpcclllo heat
of gases,

u
Calorim<(ry, JOIectj'leal Methods of,"

41, -I:*, "Culnrlmelry, Molliod of Mixtures/'
08, 71,

'"

J'JjiglnoH, TliermodyiutiulcH of Internal
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Combustion," 308,
"
Oases, SpecHlc, Heats of,"

418; calorie,
"
Calorimetry, Method of Mix

tures," (57, "Measurement, Units of," 580
; gas-

thormoincter corrections,
"

Mngine.s, Thermo
dynamics of .Internal Combustion," 270,"
Temperature, Realisation of Absolute Scale

of," 844, 845; olHciency formula,
"
Engines,

Thermodynamics of Internal Combustion," 287
;

radiation IOHH, ibid. 20;J
; on Clerk's results,

ibid. M08
; conductivity of metals,

"
Beat,

Conduction of/' 44,'J, 440, -1-I7, '150
; conductivity

of liquids, ibid. 454, 455
; temperature waves

in Holl, Ibid. 4(55 ; latent heal, of steam,
"
Latent

float," 55 I, 555, 550 ; hydrogen s<'nle,
"
Mcasure-

inent, Units of," 585
; (and (Jriiliths) resistance

thermometer,
"

Resistance, Thermometers," 00;i,

(504, 000, 701, "Temperature, Realisation of
Absolute Scale of," 848, 851, 854; boiling-point
of sulphur,

"
Resistance Thermometers," GOB,

"Temperature, Realisation of Absolute Scale of,"
85S; resistance bridge,

*'
Kesisfa.nco Thcrmo-

moters," 008, 708, 700 ; (and Meolson)
" Steam

Engine, Theory of," 772; theory of jets, ibid.

777,
" Steam Turbine, The Physics of the," 780,

"Thermodynamics," 047; (and UrilHtlm) lixed

points Interpolated,
"
Temperature, Realisation

of Absolute Scale of," 855
; constant-pressure

gas* thermometer, ibid. 8<57, 8(58
; expansion

of silica glass, 'ibid. 8(57, 8(58, "Thermal Expan
sion," 874, 881; experiments, "Thermal
M pansion," 880, 881

; equations, ibid. 803, 804,
80(5,

"
Thermodynamics," 074, Ou<5 ; recording

potentiometer,
"
Thermocouples," 012, OK>;

absolute ssero,
"
ThenuodyuaniieH," 024 ;

vaporisation, ibid, 0(5(5

Calvert :

" KlasUc (Constants," 101 ; "Ship Kesist-
anee and Propulsion," 7U5

Capp ; multiplying dividers,
"

Mla,si.ie. Constants,"
iin

(!arnot, Siull : ideal cycle,
"

'KnKlnes, Thermo-
<lynum'n's of Internal Combustion," 2(58, 209,
270, 270, 287, 200, 202, "Steam 'Mntflno,

Theory of," 7M, 7(54, 7(55, 7(5(5,
" Thermo-

dyumutcH," Oil I, O.S2, , 94-7; function,"
Mnptlties, ThermodynamicH of Jniornal Com

bustion," 270
Carpenter:

"
llt^at, Convection of," 473

Carptuitler : -Hospitaller indicator,
"

PreHRtire,
Measunun(Mit of," o:$8

(^axln:
"
ThermodyuamleH," 001

Celsius:
"
Thermometry," 000

Ohtti')t)uls : (and Harker) comparison of thermo
meters,

"
Heat., Mechanical K(|uivalont of,"

484, "Temperature, Realisation, of Absolute
Scale of," 84:i, 840, 848, 840, 850, 854,

" Thor-
monu>try," 008

; hoilluK-polnt of HulT)hur,"
U,<slstauee Thermometers," (505, "Tempera-

tun*, Realisation of Absolute Scale of," 85!$;
expansion of silica

(jlass,

"
Thermal Expansion,"

874 ; (Munitions, ibitl. 880 ; boiling-point deter
mination apparatus,

"
Theumoinotry," 001

Charles : law of,
"

KiiKlnos, Thermodynamies of
Internal Combustion," 27IJ, "Thermal Expan
sion," 88;i,

"
TluM'inodynamies," 024

(harpy: tests,
"

Hljistlc. (Constants," 10!J, 200, 201,

202, 207, 21(5; pendulum machine, 'ibid. 20'3,
20(5

Chattoelc : mauotneter,
"

Friction," 848
; pfanpjo,"

Pressure, Measurement of," 040, (541

Che/<y :

"
Hydraulics," 501

Cluvc :

"*

lloat, Conduction of," 452;
"
Thor-

momei.ry," lOI.'i

Cla[)<i.vrou : theorem of throe moments,
"
Strnc.tnroR,

tlui Hi.renKtli of," 811; (iquation,
" Thermo-

dyiuunics," 048, 940, 0(50

Clark, Ade: thermal efficiency tests,
*'

MnKlnos,
Thermodynamics of Internal Combustion," 282,"

Kngines, Some Typical Internal Combustion,"
MO ; coll,

"
Thermodynamics," 080

Clarice :

"
ir<^a.l', (V)n<luc1'.lon of," 4(50

; metro,"
IV^'asuroiuenl;, trnlts of," 580 ; ellipsoid,

ibid. 587
Claude, U. :

"
M(|uoftLctlon of Oas<w," 5(58

Clauslus : second la.w of thermodynamics,
"

lOnwiimR,

Th(rmodyn.'imlcs of Internal Combustion,"
2(58; kinetic, theory,

"
Friction," !M 4; equations,

"Thermal Expansion," 888, 800, 801, 802, ROB,"
Tbermodynamlos," 074, 980

; entropy,
"
Thor-

nulynainlc.H." OH7, 9(51

VOL. i

Clay : (Onncs and)
"
Temperature, Realisation of

Absolute Scale of," 851, 852
Clement, .7. K. : "Boot, Conduction of," 438, 441

;

"Beat, Convection of," 473; gas-thermometer
comparisons (vuth Ihiy),

"
Temperature, Idealisa

tion of Absolute Scale of," 850, 805, (with Day
SoRimm, and Allen) Hid. 854, 850, 8G1

Clement : (and Ursonncs)
"

TlierinorlynamicFs,'* 968
Cleric, Sir Jnipahl: two-stroke cycle, "Engines,

Thcnnodynamics of Internal C'ombnsfion."
282, 284, 285, 28C, 289, 290, 29G, and engine,"

Jinpincs, Some Typical Internal Combustion "

312, 91{),a20, 321
;
tests by,

"
Juigircs, Thcrmo-

dynninicH of Jntornjil Combustion," 201, 202;
conditions within n pns engine when working, ibid
203, 204

; radiation losses, ibid 295
; heat-flow,

'ilid. 205 ; constant-volume explosion experi
ments and results, iliiL 208, 200, 302, 303, 305
300, 308, 300; ideal efficiency of Otto cyclop
'ilnfi. 31 1

; air standard values, ibid. 81] :

constant -pressure explosion experiments,"
Cases, Spocilie Heats of," 410

Clibbens :

"
J'hase Jinle," 022

('ol)b: (Bongill, Hodsman, and) "Heat, Con
duction of," 438, 439, 458

Coblentz, W. W. : "Temperature, Realisation of
Absolute Scale of," 8(52, 803

Cokcr : strain-measurement,
"
Elastic Constants "

1(1(5, 107, J75, 170, 2^7; turbulent flow, "Heat,
Convection of," 473

Colding :

"
3 Feat, Mechanical Equivalent of," 479

C'olemnn : Hell-Colcmim air machine,
"
Kofrigera-

tion," 088
C'ollardoan :

"
Thermal Expansion," 808

Collins :

"
Heal,, Mechanical Equivalent of," 492

Compan :

"
Heat, Convection of," 471, 470

Condorcet, Mar<|iiis de : "Ship Itosistancc and
Propulsion," 712

Constant! nosco, G. :

"
Hydraulics," 540

Cook :

"
Elastic Constanis," 187

Cooke :

'*

Calorinictry, Klectrical Methods of," 33
(Virliss : valves,

*' Steam Engine, Reciprocating,"
740

Corning : normal gluHs,
'*

Thermometry," 1000
Couctte :

"
Viscometry," 1047

C'oulomb : maximum shear theory,
"
Elastic Con

stants," 180 ; law of,
"
Lubrication, Boundan'

('onditlpiis in." 573, 574
Crafts : Ixiiling-points, "Temperature, Realisation

of Absolute Scale of," 832, 853, 855
Crawford, W. W. : "Air-pumps," 20; "Elastic

Constants," 187
Cripps :

'* Thermal Expansion," 801
Croinmclhi :

"
Temperature, 3<ealiBation of Absolute

Scale of," 852
Crompton, Col. :

"
Elastic Constants," 233

Crookes, Sir
^yillialll

:

"
Thermocouples," 902

Crosby : indicator, "Pressure, Measurement of,"
030

Crova :
"

3
>
yr<nn(*try, Optical," 002

Crowe :

"
Pyroniet.ry, Total Itadiation," 070

Crowt.her : (Lee and)
"
Elastic C'onstants," 214, 215

Cnmrnlng :

"
Thenuodynamics," 083

CuuninKham :

"
lOlastic Constants," 181

Curtis:
" Steam Turbine, The Physics of the," 780;"

Turbine, Development of the Steam," 1020

Dalby, W. E. :

"
Elastic Constanta," 170

;

"
Engines

and Prime- Movers, Balancing of," 255, 250, 250
Dalton, J. J

J
. : equation, "Thermal Ex]>ansion,"

802, MS, 807
;
law of,

"
Thermodynamics," 075,

08(5

"Danicsli : cell,
"
Tliermodynamios," 970, 080

"Darling:
"
Thermocouplea," 014

Davidson :
"
Thennometry," 1010

Davi(\s, 11.:
" Thermal Expansion," 890

Davis:
"

Heat, Convection of," 473, 470; (Jacob
and)

*'
Lat.ent Heat," 555

'Davy, Sir Humphry :

"
Heat, Mechanical Equiva

lent of," 470
;

"
Temperature, Realisation of

Absolute Scale of," 857
Day, A. L. : engine,

"
Engines, Some. Typical

Internal Combustion," 325, 320
;

"
Heat,

Mechanical Ktinivalent of." 484
(and Sosinan), gas-thermometer comparisons,"

Pyrometry, Optical," 0-J4,
"
Tempernture,

Realiwation of Absolute Scale of," 853, 851),

808, 800
; melting-point of palladium,

"
Pyro-

metry, Optical," 001, "Pyrometry, Total Radia-
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tion," 005, "Temperature, Realisation of Absolute

Scale of," 8(54; melting-point of sold, "Pyro-
ino.try, Total .Radiation," 065 ; boiling-point of

sulphur, ".Resistance Thermometers," 095, "Tem-

pcraturo, Realisation of Absolute Scale o!'," KM ;

freezing-point of sold,
"
Resistance Thermo

meters," 707 ; melting-point of inorganic, com
pounds,

"
Temperature, .Realisation of Absolute

Scale of," 8t> L
; thermocouples, ibid. 8(55

; pro

tection of thermocouples,
"
Thermocouples," UK),

917
(Clement and) "Temperature, .Realisation of

Absolute Scale of," 859, 860, 805

(Clement, Sosmnu ami) interpositions,
"
Tempera

ture, Idealisation, of Absolute Scale of," 8(55 ;

nitrogen-thermometer comparisons, ibid. 854, 80 1

805 ; interpolations.
"
Temperature, .Realisation

of Absolute Scab of," 865
;

" Thermal Expan
sion," 875

(Sosman, Allen and) ibid. 860, 801

Bebye :

"
Calorimctry, Quantum Theory," 73, 74, 75

Dcchend :

"
Latent Hoat," 55!)

Declcy, R. M. :

"
Friction," 382, 383

Delaroche :

"
Galorimetry, Method of Mixtures," 08

Dclikhov :

"
Elastic Constants*," 209

Denison: testing machine, "Elastic Constants/'

119, 120
Derihon:

"
Elastic Constants," 10!)

Desains :

"
Latent Heat," 502, 504

Desdouits :

"
Dynamometers," 100

Desormes: (OliSmcnt and), "Thermodynamics," 908

Deapretz :

"
Latent Heat," 501

Deval :

"
Elastic Constants," 220, 230

Deville, St. Claire-. "Temperature, Realisation of

Absolute Scale of," 857, 858

Dewar, J. :

"
Air-pumps," 23 ;

"
Calorimeter," 32 ;

"
Calorimetry, Methods based on (Uumse oC

State," 48, 53, 54, 55, 50 ;

"
Calorimetry,

Quantum Tlieory," 72; "Intent ILcat," 502;
"
Liquefaction of Oases," 504 ; boiling-point

of oxygen,
"
Temperature, Realisation of

Absolute Scale of," 850
; platimmi-resistanco

thermometer, ibid. 850 ; thermoelements, ib'ul.

852, "Thermocouples," 919; values, "Thermal
Expansion," 898

Dewrance :

"
Mastic Conslvints," 210

Dickinson; "Bomb Calorimeicr,'
1

29;
"
Calori-

metry, Method of Mixtures," 00, 01 ; Intent

heat' of fusion,
"
Latent Heat," 5(53, 5(5-1

;

(and Mueller) ealorimrtrit; bridge,
"

Resistance!

Thermometers," 698, 090 ; boiling-point, of

sulphur, ibid. (505,
"
Temporaturo, Roallsution

of Absolute Sciilo of," 853 ; thermometer,"
Resistance Thermometers," 000, 097,

" Tem
perature, Realisation of Absolute Sculo of," 847

;

gas-thermometer comparisons,
"
Temperature,

.Realisation of Absolute Scale of," B47, 848
Diesel :

"
Engines, Thermodynamics of Internal

Combustion," 27!)
;

1'our-stroke engine, and
cycle, ibid. 279, 281, 282, 288, 200, 291, 292, 290,
21)7, "Engines, Some Typical Internal Com
bustion," 312, 328; two-stroke engine,

"
Engines,

Some Typical Internal Combustion," 330
Diesselhorst : (Jaeger and)

"
Calorimctry, Electrical

Methods of," 42; "Hoat., Conduction of,"

440, 447, 458, 450
Dicterici : constant of ico calorimeter,

"
Cnlorimetry,

Methods based on Change of State," 48,
"Latent EEeat," 551, 555; mechanical equiva
lent,

"
Heat, Mechanical Kwiivalcnt of," 480 ;

experiments,
"
Latent I feat," 551 ; data For

steam, 'ibid. 555 ; latent heat of fusion, ibid. 503,
50-1 ; equations,

"
Thermal Expansion," 85)2,

893,
"
Thermodynamics," 972

Dillner:
"

Elastic/ Constants," 193

Diinenuon : thermometer,
"
Thcrmornetry," 1000

Dix :

"
Elastic Constants," 20(5

Dobbic : -McJnnes indicator,
"

Pressure, Meafmre-
meut of," 037

Dobson, CL M. B. :

"
Friction," 355, 350, 375

Doolittlo:
"
yisoometry," 1052

l)orand :

"
Ship JResistawo and Propulsion," 720, 733

Dorry :

"
Elastic Constants," 22(5

Dorsey :

"
Thonual Expaiwion," 87-1

])ougill :

"
Heat, Conduction of," -139, -158

Doyen, Joseph :
"
Dyiuunoincters," 106

Drebbol:
" Thermometry," 98!)

Drude :

"
Jloat, Conduction of," 'ir>0

.Dulniat: 'Mlydraulicn," 504

Dudley, Boyd :

"
H(at, Conduction ol, -l.tO

Diullo'v C. H. :

*'
Klantic Constants," 1HI

DudloV, 1*. H. :

"
lOlastic Constants," MO

ihdoiig : (and Petit) si)cci(lc beat of copper,
"
CaJorl-

metry, Kloetrical Methods of," -lii ; law of,
"
Cal'orimotry, Quantum Theory," 72; licat. IOHH

experiments, "Heat, Convection of," -173, >h-l,

47(5, -177 ;
absolute expansion of u liquid,

" Thermal Expansion," H7H

J)uluea, Mile.:
"
Viscomctry," 1051

JMincnn : ".Heat, Conduction of," -M7

Dunkerlcv :

"
KincnuU.lcs of Machinery,

11
55(1

Dupr^. : equation of Htiitc,
"
Thermal Mxpauslon,

*

Duimy : extcnsometcr,
"

Elastic CouHUiuts," UW
l)uH(iii, Van :

" Latent Heat," 557

Edeleami, L. :

"
Viscometry," 1051

Men: "Elastic OonHUmts," 181,1 H3 .....
Edlund :

"
Heat, Mechanical Equivuhuit oi,' 480

Edwards, C. A. : (and \VilliH) hardness tests,
" KUmtic

(VmKtants," 190, 217

Ey :

"
Heat, Conduction of," 4 UK

Kilfcl, M. :

"
Friction,

1 ' 300
Einstein :

"
Calorimctry, Quantum Theory," 73, 7-1 ;

"(Jason, Spccillc IlcatKof," -11H

Elliot, Prof. :

"
MlimtJc Constants," M2

Emery, A. If. : testing nuicliinc,
"
Klnstic Const nuts,"

U7, 128, 129

Enffler, C. :

"
Viscomt^ry," 10-17, 1051

Enko : rotairy pump,
"

HydraullcK," 5M
Erhard: (and Scliericl) "Temperature, KculiHiitioii

of Absolute Scales of," 858, 800
Ericsson: rettenorai.ivo entfino,

"
Thcrmodyuauilcs,"

930
Estrcichcr :

"
Latent llcul.," 550, 502; "Tempera

ture, Realisation of Absolute Scale of," 850
Eueken :

"
II cat, Conduction of," -101

Eulcr; critical load, "Dynamical Similarity, The
Principles ot," 03;

"
Whip Resistance and

Propulsion," 712; "Structures, The Strength
of," 814, 815

Euiuorfopoulos : boiling-point of sulphur,
"

lieslst-

juice
r

rh<M'momc(.crs," (595, "Temperature,
Realisation of Absolute Scale of," 8,

r
>3

; com
parison of }r,MH-thermoiueter.M, "Temperature-,
Rcallsa-tioii of Absolute Scale of," H-13, 8-15;
sources of error in wis-tlKM'inonicdcrs, ibid. 8(57

Kverctt :

"
II cut, Con(luct.ion of," 'l(5r>

Kwald :

"
Calorimctry, (^uaiitiiun Theory," 7;>

.MwliiK, Sir ,1. K. :

"
Elasticity, Theory ol," ivlcr-

ouces, 1251
; (xtcuHom(t<r,

"
Mlnstlc ('tuiHtunl-K,"

J01, 1(52, ,1(55; compresHometcr, ihiii, 1(55;

"Friction," 393; "Lubrication, Boundary
Conditions in," 574

Fahrenheit :

"
Measurement, tJnltH of," 585 ;"

Thennometry," 989
Vuirbairn:

"
ElaHlilc Constants," 170

.Karaday : chlorine Handled,
"
Thcruuil Kxpannlon,"

88(5 ; laws,
"
Thormoilymutnics." 981

Faust, Prof. 0. :

"
Friction," 340

Favre ;

"
Heat, Mechanical Equivalent of," -180

Fcdcrow :

" Thermal Expnnsion," 870
Fcnnintf :

"
Kn^iiu'S, Some Typical Internal Com

bustion," 325
Kerry :

"
Calorimctry, Method of Mixtures," (52, (53

Fcry : "Bomb Calorimeters," ii7 ; "Calorimctry,
Method of Mixtures," (57, (58 ; Instruments,
"
Pyromctry, Total .Radiation," 0(5(5, (507, (5(58,

(5(59, (570, (57 1 , (57:5

Fidlcr, Prof. (Hnxion :

"
Hydraulics," r>()[) ;

"
Sirtic-

tures, llu WtroiiKi.Ii oi'," 815

Firth, Bernard :

"
Mlahth 1

CoiiHliint.H," M7
Fis(dier :

" Bomb <!al<>Hm<tcrH," 121)

Fl/cau :

"
Thcrnuil Expansion," 87:5, 87-1, 87(5

Fleming:
"
Temperature, Itcalisatlon of Absolute

Scale of," 850
Fletcher :

"
Latent Heat," 5(52

Foeppl :

"
lOlastlc ConMianls," 101

Foot(t : (Burgess and)
"

cll'cctlvc
"

wavc-hui^thH,"
Pyromctry, Optical," (550, Ml : emisslvlty,

ibid, (555,
"

Pyromcl'-ry, Total Radiation," (574,

(575, (570; Ft'ry pyrometer table,
"
PyrotnetTy,

Total Had lut Ion," (5(58, (570: (Harrison and)
circuit sehemo,

"
ThonuocoujMes," 9(H
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Korbes :

"
flout, Conduction of," 442, 443, 450

Korsythe, W. M. : (Mendonhall and) Stefan- Boltz-
mann law checked by,

"
Pyrometry, Optical,"

044,
"
Pyromctry, Total Radiation," 605 ;

distribution of energy in spectrum of
"

full

radiator,"
"
Pyromotry, Optical," 044, (545; op

tical pyrometer, ibid. 044, 045, (MO; (Hyde, Cady
and) "jMVeetivo

" wave -length determination,
ibid. (550, (551

; transmission curves, ibid. (152 ;

intensity reduction, ibid. 053, (554
; (Mendcuhall

and) molting- point of refra.etory elements,
'ibid. (5(50; (Hyde, Cady niul) determination
of (-a, "Temperature, idealisation of Absolute
Scale of," 803

069, 073^oster:
"
Pyrometry, Total Radiation,"

t'ottiuger: tfoar, "Hydraulics," 530
Courier :

"
Heat, Conduction of," 420

'Nmrneyron : turbine,
"
Hydraulics," 525

<\)X : (TmvorH and) comparison of Raw- scales,"
Temperature, Realisation of Absolute Scalo

of," 843 ; boiling-point of oxygen, ibid. 850
I'Yancis ; turbine,

"
Hydraulics," 52(5

I'Yaulvllu : (and Kruus)
"

Latent Heat," 55(5

1'Ynnx : (\Vicdemanu and) "Heat, Conduction of,"
MO, 450

Kremont: tests,
"

Klastio ConstantH," 153, 201, 204,
205, 207

Kroude, \V. : water brako,
"
Dynamometers," 00,

100; dynamometer, ibid. 103, KM," Hydraulics,"
537 ; index law of resistance,

4 '

Kriction," 303 ;

experiments Ibid. 303, 304, 305, 402,
"
Sbip Re

sistance an<l Propulsion," 712, 713, 7M, 715;
propellers,

"
Sbip Resistance and Propulsion,"

720, 731

Kulton, Robert: " Steam
tUngiuo, Reciprocating," 7(52

Guede, W. : piston pump, "Air-pinups," 7; rotary
mercury pump, ibid, H, ; molecular pump,

t

ibid. 17, 18; dilVusion pump, -ibid. 10, 20;
'spocdlc, heats,

"
Calorimetry, Kleetrical Methods

of," 37
(Galileo;

"
Klectrleal Constants," 110;

" Thermo-
motry," OK!)

Walton, Captain :

"
1'Yletion," 303

UiimwHIot:
"
Hydraulics," 505

Gannon ;

"
Calorlmolry, ftluctrlcal Methods of," 33 ;

(Schuster and)
"
Heat, Mc^cbanieal ICquivaU^nt

of/' -ISO, 487, >JHH, ^100, 402, 40!i

(larratt : oJctenHonu^^^r,
"

MlaHtic CoustantH," 158
(\i\vy '. tests,

"
I'llast.ic Coimtant.M," 100, 22(5

Uay-l/iiHHao : law, "Thermal Expansion/' 883
UoberH: (Taylor ntul) "Ship Resistance and Pro

pulsion," 71!i, 7M, 727, 720

etu'(, A. :

"
Air-pumtts," 20

(JelHHler: pump,
"

Air-puiuiiH," 7, 0; d<iiHity of

J<-e,
"

( -alorlmctry, Methods based on Change of

Slate," 50
(Berber;

"
Mlastie ConHtauts," 170

(JlbbH, Willard :

"
Phas( Kule," 010, 012, 013, 010;

poteuf,ials,
"
Thermodynamics," 050; electro

motive I'oire of cell, ibid. OHO
;

(UbbH-lTolm-

holtx (Hjuatiion, ibid. 080
<W>HOU, Prof. A, If.: ((Bindley and) "Friction," 344,

34(5, 300; "TlydraulIcH," 507;
u
Viscometry,"

1051
Oill'ard ; Injector,

"
HydraulicH," 510

(Urard : hupuls< > (,urbli\o,
"

Hydraulics," 524, 525
(Jlnsnr:

"
Cnlorlmetry, Mloetrienl Methods of," 42

(llaxebrook, Sir H., :

"
Heat, Mechanical Kcpuvalcnt

of," -18(5, .102

(ioldbem; wear tests,
"

Mhistic <
t

oi)Htaits," 100

(InldMchmidt :

"
Heat, <N)ndu<'tlon of," 454

Uooeh; link motion, "Hteam Undine, Reciprocating,"
740

dloodnl^:
"

Klastlc ('OitHtants," 105

Uoodmiui, Prof. : shear tent,
"

Mlastic ConHtiints,"

153; exteiiHomcder, ibid. KS2;
"

friction," 308,
300

(Jon> :

"
Ship lttslHta.nc( and Propulsion," 712

(ioudlc ;

" Steam Turbine, the Physics of the,"

781, 783
"

Heat, Conduction of," 'lf>4.
, ,

(Jray : apparatus,
"

l^hish-poiut Determination,"

335, 337, 338
;

value for xenon,
" Thermal

lOxpanslon/' 801

(Jreenhlll, Sir Coorwe :

"
l^rlctlon," 300

(Irlinth :

M
KlaHtlclty, Theory of," 251

UHlHthH, l
(

3. II,:
"
CaJorlmotry, Mleetrleal Metluxls

of," 33, 3.1
; Hpoclllc lieiit of aniline, ibid. 34, 35 ;

(and "Ezor Griffiths) specific heats of metals,
ibid. 37-40, 41, 43 ; formulae tested by,

"
Calori-

metry, Quantum Theory," 73, 74
; stirrcr,"

Calorimetry, Method of Mixtures," 59;
caloric, ibid. G7

;
slab method,

"
Heat, Con

duction of," 439, 440
;

bar method, ibid. 443 ;

heat loss experiment,
"
Heat, Convection of,"

47(5, 477 ; mechanical equivalent,
"
Heat,

Mechanical llqnivalent of," 480 ; specific
heat of water, ibid. 485-487, 490, 401, 402, 493:
latent heat of evaporation of water,

"
Latent

Kent," 55], 552; data for steam, ibid. 554,
558

; (and Marshall), latent heat of benzene,
ibid.

n

5(51 ; lllamcnt pyrometer,
"
Pyrometry,

Optical," 04 f> ; platinum resistance thermometer,"
Resistance Thermometers," 003

; (Callendar
and) ibid. 004, 095, C>00 ; bridge, ibid. 698 ;

thermoelectric key, ibid. 702
Griflltlw, Mxcr : (and K H. Griffiths) specific heats

of metals,
"
Calorimetry, Electrical Methods of,"

37-40, 41, 43 ; formulae tested by, ibid.,
"

Culori-

motry, Quantum Theory," 73, 74
; constant of

ice calorimeter,
"
Calorimetry, Methods baaed

on Change, of State," 48; (Siemens and)
thermometers compared,

"
Temperature, Real

isation of Absolute Scale of," 848
; (Callendar

and) boiling-point of .sulphur, ibid. 853 ; inter

polations, ibid. 855
Oindley :

"
(.'alorimetry, Method of Mixtures," 71 ;

(and Gibson)
"
Friction," 344, 340, 300

G rover :

"
Engines, Thermodynamics of Internal

Combustion," 298
Gruueison, R. : "('alorimetry, Quantum Theory,"

74;
"

II eat, Conduction of," 400; "Thermal
Expansion," 875

Uuerioke, Otto von : pump,
"
Air-pumps," 5, 0, 7

(iuost :

"
Klawtic. ('oiwiauts," 186, 187

Guillaume :

"
lleut, Mechanical Equivalent of,"

484 ;

"
Thermometry," 092, 900

(iuillery: imput testing machine, "Elastic Con
stants," 203, 20-1, 205, 200

Gimlet: (and Revillon)
"

Khistio Constants," 217
GuinlU'.U: "Thermostats," 1023
Gntonnuth : valve, "Hydraulics," 512
Gutho : (Patterson and)

"
Heut, Mechanical

l'j<iuivalent of," 487, 402
Guthrlo : "Phase Rule," 014

Gwyer; (TraverH and)
"
Resistance Thermometers,"

700,
"
Temperature, 3ienlisation of Absolute

Scale of," 851
; interpolations, ibid. 855

Iludcnoy, W. :

"
Elastic Constants," 154

Hudilold : "KlaHtlc ConHl,ants," 103, 217

irapjen, 'B. : pump,
41

Air-pumps," 7

TTaigh, B. t*. : tests,
"
Elastic Constants," 177, 182,

184, 101 ;
maximum resilience theory, ibid. 180

Hallston, G, :

"
Elastic- Constants," 150

Hall:
"

Heat, Conduction of," 442, 458
TTancock ;

"
Elastic Constants," 187

Itarhord :

"
Klanti<* Constants," 202

itarker, J. A. :

4 *

Calorimetry, Method of Mixtures,"
05; (llartos and)

"
Jjatent Heat," 558

; boiling-

point of sulphur,
*'

JteHistan<ie Thermometers,"
005, "Temperature, Itoalisation of Absolute
Scal(^ of," 853 ; platinum-resistances thcrmo-
m< k

ter,
"
Tempera tur<s, Kealisation of Absolute

Scale of," 848, 854, 805
; gas-thermometer

comparisons, ibid. 848, 850 ; thermocouples,
ibid. 805

; vernier potentiometer,
kl Thcrmo-

eouplen," i)00

Harlovv, K. !. :

" Thermal Expansion," 881, 8K2

ilarper :

"
Calorimetry, Mltictrical Methods of," 4L;

"
Liitent IToat," 503, 504

Harrison :

"
Friction," 370, 377, 378 ;

circuit

Kcheine, "Thermocouples," 004

irnrtitf : extonsonict.oi
1

,

"
HJlastle CoiiHtants," 105

ICartloy :

"
Knc-l Calorimotry," 400

IlartoK : (and Ifarkcr)
"

Latent ITcat," 558

ITjiste :

"
Hydraulics," 512

Hatdcld ; on Sankey test,
"

Elastic. Constants," 180

Hatt :

"
Wlantic Constants," 200, 224, 228

Tlausrath : (Whifco, Dicssolhorst and), potentio-

metor,
"
ThcnnoconplcH," 008, 5K>0, 910

TFausKncr:
"

liluHtic. ConHtantH," 100
Havelock ; "Ship KoHiHtance, and Propulsion,"

720, 722
JIayward;

"
I^Uvstic Constants," 152, 175

Heathcote, IT. L. : ncleromotcr,
"

Elastic Constants,"
100
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Heimrod :

"
Heat, Mechanical Equivalent of/' 402

Heie-Shaw : pump,
"
Hydraulics," 538

Helmholtz, R. von :

"
Engines, Thermodynamics

of Internal Combustion/' 203
;

"
Friction,"

347, 359, 360 ; free energy,
"
Thermodynamics,"

959 ; electromotive force of cell, ibid. 980, 081 ;

Gibbs-Hclmholtz etiuation, ibid. 981
Hcnby :

"
Elastic; Constants," 228

Henning, F. : micrometer extensomtiter,
"
Elastic Con

stants," 158
; (HEolboni ami)

"
Calorimctry,

Method of Mixtures," 60, 71
; constant pressure

experiments, "Cases, Specific treats of/' 410,
417, 418 ; experiments,

"
Latent Heat," 552,

553 ; data for steam, {bid. 555
; formula, ibid.

555
; boiling-point of sulphur,

"
Resistance

Thermometers," 695,
"
Temperature, Real

isation of Absolute Scale of," 853
;

low tem
perature determination,

"
.Resistance Ther

mometers," 706
; pressure and volume co

efficients,
"
Temperature, Realisation of Absolute

Scale of/' 842 ; comparison of gas-scales, ibid.

843, 845, 854; interpolated iixed points, ibid.

849, 850, 855, 856
; vapour pressure measure

ments, ibid. 850
; constant-volume thermometer

corrections, ibid. 867, 808
; expansion of silica

glass,
" Thermal Expansion," 874

Henry : law,
"
Thermodynamics," 070

Hercus : (and Laby) conductivity of gases,
*'

Heat,
Conduction of," 456, 458, 460

Hermann :

"
Calorimctry, Electrical Methods of/

1

42

Herscliel, \V. H. :

"
Viscomctry," 1052

Hertzbcrg :

" Bomb Calorimeters/' 20
Hess :

"
Latent Heat," 562, 564

Heuse : (Sclieel and)
"
Calorimetry, Electrical

Methods of," 45, 46, 48 ; diaphragm gauge,"
Pressure, Measurement of/' 640 ; expansion

of silica glass,
" Thermal Expansion," 874

Heycock, K H. : (and Neville)
"
Phase Rule," 618 ;"

Resistance Thermometers," 603, 707, 708 ;

interpolations,
"
Temperature, Realisation of

Absolute Scale of," 855, 865
;

" Thermo-
couples," 9 1C, 017

Hindloy : gear,
"
Mechanical Powers," 591

Hinks :

"
Measurement, Units of," 588

Him :

"
Heat, Mechanical Equivalent of," 480

;

equations of state,
" Thermal Expansion,"

805
Hodsman :

"
Heat, Conduction of," 430, 458

Holf, Van't: "Thermodynamics," 077
Hoffmann, If. : (and Meissnor)

"
Pyrometry,

Optical," 649 ;

"
Temperature, Realisation of

Absolute Scale of," 863
Holborn, L. : specific heat of CO,

"
Calorimotry,

Method of Mixtures," 71
; subfimation-point of

CO., "Temperature, Realisation of Absolute
Scale of," 840

; boiling-point of oxygon, ibid.
850 ; expansion of organic liquids in glass, ibid.
850

(and Austin)
"
Calorimetry, Method of Mixtures,"

60
; constant pressure experiments,

"
Kngincs,

Thermodynamics of Internal Combustion,"
304, 305

(and Bay) gas-thermometer work,
"
Pyrometry,

Total Radiation," 605,
"
Temperature, Rnilinii-

tion of Absolute Scale of," 858, 850 ; platinum-
metal thermocouples and gas-thermometer
comparisons,

"
Temperature, Realisation of

Absolute Scale of," 854, 865 ; boiling-point of
zinc, ibid. 860 ;

"
Thermal Expansion," 875

(and Henning)
"
Calorimetry, Method of Mixtures,"

60, 71 ; constant pressure experiments,
tk

Cases,
Specific Heats of," 416, 417, 418; boiling-point,
of sulphur,

"
Resistance ThermomctcrH," 605,'

Temperature, Realisation of Absolute Scale
of," 853

; pressure and volume eoalllcienlH,"
Temperature, Realisation of Absolute Scale

of," 8-12
; comparison of gas-scaliss, ibid. 843,

845, 854
; interpolated iixed points, ibid

840, 850, 855, 856
; expansion of silica glass,

Thermal Expansion," 874
(arid Jacob) specific heat of air,

"
Calorimctry,

Electrical Methods of," 47, 48
(and Kurlbaum) pyrometer,

"
Pyromotry, Op

tical," 645
; emissivity of platinum, ibid. 658,

(and Valentine) gas-scale comparison,
4 '

Pyro-
metry, Optical," (J44,

"
Temperature, "Realisa

tion of Absolute Scale of," 850, 86,3, 868
(and Wien) gas-thcrmometcr comparison,

"
.Resist

ance Thermometers," 70(5, 707,
"
Temperature,

Realisation of Absolute Scale of," 8<I3, 851, H5H
;

boiling-point of oxygen, "Temperature, Keallsa-
tion of Absolute'- Scale of," 850 ; thermocouple,
and hydrogen thermometer, ibid. 852, 8(55;
interpolated fixed points, ihid. 8(55

Hohnan : formula,
"
Thermocouples," 018

Hoist : (Onncs and)
"
.Heat, Conduction of," <150

;"
Latent Heal.," 550, 557 ; comparison of gas-

scales,
"
Temperature, Realisation of Absolute

Scale of," 8^13

llooke : law,
"

Elasticity, Theory of," 2-12 ;

"
Ther-

mometry," OHO
HopkinHon, Prof. \\. : (and Thring) torHiomueter,"

Dynamometers," 102, KKt ; testing apparatus,"
Elasti<- Constants," 182, 211; explosion

experiments,
'*

Ulastieity, Theory of," li-IO,"
Engines,

r

rhenuodynainies of lut,enm,l Coiu-
busfiion," 203, liO-1, 205, 208, ;)()

; volumetric
heats,

"
(lases, Spocilh^ ,Hea,ts of," '116, -1 17, .{ IS ;

optical indicator,
"

Prc-ssure, Meusur(>menti of,"
OJ18

Uornblower, J. C. ;

" Htoum I^nglne, Reciprocating,"
700

Hornsby: -Akroyd <nigin(\
"

Knghies, Some Typical
.Internal Combustion," :J12, 326, :$27, U28

Floskiiig :

"
bMction," !M7; "Thermocouples," 002

Hospitaller ; Carpontier- Hospitaller indicator,
"
l*nS"

Hiiro, Measurement of," 6JJ8

ITovtwtadt :

"
Thcrmometry," 1 ()()(), <))<>f<>

Jloward, J. 10. :

"
Klast,i<! Constants," 1H1

Hoxton :

"
Temiwral.uro, .Realisation of Absolute

Scale of," 8-14

Hughes, C. :

"
Dynamometers," J05

;

"
Heat,

Convection of," 472, 473
Hugon : engine,

"
Engiius, Thermodynamics of

Internal Comloufltion," 282
Humphrey :

"
Engines, Thennodynaini(^s of lnt(>rnal

Combiwtion/* ^09
; gas-pump,

"
HydraulicH/'

Huntingdon:
"

Elastic Constants," 100
ITuntly, G. JS". :

"
Pnel Calorimetry," 408

Hupka :

"
Tomperature, Jiealisation of Alwoluto

Scale of," 803
Hurst : -Tomlinson oxtoiiHometer,

"
IMiHtiti Con-

stants," 160, 1(51

Hyatt:
"

I)ynn,nioinet( k rs," KM, 105
Ilybl:

"
Latent lleni," 557

Hyde, J. 11. : (Cn<ly and KonsytluO
"

friction,"
340;

"
I'yrometTy, Optical," 650, 651, 6(51;"

T( k

mi)eniture, H,ea,lisa,fion of Absohil.e Seale
of," H(W

Icilius, <iuini,uH :

"
I Tout, Me<'hanlcal H(|uIval<Mit of,"

ISO

Jngersoll : heat dm'usivif.y," Ihvit, Conduction of,"
1(56; melting-points,

"
Pyrometry, OpMejiJ,"

65!)
'

JnglcH, Prof.:
"
KngineH and Prime Movers, Balan

cing of," 2(55

Jjzod :

"
Klastle (lonstatitw," 152, 1F>!t; testw and

machines, ibid. 201, 202, 203, 205, 206

Jackson :

"
CaJorlim^try, Klcet-rieal M(>th()ds of," -12

Jacob: (llolhorn and)
"
CaJorlmet-ry, Mlcetrical

MethodH of," <1H
; (and ,Liii<l()

"
Calorimetry

Method of Mixtures," 71; "Cases, S])(>eille
lIwtH of/' 415; (l)avles and)

"
Liil^iH. Heat/'

555
Jacobus ;

**
Latent lleaf.," 55(5

.Jac<nielln : (Sllbonnann and) gas-lliermomettM's,
"Temperature, RealiHntlon of Alwtiltito Seah'
of/' 857

Jaeger : (and DiesHclhorst)
"

Ca,lorlmetry, Kl<c<,rleal
MethodK of," *I2 ;

"
lloa,t, Conduction of," -M6,

4-17, 458, -150, 460;
"
Therinocoujdes," 017

Jaggar :
"

MliiHtle- ('onwtanlrt/' 100
Jalm: "

Lat,<mt Heat," 502
Jakob : w, Jacob

u^a,x : wear tests,
"

Mlasf,le ConstanlH "
101)-

conductivity of rocks,
"

Heat, Conduction of,"
151

.Taquorod, A. : (and IN^rrot)
"

I'yrometry, Oi)ttca,l,"
644; (Travi^rs, Sent<>r and) comparison of KIIH-
scales,

"
Touiponitnre, H.eallsatJon of Absoliile

Scale of," 843, 84.|, H.Jfl ; (and IVrrot.) <-om-
parlHon of waH-tJierinometers, ibid. 850, 852,
853, 850

; interpolations, ibid. 853. 8(1(5 ; (ant
WaHHiner) ibid. 852, 853
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lurry: "Temperature, .Realisation of Absolute I

Scale of," 840
Joans: "

Heat, Conduction of," 4(H)

Jeukin, Kloming : (and Uwiug)
"

Friction," 303;"
Lubrication, Boundary Conditions in," 574

Johnson: apparent elastic limit,
"
Mlastio Constants,"

143; tents, Mid. 101, 104, 105, 22-1, 225
Johnston: (Adams and) "Temperature, Idealisa

tion of Absolute, Scale of," 855
Joly, J. : steam calorimeter, "Calorimeter," 32,"

Latent Heat," 552 ;

"
Calorimetry, Methods

based on Change of State," 50, 51, 52, 53;
variation of spooillo heat,

"
Calorimetry, Method

ol' Mixtures," 71,
"
UngineH, Thermodynamics

of Internal Combustion," 304
;

"
Latent

Heat," 552, 555; "Pyrometry, Optical," 047,
05H

; apparatus,
" Thermal Expansion," 884

Jonval: turbine,
"

Hydraulics," 525, 520, 527
Joule : mechanical equivalent of heat,

"
Calorimetry,

lOloetrioal Methods of," 33,
"

ICngines, Thcrmo-
dynamles of Internal Combustion," 208,

"
JLoat,

Mechanical Uquivalont of," 470, 480, 481,
182, 4H3, 485, 400, 402,

"
Thermodynamics,"

022, 023 ; law of,
"

Engines, Thermodynamics
of Internal Combustion," 273, "Thermo
dynamics," 027, 02rt

; equation of state,"
Thermal Mxpansion," 800 ;

"
Thermometry,"

1001
; Joule-Thomson cooling effect,

"
Calori-

metry, Electrical Methods of," 38, 48," Kngines,
Thermodynamics of Internal Combustion," 270,"

Refrigeration," OH8,
" Thermal Expansion,"

803, HOO, "Thermodynamics," 027, 02H, 051,052,
057, 1)58, 074

Joy : valve gear,
" Kinematics of Machinery," 545,

547
.hide : (Seaton and) test,

"
Elastic Constants," 202

Julius : radiation,
"

Engines, Thenuodynamk'B, of

Interu.'il Combustion," 203
Junkers:

"
Kuel Calorimetry," 400, 410

lvalue :

"
Heat, Mechanical Equivalent of," 487,

402
Kuhleuborg :

" Latent llcat," 502
Kanolt:

"
Pyrometry, Optical," (Mi);

"
Pyromotry,

Total Radiation," 071

Kivpp, U t :

"
Klastlt' ConHtantiH," 1H2

.KtiHpar :

"
T(mpttruture, Idealisation of Absolute

Healo of," H40
Kaye, 0. \v. (!, :

**
MeaHuremcnt, Units of," 580;

"
TlUTinaJ lOxpaiiHion," 874, 8Hi

Keep :

"
l<MasU(5 <

f

(Hwi,ants," 100

Kelvin, Lord (w Thomson, W.) : ropo brake,
"
Dynamometers," 08, 00 ; tidal cfl'ectivo

rigidity of the earth,
"

lilaHtlclty, Theory of,"

250; almohito (thonnodynamio) scaln of

l^unperai/ure,
*'

I'jUgineH, Thermodynamics of

Internal Coinbuntlon,
n

200, 270,
" Measure-

nuM\t, Units of," 585,
"
Tcuuperature," 834,

"
T( k

nipenititr(S Practical Heal( of," 835,

"'iViupciraturo, ItouliHatlon of Almohito Scale

of," 837,
"
ThermodyuainlcH," 033 ; equation,

"
WnpjlnoH, Th(rmodynamics of Internal Com-

Intstlon," 308; viscosity of HolUlH. "Friction,"
351 ; diiruHlvity,

"
Heat, Conduction of," MO ;

(emptnuture waves in Holl, Ml. 405
; cooling

of earth, ibul t 400 ; warming by refrigerator,
"

Re!'rlg<M'atlon," 002 ;
<loul)le bridge method,

"
ItiwlHiiitrK'tt Therinouu^HU'H," 708 ;

wave rt
ksist-

auce,
"
Ship H^rtlHta.nct^ and 'PropulHion," 720

;

temperature defined,
"
Temiterature, R<yiliHation

of Absolute Sc.ale of," 830; Joule-Thomson ex

periments (mi Joule-Thomson effect),
" Thermo-

dyiuvmlcs," 027 ; dissipation of e,uergy,;<7w/.
037 ;

melting-point of ice and presnure, ibid. 040 ;

HupernatuniMon, ibid. 004
;

(^hH-troiuotive force,

of Danlcll cell, /7//W. OHO

Kennedy: exttMiHometern,
"

Elastic Constants, 102;

AHhcroft HM-,( rder, MM. 170

Kennedy:
"

lloat, Convec.tion of," 471

Kepler ;

"
DynamU-al Similarity, The Principles of,'

84

KcycH :

" Latent llcat," 557

Keys, Dr. D. A. :

" Cathode Ray Manometer, <0

Kllgour :

"
Heat, Convection of," 475

Khuball :

"
KHctloti," 303

KIn, L. V. : cooling of wires,
"
Dynamical Similarity,

TlH Principles ol\" 01; conductivity of motalB,
"

Heat, Conduction of," -150, 451 ;

"
ILeat,

Convection of," 471, 472, -173

KirchholF : theorem,
"
Elasticity, Theory of," 248,

250 ;

"
Pyrometry, Optical," C43

;

"
Pyro-

motry, TotalT^adiation," 663
Kirkaldy, David :

"
Elastic Constants," 116, 125,

156, 200
Kirner, J. : optical indicator,

"
Pressure, Measure

ment of," G30
Kirsch :

"
Elastic. Constants," 191

Klober :

" TSomb Calorimeters/' 29
Klein :

"
Kinematics of Machinery," 546

Knoblauch :

"
Caloiimetry, Method of Mixtures,"

7J
;

"
Oases, Hpeciilc Heats of," 415

Kuudsen, M. :

"
Air-pumps," 21

; conductivity of

gases,
"
Heat, Conduction of," 4CO

Kohlransch :

"
lleat, Conduction of," 446

Kpiumers, J. B. ;

"
lilastic Constants," 188

Koniff : spectrophotomcter,
*'

Pyrometry, Optical,"
047

Konno :

"
Hcati, Conduction of," 450, 4GO

Kopp :

"
Calorimetry, Electrical Methods of," 42 ;"

Calorimetry, Methods based on Change of

State,*
1 50

Koref :

'*

Calorimetry, Electrical Methods of," 42 ;

appliances,
"
C'alorSmctry, Method of Mixtures,"

00, 07; mejin atomic heat of diamond,
"

Calori

metry, Quantum Theory," 75
Krans :

"
Latent Heat," 556

Krookor :

" Bomb C'alorimeterR," 27
Kcl :

"
Ten\porature, Idealisation of Absolute

Scale of," 849, i-50, 852
Kuenen :

" Thermal Expansion," 800
Kundt, A. : (and Warburg)

"
Air-pumps," 17 ;"

Friction," 344 ; volumetric heat,
"
Gases,

Hpecilic Heats of," 415
; conductivity of gases,"

ITeat, Concluction of," 455
Kurlbaum : (bummer and) emissivity of platinum,"

llcat, Convection of," 475; (Holborn and)"
Pyrometry, Optical," C58, 6CO ; Morse pyro

meter,
"
Pyrometry, Optical," 045

Kutter :

"
HydraulicH," 505

liabv : (Ileretis and) conductivity of prases,
"
Heat,

Conduction of," 450, 458, 450, 400 ; (Kaye
and) specific heat of water,

"
Measurement,

Units of," 580
Ladcnburg : (an<Jl Krligel)

"
Temperature, Realisa

tion of Absolute Scale of," 849, 850, 852

Lafay, A. ;

"
Pressure, Measurement, of," 635, C40

Laorjholm :
"

Eliustio Constants," 116

Lafininffo :

"
Stream-line Motion," 790

Lamb : (and Wilson)
"
Friction," 347

;

"
Heat,

Conduction of," 432, 457
lanchester, V. W. : worm-gear testing machine,

"
Dynamometers," 108,

"
friction," 383

Landfiraf : -Turner Machine,
"
Elastic Constants,"

188
Landolt :

"
Latent Heat," 550

Lanbein. :

" Bomb Calorimeters," 29
: explosion experiments,

"
Calorimeter,

Method of Mixtures," 71,
"
Engines, Thcrmo-

dvuamicft of Jnternnl Combustion," 298,
"
Gases,

S'pocilUi Heats of," 410, 418; (Otto and) free

piston engine, "Engines, Thermodynamics of.

Internal Combustion," 283, 284, 280, 21)0, 291,
202

Langlcy : bolometer,
"
Pyrometry, Total lladia-

tlon," 003, 004

Langmuir, L. : condensation pum]),
"
Air-pumps

'

20, 21 ; theory of adsorption, "Friction," 381 ;

conductivity of tungsten,
"
Heat, Conduction

Optical," 00

.Laplace : heat of gases, Calorimetry,, ,

Method of Mixtures," 08 ;
heat of fiwion of ice,

"latent llcat," 502; "Thermal Expansion,"

872; traiwnuHBhm of sound, "Ihermo-

dynamic.s," 908
,

Launhardt: formula, "Elastic Constants," 1/9

Laval, do:
" Htenm Engine. Theory of, 775;

" Steam Turbine, The Physics of the, 780 ,

u
Turbine, Dovelopnxcut of the Steam,' 1028

Lavoisier :

"
Calorimetry, Method of Mixtures,'. 68 ;

'*
Latent Heat," 502

;

" Thermal Expansion,
872

Tjaw : tests,
"

Elastic, (buHtants," 210

Lebanteur :

"
Elarttlo Constants," 150
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Lo Chatelier, H. : tests and apparatus,
"

Elastic

Constants," 190, 102, 103, 201, 211, 212, 213,
237, 240 ; explosion experiments,

"
Engines,

Thermodynamics of Internal Combustion,"
298, 304, 305, 300,

"
Gases, Specific Heats of,"

416; thermoelectric temperature measurement,"
Resistance Thermometers," 693,

"
Tempera

ture, localisation of Absolute Scale of," 8(54, 8(5.5,"
Thermocouples," 002,

"
Thermoelement," 087

Ledoux :

"
Latent Beat," r>.

r
)7

Leduc : density determination,
*'

Calorimotry,
Methods based on Change of State," 50,

" Latent
Heat," 563

Lee : (and Crowthor) testing machine,
"
Elastic

Constants," 214, 215
;

"
Ship Resistance and

Propulsion," 715
Lees, Dr. C. H. :

"
Friction," 303 ; slab method,"

Heat, Conduction of," 440, 441
;
bar method,

ibid. 443, 445, 446 ; conductivity of crystals,
ibid. 451, 452

; conductivity of liquids, ibid.

452, 453, 454 ; surface temperature measure
ment, ibid. 458

; Lorcnz's constant, ibid. 450,
460

Lees, S. :

"
Gases, Specific Heats of," 410 .

Leithaeuser :

"
Temperature, Realisation of Absolute

Scale of," 8(53

Lenoir : engine,
"
Engines, Thermodynamics of

Internal Combustion," 282, 283, 288, 280, 290,
292

Lena-Weber :

"
Heat, Mechanical Equivalent of."

480
Leroux :

" Bomb Calorimeters," 29
Le Verrier :

"
Calorimelry, Electrical Methods of,"

42
Levy :

" Thermal Expansion," 879
Lewis, XJpton : toughness testing machine,

"
Elastic

Constants," 189, 100
Linde : formula,

*'

Calorimctry, Electrical Methods
of," 48; (Jacob and)

"
Calorimetry, Method of

Mixtures," 71
; application of Joule-Thomson

effect,
"
Liquefaction of Gases," 5(55,

" Thermo
dynamics," 951, 957, 958

Lindemann : (Nernst and)
"
Calorimetry, Electrical

Methods of," 40
; appliances,

"
Calorimetry,

Method of Mixtures," 06, (57 ; specific heat
formula,

"
Calorimetry, Quantum Theory,"

73, 74, 75
;

"
Gases, Specific Heats of," 418

Lister, G. A. : brake,
"
Dynamometers," 101

Ljimgstrom, Birger : turbine,
" Steam Turbine, The

Physics of the," 790, 792 ;

"
Turbine, Develop

ment of the Steam," 1035
Lodge :

"
Heat, Conduction of," 451

Lorcntz, H. A. :

"
Heat, Conduction of." 459

Lorenz :

"
Calorimetry, Electrical Methods of," 42

;"
Calorimetry, Method of Mixtures," 71 ;"
Engines and Prime Movers, BalancinR of,"

265 ;

"
Friction," 401 ; law and constant,

"Heat, Conduction of," 440, 449, 450, 460;
theory,

"
Heat, Convection of," 474, 475, 470

Love, Prof. A. E. H. :

M
Elasticity, Theory of,"

references, 251
Lovegrove, E. J. i rattler test machine,

"
Elastic

Constants," 220, 230
Lucfce :

"
Latent Heat," 557

Luke :

"
Ship Resistance and Propulsion," 733, 734

Lummer : (Wien and) "Black Body," 20; (Kurl-
baum and) cmissivity of platinum,

"
Heat,

Convection of," 475
; (and Prlngsheim) on

Stefan-Boltzmanu law,
"
Pyrometry, Optical,"

643, 044, "Pyrqmctry, Total Radiation," C63,
664, 065

; distribution of energy in spectrum
of platinum, "Pyromotry, Optical," C55, 659;"
Temperature, Realisation of Absolute Scale

of," 863
; ratio of specific heats in gases,"

Thermodynamics," 9(59

Lunginin :

" Bomb Calorimeters,'* 29
LiiHsana :

"
Calorimetry, Electrical Methods of," 48

Lynch ; (and Brace) extonsometer,
"
Elastic Con

stants," 165

McAclie, Prof. : kilograd scale,
"
Measurement,

Units of," 585
Macalpino, J. H. : "Engines and Prime Movers,

Balancing of," 255
Macaulay, W. II. :

"
Structures, the Strength of," H10

M'Cauley : "Pyromotry, Optical," 655, 659

Macgrcgor : wear tests,
"
Mastic Constants," 100

Macho : equation of state,
" Thermal Expansion,"

806
MeTnnes : Dobbio-Mclnnos in<licator,

"
Pressure,

Measurement of," (537

Macintire :

"
Latent 1 1 cat," 557

M'Naught :

" Steam Engine, Reciprocating," 7(50,
761

Magnus, A.:
"
Air-pumps,

"
20;

"
ralorimeiry,

Electrical Methods ol'," '12

Mahler: bomb, "Horn!) Calorimeters," 27, "Fuel
Calomuetry," -109

Malilko :

"
Thormomrtry," lOltt

Maillard:
"

Klas tie Constants," 116, 127
Maitland : Klastie Constants," 15(5

Makower :

"
Calorhuotry, Method of Mixtures," 71

Malignani :

"
Air-pumps," iM

Mallard: (and Le Chat-oiler) explosion experiments,
"Engines, Thormodyimmies of Internal Com-
buHiion," 208, 305, 309,

"
(luHOH, Spccllle, H^ats

of," 416
Mallock, A. : maximum resilience theory,

"
Mlastie

(Constants," 186 ; experiments,
"

l''rU^loti," ,'i(57 ;"
Ship llesiHtane-e and .PropulHiou," 727

Mallory :

"
Jleat, Mochanlcial l!l(|ulval(nti of," -IS'l

;"
Temperature, .Realisation of Absolute Scale

of," 848
Marshall, C. A. :

"
Klastlc Constants," 158, 174

Marshall, Miss 1). : (.Ramsay awl) apparatus," Latent Ueat," 553, 5(50; ((MlIithsaiuD^W, 561
Martel :

"
Elastic (,'onrttantH." 196

Martens, A.: tents,
"
Elastic ConstantH," 165, 15(5,

198, 211; cxtcmsomotorfl, 162, l(5!i, KM, 1(55,

214
; Penrtky-Martcnfl at)paratus,

"
Flash-polni,

Determination," 335, 337, 338
Martin, H. M. :

"
Mtcaiu Turbine, The T'hyHlcs of

the," 782, 785 ;

"
Turbine, Development of*

the Steam," 1078
Martina, Dr. :

"
Thermometry," 990

Mason, W. :

"
Elastic Constants," 18(5, 187

Mather :

"
Heat, Mechanical Equivalent of," 492

MatheWH : "Elastic Constants," 150, 151, 152
Mathias, E. :

"
Lat.t^nt Heat," 558 ; law of recti

linear diameters,
"
Thermal Expansion," 897 ;

values, ibid. H9S
; ealorimctric method,

" Ther
modynamics," 9(52

Matthiesson : "Thermal Expansion," 875
Mattueel :

"
IflngineH, Thermodynamicrt of ludenml

CombuHtion," 2H3
Maw :

"
Friction," 363

Maxwell, J. Clerk: "
Friction," 34U, IVI4. !M5, :M(5,

347, 350 ; conductivity of gases,
"

I Coat, ('ou-
duction of," 430, 460

;

"
Pressure of Radiation,"

(542-; dolloction,
"
Stnu'tureH, 'I'ho St.rcuglli of,"

821; theorem,
" Thermal Expansion," 89(5 ; four

thermodynaiuie relations,
"
Tlierm<)<lynnml<'H,"

955
; velocity of moleculen, ibid. 9H5

Mayer, Dr. Julius: "Heat, Mechanical Kmdvaleut
of," 479, 480

Moikle : shape factor,
"

JToat, Conduction of," 4(5 L
463

Moilink :

"
Temperature, lioaliHation of Absolut-e

Scale of," 851
MeiBsner, J. W. : conductivity of metulH,

"
Heat,

Conduction of," 446, 459 ;

"
Hesistaniu*. Tlit^r-

mometer," 704; (Ilolfmann and)
"
Pvromctry,

Optical," 649 ;

"
Temperature, .Realisation of

Absolute Scale of," 8(53

Mellor :

"
Tlicrmosta(,H," 1024

Mondelcjew :

" Thermal Expansion," 898
Mendeuhall, (!. K. : (and Augcll)

*

Head, Conduction
of," 4-17, -M8 ; (and Korsytlio) pyroiuett^rH
compared,

"
I \vronu it.ry, Optical," 6-1-1, (5-15;

optical pyrometer, ibid. (M-J, (54(5; eyoplece IUH!
sectors, ibfd. (553; Htcfan-Bolticiuann law
choc.ked,

"
Pyrouu^t.ry, Total .Radiation," (5(55 ;

(and Ingersoli) melting-points of refractory
dements,

"
Pyrojnctry, Oplilcnl," (550, (56()

1

;"
Tomperaturo, JtealiHatiou of Al>solut(i Scale

of," 863
Merrill: "Heat, Meehanlcal Equivalent of," .|J)2

Meyor, Prof.: law of con\i)arlHon,
"

Idluntlo. Coil"
Htants," 192 ; tests,

"
lOngludH, Homo Typical

Internal Combustion," Us2!t, 324
Micholl, A. (j. M. :

"
IMctlon," 370, 378. 370, 880,

381; ".Lubrication, Boundary Conditions in,"
574 ;

"
Vlwunnotry," 105^

Mlcnlescu :

"
Ueat, Mechanical Mnulvalcnt ol

1

," -180

Mi<ldleborg:
"
Elastic Constants," 191
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Millikan, It. A. :

"
Temperature, Idealisation of Ab

solute Scale, of," 802
Mills,,!. U. : "Elastic, Constants," 228

; "Latent
Heat/' 501, 502

Mitchell: "Heat, Conduction of," 443;
"
Iloat,

Convection of," -171

MUseherlich :

"
Thermal Expansion," 875

J\li\'tor, Prof. ;

" Bomb Calorimeters," 30, 31
Molis : scale,

"
Mastic Constants," 108

Mollier, Dr. : total heat, and entropy charts,i%

Kngincs, Thermodynamics of Internal Com
bustion," 273,

"
Refrigeration," 084, (185, 080,

"Steam Engine, Theory of," 771, 772, 773,"
Thermodynamics," 049, 050, 051 ; (Knoblauch

and) experiments,
"

(Inses, ^peeiile Heats of,"
115 ; heat, of vaporisation of ammonia,

"
Latent

Heat," 557
; reheating clt'oet,

"
Steam Turbine,

The Physics of the," 785
Moorby :

"
Heat, Mechanical Equivalent of," 480;

(Reynolds and) ib-M. 484, -185, 400, 493
Moore, II. : autographic recorder,

"
Elastic Con

stants," 170 ; Brinell hardness test, ibid. 103 ;"
Flash-point Determination," 338

Morin, (General:
"

Krietion," 380; ".Lubrication,
Itoundary Con<litious in," 574

Morley, Dr. A. :

"
Elasticity, Theory of," references,

Morris, Dr. I). K. : brake, "Dynamometers," 101;"
Heat, Convcct.ion of," 471

Morrow : cxtensometer,
"

Elastic' Constants," ](>5,
108

Morseh :

"
Mla.st.lc. Constants," 174

Morse :

"
Petrol Engine, The Water-cooled," COO ;

pyrometer,
"

I \vromct.ry, Optical," 045, 040
Moselcy :

"
I'Yiction," 301

Moss: (Callcndar and) "Temperature, Realisation
of Absolute Scale of," 853; "Thermal Expan
sion," 880

Mueller; (Dickinson and) boiling-point of sulphur,"
Resistance Thermometers," (505,

"
Tempora-

ture, Realisation of Absolut.c Scale of," 853;
(Burgess and)

"
Resistance Thermometer." 005,

704, 705, 700; (Dickinson and) ealorlmotric
bridge, v7w/. (508 ; comparison of gas-ther
mometers,

"
Temperature, Realisation, of Alb-

Holute Scales of," 847, 848
; determination of Qs ,

ibid. 803
Muir ;

"
ElaBtle, Constants," 170

Museeleamt :

" Latent Heat," 502
Musehenbroek :

"
Elastic Constants," 110

Nacearl :

"
Calorimedry, Electrical Methods of," 42

Nadcjdine :

" Thermal Expansion," 808
Natterer;

"
Natterer and Cailletet," 503

;

" Thermal
Expansion," 888.

Net-Hen : pump,
"
Air-pumps," 7.

Ncrnst, \V, : (and Llndemann) appliances and data.,"
Calorimetry, Electrical Methods of," 40, 42,"
Calorimetry, Method of Mixtures," 0(5, 07;

Hpccide heat formula and residtH of tentfl,

"M'alorlmetryj Quantum Theory," 73, 74, 75,"
<|UHOH, Spocme II(Mits of," -118; JWhiHtohi ami

ix^byi^ fonuulao and polyatomic. HUbHtancon,"
Calorlmetrv, Quantum Theory," >* 74, 75;

juoHiuHiu(uin of intrinsic brilliancy, ''Pyro-
nwtry, Optical," 002

;

"
(IKferonco formula,"

JfioallHatlon of AbHoluto Hcalo"
Toiuitoratiiro. JfioallHatlon of AbHoluto Hcalo

of," 851 : (tuul von Wartonborp;) detormlnatlon
of (i a wi4, 803

; pas equation,
" Thermal

805
Koutuann :

"
IMwtldty, Theory of," 248; "Heat,

Conduction of," 40u

Seville, C, T. : (and lleycock)
" Phase Ilnlo," (518;

"
RcHlHtaiuui Thermometers," (503, 707

;
inter

polations by,
"
Temperature, Realisation of

Ahsolute Scale of," 855, 805;
" Thermo-

'ouploH/' 5)10, 017
Newbltfln : bearing,

"
Krlctlon," 381

Newc.onuin ; englius
" Stoam Engine, ReciT'rocating,"

757, 758 ;

" Steam MnKlnis Theory of," 705

,Ne\vton, Sir ,lsaa<i : second law,
"
Dynamical Similar-

Sty, Tho PrlncipU^s of," 82
; gravitational law,

ihitt. 84 ; third law,
"

Ucat, Mec.hanlcal Mqniva-
Innt. of," 478;

"
Itoat, Convec.tion of," 471;

"Ship Resistance and I'ropulHion," 712; trans

mission of waves of nound,
"
Thermodynamics,"

0(58 ; thermometer,
"
Thenuom(>tiry," 080

Kichols, 1*1*01'.: denslti.v d(terminatlon, "(lalorl-

inciiry Methods based on Change of State," 50,

"
Heat, Mechanical Equivalent of,'

1

"
Latent Keat," 503

ISicolson :

493

Nielsen : (Stock and)
"
Temperature, Bcalisatlon of

Absolute Scale of," 850
Nisi, It. :

" Thermal Expansion," 876
Niven :

"
Heat, Conduction of," 435, 436, 437, 457,

458
Noeil :

"
Cnlorimetry, Eloctrical Methods of," 48

Northrup :

"
itcyistance ThermometcrB," 708

Nu-sselt :

"
Heat, Conduetion of," 431, 432, 458

Oe<^helhatiHer : gas engine,
"
"Engines, Some Typical

Internal Combination," 312, 322, 323, 324
Olson : machines,

"
Elastic (Constants," 110, 123

()lsze\vski : comparison of gas-scales,
"
Temperature,

sion," 808

Onnes, Kaincrlingh :

"
Heat, Conduction of," 459 ;"

Liciuefaction of ClaBCH," 5C4
; gauge,

*'

Pressure,
Measurement of," 027

; comparison of gas-scales,"
Temperature, Realisation of Absolute Scale

of," 843, 844 ; boiling-point of oxygen, ibid. 850
;

vapour pressure measurements, ibid. 850 ; ther
mal properties and lixed points, ibid. 851 ;

thermoelements, ibid. 852,
"
Thermocouples,"

010; (and Braaic) hydrogen at low tempera
tures,

" Thermal Expansion," 888 ; values,
ibid. 801, 808

; expression of results, ibid. 894
;

equation, ibid. 805
Osborue :

"
Calorimetry, Electrical Methods of," 35 ;

thermal constants of ammonia,
"
Latent Heat,"

557
;

latent heat of fusion, ibid. 563, 564
Otto : four-stroke engine,

"
Engines, Thermo

dynamics of Internal Combustion," 282, 289,
200, 201, 292, 290, 297, 209,

"
Engines, Some

Typical Internal Combustion," 311, 320 ; cycle,"
.Engines, Thermodynamics of Internal Combus

tion," 280, 287, 289, 200, 291, 297, 309, 310, 311,"
Petrol Engine, The Water-cooled," 504, 595

;

Otto and Langen free piston engine,
*'

Engines,
Thermodynamics of Internal CombttHtion," 283,
284, 280, 200, 202 ; cycle, ito'rf. 290, 201

:

" Kuel Calorimetry," 408

Page : impact machine,
"

Elastic Constants," 231,
232

Paine, Col. \V. 11,: extensoractcr, "Elastic Con
stants," 102

Palnlev(S If.:
"
Lubrication, Boundary Conditions

in," 574
PannelL J. &. : "Dynamical Similarity, The Prin

ciples of," 87
;

"
Elastic Constants," 181 ;

experiments.
"
Friction," 402

Parr :

" Bomb Calorimeters," 27
Parsons, A. L. : selerometer,

"
Elastic Constants,"

198
Parsons, Sir Charles : fan,

"
Air-pumps," 1C

;

turbine,
" Steam Engine, Theory of," 772, 775,"

Steam Turbine, The Physics of the," 787, 788,
780, 790, 700, 797, 798,

"
Turbine, Develop

ment of the Steam," 1020, 1031, 1032, 1045
;

eoolUciont, K,
" Steam Turbine, The Physics

of the," 784, 785, 797,
"
Turbine, Development

of the Steam," 1040, 1041
Pasehen :

"
Pyrometry, 0|)tical," 055

J^itrterHon :

"
Heat, Meclianieal Equivalent of,"

487, 402 ;

'* Thermal Expansion," 801
Paul, It. : vernier potentiometer,

"
Thermocouples,"

907
Pawlevsky : values,

" Thermal Expansion," 898

Peabody :

"
Latent Heat," 557

; tables,
" Steam

Turbine, The Physics of the," 794
Pe"olot:

"
Ifoat, Conduction of," 441, 449, 402;

hoat loss experiments,
"
Heat, Convection of,"

474, 470, 477
Poltior : elfcct,

"
Tliermoilynamics," 082, 983

Pclton: wheel, "Hydraulics," 521, 522

Pcnsky : Abel-Pensky apparatus,
"
"Flash-point

"Determination," 334, 335, 330, 337 ; Pensky-
Martens apparatus, ibid. 335, 330, 337, 338

Pernet, Prof. :

"
Heat, Mechanical Eam'valent of,"

483, 484, 401

Perot :

"
U(it., Mec-hanieal Equivalent of," 480
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Perrot, F. L. : (Jaquerod and)
"
Pyrometry, Optical,"

644
; comparison of gas-scales,

"
Temperature,

Realisation of Absolute Scale or," 8^13, 84-1, 845 ;

interpolations by, ibid. 850
; boilintf-point oil

naphthalene, ibid. 853
; melting- point, of gold,

ibid. SCO
Perry:

"
Calorimetry, Method of Mixtures," 71

;

Ayrton and Terry torsionmotcr,
"
Dynamo

meters," 103 ; maximum shear strews theory,"
Elastic Constants," 18(5

Person :

"
Latent Heat,'-' ,503

Petavel, Prof. : explosion experiments,
"
Engines,

Thermodynamics of Internal Combustion," 298
;"

Heat, Concluctioii of," 431
; indicator,

"
Prcss-

tire, Measurement of," 038
Petit : (Dulong and)

"
Calorimetry, Electrical

Methods of," 42 ; Jaw of,
"

( -alorimetry, Quan
tum Theory," 72

;
heat loss experiments,"

Heat, Convection of," 473, 474, 470, 477 ;" Thermal Expansion,
"

878, 870
Potter : engine,

"
Engine, Thermodynamics of

Internal Combustion," 282
Petterson :

"
Latent Heat," 503

Pfalf :

"
Thermal Expansion," 870

Pfaundler :

"
Fuel Calorimetry," 408

Pfeiifer, A. ,T. :

"
Engines, Some Typical Internal

Combustion," 330
Phillips : index thermometer,

"
Thcrmometrv,"

1009, 1010
Pliilpot : tests,

"
Elastic Constants," 205, 207. 208

Pictet: "Latent ITent," 501; "Liquefaction of
Gases," 5G4 ;

"
Temperature, Realisation of

Absolute Scale of," 849
Pier : volumetric heat,

"
Oases, Specific Heats of,"

415
; explosion experiments, ibid, 410, 417, 418,

41!), 420
Pietrowski :

"
Friction," 347

Pirani :

"
Pyrometry, Optical," 050, 001

Pitot: tube, "Friction," 351, 352
Planck, Max : formula,

"
Pyrometry, Optical,"

C43, 055,
"
Thermodynamics," 900

; gas
equation,

" Thermal Expansion," 895, 897 ;

device for mixture of Rases,
"
Thermodynamics,"

976 ; Wicn-Planck law,
"
Temperature, Realisa

tion of Absolute Scale of," 802
Platt:

"
Elastic Constants," 152, 175

Pliicker :

"
Calorimetry, Methods based on Change

of State," 50

Pohlnieyer: apparatus,
"
Elastic Constants," 109

Poiree :

"
Friction," 393

Poiseuille :

"
Friction," 347 ;

"
Viscometry," 1047

Poisson : ratio,
"
Elasticity, Theory of," 244,"

Elastic Constants," 175, 170
Poncelet : wheel,

"
Hytlranlies," 521

Poole :

"
Heat, Conduction of," 437, 438, 457, 458

'

Porter: torsion indicator,
"
Elastic Constants,"" 100

;"
Heat, Conduction of," 403

Potter :

"
Calorimetry, Electrical Methods of," 42

Pouillet :

"
Temperature, llcalisation of Absolute

Scale of," 857
;

"
Thermocouples," 90 L

Powell: glass,
"
Therrnometry," 1000, 1001, 1004

Poynting :

"
Heat, Conduction of," 450

Preston :

"
Latent Heat," 551

Prideaux : (Stubbs and)
"
Pyrometry, Optical,"

050, 057
Prinffsheim : (Lummer and) on Stefan-Boltzmann

law,
"
Pyrometry, Optical," 043, 044,

"
Pyro

metry, Total Itadiation," (503, 004
; distribution

of energy in spectrum of platinum,
"
Pyrometry,

Optical," 055, 05!)
;

"
Temperature, Realisa

tion of Absolute Scale of," 8(53
; ratio of spocillo

heats in gases,
"
Thermodynamics," 909

Prinsep, J. :

"
Temperature, Realisation of Absolutes

Scale of," 857
Proirier-Saint- Brico : tensile test results,

"
Elastic

Constants," 215
Prony : brake,

"
Dynamometers," 97

;

"
Hy

draulics," 50-1

Proyostaye, La: "
Latent Heat," 502, 504

Ptilfrich :

"
Thermal Expansion," 870

Puluj :

"
Heat, Mechanical Equivalent of," 480

Putnam: (Seely and)
"

Elastic Constants," 18(5, 187
Pye :

"
Petrol Engine, The Water-cooled," 594

Quint :

"
Thermal Expansion," 899

Raiubaut :

"
Heat, Conduction of," 405

Itamsay, Sir W. :

"
(tos, Speci/ic llents of," .115;

(iind Miss Marshull) appamtus,
"
Latent Heal;,"

553, 5(50; Tnmton's law, MM. 501; values,"
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Kamsdon :
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Thermal Kxpansiou," 872
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"
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"
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"
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"
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"
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KiiKine, 'Pheory of," 777 ;

"
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Tho Physics of tlus" 779, 780, 7HO
; "Turbiu<>,

Dovolopmcnt of the Steam," 1029, 1032, 1035
'Rawdon :

"
Pyrotuetry, Total Radiation," (57(5

liayleiKh, Lord :

"
Klastleiiiy, Theory of," 250
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iMetiou," 350, 35!), 3(50, 301, 302; "Heat-,

Convection of," .172, 473, -170
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Measurement, Units of," 585,
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Thcrmometry,"

990
RoekiiK(>l :

"
Thermal Expansion," 87!)

Recoura :
" Bomb Calorimeters," JiO

Redwood, Sir HoviM'ton :

"
Viseoinetry," 10-17, KH8,

104-9, 1050, 1051
Itetfnault:

"
Oalorlmotry, Electrical Methods of,"
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"
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motry, Method of Mixtures." 08, 0!) ;

"
(lalorl-

metry, Metliods based on (inaiw 1 <>f State," 52
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(alorlwoky, Method of Mixtures,
'*
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03 ; specidc luiat of st.eam, ibid. 70, 71
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*, product of atomic- weight and specillc heat,"

Calorimetry t Quantum Theory," 72
; law of,"

Engines, Thermodynamics of Internal (loru-

bustion," 273
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turn, ibid. 304 ; incidental heat losses,
"
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Calorimotry," 408 ; constant pressure explosion
experiments,

"
d!ases, Specific, Heats of," -11(5;

"Heat, Mechanical U<iuivalont of," 485, .190;
latent heat of vaporisation,

"
Latent I lent,"
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" Measure
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"
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;
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;
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"
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"
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(

onHtants>
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Methods of," 42 ;
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of," 491
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"
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"
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Hydraulics,"
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Thermal Expansion," H90 ; Thomson and
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"
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Resistance and Propulsion," 731, 7,'M
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" Thermal Expansion," 899
;
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"
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-
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1

(H59, 07(5
" "*, ,
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Tilden :
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"
Thermoeouples,"

Tizanl :
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r 9 i, 50,r>

Todd, L. .1. :

"
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42
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"
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(tonstantw," 100, 101
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"
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"
Air-pumps," 7, 8,
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Alr-i)unips," 7
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"
Kriction," 375, 370, 37H
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' k
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Trautwino :

"
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Trautz :

"
Latent Heat," 551)

Travers :
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851
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"
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sation of Absolute Scale of," 842 ; comparison
of tfas-uealos, ihuL 8.13, 850 ; iiil,(M'j)olatl<)n

ibid. 855; (lUmsay and) "Thonnal Kxptui-

sion," 898
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"
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Trevithick. Richard: "Steam Knffliu
1

,

in," 700, 701
TrooHfc : (l)evillo and)

"
Tomporaturo, ReallsaHou

of Absolute Scale of," 857, 858
Trout/on:

" Latent Heat," 501

Trowbridgo : "Calorimetry, Ulectrleal Methods of,"

42
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Turner machine, ibid. L88 ; scloromotor, ihld,

198
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"
Hydraulics," 504 ;

" Thermal Mx
Hion," H73

Tvveddell : dilFerential a<u',iimulator,
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"
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of," 451
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"
Pyrouw^.ry, Total Ratliatiou," 077
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"

Lat.ent lleni," 502

Uhhelohde :

"
VlHromotr.v,'* 1051

LTnwin : elongation pereeiit'H.Lje,
"
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140, Ml ; yield point,, /7;W, 113; cxtonsomch'ivt,
ibid. 157, 15H, 105; compressometcr, ihitt, Kif),
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101, 1SW ; dyiuunu
1
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test, ibid. 220
;
index law,

"
Hydmulles," Wll

Valcntiiuu* : (Il'olhorn and) p;as-1ihennoru(^t(
v r eoui,
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"
Pyrometry, Ojitleal," 044,

"
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ture, Jtcalisation of Absolute Scale of," H59,,

8(58 ; radiation of black body,
"
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Realisation of Absolute Scale of," 855, HflsJ, HOH
Varley : (nn<l Thomson) i)otentlomet('r,
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ooupleH," 00<K 907, 008
Velten :

"
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State," 4H
Venturi ; inet.er,

"
IIydra,ullcs," 503
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"
Tluinual I0xj)a-nsion," H99

Vieille :

" Bomb Calorlnu^tcrs," 29
Villard : (und Jjirry)

"
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"
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of S<.at(," 50 ;
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Ln,t,<n<. lleut," 5(W

Vlolle, ,1. :

"
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of," 857, H5H, HOI
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offel :

"
(iiilorlmetry, lOIectricul MeihodH of," 4H ;

u
Latent Hoal.," 5f>9

Voi^t:
"
Calorimetry, Klectrical Mol.hodH of," 42;

"
Heat, Conduction of," 440

Volmer : pump,
"
Alr-puiupM," 14

Wajilrt, vaiMlcr: (Uju.'itlon,
"
Therni'iJ KxpatiHloi,,"

H90, 891, SOU, 893, H97, H9H, 899,
" Thermo

dynamics," 071, 972, 973, 974,983, OHO
;
corre

sponding states theorem.
"
Thermodynamics,"

973, 974
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Wagner :

"
Ship Itesistanoe and Propulsion," 734

W aid tier, C. W. ; (and Mallory)
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,K<lulvaumt of," 484
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